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THE 85 CANONS
OF THE
HOLY AND RENOWNED APOSTLES
TOGETHER WITH
AN INTERPRETATION OF THEM IN THE COMMON DIALECT

OF MODERN GREEK (TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH)

CANON 1

A Kifikop must be ordained by t w o or three other Bishops.'
c , IV of 1st C.; c. 111 of 7th C.)

Interpretation

The word Bishop primarily and properly is applied, in the divine and
holy Scriptures; to God, who supervises and oversees all things in the
universe (Note of Translam-Here; as in many other similar cases; a
word of explanation needs to be added in English for the benefit of readers unfamiliar with the etymology of words; I observe, therefore, that the
corresponding Greek word signifies "overseer."), as Job bears witness,
Anacletiis the bishop of Rome says that this first Canon is an assertion made originally b\ the apostle St. Peter. and that it was in accordance with the legislation enibodied in this Canon that the three Apostles. Peter, James, and John, ordained James the
brother of God, though divine St. Chnsostom says that the Lord ordained him. But
perhaps the Lord did indeed declare him bishop of Jcrusalcrn (the ordination referred
to by Chtyostom being taken for a declaration), but the three Apostles. after the assumption of the Lord, ordained him by means of a divine sacrament, as Dositheus
attests on page 3 of his first book past patriarchs of Jerusalem. But why is a bishop
ordained b~ two or ihree bishops; while a presbyier and oher clergymen are ordained
by one alone'?It is probable that this is h e inlemal and proximate reason. For, since
according to the Apostle what is lesser i s blessed by what is superior (or better) (Heb,
7:7; which is said of die priesthood in particular), in the case ol' a presbyter: it being
an ordination of a lesser being, one bishop alone suffices. because of his admittedly
being superior to and ranking above a presbter; but in the case of ordination of a
bishop. who is of the same ordcr and rank, and not inferior or lesser, one bishop
alone does not suffice. because of his being of he same rank. and not superior to the
other. In ordcr. therefore. that a superior ma\ bless an inferior, in the ease of parity
olpersons, two or three ordain one; since admittedl! two good men,or superiors. are
'above:" or better hail, one, as Solomon saJ s (Eccl. 4:9).
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saying: "This is the portion of an impious man from the Lord, and the
heritage appointed to him by the Overseer" i.e., by God (Job 20:29). And
again: "Thine oversight (or supervision) hath preserved my spirit" (;hid.
10:1 2). It is also applied to our Lord Jesus Christ, as the premier of Apostles Peter says concerning Him: "For ye were like sheep going astray;
but have now returned unto the Shepherd and Overseer of your souls" (I
Pet. 2:25). But secondarily and by grace this noun is also applied to those
who have been designated by God, just as God Himself says concerning
Eleazar: "Overseer Eleazar, a son of Aaron the priest" (Nutn. 4: 1 6). And
to Ezekiel God said: "Son of man, I have made thee a watchman over the
house ofIsrael" (Ezek. 3:17).And, in sum. the word Overseers, or Bishops,
ill the Old Testament refers to supervisors and watchmen of the internal
and ecclesiastical administrations and affairs, just as is written concerning
the aforenamed Eleazar that he had "the oversight (i.e., supervision) of all
the tabernacle" (N urn. 4: 161, and concerning the high priest Jehoiada that
he appointed overseers over the house of the Lord: "And the priest appointed overseers over the house of the Lord" (I1 Kings 11:18); as well as
of the external and civil affairs and administrations as supervisors, just as
is written: "And Moses was wroth with the overseers of the host, with the
captains over a thousand, and with the captains over a hundred (Num. 3 1 :
14). Not one, however, of the Apostles was designated or named a bishop,
or overseer, during die earthly lifetime of die Lord. who alone is die overseer of our souls: but the only authority they exercised was that of curing
every disease and casting out demons (Matt. 10: 1; Mk. 3: 15). But after the
resurrection of our Savior from the dead and His assumption into heaven,
the Apostles, who had been sent forth by Him, as He Himself had been
sent forth by the Father, into all the world, and had received all authority
to bind and to loose and all the gracious gifts of the All-holy Spirit on the
day of Pentecost, they not only possessed the name of apostle by virtue
of the facts themselves, but indeed even the name of bishop. or overseer,
as sacred Epiphanius bears witness (Her. 27): "First were Peter and Paul,
these two Apostles and Bishops." Likewise did all the rest, as the Fathers
affirm. For this reason it was that they ordained, or decreed, that city bishops be ordained by thee bishops or two. But also those who were preaching in the country and city, as sacred Clement says, in his first epistle to
the Corinthians: "They appointed their fiistfi-uits, hying them with the
Spirit, as bishops and deacons of those who were going to believe in the
future." Hence, too, Ignatius the God-bearer, in writing to the faithful in
Tralles (a Greek city in Asia Minor), commands: "Respect your Bishop,
too, like Christ, in accordance with what die blissful Apostles enjoi~ied."
Thus much is a11 we have to say concerning the word bishop. As for the
Cheek word corresponding to the English word ordain in the sense of appoint a person to an office, cheirotonia, it is etymologically derived from
the Greek verb temo, meaning to stretch (forth the hands, for example);
and it has two significations. For the word cheirotonia is used to name the
simple action of choosing and designating one to hold a dignity of any
kind; which was performed by the people by stretching forth their hands,
according to that saying of Demosthenes: "whomsoever you ordain a general" (in his first Philippic). And especially in accordance with the custom
in vogue in the Church in olden days, when the multitudes would crowd
together unhindered and ordain, or, more plainly speaking, designate
the chief priests; or bishops, by stretching forth their hands, as Zonaras
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says, though afterwards the council held in Laodicea forbade this in its fifth
Canon, wherein it said: "That ordinations, or, in other words, designations,
as signified by votes, must not be performed in the presence of listeners."
Today, however, the word ordination (chetrotonia) signifies the sacrament
involving prayers and an invocation of the Holy Spirit in the course of
which a bishop lays his hand upon the head of the ordinee. in accordance
with that Apostolic saying: "Lay not hands upon anyone too quickly.." And
this fact is familiar to all. So this Canon prescribes that every chief priest,
or prelate (whether he be a metropolitan, that is to say, or an archbishop
or merely a bishop) is to be ordained by two bishops or three.' Apparently
the figure of speech is that which is called in English "hysteron proteron,"
but in Greek ptvthysterun, meaning the placing of what would naturally
come first in a later position, and vice versa. For it would have been sinpier and more usual to say without the figure of speech: "A bishop must
be ordained by three other bishops or (at least) two." Thus the Apostoli cal Injunctions (which some have inaccurately translated into English as
"Apostolical Constitutions") promulgate the same Canon without any figure of speech by saying: "We command that a bishop be ordained by three
(other) bishops, or at any rate by at least two."2
Concord

Various other canons are in agreement with this Canon in their legislation. For all the bishops of a province (according to c. IV of the 1st C.
and c. Ill of the 7th comicil and c. XIX of Antioch), or many (according
to c. X I 1 of Carthage) must meet together and ordain a bishop. But since
this is difficult, the required number is reduced to three as the minimum,
and the rest of them participate in the ordination by means of their letters.
In confirming this Ap. c. the c. LVIII of Carthage says that this ancient
form shall be kept, in order that no less1 than three bishops may suffice
for the ordination of a bishop, including, that is to say, the metropolitan
and two other bishops. The same thing is said in c. T of local synod held
in Constantinople. And c. XI1 of Laodicea ordains that bishops should be
The bishops when ordained must be of advanced age. hat is. not less than fib years
old, except only where a small province is involved wherein one of advanced age
cannot be found, according to Ap, Inj, Bk. II , ch. 1, and according to the 52nd epistle
of St. Cyprian, or even above the thirtieth year. according to Justinian's Novel 137.
;The word bwhop is dcfincd by Emperors Leo and Constantine thus: "A bishop is a
supervisor and caretaker of all souls that come to church in his province, possessing
,
reader (or magnost), cantor for psaltcs), and
executive power. of a p i c s ~ t c rdeacon,
monk It is die peculiar nature of a bishop to be condcsccnding to humbler men. but
to disdain die haughly.. . . And to incur danger for Lhe proteclion of his flock, and Lo
make their worries his own grief' (Eclg, Title V1 l I , p. 92, of Bk, I I of Jur,), The name
metropolitan is given to a bishop, according to what Gabriel o f Philadelphia (Rev, I :
11) says in his treatise concerning priesthood, because he is like a mother of his city.
which he ought to nourish spiritually with his religious teachings and life and holy
niaimcrs and with the produce of lus tcmtoq (scc also in Ap. c . LVIII). That thcrc
followed a most beneficial custom in the Church of God for those intending to be
ordained as bishops to become monks first and denvards lo become bishops. see in
the footnote to Ap. c. LI.
I Perhaps on this account it said not less than three, not contray to the Apostolical
Canon in reality: but because of there being in those limes a greater nuniber ofbisliops available hail there were in Apostolic limes, during which there was also Lhe
exigency due to persecution,
I
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appointed to the ecclesiastical office only with the approval of surrounding bishops. But if,by chance, only one bishop is left in office in any one
province, and though invited and asked by the Metropolitan, he refuses to
go or to act by letters to ordain a candidate for the prelacy, then the Metropolitan must designate and ordain him by means of bishops &awn from
a neighboring foreign (i.e. outside) province. according to c. VI of the
Sanhcan. The Apostolical Injunctions (Bk. VIIl, ch. 271, on the other hand,
command that anyone ordained by a single bishop be deposed from office
along with the one who ordained him, except only in case of persecution
or some other impediment by reason whereof a number of bishops cannot
get together and he has to be ordained by one alone, just as was Siderius
ordained bishop of Palaibisca, according to Synesius, not by three, but by
one bishop, Philo, because of the scarcity of bishops in those times
(c. XI X of Antioch; c. XI I of Laodicea; c. VI of the Sardican; and c. I
of Constantinople.)
CANON I1
A Presbyter must be ordained by a single Bishop, and so must a Deacon
and other Clergymen.

Interpretation

This Canon prescribes that Presbyter and Deacon and all other Clergymew2 Subdeacons, that is to say, Readers, and Cantors, etc. shall be mdamed by a single Bishop.:
generally, are those who have been admitted to a priestly
and ecclesiastical office
Hie l@ing 011 of hands of a bishop in am ecclesiastical
rank from bishop on down to reader and cantor, and even objuror. and ostiary (or
janitor), according to Ap. cc. XXVI. LXVIII. and LXX; and cc. XXIV and XXX ol'
Laodicea, and the letter of Basil the Great to the chorepsscopi count^ bishops) under
him, and the Nomtcon of Photius, Title T. ch, 31. That is why Novel 123 of Justinian says: "The Prcsb;tcrs, and Deacons, and Subdeacons, and Readers, and Cantors;
whom all we call clergymen, and who arc also called canonics (strangely enough.
though, in English Ihq are termed canons, just as if they were laws to themselves!).
according to c. VI of Antioch and other canons. Properly speaking, however, clergymen are all who possess llie distinction ol'ordination bul who are excluded, from the
sanctuary." Balsamon, on the other hand, in the course of interpreting, or commenting upon, c. LV of Basil, says that even monk's are called clergymen. The name was
bestowed upon them originally, according to Cbsanthus (p. 2 of the Syntapation).
in allusion to the lot (called clems in Greek) which fell upon Matthias (Acts 1:26),
Today, however, the name clergymen is used for die most part in rcfcrencc to those
who hold ccclcsiastical dignities or offices of any kind, whether in holy orders or laymen.
? Please note lliat dhough Bishops, Presbyters, Deacons, and Subdeacons are propcrly spoken of as being ordained. Readers and Cantors arc said to be "scaled." or,
according to Zonaras, t h q are instated by imposilion of the hands, and so are others of a similar nature (for mstalement is more general lhm ordinal!on). Stewards,
on the other hand, and Defensors, and Churchwardens (Pmsmonarii) are said to be
nominated (in Greek, prohallo, i.e., propose), according to c, IT of the 5lh. But according to Symcon of Thcssalonica bishops, prcsbvters, and deacons arc ordained,
subdeacons are instated by imposition of the hands, and readers (anagnostsj are
scalcd. Nevcrthclcss, the present Canon makes no distinction whatever, but applies
the term ordain to ail clergymen. Plcasc note also this. that according to C k s o s ton1 (in his Firs1 Sermon on h e Epislle to the Philippians, p. 5 of vol. IV) a bishop.
presbykr, and deacon are "named" (as embodying these activities) and conversely.
presbyters and bishops are '"named" hid.). But lhal both presbyters and deacons
used to be "designated" (by vote. like bishops, is plainly evident from c. IT1 of the
7th C. and c. VII of Theophilus. Cyril of Alexandria. too. in interpreting the saying in the eighth chapter of Numbers: "And thou shalt bring the Lcvitcs before
:Clergymen, ordinarily and
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die Lord; and the children of Israel shall lay their hands upon the Lcvitcs" (Num. 8.
lo), says "peoples voted for those called to officiate through Christ." in spite of the
Caci that no vole is taken loday. Bul as for the form of co-wilnessing which is given Lo
presbyters and deacons about to be ordained, sec what is said at the end of the Handbook. That co-witnessing, being signed with the signatures of reputable priests and
clergymen. appears to take h e place of voling.

CANON Ul

I f any Bishop or Presbyter, contrary 10 the Lord's ordinance rela1~ n gto
sacrifice, offirs anything else at the sacrificial altar, whether it he honey, or
milk, or artijicial liquor instead of wine, chickens, or any kind ofanimals, or
vegetables, contrary to the ordinance, let him be deposedfrom office: except
ears ofnew wheat or bunches of grapes, in due season. Lei it not be permi&sible to bring any;/7cng else to the sacrificial altar but oilfor the lamp, and
incense a( the time ofthe holv oblation.
(Ap. c, IV; cc. XXVIII, XXXII, LVII, and XCIX of the 6th C.:

c. XLTV of Cartilage: and c. VIH of Theophilus.)
Interpretation

When our Lord Jesus Christ delivered to the Apostles the mystery of
the divine service, he enjoined upon them not to celebrate it with any
other species but (leavened) bread and wine mixed with water, after being
Himself the first to do this at the time of the Mystic Supper, as is written
in the Liturgy of St. James the brother of God: "of wine having mixed
(the cup, that is) with water." On this account the divine Apostles in the
present Canon ordain that any bishop or presbyter infringing the arrangement which the Lord ordained for this bloodless sacrifice, should offer on
the holy table any other species, whether honey, for instance, or milk, or
instead of wine any artificial liquor, or. in other words; any intoxicating
beverage, such as is "raki;"a kind of liqueur manufactured from various
fruits, or such as is beer, or what is called ale, made from barley, or anything similar thereto, or should offer birds or any other kind of animals,
or pulse, let such person be deposed.' Ears of fresh wheat, however, or, in
other words, a handful of sheaves of green wheat, may be offered, as these
were offered to God by the Hebrews: "Ye shall not eat fresh ears of wheat
parched; until ye have offered the gifts unto your G o d (Lev. 23: 14). And
again: "Ye shall bring sheaves of the fnstfhut of your harvest unto the
priest" (Lev. 23:10); and bunches of grapes. Not, however, as a bloodless
sacrifice of the Lord's body and blood, God forbid! but as the firstfiiuts
gathered at the proper time when they first come to ripen2
So that no one is permitted to offer anything else on the Holy Beina (or
altar); except oil for the purpose of illumination, and incense at the time
when divine liturgy is being celebrated.
We must know that the penalties provided by the Canons, such as deposition, ex-

conmunica~ion,and anathema~iza~ion.
are imposed in the third person according.
to grammatical usage. there being no imperative available. In such cases in order to
express a command. die second person would be necessary I am going Lo explain
the matter better. The Canons command the council of living bishops to depose
the priests, or lo excomniunicate hem. or to anathematize la! men \\ ho violate the
canons. Yet, if the council does not acluall~effecl the deposition of the priesls. or

the excommunication. or the anathemati7ation of laymen. these priests and laymen,
are neither acluall~ deposed, nor excommunicated, nor anathematized. The! are
liable to stand trial, however, judicially. here as touching deposition, cxcommunica-
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don. or mathcmatization, but there as touching divine vengeance. Just as when a king
commands his slaw to whip another who did something that offended him, if the
slave in question fail to execute lhe king's command, he will nevertheless be liable
to trial for the whipping. So those silly men make a great mistake who say that at the
present time all those in holy orders who have been ordained contrary to canons are
actually deposed froni office. It is an inquisilional longue dial foolishly twaddles thus
without understanding that the command of canons, without the practical activity of
the second person, or, more plain11 speaking, of the council, remains unexecuted,
since it docs not act of itself and by itself imrncdiatcly and before Judgment. The
Apostles themselves explain themselves in their c. XLVI unmistakably, since they do
not SF that my bishop or presbyter who accepts a baptism performed by heretics is
already and at once actually in the state of having been deposed, but that thcv cornmand lhal lie be deposed, or, a l any rale, lliak he stand Irial, and, if il be proved dial
he did so. then "we command that he be stripped of holy orders by your decision,"
they say,
:It was 011 h s account: it appears; hat during h e festival of the Donnilion of (he
superhol! Theotokc they used to offcr bunches of grapes to the patriarch within the
sacrificial altar of the temple in Blachernae at the end ol' divine service. as Balsamon
s* s. Today, however, it is (he prevailing custom ui most regions ibr such grapes lo be
offered at the festival of the Transfiguration of the Savior, and for them to be blessed
by thc priest. It m e be wondered why the cars of wheat (i.c., of wheat) and grapcs
should bc the only things to be accorded so much honor, and to be offered upon the
allar, lo the exclusion of any olher kinds of friii~Perhaps Ihe reason was hat h e bread
and the wine. which arc transmuted into thc body and blood of the Lord. arc made
of these two. But that the "new wheat" does not mean '"vegetables" or "legumes," as
Balsamon interpreted it, becomes plaiiil~evident kom h i s very same canon. which
expressly forbids vegetables. The Greek work chidra,here translated "ears of new
wheat," IS interpreted as "'new ears" (or wheat) by Theodoret in his cornnlentq on
Leviticus, and by Philo the Jew too. In addition- c. XLIV of Carthagc explicitly says
for firstfruits to be offered from grapes and wheat

Concord

The next Canon, IV, in agreement with the present one, ordains that
other kinds of fruit should not be offered at the sacrificial altar, but at the
bishop's home, as firstfruits. On the other hand, c. XLIV of Carthage decrees that nothing else shall be offered at the holy mysteries, except only
(leavened) bread, and wine united with water. 'Again, c. XXVIII of the
6th prescribes that the grapes that are brought to the Holy Bema must be
blessed by the priest with a special prayer and blessing apart from that of
the mysteries, in order that, in taking these from the hands of the priests,
we may thank God that He provides for our sustenance through mildness
of weather. Pliests failing to do this, but. instead, combining these grapes
with die body and blood of the Lord, are subjected to deposition. Canon
XXXII of the same council reproves the Armenians as offering wine
I

Solon~onprophesied these three species of the Christian sacrifice more clearly and
distinctly than aiiy of the other prophets, when he said, in speaking on behalf of the
substantiated Wisdom of God- in the ninth chapter of the book of Proverbs: "Come;
eat '\ e of in? bread. imd drmk wine which I have iningled far \ou" (Pro\. 9:s).Instead
of thc clause "which I have mingled for YOU." the Arabic translation says "mixed with
water,"Also see chapter 20 oCRabbi San~uel'sGolden Kook. Note. however, that the
union of the w n e and waler in the chalice occurs but once in (he course of. divine
liturgy-in the prothesis, that is to say, only at first; for the water put in the coinmunion wine later is boiling water only, for a different reason: and see the footnote to c,
XXXII of the 6th. Hcncc it is wrong to do as some do who make a second union at the
time of the Cherubic Hymn by pouring wine and water into the chalice. Accordingly.
henceforth let them discontinue the faulty practice, to avoid incurring a canon and
penance. For never is a second union made, except when the sacred elements happen
to get spill, or h e priest forgets: and see the same loohole lo c. XXXII of (he 6di.
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only, and not diluted with water. Canon XCIX of the samc prohibits offering roast
meat at the sacrificial altar. Canon LVII of the same cxprcssly prohibits the offering
of inilk and honey a1 Lhe sacrificial altar: nolwilhslanding Ilial Lhese Ihings were fornicrly offered in accordancc with said c. XLIV of Cartilage for infants. CanonVIII of
Theophilus ordains what is lo be done with what is lell over from the oblations and
libations.

CANON I V

Let all other fruit be sent home to the Bishop and' Pmbyters a s f i swits,
but not to the sacrificial u l t i ~It is underflood that the Bishop and Presbyters
shall disiribztte afair share so the Deacons and other Clergymen.
(Ap, c, IIT; c, XXVTIT. XXXII, LVIT, and LIX of the 6th;
c. XLIV of Carthage; c. VIII of Tl~cophlus.)

Interpretation

This Canon ordains that any other fruit (except ears of wheat and
grapes and oil and incense) shall not be offered at the Holy Bema, but
must be sent to the home of the Bishop and of the Presbyters, as concerns
firstfhuts, in order that those sending them may offer due thanks to God
by them; that He gave them such goods graciously. It i s plain that the
Bishop and Presbyters will not wish to enjoy them by themselves, but will
take care to distribute a goodly share of them also the Deacons and other
in order that they may have a portion too. See the interpreClerg~rnen,~
tation of Ap. c. Ill.
CANON V

No Bishop, Presbyter, or Deacon shallput away his own wife wvHerpretexf of reverence. If, however, he pit her cnvay, let him be excommunicated;
and if he persist in so doing, let him be deposed,//~)ftz
office.
(Canons XIII, XLVTII of 6th: c . IV of Gangra;
cc. IV, XXXIII or carih.1

Interpretation

The old Law permitted married men to divorce their wives whenever
they wanted and without any reasonable occasion. The Lord, however,
sternly forbade this in the Gospel. Hence it is that the Apostles, too, following the Lord's injunction, prohibit this in the present Canon, and say
that a bishop, or a presbyter, or a deacon may not put away, i.e., forcibly
divorce, his wife-without her consent, that is to say-under pretext
or pretense of reverence; but if he should nevertheless divorce her, that
he is to be excommunicated, until such time as he can be persuaded to
take her back into his home. But if he persist in his obstinacy and will
not receive her; he is to be deposed from office altogether, since it is apparent fsom this which he does that he dishonors marriage, which, according to the Apostle, is honorable (Heb. 13:4), and that he thinks bed
and intercourse to be impure, which, however, is called undefiled by the
Concerning these. in ordaining in their own injunctions (Bk, 11, ch, 27), the same
Apostles SF that I'ruit and Iirstfruits, and a tithe ol'wheat, ofwine: ol'oil. and oCother
produce of the soil, must be sent to the Bishop and presbyters, in order that thcy may
apportion them among the clergymen. to wit, one quota to those without the Beina,
and two quotas to those within the Bcma. Scc also Book IV of the samc Injunctions,
chapters 6, 7, 9, and 10. in order to learn Irom whom Clerg men are to accept such
gins and baskets, sad from \vliom no1 lo accepi hem. See also Lhe foohole lo c. VIII
of Theophilus.

;
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same Apostle (ibid.).I need not state that adultery will operate as cause for
divorce in this case, as the Lord said: "Whosoever shall put away his wife,
save for the cause of fornication, causeth her to coininit adultery" (Matt.
5 5 2 ) . The Apostle, too, has said: "Art thou bound unto a wife? seek not
to be f r e e d (I Cor. 7:27);and "Deprive ye not one of the other, miless it
be by mutual agi cement for a time, in order to have leisure for fasting and
prayer" (ibid. 5 ) .
Concord

Tlms also the Sixth in its c. XI11 ordains that marriages of those ill
holy orders are to remain unalterable and divorceless; and that if they
were married even before admission to holy orders, they are not to be
prevented from admission by reason of marriage; nor, when ordained, are
they obliged to agree that as soon as they have become priests they will
divorce their wives, as was an illegal custom which had come to prevail
in Rome. Even if cc. IV and XXXIII of Carthage say for bishops and
presbyters and deacons and subdeacons to keep sober and to abstain from
their wives according to the same definitions, but the interpreters of the
Canons-Zonaras, I mean, and Balsamon, and especially the Sixth in its c.
XIII, in, interpreting the foregoing Canons- say for them to abstain during the times only of their curacy, and not at all times, with the exception
of bishops: and see there.2
Please note h a t in old times it was permissible for bishops lo have wives. [I is on this
account that the present Canon ordains that a bishop shall not divorce liis wife. But
from the time of the first council it appears that the custon~prevailed of not letting
those in holy orders map, especially il'prelates: it applied: however. Lo those who
consented to it voluntarily, and not by reason of any necessity; as is plain from the
words addressed by SL Paphnutius Hie Confessor and bishop of one of the cities of
upper Thcbcs, to that first council. as we shall declare in the following footnote to
the present Canon, Nevertheless there existed as vet no canon confirmatory of this
custom. The holy and ecumenical Sixth Council Lherealler and by a canon sanctioned
this custom b\ ordaining in its c. Xli that bishops alone should not be allowed to have
wives; by which prohibition, however. Dial council did not set aside this Apostolical
Canon-for it did not ordain that prcsbytcrs having wives should put them away. or
divorce them, forcibly and without their consent (which would have been contrary
to the Apostolical Canon). but by mutual agreement and wish having divorced their
wives. the presbyters or deacons or subdeacons who had them might thus be ordained
bishops, in accordance with c. XLVIII of the same council, Illereby providing, il says,
for the salvation XXI and greater welfare of Christians and for the irreproachability
ol'lhe prelalical dignily. For il is Lo be noted thai Moses loo, aller being accorded the
gracious gift of prophecy, had no further intercourse with a woman, according to St
Epiphanius (Vol. IT. Bk, 111, Haer, 87)
:But inasmuch as the Latins cite divine Epiphanius, in his Haw. 50, as saying that
die Church does nol admit lo holy orders the husband of am woman unless he hold
himself in continence from her, and Innocent, and Dialogus agree with Epiphanius.
it is to be remarked that it docs matter to us what some Fathers said or believed.
but what Scripture and the ccumcnical councils and the common opinion of the
Falhers say. For the opinion of some men in the Church does no1 conslilute a
dogma. Sozomen (or Hcrmias Sozomcnus) too, in liis Bk. I, ch. 23, says: "Paphnulius the Confessor at the first council in Nicaea would not let the marriage of
priests be forbidden, though some wailed Ihis. but said that mamage of priests is
sanity. and each must be left to his choice. in accordance with the ancient tradition
of the Church," Saint Paul writes to Timothy: "Let the deacons be the husbands of
one wife" (I Tim. 3: 12); and to Titus: "If any man is blamclcss the husband of one
wife" (Tit, l:fi). Accordingly, the council held at Gangra anathematized those who
refused to partake froni a married priest, c . IV, bccausc the prohibition of nimiagc
of priests is a belief of heretics, and especially of the Manichccs, as St. Augustine
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says (Hacr. XL and XLVI). and the examples moreover attest. For Felix. the bishop
of Romc. was a son of a priest named Felix. Pope Agapctns was a son of a prcsbytcr
named Gordianus. Pope Gelasius was a son of a bishop named Valerius. And inam
others were sons of priests Epiphanius himself bears witness in the same place that
thal opinion was one vihich obtained only in some minds, and not in all. perhaps; loo;
it ma\ have been t i ay of advice hat he said the viords "not tft forcible."

CANON Vl

A Bishop, or Presbywr, or Deacon must not undertake worldly cares. I f
he does, let him he d e p o s e d f h office.
(Ap. c. LXXXL c. LXXXIII orthe 4111; cc. Ill, VII or7th;
c. X of Ihe and c. XVIII of Carthage.)

Interpretation

Those in holy orders are not allowed to get themselves involved in
worldly matters, but are required to devote their time to the divine service
of their profession, and to keep their mind free from all confusion and disturbance of life. Hence it is that the present Canon decrees that a bishop,
or a presbyter, or a deacon must not undertake or take upon himself cares
of life. If, though, he do so and refuses to forgo them. but on the contrary
persists in them, let him, be deposed. The Nomicon of Photius, in Title
VIII, says that bishops must not undertake cares and become trustees,
even oftheir own relatives, according to cc. X1117XI V, XV of Title 1 of Bk.
I l l of the Basiliar, except only in case that trusteeship is for the purpose
of distributing alms or charitable gifts in behalf of their deceased relative,
according to Novel 68 of Leo the Wise. Read also the above concordant
Canons, prohibiting clergymen from worldly cares.
CANON VII
l f any Bishop, or Prexhyter, or Deacon celebrate the holy day

of

Easter

before the vernal equinox with the Jews, lei him be deposed.
(Ap cc, LXI, LXX, LXXI. c. XI of the 6th: c, I of Antioch. cc, XXXVIT.
XXXVIII of Laodicca; and cc LX, LXXXI, CXVII of Carthage.)
Interpretation'

The sun passes through two equinoxes during the year, one in the
springtime and the other in the season of autumn. They are called equinoxes because the day is then equal to the night, and, conversely, the
night is equal to the day. The autumnal equinox occurs during September

' Regarding the finding of Eastcr an excellent rule, and one which could not be any

better, says Matthen Blaslaris. was devised and published b\ h e holy First Ecumenical Council. in accordance wilh c. I of Lhc council held a( Aniioch: which rule is not
to be Found in the canons 01' the First Ecumenical Council. but is Ibund. according
to Balsamon. in Us minutes. It is still preserved in the work of Matthew Blastaris,
and printed in the holy Gospels. and in many other books. Leaving, therefore. exact
knowledge of this Paschalion to be learned by itsel I' and separately by those of our
own Church who arc specially occupied with the study of the Paschalion. we confine
ourselves in h e present footnote to staling tliiil there are four necessary hclors lo be
sought in connection with the date of our Easter. The first is that Eastcr must always
be celebrated after the occurrence ofthe vernal equinox. Second. that it nlust not be
celebrated on h e same dav iis h e legal Pesach (or Passover) of the Jews. (These Lw o
factors are ordained by the present Apostolical Canon Vll.) Third, that it is not to
be celebrated simpl~and indefinitely alter the vernal equinox, but alter the first l'i11l
moon of March that happens to occur after the equinox.
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And fourth. that it must not be celebrated on the first Sunday that comcs aftcr the
full moon. (These two, factors arc dcrivcd from tradition. and not from any canon.j
Hence, ill order for these four conditions 10 be observed equally ihroughou~h e inhabited earth, and for Christians to cclcbratc holy Eastcr at the samc time and 011 the samc
day. and in order to escape from the necessih of consulting astronomers and synods
even year. Hie God-wise and God-learned Fathers framed the rule concerning Easter.
Note, however, that on account of the irregularip of the moon's motion, the fourth
condition is not a h a ) s k e p ~but is sometimes violated, because of the fact that, according to the samc BIastaris. every thrcc hundred years, two days aftcr the first full
moon. the legal Passover happens to occur on a Sundq. These two days which are
left over on account of this anonialy. when added, sometimes exceed the first Sunday
that happens to occur after the full moon in March, on which Sunday we cclcbratc
Palm Sunday, and observe Easter on h e following Sunday. This slight violation is not
attended by any deviation from piety or any unseemly fault or any danger to the soul,
Thai is wh) St: C h c sostom (mhis discourse to lliose lasting the lirst Easters) sa) s
that the Church of Christ "knows no accuracy of times or observation of days. since
as often as she eats this life-creating bread, and drinks this cup, she is denouncing the
death of the Lord and is celebrating Eastcr. but inasmuch as the Fathers assembled at
the First Council and ordained how the data of Easter is to be reckoned for its cclcbralion. because h e Cliurch honors agreement and union evenwhere, she acceded the
regulation which they provided." So. according to Chrysostom, the Latins too ought
to have preferred the agreement and union of h e Church to an) observation of limes
(of h e equinox, lhat is lo say, which has now come to fall on March lltli, whereas
it fell on March 21st in the time of the First Council). and to celebrate Easter with
us Creeks. and not to dishonor those three hundred God-beanng and Spirit-bearing
Fathers, who laid down this law under the guidance of divine enlightenment, dccming them silly and offering insult to the Church which is our common mother of all of
us. because (the golden orator s a y in the sequel), though the Church made a mistake
of course, 110 such great good could result from this accurate keeping of the tune as
die great evil which would ensue from this division and h e schism firon1 h e catholic
Cl-iurch.For he says: "God and the Church do not take care to provide for any such accurate observation 01limes and d a s.~ but conline heir attention lo lostering concord
and union." Accordingly. dear reader. notice that divine Chrysostom calls the Latins
schisn~aticsbecause they innovated in regard to the paschalion and the calendar, and
not because. so far as this depends on the cquinox. it is not correct; for we too can scc
that the equinox has remained behind eleven days: but because thcy separated from
us on h i s mount, which is an unpardonable crimc, according to h e samc sainl. For
he says in the samc discourse that it is no crimc for one to fast and to cclcbratc Eastcr
at this time or that, d e r h e hen@-firstday of March. say. as we Greeks do. or aTler
die eleventh day of March, as the Latins do. ^'But to split the Cliurch and to resist her
quarrelsomely, and to cause dissensions and divisions. and to separate onesell' I'rom
the common convention of the Church, is an unpardonable sin, and one deserving to
be denounced- and entailing much punishment and castigation." For let them know
that the ccumcnical councils which were held after the first om. and the rest of the
Fathers- learned as they were; could sec of course that the equinox had deviated. or
come down. a g e a l deal h m where il used to be; nevertheless, they did not care to
change its position from March 21st where the first council found it. because they
preferred the agreement and union, of the Church to accuracy in the matter 01' the
equinox, which causes 110 confusion in fixing the dale of our Easter. nor any harm
to piety. Indeed, this accuracy causes the Latins two great improprieties, to wit; that
of celebrating Easter either with the Jews, which contravenes the present Canon, or
before the Jews. But that God is more pleased with the order of the paschalion. and, in
a word, with our calendar, than He is with the accuracy of the paschalion and calendar
of the Latins, is evident from the miracles which He has shown and continues to show
up till now in regard thereto. For in the region oC Helipolis, Egypt, where the great
pyramids are; God performs the following strange paradox every \ ear, to nil: on lhe
evening of our (not the Latins') Holy Thursday. the earth vomits old human relics and
bones, which cover the ground of' an extensive plain and which remain standing until
the following Thiirsday of the Assumption (misnamed "Ascension" by the Latins),
and then they go into hiding, and no longer show themselves at all, until Holy Thursday comcs again. This is no myth or fable, but is true and certain, having been verified
by older and recent historians, and particularly by George' Corcssios the Chian and
by Mectarius, of blessed n i e n i o ~a ~former palriarcli of Jerusalem, who in h e Arabic
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manuscript which he composed tells about it 011 page 266 and, as appears from what
he says further on, saw it with his own eves. In fact. these human bones presage the
Future resurrection of the dead, just as the prophet Ezekiel loo saw them. The aforesaid Corcssios stated that Paschasinos wrote to Leo (as shown in Leo's epistle h i )
thai while Easterners were celebrating Easier once on he 22nd o r April- when the
Westerners had celebrated ilo11 Lhe 25Lh of March, a spring which had formerly been
dy filled with water on. the 22nd day of April, on the very same day, that is to say, as
our Easter, and not that ofthe Latins. See Dosilheus, in his Bk. XI1 or past patriarchs
of Jcrusalem. page 1192, where he relates that when Paisius the patriarch of Jcnisalem was once at Belgrade there occurred a miracle which verified our calendar, and
refuted that of the Latins: this miracle consisted in the fact that the dough which a
Latin woman had made on the day of the prophet Elias (or Elijah) became converted
inLo pumice stone.

when the sun is entering the first division of the zodiac; called Libra (i.e.,
the Balance), not of the starry and sensible one, but of the starless and
supersensible one. The vernal, or spring, equinox, on the other hand, occurs in the month of March, when the sun is entering the first sign of the
zodiac, called Aries (i.e., the Ram), not of the sensible and starry one,
which is really variable, but of the supersensible and starless one, which
is really invariable, according to astronomers. Well, this vernal equinox,
because of an irregularity of the sun's course in its motion from west to
east, does not occur always on one and the same day, but in the time ofthe
holy Apostles it was on the 22nd day of the month of Drystrus, or March,
according to the Injunction of the same Apostles (Book V, chap. 171, or,
according to others, on the 23rd; whereas, at the time of the First Ecumenical Council it was on the 21 st day of March, according to Sebastus and
others. And now in our times it occurs on the 1 1th, or even the 10th nearly,
ofMarch (for, according to the older astronomers, Ptolemy and others, the
equinox descends a full day of 24 hours in the course of a little over three
hundied years; but according to modern astronomers it descends the space
of a day and night in 134 years, as appears on page 540 of the Tome of
love). These facts having already become known, the present Apostolical
Canon ordains that any bishop or presbyter or deacon that celebrates holy
Easter before the equinox of spring, with the legal Passover of the Jews, is
to be deposed from office (for even among the Jews the wisest and most
learned ones observed file celebration of Passover at the time of the equinox, according to Blastaris, just as Moses had enjoined it, but the less refined ones celebrated it before the equinox in accordance with the present
Canon, and consequently they celebrated Passover twice in the same year,
as is made plainly evident in the letter Emperor Constantme concerning
Easter, which is to be found in Book I of the history written by Theodoret,
chap. 10, or 9 according to others). But when is this performed? After the
equinox, that is to say, and after the legal Passover.

' For, the peer of the apostles, Constantine the Great, besides the other good things that

he did, did in addition this one. namely: that of asking h e First Ecumenical Council ~o
ordain that holy Easter be celebrated in all parts of the inhabited earth on one and the
same day. For the blissful man could not bear seeing the Church of Christ divided on
account oS this festival; man! councils being held in various parts. and the Westerners
opposing the Asiatics on account of it. the former following the custom which had
been established before them by their presbyters, the Asiatics, on the other hand. following the bosom disciple John and the rest of the Apostles, as Polycratcs. the bishop
of S m y m wrote to Victor, the bishop of Rome. according to Euscbius (Bk. V, ch.
23). See also the discourses of SL. Chrysostom concerning Easter. wherein he unfolds
a wonderful allegory in relating the facts of the old Passover to Christ.
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After the equinox, of course, because the equinox, because of its being
a measure dividing the whole year into two halves, in case we celebrate
Easter before the equinox, will make us observe Easter twice in the same
year; and, in that event, we should consequently be marking the death of
the Son of God twice. But if we celehate it after die equinox, we observe
but one Easter, and consequently denounce but one death of Christ. That
is why the Apostles themselves, in their Injunctions (Bk. V, ch. 171, say
the following; "Brethren, you must fix the days of Easter accurately, with
all diligence, after the turn of the equinox, and not commemorate one suff e h g twice a year, but once a year Him who died but once." Again; after
the Passover of the Jews, for one thing, in order to have the type, or, more
plainly speaking, the slaughter of the lamb, precede, and have what is
typified, or, more plainly speaking, the death and resurrection of the Lord,
afterwards follow. And, for another thing, in order not to celebrate it on
any other day of the week, as the Jews celebrate Passover on any day that
happens to be the fourteenth of the moon, but always on a Sunday, and the
Apostles also say in the same place. On this account, moreover, whenever
it so happens that the legal Passover falls on a Sunday, we do not celebrate
Easter on that day, but on Sunday next thereafter, to avoid celebrating
along with the Jews. For, even according to the very truth of the matter, it
was then that the Jews first celebrated their Passover, and the resurrection
of the Lord occurred afterwards; the Easter which we now celebrate every
year serving as a figure to remind us of it.
Concord

Not only does Ap. c. LXX ordain that we must not celebrate with the
Jews, but so does also cc. XXXVTI and XXXVIIT of Laodicea. But neither
must we even pray together with them,, according to Ap. c. LXV, nor take
oil to their synagogues, according to Ap. c. LXXI. Canon I ofAntioch, in
fact, deposes those ill holy orders who fail to keep the definition of the
First Council concerning Easter, 1 but celebrate it with the Jews. Canons
LX, LXXX I, and CXVII of Carthage ordain with reference to the date of
Easter when it is to be found and where it is to be written, and to be announced to others. Canon XI of the Sixth even goes so far as to prohibit
a Christian from calling in Jews for medical treatment or bathing with
them.
The Change of the Calendar

Gregory ascended the Papal throne ( A D . 1572) and in cooperation
with the astrologers J. Stoeffler, Regiomonus, and Aloy sius Lilius effected
the change of the calendar, and changed its name to the "Gregorian." But
it took 150 years to establish the new calendar in the West; during which
rivers of blood were shed. and it is even now acknowledged to be erroneous, both from the ecclesiastical and from the scientific points of view by
astronomers of the West.
Following the Holy Scriptures, tradition, and the first Seven Ecumenical Councils, and treating these as a criterion of the truth, the Holy Fathers
of the Orthodox Church, being toots of the Holy Spirit, by means of three
Council decisions (in the years 1583, 1587, and 1593) condemned and
anathematized all the innovations and heresies of the Pope that had been
introduced up to that time. The Ecclesiastical History of Meletios, a former
Metropolitan ofAthens, also records the fact concerning their rejection of
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the Gregorian Calendar introduced by the Pope. In Vol. iii, p. 402. of
this luminous work, we read the following: "During the patriarchate of
Jeremiah a council of metropolitans met in Constantinople in A. D. 1583,
attended also by Silvester of Alexandria, which condemned the c d e n d a ~
introduced as an innovation by Gregory ofRome, refusing to accept it in
compliance with the request of the Latins."
In the Ecclesiastical History of Philaretos Bapheides, Metropolitan of
Didymoteichos, we read the following (Vol. iii, p. 124-5): "When towards
the end of the sixteenth century Gregory X l l l with the help o f the Calabsian astronomer Louis Lily reformed the Julian calendar and introduced
what was thus called the Gregorian calendar on the 5th day of October,
1582, counting the 5th day of October as the 15 th, he desired to have the
other churches accept it. Inasmuch as the Protestants refused at first to
accept it, he sent an embassy to Jeremiah 11 with gifts, entreating him to
approve acceptance of the correction. In view of the difficulties involved
in applying the correction in practice. he rejected the Pope's poposal,
and in common with Silvester of Alexandlia he issued in 1583 a letter in
which, by reference to the instructions contained in the four ordinances
of the Nicene Council concerning the feast of Easter, he pointed out the
defects of the Gregorian calendar. This letter was written in consequence
of the Council held in Constantinople in that year, which principally condemiied the Cdegorian calendar." (See in addition Dositheus, volume on
Love, p. 538; M. Gedeon, Canonical Qidmances, I, p. 34: Hypsilantis, p.
I l l : Heineccius, 111, p. 180; and Sathas. in the above.)
In accordance, therefore, with these testimonies and many others concerning the aforementioned Council and its ordinances, a letter, or bull
(s@hon), on the part of the attending patriarchs and other prelates, was
issued. by which bull the new calendar of Pope Gregory of Rome was
condemned. The foregoing sigillion (bull). issued after a conciliar conference ill the year 1583, and dated the same year, i.e., 1583 of 12 years of
indiction, November 20th, and bearing the signatures of the patriarchs and
other prelates already referred to, appears in the MS Codex No. 772 of
the Sacred Monastery of St. Panteleemon (of the Holy Mountain, or Mt.
Athos) In this s i g i h n . besides other things, there is contained an anathm a of Orthodoxy against the "Papal calendar" and the new pcischahon
i.e., Easter reckoner). This sigilhon is also found together with the anathema in it in the MS Codex No. 285 of the cell named "The Akathistos
Hymn" of the Sacred Hermitage of Kafsokalyvia of the Holy Mountain
(Mt. Athos). This fagdhon was sent to all Orthodox churches by Patriarch
Jeremiah. Tlie text of the sigdion in question is as follows:

of the Patriarchal formulation of an encyclical to Orthodox Christians
throughout the world not to accept the modernistic Paschubon, or cubd m o f the mnovated Menohgwn, hat to keep what was once for a!! and
\\'ettformvlated by the three hundred and eighteen (3 18} Ho!y God-bearing bathers o f the Firxt Kcumenical Council, under penalty o f penance
and anathema.
"To all the genuine Christian chilchen of the Holy Catholic and Apostolic Church of Christ of the East residing in Trigovysti and throughout
the world, be grace and peace and mercy from God Almighty.
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'No small turbulence overtook that ancient Ark, when; violently beset by billows, it floated upon the surface of the waters, and had not the
Lord God remembered Noah and seen fit to still the water, there would
have been no hope for it at all. Thus also in regard to the New Ark of our
Church, against whichmisbelievers have launched an implacable war upon
us; by means of these presents we have decided to leave a note that you
may have in what is herein written the means of upholding and defending
your Orthodoxy against such enemies more safely and surely. But, lest the
composition as a whole be weary to the simpler folks, we have decided to
embody the matter in common language; wording it as follows;
''h Common Language
"From old Rome have come certain persons who learned there to wear
Latin habits. The worst of it is how, from being Romans of Rumelia bred
and born, they not only have changed their faith, but they even wage war
upon the Orthodox dogmas and truths of the Eastern Church which have
been delivered to us by Christ and the divine Apostles and the Holy Councils (or Synods) of the Holy Fathers. Therefore, cutting off these persons
as rotten members, we command
" 1 ) That whoever does not confess with heart and mouth that he is a
child of the Eastern Church baptized in Qtthodox style, and that the Holy
Spirit proceeds out of only the Father, essentially and hypostatically, as
Christ says in the Gospel, shall be outside of our Church and shall; be
anathematized.
"2) That whoever does not confess that at the Mystery of Holy Communion the laity must also partake of both kinds, of the Precious Body
and Blood, but instead says that he will partake only of the body, and that
that is sufficient because therein is both flesh and blood, when as a matter
of fact Christ said and administered each separately, and they who fail to
keep such customs, let all such persons be anathematized.
"3) That whoever says that our Lord Jesus Christ at the Mystic Supper had unleavened bread (made without yeast), like that of the Jews, and
not leavened bread, that is to say, bread raised with yeast, let him depart
far away from us and let him be anathema as one having Jewish views
and those of Apoliiiarios and hinging dogmas of the Armenians into our
Church, on which account let him be doubly anathema.
"4) Whoever says that our Christ and God, when He comes tojudge us,
does not come to judge souls together with bodies, or embodied souls, but
instead comes to sentence only bodies, let him be anathema
"5) Whoever says that the souls of Christians who repented while in
the world but failed to perform their penance go to a purgatory of file
when they die, where there is flame and, punishment, and are purified,
which is simply an ancient Greek myth, and those who, like Origen, think
that hell is not everlasting, and thereby afford or offer the liberty or incentive to sin, let him and all such persons be anathema.
"6) That whoever says that the Pope is the head of the Church, and
not Chist, and that he has authority to admit persons to Paradise with his
letters of indulgence or other passports, and can forgive sins as many as a
person may commit if such person pay money to receive from him indulgences, i.e., licenses to sin, let every such person be anathema.
" 7 ) That whoewr does not,#ol/owthe customs of the ('hureh as the Seven
HolyEcumenicaK 'ouncilsclecreed,andHoiyEastey,aTO//heMeno/og;un1+~;th
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which they did well in making it a law that we should follow it, and wishes
to follow the newly-invented Paschalion and the New Menologion of the
atheist astronomers of the Pope, and opposes all those things and wishes to
overthrow and destroy the dogmas and customs of the Church which have
been handed down by our Fathers, let him suffer anathema and be put out
of the Church of Christ and out of the Congregation of the Faithful.
"8) That ye pious and Orthodox Christians remain faithful in what ye
have been taught and have been born and brought up in, and when the
time calls for it and there be need, that your very blood be shed in order
to safeguard the Faith handed down by our Fathers and your confession:
and that ye beware of such persons as have been described or referred to
in the foregoing paragraphs, in order that our Lord Jesus Christ may help
you and at the same time may the prayer of our mediocrity be with all of
you: amen
"Done in the year ofthe God-man 1583 (MDLXXX-1111, year ofindiction 12. November 20.
(Signed)
Jeremiah of Constantinople
Silvester of Alexandria
Sophronius of Jerusalem
In the presence of the rest of the prelates at the Council ."
In February of 1593; however, as we have said, Patriarch Jeremiah
convoked a second great Council in the Church of the Comforting Theotoke (called in Greek Theotoke Paramythia," with the accent on the
penult, which is pronounced "-theeah"). This Council was composed of
the patriarchs Jeremiah, Meletios Pegas of Alexandria, Joachim of Antioch, and Sophronios of Jerusalem,, and other outstanding dignitaries of
the Church. This Council too condemned the Glegorian calendar, on the
ground that it conflicts with the Canon of the First Ecumenical Council,
which prescribes that Easter be celehated in the interval between March
22nd and April 25th, inclusive, and that it disrupts the unity of the Church.
It was for the sake of this unity that the First Ecumenical Council ordained
that Easter be celebrated by all Christian churches on the same day and
within the interval above defined. The eighth Canon of this Council is
headed: "For exclusion ofthe new calendarÃ‘tha is to say, the innovation
of the Latins in regard to Easter." It begins as follows: "It is our will thai
the disposition made by the Fathers in regard to Holy and Sufufuy faster
remain unchanged as 11 is." This Canon decrees that "all those who dare
to disturb the rules of the great and holy Kcumenical Council ofNicaea, as
held in the presence of the pious and most God-beloved King Constantine
in regard to the holy feast of man-saving Easter. be excommunicated and
excluded from the Church." etc.
With respect to the calendar, Holy Scripture, the infallible word of
eternal God, teaches us the following. God Himselfhad taught His faithful
servant Moses legal worship and the other ordinances, and through him
had given to the sons of Israel an INFALLIBLE CALENDAR wherein
He defined the fist day of the month ofNisan, or March, and the cycle of
the year. "And the Lord spoke unto Moses and Aaron in the land of Egypt,
saying, This month shall be unto you the beginning of month.^; i t shall be
thefirst month of the year to you. Speak unto all the congregation of Israel, saying. On the tenth day of this month let them each take a sheep.. . and
let it be kept by you until the fourteenth day ofthis month" (Exod.12: 1-6).
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This shows that God Himself. the Creator of the whole universe, laid
down to Moses the beginning of the first month A M , later called Nisan,
or March, named through him the fourteenth day, and defined the seasons
and the cycle of the year to the sons of l srael. And in another passage God
Himself says: Obsen'e the month o # X i b , and keep the Passover unto the
Lord thy God;for in the month ofAbib thou earnestforth out ofEgypt by
night"' (Dent. 16:1, cf. Num. 9:2).
On the basis of this calendar the Jews calculate the fourteenth day of
the month of March, so as to be able to celebrate the legal Passover in remembrance of their exit from Egypt; and the Jews have remained to this
day true to that same divine and infallible calendar of God, and mfalhble
with respect to the equinox (for they never celebrate Passover before the
vernal equinox) as well as in discerning the first month, which is the first
moon. That legal worship was sanctioned by the Seventh Apostolic Canon and the definition laid down by the First Nicene Ecumenical Council.
Accordingly, the One, Holy, Catholic, Orthodox Church has been given
through the Spirit-bearing and God-enlightened Holy Fathers an infallible
calendar, not only as regards the feast of Easter, but also as regards the
feasts of the Annunciation of the Holy Virgin and the Nativity of Christ
the Savior; and, in fact, all the events of Christianity are connected with
the Jewish calendar still in effect. This calendar, with the additional day
interpolated in leap year in accordance with the Julian correction made by
the astronomer Sosigeues in the year 48 B.C., has been followed by the
entire Qtthodox Church down to the present.
The se\ enth Canon of the Holy Apostles says: "If any bishop, or Elder,
or deacon celebrate the holy day of Easter before the vernal equinox with
the Jews, let him be deposed from office." The first Canon of the Council
of Antioch says likewise. This agrees with the words of the Evangelist
John, who says: "Then led they Jesus from Caiaphas into the hall OD&ment. And it was early; and they themselves vent not into the judgment
haU, lest (hey should be defied; but that they might e m the Passover"
(John 1:27-28). This shows that the Jewish Passover preceded and the
Christian followed. This historical order was imposed by law upon all the
Church thoughout the world by the First Ecumenical Council.
The adoption of the Gregorian calendar by the Pope attacked the unity
of the Church, and contradicted the Bible and the Councils. In the realm of
Orthodoxy it vitiates the standard ecclesiastical Menologion of the Osthodox Church. Thus "one woe is followed by countless others," to borrow a
Greek proverb. For example:
The Church of Greece as an innovation has adopted the Gregorian
calendar by force, but, in order to avoid transgressing the Canon of the
First Ecumenical Council, it still celebrates Easter with the Julian calendar. Thus it has two calendars, resulting in violation of the Canons and in
scandals that disrupt the Church.
The feast of the Holy Apostles falls, as is well known, on the 29th of
June But as a result of the change in the calendar, a curtailment of this fast
is brought about which involves a loss of 13 days, because the Sunday of
All Saints after the change comes near the 29th of June. In consequence
of this anomaly, when the year happens to be one in which the date of
Easter is far advanced (e.g. April 22), as in 1929, 1932, 1947, and 1956,
we are forced to witness the following comical situation. The feast of the
Holy Apostles precedes and the fast ordained for their feast follows! An
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absurdity gteater than which it would be hard to conceive! For the Sunday
of All Saints in the year 1929, for example, fell after the 29th of June.
Thus the fast of the Holy Apostles was suspended by the votaries of the
new calendar in the Church of Greece; accordingly, the archbishop of
Greece was compelled to proceed abszdrdiy in the year and arbitrarily to
transpose the fast of the Holy Apostles, and, worst of all, to days on which
fasting was not permissible~thatis to say, in the week of Pentecost. This
was necessary because of the fact that the feast of the Holy Apostles (June
29th) came first, and after it was past then arrived the regular day of the
canonical date of the beginning of the fast for this feast! Like putting the
cart before the horse! In view of the foregoing facts are we not justified
in asking: Does not this suspension of Sunday services and of the fast
of the Holy Apostles amount to a repudiation and overthrow of the standard ecclesiastical Menofogion? Is it not forbidden by the Canons of the
Church and by the traditions of the Church? If we are to be permitted and
even allowed to modernize as we please and can rule out Gospel passages
from the ritual of die Church and abolish a fast without having it called
a reversal of all ecclesiastical order and an abrogation of ecclesiastical
traditions and canons, and suffering the scandal of having votaries of the
new calendar standing apart from the majority of Orthodox autocephalous
churches, then what i s the order which we ought to observe, what are the
traditions, what are the Canons; what is the Oithodox procedure that we
ought to follow?
During a year in which Easter falls on the 19th day ofApril, as it did in
1926, as well as 1937, the feast of St. George (which is April 23rd according to the old calendar) falls on the same day as that of Lazarus. According to the rules ofthe Church, on the feast of St. George (which according
to the old calendar always falls after Easter, or, on rare occasions: on die
same day as Easter) tropma are chanted which are connected with the
preceding feast of Easter. Thus for instance, the following tropurion is
chanted on the feast day of St. George: "The splendid and divine resurrection of our Lord hath shone forth to us as springtide.. . With it shines forth
also the radiant memory of the all-glorious martyr George.'' Likewise on
the same day the following troparion is chanted: "'Come, all of us, after
celebrating die universal feast of the cheerful and glorious resurrection, let
us again celehate tlie cheerful feast of George the martyr.. ." Likewise it
should be borne in mind that various other resurrection troparia are standard in the liturgy of the Orthodox Church. Now let us imagine to ourselves the ridiculous aspect of the matter of having the foregoing troparia
chanted: and many others like diem, long before the resurrection-for they
will be chanted on the day of Lazarus. In order to pievent such a ludicrous
situation, either all the foregoing will be wiped out and replaced by (who
knows what?) makeshift tropuna, or the feast itself will be transposed to
another day far later than Easter. But both these remedies are arbitrary
and anticanomcal. For no one has the right to ft~anufacturea new liturgy
or liturgical order not described, by the ritual of the Orthodox Church,
Would it or would it not be an overthrow of the existing ecclesiastical edifice to do so? Would it or would it not amount to rebellion or insurrection
and to the destruction or downfall of the ecclesiastical polity? How, then,
can it be maintained that a change of calendar in the Church, because not
involving a displacement of the feast of Easter, does not cause disorder in
the Easter Canon observances and does not conflict with any tradition?
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That would be a falsehood. For it both conflicts with the tradition of the
Church and also overthrows her entire edifice.
Easter is not a mere feast like so many other feasts that have no effect
upon other feasts. Easter is the basis of the calendar of movable feasts
of the Church called the Heortologun. It is; in fact. the most important
feast both because it is the feast of the Resurrection and because it is the
origin, or starting-point, of the Great Paschal Cycle, otherwise known as
the Dionysian period, which was arrived at with so much study and care
by the Church in accordance with ecclesiastical canons and ecclesiastical
tradition. The entire Mendogion of the Church is deteiÂ¥mmeby the feast
of Easter. Thus if the feast of Easter remain, as it has remained unchanged,
being celebrated in agreement with the Julian calendar and in accordance
with the decrees of the Ecumenical Councils, but the rest of the Menologton is changed, a general displacement of the adopted formalities of the
Church will result, at least as regards all those which have been fixed upon
the basis of the feast of Easter. Through a change in the ecclesiastic calendar and its adjustment to the civil calendar, even if the position of Easter is
not changed, the entire Paschal Cycle will nevertheless be disturbed
Thus, according to the prevailing PmchaUon the fifty-one Sundays
(excluding Easter) are all subject to the Paschalion C y c l e ~ t h a its to say,
in other words, they are movable feasts depending upon the date that
Easter falls on. According to the regulations decreed by the Church, from
Easter to the Triodion definite passage from the Gospels and from the
Acts of the Apostles are read on particular Sundays in Church. Thence to
All Saints' Day (which is the seventh Sunday after the Sunday of Easter)
are read passages from the Gospel of John. From All Saints' Day to the
Sunday preceding the Exaltation of the Cross are read passages from the
Gospel of Matthew. Likewise from the Sunday following the Exaltation
of the Cross until the Sunday preceding Chistmas definite passages and
excerpts from the Gospel of Luke are read in Church. and so on.
But inasmuch as the date of the feast of the Exaltation of the Cross,
fixed on the 14th day of September, is changed according to the new calendar and displaced 13 days away from were it has always stood in the
calendar year, the consequence is that the number of Sundays from All
Saints' Day to the Sunday preceding the Exaltation of the Cross is two
less. Owing to this curtailment of the number of Sundays by omission of
two Sundays, the Gospel passages belonging to these two Sundays, and
the excerpts from the Acts of the Apostles connected therewith, as well as
the corresponding Tones (i.e.,Tunes, or, as they are called in Greek, Kchoi)
of the ecclesiastical Hymns and even the Tropana are stricken out. On the
other hand. there is a corresponding increase in the number of Sundays
from the Sunday preceding Christmas to the supervening Triodion by reason of the addition of thirteen days. Accordingly, we are encumbered with
a Sunday that is not even accounted for in the ecclesiastical Paschdwn.
Thus there are cogent reasons which make it imperative for the free and
responsible ego o f every member of the Chthodox Church to observe the
Julian calendar. For a full discussion in extenso of this intricate question
see all the sermons and opinions of the numerous Fathers of the Church
justifying the observance of the Julian calendar, collected and published
in the book entitled "The Real Truth concerning the Ecclesiastical Calendar," originally published as a series of studies on the subject in the
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newspaper "Slcrip" of Athens, Gieece, and reprinted in 1929 (in Athens, as
a book of 224 pages anonymously).
The calendar provided by the Fathers of the Church is consequently
preferable1) Because with great exactitude it conforms with the rule of the First
Nicene Ecumenical Council word for word, just as it is recorded in the
minutes of the Council-which relates, that is to say, the manner in which
the one Church of Christ can each year ascertain and celebrate the day
of His resurrection, in order that it may be simultaneously celebrated on
earth by the Church Militant of Christ and in heaven by the Church of the
fhstborn, on one and the same day of each year.
2) Because it conforms likewise with exactitude to the seventh Canon
of the Apostles: "For you brethren, it is necessary to make all the dates of
Easter with the greatest possible diligence and carefulness fall after the
equinoctial traverse, lest twice in the same year ye commemorate one and
the same event, but so that ye fail not to celehate once a year the resurrection of one who died but once.''
3) Because Chistian Easter is never celebrated before Legal Passover,
but always after the Passover of the Jews. This is done in order to have the
TYPE precede the ANTI-TWE-that is to say, more explicitly speaking,
to have the slaughter of the lamb come first, and afterwards that which it
typifies, to wit, the death of the Lord and His resurrection.
4) Because the Church thereby avoids celebrating the feast together
with the Jews who crucified die Lord of glory.
5 ) Because it always observes the rule pertaining to the fixing of the
date "with the first vernal full moon
6) Because it observes exactly everything that God said to His servant
Moses concerning the Legal Passover (see Exodus, ch. 12).
The rule of operation covering the right to bind and to loose which
Chist gave to the Church consists ill the law of God-"Though I, or an
angel from heaven, should teach otherwise than 1 have taught you, let him
be anathema" (Gal. 1:8)
God is one: the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit (otherwise known
as Mind, Logos, and Spirit). His legislation is one also. Therefore Christians, too, ought to be one in the matter of faith. If they fail to unite in the
ONE FAITH. as required by Christ it is impossible for them to be loved.
The general interest and the need of Christians demands the return of heresiarchs and heretics to the ONE FAITH OF THE SCRIPTURES A N D OF
THE SEVEN ECUMENICAL COUNCTLS of the united Church.
As a light by which to investigate the true meaning of the Holy Scriptwes we offer the published works-and especially the Interpretation of
the Entire New Testament-written by the teacher of Christianity made
wise by God, Apostolos Makrakis, who, in fact, is a mouthpiece of Christ.
Accordingly, he that hath ears, let him hear.
These matters are inviolable, and all these matters are observed with
great exactitude by our Church, whereas, by following the new calendar,
the Roman Catholic Church of the Papists violates them; for, among other
violations, it often celehtates Easter before the Jews. which is strictly
forbidden for the reasons we have stated hereinabove. Besides, you can
see for yourself by inspecting all the Pascha/m (i.e., Easter calendars) of
years past and to come and observing and convincing yourself that the
Latins have celebrated Easter and will continue to celebrate their own
,"
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Easter ahead of the Jews, or sometimes, and quite frequently. together
with the Jews-a custom which is prohibited according to the Rule of
the First Nicene Ecumenical Council and according to the seventh Canon
of the Apostles, and according to the rest of the ordinances and regulations pertaining thereto. Consequently, the new calendar. as violating or
transgiesshg all the rules and regulations respecting Easter, is erroneous,
anticanonical, and rejectable. The only time it provides for canonical celebration of Easter is when it happens to celebrate it on the same day as we
do according to our calendar, which, being and having been given o f God
through Moses, cannot possibly fail to observe yearly the divine words
ill all respects, which is to say: With the first full moon in spring: subsequently to the tropical equinox; not celebrating before; and not celebrating with the Jews. (A. Makrakis, "A Scriptural Refutation of the Pope's
Primacy," p. 77.)
CANON Vm
J f any Bishop, or Presbyter, or Deacon, or anyone else in the sace fvfoial
list, fail to partake o f communion when the oblation has been offered, he
must tell the reason; and ff it is good excuse, he shall receive a pardon. But
i f he fefifses to tell ft, he shall be excommunicated, on (he ground that he has
become a cause uf harm to the laity and has instilled a .su.spicionus against
the offirerof it that the latter hasfailed to present it in a sound manner,'
Interpretation

It is the intention of the present Canon that all, and especially those
in holy orders, should be prepared beforehand and worthy to partake of
the divine mysteries when the oblation is offered, or what amounts to
the sacred service of the body of Christ. Tn case any one of them fail to
partake when present at the divine liturgy, or comtnunion, he is required
to tell the reason or cause why he did not partake2: then if it is a just and
righteous and reasonable one. he is to receive a pardon, or be excused; but
if he refuses to tell it, he is to be excommunicated, since he also becomes
a cause of harm to the laity by leading the multitude to suspect that that

' The words "that the latter has failed to present it in a sanitary manner" arc not found
in other texts

The present Canon serves to dissolve the apparent contrariety which looms between
the next Apostolical Canon (IX) and St. Chqsostom and the rest of the Canons of
the Councils and Fathers. For Ap, c. IX ordains that all those Christians be cxconimunicaled who do go lo [lie lilurgv and listen to h e Scriplures but ye1 do aol partake.
Accordingly, Chiysostom says for them who arc unprepared to partake to go outside
h e church and not pray with the faillifid. For lie says (Sermon 3 to the Ephesians):
'Art Ihon not worthy lo partake? Then Lhou arl not worthy to p r q in conipae w t h
those worthy to partake. Thou hearest the deacon who is crying, 'All those of you
who are in penitence go out.' All hose who do not partake are 111penitence. For what
reason. then, when thou hcarcst the deacon say. 'All those of you who cannot pray go
oul,' lliou standesi ashamed and dost not go out thy self!' But the sacred Canons of the
Councils and Fathers in many places prescribe on the contrary that many penitents
should stand together w i h h e iaihful and pray in company wilh ihem iil the lilurgv.
yet should 1101 partake. Well. this eighth Canon removes and reconciles this apparent contrariety by comnnanding anyone praying in company with the faithful but not
partaking lo lell whaL cause prevents him kom doing so; For in this way he is enabled
to pray with them till the end and neither partake nor be cxcommunicatcd. For it is
possible that something natural to human beings has befallen him, as, for instance.
that he has drank water, or has vomited, or has suffered something clsc accidentally.
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priest who officiated at liturgy was not worthy and that it was on this account that the person in question refused to communicate from him.
CANON TX

All thosefai/hjitl who enter and listen l o the Scfip~zifes,but. do not slay
for prayer and Holy Communion must be excommunicated, on the ground
that they are causing the Church a breach of ordet
(Canon LXVI of the 6th; c. I1 of Antioch; cc, HI, XU1 of Tim.)

Interpretation

Both exegetes of the sacred Canons-Zonaras,
T mean, and
Balsamon-in interpreting the present Apostolical Canon agree in saying
that all Christians who enter the church when the divine liturgy is being
celebrated, and who listen to the divine Scriptures, but do not remain to
the end nor partake, must be excommunicated, as causing a disorder to the
church. Thus Zonaras says verbatim; "The present Canon demands that
a1I those who are in the church when the holy sacrifice is being performed
shall patiently remain to the end for prayer and holy communion." For
even the laity then were required to partake continually. Balsamon says:
"The ordainment of the present Canon is very acrid; for it excoinmunicates those attending church but not staying to the end nor partaking."'
Concord

Agreeably with the present Canon c, 11 of Antioch ordains that all
those who enter the church during the time of divine liturgy and listen
to the Scriptures, but turn away and avoid (which is the same as to say,
on account of pretended reverence and humility they shun, according
to interpretation of the best interpreter, Zonaras) divine communion
in a disorderly manner are to be excommunicated. The continuity of
communion is confirmed also by c. LXV1 of the 6th, which commands
Christians throughout Novational Week (i.e., Easter Week) to take time
off for psalms and hymns, and to indulge in the divine mysteries to their
hearts' content. But indeed even fiom the third canon of St. Timothy the
continuity of communion can be inferred. For, if he penults one possessed by demons to partake, not however every day, but only on Sunday
(though in other copies it is written, on occasions only), it is likely that
those not possessed by demons are permitted to communicate even more

' The present Canon teaches continuity of Divine Communion. Even though Balsamon

in commenting on Ap. c. VIII says that it is impossible tor Christians to commune
c v c day
~ vet, behold, here he is forced by the present Canon to admit that it is " v c y
acrid," because it excon~municatesthose who leave without partaking. For how could
the divine Apostles havc made a law that would require one to do what is impossible'?
Besides, the Canon docs not say cvcq dayj but thosc who do not stay for praycr and
Hoiy Communion. when, hat is lo sip. h e divine lilurgy is being celebrated. As for
thosc who miscxplain the Can011 and say that it cxcoinmunicatcs thosc who do not
wail at liturgy until the worth! partake. Matthew Blastaris shuts them up 111 Elenneni
I, ch. 25, b\ saving: -'I think that the olden Chrislians, just as hey took great care
to believe correctly, took great care likewise also to conduct themselves correctly
ill public as well as in private life. For this reason it is that nimy good custonls that
arc mentioned in the divine canons, though followed in those times havc now in our
times become changed and dilIerenL In fa& the pen erted and negligent, life which
we arc living has so far corrupted us that we caimot even believe that Christians ever
at all attain to such virtuousness as to partake continually at evep liturgv that was
celebrated ,"
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frequently. Some contend that for this reason it was that the same Timothy, in c. Ill, ordains that on Saturday and Sunday that a man and his
wife should not have mutual intercourse, in order, that is, that they might
partake, since in that period it was only on those days, as we have said,
that the divine liturgy was celebrated. This opinion of theirs is confirmed
by divine Justin, who says in his second apology that "on the day of the

sunv-meaning, Sunday-all Christians used to assemble in the churches
(which on this account were also called "Kyriaka," i.e., places of the Lord)
and partook of the divine mysteries. That, on the other hand, all Christians
ought to frequent divine communion is confirmed from the West by divine
Amhose, who says thus: "We see many brethren coming to church negligently, and indeed on Sundays not even being present at the mysteries."
And again, in blaming those who fail to partake continually, the same saint
says of the mystic bread: "God gave us this bread as a daily affair, and we

make it a yearly affair." From Asia, on the other hand, divine Chrysostom
demands this of Christians, and; indeed, par excellence. And see in his
preamble to his commentary of the Epistle to the Romans. discourse VIII,
and to the Hebrews, discourse XVIII, on the Acts, and Sermon V on the

First Epistle to Timothy, and Sermon XVIl on the Epistle to the Hebrews,
and his discourse on those at first fasting on Easter, Sermon 111 to the
Ephesians, discourse addressed to those who leave the divine assemblies
{synaxeis), Sermon XXVIII on the First Epistle to the Corinthians, a discourse addressed to blissful Philogonius, and a discourse about fasting.
Therein you can see how that goodly tongue strives and how many exhortations it rhetorically urges in order to induce Christians to partake at the
same time, and worthily, and continually. But see also Basil the Great, in
his epistle to Caesaria Patricia and in his first discourse about baptism. But
then how can it be thought that whoever pays any attention to the prayers
of all the divine liturgy can fait to see plainly enough that all of these are
aimed at having it arranged that Christians assembled at the divine liturgy
should p a r t a k e a s many, that is to say, as are worthy?

CANON X
J f anyone pray in company with one who has been excommunicated, he
shall be excommunicated himself.
Interpretation

The noun a k o h n e m has three significations: for, either it denotes
one standing in church and praying in company with the rest of the Christians, but not communing with the divine mysteries; or it denotes one who
neither communes nor stands and prays with the faithful in the church, but
who has been excommunicated from them and is excluded from church

' Great Gregory, too- of Thcs~alonica~
makes it a law in his Decalogue according to

Christ for Christians to commune on even' Sunday and on e v e b great feast day
(pagc 95 1 of Plulocal). Symcon of Thcssalonica likewise says for Christians not to
let forty days pass- but to commune as carly as possible and on cvcry Sunday, if a
n a y can be found, and especially m (lie case of old men and sick persons (cliap. 360).
Moreover, the Orthodox Confession says (011 pagc 111) for the more reverent Christians to confess their sins e v e q month. But iFso, then i t is plain that they must also
commune every-month; but, of course, t h y should commune with the proper prcparation of contrition, confession of sins, satisfactory atonement, and, as far as possible.
fasting. concerning which scc the footnote to c. XI11 of the Sixth.
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and prayer; or finally it may denote any clergyman who becomes excommunicated from the clergy, as, say, a bishop from his fellow bishops, or a
presbyter from his fellow presbyters, or a deacon from his fellow deacons,
and so on. Accordingly, every U ~ O I / K M W ~isO the
S same as saying excommunicated from the faithful who are ill the church; and he is at the same
time also excommunicated from the Mysteries. But not everyone that is
excommunicated from the Mysteries is also excommunicated from the
congregation of the faithful, as are deposed clergymen; and from the penitents those who stand together and who neither commune nor stay out of
the church like catechumens, as we have said. In the present Canon the
word akoinonetos is taken in the second sense of the word. That is why
it says that whoever prays in company with one who has been excommunicated because of sin from the congregation and prayer of the faithful,
even though he should not pray along with them in church, but in a house,
whether he be in holy orders or a layman, he is to be excommunicated in
the same way as he was from church and payer with Christians: because
that common engagement in prayer which he performs in conjunction with
a person that has been excommunicated, wittingly and knowingly him to
be such, is aimed at dishonoring and contemning the excommunicator,
and traduces him as having excommunicated him wrongly and unjustly
CANON XI

I f anyone who is a clergyman pray in company with a deposed c l e w man,he shall be deposed too.
Interpretation

The present Canon can be interpreted in two different ways. If the
phrase "pray in company with" be taken for "officiate in conjunction
with," the meaning of the whole Canon will be as follows. Let any clergy
mac be deposed who knowingly officiates in conjunction with a deposed
clergyman, just as the latter was (which is more correct too). But if the
phrase "pray in common with" denotes what it properly signifies, i.e., to
pray along with someone else, the meaning of the Canon is as follows.
Let any clergyman who knowingly prays along with another clergyman
who not only has been deposed but has even dared to engage in the performance of functions peculiar to the clergy, or has even been deposed on
account of sins from his clerical office. but alter the deposition has fallen
into the same sins, let him be deposed too, just as was the other man.
CANON XI1

I f any clergyman, or layman, who has been excommunicafed. orwho has
not been admitted to penance, shall go m a y and be received m another city,
without commendatory letters, both the receiver and the one received shall
he excommunicated.
(Ap. c. XXXII, XXXIII; cc. XL XI11 of the 4lh: c. XVII of the 6th:
cc. VII, VIII. XI of Antioch: cc. VII, VIII. IX of the Sardicm.)

Interpretation

One excommunicated is not the same as one who has not been admitted. For the one who has been excommunicated is excluded from the
church and the prayer of the faithful. The one who; on the other hand; has
not been admitted, cannot, for many reasons, be admitted by the prelate.
So the present Canon, though having in mind both of the two, mentions
here only the one who has not been admitted. Wherefore it may be said that
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the phase "or who" is not explanatory of the one excommunicated, but
is a disjunctive particle combined with "who" and used to distinguish the
one excommunicated from the one who has not been admitted.' Hence it
may be said that it prescribes the following rule. In case a clergyman or
layman fail to be admitted by his prelate (or bishop)Ã‘-th layman perhaps because he has been accused by him of some fault: the clergyman
because he is seeking to be ordained, and, after examining his qualifications, has found some flaws on account of which he has not accepted him
for ordination-and afterwards goes to another province, and he should
be admitted by the bishop there, without his having letters from his own
bishop. commendatory of his faith and of his life, and of his ordination,
and especially of his reputation which has been impeached2 let both the
prelate who admitted him thus and he who has been in this manner by
him be excommunicated-the former because he accepted him without letters; the latter either because he failed to get a letter commendatory of his
reputation, or because by lying he succeeded in deceiving the bishop into
admitting him.

' Ap. cc. X and XI appear to have regard lo hose who have been excomuiucaled and

deposed from office, but who havc s t e e d in the province in which thcy wcrc cxcommunicaled. The present Canon, on the other hand, relates to excommunicated persons
who deparl and go to another province
It was usual for clergymen lo receive three letters when going from one region to
another. Of these two were for those whose reputation was unimpeached: one being
called a consular letter because oi' its showing on what day and during whose consulship they had bccn ordained, in accordance with c. XCVH of Carth, and signed by
the bishop, in order of ordination; the other one, called a dim is so^ or pacific letter.
showed that t h q had bccn dcmittcd. or dismissed, and were not incapacitated for the
exercise of clerical functions in that provincc to which thcy wished to go. According
Lo cc. VII and VIII of Anlioch and XVII of lhc 6th and XXI of Carib. a third Idler in
addition to these two was received by those clcrgymcn who had had charges placed
against them and had been acquitted. and was called a commendatoq or canonical
letler, because il commended and cleared their jeopardized fame and reputation, in accordance with c, XLI of Laodicea and VIII of Antioch, and especially. c XT of the 4th,
as also in accordance with this Ap c. XII. Accordingly, whoevcrrcccivcd a dimissory
and pacific letter was in no need of a cominendatoy or consular letter: whoever, on
the other hand, received a coniiiicndatory or consular letter had to havc in addition
thereto a letter of dimission Hcncc it was that divine Chrysostom (Sermon 11 on the
Ep. to Heb. and Eph.j said: "Bishops must investigate clergymen and priests who me
coming as strangers to their provinces and determine whether they call themsclvcs
clergymen or priests. For any reception of them and communion \MLh them without
examination is perilous. As a matter offacl, jusL as hey tight and intermeddle as to
whether they are in truth orthodo't and faithful, so ought they to intermeddle also in
regard to whether they are truly ordained priests; and not commune indifferently with
priests that really arc such and with those who mcrcly claim to be in holy orders when
in reality they are not. For if they accept all indifferently and on an equal footing, the
affairs of the Church will be muddled. But if those departing for another region ask
only for food and guidance as poor men. the bishop does not have to examine them
about such things." Mole hiit bishops too received a diiiusson letkr from theirnieiropolitan when they left their own country, according to c, XXXI of Carth, But the indigent also received pacific letters entitling them to go about, asking for alms, according
to c. Xl of the 4th. Bishops also sent begging letters to kings and other rulers for aid to
help orphans and indigent persons. and torthe pardon of condemned persons, according to cc. VII, VIII, IX of thc Sardican. Bishops, prcsbytcrs, and clergymen in general
when departing to visit the king or emperor had to havc letters from all the bishops
of province. and especially from Hie metropolitan. according to c. XI oCAntioch.
Thcsc letters addrcsscd to the king or emperor, according to Anncnopoulos. wcrc
called pacific letters (Sec. 3. heading 2. of his Epitome of the Canons). I have said
above that commendatoq letters were coiimiendalon also of the bearer's Cailliful-
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ness. For. inasmuch as the Arians had changed the custom of baptism by saying. "In
the name of the Father. who is the greater, and of the Son, who is the lcsser, and of the
Spiril?who is Hie lower." according to C,edriiiiis; and had changed h e words "Glory
to the Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy Spirit,'' by saying "Glory to the Father,
through the Son- in the H o l ~Spirit"; and consequently many were feigning orlhodoxy, il became necessary, in order lo prevent. (he Orthodox from being deceived.
to order the commendato~to be written "F.S. & H.P.," i.e., Father. Son, and Holy
Spirit, And at the conclusion ol'the utterance the letter would be sealed with the nard
"Amen." Note further that it was the custom to send three kinds of lcttcrs from and
to newly ordained patriarchs, which were called synodical, mutual, and enthronistic.
Synodical lcttcrs were those which each patriarch sent to the other patriarchs by way
of confessing their Orthodox faith in accordance with the views held by the catholic
Church, and were so called because of heir being written syodically. The letters
called mutual were those asking patriarchs to consent to the ordination of the postu1x11 patriarch in their reply. Enthronistic le~terswere letters written on the occasion of
the new patriarch's enthronement, or whatwould now be called congratulatory letters
(see Dositheus, p. 468 of his Dodecabiblus). As tor the form ot'a commendatoty and
dimissory letter, sec the end of the present Handbook.

CANON XI11
Ifhe has been excommunicated.Ie! his excommunication' be augmented,
on the ground that he has lied and that he has deceived (he Chwch of God.
(Ap. c. XIT; and c. CXVI of Carthage,)

Interpretation

The present Canon is related to c. XI1 both as respects meaning and as
respects syntax and phraseology. For c. Xll, as we have explained, spoke
of an unadmitted clergyman and layman; while this Canon speaks of an
excommunicated clergyman and layman; by saying: If any clergyman or
layman has been excommunicated by his bishop, and is going to another
region, and he conceals and fails to acknowledge the fact that he has been
excommunicate& and as a result of such concealment should be admitted
by the bishop of that region, who did not know about the excommunication; in such cases the excommunication is to be augmented further because of the fact that he told a lie and deceived the bishop of that region,
CANON XIV

lii.vhop shall not abandon his own parish and go outside of it to interlope
o d urged by a number ofpersons to go there, un/css
there he a good reason for doing .TO, on the ground that he can be ($greater
help to the inhabitants there, hy reason of his piety. And even then he must
not do so ofhis own accord, but in obedience to thejudgment of many Bjshopf;anil at their uQent request.
to another one, even f h

(CC c. XV of the 1 st: c. V o r the 4111; cc. XVI, XXI oMntioch
cc. I. I1 of lhe Sardican; and c. LVII oCCarthage.)
interpretation

Interloping and intrusion from one province to another is a different
matter from transfer and emigration. Thus, interloping is when a bishop

' In other codices, the present Canon ends at tiis point while the following one is not

Found therein a1 all.
I11 the opinion of Balsamon and Blastaris transfer and emigration differ. For transfer is when a learned and virtuous bishop, though posscsscd of a province of
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his own. is transferred to a larger or to a smaller provincc for the purpose of bolstering up imperiled pic& there; as, for instance, when Gregory the Theologian was
transferred fro111 Sasima lo Coiislanlinople. Emigration, on h e olher hand, is when a
bishop without a cure (because perhaps his provincc has been conquered by heathen)
emigrates LO another vacant province with the common consent and approval of the
Synod because of his learning and villuonsness. Both these changes are permiwed.
according to Balsamon, by this Canon and by c, XVI of Antioch.

actuated by greed and his own preferences leaves his own province (or,
not having a province of his own, is without a cure) and grabs another illogically. Such interloping is condemned and is penalized with canonical
penances according to cc. I and I1 of the Sardican. Transfer, on the other
hand, is when as a result of great need and for the sake of bolstering up
piety, at the request of many bishops, a prelate goes from one province to
another, for greater spiritual benefit to the inhabitants of the latter (and
even then perhaps only for a season, and not for the rest of his life). This
chatlee is one uermitted in certain cases of accornodati~n.~
Hence it mav
be said that the nresent Canon too ordains that it is not allowable for
bishop to leave his own province gieedily and of his own accord, without
any reasonable cause, and to interlope into another, even though he be
urged to do so by others. It is only when there is a good excuse and a just
reason forcing him to take such a step that he may go to another province,
be it larger or smaller or vacant: in other words. when he cause the Christians ofthat province greater p~:ofitto the sou1,'and spiritual benefit. with
the pious words of his teaching, than some other bishop. Yet he must not
even do this of his own accord, that is to say, on his own initiative, but
may do it only in conformity with thejudgment and vote of many bishops,
and at their most urgent request and demand.' Read also the concordant
Canons in the margin

a

See Palriarch Dosillieus orblessed memory in Book 3 ofpasl patriarchs ofJerusaleiii,
p. 220. Armcnopoulos too explicitly notes (Sec. 1, heading 4. of his Epitome of the
Canons) that this emigration of"a bishop which is mentioned in the present Canon
is for a season only, and not for all time. for the benefit of the laity. and that he is to
return to his own provincc later,
'Just as most saintly Proclos from Cyzicus, and Gregory the Theologian from Sasima. and inaiiy others, in such an acconiodativc and ncccssitous manner, having
abandoned the episcopates and metropolitan sees they previously possesscd of their
own. were transferred lo the ecumenical throne of Consliintmople; as vms Melebus.
from Scbastcia to Bcrroia. and afterwards to Antioch. and Alexander. from Flaviad
(which was under Anabar/.ia) ~o Jerusalem; and great Eustathius~from Berroia, Syria,
Lo Aniioch; and others. Bill since (says Dosillieus, in BL 3 of his Dodeciibiblus: p.
221) this accornodation was accorded to many persons, and especially in later prescnt times became the cause of wickedness, therefore (say s he) when any transfer is
made it is illogical and illegal, bccausc what is done as a matter of accomodation
Lo limes and lo iiecessily does not become a law of h e Church. "Hence, loo, h e
synodical reply which Manucl, emperor of Constantinoplc, gave in the ycar 1250
LO the effect that a bishop who had resigned his episcopate might be transrerred to
mother episcopate b\ counsel of h e nielropolilaii imd other bishops. This reply,
I say. is ruinous, and, on the ground of its being contrary- to the Canons, is to be
rejected. That is \dl'\ Arethas, bishop ot' Caesarea, sal s thai translers are elleckd
for the sake of greed and with a yarning after vainglory, each of which is abominable. the former on account of its being idolatry, and the latter on the ground that
it is a disease of Lucifer." Julius, bishop of Rome. also wrote to the Euscbians: "If
you truly think the honor of bishops equal and the same, and do not judge bishops
by Ihe size of (her cities. one inkusled with a siiiall cily oughl Lo sl? there, and
not despise the small city and go to one that has not been placed in his hands, as
scorning Lhe city given him b~ God and loving h e vainglory 01 hunian beings."
Pope Damasus. too, wrote to Paulinus: "As for those who go from one provincc to
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anothcr, wc consider them cstraiigcd from our communion until t h q return to thcil
own province.'' Thcodoret, in his Discourse V. ch. 10. says: "If any bishop emigrates
from one province to another, sad another bishop is ordained in his stead- he should
be suspended and left without a cure and be deprived of his prclatical office because
ol'his having left his own Hock, until such time as that bishop shall die who had been
ordained in his stead in his province. See also Socrates. Bk. 7, ch. 36. Nok also llial iis
a matter of accomodation bishops have even been reduced from a greater to a smaller
see. For John Codonatus was transferred Irom Alexandria to T\re." One ol'the jurists:
too, has said that we call one who has taken two bishoprics a bigamist.

CANON XV
If any Presbyter, or Deacon, or anyone at all in the Saceniota/ I.ist,
abandoning his own province, departs to another, and after deserting it entirely, sojourns in (mother, contrary to the opinion o f his own Bishop, we bit1
him to officiate no longer; especially i f his bishop .sz;mmons him to return,
and he has not obeyed andpersists in his disorderhess, he may, however,
commune there as a layman.
(CC. cc. XV, XVI ofthe 1st; cc, V. X, XX, XXHI of the 4111; cc, XVI I, XVi l i
of h e 6th; ec. X. XV of h e 7lh; c. 111 ofhtioch; cc. XV. XVI. XVII ol-llie
Sardican; and cc, LXI [ I , XCVI i l of Carthage.)
lnterpretation

Canon VI of the Fourth Council commands that a presbyter, or a deacon, or any other clergyman is not to be ordained, simply and indefinitely
in every church, but is to be appointed to the church of some town; or
village, or monastery. So, in the case of any person being so ordained the
present Apostolical Canon ordains that he is not to leave the appointed
church and go to another in a strange province, without the consent and a
dimissory letter of his own bishop. But if he should so do, it commands
that he abstain from officiating there in the church in any priestly or clerical function; and especially if lie should have happened to have been summoned or invited by his bishop to return and remains in his disorderliness
and obstinacy, and has failed to obey by returning, in such a case let him
have the right, however, to pray along with the Christians of that church
and let him partake of communion with them. Read also the Canons referred to in the margin.
CANON XVI

I f , on the other hand, the Bishop with whom they' are associating, admits
them as clergymen in defiance of the deprivation prescribed against them, he
shall be excotnmzmicated as a teacher ofdisorder.
(CC. cc. VII. VIII of the 6tli; c. Ill oCAnliocli; and cc. LXIII, LXIV
of Carthage.)
Interpretation

Only the bishop of Carthage has a right to take clergymen from wherever he chooses, in accordance with an accepted and ancient custom
(though in any case from bishops subject to him), and to allocate them to
the churches of his own province, ill accordance with c. LXIV of the same
counci1.l But as for other bishops, they are never given such a right. On
According to Balsamon this right was granted for the sake of according a special
honor by Justinian's Novel 3, and to the most holy patriarch o~ConstantinopleÃ‘tha
is to say, the privilege of receiving and accepting clergymen of other provinces
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(though in any case subject to him), and of allocating them to the churches in his own
provinccs. even without a dim is so^ letter from thcir bishop. Ncvcrthcless, in order
Lo sav e brotherly love and avoid scandal. he must receive and accept Lhem with Lhe
asking and permission of their bishop, just as is suggested by the said c. LXIV of
Carthage. Blaslaris. on the other hand. in Stoich. 1. ch. 9. says that both Hie bishop
of Bulgaria and that of Cyprus. according lo Novel 130 of Justinian, were accorded
the same right to accept clergymen from the other sub-jectbishops of theirs. and to
promote them lo bishoprics.

this account the present Apostolical Canon, being dependent on the above
Canon, both as respecting the phraseology and as respecting the meaning,
says: "But if the bishop in whose province these foreign clergymen are
dwelling; notwithstanding that he is aware that they have been suspended
from office in accordance with the Canons by their own bishop, should
admit them as clergymen performing their duties as such-any duties, that
is to say, of the clergy-let such bishop be excommunicated, for the reason that he is becoming a teacher of disorderliness and of scandals. Read
also the concordant Canons in the margin.
CANON XV11

Whoever has entered into two marriages after baptism, or has possessed
him,~e(f
of a concubine, cannot be a Bishop, or a Presbyter, or a Deacon, or
anything else in the Sacefdotal List.
(Cf, c. I11 of the 6th; and c , XI1 of Basil's.)
Interpretation

No matter how many sins a man has committed before baptism they
cannot prevent him from taking holy orders and joining the clergy, since,
and we so believe. Holy Baptism washes them all away. Not so, however,
in the matter of sins committed after baptism. On this account the present
Canon ordains that whoever after Holy Baptism marries twice (one marries twice not only by taking a second wife, but also by becoming formally
betrothed to another woman by virtue of a religious rite, or even ifhe weds
a woman plighted to another man;2 or keeps a woman as a concubine,*
he cannot become a bishop, or a ptesbyter, or a deacon, or be ill anyway
placed among the number or in any rank of the Sacerdotal List.?
^Betrothal. or espousals, which takes place in accordance with the formalities prcscribed by Emperor Alexius Comnenus. and in accordance wiLh Hie annolalion of
Patriarch Nicholas, that is to say, with the usual sacred prayers and vows, and with the
usual kiss exchanged by the ones espoused. and when h e man is ai least lifleen \ ears
old, and Lhe wonian at l e s t thirteen. in accordance with h e newer decree of Leo Lhe
W i s e ~ betrothal,
a
1 say, which takes place in such a manner does not differ from a
complete wedding. according lo the decision 01Emperor Sir Nicephorus h e Botaneiatus, and that of the Patriarch of Constantinople John Xiphilinus. and his synod, which
confirmed the decision of Nicephonis. One reason ISthat even the civil law, just as it
will not permit relatives of the ones married to be married to one another when t h q
are prevented by prohibited degrees 01 propiiiquih~will in like manner not permit
relatives of lliose legally betrothed to be married to one another. Moreover, the S y odical Tome also decrees that betrothal is to be dissolved for the same causes and only
far llie same causes as marriage. Another reason is hat Canon XCVIII ofdie Sixlli adjudges one guilty of the crime of adultery if he takes a woman that has been betrothed
to another man who is still alive. But it is evident that adultery can have reference
only to a woman who is married. Hcncc it may be said that the Synod considered betrothal or espousals to be like a complcte marriage, T nccd scarcely say that even Basil
die Great, in his Canon LXIX, does not penalize as a fornicalor a church reader who
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for seven years had been cohabiting with his betrothed before marrying her, for the
reason that he had not mined himself with a strange woman, but with his own. and
therefore he (Basil) let him offw ilh a suspension of one year's duration from his dutics. bccausc he had been of such a small soul as to refuse to wait with fortitude until
the proper time came for the consummation of his marriage. So. in view ol' the Caci
that according to these proofs belrolhd is classed and considered Lo be of h e same
order as marriage. it is deemed bigamy when it has been carried out in accordance
with the laws and the one betrothed already has had a wife or has taken a woman betrothcd to another. As for other kinds of betrothal, which arc plighted only with words
and with mere engagements or engagement rings, so far as respects the accuracy
demanded by the Church, they neither arc betrothals nor can thcy be called such, nor
can the conciliar canons be applied to such cases effectively (and see concerning cspousals more detailed informalioii in Lhe eleventh cliapkr of h e doctrme coiiceming
marriage contract). So too. in confirmation of the above. Balsamon s a y that anyone
who has bee11 betrothed in accordance with h e above Formalities 01h e Novel and
decision. and has taken another woman, after his betrothed has died, cannot become
a priest; tor he is regarded as a bigamist: but it' he has not been thus betrothed, he
may be admitted to holy orders bccausc he is not regarded as a bigamist in that casc
(Rcply 7. page 365, of the Corpus Juris). Note, however, that though a bctrothal is
considered to be in llie same category as a marriage, it is nevertheless not a complete
marriage in even respect but is inferior to marriage; and see the footnotes to c. XXV
ol'Ancyra,
' According to [lie Nomicon 01Pliotius, Title XIII. cli. 5. a concubine is a deceiii
woman in living with whom a man affords plain evidencc of their cohabitation and
appears to the majorit> of people to be keeping her as his wife. But if he affords no
such evidence. he is commilting nmlonness in associating with her; or even ollierwise. a concubine is a woman who is living with a man legaliy without having been
blessed G t h a wedding. Note, on the other hand, that although this concubine was
allowed by the external laws. yet by the laws of our Church Christians arc not allowed
full permission to keep such a woman. Hence c. XXXI of St. Nicephorus says that in
casc anyone is keeping such a concubine and refuses cithcr to leave her or to have her
blcsscd priests ought not to accept in church cithcr his offerings or services, because
with his deeds and works he is insulting and dishonoring the laws and canons of the
Church, Peter. too, the Chartophylax and Deacon of the great Church, in his fifth
replv sa! s that one must not accept things f'rom the house of'a man who is keeping
unblessed woman, not even an offering, nor any wax, nor any (olive) oil, nor any
incense.
A prostitute, on the othcr hand, differs from a concu binc in that she sins with various
persons, whereas a concubine sins with only one man,
Since Basil the Great, in his Canon XIT, mentions this Ap. c. XVTI, just as Balsamon
and Zonaras consonantli interpreted it by sax ing: "The Canon entirely excludes bigamists from service," it is evident, according to the supreme interpreter of this Apostolical Canon, divine Basil. hat whoever marries twice cannot become either a subdeacon
or ail anagiiost (church reader), or even a cantor or a janitor. For all these men are
servants in the office designated by their name (and see the footnote to c. XV of the
6h). iiolvtilnstaiiding thai according lo cc. XXI, XXII. XXIII oI'Laodicea die janitor is
cxccptionally called a servant;and they arc performing an ccclcsiastical service, though
not all of them are doing the same duty, from which service, he says, this Apostolical
Canon utterly and complctcly casts out bigamists. "But if the Nurniwn of Photius, Title
IX, ch. 29, which Balsamon followed says that am-magnost who has made a second
marriage or has taken a woman prohibited by the laws ma\ indeed retain the rank
he already possesses. but cannot be promoted to a higher one,'' both the Apostolical
Cmon and ha1 ol' St. Basil h e Great ought to have die preferable v iilidity, irrespective of external laws. For one reason, because sacred Photius made a synopsis in his
Nomicon of the Novels merely. and not of the sacred Canons as his priman' object; and
for another reason because the rank of magnost, which is enumerated by Balsamon as
being among the ranks of holy orders, is shown to be one belonging to the Sacerdotal
List. Now, the Apostolical Canon in hand commands that a bigamist is to be excluded
altogether from the Sacerdotal List. And if Basil the Great utterly casts out bigamists
Gom h e service siinph~how niuch ra her does lie not an anagnosi whose status requires
this more Ilia11 does that of other lovier servants? Hcncc it appears thai ~ I Qanagnost
who marries a second time after being admitted to the clergy ought to be deposed
Goin his clencate. Canon 111 of die 6lh says that of hose who unwillingly hand the

an
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fallen into marriages while in holy orders, the ones who had bcconic slaves to this
transgression of the law were to be deposed. All those. on the other hand, who of
their ovin accord came lo recognize Lhe evil and separaled from this illegal marriage.
were to cease from all priestly service for a certain space of time, and thereafter they
might regain their proper ranks in holy orders, but might not rise to any higher rank,
From that lime on, however, Lhe same council prescribed, for this present Canon.
which it repeats verbatim, to take effect and remain in force again. Pope Urban, too.
wrote the l'ollowing words to Bishop Binon: "We exommunicak (rom the sacred
ranks all bigamists and husbands of widows." That is why John the Merciful rejected
that exceedingly rich bigamist who offered him, at a time when he was in great need,
as much wheat as he wanted and one hundred filly pounds o f gold if only he would
ordain him a deacon, by saying to him that memorable dictum: "It seems better to me
Lo have Lhe sun extinguished dim to have (he divine law s i d e s l e w d (Symeon Lhe
Translator in his life). Divine Augustine also says: "We command that no one shall
perlbrm ordinations that are unlawful; either ol' a bigamist. or 01 one who has not
espoused a virgin, or of one who is illiterate" (p. 31 1 of his Tome of Love).
CANON XVTTI

No one who has taken a II*I~OTV, or a divotved woman, or a harlot, or a

h z ~ maid,
e
or a n y actress as /?IS wife, may be u Bishop,or a Presbyter, or ti
Deacon,o r hold any other position at all in the Sacerdotal List.
{Cf. cc. 11. XXVI ofthe 6lh; and c. XXVII of Basil)

Interpretation

If the Jews who were priests were forbidden to take as wives any
prostitute or woman chased out of house by her husband, or one having
a disreputable name of any kind-far it says, "They shall not take a wife
that is a whore or profane: neither shall they take a woman cast out by
her husband: for he is holy unto his Lord God.. . And he shall take a wife
in her virginity" (Lev. 21:7.13); how much more is not this forbidden to
the priests of the Gospel? For, it says, "Behold, in this place is one who is
greater than the temple" (Matt. 1 2 5 ) . On this account the present Canon
ordains that anyone who takes as his wife a widow or a woman who has
been chased out of house by her husband, or a whore. or a slave girl. or
one of those women who play on the stage or have a role in comedies
or play the part of various persons. cannot in any way at all be counted
among those on the Sacerdotal List: because all these women have been
maligned and given a bad name. Those men who are in holy orders must
be irreproachable from all angles, and blameless, as blissful St. Paul says
(I Tim. 3 2 ) . Canon I11 of the Sixth says that pesbyters, deacons. and
subdeacons who have taken a widow. or who after ordination have fallen
into an illegal marriage. if they divorce their wives; may be allowed to
remain suspended from priestly orders for a short while and be subjected
to penances. Afterwards they may resume their proper rank in holy orders,
but may not advance to any higher rank, notwithstanding that the Sixth
accomodatively provided a compromise for such clergymen at that time:
thenceforth; however, it prescribed that the present Apostolical was again
to be in full force and effect.
CANON XIX
Whoever marries two sisters, or a niece, may not be a clewman.
(Cf. cc. III, XXVI of the 6th; c, 11 of Neocaesarea: cc, XXIlT. XLVH of Basil
and c. V of Thcopliilus]
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Interpretation

Among marriages some are called illicit, which are those contracted
with relatives or heretics, and others are called illegal, such as those of one
who takes as his wife a woman of whom his father had acted as guardian
since she was an infant, and other damnable marriages, such as those in
which one takes as his wife a woman who had been consecrated to God. or
a nun. In a common appellation all these marriages may be called unlawful
a s the Sixth in its c. Ill terms unlawful all marriages commonly that are
embraced in Ap. cc. XV11 and XVI11); but the present Canon deals only
with illicit marriages, by prescribing: Whosoever takes to wife tw-osisters,
or takes an older niece of his as his wife, cannot become a clergyman. Because any illicit marriage, whether by reason of blood or of marriage ties,
not only prevents one from becoming a clergyman, but also subjects him
to penances. For St. Basil the Great in mentioning those taking two sisters
in his cc. LXXV111 and LXXXVII, rules that they shall abstain from the
mysteries for seven years, according to his LXV111, while c. 11 of Neocaesarea ordains that any woman shall be expelled from Metalepis, or
participation in the Lord's Supper, for life who has married two brothers.
Canon XXVII of Basil the Cheat prescribes that any presbyter who shall
unwittingly fall into an unlawful marriage, i.e., one involving a relative,
shall be allowed to share only the honor of his seat, but shall abstain from
all other activities connected with the priesthood, and shall not bless anyone either secretly or openly, nor shall he in any case adininister cornmu1iion to anyone. This same canon of St. Basil was repeated verbatim by the
Sixth Ecumenical Council in its c. XXVI, adding thereto that the unlawful
marriage is to be dissolved first, and thus shall he have a right to enjoy the
honor of his seat. Canon V of Theophilus says that anyone who takes his
niece before his baptism and is ordained a deacon after his baptism, is not
to be deposed if she has died or he has left her before cohabiting with her
carnally. The civil law, contained in Bk. 6, Tide XXXVII, commands that
all unlawful marriages be dissolved and punished. As for those who are
cohabiting with two sisters, or with their niece (as this Apostolical Canon
enjoins), it commands that their nose be cut off, and they themselves shall
be soundly cudgeled, as well as die women who ruined themselves along
with them. If, on the other hand. such persons refuse to be separated, they
must be parted with the might of the law against their wilt.
CANON XX
Any Clergyman that gives xursty .viicr// he deposed from office.

(Cf. c. XXX or h e 4th.)
Interpretation

The phrase "give surety" has two significations. For, either one gives
himself as surety for another,' or he gives another surety for himself. The

' According to this signification, neither can a woman give sure@, i.e.. give herself

as surew Uor another. Nor, in case she go surety can she be held responsible (or the
surety. Only then is she liable for the surety when she gets something as a gift for
going surety; because the gift which she received makes her liable for the surety,
(Anncnopoulos, Bk. 3, Titlc VI.)
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present Canon, being taken as referring to the fust signification; that of
giving surety for another, says: If any clergyman should give himself as
surety for another man, let him be deposed from office. For, in such a case
the surety for the most part is engaged in human affairs, i .e., in such matters
as those of custom houses, banks, commercial businesses, and. in brief,
transactions of trade, from all which survivant and worldly affairs clergymen must be free; and moreover such cases of surety result in many other
temptations too, into which they ought not to fling themselves voluntarily.
For, says the proverb-writer, "if thou stand surety for a friend of thine,
thou shall deliver thy hand to an enemy. Therefore give thou not thyself as
surety out of shame. For if thou hast not wherewithal to pay, they will take
the mattress from under thy ribs" (Prov. 26:6, 10; and 22). For survivant
things, profits, and affairs, clergymen, as we have said, ought not to give
themselves as surety. For, though we are commanded to risk our life for
the love of a brother of ours, yet this is not meant with reference to human
duties, according to Basil the Great (see abstract of his 162). For the advantage of our bretluen. with respect to the purpose of pleasing God, not
only must clergymen give themselves as sureties, but even their lives. For
instance: if a clergyman meets a man who is being unjustly dragged along
to be thrown into prison, because the man has no one to offer as surety to
the judge, and the clergyman should have mercy on his calamitous plight
and should give himself as surety for his brother, such a clergyman, I say,
not only is not deposed but is even piaised by God and men, as having
fulfilled an Evangelical and divine commandment: for it says: "Rescue
a man being treated unjustly, and those who are being dragged to death;
and be not too stingy to buy off those who are condemned to death" (Prov.
24: I I). Thus much for the first signification, that of not giving oneself as
surety for another, as explained.
The Fourth Ecumenical Council, taking the words "give surety" in the
second sense, required the bishops of Egypt to give others as sureties 011
their part, in its c. XXX, that they would not depart from Constantinople
until the archbishop of Alexandria had been ordained: and in this manner the Canons are found to be consonant with each other, the Apostolical Canon, that is, and that of the Fourth Council, and they are seen not
to conflict with each other. since the Apostolical Canon took the phase
'give surety" in a different sense than that in which it was taken by the
Canon of the Fourth CounciL2
But in the A'omim of Photius. Title f X, ch. 34, and ordinances 21 and 32 of Titie 1 I1
of the First Book of the Code, ordains ha^ bishops and clergymen in general \then
brought to a court of justice must not give surety for thcrnsclves. Nevcrthclcss, when
the Novels from Constantine Porphyrogenitus were purged, these ordinances were
not included in thc Basilica, according to Balsamon. Hcncc they lack validity and
Force. Or it forbids them Irom becoming sureties. as we have said, in connection with
business Lriinsactions and human affairs. and not in conneclion wtli the interests of
brethren as exemplified in the commandment. Novel 123 of Justinian says, too, that
clergymen are not to give surety when hailed into court, but only a promise of aclmowlcdgcmcnt without an oath When bishops arc compcllcd to answer to a court
of justice. they are neither to give sureties nor to make any acknowledgements, Note.
011 thc other hand, that sonic have taken the word surce to incan what is commonly
called match-making, cspccially in view of the fact that men in holy orders and clcre m e n must neither become negotiators of belrolhals and marriages.
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CANON XXI

A Evnuch, vo/tet/wrhe became such by influence o f men, or was deprived
of his virile parts under persecution, or was born thus, may, if he is wor/hy:
become a Bishop.
(Ap. cc. XXll1, XXIV; c. 1 of the 1st; and c, Vlll of the I st-and-2nd.)

Interpretation

Eunuchs as a genus are divided into three species; namely: spadones,
geldings, and castrates. Spadones are those who were born without testicles and virile members from the womb of their mother concerning
whom the Lord said: "There are some eunuchs who were born thus from
their mother's womb" (Matt. 19:12); an example was Dorotheus, a presbyter in the church of Antioch, as Eusebius bears witness in his Ecclesiastical History, Bk. 7; ch. 32). Geldings are those whose virile members
were so compressed and squeezed by their parents when they were infants
that they rendered useless for the purpose of begetting childien by being so squeezed. Castrates are those who have deprived themselves of
their genitals either with a knife or by some other means or contrivance
of a mechanical kind.' These facts being known beforehand, the present
Canon says: In case anyone has become a eunuch as a result of wickedness and injury inflicted by other men. or in times of persecution his
genitals have been cut off, or he was born without any from his mother's
womb, but he is worthy of holy orders, let him be made a bishop/ since
he himself was not the cause of such mutilation, but, on the contrary, he
suffered the injury either as a result of nature or at the hands of wicked
men, and ought on this account to be treated mercifully, and not be hated
and castigated. Concerning eunuchism Ap, cc. M I , XXIII, and XXIV
also have something to say. In addition, c. I of the Fir st Ecumenical Couucil says that any clergyman who is eunuchized by physicians on account
of an illness or by barbarians shall be permitted to remain in the clergy;
or, if he be a layman, he may be made a clergyman. But as for anyone in
good health who has eunuchized himselc if he be a clergyman, let him
cease performing the functions of priesthood; or, if he be a layman, let
him not be made a clergyman. Again, c. VIII of the First-and-Second,
citing this same canon of the First, says: Any clergyman who eunuchizes

' Of such castrates some have cut off both their testicles and their penis, in which case

bey can no longer have intercourse with a woman at all. while others have ciitolT"
only thcir testicles. but not also thcir penis, and thus they can sin with women, even
though they are incapable of begetting children, and they feel the effects of an internal
warfare within thcin inorc vehemently than.those who have their genitals intact and
arc capable of begetting children. Just as Basil the Great speaks of them in extenso in
his discourse concerning virgiiiil~. Concerning which mailers Siracli also says: "The
desire of a eunuch to deprive a young woman of her virginity" (Sir, 20:4). Possibly
Pentephres. too,the eunuch of Pharaoh and master 01' Joseph the All-beaiiiiCul, vtas
such a one, seeing that we read of his having as wife a woman who had tried to force
Joseph to have intercourse with her. Note that sacred Augustine narrates the tact that
a young man gave a letter to procurator Fclix asking to be cunuchizcd by a physician,
who did not dare to perform the necessary' operation on account of the imperial edict.
as though am eunuch inusl needs be soiiielliing unholy or dishonorable. forbidden
by both the divinc law and by the imperial law. But then again divine Justin, in Ills
second apology- s+s that certain physicians asserted that they could not eiinuchke
anyone wilhoul the procumlor's permission.
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another, or himself with his own hand or another's, let him be deposed
from office; as for any layman who does this, let him be excommunicated.
But if priests or laymen eunuchize those who are afflicted with a disease
of a venereal nature, they are not to be blamed.
CANON XXTT
Let no one who has mutilated himself become a clewman; for he is a

i n d e w of himself;and an enemy of God's creation.
(Ap. W . XXI. XXIII. XXIV. C. I of 1st. c. VIII of 1st-&-2nd.)
Interpretation

The preceding Canon prescribes mandatorily regarding those who have
been eunuchized, whereas the present Canon prescribes optionally about
men who have been eunuchized, by saying: Whoever willfully eunuchizes
himself when in sound condition, whether he do so with his own hands
or has someone else eunuchize him, let him not be made a clergyman;]
since he himself is a murderer of himself by himself, and is an enemy of
God's creation. For God created him a man complete with genitals; but;
by removing these, he converts himself into an odd and outlandish nature;
since he is neither a man, because he cannot perform the chief functions
of a man and beget a human being like himself nor, again, is he a woman,
because he is incapable of undergoing the duties of women; or, more explicitly speaking; he cannot be made pregnant and give birth to children
like women, but after a certain fashion he is a third kind of monster, and is,
so to speak, a being intermediatebetween the male and the female species
of mankind: see also the Interpretation of Ap. c. XXI.
'Such a one was Nicetas, according to Choniates Nicetas, who says: "There was a
certain eunuch by the name ol'Nicelas presiding prelalically over the town oSChona
and a veritable resort of even' virtue; but, moreover. even the patriarch of Constantinople [gnat~uswas a eunuch." Concerning eunuchs God too says in the Book of
Dcutcronomy: "No gelding, nor anyone excised, shall enter the church of the Lord.''
(Dent. iii, 1,:'
I Inasmuch as some wrong-minded heretics. and especially the Valesians, hearing the
Lord say. "if tli? right q - c offcnd thee. pluck it out. .. likewise if thy right hand or
foot offcnd thcc. cut it off," ctc., as they mistakenly explained the saying, and hence
h e > said hat one ouglil to amputate and cul off [hose members which incile him
to sin. Examples of such heretics are mentioned by divinc Epiphanius. So for this
reason all such men as have been found to have mutilated themselves bv amputating
members of their body when they were heakhy themselves are liable lo the penalty
in the present Apostolical Canon, seeing that they are enemies of God's creation, and
since the above words of the Lord's are not. to be understood literally, but are to be
cxplaincd figuratively, or tropologically Or, to make the matter plainer; it may be
said that if we have relatives or friends who are so intimate and dear to us that they
may be regarded as members of our body. vet the friendship of such men stands in
the way of our love For God, vve ought to cut off from ourselves am suck endeavor
and friendship, and prefer lo gile our love to God and sale our own soul. exactly
as this saying is explained by divine Ch~sostom,Theophylactus, Epiphanius, and
other Fathers ol' the Church. "Note further that eunuchs are called by St.. Uregoc the
Theologian 'men among women. and women among menj' while St. Basil the Great
(in his epistle to Simplicias) calls the race of eunuchs infamous, calamitous, unmanly.
deserving of condemnation to irons. and many othcr such epithets, adding that thcy
arc not even credible as witnesses under oath." The divinc Apostle, on the other hand
deems anyone liable lo a curse who eunuchizes himselr For lie tlius curses hose who
wcrc troubling the Galatians: "I would thcy wcrc even cut off who trouble you" (Gal.
5: 12): said with the implication that they ought to be eunuchi/.ed, as Chtysostom and
Tlieopli! lactns iiilerpret h e verse.
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CANON XXM

I f anyone who is a clergyman shouldmutilate himself, let him be deposed
fivm office. For he is a self-invrcletw
(Ap, cc, XXI, XXII. XXIV: c , I of the 1st; c . VIII of the 1st-&-2nd.)

Interpretation

This Canon too, like the one above, deals with cases of eunuchism. But
the former pi escribes that he shall not be made a clergyman who, while a
layman, should eunuchize himself; whereas this Canon says that if anyone
who was previously a clergyman should emmchize himself when in sound
health, or have someone else eunuchize him, he is to be deposed from
office; since he is a murderer of hirn~elf.~
But besides the divine Canons
even the political laws too castigate those who eunuchize or castrate either themselves or others with various punishments, ranging all the way
from confiscation of their property, exile, or retaliation, i.e., by compelling them to be eunuchized themselves by some other person. If, again, it
should happen that a slave, whether well or ill, should eunuchize himself
or be eunuchized by another, the laws command that he be set free. (Photius, ch. 14 of Title 1 .) Read also the Interpretation of Ap. c. XXI.
CANON XXTV

Any layman who has mutilated himself shall be excommunicatedfor
three years, h'or he is a plotter uguimt hi.t own life.
(AP. cc. XXI. XXII, XXIII; c. I of the lsi; and c. VIII of llie lsL-2nd.)
Interpretation

If, on the other hand, it be a layman diat should mutilate and castrate
himself when in good health, or have someone else eunuchize him, the
present Canon commands that he be excommunicated from, the Mysteries
and from the congregation of Christians in the church for a period of three
years; since with the eunuchization he becomes a danger to his own life.
CANON XXV

Any Bishop, or pn!s hyter, or Deacon that is taken in the act of committing
fornicat~on,or penury, or theft, shall be deposedfrom office, but shall not
be excommunicated. For Scripture says: "'Ihoushall mfexact fwenge twice
for the same ( ? f e r n ." The same rule applies ah'o to the mt of c l e w m e n .

-

(c. IX of Hie 1st; cc. IV. XXI of h e Glh; c. I of Neocaesarea; c. XXXV of
Carthage; cc. 111, XVH, XXXII, XLIV, Ll. and LXX of Basil.)
Hence pursuantly lo [lie present Apostolical Canon Denietrius of Alexandria, according to Socrates, deposed Origcn because the latter dared to cunuchizc hiniself though
others say that Origen. being a learned man. found a herb and drug with which he
succeeded in withering the root of the palpitating flesh). Read also Epiphmius where
he ineiilioiis (Heresy 64) rumors then current respecting the castration of Qrigen. But
divine Athanasius too, in speaking about Leontius of AnLioch, who was Eudoxior
predecessor, says that neither prelacy nor communion befitted him, because he castraled himsell, in order to be able diencelbrlh lo sleep with a certain woman by the
name of Eustolia. who though a wife to him was said to be a virgin, without incurring
suspicion, (Apology I to Constantine.)
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Interpretation

All men who are in holy orders or who are clergymen must be pure
and unimpeachable. For this reason the present Canon decrees thus: Any
bishop, or presbyter, or deacon that gets caught, i.e., or is proved to have
engaged, in the act of fornication, or violence of an oath, ' or capital theft,
by which phrase is meant, according to c. XXVIII of the Faster, one entailing capital punishment. Capital punishment, however, is not decapitation, or death otherwise speaking, according to the interpretation given
by Balsamon in commenting on ch. 25 of Title 1X. of the Nomocanon
of Photius, but exile, abacination (or excecation), cutting off one hand,
and other similar punishment^:^ for any offense. As for such offender, the
Canon says to let him be deposed from holy orders; but not be excoinmuuicated also from the church and prayer of Chi istians. For divine Scripture
says: Thou shalt not punish twice one and the same sinful act. And, like
those in holy orders, all other clergymen too that may be caught in the
aforementioned sinful acts shall also be deposed from their clerical offices and rights, but shall not be excommunicated. Two things deserving
attention are embraced in the piesent Canon: one is that these men in holy
orders and those who are clergymen, notwithstanding that they are not
excommunicated from communion, or, more expressly speaking, from the
congregation and prayer of the Christians in the church, like catechumens,
according to cc. Ill, XXX11 and LI of St. Basil the Great, yet they cannot
partake also of the Internerate Mysteries (or Holy Sacraments) according
to the same Canon, on the ground that they are unworthy and are under a
canon until such time as the prelate or their spiritual1fix., confessor) sees
fit to permit them to do so. And another thing is that those who have been
caught, not in all the sinful acts named, but only in these particular ones
that are mentioned in the present Canon, including both those in holy orders and those in the clergy (unless they be caught in oilier acts like these,
as, for instance; in adultery or in high treason), are merely deposed from
office and are not excommunicated. For there are other sins in which all
those who are caught in the act of committing them, whether in holy orders
or simple clergymen, are deposed from office and also excommunicated.
Note dial the canons mean by perjury the transgression of an oadi taken in Inilh,
whereas the political laws call even an oath taken in Falsehood perjury, according
Lo Tille XIII; cli. 18, of the Nomiwn of Phoiius. Hence anyone in hol: orders that is
guilty of having committed perjury in either the one or the other respect is to be deposed from office
Note in addition to these ofTenses that inasmuch as sacrilege is closely akin to theft
and more serious than plain theft, on this account any bishop. or presbyter. or deacon
that is taken in the act of committing sacrilege is deposed from office. according to c.
X of the 1st-&-2nd. Moreover, inasmuch as the crime of high treason is like that of
sacrilege, on this account, too, anyonc in holy orders that becomcs guilty of high trcason is also deposable from office. As for what high treason is, see h e foolnote to Ap.
c. LXXII. Note further also the fact that inasmuch as Ap. c, LX forbids the admission
Lo holy orders ot'anyone lhat belore being ordained is proved lo have commitled an
act of fornication or of adultery or any other sinful act forbidden to the faithful, while
the sins mentioned in the present Canon are prohibited, it is logically that these are
not only offcnscs that entail deposition from holy orders, but at the same time are offcnscs that deprive the offender of all right to cxcrcise the functions of holy ordcrs or
Lo avail hiiiiselCof h e privileges atlached thereto. Accordingly. those \\h0 have bee11
found guilty of such offcnscs before admission to holy ordcrs arc not admitted at all.
' But if anyonc contends that the deposed clergymen arc punished twice in case t h q
are kepi From partaking of communion; lei him learn hat h e y are noi punished hvice.
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because in addition to deposition thcy arc not excommunicated from the Church too.
according to this Apostolical Canon (and this because according to what c. Ill of St.
Basil says clergy and holy orders are 110 more restored to them, and not siniply because thcy do not partake). For, if such were the case, even laymcn would be likely to
be punished twice, which would not be proper. since when they sinned mortally, 1101
only were they excluded horn h e church of h e faitliful. along wilh calechumens, bui
neither did they even partake, and yet they are not said to have been punished twice.
For abstention Itom 1101) communion was not accounted a punishment in regard to
them. But what am I saying? Let any such ob-icctorlearn that not only ought deposed
clergymen. not to abstain from communion. but, instead, they ought even with contrition of the flesh and with every manner of servile behavior to keep away from the
pleasures on account of which thcy lost their holy orders, according to c. 111 of the
same Basil. as though Lo say h a [ mere abstinence from communion were not enough
to cure them of their passions. Note in addition that not only those who have committed fornication or adultery or any other preventive ads of sin ufier ordination. but
even those who have committed such sins before ordination. if they confess them or
are found gull@ after ordination, are also deposed from office in like manner, according to c. IX of the First to which the reader is referred.

Such are those who have been ordained in exchange for money or with
the exercise of the authority of political rulers; according to cc, XXIX and
XXX of the Apostles. Note further that those in holy orders as well as
clergymen who were deposed from office because of the above sinful acts,
but were not excommunicated, if they relapsed into the same, or into other
sins, after their deposition from office, then and in that event they were
excommunicated from the Church entirely, like catechumens. That is why
c. 1 of Neocaesarea, too, decrees that if a presbyter commits fornication
or adultery, he is excommunicated from the Church, like penitent laymen.
This canon of Neocaesarea, I may say, is entirely consistent and thoroughly compatible with the present Apostolical Canon if it be understood
and considered that it refers to a presbyter that has committed fornication
or adultery twice or thrice over
Concord

But c. VIH too of the same Neocaesarean Council says that a priest
who is cohabiting with his wife after she has committed adultery must
be deposed from office. Again, c. XXI of the 6th says: Clergymen who
have been entirely deposed from office on account of canonical crimes,
ifthey voluntarily repent, let them, cut their hair after the style of clergymen; but ifthey are unwilling to give up the sin voluntarily, let them grow
hair, like laymen. Canon XVII of Basil says that as far those presbyters
who have taken an oath not to perform the functions connected with holy
orders (as a result of some necessity or danger) must not officiate openly
(lest they scandalize those who happen to know that they took such an
oath), though they may do so secretly; yet they must repent of the oath
they have taken. Canon LXX of the same Father decrees that in case a
deacon, or a presbyter, should sin with a woman only to the extent of kissing her, he shall leave the holy orders for a time, according to Zonaras,
but he shall have the right to partake of the mysteries together with his
fellow presbyters and fellow deacons. But if it should come to light that
he sinned further than the kiss, he shall be deposed from office. Canon I V
of the 6th deposes any bishop, or presbyter, & deacon, or other clergyman
that has sexual intercourse with a woman consecrated to God- i.e.- a nun.
John the Faster says that if anyone fell into masturbation (which some
saints call self-fornication) before being admitted to holy orders, he is to
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be penanced and afterwards to be admitted to holy orders. But if he fell
after admission to holy orders, he is to remain suspended for one year, and
is to be canonized (i.e., disciplined) with other penances, and thereafter
be allowed to officiate. If, however, even after becoming fully conscious
of the sinfulness of the act, he again falls into this mishap two or three
times he is to be deposed, and put in the class of an anagnost (or church

reader).
CANON XXVI

As to bachelors who have en/ered she c l e w , we allow only unagnosis
and'psalts to marry, if they wish lo do so.
(c. XIV ofthe 4th; c. VI ofthe 6th; cc. XIX, XXXIII ofCarth,: c. LXIX o f Basil,)
Interpretation

Before being ordained, presbyters, deacons, and subdeacons have a
right to take a wife and to be ordained after marriage. But if after ordination they should wish to marry, they are deposed from their order in accordance with c, VI of the 6th. Anagnosts, on the other hand, and psalts (i.e.;
chanter or psalmists) and the lower clerics have a right to marry without
prejudice even after becoming clerics and to be advanced to higher orders.
Hence it is that the present Canon commands that such clerics be allowed
to marry even after taking orders; though only with an Orthodox woman.
and not with a heterodox woman, in accordance with c, XIV of the 4th
Ecumenical Council. Nevertheless; c. IX of Carthage ordains that when
anagnosts reach the age of puberty, or the fourteenth year of their life,
they are to be compelled either to many or to take a vow of continence,
or, more plainly speaking, to remain virgins. But after marrying, they are
not to be compelled to be more continent than is required, according to
c. XXXTII of the same. Canon LXIX of Basil the Great says that if an
magnost should fall with his fiancee before being wedded; he is to be
suspended for a year, after which he is to be accepted, but must not be
promoted to any higher rank. If, on the other hand, he many clandestinely
without a betrothal, he is to be discharged from the service. Canon VI of
the 6th promulgates the present Canon verbatim. '

CANON XXVH
A s f o r a Bishop, or Presbyter, or Deacon that strikes believersfor sinning, or unbelievers for wrong-doing, with the idea of making them afraid,
w e command that he be deposedfrom office. For the L o d h a s nowhere t a ~ g h t
that: o n the contrary, He Himselfwhen struck did not strike hack; when reviled He did not revile His revilers; when suffering, He did. not threaten,
c . IX of the 1st-&-2nd:c. V of Antioch cc. LVII. LXII. LXXVI? C, CVI. CVII:

and I Pet. 2:23,)

Interpretation

Tn teaching His disciples His divine commandments the Lord used to
say "Whatever T say to you my disciples, 1say also to all Christians" (Mark
1337). One of His commandments is to turn our left cheek to anyone
As respects [lie instatement and occupation of anagnosts, and the occupation of
psalts. see cc. XXXIII and LXXV of the 6d1.
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that strikes our right cheek (Matt. 5 5 9 ) . If, therefore. this commandment
ought to be kept by a11 Christians, it ought much more to be obeyed by
those in holy orders, and especially by bishops, regarding whom divine
Paul wrote to Timothy that a bishop ought not to be a striker (I Tim, 3 :
3). That is why the present Canon says too: If any bishop, or presbyter,
or deacon strikes those Christians who offend him, or unbelievers that do
wrong to others, with a view to making others afraid of him with such
blows, we command that he be deposed from office. For in no part o f
the Gospel has the Lord taught to do such a thing as that: in fact. He has
taught us quite the contrary with His example; since when beaten by the
soldiers and Jews, at the time of His passion. He did not lift a hand to beat
them ill return. When accused and insulted. He did not insult others, nor
did He accuse them. Even when suffering on the cross, He did not threaten
to chastise them, but begged His Father to pardon them. 'Those in holy
orders ought to imitate the Lord by rebuking sinners and wrongdoers, in
order that others may be afraid" (I Tim. 5 :20), as St. Paul says. and "by
sobering them. at times with teaching and admonition, and at times with
ecclesiastical penances; but not taking revenge with wrath and anger, for
villainy say, or for any offense such persons may have given them, or
by beating them and thrashing them." In mentioning this same Canon, c.
1X of the 1 st-&-2nd also says that not only are those in holy orders to be
deposed who strike others with their own hands, but also those who get
others to deliver the blows. '

' I have said hat those in holy orders ought not lo beal hose sinning against them,

because thosc who sin against the divine rights, and against God, and who arc not sobered either with adinoni tions or with penances, can be sobered, whether clergymen
or laymen, wilh Lhe power of external audiorily. in accordance wid1 c.V of Antioch,
and cc, LXXVI, LXXXIi, LXXXIII, XCIX, C, CVI, and CIX of Carthage, and c. iX
01' the I sl-&-2nd; since Lhey will then not appear to be taking revenge on their own
account any more. but to be avenging God, who is being dishonored and insulted.
Hence it is. too, that the Lord, though not striking or reviling those who sinned against
Him. made a scourge of small cords and with it struck the tradesmen and inoncychangers and chased them out of the temple. because thcy were sinning against God
and were making His Father's house a robbers' den and a house of merchandise
(John 2: 15-1 6). We ought, however, to bear in mind that although the exegetes of the
Canons. Zonaras and Balsamon. and especially Theophylaclus o r Bulgaria. in their
interpretation of the Gospel according to St. John, say that the Lord struck those trading in the temple. yet none of the four Evangelists who narrate this affair state that
He struck any of them. but only that he drove thcm out. Hcncc St. Basil the Great
(Sec in cxtcnso his Sermon XL) says that He lifted a whip against only thosc who
were engaged in selling and buying on Hie premises of the temple; thal is lo say. He
lifted up the scourge against them and threatened to strike thcin with it. but not that
He actually struck them.In accordance with these words, too. it appears llial Chq soslom would have blasphemers sobered with blows or, Lhe ground hat he are sinning
against God, For he s a y (Sermon I on a statue): "In case you happen to hear anyone
blaspheme God in the market-place, or a1 h e crossroads; go right up to him and rebukc him for his blasphemy. In the event that there is need of a blow, hit him." Note
that the saint does not say decisively for one to strike a blasphemer, but conlingen*
and considcratcly, if a blow is needed. Rcmcmbcr, too. though the saint said this out
of abundance. yet he wlio said never did anything of the kind liiinseli'. Balsamon says
that if hose in holy orders, being teachers of children, chastise mi! of the111 with their
hand lightly and without anger or revenge by way of making them behave or aiding
them to learn their lessons, hey are nol liable lo condemnation. I1 is better, however.
for the sake of dcccncy in the holy orders and for the penances of the canons, to have
other pupils chastise such children thus lightly. and not to have those in holy orders
do it thcmsclvcs with their own hands. Moreover, wc ought to note that the officials
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through whom the canons command the disorderly to be sobered, were in those times
pious believers. and consequently there was no danger of thcir killing the oncs bc01 any oher kind.
ing sobered- or of their subjecting h e m lo iindul~harsh ~reatmeii~
Now. howcvcr. in thcsc days of ours. since those outside the Church arc impious
disbelievers. disorderly persons ought not to be delivered into their hands by ecclesiastics. For danger and fear atknd such procedure: for one Lhing, lesl Lhe oficids in
question, who take such persons in hand, instead of merely chastising them solely to
sober them-put them to death altogether (as has actually been the result marp times
in many provinces). and conscqucntly the oncs in holy orders who delivered them up
fall into involuntary homicide, which entails deposition from their rank, according
to Ap. c. LXVI; and for another tiling, because such disorderly persons arc likely to
lose their faith out of fear when dclivercd to the impious. as v e often
~ happens. Bcsides, nohvihstanding llial we do find some samis lo have s h c k others for Lhe sake
of sobering them, such as, for instance, St. Pachoinius (c. 3 IS A. D.), who struck his
pupil Silvanus. and John [lie Merci.li.il, who struck the monk who was walking in h e
market-place with his girl friend, and divine Bencdict, who struck one of his pupils
with his rod (his Gnod Works,page 365),yet such instances being rare do not become
a law of the Church, according to St. Gregory the Theologian, and what conflicts w-ith
canons cannot be dragged forward as a model. according to the jurists

CANON X X W I

If any .&;,shop, or Presbyter, or Deacon, who has beenjustly deposed
from ufficefor proven crimes, should dare to touch the liturgy which had
once been put in his hand';,Jet him be cut offfrom the Church altogether
(cc. IV, XII. XV ofAnlioch; c. XIV of Sard.; Basil's epistle lo Gregory,
which is his c, LXXXVU I,)
Interpretation

The present Canon ordains that if any bishop, or presbyter, or deacon
happens to have been justly and lawfully deposed from office 011account
of manifest and pioven crimes1-the bishop by the synod; the presbyter
and the deacon either by their bishop or by their synod-and after such
lawful deposition he should have the hardihood to use again the liturgical
office to which he had been privileged (by "liturgical office" is meant here
both the prelacy of the bishop and the priesthood of the presbyter and deacon).? any such person, I say, shall be excommunicated from the Church
entirely. For one thing, because ofhis extreme hardihood and rashness; for
another thing, because after deposition there remains no other canonical
chastisement for those in holy orders but to excommunicate them entirely
even from the Church. And that is just and right. For if it should happen,
according to c. XIV ofthe Sardican, that anyone who has not been deposed
justly should have the hardihood to perform the functions of the clergy after his deposition and before another synodical judgment or decision, he
ought to be sobered by bitter and severe words. In fact, according to c. V
of the lst, if even in case one is unchurched, not as a matter ofjustice, but
as a matter of some pusillanimity and contentiousness of his bishop, he

' Clergymen who liave been jusliy

deposed for manifest crimes
a full synod (LC.
of all h e bishops and the metropolitan in the province) can no longer appeal their
case. or, in other words, liave heir Irial reconsidered and reviewed b\ a higher
ecclesiastical court, since such offenders are not allowed a plea or aiy hope of
restoration in another synod. according to cc. IV and XV of Aiitioch. But if this
is true, as it rcally is, the right of appeal is not granted to cvcryonc that is condemned. as Balsamon incorrectly says in his interpreladon of c. XI1 of Anliocli.
nor can even case be appealed to a higher court. For neither can the decision of
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chosen judges be referred to another court according to cc. CIX and CXL of Carthagc, nor is the deposition of any clergyman who has left his own parish and church,
when it has bee11 infficted afler his own bishop's iidmonilion, herealter subject lo a
pica, according to c. Ill of Antiocli; nor is that of one who retreats from the highci
synod and goes to the emperor. according lo c. XI1 ofihe same, I pretermit the lad
thal according lo h e Nomicon of Pliotius (Tille IX, ch. 6) neither Lhe judgment of
the eparch of the praetoria. and of the city. is subject to appeal, nor that of the emperor and of the senate, nor tlia~of the patriarch (and see respecting this the first
footnote to the preface of the 1st C.);nor, according to Armcnopoulos (Book I. Title
IV), can anyone appeal his case to a higher court ifhe has been in any way satisfied
and has rcinaincd silent after the decision of his trial was reached. From these facts
which havc jiist becn stated. then. it is to be concluded that that canon is spurious
which h e Anaiis proposed against Alhaiiasius. and which Tlieophiliis of Alexandria
cited against Ch~sostom,and the wording of which is: "If any Bishop or Presbyter,
whetherjiistly or unjustly. has been deposed; and should undertake to olliciate again
in his own church before a session of the synod has considered his case and on his
own initiative, he is not allowed to plead his case at another synodical session," For it
is evident that this canon docs not distinguish between one who is just and right and
one who is unjust and wrong. but condemns both to the same penalty and sentence.
and on Lhis account is at variance with the divine Scripture, wliicli does not want the
just man to be chastised like the impious man (Gcn. 18); it is at variance again with
c. XIV of h e Sardican, because though the former canon does say hat one who has
been unjuslly deposed and before wailing for the s ~ n o dlo pass upon his case has
returned to his own church shall not henceforth have a right to plead his case, yet the
canon of the Sardican. merely sobering such a man with rather biller and grave words.
docs not deny him the right to plead his case at another session of the synod. Hence
that canon, because it was composed by the Arians and tailed to state things correctly,
was set aside by the council held at Sardica.
' One well may wonder whether an ordination, a baptism a sanctification. or the Like
which has been performed by anyone that has been deposed outright and justly for
crimes by a synod. and has on this account no right of appeal, is possessed of validityand substantiality, or is wholly void and basclcss and as though it had not been pcrformed a1 all. and needs 011 this account to be done all over again from the beginning
by a priest that has not been deposed from office. It appears according to some that it
is entirely void and inexistent, and on this account needs to be performed anew Irom
the beginning, as though it had not bccn performed at all before. For- if ordinations and
other sacraments that any bishop may celebrate aside from his parish is void according to c. XI11 of Antioch. how much more arc not works void and hcxistent if those
who had the hardihood to do them were justly and lawfdly dcposcd from office'^ If,
011 the other hand. a q one should retort hiil according Lo divine C l w sostoni (Semion
I1 on I1 Tim.. and XI on I Tlms., and VIII 011 I Cor.) grace, though not ordaining all
men is nevertheless eITeciively operative even through the imvorth~,we rejoin that it
is operative through [ill who have not been deposed. but not through those who have
been deposed and unfrocked, I said of works done by one who had the hardihood
to do them even though just11 deposed (or manilesi crimes that the! musl be done
all over again as though utterly inexistent. bccausc as regards sacraments celebrated
by one who was not deposed justly and who 011 this account has been declared innoccnt by another and higher or larger synod, one cannot say that these too havc to
be done a second lime. as inexistent and void. since, iCsuch were the case. the one
deposed would have had to be reordained a second h e himself when he was being
declared innocent. But, as a matter of tact, according to c, LV1 of Carthage prohibiting reordinations, he could not be ordained a second time. So he possessed he power
of holy orders, and was unaffected by the deposition: hence works that he had the
hardihood to do ought not to be done over again. For anyone that has been deposed,
both inwardly of himself because of his unworthiness and outwardly by a ?nod, has
lost the function of holy orders. But anyone that has becn unjustly deposed has been
deprived of Hie function of holy orders oulwardly, bul not of his o w l accord. One
who has bccn justly dcposcd may be likened, as some say, to an artist whose hands
have been crippled him and are no longer able lo hold the inslrumenh ol'his art.
Hcncc. even though he should move his hands. say, he will move them in vain. and
any work they do will appear to be his but in reality will not be, both because of
their being crippled and because of the lack of instruments. One, on the other hand,
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who has been dcposcd unjustly is much like an artist who has sound hands but lacks
the instruments of his art. Wherefore. whenever these arc given back to him, he can
take hold of (hem and praclice his art. If. again, even before hey are given back to
him, he of his own accord should take hold of the111 again, 11c can practice his art, and
his work will be in truh a work of his and a piece of art. He. on the other hand. who
is a cripple. or Ihe one who has been deposed justly. neither before the inslnimeiils
have been given to him nor after they have been given to him is able to grasp them in
his hand and produce am eilect wilh them.I I",oowever, am one should opine thal ordinations and baptisms of one who has becn dcposcd justly ought not to be performed
a second time, because the Canon prohibits a second baptism and the repetition of
ordinations. let him learn that it docs indeed prohibit a second baptism and repetition
of ordinations when the baptism and ordinations arc real. but not when they arc unrcal
and ineHeclive, as are tliose performed by persons \vlio l m e been deposed juslh.
Accordingly, Basil the Great in his third canon says that a deacon who has once been
deposed is deposed pennanenlly and forever, and in general all clergymen h a t have
committed a sin unto death arc degraded- he says in his c. XXXII, and clcricature and
holy orders are given bark to them nevermore. But it' they are not given back. it is
plain that any sacred rites thcy may perform arc accounted as though thcy had bccn
done by laymen, into whose position they have thrown thcmselvcs. Manuel Malaxus
die Notary, in the translation of h e canons which lie made. about the \ear 1565. sa! s
in ch. 30 that the patriarch of Constantinoplc prescribed that all those who had bccn
ordained by deposed prelates should themselves be irtiidly deposed themselves and
should nol be ordained a second lime: but if hey were unaware of the fac&hey were
to be ordained a second time by prelates who had not been deposed. Accordingly.
Theodore the Sludile says that a deposed priest cannol exercise a priestly function,
but is a secularjust as he was previously; in fact, he possesses no grace of Holy Spirit
it having been taken away from him. And if he should bestow holy orders on anyone.
since he himself is not a priest, in view of the facts stated, I am left in doubt, to say the
least, as regarding what has been said. and am at a loss LO express a definitive opinion.
since neither h e present Apostolical Canon nor c. IV of Antiocli say amthing about
these points. The question is whether religious rites which men who have been deposed justl! liave had the hardihood to perSom are to be regarded as not having been
really perforrned,just as are those which have been performed by heretics. according
to Ap. c. XLVi, or admitted as really valid. This question is especially pertinent and
of cxccptional interest, too. as I scc that c. VI of the 4th ccumcnical calls the ordination of one absolutely ordained invalid, not on the ground that it is inexistent and
baseless, nor because the mystcries celebrated b\ him are incxistcrit and unreal, but
on the ground that it remains in abeyance and is not put into force and effect, and for
no oilier reason than because of the dishonorableness and insolence of the ordinator.
Inasmuch, however. as like ought to be inferred and judged Irom like, it beconies
obvious that things declared invalid by c. Xlll 01' Antioch ought to be understood
and takcn just as the fourth council has understood and takcn them, and not as the
men above mentioned understand and take them. See, however, also in Vol. 11 of the
Conciliar Records, page 993. an entire synod convoked in Constantinople in the \car
1143 by Emperor John I1 Comncnus and Patriarch Michael Qxcitcs; which accused
Leonlius of baptizing a second time one who had been baptized by a. priest who had
becn deposed for manifest crimes. on the supposition that the baptism was not perfect
when performed by one who had been deposed from office. But even Joseph Bnennius in his epistle to Nicetas says Lhat whatever those who liave been deposed have
the hardihood to perform is holv and effective. This is avowed as the opinion also of
wise and learned Eugenius Boulgaris in his critical observations on the grammar wrilten by Ncophytus. in support of which he cites Nicholas Cabasilas.

cannot handle anything priestly until a synodical examination and investigation is carried out, how much more is not one incapacitated for the performance of any function belonging to holy orders who has been justly deposed on account of manifest sins? Again; if Basil the Great threatened to
condemn Gregory, who had been merely suspended by him, to anathema
if he should have the hardihood to exercise any function before his correction, how can it be said that one ought not to be entirely cut off from the
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Church who has been justly deposed fiom office for manifest sins, but
after the deposition has had the hardihood to exercise any priestly function?
Concord

Canon XXXVII of Cartilage says that that bishop, or any other clergyman whatsoever, condemns himself who, after becoming excluded from
communion, should dare to communicate with others. Whoever takes
the part of one who has been condemned for a crime, shall be fined and
forfeit his honor, according to c. LXXI of the same. One who has been
condemnedjustly by the bishops and refuses to keep the peace in other regions, ought to be run down there too, according to c. LXX1V of the same.
Canon VIT of Nicetas of Heracleia demands that anyone who officiates
after being canonically deposed be chased away from the Church until
he repent, like laymen, and to receive penance in the class of penitents.
The civil law, in Book I11 of the Basilica- Title I; ch. 1, decrees thus. If a
bishop deposed from office by the synod should cause a disturbance with
a view to getting back his bishopric, he must be chased a hundred miles
away from it and not be allowed to go even to the emperor. Those who
tend him protection are made liable to chastisement. Divine Chrysostom,
however, says (Sennon TTI on holy orders) that anyone who is deposed, on
account of envy or any other unjust cause, actually gains himself a greater
reward than that of holy orders; hence he ought to rejoice withal and not
be sorry: to those, on the other hand, who have unjustly deposed him, he
causes punishment in hell.

CANON XXTX
I f any Bishop become the recipient of this office b y means ofmoney: or
any Pwbyter, or any Deacon, lei him be deposed as well as the one who
d a r n e d him, and let him he cut off entirely even from communion, as was
Simon the Sorcerer by me Pete?
(c. 11 of the 4th. cc. XXII. XXIII of the 6th: cc. IV. V, IX of the 7th;
c. XC of Basil; Epist. Gcnn. 51: and Taras. onNahum 1:9,)

Interpretation

In their c. XXV the divine Apostles said that thou shalt not exact vengeance twice for the same offense. In the present Canon they chastisethose
who get themselves ordained by means of money with a double chastisement on account of the excessiveness of the wickedness, saying thus: Any
bishop, or presbyter, or deacon, that gets the office of holy orders with
money is to be deposed along with the one who ordained him, and let him
be entirely excommunicated from the Church and from the prayer of the
faithful, just as Simon the Sorcerer (Acts 1 3:6) was excommunicated by
me Peter. For no graver and worse sin can be found than that of selling and
buying the unsellable and unpurchaseable grace of the Holy Spirit. Hence
divine Tarasius in writing to Adrian (or Hadiian), emperor of Rome,
pointed out that those who ordain others for money are more ungodly than
the pneumatomach Macedonius. For the latter did nothing but prattle that
the Holy Spirit was a slave and creature of God the Father; whereas those
who ordain others for money appear to make the Holy Spirit a slave of

' 111 others MSS il is written "by Peter."
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their own, by selling It as a slave to those paying the money; and those
thus ordained likewise buy It as a slave from the sellers. In fact, just as
Judas the traitor sold the Son of God, so too do they sell the Holy Spirit for
money. Nevertheless, in the same epistle of Tarasius, the divine Chrysostom and his synod appear to have equated matters and to have permitted
men to commune within the Holy Berna (or Sanctuary) who they paid
money to Bishop Antoninus and were ordained.:
Concord

Not only bishops, and presbyters, and deacons, according to the present Cation, but also subdeacons, and anagnosts, and psalts, down to the
steward, and the ecdicus (or advocate), and the Prosmonarius (or warden),
all of these office-holders, 1 say, who have been ordained for money, are
to be deposed according to c. IT of the 4th; and according to the epistle of
Gennadius they are to be subjected to the curse of anathema. But also all
those who become bickers or intermediaries in such ordinations for money, if clergymen, they are to be deposed from office; if laymen, or monks,
they are to be anathematized,according to the same c. I1 of the 4th. Again,
c. XXTT of the 6th deposes from office both those ordained and those who
ordained them for money, bishops and clergymen, the c. V of the 7th reduces them to the lowest grade of their order. In dealing with those who
boast of having become numbered among the members of an order of
ecclesiastics tluough money, reproaching others with the assertion that
they got into the ranks of die clergy without paying any money. It also
quotes the present Apostolical canon and c. TI of the 4th. But c. XIX of
the same 7th commands that neither those who join the priestly order nor
those who become monks through payment of money shall be accepted.
Canon XXIII of the 6th adds that all bishops or presbyters or deacons that
Gregory in writing lo Regas Caroliis says that "'the simoniacs are the pealest of all heretics" (p. 323 of h e Volume of Love); and Gennadius Scholarius sip s
that simony was the cause of Christians incurring the disasters inflicted by godless
barbarians, because it is the greatest ol'suis and a most terrible piece of"ungodliness,
and because it is a heresy regarding the first article of the faith" (p. 207 of the samc
volume). Isidore the Pelousiotes says: "Eve~one,then. that b u y holy orders is in the
samc category as Caiaphas the Christ-killer. For what he camiot get entrusted to him
by works, he manages lo secure with ungodly dogmas'' (Epistle 3 15). For all these
reasons. Illerefore. h e gold edict of Emperor Isaac I Coinnenus ought to be abolished
which commands that "the ordaining prelate must charge priests being ordained seven florins, the anagnost one florin, the deacon three florins, and the presb: ter three";
and equally so ought the synodical decrees of Michael and Nicholas the Patriarchs
which sanctioned and ratified the above-mentioned gold edict, since they are manifcstly contrary to the ApostoLical. the Conciliar, and the Fathers' Canons. Civil laws
that arc contrary to the Canons arc invalid laws: and sec page XXII of this Handbook,
Clqsoslom loo sa-\s hat "emperors otieii fail to contribute advantageous laws'"
(Sermon VI on the statues). I prctcrmit the fact that even the civil laws thcmsclvcs
repeal he said gold edict. For Novel 123 of Justinian, to be found in Book 111 of lhe
Basilica, Title I. ch. 9, decrees hat h e following injunclion is to be observed more
than all others. to wit, that no one is to be ordained for money or other considerations
of property and goods; but if such a thing happen, those who pay and those who accept the money, as well as those who act as brokers in connection with these dealings.
condemn themselves b\ themselves, according to h e divine Scriptures and the sacred
Canons, being deposed from holy orders and losing the honor of clcricaturc. The
mane! [hey pa! lo be ordained is to be ~urnedover to the Church, or lo hat province
whose proteclion hey inleiided to purchase. As for h e one acting as broker or abellor
in these ordinations. it commands that he give the Church double the amount which
die ones ordained gave LO the ones who ordained them.

:Pope
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demand money or any articles of value from those to whom they expect
to administer communion or the divine mysteries, for the sake of letting
them partake thereof, are to be deposed from office. Canon 1V of the 7th
excommunicates any bishop that excommunicates one of his clergymen,
or suspends him, or closes a temple of God, on account of any demand
for money or other articles of value. See also the equation of matters employed by Basil the Great in regard to simoniacs in the third footnote to
his c. XC.
CANON XXX

If any Bishop comes into possession of

a church by employing secular
rulers, lei him be deposedfkm office, and Jet him be excommunicated. And
all those who communicate with him too.
c I1 of the 4th: cc. Ill and V of the 7th; c XI11 of Laodicca.j

Interpretation

This Canon too, like the one above, provides double chastisement for
one and the same sinful act; for it says: Any bishop that employs secular
officials and through their aid or agency contrives to get any bishopric or
metropolis, shall be deposed and at the same time excommunicated from
the Church. Likewise all clergymen that may communicate with him,
whether they be the prelates who ordained him, or presbyters, or deacons,
or subdeacons, or anagnosts-all, 1 say, shall be deposed from their clericature and shall be excommunicated.
Concord

Those rulers, or officials, on die other hand who acted as intermediaries or agents not only are to be excommunicated, but are even to be
anathematized by the second canon of die Fowtli Ecumenical Council, as
aforesaid. And especially in case that ordination in connection with which
they acted as intermediaries was one performed for money. For according
to c. Ill of the 7th secular rulers ought not to choose bishops, or presbyters,
or deacons; nor ought the masses to participate in the election of men to
holy orders, according to c. XI11 of Laodicea (in a precedent way, that is),
but only the bishops and priests of the same order. I said "in a precedent
way" because laymen do not vote, since in a sequent way they too have to
be asked whether they consent to the vote, either all or a majority (and see
in the footnote to Ap. c. 11, and that to c. V of Laodicea), first, because if
they can point out any true accusation against the candidate, his ordination
ought to be prohibited, in accordance with the interpretation ofAp. c, LXI;
and secondly, even though they fail to consent to his election, it is possible that they may not accept that prelate for whom only the synod votes;
and hence may ensue confusion and division between the bishops and the
Christians: though, in point of fact, today the laity are not even asked and
their consent is not even taken into consideration in a sequent way. Read
also Ap, c.LXI.
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CANON XXXI
If any Presbyter, condemning his own bishop, drmv people aside, and

set up another altar, without j n d q anything wrong w(h the Bishop in point
ofpiety and righteousness. Jet him be deposed, on the gn)wui ihal he is an
officeseeker.For he is a tyrant. Let the rest of clergymen be treated likewise,
and all those who abet him.But let the laymen be excommunicated. Let these
thrnffisbe done after one, and a second, and a third r e p e s t ofthe Bishop.
(c. XVIII of h e 4lh; cc. XXXI. XXXIV of the Gill; cc. XIII. XIV. XV of Hie
1 st-&-2nd: c, VI of Gangr.; c. V ofAntioch: cc, X, XT. LXII of Carthage,)
Interpretation.

Order sustains the coherence of both heavenly things and earthly
things, according to St. Gregory the Theologian. So good order ought to
be kept everywhere as helping coherence and preserving the established
system, and especially among ecclesiastics, who need to know their own
standards, and to avoid exceeding the limits and bounds of their own
class. But as for Presbyters, and Deacons, and all clergymen, they ought
to submit to their own Bishop; the Bishops, in turn, to their own Metropolitan; the Metropolitans; to their own Patriarch, On this account the
present Apostolical Canon ordains as follows: Any presbyter that scorns
his own bishop, and without knowing that the latter is manifestly at fault
either in point of piety or in point of righteousness-that is to say, without knowing him to be manifestly either heretical or unjust-proceeds to
gather the Christians into a distinct group and to build another church,'
and should hold services therein separately, without the permission and
approval of his bishop in so doing.' on the ground of his being an officeseeker he is to be deposed; since like a *ant with violence and tyranny
he is trying to wrest away the authority which belongs to his bishop. But
also any other clergymen that agree with him in such apostasy must be
deposed from office too just as he must; but as for those who are laymen,
let them be excommunicated.These things, however, are to be done after
the bishop thee times gently and blandly urges those who have separated
from him to forgo such a movement, and they obstinately refuse to do so.
As for those, however, who separate from their bishop before a synodical
investigation because he himself is preaching some misbelief and heresy
publicly, not only are not subject to the above penances, but have a right
to claim the honor due to Orthodox Christians, according to c. XV of the
1st-&-211d.

' Palriarcliic stauropegia

of monasteries and of churches, though built in various
mctropolcis and archdioceses and bishoprics, arc not other altars. nor arc thcir
builders liable lo the penances prescribed in the present Canon. according lo Balsamon. For, inasmuch as melropoleis and archdioceses have been divided among
the patriarchs, and all metropolitans and archbishops are subject to the jurisdiction
ol' patriarchs according lo cc. VI and VII of die 1si and ec. 11 and I11 or h e 2nd.
they mention the name of thcir chief in the sacred rites. On this account, according
to the generality of these sacred canons, patriarchs have a right to give stauropegia
to the mctropolcis and archdioccscs that have bccn assigned to them, and to have
thcir name mentioned therein. Since we arc on the subject of stauropcgia here, we
nole [lie full and dislinct reason of them, as appears clearly in pages 235-236 of
the Corpus Juris Graccoromani. For the sigillium of Patriarch Gcrmanus in this
work prescribes dial the name of h e palriiircli ought to be ineiilioned only in those
monasteries or catholic churches or prayer-houses whose foundation have been laid
in his honor, with a patriarchic stauropegion, or cross sent by the patriarch. and
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which have bccn built over this patriarchic cross. In such institutions there is no share
due to the regional prelate, neither from the sacred services. nor fi-oman abbatial scal,
nor Goni exammadon into mental mistakes (or psychical slips), so far that lie cannol
demand even the canonicals from such institutions. For all those in holy orders who
are lo be (bund in such monasteries and churches and prayer-houses are and are called
Patriarchies. and lhe\ are subject to the Patrixchic exarch. But where1 er a patriarcluc
cross was not set at the beginning in the foundations, the local or district prelate is in
control: whether it be an appurtenance of a monaslen or a priop, or a.p.walaufton~
or a prayer-house. In them. accordingly, his name must be mentioned. He has to scal
the abbot in them to examine and to judge them; to receive from them the canonical
income: to ordain in them; to permit or to prohibit their marriages; and in general to
havc every other episcopal privilege therein. A further provision is that all persons
who l m e resided in Hie region of palriarcliic slauropegia before hey were built or
even aftenwds, when they were built since they are inhabitants of the place, are to
be subject in all respects to the regional prelate; but il'lheare strangers (i.e. loreignus), they are subject to the Patriarchic march. And again (p, 337), Patriarchic exarchs
ought not to have authority over the villages belonging to Patriarchic monasteries, or
the people living in them, or the prayer-houscs that havc not bccn founded and built
with a patriarchic cross, since thcy arc under the control of the bishop of the district.
Hence froiii Lhese words it is lo be itiferred thaLnionasleries already built or churches
or prayer-houses after being built ought not to become patriarchic stauropcgia, but
only before they are built. And even in this case; only some of them,according to
the honor due and a privilege accorded lo paliiarclis, but no1 all monasteries lhal
are to be built i n the future. or all future churches, or prayer-houses: lest the canons
be transgressed which prescribe hat monasteries and monks are lo be suQ1ect to the
regional prelates. And see c, IV of the 4th stating that even a presbyter may make a
stauropegion by order of a bishop.
' Divine Cl'irysostom says (in his eleventh sermon on the Epistle to the Ephesians)
that a certain saint said that not even the blood of martyrdom, can wipe out the sin of
separating the Church anddividing it: and that for one to split the Church (i.e., create
a schism) is a worse cvil than that of falling into a heresy. Dionysius of Alexandria
the confessor w o t c in his epistle to Bishop Nauatus that one ought to suffer my cvil
whatever rather tliaii splil h e Church; and ha1 the marlyrdoni is more glorious which
one would have to undergo in order to avoid splitting the Church than the martydom
which one would have to undergo in order lo avoid becoming an idolater, since in the
case of martyrdom to avoid becoming an idolater one bccomcs a martyr for the bcnefit of his own soul, whereas in martyrdom to avoid splitting the Church one becomes
a martyr for the benefit and union of the whole Churcli.

Concord

Tn agreement, and almost in the same words; c, V ofAntioch cites this
Apostolical Canon, adding only that if these men in holy orders who have
formed a "parasynagogue,"or conventicle, again disturb the Church after
their deposition from office, they are to be sobered with external chastisement (concerning which see footnote 1 to Ap, c. XXVII). Both c. XVTTT
of the 4th and c. XXXIV of the 6th depose clergymen that enter into a
conspiracy and faction against their bishop and his fellow clergymen.
Canon VI deposes those who baptize, or hold services in prayer-houses,
contrary to the advice of their bishop. See also c. LX11 of Carthage. Not
only this latter, but also c. XITT of the l st-&-2nd, deposes that presbyter
or deacon who on account of some crimes or other of his bishon should
seoarate from his communion and refuse to mention his name a s usual in
the sacred rites before there has been any synodical investigation of his
crimes. Likewise a bishop is to be deposed if he dares to do such a thing
against his own metropolitan, according to c. XIV of the same 1 st-&-2nd.
Even a metropolitan is likewise to be deposed if he separates "fromthe
communion ofhis own patriarch, according to c. XV of the same. Accord-
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ing to c. VI of Gangra, and cc. X and XI of Carthage, presbyters who separate from their own bishop are not only to be deposed but are also to be
subjected to anathema. These things are said with reference to those who
separate from their own bishops under the pretext of certain crimes. But
c. I of St. Basil the Great chastises priests adhering to parasynagogues by
merely suspending them temporarily from holy orders.
CANON XXXIt

ifany &shop excommunicates any Presbyter or Deacon,these men m u s t
not be incasvlma~edby anyone else but the one who excommunicated them,
un1e.s.~by a coincidence the Bishop who excommunicated them should de-

cease.
(Ap. cc. XIl, X11I; c , V of h e 1st; c. I oCSt. Sophia: c. Vl 01Antioch;
c. XIV of Sardicaii; c. XI, XXVII, CIXI of Carlliage)
Interpretation

Also in their cc. XI1 and XI1 the divine Apostles say that clergymen
who have been made inadmissible and excommunicated by their own
bishops ought not to be admitted by other bishops. And in this Canon they
likewise ordain the same very thing with some addition, by saying: As for
any presbyter or deacon that has been excommunicated by his bishop, he
is not allowed to be admitted and to be freed from the excommunication,
not only by the bishop of any other province, but not even by any other of
the same province and metropolis, but can only be admitted and be freed
from the excommunication by that same bishop who excommunicated
him in the first place: with the sole exception that he may resort to another
if the bishop or metropolitan or patriarch, as the case may be. who excommunicated him has by any chance died before the presbyter or deacon
has received a pardon. For in that event even a bishop or metropolitan or
patriarch who has become the successor after the death of the one who
excommunicated him may free him from the bond, and not anyone else.
There are two things that one ought to note in connection with the present
Canon: one of them is, that all those who have been excommunicated by
their bishop, whether justly or unjustly, ought to abide thus excommunicated, and not daic to ignore tlie excommunication, until an ecclesiastical
inquiry into this matter has been made, according to c. XIV of Sardica and
c. XXXVII of Carthage.' The sole exception is that if by any chance they
should be condemned before being given a trial and summoned into an
ecclesiastical court.: Another thing to note is that according to c, CXXI of

' So Balsamon is not speaking correc*

in his interpretation of c XXXII of Carthage
by declaring in a way that those who are intempestuously excon~municatedby a
bishop need not keep and respect hat excoiimiunicatioi~~
since these canons ordain
the contrary. But from this Canon it is to be inferred that even Spirituals ought not to
tree other Spirituals of the same rank as themselves from penances unless such penanccs be contrary to the canons and altogether unreasonable
For Lhis reason even divine Chrysoslom, since he \\a& summonsed into court
because he failed to keep and respect the excommunication which the synod of
Thcophilus pronounced against him, but, on the contrary, disregarded it before
any other synodical investigation had been madc, defended his stand by stating that he was 1101 present a1 the trial a1 all, nor had even heard h e accusations
his accusers. nor was lie granted say opportunity at all to
madc against him
present his side of the case in his own defense (says the translator in the life of
Chr\soslom), as is required by Ap. c. LXXIV too, which ~ o are
u advised lo read.
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Note. howcvcr, that there arc thrcc kinds of cxcominunication. One of thcsc is that
which is divine and concerning which it is said of St. Paul that he was cxcommuniciited from h e womb of his mother by God unto he Gospel (Rom.1:1). lhough
in English the A.V. has changed the word "cxcommunicated" to "scparatcd." The
second kind, reasonable and canonical, is that which is imposed in accordance with
the canons. And the third kind. which is that which is unreasonable and is imposed
contrary to canons. As respects the excommunication imposed by those of yore, it
involves separation either Itom the mysteries or from the Church and prayer with the
faithful or of clergymen from association with fellow clcrgymcn of their own rank, as
we said in the interpretation ot'Ap. c. X, But the excommunication which is in vogue
now, involving separating from the holy and co-csscntial Trinity, and a curse, unpardonabicncss, and unrclcasability prolonged even after death bears no similarity to the
excommunicati011 in vogue among the Clmstians of olden limes, but approaches the
nature of an anathema, concerning which latter see in the prolegomena to the canons
ol'tiaiigra. Hence these words, as nol being really canonical, ought not to be writlen
in cxcornmunicato~documents. But please notice that c. I of St. Sophia is consonant
with the present Canon in ordaining that those who have been excommunicated or
deposed or anathematized by Rome must also bc similarly dealt with by Constantinople,

Carthage if a bishop should excommunicate anyone because though
having previously confessed his sin to him he later denied it, the other
bishops too must refuse to communicate with the one excommunicating
him, for as long a time as he does not communicate with the one who has
been excommunicated by him. And this is to be done for the final purpose of keeping the bishop from accusing anyone without being able to
prove the accusation to be true. But according to the Nomicon of Photius,
Title and ch. 9, and the commentator Balsamon, if by chance a bishop or
presbyter should excommunicate anyone from communion (whether it be
that of the mysteries, according to Balsamon and Blastark, or even from
standing together with the faithful and from prayer in church) without any
canonical and reasonable cause, the excommunication is to be removed by
the senior priest, while the bishop or presbyter who imposed the excommunication is to be excommunicated by his superior for as long a period
of time as the latter deems sufficient. This is to be done so that he may
suffer justly that same punishment which he inflicted upon the other man
unjustly. Hence in the volume of the synodical records, page 11, it is written that even while the excommunicator is still alive, the excommmiication may be removed by the synod if it was not imposed justly. Hence c.
VIT of Nicholas also says that an unreasonable bond which an abbot when
dying may lay upon another man in order to make him remain in the abbey, though he afterwards has departed, that bond, I say, is one that will
not hold, and on this account the one bound by a prelate can be dissolved.'
See also the Interpretation of Ap. c. XIl.

' But as for all those who have been unjustly cxcommunicated. for God's name orj
in oilier words, For [lie Faitli. or For [lie wadilions of the Church. or even Chnsl's
conmiandnicnt-thq ought to rejoice, since they are even worthy of beatitude, ac cording to the words of the Lord, who said: "Blessed are ye, when men shall hate
\ou, and when they shall excommunicate you; and shall reproach you, and shall
cast out your name as evil, for the sake of the Son of man" (Luke 6:22). As regards
those w h o excomn~unicatepersons unreasonably and out of"animus. Dim? sius the
Arcopagitc (in ch 7 of his Ecclesiastical Hierarchy) says: "Thus hierarchs posscss
excon~mumcativepowers too. as persons divulgatorv of the divine rights, not as persons whom the all-wise Thcarchy follows like a servant, to put the matter blandly.
truckling to their irrational instincts: but on the contrary as themselves excommiinicalmg according lo meril those condemned b\ God, under inspiration of the
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officiating Spirit." And again. "In brief. inspired hierarchs ought thus to employ cxcommunications and all hierarchical powers in whatever way the officiating Thcarclq impels them." In interprehg these words. di\ ine Maxiinus sa! s: "IF a lueriirch
cxcoinmunicatcs anyone coiitrq to God's purpose and aim. divine condemnation
will not fall upon him For it is in accordance w i t h dhine judgment, and not on account of his ovm will, lliiil he ought Lo exercise Ihese C~nclioiis.'~

CANON XXXUI

None of theforeign Bishops, or Presbyters, or Deacons shall be received
without letters commendatory: Even when they bear such, they shall be examined.And if they really are preachers ofpiety, they s h i l be received; but
i f (hey a/v not, afterfurnishing them whai they have need of, they shall not be
admitted to communion. For m any things are done with a view io rapine.
(Ap. c, XII. cc, XI, XI11 orihe 4 h c. XIV of the 6h. cc, VII, VHl oCAntioch.
c. XLI dLaodicea; cc. XXXI. XCVlI of Carthage )

Interpretation

In their c. XI1 the Apostles ordain that no foreign or strange clergyman be admitted by another bishop unless he is provided with letters coinmendatory. Accordingly, in the present Canon they are likewise ordaining
this very same rule with an addition, by saying: No foreign or strange,
bishop, or presbyter, or deacon ought to be received by other bishops unless such bishop bears letters from his metropolitan, or such presbyter or
deacon from his bishop or metropolitan, commendatory both of his faith
and of his good life. and, especially of his reputation if the latter has been
impugned. But even if they do bear such letters commendatory on their
person, they are nevertheless to be further examined as to whether they
are Orthodox or not; for they may entertain mistaken beliefs, and the one
who gave them the letters recommendatory may be unaware of them. But
if upon examination they be found to be in reality preachers of Orthodoxy
and of piety, then let them be received and admitted to communion (but
let them not also be allowed to participate in the exercises of any church
in that vicinity and perform the functions of holy orders without having
with them in addition to letters commendatory also a letter of dismissal
indicating that they have permission to conduct services where they are
going, in accordance with c. XVII of the 6th. If, on the other hand, they be
found to be cacodoxical and heretical, do not communicate with them, it
says, but give them whatever they need in the way of necessities, and send
them packing; for many unseemly effects result from such strangers in the
nature of rapine for failure to conduct a proper investigation of them. See
also the footnote to Ap. c. XII.
CANON XXXIV

Tt behoves the Bishops of every nation to know the one among them
who is the premier or chief, and to recognize him as their head; and to
refrain from doing anything superfluous without his advice and approval:
but, instead, each of them should do only whatever is necessitated by his
own parish and by the territories under hnn.But let not even such a one
do anything without the advice and consent and approval of all. For thus
will there be concord, and God will be glorified through the Lord in Holy
Spirit; the Father, and the Son; and the Holy Spirit,
(cc. VL VH ofthe lsi: cc. 11. Ill ofthe 2 n d ; ~ VIH
. orthe 3rd;
c. XXVIII of Ole 4lh; cc. XXXVI. XXXIX of the Glh; c. IX ofhlioch.)
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Interpretation

Just as, when the head is unwell and fails to function properly, the
other members of the body also are ill disposed or even utterly useless, so
and in like manner it may be said that the one acting as head in the Church
does not honor her fitly, all the rest of the body of the Church will be out
of order and unable to function. It is for this reason that the present Canon
ordains that all bishops of every povince ought to know who is the chief
among them1 i.e., the metropolitan; and ought to regard him as their head,
and not to do anything unnecessary without consulting him, as respecting,
that i s to say, anything that does not pertain to the parishes of their bishoprics, but, extending beyond these limits, have to do with the common
condition of the whole province, as, for instance, do questions concerning
the dogmas, matters involving adjustments and corrections of common
mistakes, the installation and ordination of prelates, and other similar
things. Instead, they are to meet with the metropolitan and confer with
him in regard to such common matters, and decide in common on what
appears to them the best tiling to be done. Each of the bishops should do
by himself, without consulting his metropolitan, only those things that are
confined to the limits and boundaries of his bishopric and to the territories
that are subject thereto. But just as bishops should do nothing of common
interest without consulting the metropolitan, so and in like manner a metropolitan ought not to do anything of such common interest alone and by
himself without consulting all his bi~hops.~For
in this way there will be
concord and love, both between bishops and metropolitans and between
clergymen and laymen. The outcome of this concord and love will be that
God the Father will be glorified through His Son, our Lord Jesus Christ,
who acquainted men with the name of His Father and laid down the law
requiring love, when He said: "By this shall all men know that ye are my
disciples, if ye have love one for another" (John 13135).And He will be
glorified in His Holy Spirit, which though Its grace has united us in one
spiritual association. That is the same as saying that as a result of this
concord the Holy Trinity-the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit-will
be glorified, in accordance with the voice of the Gospel which says: "Let
your light so shine before men, that they may see your good works, and
may glorify your Father who is in heaven7'^(Matt. 5 : 16).

' Nole that h e one called the chief of the bishops is, according to c. VI of the Sardi-

can, the bishop of the metropolis, and the exarch of the province, but. according
to c. XXXIV and others of Carthage the chief. whereas; according lo c. XLVi of
the same, he is called h e bishop of Lhe first seal, while commonly he is called in

most canons the metropolitan. The one who is the chief of the metropolitans is either h e exarch of h e adiiiinislra~ion,according to cc. IX and XVII of the 4111 and
c, VI of the 2nd, or the patriarch; and see the second footnote to c. VI of the 1st.
He is not called the exarch of priests or the high priest, according to c. XLVI of
Carthage, because the patriarch bears the same logical relation and relative rank to
the melropolilans as the metropolitan bears to Ihe bishops. Accordingl~,just as the
metropolitan is the chief and head of the bishops, so too is the patriarch the chief
and head of the metropolitans. On this account the present Apostolical Canon is not
to be understood as aliiicliing more to the bishops in reliilion Lo [he metropolitan
than to the metropolitans to the patriarch, but as applying to both of them equally,
; That is why John of Kitros says that if a metropolitan holds services in the bishopric
ol'a bishop, he ought to do so onlv nith the consent and permission orhis bishop; in
the diptychs, howeverj he ought to mention the name of the patriarch, and not that of
his bishop. since it is unbecoming tor a higher tunctionaty to mention the name of a
lower one, according to Amcnopoulos. Epitome of the Canons (epigraph 4)
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Hcncc the bishops of Egypt too. when thcy attcndcd the Fourth Council, followed the
present Apostolical Canon, and did not say in regard to the present in their letter to
Leo thai without consulting the chief among theni, i.e., the pa triarcli of Alexandria
thcy had no pcm~issionto anything (Act 4 of the 4th: scc also c. XXX of the 4th.1,

Concord

Almost identically the same things are seen to be ordained also in c. TX
of Antioch. That is why c, VT of the First Ecumenical Council commands
that the ancient customs are to hold, those, that is to say, which had been
prevalent in accordance with this Ap. c.; so that the patriarch ofAlexandria
had control of affairs in Egypt and Libya and Pentapolis, since such was
also the custom in connection with the patriarch of Rome too. Likewise
the patriarch of Antioch had control of his own provinces; and, in general;
the same privileges were preserved to every Church and Metropolis, so
that every metropolitan should have control over the provinces subject to
him. Canon V l l of the same Council ordains that the patriarch of Aelia,
i.e., of Jerusalem, is to have the observance of the ancient honor and the
dignity of his own Metropolis. Canon 111 of the 2nd commands that the
patriarch of Constantinople is to have the highest honor. Canon VIII of
the 3rd; too; demands that the rights belonging to each province be free
from constraint and impurity again even as in the beginning, according to
the old custom, and especially as respects those of Cyprus. In addition, c.
XXXIX of the 6th confirms the same c. Vlll of the 3rd.
CANON XXXV

A Bishop s h d not dare to confer ordinations outside of his own boundanes, in cities and territories not subject to him. Ifhe be proved /o have done

so q a i m the wishes of those haw^ possession o f (hose cities or territories,
let him he deposed, as well as those whom he ordained.
(c. I1 of the 2nd; c. VIII of the 3rd; c. XX of the 6th: cc. XIII, XXII ofhtioch;
cc. 111. XI, XI1 ol'lhe Sardican,)
Interpretation

This Canon too was ordained for the concord and good order of bishops and metropolitans. It says in effect that a bishop ought not to dare to
confer ordinations outside of the boundaries of his bishopric; or to perform any other ecclesiastical function in those cities and countries that are
not within his own territory (but neither has a metropolitan the liberty to
go into the parishes of his bishops and perform ordinations or any other
prelatical ceremony). Only then has he the liberty to perform such fmiclions, when he has been invited by the bishop of the region in question.
Tf, nevertheless, it transpire that he did this without the consent and permission of the bishops who control those cities and territories, let him be
deposed who ordamed men beyond his boundaries, together with those
whom he ordained.' For in such a case it would appear that there were
I

It bccomcs a question whether clergymen ordained by a prelate from beyond the
boundaries of a region and wilhout he consen1 of h e local prelate, and deposed.
ma! regain the clerical rank the! lost, or not. It appears that they may. as some sa?.
since they were ousted from the clergy not because ofcanomcal cnmes. not because
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of any sin of thcir own. but because of the fact that someone ordaincd them outside
his district, and especially if thcy did not know that the one who ordaincd was acting
without Lhe consent of the local prelate. But since they may recover their rank in the
clcrgv, it is to be wondered whether thcy have to receive a sccond imposition of hands
from the local prelate, on the ground thal they have been deposed. or whether his acquiescence and tolerance alone suffice. Perhaps his acquiescence alone is sufficient:
this seems reasonable because for one thing the canons prohibit second ordinations,
and because lor another thing, just as i s the case when anyone grabs a woman and
without the consent of the bishop and of the parents of the woman he has a priest
marF them, it'thereafter the bishop learns about it, and the parents of the woman are
appraised of the facts, and thcy consent to the wedding, a sccond solemnization is not
required (hence even Basil the Great in his c. XXII deems such a high-handed marnage lo be validated and ratified if sanctioned by the parents), so too it would see111
that an ordination performed by a prelate from beyond the boundaries of the district
in question, il'only the local prelate consent thereto, will be as valid and ellecti\e as
though he himself had been the v e v one who performed the cercmoiiy, Forjust as the
cause of the deposition of such ordinees depended on the lack of consent of the local
prelate, so too will the validity' of thcir ordination result from the will and consent of
the same prelate. It is patent. however. that if anyone vow to remain a virgin and not
marry, and be deposed atler being ordained by a prelate from beyond the boundaries,
he has no right afterwards to m a n , bccausc he has been ousted from the clergy, since
he cannot excuse himself on the pretext that it was on account of the clergy l h a ~he
made h e vow of virginit!, and that hence in forfeiting his position in the clergy, he
forfeits and also at the same time breaks his vow of virginie. because of the fact that
it would have been allowable lor him to i n u q before and join the clergv allerwards.
So it was not because of the clergy that he became attached to virginity and enamored
thereof, to come to hate virginity because of forfeiting his rank in the clergy. but, on
the contrary, he must have taken a fancy to virginity on its own account and for its
ow11 sake; hence he cannot claim the right to break it.

two bishops ill one and the same place, or two metropolitans; which is
unlawful and prohibited by c. VIII of die lst, and by c, XI1 of the 4th.
Hence, in its c. XX the Sixth Ecuin. C. ordains that whoever goes to a
strange bishopric and publicly teaches on his own account and of his own
accord, without the local bishop's permission, shall lose his position in
the prelacy and shall be allowed to perform only the functions of a presbyter. Perhaps for no other purpose was this provision made than that of
preventing the occurrence of this absurd anomaly, to wit; that of having
two bishops at the same time in the same bishopric, one wanting this and
the other that, which he dared to do. For if that was not the purpose that
this council had in mind, why should it degrade the bishop to the rank
of a presbyter, at a time when this degradation amounts to sacrilege, according to c. XXIX of the 4th? Besides, if a bishop teaching beyond his
boundaries is unworthy, he ought to be unworthy also of the presbytery;
but if, he is worthy of the presbytery, why should he not be worthy also of
the episcopate? So it is apparent that the reason why it reduces him to the
rank of a presbyter is to leave one bishop again in one bishopric, and not
two. For he sinned immediately against the episcopal office by causing
two bishops to be in the same bishopric; on which account he is deposed
therefrom; he did not sin, however, against the office of presbyter, since
two or more presbyters are not prohibited from being in the same bishopric, wherefore neither is he deposed therefrom (although Zonaras and
Balsamon say that anyone that teaches publicly contrary to the will of the
local bishop is on this account reduced to the rank ofpresbyter, in order to
humble him; on the ground that he became vainglorious and exalted himself. Hence sacred Photius (Title IX, ch. 11) to do away with the apparent
contradiction of the canons-that is, of c. XXIX of the 4th and c. XX of
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the 6th-proposed c. VIII of the 1st. Nevertheless, even when it comes to
performing the office of a presbyter, a bishop from beyond the boundaries must obtain the permission and consent of the local bishop. If he does
not have such permission, he cannot exercise the function; he simply has
the standing of a laymen in that case as long as he remains in that foreign
region, according to the canons. In order to sum up the entirety of the present Apostolical Canon, w e may say thus: A bishop who performs a prelatical service in a strange bishopric with the consent o f the bishop thereof i s
not performing it with the power and operation of his own episcopate (for
ill that case there would be two bishops in one bishopric as though possessing two distinct and separate powers and faculties); but, on the contrary, solely with the episcopal power and faculty of the local bishop (for
in this case the two bishops are regarded as one bishop). And if this be so,
as indeed it is, anyone that performs a prelatical function against the will
of the local bishop, i s deposed even from his own episcopal power, which,
without possessing it, on the score of his being beyond his boundaries,
he exercised'; as well as from the strange episcopal power of the local
bishop, which he might have possessed with the consent and permission
of the latter, but which he stole and appropriated as his own.
Concord

The same things are ordained also by c. I1 of the 2nd wherein the latter
prohibits anyone (whether a patriarch or a metropolitan) from meddling in
other dioceses beyond his boundaries in order to perform ordinations or to
execute other ecclesiastical accommodations. But still more is that true of
c. VIIT of the 3rd; which ordains that the bishop of Antioch shall not have
authority to carry out ordinations in Cyprus, beyond the boundaries of that
diocese, which, it says, is contt'aiy to the Apostolical Canons, meaning
the present one. Both c. XI11 and c. XXIV of Autioch agree in ordaining
that no bishop shall dale to meddle ill a foreign province and perform any
ordinations therein, except only in case he goes there provided with letters
of the bishop inviting him; if he do so under contrary circumstances, the
ordinations and all other services he may perform shall remain void and
invalid. If, however, it so happen that one bishop has lands, say, and substantial property in the province of another bishop, c. XI1 of the Sardican
allows him to go there in order to gather produce, and for three weeks' duration to attend church in the church that is in the vicinity of his property,
but not to go any closer to the city in which the bishop is. That a bishop
may not even teach in territory beyond his own boundaries without the
consent of the local bishop is stated in c. XX of the 6th above and in c. XI
of the Sardicaii. Canon I11 of the Sardican, in fact, not only prohibits this,
but does not even allow a bishop to go to the province of another bishop
without being invitedn2

' Hence divmc Chrysostorn, in his Sermon I11 on the Epistle to the Colossians. says

"As long as tvc arc on this throne of Constantinoplc, as long as we have the prcsidency, we possess both the dignity and thc poncr of tlic presidency. even though we
arc mift orthy of it ''Notwithstanding that divine Epiphmius. in Jerusalem and in Constantinople, as well
as Eusebius Smosiitoii, according Lo Theodorel (Discourse IV. ch. 131, and Ahmasius. according to Socrates (Book 4. ch. 22). and others performed ordinations while
in places outside their own boundaries, such events being due to other circumstances
and allowed for h e lime being, hey do not become a law ofthe Church.
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Wherefore, according to the samc Socrates, this caused Athanasius to be blamed.
Moreover, even divine Epiphanius came under accusation on the samc account. Note,
too,fiat, according to Dosilheus, officiating outside boundaries is of two kinds. First,
if one is a prelate in the province of another and ordains a man belonging to that province; and second, iI'one ordains a man who. to llout his own bishop. comes to him and
alter being ordained returns Lo his ow11 c o u n e . Bul if one ordains a stranger who has
moved to his province and who is a layman, and not a clergyman of another province,
this ISnot a case of o f i c i a h g outside boundaries.

CANON XXXVI

In case any Bishop who has been ordained refuses the office and the care
of the Jaily which has been entrustedto him, he shall be excommunicatedand
wnain so until such time as he accepts it. Likewise as touching a Presbyter
and a Deacon. Bw i f , upon departing, he fail ~o accept it, not contrary to
his own inclination, but. because o f (he spitejulness of the laity, lei him be a
bishop, but let the clergy of that city be excommunicated, since no one can
correct such an insubordinate laity,
(c. XXXVII of the 6th: c. XVIII of Anqra: cc. XVII and XVIII of Antioch.)

"Obey your rulers and submit" (Heb. 13:17). "Let everyone abide in
that whereunto he is called" (I Cor. 7:24), says the divine Apostle. This
same thing is what the present Canon ordains, which says: Whoever is ordained, by the divine ceremony of prayers, to be the bishop of a province,
or a presbyter or a deacon of a parish, and afterwards will not accept that
divine office, and the protection of the laity which has been entrusted to
him, but refuses, and does not go to the church assigned to him, let him
be excommunicated until he consent to take it. But if-on the other hand
the bishop takes the province, but the laity of the province; because of its
insubordination. and spitefulness. and not because of any evil mind and
blameworthy cause of the bishop, should refuse to receive him, let him
be a bishopthat is to say, let him share in the dignity and office which
become a b i s h o p a n d let the clergymen of the province which would not
receive him be excommunicated, since they failed to train that insubordinate laity better with their teaching and their good example. '
CANON XXXVH
livice a year let a comcil of bishops he held, and let them examine one
another in regard to c/ogmus of piety, and let incidental ecc/e,s1astical cont r a d i c t ; ~be~eliminated:
~
the first one, in thefourth week o f Pentecost; the
seconi! one, on the twelfth of Hyperberetaeus.
(c. V of the 1st; c. XIX ofthe 4th; c. VIII of the 6lh; c. VI of the 7th;
c, XX of Antioch; c, XL of Laod,; cc, XXVl, LX, LX[ LXXXl, LXXXlV,
LXXW, and CIV of Cartilage.)
Interpretation

In regard to doubts concerning dogmas, and in regard to contradictions
in matters ecclesiastical, which may beset anyone, and, in general, for the
settlement of canonical questions, the divine Apostles command in this

' Take note from the present Canon as to how clergymen ought to be

not only cducatcd thcmselvcs, that is. but also able to educate and sober others For, behold. how
it happens that, although the> Iheniseh es were not the cause of h e elil. J el. siinpl!
because of the fact that they failed to train their laiv aright, they are excomn~unicated
and incur canonical penalties.
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Canon that twice in every year there be held a local council, or synod, of
bishops together with the metropolitan of every province, in order to examine into the doubts that attend dogmas of piety, and to eliminate every
ecclesiastical contradiction that anyone may have in reference to his bishop, about anything; say, either as to why he was excommunicated by him,
or as to why he received from him unjustly any other ecclesiastical rebuke
or chastisement. Accordingly, one council is to be held in the fourth week
of Pentecost, or, more plainly speaking, after Holy Easter; while the other
council i s to be held on the twelfth day of the month of Hyperbereiaeus,
or, more plainly speaking. October.' As for how a local council; or synod,
differs from an ecumenical council, see the Prolegomena to the First Ecumenical Council. Likewise as to how it differs from a privy council see the
Prolegomena to the council held in the time of St. Cyprian (in Carthage,
but herein referred to as "the Council of Cyprian"). As for the term synod
(the official name, in Greek, of all the various ecclesiastical councils of
the Orthodox Church), in general, it designates; according to Blastaris, an
assembly of pelates held either in order to have a decision made in regard
to piety (and good order of the Church) or in order to have any damage
that might have previously occurred or may in the future occur as touching piety (and virtue), with the weapons o f piety.

' The month of October, among the Macedonians, was called Hvperherctaew. For in

olden times the Macedonians called the various months of the year. beginning with
March say. as follows: Dysitrns. X(rith~cus,Artemisws, Daessws. I'anvmus. L w (the
(i bci ng long), (krpiacw, Ifyperhcreraws, Dius. Apdacu.~.
A I U ~ ~ Wand
S ,P e n t i m
The reason wli? the Canon calls October by its Macedonia11name is that in that timc
years were reckoned from the reign of Alcxandcr the Great, a Maccdonian. down to
h e lime of Emperor Justinian in he sixth cenliq 01'tlie Chnslim era. For hem it was
dial a certain monk by h e name of Dionpius Exiguus invented and inkoduced Ihe
Christian era beginning with the birth of Christ, and this having become the common
method oSreckoning the dale among all people (which 011 Ibis accounl.is also called
the Dioiysian period, which, according to the more reputable, and perhaps the most.
chronologcrs. is four years behind the true astronomical,timc: or. to put the matter othcnvisc. ifwc takc the prcscnt ?car as 1797, the true ?car becomes 1801; and see page
94 of h e book 01 Cyos Eugenius concerning religious lolermce). ihencerorh instead
of the Dioclctian chronology years began to be counted in the Church from the timc of
Christ, Note further that the time and the number of these local councils were adjusted
ill a diHerent way from hat obtaining in the case oflakr councils. For h e time of one
of these two councils was changed advantageously by c. V of the First Ecumenical
Council so as lo have the meeting held before Holy Lent, in order to eliminate with
the judgment of the council evcy difference and animus that clergymen and laymen
might have in regard to each other, and in regard to their bishop, and thus enable the
gift of the fast to be offered by them to God purely and iinpassivc1~-.
But the number
of the same local councils; according to the said c. V of the First Ecumenical Council,
and c. XI of h e Fourth, and c. XX ofhlioch. vms preserved unchanged, in respecl,
that is to say, that they were still to be held twice a year. But according to c. VI 11 of
the Sixth, and c. VI orthe Seventh. and cc. XXVI and LX and CIV o r Carthage, and
chapters 20 and 21 of Title I of Book 3 of the Basilica, the number was reduced so
as to have but one council held even' year, on account of the difficulties of travelling
and other circunistanccs that stood in the way.But this meeting too was ordained by
c. LXXXI of Carthage to takc place on the twcn@-first day of August. Canon LXI
of the same council says lhal al h e lime of Lhe meelmg el e q province niusl be personally represented by tlic deputies prcscnt at the meeting of thc council. Canon XL
of Laodicea commands that bishops attend this meeting in order to teach and to be
taught what is becoming and proper. Any ruler lhal prolubils the holding of such a
meeting, is to be excommunicated, according to c. VI of the 7th. Any metropolitans
that should neglect this, or a q bishops in good health and rree born Die necessity
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of taking care of other things that should fail to attend thcsc councils, arc to be pcnanccd in a brotherly manner. If any of those required to be present fail to let their
chief, i .e..meLropolitan, know what prey enled diem from aUending Lhe council, hey
arc to be cxcludcd from communion with the others: thcy arc to be allowed to commime only in their own parish, according to cc. LXXXIV and LXXXV of Carthage.
Pliolins, in Title and ch. 8. ordains hat those rulers who do not conipel bishops Lo
hold such councils or who fail to notifv the emperor about them, are to be punished
with severe chastisements. And again in Hie same Title and chapter he says that councils of bishops should be held in connection with the metropolitans, and councils of
metropolitans should be held in connection with the patriarchs. In, verification that c,
CIV of Cartilage docs not conflict with this Apostolical Canon see in the Intcrprctation of i t

CANON XXXVIII

Let the Bishop have the care of all ecclesiastical matters and let him
manage them, on the understanding that God is overseeing and supervising. Let him not be allowed to appropriate anything therefrom or to give
God's things to his relatives. If they be indigent, let him provide for them
as indigents, but let him not trade off things of the Church under this pretext.
(Ap. c. XLI; c. XXVI of the 4th; cc. XI, XI1 of the 7th; c, VII of the l st-&-2nd;
c. XV of Ancyra; cc. VII, VIII of Gangra: cc, XXW, XV of Antioch;
cc. XXIV XLI of Carthagc; c. I of Thcophilus; c. I1 of Cyril.)
Interpretation

If a bishop is entrusted with the souls of men, of which all persons are
not worthy, much more ought he to be entrusted with the things belonging to the Church. For this reason die present Canon ordains that a bishop
should be given the care of all the things belonging to the Church, whether
fields and real estate or jewels and furniture; and that he should manage
them with fear and carefulness, bearing in mind that God is the supervisor
and examiner of his management. Nevertheless, in spite of the fact that
he has die care and management of them, he has no permission or right to
make them his own or to claim any of them as his own, or to give his relatives things consecrated to God. But if his relatives in question are poor,
let him give them what they have need of, just as he gives to other poor
people. That is to say, let him bestow alms upon them as he would upon
the poor in general, and not as upon relatives. Yet he may give them alms
out of the fruits and produce gathered every year from the property of the
Church, and not on their account may he sell any of them.
Concord

Consonantly and word for word in agreement with the above Apostoli cal Canon c. XXIV of Antioch says that things belonging to the Church
ought to be administered with judgment and by authority of the bishop,
and that they must be guarded well and kept in the church that possesses
them, with faith in God, who is the supervisor and overseer of alt. And c.
I1 of Cyril says that they are to remain inalienable in die churches that possess them, be they jewels or real estate; and the bishops are to administer
the economy of the expenses incurred. Canon XV of Ancyra says that
whatever things ofthe Lord's house1presbytersmay sell without the consent

' By "Lord's

house" is meant here Ihc temple of the episcopate or of thc metropolis

Every' temple, how ever. ol' a parish, or of a ci ts or of a district, is understood to be

a house of the Lord and ma! be called a "Lord's house." The author of h e inLerpre-
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cation took this phrase. "Lord's house," from die temples of the ascetic monks. who
thus from ancient usage called the sacred temple which thcy were wont to frequent
upon issuing from (heir quiet relreats (called hes~chaskria)even Sunday and in
which thcy hstcncd to the divine liturgy.

of the bishop, he himself shall take them back or recover them. Canons
VII and Vl l l of Gangra anathematize those who take or give the produce
of the church without the consent of the bishop and of the steward. In the
Noinicon of Photius. Title- and ch. 2. ordinance 2 1 of Title I1 of Book I
of the Code it is written that whoever buys sacred utensils and spieads,
or takes them in pawn and lends money on them loses his money; except only in case he buys them in order that the money may be given for
the liberation of slaves. Likewise in the same ordinance it is noted that
there must be no alienation of necessary and immovable properties of the
temples from the church possessing them. See also the footnote to Ap. c.
LXII. The third ordinance of Title I1 of the Novels. which is ' Novel 131,
to be found in Book 5 of Title 111 (in Photius, Tide I1 ch. l), ordains that
in case anyone leaves any gift by will to a venerable house for charity-no
matter what kind of thing it be-if the thing in question is near the church
to which it was consecrated, it must not be alienated therefrom. But if it
be far away, and both parties are willing-that is to say, both the stewards
and the officers of the church, on die one hand, and the heirs of the one
who left it in his will-they have permission to exchange it for something
near at hand and affording produce or a crop that is easy to carry or easy to
haul, giving, if need be, something additional in the exchange, amounting
to not less than one-fourth of the value of the thing which was left in his
will. Or, if they wish to sell it, they must get as great a price for it as they
could derive from its crop and produce as pofit during the space of 35
years. This price; though, must be given again to the same church as that
to which the charity was left.'

' But since the bishop ought to be engaged wholly in the work of taking care of souls

and has no time left to look after such things, he ought, with the consent of all the
priesthood, according to c. X of Thcophilus, appoint a steward from his clergy i11
order to manage such property of the church, including movables and immovables, in
order to prevent them froni being scaltered and ill spenl. according lo c. XXVI of Lhe
4th. If, however, the bishop is unwilling to appoint a steward to have charge of them.
he hiinsell'is to be penanced canonically. in accordance with the same c. XXVI ol'lhe
4th, and the metropolitan is to havc permission to appoint a steward to have charge of
the property of the episcopate. Likewise the patriarch is to have permission to appoint
a steward to havc charge of the property of the metropolis, in case the metropolitan is
unwilling to appoint him, according to c, XT of the 7th. And if the: bishop should disLribule (he h i i s and produce of h e ecclesiastical properlies to his brokers and relatives. he has to be chastised by the synod, or council, of the.. province, according to c.
XXV oi'Anliocli. If. again, he should give away or sell lo rulers or others, or wholly
dienale fro111 Lhe episcopate any property of h e church, ha1 gift or sale or alienation
is to be void,, according to c . XI I of the 7th. and the bishop who sold it is to be driven
out of llie bishopric. (These same penalties are suffered by an abbol il'he sells any
property of the nionastery.) But if there be any necessity to sell any ecclesiastical
property. either because il does not produce fruit, but, on h e conk-, loss, or in order
that the money from the sale may be given for the purpose of purchasing the freedom
of Christian slaves, according to the Nomicon 01Photius (Title and ch. 2). then it is to
be sold with the consent of the council, or s\ nod, and of the presb ters, according to c.
XLI ofcarthage: or, if there is no time to obtain their consent, the testimony of neighbors may be taken in lieu thereof. according to c. XXXlV 01Carthage; nevertheless,
in this case they are to be sold, not to rulers dircctly or indirectly, but to clcrgymcn
or to farmers (i.e..husbandmen), according to c, XI1 of the 7th Ecumenical Council.
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which promulgates the present Apostolical Canon verbatim.But if the
bishop sells it without the testimony of neighbors, he is to be responsible
to God, and to the council, or synod, and to become a stranger to the honor
of a bishop (i.e., shall be deprived of the right to his honor as a bishop),
according to c. XXXIV of Carthage. Canon VII of the 1st-&-2nd on the
other hand. penalizes a bishop who spends the property of his imperiled
episcopate in the building of monasteries.Moreover, Ap. c. XLI places the
property of the church under the authority and care of the bishop
CANON XXXTX

Lei Pre,sby/ersand Deacons do noshing without the consent of the Bishop. For he is the one enIms/ed with the Lord'speople, and// is f k m him thai
an accounting widi be demanded with respect to their sotds.
(c. XIV of the 7th: c. LVII of Laod : cc. VI, VII* XLI. L of Carthag)
Interpretation

The present Apostolical Canon ordains that presbyters and deacons
cannot perform any sacerdotal or priestly function or office without the
consent and permission of their bishop, including both those functions
which appertain to the prelatical authority of the bishop and those for
which they themselves possess the requisite power, by virtue of the mystery of ordination, but the celebration of which they cannot perform with out the bishop's consent. (These, for example, are their inability to hear
confession of sins, or to forgive penitents, according to cc. VI, VII, and
L of Cartilage,' the right to consecrate virgins to God, according to c. VI
of the same. their inability to instate and tonsure anagnosts or monks, and
other similar things.) For, it says, the bishop mainly and pre-eminently has
been entrusted with the Lord's people, and it is from him pre-eminently, as
a shepherd, that an accounting will be demanded by God with respect to
what he owes, a strict statement concerning the souls of his flock.

' Hence presbl ters too, as well as saints and even married men,bl

virtue OF an express
warrant and cxhortation. receive from a bishop the authority to bind and to loose. For
inasmuch as they possess within the holy orders tile power to bind and to loose sins,
as therein contained, they acquire in addition thereto the faculty of this by virtue of
this exhortation and express warrant. Many prelates, in fact, capacitate spirituals (i.e.,
confessors) not only by means of an express warrant and mere exhortation, but even
by means also of imposition of the hands. which is superior and better and safer and
surer, and causes no untoward result. For this imposition of the hands is an impartation of a blessing. according to Tarashis andthc Seventh Ecumenical Council (and see
the footnote to c, VIII of the Ist), and of spiritual grace according to the Acts. For. it
says, by imposition of the hands of the Apostles thcrc used to bc given the Holy Spirit.
Besides. it is reasonable too to have this done. as much according to those who assert
ha1 power lo bind and Lo loose is contained in the holy orders, as also according to
those who assert the c o n t r q . one of whom w-odd seem to be Syncon of Thcssalonica. For he sa) s (in Repl! 11) tliat presb! ters do not possess togelher w i h ordinalion die power to bind and lo loose, but only bishops do. 3: exhorlalion and warrml
of the bishops and by necessity, however. they too can exercise it. But c. XXX of
John of KiLros says hat an) conl'essors that have once received permission and have
been chosen by the bishop to hear confessions. need not rcceive it again from his successor in office. For what has been begotten once cannot be begotten twice. In fact,
there is no other way in which these men can be deprived of the grace of spiritual
behavior, except only b\ Falling into some siniu1 act. For in hat case hey are deposed
even from the holy orders and lose their right lo exercise the occupation of confessor. So that according to this Canon confessors must have priestly orders active. All
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thosc, on the other hand*who on account of impedimcntal sins arc unable to act ought
not to hear confcssions cithcr. Accordingly, thosc who do so. arc acting contrary to
h e Canons. And see more in wenso h e foolnote LO c. CJI ofthe S i x h

Concord

Hence according to the present Canon, and in their Injunctions (Book
2, ch. 3 1 and 32), the divine Apostles ordain that a deacon cannot, of his
own accord and on his own initiative, do even the distributing and dividing of the earliest fruits of the season, and of other fruits that are offered to
the bishops by the Christians, among needy clergymen, but must distribute these with the advice and consent of the bishop. With the advice and
consent of the bishop, too, the presbyters may sell property of the church
if this happens to be necessary (see in the Interpretation of Ap. c. XXXVlll), and hear the confession of and grant pardon to repentant sinners,
according to cc. VII and L of Carthage, and may tonsure monks, according to Balsamon in his interpretation of c. XIV of the 7th, and may instate
anagnosts in the same monastery, being abbots through imposition of the
hands of a bishop, according to c. XIV of the 7th, but also subdeacons, according to c. Vl of Nicephorus, and they may even set up a stauropegion,
according to c. XXVI 11 of the same Nicephorus, and may excommunicate
all clergymen and laymen that are subject to their jurisdiction; whenever
they are at fault, according to the Injunctions of the Apostles (Book 8,
ch. 28), and they may exercise many other functions when acting with
the consent of the bishop. Besides this, even deacons, when they receive
the bishop's authorization, may impose canonical penances upon lower
clergymen and laymen, but as for the great misdeeds of these men, they
bring them to the notice of the bishop, according to the same Injunctions
(Book 2, ch, 44). Again, at a time when no presbyter is at hand; they have
permission to excommunicate lower clergymen, when the latter deserve
to be excommunicated for misdeeds, according to the same Injunctions
(Book 8, ch. 28). Wherefore, following the present Apostolical Canon,
God-bearing Ignatius, in his epistle to the Magnesians, says the following:
'Precisely, then, as the Lord does nothing without the Father, so we too
without the bishop. Neither a presbyter nor a deacon. And in l i s epistle to
the Smymeans: "It is not permissible without the bishop either to baptize
or to offer an oblation or to prepare a sacrifice, or to consummate an acceptance, but only whatever seems right to him according to God's pleasure; in order that whatever ye may do may be secure and certain." Canon
LVII of Laodicea, too, commands that neither chorepiscopi (a term which
some have translated "country bishops"), nor exarchs, nor presbyters may
do anything without the consent of the bishop of the city.
CANON XL

Let the Bishop'k ownproperly (if, indeed, he has any) bepublicly known,
and ?el the Lord'sbe publicly known. In order that the Bishop may have anthority to dispose of his own propert\. when he (Ae.s, and leave it to whomso ever he wishes and as he wishes. And less by reason ofany pretext ofecclesiusiical property h i of the Bishop be submerged, be it that he has a wife
and children, o r relatives, or house servants. For it is onlyjust with God and
men that neither the church should suffer any toss wine to ignorance of the
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Bishop' h property, nor the Bishop, or his relatives, should have theirproperty
confiscated on the pretext that it belonged to the chz/reh. Or even to have
trouble with those who are quar/ding over his properly, and to have his
death involved in aspersions.
(c. of the 4th: c. XXXV of the 6th; c. XXIV of Antioch; cc, XXX, XL, LXXXTX of
Carthagc.)

Interpretation

The divine Apostles, esteeming nothing more than justice, prescribe in
this Canon of theirs that it must be publicly known what property the bishop
owns of his own (if he has any of his own, seeing that he himself is dead to
the world and to the things ofthe world), whether it be things that he acquired
previous to becoming a bishop, or things that came to him from inheritance,
or a gift of his relatives. The property of the bishop, T mean, must be as well
known as the property of the church, of the episcopate, or of the metropolis.
To what end? In order that the bishop may have authority, when he dies, to
leave his own property1 to those to whom he wishes to leave it and in any
manner that he may wish, provided that he leaves it to Orthodox persons,
and not to heretics,? and in order to avoid any loss of the bishop's property
because of its being confused with property belonging to the church, since it
may sometimes happen that he has a wife and children (and see Ap. c. V), or
relatives, or poor servants. Because it is only just and right, both in connection with God and in connection with men, that neither the church should
suffer any loss of her own property from any possible relatives or creditors
of the bishop, because of his property being separate, but mixed up with
that of the church, nor the bishop or the relatives of the bishop be deprived
of property belonging to them,because of its being mixed up with property
of the church. But neither is it just and right for relatives and heirs of the
bishop to be tempted and drawn into many words and court trials in order to
separate his property from the property of the church, and on account of a1l
these things for the memory of the dead bishop to be blasphemed, instead
of being blessed. So, in order to eliminate all those infinite discussions, the
bishop must keep a clean set of account books in which his own property is
duly entered, and in accordance with that set of books he ought to draw up
his w N to be executed upon his death, and to leave, as we have said, his
property to whom he wishes. (Nevertheless,the heirs of the bishop ought to
pay his debts if he had any.) If, however, a bishop, or any other clergyman,
or even a deaconess, should die without making a will of his own property,
and without having legal heirs, their property devolves upon that church in
which they were ordained, according to the N m o n of Photius (Title X, ch.
5; ordinance 3 of Title 11of the Novels)

' We said

LhaL whatever lie acquired before becoming a bishop should be publicl!
known, and that he should leave his property wherever he pleases, because according
to c. XL o r Carlhage ii"bishops and clergy men who were previousl~poor acquired
rca! or personal property later in thc episcopate or the clergy, they ought to lcavc it to
the church in which they are bishops or clergymen (but it is also true that of p r o p e e
which they have acquired from some love of honor, or from inheritance from relatives, thcy ought to consccratc to the church whatever they have to offer.)
:Because c. LXXXIX of Carthage ordains that a bishop shall be anathematized even
after his death if he makes Greeks or heretics his heirs. Besides, even c. XXX of the
same forbids bishops and clergymen LO give away their properly LO heretics, even
though the! be relatives of theirs.
For the form of the will, scc in the end of the Handbook.
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Concord

In promulgating this Apostolical Canon in its own c. XXIV the Council of Antioch ordains the same things. Canon XX11 of the 4th says that
clergymen must not be permitted to plunder the property of the bishop after his death, as is also forbidden by the old Canons (plainly this means the
present Apostolical Canon and that of Antioch); otherwise they incur loss
of their rank. Canon X X X V of the 6th says that not even a metropolitan
has perraission to take the property of the bishop when the latter dies, but,
instead, the clergymen ofhis bishopric must guard it until a new bishop is
installed, to whom it is to be given. If, however, it should so happen that
no clergymen have been left in the bishoptic, the metropolitan is to keep it
safe until he can give it to the one who is the incumbent-to-be.
CANON XLI
We command that the R ~ s h o phave authority over the property of the
church. For if the precious souls of h14man beings ought to be entrusted to
him, there is litffeneed o f any specin1 injunction concerning money; s o that
~ ~ e r y t h imay
n y he entrusted to he governed in accordance with his authority,
and he may grant to those in need through the presbyters and deacons with
fear of 'God and all reverence, while he himseJj'maypartake ihereoj'whatever
he needs (if he needs anything) for hix necexfary 'wants, a n d for bre~hren
who are his guests, so as not to deprive them of ayjthing, in any manner. For
Gudk law has enjoined thai those who serve at the aUar are io be maintained
at the sitar ,k expense. The more so in view of thefact that not even a soldier

ever bears arms againsi bellige/v/ttsat his own expense,
(Ap. c, XXXVTII; c , XXVI of the 4th; c. XI1 of the 7th; cc, XX IV, XXV of Antioch;
cc. X. XI oFTheophlus; c. 11 01C\ril; I Cor. 9:13, ib. 7.)

Interpretation

This Canon too, like c. XXXV111, gives the bishop all authority over
ecclesiastical property, by saying: We command that a bishop have authority of the property of the church. For, if we entrust the precious souls
of human beings to him, which not all the world deserves to be trusted
with, we are at little pains, that is to say, there is no need of om' giving special orders, that all the money and p operty of the church ought
to be managed in accordance with the authority he possesses and that it
should be distributed among the poor and the indigent with fear of God
and every reverence, by means of the presbyters and deacons.' And why
should these matters be managed and things distributed by means of
these men? In order that the bishop may keep himself above every suspicion, and accusation, as that allegedly he consumed it all himself and
also makes a bad job of managing it. Because he must be well provided
for, not only in the eyes of God, but also in the eyes of men, just as the

' That is why Justin the philosopher and mar@r in his second Apology in behalf of

Christians s a y the following: "'The well-off, however. who are willing. of their own
free choice and inclination. may give whatever he wishes- and what is collcctcd shall
be deposited beside the officer; and he shall assist orphans and widows. and those
who arc suffering from disease or any other cause, and thosc who arc in bands, and
guests sojourning with us, and, in general, he shall act as the guardian of all thosc who
are in need.''
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author of Proverbs was the first to say, and the Apostle Paul said later; and
because he must keep himself from giving offense to anyone, and must be
irreproachable in everything (Prov. 3:4; Rom. 12:17; 1 Cor. lO:32; 1 Tim.
3:2). Nevertheless, even a bishop, it says, must get some of the property of
the church for his expenses, including both the necessary wants of his own
(if he has wants, that is, and is poor) and also for the wants of all Inethreu
who may become his guests when they visit him, so that in no manner
shall either he himself or any of his guests be deprived of necessaries.
For God's law, too, has commanded that those attend the altar and offer
sacrifices as priests3 shall be supplied with and maintained from the altar,
that is to say, from the sacrifices which are offered at the altar. Besides. no
soldier ever takes up arms against the e n e r n i e s ~ i enever
.
goes to war-at
his own expense. Note, however, that the Canon states that bishops are
to expend the foodstuffs of the Church only for necessities, and not for
superfluities, or in enjoyment and revelries, and that they ought to be hospitable, friendly to the poor, just as blessed St, Paul recommends to Titus
and to Timothy that bishops should be (I Tim. 3 : 2 ;Tit. 1 3 ) .
Concord

In agreement with the present Apostolical Canon, c. XI of Theophilus
also ordains that widows and indigents and strangers must be provided
with all comfort from the property of the Church, and that no bishop must
appropriate any of it for himself. See further the Interpretation of Ap. c.
XXXVIII.
CANON XLII

If any Bishop, or Pre,shyter, or Deacon wastes hfs time by playing dice,
or getting drunk, either let him desisi therej'om or lei him

be deposedj'om

office.
(Ap. cc. XLlll, LIV; cc. IX, L of the 6th: c. XXII of the 7th;
cc. XXTV, LV of L a d . cc XLVII, LXIX of Carthage,)

Interpretation

Those in holy orders are to stand before all men as living examples and
pictures of all good order and virtue, and as incitements to the doing of
good works. But inasmuch as some ofthem stray away from what is good
and virtuous, and employ themselves in playing dice, i.e., in "shooting
craps7'-in which is included the playing of cards and of other gamesnot to mention drunken carousals and merrymaking with food and dnnk,
the present Apostolical Canon, taking cognizance of this, ordains that any
bishop, or presbyter, or deacon who occupies himself with such indecent
activities shall either cease them or be deposed from holy orders.

' For according to Thcodorct, where he is interpreting the sixth and seventh verses of

the third chapter of Leviticus, of the animals sacrificed (except onlv the wholly burnt
offerings). some members were offered upon Lhe allar?such as. for instance, h e two
kidneys with their fat grease, the fat grcasc that was on the bclly. and 011 the thighs,
and die lobe of the liver; bill the oher pieces ol'lean meal were given to llie priests
for them to eat (sec page 971 of the first volume of the Octoechus, in the Greek cdition)
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Concord

Likewise Ap. c. XL111 ordains that those clergymen, including laymen
as well, who occupy themselves in drunkenness and dice shall either cease
or be excommunicated. Not only are clergymen forbidden to get drunk,
but neither are they even permitted to enter taverns at all to eat; according
to Ap. c. LIV and c, IX of the 6th and c, XLVII of Carthage and c. XXIV
of Laodicea, nor are they allowed to own a tavern shop at all, according to
the same c. IX of the 6th. Moreover, all clergymen and all Christian laymen are forbidden by c. L of the Sixth Ecumenical Council to play dice
or cards or other games. In. case they are caught doing so, clergymen are
to be deposed, and laymen are to be excommunicated. In addition to these
prohibitions, c. IV of Laodicea ordains that they must not hold banquets
by agieeinent or with contributions collected from a number of persons
gathered together at the same time and place, whether they be in holy
orders or clergymen or laymen. Canon LX1X of Carthage commands that
Christians cease holding banquets and balls (or dances) and games to the
memory of or as feasts to martyrs and other saints, such as those customs
which are peculiar to the Greeks and due to their error and godlessness.
But neither ought Christians to eat and diUik to the accompaniment of musical instruments and whorish and demonish songs, according to c. XX11
of the 7th Ecurn. C. The Nomicon of Photius (Title IX, ch. 27) says that
ordinance 34 of the fourth Title of Book I of the Code decrees as follows:
If any bishop or clergyman plays dice or other such games, or holds communion with those who play them, or sits by and watches them play. is
to be excommunicated from every sacred function, and to lose the ration
he gets from his bishopric or clerical office, until such fixed time limit as
he is allowed to repent in. But in case he should persist in his vice even
after the expiration of the time limit allowed him for repentance, he is to
be driven out of the clergy with all his estate, and become a member of
the legislature, or; in other words, a secular official of that political state
in which he was a clergyman. The same fate is shared by those clergymen
who participate in hunting spectacles and other theatrical exhibitions. It
is permissible, however, to a bishop when he sees the prompt repentance
of any clergyman playing to reduce the time of the penance of suspension
proportionately, and accordingly to give him permission sooner to officiate in his sacerdotal capacity, according to c. XXXIX of the same (7th):
titular ordinance 2 of Title 1 of the Novels. Justinian Novel 123, on the
other hand, according to Armenopoulos, commands that clergymen guilty
of getting drunk or of playing dice shall be excommunicated and be shut
up in a monastery': see also c. XXIV of the 6th Ecum. C.

' See also divine St. CluysosLoni where lie proves lhal anyone playing dice or other

games is the cause of many evils: "Addition to the playing of dice has often resulted
ill blaspheming. causing ol' damage. outbreaks of wrath, vituperations. and countless other worse n~isdeeds"(page 564 of Vol. VI. Discourse 15 to a Statue), Aristotle
classes among thieves all those who play dice and cards, saying: "A dice-player, howcvcr. and a pickpocket, and a robber (or highwayman) arc among the unfrcc For thcy
are profiteers" Ethics Nicom.. Book 4). On this account Justinian Novel 123 denudes
such players in holy orders from evcry right to hold any sacred service, and commands that thcy bc shut up for thrcc years in a monastcq. In an attempt to curc those
nho gel drunk. Basil ihe Great says: "Let lasting cure drunkelmess; let the Psalm
curc any obsenc or sliamcful melody; in all offcnscs, I d mercy redeem h e e froin sin'"
(Discourse against drunkards). Hence it appears that those who vomit as a result of
drunkemiess ought to be correcled much rallier b~ such cures as fasting and nierc!.
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CANON XLIU

Let any Subdeacon) or Anagnmt, or I'salt, who does like things either
desist or be excommunicated.Likewise any Layman.
(Ap. c, XLIV, LIV; cc. IX, L of the 6th; cc. XXIV, LV of Laod.; cc, XLVII, LXIX
of Carthage.)

Interpretation

This Canon, too, orders that any subdeacon, or anagnost, or psalt (i.e.,
chanter) who does like things, such as are prohibited by the above c. XLlI,
or, in other words, who plays dice or cards or any other games, or who
spends time in drunkenness and eating and drinking bouts; shall either
cease from such indecent doings, or, if he fails to do so; shall be excommunicated. Likewise laymen, too, who spend time in the same way shall
either cease doing so or be excommunicated from the congregation of the
faithful. See also the preceding c. XL11.
CANON XLTV

Let any Bishop or Presbyter or Deacon who demands interest on money
lent to others either cease doing so or be deposedfrom office.
(c. XVII of 1st; c. X of 6th; c. IV of Laod.; cc. V VI of Carth; c. XIV of Bas.)

Interpretation

A person is prohibited from lending money at interest even by the old
Law. For God says in Deuteronomy (ch. 13): "Thou shah not exact interest from thy brother for money, or for food, or for anything else that thou
lendest to him." David, in praising the righteous man, enumerates among
his many virtues this one too, where he says: ". ..who hath not lent out his
money at interest" (Ps. 1 5 : 5 ) . But if this was prohibited to the Jews, much
more i s it forbidden now to us Christians': "in this place is one who is
greater than the temple" (Matt, 12x5). But if this is forbidden to all Christians, how much more is it not forbidden to those in holy orders and clergymen, who ought to be a model and example of everything good? And
especially to ascetics and hermits, men crucified to the world? An ascetic
lending money at interest is something utterly repugnant in truth to human
ears. So; on this account, the present Ap. c. ordains that if any bishop or
presbyter or deacon lends money to people with the expectation of charging the borrowers of it interest, he must either cease such profiteering
or be deposed. Likewise, on the same grounds, monks too must undergo
suitable penances for such practice, to wit, excommunication and exclusion from communion, with a firm promise henceforth to abstain from this
open and condemnable transgression of the law.

' Hcncc the Novel of Leo prescribes the

following: "Notwithstanding that previous
emperors who reigned before we became emperor consented to interest on account
of Hie hard-heartedness and criieky of money-lenders, we have deemed it just and
right that such practice be utterly banned from the political state of the Christians,
as improper and unbecoming to their We, and that it is forbidden by the divine laws.
On h i s account Our Serenit\ commands dial no one shall in am case whatsoever
have permission to charge interest, lest in trying to keep a human law we transgress the law of God." Instead- whatever one takes as a lender is to be reckoned
as part of the principal of the debt. (Armcnopoulos, Book 111. Title VII.) Yet the
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comment on Titlc 11. ch. 1. of the A / o t ~ z w nof Photius says that Justinim Novcl 13 1.
situated in Book 5. Title 111, ch. 9, prescribes that in case anyone will a gift to pious
causes (as, for instance, lo liberation of someone enslaved, Lo buildings for use as
sacred temples, to maintenance indigcnts and orphans under age), within six months
al'm the discovery of such will. h e gift and charit! in question shall be g i en
~ lo the
persons lo wliom it \v as leH I11 case (he executors and adiiunislrators of the will of the
deceased should delay the time beyond six months, and fail to give the charip, they
are lo give it with interest and e l e n legal angmenlalion Irom the time of the death
of the testator. If, thcn, and this Novcl so prescribes, and Photius says so, in Titlc IX.
ch, 27, and the commentator Balsamon says that we ought to thank Patriarch Photlus
for his good interpretation, how can it be said that bishops and clcrgymcn have a
right to charge interest? This ought not to confuse the reader at all. For Photius allows clergy men lo demand iiileresl. not for money or oilier propert? hey themselves
have lent-for this is contrary to the sacred Canons and the divine Law-but, as is
perl'ectly obvious From the words of llie Novel themselves, in speaking 01interest he
means that they should demand those charities which persons will to others in need,
for the salvation of their souls, but which their executors keep possession of with
a view to helping thcmsclvcs to it. and delay or defer the time of giving the gift to
its rightful donee. Hcncc let not lenders of money at interest and usurers base their
claims 011 these viords of Balsamon; for hey are in truth a rod of straw (Ezek. 29:
8), according to the prophet, or, rather to say, a straw crushed by itself (Matt. 12:20);
it does not help h e m a l all. but. on the contrary. rather h o w s hem lo h e ground,
and hurls them down into a soul deslroying chasm. For, perhaps. we Christians have
a Gospel commandment that when we lend we are not to hope even for the return of
Llie principal. since it says: "lend. without expecting any return" (Luke 6:35).Siracli,
too, says: '"if thou lend anything, count it for lost" (8:12). How, thcn. can we hope to
be pardoned in case we also charge inlerest?

Concord

This same thing is commanded also by c. X of the 6th and c. IV of
Laodicea, both of which prohibit men in holy orders from charging either
12 per cent interest, or even the half thereof, i.e., either a dollar a month
on a hundred dollars, or even half a dollar, as interest in addition to the
original sum. Canon XVII of the 1st forbids such greed and profiteering
to those in holy orders; but also in general to all canonics, or clergymen.
Canon V of Carthage goes even further, in that it forbids laymen, and still
more so clergymen, not only to charge interest on money lent, but even
on anything else; for if (according to the Novel of Leo cited by Annenopoulos in Book 3; Title VIT) clergymen are not allowed to spend time
in banal affairs, but must devote all their time to ecclesiastical affairs,
how can they be allowed to charge interest? Canon XX of the same Carthage says that whatever money a clergyman lends he is to take the same
amount back, and whatever else he gives he is to receive it back and nothing more. Nicephoms the Confessor in his Canon XXIX commands that
priests refuse to administer communion to clergymen or laymen who do
not cease charging interest, and that one must not even eat with them, Divine C h y s o s t o ~too. says (Sermon 4 1 on Genesis) in discussing the law
which says "Thou shalt not lend money at interest to thy brother and thy
neighbor" (Deut. 23: 19): "What sort of plea can we Christians offer in our
own defense when we become even more cruel than the Jews themselves?
and when we become lower, or, rather to say; worse; than Jews within the
law, in spite of the grace of the Gospel and after the incarnate economy
of the Lord of all things? For they did not charge their fellow Jews interest who were of the same faith, whereas we dare to charge our Christian
brethren interest and usury." Note also what Basil the Great remarks in
interpreting that saying in Psalm 15 which says: "who hath not lent out
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his money at interest" (Ps. 155): "This thing is indeed inhuman with a
vengeance, when an indigent and poor man borrows from a rich man, in
order to alleviate his misfortune, for the rich man not to rest content with
his principal, but to exact a profit and interest from the poor man's misfortune. In Greek the name for the interest charged on money is tocos, i.e.,
"birth." because of the great proligerousness of the evil, because of the
fact that the money of lenders at interest and of usurers is giving birth to
more money all the time that it remains lent, and more of it is always ready
to be begotten. Or perhaps it was on this account that interest was called
birth in Greek, to wit, die fact that it naturally causes debtors the sorrows
and pangs of childbirth? At any rate; just as the pangs of childbirth are a
sorrow to a pregnant woman, so and in like manner it may be said to be a
sorrow to a debtor when interest falls due and has to be paid on the money
he has borrowed." In his c. XlV he says that a man who charges interest
on money he lends may become a priest if he distributes his ill-gotten gain
to poor people and henceforth renounces his avarice. Read also ch, 14 of
Ezeldel wherein, along with his other virtues that man who will not lend
his money at interest, and who will not take any excess, is deemed worthy
to live; whereas that man, on the other hand who, in addition to his other
vices, charges interest on the money he lends is deemed worthy of death.
Chapter 6 of Book 4 of the Apostolical Injunctions commands priests not
to accept either offerings or donations from those who charge interest on
loans
CANON XLV
Let any Kishop, or Presbyter, or Deacon that merely,joins in prayer 'with

heretm be suspended, but ifhe has permitted them toperform any service as
Cle%>wen,lef him be deposed fie. fmm office).
Interpretation

The present Canon prescribes that any Bishop, or Presbyter, or Deacon that shall only join in prayer, and not co-officiate in divine services,
with any heretics is to be suspended, or temporarily depived of the right
to celebrate the sacraments (called "mysteries" in the Orthodox Church).
For anyone that prays in company with excommunicants (as heretics are)
must himself be excommunicated along with them, according to the tenth
Canon of the same Apostles. But if he went so far as to allow those heretics to perform any service in church as Clergymen, he is to be deposed
from office altogether. For any Clergyman that officiates at services in
company with others who have been deposed (as have heretics, according
to the second and fourth Canons of the Third Ecumenical Council) is himself ipLwfcicto deposed along with them, according to the eleventh Canon
of the Apostles. It behooves us to hate and shun heretics, but never to join
them in prayer or to allow them to perform any ecclesiastical function,
either as Clergymen or as Ptiests.
Concord

Apostolical Canon LXV says that if anyone enters a congregation of
heretics in order to pray, in case he is a Clergyman he is to be deposed,
but ill case he is a Layman he is to be suspended. The Synod of Laodicea
in its sixth Canon forbids heretics from entering the church; and in its
thirty-second it says: "One must not accept blessings from heretics, which
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are flummeries, and not blessings." Neither must one p a y in conjunction
with heretics or schismatics, according to its thirty-third Canon. Its thirtyfourth Canon anathematizes those who leave the martyrs of Christ out of
consideration and go to the pseudomartyrs of heretics. The ninth Canon
of Timothy forbids heretics to be pesent at the time of divine services,
unless they promise to repent and to abandon the heresy. Moreover, the
ninth Canon of the Synod of Laodicea excommunicates Christians that
go to the cemeteries or martyriums of heretics in order to pray or for the
sake of healing their sick. But neither ought any Christian to celebrate any
feast together with heretics, nor to accept any gifts they may send him on
their holidays. according to the tim-ty-seventh Canon of the same Synod
of Laodicea.
CANON XLVI

any Hishop, or Presbyter, that has accepted any heretics 'Hap/ism, or sacrifice, to be deposed; for "what consonancy hath Chris/ with
Beliar?' or what part hath the believer with an infidel?"
We order

Interpretation

It behooves Orthodox Christians to shun heretics and the ceremonies
and rites of heretics. They, i.e., heretics, ought rather to be criticized and
admonished by Bishops and Presbyters, in the hope of their apprehending
and retunUng from their error. For this reason the present Canon prescribes
if any Bishop or Presbyter shall accept a heretics' Baptism as correct and
true,' or any sacrifice offered by them, it is ordered that he be dropped.
For what agreement hath Christ with the Devil? or what portion hath the
believer with an unbeliever? Those who accept the doings of heretics either themselves entertain similar views to theirs or at any rate they lack an
eagerness to free them from their misbelief. For how can those who acquiesce in their religious ceremonies and rites criticize them with the view of
persuading them to give up their cacodoxical and erroneous heresy?
CANON XLVTI

If a Bishop or Presbyter baptize anew anyone that has had a true baptism,orfail to baptize anyone that has been polluted by the impious,let him
be deposed, on the ground that he is mocking the Cross and death of the Lord
and,faiiws,io disiinguish priests,from pseudopriesis.
Interpretation

One Baptism has been handed down to us Oithodox Chistians (Eph.
4:4) by our Lord as well as by the divine Apostles and the holy Fathers,
because the cross and the death of the Lord, in the type, or similitude, of
which baptism is celebrated, were but one. For this reason the present
Apostolical Canon piescribes that in case any Bishop or Presbyter should
baptize a second time anew and beginning all over again, as though dealing
Spelled Belial in the Authorized Version.
^ For this reason, too. the ecclesiastic martyr St. Cypnan, who served as bishop of
I

Carthagc. and all his Synod of cightv-four bishops, which had been convoked in
Carthagc, following the present Apostolical Canon, which simply rejects any baplisni ofhcrclics. bul also Apostolical Canon LXVIII. which sa! s dial those wlio have
been baptized or ordained by heretics cannot be-which is the same as saying that
it is impossible for lliein to b e ~ e i t h e rChristians or clerics. following. 1 say: lliese
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Canons, thcy laid down a Canon whercb thcy rcj cct the baptism of hcrctics and of
schismatics as well. Thcy prove this by many Scriptural assertions and especially
by Hid of St. Paul the Apostle saving, "One Lord. one fidLh, one baptism" (Eph. 4:
5). For. thcy say. if the Catholic Church is one and the true Baptism is one, how can
the baptism of heretics and schismatics be a true Baptism at a time when hey are
not included in Lhe Catholic Church, bill have been a i l oil from it as a m u l l of heresy? But if the baptism of heretics and schismatics is a true Baptism, and that of the
Orlhodo\- Catholic Church is also a true Baptism, then there is not one Baptism, as
St. Paul shouts. but two. which is quite absurd. And thcy add this too. that this idea
of not accepting a baptism of heretics is not a new or recent one of their own, but on
the contrary, an old one and one which has becn approved by their prcdeccssors. The
Canon of this Synod was confirmed and ratified by the holy Sixth Ecumenical Council (Caiion II), and from being nierely a Canon. of a local and partial Synod it has now
becon~ea Canon of an Ecumenical Council by reason of its having been confirmed
and ratified by the latter. In agreement with St. Cyprian and his S ~ n o dFirmilian:
,
who served as cxarch of the Synod in tconium and whom St. Basil the Great in his
first Canon calls one of his own, as being bishop of Caesarea- also invalidates and
rejects the baptism of heretics. For in writing to S t Cyprian he says the following:
"But who though he has attained to the acme of perfection and of wisdom can maintain or believe that nierely the invocation of the three names of the Holy Trinity is
sufficient for the remission of offenses and for the sanctification of the baptism, even
when; thai is to say. the one baptising is not an Orlhdox?" Read all his letler which
is contained in the chronicle of those who held Hie office of Patriarch in Jerusalem
(Book 1, ch, 16, p, 4) and which is needed in connection with this subject. St. Basil
the Great l'avors this idea. loo, whose Canons ha\ e also been coiiiirmed and ratified
by the Sixth Ecumenical Council (Canon 17). For in his first Canon with the intcntion of saying which baptisms are acceptable, and which are unacceptable, he divides
them into two classes, by saying: T o r it appeared to the ancients to be a reasonable
rule that any baptism should be utterly disregarded hat has been performed by heretics. or, in olher words, by those who have been utterly separated from the Church
and who differ from the Orthodox in respect of faith itself, and whose difference is
direcdy dependent on faith in God. As ibr die baptism ol' scliisniatics~on the odier
hand, it appearedto the Synod of Qprian and of my own Firmilian that it too ought to
be disregarded and rejected. seeing that the schismatics-the Novahans, 1 mean, the
Encratitcs, the Sarcophorcs, the Aquarians, and othcrs~havcseparated in principle
from the Church, and after separating havc not had the grace of the Holy Spirit in
them any longer, as h e imparhtioii of it has ceased; licncc as having bcconie laymen
t h q havc had neither the spiritual gift nor the authority to baptize or to ordain, and
consequently those who are baptized b~ them, as being baptized b\ la\inen, have
been ordered to be baptized with the true Baptism of the Catholic Church. Yet inasmuch as it appeared reasonable to some Fathers ofAsia for the Baptism of schismatics to bc deemed acceptable for the sake of some cconomy in behalf of the multitude,
let it be accepted," But note that the baptism of schismatics which he accepts in his
first Canon he rejects in his forty-seventh Canon, by saying: "In a word, we baptize
all Novatians, and Encratitcs. and Sarcophorcs. Even if rebaptism is prohibited with
\ou For tlie sake of some economy: as it is with h e Romans; nev ertlieless let our word
havc the power of rejecting. to put it plainly, the baptism of such." Hence if Basil
the Great rejects the baptism of schismatics because of their having lost perkcthe
grace; Illen it is needless to ask whether we ought to baptize heretics. In his twentieth
Canon he says decisively that the Church does not accept heretics unless she baptim
them. The same opinion is held by Athanasius the Great, loo. -whose words were also
confirmed and ratified by the Sixth Ecumenical Council. For hc says in his third
discourse against the Arians: "The Arians are in danger even in the very plenitude of
the my stcq---baptism. I n~can.For while perfection through baptism is given in the
name of the Father and of the Son. the Arians do not rel'er to a true Father owing to
their denial of the likeness of the essence emanating koni Him: lhns tlie! deny even
the true Son, and conjuring up another in their imagination built out of nothing real,
Ihey call this one the Son. So how can it he said that the baptism given by them is not
perfectly usclcss and vain? Though it docs appear to be a baptism in pretense, yet in
reality it is of no help to faith and pie&, For it is not he that says merely '0 Lord' that
gives a correct baptism, but he that utters the invocation of the name and at the same
time posscsscs a correct faith. On this account, too the Savior did not command the
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Apostles to baptize mcrcly and in a simple fashion, but. 011 the contrary, told them
first to make disciples of those about to be baptized, and then to baptize in the name
of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. in order that the faith might beconic correct froin thcir having been instructed disciples, and, thanks to thcir corrcct
faith the perfection ol' the baptism might be added. I t is for this reason, indeed. that
maw oilier heresies, true enough, do say only Ihe names of (he Hol! Triiiih , but inasmuch as they do not believe these correctly and they have not a sound faith either.
the baptism given by h e m is o>'no benefit lo them, owing to its lacking piety. So that
as a matter of fact the consequence is that anyone sprinkled by them is rather polluted
with impiety than redeemed from it. So the Arians, who share beliefs of Anus. though
they may read the words written and may pronounce the names of the Holy Trinity' i11
thcir baptism, yet thcy arc deluding and misleading those who receive their baptism at
their hands. since they are more impious than h e oilier heretics." Moreover, Oregon
Theologus (i.e.. the Theologian) i n agreement with the aforesaid saints says in his discourse on holy baptism, addressing the Arians or e i en Macedoniacs (i. e.. followers
of Maccdonius, usually but erronwusly called in English 'Maccdonians") who were
being catechized: "If you are still limping and are not prepared to lend full credence
to the tenet of the pcrfcctncss of the divinity of the Son and of the Spirit, ask somcone else to baptize you, or, rather to say, to drown you in thc baptism, since I have
no permission to separate the Deib of the So11 and of the Spirit froiii the Deitv of the
Father, and to make you dead at a time when I ought to be regenerating you through
baptism. so hat you can liave iieiher h e gracious gift of baptism nor the hope which
is born ofbaplism, because you lose your salvation ill h e few syllables of ilie words
homoous~anand homoiousian. For no matter which of the three substances you abase
1'roiii Godsliip. you abase Llie whole Hol) Trinily Iherelrom and deprive )ourselr 01
the perfection which accrues through baptism." St. Chysostom too (in his sermon on
the proposition "In the beginning there already was the LogosT-John 1 : I ) says: "Let
not the systems of the hcrctics fool you, my dear listener: for thcy have a baptism,
but no illumination; accordingly. they are baptized. it is true; with respect lo h e body,
bul as respects h e soul they are nol illuminaled."'Why, even S l Leo in his epistle lo
Nicetas asserts that "no heretics confer sanctification through the mysteries" (or sacrameiils. as lhey are iiiaplly called by h e Westerners). St. Ambrose in his statement
concerning catechumens says: "The baptism of the ungodly does not sanctify." In the
face of what has thus been said one might righttully wonder why the holy Second
Ecumenical Council in its seventh Canon, but still more so why the Sixth Ecumenical in its ninety-fiflh Canon, failed to disapprove the baptism of all hcrctics, in accordancc with the Apostolical Canons and St. Cyprian's Synod and all the othcr grcat
God-bearing Fathers aforcmcntioned whose writings wcrc confirmed and ratified, as
vie have said. b~ h e Sixth Ecumenical Council itselfin its second Canon, whereas.
011 the coiilrary, it accepted the baptism of some heretics, but not dial of olhers. In order lo have an easily understandable solution of this perplexily there is need that one
should know beforehand that two kinds of government and correction arc in vogue in
the Church of Christ, One kind is called Rfprism: the other kind is called hconomy
and Moderatiwn; with which the economists of the Spirit promote the salvation of
soulsj at times with the one- and at timcs with the othcr kind. So the fact is that the
holy Apostles in heir aforesaid Canons; and all the saints \vlio liave been mentioned.
employed Rigorism, and for this reason t h q reject the baptism of heretics completelv, while, on the other hand. the two Ecumenical Councils employed Economy
and accepted the bapdsin of Arians and of Macedonixs and ofotliers, but refused to
recognize that of Eunonians and of still others. Because in the times especially of the
Second Council f i e Arians and the Macedoniacs were at the height ol'their inlluence,
and wcrc not only very numerous but also wry powerful, and wcrc close to the kings,
and close to the nobles and to the senate. Hence, for one thing. in order to attract them
to Orthodoxy and correct them the easier, and, for another tiling, in order to avoid the
risk ofinfuriating them still more against the Church and the Christians and aggravaiing h e evil, hose divine Fathers llius managed the matter economically-"managing their words economically with judgment" (Ps, quotedband condescended to
accept their baptism. That we are not stating this gratuitously and as a matter of
mere vcrbiatq we have ample proof in the testimony of the two grcat Fathers. St.
Basil, 1 mean, and St. Gregory. For St. Basil, on the one hand, fearing the royal and
no biliary- powers of the Pncumatoinschists (i.e. those denying and combating the
doctrine of the Holy Spirit), and flinching lest thcy assault the Church of Ccsarca,
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which at that timc was the sole bulwark of Orthodoxy, employed economy and for a
considerable length of timc be refrained from calling the Holy Spirit openly a God.
Oregon the Great, 011 lhe oilier hand, wishing to show Hie powers and the savageness of the Arians and of the Maccdoniacs in the farcwcll speech he made to the
1 5 0 bishops of the Second Ecumenical Council itself, told them: "'For terrible wild
beasis have really fallen upon h e Church. aid. no1 sparing 11s aller our period offail
weather, but, on the contrary, losing all sense of shame, they are even stronger than
the season." Therein he reveals that -in spite ol'the lact thai the king (or emperor) was
an Orthodox Christian, in spite of the fact that Orthodoxy had been preached openly,
and an Ecumenical Council had convened against them, yet they were still ternbly
and savagely set against Orthodoxy, and wcrc stronger than the Christian party. St.
Basil also said in the foregoing that he had accepted the baptism of the Novatians,
otherwise called Purists (\vlucli liad been accepted bolh Hie Second and h e Sixh
Ecumenical Councils), merely out of regard for economy in connection with the
majority of the population. For. had it no1 been lor this ground ol' economy. how
could the Sixth Council have failed to oppose its own action to that of the Second
Ecumenical Council by itself accepting the baptism of some heretics, yet confirming and ratift'ing the Canons of St. Basil, who in his first and forty-scvcnth Canons
utterly refuses to recognize the baptism of heretics? Could it possibly havc failed to
read h e Canons of St. Basil itself! Or why should it not have made an exception, and
havc said that it confirmed and ratified all the othcr Canons of his with the exception
of onl! Hie first and Hie Iorty-seventh? So it is plain llut it left it to be understood
by 11s that Basil die Great hiid employed Rigorism. while, on h e coalrary, il and h e
Second Ecumenical Council had employed Economy; accordingly, there appears to
be no conliadiction or contrariety between them. In lact. this ground ol' Econoin\
is the first and principal rcason why those Councils accepted the baptism of some
heretics. and not that of others. In close proximity to the ground of Economy there
stood also a sccond reason why thcy did so. This is the fact that those heretics whose
baptisni he! accepted also rigorousl~observed the kind and h e matter of the baptism
of the Orthodox, and were willing to be baptized in accordance ~vitlidie forni of the
Catholic Church. Those heretics, on the other hand, whose baptism they had refused
to recognize, had counterfeited die ceremony ol'baptism and liad corrupted the rite;
or the mode of the kind, or (in the terminology of the Latins) species. and the same
may be said of the invocations, or that of the matter, and the same n y be said of the
immersions and cmcrsionsj with rcfcrcncc to Roman Catholics and Protestants. And
in proof of the fact that that rcally was the reason, we have trustworthy witnesses
Grst in the very words of the Scvcnlh Canon of h c Second Ecumenical Council.
For what othcr could havc been the rcason that it refused to recognize the baptism
of h e Eiiiiomians and of the Sabellians while, 011 h e other liand. it accepted hat of
the Ariaiis and of the Macedoniacs, at a Lime moreover when Eunomians and Arims
and Macedoniacs were all stubborn heretics':' (For, as a matter of fact- Eunom~us,like
Arius, was wont to blaspheme against the deity of the only-begotten Son and of the
Father, @ calling the former a creature, or ctisma (i.e., something which has been
built or constructed or made) of the Father, and a minister, as is to be secn in the
sccond scrmon of St. Basil the Great against Eunomius. And like Maccdonius he also
blasphemed against the deity of the Spirit; asserting It lo be the Lmrd in iiatiire afler
the Father, as is to be secn in St. Basil's third scrmon against Eunomius.) Both the
Sabellians and the Arians were ol'equal power with respect to h e heresies, according
to SL Gregory the Theologian. \vlio says: "It is equal in so Car as impiet! is concenied,
whether one conjoins the person, like Sabellius, or separates the nature, like Arius,"
And again: "'For the evil in both alike notwithstanding the tact that it is to be found
in things which arc contraries." Thus, the belief of Sabcllius opens the door to Judaism, according to sacred Photius, while that of Arius introduces Hellenism: Why is it,
then, that those who wcrc of quite equal power with respect to the l~crcsicswcrc not
accorded equal rights by the Council? The evidence is plain that the Arians and the
Macedoniacs. on h e one liand. were wont to be biiplized in precisely llie same fasliion as were the Orthodox, with three immersions and ernersions, and with three invocations of the Holy Trinity- without counierfeiiing either the kind of the invocations
or the matter of the water (for though it is true that the Arian Valcns made it a law
that baptism should be performed with only one immersion. as is told by Dositheus,
on p. 86 of the Dodwabibhw, yet that law was not obcycd, nor was it ratified, but.
on the contrary', fell into abcyancc among the Arians. For not even any mention
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is made of it at all in the Canon in which is mentioned the baptism of the Ariaiis, nor
did Zonaras. or Balsamon. or Aristcnus. or Anonymus, the interpreters of the Canons.
s* a word about il. Notwithstanding that the Arians did change even h e invocations
in baptism. according to Ccdrinus. and the samc Dosithcus, by saying "in the name of
the Father the greater, and of the Son the lesser, and of h e Hol) Spirit the least," yet
they did not make this change before the Second Ecumenical Council, but later. iis (lie
same Dositheus states. The Eunon~iaits,on the other hand, having counterfeited the
mode oC he matter ol'baplism, were vvont lo be bapti/,ed wilh only one immersion,
as is stated in thcsc samc words in the Canon, which says: "For he is speaking of the
Eunomians, who were wont to be baptized with only one immersion," etc.just as did
the Sabcllians the mode of the kind of baptism, which is the same as saying that they
corniptcd the three invocations and taught that the Father and the Son and the Holv
Spirit are a single person. But thai those heretics whose baptism was recognized by
the Council were wont to be bapti7ed in the manner of the baptism of the Church is
borne witness to b~ Zonaras. too, llie interprekr 01h e Canons. For in discussing h e
seventh Canon of the Second Council he says verbatim: "These persons. therefore.
are not rebaptid, because as respects holy Baptism they differ in nothing from us.
but arc wont to bc baptized equally the samc as arc the Orthodox." But that, on the
contrary. those heretics whose baptism was not recognized by the Council, were not
wont to be baptised ill the style ofllie baptism of the Church, is borne witness to again
by the same Zonaras, who says: "As for thcsc, then, and all other hcrctics. the sacred
Fathers liave decreed hat the) be baptized. For whether hey received holy biipLisni
or not, Hie! liave not received il correcth, nor in the form and style prescribed by the
Orthodox Church." So because of the fact that those heretics were wont to observe
Llie hrm ol' the Apostolic baptism. the Canons ol' those two Councils accepted them
as baptised persons, yet not for this reason alone, but also for the sake of economy.
as we have said. For if economy had not been at stake, they certainly would not have
flown in the face of the Apostolic Canons which command the contrary-that is to
s*, that we must 1101 recognize or accept the b a p k m 01herelics. All this h e o n
which we have been selling forth here is not am thing superfluous; on Hie conlrarv, it
is something which is most needful. both on e v q occasion in general. but especially
today on account of the great coniroversy and the widespread dispute which is go ing on in regard to the baptism of the Latins, not merely between us and the Latins,
but also between us and the Latin-minded (otherwise known as Latinizers). So, following what has been said, since the form of the Apostolical Canon demands it wc
declare that the baptism of the Latins is one which falsely is called baptism, and for
this reason it is not acceptable or recognizable either on grounds of rigorism or 011
grounds of cconomy. It is not acccptablc on grounds of rigorism: (1st) because they
are heretics. Thai the Lalins are heretics there is 110 need of our producing any proof
for the present. The ven; fact that we have entertained so much hatred and aversion
against them lor so many centuries is a plain proof that v,e loathe them as heretics,
or Spirit denying and
in the samc wav, that is to say, as we do Arians; or Sab~llians~
Spirit-defying Macedoniacs, If, however, anyone should like to apprehend their heresies from books, he will find all of them in the books of the most holy Patriarch of
Jerusalem Sir Dosithcus the Papomastix (i c.. Scourge of Popes) together with their
most learned refutations. Nevertheless; lie can obtain sufficient knowledge even
from the booklet of learned Mcniatos entitled "A Rock of Scandal." to translate into
English the Greek title of it, Peira Scandalou. Enough was said concerning them by
St. Mark of Ephesus in Florence (at the twenh-rim general assembly), who spoke
frankly as follows: "We have split ourselves off from the Latins for no other reason
than the fact that they are not on]? schismatics but also heretics." Wherefore vÃˆ must
not even think of uniting with them. Even the great ccclcsiarch Silvester (Section 9,
ch, 5) said: '"The dift'erence of the Latins is a here?, and our predecessors also held
it to be such." So, it being admitted that the Latins are hcrctics of long standing, it is
evident in the ver\ first place from this fact that they are unbaptifed, in accordance
nilh h e assertions of St. Basil Lhe Great above cited, and of the saints preceding
him named Cyprian and Firmilian, Because, having become laymen as a result of
their having been cut olF from the Orlhodox Church, they no longer have with them
the grace of the Holy Spirit with which Orthodox priests perform the mystcrics.
This is one argument which is as strong and indisputable as the Canons of St. Basil
tin: Grcat are strong and indisputable, and the words of St. Cyprian the ccclcsiastic martyr, seeing that they have received and retain the sanction of the holy Sixth
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Ecumenical Council. (2nd) The Latins arc unbaptizcd bccausc thcy do not observe
the three immcrsions which havc to be administered to the one bcing baptized, as the
Orthodox Church has received instructions From the Hal! Apostles from h e beginning. Thc carlicr Latins? bcing thc first to innovate with rcgard to thc Apstolicd
Baptism. began using affusion, which means the process o f pouring a little water on
the head of the child- a practice which is still in vogue in some regions; but die mosi
of them take a bundle of hog hairs and sprinkle a few drops of water three times on
the inl'ant's hehead. In other parts of the earth- however, as we have been inlonned
by one who has retained thence, thcy merely take a little cotton (everyone knows how
much water cotton absorbs). and, dipping it into water, they wipe the child with it and
call it baptized. So the Latins arc unbaptizcd because they do not perform the thrcc
immersions and emersions. in accordance with the Apostolic tradition. As touching
these three immersions, we do not say how necessw and indispensable they are
to the celebration of Baptism. Whoever wishes may read about it. but as for any
need there may be. lei him read the manual 01the highly educated and niost learned
Eustratins of Argent But we too shall say in connection with Apostolical Canon L
whatever is now needed on this head. It, however. anyone anlong the Latins or the
Latin minded should put forward a claim to the thrcc invocations of the Holy Trinity,
he must not pretend to have forgotten those things which he was told further above
by sacred Firmilian and by Athaiiasius h e Great: to wit, dial hose supergodly nanies
arc idle and incffcctivc when pronounced by the mouth of hcrctics. For. unless this
be the case. we must most certainly believe that those wicked old women actually do
miracles by simply repeating h e divine names in incanlalions. So h e Latins c m o l
even perform a baptism because they are heretics and have lost the grace required to
celebrate Christmas riles; and they have added to their iniquities that oKnerhrowing the Apostolical Baptism of three immersions. So, I say. let those who accept the
)
what they can say
Latins' sprinkling (often dignified by the name q e r a m ~ i reflect
by way of reply to the authority of the present Apostolical Canon, and further in rcply to the following one (XLVII). I know what h e immediate defensors of llie Latin
pseudobaptism argue. The: argue lliat our Church became accustomed to accepting
converts from the Latins with chrism (alone), and there is, in fact, some fonnulation
to be Found in which the tenns lire specified under which we will lake them in. WiLli
regard to all this we reply in simple andjust words: that it is enough that you admit
that she used to receive them in chrism (alone). So they are heretics. For why the
chrism if thcy wcrc not hcrctics? So, t h q bcing admittedly heretics, it is not probable
that the Orthodox and Apostolic Church would dclibcratcly disregard these Apostolical Canons and the S>iiodicalCanons which we havc noted in the preceding pages.
But as it seems and as it is proper for us to believe, the Church wished to cmploy
some great econoin! with respect to the Latins, having as an example conducive to
her purpose that great and holy Second Ecuiiienicai Council. For the fact is that the
Second Council, as we have said, employed economy and accepted the baptism 01'
Arians and of Maccdoniacs with the aim and hope of their returning to the faith and
receiving full understanding of it, and in order to prevent their becoming yet more
savage wild beasts against thc Church, since thcy wcrc also over inany in multitude
and strong in respect of outward things. And, as a matter of fact, thcy accomplished
this purpose and realized ibis hope. For, thanks to this ecoiiom! those men became
more gentle towards the Orthodox Christians and returned so far to pic@ that within
the space of a few years they either disappeared completel~or vey few o f them
remained. So those preceding us also employed economy and accepted the baptism
of the Latins, especially when performed in the second manner, because Papism, or
Popery, was then in its prime and had all the Iorces and powers orthe kings of Europe
in its hands. while, on the other hand, our own kingdom was breathing its last gasps.
Hence it would have become necessary, if that economy had not been employed, tor
the Pope to rouse the Latin races against the Eastern, take them prisoncrs. kill them.
and inllict countless other barbarities upon them. But now that they are no longer
able lo i d i c t such woes upon us, as a result of h e fact that divine Providence has
lent us such a guardian that he has at last beaten down the brow of those arrogant
and haught! monsters, now, 1 say, that the fun of Papism (otherwise 'known as Roman Catholicism. or Popcv) is of no avail against us, what need is there any longer
of economy? For there is a limit to economy, and it is not perpetual and indefinite,
That is why Tlicopli~iactusof Bulgaria s e s : "He who docs anything as a matter
of economy, docs it, not as simply something good, but as somcthing needed for
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the time being" (conmcntiq 011 Gal. 5: 11). "We have cinploycd economy enough."
says St. Gregory the Theologian in his eulogy ofAthmsius, "without cithcr adopting
what is alien or corrupting what is our own. to do which would make us really bad
economists (or poor managers of economy)." That is what I say too, It is certainly
poor economy when it does noi serve LO convert the Latins and forces us to transgress
die rigonsin of h e sacred Canons and to accept the pseudobaplism ofheretics. "For
economy is to be employed where there is no necessity of transgressing the laws,"
s* s divine C h n sostom. The lad that lhal (brmulation was made economically is
plainly evident from this. that until then the Easterners had been baptizing the rctunling Westerners, as is attested by the local synod in the Lateran of Rome, held in the
year 12 11 after Christ. For it says in its fourth Canon that the Easterners would not
hold services wherever Westerners had becn holding services unless they first purified
die place by h e ceremony of saiickification.Arid anenyards il says lhal lhe Easterners
themselves rebaptiyed those joining the Eastem Church on the ground that t h q had
not had a holy Apostolical baptism. (See Dosilheus. p. 8-24 01the Dodecabsblufi.j
So when it is taken into account that up to that time, according to the testimonies of
the same enemies, the Easterners had been baptizing them, it is plain that it was tor
the sake of a great economy that they later employed the expedient of chrism simply
because our race could not afford, in the plight in which it then was in, to excite any
further h e mania of Popen; and in addidon there is such evidence in Hie fact that they
then abrogated and invalidated all that had becn wrongly done in Florence, and there
was great excitement among the Latins on this iiccoiuit. So. the need of econoniy having passed away, Rigorism and h e Apostolical Canons must have heir place.

with one utterly unbaptized, a person who has been truly baptized in
accordance with the order given by the Lord and iterated by the Apostles
and the divine Fathers, in the very same manner, that is to say, as Orthodox Christians are baptized, he shall be deposed, because with this second rebaptism he is recrucifying and publicly ridiculing the Son of God,
which St. Paul says is impossible, and lie is offering a second death to
the Lord, whom death no longer can conquer (Heb. 6:4); Rom.651, according to the same St. Paul,' Likewise in case any Bishop or Presbyter
should refuse to baptize with the regular baptism of the Catholic Church
one who has been polluted, by which is meant a person who has been
baptized by the impious, or, ill plainer language, heretics, he is to be deposed, since he is deriding or making fan of the cross and death of the
Lord, wrongly and mistakenly thinking that the polluted and disgustful
baptism of heretics is a type, or similitude; of the cross and death of the
Lord, which, however, it is not, and for this reason accepts it and holds
it to be equal to the baptism of the Orthodox Christians. And in addition
because it fails to distinguish the true priest of the Orthodox from the false
priests of the heretics, but, instead, accepts them both as equally true.
For neither can the abominable baptism of heretics make true Christians

out of those who are baptized with it, nor can their ordination make true
priests out of those ordained, according to Apostolical Canon LXVTTT.
Note, moreover, that, as we have said, holy Baptism i s performed in
file type, or similitude, of the cross and death of the Lord. for St. Paul
says that "all of us who have been baptized in Jesus Christ have been
baptized in His death" (Rorn. 6 : 3 ) .And "Therefore we have been buried
with Him by baptism in death" (Rorn. 6:4). And "we have been planted
together in the likeness of His death" (Rorn. 6:5). Why, even the cross
' S o in his interprelation of Canon XIX of the First Council Balsamon. and perhaps others of like mind with Baisamon, is not right in stating that those must
be baptized a second time who, having formerly been Orthodox Christians, later
became heretics and thereafter returned again to the Orthodox faith. When they
adduce in witness the present Apostolical Canon, and Canon XIX of the First
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Comicil, which says that those who havc bccn Paulimists. when thcy take refuge in
the Catholic Church, must be rcbaptizcd. These men, I say. arc not right in what thcy
say. for tliree reasons: (1) because with Ihis rebaptism which they advocate he\ are
introducing two baptisms into the Catholic Church, which, however, in its Creed, or
Symbol of Faith, confesses but one baptism, taking its cue for this confession from
St. Paul. who said, "One Lord, one Cailh. one baptism" (Eph. 4:s).Accordingly, so
far as they are concerned, they are as good as recrucifving with their rebaptism the
Son of God and are rehashing, so to speak. His cross and death, which is a most impious proceeding. "For," s a y St. Paul. "if we sin willfully after wc havc rcceivcd the
knowledge of the truth. there remaineth no longer any sacrifice tor sins'' (Heb. 10:
26), or, in other words (according to divinc C~sostom-in his first sermon on the
Epistle to the Hebrews). a cross. and the baptism serving as an antitypc of the cross.
"For," says St. Paul. "by one sacrifice he halh perfected forever hem lliat have been
sanctified" (Heb. 10: 14). Accordingly. "it is impossible to renew them again unto
repentance who were once enlightened and allenv ards iell away (which means, into
Judaism and simply hcrcsy, according to Chfisostom), seeing they crucify to themselves the Son of God afresh" (Heb. 6:4-6, rearranged and shortened). (2nd) Because
this Apostolical Canon, which thcy cite in attestation of their opinion, is not speaking
of Orthodox Christians who had formerly been baptized, but of thosc who have been
heretics from birlli, and liave been polluted here and liave afterwards come to Orthodoxy. Hcnce it docs not say for us to rcbaptizc thcm, as ones who havc bccn baptized formerly or previousl! .but to baptize them (for il says "fail to baptize") as never
having been baptized in Orthodox fashion. In saying for those who have been Paulianists to be rebaptiyed, Canon XIX of the First Council means by "those who have
been Paulianists" hose who liave been involved in the heres! 01" Paul 01Samosata
ever since birth. and not those who later became adherents of it (even though such a
meaning seems to attach to the word "Pauhan~sts"), For in its ninety-tilth Canon, the
Sixth Ecumenical Council, recalling that same Canon of the First, changed the phrase
'those who liave been Paulianis~s"lo the word "Paulianists." to conforniih, h a t is to
sav. with Ilie words Donalists and Monlaaists. which names betoken a here? from
birth rather, and not one which has been adopted later. Just as Balsamon himself did,
vet so did Zonaras. loo, interprel the Canon in accordance with this sense; as we shall
see in his interpretation. However, notwithstanding the fact that this Canon used the
word rebaptize, which betokens baptizing someone a second time, yet it did not use
the word in its proper sense, but improperly. by way of contrasting, that is to say, our
baptism with the baptism of Paul the heretic. Just as St. Basil the Great. in his fortyseventh Canon, used Ihc same word rebaptism, not with m y implication that that was
a true baptism, but merely as thosc heretics call it. Just as St. Paul, too, called the gods
of the Greeks Gods and Lords, not \villi any implication dial they were truly Gods,
but merely as one telling how he? were called the Greeks (I Cor. 8:5).And (3) Because if those Christians were allowed to be rebapti~edwho have become heretics or
haw renounced thcir faith, why did the same First Council in its eleventh and twelfth
Canons prescribe that those who had renounced in time of persecution should spend
so many years as audients. and so many as succumbcnts, at a time when it was possiblc to baptizc thcm a second timc and thus purifv them from thcir renunciation, and
relieve the Church of so niucli rouble and care involved in their souls correction. For
these reasons, therefore. it is not allowable to baptize a second timc one who lias been
trul! baptixd. in accordance with this Apostolical Canon XLXI I, and the fil'ty-se\ entli of the Synod held in Carlhiige. nolwilhslanding the Cact that he has been polluted
by heretics, because of the fact that the first baptism remains, since the gracious gifts
01' God are irrevocable. Thai. is wh! the thirty-liflh Canon of"the Synod of Carthage
docs not allow clerics to be rcbaptizcd who havc bccn deposed for crimesj and thus
to be promoted again to a rank in holy orders. But one can be purified from the polluti011 or taint of hcrcsy by aiiatlicniatizingthe hcrcsy itself and by nota blc rcpcntancc,
by availing onesel I' ol' the propitiatory prayers of Methodius the Patriarch, which the
Cliurcli r e d s to hose who liave renounced tlieir failh. and lastly by Lhe seal of hol)
Chrism; after a proper trial. and the Canon prescribed by the spiritual father. and with
the bod! and blood ol'the Lord-for it s a y "the blood o f Jesus Christ.. . cleanseth us
from all sin'' (lJohn 1:7). But as for the children of the Hagarcncs who act themselves
baptized with our baptism, not for any pious purpose, but in order to prevent their
bodies from becoming diseased or malodorous, it has bee11 decided qnodically, during the office of Patriarch Sir Luke, that they havc to be baptized a second time in case
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thcy should happen to conic to our faith. since the faith of their impious parents was
not compatible with thcir baptism. Lil~wiscthose must be baptized who have happened lo be baptised by an unlioly person viho has Falsely disguised himself as a
priest. And in addition to any such those who may have been baptized a layman in
a time ol' grave danger ifthey do not die, but outlive it. since according to this AposLolical Canon XLVII onl? Bishops and Presbylers are aiihorized to baplize anyone.
and not laymen, in accordance with the first Canon of St. Basil, which says. "We
baptize hose who have been bapti~edb\ laymen." For what is done in time orgrave
danger and under extraordinary' circumstances is not a law to the Church according
to the seventeenth Canon ot'the First-and-Second Synod. Balsamon and Blastaris say
the same thing. But we must also add this to the present footnote, that according to the
ninetieth Canon of the Synod of Cartilage and the ninety-fourth of the Sixth Council
those children must be baptized who do not themselves know whether hey were
bapthed, because of their not being of the proper age, and concerning whom no witness can be .found to certil~thai they have been baptized. See also the footnote LO the
twenty-fourth Canon of John the Faster, concerning an infant that has been baptixd
in time of grave danger by an unholy person, to the effect that i f it survives it is to be
baptized by a priest. This is in accordance with the fact that Dionysius of Alexandria
bapti7cd anew and all over from the beginning a certain Jew who had been baptixd
by a layman in time of illness when death was threatening, after he survived. as is
recorded in Volume XI. p. 188, of the "Byzantis." We add here that if the layman in
Lime of need is able to baptize them. he can b\ the same token administer the chrism
Lo them.and communion too (see also Hie Coofnok to Canon LVIII of Hie Sixth Coiuicil). It is an opinion of some, too, that infants bapti7ed by laymen in an emergency
ought to be commemorated along with lhe Orthodox if they die. on the ground that
they arc in hope of receiving divine mercy. But those that have been bapti7cd without
there being any emergency by an unholy layman pretending to be a priest are not to be
commemorated after t h q die. for, it is asserted. thcy arc unbaptizd. Note. moreover,
llia~we do not say dial we rebaptize h e Latins, but lhal we baptize hem. For their
baptism belies i k name and is 1101 at all a baplism, but only a mere sprinkle.

was called a baptism by the Lord, according to Chrysostom, when He
said: "Are ye able.. . to be baptized with the baptism that I am baptized
with?. . . Ye shall... indeed.. . be baptized with the baptism that 1 am baptized with" (Matt. 20:22-23; Rom. 6 9 ) . And again: "I have a baptism to
be baptized with, and how I am distressed till it be accomplished" (Luke
12:50)
CANON XLVM

Ifany layman who has divorced his wife lakes another, or one divorced

by another man, let him he excommunicated.

(c LXXXVI[ of 6th: c, XX of Anc,. c, XI11 of Canh,. cc XXI. XXXV.
aiid LXXVII of Basil )
Interpretation

Inasmuch as the Lord decreed ill His Gospel that "Whosoever shall
divorce his wife, save on account of fornication, is causing her to commit
adultery: and whoso marrieth her who hath been divorced doth commit
adultery" (Matt. 5:32; 1 9:9), therefore the divine Apostles too, following
the Lord's decree, say in the present Canon of theirs: If any layman who
insists upon divorcing his wife, except on the ground of fornication, which
is to say adultery (for die Evangelist here mistook the word fornication for
adulteiy. Concerning this point see also c. IV of Nyssa), and takes another
woman that is free to marry, let him be excommunicated. Likewise let
him be excommunicated if, after being divorced from his wife without the
ground of fornication, he takes another woman who is one also divorced.
I

Rigorism and the Lord's decree arc equally averse to letting a man divorce his
wile, or a woman her husband. For the Lord said in regard to both the man and the
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woman: â€œWhosoevshall divorce his wife and many anothcr, committcth adultery.
against her" (Matt, 19:9); and "If a woman shall divorce her husband and be marricd
to anoher, she comn-dteih adultep" (Mark 10:12), 1% itliout adding "'excepi it be for
fornication cithcr in the casc of the man only or in the casc of the woman only, but
He Iefl this to be understood
us indifferently as regarding both. The custom ol'
the Church is Lo allow Hie man aulhority divorce his wife when he finds her Lo be
fornicating or committing adultery, but not to let a woman divorce her husband even
though she find him to be Somicaling or committing adultep. H:on the other hand,
she should divorcc him on grounds of fornication or adultery, and he, being unable
to sutler, should marry a second woman, the first women who divorced him will
have the sin of such a separation. whereas the husband deserves a pardon for having
marricd a second time, and his second wifc is not condemned as an adultress. This
custom, which came into h e Church from the Roman civil law, is no1 accepted by SL
Gregory the Theologian, For he says (Discourse on the saving in the Gospel. when
Jesus spoke these words): "1 see man! men belonging lo the common people lo be
Judging awn- about sobriety. And I sec the law they have about it to be unequal and
anomalous. Since, tor what reason does the law chastise a woman if she fornicates,
but allows a man the liberty to do so. And if a woman bctray thc bcd of her husband.
she is adjudged an adultress. but if a man who has a wifc fornicates with other wornen. is he irresponsible? I do not accept that legislation; I do not praise the custom.
It was men who made that law, and on this account they legislated only as against
the women. For those same legislators of this civil law made a law For children to be
under die control of heir father, but as for Lhe weaker side, hat is Lo say, the mother,
who is a weak woman, they left her uncared for, not having made a law for her children to be under her conkol. God. however, made no such law. On the contrary. He
says. '"Honorthv fathcr and thy nlother," which is the chief comn~andmentamong the
promises. "thatit may go well with thee" (Deut. 5: 16; Exod. 20: 12: Sirach 3:K: Matt.
19: 19: Mark 7:10; Luke 18:20): and "He that curscth father or mother, let him die the
death" (Exod. 20: 12; Lev. 19:3; Denl. 5:16). Equally bolh in the case of the lahex
and in the case of llie mother. He honored obedience and chastised insolence. And:
'A father's blessing supports the houses of children, but a mother's curse uproots the
Ibuiidations" (Prov. 19; 14).
Herein do you not see the equality of the legislation? The Creator of man and
woman is one and the same Being, Both of them are of one and the same clay. One
and the same law governs thcm both. Thcrc is but one resurrection. We have been
born quite as much by a woman as by a man; children owe their parents a single debt.
How. then, is it h a t you h e legislator, being a man, dcniand sobricty orwoman, when
you yourself arc not sober? How is it that you ask for what you do not give?How is it
that vou eiixt unlike legislation For woman notwithstanding that you have a bod> like
thai of woman'.' But can it be that if yo11 are thinking of the evils atlending disobedience, because (he woman sinned? Why, did not Adam sin loo?The serpent deceived
thcm both. Accordingly, it cannot bc said cithcr that the woman proved the weaker of
the two in being deceived, or that the man proved to be the stronger of the two in that
he avoided being deceived. Or if you are thinking of the good results attending rcformation, rcmcmbcr that Christ saved thcm both with His passion. He became flesh for
man, bill also for woman. He died For man. but woman too is saved Ihrough His death.
Perhaps you think that he honored man because Hc was born of David's seed. But b>being born of the Virgin He honored woman. "Th? shall be one Flesh," it says (Gen.
2:24): llial one flesh accordingly must deserve equal honor. Sl. Paul, too, la! down a
law for sobriety for man. In what way? "'This is a great mystep; 1 am speaking with
reference to Christ and the Church" (Eph. 5:32),Is il well lor a woman to have respect
for Christ by means of the respect which she shows for her husband? It is also well for
a man not to dishonor the Church of Christ by means of the dishonor which he does
to his wifc by fornicating with another woman."
Likewise C h n sostom also testifies to this same view in his Hflh sermon on the
First Epistle Hie Tliessaloniaiis. "I beg;" he says, "hat we guard ourselves againsi
this sin. For just as we men chastise our wives when they betray their honor to others,
so and in like manner does God, i f'not the laws of the Romans, chastise us when we
betray the honor of our wives and fornicate with other women since this too, that
is to say, the sin of men with other women, is adultery. For it is adultep, not only
whcn s. marricd woman commits adultery with anothcr man, but also when a marricd
man commits adultcn with anothcr woman, Pay close attention to what I am saying.
Adulten is not merely when married men sin with a skange woman who is married,
but also whcn they sin with an unmarried woman. which is likewise adultery. For
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notwithstanding that the woman with whom they sin is not tied to a man, t h q thcrnselvcs arc tied to a woman. And for this reason it can bc said that thcy havc violated
die law, and have wronged heir own flesh. For wliy should hey chastise heir wife
if she fornicates with a man that is not married? Because, of course, it is adultery, in
spi te o l'the fact that the man \4ho fornicated with her has no wife. and simpl: because
their wife is lied to a man. So they loo, since they are lied a wife, if he! Cornicate with an unmarried woman. are committing a d u l t e ~by their act of fornication.
"Whosoever shall divorce his wife," says the Lord, ^save on account ol' Comication. is
causing her to commit adultery; and whosoever shall mar^ hcr that is divorced cominitteth adultery'' (Matt, 5:32; 19:9),And if this be so, is not one committing adultery
all the more who has a wifc when he joins in self-corruption with an umiimicd woman? Yes. That is obvious to cvcconc. Not only St. G r c g o ~and St Chysostom, but
even Basil himself cannol bear to follow hat custom which disregards h e commandment delivered by God. as he makes known in other pages as well as in the twelfth
delmition of his Momls. But lie also says in his c. XXXV: "When a wonian abandons
her husband, we must inquire into the reason why she left him. Then. if it appear that
the woman left him unreasonably and without cause, the man is to merit a pardon, but
the woman, a canon and penance, as having become the cause of the evil. No other
reasonable cause for the separation of a man-ied couple can be found besides that of
Fornication or of adultery of a man and of a woman. But Justinian Novel 117, siluatcd in Book 28 of the Basilica. Title vii. ordains that if any man has another woman
either in the c i t ~where he is dwelling or under the roof of his house, and is corrupting
himself in company with her, if his real wife should kll him io abstain Croiii the other
woman, and should he refuse to abstain from her. permission is granted to have the
marriage annulled on account ol' the jealousy ol' his wile. which jealousy leads many
wives to drink poison and commit suicide, and others to lose their mind, others to
jump offa precipice, and others to still other absurd things. as may be seen from such
cxamplcs which arc daily occurrences in nearly every city and island and town. For,
just as a nim's anger is full ofjealousy for his wile if she has coniinilted adultee. as
Solomon says (Prov. 6:34), "and lie will nol spare in h e da: of vengeance, nor will
he forgo his enmity for any amount of ransom, neither will he be coaxed to remit it
ill exchange ibr a multilude of gills." In much h e same wa! (11oL lo say even more)
is a woman's anger, iie., her heart. fall of.jealousv for her husband if he has committed adultery.Note, however, that though the Lord allowed husbands to separate from
thcir wifc on account of fornication or. in other words- because of adultery. yet a
bishop ought not to give them permission to enter into a second marriage, but ought
Lo leave them Ihus separalcd for a long space of lime, until h e one who commillcd
fornication. i.c., adultery, comes to repent of his or her deed, to fall at the feet of the
oilier, and give a promise hat henceforth he or she will keep the honor of the other
mate, and in this manner they are Enally reunited. For even the Lord did not allow
them to be separated merely on account of adultery, but mainly and ch~ellybecause
of the j c a l o u ~which results from such adultce. and because of the murder which
often follows as a result of the jealous'. A second reason for allowing a separation is
to prevent the confusion and bastardizatioii of the offspring that follows as a result
the Theologian says So that as Zonaras says in his
of such adultc?; as S t G r c g o ~
iiikrpre~alionof cc. IX and XXI of Sl. Basil. a mail is nol forced lo keep his adulkess
wife is he does not want to do so. but if he wants her. he m y without prejudice keep
her and live with her. What am I saving, without prejudice? Why. that man is to be
praised and lo be esteemed very wise indeed who Lakes his wife back even aller she
has committed fornication (on the promise. though, that she will not sin any more) for
two good and sufficientreasons. First, on account orthe love and sympathy he is thus
showing for his own flesh-I mean for his own wife-by emulating the very Lord of
all things, God, who, notwithstanding that human nature was formerly an adultress
and had formerly coimittcd fonucation with idols, Hc condesccndcd to make her
His bride by virtue of the incarnate economy, and to save her through repentance and
union with Him. And just as it is Lhe par1 of a prudeiil man,when an? ofhis members
is wounded or injured not to cut it off. but to make it his business to give it medical
treatment, so, too, is it the part of a prudent man, when his own member sins. which
is to say his own wifc, not to divorce her. but to take greater care of her and to cure
her by means of repentance and by giving her a chance to return. And secondly. because when such an impure condition has developed between a husband and wifc. it
is by God's concession, and as a result of previous sins that it has ensued. (And let
evenone examine his ow11 conscience; and lie will find our words h e . ) Hence both
parties must havc patience with each othcr. and not insist upon a separation. Even
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die Apostle s a y that a faithful husband ought to cohabit cvcn wid1 his unfaidiful
wifc. and conversely, a faithful wife ought to cohabit with her unfaithful husband, for
the hope of salvation ofbolh oftheni. "For whal knowest tliou, 0 wife. whether thou
shalt savc thy husband? or how knowcst thou. 0 husband, whether thou shalt savc
lhy wile?" (I Cor. 7: 16). How much more ought a couple. then. to cohabit and nol
separate, even alter fornication has ensued, al a time when impiety, the worst of all
sins. will not separate it? Of course. these things which we have said as concerning
the husband, are Lo be understood likewise as pertaining to the \vice. Notwithstanding
that the author of Proverbs says: "Whoso rctaincth an adultrcss is foolish and impious'' (Prov. l8:22; omitted in the Authorized and Revised Versions of the Bible), this
saying reflects the liarshncss and brusqucncss of the old Law. and not the lcnicncy
and benignity of the extremely gentle Law of the Gospel. Rather should the Old
Testament be quoted from the n~outhof Malaclu, who says: "Abandon not the wife
ofthy youth: but if after coming to hate her thou send her away, a feeling of in~piee
will pall t h ~recollections, saith the Lord Almighty" (Mal. 2: 15-16). II. however, in
the end no way. no device, can be foundto reunite the couplc henceforth, the innocent
pa* may, as a matter of great necessity, marry a second time, but never the party
guilty of fornication who became the causc of the separation. This party. instead of
second nuptials and wedding candles ought rather to sit mourning and weeping ovcr
his sin, and find solace in llie darkness of sorrow and of a grass widow hood, because
of the fact that whom God joined he or she rent apart. What am I saying? Why, the
part! hat was the cause of he separation ought lo pa! damages. as h e imperial
laws conmiand. according lo Sl. Clnysosloni (Discourse on a woman bound bv law
etc.); and that the guile party in the couple ought not to be allowed to marn may
be inferred horn Novel 38 ol' Leo. For this Novel says tliaL the husband ol' a woman
guilty of adultey is to receive her dowty. while the woman herself is to be placed in
a nunneF and compelled even against her will to become a nun. Whatever property
she had ovcr and above her dowy is to be divided between her children and the
nunnee; or if she has no children, her parents and relatives are to have it. Justinian
"Novel 117, too, commands that if the husband of a woman confined in a nunnery for
adultery should die within the two years before taking her back, she is to become a
culogrc/ia.or confined nun (and not be allowed, that is to say: to remarry). That the
husband is not permitted to take back his wife after she has been guilty of committing
adultery is attested on the one hand by Annenopoulos (Book 6, Title I]), and on the
other hand by sacred Photius (,Title I, c. 2) Novel 134 of Justinian (inserted in Book
28 of the Basilica, according to Balsamon) ordains that the husband can take back
his guilt? wifc vvihin two \ cars aflcr she coiiunilkd h c adultcp and was sentenced
to the nunnery for the act of adultery, and that he can cohabit with her frccly without
fearing i q danger on this xcoimt and without injury lo his marriage as a result of
the previous sin and separation. St. Basil h e Great, too, says in his dissertation 011
virginity that of'a woman who has been lel't by her husband repents and corrects the
causc on account of which he left her; the husband ought to have compassion on
her because of her having corrected herself and to take her back as his own member
again. Moreover. c. XCIII of the 6th permits a soldier to take back his own wife if he
choose cvcn though she has taken another husband bccausc of his many ?cars" absence fiom h e counQ in Foreign lands. Canon VIII of Neocaesarea likewise appears
to pcnnit a priest to live with his wife when she is guilty of adultery if he cares to do
so. though he must be deposed.
Note also the fact that not even one can start suit
for adulten. bul only five persons hsted, and these iiiust be most i n h a l e and nearesi
relative of the woman, namely: father, brother. uncle on the father's side, and uncle
on the mother's side, and exceptionally and especially and above all her husband. As
long as the marriage is in force nobody clsc is permitted to start such a suit except
only the husband of the woman, by means of five witnesses attesting in fear o f God
that thcy all saw her in the very act of committing adultcry A suit for adultery may be
started at any time within Cue Fears, and not later (Annenopoulos, Book I , Title Ill),
Besides all lliese Lhiiigs. it ought to be known lo everybody lhal die civil and imperial
laws never permit husbands to kill their wives even though they have caught them as
adultresses. Hence those who kill either their wives, or their sisters and daughters, or
relatives of any other kind- on the ground that thcy have been guile of fornication or
of adultery',
So, inasmuch as it may be inferred, from all that we have said, that a married
couplc ought not to be separated. therefore it is ncccssav for one side of the couplc
to bear with the other patiently, according to St Gregory the Theologian, Thus,
the wife ought to put up with her husband even though he insults and beats her.
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even though hc spends her dowr~.and 110 matter what clsc 11c may do to her; and
just as much ought the husband to put up with his wife even though she is possessed
by demons. as mentioned in I Tim. 4: 1- and even though she is suffering from other
defects, and has diseases, according to St. Chgwstom (in his Discourse on a woman
bound by law. etc.). Nolv\ithstanding that imperial and external laws on man! accounts pennil mamed couples Lo separate and be divorced, Sl. Chpsoslom (ioc.
at.),in the course of voicing opposition to them, says: "God is not going tojudge in
accordance with those laws- but in accordance with the laws which He Himself"has
laid down with regard to marriage. Thcrc is but one reasonable ground for divorcc.
and that is the one ordained by the laws, according to Emperors Leo and Constantine.
when one party plots against the life of the other (Title 3311, of the selection of laws).
A married couple may be divorccd reasonably enough, again. whcn one party is an
Qrlhodox Christian, and the olher party is a heretic, according to c. LXXII oflhe 6lh;
or when there is a blood relationship by marriage, according to c, L1V of the same
Council; or a relationship due lo baptism, according to c. L11I of [lie same Council;
and also whcn the lord of the couple will not consent to their being wedded, according
to cc, XT, XLI, and XLTI of St. Basil,
As to the proper form of a Lcttcr of Divorce, scc a t the end of this Handbook.

from her husband without the ground of fornication, or, in other words, of
adultery. These things which we have said with reference to the husband
must be understood to apply also to the wife who leaves her husband, save
on account of fornication. and takes another man as her husband. As for
any man or any woman that separates from his or her mate without a reasonable cause and remarries or is remarried, he or she shall be canonized
to have no communion for seven years, according to c. LXXXVI 1 of the
6th, c. XX of Ancyra, and cc. LXXV11 and XXXVII of Basil. Read also
c. XLIII of Carthage which prescribes that if a married couple separate
without the commission of fornication on the part of either spouse, either
they must remain unmarried or they must become reconciliated and be
reunited, as St. Paul also says in chapter 7 of his First Epistle to the Corinthians,
CANON XLTX

I f any Bishop or Presbyter baptize anyone not into the Father and the
Son and the Holy Spirit in accordance with the Lord's ordinance, but into
three beginningless beings or into three sons or into three comforters, let him
be deposed. "
Interpretation

When the Lord sent forth His disciples to preach the Gospel, He told
them: "Go ye, therefore, and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them
in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit" (Matt.
28: 19). So the present Apostolical Canon prescribes that any Bishop or
Presbyter who, instead of baptizing in that manner, in accordance with
the ordinance of the Lord's, baptizes into three beginningless beings, into
three sons, or into three comforters shall be deposed. For certain heretics,
blaspheming against the Holy Trinity; were being baptized in such a manner notwithstanding that the Church of orthodox Christians had received
instructions to say the Father on account of His being beginningless and
unbegotten, even though the Son is also said to be beginningless as respects any beginning in point of time, as St. Gregory the Theologian
theologically argues: and likewise to say the Holy Spirit, though not with
respect to cause and natural beginning; for this character belongs only to
the Father. Accordingly, the formula includes a Son on account of His ineffable birth, and a Paraclete (or Comforter), the Holy Spirit, on account
of His super-rational procession out of the Father alone. Note, on the
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other hand, that all the Canons of the Apostles that relate to and speak of
baptism mention only Bishops and Presbyters. For they alone have permission to baptize, and deacons and other clergymen have not.
CANON L
TRINE IMMERSION IS REQUISITE FOR BAPTISM
I f any Hi.vhop o r Presbyter does not perform three immersions (literally,
"three baptisms") in muking one baptism (literally, "one initiation"), bvi
fsc. only) a single immersion (literdly, "asingle baptism"}, that given into
the death ofthe T,ord, let him he deposed {sc. from @ice). For the T , o d did
not say, "Huptize ye into my death, " hut, "Goye and make disciples of all
nations, baptizing (hem in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of (he
Holy Spirit " (Matt. 28: 19).

Interpretation

There are three things quite necessary and in any case altogether indispensable in the mystery (i .e., sacrament) of Holy Baptism: holy water;
trine immersion and emersion in the water; and an invocation of each of
the three Supergod Substances. In the foregoing 49th Canon the divine
Apostles ordered and, taught concerning the thee invocations, what
names we are to say, and in what order. In the present, or 50th, Canon they
proceed to ordain concerning the three immersions and emersions. This
means, as we have said, that these are necessary' as regards what is simply
called necessary, and are constituents of the true and orthodox baptism.
Accordingly, without them not only is a baptism incomplete, but it cannot
even be called a baptism at all. For, if to baptize means in more familiar
language to dip, then speaking of immersions in the water is the same thing
as speaking of three dips or baptisms; a dip is also called a baptism, and
is not so called because of anything else. But let us see what the Apostles
decree in regard to the word. Whatever bishop or presbyter in the single
mystery of baptism fails to perform three baptisms, or three immersions,
but instead performs only one immersion carried out as though into the
one death of the Lord, let him, be deposed from office. (See this Apostoli cal Canon refuting Eunomius-a Roman Catholic bishop deposed, A. D.
36 1 -the first to substitute a single immersion in baptism, as we said before. though other heretics may have been doing this even in the time of
the holy Apostles.) Since the Lord did not tell us, His Apostles, when He
was sending us forth to preach, "Baptize ye in my death," but instead He
told us, "Go ye and make disciples of all nations, baptizing thorn in the
name of the Father, and of the Son, and ofthe Holy Spiritv-which means,
of course, baptize ye them with thee immersions and emersions, and with
each immersion add ye aloud each single name of the Holy Trinity. For
in a single immersion and emersion neither is the three days' death of the
Savior perspicuously represented nor are the mystery and the theognosy
i.e., knowledge of God) of the Holy Trinity at all indicated. Hence any
such baptism, being destitute of theology, and of the incarnate economy, is
most impious and cacodoxical. But with three immersions and emersions

' It is an indisputable dogma of our Orthodox faih, mat

the death of Jesus Chrisi
proved to be a necessary means for the salvation of all the human race and for the
reconciliation oi' man lo God. For without it. il would never have been possible ("or
man to come to terms with God, but. instead, he would necessarily have remained
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forever an implacable enemy of God. In stating this fact St. Paul said: "When we wcrc
cncmies. we wcrc reconciled to God by thc death of his Son" (Rom. 5:10). Hence in
order llial the remembrance of his ineffable beiiefaclion of God to man be alwa! s
kept up, and in ordcr that henceforth the salvation of men as a result of this dcath
ma'\ a l w q s be actuali/sd. the Lord Himself who underwent this death in the llesh
and became h e captain of our salvation, sad His supernal disciples. as well as all the
God-bearing Fathers, have ordained that the ceremonial form and symbolical representation of this death be necessarily and indispensably carried out at even r r p s t q
and at evcy religious rite and ccrcnionv of our Church, But par excellence the ccren~onialform of the Lord's death is carried out in the mysten of Baptism by means
of the thrcc immcrsions performed therein. If said par excellence because in all the
other events, outside of the man,the, ccrcmonial form of thc Lord's death is carried
oul, to be sure, but in Holy Baptism the man himself within himself cames out Lhe
death of the Lord-that is, the man himself in being baptized symbolically,or ritiially,
dies and is buried together wiLli Christ in the water ol'baptism. This is witnessed also
by St. Paul the Apostle, who says: "As many of us as wcrc baptized into Christ were
baptwed into his death; therefore we are buried with him through baptism into death"
(Rom. 63-41, So in ordcr that the similitude of Christ's dcath and of His thrcc days'
burial mav be administered to us. the three immcrsions must of necessity be executed;
otherwise. it is impossible. Listen. too, and note how accordant with Holy Writ and
with the Canons of the Apostlcs the tradition of the Fathers also is in regard to the
necessity of the inmiersions. For first of all comes Hie contemporary of the Apostles
Dionysius Lhe secrel mystic, who with his accustomed diclion of glorious grandeur
asseverates the following facts: "The syn~bolicalteaching, therefore, initiates into
Llie in! steq h e one who is being sacredly baptized with the three immersions in the
water to imitate the thcarchic death of the three days"buria1 of Jesus the life-giver."
And again: "The total covering with water has been aptly compared to the invisible
form of dcath and burial." And elsewhere: "Thrice, therefore, the celebrant baptized
him (i.e.. the catechumen) with the three inimersions and emersions of the rite, at the
same time pronouncing aloud Lhe trine substance of die divine blissfulness." C!ril of
Jerusalem in his catechetics also hints at the three days' burial of Christ here by a si militude: '"For precisely as our Lord spent hree cia! s and three nights in die bosom ol'
the earth, so did you simulate the first day of Christ in the earth the first emersion.
and the night by the immersion," And again: "'Exactly as Jesus dies after taking upon
Himself the sins of the inhabited world, in ordcr that by putting sin to dcath He might
resurrect you in rightcousncss, so. after dcsccnding into the water and in a way bcing
buried with Him exactly as He was in the rock. you risc and walk about in newness
of life." And again: "You were lcd by the hand to the holy font of divine bapnsm as
nas Christ led from the cross lo Hie tomb awaiting him ." And again: "Precisely as
Christ -was bathed in the river Jordan, and, imparting of the lights of the Deity lo the
waters, rose out of"these, and an essential descent of"Holy Spint occurred to Him,
likc alighting upon likc, so too, when you ascended out of the baptismal font of the
sacred baptismal water you were given a chrism Qpi+vingthat with which Christ was
anointed." la interpreting that Apostolical passage saying. "We have been planted
together in the likeness of his dcath," valorous Athanasius declares: "We have been
planted together, or; in oilier words. are participants (or share-holders); precisely as
the Lord's body buried in thc earth yielded salvation to the world, so has your body
al'ter being buried in baptism \ielded righteousness to you. Now, the likeness is as
follows. Precisely as Christ died and on the third day rose again from the grave, so
do we by dying in baptism succeed in rising again from death. For the act of immerging a child thrice in the font and emerging him betokens the death of Christ and
His resurrection after thrcc days. With three immersions, therefore, and an equal
number of invocations Basil performs the mysterv of Baptism, in order that the form
of dcath inay be symbolized and we who arc being baptized may be illuminated in
our souls by having Lheognos) (i .e..knowledge oC God) conrerred upon us." And
elsewhere: "One thing we do know. and that is solerial Baptism, since there is but
one death in behalf of the world, and but one resurrection from the dead, of both of
which Baptism is a ceremonial tbnn." And again: '"How- then, can we succeeding
in descending into Hades? By imitating the burial of Christ. For the bodies of those
bapti7ed are buried, as it were, in the water." And further below "The water, in fact,
affords a symbol. or picture, of dcath, while; tin: spirit imparts the vivifying power."'
St Gregory of Nyssa in his catechism: '"The descent into the water, and the fact that
die 1 m is submerged [herein three limes in succession involve another ni! slen ...
"
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And again: "Our God and Savior, therefore, in fulfilling the economy in our behalf,
went under the earth as the fourth clcment; we, on the other hand, though receiving
baptism in imitation of the Lord,our teacher and professor- are not actually buried in
the ground, yet in coming into the next ncarcst thing to it, the clement water. we arc
hidden in it, as the Savior was in the earth; and by doing this three times in succession
we symbolize to ourselves Lhe k e e days allowed for resurrection." S 1. Chn'soslom
(Sermon 24 on the Gospel of St. John): "What is the reason for Baptism? Divine
symbols are exhibited therein-a grave and a process oC becoming dead. and resurrection and life, and all these things take place together. For precisely as in a grave.
when our heads are dipped under the water, the "old man" is buried, and being immcrscd deep below he is wholly hidden for once: afterwards when we come back up,
it is the new man that comes back up." Again (Sermon 40,. . on I Cor,): "Accordingly,
the process of baptizing and immersing a person, and &wards emersmg him, is a
symbol of the descent into Hades and of the ascent therefrom. That is why St. Paul
calls baptism a grave, in saying: "We are bimed with him through baptism' '"(Ro111.
64). And again: "What the womb is to the cnibtyo. the water is to the believer. For
in the water he is moulded into a form and regenerated." St. John Damascene: "The
thrcc immersions of Baptism serve to represent the thrcc days that the Lord was
buried," But whv should I be citing the old Fathers of ours in kstimony with a view
to showing the necessity of the immersions in Baptism'? Let anyone who desires
read the learned gentleman and theologian of the Latins named Cordcrius. and he
will see. in his discourse concerning Baptisni how he refutes the wicked opinion
of Thomas Aquinas (a Roman Catholic Lheologist of the durkeiith ceiitup) who
holds that it is a matter of indifference whether baptism is performed with three immersions or not. and how he decides to have die three immersions and emersions
duly observed in accordance with the ordinance of Baptism of our Eastern Church.
But then. the v e F name baptismal font, in which the baptized are ducked under
the water, is capable of showing the necessity ofthe immersions without man! other
proofs. Hcncc in the ordinances of the Apostles it is written (Book VII. ch, 45) that
the one being baptized must descend into the water. And again: "Baptism, therefore,
is given into the dcath of the Lord: the water, instead of burial; the oil. instead of Holy
Spirit; the seal instead of the Cross: the chrism- as a confirmation of the confession;. ,
the inmiersioii signifies d\ mg with Christ: h e emersion signifies being resurrected
with Christ" (Book 111, ch. 17). That is why on the night of Great Saturday (of Passion
Week) it was and still is a custom (or catechumens to be bapttsed, as is indicated also
by the Apostolical ordinances in Book V7ch, 19, and by Canon LXV of the (local)
Synod of Laodicea, And the reason is that the night of this Great Saturday is midway
between the burial and the resurrection of the Lord, according to Balsamon and Zonaras, whereof the immersions and cmcrsions of Baptism arc a t y p e or ceremonial
Corm. This means tli~ilit is done in order that llie one being baptized may no1 om\
be buricd and rcsurrccted with Christ during the immersions of Baptism, but also
during the same season. In the Dictionary of Franciscus of Pivat it is written that St.
Olio baptized with hree immersions. Fearing; he says, lest h e Latins disregard the
Apostolical ordinances applying to Baptism and subject them to insult, he ordered
baptismal louts to be conslrucled of marble and to be Fixed to the churches, and to
project from the ground up to kncc high, in order that infants bcing baptized in thcm
might have room enough to be wholly immersed. Hence it is ha1 in h e church of St.
Mark in Venice such a baptismal font has been in existence down to this d p , to the
disgrace of the Roman Catholics, or Papists. as they are called in Greek. Yet the l a d
is hat even Pope Pelagius agreed in asserting dial thee immersions are necessaril!
needed for holy Baptism. From all that has been said here, then, what conclusion
Collows'? That three immersions and emersions are necessary in Baptism to s y ~ ~ ~ b o l izc the thrcc days' death. and burial, and rcsurrcction of the Savior. wherein salvation, remission, and reconciliation are given by God to men. It is therefore logical to
concludc that the Latin aspersion, or mere sprinkling, bcing destitute of immersions
and cmcrsions, is consequently destitute also of the form, or type, of the three days'
death, and burial. and resurrecti011 of h e Lord, From hese facts ils plainly evident
that it is also destitute and admittedly void of all gracc and sanctification and rcmission of sins. IF the Latins nevertheless insist that their aspersion is able to afford
sanctification and, gracc through invocations of the Holy Triniv. let thcm learn that
Baptism is not consummated by invocations of the Holy TriniQ only, but that the
ceremonial form of the Lord's death and burial and resurrection is also requisite.
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Since only a belief in the Trinity cannot save the one bcing baptized, but a belief in
the death of the Messiah is also ncccssaq: it is thus by means of both that he is placed
w i h reach of sahalion and bliss. For "with three immersions (for it is well Lo repeat
St. Basil's statement) and an equal number of invocations the mystery is performed.
in order hat the Form of death may be qmbolized and we who are being baptized
may be illuminaled in our souls by having Iheognosy (i.e., knowledge of God) conferred upon us." Please note, however, that just as we assert that the baptism offered
by the Latins is heretical and unacceptable, on account of the reasons staled here, we
Orthodox Christians must be careful too in regard to our own baptism and scc that it
is not performed in basins and troughs in which only a small part of the legs of the
infants bcing baptized is actually dipped under the surface of the water. And If leave
out of account the fact that on numerous occasions those troughs tip over and the
holy water is spilled. Hence, if we criticize h e Latins for setling aside the Aposlolical Baptism, we, on the contrary, must see that we keep ours safe and irreproachable,
Accordingly, as concerning this and with regard lo all the other things, h e cares and
obligations devolve upon the pastors of the souls. We are only so far doing what we
can to point out the goal of the work and c v out so as to give notice of it; let them
look after their part, as they shall have to give an account of themselves. We add
further this observation that perhaps, in agreement with what great Gregory of Thessalonica says. the Lord. after first disclosing to us his descent into and ascent out of
Hades through the process of baptizing believers in accordance with His directions.
actually delivered this process to us as a means unto salvation (Sermon 2, concerning
Baptism). Since Lhe Orthodox Baptism is not a ceremonial form of only h e burial of
the Lord's body, as the Apostle and the other Fathers have said, but also of the descent
01His soul into Hades, as St. Basil and St. Chp soslom asserted in the Foregoing, in
order that through the ceremonial form of Christ's burial, on the one hand-according
to Gregory himself againÃ‘th body of the one being baptized may be theurgically
affcctcd while, on the other hand, through the ccrcmonial form of the descent into
Hades his soul may be deified; it appears that just as seeds and planis unless sown
deeply into the ground and not left on the surface of it cannot sprout and bear fruit
but either wither or are trodden underfoot or are picked up and eaten by birds, so and
in like manner the unfortunate Latins, since they are not "planted together." as the
Apostle s a y , that is to sav, they are not planted together with Christ like plants in the
process of Baptism, That is what is meant by the expression "planted together" according to St. Basil who says: "Having been buried with Christ,we arc incapable of
being corrupted as a result of deadness, but, instead, we are merely simulating burial
precisely like a plantation of seeds." And again: "Having been planted in the likeness
of death, we shall also risc up together at all events. For such is the result bound to
follow as a consequence of the plim~alion"(Sermon 1. concerning Baptism-p. 656 of
Vol. 11). This is corroborated also by the fact that by means of the plant and seed of
wheat the Lord alluded to Himself, and to His burial by means of the illustration of
planting wheat when Hc said, "If a grain of wheat fall into the ground and die,'' i.c.,
provided it be planted and buried (John 12:24), '"it bringeth forth much fruit." Thus
I say that inasmuch as the Latins are not planted together with the double-natured
grain Christ in the water of Baptism, neither their body nor their soul is thcurgically
affected, and, to put the mailer more plainly, they simply canno1 spout salvation, b u ~
inevitably wither and go to destruction.

both faith in the Holy Trinity is clearly affirmed and the three days' death
and burial and resurrection of the Savior are at the same time symbolized.
Thence it consequently follows that our baptism comprises the two foremost dogmas of OUT expression of the orthodox faith-that, 1 mean, of the
theology of the vivifying Trinity, and that of the incarnate economy of the
God Logos.
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CANON LI

I/any Bishop, or Presby~er,ofleacon, OF anyone at all on the sacerdotal
list, abstainsfrom marriage, or meat, or wine, not as a matter uf mortification, but out of an abhorrence thereoJ forsetting that all things are exceedingly good, and that Cod made man male and female, and blasphemously
misreprexenting Godk work uf creation,either let him mend hix wayx or let
him be deposedfrom office and expelledfrom the Church. Let a layman be
treated similarly.
(Ap. c. LIII; c. XI11 of the 6th;c. XIV ofAncyra: cc. I, IX, XIV, XXI of Gangra;
c. LXXXVI of Basil.j

Interpretation

Since all things are pure unto the pure in heart and conscience (Tit.
1 : 15). "For every creature of God is good, and nothing is to be rejected,
if it be received with thanksgiving" (I Tim. 4:4); just as St. Paul says in
particular: said there is nothing that is common or "unclean of itself,"
i-e., impure ill respect of its own nature and entity (Rom. 14:14). For
this reason, too, the divine Apostles in their present Canon are at one in
ordaining that any bishop or presbyter or deacon, or anyone on the sacerdotal list of priests and clergymen, who forgets that everything that God
has made is good, and that God created man male and female (Gen. 1:
271, and abstains from marriage, and fiom the eating of meat, and from
the drinking of wine, not by way of mortification and temperance and
discipline of the flesh, but because he loathes them, and in this way blas-

' The present Canon, as well as c,

XIV of Ancyra, leads to he correct and quite
true conclusion that some men, including bishops and presbytm and deacons, who,
though not monks, both then and n o w a d ~ s of
, their own accord refrained from
eating meat and still refrain, not because of any abhorrence, or any other heretical
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wrong-mindcdncss-God forbid! (for that was a pcculiari& of the Greeks, who rcfused to cat mcat, on account of their belief that irrational animals possessed a soul:
hence he! did not even dare to slaughter diem, Plutarch states. Olhers. too, who did
likewise wcrc to be found among the Marcianists and gcncrally among the Manichees, according to Epiphanius; and among the Encratites. according lo St. Basil;
and among the Bogoniiles, according to Balsamon); but for the sake of niorli~ication.
or asceticism, as mentioned in the present Canon, and for the sake of disciplining the
llesh to temperance, according to c, XIV ol'Ancyra: I said that bishops and presbyters
and deacons who were not monks wcrc in the habit of practicing temperance in regard
to meat or of not eating it at all. From that time indeed it became a most beneficial
custom in the Church of Christ for some not to bccomc bishops until they had become
monks (a fact which is verified by the words which both the bishop of Caesarca and
die bishop of Chalcedon addressed to h e legale of Pope John at the council held at
the time of Photius, which words ran as follows: "Even in the East unless one had
become a monk he could not become a bishop or a patriarch"; and again: "In h e
time of his (sc. Photius') prelacy many were accounted clergymen who were monks).
Symeon (or Simeon) of Thessalonica (c, 266) s a y that most of those who were destined to bccomc bishops wcrc first made monks by the Church and then appointed as
bishops. See also the footnote to Ap. c, LXXX, From that time, I say. such a custom
came to prevail. and since it prevailed they themselves ought 1101 to eat meat (sa\s
Dositheus, the celebrated Church Father of sacrcd memory in his Dodccabiblus. page
779Ã‘tha is, a patriarch addressing patriarchs, and a prelate addressing prelates. not
I myself). Consequenlly, all those who break Ihe beiugii custom are doing wrong.
because they are most seriously scandalizing and giving offense to simple-minded
Christians, in addition to all the oilier evils resulting horn such niisconduct. That is
why Ccdlcnus denounces the bishop of Copronymus (Constantine V) who was made
Patriarch. by charging that from a monk he became a stephanrte,;, i.e., a clergyman,
and that he was addicted to the cating of meat. But if prelates. as maintained by this
prelate and patriarch Dositlieiis. ought not to eat meat, how much more is it not incumbenl upon monks lo refrain from doing so? The latler, indeed, oughl to abstain
from eating meat because of three good reasons. First, because the aim and end of
die monastic prolession is sobriety: virginity: and llie reslraiiit and suppression 01die
body. But the eating of meat, which is the richest of all foods in fat and grease, is in
consequence unfavorable to sobriety and virginity. which is the same as saying that
it is unfavorable to the aim and end of monastic lifc, owing to its tcndcncy to tickle
the flesh and to raise a war of wanton appetites and desires against the soul. Accordingly, if, as St. Basil conlcnds, monks ouglil to restricl lhcmsclves to a d i d hat is not
rich. but, on the contrary, of little nutritiousness; and if t h q ought neither to cat the
more s a v o ~and flavoc foods, since hese conduce to Hie development of a love of
pleasure, according to the same saint (see "against Plato."' the 71st of his discourses):
how. then. can il be said that it is all right lor them to eat meat. which IS Ihe richest
of all foods. and the most nourishing, and most savory and flavory'! Secondly; monks
ought not to eat meat, because in doing so the;' are violating this most ancient custom
among monks-I n~canabstinence from meat. That this most charming custoni of
such high antiquity was in vogue even bcforc the timc of Emprcss St. Thcophano is
evident also .from the ~eslimoii! we have spoken of above. For Copronymus lived a
hundred and fifty years bcforc the timc of Empress Theophano. Divine Chqsostoii~
too, tells us (in his first sennon to Theodore after lie fell out of order) that a monk sitiiated in h e desert begged his male to go and get him some meat to eal, and Ihreatened
that if the other did not want to go (because of the absurdity and unreasonableness
of his request, and because eating 01' meat was forbidden)he himsell'would have to
go down to the market place And clsewhcrc the same saint in relating the customs
of the monasteries of that time says: "'Everything there is clear of the odor of roast
mcat and free from the taint of blood" (Scmion XIV on the First Epistle to Timothy
page 307 oI' Vol, IV). Nicephoriis Gregoras, too, in his Roman History records that
die wife of John Gl!cvs h e logotliete became a nun, and her husband also sought to
become a monk. But the emperor, being v e n fond of him, forbade him to do so, on
the ground that. having bad humors in the joints and being at times subject to torturcs he had to cat meat, in thc opinion of the physicians- but if he wcrc to become
a monk, this he could no longer do and be within the law and praiseworthy. Divine
Gregory of Thcssalonica, too, says openly that the cating of mcat is forbidden to
monks (Sermon I of his later ones in behalf of those reposing in sacrcd peace). Empcror Nicephorus I11 Bolamales. having become a monk, aller losing his empire. and
having been asked whether he could stand the lifc of a monk magnanimously and
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without quailing, couched his reply in the following words: "It is only the abstinence
from mcat that troubles me; as concerning other things I do not mind them much"
(Meletius ofAthens, Eccles. HisL Vol. 11, page 414). This confirmed by h e Life of
John Climax, which says that the saint ate everything that was pcrrnissiblc to his
profession and entailed no blame. See also Evergelinos. page 425. But why should 1
be saying all this which is based upon testimonies of human beings'? Lady Theoloke
herself (i.e. the Virgin M a y ) has borne witness by herself and all alone how ancient
and hovl exceedingly soul-he filing abstinence from meat is, in that she gave orders. by performing a miracle, to that most holy and saintliest man Dosithcus. when
he was still a child, among other things, not to eat any meat, a fact which is told us
by the learned Abbot Dorothcus. Let the seal to these statements be c. XXXIV of St.
Niccphoms the Confcssor, who says the following outright: "If any monk throws off
the holy habit (i.e., his garb), eals meal, and lakes a wife, such a inail, if lie repent
not, ought to be anathemati~ed;or, if he stubbornly insists on wearing the habit, he
ought to be shut up in a nionastery." Theopliylacliis of Bulgaria, too. writes gains1
the monks of the Latins and accuses them of cating mcat broth, and in consequence
he rejects the n~onks'custom of eating meat on the ground of its not being observed
properly. St. Mclctius the Confessor, in his "Alphabet of Alphabets," says that all
men, including both laymen and monks, need to keep God's comniandments, but that
monks especially ought to keep their virginity, flight from the world, and abstinence
from mcat, speaking in the following fashion: "All of us ought to keep the commaiidments of the Creator. All that is required in addition to this of monks by way of
exception. the only other Lhiag lliat hey have to offer lo h e Lord, is simply virgidy.
flight from worldly things, abstinence from meat, and endurance of distress and affliction." Thirdl!, and lastly, monks ouglit not to eat meat. if not so much because ii
is an impediment to thc aim and end of the monastic comrnonwcalth; if not so much
because it is contrary to the most ancient tradition of the Church and of the Fathers
of the Church; yet even more so because of the common scandal which it causes to
the hearts of die multilude. The monks eai meat. This is a proposition which even
when merely heard becomes a stumbling block to many men. For not only did tlie
great Apostle say on the one hand: "1 will eat no meat as long as the age lasteth, lest
I scandalize in! brother" (I Cor. 8: 13); and again: "it is well neither to eat meat. nor
to drink wine, nor to do anything at which thy brother stumbleth, or is scandalized. or
has qualms" (Rom, l4:2 1): but even the Abbot Poimen, on the other hand, when once
sitting at a table on which there was meat refused to cat of it, saying that he did so
in order to avoid scandalizing the Christians thcre. But if ncverthclcss our own mcateating monks. in order to free thcmsclvcs iroiii all compunction, offer tlie pretext that
St. Basil asserts (in his ordinance 26) that it used to be permitted by the Fathers to
add a piece of salt pork to vegetables or pulse (or legumes) in stews, and further ha1
Pachomius used to raise hogs at his monastery, and that Symeoii the Modem Theoloi a n (ca. A.D. 1000) even raised pigeons, let them learn that the monks of the Latins
similarly offer these pretexts. As touching what St. Basil the Great says. viz., that it
was permitted by ascetics in the region of the Pontus (or Black Sea) for such fat to be
addcd to vegetables. the reply is that first of all this was a matter of necessity owing to
the fact that in those parts of the c a r t . there was no olive oil; according to Dosithcus;
secondly, i~ was because, iis some say: h e brethren were made ill by Food wlioll~
unseasoned; thirdly, it was because so little was addcd that it caused no sensation of
pleasure at all, nor wmasit wholly stewed, according to the saint's words: "For that
tiny piece in siich a large quantity of naler, or of stew, if consumed as food. cannot
be considered a source of enjoyment, but, on the contrary. is a very strict and really
severe form of"temperancefor ascetics.'' And Iourlhly. the reply is that even though
St. Basil docs say this, yet he docs not recommend the caring of mcat in spite of this.
Wholly to the contrary. in tact, he rejects a rich diet, as we said- and seasonings, and
calls the more savory and flavop dishes a love of pleasure. while, on the other hand,
he praises Ibod that alTords little nourishment, and the cheaper and more easily obtainable foodstuUs, such as are olive oil and wine and legumes and the like. As for
what has been said about Pachomius and St. Symeon, it is to be noted that they raised
those things first ol'all for guests, and second]! (or monks who \\ere ill. according
to Dosithcus, just as thcy also had baths for the sick in their monasteries. Moreover,
even today if a monk is so ill as to be in danger of dying and he gets orders from the
physician to cat meat, he will not be reproached or censured in case he cats it. since
he is making use of it as a medicine, and not for the sake of pleasure and gluttony. If,
however, w o n e raises h e objection ha1 die council held in Gmgra anahenialim
in its second Canon anyone that condcim a man for cating mcat, the objection
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is controvcrtcd by the fact that the same council justifies itself again in its c. XXI by
stating that it made that recommendation with regard to thosc who do not cat meat.
no1 as a mailer of ascetic inorli.Cicalion, bul oul o r pride. or even oil1 of abhorrence:
and it adds: "As for us. wc accept tcmpcrancc when it is observed with modcsb and
godliness." Since some heretics, called Encratites. who loathed meat and did not eat
il?find it convenient lo ask us wli! we do nol eal h e meal of all animals. St. Basil h e
Great replies to them by saying, in his Canon LXXXVI, that so far regards their value
all kinds ol'meat are considered with us to be like green vegetables and herbs, as God
said: "'Like grccn vegetables and herbs have I given you all things (Gcn. 9:3). But
with discretion as to our own interest just as we do not eat all herbs in general, but
only those which arc liannlcss and beneficial, neither do wc cat all kinds of meat but
only meats that arc harmless and useful to the health of our body. For both hemlock
and henbane (hyoscymaus) are herbs. The flesh of vultures and of dogs is meat; bul
just as no prudent man eats hemlock and henbane, because they are poisonous and
deadly, so and in a similar manner no one would eat a dog or a vulture, because hey
arc both harmful to the health and unpalatable, except only if he should be forced to
do so by the direst necessity' and hunger. For then ifhe should eat a dog or a vulture.
hc would not bc sinning, since thosc things arc not forbidden in the New Testament.
For in their Acts (15:29) they only forbade one to eat foods offered to idols, and
blood. and things strangled; while in their c. LXIII they have likewise forbidden one
to cat auy animal that has been killed or caught by a wild beast any animal that has
died a natural death, and blood. If. however, any should object that the dog and the
vulture Eire called unclean in h e Old Teshmenl. we reply lhal il is nol because hey
are abhorrent and loathsome that they are thus called: for we have said that there is
nolliing llial is common or unclean in its own nature. But hey are called thus lor three
reasons. The first and chief reason is, as St. Basil explained above, that all unclean
animals are harmful to the health of the body; in fact. this statement is corroborated
by the cxpcrimcnts of physicians. A second reason is that they arc supposed to bc so
ill the estimate of most men; according lo Procopius. And a third reason is, according
Lo Theodore! to prevent Lhe Jews from worshipping them as gods. So that, because
of the fact that God loves the health of our body and wants to keep us from eating
diem. He called hen1 unclean. in order thai even their v e q name might cause us to
hate them and to avoid them.

phemes and misrepresents the work of God's creation by considering that
it is unclean and bad, any such person. 1 say; must either correct himself
and learn not to loathe and shun these things by bethinking himself of the
fact that neither marriage, nor lawful intercourse with a woman is harmfill, nor is meat, nor wine, but only the misuse of them. If, however; he
fails to correct himself, let him be deposed, and at the same time be excommunicated from the Church. Likewise let any layman who should loathe
these things be excommunicated.
Concord

In agreement also with their c. LI1I the same Apostles depose those
in holy orders who fail to eat meat on feast days, or to drink wine on
such days; not for the sake of mortification, but out of abhorrence or abomintion. The council held in Gangra, on the other hand, even subjects
to anathema those men who disparage matrimony and loathe a Christian
woman who sleeps with her lawful husband (in its c. I); and particularly
those who remain virgins, not for the sake of the good of virginity itself,
but because they loathe lawful marriage (c. IX); and that a woman who
departs from her husband on the ground that she finds marriage disgusting
c . XTV). For this reason the Sixth Ecum. C. in its c, XITI, following the
present Apostolical Canon and Ap. c. V, further ordains that the marriage
contracts of those in holy orders are to remain in full force and effect and
indissoluble; and that none of them are not to be forbidden the holy orders simply because they have a lawful wife; seeing that, according to the
Apostle, "marriage is honorable, and the bed undefiled (Heb. 1 3:4).The
council held in Ancyra prescribes (in its c. XIV) that those presbyters
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and deacons who do not eat meat, as a matter of temperance; ought to taste
a little of it in order to avoid rousing the suspicion that they loathe it, and
then exercise temperance and refrain from eating any more of it.
CANON LT1
If any Bishop or Presbyter shall refuse so welcome back anyone retvrninsfrom sin, bid, on the contray, rejects him, let him be deposedfrom office,

since he grieves Christ, who said: "There is joy in heaven over a single sinner who fepenleth. "
cc.

LIII and XI1 of Carthage; M a c 18:12-14: Luke 157-10)

Interpretation

'Him that corn& to me I will in no wise cast out" (Jolm. 6:37), says
the Lord. It is for this reason that the divine Apostles in this Canon ordam
that if any bishop or presbyter refuses to receive someone who is returning from sin and is repentant, but rejects him and chases him away, like
that Novatian who, loathing him, in a way, and shunning him because of
his sins, let him be deposed: for by what he is doing he is grieving Christ,
who has said, "there is joy in heaven." that is to say. among the angels in
heaven, "on account of a single sinner who repents of-his previous sins"
(Luke 15:7). And if He said Himself again, "I am not come to call the
righteous, but sinners to repentance" (Matt. 9: 131, it is evident that one
who refuses to welcome back sinners is thwarting and opposing Christ.
No one that thwarts Christ is a disciple of His. No one who is not a disciple deserves to be in holy orders. For how can anyone be in holy orders
and be acceptable to Christ when he has made himself an antichrist and is
thwarting Christ's will?
Concord

In keeping herewith c. LI11 of Cartilage also ordains that no bishop
shall refuse God's grace and reconciliation to (theatrical) actors and mimics when they return to God. After such men have become Christians
they are not to be compelled to return to the same plays, according to
c. LXXII of the same council. For this reason the same Apostles in their
Tnjanctions (Book 2, chapters 15 and 40) give orders to the bishop with
reference to those men who may be excommunicated by' the rest of Christians on account of their sins, that he himself is not to reject them or cast
them away, but, on the contrary, is to associate with them and take care
of them, comforting and assisting them, and telling them: "Be strong, ye
weak hands and feeble knees" (Tsa. 35 :3), lest as aresult of excessive grief
they become insane and mad. Just as St. Paul too commanded the Corinthians to associate and make love with that one who had been previously
excommunicated, lest as a result of overwhelming grief he be swallowed
up by Satan and become despondent. Read also the epistle of Dionysius
the Areopagite which he wrote to the Therapeutic Demophilus, and see
how strongly he censures and rebukes him because he ejected and kicked
away from the Church a man who had returned from sin and had repented,
In writing to a certain presbyter by the name of Charicles who appeared
to be hard on penitents, St. Nile censured him because he dared to appall
Faustinus with grief notwithstanding that the latter had confessed his sins
outspokenly and with great humility. The words of the Church Father were
the following: "Tt seems, Charicles; that in planting the vines of Christ you
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are slack, whereas ill cutting off those planted by Him and throwing them
out of the vineyard you are eager enough. Man alive, do not try to tell us
that when a person has done wrong but confesses outspokenly he is not
acceptable to God. For in saying these things you are not far away from
the Novatians, who deny repentance after baptism, as you refuse to accept
oral repentance, and indeed when you have learned that gteat Moses demanded the he-goat from Aaron not negligently but violently, and thereby
revealed the confession and pardon of a sinful soul. Of course it is well
and highly appropriate for the soul to repent with deeds and works, that
is, with fasting and bodily hardship. Yet if anyone happens to be deprived
of these helps on account of weakness of the body or any other accident;
but has a clean oral confession, he is acceptable to God. who died for our
sins; just as Moses mixed goat hair with byssus and gold, valueless things
with precious things, in making the Tabernacle. 1 ask you what trouble the
publican went to in order to be saved. Was he not saved by mere words of
humility? Did the robber sweat much in getting himself transferred from
the Cross to Paradise? Was he not saved at the expense of a few words?
The same is true of Matiasses. Well, then, care not so much about God's
indignation, Charicles, but consider also His immense charitableness and
philanthropy of God. 'For great is thy mercy toward me,' it says (Ps. 86:
13). So do not thoughtlessly say that God will not accept words of repentance. For I will retort that when you think that God wants the silver and
gold and any other costly gifts. but does not care for the twopence of the
widow, how can you expect me to believe that you know the Bible, seeing
that you forget the Savior's words, wherein he said that His Father does
not want one ofthese little ones to be lost (Matt. 18:141, while you demand
many and large ones? Man alive, you are teaching things that are contrary
to the Savior! And where do you put the saying of Isaiah: 'Be the first to
tell thy sins, that thou mayest be justified' (Isa. 43:26)? God, who created
us, accepts not only chastity of body, ordeals of martyrs, and ascetic struggles, but even sadness of countenance, when it is worn on account of one's
sins. Yea, even fruit of lips (Heb. 13:15) confessing the name of Christ.
For some men can fight back, while others cannot, because they are easily
defeated. And, to sum up the matter in a few words, many things are done
by sinners that seem to be trifles, yet they occasion great salvation to the
penitents. Notice that Moses. too, or rather God through Moses. ordains
that men should offer as sacrifices for their sins not only oxen and goats
(which are things owned by the rich), but, with attention to the weary men
humbling themselves with the humble, to prevent them from desponding,
He moderated the taw so far as to demand only a dove and a little wheat
flour. So you too, presbyter, must be careful to treat the man decently who
shows a contrite heart, and let him return and be saved, not only by asking
sinners for fruits in the way of achievements and ascetic works, but also
by accepting penitential words of one who confesses his sins with hmnility and contrition of heart."
CANON TJTT
Ifany fiishop, or Presbyter, or Deacon, on the days offcasts will notpartake of meat and v i n e , because he loathes these things, and not on account o f
asceticism, let him be deposedfrom office, on the ground that he has his own
conscience seared and has become a cause of scandal to many.
(Ap. c. LI; c. XIV ofAncyra; cc. I, IX, XIV, XVIII of Gmgra; c. LXXXVI oCBasil.)
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Interpretation

This Canon too, like c. LI (which also read), ordains that if any bishop
or presbyter or deacon refuses to eat meat or to drink wine on feast days,
not as a matter o f mortification and temperance,' but because he loathes
these things, let him be deposed: seeing that he has a seared conscience,
or, to put it otherwise, he is callous (or insensible; or unfeeling) and insentient (in much the same way as members of the human body become insentient when they happen to get burned), or one which is attainted and
infected (in much the same way as those who have cauterized a sore exuding matter and pus); and seeing that he becomes an object of scandal to the
multitude of men who, gathering together on feast days, are wont to make
agapes, or common tables; and to eat ail together: such tables are called
by St. Paul the Lord's supper, or the common meal, in his First Epistle to
the Corinthians (1 1:21); concerning them see the footnote to c. LXX1V of
the Sixth Ecum. Council.
Concord

This accords with what St. Paul says particularly in his First Epistle to
Timothy (4:2) about those heretics who had their conscience seared with a
hot iron and who taught men to abstain from foods because of loathsomeness. Read also Ap. c. LI,
CANON LIV
I f any clersyman be cavehi e a r n in a tavern or any restaurant where
intoxicating beverqes are served, let him he excornmunicatec.{, except only
in ewe it happens to he at u wayside inn where he has put i<pfor the mght
by nec'essIty.
(Ap. cc. XLIJ: XLJIJ; c. TX of the 6th; c. XXII ofthe 7th; c. XXIV of Laodicea:
cc. XLVK LXIX of CartliiÂ¥\ge.

Interpretation

Those who have been enrolled in God ought to be a model of decent
life to the laity, in order to avoid having the name of God blasphemed on
their account. For this reason die pesent Canon ordains that if any clergyman be found eating a meal at a tavern, he shall be excommunicated.
For what else does the fact that they go to a tavern signify than that they
are living an indecent life, and that they are depraved, not only as touching their desire for food and drink, but also as regards their other habits;

' One conclusion which can be drawn from h i s Canon is llial bishops and presbylers
and deacons cannot be deposed either because they abstain from eating meat or
drinking wine together, or lor a season only and on certain days. when they do so

not because of any loathing of meat and wine, but by way of true mortification and
temperance, even though they refrain from eating and drinking such things on feast
days. Moreover, it is equally true that the present Canon docs condcmn even others
who abstain therefrom (or from other roods). whether the\ be monks or laymen, (or
purposes of morlification and temperance, iis transgressors. in the opinion of boLh
divine henneneuts of the Canons-Zonaras, 1 mean, and Balsainon-even though
Ihey abstain therefrom on feast days, For they neither loath them. as the Canon says,
nor do they cat them on other days. abstaining from them on festivals alone but- on
the contrary, they abstain equally on the former and the latter d'ys solely tor the sake
of temperance. Ncvcrthcless, in order that the abstinence of such persons may be
altogether free from any danger of scandalizing the multitude it is better that such
persons should eal heir meals in pri\ ale on such da) s. The same conclusion can also
be arrived at by a consideration of the previous Canon.
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seeing that indecent men and indecent and immodest women congregate
in taverns, so that he who associates with them cannot of course remain
without a share in their vices, since, according to St. Paul, "evil communications corrupt good manners'' (1 Cor. 1 5:33). The sole exception is
when a clergyman happens to be traveling and, having no other place to go
to ill order to spend the night, is obliged to stop at a hotel or wayside inn to
take a rest from his journey. Read also the Interpretation of Ap. c. XLI1.
CANON LV

J f any Clew~manshould instdt {he Bishop, let him be deposed ffom
fice. For thou shaft not speak ill of thypeople 's r u k ''

of-

('

(c. 111 of St. Sophia (or "Holy Wisdom"); Exod. 22:2K.)
Interpretation

In view of the fact that a bishop and prelate is considered to have been
molded conformably to the Lord and to be the sensible (or tangible) head
of the body of the Church, he ought to receive more honor than the rest
of men, in holy orders. For this reason the present Canon ordains that any
clergymen who insults the bishop shall be deposed from office,'because it
is written in the Law: "Thou shalt not say bad things about the leader and
ruler ofthy people, whether it be internal and spiritual, that is to say, or external and bodily or corporeal abuse. For it is for this reason that the bishop
is also called a prelate, as being the ruler of the priests; and a hierarch, as
being the ruler of sacred things, according to divine Maximus as well as
Dionysius the Areopagite. Canon 111of the council held at St. Sophia says:
"Whoever dares to strike or to imprison a bishop, without cause or for any
fictitious and false cause, such a person shall be anathematized."

' Sincc Photius (Titlc IX, ch. 36) asserts that according to Book IX of die Code, Titlc

Vll. ordinance I, it is ordained that no one who insults h e emperor is liable ~obe punished or to undergo
other cruel or hard or harsh or rough healmen1 whatsoever,
because. either he insulted the emperor as a result of his light-headedness or frivolity, in which case he ought lo be looked down upon with contempt on the ground
that he is light-minded, or he docs it unwittingly, in which case he dcscrvcs to be
treated mercifully, or he does it because he has been a victim of injustice and is being
wronged, ill which case he ought to be pardoned: so and in like manner it may be said
that when anyone insults the chieF priest called the bishop. he ought not; reasoning
from similarih and analogy, Lo be punished, but, on the contrary. ought to be lei off
free on the ground that he is light-minded, or that he is silly and babblesome, or that
he is a victim ol'injustice. For inasmuch as the emperor- who is an external person
(i.c., a nonccclcsiastic), is prohibited by law from punishing such men as insult him,
how much more should not the bishop. who is an internal person (i.e., one in holy
orders or in the Church) and a spiritual person to boot, and a most genuine and vcritable emulator of transccndcntly mcck and unrcvengcful Christ? The sole exception
is where h e insulter is one with a serious mind and audacious and daring. The same
thing ought to be understood also in connection with those who insult a presbyter or
a deacon. The laws of the emperors, however, which Favor piety. command hat ii'
my one enters a church when the mysteries are being celebrakd, or other holy offices
are being conducted, and insults the bishop, or prevents the mysteries from being
celebrated or the holding of other services, he is to be dealt with capitally. The same
provision holds good even when litanies or public prayers are being held and there arc
bishops and clergymen there. In such cases the penalties are that anyone who insults
them is to be exiled, and anyone who disturbs a litany or prayer is to be punished
capitall! (i.e.,b\ death). From this Canon you are to inler that an)-one who insults
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his carnal father or his spiritual old man, ought to bc scvcrcly pcnanccd. Foi
"cwryonc that spcakcth ill of his father or mother shall be surely put to death,''
the Bible sa\ s (Lev. 20:9; Mall. 15:4). By h e word "dealli," m reference lo lhese
persons. is meant their being deprived of divine communion, which, in the judgment of prudent men, i s regarded as true death, according to c. LV of St. Basil.

CANON LVI
If uny Clefvymun shovid in.szdt a Presby~eror a Deacon, let him he excommunicated.
Interpretation

Presbyters and deacons, functioning as hands by which the bishop govems the church, ought to be accorded due honor also, though not so much
as the prelate. It is for this reason that the present Canon ordains that any
clergyman who insults a presbyter or deacon shall be excommunicated
only (which is a lighter punishment), and not be deposed from office, like
the one who insults the bishop (which is an offense meriting a heavier
punishment). For, just as the head is superior to the hands and all oilier
members of the human body, while the hands are inferior to the head, so it
follows too that those who dishonor the head deserve greater punishment,
while those who dishonor the hands deserve less punishment.
CANON LVTI

If any Clersyman jeers,

orflouts, or c m m e l i o u s l y or scurrilously or
derisively or mocktn'zly scoffs or sneers at anyone who i s lame or maimed, or
who i s deaf, or who i s b/ind, or who is a cripple, let him be excommunicated,
The same rule applies also to a layman.
interpretation

Those who have members of their body crippled or maimed ought
indeed to expect and receive merciful treatment, to be helped and to be
led by those who have healthy and sound members, in fact, and not to be
laughed at and mocked. Hence the pesent Canon ordains that if any clergyman mocks a lame man, or a deaf man, or a blind man, or a cripple (i.e..
one whose legs or feet have been injured or maimed so as to be incapable
of efficient use), let him be excommunicated. Likewise if any layman do
such a thing, let him be excommunicated. For is not the punishment and
chastisement enough which God gives them, by judgments whereof He
alone has knowledge, and for that reason ill addition to such chastisement
must men take God's judgment into their own hands and inflict extra punishment on those unfortunates with their mockery and derision? Oh what
great lack of fear of God and what madness! For the Lord's sake, brethren,
hereafter never dare to mock or to shun such cripples as though they were
an untouchable fire or miasma, and to follow that illogical and most fool ish custom prescribed in the proverb which says: "Avoid defectives." On
the contrary, rather help them in every way that you can; in order that you
may have mercy bestowed upon you by the Lord, for having shown yourselves sympathetic and compassionate in regard to your fellow servants.
That is why God also commands that no one shall blame a deaf person for
not hearing, nor put obstacles in front of the feet of a blind man because
he cannot see. "Thou shalt not speak bad things about one who is deaf. and
in front of one who is blind thou shalt not set a stumbling block: and thou
shalt fear the Lord thy God" (Lev. 19:14).
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CANON LVU1

I f any Bishop or Presbyter mq$ects the C l e m or the laity, andfails to
insltttcl them in piety, let him be excommunicated: bui i f he persists in his
negligence and indolence, lei him be deposedfktn office.
(c XXV of 4th; cc, XiX, LXXX of 6th: c XVI of 1st-&-2nd;cc. XI, Xll of Sard.;
cc LXXTX. LXXXTI, LXXXVI. CXXXI. CXXXII, CXXX111 of Carthage.
c VI of Nyssa; c. X ofkchbishop Pctcr)

Interpretation

It is the bishop's indispensable duty to teach the laity subject to him
the dogmas of piety every day, and to adjust it to a correct belief and to a
virtuous manner of life. For God says through the prophet Ezekiel, to the
leaders of peoples: "Son of man, I have made thee a watchman over the
house of Israel, and over the house of Judah: unless thou give warning,
and state publicly, that the iniquitous man shall die in his iniquity, 1 will
require his blood at thy hand" (Ezek. 3: 17-18).
It is for that reason that the present Canon ordains that if any bishop
or presbyter (presbyters too need to teach') neglects his clergymen and all
the rest of the laity, and fails to teach them the doctrines and works of piety, let him be excommunicated until he corrects himself. Tf, however, he
persists in his negligence and indolence, let him be deposed as unworthy
of the episcopate or presbytery, as the case may be.
Concord

Tt is furthermore notable that even the Sixth in its c. XIX ordains
that while the leaders of peoples ought to teach their clergy and laity every day; yet they ought to do so especially and thosouglily on Sundays,
by reading from the Holy Scriptures the thoughts of truth, just as they
are interpreted by the Fathers and God-bearing teachers of the Church.
Canon CXXX11 of Carthage says that if a bishop paying no attention to
heretics in his province is reminded of this fact by neighboring bishops,
and after six months he has taken no measures to correct the situation,
those regions are to be turned over to another bishop who can convert
them. If, on the other hand, the neglectful bishop has stated falsely that
those heretics havejoined the catholic Church, and that on this account
he paid no attention to them, such bishop shall lose his episcopate, according to c. CXXXIIT of the same C. Again, c. LXXTX of the same C,
ordains that neither must he stay for a long time in regions that are subject
to his jurisdiction, while neglecting that region in which his own throne
is situated. Canon XVl of the 1 st-&-2nd deposes one who is absent from
his province for more than six months (without illness or Imperial or Patriarchal business to transact or services to perform), and in such a case

' It is for this rcason that divine Chqsostoin s a p : "Thcrc is no great distinction bctween them (sc. presbyters) and bishops. For the\ loo are entrusted with teaching and
prolecling llie Church.. . for it is only in llie mailer of ordination dial h e y (sc.bishops) appear to have the advantage over presb*rs7' (Sermon XI on the First Epistle to
Timothy, in the beginning). See also in the footnote to c. XIX o f the 6th.
:Thai

is why St. P a d particidarly in his First Epistle to Timoth\ (3:2) sa\s: "A bish-

op.. . must be apt at teaching." And in his Epistle to Titus (1 :9): "Holding fast to the
faithful word as he hath been taught it, that he may be able by sound doctrine both to
exhort and to convince the gainsqcrs."
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it commands that another man be ordained in his stead. In this connection.
cc. XI and XI 1 of the Sardican allows him a shorter time yet, namely, only
three weeks, to absent himself from it. The same time is specified in c.
LXXX of the 6th. But c. X X V of the 4th ordains that metropolitans may
defer ordination of their bishops only for three months, except only a longer period is indispensably necessary. With a view to such a contingency
and the variances of the laity c. LXXXI1 of Carthage allows a year for
the installation of a bishop in a vacant province, but not more. Again, its
c. LXXXV1 is averse to having provinces left for a long time without the
services of a bishop of their own. Even c. X of Archibishop Peter deposes
those who leave the flock of the Lord, but go of their own accord to martyidom, and who have fist denied, but have later confessed the faith. So
great is the obligation and indispensable the service which prelates owe to
the laity entrusted to their care. Hence even though there be nothing else
to restrain them from neglecting their duty, yet, unless they are drunk, let
them be incited to do their duty by the name of Bishop which they bear
and which signifies guarding and keeping a watch. Being on guard, they
ought to k e q ~awake and keep their eyes open and see what is going on,
and not to neglect matters and become sleepy. For it was on this account,
indeed, that the sacred synthronus has been established and located in the
vicinity of the sacrificial altar, in order that, by ascending upon it and sitting in it, the bishop may look down from above and oversee; as from a
lofty coign of vantage, the laity subject to him and beneath him, and can
oversee it more accurately; while the presbyters standing beside him or
sitting next to him are hence incited and stimulated to supervise things
themselves and to offer the laity preparative instruction and guidance, as
co-workers allotted to the bishop, as Zonaras says. The same conception
is afforded by the bishop's throne which stands in the church, being higher
than other seats, and on this account called the highest Watchtower, and
sacred pinnacle of the throne, according to Deacon Ignatius (in his life of
Patriarch Nicephorus).l If, on the other hand, the bishop and the presbyters are ignorant and have no ability to teach, they ought, to be consistent,
to invite teachers and preachers to come in from other regions, allowing
them enough to live on and paying them a suitable remunerati~n.~
They
ought further to establish schools ill their parishes, and by means of them
to defray the cost of teaching which they owe to the people. Otherwise the
authority of the Canons must prevail at all times.
That is why Eusebius records that Emperor Constantine made the thrones of bishops
in the church higher than the thrones of"the others. "'For after finishing this temple
( i . ~church
.,
building). he added thrones for the highest to the honor of the presidents."
"'And he arranged seats in order for the generality and adorned it in proper fashion."
St. Orcgoq the Theologian also s e s in his verses that while he was in Constantinople
he saw in a dream that he himself'sat in a throne that was higher (in the Temple of the
Holy Resurreclion), and the others sat farther below and beneath him.
j That is why h e Novel of celebrated Emperor Alexius Coimienus h a t every teacher
of the great Church should be given fiftv bushels of wheat and three pounds of
coins, i.e.. 216 coins (lor even' pound contained 72 coins), and Ihey were allowed
the honor of standing directly behind and next to the Imperial officials of state. and
to stand close by the Patriarch as holding claim to being his vicars. Again, in regard
to the positions of teachers, he ordained that thcy should be promoted to ccclcsiasti~
cal dignities, or. more explicitly speaking. to "officcs.'St. Paul. too, has stated that
point of view by saying: "Let die elders that rule well be counted ~vortli! of double
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honor, cspccially thcy who labor in the word and doctrine" (I Tim. 5: 17). And,
again, he says: "And we beseech you. brethren. to know them who labor among you,
and are over you in Lhe Lord- and admonish you; and lo esteem lhem very highly in
love for thcir work's sake" (I Thcs. 5:12-13). And, again: "Even so hath the Lord ordained that hey who preach the gospel should live olThe gospel" (I Cor. 9: 14). The
Aposlles also state in heir In~iicctions(Book 7- ch. 10) Lhe following: "Thou shall
glorift- that speak's to thee the word of God; thou shalt remember him night and day:
Ihon shall honor him, not as a cause o f generation or birth, but as having become the
cause of thy well-being; for wherever there is any teaching about God, there God is
present. Thou shalt eve? day seek out the saints and gaze at the face of saints, in
order that thou mayest find repose in their words. Thou shalt have no quarrel or cnmi@ with them. bearing in mind the fate of Dathan and Abiron who rcbelled against
Moses.'' As concerning these teachers of the Church God says through Isaiah: "I have
set watchmen upon thy walls. 0 Jerusalem, who shall never hold their peace day nor
night; and they shall not be silent. lorever mentioning the Lord (Isa. 626). Hence,
according to this passage. both teachers and preachers arc obliged to not neglect thcir
work, but to teach the people all the time and forever,

CANON LTX
I f any Bishop or Presby/er fails to ,supply /wces,si/ies when any of the
clergy is in want, let him be excommunicated. If he persists, let him be deposed, dfi ha\ws murdered his brother
(Ap. cc. IV.X I . )
Interpretation

The pioperty and revenue of the churches are called resources; because
they are the sources from which necessities are distributed to the povertystricken. And if the officials of the churches ought to distribute them to
the needy and those in want in any other cases, how much more ought
they not to distribute them to the clergymen dependent upon them who are
indigent and in want? That is the reason why the present Canon ordains
that if any bishop or presbyter fails to supply die necessities of life from
the resources of the bishopric or parish (for even the parishes of presbyters
had a revenue, concerning which see the footnote to c. IV. of the 4th) to
any clergyman of that bishopric or of that parish that is in want, let him
be excommunicated until such time as he starts giving a supply. If, however, he persists in his pitilessness, let him be deposed entirely; for; so far
lay within his wilt, be became the murderer of his brother; for, of course,
anyone who tacks the necessities of life must die; while one who has them
and refuses to give to one who lacks them and is in danger, is indisputable
a slayer of this person. If, however, the latter did not really die, divine
Providence having provided for him through other friends of the poor, the
one who had and would not give is judged to be a murderer because ofhis
pitilessness and cruelty. Read also Ap. c. IV; and further XLV; which osdaitis that the bishop ought to supply the needs both ofhimself and of any
brethren who happen to be his guests, from the property and revenue of
the churches. But ifhe ought to supply the needs of his guests, how much
ought not he to supply those of the clergymen who are subject to him?
If anyone reads to the public in churches the books of impious writers
bearing,false inscriptions and purporting to be holy, to the injwy oflaity and
derey, lei him be deposed.
c c , I1 and LXIII of the 6th;c , IX of the 7th;c. LI of Laodicca )
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Interpretation

Of existing books, some written by heretics or other impious men,
have been falsely ascribed to saints in their title-page or cover, with a
view to deceiving and misleading the more simple-minded. Examples of
such books are the so-called "Gospel according to St. Thomas;" which
was written by Manichees but ascribed to the Apostle Thomas by name;
the so-called "Revelations" of Abraham, of Isaac, of Jacob, and of the
Theotoke (i.e., Virgin Mary); the babblements of Chrysomalles, which the
heretic Pamphlus inscribed as Theological Verses; and countless other
such works, mention of which is made by St. Meletius' the Confessor in
blank verse in what he entitled "The Alphabet of alphabets." Other books
which were 01thodox and pious, and written by Orthodox Christians and
saints, were adulterated by heretics later, just as the Injunctions of the
Apostles through Clemens were adulterated by cacodoxical miscreants,
on which account they were rejected too, as asserted by the Sixth Ecumenical Council in its second Canon. Also the apocryphal books of Elijah,
and of Jeremiah, and of Enoch, and of still other eminent pophets and patriarchs. Hence it is that the present Apostolical Canon ordains that whoever makes public and has people read in church as holy books the books
of heretics and cacodoxical authors bearing false titles or falsely ascribed
to others, in order to hurt the souls of the common laity and of clergymen,
shall be deposed from office. For such books ought to be condemned, or
at least to be hidden away from sight, and not to be read in church

' Which, in addition lo [lie aforesaid, are: "Revelations of Adani, Lamech"; T

~ e ofr
Joseph the All-beautiful";"Revelation and Testament of Moses": "Psalms of Eldad and
Solomon"; "Foreign Sayings of Isaiah"; "Revelation 01Sophonias; "Tliird Book of
Esdras"; '^Revelalionsof llie Theoloke," and oCPekr, and of Paul; h e Epislle of Barnabas: "the Tours of the Apostles"; "The Book- of Matthew and Barnabas"; "The teachings of Clement"; "The Acts of Paul"; "The Didache of lgnahs and of Poly carp"; tlie
Books of the Disciples Simon. Dcmas, Clcobus, and Nicholas; books of the Manichcan
here tics; the Seventh Gospel: The Hepialogue of Love; the treatise on prayers; the treatisc on giants; the Gospel of Philip; the Childhood of Christ; the Acts of Andrew. S t
Nicephorus in his cc. Ill and IV (which are to be found in the second volume of h e ven
copious "Collection of Canons,"p. 918) says that we ought not to accept the Revelation
of Paul. and the words of thunder, and the courses of the moon. and the words of the
calends. For these are profane and unclean. Nor h e revelation. 01Esdras and ol'Zosimas; and the two martyrdoms of St. George (and those of the n~a$rcd saints Ccrycus
and Julites). Note that the Wisdom of"Solomon, is read in church publicly along with
the canonical books of the Bible. because it is called a canonical book in c. XXX of the
council of Cartilage; furthennore St. Athanasius in his festival epistle lists that work
among the books that are to be read. If. then. some call it apocryphal, they arc doing
wrong. as is by the same epistle, or letter, of Athanasius. Also see the footnote to Ap. c.
LXXXV. and especially Ihe Interpretation.Note in addition that tlie author ol'flie conciliar book states that the First Ecumenical Council learned by a miracle which were the
testamentary and canonical books and which were the apocryphal and spurious book's
of heretics: for after placing all of them together under the Holy Table, and beseeching
the Lord, wonderful to relate! it found the canonical books on top ofthe Holy Table, and
the apocryphal underneath it.
' I said that the apocqphal books of Elijah and Jeremiah and Enoch and still other
patriarchs were adulterated, because down to the times of the Apostles thcy had rcmained unadulterated and pure. That is wli! SL Paul took from h e apocryphal witings of Elijah that saving which he quotes in the sccond chapter of his First Epistle
to the Corinthians and which therein reads as follows: "But as is written- Eye hath
not seen, nor ear heard. nei her ha1e entered the heart of man. the things which God
hath prepared for them who love him'' (I Cor. 2:9), This fact is attested by, first,
an archdeacon the name 01' dregoq. who served under Patriarch Tarasiiis. the
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uncle of lcarned Photius. and, secondly, by learned Photius himself in the questions
entitled "Amphilochia," who received the information from Gregory, For nowhere
ill h e books of Holy Scriplure lhat h e been preserved is this saying to be found
verbatim as quoted by St. Paul. Again. from the apocryphal writings of Jeremiah S t
Paul took that saving which he quotes in the fifth chapter of his Epistle to the Ephesiaiis and which runs as follows: (Wherefore lie saidi) "Awake. Ihou tliat sleepesi, and
rise from the dead, and Christ will give thee light" (Eph. 5:14). This, too, is asserted
by the same Gregory and by most critical Photius. Tlie Apostle Jiide, in his General
Epistle, quotes a whole excerpt from the apocryphal writings of Enoch, as follows:
"And Enoch also, the seventh from Adam. prophesied to these, saying. Behold, the
Lord came in tens of thousands of his saints, to cxccute judgment upon all, and to
convict all thcir ungodly ones." ctc. (Jude 14). But thcrc were also apocrypha of other
patriarchs. Wherefore St. Melelius, hvice meiitioiied above, quotes Loward die end
of his "Alphabet of Alphabets" a saying of the patriarch Asher (Gen, 30: 13), or Aser
(Luke 2:36);concerning death and averring, more explicitly. that death is an exposure
and reflection a man's life: for, if the man's death is a good one, it follows for the most
part that his life too will have been a good one: but it, on the contrap, his death is a
bad one, it follows by consequence that his past life also has bccn bad and vicious.
Tcrtullian calls all these apocrypha-"unwritten," on the ground that they arc not found
written in Holv Scripture. Not only in die times of the Apostles, but even in the limes
of Moses such books wcrc apocryphal, according to Apollinaris.And that is plain also
from what is mentioned in [lie Book of Numbers: "Wherefore it is said in a book: A
war of the Lord halh i d a m e d Zohob and the rav ines of Anion,"' eic. (N11111. 2 1-14).
But we must also add to our present footnote also this information, thatch. 3 of Title
I of Book 1 of the Basilica decreed lhal the writings against Christians written by
Porphyrius. and those written by Ncstorius, and all thosc which did not agree with the
Councils held in Nicaea and Ephesus, were to be burned, Moreover. ch. 22 of"Book I
of Title I of the Basilica decreed that any men possessing and reading the said books
were to be punished w i h he ulmost severity The same chapter of the same book and
title prescribed that Hie books wlucli had been written by Nestorins against h e third
Council were to be burned, and that no one had permission to have them in his possession or lo read them or to copy them or to remember anvlhing about them or to
have knowledge of them in any way whatsoever; as for anyone that transgressed this
law, he was to have all his p r o p e q confiscated by the public. Chapter 27 ofthe same
book and title prescribed that no one had permission to writc, or to read, or to dictate.
or to possess writings against the fourth Council, because if he did he was to be exiled
forever. and it furlher specified hat anyonc hat might go to learn them sliould pa? a
fine of ten pounds of gold to the public; and that anyonc teaching the forbidden works
\\as to be punished with h e iilinost severity; and tlial h e written works 01Enhches
and ofApolIinaris were to be burned. All imperial magistrates and officials. and all
advocates, or legal representatives (of the church or ol'the state), that might disregard
thcsc provisions wcrc to be fined in the amount of ten pounds of gold. The last provision of ch, 27 of the same title and book commanded that anyone should be punished
if he failed to disclose or make known the books of the Manicliccs so as to let them
be burned. The fifth ordinance of Title I of the Novels commanded that anyone possessing books of Sev ems and failing to Lurn h e m over to be burned was lo ha\e liis
hands cut off (in Pliotius. Title XII. ch. 3).
Why have we bccn at pains to mention all thcsc things'? Simply in order to show
that il'the books of heretics in general ought to be burned up and h e readers thereof
be punished with the ulmosi severity- iiiucli inore. and incomparably more, ought
the books of the atheist Voltaire, which openly teach atheism, be utterly burned up,
All antichnstian books, in Iact. The miasmata oC the world. The common plague and
gangrcnc and perdition of so uncountably many souls. But how incomparably more
ought they not to be punished with the greatest possible severity? And ought they
not to be exiled, and to have thcir property, real and personal, confiscated. who writc
thcsc works, and those who print them, and also those possess them and read them
and who fail to bum h e m up? Most Orthodox emperors! Emperors who call upon
the name of Christ! Emulate and imitate those Orthodox and most Christian emperors
who decreed these laws against heretical and Greek books. Accordingl~. imbibing
thcir 7cd in your royal heart for the Lord who reigns as King over y o u decree with
edicts and sacrae and diplomas. your Novels and laws, that these fishhook'sof error.
thcsc seminaries of godlcssncss and of automatism, be eliminated from the world
entirely. You arc urged to do this also by Solomon the Wise. who was a king like you
and who says in liis Book of Proverbs: "A wise king is a winnower of the impious"'
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(Prov. 20.26). 0 most divinc Patriarchs. Prelates, and priests, make it your business
for the lovc of Christ to forbid dcfinitivcly the Christians subject to your sway to read
such impious books. Chrisdaii brethren, observe hat divine St. Paul orders you Lo
"beware lest anyone make spoil of you through philosophy and vain deceit. after the
tradition of men" (Col. 2:8). But \+hat philosophy is tha~?The Epicurean. answers
Clemeiis of Alexandria (Discourse I), because it denies h e providence of God and
praises sensuous pleasure; and any other philosophy such as this, which honored
the elements and (ailed Lo ascribe them Lo their el1kient cause, God-that is lo s e .
which never even so much as imagined any Crcator. Oh how exceedingly like the old
philosophy of Epicurus the modern philosophy of Voltaire is! For, refusing to accept
revelation as a fact. and God as the Crcator of the world, he denies the existence of
a Crcator, and controverts His providence. Moreover, just as Epicurus inscribed on
the gales lo his gardens 'Here pleasure is honored as the highest good' (according Lo
Laertius), so has the modem Epicurus inscribed the same inscription at the beginning,
and in lhe middle, and al the end. and even where in his books: and he knows old!
nature. and nothing else. Therefore, brethren. shun such philosophy, which is not
really philosophy at all. but, as St, Paul has called i t vain deceit, or, in other words,
philozophia (which, written with 3" instead of "s" signifies lovc of gloom, or of
darkness, instead of love of wisdom). illogicality befitting cattle and irrationals. and
not rationals; making an impression only with preleiises and plausibilily, according
to divinc St. Damascus, but in reality far removed from the truth: a delusion which
by hurling those it has convinced into the depths of hell makes them also like swine
and silly beasts, deniers ofnalure, and of creadon, and oCfEiilli, and ofrationalily. For
nature and creation and reason and Scripture all proclain~the existence of the Creator
ol' these. according Lo the Apostle. while they alone deny His existence and become
thankless creatures and foes of their own Creator. We ought in addition to know that
George Sougdoures in his preface to his life of the prophet Elijah enumerates as spurious also the following. The Second Revelation of John the Theologian (commonly
known in English as "the Divine"). which commences. "Lisleii. 0 righteous J01111.'~
The discourse 011 [lie Donnitioii of the Theoloke, b\ Lhe same John h e Theologian
(who seems to be the same one as is elsewhere entitled "John of Thessalonica"). And
the Epistle which iell horn heaven, as some say: lor Sl. K~riake.Moreover, just as
we ought to re-ject heretical books. so ought we to reject erotic books. such as, for
example, that entitled Krotocntus. that entitled Emphile, that entitled Ro.wopoula.
and others of this kind; likewise comic and indecent books, such as those entitled "A
Thousand and One Nights," '~Bcrtoldo,""The Pamphlet of Spanos," "The Ass," and
the like, because according to this Apostolical Canon. they result in hurt and injury to
the souls of Christians. Accordingly, all who write or print or buy or read or listen to
them are guilt\ of grave sin: so let them correct themselves. Read also cc. I1 and III
of Nicephorus in Hie appendix.
Concord

Wherefore the Sixth Council in its c. LXIII ordains that as for the
inartyiologies fictitiously forged by the enemies of the truth; in order to
dishonor the martyrs of Christ, and in order to cause people to become
disbelievers because of the strangeness of their contents, they must not
be published, but must be consigned to the flames. But also as regarding
those who accept them as true, they are to be anthematized. So those are
not doing right who read in church the tale ascribed to James the brother
of God at the feast of the birthday of the Theotoke: for one thing, because
it contains a lot of strange things which no other Father of our Church
mentions, such as that especially which it says to the effect that Joseph the
husband-to-be brought a midwife to assist in that awful and snow-white
birth of our Lord out of the Virgin which surpasses the human intellect;
and for another thing, because the said St, Meletius classes this tale too
among the spurious and falsely-entitled books of heretics. Canon IX of
the 7th deposes clergymen, and excommunicates laymen and monks who
conceal and fail to reveal false writings that are against the holy icons, in
order that they may not become publicly known, but be put along with the
other books of heretics in the library of Constantinople.
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CANON LX1

I f a charge offornication, or o f adultery, or of any otherforbidden act
be brmgh/ against a faithful one, and be proved, lei him not be promoted to
ihe dersy.
c . VI of the 2nd; cc. LlX, CXXXVI I1of Carthage.)

Interpretation

If any man be caught in fornication, or adultery, or any other such impropiiety, not only when he is a clergyman and in holy orders, according
to c. XXV of the Apostles, but even when he is a layman, he is mevented
from becoming, not only a priest, but even a mere clergyman, that is to
say, even an anagnost or a psalt or a janitor, or anything at all in the way
of minor offices of the church, as the present Canon ordains, by saying:
If anyone should; bring a charge against any Christian on the alleged
ground that he has committed fornication or adultery or any other sinful
act forbidden by the sacred Canons, if it be proved beyond a doubt that
such Christian really committed the sinful act with which he is charged,
let him not be promoted to a clerical office, ie., let him not be ordained
a clergyman of the Church: However, the persons of the accusers and of
the gainsayers ought to be exainined fii s t to make sure they are not slaves
or persons that have been emancipated from slavery, and that they are
not forbidden by civil laws to hing charges, according to c. CXXXVIII
of Carthage, which says: "Provided they are not themselves accused by
others. For none of these men are allowed to bring charges against any
person whatsoever, unless they first prove themselves innocent of those
crimes ofwhich they have been accused, both according to Annenopoulos
(Book 1, Tide 11) and according to c. VI of the 2nd Ecum. C, If, however,
the accusers are free from the above impediments and prove the charge
to be true which they brought against the candidate in question, the latter
cannot become a clergyman. But if, on the other hand, they are unable to
prove the charge within three months, they themselves are to be excommunicated forever from the communion of the internerate mysteries by the
prelate who is about to ordain die clergyman, on the ground that they are
slanderers and calumniators, white the one slandered and calumniously
misrepresented is to be ordained a clergyman as having shown himself to
be clear and not guilty of the charge; as is enjoined in the first ordinance
of the first title of the Novels (Photius, Title 1, ch. 8). For this reason the
same Novel prescribes that ordinations-that is to say, die votes of bishops and clergyman-must be given in front of all the laity of the church,
so that anyone who wishes to speak may have permission and the opportunity to do so.' Hence in conformity therewith c. L1X of Carthage says the
same thing, prescribing that if, when the votes are taken and the elections
are held of prelates, any objection be raised by anyone in the way of an

' Ordinance 17, however. ~vliichis Novel

137 of Jus tinian, situated in Book 3 of h e
Basilica, Title 1, ch, 8 (in Photius, Title 1, ell. 8) says: If anyone should accuse anyone
about to be made a bishop, or a presbyter, or any oilier clergyman or an abbot (or
hegomenos), of any charge of any kind, let the ordination be postponed, and let the
prelate who was destined to ordain them conduct an investigation, tor as long as three
months- with great accuracy; then if the one accused be found guilty of the charges.
let the ordination be prohibited; but if he be found innocent, let it be performed. But if
die candidate be ordained before an invcsligahon has been made. lei both tlic ordainer
and the ordaincc be dcposcd.
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accusation of crimes; the objectors are to be examined, and after the caudidate appears to be clear before the eyes of all the laity of the charge that
have been brought against him, then he is to be ordained a bishop. But it
is plain that this which the Council says with reference to a bishop, is to
be understood as applying also to clergymen. Concerning the latter see the
footnotes to Ap. c. I1 and cc. V and XI11 of Laodicea, and Ap. c. XXX.
CANON LXII
clnj human being, 'whether the latter he a
Jew or a Greek or a heretic, should deny the name of Christ, jet him be cast
out and rejected; or i f he deny the name of c l e w m a n , let him be deposed;
and if he repent, Jet him he accepted as a luytnan.

If any Clerv\~mun,f o g e a r c>f

(c. X of llie 1st; cc. 1, 11. Ill, Xl1 ofAncyra; oFPeier h e Archbishop X,XIV:
Letter ofAlhanasius to R u t ; c. XLV orBasiI; c. 11ofTheopliilus.)
Interpretation

The present Canon commands that if any clergyman, out of fear of human punishment, at die hands, that is to say, of Jews, or of Greeks, or of
heretics, should deny the name of Christ, let him be deposed, after he has
repented, from his clerical office, but also let him additionally be cast out
of the Church and excluded therefrom, and let him stand in the class o f
penitents. But if on account of fear of any human being he should disavow
the name of his clerical office, which is the same as saying if he should
deny that he is such or such a clergymen, or an anagnost, that is to say. or
a psalt, or anything else, let him be deposed only from his clerical office.
For it be but just that he should be deprived of that which he has denied
and disowned. But after such a one has repented; let him be allowed to
accept communion along with the faithful as a layman, or, in other words,
let him be allowed to join in player with the faithful
Concord

Canons 1 and IT of Ancyra ordains that those presbyters and deacons
who have truly sacrificed and denied on account of tortures inflicted by
persecutors, but afterwards, having vanquished the enemy, have confessed
their faith, are commanded to have the honor of sitting along with presbyters in high seats, but are not to offer sacrifice or to teach or to perform
any sacerdotal office. Likewise c. X of Peter the Archbishop deprives
those of the ministry who have voluntarily and of their own accord rushed
to martyrdom, but after denying, have later again gained the victory and
have confessed the faith. But all clergymen who have taken incense in
their hands, or any food. under stress of coercion, and have upheld the
faith valiantly, not only are they not to lose their ministerial office, but
they are even to be numbered among confessors, according to c. XIV of
Peter. Not only are those who have denied after being admitted to holy order to be deposed from office. but also those who had formerly denied but
had afterwards been ordained1and have been discovered are to be deposed
from office. Also see c. X of the First.

' Note, however, that according to Cbsostom (Horn I11 on Anna) there is not mcrcly

one n a y of denying. buL on he coiikiq. here me many dilTerenl wa\ s of doing so.
which St. Paul alludes to in saying. "Thq profess that they know God. but in works
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they dcny him" (Tit. 1:16); and again, "But if any provide not for his own, and cspccially for those of his own house, he hath denied the faith, and is worse than infidel"
(I Tim. 5:8): and again. "Wherefore, ni! dearly beloved, flee &om greed, which is
idolatry" (I Cor. 10:14). Accordingly, c. XLV of St. Basil says that if any Christian
insults Christ with his works he gains no benefit from the mere name of Christianily. See also c. XI of h e 1si. Truly fearful is the narraLive mentioned in connection
with the life of the great Paisius. For the latter had a pupil to whom a Jew once said
the lbllowing: '"The Christ whom you adore is not the one who is destined lo come,
but another." To thcsc words the pupil naively replied merely this, "Perhaps that is
the truth." and immediately. wonderful to relate! he lost the grace of"Holy Baptism,
Hence let Christians take a cue from this fearful narrative to hold their tongue, and
let them refrain from uttering thcsc God-denying exclamations. such as, "If I do not
come from the right of so and so, may I no1 die a Chrislian," and other similar utlerances. For I fear that as a result of this they too lose the grace of Holy Baptism. and
Llie~cannot recover like the aforesaid, without a great deal 01repentance and also
the payment of much satisfaction. For faith is such a delicate tiling that one can deny
by violating a single syllable or by making a single nod of the head against the faith,
That is why St. Grcgov the Theologian says: "The athletes of piety cheerfully chose
to suffer what would bend even thc hardiest, and that perhaps over a single syllable.
too, or a single nod of die head. of one ill saving from denial. For God is in brief the
object which if thcy betray there is none other to receive" (in the series of comments
011 the Gospel according ~o SL Matthew, cli. 10). Divine St. C l q sostom. 011 the oilier
hand says: "There is no worse sin lhm thai of denial"' (Discourse on Repentance).

CANON LXU1

If

any Bishop, or Presbyter, or Deacon, or anyone else on the sacerdotal
lift a t all, eat meat m the blood of t t s sovl, or that has been killed by a wild
beast, or that has died a natural death, lei him be deposed. For the Law has
forbidden this. But if any layman do the same, let him be excoifmt;n/cated
(c, LXVIT of 6th: c, 11of Ancyra: Acts 15:28-29)
Interpretation

Because of the fact that even God in giving the law about comestibles
to Noah said to him: "Every moving thing that liveth shall be food for you;
even like the green herb have I given you all things. But meat in the blood
of its soul shall ye not eat" (Gen. 92-4), in the present Canon the divine
Apostles ordain that any bishop; or piesbyter, or deacon, or anyone else
on the list of priests and clergymen, shall be deposed from office if be eat
meat with blood, which is the animal's life, meaning strangled, according
to Chrysostom; or if he should eat meat killed by a wild beast-that is to
say, an animal caught and killed by a wolf; say, or by a bear, or by any
other such beast; or by a vulture; or if he should eat meat that has died a
natural death-that is to say, a carcass that has died of itself: any clergyman, in other words, that is guilty of eating such flesh shall be deposed
fiom office, since the Law too prohibits the eating of it, ' including both
the law given to Noah, as we have said, and that given to Moses in ch, 1 7
of Leviticus, If, however, the one who ate it should be a layman, he shall
he excommunicated.
^There were various reasons why God commanded men not to eat blood. Theodoret
says that blood must not be eaten on account of the fact that it is the animal's soul.
Hence when anyone cats meat without blood it is the same as though he had been
eating soullcss vegetable. But if he eats it with the blood it is evident that lie is ealing an animal's soul Chyostom sa\ s that the reason for not eating the blood is that
it was consecrated to be ollered onl) lo God. Or it ma? be Lhal God v~ anted lo keep
men from shedding human blood and for this reason commands that the;' should not
eat even the blood of animals, lest as a result they gradually fall into the custom of
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killing human beings. Adclus says that the rcason why God commanded men to cat
mcat that is free from blood was to teach thcm by this not to be inhuman and bloodthirsly like Ihe wild beasis. \vlucli eal all Hie animals they kill in Hie raw state as torn
to pieces with the blood still in thcm. but. on the contrary, to be different fro111 wild
beasts. and as rational human beings to sacrifice the animals first by pouring out their
blood, and Lhus lo cook their meal in various ways and hen eal it. For il is enough for
them to become so cruel and compassionless as to slaughter the animals, but certaiitly
bey ought not Lo be so excessively compassionless as to eal them with their blood.
Ncvcrtheless. the main rcason, and the one nearest the truth of the matter why God
commanded men not to eat blood is the following. The blood has the form, or type. of
man's immaterial and uneatable and immortal soul for two reasons: first, because just
as the blood of animals, both as something warmer and as something more spirituous, and as soniediing more mobile lliaii olher liquids, is heir soul but an malional
and material soul, so too i s man's soul, though immaterial and rational, and albeit not
blood, as soinelhing bodyless and immaterial, \el it uses himian blood as a vehicle
and instrument or organ of its activities for its own reasons or needs: second, because
the blood was shed for the purpose of appeasing the rational souls of human beings,
as God says in Leviticus (17: 11). "the soul of all flesh is the blood thereof; and I have
given it unto you upon my sacrificial altar for you to make an atonement for your
souls: for il is the blood thereof hat maketh an atonement for the soul."' So whoever
cats blood is eating a rational soul, whereof that blood serves as a form or tvpc. But if
he does eat it, it is plain h a t il is something corporeal and material, and consequent&
renders the soul inorlal. "For if you eal Ihis," says Theodorel in derpreliiig h e above
saying, "you are eating a soul. For this occupies the same position as that of a rational
soul, because the eating of it is called murder." So oiat the Latins, and all other liuman beings that cat strangled mcat, or meat killed by a wild beast, or meat that has
died a natural death, and generally speaking meat with the blood in it. or what is the
worst of all the blood alone, arc sinning against a great dogma. For by so doing they
are dogmatizing the rational soul to be both material and affeclible like the bodies of
mail. For whatever occurs in the form, or type, occurs also in that which is typified. or
bears reference thereto. That is the same as saying that whatever consequences result
from the ealing of blood will ailect also the rational soul; and lor this reason it was
that God threatened those who eat blood with death: "Whosoever eateth it shall be
cut off' (Lev. 17: 14). Possibly, too. in a more mystical sense the eating or' blood was
prohibited in ordcr to make it plain that just as blood should not be eaten indiffcrcntly
and sin~ilarlyto mcat. so too the all-immaculate blood of the God-man Jesus ought
not to be eaten indinercntIy and similarly to the other foods, but, on the contrary, with
special and surpassing reverence, and with inhesitant faith. As for the fact that the
blood of sacrifices had h e lype. or .form. of the blood of Christ, that is one lo which
the divine Apostle is a witness, since lie conlimis it ill all his Epislle to the Hebrews,
and along with the Apostle the choir of divine Fathers do too. But as to that ivhich
Origcn says in his discourse against Cclsus; to the cffcct that we must not cat blood,
in order to avoid being nourished with the food of demons (for there were some men
who asserted that demons were nourished by the exhalations of blood); and also as to
that which Clement ofAlexandria, Origcn's teacher; asserted. to the cffcct that human
beings ought not lo eat blood. because heir ow11 flesh is irrilaled and slimulaled will1
the blood-all these ideas. I say, have been placed last in ordcr on the ground that
they do not possess so much force and power,

Concord

Moreover, in the new Law of the Gospel too such thmgs are not al-

lowed to be eaten. For these same Apostles held ameeting and wrote to the
heathen inhabitants of Antioch and of Syria and of Cilicia the following
words: "It has seemed right to the Holy Spirit and to us not to impose any
furtiler burden upon you, except what is necessary in these matters, to wit:
to abstain from eating food offered to idols, and blood, and fornication"
(Acts 15:28-29). The reason why animals killed by wild beasts or preyed
upon by vultures, and those which have died a natural death or which have
been strangled, are forbidden is that not all their blood has been removed,
but, on the contrary, most of it remains in them, being scattered through-
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out the veidets of all the meat.] from which veinlets there is no way for it
to escape. Wherefore those who eat them are eating meat in the blood of
its soul. Accordingly, c. LXVII of the 6th deposes any clergyman that eats
blood in any manner or by any device whatever, while, on the other hand,
it excommunicatesa layman for doing so. Canon I1 of Gangra also forbids
the eating of blood and strangled flesh and food offered to idols.
CANON LXIV1

i f any Cleryyman befound fasting on Sunday, or on Saturday with the
exception of one only, lei him be deposedfrom offlee. If, however, he is a layman, 1st him he excommunicated.
(cc. LV, LVl ol'6lh; c. XV1[[ or Gangra; c. XXIX or L a d c e a ;
c. XV of Peter h e Archbishop; c. I 01Theophilus.)
Interpretation

Fasting is one thing. and leaving off fasting is another thing, and abolishing fasting is still another thing. Thus. fasting, properly speaking, is
complete abstinence from food of all kinds, or even when one eats but
once a day, about the ninth hour, dry food, or, more explicitly speaking,
plain bread and water alone. Leaving off fasting is when one eats before
the ninth hour, even though it be merely figs, or merely currants or raisins,
or anything else of this kind; or if, besides bread and water, he should eat
also some lcinds of frugal and cheap comestibles, such as. for instance,
legumes, wine. olive oil, or shellfish. Abolishing fasting. on the other
hand, is when one eats of all foodstuffs, including meat, say, and fish,
and milk, and cheese, and the rest. So it may be said that in the present
Canon the divine Apostles ordain that if any clergyman be found in the
habit of fasting on Sunday or on Saturday with complete abstinence from
all food of every kind whatsoever, or even by eating only bread and water
at the ninth hour, with the exception of one Saturday only, namely, that
which is known as "Great Saturday" among Orthodox Christians (though
by others called "Holy Saturday"), during which the body of the Lord
was in the sepulcher, and during which all of us Qtthodox Christians
habitually fast, in accordance with the utterance of the Lord, who said:
"the days will come, when the bridegroom shall be taken from them, and
then shall they fast" (Matt. 9: 1 5); see also the footnote to c. XXIX of the
6th-then and in that case, 1 say, let any such clergyman be deposed from
office, or if it be a layman that is fasting on any of these days, let him
be excommunicated. For as regards Saturday we do not fast. mainly and
essentially because it is a day of rest and the one on which God rested
from all His works of creation, in accordance with the Apostles' Injunctions (usually called "Constitutions" in English), but improperly and
inessentially because the Marcionists used to fast on that day, thereby
contravening the honor due to the Creator of all things, according to St.
Epiphanius (in his Haer, adversus Marcionem). Besides, even M a g ounius, in his interpietation of c. XI of Ancy a. says that the heretics called
Colouthians and Apollhariaiis also used to fast on Saturday with a view

' Hcncc those who kill quadrupeds or birds with a gun and who fail ID slaughter them

at once so as to drain out all their blood. sin greatly. as eating meat 111 the blood of
its soul and transgressing the present Apostolical Canon. For in. what respect. I ask,
do animals killed by wild beasts or p q e d upon b~ vultures. whether he\ be land
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animals or fowls of the air. all of which arc forbidden by the Canon from those which
arc killed with lead shot? Hardly at all. For just as inside the former thcrc always rcmains a lo1 of blood. so to and likewise is there ahvq s blood in the laller. So as soon
as hunters kill game, they ought immediatclly to slaughter it and drain out all the blood
in it. just as is commanded by God. who says: "And whatsoever man there be of the
children of Israel, or of tlie strangers hat sojourn among you, liuntetli sad calcheh
any beast or fowl that may be eaten; he shall drain out the blood thereof and cover it
with dust ol' the earili" (Lev. 17: 13). Hence it is thai John 01' Kitros says Lhal it" an!
insect or other little animals from among those called unclean should fall into a vcssel, provided that it be not rotten and if it so be that it has fallen there into but a short
while since, the contents of the vcsscl should not be thrown away, but on the contrary,
when duly sanctified it may bc used as food, save only in case its possessor abhors
eating il or he may ha\ e his heallli hurl lhereb~. Bul if h e iiisecL should become pulrid
or putrescent, the liquid contents of the vessel must be thrown away, not only because
the eating 01 ii as food would injure h e heallli. bul also Lo avoid appearing to eal
anything strangled or anything that has died a natural death or the blood of an animal
(these things which are indeed expressly forbidden) in eating it. Hence also Novel 58
of Leo the Wise ordains that those who sell or cat any kind of food containing blood
arc to be beaten with staves and be shorn and bc condemned to perpetual exile. and
their property is lo be plundered and sequestered. All rulers, on Lhe other hand, and
judges that fail to chastise such offenders arc to be fined ten pounds of gold.
' It must be known that as in some editions, the present Canon is numbered LXVI
while in others it is numbered LXIV. which lim been adopted by us on tlie ground thai
it is the more prevalent.

to redeeming the sleeping ones. So. in addition to the real and inner reason
why we do not fast on Saturday, which is, as we said, that on that day the
Creator of all things took a rest, there is the further reason for not fasting
in that we thus avoid the semblance of agreeing with the said heretics. On
Sunday, of course, we do not fast on account of the universal joy attending the resurrection of our Lord. For it brings remembrance of the Sabbath
of the fast creation and formation of the world as its end and seal. But
Sunday preserves a picture of the second creation and reformation as its
beginning, but rather also as the beginning of the first creation too,
Concord

That is why the Sixth Council, confirming in its c. LV the present
Apostolical Canon, commands that those residing in old Rome should
keep it without any alteration of it, as they were in the habit of fasting
on Saturdays of Holy Lent, whereas Peter the holy martyr in his c. XV
calls Sunday a day of gieat joy. With these exceptions, however, that have
been made in what has been said, there is no permission given to anyone
to abolish the Saturdays and Sundays of the Lent in regard to cheese and
eggs, according to c. XVI of the 6th, but only in regard to wine and oil
and shellfish. But neither has anyone permission to suspend all work on
Saturday, but only on Sunday. For c. XXIX of Laodicea anathematizes
Christians doing this, oil the ground that they are Judaizing. Since, however, the Comicil of Gangra, in its c. XVIII, anathematizes those who fast
on Sunday, not for true mortification and temperance, but for ostensible,
or, more plainly speaking, such as is merely feigned and hypocritical; and
since c. LTII of the Apostles deposes any clergyman that does not eat meat
nor drink wine on feast days, not with a view to self-mortification and
temperance, but because he loathes these things, it is to be inferred as a
consequence of these premises that those men are not transgressors of this
Canon who for the sake of true self-mortificationcarried out with godliness
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and modesty fast for ten or fifteen days and as an inevitable consequence
fast also on the intervening days of Saturday and Sunday herein forbidden, as is also acknowledged by both Zonaras and Balsamon in unison, as
much in their interpretation ofAp, c. Llll as in that of the present Ap. c '
Yet even such persons, on these days, and especially on Sunday, ought not
to fast all day long; that is the same as saying that they ought not pass the
day without partaking of any food at all, but, instead, ought to leave off
their fasting, even before the ninth hour and with some sort of comestible
that will serve them as a means of leaving off but not abolishing their fast.
In such a fashion, for example, c. I of Theophilus, with a view to avoiding
the heresies of those who did not honor Sunday as the Lord's day, provided a way to leave off fasting on this day by merely partaking of dates, with
remarkable science and discernment. For as a matter of fact precisely in
the same way with this provision for leaving off one's fasting, he both kept
the Canons which ordain that we must not fast on Sunday, and at the same
time preserved the respectability of the requirement to fast on the eve of
Theophany even when it happens to fall on a Sunday, so too did they succeed in accomplishing their purpose of temperance and self-mortification2
by leaving off fasting through the help of the provision to partake of a
little food of some sort before the ninth hour, and thus they do not become
transgressors of the Canons. Divine St. Jerome also confirms the pennissibility of fasting on Saturday for the sake of true temperance and selfmortification. For in reply to Lycinius when the latter asked whether he
ought to fast on Saturday, St. Jerome answered: "As far as desirable God
gave us power to fast every day." Not because of any loathing of food,
that is to say, not for any ostensible and fictitious self-mortification, not
by way of showing contempt for the Canons, not on account of any observance of the Law, but for the sake of true temperance, as we have said,
and reverence, "though every man that striveth for mastery is temperate in
all things" (I Cor. 9:25).
I

Latins, on the other hand, cannot offer the pretext that they are fasting on Saturday
for the sake of self-mortification.No, sir. For, as Platinas states. Pope Innoccncc abolished fasting on Wednesday, it is true. but instead thereof he introduced the custom
of Fasting 011 Saturday. How, hen. can it be said that Saturday Fasting can be done
among Latins for the sake of self-mortification, when they mistake evil for good, and
with illegal Fasting on Saturday actually abolish legal fasting on Wednesday? But
olher witnesses besides Lhe said Canons to the fact hat we must not fast on Saturday
and Sunday are St. Basil and St. John Chrysostom. The former says in his eleventh
homily on the six days' creation: "Now prepare thyself to bc worthy of thc most modcst fast, since a fivc days" fast already has been imposed upon thcc," Thcrc arc fivc
days in the week. he s ~ sfor
, fasting. without Saturday and Sunday. St. Clqsoslom.
: those of us who have accepted a course
in his homily 011 the same subject s ~ s"To
of lasting, precisely like stations, and inns- and coasts and shores, and harbors, on
these h o days, namely Salurday and Sunda\. Ihe Lord has granted us h e right to
take a short rest," Divine Ignatius too states in his commentary on the Epistle to the
Philippians:"I rauyone Casts on Sunday or Saturday, save on the one Saturday preceding Easter, he is a Christ-killer.'"Divine Epiphanius s a y the following: "This holy
catholic Church considers all Sundays to be food days, and she arranges meals beginning with daybreak, and docs not fast. It is therefore unprincipled to fast on Sunday."
Divine St. Augustine with the example of the Apostles plucking corn on Saturday and
grinding up h e ears and eating thereof succeeds in proving aI the same Lime also that
no one ought to fast on Saturday. since even the Apostles did not do so. but instead
ate the ears 01' corn. and that no one ought Lo stop working on lhal day. but instead
ought to keep on working, just as the Apostles ground up the cars of wheat with their
hands
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'That is why St. Mclctius the Confessor says: "They often call double eating an abolishment of fasting. The abolishment being fixed by the Canons at the ninth hour" (Step
37).

CANON LXV

Ifany Clergyman, or Layman, enter a synagogue of Jews, or of heretics,
to pray, let him be both deposed and excommunicated.3
(Ap. cc. VII, XLV, LXXI: c. XI of the 6th: c , I of Antioch;
c. VI. XXXII. XXXIII. XXXVII. XXXVIII of Laodicea.)

Interpretation

The present Canon reckons it a great sin for a Christian to enter a
synagogue of Jews or of heretics in order to pray. "For what portion hath
a believer with an infidel?" (1 1 Cor. 6: 1 5), according to the divine Apostle.
For if the Jews themselves are violating the Law by going into their synagogues and offering sacrifices, in view of the fact that the offering of sacrifices anywhere outside of Jerusalem is forbidden, according to the Law
(as is attested by divine St. Justin in his dialogue with Tryphon, and by Sozomenus in his Ecclesiastical History, Book 5, ch. 2 l, and by St. Chrysostom in his second discourse against the Jews), how much more is not that
Chistian violating the law who prays along with the cmcifiers of Christ?
Moreover, it is also to be emphasized that any church of heretics, or any
religious meeting of theirs, ought not to be honored or attended. but rather
ought to be despised and rejected, on the ground that they believe things
contrary to the beliefs of Orthodox Christians. Hence it is that the present Canon ordains that if any clergyman or layman enters the synagogue
of the Jews or that of heretics for the sake of prayer, the clergyman shall
be deposed from office and at die same time be excommunicated on die
ground that he has committed a great sin. but as for the layman he is to be
excommunicated only, since, inasmuch as he is a layman, he has sinned to
a less degree than has the clergyman, in so doing, and because as a layman
he is not liable to deposition and cannot therefore be deposed. Or, to speak
more correctly, as others interpret the matter, the clergyman that enters a
synagogue of Jews or heretics to pray shall be deposed fiom office, while
any layman that does the same thing shall be excommunicated. Read also
the interpretation of Ap. c. VII and that of Ap. c. XLV.
CANON LXVI

I f any Clergyman strikes anyone in afight, and kills by a single blow,lei
him be deposedjkm office for his insolence. But i f he be a layman, Jet him
be excommunicated.
(c. XCI of the 6th; ec. XXI, XXII, XXIII of Ancyra: Athamisius in his Epistles;
cc. 11. VIII. XI. XIII. XXXIII. XLIII. LII. LIV. LVI. LVII; c. V ofNyssa.)

interpretation

In their c. XXVII the divine Apostles depose clergymen who either
strike believers for having sinned or unbelievers for having wronged
someone, as we explained in connection with the interpretation of that
In othcr manuscripts it reads thus: "Let the one be deposed, and the othcr be cxcommunicated.''
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Canon. But in the present Canon they ordain that if any clergyman during
a fight, i.e., in a quarrel, should strike anyone even a single heavy blow
and from this alone the man should die, such clergyman shall be deposed
from office,' if not because he struck a heavy blow, if not because he killed
the man without wanting to do so. but because he was overcome by anger
and proved insolent and pert in lifting his arm and striking a blow, a thing
which is forbidden to clergymen (I omit saying for the great and deadly
sin of the murder he committed); but if it be a layman that committed the
murder, he shall be excommunicated even from the mysteries as well as
from the congregation and church of the faithful.
Concord

Note that according to c. WIT of St. Basil the Great some murders
are willful, and other murders are something between involuntary and
willful, or rather to say they approximate more or less closely to willful
and intentional murders. Thus an involuntary murder is one which occurs when anyone throwing a stone at a tree or at a dog happens to hit
a human being with it and kills the latter. A willful murder, on die other
hand, is one in which someone takes a knife or a gun in order to kill, after
the manner of those who are robbers and those who go to war. Thus, according to C. V of Nyssa a willful murder i s that which takes place with
preparation and deliberation or meditation. But akin to willful murders
is that in which while fighting with another a man hits him with a stick
or club or unmercifully with his fist, in a spot that is dangerous and fatal.
The Bishop of Nyssa in his above-mentioned Canon judges such a slaying
to be willful murder,: a slaying, that is to say; such as is the one referred
to above in the present Apostolical Canon, which is willful according
to Canon of Nyssa, and nearly willful, according to Basil, because the
murderer used such an instrument in order to hit another person, and because he struck the man unmercifully in a deadly spot, when he himself
was utterly overcome by anger. On the whole, to state the case briefly, a
murder, according to the Nomicon of Photius, Title TX, ch. 26, must be
considered with due regard to the disposition and intention of the slayer;
that is to say, as to whether he had the intention and purpose to kill a person, or not. The disposition again must be considered with due regard to
the instrument or weapon he used in the slaying. For this reason, many
times when someone strikes another but does not kill him, he is punished
as a murderer on account of the intention he had to kill. On the contrary a
man is not punished as a murderer simply because he killed another man
if he intended only to hit the man but not to kill him. So that these two
considerations suffice to determine the difference between willful murder
'Note that although this man is merely deposed from office and is not cxcommunicated from h e prayer of h e faithful or from the Church entirely, yet he is 1101permitled
to partake of the divine Mystcrics with the faithful until such t i m e as the bishop may
deem reasonable. or his spiritual father may do so, as we have said in the Interpretslion oCAp. c. XXV.
= According lo h e Notnicotz of Plioliiis, Tide IX. ch. 25. anyone lhal prepares a poison
for the purpose of killing a human being. and anyone that sells it. and anyone that
keeps it are involved as accomplices in murder; lor there is no difference between
one who kills a man, and one who affords a cause of killing a man. But for one to kill
a man with poison is a greater crime than for one to kill a man with a knife. So both
offenders ought to receive the same sentence, according to Book 60 of the Basilica,
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Title XXXVI and XXXIX. ch. 12. Anvonc is guilty of the crime of murder also if he
gives anyone clsc medicines without being authorized to do so, according to Photius.
Tiile IX, ch, 25.In case it happens thai a number of men. are guilty of sinking blows
and it camiot be ascertained who actually committed a murder which occurred in the
midst OF the fight. all the men involved in the fight ought to be indicted for murder.
according lo Book 60 of Lhe Basilica, Title LVI. The murderer has lo give up the
down' of his wife and all prenuptial gifts that she has received, and the proportionate
share in his children's inheritance, and must divide all the rest of his prope* into
thrcc portions, and must give two portions to the wife and children of the one murdered. while he himself may keep the remaining portion (Armenopoulos, 11, Book 6,
ch. 6). A slaying, howevcr. that is done by anyone acting under the authority of the
law and rightfully entails no liability, according to the Injunctions of the Apostles.
Book 7, cli, 2. Nok also h a 1 anyone is condemned as a murderer lhal in time of a
plague or pestilence goes to houses or towns and infects others when he well knows
h a 1 he himself is infected and thus becomes the cause of many deaths.

and involuntary homicide with due regard to the disposition and impetuosity of the slayer and with due regard to the instrument or weapon he
used.' Among willful murders are those committed by women who give
herbs to pregnant women in order to kill the embryos; and likewise those
who accept such herbs as is decreed by the Sixth Council in its c. XCT and
by the Council ofAncyra in its c. XXI and by St. Basil according to his cc.
11 and VIll. But more charitably they are condemned and sentenced not
for life but for a term of ten years by both this same c. XXI of the Council
of Ancyra and c. I1 of St. Basil. Moreover those women who give men
drugs and herbs in order to entice them into the clutches of their Satanic
love which things (often called love potions in English) make those taking them dizzy and not infrequently cause their death as is mentioned by
Basil the Great in his aforesaid c. Vlll are likewise guilty of murder. Even
a woman that neglects her child and lets it die is considered a murderess,
according to cc. XXXIIT and LIT of the same Basil. The Faster (John) in
his c. XXVT says that women that throw down their infants at the doors
of churches are considered murderesses. Armenopoulos (in his Epitome
of the Canons) adds that this very same law has been decreed by a conciliar decision or that it has been made by a synodical decree. In his. c.
=I1 the same Faster says that any mother that falls asleep on top of
her infant and smothers it to death is considered a murderess if this occurred as a result of her negligence and carelessness. Tn c, XLIII he says
that whoever has given his brother a deadly wound (or deadly blow) is
a murderer whether he was the one who started the matter by striking
the first blow, or it was his brother who did so. As for involuntary murder (or homicide), the Council of Ancyra according to its c. XX111 fixes
the penalty at seven years or five years, while c. LVIT of St. Basil fixes
it at eleven years. Also in his c. XI he says that eleven years are enough
to serve as punishment for the involuntary murder which one has committed if he lives long enough to serve it out. Canon V of Nyssa fixes it
at nine years. Canon XX of the Faster fixes it at three years. But as for
willful murder, the Council of Ancyra separates the murderer from the

' It was not idle and vain that in cmjunction with the question as to the instrument 01
weapon there was added that of the s l a ~
er's disposition and impetiiosity or impulse.
Since, according to divine Basil, in ascetic ordinance 14, knives are used both b\
murderers and by physicians and surgeons, but for a different purpose in each of the
two contingencies, and with a dillerenl irame oi'niind: murderers use hem in order to
put men to death, whereas phyicians and surgeons use them in order to restore men
to health.
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Mysteries for the rest of his life, according to its c. XXII, while St. Basil;
in his c. LV1 sentences him to a term of twenty years; and the Bishop of
Nyssa to a term of twenty-seven years, in his c. V; finally, the Faster, in
his c. XX, fixes the term at five years. As for any clergymen that strike and
kill robbers who have attacked them, they are to be deposed from office;
according to Basil's c. LV. Even the Bishop of Nyssa says, in his c. V, that
though one murder a man involuntarily, he is nevertheless to be deprived
of the grace ofholy orders. And generally speaking from a universal point
of view it may be said that all clergymen without exception that kill anyone. whether it be intentionally or unintentionally. and whether it be that
thev have done so with their own hands or have had others do the actual
killing are pm,f k t o deposed, according to the determination made by
.~
men, on the other hand,
Constantine the Patriarch of C h l i a r h u ~Those
who go to war and kill the enemies for piety's sake (ie., in the cause of religion) to assure the sobriety and common peace of their brethren, deserve
to be praised, according to Athanasius, in his letter to Ammoun; whereas,
according to Basil, they must abstain from die mysteries for three years
only on the giound that their hands are not free from the stain of blood,
according to his c. X1I1. For the solution of this apparent contradiction, see
the footnote to the same c. XI11 o f Basil.'
CANON LXWI

If'anyone is keeptng a virgin whom he i m s forcibly raped, though she be
not engaged to another man, lei him be excommunicated. And let it not be
permissiblefor him to take another; but let him be obliged to keep her whom
he has made his choice even (hough she happen io be indigent.
(cc. XXII, XXIII, XXV, XXVI of Basil.)

Interpretation

The present Canon ordains that whosoever rapes a virgin by force and
violence that is not engaged to be married to another man, and is keeping
her ill his house or at his home. shall be excommunicated for this forcible
rape. and he is not to be permitted to take another woman instead of her,
but, on the contrary, is to be obliged to rest content with this same girl,
whom he himself chose, even though she be one ofhumble birth and poor.
111 the days of this Palriarcli it was delemined and decided synodical~ha1 if ail! one can flee and escape from the onset of a robber, but. instead of fleeing. stands his
ground and kills the robber dclibcratcly, is to be pcnanccd as a murderer for inorc
than thrcc ycm. But whosocvcr aftcr being many times begged to do so goes forth
and searches and finds a hief and pills him lo deah for Hie sake of the common intcrcst of the public at large, he is to be deemed to deserve rewards. Nevcrthclcss, for
sdety's sake, it has been found to be reasonable that he loo should be penali/.ed for
three yeais. Bdsamon, in fact, adds hat he saw a priest deposed because when he
was taking his book in a quarrel with another priest the latter swooned and fainted as
a result of h i s and died. Likewise he also saw another man, a monk-priest, deposed
because aftcr he had returned another monk's insult, the latter, being unable to stand
the insult, groaned, and with the groan. so heavy was this, he expired. He says further
that he even saw a bishop deposed from office because he had killed a Hagarcnc i11
time of war by brandishing his sword at him.
' There is also a question touching the status of a speculator and that of a public execulioncr. who wields Ihc knife or sword of the ruler and is God's minister, according
to the Apostle, as an advocate in connection with wrath against one that is cornmitting an evil. Ought even this man, I ask; be penalized and canonized, or not?
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For, according to Cbsostom, it is not he that puts the prisoner to dcath, nor is it
the ruler who decides upon or pronounces the dcath sentence, but, instead, it is the
wickedness of Hie man bemg put lo deal11 (Honuly VII 011 h e Second Ep. lo h e Cor.).
Yes, I answer, he ought to be pcnanccd or penalized for two reasons. First, because
he became responsible for commitljng murders and ei ils like a maleficent power and
like a vessel sen-me, no1 honor bul dishonor. and nol honesly bul dishonesty, aid noi
God's good will and pleasure, which we too ought to find pleasure in, by emulating
and imitating His goodness and benevolence, according to St. Basil the Great (see
the abstract of his numbered 276), but also as respecting God's will by conccssion,
by
in which Gad' does not want us to collaborate, according to the same Basil (iW.),
prosecuting one whom God smites, and by adding to the pairLfulncss of his wounds.
For though God uses those who have become wicked of their own accord. whether
demons or human beings, as inskumenis or tools with which lo chastise sinners, for
their own interest, yet He hates them and abhors them, according to wise Synesius,
because they became 01use in doing ill Lo others, and because they are enemies lxni
on extermination of His creature. Second, because the speculator and public cxccutimer, or even the demon who punishes men, has no such intention and aim when
he kills the men, under the impression that he is thereby doing God a service, but,
instead, being posscsscd of a wicked preference or rnalevolcnt choice, according to
the same Synesius. lie rejoices in the calamities of others and in blood. So lie cannot
escape condemnation, because he himself murdered those men who deserved death.
For Judas could offer h e same apology or excuse. For Chnsl ought to have been crucitied for the salvaLion of all men. \el woe and terror belide him means of whom
He came to be crucified. Though Ch~yostomsays (on ch. 5 of the Ep. to the Gal,)
that no one hales or abhors the instnmieiii but onh the wielder 01" it. Tliis. 1 admit, is
the case so far as regards an inanimate instrument, but not as regards an animate and
rational instrumentor tool, such as is the speculator. Hence these arguments show that
bothjdatae and public executioners ought to be penalized and punished. Moreover,
even hose who accompaiiy thefelalue in order to see h e ones about lo be put lo death
must not be lefl unpenalized and unpunished, because of Hie cruelty and barbaril:
they show in wanting to see men slaughtered and blood shed. spectacles which cause
one lo shudder merely to imagine them.

Concord

With reference to the subject of the present Canon St. Basil in his cc.
XXII and XXV ordains that the man who forcibly rapes a virgin shall be
allowed to have her as his wife?but shall nevertheless be canonized with
the penalty attaching to fornication. That is to say, to be deprived of the
right to communion for four years. But in his c. XXVT the same saint
says that those who commit fornication fust and marry later had better
be separated; or in case they will not consent under any circumstances to
their being separated, let diem be left united.' Nevertheless. in the case
of a matter of this kind consideration must be paid to what God says in
the twenty-second chapter of Deuteronomy (25-27); that is to say, there
must be an investigation as to whether the virgin happened to be found
in a desert place, and whether she yelled and no one came to her rescue.
For then she would be free from responsibility.. . "there is in the damsel
no sin worthy of death," it says; "for as when a man riseth up against his
neighbor, and slayeth his soul, even so is this matter: for he found her
in the field, and the damsel shouted, and there was no one to save her."
But when it all happened when she was not in a desert place or in the
wilderness. and she did not yell, it appears that lie mined her with her
I

11 is a mailer to be wondered at hat the present Aposlolical Canon as well as cc.
XXII and XXV of Basil permit hose who raped women lo have diem as wives,
whereas in his c, XXVI the same Basil says that those who have become joined by
Ibniilicalion are to be separated. With a view lo solving this question. Balsamon
s a y that in the above Canons Basil is speaking of a virgin that has been violated
and consequently, unless she accepts her violator as her husband, she will be lefl dis-
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honored and deserve mercy, for no one else will take her as a wife bccausc of the fact
that she has been raped. But in his c , XXVI conccrning fornification he is dealing
with the case in which aller having been raped by another man the girl has later bee11
enticed into foraification by another man.For cvcn though such a woman docs not
take as her husband the man who induced her to commit romi ficalion with him. she
will not be undergoing any loss or damage, nor will she be wronged nearly so much
as would the one above. Hence it is also better that such persons be separated. But
inasmuch as Zonaras says no such thing, and inasmuch as Basil the Great calls even
the rapc of a virgin fornification in. his c, XXII, that opinion of Balsamon's docs not
appeal to us, as it does not seem to consist with right reason and the saii-it's aim. So by
way of solving this problem we venture to say that after Basil the Great said that which
he did conccrning a man and a woman who dispose of a case of rape by resorting to
marriage, in his cc. XXII and XXV, lie lastly comes round in his c . XXVI lo a more
general and universal view concerning all those who join in fornification, whether
die girl in question be one who was a iirgin and undeflowered or one previously deflowered by another man, in saying: "fornification is not marriage, but neither is it the
beginning ova marriage, so that ifit be possible for those who have entered into marriage in this manner aftcr premarital fornification to be separated, this is best." But
why is it best for them to be separated? Because, according to the Apostle. "marriage
is honorable and the bed undefiled'" (Heb. ch. 3,whereas such a marriage as this.
entered into after and as a result of fomification, is in consequence no marriage at all.
And such a bed nol undefiled, but. on the conkary. is defiled and unclean. For il was
not God lhat joined such persons toge her, as is written, "whom God halh joined,'" nor
has reason and God's blessing through the priest, but, on the contrary, lasciviousness
and wanlomess. (Cl'. Mall. l P 6 . j Besides, how can il be said ha1 when it comes to
being blessed such persons deserve to havc a garland (or crown) placed on their head,
which is a symbol o f victory. in indication that the ones joined in wedlock have net
been defeated by sensuous pleasure, but. on the contrary, havc remained invincible,
according to St. Cliry sostoni (Horn. IX on I Tim.). They on h e conkary being olercome by wantonness and sensuous pleasure have been utlerli vanquished. Or how
can it be said that they deserve to commune in the divine mysteries in the church after
being blessed, as is the order in our hol) Churcli, when he! are under a canon for
fornification? Second, because if such persons are not separated, a door to perdition
will be opened tor all libertines and incontinents to ruin girls first and to be blessed
with them afterwards. Many men- indeed, will on this account be induced to ruin
girls first in order to be able to take them as wives whether thcir parents are willing or
not, because of the fact that they have been ruined. But quitc olhcnvisc in case such
persons arc scparatcd, the separation will act as a bridle, and especially as regards the
girls and women, to prevent them From betraying themselv es to men in order to get
themselves ruined beforehand, since they will be reminded thai if this should happen.
not only will the! (ail to receive as husbands the men who ruined them, but, on the
contrary'. they shall havc to remain dishonored and despised throughout thcir life; and
all they have to gain is sin and hell. For these reasons, then. it is better and stricter
for those joined after fomification, not only not to be joined together and not to be
blessed to start with, but, cvcn aftcr thcy havc succcedcd in getting thcmselvcs joincd
togelher and blessed, but to be separated in spite of themselves. For this is what (he
word separation denotes as used by the saint. He goes on to say. however. as a matter ol' permissiveness and of adjustment, that in case the ones who have been joined
togelher aller fomification are mdissiiadably delermined to insist upon being wedded.
and will in no way consent to be separated, that they are to be penali7ed as fornicators.
but are to be lell united, in order to avoid having something wmorse
ensue, lest, in other
words. thcy should commit suicide bccausc of thcir being unable to endure the pangs
of love, or should be tempted to fornicate and commit adultery secretly, even after being separated, according to Zonaras. Hence it seems to follow that the present Apostolical Canon is speaking in a similar mood ol'permissiveness and adjustn~ent,though
at the same time with a view to restriction of die evil. As a niatler of pemussiveness.
lest anything worse should happen, and this ruined virgin. wishing to have as her husband the man who ruined her. but being kept away from him and unable to endure the
disgrace and reproach, should be caused to commit suicidc, as havc many other girls
actually done under such circumstances. And especially in view of the fact that she
was forcibly raped by the mail, and not ruined willingly and with her consent, a thing
which appears to her unbearable. For although it says "whom he has forcibly raped."
yet Basil fails to add this word "forcibly" or "force" m his c. XXV, but only the word
"ruia."For restriction of the evil. in order that rich men who rapc poor girls forcibly
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and against their will may be compelled by this Apostolical Canon to i n a m them;
and similarly as regards rich women voluntarily allowing thcmsclvcs to be mined by
poor men- and being compelled to wed them, men as much as women are dissuaded
from doing such things when thcy consider the fact that the will have to marry such
poor and in general humble girls- or such poor and humble men, a thing which seems
to hen1 to be altogeher unbearable. Thai the Canon appears to speak of such rich
people definitely, is plain from what it adds, i.e., "but let him be obliged to keep her
whom he has made his choice even though she happen to be indigent." So much ("or
these matters
But as for anyone that should take as wife a woman that has been mined by another
man and that is a nrostitute. without thcrc having bccn am' fonnfication between
them previously. I simply c a h o t say how great a good he isdoing by gathering in a
lost sheep and saving a soul which would ohenvise have gone lo perdition. I can only
say that such a man becomes an imitator of God, who took- as His bride the prostitute
and sinl'iil nature ol'hunian beings, without considering its previous sins. as we have
already said in the footnote to Ap. c. XLVIII,

consent (see also footnote 1 to c. 11 of Gregory the Miracle-worker. It
should also be ascertained whether the man who raped her has parents living (or whether he is iiiarned); and likewise as to the virgin who has been
raped: and whether they or their parents are disposed to consent to their
marriage, according to c. XXTT of Basil. There must be no coercion in this
matter. According to the civil law (Annenopoulos, Book 6, Title Ill), if
the man who raped the girl is rich, he shall give her a pound of gold, ' hut
if he is poor, he shall give her halfhis entire property. But if he is without
property, he shall be cudgeled. shorn, and exiled. But if any man should
mill a girl before she is of proper age, that is to say, before she has become
thirteen years old, he shall have his nose cut off; and shall give half of all
his wealth to the ruined girl (ibid.).
CANON LXVTT1

If any Bishop, or Presbyter, or Deacon accepts a second ordination
from anyone, let him and the one who ordained him be deposed. Unless
it be established that his ordination has been performed by heretics. For
those who have been baptized or ordained by such persons cannot possibly be either faithful Christians or clergymen.
(Ap. cc. XLVI. XLVII: c. VIII of the 1st; c. VII of the 2nd; c. XCV of the 6th
and cc. LVll, LXXV11, and Cl 01Caitliage.)

Interpretation

For one to be ordained twice may be understood in different ways. Either because the one ordained has come to hold in contempt the one who
ordained him, or because he thinks that he may receive more grace from
the one who has ordained him the second time, on the ground that he has
greater faith in him; or for some other reason. Hence the present Canon
ordains that if any bishop or pesbyter or deacon accepts a second or&nation2 from anyone, he shall be deposed fiom office as well as the one
A pound contains 72 coins, butjust how much each coin was worth is unknown. Now,
however, apound contains 12 ounces; each ounce, 8 drains; and each dram. 60 grains.
It is evident, therefore, that such a man with such a gift is well penalized ccclcsiastically as a lomicalor.
^ What can be h e reason why onl) tw o or all h e seven M? steries cannot be performed
twice. namcly. hat of baptism and that of ordinalion mio holy orders? Thc scholaslies. on the one hand. SF that it is because these two leave an indelible imprint or
s l m p uliicli according lo them (in Lhe Coiirlh.chapter o r Theologv. as it is to be Cotiiid
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in the Catechism Nicholas Boulgaris) is a rcal quality inherent in the soul and is
a supernatural power. This opinion of the scholastics was followed by almost all our
own modem theologians, and especially by Koressios. But to me, on the olher liand. il
sccms that tlic sole reason why thcsc two mysteries alone arc incapable of bcing cclcbrated a second time in Hie life of one and the same individual as a recipient thereor, is
because they are carried out in ihe type. or Corm, of the Lord's dealli, which occurred
but once and can never occur a second time. For those who are being baptized are
baptiired into the Lord's death: according lo St. Paul and Ap, c. XLVU. As lor priests
who have fallen out of holy orders, the reason why thcy cannot be ordained a sccond
time is that they epifv the tirst and great priest who came but once to the office of
holiness. after finding everlasting redemption. according to St. Paul, and Hc rcmains
perpetually incapable of fall from holy ordcrs. This in my opinion is the rcal reason
why a priesi cannot be reordained. For holy orders in Christ are incapable of tall and
cannot be forfeited. Hence His type ought always to stand in the purity demanded
and required For holy orders, in order llial the likeness niq be well preserved. as
between the high priest and the one typifying Him. Another reason. however, is also
the fact that a priest consists mainly in the exercise of sacerdotal functions. or, more
plainly speaking, in sacrificing the mystic sacrament, which is the bloodless sacrifice
whercby the one death of the Lord is denounced, according to St. Paul, For it is a
question whether there is aiiy good and sufficient reason wily these in? stories cannot
be celebrated a sccond time in the nature of the imprint or stamp invented or imagined
by h e scholastics~because second chnsnialioii is permissible, notwill-istanding hat
die chrism is called a seal. and reall! does imprint a seal and stamp upon the soul of
the one receiving it. For John the Evangelist says: "And the chrism which ye have
received from him abidelh in you" (I John 2:27).And Sl. Paul sa\s: "'Who liah also
scaled us, and hath given us the earnest of the Spirit in our hearts" (I1 Cor. 1 :22).
Moreover, one must remember that David even called Saul "anointed of the Lord,"
not only after his disregard of God, but also after his death (I1 Sam. 1:14). Hcncc and
for h i s reason, namely, the Lord's unique death, only a single deacon, and only a single presbyter, and only a single bishop or other prelate ought to be ordained at an! one
liturgy, and not two, or several, according to Syneon of Thessalonica (Reply 39), and
also according lo Job in the Sjmfagmaiion of CluysanLhus. As lor those who are not
uniquely ordained-i.e., who are not ordained once for all-what they are I know not.
s q s the same Syneon, seeing that they have not been ordained in accordance with the
tradition of the Church. In spite of the fact that several anagnosts and sub-deacons arc
ordaincd at one and the same liturgy; on the theory that they are more imperfect mcmbcrs orthc holy orders? and hat they arc ouksidc owing 10 heir bcing in a ininor service (commonly called "minor orders" in English). according to the samc Job (ibid.).
For this reason. lliai is to say, because of h e Fact that llie unique dealli 01Christ canno1 occur a second time, the local synod held ill h e time of Heraclius against Isidorus
in A . D. 6 13 ordained that two liturgies should not be celebrated on one and the same
day and on one and the samc table, saying: "It is not lawful on one tablc in the samc
day tor two liturgies to be said, nor on the same table on which the bishop officiated
in a liturgy, for my presbyter to officiate in a liturgy in the same day": which rule the
Papists ( i . ~ .the
, so-called Roman Catholics) transgress. But then the fact is that cvcn
our own priests who celebrate liturgy twice in the same d q : under the niisconception
that this conduccs to outspoken emphasis and greater imprcssivcness, arc gravely
sinning. Accordingly. let them henceforth cease committing this absurd impropriet!,,

who performed the ordination. The sole exception is that presented in
case it be proved that his ordination was performed by heretics. For all
those who have been baptized or ordained by heretics are subject to the
feature that this fact prevents any of them from being qualified in any way
whatsoever as Christians by virtue of their heretical baptism, or rather to
say, pollution, nor as priests and clergymen by virtue of their heretical
ordination. On this account there is no danger whatever in baptizing such
persons by 01thodox p iests, and in ordaining them by Orthodox bishops. '
Hence in agreement herewith St. Basil the Great in writing to the Christians of Nicopolis says: "1 will never count one a true priest of Christ that
has been ordained and has received patronage of laity from the profane
hands of heretics to subversion of the Orthodox faith
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' That is why Balsamon (Reply 30, p. 378 of "Juris")

says that if any heretical priest or
deacon is baptized (or anointed with chrism), his former priesthood is to be regarded
as a depravity and never existed as unreal. Bul if t h e r e a r lie be found worlhy, he
may bccomc both a pricst and a prelate. Hcncc it follows as a matter of logical inference that since, according to the present Apostolical Canon. heretics have no holy
orders. whatever ministrations they i n q perform are banalities and devoid of grace
and sanctie. Consequently it also follows in keeping herewith that the unleavened
wafers and the sacraments of Latin heretics are also banalities and not holy in accordancc with Ap, c , XLVI. This is perfectly true in spite of the fact that Dcmctrius
Chomateinos (on page 320 of the "Juris") and John of Kitros (Reply 12. preserved
ill manuscripts) said that we wcrc making no mistake if we deemed the sacraments
of the Latins holy For they said this out of regard for the fact that thcy wcrc then accepting La tins as duly baptized. since the lalter had nol yet sel aside the law requiring
three immersions and three emersions in baptism. Note also that these same writers
who said these tilings added nevertheless that vte ought not to allow any Orthodox
Christian to receive communion from the Latins. It is with this tenor that we ought to
understand also that which Btyennnis wrote concerning them in his letter to Nicetas:
"Moreover, even five hundred years ago and earlier the Easterners regarded the rites
of the Westenicrs as common." That explains why wherever the Latins had held any
church services, the Easterners f m t went through the ceremony of sanctification foi
the purpose of purifying the premises, and afterwards held services. See also the
Canon of the Council held in Laodicea in h e footnote lo Ap. c. XLV1.

Concord

Notwithstanding that the First Ecmn. C. in its c. VIII accepted die ordinations performed by the Novatians, and the Council held at Carthage
those performed by the Donatists, the fact remains that the Novatians on
the one hand, were not really heretics, but only schismatics, according
to c. I of Basil, while, on the other hand, the orhations of die Donatists
were accepted only by the Council held at Carthage on account of the
great need and want which Africa had of clergymen, according to its c.
LXVT. This is the same as saying that they accepted them "economically"
i.e., by way of a concession) and as a matter of necessity. That is why the
Council held in Italy refused to accept them, since it was in no such straits,
according to c. LXXVII of the same Council. Moreover, even the Council
held in Carthage, according to the terms of its c. CI, required that all who
ordained heretics, or who were ordained by heretics or who admitted to the
privilege of holding services should be entitled to receive ten pounds of
gold as compensation for their loss of prestige and for their condescension
in lending consent to such unorthodox proceedings. Actually, too, the Seventh Ecumenical Council, though it did accept the ordinations performed
by the heretics called Iconomachs (or Iconoclasts)-not, however. those
performed by the chief leaders of die heresy nor those performed by such
of these heretics as cherished any rancor and who were not genuinely and
truly repentant, as divine Tarasius said; but only ordinations performed
by the followers of the chief leaders of the heresy and of those who were
truly and genuinely repentant: concerning which see the interpretation of
the letter of Athatiasius the Great to Roufiatius-and those who had been
ordained by them and who held the Orthodox faith they did not reordain,
as appears from its first act, but it did this "economically" because of the
great multitudes of Iconomachs that was then in evidence;just as the Second Ecumenical Council accepted the baptism performed by some heretics, as a matter of "economy," ie., by way of L'accomodation,"as we have
already said. Hence in view of the fact that it did not make this temporal
and circumstantial "economy" a "definition," i .e., a definitive rule, it cannot be said to conflict with the present Apostolical Canon. Why, even the
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patriarch Anatolious was ordained by the heretic Dioscous and his heretical synod; and even St. Meletius of Antioch was ordained by Arians, according to Sozomenus (Book 4, ch. 28); and many others were ordained
by heretics and were thereafter accepted by the Orthodox leaders. But such
examples are relatively rare and occasional and due to the circumstances
of the case, and they lack canonicity. Anything, however, that is due to
circumstances and that is a rarity is not a law of the Church, both according to c. XVI I of the 1st-&-2nd and according to Gregory the Theologian,
and a1so according to the second act of the Council held in St. Sophia and
according to that legal dictum which says: ""Whatever is contrary to the
spirit of the Canons cannot be dawn upon as a model." Second ordinations of the Orthodox are also prohibited by c. LVII of Carthage. Read
also the interpretations and footnotes toAp. cc. XLV1 and XLV11.
CANON L X K

If any Bishop, or Presbyter, or Deacon, or Subdeacon, or Anagnost, or
Psah fails tofast throughout the forty days of Holy Lent, or on Wednesday,
or on Friday,Jet him be deposedfrom office. Unless he has been prevented
from doing so by wason ofbodily illness. I f , on the other hand, a laymanfail
to do so, let him be excommunicated.
(cc XXIX, LXXXIX o f the 6th: cc, XLiX. LI. Lit of Laodicea.
c, XV of Peter the Archbishop; c, I of Dionysius; cc, VIM. X ofTim
Interpretation

The present canon commands all alike, including laymen and those in
holy orders, to fast likewise and on an equal footing not only during the
forty days' period commonly known as the Great Lent,' but also on every
Wednesday and Friday in the year; since it makes an explicit statement to
this effect by saying verbatim: Tf any bishop or presbyter or deacon or subdeacon or Anagnost or psalt fails to fast throughout the forty days of Holy
Lent, or on every Wednesday, or on every Friday, let him be deposed: unless he has been prevented from doing so because of some bodily illness.
Tf, on the other hand, any layman fails to fast on the aforesaid days, let
him be excommunicated. For we do not fast during Holy Lent; according
to divine Chrysostom (Discourse on those who fast on the first Rasters),
not on account of Easter, not on account of the Cross, but on account of
our sins: since Easter is not a subject for fasting and mourning, but, on the
contrary, an occasion for cheer and joy. Hence we ought not to say that
we are mourning on account of the Cross. For it is not because of that we
are mourning: God forbid! But it is really on account of our own sins. We
fast during the forty days of Lent in imitation of the Lord, who fasted on
the mountain for forty days straight. As for the two days in the week on
which we also fast, namely, Wednesday and Friday, we fast on Wednesday because it was on that day of the week that the council was held in
connection with the betrayal of our Lord; and we fast on Friday because it
was on that day of the week that He suffered in flesh His death in behalf
of our salvation; just as the sacred martyr Peter says in his c. XV. and just
as divine Jerome says too.? But inasmuch as c. L of Laodicea commands
For this is merely a tithe of the whole \ear, according to the ehquisite calculation
vihich Blaslans makes A \ear is made up of 365 d q s . and Great Lent conlains
seven weeks, from which Saturdays and Sundays are to be subtracted- on which days
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fasting with abstinence from wine and olive oil is not allowed, thus leaving a rcmaindcr of 35. If we add Grcat Saturday to these. the total number of fast days bcconies 36, whicli is exactly a tithe (or k n h part) of h e whole year of 360 days (in
round nunibcrs). We rnT add also the night of Grcat Saturday and count it as a half
day. reckoned as extending to Easter mom. and thereb\ we can account also for the
five days additional to Ilie 360 required for a full solar year; and Lhus, behold. Ilie days
of the year are reduced to exactly a tenth of their total number. Note that during all
the Corlv days ol'Great Lent dsh is allowed by the Church but once: and thai is only
on the feast day of Annunciation, as is ordained in the manuscript Rituals kept on the
Holy Mountain (1.e.. Mt, Athos). Hence it is evident that it has been a more modern
hand that has written into the printed Rituals and into the Triodia that we may cat fish
also on the feast day of the Palms. Besides, even Nicholas the Patriarch in his stichs
(or verses) allowed tlie eating of fish o* on h e feast of Annuncialion. Wherefore,
when we learn this fact. let us follow the forms of the saints, and not the modernities
of heretics, who yield obedience to the dictates of their bellies.
Wednesdays and Fridifts of Novation Week are excepted. as are also those days in
the week following immcdiatcly after Pentecost. We abolish fasting during Novation
Week on account o f ~ h greatjoy
e
attending the resurrection oI' the Son and Logos: and
we abolish lasting during die week afler Pentecost because of [liejov engendered b\
the descent of the Holy Spirit in order that even in this respect the Holy Spirit might
prove to be cocsscntial with the Son. and not anything inferior to Him, as John of
Kitros says in his c XXV. As for the abolishment of fasting on the Wcdncsdays and
Frida! s on which occur h e feasts of Chnslmas aiid of T h e o p h ~ il. appears that the
situation is remedied by the fasting which is done 011 the eve preceding them, which
is stated in print to be observed a h a \ s in connection with these feasts: wherefore I
consider this be h e reason. The iibolishmenL offasling. on the oilier hand, whicli
occurs on the Wednesdays and Fridays that come within the twelve d a y s b e r i d preceding Apocreos. and those that come within Cheese-eating Week, cannot bejustified
or remedied on m y score. The reason which some adduce for this-the allegation,
that is to say, that during the twelve d a y in question the Armenians are wont to fast
on account of the dog thcy call Aqiburioa, while in the case of the week preceding
Apocreos the Nincvitcs fa* and during Chccsc-wcck the Tctraditcs-this prctcndcd
reason, I say. is altogether impossible and unimpressive, seeing Lhat all we Orthodox
Christians are in no logically significant manner to be distinguished from cacodoxical miscreants and wrong-minded heretics by what we eat or do not eak but solel!
by the dogmas of the faith which we entertain and cherish. That is why St. Paul said
the law of comn~andmentsto have been abrogated in dogmas. It is for this reason
that Balsamon as much as John of Kitros. who say that we should abolish fasting on
these particular Wednesdays and Fridays because the above-mentioned heretics fast
011 those days, did not say indefiiiitely and uiiresLrictedIy that all Orthodox Christians
must abolish fasting 011 those particular days, but only those Orthodox Christians who
live in the same house and associate with the said heretics. For Balsamon, on the one
hand. in his Reply 52 whicli he addressed to Marcus ofAlexandria says the followmg:
"Nevertheless this too shall be done whenever anyone is dwelling with Tetradites or
Armenians." John (01' Kitros) in his Repl~27. addressed to Cabasilas 01' Dyrrachiutn
(LC.,Durazzo) says likewise: '"And especially if we happen to be dwelling with such
persons: let 11s not, therefore. make this a pretext to pamper our bellies." Again. in
this conncction Nicholas thc Patriarch wrote to Anastasius the Sinaitc the following
in verse:
'1 speak oftlie week before Apocreos, therefore.
Which week we are wont to call that ofArjiburion:
Most people have taken to the custom of frank abolishment,
And seculars accordingly cat meat on Wednesdays and Fridays.
Likewise even the monks have adopted the habit of eating cheese,
Rightly thinking in truth and doing likewise.
Provided thcy arc descended from the Armenian race
And have also been adherenis of their heresy of Atjibiirion;
For then thcy arc doing right and arc exempt fro111 suspicion.
Bill the Faithful are Orthodox even from heir ancestry:
In vain do thcy seek excuses to break off fasting."
So let all hose keep their mouth shut who are iicihcr living with Armenians (for
the others, the Tetradites, 1 mean. and the Nineviles are no longer to be Ibund in the
present limes). nor descended from the Armenian race. bul who iinpudeiill~abolish
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fasting on the said Wednesdays and Fridays; and let the111 learn that thcy arc doing
this not for the purpose of countering the Armenians, but rather with a view to pampering heir stomach. A1 a time when even those who ei her are living \vihArmenians
or arc descended from the Armenian race, to avoid any suspicion of heresy. may, by
abolishing a single permissible d a ~in he /hhcaernemn, or twelve days' period before Apocreos. of Tuesday, h a 1 is to say- or of Thursday, revert those who have been
fasting all the week long. Besides fasting on Wednesdays and Fridays, the rituals also
monks. A* seculars, however,
prescribe Casting on all the Mondays in the year
that arc willing to fast on this day will be praised by God for doing so and will receive
a proper reward. For, "the more that tine things are enhanced, the greater is the benefit
bestowed." We too know and have seen with our own q c s many men, and especially
women, in the world fasting on Monday prcciscly as on Wednesday and Friday, Right
correct and thoroughl! reasonable is the logical conclusion concerning fasling 011
Monday which has been proposed by many authorities and which may be worded
substantially as follows: The Lord conimands us thai unless our righteousness exccedcth that of the Scribes and Pharisees, we cannot enter the Kmydom of Heaven.
But since the Pharisees were wont to fast on two days of the week, according to the
Pharisee's statement, "I fast twice a week" (Luke 18:12), therefore we Christians
certainly ought to fast three days a wcek, or. more expressly speaking, on Monday.
Wednesday, and Friday, and not merel! on Lhe two days, Wednesday and Friday. in
order that our righteousness may exceed that of the Pharisees (that the Pharisees actually did last on Wednesday and Friday is a Fac~which is clearly asserted by divine
ChpsosLom, in his sernion 011 Hie Publican and h e Pharisee, page 465, vol. VII). St.
Meletius the Confessor asserts that we ought to fast on Monday in order to begin the
week with fasting (Step 35).
Note further that inasmuch as c. XIX of Gangra anathematizes those who abolish
the fasts which have been traditionally handed down to the public, on accounts and
under pretexts of thcir own without being compcllcd to do so by any bodily illness.
it is incuinbeni upon all, whether hey be in holy orders or mere laymen, in addition
to fasting throughout Great Lent, to keep also the following three Casts. namely: lliat
of the forty days' Advent observed in honor of the Christ about to be begotten and in
behoof oi"expunction o r our sins: that which is called the last ol' lhe Holy Apostles,
and which is observed, not on account of the Holy Apostles. as some say. not on account of the descent of the Holy Spirit, but pre-eminently and principally on account
of the preceding seven days' rest- as the hj~mctionsof the Apostlcs say (Book 5,
ch, 20)~consequentlyand according to the concomitant reason, because the divine
Apostles were wont to CasL and were llius sent out Lo preach; for it was then (sav the
Acts, in ch. 13, v. 3) "when thcy had feasted and prayed, and had laid thcir hands on
hem, [hey sent h e m awa)." as the Orthodox Confession says (011 page 109): his
fact is also ineiilioned by Athanasius h e Great (in his discourse concerning hose
who disparage (light during persecution), who says, "having tasted in the week after
Holy Pentecost, the laity went out round the c c m c t c ~to pray"; and by c. XIX of St.
N i c e p h o n ~ s ~ a nthird,
d that ofAugust in honor of the Theotoke, who indeed fasted
herself in the time of Her do mi ti on^ according to Symcon of Thcssalonica (Rcply
54). But we ought to observe thcsc particular facts, not with xcrophagy, as in the case
of Great Len4 but \ v i h wine and olive oil and the eating or fish (i.e., iclithyopliflgv),
s fall within these fasting periods. and except
except on Wednesdays and F r i d ~ that
during the fast of August, on the occasion of which we partake of fish only once, on
die feasl of Transfiguration. For iiotwilhstanding lhe fact thai Ihese parlicular feasts
are not ordained by the Apostles, we are nevertheless in duty bound to observe also
the traditions handed down by the Fathers on account ol'long consuetude, which has
the force of a law- according to the sacred and civil laws. And because, according to
St. Basil the Great (see his sermon on morals Lxx), even in those matters wherein
nothing is pdcularly stated in the Biblc. wc ought to cxhort cvcryonc towards what
is best and o f the greatest benefit to the soul. The Fast of August is mentioned also
by c. I11 of Nicholas; moreover, Hie lonie of Union mentions bolli Lhe fast of August
and that of Advent. Also see c. [ I I of N wcaesarea, Hence those persons who fast only
seven da? s during all these three lasts, are conden~nedas transgressors orthe ancient
prescription of the Church,

us to eat dry bread throughout Lent, as divine Epiphanius says in Haer.
LXV, to the effect diat during die fast of Lent eating dry bread and pacticing continence are incumbent, while the pesent Apostolical Canon
counts Wednesday and Friday along with Lent as occasions for fasting,
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it is evident that fasting on every Wednesday and Friday ought to be done
by eating dry bread in a similar manner as in the case of Lent. Eating dry
bread is the eating of bread once a day, at the ninth hour, without eating
olive oil or drinking wine, as we have explained in the Interpretation of
Ap. c. LXIV. Hence it is that Balsamon says that even the eating of shellfish on Wednesday and Friday and during Lent is pi ohibited. This truth is
acknowledged also by divine Epiphanius, who says: "Fasting on Wednesday and on the day preceding Saturday, i.e., on Friday, until the ninth
hour." In addition Philostorgius (in Book 10 of his Ecclesiastical History)
says: "Fasting on Wednesday and Friday is most certainly not restricted
to mere abstinence from meat; but, on the contrary, is canonized to the
point that one is not allowed to eat any food whatever until evening. This
explains why blissful Benedict in his c. XL1 orders monks subject to h n
to fast on Wednesday and Friday until the ninth hour. God-bearing St. lgnatius, too, in his Epistle to the Philippians says: "Do not disregard Lent.
For it contains an imitation of the Lord's polity. After Passion Week, do
not fail to fast on Wednesday and Friday, allotting the surplus to the indigent." So let not certain men violate all reason by declaring that fasting
on Wednesday and Friday is not Apostolical legislation. For here, behold,
you have direct and unambiguous proof that the Apostles in their own
canons include this fast along with the fast of Great Lent, while in their
Injunctions they place it on a par with the fast of Great Week (i.e., of Passion Week). For it is written in those Injunctions: "It is obligatory to fast
during Cheat Week and on Wednesday and Friday."' But why should I be
saying that the Apostles made it a law? Why, Christ Himself made fasting
on these two days a law. And to assure yourselves that this is true, listen
to the Holy Apostles themselves and hear what they say in their hjunctiom (Book. 5, ch. 14): "He Himself has ordered us to fast on Wednesday
and Friday." But since. as has been shown. the fast of Lent is on a par
with fasting on Wednesday and Friday, it follows that leaving off these
two fastings in the case of sickness or illness is also on an equal footing.
Hence, just as Timothy in his eighth and tenth canons permits a woman
that gives birth to a child during Lent to drink wine and to eat sufficient
food to enable her to keep up, and, on the other hand, permits a man @catly emaciated owing to illness of unusual severity to eat olive oil in Lent,
saying: "For to partake of olive oil when a man has once become emaciated is all right," so and in like manner it may be said that anyone who
has become withered and wasted by severe illness ought to be allowed
to eat only olive oil and to drink wine on Wednesdays and Fridays. That
is why even divine Jerome says: "On Wednesdays and Fridays fasting
must not be omitted unless there be great need of this," The same thing is

' But if the fast of Wednesday and Friday is on a par with that of Lent, it is plain

that just as marriage cannot be celebrated during Lent. according to c. LII of Laodicea. so loo ought marriages not to be celebrated on either Wednesday or Friday.
But if this again is true. it is equab plain lliat neillier ought a mamed couple to
have intercourse carnally on any Wednesday or Friday, on account of the decency
and respeclabilih which these two da\s command in even week 01' the \ear: but
neither ought thcy to haw any such intercourse in time of Lent, For it is absurd on
the one hand for them to avoid abolishing these fasts by eating foods, when on the
other hand thcy abolish thcin by indulging in carnal intercourse and the enjoyment
of sensual pleasure of a carnal nature. Hence we ought to fast at these times both
by abstaining from foods prohibited therein and b\ abstaining from h e temptations
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of carnal intercourse. Hcncc it was. too, that the prophet Joel. in hinting that during a
fast even' marricd couple ought to behave soberly and sanely. said: "Sanctifv fasting.
preach continence. . . lei die bridegroom come out of his chamber, and let Lhe h d e
conic out of her closet" (Joel 2:16). Divinc St. Paul says plainly that marricd couplcs
ought to abstain by agreement from carnal intercourse in order to be at leisure while
fasliiig and praying" (I Cor. 7:s); this means Lhal he! should iibslain both when there
is, as we have said, a fast, and when they are praying and preparing to partake of communion in the divine mysteries both on Saturday and on Sundav, according to c, XI11
of Timothy, and in general during all feast days in which spiritual sacrifice is being
offered to God. See also the first footnote to c. XI i l of the 6th,and the footnote to c,
Ill of Dionysius. Scc also Balsamon in his Rcply 50 to Mark. wherein he says that
marricd couplcs that fail to practice continence throughout Great Lent not only ought
no1 to commune during Easier, but ouglil even Lo be chaslened will1 penances. See
also St. Ch~ysostom(in his Discourse concerning Virginity, on page 260 o f volunle
VI) where he adduces m evidence the above-quoted passage 01 Joel and goes 011 to
say: "For if the ncwly married, who have a robust desire and a lustyyouthfulness and
an unbridled concupiscence, ought not to have intercourse in time of fast and prayer.
how much more is it not a fact that other married couplcs who arc less violently
swayed by the cravings of the flesh ought to refrain from sexual intercoursc," As
Lo how the Christians of the olden days used to fast during Holy Lent by eating dq
bread and abstaining from all other food until evening, you may learn by listening
LO what divine SL C l p sosloin says: "There are some persons who are so inclined to
courl honor koni one another and lo engage in wonderful contesls of endurance in
competition with each other, that fhey spend two whole d a y without tasting any food
at all. not merely no wine at all; or any olive oil at all, but actually removing even
sort of edible from the table and denying themselves even a taste of i t and pass the
entire period of Lent by using only bread and water," And again he says: "Behold, we
have remained all day long today without tasting any food. and shall set the table in
the evening" (Clq sosloin. Discourse on statues, page 490 of vol. Vl).

asserted also by sacred Augustine,' Yet, in view of the fact that flesh-tovers wishing to circumvent Lent and Wednesday and Friday either p etend
that they are ill when they are not, or, though really ill, claim that the oil
and wine are not enough to support their weak condition, because of such
pretexts it is necessary that an experienced physician be asked who is also
a man that fears God what food is suitable to support their weakened condition, and thus in accordance with the opinion of the physician the Bishop
or Confessor in question may absolve the sick man from the obligation to
fast and allow him to break off or dispense with fasting to that extent, and
not trust the pretenseful or pretextuous words of sick men, and especially
whenever such sick men happen to belong to the class of so-called noblemen or the like.
Concord

a fact that c. XLIX of Laodicea says that no complete
liturgy should be celebrated during Lent, and its c. LI says that the birthdays of m a w s are not to be celebrated in Lent: and c. LII of the same
ordains that inarriages are not to be celebrated or weddings held in Lent.
All these canons, I mean, have the same tenor, to the effect as the abovequoted canons. For they too lend confirmation to the necessity of fasting
and to the mournful tone of Lent. For all which reasons marriages are not
permitted in the midst of it nor birthday celebrations, because they imply
a state ofjoyfulness and of laxity. Hence in conformity with this the Sixth
It is furthermore

I

This shows how blameworthy and reprehensible hose are who have filled (he new 1\ printed Horologiu with permissions of vi iiie and oil, ascribed not onl? to saints of
great renown, but also to saints ol'little fame. and, in general. unglori lied in hymns,
vil~ichare not to be found in an: of the old nianuscripts or printed editions of the
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horologion that havc been preserved. Hcncc let those who havc rcccivcd this information correct thcmsclvcs and follow the old rather than the new guides. But in order to
complete our discussion offasting. we add also h i s fad, hat all Ihree fasts. namely,
that of Advent, that of the Holy Apostles, and that of August arc approved also by
Symeon o("Diessalonica (Reply 54) and by original injunctions, and by the common
nluals oftlie Jerusalemites and Studiles, and by all in general ofthe pnvale rituals of
the imperial monasteries of the Holy Mountain. But even this veF fact that Lent is
called Great Lent makes it plain that there are other lasts: though the latter surpasses
them, as is elegantly inferred by Symcon of Thcssalonica (Reply 56). Accordingly,
in the fasts of Advent and of the Holy Apostles, on Tuesday and Thursday there is
permission of oil and winc, and not of fish, according to the rituals; but on Moiidq,
Wednesday, and Friday we abstain from oil and winc, and on these days we arc conFined lo monophagy and xerophagv in case it happens Lo be Hallelujah, i.e.. a sail11
unglortied in hymns. But if it happens to be a saint glorified in hymns we are allowed
the privilege oi'diphagv. i.e.. ol'eaLing bolh. That is why Balsamon m agreement with
the rituals says: "Those not ill in body and not in nced. who merely on account of
intemperateness indulge in diphagy on the fast days in Advent, and on those of the
Holy Apostles and of August, and therefore dishonoring the temperance due to the
whole day, ought to be pcnanced" (Reply 54, page 388 of "Juris"),

Ecum. C. in its c, LXXXIX ordains that we should pass the days of Holy
Passion with fasting as well as prayer and contrition of heart, showing that
fasting alone is insufficient to be of benefit, as Chrysostom says (Horn. 3
to the Antiochians): "We abstain not only from foods, bat also from sins";
and Isidore too says, in his Epistle 403: "Fasting in respect of food is of no
benefit to those who fail to fast with all their senses; for whoever is successfully fighting his battle must be temperate in all things." St. Nicphoms
also says in his c. XVI that monks ought not to perform agricultural labor
during Lent in order to find a pretext or excuse to consume oil and wine.
In his c. XIX he says that "the monks in the monastery ought to eat but
once a day on Wednesday and Friday." Note, moreover, that in speaking of
Lent the present Apostolical Canon intends to include therewith the entire
Great Week of the Passion, and therefore fasting must also be observed
throughout this period too. See also the footnote to c. XXIX of the 6th.
CANON LXX

I f any Bishop, or Presbyter, or Deacon, or anyone 01 d l who is on the
lift o f clep e n , fcists together with J w s , or celebrates a holiday together
wish {hem, or acceptsfrom them holiday gifts orfavors, such as unleavened
wafers, or anything ofihe like, let him be depose(/,//Â¥ooffice. Ifu layman do
l i b ise, however, let him be excommunicated
(Ap. cc. VII. LXV. LXXI; c. XI of the 6th; cc. XXIX, XXXVII. XXXVIII
01Laodicea; ec.LX. LXXXI. CXVII of Cartilage.)

Interpretation

In case anyone prays in company with excommunicated persons only,
he is excommunicated; or if it be that he does so with persons that have
been deposed only, he is deposed from office:how much more, then, is it
not proper that any clergyman that fasts in company with the Christ-killing Jews or celebrates any festival with them ought to be deposed from
office, or if any layman do the same, he should be excommunicated?
Hence it is that the present Apostolical Canon ordains that if any bishop or
presbyter of deacon, or anyone else at all that is on the list of clergymen,
fasts along with the Jews or celebrates Easter (i.e., Passover) along with
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them, or any other festivals or holidays, or accepts any festival gifts from
them, such as unleavened wafers' (which they eat during the days of their
Passover; and on every feast day of theirs and on the occasion of every
sacrifice they offer unleavened wafers or something similar thereto), let
him be deposed from office. If, on the other hand, any layman does likewise, let him be excommunicated. For even though the ones who accept
such things andjoin in fasting or celebrating are not of the same mind as
the Jews and do not entertain the same religious beliefs and views as the
latter (for if they did, they ought not only to be deposed or excoinmunicatcd, as the case might be, but also to be consigned to anathema, according
to c. XXIX of Laodicea). yet, as a matter of fact, they do afford occasion
for scandal and give rise to a suspicion that they are actually honoring the
ceremonies of the Jews, a thing which is alien to Orthodoxy. I omit mention of the fact that such persons are also polluting themselves by associating with Christ-killers. To them God says "My soul hates your fasting and
your cessation from work and your festivals." See also the Interpretation
of Ap. c. VII.

of

CANON LXXI
If tiny Christian comeys oil to a temple of heathen, or to a synagogue
Jews, in their fe.stivals, or light.s lumps for them, let him he excommuni-

cated.
(Ap. cc. VTT, LXV, LXX; c. XT of the 6th; cc. XXIX. XXXVTI, XXXVUT
of Laodicca; and cc, LIX, LXXXII. and CXXIII of Carthagc,)
Interpretation

This Canon too, like the one above, excommunicates any Christian
that should offer oil to a temple of heathen or of idolaters, or to a syuagogue of Jews, when they are having their festivals. or should light their
lamps. For in doing this he appears to believe that their false ceremonies
and rites are true, and that their tainted mysteries are genuine. Read a1so
the Interpretation of Ap. c. Vl I.
CANON LXXTI
If any Clegyman, or Layman, takes a wax candle or any oilfrom the
holy chz4reh, let him he excommun~camiand he compelled to gmx hack wha f
he took, together with a j f t h part of its value to boot.
(Ap. c. LXXIII; c. X of the 1st-mid-2nd; c. VIII of Nyssa.)

Interpretation

The present Canon, further prescribes that if any clergyman or layman
should take from the church a candle or oil, and use it for any unsacred
and common purpose, let h m be excommunicated. And after he returns
them to the same church from which he took them, intact and undamaged, just as he took them, let him give them to it together with one-fifth
of their value. But Aristenus has interpreted it to mean five-fold. So that
according to him the Canon says that the one guilty of sacrilege in having
'Note in connection with the present Canon that like punishment ought to be meted
out also to those who consent or deign to cat the sacrifices of non-Christians This
shows how blameworthy and reprehensible the Latins are who are guilty ofintroducing innovations into the nlystcy of the divine Eucharist and of celebrating it with
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Jewish unlcavcncd wafers. The fact that unlcavcncd wafers arc an innovation is patent. For from the time of Christ down to the ycar 1053 the Church of the Westerners
was conducting mass with leavened bread; far it wss during ha1 year h a t Leo IX
became the first inventor of unleavened wafcrs in connection therewith. The contcnlion of the Latins that the Lord celebrated the Mystic Supper with unleavened bread
hiis been proved to be utterly false. C i t of all because ofthe 1 x 1 ha1 leavened bread
has been found which was the v e p bread which the Lord handed to his disciples,
For Nicholas or H) drous in his argument against unleavened waters says thai when
the Franks (LC.,the Western Europeans) captured Constantinoplc, they found in the
imperial storeroom pieces of the precious wood of the cross, the crown of thorns,
and the sandals of the Savior. along with one nail; but t l i q also found in one of the
vesscls stored there and ornamented with gold and gems and pearls a loaf of bread of
which Hie Lord hiid given pieces lo h e Apostles. For this reason it bore die following inscription: "Here lies the divine bread which Christ distributed to his disciples
at the time ol' his Supper, saying: 'Take. eat; this is niy body.'" But because of the
fact that it was leavened bread, the Westerners who discovered it, namely, the Bishop
of Albestania and the candidate of Bethlehem, attempted to hide it, but. thanks to
God's intcrvcntiob t h q were unable to do so. This historical account is corroborated
and attested as true also by Gcorgc of Corfa (an island called Kcrkyra in Greek, and
Corcyra in Latin, but whose name has been perverted to "Corfu"' in English), who
flourished inA.D. 1146.And sccondly it has been proved because first John of Jcrusalem: and tiiking the cue from him afierwards the ven learned Eustralius Argentes:
wrote against unleavened wafers, and nilh Scriptural and indisputable arguments
succeeded in proving that the Lord did not eat a legal Passover at the time He delivered Himself lip. and consequently could not have celebrated h e mystic Supper wiLh
unleavened bread. Read also Dositheus, Book 8, ch. 12, and Nicholas Boulgaris in
his sacred Catechism.

taken a candle or some oil shall return what he took and five times as much
in addition thereto. And Joseph the Egyptian, who paraphrased the Canons
in Atabic, rendered the Greek word epipempton as fivefold, instead of a
fifth more. Nevertheless, the explanation given first in this Interpretation is
better and preferable. For the word epipempton or epidecaion (i.e., a tithe)
of the fruits, which the Jews used to give to their priests, is mentioned in
many parts of the Holy Bible and means not fivefold or tenfold, but one
in five or ten. That is why Anonymus the (anonymous) interpreter of the
Canons interpreted the word by simply repeating it as found in the Canon.
Concord

Canon X of the l st-&-2nd Council says that those clergymen who
pilfer or who convert to unsacred use or service any of the sacred vessels
and vestments that are kept in the holy bema (or that part of the church
which is commonly called the sanctuary in ordinary English), are completely deposed from their rank. For to use these in any unsacred service
is to profane them; and, on the other hand, to steal them is sacrilege. As
for those who convert to an unsacred use or service, either of themselves
or of others, any sacred vessels or vestments outside the holy bema, these
laersms accordinr to AD. c. LXXIII are to be excommunicated. and we
ioin in exconmi&ica&ti him too. But as for anvone that steals them
outright from the temple,we make him liable to the penalty provided for
sacrilegists. The penalty for sacrilege, according to c. Vlll of Nyssa, as far
as concerns the Old Testament was not anv lighter than that oenaltv which
was attached to murder, since both a murderer and a sacrifeaist incurred
the same punishment of stoning to death (as appears from the example of
Achar a sots of Carmi (I Chron. 2:7k But in virtue of ecclesiastical custom
there came to prevail mitigation, 'and accordingly sacrilege is penalized
even less severely than adultery.' Pope Boniface V says, however, that

a

I

Note that although Hie place distinguishes a lliief From a sacrilegist. according lo
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Decree 16 of Titlc XIX of book 48. as the Numicon of Photius says (in Titlc I1 and ch.
2)Ã‘or in other words. if the placc from which anything is stolen is a sacrcd temple.
or church building, the olTense is called sacrilege; whereas if die place is a common
one. it is called simply a theft-vet, properly speaking, sacrilcgc is characterized by
the tiling stolen. For am one that steals a sacred thing is condemned as a sacrilegisi,
whereas a* one hat steals a liol! icon. say, or ail! thing else, which happens lo be in
private hands is punished merely as a thief. In this connection note the significance
o>'this I'act when considering those who say that q o n e stealing an icon or a holy
relic or book or the like is not a thief. because he was stealing it on account of rcvcrence: for here, behold, the fellow is called a thief and is punished as a thief. Hence it
is also evident that for anyonc to steal common and privately owned money from a
temple is not sacrilcgc. but mere theft But for anyone to steal things that have been
consecrated lo God, even from a common place, is an act of sacrilege. Bul much more
a sacrilegist is one who has stolen something from a sacred place. and a thing publicly consecrated to God. For what is privately owned is not sacred. but common and
unconsecrated. Hcncc things that are holy but not consccrated can be sold and given
away and can be owned tor a long time. Things. on the other hand, that are in any way
sacrcd cannot be owncd by others except only by ecclesiastics. Note, however, that
according to Armcnopoulos (Book 6, Title V) "'whoever goes inside the sacrcd bcma
and steals any sacred vessel kept therein day and night, shall be blinded in both eyes.
But anyone that steals anything kept outside the sacrcd bcma in the rest of the temple.
shall. when caught, be beaten, shorn, and exiled." Those. therefore, who steal h n i
public temples are sacrilegisk. and are punished as sacrilegists. Those, 011 (lie other
hand, who steal from small temples and from private chapels. or unguarded buildings
belonging lo p a t e persons. are punished more severely than are ordinary thieves,
but less so than arc sacrilegists. Book 48. Titlc XIII. Ordinance 8 (Photius, Titlc II.
cli. 2). The first ordinance of Title I1 of the Novels penalizes those who pawn or sell
or melt up sacrcd vessels. or who alienate thcm from the church which owns thcm
and transfer iheni lo the ownership of olhers. The sole exception lo all Lliese cases is
when the money realized therefrom is donated for the purpose of liberating captives.
But if these vessels are really superfluous and it so happens that the church owning
diem is in deb&it is permissible according lo the same ordinance. ibr them to be sold
to another church that lacks them, or for them to be melted up and the sum reali7ed
from their sale to be devoted to paying off the debt- so as to prevent the alienation of
any real estate belonging to the church. Ordinancc 4, Titlc 11, Book 10, ordains that
heirs shall not rcccivc what has been acquired by sacrilege. Anyone that buys sacrcd
vessels or vestments. or takes them as security or on pledge. loses whatever money
he gave and the sacrcd things arc restored to the church owning thcm through the
agency of (he bishops and stewards; and m case hey have been melted up and are not
fungible, their value is to be demanded, according to ordinance 17, Title I[ of Book 1
of the Code. But inasmuch as the crime of desecration (or high treason) is like that of
sacrilcgc according to Book 48. Titlc IVYordinance 1, therefore one who has become
guilty of the former crime IS condemned and sentenced as a sacrilegist. Desecration.
according to ch. 1. Book 66, Titlc XXXVI of the Basilica is the crime committed
when anyonc offends the Roman people, if the offcnsc committed by deceit aside
from the Emperor's coniiiimd. by pilting m i e d nien in the cih againsl llie same c i t ~.
or when a placc, or a tcniplc, or any sacred building, is occupied and held by main
force. or a mutinous congregation ofrebels is gathered together. or the ruler is murdered. It is also a crime of desecration in case anyone, sends tellers or a messenger to
the enemies or gives them aiy signal, or aids them, or incites soldiers to rebellion and
disturbance against the state.
Note, however, that Balsamon draws a distinction between what is consccrated
and what is hoh. saying thai all h i g s l h a ~are sacred and consecrated are lid?, bul
that not all holy things arc also sacrcd, or, more explicitly speaking. consecrated.
For the Corm ol' the cross engraved on coins is indeed holy. but is not sacred (iinless~
of course, hat particular coin hiis been consecrakd). Hence one who sleals money
stamped with a cross or with the picture of Christ may be condemned as a thief. but
not as a sacrilegisi

sacrilegists ought at all times to be anathematized.
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CANON LXXUI

Let no one appropriate any longerfor his own me any golden or silver
vessel that has been sanctified, or any cloth: f o r if is unlawful to do so. I f
anyone be caught in the act, let. him be punished with excommunication,
(Ap, c. LXX11; c . X, of the l st-and-2nd: c. V[l i of Nyssa.)

Interpretation

This Canon too, like the one above, prohibits the promiscuous use of
sacred things, by ordaining the following. Let no one take or use for his
own service any gold or silver vessels, or any chasuble or vestments that
are sanctified and consecrated to God,' because the taking of them itself
and the use of them is something odious to God and actually unlawful.
But if anyone should be caught doing this, let him undergo excominunication as the penalty. But what punishment is meted out by God to men who
profane things consecrated to Him and who put them to common use has
been shown best of all by Belshazzar (or Baltasar) the king (Dan. 5: 11,
who on account of his having profaned the gold and silver vessels which
his father Nebuchadnezzar purloined from the temple of God which stood
in Jerusalem, by having them used for the drinking of wine both by himself and by the giandees of his kingdom, and, by his concubines and wives
(Dan.5:23).in that same night in which he did this, he was slain and his
kingdom was divided among the Medes and Persians. Pope Stephen, according to Platina (or Bartolommeo de' Sacchi), says that not even a priest
may wear the sacred vestments for non-ecclesiastical purposes. Read also
the Interpretation of the above Ap. c. LXXIl.
CANON LXXTV
When a fiishop has been accused o f something by trustworthy men, he
must be summoned by Bzshops,' and if he answers and coqfesses, or i sfound
guilty, let the penalty befixed. But ifwhen summoned he refuses to obey, let
him he summoned a second time hy xendin~tu'o Rishops to him. I f even then
he refuse.^ to obsy, Set him he .vzmmoned a third time.t\vo Hishop+vagain being sent to him; but if even then he shows contempt andfails to answer, let
the synod decide the matter against him in whatever 'way seems best, so that
it may not seem that he i,s g e t t j ~ ~the
g benefit by evading a. trial.
(c. VI of the 2nd; cc. IX. XVII. XXI of [lie 4lh; cc. XIV. XV of Aiiliocli;
c. IV of Sarican; cc. VIII. XII. XVI. XXVII. XCVI. CV. CXXXI.
CXXXVU, C ~ X X I Xof ~ i r t h a g e and
; c . 1of~ ~ h e o ~ h i l u s . )
'

Interpretation

The accusation brought against the Bishop and mentioned in the present Canon is not one involving a financial matter, that is to say, not anything of a private nature and calling for personal blame; as, for instance,
that a man has been unjustly treated by the Bishop or that he has been
greedily victimized, as Balsamon has incorrectly interpreted it, but, on
the contrary, it is one involving an ecclesiastical matter such as might
be expected to imperil his rank. But how can tills be determined? By the

' 'Note. however. that according to Reply 7 of John of Kitros- preserved in manuscripts,

-'the tools that serve in tlie remodeling or rebuilding of wrecked or ruined sacred
vcsscls ought not to be left idle or to be thrown into the sea siiupl> because Ihq
did not receive immediate sanctification bs touching the sacred things, but nei ther
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ought the place wherein artisans cast thcin or melt them down be dug up or covered
over with other matter lest it be trodden under foot, as is alleged. For, just as our
hands. which at times take hold of things that are holy and al oilier Limes ofdirh
parts of our body. arc not regarded by us cithcr as holy or as dirty, so too ought we to
consider these tools, unless they have been consecrated publicl: to divine temples:
for in Hie latter case they are regarded iis sacred. Bul even if we should suppose h a t
they have received sanctification, it is yet a fact that the drastic power of fire has
caused hem to lose an! such sanctification. Wherefore h e Basilican, or imperial
laws, command that the silver and gold vessels of churches be melted down first and
then devoted to the liberation of captives. But neither are the sacred vestments and
robes of priests profaned if they arc washed and lamidcrcd. For according to c. I of
Niccphon~s,if the antimensium that is washed, by mistake docs not lose its sanctie
nor is profaned. much less are h e olher veslmeiiis profaned when hey are cashed.
From the expression "by mistake" used by Nicephorus, it appears that the antimensia
ought not to be washed in general. nor the covers ol' h e h o l ~chalices. But il' these or
any of all the other sacramental garments and chasubles be completely spoiled. some
authorities recommend that they be burned up in fire (which is best), or be thrown
to the bottom of the sea, or be disposed of under untroddcn ground. Scc also c. I of
Nicephorus.

trustworthy men whom the Canon produces as accusers. For men bringing
charges against a bishop on account of financial claims or personal gnevawes are not examined as to whether they are Orthodox or are misbelievers, nor as to whether they are under suspicion or above suspicion, that is
to say, thoroughly trustworthy, but, on the contrary, no matter what sort of
persons they may be they are entitled to have their charges sifted; according to c. VI of the 2nd, and cc. VlII and XXVII of Carthage. But as for
those who accuse him on ecclesiastical grounds and in regard to ecclesiastical matters must be both Orthodox and above suspicion, or trustworthy;
or else they are not admissible as accusers; according to the same canons.
That is why Zonaras too appears to agree with such an acceptation of this
Canon. So what the Canon means is simply this: If any bishop should be
accused by trustworthy and, unaccused men of any ecclesiastical crime he
must be summoned to trial by the other bishops. Then if he appears and
confesses of his own accord that the accusation is true, or, though he deny
it, it is proved by indisputable evidence offered by his accusers that he is
guilty of such a charge, then it shall be determined by the bishops what
penalty he ought to bear. If, on the other hand, he be summoned and refuse
to appear for trial, let two bishops be sent to him and let them summon
him a second time. If he again refuses to appear, let two bishops be sent to
him once more, and let them summon him a third time. If even for a third
time he scorns the summons and refuses to go, henceforward let the synod
of bishops decide the case against him even in his absence and decree
whatever it deemsjust and right and lawful penalties; lest he consider that
he is gaining any benefit by such tactics in avoiding trial and postponing
the time.
Concord

Canon XXVII of Carthage adds that the synod of bishops ought to
send the accused bishop letters of request, and if within a space of one
month he does not appear, he is to be excluded from communion. Or if
he prove that necessary business prevented his appearing for trial, he is
to be allowed another month's time. After the second month has passed
without his appearing for trial, he is to be excluded from communion until
he moves himself innocent of the crime with which he is charged. But
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Balsamon says that the three summons which the Canon requires to be
served upon the accused bishop are to be spaced thirty days apart. So
that if the accused bishop fails to appear for trial before the synod within
a period of three months, he is thereafter to be condemned at an ex pane
hearing.' Accordingly in the days of the Holy Apostles, on account of the
fact that there were no patriarchates as yet, two bishops had to be sent
to summon a bishop; but nowdays it is sufficient if he is notified and
this fact is verified by the Patriarchal notaries. According to cc. XI1 and
CX1 of Carthage twelve bishops are required to try a bishop, six to try a
presbyter, three to try a deacon, and their own metropolitan and bishop
If, however, by consent, they appoint umpires (or chosen judges), even
though the latter be less in number than the number ordained, they shall
have no right of appeal, according to cc. XVl and CV and CXXXi of the
same council. If, on the other hand, any bishop promised at first to let his
case be tried by the bishops, but afterwards refuses to consent to this, he
is to be excluded from communion. Nevertheless, until his case has been
finally disposed of, according to c. XCVI of the same council, he is to be
deprived of his episcopate. If anyone accuses a bishop, the case is to be
tried first before the bishops of the synod of the province in question. But
if thi s synod is unable to handle the case, let the trial be held by a larger
synod of the diocese.' in accordance with c. Vl of the 1st. But if anyone
has a ease to be tried with a metropolitan, let him apply either to the exarch of the diocese or to the patriarch of Constantinople, according to ec.
IX and XVII of the 4th. If when the bishop is tried some of the bishops
of the province are in favor of acquitting him while others insist upon
condemning him, let the Metropolitan call other bishops from nearby
districts and let them decide the case, according to c. XIV of Antioch.
But if all the bishops of the province unanimously arrive at one and the
same decision against the accused, let the one thus condemned not be tried
any more by other, according to c. XV of the same council. But c. IV of
Sardican ordains that if the deposed bishop who has been tried by neighboring bishops claims to have a new defense, no one else is to be ordained
in his stead until a better investigation has been made. But that men who
accuse bishops and clergymen of criminal offenses must be men above
suspicion and Orthodox is decreed more especially by c. CXXXVIII of
Carthage, which states that slaves or even freed men are not acceptable
as accusers of clergymen against their own lords, nor are m i m e s and buffoons or any persons that are infamous, and in general all those who are
inadmissible as accusers in the case of civil laws. Moreover, c. CXXXIX
of the same C. says: When anyone has charged a clergyman with a number
of crimes, if he be unable to prove the first crime, let him not be accepted
any longer with respect to the rest of his charges as credible. But neither
are those who are still under excommunication admissible as accusers,
according to c. CXXXV11 of the same council. But it such persons are
inadmissible as accusers of clergymen, still more are they inadmissible as

' Such a bishop is deposed from office. and is 1101 as Balsamon stales, dealt with in

a contrary fashion. For the Third Ecumenical Council summoned Nestorius three
times lind then condemned him on h e ground h a t lie failed to obey the summons.
The fourth Ecum. C. dealt likcwisc with Dioscorus, as is evident from the minutes
of the proceedings. But St. Chysostom. though summoned tour times by the synod
convened against him at the oak tree and having refused to answer, did not dcscrvc
condemnation in view of the fact that the bishops themselves who summoned him
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were his avowed enemies and critics, and because he said that hc was not trying to
avoid a trial, but was only demanding that his cnemics be excluded from the scats of
judges and accusers \vliom he noted b\ name. The Novel of Emperor Manilel, in fact,
dccrccs that not only bishops, but all men in general that sue or arc sued at law shall
be summoned with three written summonses, no matter \\hat their standing may be,
and lhal everyone of hem shall be given [hilly da? s' lime, and not am less. lo prepare
for any case they may have (according to what Blastaris says)
Note that from memoirs of proceedings in Constantinople when Nectarius was patriarc11 in regard lo Agapius and Bagadius who claimed Llie episcopate 01Boslre. which
see after the Council held in Sardica, "it becomes evident that a bishop ought not to
be deposed from ottice unless he is present at the trial, nor ought he to be deposed
by thrcc bishops; or by two- but only by vote of a %nod or council, of most of the
bishops of the province, as has been ordained by the Apostolical Canons," i.e.. the
present one. Moreover, even St. Paul (in Acts 25: 16) says that it was "not the custom
with Romans to deliver a man to death (or in general to be condmncd) before the one
accused hiis had an opportuiiil~to face his accusers and has had a chance lo defend
himself in regard to the crime laid against him." And Nicodcmus told the Jews:"Dolli
our law judge man without I'irst listening to him and finding out what he has been
doing?" (John 751). For God says in regard to those worshiping other gods to the
judge thus: "And it be told thee. and thou hast heard ot' it and hast inquired diligently.
and. behold. it be true. and the thing has actually occurred, in that this abomination
has been wrought in Israel; then shah thou bring forth that man or that woman." ctc.
(Deut. 17:4-5).
? As concerning what a diocese is, and who its exarch is. see in the special Interpretation of the Canons in question

against bishops. In addition, c. XXI of the 4th says that the reputation of
those accusing bishops and clergymen ought to be investigated; and c. IX
of Theopldus says the same thing too. See also the Interpretation of c. Vl
of the Znd, and that of c. IX of the 4th.
CANON LXXV

As a witness against a bishop no heretic shall be accepted, b74t neiiher
shall onefaithful alone: for "every chafse shall be es~ablishedby the mouth
of two or three witnesses" (Dent. 1 7 5 ; Matt. 18: 16).
(c. I1 of the 1st; c. XL of Carthage; c. IX of Theophiius; Dcut. 17:G.)

Interpretation

Not only must those accusing a bishop not be heretics, as we said
above, but neither must those bearing witness against him; neither is any
one person alone admissible as a witness against a bishop. That is why
the present Canon says that no heretic shall be allowed to give testimony
against a bishop, nor shall a single Orthodox and faithful one be allowed
to stand alone as a witness against a bishop; because it is written in die old
Law, that by the mouth of two or three witnesses every doubtful word and
charge shall be examined and verified.'
Concord

The great St. Paul says the same things especially in writing to Titnothy: "Against an elder (i.e., a presbyter) receive no accusation unless it be
supported by two or three witnesses" (I Tim. 5: 19). Canon CXL of Carthage ordains that if any persons are inadmissible as accusers they are in-

' Note that if the multitude of witnesscs arc not trustworthy. their manner and choice
must be examined into. according lo Hie Apostolical Injunclions, Book 2. ch. 49.Because it is possible in inmy cases for two or thrcc or even more witnesses to agree
with a view to evil and to bear false witness, in the same wa! that they bore lalse
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witness against Susanna, against Naboth, against Stephen, and against the Lord. Foi
witnesses, says Title I of Book 2 1 of the Basilica (Photius, Title IX, ch. 21, have to be
tnistworthy. Bu t when they me Lrustworlhy, it appears to be a super~uousproceeding
to bc putting them to thcir oath. For if thcy have to take an oath, thcy incur the suspicion h a t hey are not rustw worthy in view ol' their manner and their virtnousness, and
that for Lhis reason they need lo have heir word confirmed and verified under oak.
That is why. according to Annenopoulos. there is also a law that witnesses are not to
lake an oath (Book I, Title 1.). But when the Ian requires witnesses lo be trustworthy:
it is plain that it docs not allow men to testify who arc low-minded, dissolute. obscure,
unknown, gladiators, buffoons. dancers, or convicts who have been condemned by a
court of justice on a charge of slander or of adultery or of theft or of any other such
damnable deed and who were not afterwards absolved of the charge. or who have
ever been put in chains and in prison for commitlmg h e said olIensive and wicked
deeds. Whoeverbears witness for the prosecution ofa person at first is not allowed to
testily allenvards in his defense. In criminal cases the mere statements of witnesses
ought not to be listened to when the latter are absent, but only when they arc present in
person and are compelled to describe the oftense. and to give the year, and the month,
and the place in which the offcnsc was committed. and with what person; but they
ought not to be obliged to give also the day and the hour. If thcy cannot prove these
things. let theirs be exiled. Rulers and priests are not to be dragged in as witnesses
against thcir will. but only voluntarily.As for prelates, even though thcy be disposed
to give ksliniony of heir own accord, must not be summoned LO appear as witnesses;
but must be questioned only at their home. No heretic or infidel can testify against an
Orthodox Christian, according to Annenopoulos (Book- 1, Title VI) and Book 1 of the
Code. Title V, Ordinance 2 1. and the Nomicon 01Photius (Title IX. ch. 2). But one
faithful can testify against another. The Injunction of the Apostles in Book 2 and ch.
50 s a y that a witness of evils, one, that is to say, who is unjust and false. must not be
allowed to go unpunished. This accords with what the author of the Book of Proverbs
sa! s on this poink (rom whom the Apostles have borrowed the niaxim.
But St. Clin sostoni (in his discourse wherein he argues hat sin introduced three
slaveries) says that in the case of one being accused of insulting or beating his own
fallier. the teslimoiiy ol' the lather lumsell' on this point is siflicieiit to conv ict wilhoui
any other testimony whatever. This is amply justifiable too,since no father would
accuse his own son unless the insult or violence done him by his son were really
true and cxccssivc; seeing that a father will sacrifice his m o n q and property and
oftentimes his v c life
~ for his son, Novel 123 of Justinian, and Novel 76 of Leo the
Wise ordain that in case am priests or deacons bears false witness in a financial and
lion-ccclcsiastical matter without taking an oath, thcy arc to be suspended from thcir
office for three years and are to be placed in a monastery. But if they do so under oath,
they are to be deposed from holy orders altogether. Finally. if they testify falsely in a
criminal and ecclesiastical case, they are to be deposed and shut up in a monastery

admissible also as witnesses. But neither are those persons admissible as
witnesses who are brought in by an accuser from his own home, which is
the same as saying, the relatives of the accuser, and his intimates and those
who are subject to his authority. Neither ought anyone's testimony to be
admitted in evidence when he is under age, less than fourteen years old,
according to the same Canon of Carthage, although, on the other hand,
ch. 20 of Title I of Book 21 says that anyone under the age of twenty is
disqualified as a witness in court. The First Ecum C. in its c. I1 commands
that if a bishop or presbyter be convicted of any sin by the testimony of
two or three witnesses, he must be ousted from the Clergy. Moreover, c.
IX of Theophilus ordains that if any clergyman accused of fornication be
proved guilty of this crime by the testimony of credible witnesses, he shall
be ousted from the Clergy.' Canon XXXVIII of Carthage says that if an

' Zonaras. however, sa) s that when Hie charge is such iis to entail a loss of rank. note\ en

the tcstiinony of two failhliils of irreproachable character is sufficient. but only that
ol' three or five. On this point see also the footnote lo c, IX of Theophilus, where you
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will also find Reply 4 of Nicctas of Hcraclca. For this reason thc pious laws of the
Emperors give utterance to this axiomatic apophthegm: '%Rather than punish any
persons without cause, it is beiter and preferable to lei olTenses go unavenged." by
Blastart.

accuser cannot bring witness from the district of the one accused, on account of some fear, the court is to be held nearer to that locality so that
witnesses may easily attend it. Canon LXVIII says for clergymen not to
be haled into court against their will to give testimony. A single witness is
never to be believed at any time, even though he be a great man, or a digni tary, or a senator, according to Title I X, ch. 2, of the Nomicon of Photius.
See also Ap. c. LXXIV
CANON LXXVI
It is decreed that no Hixhop shall be alfowed to ordain 'whomsoever he

wishes to the officeof the Episcopate as a matter of concession to a brother,
or to a son, or to u relative. For it is not right for heirs to the Episcopate to
he created, by subjectrng God's things to human passion;for God's Ch;;reh
ought not to he entrusted to heirs. i f afiyone s h d l do thix, let the ordination
remain invalid and void, and let the Imhop himself be penanced with excommunication
(c. XXIII 01Anliocli; c. XL 01 Carhage.)
Interpretation

Prelatical authority is admittedly a grace and gift of the Holy Spirit. So
how can anyone bestow it upon another as an inheritable right? Wherefore
the present Apostolical Canon decrees that a bishop ought not to favor any
of his brothers or sons or relatives by ordaining him as his successor to
the office of the episcopate, because it is not right for one to create heirs
to the episcopate and prelacy (as is done, that is to say, in the case of other
affairs among seculars), and to bestow the gracious gifts of God upon another as a favor, such as the prelatical authority, on account of human passion, or, in other words, on account of considerations of relationship or of
friendship. Nor ought anyone to subject the Church of God to inheritance,
by so acting as to cause it to be called a patrimony. But if any one of the
bishops should do this and ordain any relative of his as his successor to
the episcopate, the ordination so performed shall be invalid and of no effect, while he himself who ordained that person shall be excommunicated;
for bishops must be made by a synod. Accordingly, if, as declared in c.
XL of Carthage, bishops have no authority to leave to their relatives, or
to anyone else they may choose, any property that they acquired after the
episcopate. by way of legacy (except only whatever they have acquired
by inheritance from relatives or any bestowed upon them by someone else
in token of honor); how can they leave as a legacy to their relatives, or to
anyone else they may wish, the episcopate itself?
Concord

Wherefore consistently Herewith c. XX11I of Antioch commands that
no bishop shall have authority to appoint a successor to himself even
though he be at the point of death'; on the contrary, the synod and the

' That is why Thcodorct, in Book 5, ch. 23 of his Ecclesiastical History, says: "For

neither do they (sc. thc Canons) allow him (a prelate, that is) to ordain anyone clsc
instead 01 himself when lie is d! ing.'
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judgment of the bishops composing it shall have sole authority to appoint
whomsoever they find to be worthy, after the decease of the defunct bishop. Hence it was that this very same thing was prohibited also in connection with ancient Israel. It was on this ground that they laid an accusation
against Moses charging that he appointed his hother Aaron to the office
ofhigh piest, and the latter's sons too. Accordingly, had not God Himself
confirmed their appointment to holy orders by means of the sign ofthe rod
which sprouted and blossomed, there is little doubt that they would have
been deposed from office.
CANON LXXVTI

Jfany crippfe, or anyone with a defect in an K\'K or in a kg is worthy' of
the episcopate, Jet him he made a bishop. For it is not an injury to the body
that defiks one,hut a pollution of the soul.
C .

XXXin of the 6 h )
Interpretation

The old Law commanded that those about to become priests must not
have defect of body, but must be sound and able-bodied and without blemish. "For whatsoever man he be that hath a blemish," it says, "he shall not
approach-a blind man, or a lame man, or one that has a foreshortened
nose, or one that has had his ears cut off; or any man that has had his hand
or his foot crushed; or any man that is humpbacked, or freckled2;or that
has defective eyes'; or any man whatsoever in whom there is the condition known as wild itch, or who has but one testicle" (Lev. 2 1: 18-20). But
also even in case they came by any such blemish in the body after admission to holy orders, they had to cease officiating in connection with their
sacred office. The new Law, however, of the @aceof die Gospel does not
consider such blemishes and injuries of the body to be obstacles to holy
orders, but demands rather that they have their soul clear from any filth or
cenosity. Wherefore the present Canon says in effect: I f anyone has been
injured in his eyes, as, for instance, if he has but one eye, or is squint-eyed,
or is cross-eyed, or is short-sighted; or if anyone has broken leg, or; what
amounts to the same thing, if he is tame in either leg; or if anyone that has
any other defect or injury in his body that does not prevent him from exercising the functions of the sacred offices is otherwise worthy and deserves
to be made a bishop, let him be ordained; since the bodily defect does not
render him unworthy, but only a pollution of the soul due to sin
Concord

Canon XXXIII of the 6th excommunicates pelates that make clergymen only of those who are descended from a priestly line, by decreeing
that they must not regard lineage in a Jewish way, but much rather have
consideration for the worthiness of the soul. St. Nicephorus, on the other
hand, in his c. VIII says that even those who have been born of a concubine or of a bigamist may be ordained if they are worthy. The same thing
is said also in c. IX of Nicetas of Heraclea.

' Freckles arc a malady affecting the face. and resulting in pigmcntcd spots in the sur-

face ofils skin; bus, a( any raie, Cyril ofAlexandm inkrprets h e word. A freckled
person, then. is one who has this malady.
'By "dcfccti~cc; cs,'" according to Barinus, is meant "having the cycbrow s depilated,"
and; in general. any disease or Fault conneckd 16 ih the e\ es.
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CANON LXXVUI

Let no one that is deaf nor anyone that is blind be made a Bishop, not on
the qound (hat he is deficient mora/iy~but !es(he should be embarrassed in
the exercise of ecclesiasticalfum~ons.
Interpretation

If, however, the present Canon goes on to say, anyone is blind in both
eyes, or is deaf in both ears, let such a person not be made a bishop, not
because these defects imply any moral unfitness or that he is unworthy,
but because he is prevented by these defects from performing the sacred
rites in the church. For how can anyone that cannot see or that cannot
hear officiate at the altar? or how can he handle the sacred elements, or
read the sacred books, or listen to file words uttered by the laity? Note,
however, that those who have been stricken deaf or blind after attaining to
holy orders ought not to be deposed therefore; for such procedure would
indicate lack of sympathy, because the civil law, in Book 8, Title 1, ch. 1,
subject 4, says that a blind man can even try cases as a judge, and is not to
be ousted from office; though he cannot receive any other authority, but,
on the contrary, has to remain content with that which he possessed before
the accident.
CANON LXXIX

Jfanyone ispossessed o f a demon, let him not be made a Clewman, nor
even be allowed lopray in company with the faithful. But after he has been
h m e d thereof, let him he received, and ifworthy be mode one.
(c. VII of the 6d1: and I1 Tim. 3: 15.)

Interpretation

Everyone that is possessed of demons is considered unclean, because
he engenders the suspicion that because of the wickedness of his life he
has afforded the Devil permission to enter him. How, therefore, can any
such person be promoted to the clergy, seeing that even oil of myrrh used
in making chrism is not trusted when it is in a rotten container according
to St. Gregory the Theologian. Hence the present Canon decrees that if
anyone is permanently possessed of a demon. such a person shall not be
made a clergyman. Neither shall he be allowed to pray in church along
with the faithful, lest he disturb their praying and the doxology they are offering to God, with his disorderly actions and his demoniacal cries, which
are usual to those possessed of demons. But after he has been cleansed and
freed from the demon, let him be admitted to prayer along with the faithfill: and if he is worthy to become a clergyman, let him be made one.
Concord

But why does c. IT1 of Timothy of Alexandria permit one possessed of
a demon to partake of communion ifhe does not confess or blaspheme the
mystery, at a time when the present Canon does not even permit him to

' Hence Balsamon, in Reply 23 to a question asked by Marcus of Alexandria, conjoining thcsc two Apostolical Canons (Ap. c. LXXVII and LXXVIII, I mean) together,

s a y s that one shall be free to perform sacred offices when he has any injuq of the

bod! or illness; bul if, because of illness or i q u n , he is prevented from engaging in
activities connected with holy orders, the one thus disabled shall desist from officiating, but \ e l shall not be deprived ol'his oflice on any such account. Such a person
shall, on the contrary, be treated compassionately and shall continue to c n j q his former honor, and shall have the necessities of life and the rest of things in accordance
with previous wont.
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pray along with the faithful? This is explainable by the fact that the present Canon refers to one that is permanently and continuously energized by
a demon, whereas that ofTimothy contemplates aperson who is energized
by a demon with now and then an interruption at various times. He therefore allows him to partake of die divine mysteries when he is not being
energized and suffering. Accordingly., in this manner the two Canons are
reconciled with each other and are seen not to be contrary to each other.
Nevertheless, even when demonized only at times a person ought not to
be admitted to the clergy and be made a priest, lest holy orders or the
priesthood be blasphemed as a result, and lest during the time of the awful
services being held die demon should energize him and the holy elements
be roundly insulted. Patriarch Nicholas says this very same thing in decreeing, in his c. IV, that if anyone is suffering from atrabiliousnesshe will
appear to most persons to be possessed of a demon in case he partakes of
coinmunion. But if he is actually possessed of a demon, says Nicholas, let
him abstain from c~mmunion.~
The council held in Troullon, on the oilier
hand, says that those who pretend to be possessed of a demon, without
actually being possessed of one, shall be penanced with the same penance
that would be meted out to them in case they actually were possessed of
a demon, and let them be compelled to undergo the same hardships and
fastings as the truly possessed have to undergo.
CANON LXXX

I/ is not right to orda~na man a bishop immediately after he has joimd
the Church and been baptized if he has hitherto been ieudng a heathenish
life, or has been conwrted from wicked behaviour. For it is wrong to let one
without experience become the teacher o f others, un/ess in some xpeda! case
this he allowed as a matter of divine f h r and grace.

(c. I1 of the 1st; c. XVII of llie I st-mid-2nd; c. XI1 of Neoces.; c. XI1 of Sard;.
c. 11 1 of Laodicea; c. I V of Cyril.)
Interpretation

The present Canon declares that it is not right for one to be made a
bishop immediately when he has been a heathen and infidel all his life
and has just joined the pious faith and been baptized, or has repented after
leading a vicious and malicious life, such as is that of theatrical actors and
Note, however, that those possessed of demons. either permanently o r at times only,
if in danger of dying must indispensably bc allowed to partake of communion in
whatever way the priest approves of. For, if those who are burdened with deadly sins
and repentant arc allowed when dying to partake of the mysteries by the mercifulness
of the Church according to c. V of Nyssa and other canons, in order to avoid dcpriving ihein 01 such an invaluable viaticum, ho\v much more ought no1 hose possessed
of demons be allowed to partake of communion who often have not even sinned
mortally, and yet. on account o l'incomprehensible judgments of God, have been allowed lo be energized b\ a demon? Likewise in case those who are possessed of a
demon should at any time when they are suffering hurl themselves from a precipice
or otherwise kill themselves. they ought to have psalms chanted lor them and ought
to bc mentioned memorially and be committed to the grave by priests; "since they
were not themselves, but were out of their senses. because of their being energized
by a denion," according to c. XIV of Timothy. In addition to all this. unless one posscsscd of a dcmon is first cleansed of the dcmon he camiot be baptized. yet when
in danger of dying he can be baplized, according lo c. I1 of Tiirtolhy. Bill if he can
be baptized when at the point of death. he can also partake of communion when at
the point of death, If, however, a woman is so strongly possessed of a demon that
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she has to be kept in chains, her husband cannot divorce her, because it is not a case of
actual adultery, according to c , XV of Timothy. On the whole. nevcrthclcss, wc ought
to know thai according lo great Gregory of Thessalonica (Fonrth Sunda! ill Lent) de mom affect human beings in two ways: cithcr by dint of encrgization-invisibly, that
is to say. but outwardly. according as they anno! all human beings by assaults upon
their thoughts and aKecbons~orby virtue of combination with their essence-visibly, that is to say, and inwardly, as happens in the case of those possessed of demons,
For bv entering such persons essentially: in a \\n\ of speaking: and altering the constitution of thcir body, and especially of thcir brain, they put them out of thcir senses,
Wherefore it is written of"Judas that Satan entered him and took possession of him
after enveloping him from without and attacking his thoughts. Scc also the footnote
to c. Ill of Timothy.

buffoons and others like them. ' For it is unjust and unfair and wrong for
one to become a teacher of others such as is a bishop, when he has not yet
afforded any proof or given any demonstration to show that he is sound
in matters of faith and irreproachable in respect of life. Any such test requires time; and cannot be put through in a short interval. The sole exception is that he may be ordained a bishop if a special revelation from God
is granted him, as happened in the case of the Apostle Ananias, in regard
to St. Paul, when the Lord told him in a vision: "Go thy way: for he is a
chosen vessel unto me, to bear my name before nations, and kings, and the
children of I ~ r a e l "(Acts
~ 9: 15).
Concord

St. Paul also commands this same thing in writing to Timothy, saying:
"Not a novice, lest being lifted up with pride he fall into the Devil's judgment and trap" (I Tim. 3:6), with reference to ordaining one who has been
only recently catechized and freshly planted in the vineyard of Christ.
Hence it was that c. I1 of the First Ecum. C. commanded that those joining the faith and coming from a heathen life must not be elevated to the
rank of either bishop or presbyter until they have first given a fair demonstration oftheir faith and have shown it in their life. Also c. I l l of Laodicea
says that persons newly baptized ought not to be admitted to holy orders.
Canon X of Sadcan. on the other hand, decrees that no rich business man
or anyhow no college professor ought to be made a bishop unless he first
serve as a deacon and presbyter, in order that his faith and faithfulness
may be thereby attested, and lest he be looked upon as a novice, but that
in every rank he is to be tried for no less than a sufficient length of time.
T of the 1st-&-2nd decrees the same things, in that
Moreover, even c. W
it forbids both laymen and monks fiom ascending at once to the exalted
rank of the episcopate without his fu st being duly examined with respect
to the ecclesiastical degrees. Canon XI1 of Neocesarea forbids anyone
being made a presbyter if he is one that has been baptized during illness,
unless it be because of his capacity or a lack of suitable men. Canon 11 1
of Cyril prohibits newlyweds from being made clergymen, as well as men
that have been expelled by a prelate, and men dial come from a monastery,
and those who are wholly disreputable. Concerning which see the footnote to c. XIX of the First Ecum. C.

' Moreover, cvcn officcholdcrs (LC..government officials) ought not to be made clergy-

men. lest Hiis be followed by insult and dishonor to Hie Church of God, according to
Book 3 of the Basilica, Title X. ch. 27. It is written. in fact in the so-called Ewltisid~stical Ordinance (Greek: Ecclesiastics Diutaxis). Book 3. that a member of lhe legislature, or ail! officeholder, shall no1 be made a bishop unless he first spend fifieeii
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monk; but if he be made one before fifteen years have been so spent, he
shall be made an officcholdcr again or a bishop as he formerly was.
' Just as happened to St. Ambrosius. the bishop of Milan. concerning whom Thcodorct
writes in his Ecclesiastical History, Book 4, ch, 6, as follows: "When the Emperor
learned thcsc facts, hc at once ordered the praiseworthy man to be initiated ( i . ~ . ,
baptiwd) and ordained ... For he took it that the decision was divine, as a result of
concords being signalized among those holding contrary views."' Moreover, Socrates
too writes about him in Book 4, ch. 30, of his Ecclesiastical History, as follows:
"'Admiring the people's concord, the Emperor discerned it to have been done by God
Himself. and informed the bishops that they ought to ordain the man as a ministration
specially performed at God's behest. And Sozomenos. in his Book' 6, ch. 24, surmised
that God bestowed thcsc things as a reward for the concord prevailing in the church
of Milan, The same So7oinei1os also writes with respect to Nectarius the Patriarch of
Constantinople that even while still wearing the baptismal robe he was proclaimed
Bishop of Constantinoplc by common vote of the synod, instead of governor of the
c i ~ yof Samosa~a;and lie adds that these events did not occur without God's help
(Book 7, ch. 8. of his Ecclcsiastical Histo?).
?cars as a

CANON LXXX1

We hm'e said that a Bishop,or a Pre,sbyÂ¥te
m4.st not descend himselfinfo
public offices, but must attend to ecclesiastical needs. Either let him be persuaded, therefore, not to do so, or !el him be deposed. For no one can serve
two masters, according to the Lord's injunction.
{Ap, cc. VI, XXTIT: cc, IT[, VII of the 4th: c . X of the 7th:~.XI of the I st-&-2nd:
c. XVIII of Carthagc)

Interpretation

This Canon too, like the sixth one. prescribes that those in holy orders
must not meddle in worldly affairs, since it says: We have said (i.e., in
our Canon VI) that a bishop or presbyter must not lower himself into political and secular affairs and business, but must confine his activities to
sedulously looking after the service and wants ofthe Church. So either let
him be persuaded not do anything of the kind henceforth, or, if he cannot
be persuaded, let him be deposed. For no one can serve two masters and
please both of them, as the Lord says (Matt. 6:24; Luke 165). See also the
Interpietation. ofAp. c. VI.
CANON LXXXIl
We do not permit hou.se servantx to he ordained to the clergy without

the consent oftheir masters, to the sorrow o f the masters owning them. For
such a thing causes an upheaval in the households. But ifany house servant
should appear to be worthy to be ordained to any rank, us our own Onesirnus
did, and their masters are willing to permit ft, and grant them theirfreedom
(by liberating thein//Vm slavery), andallow them to leave home, let him be
,w ordained

c . IV of the 4th;c. LXXXV of the 6th; c. Ill of Ancyra; c. XC of Carthagc;
cc, XL. XLI, XLH of Basil; and Epistle to Philemon)

Interpretation

One must not do things that become causes of scandal or of sorrow
to others. One cause of scandal?of course, and of sorrow is that which
results whenever a slave i s ordained without the consent of his own master. Wherefore the present Canon prohibits this, saying: We do not allow
slaves to be promoted to the clergy and holy orders without the consent
of their masters, lest we cause sorrow to the masters themselves by doing
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so. Because this sort of thing upsets whole households (for it might happen that the slave admitted to the clergy was either the manager of his
master's household, or the superintendent of his factory, or had the care of
his master's money; and on all such accounts his ordination might cause
his master grief). But if any slave should appear to be worthy for ordiuation, as did our own Qnesimus, the bishop ought to notify his master to
this effect, and if the latter consents and is willing, and at the mouth of
two or three witnesses according to the LXXXV of the 6th, and sends him
home as a sign of total liberty, then let him be ordained. That is what St.
Paul did, since he refused to keep the slave Onesimus, and in spite of the
fact that he found him to be very useful in the ministry of preaching he
sent him back to his master Philemon.
Concord

Nor must slaves he admitted to monasteries to become monks without
the consent of their masters, according to c. IV of the 4th. And any female
slave who gets married without the consent of her master has thereby become guilty of harlotry, according to cc. XL and XLII of St. Basil; for, according to him, agreements and promises made by vassals are unreliable.
And according to his c. XLI any marriage or wedding that takes place
without the consent of the master of a female slave must be dissolved if
he does not want it. That is why the council held in Ganpa anathematizes
in its c. I11 anyone who on the pretext of godliness teaches a slave to hold
his master in contempt and to leave his service.According to c. LXXI1I of
Carthage, on the other hand, the liberties of slaves ought to be preached
in the churches.'
CANON LXXXTTI

I f any Bishop, or f'reshyter, or Deacon is e n g m in military mutters,
and 'wishes to hold both a Roman (ie., civil) and a sacerdotal, office, let him
be deposed, b'or (render) " unto Caesar the things which are Caesar .s', and
unto God the things that are God's " {Matt. 22:21).
(Ap. cc. VI, LXXXI; cc. Ill and VII of the 4th: c. X of the 7th; c. XI of the
1st-&-2nd; c. XVIII of Carthagc.)

Interpretation

Tn other Canons too the divine Apostles prohibit those in holy orders
from engaging in the management of public affairs and from undertaking
worldly cares, but in this one they also do likewise by saying: If any bishop
or presbyter or deacon occupies himself with military matters-by which
is meant, not the use of weapons or actual participation in warfare, but
the management or handling of military matters, such as the distribution
of rations to the soldiers, reception of their food, and other such business
which is designated by civilians as military matters-and wants to have
both jobs, to wit, that of exercising imperial Roman authority, and that of
priestly and ecclesiastical functions, or what may be more aptly described
'Note that thcrc arc four distinct typcs of vassals according to the laws. Either forhilous, as slaves to heir masters; or nalurall! such. as children to (heir parenis; or
by matrimony, as a wife to her husband, and, conversely, a husband to his wife:
or b\ census, as civil olliceholders to generals or Lhe am!. Some authorities add
a fifth spccics of vassalage, which they call spiritual sub.jcction; such is that of
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obcdicntiarics to their seniors in the monasteries. As concerns the vassalage of a wifc
to hcr husband, and of a husband to his wifc, see the footnote to c. XLVIII of the 6th.
As concerns the vassalage of children to their parents. see llie Coohole to c. XXVII
of the 4th, that to c. XLII of Carthagc, and that to c. XXXVIII of Basil. As concerns
the vassalage 01' slaves to their masters (and in part thai of vassalage which soldiers
owe lo anny leaders), il is of lliat h n d of vassalage lhat we are speaking here. Novels
9, 10, and 1 1 of Leo the Wise prescribe that any slave who becomes a clergyman or a
monk or a bishop without his master's knowledge, il'he be a fugitive from the latter
for not more than thrcc ycars, he is to be searched for by his master. and when found
he is to return again to his former lot and be a slave; but if he was known to his mastor to havc been admitted to the clergy or to a monasby, it prescribes that he is to be
searched for not more than a year. Photius, on the othcr hand, in Titlc I, ch. 36, says
ha1 according lo ordinance 36 of Tille 111ofBook I oftlie Code. a slave even \villi his
master's consent cannot be admitted to the clergy unless he first be liberated. The second ordinance of Title I ofthe Novels decrees that if when a slave was being admi~ed
to the clergy his master knew about it and offered no objections, the slavc is liberated
ex p o fhcto. And Michael Attaliotes in his Synopsis. Title Til, says that as soon as a
slavc was ordained he became a free man if his master knew about it and remained
silent Thc same ordinance says that the episcopate liberates slavcs from the authority of heir masters, mid soldiers fro111 that of their generals, provided it is conferred
upon them with the consent of those who havc control ovcr them. "Note further that
the law s* s that ii'anyone is asked and offers 110 objection, but keeps silent, in case
the mailer concerning which lie is asked is one Lo ills proGL or advantage, he will be
considered to have given his consent to it: but if it be one to his loss or disadvantage,
he will be considered to have refused. Nevertheless, when anyone is aware 01 the
ordination of his slave. and fails to offer any objection to it, notwithstanding that it
is to his disadvantage or damage. he will be regarded as having given his consent to
it; -and this applies specifically to the liberty of the one admitted to the cicrgv. that
is LO say. Thus il is written in the scholium (or corninelit) of Balsamon on the kxl of
Tide I, ch. 36,of Lhe Nomicon of Pliotius. Furthermore, according lo Annenopoulos.
Book 1. Title XVI 11, a slave is accorded his liberty in case his master dies without
leaving a will. IFanyone is rich and is bought by (he eneniies; he is lo pay his price
and be bought back. But if he is a poor man, he I S to slave for three to tofive years for
the one who bought him. and thus he will gain the right to be liberated. Any slave,
again; is automatically freed and set at liberty if he becamc a soldier. or a monk, or
a clergyman. and his master was aware of it. Thosc slaves. on the othcr hand, who
abandon the ascclic mode of life after having become monks, and go lo another stale
(or political domain). arc to become slaves again, according to Book 4. Titlc I, ch. 11,
subject 13. (See also h e foohole lo c. V of the 1s~-&-2nd,and Armenopoiilos, ibid.)
Nok further tliaL there are lvvo kinds ofslaves: some are born slaves, and these include all who are born of women who are slaves: and others become slaves when they
arc captured by cncmics at war. Thosc; on the othcr hand, who arc slaving, or working, for their masters for wages or for a salary, are not properly speaking slaves, but
obviously arc only lured men or employees. As concerning this latter class of men.
divine Chry sostom (Sermon 4 to Tit) says that anyone deserves to be blamed if under
the pretense of temperance or of continence lie divorces wives horn their husbands.
: thy soul love a house slave
and slaves from their masters. Sirach, fiaally, s ~ s"Let
ol' understanding, and deny him not his freedom" (Ecc. 7:21).

as external and internal affairs: ' let any such dignitary of the Church be
deposed if he fails to desist therefrom. For things and offices that belong
to Caesar or to the emperor ought to be left to Caesar; or, in other words,
they ought to be given to external and imperial, or royal, men: things and
offices that are God's, on the other hand, ought to be given in a similar
manner to those to whom they belong, which is the same as saying, to
divine and internal men, such as are bishops and presbyters and deacons.
Read also the Interpretation of Ap. c. VI.
Authority and government arc divided into two One is the secular authority, which
God ciitruslcd to emperors and kings and oilier rulers; Hie other is thc spiritual
authority, which God handed ovcr to the prclatcs who arc the stewards of souls
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Each of these authorities, however. is contrary to and conflicts with the othcr: the one
is terrestrial, the othcr is cclcstial. The one wields the sword and puts men to death:
die olher meekly pardons men and vivifies Iliem. That is why St. Chq soslom sips
that Ac tcmls of kingship arc entirely different from the terms of priesthood. The
king has been entrusted with the affairs here; I have been entrusted with heal enly
affairs (when I say '1'. d i a l I mean by this word is Lhe priest). The king is enlrusled
with human bodies; the priest. with human souls. The king remits debts of money:
the priest remits debts ol'sin. The Iormer uses compulsion; the latter uses exhortation. The former has visible (or scnsiblc) weapons: the latter has spiritual weapons,
(Cf Chiyostom. Sermon on Hosiah, p, 149, vol. v.) The same absurdity' will result
cithcr if a king should dare to mount the bcina (LC..ascend into the sanctuary of the
church) or if a prelate should attempt to rule as king and gird a sword, just as actually
happened when Dikems Gigas-the Pope of Rome. I mean-who besides being an
internal officer and a chief priest in respect of spirit, wanted to be also an external
ollicer, and a king in respect ol'body. He wanted to bless men and put lliem lo death;
to hold the pastoral staffin one hand, and to wield a murderous sword with the other.
An immiscible mixture, and a grotesque monstrosity! So let him take notice that he
became a transgressor of the present Apostolical Canon, and that he is liable to dcposition because of his wanting to have both powers, both the Roman government
and the sacerdotal diocese. Very useful in this connection is wliat Hosius the Bishop
of Coudrouba said to Constantine the Great (as quoted in the letter of Athanasius to
those leading an ascetic life anywhere in the world): '"God has handed over to you a
kingdom; lo us He has enlrusled the anairs of the Church. Accordingly. precisely as
one usurping your kingship would have to account tor it to God, who established it
vi' ilh ordinances, so be you fearl'ul too lesl by courting Llie affairs 01tlie Church you
become responsible for a great crime. Render, it is written, what is Caesar's to Caesar.
and what is God's to God. It is therefore neither permissible for us to rule upon the
earth m a t would the Pope. who aspires to being a dual ruler, say to this?), nor have
you ail! authorit!, 0 Emperor; lo deal in incense."

CANON LXXXlV
If anyone insults an emperor or kwg, or any other ruler, contrary to what
is ri& und just, let him pay the penalty. Accordingly: if he is a clergyman, lei
him be deposed; but if he is a layman, let him be excommunicated.
Interpretation

The Mosaic Law says: 'Thou shalt not speak ill of thy people's ruler"
(Exod. 22:28); while Peter the leading Apostle especially says: "Honor
the king" (I Pet. 2:17). St. Paul also commands us to pray for kings and
all that are in positions of authority (I Tim. 2 2 ) : no matter even though
they be infidels. Here, in the present Canon, the Apostles say in common
that whoever insults a king or emperor or any other ruler contrary to what
is right and just, and without any just cause, let him be punished; accordingly, if he is a clergyman, let him be deposed, but if he is a layman, let
him be excommunicated. Insults in connection with kings and emperors
are considered the severest repioaches. By prohibiting one from insulting
a king or emperor contrary to wliat is right and just, the Canon has left it
implied by way of contradistinction that if kings and other rulers manifest
impiety or indulge in sin it is permissible for those to criticize and expose
them to whom the right to criticize such personages belongs. Moreover,
even the one who has insulted such a personage in such a case ought not
to be punished directly;' and see the footnote to Ap. c, LV,

' 111 order dial Kings. who arc assuredly persons divine, as well as Enipcrors, who

arc equally divine. may be induced to withhold their wrath and to become humane
towards heir insiilters, lei diem take example from Coiislanline Lhe Great, and
from Theodosius the Great. For, indeed, Constantine, when urged bv his friends to
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punish his insultcis. since certain men had stoncd his picture. on the ground that thcy
had wounded his facc with the stones. felt of his facc himself, and laughingly spoke
the following memorable words: "Nowhere can I see am wound upon ni! face, but.
on die contrary, my head appears to be sound, and my whole countenance looks
healthy" (Chyoslom. Discourse on stalues. p, 5W of 101, vi). Tlieodosius, on the
other hand. in spile of h e faci Lhai Lhe Antiochiaiis pulled down his slaiues and committed other improprieties,was so pacified and his anger so abated when Flavian, the
bishop of' Anlioch: went and begged him. that he said lo him Die tollowing humane
words "And what would thcrc be to wonder at if we remit the wrath to our insulters because they are human beings and we ourselves happen to be human beings to,
wherever the Lord of the inhabited earth may be recalled as having begged His Fathcr
in behalf of those who crucified Him saying, Forgive them; for thcv know not what
they are doing'" (Clnysosloni, ibid. p. 602). Let it cause kings lo relent so far as lo
mitigate their anger in view of the fact that they bear the name they do, i.e., King, For
this name is delined by Leo and by Conslanline, heir lellow kings, in llie Following
words: "A king is a lawful supcrintcndcnce, a common advantage to all his sub,jects,
and one who neither punishes because of any antipathy, nor does good to anyone
because of any effort to promote his own interests. Secondly, the aim and purpose of
a king is to guard and secure beings and goods through bcncvolcncc. Thirdly, the end
of airing is beneficence, wherefore he is also called a benefactor."'(In "A Selection of
Laws," Title 11, p. 83. of Book 2 of the Corpus J7u-i~Graecummcm.)Whoever wishes
to pacii! the wralh of kings. lei him read in h e works of Chr\ sosloin: ibidem, [lie
very wise and mollifying figures and expressions which Flavian employed in coaxing
Theodosius into submission.

CANON LXXXV

To all you Clergymen and Laymen let the following books be venerable
and sacred: Of the Old 'testament, the five of Moses, namely, Genesis, Kxodus, Leviticus,Numbers, and Deuteronomy; the one of Jesus of Nave (commonly called Joshua in English); the one qfJ~~dges;
the one ofRuth; thefour
of the Kingdoms; two Parcilipomenu of the Rook of Days; tu'o o f R'idrca,
one of Esther; three of the Maccabees; one ofJob; one Pxdter (commonly
cdled the Psalms in English and also in Greek); three of Solomon, namely,
Proverbs, Ecclexiaxtes, anil the Song of Songs; twelve of the Prophets; one
of Jsaiah; one of Jeremiah; one qf Ezekiel; one of Daniel, outside of these
I / is permissiblefor you to recount in addition thereto also the Wisdom of
very learned Sirach by way of 'teachingyour younger folks. Our own books,
that is to say, those of the NEW Testament, comprisingfour Gospeh,namely;
that ofMatthew, of Mark, ofLuke, and ofJohn; fourteen Epistles ofPaul;
two Epistles of Peter, three Epistles of John; one of James; one ofJude; (wo
Epistles of Clement; and the hjunctions addressed to you Bishops through
me, Clement, in eight books, {which ought not to be divdged to all on account ofthe secret matters they contain) and theActs of us apostle^.^
Interpretation

After teaching and legislating in their sacred Canons in what manner
it befits those in holy orders and lay Christians in general to conduct themselves as a matter of policy, the Apostles lastly teach also what books they
ought to read. Thus in their c. IX they taught us not to read books that are
uncanonical and falsely entitled and ascribed to others than their real authors, while in the present Canon they teach us to read the canonical and
holy books which they also enumerate; as they appear listed here.
Note, however, that in many books and manuscripts and printed editions. and
especially in the ,Stnupsia of Alcxius Aristenus there arc to be found also other
canons ascribed some to the name of Peter, and some to the name of Paul, which
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we ought not to acccpt. but, ought on the c o n t r q to reject as spurious and as falsely
so entitled. Since even the Holy Sixth Ecumenical Council in its c. TI admits onlv
these 85 as true Canons oftlie Aposlles, and considers Lhe others to be falsely enlilled.
saying verbatim': "Let no one garble the aforesaid Canons, or set them aside, or admit
any other ones than the present Canons that. someone else has composed and falseb
entitled as such in an atteiiipt to exploit the name of the mlh in a commercial way ."
Nevertheless. since the Bishop of Pisinous Gregory told the Holy Seventh Ecumenical Council that the convention ofthe Apostles held in Antioch~in its eighth Canon
(which is one of the nine of its Canons which were found in the library of Caesarca in
Palestine, established by Pamphilus the Martyr, as notedby the Westerners), ordained
that those sccking salvation from idols should no longer be misled. but should form
instead thereof an image of the manlike and intemperate pillar of Christ We accept I
s*, h i s Canon of the Apostles, bolh because Hie Seventh Ecumenical accepted il. and
because it agrees with the ancient historical records, For it is true that Haemorrhoousa
dedicated a pillar to he Savior in Panias. as Eusebius historically records in his Book
7, ch. 8. which pillar Julian smashed to pieces, as Sozomcnos tells us, in his Book 3.
ch, I. and as does also Nicephonis in his Book 10, ch. 30 (in Dositheus, p. 18 of the
Dodccabiblus). Scc also in the Prolcgomcna to these Apostolical Canons. This very
same Canon having been gleaned by Dositheus was included by Spvridon in the scrmom or homilies in h e second volume of h e ColiecUon of the Councils, p. 1016.

These books are also mentioned in c, IX of the Council held in Laodicea,
and in c. XXXII of that held in Cartilage. Moreover, Athanasius the Great
in his 39th festal letter, and St. Gregory the Theologian, in his Epic Verses,
and Amphilochi us the Bishop of lconion in his Iambic Lines also mention
them. Tn fact Athanasius the Great in his said letter divides all the books
of the Old Testament into two groups: the canonical, and the readable. As
regarding the ones ill the Old Testament called canonical he says that they
are twenty-two books. in agieement with the number twenty-two of letters
in the Hebrew alphabet (as is stated also by St. Gregory the Theologian
and by divine John of Damascus), being named as follows: 1, Genesis;
2, Exodus; 3, Leviticus; 4, Numbers; 5, Deuteronomy; 6, Jesus of Nave
{or Joshua); 7. Judges; 8, Ruth; 9. Kingdoms first and second taken together (which are also known as the Books of Samuel among the Jews);
10, Kingdoms third and fourth (called also the First and Second Books
of Kings, respectively); 1 1, Paralipotnena first and second taken together
(called in English "the First Book of the Chronicles" and "The Second
Book of the Chronicles," respectively); 12, the First and the Second Book
of Esdias; taken together; 13; The Psalms; 14, Proverbs; 15. Ecclesiastes;
16, The Song of Songs; 17. Job; 18. The twelve lesser Prophets, named
as a single book; 19, Isaiah; 20, Jeremiah together with Lamentations,
and Baruch, and an epistle; 2 1, Ezekiel; 22, Daniel. Readable books to be
studied by the recently catechized are the following: Wisdom of Solomon,
which is also called all-virtuous according to Eusebius (Book 11, ch. 7,
concerning Evangelical preparation); Wisdom of Sirach, which is also
called all-virtuous. according to George Syngelos (note, however, that Sirach is called by Westerners "Ecclesiasticus"); Esther; Judith; and Tobias.
Take note, however, of the fact that the book of Esther, which is but one,
is also included among the Canonical Books, just as the present Apostolical Canon also lists it among the canonical books; and so does the council
held in Laodicea, and that held in Carthage. But even the Wisdom of Solomon, and Judith, and Tobit are enumerated among the canonical books by
the council of Carthage. In the present Ap. c. the first three books of the
Maccabees are also listed as canonical books.' Of the New Testament the
'Note that same authorities include Daniel with Ezckic! as a single book, and thus
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coinplcte the number 22 of the Hebrew alphabet, but the council of Laodicca manages to do this by counting Ruth and Judges as a single book. and thus completing the
number 22, which appears lo be Hie teller wa!, as i t was confirmed by a council. So
it may be said that the sequence and order of books now read by all and printed and
published as [lie text of the Bible i s by no means correct, and certain, as respects the
books of the Old TestaiiienL for many reasons. First, because it has the book of Esther divided into two books, of which it places one among the canonical books. while
it places the other among the apocryphal books, in spite ol' h e lac1 that the present
Apostolical Canon cxpresly calls it one book, and c. LX of Laodicca, and c. XXX of
Carthage, and Athansius the Great and Amphilochius all agree in counting it as one
book. Second, because it separates the two books of Esdras and places them apart
from each other, one among the canonical books, and the othcr among the apocryphal
books, a l a h e when Hie present Apostolical Canon counts these two books as one,
as do also the council of Laodicea and that of Carthage, and also Athanasius the Great,
and St. Gregory [lie Theologian. and SL Aniphilochus. Third, because it separates
Baruch and the Epistle of Jeremiah from the prophetic book of Jeremiah, and places
them among the Apocrypha, at a time when the council of Laodicea and Athanasius
the Grcat count all three of thcm as a single book. (But why docs the council of Laodicca rcfcr to "Epistles" of Jeremiah, in the plural, at a time when but one epistle is to be
found. seeing that Athanasius the Great refers to it ill the singular loo, as one epislle'!
I wonder why.) Fourth, because it cnumcratcs the first three books of the Maccabees
along with the Apocrypha. notwithstanding that the present Apostolical Canon lists
them among Hie canonical books. Fifth. because it counts Ihe Book of Neheiniali
among the canonical, though there is no mention of it at all either in this Apostolical
Canon or by h e council held in Laodicea, or by ha1 held in Cartliage, or by Athansius the Grcat, St. Grcgoty, or St. Amphiloclus, And sixth, because in some editions
it calls the uncanonical books a p o c ~ p h aat
, a time when it ought not to call them by
this name at all. according to Athanasius the Grcat in his aforesaid epistle, seeing that
the name apocrypha was invented by die heretics in order by means here01 to be able
to slate q - h i n g they \vaiit to as a fact mid thus deceive h e more simpleminded into
believing they are really apocryphal books of saints and old ones too. So it seems to
be best to call the uiicaiionicai books 01the Old Testament ^readable books" (or. in
Greek, an~~po.scomcnd),
and not "apoc~pha,"The books properly and especially
called "'readable" are the following, Nehemiah; the Laudation of the Three Servants
instead of which the English Version has it "Thc Song of the thrcc Holy Children");
Bel and the Dragon, and Susanna. For these books arc even mentioned either in the
present Apostolical Caiioii or by the council of Laodicca or that of Carthage, or b\
Athanasius the Grcat, or by divine Gregory. or by Amphilocius. (Origcn. though, did
have a homil) on Neliemiah.)
I1 would not be aside from the purpose in hand to add, in die way of obiier dicta, lo
the present Ibo~notesome facts necessary to extend the knowledge of those occupy ing thcmsclvcs with the Holy Bible, and to offer these remarks to philologists as a sort
of dessert and seasoning. We shall therefore say first what divine Scripture is; secondly, in how maw,' different ways the sense of the Sacred Scriptures may be taken:
thirdly. in what language thcy wcrc originally written; fourthly, into how many books
the Old Testament is divided; and lifflh, how many editions or versions of it there
have been. Well, then, divine Scripture is the word of God as written undcr His inspiration. It is called the word ol' God in reference to the fact that it has communion with
traditions. but is said to be written, in reference to the fact that it is distinguishable
from traditions which are the unwritten word of God, It has also been added under His
inspiration by way oi'dilTerenliating IL tiom ecclesiastical canons and decrees, written
undcr the supcrintcndcnce of God, but not undcr His inspiration; whcrcforc thcy arc
not even called God-inspired, as is plainly expressed in various parts of the conciliar
records. It is also intimated in the epistle of Carthage to Celcstinus. For just as one
can send a letter to another person in two dilTerent vvays. either bv telling the writer
the same words h a 1 one wanls lo have written, or b~ merely acquainling him w i h the
thought. and letting the writer express that thought in his own words. Thus in point
01' f a d the H o l ~Spirit actually dictated the words themselves in the case of the Holx
Scriptures; but in the case of the councils and ?nods it was only the thought that was
expressed under the superintendence and illumination of the Holy Spirit. For theologiaiis distinguish the following three things from cadi othcr: revelation, inspiration,
and illumination or afflatus and supcrintcndcnce. Thus, according to thcm, rcvelation is a maniIestation of unknown h t l i from God. IiispiraLion, 011 Hie olher hand. is
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an internal motion by which one is prompted by God either as to what to say or as
to what to do, without the mind being hurt in any way and w-ithout one's free will
being resLricted in any way. Illiimiiiation and alllalus, in contrast [herewith, is God's
help and supcrintcndcncc saving the speaker or writer from any and every dcccpion and mistake. In fine. all the divine Scripture \\as engraved throughout not only
under the superintendence bill also under llie mspiratiori o r tlie Holy SpiriL For "no
prophecy (says the Second Epistle of Peter) i n scripture is a result of aiy private
interpretation. For no prophecy was ever originated by an> man's will, but guided
by the Holy Spirit holy men of God spokc.'~IIPet. 1:20-21.) And: "All scripture is
inspired by God and is of use in teaching" (I I Tim. 3 :16). And: ^How is it then that
David in spirit callcth him Lord. saying. The Lord said unto my Lord, Sit thou at my
right and, till I make thine enemies a footstool of thy feet" (Matt 22:43-44). That is
why we believe in Lhe Holy Spirit, which spoke llirough h e Prophets. This kulh is
further attested by God-bearing [gnatius. Justin, Clement the Alexandrian, Origen.
.
Athenagoras. Jerome, Augusline, and all in general. ThaL is whv C ~ s o s t o i nrelying
upon the Lord's word which says: "one jot or one tittle shall in no wise pass away
from the Law" (Matt. 5: I S), s a y that not even a syllable did any of the sacred writers
dare to add of themselves, as S t Augustinc also asserts in interpreting the passage
saying: "one of the soldiers with a spear pierced his side" (John 19:34).Ncvcrthclcss.
Dionysius Hie Alexandriaii and Jerome say hat the mysterious and principal passages in the Bible were indeed written under inspiration of the Holy Spirit but that
the historical parts were written will1 His superintendence and in the st! le peculiar
to the aulhors Iheniselves, inferring; I h i s rusk froin the ditTerenI phraseology in h e
Decalogue which Mosesuses in the Book of Exodus (20: 12) and in Deuteronomy (5:
16); and secondly h m the lact that the author of the second book of the Maccabees
s ~ that
s he finished the work with much labor and sweat (I1 Mace. 2:26), And in
the same book, chapter 15. verse 38, the same author says: "if I have done well and
havc fittingly composed this (i.e., what he has written), that is what I mysclf havc
desired lo do; but ii' impdec* and in a mediocre fashion; h a t is the best I could
attain to.'" For, tliey ask, how could the author of thal book have said these things if
even' thing had been dictated to him word for word, even to a jot, by the Holy Spirit?
Nevertheless, the difference which exists as between these two views is little and
but slight. Both views hold to the main elements of the holy Bible, to wit that these
were inspired and dictated by the Holy Spirit, and that, being present with the sacred
writers; the Spirit did not let them err as to any paint whatsoever. So that cvcr\Â¥thin
to be found in the divine Scriptures. in the dogmas, in the historical accounts. and in
die matters of chronology-is words of God embodying declarations of God. Thus it
may be averred that God is true (Rom. 3:4) and that He is a God of truth (Ps. 315):
and not a liar as man is (Num. 23:19). But h e sense of the Scriptures is divided into
two with respect to tlie primary analysis, namely, into the literal and into the spiritual
sense. The literal sense is that denoted pmnarily and immediately by the letter: as,
for example; in the case ofthc passage saying that Abraham had two sons; one by his
maidservant and one by his wife. The letter-i.e.. the literal interpretation reveals that
Abraham was the father, and that he had two women, namely, his w-ifcSarah, and Ifis
maidservant (or maid) H a y r (,Gen. 1631, and two sons, namely, Isaac and Ishmael
(Gen. 16: 15-16). The spiritual sense is ha1 which is not denoted direcily and imme diately by the letter and the words of the text, but only by what the letter signifies.
Thus, for example, in the above case the name Hagar is to be understood as meaning
die earlhl! and lower Jerusalem. while h e name Sarah is to be understood as ineaning the upper Jerusalem and the Church, as St. Paul interprets it (Gal. 4:22-31). The
literal sense, however. may also be sub-div ided into the proper and the figurative (or
metaphorical) sense. Thus the proper sense is in this instance such as that Abraham
begot two sons, while the figurative sense is such as that which declares that Christ
took His scat at the right hand of His Father, where the phrase "right hand docs
not denote the position of His body. but gives only the Iigurative meaning or these
words met denotes melaphorically tlie equality oCHis Father's glory with His own.
The spiritual sense on the other hand, may be subdivided into three different senses.
namely, the allegorical, the tropological, and the anagogical. The allegorical sense
refers the "typesj" or similitudcs, in the Mosaic Law to the grace of the Gospel. The
tropological sense has regard to the decorousi~essof moral characters and manners,
The anagogical scnsc sublimcs. or elevates. what is said to the behoof of the glory of
the blissful ones. For instance the noun Jerusalem allegorically signifies the Church
of Christ; tropologically~the soul of each human being; aniigogically. Lhe upper
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city, hcavcnly Jerusalem. In brief, from the literal sense Theology safely and ncccs-

sarily draws its own conclusions: from the spiritual sense no necessary conclusions
ensue, but solvent persuasion is impressed upon h e inlerpreter.
All the books held canonical among the Jews wcrc written in Hcbrcw, but that
ol' Tobil and that of Judith were written in Aramaic (Ibrmerly called Chaldaic). As
for the Wisdom of Solomon, according Lo St. Alhanasius, if il is a genuine work of
Solomon's, it must have been composed in Hebrew. but according to others it appeared to contain certain apophthegms, or pronouncements, or Solomon's but to have
been written in Greek by Philo. one of the seventy interpreters of the Holy Scripture
(usually designated in English as the LXX), The book of Job. on tire other hand, was
written originally in Arabic, and. as Polychronius in his foreword to Job, and Nicctas,
the scholiast (or commentator) of St. Grcgo! the Theologian. assert, by Solomon, or
was kanslaled by him from ha1 language. The! derived this inference kom a stalement of Gregory's to be found in the work of the equalizer Julian to the effect that
though it really i s a book written by Job. Llie Theologian ascribes it lo Solon~on.The
wording of the statement in question runs as follows: "Though little he is great there,
and a servant along with the lord, 1 will utter the saying of Solomon." (But perhaps
the namc Solomon as found here is a slip of the saint's memory. or a. clerical error
of the copyist.) In a more or less similar manner to that in which these two men's
opinion weighs upon this case, the name of Solomon is found in a discourse of divine
C ~ s o s t o mconcerning prayer in connection with a saying which is rcally one of
Siracli h e Wise, to wit: "A man's atlire, and excessive laughter. and gait: show wlial.
he is"' (Sirach 19:30). BuL, as olliers niaiiilaiii. h i s may have been written by the same
Job himself, Julian of Halicainassus, however, does not accept this view. He says on
this point verbatim: "For divine Job was never overcome so l'ar by any passion ol"
selfishness as to become a eulogizer of hinisclf." Others, again, would havc it that
the book was written by three ofhis friends, in view of the fact that Job expressed a
wish when he said: "Oh that my words wcrc not written! Oh that thcy were printed
in a book!" (according lo the Authorized Version of h e English Bible. though in the
Greek Septuagint the actual meaning of the text is: "Who will have my words written,but have them printed in a book forever?"). Most authorities nevertheless are of
opinion that h e book was either translated or writlei1 Moses lo solace the Hebrews
who were then being sorely oppressed in Egypt by Pharaoh, As for the books of the
Maccabees, they were first written in Hebrew, and second in Greek, The Wisdom of
Sirach was composcd originally by Jesus the son of Sirach whom some say to havc
been one of the seventy interpreters of the Holy Scriptures, though thcy say that this
was actually translated into Grcek his so11 and was dedicated to his grandfather of
the same name, as appears from the preface to the book itself. But in our times it is
only the Greek translalion thai has been preserved, and 11ot the Hebrew. Note, liowever, in addition to the foregoing remarks. hat of the books of the Old Testament five
are called versified (or strc/~cra),according to St. Gregory the Theologian. Amphilochius of Iconion, and John of Damascus (in his book IV concerning Orthodoxy}:
they are Job. the Psalms of David, and the three books of'Solomon, namely. Proverbs.
Ecclesiastes, and the Song of Songs. Thcy arc thus called because, just as the Greek
language is noted for its poetical and metrical art of versification, so is the Hcbrcw
distinguished for its versificatoq art. its poems having been more pleasant and at h e
same time sweeter than the other Hebrew works in prose.
As For the books ofthe New Testament. these were all composed and written in
Greek originally, with the sole exception of the Gospel xcordiiig to St. Matthew
and the Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Hebrews, which were composed and
written originally in Hebrew or in S\Tiac, The Hebrew original, however, of the
Gospel according to St. Matthew is not extant,nor is it quite clear who translated
it into Greek, Some say that the translator was James the brother of God, As for the
Epistle to the Hebrews. it was translated into Greek by cithcr Lukc. or Barnabas, or
Clement of Rome. I said "Syriac" because the Arabic language prevailing at thai
time was mixed \villi Syriac. But if Cesare Baronius, llie Jesuit chronogriipher, asserts that the Gospel according to St. Mark was conrposed and written originally
in Latin, let him rejoice in his opinion. and let him take shame in our ow,n Fathers,
who assert that it was composcd and written originally in Greek and especially
in St. Augustine who so affirms too (in his Book I concerning the harmony of the
Evangelists, ch. 2). But what should wc say in regard to the cited verses of St.
Oregon the Theologian, wherein it is said verbatim: "Mark Fourth in Italy; Lukc
in [lie land of [lie Achaians (i.e., Greece)"'? Eilher that this piissage is spurious and
introduced from without by another hand. or that the vote of the majority ought
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to decide the issue. For if this were the genuine opinion of the Theologian, how is
it that St Jcromc failed to notice it, who was his disciplc and pupil. and how did it
escape Hie vigilance of St. Augustine. who was a close h e n d of Jerome's? In Hiis
connection what is historically recorded by Nicholas Malaxus is noteworthy, to the
eITect that divine Luke wrote his Gospel in Mega Spelaion (meaning "Great Cave"),
as is staled in Lhe imperial "gold edict- (or "chryoboulon") of hat Monaslen .
All the book's of the Old Testament, as characterized by their contents, are divided
into legal, historical, moral, and prophetical books. The legal books in brief are the
Pentateuch of Moses; the historical books arc those of Joshua (or, in Greek, Jcsus).
Judges, Ruth, Kingdoms (four books designated in English as the two books of
Samuel and the hvo books of Kings). Cl~roniclcs(called I'aralipumena in Grcck i.c.,
"omitted books"), the two of Esdras. that of Tobit, that of Judith, that of Esther, the
Maccabees- and Job. The moral books are Hie Wisdom of Solomon, the Wisdom of
Sirach, and Proverbs, In this division the Song of Songs and Ecclesiastes have been
lell out, because heir purpose is to allord a more exact comprehension and appreciation of what is summarized in the divine laws. Lastly the prophetic books arc those of
the prophets, who exhort all men to keep the commandments of God and to shun evc y vice and wickedness, and who prcaiinouncc the mystcry of the incarnate economy
to all men. Likewise as regards the books of the New Testament, somc arc legal, such
as Hie four Gospels, while others are historical. such as the Acts of the Apostles, and
contribute much to a more accurate comprehension of the text of the divine Gospcls.
For who could understand and take cognizance 01the power of baptism. and h e
mystery of grace, and h e sacrifice offered 011 Hie cross in our behalf, were it not for
the epistles of the Apostles? And especially those of St. Paul? Yet there is nothing to
prevent a book from being at Llie same time legal and moral, like Llie book ol'Exodus,
and the four Gospels.
As for editions or versions of the Old Testament the principal ones are five in
number, namely, the Greek, the Syriac, the Arabic. the Aramaic (formerly called
Thaldaic"), and tlie Laliii (or Ronian). The Greek is divided into four main lersioiis. Of these the first and most ancient is tlia t of h e LXX (or LXXXII), commonly
known as the Septuagint in English, which. in the time of Ptolemy Philadelphus,
interpreted not only the Pentateuch. as mistakenly maintained b\ Scaligerus and
other modernists, but the entire Old Testament, as is attested by Justin. Irenaeus.
Clement of Alexandria, and others. before the times of the Maccabees. which is the
same as saying 230 years before the birth of Christ. It was from that version; indeed.
that the divinc Apostles drew the predictions of the prophets. But if Bcllarminus the
Jesuit sa! s that Hiat version is incomplete as it now stands, citing as witnesses St.
Jcromc, who says in the preface to the Chronicles (or Parahpomena) that thc ancient
and genuine version was corrupted and that originals thereof were extant wherein it
could be seen Illat they differed from one another. as well as Justin, who says in the
Dialogue with Pqphon that Aristeus, an aide-de-camp 01' King Plolemy, bears vtitncss that the Scptuagint Version agreed with the Hcbrcw originals, though by his
time (the saint asserts in his own declaration) it had come to differ in many points
from the Hcbrcw manuscripts. Nevertheless, lct Bcllmminus lcmi that the Scptuagint
Vcrsion (i c.. the text of the gcnuinc LXX) was directly in the beginning judged by
h e Church to be genuine and aullioritalive; and the divine Apostles used il in teslimony; and it was recognized by the wliolc Church-not only the Eastern, but also the
Western-before the translation made by St. Jerome into the Latin. Elen Philo the
Jew praises Hie LXX, not old! as interpreters of [lie Scriptures, bill also as prophets
inspired with divine Spirit. And St. Augustine (in his book concerning the City of
God) says: '"the Spirit which illumined the prophets when the! preached. the same
Spirit illumined also the LXX when thcy interpreted the writings of the prophets.''
Both divine Justin and Tertullian say that each of the LXX interpreters translated the
Scripture separately in separate houses, and, miraculous to relate! not one of them
was round to have added or to have omitted a single thing even of the slightest kind
ill Ihe books which Lhe~hiid selerall! wntleii, but, 011 the contrary, identically Ihe
same v e p words were found to have been written in all of them. So who can prefer
an! other version to this God-inspired version ol'the LXX? Whai it' it does dilTer
in some parts to somc extent from the Hebrew originals? "The Spirit" says sacred
Augustine (in answer to this question, in his book concerning the City of God), "the
Spirit could have left out or could have added something here and there to preclude
any suspicion that human art had played any role in connection with that version
011 Hie ground hat h e translation was done mechanically and word for word 011
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the contrav. rather to let the rcadcr understand that it was divinc power that had illumined and had guided the mind of the one executing the translation," He also teaches
the same view in his book coiiceming Chrislian doctrine. It must be said. however.
that the Hebrew originals differ from the tcxt of the vcrsion of LXX because, as Syncellus notes. the Jews corrup~edthe Hebrew text ofthe Old Testament, For it says in
the Hebrew kxt hillNoah lived until the fin?-eighth !ear oCAbraham, which is .false.
Again, Justin in his Dialogue with T ~ ~ p h odeclares
n
that the passage in Psalm saying,
"Sq among the nations lhaL Ihe Lord hath become King while depending on the tree
(or cross)." was corrupted by the Jews in that they had removed from it the words
"while depending on the tree." (A fact which ought to be asserted even today notwithstanding that no such words appear now in the text of any extant version of the LXX,
owing perhaps to their having been inadvcrtcntly omitted by copyists.) The passage
saying, "They have digged holes in my hands and feet." is not in h e Hebrew text; the
Hebrew text says that the raven mentioned in connection with Noah returned, whereas
Josephus and the LXX and SL C l q sostoni, and Sl. Augustine and St. Ambrosius, and
St. Jerome in his paraphrasis, all say the contrary, i.e., that the raven did not return.
s
that the Hebrew text of the Old Testament difHence even Rabbi Eli-jah s ~openly
fers from the text of it now extant. So that Sy-mclchus is right in saying that the LXX
interpreted the Scripture from an old and uncorniptod copy of the Hebrew text This,
moreover, is plainly evident also fro111 the following fact. The divine Evangelists
~
quote the words spoken by Jesus in Hebrew from the Old Testament in the v e same
words that were used in Greek to translate the Hebrew text by the LXX; since. as a
mailer of f a d the Lord spoke hein oul of [lie h e and iiiicorrupled original Hebrew
text,as a God of truth and divine lawgiver, which proves that the LXX who translated
these passages used h e same Lrue and uncorrupted original. Thai ol' all oilier versions
that of the LXX is the most trustworthy, both because thcy translated the tcxt of the
Scripturebefore the birth of Christ, and because they were many and yet in agreement
with each other, we need but the testimony of divinc C h s o s t o m to vcrifv. as he docs
in his Homily V 011 die Gospel according lo Sl. Matthew: and the confirmation alTorded by Novel 146 of Justinian, and divine Epiphanius in his Haer. I. St. Chqsostoin,
in his Discourse XXVII to Judaixrs, vol. vi, p. 323, s a y that the Scriptures which
had been interpreted and translated in the time ol' Ptoleniy were still in existence in
the temple of Serapis at that time (Serapis was a God of the Egyptians). If many of
the Fathers when interpreting the Scriptures employed in the case of some words the
interpretations given by Aquila. Thcodotion, or S y m m a c h ~ thcy
s ~ did so, not on the
ground that they preferred those interpretations to the ones made by the LXX, but on
the ground that certain passages interpreted the LXX were thereby morc clarified,
since the LXX translated morc in accordancc with the meaning, and not in accordancc
with the words and expressions in h e Hebrew text. Read also Dosiheus. p. 2 14. So
much for the version of the LXX. A second version was made by Aquila, who became
converted from Christianit) to Judaism during the reign of King Hadrian. in A.D.
130. A third vcrsion was that of the Samaritan Symachus, who became converted
from Judaism to Christianity and embraced the heresy ofthe Ebionites in the reign of
Cornnodus. A fourth vcrsion was that of Thcodotioii, who at first became a Christian,
but later became a Marcionitc (i.c.; onc of a sect of Gnostics opposed to Judaism). and
interpreted die Scriptures in accordance with Hie kachings of h e here? lo which he
belonged, according to sonic in the time of Antoiuus CaracaUus. or according to others
in the time ofthe same Commodus. The entire translations made by these three later
translalors have not come down lo us. but onl! some fragments and sections. Origen
collected these four versions together into a single volume with four columns on each
page so that they might all tour be viewed together at a glance. This work he entitled
or named the Tetrapla. But after writing next to these four versions the Hebrew text
on the one and on the other side of the same page, he called the book the Hcxapla.
Lastly, combining with thcsc six also thc vcrsion found in Nicopolis, or in Jcricho.
in the time o r Alexander Mamn~aias.and the sixth one round in Nicopolis adjoining
Actii, atler Hie persecution of Severus, lie called Hie book Hie Uc~aplu,because of
the eight colun~nsit contained on each page. These, then, are the famous Tetrapla,
Hexapla, and Octapla, which are unknown to the masses. Note, however. that there
was also found a seventh vcrsion by Lucian, the great ascetic and martyr, published
in Nicomedea during the reign of Emperor Constantine, The said Lucian read the
previous versions and, having found the Hcbrew original, added what was missing
and corrected what was superfluous. As for the three vcrsions ofAquila Symmachus,
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and Thcodotion, thcy wcrc never regarded as authoritative and wcrc never sanctioned
by the Church, since those translators. being apostates. purposely lcft the passages
prophesying about Christ unclear. Nevertheless. they are not altogether useless. since
Ongen supplied what was missing in the version, of Ac LXX by means of the version
ofTheodolion, when he wrote the Hexapla. while St. Jerome says in his preface to the
Psalms ha1 he once heard Lhe prophet Daniel read in church in accordance with h e
version of Theodotion, though even now Daniel is read according to the version of
Theodotion, owing to the tad llial the version ol'the LXX was found to be oonl'used
in the book of Daniel, which is no longer extant as translated by the LXX. So much
for the Greek versions. The Syr~ac.and the Arabic. and the Aramaic versions are also
of benefit as aids to the comprchcnsion of the Scripturcs, and this is especially true
of the Syiac version, which is the most ancient and approximates to the Hebrew. St.
Basil praises il in his Hexaemeron. and h e Church in Syria uses it on Hie ground HiaL
it is correct. The Aramaic version is called the Targum, a word meaning paraphrase.
and il was produced by three Rabbis during the lillh centup aller Christ, ll is not
approved, however, by the Church, because in many places it has some myths scattered here and there in the text The Roman, or the Latin, version is praised as the fifth
and last. The Roman was the most ancient, but it was the Latin one (called also the
Vulgate) by St Jerome, a learned man, as St. Augustine attests, and conversant with
all b e e languages, who even translated some of Hie books of the Old Testament out
of the Hebrew into the Latin, while as for the New Testament he corrected it in only
a few places. Though, according to other authorities. the lather of h e Vulgate is unknown. It contains a greal many niislakes, and much ha1 is not in Lhe Hebrew lext.
So that neither is it to be preferred to the version of the LXX (or what is called the
Sepluagin~in English).
These are the holy books of the Old and of the New Testament: according to the
Maccabees. those in your hands; the sources of salvation, according to St. Athanasius:
the records lcft by the holy men, according to the Arcopagitc; the books of the official teslaments. according to Eusebiiis; the canonical books ofthe Bible; according
Lo Council held in Carlhage. Study therein, brethren and fathers, and meditate upon
them day and night- in order that you may becon~emore like the righteous man pronounced blisslul b\ divine David. Read them conlmiially and perpetually. because,
according to St. Chysostom, reading the Scriptures is the key which opens the way
to heaven, and the mouths of the Prophets are the mouth of"God, Busy yourselves
therewith all the time that you have available, since, according to St. Augustinc; the
remedy for wcty disease of the soul is to be found in the Bible. Search the Scriptures
ill order that you may .Gad therein the life that is cvcrlasting, according to what the
Lord Himself said (John 5:39). By reading God's law you can guard yourselves from
the spurious texliings of the so-called Iterations (or Denlemses);that is lo say. h n i
all that these "authorities" say respecting sacrifices of irrational animals, respecting
sins, respecting purification. respecting a scapegoat. and respecting continuous bath ing and sprinkling; and from. all that has been written by the Greeks into the Law; as
a second consideration (Book of Ordinances I, ch, 8. and Book 11, ch, 38, and Book
LX, ch. 22). Note finally. that most of what is embodied in this footnote was gleaned
from the unpublished theological treatise of the teacher Mr. Eugenics.

canonical books are the following: The four Gospels; the Acts of the
Apostles; the seven Epistles General, namely, one of James, two of Peter,
three of John, and one of Jude; fourteen Epistles of Paul; and the Book
of Revelation, concerning which, however, divine Ampldochius in his
Iambics says that though many appove it as genuine. most authorities
deem it spurious. The Book of Revelation was nevertheless accepted by
the Council of Carthage as a canonical book, as attested by its c. XXX;
and, by Athansius the Great in his aforesaid letter No. 39; and by divine
Dionysius the Areopagite, who calls it a mystical intuition; and the scholiast of St. Dionysius divine Maxiinus mentions in many places in his
scholia: it is also approved by St. Jerome, who calls it the most sublime
book in the world. But if St. Gregory the Theologian fails to mention it
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in his Epic Verses, yet in the constituent addiess which he made to the one
hundred and fifty bishops composing the Second Ecumenical Council he
expressly mentioned it, saying: 'Tor 1 am persuaded that other ones (i .e.,
angels) supervise other churches, as John teaches me in Revelation." Ori gen, too, had a communication on Revelation. Cyril of Alexandria also
mentions it (ill p. 679 of the Pentateuch); and likewise does Clement of
Alexandria (in p. 856 of the Pentateuch); it is accepted also by Apollinaris, Ephraim, Papias, Justin, lrenaeus, Tertullian, Lactantinus, Severus,
Sylpicius, Augustine, Methodius, Hippolytus, Andrew of Caesarea, and
the Second Ecumenical Council itself, before which St. Gregory the
Theologian delivered his constituent address in which he mentioned the
book of Revelation. It is also recognized by Meliton the bishop of Sardis,
and by Theophilus the bishop of Antioch, and by others. As for the two
Epistles of dement mentioned in the present Apostolical Canon, they
were addressed o the Corinthians on the part o f the Church of Rome, and
were published in the collection of the fist volume of the Records of the
Councils: but the second one is deemed spurious by Photius (folio 156 of
the Myriobiblus). As for the Injunctions of the Apostles, which are also
called the Didache of the Apostles by Athansius the Great, they were rejected by c. 11 of the 6th Ecumenical Council, on the ground that they had
been garbled by heretics. But since not all of them were garbled, but only
certain parts of them, therefore many of the Fathers even before the Sixth,
among whom St. Gregory the Theologian in particular, but also sacred
Maximus as well, adopted sayings taken therefrom. Thus the Theologian
in his discourse on Easter, with reference to the proposition saying, ''1 will
be on my guard," explain the word sheep as representing Christ allegorically on account of the coat of imperishability, which saying was gleaned
from the Injunctions: according to Micetas; while divine Maximus uses
whole excerpts from the Injunctions in his scholia on Dionysius. But why
am I speaking of individuals? The Fifth Ecumenical Council itself bears
witness to the Injunct~om,in the letter of Justinian, to the affect that alms
ought to be given in behalf of the dying, p. 392 of the second volume of
the collection ofthe councils. But even after the Sixth Council the Council
assembled in St. Sophia adopted testimony from the Injunctions. Michael,
too, the patriarch of Constantinople. surnamed Cerularius, together with
the synod attending him, living A.D. 1053, adopted testimony against
the cutting off of the beard which is found in Book 1 of the Apostolical
lquncdms, ch. 3, reading as follows: "Ye shall not depilate your beards:
for God the Creator made this becoming in women, but unsuited to men."
See also page 978 of volume 11 of the Conciliar Records. Besides, as they
are now found printed, it does not appear to me that they contain anything
spurious or improper. The Shepherd, which Athanasius the Great mentions in his often-cited epistle, was a book which has not been preserved
to our times. Perhaps it was such an affair as the discourse which John of
Climax attributes to a shepherd, and, briefly speaking, there was such a
book teaching the shepherd of rational sheep how to shepherd them towards a pasture conducive to salvation, and how to keep them safe from
the clutches and claws of rational wolves. and of demons and cacodoxical
human beings as well. We have been informed that this Shepherd is found
as a very old book in some monastery in Greece and that it is a work of
Quartus, one of the seventy Apostles. The Shepherd is mentioned also by
St. Maxiinus in his scholia on divine Dionysius. Its size is about that of
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the Psalter. Note that c. LIV of Carthage commands that besides the books
of the Old and New Testaments the Lives of the Martyrs are to be read
which contain an account of their ordeals on the days of their festivals.

CONCERNING THE FIRST
HOLY ECUMENICAL COUNCIL
PROLEGOMENA

The First holy Ecumenical' Council was held in Nicaea in Bithynia
during the reign of Constantine the Great A.D. 325. Outstanding men
who attended it were Alexander the patriarch of Constantinople; Biton
and Bicentius the presbyters, together with the devout one of Cordova
(or Cordoba), Spain, the three taken together who held the position of
bishops, Silvester of Rome, and Julius, Alexander of Alexandria, who was
competing with Athanasius the Great, who was then a deacon, Eustathius
the patriarch of Antioch, Macarius the patriarch of Jerusalem, Paphnutius and Spyridon, James and Maximus-men adorned with apostolicai
gifts, and sufferings of martyrdom; and numerous others; according to the
common and universally admitted tradition of the Church there were 3 18
in all. But besides them there were also another multitude of clergymen,
presbyters, and deacons. This council was assembled against Arius, who
was blaspheming that the Son and Logos of God was not of the same essence as the Father (or, as the Greek has i t coessential with the Father),
and that consequently He was not a true God. but, on the contrary, a creature and "~tisma,"~
a Greek word meaning "something built." It lasted
three and a half years (though Gelasius, quoted by Photius in Anagnosma
256, says six and a half years), and delivered the common and divine and
sacred Symbol ofour faith which is well known to all and in which it proclaimed the Son and Logos of God to be a true God coessential with the
Father, or, in other words, a God having the same essence and nature as
the Father, and consequently also the same glory, and authority, and lordship, and eternity, and all other Godlike peculiarities of divine nature. It is
worded as follows; "We believe in one God, the almighty Father and the
creator of all things visible and invisible. And in one Lord Jesus Christ,
the only-begotten Son of God, begotten of the Father-that is. out of the
essence of the Father, a God out of God, a light out of light, a very God
' 1 find some four characteristic Features of Ecunlenical Council here and there re-

ferred lo by nun? anlhors, and especially b\ Dosillieus (p. 1018 of Hie Dodecabihh).
Three of them are remote and common, and pertain to some local councils,
whereas the other one is the most proximate, and, so to speak. the essential one, the
constituent one, and is in fact the peculiar difference which distinguishes all Ecumeiucal Councils, Thus, the cluef distinguishing Feature of all Ecumenical Councils
is the fact that thcy arc convoked at the behest not of the Pope or of such and such
a patriarch, but by imperial orders, i.e.. al h e behesi of emperors or kings. Tlus was
the case also in conneclion will1 the council held in Sardica. which was convoked by
Constantius and Constance; and also in connection with the council held in Antiocli,
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which too was convoked by command of Constantius, though for another purpose
than that of dedicating the temple in Antioch (Dosithcus, p. 183 of W o t S e c a h b l z ~ s ) .
Second, for h e purpose of discussing matters of faith, and consequently lo render a
decision, and give a dogmatic dcfinition at c v c y one of the Ecumenical Councils
(Dosilheiis. p. 633 of the Dodecabiblus); but this too was the I'act in connection with
certain local councils. such as that held in Ciirlhiige. which created a discussion
against the heresy of Pelagius and of Celestins. and laid down dogmatic definitions,
Third. tor all dogmas laid down by them and their canons to be orthodox, pious, and
in agreement with the divine Scriptures or previous Ecumcnical Councils. Whcrcforc
the axiom of St. Maximus uttered in regard to such a case became famous wherein he
said: "Pious faith validates the comicils held," and again, "the correctness of dogmas
judges the councils," But this feature too is common to most local councils, with
some exceptions. Fourth and last. for all Orthodox patriarchs and prelates o r the catliolic Church to agree and to accept everything that has been decreed and ordained by
Llie Ecumenical Councils; either by lheir personal presence or b~ their own legate. or
deputy, or, in the absence of such a rcprcscntative, by means of a letter of their own.
This agreement and accord of the patriarchs and prelates of an ecumenical council is.
as we have said. the constituent and distinctive characteristic of ccumcnical councils.
It is constituent because it constitutes them and causes them to be truly ecumenical in
correspondence \villi heir name. It is distinctive because, being observed in no local
council, it serves to distinguish ccumcnical from local councils. Hence the council
held in the days of Copronynius in Blachema, hougli called ecumenical by h e
Icononiaclis (or Iconoclasts). m s criticized and refused recognition b\ St. Germanus and Dan~ascenus,and Stephen the younger. and many others, as well as by the
Seventh Ecumenical Council in its sixth Act, all ol' them declaring that without h e
concurrcncc of all other patriarchs there can be no ecumenical council. nor can any bc
called such. For on the part of the Seventh Council Epiphamus said: "How again can
it be a great and ccumcnical council, when it is one which the presidents of the other
churches neither accepted nor agreed to, but in l a d dismissed it with an anathemaT'
(Dositheus, p. 634 of the Dodecabiblus). With nearly Hie same criticisms St. Maxi Inus criticized the pseudo council of the Monothelete Pyrrhus because he called it an
ecumenical council. I said that h e agreement and acceptance b\ all patriarchs is wliat
constitutes ecumenical councils, and not their personal presence alone, nor their representation by legates or deputies of their own. For in none of the seven Ecun~enical
Councils was any Pope personally present while at the Second and Fifth Ecumenical
Councils the Popes Damasus and Vigilus wcrc not present either in person or by dcpu h ; yet those Ecumenical Councils remained ccumcnical. because the same Popes
agreed to all that those councils ordained or prescribed, and with their letters and signatures he! accepted them.That personal presence alone or representation by deputy
does not consdLute ecumenical councils, bul ralher agreement, is shown b\ two councils. thai held in Sardica, 1 mean, and that held in Florence. The once held in Sardica,
in spite of the fact that it was called ccumcnical at the commcnccmcnt of it (see in
its Prologue) and all the patriarchs were present at it, some personally and others by
proxy, yet because of the fact that the patriarchs and prelates of the East separated
and failed to agrcc to the things it prescribed, what started as an ccumcnical council
became in h e end and in. its affect a local council. Likewise the council held in Flordice, though called ecumcnical, yet because of the fact that the legate of thc patriarch
of Antioch and the deputies of the bishops of the East. and Ibmnost the patriarch of
Alexandria, Marcus. I mean. lhaLmost holy man ofEphesus. failed Lo agree to it: wliat
had been an ecumenical turned out a local council in point of fact What am 1 saying
"'local" hr'! Why, it was right]! andjustiv condemned as a pseudo council because
it lacked even the third constituent of ecumenical councils. For the dcfinition it set
forth was not in agreement with Holy Writ and the other councils. Do you see that a
disagreement of some patriarchs makes ccumcnical councils local ones? Whereas, 011
the other hand. agreement of all the patriarchs ol' an ecumenical council makes even
local councils ecumenical and converts them into catholic councils. For tlie local
councils accepted by the Ecumenical Councils, and especially by the Sixth, and their
Canons acquired an ecun~enical:in efFect,and catholic power and dignity. From these
statements which have been made here the dcfinition of an ccumcnical council can
easily be framed as follows: "'An ecumenical council is one that has been convoked
by command of ail emperor or king, one that has set forth a dogmatic dcfinition concorning faith, and one that ordains or prescribes things which arc pious and orthodox
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and agreeable to the Holy Scriptures and to previous ccumcnical councils, and one
which all the patriarchs and prelates of the catholic Church havc agreed to accept,
either by heir personal presence orb! proxy, or, in the absence of these, b\ means of
thcir letters and signatures. So every ccumcnical council that possesses these cliarackristic Features is in fact h e Holy and Catholic Church itself in which in the Syibol
of Faith (called Lhe Creed in English) we profess lo believe. Hence arise four o her
points, according to those versed in theologv, to enrich its features. These points
are: Firs4 that ol'being ever-living and imperishable; ("or"He will give you another
Comforter, that He may abide with you forever. And, lo, I am with you always, even
unto the end of the age" (John 14:16: Matt 28:20: cf. also John 14:26), Second, that
of being infallible and sinless. For the Church, which the Ecumcnical Council takes
the place of as its personal reprcsentativc, is a pillar and framework of thc truth, according Lo St. Paul (I Tim.3: 15); accordingly, whalever seems right lo Ecumenical
Councils seems right also to the Holy Spirit of Truth: for, it says, "He shall teach you
all things and remind you ol' evep thing i have said unto !ou7-(John 14%). Which in
fact is proved certain in the casc of Ecumenical Councils, For if c, VIII of St. Gregory
the Miracle-worker says. concerning the local council held in Ancyra, '"until such
time as something seems right in common to saints met together and before thcm to
the Holy Spirit." how much more is not this true when said in regard to Ecumcnical
Councils'?which the Holy Spirit Itself supervises and illumines, and will not permit
them to err in thcir decisions? For God inspires His righteousness in innumcrablc
priests gathered in a council; according to the letter 01 the Council of Carthage addressed to CelesLinus. Third, ha1 of having die supreme and highest office, not o*
as proposing what is right and just and true by way of advice and compelling those
opposed thereto to yield subinission, by mllicting upon them proper ecclesiastical
penances, and examining and judging thcm all, including Popes and Patriarchs and
all prelates, clergyn~en.and laymen in any part of the world whatsoever. And fourth,
that of setting a limit and termination to c v q question or matter of any kind that may
arise or grow up, whether it reliile to an individual or have a common eKecl. and to
settle even quarrel and dispute of heretics and scliisniatics. For the Church is called
catholic, says Cyril the patriarch of Jerusalem (in article 1 S of his catechism), because
she leaches ciitholicall~,complekl! and indiflerently. all dogmas hat offer men
knowledge concerning things visible and invisible. For not the Holy Bible. but the
Ecumenical Council is proclaimed by all to be the final judge of ecclesiastical mattcrs, according to e . VI, of thc 2nd Ecum. C.; whose vote and dccision is not sub,jcctto
appeal to any othcr higher tribunal. For if an appeal consists in taking a casc from one
court to some othcr court that is higlicr or of greater authority, according to Book IX
of the Basilica, Title I. any dubious or uncertain vote of bishops is subject to review
by h e Metropolitans; and any such vote of Metropolitans is subject to relien by the
Exarcli or Patriarch of the diocese; and that of the Patriarch is subject to review by
an Ecunlenical Council: and herewith end eve? appeal and there is a stop to Further
procedure because there is no highcr court than the Ecumcnical Council. But if the
court of patriarchs is not subject to appeal, according to the Basilica, and Justinian.
and Leo the Wise, yet this is intelligible in view of the fact that one patriarch cannot
act as judge of another patriarch and render any dccision concerning him, and not on
account of the Ecumenical Council, which can review and examine inio all matters
judged and decided by all Patriarchs and Popes, just as though they had never bcen
decided at all. For even though the vote of the eparch, because of its being exempt
from re-examination, is not subject to appeal, yet in spite of this the disputes which
the eparch cannot settle are reviewed and decided by the emperor himself. So that the
Ecumenical Council sustains the same logical relationship in [lie Church ( Dositheus,
pp. 309 and 384 of thc .Dudt~cob~&/i(i'j
as the Emperor sustains in the State. I said that
the final judge in the Church is not the Holy Bible, as Lutherocalvinists claim, but
the Ecumenical Council, because in many places divine Scripture speaks obscurely
or unclearly, and therefore eve? one ofthe heretics can distort the obscure or unclear
meaning of h e Scriptures in favour of his own heresy, niusl needs interprel tlieir true
meaning because there is no one else that can do this- but the Ecumenical Council. Another thing that deserves notice is the fact that besides the genuine and catholic books
of the Bible, the heretics havc dared to inscribe thcir spurious and heretical books as
canonical, and on this account the Ecun~enicalCouncil approves those which are genumc, but rcjccts those which arc spurious and apocryphal. as did the Sixth Ecumciiical Council in regard to the Apostolical In,junctions, and as did also the First such
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Council (scc also the footnote to Ap. c. LX). That is why sacred Augustine, being well
aware of this, elegantly stated his opinion (in his Letter 154)in the following words: "I
would not have believed in the Gospel had no1 the IrustworLhiness oftlie Church convinced me." From all that has bccn said, therefore, it logically is to be infcmd that no
one can oppose or gainsay the Ecumenical Councils and remain pious and orthodox,
but, 011 Hie contrary. evenbod! in general and indiscriminalely is under obligation
to obey them and to be persuaded by them. For whosoever opposes them and comes
into condici with them is opposing and coming into conllici with the Holy Spirit,
which speaks through the Ecumenical Councils, and thereby becorncs both a heretic
and an anathemati7ed wretch, since Pope Dialogus (Book 1, Letter 24) anathemati7es
thosc who refuse to heed the Ecurncnical. Councils. And even the councils thcmsclvcs
anathematize thosc who refuse to obcy them. Why should I say "heretic"? Whoever
disobeys the Church is considered a lieahen and an impious sinner, and in [lie place
of the Church stands the Ecumenical Council. For "if."says the Lord, "he disobey the
Church, lei him be unto Lhee like a heathen man and a publican" (Mail. 18:17). For
the ultimate vote and decision of the Church is the Ecumenical Council, according to
St. Augustine (Letter 162). And this i s that same thing which God commanded to be
kept in connection with the council of the priests of the old Law. "If," said He. "there
arise a matter too hard for thee in judgment, between blood and blood, between plea
and plea,. .. And thou shah come iiiito the priests the Levites, and unto the judge who
shall be in thosc days. and inquire; and thcy shall show thee the sentence ofjudgment:
, , , thou shall not decline from h e sentence which he\ shall show bee: to Hie right
hand, nor Lo Lhe lell. And the nian who will act wilh a hand of arrogance, so as nol to
obey the priest, or thejudge, even that man shall die: and thou shalt put away the evil
one kom Israel" (Deiil. 17%-12).But besides all that we have said we must add h e
following fact to wit that only seven councils hmc been called ecumenical propcrly
and preeminently, because all of these were assembled and held in accordance with
the laws governing ecumenical councils. and because everything that was necessary
LO knowledge in them was did: ordained. Hence all questions hat arise or spring up
can easili be settled by reference to what has been ordained by the seven (Dosilheus.
p, 633 of the 1hdecah~hlzi.1).
After the Seventh, notwithstanding that other councils
were called ecumenical. such as the First-and-Second, and the one held in the temple
of St. Sophia (thus styled in English, though the meaning of the name is "Holy Wisdom"), were nevertheless thus called improperly and unwarrantedly. because not one
of them was asscmblcd and hcld in accordance with the laws governing ccumcnical councils; wherefore thcy could not be counted along with the seven Ecun~enical
Councils and lead to an increase of their number. For the Council called Ecumenical
by the Latins, that hcld against Photius, I mean, was later denounced and outlawed by
the Council held in favor of Pliotius, and was condemned to lose all right lo be called
even a council al all, though all the seven Ecumenical Councils, reason of heir
being ecumenical, are entitled 10 equal honor. This first Council however, both because of its ancient date and because of its holiness; has always bccn and will always
remain the original exan~pleand model: accordingly it serves as the 'fundamental
idea of all ccumcnical councils. and it was imitated the other councils held after
it thenceforth, both as rcspccts addresses and scats and as respects definitions. Accordingh, Dialogus called il h e head of all councils; and one hing is u ~ e r e dbv h e
mouth of evenbody, to wit, that what was prescribed in Nicaca must prevail without
Fail. The Council held in Carthage labored hard both in its records and in its Canons,
and il made great e h l s also in ils tellers to Boniface and Celeslinus, lo prevent heir
accepting any other Canons than these genuine Canons of the First Council held in
Nicaea. Both Athanasius the Great and divine Chn s o s m shouted loudly to have no
other Canons prevail except the Canons of the Council in Nicaca
' For Arius, being a presbyter of Alexandria and wishing to avoid the hatred aroused
by the Orthodox against Paul of Samosata, who was dogmatizing the Son and Logos
of God to be a mcrc human bcing born out of the Virgin. held that Hc did indeed exist
before His carnal birth, though not as a God, but as one of the "ctismata'" and crcaLures created by h e Father in lime. As lo hou i i m ? parties Hie heresy ofArius was
divided inlo, see in h e footnoles 10 c. I of the 2nd. Ecum. C.

out of very God, begotten, not created, coessentiall with the Father and
' N o k hi11 word "coessenliaF was in use among Hie pious even before the First
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Ecum. Council. But because of the fact that this word was used by the Sabcllians and
by the adherents of Paul of Samosata for the purpose of refuting the Trinity of thcarchic substances, according to St. Hilary, h e 180 Fathers who convened in Antioch
in the year 272 against Paul rejected this word, as regarding the vocable (though as
regarding the meaning and the thing signified ihey acknowledged it) in order to avoid
affording heretics any ground for criticism, and especiall! because Paul- by resorting
to sophistry, tried to make it appear that the word coessential implied three essences,
namely: one which had pre-existed, being Lhalol' the Father, and two others- that ol"
the Son and that of the Holy Spirit; and that therefrom they were projected like segments. as St. Athanasius states it (in his letter against the Arian heresy). Nevertheless, the Ecumenical Council held in Nicaca, on account of its postulate, prescribed
s c c Dositheus, p. 103 1 of the Dodecabiblus) that both with respect to the vocable
and wilh respect Lo the meaning it should be proclaimed lo be coessential, or (in
Greek) "homoousian," and not "homoiousian," as the Semi-Arians craftily asserted;
wherefore that Council proclaimed h e Son and Logos 01God to be "coessential"
(or '"honioousian"). For, according to the logic of Aristotlc, the Greek adverb homou
(whence the prefix "homo-"). meaning "the same," refers to the essence, whereas the
Greek adjective homuic)s (whence the prefix "homoi-") refers to the quality, and in
general to accidents belonging to the essence, and does not refer to the essence and
name. And again, in this. connection, they called Him homoousiust (in h e sense of
messentid meaning of the same essence), and not ~s'ynmiswn(in the sense of wessenlid meaning of conjoiiit essence), because, as St. Epiphanius notes. in his work
enlided A n c p i o n , the word ,s'ynof~siundenotes union widiout any distinction (as
Sahellius maintained), whereas homoouswn denotes union with distinction. and the
progress of one from another.

though whom a11 things were made, including all things in heaven and all
things on earth; and who for us human beings and for our salvation came
down, and became incarnate, and was mhorninated; who suffered; who
rose again on the third day, and ascended into the heavens, and is sitting at
the right hand of the Father; who is coming again to judge the living and
the dead. And in the Holy Spirit. As for those who say that there was a time
when He was not, and that He was not existent until He was born, and who
allege that He was made out of non-beings, or out of some other substance
or essence, or that the Son of God is mutable or alterable, the catholic and
apostolic Church anathematizes them." Theodore of Jerusalem called this
Symbol the correct confession of faith; St. Damasus I, bishop of Rome,
called it a wall thwarting the weapons of the Devil. And, in general, it is
called by all the Church the characteristic standard and the banner of the
Orthodox, by means whereof they, as true soldiers of Christ, can be distinguished from the enemies of Christ and from those who, though hypocritically professing the name of Christ, are in reality sham brethren and
misbelievers. Even soldiers distinguish their fellow soldiers from their
enemies and adversaries by means of a symbol called a standard, or flag.
Hence it was that the word symbol as denoting a military standard was
employed in a transferred sense as the name ofthat which is called in English the Creed, but in Greek the Symbol of the Faith. It also delivered the
decree concerning Easter which the catholic Eastern Church observes ungarbled (concerning which see Ap. c. VII and c. I of Antioch). Moreover,
it issued also the present twenty sacred Canons, indefinitely confirmed by
c. 1 of. the 4th, but definitely by c. 11 of the 6th and c. 1 of the 7th. Note,
however, that the records of this First Ecumenical Council are not extant.
either in Greek or in Latin, but only whatever Eusebius of Pamphilus, RU:
finus, Socrates, Sozomei~Theodoret, Jerome, and others have affirmed,
and principally and especially what has been handed down, by Gelasius I
(Cyzicenus), who wrote in the reign of Emperor Zeno in the year 476 and
afterwards served as bishop of Caesarea in Palestine (see vol. I, p. 151, of
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the Collection of the Councils). These fragments, I say, which the abovementioned writers and Gelasius 1 have left us are all that is still extant.
Nicetas Acorninatus, or Choniates, calls the work written by Gelasius 1
records, but Photius says that it is a historical account rather than a record
of the proceedings; John Cyparissiotes also mentions it (see Dositheus, p.
108 of the Dodecabiblus}.

THE 20 CANONS

THE TWENTY CANONS

OF THE HOLY FIRST ECUMENICAL COUNCIL
INTERPRETED

CANON 1

l f anyone has been operated upon by surgeon.^ for a disease, or has been
excised by burharians, Jet him remain in the clergy. But ifanyone has excised
himself when well, he must be dismissed even if he is examined after being in

/he clergy And henceforth no such person must be promoted to holy orders.
But as is seJf-evident,though such is the case as regards those who affect the
matter and dare to excise themselves, i f any persons have been emchized
by barbarians or thetr lords, but are oihemise found lo be worthy, the Canon
admits such persons to the deivy.
(Ap. cc. XXI. XX[l, XXIll: c . Vill ofthe 1st-&-2nd.)

Interpretation

Various Canons of the Apostles include decrees concerning eunuchism. But since they were disregarded, as it would appear, on this account it
became necessary that it be made the subject of the present Canon, which
says; Whoever has been made a eunuch by surgeons because of a disease
or ailment, or by barbarians during the time of an invasion, if he is a clergyman, let him perform the functions of the clergy. But whoever while in
good health has made himself a eunuch, even though he is a clergyman,
must cease from the activities of the clergy. And of as many such persons
as are laymen not even one must henceforth be made a clergyman. But as
we say this in regard to those who affectedly and willfully dare to make
themselves eunuchs, in the same vein again we say that if there be any
persons that have been made eunuchs by barbarians or by their masters
o r owners), that i s to say; against their will and tyrannically, but that are
worthy, the Canon (either the present Canon, that is to say, or Apostolical
Canon XXI) allows them to be admitted to the clergy. Read also the Interpretation of Ap. c. XXI.
CANON U

Inasmuch as many things, whether of necessity or otherwise urgently demanded by men, have been done contrary to the eccJesimtical Canon, su that
men who have bus recently come to shefaith from a heathen life, andhave been
catechizedfiw only a short lime, have been conducted directly to the spiritual
bath, and as soon as baptized have been given an episcopate or a psbyiery,
i/ has seemed well henceforth to have no such thins, occur. For the catechumen
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needs more lime and a longer trial after baptism. The Apostolical /e//er,loo,
ix plujn which says, "not a novice, lest being lifted v p with pride befall into
the Devil's snare" (I Tim. 3:6). If, on the other hand, in the cotme of time any
psychical (i.e., animal) sin be found against (he person, and ti is exposed by
two or three witnesses, let such aperson be dismissed/iom (he c l e w . As for
anyone acting contrary hereto, as having the hardihood to do things opposed
to the great council, he himself shall be in danger of losing his standing in
/he clew.
(Ap. c. LXXX; c. XVI I of the 1 st-&-2nd; c, X of Sardican;
c. IT1 of Laodicea; c. TV of Cvril.)

Interpretation

The present Canon commands what Ap. c. LXXX ordains. For it says:
Since in times past many things have occurred that were contrary to the
ecclesiastical Canon (that is to say, Ap. c. LXXX), whether of necessity,
or on account of persons motivated by other considerations, so that they
have almost immediately baptized persons that before had been converted
to the Orthodox faith from the life of a heathen and infidel only a short
while before, and had been catechized only a short time in the mystery of
piety (ie., of the Christian religion), and right after baptism they promoted
them to an episcopate or a presbytery, which is to say, they ordained them
presbyters ox bishops; since, 1 say, these things formerly used to be done
thus illegally, it has appeared reasonable that from now on they should not
be done. For a catechumen needs sufficient time1 even before being baptized to be properly catechized and instructed concerning all the dogmas
of the faith; and after being baptized he again needs to undergo a long trial
as a test of his worthiness. For the Apostle says to Timothy: "Let not a
novice (be ordained, that is to say), or one newly catechized and recently
planted in the vineyard of Christ, lest, after being puffed up with pride,
he fall into the same sill and into the same snare as the Devil fell into, or,
ill other words, into pride. If, on the other hand, with the passage of time,
ill the subsequent interval of trial and after he has been catechized and
baptized and ordained, it should happen that he is found to have committed any animal (i .e., soul-wrought) sin2and is convicted thereof by two or
three witnesses, he shall cease officiating in holy orders. As for anyone
that does otherwise, he shall be in danger of forfeiting his claim to holy
orders, that is to say, he shall be deposed from office, on the ground that
he has impudently defied the great council. See also the Interpretation of
Ap. c. LXXX

' The duration of catcchization is not fixed the same by all. The Apostolical injunc-

tions ordain that a catechumen is to be catechized for a year. Canon 42 of the rcgional council held in Illiberia, a town in Spain. a little before the First Ecumenical
Council, prescribed two years. Justinian Novel 144 also prescribed two years for
Samaritans joining the Faih. Canon 25 of h e local council held in Agatha in he
year 506 fixed the lime as eight nionlhs for converted Jews. Canon VIII of h e 7th
kum, C. will not have us accept Jews feigning belief, but only those who really
believe and who criticize the practices ol' h e Jews. Some writers; however, lliink
that catcchization occupied only as many days as there are in Great Lent. inferring
this from c. XLV of Laodicea. and from Jerome's letter to Paminachius. and firon1
the first catechism of Cyril of Jerusalem. But perhaps from these premises nothing
less is to be inferred except h e Fact that during Great Lent the last and more accii rate part of cakchization was completed, because a t that time catechumens used to
be baptized during the night of Great Saturday and of Easter, Sometimes, however,
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the duration of catcchization was curtailed on account of necessary circumstances.
That is why catcchumcns in danger of dying used to be baptized before the timc fixed
For catecliizatioii had expired, according lo c. XI1 of Neocaesarea, c. XLVII of Laodicca. c. LII of Cartilage, c. V of Basil. and c. V of Cyril. But the Burguiidians, too.
a nationality of France, on account of (he fervid faith they showed in Christ, and on
account of h e need hey had Lo GghL the Huns. wilh whom hey were al war, were calechized in only seven days, and on the eighth day they were bapti7ed by the bishop in
one city of France (Socrates, Book Vll, ch, 30). Yet, according to this Canon, it is bettor to let a long timc pass that is sufficient to tost the catechumen more efficaciously.
;Zonaras calls even sin a psychical (or animal) sin that is due to an aberrancy of the
three faculties of the soul, namely, the reasoning faculty. the affective faculty. and
the dcsidcrativc faculty. Balsamon says that a psychical (or animal) sin is any sin
that causes an injury' to the soul (the Greek name of which is psyche. and the Latin
anitnu)?wlicther the origin of it be traceable to an appetite of the body or to a craving
of the sold. Others havc considered a psychical sin to be one resulting from passions
of Hie soul, such as presumption, waywardness; etc. Properly, however, the psychcal sin spoken of in h i s Canon is the stale of being puffed up, and supercilious. and
proud. For it is onl! this passion that belongs to the spiritual and immaterial nature
oi' Lhe soul; and this is the condemnalion and snare into which the Devil fell. according to the saying of the Apostle which the Canon mentions here, and according to the
interpretation placed upon it by St. Ambrose. That is why St. Augustinc (in Book 111
concerning the City of God) says that the Devil is not a drunkard or anything clsc
of such a nature, but is, in lact, a conceited and witchlike being. So if a. bishop falls
into the passion of pridc and reveals this by what he says or docs, and is exposed by
ttto or three witnesses, let him be dismissed from the clergy: perhaps in order that he
may be liunibled and moderate his sentiment. and thus become entitled lo be restored
to hoiy orders. But if he keeps on getting prouder, and refuses to cease, let him be
completely deposed from his rank. The f a d that open pride is a sulficient cause for
deposition is also evident from the Novatians, who were ousted from the Church
on this account because out of presumption and pride they called themselves pure
and refused to admit thosc who had denied in time of persecution and had repented,
nor would commune with persons married twice. Somc authoritiesj however, havc
asserted lliiil
"psychical sin" the Canon means here a cacodoxical and impious
sentiment or belief or frame of mind. But if this were meant, anyone entertaining it
ought not only to cease therel'rom, but also to be sternlv deposed and lo be outlawed
and proscribed from the Church. So. inasmuch as pridc is a mortal sin. and thosc who
commit a sin involving death forfeit their rank, according to c. XXXI 1 of Basil (which
you arc advised to read). the present Canon chastises anyone that has fallen into such
a sin by unfrocking him

1he p u t Co1inci/ has forh~ddengenerully any Hishop or Presbyter or
Deacon, and anyone else at all among those in the clergy, the privilege of
having a subintroducta. Unless she is either a mother,or a sister, or an aunt,

or a person above xvspicion.
(c. V of. (he 6th; c. XXIII of h e 7lh; c. XIX ofAncyra;
c. XIX of Carthagc; c. LXXXVIII of Basil.)

Interpretation'

Men in holy orders and clergymen ought not to cause the laity any
suspicion or scandal. On this account die present Canon ordains that this
great Council-the First Ecumenical, that is to say-has entirely forbidden any bishop or presbyter or deacon or any other clergyman to have a
strange woman in his house, and to live with her, excepting only a mother,
or a sister, or an aunt, or other persons that do not arouse any suspicion.

' Not only do ecumenical and regional councils coinmoiil~blainc and place under a
penance those clergymen, or even laymen, who have strange women in their home,
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whcthcr it be in order to havc thcm do work as servants, as was prcsbytcr Gregory'
against whom Basil the Great complains. or it be that as an excuse thcy arc alleged to
be unprolected and have no one to provide for Iliem, but also separately as individuals
every one of the divine Fathers took care to stigmatize this evil. For St. Gregory the
Theologian in his epic verses wonders and is at a loss among whom lo class those who
keep wonien in heir house or have wonien s[a\ ing vvilh hem in heir home- whether
they ought to class them anlong married men, or among unmarried and virgin men. or
in a middle group between married men and virgin men; on which account he says:
"As for the subintrodiictors, as all of them allege indeed,
I know not whcthcr to allow thcm a marriage. or to keep then1 with the unmarried.
Or to place thcm in the middle somcwhcrc bctwccn both these groups.
For I at any rate will not praise this Ihing even though I be criticized."
The saint of die same name. Gregory of Nyssa, in his discussion of virginity, finds
fault with such persons and says: "Thcy not only provide thcir bclly with whatever
gives it pleasure, but the! even cohabit opeiil~with women, and call such living together a fraternity." Divine C b s o s t o m (discourse on those having subintroductac.
p. 2 14 oi' vol. i) says the following: "There are some who take virgin girls w i ~ h o ua ~
marriage and intercourse, place them in their home permanently, and lile with hem
continuously until extreme old age, not tor the sake ofgiving birth to children (since
they claim not to havc any sexual intercourse with them). not far the sakc of fomication and liccntiousncss (because thcy claim to bc keeping thcm virgins and chaste).
Bill if one were to ask llieiii for what reason they are doing his, they have a lot ol
excuses to offer in rcply :yet they havc no reasonable and decent excuse. For the real
reason of their living wmih these girls in this fashion is none other than a passionate
craving and pleiisure which affords hem a more intense and vehement sexual appeal than that enjoyed by men living with a lawful wife. Because a wife allows the
man living sith her unrestricted intercourse and alla! s vehement sexual love, and
often leads the man to satiety of pleasure and inhibits unlimited desire; besides these
differences, there are also the parturient pangs of a lawful wife. the inconveniences
of giving birth to children, and bringing them up. and the illnesses and wcakncsscs
which she incurs from all these causes ultimately wither the flower of her bcauiy
and consequently make Hie center of pleasure less attraclne lo h e man.But in the
case of the subintroducta virgin these consequences do not follow. For neither sexual
intercourse with her can make the man living with her abate the passionaleness ol'his
irresistible desire, nor do parturient pangs and child-rearing withcr thcir flesh; on the
contrary- such women retain their beauty tor inany years. because of their remaining
untouched by any of the causcs destructive of thcir beauty we havc mentioned: in
fact thcy get to be forty years old and nevcrthclcss appear as pretty as girls and young
women who have not \el made their debut. Hence a double desire is aroused in men
living with such girls, first. because khcv do not allay thcir passionate craving and lust
For them with the act of mingling and indulgence in sexual intercourse, and secondh,
because the object of their passionate craving remains for a long time at its prime and
strongly provocative, which object is the prew face and the beauty of the women,
So, according to Basil the Great (ascetic ordinance 4), such men are so overcome by
thcir passions that thcy have no feeling, but, instead. arc like frenzied and drunken
men. According to Lhe same Clnysosloni (discourse on Lhe fact Lhat an ascetic must
notlokc) thcy arc all the timc bcing wounded. all the timc being preyed upon by wild
beasts. all the time indulging in adullen (probabb meaning Comicalion). and being
rendered languid b\ exceeding Hie bounds of sobriety. And can it be said (asks die
saint) that you are a senseless stone and are not scandalized (probably meaning tan~alized)?You are a man subject LO the passions oChuman nature. Well, then, how can
it be thought possible for one to put fire inside his bosom, or to walk upon burning
coals, without getting burnt. when he is an easily inflammable straw, Nevertheless.
again Basil the Great (ascetic ordinance 4) says that even though we allow that he
(re. the one who is keeping submtroductas) is not irritated nor cvcn tantalized by the
passion of desire, y et if lie be not suffering lie cannot in spile of h i s easily persuade
others that he is not actually suffering. But to scandalize the common iim of men,
wilhoul. aiiy show of virtue. is not without danger to one who does so. Besides, there
is also another consequence to be reckoned with: even granting that the man himself
is not injured by looking at the woman, it nevertheless cannot be maintained that
the woman is not subject to the passions of the body. Hence she, either bcing weak
in reasoning power or having a most acute passion, has conceived a passion of love
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for the man who has bccn so indiscreet as to associate with her; and though he himself
has not bccn wounded. he has wounded her many times without even knowing it"
So in order lo avoid having all these consequences follow, every man ought lo guard
himself, and if possible shun the company of women altogether, or if this is iinpossible. and he cannot avoid frequent and prolonged meetings with women, and o r all
others especially women that are leading a monasLic life or have grown old as nuns.
All clergymen as well as laymen, and especially monks and nuns: since nuns have
the same trouble in fighting shy 01' monks, as monks have in lighting shy 01' nuns.
That is why Abbas (i.c., abbot) Isaac, in admonishing a monk. tells him in addition
to these thing to avoid ccomicae, that is to say, nuns, as though they were fire. But
if saints forbid a man to associate with women and nuns. how much more do t h q
not forbid him to live with them'! These things which wc have said in regard to men
keeping subin;ivduciue women, apply also Lo those who keep beardless young men
in their house as 'iuhmtmducti and are living with them. Hence it is that Gregory the
great saint reconmends in his epic verses hat not onl: a virgin man. but e v e q other
man. and cspccially even- clcrgvman and monk, should refrain from living with such
young men. In fact he s a y verbatim'
'"Bcwarc of c v c malc.
~
but cspccially of having one as a suhintrod~llctvs.''
Tn the ascetic discourse which Basil the Great composed concerning renunciation.
he says: If you are a young mail vvih respect to the bod!, or are an old mail with respect to the body, but a young man with respect to sentiment, avoid association with
\ oung men as yo11 would a flame. For the enemy having bunit up many men with a
desire for such young inen. consigned them to the everlasting fire aller hurling hem
down into a yawning chasm of sodomites under the pretext of spiritual love. For those
keeping such young men (as the same Basil sa) s in his discourse concerning virginity) arc excited to a desire for that object in particular to which they are naturally
inclined by an erotic impulse, or, in other words, to a desire for a woman. Hence as
a result of the relation thcy bear to what is natural, thcy arc forced to violate the law
with respect to whal is unnatural, in seeking the female in the male. Being unable to
attain their object, nor being themselves in am position to allay their absurd and improper erotic passion by unnaturally mingling with a male, they suffer the very same
consequences as are sullered by those who keep suhin1mdt;cfae women. '"For when
they gaze" (says the same Basil in the above discourse concerning renunciation) "at
the face of the beardless young men and receive a seed of desire from the enemy and
sower of evils and woes commonly called the Devil, thcy reap sheaves of destruction
and of perdition. The woes deserving many tears arc also plainly visible to those who
know history, for the> have been time and again inflicted upon the world as a result of
,
retreats) and monasteries
beardless young men. For many great lavras ( i . ~ .monastic
have been wived oul. and the souls o r inan? men have been swallowed up by Hades.''

Concord

The ordinance of the first title of die Novels, which is Justinian Novel
123, says as follows: "We too forbid, in accordance with the power of
the divine Canons presbyters and deacons and subdeacons and all other
clergymen that have no lawful wife to keep any strange woman in their
house. Except that they may keep a mother; a daughter, and a sister, and
any other persons that are exempt from suspicion. If; however. anyone
fails to observe these rules, but, even alter reminded by the prelate or by
his fellow clergymen, he refuses to throw the woman out whom he has
been keeping, or, after being accused, he is proved to be associating with
her indecently, such a man shall be deposed, and shall be turned over
to the civil authorities of that city where he is serving as a clergyman."
But if a bishop lives with a woman at all, he shall be deposed.' Note two
things here, though: one, that those who have unsuspectable persons in
their home, as we have said, namely, a mother, or a sister, or an aunt, or
other, must not at the same time have also suspicious persons serving, not

' Note the present Novel and the above Canons.
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them. but those unsuspectable persons; because again ill this manner
they become violators and incur the penalties prescribed by the Canons.
Instead, they ought either to serve themselves, or have servants to serve
them who are unsuspectable. Another thing is that monks ought not to
live with unsuspectable persons alone when they have such. Because if
the above-mentioned c. XXII of the 7th prohibits one fiom eating with
his female relatives only, who are unsuspectable, how much more does
it not prohibit them from living with them? For Basil the Great says (in
his discussion of virginity) that the pleasure of flesh has overcome even
brothers and sisters born of the same mother and has led to every sort of
sin against mothers and daughters, just as it stigmatized also Amnon, the
son of David, as a result of his debauching his own sister Tamar (I1 Sam.
ch. 13), because the seductive and magnetic power of sexual love of men
for women, which has been placed in men's bodies, in defiance, he says,
of every right reasoning-such as, let us say, that she is a mother, or a sister. or an aunt-spontaneously and all on their own initiative prompts the
mingling of bodies of men with bodies of women, regardless of whether
they are strangers or relatives, and in spite of die fact that their inward
thoughts struggling against it are averse thereto.
CANON IV

It is most,ftt/t/~g
tho! a 3;shop should be installed by all (hose in his provsnce. Bin ifsuch a thing is d@cult either because of the utgency ofc~reumstances, or because of (he distance to be traveled, at least three should meet
together somzew/we and by their votes combined with those ofthe ones absent andjoining in fhe election by letter they should carry out the ordination
thereafter But usfor the ra@ation of the proceedings, let it be entrusted in
each province to the Metropolitan.
(Ap. c. I; c. Ill of the 7th; c. XIX of Antioch; c. VI of Sardicm;
c. XI1 of Laodicea; and cc. XII, LVIII, LIX of Carihage.)

Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that a bishop ought to be ordained by
all the bishops in the province whenever this is feasible; but in case it
is difficult for all of them to be gathered together at a meeting for this
purpose; whether on account of some urgent necessity, or because of the
long distance of travel involved, let at least three bishops meet together
in any event, and let those absent contribute their votes by letter in the
ordination, and then let them ordain him. As for the validity and ratification of everything that has been d o n e t h a t is to say, the validity of the
election held by all the bishops, and the appointment of the one of the
three candidates-because three must be voted for, according to ecclesiastical formality the appointment, I say, of the one to receive notification of the ordination, must be left and referred to the metropolitan of
each province as the supreme authority.' But inasmuch as the annotators,
That is why Thcodorct, in his Ecclesiastical Histor (Book I, ch, 9), s a y that "all
the Fathers of the present First Council in Nicaea, sending in a conciliar letter to
the bishops in Alexandria. stated in writing that the ordinations of bishops ought
to be ratified by the Bishop of Alexandria, voting along with them and ratifying
die election by the general assembly in Alexandria. Hence S\iiesius when corresponding with Theophilus says in a letter of his concerning a man named Anthony.
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who was about to be made a bishop, that the most important point connected with his
ordination that needed to be attended to was: "thc hand of Thwphiius.. . may it be my
lol lo join ~nelecting him lo an equal rank in holv orders. Bill there is still one mosi
important point to be attended to, though, by thy sacred hand."'And even the Council
held in Chalcedon, in mentioning the present Canon in its Act XIII, says: "ThisCanon
prescribes hat ralilicalion of what is done in each particular province must be lefl Lo
the Metropolitan, and the latter must ordain all the bishops subject to his jurisdiction.
For the sacred IormalUy, according to sacred Syneon 01' Tinessalonica, is interpreted
as meaning that the synod (or council) must vote for thrcc candidates and they arc
to be referred to the Metropolitan or to the Patriarch; one of the latter two will then
decide which one of the thrcc in question is to receive notification of his ordination;
and either he himself will ordain the one chosen with the other prelates assisting in
the ceremoiiy, or vvilh his permission others may ordain him.

namely, Zonaras and Balsamon, explain the text as meaning to be appointed, instead of meaning to be voted for; and others say that instead
of ordination we ought to know that previous thereto and properly necessary thereto the election signifies installation. Accordingly, 1 prefer the
word install to the word make. So even here the expression "it is fitting
that he should be installed" as previously necessary is a comprehensive
term denoting that lie should be elected, chosen, ordained by all of them.
I said "previously" and "comprehensive" because this order of procedure
is sacred: that is to say, one must first be voted for and afterwards be
ordained. Accordingly, we thus obtain a most complete understanding
that he has been installed; that is to say, that he has actually been made a
bishop. There hence appear to be two significations inherent in the words
of the expression "to be installed," just as there are also in the words of the
expression "to be elected": one implying action by all, and the other implying action by three, both in accordance with the present Canon and in
accordance with Ap. c. I. This is about the same as the explanation given
by the Seventh Ecum. C.in its own c. Ill: therefore when only three carry
out the ordination, it must previously have been voted for by all of them,
those absent signifying their choice by letter,
CANON V
As regards those who h m e been denied communion, whether they he
members ofthe c l e w or hefong to a Say order, b y the bishops in euch particular province, let the opinion prevail which expre.ssed in the Canon prescribing that thoxe. rejected h j some are not to he received by others. But let
an investigation be made as to whelher or not they have been unch~;tvhedon
account ofsmall-m~ndednsxsor qmrre 1,somenessor m y other such disgii.stf u h w i . v ofthe Bishop. In order, therefore, that aproper investigation may he
made, it has seemedwell thai synods be held every year twice a year in each
province and in a common discussion held by ali the Bishops of the province
assembled togetherfor this purpose let such questions be thrashed out. And
thus those who have admittedly clashed with the Bishop ~iwddseem to be
reasonably excludedfrom communion until such time as by common consen/
of the bishops it may seem better to let a more philanthropic vote be gven in
their behalf. Asfor these synods, let one of them be held before Lent, in order
thai, with the elimination o f all small-mmkdness, (he gift may be offered to
God in all i t s purity; and let the second one be held sometime in autumn.
(Ap. cc. H I , XIII. XXXII, XXXVII; c. XIX of the 4th; c. VIII of the 6th;
cc. Vl. XX ofAnlioch; cc. X, XX or Sardican: cc. XXVl. XXXVI I,
CIV, CXVI. and CXLI of Carlhage.]
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Interpretation

The present Canon decrees the following things: In regard to clergymen
and laymen who have been excommunicated by the bishops of any particular province, let the opinion prevail and remain in force and effect which
has already been expressed in legislation, just as that old Canon (i.e., Ap.
c, XXXII or even XI) decrees, to wit, that persons excommunicated by
the bishops of one povince must not be admitted to communion by other
bishops. Yet let an investigation be made as to the possibility that the ones
excommunicatedhave been excommunicated because of some small-mindedness or quarrelsomeness or some other grudge on the part of the bishop.
Hence, in order that this matter and other such questions may be properly
investigated, it has appeared reasonable to hold local synods twice a year
ill each province, and to assemble all the bishops together in a common
meeting for the express purpose of considering them. And thus, after such
an investigation has been made, as touching those who have been sinning
against the bishop and who have been rightly and justly excommunicated,
by him, let them remain excornrnu~iicated,in accordance with grounds
of congruity and justice; also by all the rest of the bishops, until it appear
reasonable to the common assembly of the bishops to render a more philanthropic (or more humane) decision regarding those who have been excommunicated. For if the one who excommunicated them, let us assume,
is so hardened even after some time as to refuse to liberate them "fromthe
excommunication, or ifhe should die in the meantime: permission is given
to the synod to release them from it after it deems that a sufficient length
of time has been passed ill penance. These synods are to be held one sometime before Lent, in order to take advantage of the fact that at this time
every srnall-rnindedness and mistake that either the prelate has made in
dealing with the clergy and the laity, or, conversely, that the clergy and the
laity have shown towards the prelate, is dissolved, in order to allow a pure
and unblemished gift of fasting to be offered to God. Let the second synod
be held in the time of autumn. Read also Ap. ec. XXX11 and XXXV11.
CANON VI

Let the ancient cz;s;oms prevail which were in vogue in E8)-ipt and Libya
and Peniapolis, to aUow the bishop ofAlexandria lo have authority over all
these parts, since this is also the treatment u.wuHy accorded to the bishop
of Rome. Likewise with reference to Antioch, and in other provinces, lei the
seniority be preserved to the Churches. In genera? if is obvious that in the
case in which anyone has been made a bishop without the Me/ropolitan's
appn.)~'al,the sreal Council has prescribed thaisuch a person muni not be a
bishop. I f , however, to the common vote o f all, though reasonable and in uccordance with an ecclesiastical Canon, two or three men object on account
o f a private quarrel, let the vote of the majority prevail.
(Ap. c. XXXIV; cc. I1 of the 2nd: c. VIII of the 3 r d c. XXVIII of the 4th:
c. XXXVl 01h e 6lh; c. XlX of Laodicea; c. XI11 of Cartilage.)

Interpretation

The present Canon ordains that the old customs of the three Patriarchs
are to be kept in vogue, chiefly and mainly as regarding the Patriarch of

' The reason why the present Canon was issued by the Council was as follows. It
used to be the custom with bishops of Egypt and of Libya and of Pentapolis to
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have the bishop of Alexandria as their chief, and without his approval not to engage
in any ecclesiastical action, as Epiphanius says in his Hacr, 61. By exercising this
aulhoriLy, Peler die sacred martyr, who vms Bishop oIAlexaiidria. deposed Melelins.
a Bishop of Lycopolis in Thcbais, as Athaiiasius the Great bears witness in his second
apology. The same saini notes further thai before Peter's time, since some bishops in
Penlapolis in Upper Libya had accepted the opinion of Sabellius, and his spurious
doctrines came to prevail so widely that the Son of God was hardly being preached in
the churches, when Dionysins o r Alexandria learned about this. he dispatched envoys
to thcm for the purpose of converting thcm to the orthodox doctrine of the Church.
From these facts it becomes evident indeed that even before this First Council was
hcld die Bishop of Alexandria enjoyed Patriarchal privileges also by virtue of an
ancient custom (which, in fact, prevailed in consequence of Ap. c. XXXIV, which
says llial (he bishops of each nation ought lo recognize one of heir nuniber as heir
chief, and so forth). He had authority not only to govern the ecclesiastical affairs of
the provinces and dioceses there; but also lo depose bishops and nietropolitans ol'thal
clime. But because the said Mclctius had been deposed by the Bishop of Alexandria.
he attempted to violate this custom and to dare to ordain other bishops in the diocese
of Alexandria, this present Niccnc Council renewed the ancient custom by the terms
of the present Canon and again ratified the rule giving the Bishop of Alexandria authority over all llie bishops ill Egvpt, etc. And h i s was h e meaning attached Lo the
present Canon by the Bishops from Egypt at the Council hcld in Chalccdon, in Act 4
(according to Dositheus, in h e Lhdecabsblns}. Tliis auhori ty is also collierred in c.
XXX of lhe 4th.

Alexandria, and secondly as regarding the Patriarch of Antioch, and the
Patriarch of Rome, succinctly and comprehensively. (Concerning the
Patriarch of Jerusalem the present Council devotes special and separate
treatment in its c. VII; and concerning the Patriarch of Constantinople
the Second Council set forth its views ill its c. 111). So that the Patriarch
(whom it calls a Bishop here, owing to the fact that it had not yet become
customary to designate one by calling him the Patriarch5)o f Alexandria
came to have authority over all the bishops and metropolitans in Egypt
and Libya and Pentapolis. In fact, the same custom also came to prevail
with regard to the Patriarch of Rome3in that he was allowed to have authority and presidency over all the occidental bishops and metropolitans.
Likewise the Patriarch of Antioch is given authority over the bishops and
metropolitans of Syria, of Middle Syria, of each of the two regions called
Cilicia, of Mesopotamia, and of all the other dioceses subject to his jurisdiction.' The present Canon, in fact, commands that not only the privileges of these Patriarchs are to be preserved, but even the privileges of other
provinces and churches that are subject to the metropolitans. What is said
of the Patriarchs in existence is also true of the independent Patriarchs,
then and now-that is to say, the autocephalous Patriarchs, such as those
of Asia, of Pontus, of Thrace, of Cyprus, of Africa, and of other countries.
(Though others say that the Canon names here also other provinces, embraced, concisely speaking. in the dioceses sub-to the other two Patriarchs,
of Constantinople and of Jerusalem; and that of metropolitans it names
only patriarchs. But the first interpretation is better; see also Dositheus,
in the Dodecabiblus, pp. 1 17, 123.) Thus the effect of this Canon is
that nothing relating to the administration of church affairs can be done

' For the name Patriarch first began being used in the time of Thcodosius the Little.

For seeing that the Patriarchs had formerly been called specially Bishops of the
Apostolic thrones. this Thcodosius first called the Bishop of Rome a Patriarch, and
also applied the term to St. Chysostomj according to what is stated by Socratcs
in Book VII; cli. 31. This appellation was also mentioned in the Council held in
Chalccdon; and it was indeed by Justinian that patriarchs were actually and officiall! called Patriarchs. This noun signifies two din'erent things: either the bishops
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who wcrc made supcrintcndcnts and exarclis in some provinces and dioceses by a
common synod, as this was done also by the Second Ecuin. Council, according to
Socrales (Book V, ch. 8). One of such bishops was St. Gregory of Nyssa, being subject to the Bisliop of Cacsarca. These prelates were callcd Patriarchs not by rcason
of up superiority of their throne. but as a result of a conciliar decision in order that
they might have greater authorit! to exercise for h e purpose of implanting and up rooting. because of their being equal to the other Patriarchs. That is why, in writing to
Flavian ol'Antioch? against the Bishop 01' Caesarea who liad treated him scorn full^,
the Bishop of Nyssa said: "If the dignity bciudgcd sacerdotally,the privilege of both
of us has been made equal and one by the Council, but rather it may be said that the
erne taken in correcting common matters depends upon having the benefit of equality-.
Or it propcrly signifies the bishops who havc the first honor in the Church bv rcason
of the superior it^ of their own h o n e s and h e chief office, no1 being a personal one
like that of those. but belonging to their thrones by succession, which were five in
number. namely, that of Rome. that ~FConstantinople,that of Alexandria, that oFAntioch, and that of Jcnisalcm, These bishops were callcd on the principle of acrostic.
Caraj (or in Greek, Karai). For the letter C stands for Constantinople, the first letter
a for Alexandria, the letter r for Rome, the second letter a forhtioch, and the letter,/
for Jerusalem. But because of the fact that the one first mentioned (ix., the so-called
Pope of Rome) bolted the reins, the Patriarch of Constantinople was lefl as the first
among the remaining four. Later a fifth Patriarch was added, namely, the Patriarch
of Greater Moscow (i.e.. ofRussia). But he too is no longer. Although it is a Fact hat
Peler ofAnliocli in writing to the Bishop ofAquileia said that he alone was specially
designated as Patriarch, to which Balsamon assented, yet we do not pay regard to
what bishops say about themselves, but to what the catholic Churcli says about them.
Dionysius, too, and Timothy Ailounis callcd the Bishop of Epl~csusa Patriarch, but
the Fourth Ecumenical Council disregarded this. Theodore the historian also called
the Bishop of Thcssalonica a Patriarch, but he addressed him thus either in accordance with the siyle of address accorded to exarchs, as did the Second Council, as we
have said, or, as others say, on accounl ofthe mail! episcopates which lie had, totaling
some forty in all, (Dositheus in the Dodecah~hh~.~.)
' Those belonging to the Roman Church do not interpret this Canon correctly. Hence
Pope Felix in a dispute wilh llie Palriarch of CoiisLanLinopleAcacms. aller corruptmg
it, asserted that the Bishop of Rome possessed sovereign authority in every council.
as the Canon (meaning the present one) of the Council in Nicaea intended. Even
before him Paschasinus. the legate of Pope Leo, cited, the samc Canon pcrvcrtcdly in
the Fourth Council. Nevertheless. we can ascertain the true meaning of this Council
by considering the words thcn~selvcsof the Canon. We assert, then. because Mclctius
trespassed upon the rights of the Bishop of Alexandria, as we havc said, he gave occasion LO his Council to formulate h e present Canon and IOordain iiohing new, but
merely to coiifinu thc practices which had been preserved from ail ancicnt custom,
not only in connection with Patriarchs, but also in connection with Metropolitans,
and not only in connecdon with ordinations, which Melebus had abused, but also
in the matter of even other right that belongs to Patriarchs and Metropolitans with
respect to the churches subject to their jurisdiction. These I'acts being presupposed,
the Canon says: Let the ancient customs prevail which wcrc in vogue in Egypt and
Libya and Penlapolis- so hat h e Bishop ill Alexandria will enjov h e privilege ofexcrcising authority ovcr all these territories, since this sort of privilege is allowed also
to the Bishop in Rome. A l this point note that the pronoun "touio" in the Greek texl
of the Canon, lrmslaled hereinabove '"this," refers to nothing else Lhan the custom,
for the sake of brevity of speech, "Since this is also the treatment usually accorded to
the Bishop ol' ~ o r n e "it s a p What treatment is that? That of allowing him to have
authority ovcr all persons and territories subject to his jurisdiction. For just as the
Bishop of Rome possesses this c u s t o i n ~privilege like the Bishop of Alexandria, in
like manner lie posscsscs the samc authority as docs the latter. That this is the mcaning of the Canon is attested also by the Arabic translation of the same Canons, available in the Alexandriaii edition. Joseph the Egyptian also alksis h e same Fact. who is
an ancient annotator of the Canons of this Council. The samc fact is also attested by
Diony sius Exiguus in the Latin translation which lie made. The l a d is lurther attested
and confirmed by the edition of lsidonis of Mcrcantor; and lastly it is also confirmed
by the translation made by Tyrannius Rufinus the presbvter of Aquileia.
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So. inasmuch as this is the truth of the matter, and the diocese of Romc is limited like
that of Alexandria. it is in vain that the Romans imagine that this Canon entitles them
to unlimited aulhority over Ihe whole world. Note Curlher Hial owing lo the fact lhat
the seniority- of Romc had remained intact, the prcscnt Canon did not renew it. If it
had not been the same as il said concerning the Bishop o r Alexandria. il would have
explained Hie mailer as concerning Rome too. (Dositheus. in the Dodecabib/~~s,)

without their consent and approval or sanction. Now, inasmuch as the
greatest and chiefest of all ecclesiastical affairs is ordination, the Canon
accordingly adds that if anyone is made a bishop without the approval of
his own metropolitan, as tills great Council has decreed, he is not to be a
bishop, because in spite of the fact that the multitude of bishops voted for
the bishop, the ratification of the election had to be made by the Metropolitan, and whoever was approved by the Metropolitan had to be made
a bishop (and see the footnote to the present Council's c. IV). Yet if all
the bishops in common elect a candidate to an episcopate in accordance
with ecclesiastical Canons, but two or three object to his election, not
for a good reason and justly, but cavilously and spitefully. the vote of the
majority shall decide the matter.' Canon XIX o f h t i o c h decrees the same
thing. Canon Xlll of Carthage says that if any one of those who took part
in the voting and signed should afterwards oppose his own confession and
signature, he shall deprive himself of the honor of (being) a bishop. Read
also the Interpretation of Ap. c. XXXIV.
CANON V I I
Inasmuch as a custom has prevailed, and an ancient tradition, for the
Bishop in A e h to he honored, let him have the seq;/ence of honor, with the
Metmpol'nun having his own dignity-preserved.
(Ap. c, XXXIV; cc. TI, IT1 of the 2nd; c. VITI of the 3rd; c. XXVITI of the 4th;
c.

XXXVI of the 6th; and c. XIX of Antioch.)

Interpretation

The present Canon is susceptible of two different interpretations. For
Balsamon and the Anonymous annotator of the Canons, with whom some
Papists (i-e., Roman Catholics, as they are called in common parlance)
and Calvinists agree, have interpreted it to mean that inasmuch as an ancient tradition and custom has prevailed for the Bishop of Aelia (i.e., of
Jerusalem)? to be specially honored on account of the fact that the Lord
became incarnate and suffered therein, and the salvatory declaration came
forth therefrom through the sacred Apostles into all the world, let him
have the honor next after the preceding one, even in subsequent times,
yet only honor without any authority and office, because the authority and
office ought to be preserved to the Metropolitan of Palestine whose seat
was the metropolis called Caesarea' of Straton, to whom, as they say, Jerusalem was subject. That is to say, just as c. XI1 of Chalcedon prescribes
that in the case of as many cities as received by virtue of imperial letters
the honor of being entitled to the name metropolis,the bishops thereof
'Note that the scniority and privileges of the Bishops of Rome- of Alexandria- and
of Aniioch spoken of
Hie Canon here are not hose of a meLropolitan. as certain
writers have asserted, but those of a patriarch; for both Balsamon and the Anon?m o m annolalor of the Canons assert that the Canons are speaking of patriarchs
Moreover, John of Antioch, in the Collcction of the Canons, and John Scholasticus.
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in the Nornocanon, in rcfcrcncc to the prcscnt Canon, as wcll as (the samc Council's)
c. VII. and c , I1 of the 2nd, and c. VIII of the 3rd, use the heading: "Concerning
die honor accorded to PaLnarchs by (lie Canons," and h e paraphrasis which Joseph
the Egyptian made of the prcscnt Canon says the samc tiling. And the edition of
Melchitae of the Arabic text calls the bishops o r Alexandria and of Rome patriarchs
here (Dosiheus, ihid.). Qnh h e Patriarchs were privileged lo wear sacks, chasubles
adorned with multiple crucifixes, and tunics bearing letters of the alphabet and triangles, and not up other persons: according to Balsamon (p. 449 of the ./urn;). (According to Zonaras, however, chasubles adorned with multiple crucifixes alone were
allowed also to the bishops of Caesarea, ot'Cappadocia, of Ephesus, ot'Thessalon~ca.
and of Corinth; and see the footnote to c. IX of the 4th.) They held divine scrviccs
(i.c., celebrated liturgy) but thrice a year with the sacks, to wit, on Easter Sunday, on
die day of Pentecost. and on Chrishniis, according to Demelrius Chomalianiis (p. 3 18
of the .Suns). The word patriarch is defined by Leo and Constantine the emperors
Llius: "A patriarch is a living image 01Christ and animate, therein characterising the
truth by deeds and words. Finally. upon the patriarch depends the salvation of the
souls entrusted to him, and it is for him to live according to Christ and to be crucified
to the world. It is the nature of the patriarch to be didactic, and to level himself to
equality without embarrassment with all other men high as well as low," (Title III of
the selection of laws, p. 8, of the second book of the Juris).
' Note that. as Philotheus the Patriarch says, the Council here declared what the Canon
says. and adds that if some cavilously object thereto, because, he says. the Council
did not say if there be a vole of h e muldlude in generid. bul according to Lhe Canon,
nor if the! object to it on general grounds, but cavilously and spitefully, so that if
they object to it cavilously and correctls not even the two ought to be disregarded,
especially when Lhe vole is nol canonical,
=Nok llial according lo Joseplius (concerning h e Jews. Book VII, ch. 18) h e cih
was named Jerusalem because Melchisedec. who first built the city, and having built
therein a sacred temple. he called the city. in allusion thereto. Jerusalem, because it
had previously been called Salem and a temple is called (in Grcek) "~ewn.'"
0thers, however. and perhaps more correctly. say, like Procopius (p. 19S,vol. I of the
Octatcuch). that the namc is derived from Jcbus (I Chon. 1l:4) and Salem (Ps. 76:
2), other names of the samc city, by forming a compound namc Jcbusalcm. which
became cornpled Lo Jerusalem. Howbeil, Lhe name Jerusalem is wholly Hebrew.
and denotes "vision of peace,"' according to the Fathers (though one may say that it
is a compound derived from Hebrew and Greek, precisely as the word antsmensium
is derived &om Greek and Latin. But in ha1 case il will not longer signiTy "vision
of peace." of course). Though forn~eriycalled Jerusalem, the city was subsequently
named Aclia capitolia, according to D i m The name Aclia was derived from Aclius.
a surname of Hadrian, who renamed Jcrusalcm Aclian, according to Thcodorct and
Eusebius, after il had been torn down and excavated before and plowed under with
oxen, and scarcely recognizable on the surface, according to Gregory the Theologian.
The descriptive appelation Capitolia -was added to the name Aeiia because Hie city
vi as built 011 h e site of the temple of God which. according to the same Dion, the
same Hadrian called the name o f the temple in honor of Jupiter which stood in the
Capitolium 01Rome.
11 was named C,aesarea because; according lo Eusebius, H e r d built it lo honor the
name of Augustus Caesar, though it had formerly been named Tower of Straton. In it.
according to Josephus (Book XV, ch. 13,011 the Jem). there were statues of"Caesar
and of Rome But there were three cities namcd Cacsarca in Asia. One was this mctropolis in Palestine; a second Caesarea was that in Cappadocia, though it was also
called Caesar's Maza, according to Sozomcn, Book V, ch. 4, as wcll as Mazaca; and
a third Cacsarca was Cacsarca Philippi

were the only ones allowed to enjoy the honor, whereas the rights proper
thereto were to be preserved to the real metropolis, in the same way as
Marcianus (an emperor of the Eastern Empire) honored Chalcedon, and
Valentinian (another emperor) honored Nicaea, according to Act 13 of
the Council. But Zonaras and others would have it that just as the pre-

ceding Canon accorded seniority to the bishops of Alexandria and of
Antioch, or rather to say renewed it, as an innovation (for the seniority of
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Rome was not renewed, because, as we have said, it had been left intact
and unchanged), so and in like manner the present Canon bestowed a
special honor on Jerusalem. This is tantamount to saying that just as that
Canon sanctioned their being granted not only patriarchal privileges and
honors, but also the order of precedence of such honors, in that the bishop
of Rome came first, the bishop of Alexandria second, the bishop of Autioch third, so did this Canon sanction the granting to Jerusalem not only
of patriarchal privileges and honors but also the order of precedence of
such honors. On this account it did not say, let him have (special) honor,
but "let him have the sequence of honor." That is the same as saying. let
him have fourth place ill the sequence of honor after the other three. The
expression "with the Metropolishaving its own dignity preserved" denotes
that this patriarchal honor is not one attaching to the person and individual
(concerning which see the second footnote to c. VI of the present Council), but is consecrated to the metropolis of Jerusalem, so as to provide for
its devolving to all the bishops successively acceding to the throne, and
not to this or that person alone. Witnesses to the fact that Jerusalem was a
metropolis are both Josephus, who says, in his book VII on the Jews, that
it was a large city and the metropolis of the entire country of the Jews; and
Philo, who says that it was the metropolis, not of a single land of Judea,
but also of a plurality of lands. For the Apostolic throne of Jerusalem not
only stands first in nearly the whole world, but also enjoyed patriarchal
privileges from the beginning, and still enjoys them even today. First,
because it had provinces subject to it; and a diocese which belonged to
the Patriarch. Hence it was that the neighboring officials of the churches,
and not the bishop of Caesarea, ordained Dion bishop of Jerusalem when
Narcissus departed. But when Narcissus reappeared, again he was called
by the brethren, according to Eusebius, and not by die Brodier, or the
bishop of Caesarea. Narcissus. by the way, held a council with fourteen
bishops concerning Easter before the First Ecumenical Council was held.
Secondly, because the Bishop of Jerusalem was the first to sign at the
First Ecumenical Council, while Eusebius of Caesarea was the fifth. And,
generally speaking, metropolitans change round in the order of signatures,
and in die places of seats at council meetings, and in the order of addressing emperors, sometimes taking the lead. and sometimes following others.
But the Bishop of Jerusalem always comes first among the Fathers attending a council, and on every occasion is numbered with the patriarchs, and
never with the metropolitans. Read also Dositheus in the Dodecabiblus,
Book I I, ch. 4. But even if we grant that Jerusalem was subject to Caesarea, what of it? Just as Byzantium was formerly subject to Heraclea, but
later, after Byzantium became the seat of a patriarch, Heraclea was made
subject to it; so and in like manner, if we allow (what is not a fact) that
Jerusalem was subject to Caesarea, after Jerusalem was honored by being
made the seat of a patriarch, Caesarea, true enough, retained its own dignity thereafter, in that it remained a metropolis of Palestine, yet it became
subordinate to Jerusalem, since it is merely a metropolis, while Jerusalem
is a patriarchate (i.e.; the seat and headquarters of a patriarch). Read also
Ap. c. XXXIV.
CANON VIII

As concerning those who call //winselves Puritans and who are claitning
to be adherem of the catholic andapostolic Church, it has seemed right to (he
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holy and gtva Council, when they have had hands laid upon them. SO lei
them remazn in the dergy. Above aU, that it fsfUtmvfor them to conjixs to
this in writing, to w i l , thai they will agree to and will adhew to the dogmas
of the catholic and apostolic Church. That is, thai they will hold communion
with uemons mamed a second time. and w h those who in time of oersectition have lapsed from the faith; feeafdiqq whom a length of & has been
fixed, and a due season has been set;#or h e i r penance. So that (hey may adhere to the dogmas of /he catholic Church in everything. Wherever they are
the only onesfound to have been ordained, whether in villages or in cities,
they shall remain in the same habit (or order). Bvt wherever there is u Bishop
of she catholic Church, a d some o f them are joining it, it is obvious has,
as the Bishop of the Church will keep the dignity of bishop, the one culkd
a bishop among the so-called Puritans shall have the honor of a Presbyter,
unless it should seem better to the Bishop that he should share in the honor
of the name. h t if this does not please him, he . v h d devise a position either
of a c h o r e p i f w p ~or~of a preLshyÂ¥ter
with the object of having him seem to he
whoHy in the d e w , lest there should he two bishops in the same city.
(Ap cc. XLVl?XLVIJ, LXV111; c. V11 orihe 2nd. c, XCV orihe 6ih; cc VH. VlTT
of Ladicca; c LX'VI of Carthagc; cc I, XLVIt of Basil: c. XI1 of Thcophilus;
c. XIV of the 7th, c, XIH of Ancyra; c, XIV of Neocaesarea: ec, VIH, X, of Antioch.)

Interpretation

The ones called Puritans here were the Novatians. The man Novatian
himself was a presbyter in the Church of the Romans who would not accept those who had renegaded in time ofpersecution, but had repented, nor
would he give communion to persons that had married twice. He had also
declared that after baptism a sinner could no longer have mercy bestowed
upon him. according to Epiphanius, Haer, 59; and Augusthe, Haer. 38. So,
although this man did not err as respecting the dogmas of the faith, nor
was he a heretic, but was instead a schismatic (or sectarian), according to
c. 1 of St. Basil, yet, because of his hatred of brethren, and his being of an
unsympathetic frame of mind, and pioud, he was anathematized by the
Council held in Rome in the time of Pope Cornelius, according t o Eusebius, and by the councils held in Carthage in the time of Cyprian, and by the
councils held against him in Antioch and in Italy. Those who adhered to
his misbelief were called after him Novatians. These facts being assumed
to be known; the present Canon asserts that in case any such Novatians
join the catholic Church, it has appeared reasonable that they should have
hands laid2upon them, and thus be received, and be allowed to remain in
their clergy, those, that is to say, who really were clergymen in the habit
(thus c. LXV1 of Carthage accepted the Donatists with an imposition of the
hands); nevertheless, they must confess in writing that they have to keep
all dogmas of the catholic Church, that they will accept those who have
~Â¥asmetwice; and those who were forced by necessity to deny Clirist;
and that they will accommodate diem, according to fixed times, with the
Thus did they call themselves in accordance with their conceited ww of thinking, as
Euscbius states in his Book VI. ch. 43.
' The laying on of hands here is not ordination, as one might perhaps suppose. but
it consists in the action of those in holy orders laying their hand on the heads of
such heretics, and thus accepting them as penitents. For c. XLIX of Cartilage also
insists that penitents be accepted thus with laying on of hands, and not of course.
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with any ordination. That iny words arc true is attested by the Seventh Ecum. C. Foi
when this same Canon was read in the first act of the same Council, and it was asked
how llie expression "la! ing on of hands" was be underslood, most saintly Tarasius
said that the phrase "laying on of hands" was employed, here in the sense of blessing,
and not with reference to an) ordination. Hence spiritual fathers ought to learn rrom
this Canon to la! their hands 011 Ihe heads of penitents when h e y read to them the
prayer for pardon, as c. XXXV of Cartilage expressly says this. For such a laying on
01' hands is necessary to the mystery 01' repentance. Listen also to what the Apostles
say in their Injunctions (Book TI, ch. 18): "Accept a sinner whcn he weeps over his
sin, and after laying a hand on him. let him remain thereafter i n the flock." And again
(ibid. chapters 41 and 43): "Just as you accept an infidel after baptizing him, so shall
you restore to the spiritual pasture as purified and clean a sinner after laying a hand
upon him." This la! ing 011 of hands serves him in lieu of baptism, since by imposilion
of the hands the Holy Spirit used to be bestowed upon believers. The custom of this
imposition ol'liands in connection with the new grace came into prevalence kom the
old. For thus the high priest used to acccpt by imposition of hands the sacrifices of
burnt offerings and those made on the score of sin. See also chapters 1 and 3 and 4 of
Leviticus. Note, however, that it was by way of "economy" (or concession) that this
Council accepted the Novatians. as St. Basil notes in his c , T. Sco also the Intorpretation of c. VII of the 3rd, where c. XXXIX of [lie council held in Illyberia says that
heretics arc to be accepted by the process of laying on of hands.

Canon of repentance applicable to deniers; and thus, wherever they happen to be, whether in cities or in villages, they shall be left in the clergy
and rank in which each of them found himself when he was ordained: that
is to say, a bishop shall remain a bishop; a presbyter, a presbyter; and a
deacon; a deacon. However, a bishop shall remain a bishop where there
is no Orthodox bishop of the catholic Church. But if in the same church
there is also an Orthodox bishop, the latter shall have the office and dignity, and all the business, and the name of bishop, while the bishop formerly
a N ovatian shall have only the honor of a presbyter, and the nominal title
of bishop,buut he shall not perform any priestly act as a bishop, in order
to avoid having this improper and absurd situation arise in which two
bishops are officiating in one and die same city (concerning which see Ap.
c. XXXV, and c. XVI of the 1st-&-2nd4;in case, however, he refuses to
be content with this arrangement, the Orthodox bishop must allow him to
have a position as a chorepiscopus,' or as a presbyter, in order that he too
may be numbered among those who are in holy orders and clergymen; and
not appear to be wholly depiived of the clergy,
CANON TX
If some persons have been prf)motec/ to Pre.shyters without due e v m natum, or when given a hearing confessed their s i n s to them, and after they!
confessed, the men,acting contrary to the Canon, laid hand upon such persons, the Canon will not admit them. f i r the catho/ic Church insists upon

irreproachabiltiy.
{Ap. cc. XXV, LXT: cc. IX, X of Neocaesaria: cc. IT], V. VT of Theophilus).

'Just as Mclctius- after being sub,jected to an examination, and judicial trial was com-

pelled by the first synod held in Lycos to continue life with the mere name of bishop;
and tllcnccforth. to ordain no one, cithcr in a ci@ or in a village (Sozomcn, Eccl. Hist.,
Book X. ch. 14: and Socrates. Book X. ch. 9)

- In Book rV, ch, 14, of his Ecclesiastical History, whcn narrating the facts concerning
Felix, and Liberius. bishops of Rome. So~omeiislates ha1 dler God had got erned
matters in this fashion allowing Felix to die. that is to say. and He left Libcrius by
himseli'. in order to avoid having the throne oi' St Peter dishonored b\ being occupied
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by two functionaries, which is a sign of discord and alien to the ccclcsiastical Canon.
St. Epiphanius, in his Hacr. 68, states that Alexandria ncvcr had two bishops. And
(Pope) Cornelius. h e bishop of Rome. in writing Lo Phaiuus Lhe bishop of Anlioch.
accuses Novatim of wing to makc h h s c l f ~mid. in fact! of actually making llimdfa bishop ol' Rome, when as a matter of fact Cornelius himself was the law lul bishop
ill Lhal city. "Ho\v, then, is il," lie goes on lo say, "tliiil he did no1 know ha1 here can
be but one bishop in one church, and not two?"
I Because it is not permissible in a village or small city. where there is need of but one
presbvter. lo enllirone a bishop; lest the name ol'bishop be thus brought into disgrace.
according to c . V l of Sardican. On this account in such small cities and villages and
districts sparsely peopled it was the vogue to appoint a so-called chorepiwopus.
So, according to c. X of Antioch, the chorcpiscopus was appointed by the bishop
of that c i to~ which he was subject and to which his territory belonged. The same
Canon also s a p that such a chorepiscopus may ordain anagnosts (readers or lcctors), subdeacons, and oath-takers (i.c., catcchists); but that he shall be deposed if
he dare to ordain a presb~ter or deacon without the consent of the bishop in the c i t ~
.
even though lic has had tlic imposition of hands of a bishop. Can011VIII of the same
council permits unaccused chorepiscopi to grant letters pacifical, i.e., dim is so^: to
those requesting them. Likewise c. XI11 ol' Ancyra decrees thai without the written
authorization of a real bishop ofchorepiscopi have no right to ordain presbyters and
deacons either in their own territory or in any other town. Canon XIV of Ncocaesarea
says that chorcpiscopi. being in the nature of tvpcs of the scvcnty Apostles- offici ate as assistant ministers and are honored on account of the interest hey show in (he
poor by distributing among them the moncy collcctcd in church. Morcovcr. c. XIV of
the 7th says that it %asan ancient custom for chorepiscopi to ordain anagnosts at the
behest of the bishop. That is whal c. LXXXIX of Basil, loo; declares in his letter to
chorepiscopi. These chorepiscopi, in fact, appear to be in some cases presbyters only.
and in other cases to have had the imposition of'hands oCa bishop, as ma? be interred
from what is said in cc. VIII and X of Antioch. But there is a considerable difference
between a bishop and a chorepiscopus. For a chorepiscopus is in charge o f only one
district a bishop is the overseer of many districts. A chorcpiscopus is appointed by
the bishop to whom he is sub,jcct, whereas the bishop is appointed by the mctropolitan. Accordingly, the chorepiscopus has lo get written permission from his bishop for
every ordination that he performs. whereas the latter executes each ordination on his
own venture. So that the so-called chorepiscopi ol'today (i.e.. as llie term is now used
in Greece), as not having thcsc functions, possess a mere name. destitute of actuali@.
John of Antioch in the collection of the Canons, instead of the expression "confessed
thcir sins to them." substitutes the words "confessed the sins thcy had committed":
which is more correct.

Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that those who are about to be admitted
to holy orders must be clear -from sins that preclude holy orders, and that
their life and their behavior and conduct must be looked into. If. however,
some persons have been made presbyters without being examined, or upon
examination confessed their sins, such as preclude admission to holy orders, and the prelates who examined them, acting contrary to the Canons,
ordained them priests, such persons, 1 say, having been invested with holy
orders unworthily, are not admitted to the privilege of performing sacred
rites. For after being exposed by others, or they themselves confessed to
sins incapacitating one for holy orders which they had committed before
applying for ordination, they can be defrocked according to Zonaras and
Balsamon. Or they may cease to perform sacred rites, according to the
Anonymous annotator of the canons. But the Canon also adds an explanation of the reason whv those who have fallen into sins are not admissible
to holv orders. ~ecause.it. saw. the catholic Church demands and wants
Driest; to be irrenroacli~ble-& i n other words: exeimt from the charize
of sins, just as St. Paul cokkands that a bishop should be, by say&:
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' A bishop then must be irreproachable" (mistranslated in the Autho-

rized Version "blameless") (1 Tim. 3:2), or, in other words, not only unchargeable at law, but also entirely unimpeachable and free from every
accusation, as touching his moral character."
Concord

Concordantly with the present Canon c. IX of Neocaesarea also decrees relevantly hereto, by saying: Tf any presbyter before his ordination
committed the sin of carnal mingling, and after his ordination confesses
it, let him function in holy orders no more. Likewise if even a deacon has
thus sinned, and has confessed after he was ordained, let him serve only
in the capacity of a servant, in accordance with c. X of the same Council.
Canon TTI ofTheophilus says that if anyone has been ordained a presbyter
through ignorance without his being worthy of serving in this capacity,
and has been exposed after his ordination, he is to be ousted from holy orders. Likewise ill the case of a deacon that has been ordained in spite of his
being unworthy, he is to be deposed in accordance with c. V of the same
saint. It is also to be observed that all sins that entail deposition from holy
orders when committed before admission to holy orders, similarly entail
deposition also when committed after admission to holy orders; when exposed, or when confessed after admission to holy orders. Not only do they
entail deposition, but they also act as a barrier to becoming a priest.
CANON X
A s many persons as have been guilty of serious lupses and have been ordained in ignorance thereof, or even after the originators have become aware
thewof, will not be admitted under the ecclesiastical Canon. For when they
have become known, they shall be deposed.
(Ap. c. LXl I: cc. I , I l I, XI l ol' Ancyra; c. X of Peter.)

Interpretation

All those who have offended by lapsing seriously, i.e., by denying our
Lord Jesus Christ, and have afterwards repented, are incapable of becoming priests. For how can anyone become a priest that is prevented according to the canons of the Church from partaking of the divine mysteries
until he dies? On this account the present Canon says that as many persons
as have been ordained from among God-deniers, either because the prelate who ordamed them did not know about the denial, or because, though
knowing about it, he blinked or scorned the fact, and thought that ordinaW e note here, however, a catholic and general axiom that all who have been ordained
contrary' to the Canons and unworthily, arc nevcrthclcss true priests until they arc
deposed
a council of synod. Because, as divine Cluysostoiii says, "God does
not ordain all men, but He does act through all men, even though they themselves
are unwortlp. in order that the people may be saved" (Homily 2 on 11 Tim.. p. 337
of Vol. IV). And again: 'Bccausc grace operates through the unworthy not on their
account, but tor the sake of those who are destined to be benefited" (Discourse 11
on I Thcss., p. 216 of Vol. IV). And again: "But now, it must be said. God is wont
to operate also through unworthy persons, and the grace of baptism is in no rcspcct
injuriously iilTeckd by h e life of the priest" (Discourse 8 on I Cor., p. 290 of vol . iii).
Moreover, in Discourse 3 on the Ep. to the Col., p. 107 of vol. iii. he proves this by
means 01numerous arguments. among which he sa! s these tllings too: "God's grace
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is also operative in an unworthy person, not for our sake, but for your sake." And
again: "It is not me that you arc treating scornfully. but the holy orders. If you sec
these naked. then t e a l diem scomhlly; hen 1101 even I will lolerale any imposition.
But as long as we arc sitting on this throne, as long as we have the prcsidcncy. we
possess the dignib and h e power. even though we really are unworthy." Symeon
of Thessalonica (Repl! 13) says: "in regard lo ordination grace operates in them.
whether they are prelates or priests. for the salvation of those coming to church: and
all the mvsleries they celebrate are in very truth mysteries. Woe, however, and ohone"
s a y s the same Symwn ibidem) "to such men, who, whether they sinned before the
ordination or after the ordination. are unworthy ot' holy orders. And it' they want to
repent and to be saved, let thein refrain altogether from the most holy works of holy
orders, because there is nothing else that can help them to repent, if they fail to abstain
beforehand from holy orders." See also h e Iesliniony of Cliry sosloni concenimg resignation, in the Form of Canonical Resignation, at the end of this handbook.

tion would purify them as does baptism, in accordance with the interpretation given by Balsamon-this fact, 1 say, of their having been ordained,
that is to say, in ignorance or in spite of knowledge of the facts, does not
offer any bar or obstacle to the application of the ecclesiastical canon, so
as, that is to say, to prevent its operating to exclude them from holy orders.
Because once they have been detected or have revealed themselves, so as
to show in what manner they have been ordained, they have to be deposed.
All those persons, on the contrary, who before baptism sacrificed to idols
are nevertheless qualified to be admitted to holy orders after they have
been baptized, on the ground that they have received a bath of redemption, in accordance with c. XI1 of Ancyra. All those persons, furthermore,
who have undergone torture for the sake of Christ, and for His sake have
been impiisoned, and have been forcibly compelled to have their hands
defiled with incense or to take sacrificial offers of food in their mouth-all
such persons, provided the rest of their life has been fairly good, may be
ordained clergymen, according to c. 111 of the same council. Note also that
not only those persons are to be deposed who have denied Christ before
ordination and have afterwards been ordained, but also those who have
denied Him after ordination; read also Ap. c. LXII.
CANON XI
As cowems /hose persons who have transgressed wilhous any need, or
without being deprived of goods, or without being in any per/?or in any such
strait as obtainedduring the tyranny ufl. icinins, it has seem fit to the Corncil, notw~/hs/andingthat they did not deserve philamhrop~c (or humane)
treatment, to be kind to them. As many, therefore, as genuinely repent and
are remorseful shall pass three years among audients as believers, andfor
seven years they shall do penance as succt~m/wn/s.
In addUion,for two years
they shall commune without oblation in prayers with she laity.
(c. Vl ofAncy-a; c . Ill of Peter: cc. LXXIlI, LXXXI of Basil: c. 11 of Nyssa).

Interpretation

There are other Canons which deal with those who deny the faith
as a result of great violence or dire necessity. The present Canon deals
with those persons who deny it without being forced to do so. It says
in effect: As for those who have tratisgiessed die faith in Chist without being prompted to do so by any necessity, or peril, or deprivation of
their property, as happened to those who lived in the time of the tyrant
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Licinius: though they, I say, have not deserved to be treated philanthropically and clemently, it has appeared best nevertheless to the Council to
show them mercy. So, as many as truly and from the depth of their heart,
and not feignedly and falsely and lyingly, are repentant on account of the
sin they committed. shall be obliged to spend three years with the socalled "listeners" (audients). This means that they shall have to stand in
the narthex (of the church) at the "beautiful and royal gates" of the temple
o r nave), and of the church, in order to listen to the Holy Scriptures until the deacon pronounces the words "All catechumens come forwards;
thereupon they shall leave the church. For seven (Note ofTranslator.The original says "two," apparently by mistake) years they shall be succumbent; that is to say, in other words, they shall enter the nave, and shall
stand, when there, in the rear of the pulpit, but shall leave along with the
catechumens when the deacon pronounces the words "all catechumens
come forward." And for two years they shall join in prayer with the laity.
That is to say. in other words, they shall stand together with the faithful
and pray, and not leave with the catechumens, though without partaking of
the divine mysteries (communion) until the two years are ended.
Concord

All those persons who denied the faith simply because the tyrants
threatened to torture them, which is tantamount to saying without being
forced to do so, are excluded from the divine mysteries for six years, according to c. VI of Ancyra. Those, on the other hand, who have denied
the faith of their own accord, without suffering anything terrible, but
only cowardice and fear, after showing fruit worthy of repentance over
a period of four years, shall be allowed the benefit thereof, according to
c. I11 of Peter. But according to c. I1 of Nyssa whoever denies Chnst of
his own accord, shall have his whole lifetime as his term of repentance,
without being allowed to pray together with the faithful ill the church,
or to partake at all of the divine mysteries. Tn identically the same manner his brother Basil, too, commands the same things in his c. XITT, by
saying that anyone that has denied Christ is under obligation to remain
all his life long with the "weepers" (calledjkntes in Latin), or, in other
words; to stand outside of even the narthex in the vestibule of temple (or
of the nave), and to beg the laity entering the church to pray for him to the
Lord. Tn c. LXXXT of the same saint it says that those who without any
great necessity denied the faith and ate of the table of the demons, and
swore Cheek oaths, are to be excommunicated for thee years, and after
eight more years are to be allowed to commune-IIn order to enable you to
understand better, 0 reader, what positions were occupied by "weepers,"
by "listeners," by "kneelers," and by "costanders," behold, at the end of
this book we have inserted a diagram, or drawing, or architectural plan,

' Impious Licinius, who was

brothcr-in-law to Constantia the sister of Constanrinc
thc Great, and cnjoycd second place in the royal honor after Constantine himself.
but later conceived an c a y against the brother of the latter's wife. and launched a
fierce war upon God. Hcncc he first of all drove cvcry Christian out of his house;
afterwards he commanded hat all Christian soldiers in every c i t ~in the realm
should be deprived of the honor of their military office unless they sacrificed to the
idols (Eusebius, Eccl. Hist.. Book X, ch. 8; and concerning the lire of Constantine,
Book I, ch. 54). But after lie was gone, niost pious Constiinline made a conkary
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law to the effect that all former Christians who had bccn in military service and had
bccn persecuted on account of their faith in Christ by Licinius and had been deprived
of Ihe honor. should be given h e choice of remaining imperial soldiers-jiist as hey
had bccn fomcrly, or, if they did not care for the honor, of being allowed each his
freedom. (Ensebius, concerning the lire of Constantine, Book 11. ch 33; and Sommen.Eccl. Hisl. I. ch. 1.)
:Concerning Audients (or "listeners"), Succumbents (or "kneelers"). and Consistents
(or "costanders"). see c. LXXV of Basil,
I The prcscnt-day custom of the Church treats faith-dcnicrs for the most part consideralely? in accordance wilh Lhe Conmilation of Metliodius of Constantinople.
On this basis, if anyone was made a captive when a child. and as a result of fear or
ignorance lie denied the I'aiih, when once he has returned thereto, ader listening to
the usual propitiatory' prayers for seven dps, on the eighth day hc is bathed, and is
anointed with Holy Chrism. and thus he partakes of"communion, remaining thereafter in the church for eight days, and iisteiimg c v c e day to the sacred liturgics and
services. But if he was an adult and denied the faith after bcing tortured, in this case
he is obliged to fast lirsi for a period of twice forb days, abstaining from meal- and
cheese, and eggs. and on three day's in the week (namely, Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday) abstaining from oil and wine. (Notice that the fast of Wednesday and Friday
which is obligabn 011 all Christians was given to Ihis person as a canon by way
of philanthropy and clemency.) For seven days he listens to the same prayers, and
thus he too is bathed, like the one above, and is anointed, and communes. 1C- on the
other hand, he willingly went and denied the faith. he too has to fast for two ycars in
identically the same manner as the one above tasted, and. according to his ability. he
must make one hundred or two hundred gcnuflcxions thereafter he also listens to the
propitiatory prayers, and is bathed, and receives the other watmenls. like h e ones
above. (Elastaris. in his synopsis of the Canons of the Faster; and Armenopoulos.
Section 5. Heading 4, of his Epitome of the Canons, See also this formulation in the
Euchologiuni, where ihese prayers are to be Sound. more In fsaemio,)

of the church building; and you should carefully and diligently examine
it. Concerning "weepers," and concerning penitents in general, a historical account is given by Sozomen. who says (Book VIT, ch, 16): "In the
beginning it seemed fitting to the priests for sinners to tell about their sins
with the congregation of the church acting as witnesses like spectators in
a theater. Later, however, the best policy prevailed, which was indeed one
of discreetness and sageness, whereby sinners approached and confessed
their life deeds.. . ." And again he says: "In the church of the Romans the
place of penitents is exposed to view.. . . So there penitents stand downcast and mournful, and after the divine liturgy is over the poor wretches,
instead of partaking of communion, fall to the ground upon their face with
much sobbing and wailing. From the other direction comes the Bishop
running and he too likewise falls to the ground weeping tears and uttering
laments, and along with them the entire congregation burst out crying and
shedding copious tears. Afterwards the Bishop is the first to lift himself
up from the ground and stand up, and he lifts up the penitents, and after
praying aloud to God on account of their sins, he dismissed them and they
go their way.?
In some such manner as tins a confessor (or spiritual father) ought to shed tears and
mourn over h e sins 01 Christians who confess lo him. nol, however, when they are
confessing to him. but atler Iheir confession, uhen he has Lo advise them, because
these tears of his show that he loves sinners as a father loves his children, and is
sorp I or them as Jacob lamented Joseph- and as Moses as well as Jeremiah l amented
for the Israelites. and just as the Lord shed tears over Jerusalem Notice also in the
discourse of Gregory' of N y s a concerning repentance how strongly therein he urges
spiritual fathers to mourn for sinners.
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CANON XII

A s for those persons who were summoned by fhe grace, and after displaying a preliminary enthusiasm and taking off their belts, they returned, like
dogs to iheif vomit, in such afashion that some ofthem even wasted money
in an effort to re-establish themselves in the army bv means o f benelicia (a
Latin word meaning much the same as the English word gift), let them be
succumhentsfor ten years after devoting three years to "listening" (as a d ents). Hut in addition to ail these requirements it is requisite to examine into
the will (or inclinations) and the kind o f repentance, For as regards all those
who wifhfear, and tears, and patience, and the doing ($good to others hare
displayed proofs oftheir conversion by actual performance and not by mere
pretense., after they have fulfilled the timefixed for their " i i s t e n i nperiod,
~
they shaH participate in prayers unrestrictedly, with the further concession
o f a right to the Bishop to devise some more philanfhrqic (or humane) treatment r q p d i n g them. Rut cis for those who acted zmconcemedfy, and who
thought thepretense of going to church a sufficient proof of their conversion,
let them fulfill the time to the utmost limit.
(cc IX. XI of Peter; c. Cl [ of the 6th. cc II , V, VI I of Ant! ra: cc, 1, 11 of Laodicea:
cc 11, 111. LXIV. LXXXIV or Basil, cc IV. V. VII and VIII of Ny ssa.)
Interpretation

This Canon, too, appears to be speaking of Christian soldiers living in
the time of Liciuius. It decrees thus: As regarding all Christian soldiers
who having been called and having been strengthened by divine grace
displayed at first courage and eagerness for martyrdom, and cast aside
their belts, which were their army decorations,but thereafter returned, like
dogs to their own vomit, which is to say, repented, and denied the faith,
insomuch that some of them even spent money and by means ofbeneficia,
or, more plainly speaking, with gifts and benefactions (for that is what this
Latin word signifies) they regained their former status in the army; as for
them, I say, after they have done three years in the place assigned to "listeners," let them do also ten years more in the place assigned to "kneelers." That is to say, in other words, though allowed to enter the church.
they must leave together with catechumens. Besides all this, however, the
prelate and the spiritual father ought to examine into the lilungs and proclivities of such faith-deniers, and the kind and mood of their repentance.'
For all those who repent with fear of God, and who propitiate God with
tears and penetential contrition, and patiently endure hardships, and do
good to others in a charitable way, as, for instance. by giving alms, and
other virtues, and, generally speaking, who repent truly and genuinely. and
not fictitiously and in appearance only; as for these persons, I say, alter
they fulfill the said three years with "listeners,'" they may rightfully pray
with the faithful, and need not leave the church (ahead of time). In addi tion to this concession, the prelate is permitted to show them still more
kindly treatment and mercy. But as for all those who repent unconcemedly and carelessly; and t l d that it is enough evidence of repentance for
them to go to church ostensibly with "heelers" and to leave again with
catechumens; as for these persons, 1 say, let them fulfill all three years of
"listening," and the entire ten years of succumbency.'

' Hcncc divine Chrysostom (in his Discourse 2 concerning holy orders) says: "A
tor ought not to inflict penalties or penances proportionately

pas-

to the sins. but ought to
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take into consideration also the will of the sinners, lest in trying to mend a tear or ton1
place he tear it worse than ever. and in making has& attempt to help the fallen one to
his feet he hurl him slill farther down. For hose \vlio have a weak will. ... If they are
pcnanccd a little at a timc, thcy can free thcmsclvcs, if not entirely, at any rate to some
extent. from their sins and passions. But if one overwhelm them suddenly with all the
penances they deserve, he will deprive them of even ha1 small amount of correction
which they ought to receive,,,." And again: So for this reason a pastor ought to possess a great deal of discretion, and countless eyes, in order to see the habitude of the
soul from all sides. For just as some men. being unable to endure an austere canon.
become stiff-necked and, leaping away, fall into despondency, so too, in a contrary
fashion again there are some who as a rcsult of thcir not receiving a canon along with
thcir sins become careless. and grow worse. and arc egged on to sin more than ever,
On Hiis account, too, in h e lime of Palriarcli Luke one Bishop who had penanced (or.
as the original s q s , "canonized") a soldier i n too short a time, because of his having
committed a willful murder. and who had given him a writLen dociunent altesliiig h e
remission of his sin, was called to account by the Synod. for the cxccssivcly lenient
concession he had made. The Bishop, on his part, ott'ered in witness the present
Canon of this Council. He was told, however, by the Synod that though permission
was given, true enough, to prelates to augment or to reduce the penances prescribed
by the Canons. ye1 they are not permitted to employ an excessive and inconsiderate
concession. Hence the Synod inflicted the penances of the Canon on the murderer, on
the one hand, and chastised the Bishop. 011 the other hand. with suspension from his
prelacy for the prescribed lenglh of lime.
Note that in the present Canon there arc observed those two points which Basil the
Great mentions in his c. Ill, to \ti& custom and form, and strictness and extremity.
The cuslom and Ihe form. whicli is h e three years or +'liskniiig." and die leu !ears of
succumbency (or "kneeling"). The strictness and the extremity. which is the tears, and
the patience endurance of hardships, the doing of charitable deeds to others, and, in
generalj genuine and true repentance. Accordingly. to thosc who tolerated the strictness, there was made the concession of exemption from the obligation of keeping the
requirement of three ycars' succumbcncy. But to thosc who would not tolerate this
penance, no conccssion was made at all; on the contrary, thcy were ordered to keep all
die years. For this reason di\me C l q sosloni. iii his Homily 14 on the Second Episde
to the Corinthians, says:"1 am not asking for a multitude ofyears. but for correction of
the soul. So show me this, whether the sinners have been contrite, whether the\ have
changed their manner of living. and cvcq'thing is finished. But as long as this is not
so. no benefit will accrue from protraction of the period ofpenance. For even in the
matter of bodily wounds. we arc not concerned about how many times the wound has
been bandaged, but whether the bandage has been of any benefit. So if thcrc has been
benefil in a short time. lei il be no longer bandaged. Bul if il has been of no benefit,
let it be bandaged for a longer lime. even for morc than ten ycars, until the wounded
one has derived some benefit from the bandage." And again in the same Homily he
SFs thal it is no1 the multitude of Lime ha1 sufices to characterize h e repentance.
but rather the change of the sinner's mind. For (according to the same saint. in the
preamble of'his commentary on the Gospel according lo Si, John) il is possible, iCone
repent in a single moment of timc, and change his manner of living, for one to avail
himself of God's philmlluopy and iiiercy. St. Gregory the Theologian, on Lhe otiier
hand, in his Discourse on the Lights, says that "we ought not to accept thosc who
neither repent nor humble themselves. whereas we ought lo accept those v\ ho fail to
repent as lhe! should, and \vlio fail lo display repenlaice equal Lo (he wrong lhey did.
and that we ought to sentence them to keep the forms of repentance that befit their
sins. As (or those, Finally, who truly repeni to such an e ~ mlhat
l lhey actually wither
as a rcsult of thcir tears, wc ought to admit them to communion. From these statcmerits it will become easy to find the solution to the bewildering question why some
Canons penancc an adulterer, a person guilty of bestiality. a sodomite. a sorcerer and
wizard, and others. with a greater number of years, while other Canons prescribe a
smaller number of years for Hie same offenses. The reason is llial h e repentance of
such sinners is not judged by the number of years, but by the disposition of the soul.
and according to their greater or lesser degree 01repentance. the number of :ears
of penance is prcsscibed as morc or less," Hence John the Faster judges by the fasting and genuflexions and other hardships which the penitent has consented to do in
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determining how much to reduce the number of years of penance the penitent dcserves.

Concord

Canons II? V, and VTI of Ancyra, and cc. I and IT of Laodicea agree that
penances ought to be accomodated to the repentance and complaisance of
penitents. So do cc. CII of the 6th and I1 and I11 and LXXIV and LXXXIV
of Basil, and cc. IV, V, VII, and VIII of Nyssa. In this connection, too, c.
XXVIII of Nicephorus says that if a secular person of his own fiee will
confesses his mistakes, the spiritual father (i.e.,the confessor) may make
him an "economy," i.e., may allow him an adjustment in regard to the matter of penances. Read also cc. IX and XI of Peter,
CANON XIIT
As' concerns those who are making their exit, the old and canonical Law
shall he kept even now, so that, if anyone i s exciting, let him not he deprived
of thefind and most necessary1 m m e n t (or viaticum},i f , however, after
all hope has /led, and he has been given communion, he a m comes to be
looked upon as being among the living, let him stay with those who purtici-

pale in prayer only. In general, ~nomo
vet as concerning anyone at all /ha/ is
on (hepoint of making his exit, if he asks to parlake of the Eucharist, let the
Bishop impart to him the oblation with a trial
Interpretation

After these divine Fathers prescribed concerning penance, and in what
way, and for how long a time Christ-deniers ought to be excluded from
communion, now in the piesent Canon they are prescribing that all such
persons as are in danger of dying are to be accorded the benefit of the
old and canonical law (which appears to be c. Vl of the Council held in
Ancyra, this being an earlier one than the First Ecumenical). So that, in
effect, whoever has been despaired of as being about to die, let him not be
deprived of the last and final and most necessary equipment for that journey and departure. which equipment consists in partaking of the divine
If, however, the one who has been thought to be dying, and
~nysteries.~
has already partaken of the mysteries of communion, again becomes alive
and regains his health, let him stand only with the faithful, and let him
pray with them, not, however, to partake of communion. But Balsamon
says that such a person as this one of whom the Canon is speaking here,
if he was occupying the place assigned to consistents (or "costanders"),
he ought on this account to be ordered to stay in that place again; but if
he was in the place assigned to audients (or "listeners"), again he ought
to stay there. And, in general, everyone in danger ought to return to that
canon after communion in which he had been before communion ' And to
lay down a catholic and common canon, let the Bishop, or even the spiritual father. with a trial. impart the divine Mysteries to any person that is in
mortal danger and asks to partake of the Holy Eucharist.
In other codices it is found written thus: "of the perfect last and most necessary."
ctc.
;Dionysius of Alexandria also writes to Favins in his correspondence that "'a faiihSii1
old man named Scrapion. who was sacrificing to idols. and fell gravely ill and for
three days was dumb, after recovering a little on the fourth day, called his nephew
and told him to fetch a priest. The boy went to the prcsbvtcr. It was night-time.
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But the priest happened to be ill, so that he could not go. Since, however, 1(sc. Dionysins) had given orders to the priests to allow persons at the point of death to commune.
especially if Lhey beggiiigly asked to do so, in order Ilul l h q might die and depart the
present life with a good hope, the priest gave the b e a portion of the all-holy bread
and told him to wet it and pour it into the mouth ol' the old man; and afler the boy did
h i s tlie old iiim, liflving swallowed a liltle. iniinedia tely gave up his spirit" (Eusebnis.
E d . Hist., Book VI, ch, 44). Elias, too, the Metropolitan of Crete, in writing to some
monk bv the name 01' Dion~sius. sips thai if a person is still breathing a little, and is
not entirely dead, though he is senseless. and can neither take nor cat anything, or in
another way spits out that which is placed in his mouth: if. I say. the person is such a
one, the pricst ought with a prqcr to seal his lips and his tongue with the contact and
affusion of the My sterics (p. 3 37 of the Juris Graccoromam),
Though it is said that Dionysius of Alexandria (as found in a comment on the present
Canon) in his letter on a Canon, in speaking of those who lapsed in the midst of the
persecution and asked to participate in the mystcries of communion while dying, he
s+ s that if a priest absolves from their sins and hey are permilled lo partake of (he
divinc m>stcrics. and are consigned to that life absolved and free. this is a veritable
imitation of godlike philanthropy and benevolence in that by virtue of"such pardon
and communion thcy arc led to believe that thcy arc going to receive a mitigation and
alleviation of their future punishment, If,on the other hand, such persons should live.
s ~ he.s thereafter. they must be bound again (i.e., their absolution must be revoked).
and thcy who had formerly been pardoned; and become partakers of divine grace. and
had been sen1 oU to the Lord absolved and free, must again be made liable for heir
sins. without having done anything wrong since thcy communed. This. I say, appears
to me to be inconsistent. and most unreasonable. if, I say, sacred Dion! sius does say
these things. il would nevertheless appear that tlie opinion oflliis Ecumenical Council
is preferable to the opinion of an individual Father. Wherefore wise Photius declared
quite aptly that decisons of ecumenical and common councils ought to be respected
by all men, while the private declarations of any one Father or dccrecs of a local
synod or regional council (that have not been contimed by an ecumenical council.
that is to say) lcavc one respecting them chariictcrizablc as superstitious, and vet, 011
the other hand- if one tails to accept them, it is dangerous to ignore them. For let it be
granted. in accordance wilh Lhe opinion of sacred Dionysins; Ilid such persons commune as a matter of necessity, they ought not to be rebound on account of the pardon
they had previousl~received. But, lirst of all, thai pardon and communion was not
legal and canonical, but necessitous. Secondly, no one can persuade others not to
be scandaliml when they see persons that are unworthy and have produced no fruit
of repentance being allowed to partake of the divinc Mysteries. After taking these
views into consideration the Council decreed that such persons should return again
to h e prior fonns of repentance. For, moreover, even divine Dionysius himself, as
if prcsuniably correcting himself, adds: "If. however, any one of such Christ-dealers
appear after the recovery of his health to need further conversion and repentance, we
advise him to humble and inflict severe hardships upon himself. either for liis own
interest or in order to prevent other men from blaming him and becoming scandalized
at his conduct. Accordingly, if he be persuaded to do this, he will be benefited: but if
he be not persuaded., this refusal to be persuaded will become an indictment to him
entailing liis excommunication kom Lhe M\ sleries and tlie CaiMul a second lime."
But perhaps this opinion is not that of Dionysius of Alexandria. but one of Dionysius
of Corinth. I surmise this because this diction is like the diction used by this Diog sius in comments 011 Job.

Concord

Nyssa also says this very same thing in identically the way in his c.
V; and c. VI of Ancya, as we have said, in dealing with those who have
denied the faith merely on account of a threat, adds that "if they should
later be in peril of death, they should be allowed to partake of the divine
Mysteries, with the proviso that in case they recover their health they are
to return to the stations assigned to penitents in which they used to be
before communion vas administered to them as a matter of necessity."
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CANON X I V

As concerning catechumens and lapsers, ' it has seemed proper to the
holy p a l Council to lei h e m offwith only three years 'listening and to allow
them thereqfier so pray iogether with catechumens.
(c. V of Neocaes,: c. XIX of Laod.; c, X X of Basil; c, VI of Timothy: c. V, of Cyril.)

Interpretation

They are called catechumens because this word is one derived from
the Greek verb catecho (altered to "catechize" in English), which is defined as meaning to teach beginners the faith by word of mouth, because
these persons had to be catechized and taught the dogmas of the Orthodox faith. They were divided into two classes. The first class, which was
the more perfect and complete, was called that of "knee-bowers," they
having embraced the faith and having deferred only the rite of baptism.
Wherefore they were allowed to come to church and stay there until the
time came for the catechumens' prayer, according to c. XIX of Laodicea,
and after they had said this prayer under their breath (or, as the Greek
has it, "mystically") and had had the priest lay his hand upon them, they
bowed their knee. But when the time came for the pronouncement of the
words "All catechumens come forward," they had to leave the church.
The second class was the more imperfect and incomplete, and was called
that of the "listeners." who stood ill the narthex towards the "royal gates"
and listened to the Holy Scriptures, and after hearing the divine gospels
they would leave, according to Blastaris and the commentator on Annenopoulos in the latter's Epitome of the Canons (Section 5, Heading 3).
These two classes are to be seen clearly depicted in the drawing of the
temple which we have traced. Cardinal Bonas (Book I concerning liturgical matters) and some others, ill addition to these two classes, enumerate
two more classes, which they gleaned from the writings of the Western Fathers. One ofthese classes was called that-of the "co-petitioners" (because
they were requesting to be baptized), and the other was known as that of
the "elect," who were thus called after being enrolled in the list of persons
to be baptized, who were designated the illuminated, or ilhmmati, in ch.
7 of Book VIII of the Apostolical Injunctions. The same name is applied
to them also by St. Cyril in his catechism. Chapter 8 of the same Book
of the Injunctions refers to them as being baptized, and these persons are
likewise mentioned in c. V l of Tirn~thy.~
These facts being as stated, the
present Canon proceeds to say: As for all catechumens that belong to die
fist and higher class and have denied the faith, it has appeared reasonable
to this holy great Council for them to stand for thee years in the ranks
of the second and lower class of catechumens, namely, the audients, or
"listeners," in the narthex of the church, and after three years have passed
for diem to pray together with the first and higher class of catechumens
inside the church. But one likely as not might justifiably wonder why die
councils impose penances upon sinful catechumens. St. Basil the GI eat in
his c. XX says: "And in general the events in the life of a catechumen do
John of Antioch in the collection of the Canons has it "As concerning lapsed catechumcns."

' Concerning catechumens Dionysins h e sacred martyr says, in chapter 3 of his Hist.
Hicrar,: "The lowest rank is assigned to catechumens, they arc destitute of any share
in and are wholly uninitiated in every sacerdotal mystery.
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not entail responsibilities." By way of solving this apparent contradiction
it may be said, according to Zonaras, that St. Basil the Great did not say
for the catechumens not to be penanced for sinning before baptism. For in
that case he would have been contradicting the Canons of the Councils;
but what he really said was simply that the sins of the catechumens did not
entail responsibilities, or, in other words; any liability to punishment after they have been baptized, since everything sinful that the catechumens
did while they were catechumens, but also even whatever sinful acts they
committed before becoming catechumens, i .e., when they were unbelievers, are all pardoned and wiped out by virtue of the rite of holy baptism.
But. the catechumens are penanced nevertheless, because, though not really ill the church nor actually members of the Church, yet, with respect to
yearning and willingness of soul and virtually, they are in the Church. For,
according to (Gregory) the Theologian (in his Discourse on the Lights)
these persons are on the threshold of piety, and have been caught in the
faith, even though they have not yet been reborn through baptism (seeing that they are not utterly without hope of salvation, either, in case they
should die unbaptized as a matter of necessity), as is shown by the funeral
oration of St. Arnbrose respecting Emperor Valentinian, who died while
still being catechized. So the Councils on this account penance catechumens, on the ground that they already are intimates, and have accepted the
faith, and are nominally Christians; accordingly, whatever the law says
to them, it is speaking to them as to persons in the law, according to the
Apostolic statement (Rom. 3: 19).
CANON XV
fiecause of much di,sturhance and the mz;t~n;eswhich took place, it has
seemed best to do mvay altogether with the custom which obtained contrary
to the Apos~oficalCanon in some picices, so us not to dew either a Bt.shop 01a Presbyter or a Deacon to gofrom one cily to another. I f , after the holy and
great Council's definition, anyone should ai~empsto do such a thing, or has

ac;ual/y undertaken to do such a thing, let the resulting affair be invalidated
by all means, and lei him be reinstated in the church in which the Bishop or
Presbytery1 in question was ordained
(Ap, cc, XIV, XV: c. VI of the 4th: cc, 111, XXI of Antioch;
cc. I. XVT of Sardican, c. LV1I of Car.)
Interpretation

The present Canon ordains these decrees: It has seemed reasonable
to abolish definitively the custom which had been in vogue in some
places contrary to the ordinance and legislation of the Apostolical Canon
(namely, Ap. c. XIV, and most especially XV), because of numerous disturbances, and fights with one another, which had ensued as a result of this
transgression. That is to say, not to allow a Bishop or Presbyter or Deacon
to go from one city to another. If, after this holy Council has laid down the
present Canon, anyone should try to do such a thing as this, and go from
one city to another, this change of station is to be held void and invalid
without fail; and the Bishop or Presbyter or Deacon shall be restored to

' 111 the Collection of Canons b\ John 01Anlioch is found also the additional inclusion
'or Deacon." as is mentioned in the Canon itself further above.
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his original position in that church in which he was ordained; since not
only bishops but also presbyters and deacons must be ordained in a deft nite church, and not detachedly, according to c. Vl of the 4th. Read also
Ap. cc. XIV and XV.
CANON XVI

Any Presbyters or l h c o n s , or other persons covered by the Canon, who
take the risk, without having the fear of God before their eyes, or keeping
mure of the ecclesiastical Canon, of departingfrom their own chureh, they
must not he admitted at all in another church, but they must he stringen@
forced to return to their (rwn parish, or, m case they insist, it is proper for
them to be excludedfrom communion. I f , on the other hand, anyone should
s u r r e p o u s t y snatch away one belonging to another and ordam him in his
( w n church, without the consent o f his Bishop, from whom the one covered
by the Canon departed, lei the ordination be invalid
Interpretation

The Canon next preceding this one ordains for presbyters and deacons
to be reinstated in the church in which they were ordained, while the present Canon punishes them with suspension if they refuse to return, by decreeing that any presbyters or deacons, or others enumerated in the Canon
along with such persons, and listed among the clergy,: without fearing God
or knowing the Canon of the Church (i.e., Ap. c. XV), rashly depart from
that church in which they were ordained, they must not be admitted to
another (without letters commendatory and dimissory, that is to say), but,
on the contrary, must be forced to return to their own church; if, however,
they insist on having their own way, they are to be denied communion, not
with the Mysteries, not with the laymen and faithful in the church (for in
this case the present Canon would be contrary to Ap. c. XV, which does
not exclude such offenders from communion with laymen in the church),
but with their fellow presbyters and deacons in the same order. That is to
say, ill other words, they are not to be allowed to officiate along with those
in holy orders, but are to remain idle, or interdicted. But if any Bishop
should dare to g a b a strange clergyman fraudulently and ordam him (to a
higher rank perhaps) in his own church, without the Bishop of that dergyman being willing to allow this, from whom he departed, such an ordination is to be void and invalid. Read also Ap. c. XV,
CANON XVTT

Because o f thefact thatmany persons covered by the Canon, out ofgreed
and in pursuit of shamefulprofits fiv i/@dly)few the divinepassage ofHoly
Writ saying "who hath not lent out his money at interest" (Ps, 15:5), and in

' Clergymen are called ^caiionics" md said Lo be "covered b\ h e Caiion," wilh ail implication that their life and their mind and their discourse are all governed anddirected
in accordance with the sacred Canons, including under this designation Aposiolical,
Conciliar. and Patristic Canons (see also Footnote 1 to Ap c, 11). In addition the name
"canoiiic" is also given lo monks, as may be seen in inan! of die Canons Lhemselves,
and most cspccially to nuns, on thc same assumption arc named canonic, that is to
sm, that laynen and laywomen live lor h e most part according to laws of their
OWL or, otherwise speaking, uncanonically, and conducl Lhemselves publicly and
privately in an indifferent manner (i.e., without particular pains to obey the Canons).
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lending, demanded a percentage commission or profit, the holy and great
(."ounc;/has deemed it jmt and right that in caw anyone in found after the
adoption o f this definition receiving interestfor the use of money, or otherwise exploiting the matter, or demanding commission, or through any other
subterfuge contriving to exact shameful profits, he s h d be deposed fmm the
clergy and shall be an alien to the Canon.
(Ap. c XLIV; c. X of 6th; c. IV of Laod,; cc. V, XX of Car.; c. IV of Basil.)

Interpretation

Various Canons prohibit the charging of interest on money, but the
present one expressly ordains this, to wit: Since many canonics, or clergymen, being fond of greed and shameful profits, have forgotten the saying
ill the Psalm of David which says that the chosen man is one "who hath
not lent out his money at interest," meaning the righteous man who is
destined to dwelt in the holy mountain of the Lord, or, in other words, in
the heavenly kingdom, and in lending money have been exacting a percentage charge' from their debtors, consisting, for example, of twelve cents,
or pennies, say, per hundred (or per dollar), which was an excessive interest-because, I say, clergymen were actually doing this, this holy and great
Council deemed it right and just that if hereafter any clergyman should
be found to be charging interest, or treating the matter as a commercial
proposition, or turning it to his own advantage in any other way (while
pretending not to charge interest, that is to say, when lending his money to
those in need of it, yet agreeing with diem that he too is to receive some
part of the interest and profit accruing from the money, thus calling linnself, not a lender, but a sharetaker or partner), and be caught doing this, or
demanding a commission (or half the percentage, which would amount,
in this case, to six cents, or six pennies, instead of the twelve comprised in
the full amount of total interest, i.e., of interest at 12 %), or should invent
any similar means of making a shameful profit. any such person shall be
deposed from the clergy and shall be estranged from the canonical order.
Read also Ap. c. XLIV
CANON X V M

I( has come to (he notice of (he holy undgtÂ¥eaCouncil thai in some regions and cities Deacons ace giving the Eucharist to Pre,shyiers, which is
something thai neither the Canon nor custom has allowed iiwse who have
not the authority to offer, to give the body of ChriJstto those offering it. It has
a l s o f i A ~ e rbeen learned that already some Deacons touch the Eucharist
even bqfim the Bishops. Let all these things, thewfore, be done away with,
and let Deacons cogform to their o w n standards, well knowing that they are
servants of the Bishop, and that they are inferior to Presbyters. Let them take
(he Eucharist in due order after she Presbyters, with either the Bishop or
the hshyterx administering it to them. Hut neither let it he perm~ss~hfe,for
Deacons to sit among /'resbytersfor to do so is contrary to the Canon, and
f.s contrary' to due order: if, in disregard of these definitions,anyone refuse.^
to obey, let him he dismissedfrom his diaconate.
(c. XX oILaodicea: c. VII o r h e 6lh Ecum. C.)

' This percentage charge is mentioned also by divine Chpsostom, in his 56th homily

on the Gospel 01' S l Matthew. saying LhaL one (i.e..a debtor as a human being) gives
barely a percentage. whereas the other (.w. God) grants a hundredfold and life everlasting.
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Interpretation

Good order must be observed everywhere, and especially among those
in holy orders; for this reason the present seeks to correct anything that is
done in disregard of due order. For it says that it has come to the knowledge
of this holy and great Council that in some regions and cities the deacons
are giving the divine Eucharist to presbyters, a thing which neither any
written Canon nor any custom has sanctioned, that is to say, for deacons
to administer, or impart, the body of Chnst to the priests who conduct the
rite connected therewith, seeing that deacons themselves have no authority to perform the office of administering this sacred rite. ' It has also been
revealed in addition to this that some of the deacons are communing before the presbyters have done so. So let all these disorderly ptoceedings be
eliminated, and let deacons remain within their bounds. or, that is to say,
let them neither administer the Eucharist to priests, nor partake thereof
before the priests do, since they know well enough that they are servants
of the Bishop, as is indicated also by their very name (i.e., in Greek the
word deacon signifies servant, just as does the word minister in English);
for deacon (as a Greek word) really means servant. They are inferior to
and lower than presbyters; and what is inferior must be blessed by what
is superior, as the Apostle says, and not the opposite way round. (Heb. 7:
7). Let them receive the divine Eucharist in due order after the presbyters
have partaken thereof, letting the Bishop administer it to them, or it may
be administered to them by a presbyter (in case the Bishop is not present).
But neither have deacons any right to sit among piesbyters, since this too
is disorderly and contrary to canon: for it tends to intimate that deacons
are peers of presbyters, which is not really so. But if, after this Canon has
been formulated, any of the deacons should be unwilling to submit to this
rule, let them be deprived of their diaconate.
Concord

In keeping with the present Canon. c. VTI of the 6th is also in effect.
For it commands that any deacon that has the audacity to take a seat before
the presbyters (have done so) is to be lowered in rank and to become the
lowest servant and least menial in his own order, no matter what ecclesiastical office he may occupy2;except only if he go to another city as the
personal representative of his own Patriarch, or Metropolitan, he is then
to be honored more than the presbyters. But even c. XX of Laodicea says
that a deacon must not sit in front of a presbyter. Canon LVI of the same
Council prohibits priests from sitting down in the Bema before the Prelate makes his entrance. Note that according to Zonaras and Balsamon c.
XVIII of the present Council has reference to those deacons who during
divine service within the Bema sit down before the pesbyters have done
so, and on this account it punishes them with a severer chastisement or
chastening, by depriving them, that is to say, of their diaconate. Canon
VIT of the 6th refers to those who sit down before the presbyters do, not
in church, but in outside assemblies, and on this account it chastises them
more lightly, by merely lowering their proper station.
That is why Symwn of Thcssalonica s a y : "'Deaconsmust not offer portions. all
Deacons (must recei~e heirs) through Lhe Presb lers " And again: "Smce h e \
(sc. deacons) have not the gracious gift of formally offering to God (the sacrifice).
For hey are deacons solely in Iiriue of their having a ministerial dignity. IF. then.
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at any rate thcy arc not permitted to put on sacerdotal vcstmcnts without the blessing of a prelate, or of a priest, nor to commence any ccrcmony without a prcsbytcr.
how can lhe! have any right lo admimster coniinunion Lhrougli themselves?" Divme
Epiplianius. too, says the same thing in his Hacr. 79: "For it is to be noted that neither
have deacons been entrusted with the performance ol' any mystep in the ecclesiasiical order. bill only wilh acts of assistance as servants m the celebralion Lhereof." The
Apostolical Injunctim~,too. in Book Vlll. ch, 46, say: "Neither is it licit for a Deacon
to oHer sacrifice, or to b a p h anyone, or to pronounce an) blessing whether small
or great,'.
For this reason. then. the written order of Emperor Alexius Comnenus ought to be
annulled which decrees that in gatherings outside the Council and Synod the Chartophylax of the Great Church is to takc his scat ahead of not only thc priests but even
of the prelates themselves, in spite of the fact that he is nothing more than a deacon.
without having any other excuse to disregard these Conciliar Canons than the mere
fact that it had prevailed as a custom for a long time: since this excuse is not rcasonable. For Canons oiigh~to have raher the superiority of aiithori~ywherever custoni
conies into conflict with Canons. For in spilc oftlic fact that custom docs have effect
as an unwritten law even in civil matters. and long custon~is recogni/sd as having
validity in lieu ol'a law. J el h i s is noL Llie case in general, but only in regard lo those
matters respecting which there is no written law and in regard to those matters with
respect to which it docs not conflict with a written law, or a Canon: and this is so
even according to Balsamon himself, who lends his sanction to the absurd decree of
die emperor (for lie was a cliarlophylax). Also. according to the fourlh decree of lhe
third title of the first book of ordinances. which is Book I1 of the Basilicq Title I. ch.
41, even {he sixth Novel of Leo the Wise ordains that an unwritten custom ought not
Lo have any v alidily iCit is overruled b\ the Canons. Read also tlie Foobok to Ap. c.
XXIX, and that to c . I of Sardica. How greatly that imperial order of this sort actually
disturbed the prelates of thai time on account of its absurd character can be learned
by anyonc who will takc the trouble to read the text of the order itself which can be
found in Balsamon's comment on the present Canon,

CANON XIX

As concerns Paulianists who qfterwurds took refuge in the cathoiic
(.-T'htm/t,it is made a definition that {hey be rebaptized wi/hot~/
fail. I f any

of them in the past have been covered in the clergy under examination as
to whether they appear to he blameless and irreproachable, after being rebaptized let them be ordained by a Bishop of the catholic Church, But if the

inwstigationfinds them unfitted, let then he deposed. likewise as concerning deaconesses, and ail those who are embraced by the Canon in any way
and are h&g examined, the sameform shall he ohseri~ed,We have @-red
to the deuconesses who have been examined under cover ofthe habit, since
they have neither any daim to appointment to any order, s o that they are to
he examined 'withoutfail among the laymen.
(Ap. c. XLVII: c. 11 of h e 1st Ec. C.; c. XCV of h e 6th; cc. VII, VIII of Laodicea;
c. LXVI of Carth.; c. XV of thc 4th; c. XIV and XL of the 6th; c. XLIV of Basil;
cc.Vl: LI- CXXXV ol'carth.)
Interpretation
The present Canon decrees with reference to persons that had been
followers of the heresy of Paul of Samosata,' hut who later resorted to

the catholic Church, that the Canon and form requires such heretics to be
rebaptized by decision (note that the Council improperly designates the
Paul, hailing from Samosala. a tit! silua~edin Mesopotamia near h e Euphrates
River, and on this account called Paul of Samosata (and not because he served as
Bishop of Samosata, as Balsamon, or even others, has said). was a son of a Manichcan woman named Callinica. according to Ccdrcnus, Blastaris. and Balsamon.
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and was also made Bishop of Antioch after the death of Dcmctrianus, the previous
Bishop of Antioch. in A.D 260: according to Euscbius (Eccl. Historv, Book VII. ch.
27) he believed wrongly nol o a in connection wilh Ilie myslen of Iheologv in lhat
he declared that there was but one God. not because the Father is the source of divinity. but by denying the hypostasis ol' the Son and of the Spirit. like Sabellius. and
taking God lo be bill one person logether wilh His Logos. in the smile manner as a
human being is one with his own loops (i.e., reason), and believing nothing more than
the Jews, according to divine Epiphanius (Haer. 65), but also even waxed blasphemous in connection with the incarnate economy, according to Theodorct (Convcrsation 11), Artemon, and Theodosius, both Sabellius and Marcellus, Photinus, and Paul
of Sainosata, all declare Christ to have been only a mere human being, and they all
dcny the divinity which had been existing in Him ever since before all the ages. In
A.D. 272 Hie regional Council held in Aniioch deposed him and analliematized him.
Whereof even the Conciliar letter is to be found in Eiisebius ibidem, which even states
h a 1 Paul used to assert hat h e Son 01God had nol come down oul ol' heaven, but.
on the contrary. that he had commenced from below out of Mary, Note, furthermore,
that Cedrenus, Blastaris, and Balsamon say that the Manicheans had their names
changed by this same Paul to Paulicians. who sprang up a few years after Paul. See
also the prolcgoniena of Dionysius of Alexandria. Sec also page 155 of the dogmatic
Panopb. wherein it is written that the Paulicians are descended from the Manicliees,
being called Paulicians barbarically instead of Paulojohns.

baptism of Paulianists as a baptism, and in comparing it with our baptism,
and not with itself, it employed also the verb "rebaptize," which means
to baptize a second time; and see the prolegomena to the Council of Carthagene with respect to their not being baptized in identically the same
manner as Orthodox Christians), But if some of them had been ordained
clergymen before their Orthodox baptism, because the prelates who ordained them were not aware of the fact that they were heretics or that
they had been ordained in the clergy according to the Paulianists; then
and in that case, 1 say, after being rebaptized with an Orthodox baptism,
if their life appears to have been blameless and unimpeachable,' let them
be ordained by a Bishop of the catholic and Orthodox Church, since the
former ordination which they had received while heretics is not considered an ordination at all. For how can anyone that has not been baptized
in accordance with the Orthodox faith receive a visitation of the Holv
Spirit, and grace, in ordination? But if when examined they are found &
be unworthy of holy orders, they must be deposed, or, in other words, they
must be ousted from the clergy. For the word depose was employed here
improperly instead of the word oust, since, properly speaking, one who
has previously been elevated to the height of holy orders and of the clergy,
is said to be deposed. But as to these men who have never been received
any ordination at all, from what height shall they be deposed? From none,
of course. Or perhaps it means for them to be deposed from the (height? of
the) holy orders and clergy claimed by the Paulianists. For just as it called
what they instituted baptism, it also called what they had pi oposed clergy,
and by the same token deposition, in the same way as c. VI11 of Laodicea
calls the ones set up by the Montanists clergy. But this which we have

' Indictment is one thing and rcprchcnsion is another (says divine Chrysostom in his
Second Discourse on the Book ol'Job). An indictment (cliarge or accusation) is mi'fercd in the case of grave offenses; a reprehension (reproach or censure) is incurred
in the case of light trespasses. Whoever is not liable to either of these two treatments is callcd unindictablc. For a person that cannot be indicted as an adulterer. or
as a murderer or the like, is unindictablc. A person, on the other hand, that can be
reprehended as an iiisiilter, or calumniator, or viluperator, or drunkard. or h e like.
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though exempt from indictments, is liable, ncvcrthclcss, to rcprchcnsion. On this account Job is called irrcprchcnsiblc because he was far from being guilty of even the
slightest oKenses. Thai is wig God said to Abraham '"Be Ihou coniplaisani towards
me, and bccomc incprchciisiblc" (Gcn. 17: 1). The Apostle, wishing to appoint shop herds of the inhabited earth. since the good things o f virtue were then rare, says to TiIns: Appoint Bishops, as I have ordered Ihee. if here be mybod! illat is unindiclable
(Titus 1:7), The word irreprehensible (or blameless) would not have been applicable
at hat time. .. lrreprehensibility was Loo comprehensive a term. The middle ground
was that reflected in the term unindictablc. Evcn a small good can be great in cvils,.,
not because He laid this down as a law, but because He condescended to allow delusion. For He knew that when pic@ blossomcd, the very nature of the fact of thc matter
would of its own accord prefer what is good, and that there would result a selection
of lliose things which are superior and belter. Noie also thai according to the assertion
of Chysostom this Canon demands that those who are about to be admitted to holy
orders should be nol only unindiclable bul also irreprehensible; since piety blossomed
after St. Paul, although even during the time of St. Paul the term irrcprehcnsible was
o f limited applicability'. For St. Paul himself wrote to Titus as well as to Timothy.
sq-ing:"A bishop, then, must be irreproachable" (I Tim. 3:2). This word irrcproachable is almost entirely indistinguishable from the word imprchensible. which word
Chrysoslom himself inlerprets by asserting dial in saving " irreproachable" St. Paul
was alluding to cvcry virtue.. . so that if anyonc's conscicncc upbraids him for having
comnii~tedsome sins. lie is not doing right if he desires a bishopric and h o l ~orders, 01
which by his own deeds he has made himself umvorili~.Even die presenl Canon. Loo.
demands irreproachability of priests. and so does c, IX of the same Council. But if it
demands this of priests in general, how niucli more must not it demand of prelates?

asserted as concerning men must also be observed in identically the same
manner in regard to women: that is to say, in other words, if any Orthodox
Bishop has ordained any of the women of the Paulianists deaconesses,
because of his being unaware of their heresy, or if they bad been ordmied
in the order of deaconesses instituted by the Paulianists, in this case, 1
say, let them be rebaptized; and thereafter if they appear to be worthy of a
diaconate, let them be ordained deaconesses too. (See also Ap. cc. XLVI
and XLVII, and c. VIT of the 2nd.) As for that which the Canon proceeds
to add, to wit, "We have referred to the deaconesses who have been examined under cover of the habit, since they have neither any claim to appointment to any order, so that they are to be examined without fail among
the laymen," notwithstanding that these words are hard to understand?yet
their meaning is this: We have referred to deaconesses separately, who
wore this habit when they were with Paulianists, or, at any rate, who were
following the profession of deaconesses, since they too, like their other
clergymen?ought to be reckoned as laymen, because just as those clergymen possessed no real ordination, being destitute of divine grace, so too
the deaconesses among them possessed only the habit of deaconesses, but
no true appointment impartitive of grace; so that they ought to be reckoned as laywomen after baptism, just as they were prior thereto.
Concord

Canon XCV ofthe 6th says in identically the same manner as does the
present Canon: It is made a definition that Paulianists be rebaptized, by
which name is meant those who have been adherents of Paul's heresy ever
since they were born. Canon XV of the 4th;however, commands that a
deaconess be ordained such when forty years old (as does also c. 14 of the
6th, and c. L of the same council says the same thing); but it anathematizes
her if after staying a short while in the liturgy' she later gets married.
I

Nok thai a Deaconess, though apparently ordained laler by a. Presby Ler iind Deacon,
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according to c. XTV of the 6 t h and authorized to officiate in the liturgy. according
to c. XV of the 4th, yet according to the Apostolical In,junctions she docs not appear
to c a q out llie male deacon's service in h e liturgv of the divine Mv slenes in Ihe
Bcma but ooly that service which is performed outside thc Bcma. For thcsc ~ J I M C i i o m say. in Book I I L ch. 9, in connection herewith: "Though we have not allowed
women to leach in church (because Sl. Paul expressly sa! s. in liis First Epistle Lo
Timothy, ch. 2, I-,12: "1 suffer not a woman to teach"). how can anyone pennit them
to serve as priestesses'? For this reason it is a mistake ol'the godlessness ol' Greeks to
ordain pricstesses to thcir female goddcsscs and not of the legislation of Christ, So
this deaconess was ordained at first (ihid. ch. 15 and 16) for the sake of women being illuminated, i.c., being baptized, whom, after the Bishop anointed thcir head with
holy oil, and the deacon only thcir forehead, she took charge of and anointed thcir
whole body, owing lo the fact tliat it was 1101 proper for a woman's naked body to be
seen by men. Secondly, for the other services to women. For in those homes where
women were dwelling together w:ih unbelieving men, to which it was not periec*
decent for malc deacons to be sent, on account of the risk of evil suspicions. a woman
deaconess was sent, according to the 15th ch. ofthe 3rd book (of the Injunctions), to
watch at the doors of the church lest any uncatcchizd and, unfaithful woman might
enter (Bwk I 1 ch. 17); and she examined those women who went from one ci@ to
another with letters coinmendaton as to whether hey really were Orthodox Cliristian women; as to whether they wcre tainted by any heresy; as to whether they wcrc
married or were widows: and after the examination she would provide a place in the
church for each one oftliem lo stand according to her luck and atlitude (Book 111, cli.
14 and 19). But a deaconess was also needed to render services to those widows who
were listed in the church roll. by ollering them the alms donated by Christians; and
they wcre useful also in conncction with other services too. But niost of all, according to chapters 20 and 28 of the eighth book (of the Injunctions) she was ordained
for the purpose of guarding the holy gates and serving the presbyters when they
were baptizing women with a view' to decency and propriety, wherein it is written
that "A Deaconess can neither bless nor do anvlliing that presbters and deacons
do,'' in addition Epiphanius (Haer. 9) s a y concerning them that the ecclesiastical
order needed womankind only by way 01deaconesses, whom it called widows; and
the older ones among whom it calledpmhyridax. Nevertheless it did not command
anywhere tor presbyteresses or priestesses to be made such. For neither did deacons
, only to
in the ccclcsiastical order receive any authority to perform any m y s t c ~ but
serve as assistant in conncction with the rites bcing perfonncd by the priests. And
again, it is said that llic battalion ofdcaconesses is in the Church, not to sene in the
capacity of priests, nor to undertake to pardon anything, but for the sake of prcscrving the decency of the female sex. either in connection wilh rik of baptism. say, or
in connection with the function of visiting the sick or those in distress, or. in time of
necessity ol'denuding a woman's body, in order that it may be beheld only by her,
and not by the malc dignitaries officiating in the process of performing the sacred
offices. Though it IS true that Balsmon says, in reply to Question 35 of Marcus of
Alexandria, that Deaconcsscs enjoyed a rank in the Bema for Sanctuary), but that
the complications due to menstruation disposscsscd them of thcir rank and rcmovcd
their service from Ihe Bema, >el lie himself again in [lie same reply says ha1 in Constmitinopic deaconcsscs arc ordained who have no share or privilege in the Bcn~a,but
who perform many ecclesiastical services and help to correct women ecclesiastic all^.
Clement ofAlexandria, surnamed Siromaleus. in liis Book 111, says lhal the Aposlles
had women with them as sisters and fellow deaconesses in the matter of preaching for
women confined to the house, through whom the Lord's teaching penetrated into the
chamber and private apartment of women. It is also found stated in somc books that
the appointment (or quasi ordination) ot'a deaconess consisted in her bowing her head
while the prelate laid his hand upon her. and in his making the sign of the cross three
times, and repeating some prayers mer her. Concerning deaconesses St. Paul writes
in liis First Epistle to Tmio* : "Even so musl heir wii,es be niodesl. not caluniiiiators, sober, faithful in all things" (1 Tim. 3: 11). Note that although deaconesses were
not the same as widows, nor the same aspreshy&it,ics~
yet, in spite ol'this rack i t is true
that dcaconcsses were recruited and ordained from the battalion of widows enrolled
in the church. Read also the second footnote to c, XL ofthe 6th. and the footnote to
c. XXI of Laodicca. If anyonc fond of learning things would like to know the particular way in which such dcaconcsscs wcrc ordained. he may learn this more in detail
from Blastaris. For (lie lalkr stales that in old books it was found written hat the
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women in question wcrc forty' years old when they wcrc ordained, and that thcy wore
a full monachical habit (which means that of the great habit), and that thcy were
covered with a maphorion. having its extremities hanging down in front. Thai when
the prelate recited over them the words "The Divine Grace." they did not bend their
knee like the deacons, but onl: bowed their head. Afterwards the prelate would place
011 heir neck underneath Ihe niaphonon a deacon's stole (or scarf), bringing the two
extremities of the stole together in front. He would not pennit them, however, to serve
in the Mysteries. or lo hold a ran. like the deacons, but onl) to commune aller the
deacons, and, after the prelate communed the others, thcy could take the cup from
his hands and replace it upon the holy table, without communing anyone. Blastaris.
however, adds of his own accord that thcy wcrc later forbidden by the Fathers to cntcr
the Bcma or to perform any such services, on account of dire results of menstruation.
as Balsamon stated furflier above.

Canon XLIV of St. Basil excommunicates from the Mysteries any deaconess that commits fornication with a Greek for a period of seven years,
though it does not deprive her of payer and communion with the faithful.
The second ordinance of the first Tide of the Novels (Photius, Title VIII,
ch. 14) says that a deaconess ought not to live with anyone of the male sex
who might arouse a suspicion of immodesty or indecency. If when ordered
by the Bishop to oust him from sharing her dwelling or sleeping quarters,
she postpones the time, she is deprived of the diaconate and is shut up in a
convent for the rest of her life. Read also the footnote to Ap. c. XLVII.
CANON XX
Since there are some persons who kneel m church on Sunday and o n the
days ofPentecost, with a view' to presen-2n.q1;nlfOmityin all parishes, it has
seemedbest to the holy Councilforprayers to be offered to God while standing.
(c, XC of the 6tli: c. XV of Peter.)

Interpretation

The customs handed down by the Apostles and the Fathers ought all
to be observed in common by all the churches, and not some of them by
some churches alone. For this reason the present Canon ordains that inasmuch as some Christians bow their knee even on Sunday and on the days
from Easter to Pentecost, which is contrary to the Canons and improper,
to the end that all Apostolical and patristic traditions~oneof which is not
to bow the knee on Sunday and throughout Pentecost-may be kept in all
Orthodox churches the world over, it has seemed reasonable to this holy
Council for all Christians to offer their prayers to God on these days, not
while kneeling, but while standing upright.
Concord

Saying the same thing, c. XC of the 6th prescribes when kneeling ought
to cease, to wit, at the entrance of the priests into the place of the sacrificial
a1tar which takes place during Saturday vespers; and when it should begin
again. to wit. when the priests enter during the Lychnic of Sunday vespers: which is the same as saying that kneeling ought to be omitted from
one evening to the next. In confirmation of this, c. XV of Peter says "on
Sunday we have not received instructions to bow the knee." St. Basil the
Great, in ch. 27 ofhis work concerning the Holy Spirit, which is his c. XC1
not only forbids kneeling on Sunday and at Pentecost, but also adds the
ground and reasons on account of which we refrain from doing so. For on
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Sunday, he says, we pray1 in an upright posture not only because on this
day we have risen up together with Christ and ought to seek what i s above
and what is heavenly, but also because Sunday appears in a way to be a
picture and type of the future age, when, that is to say, we shall all of us be
standing up resurrected. That is why this day. though the beginning of the
week, was not called the first day by Moses, but day (number) one (Note
of Trunslator.~Thisis said with reference to Gen. 1 5 , where the text of
the Greek Septuagint says "day one," and not, as in the ordinary English
versions, "the first day."), which, in fact, is the eighth, denoting what is really the eighth day which is to occur after the consummation of this current
septenary (or hebdomadal) age. Throughout Pentecost, again, we pray in
an upright posture because this period too is a reminder of the resurrection
hoped for in the future age, in order that by means of an upright posture
we may transfer our mind from the present age to the future. In agreement with St. Basil the Great, divine Justin also declares (in his Question
115) that the pactice of not bowing die knee on Sunday is a symbol of
resurrection whereby we have been freed from sin and death thanks to the
grace of Christ. At Pentecost we do not bow the knee; because this period
is equivalent to Sunday, as respects the rational argument of resurrection;
and he says that this custom originated in the times of the Apostles, as is
averred by blessed Irenaeus the Martyr, who served as bishop of Lyons, in
his discourse concerning Easter. St. Epiphanius joins the others in bearing
witness that genuflexions are prohibited throughout Pentecost. The same
things are asserted also by St. Augustine ill his letter to January. and by
St. Jerome in his discome against the Luciferians, and, by St. Ambrose
and by Tertullian. In addition, c. 1 of Theophilus specifically commands
that every Sunday be honored and be publicly celebrated, since it is the
fist day as the origin of life, and the eighth day as transcending the Jewish
Sabbatism, viz., the seventh day.
Note that c. LVI of Cartilage says that among the things discussed and
examined in Nice (i.e., Nicaea) it was written that priests should officiate
in a state of fasting, or, in other words, without having eaten anything.
Nevertheless, in these Canons of the First Council held in Nicaea there is
nowhere any such assertion to be found

' That is why

St. Basil Hie Great (in h e words of Blaslaris) "having composed in a
manner superior to all others the propititiatoq prayers that arc uttered on the day of
Pentecost at the descent of die Hol) Spirit, and lming admonished the lait> to listen
to Iliem wilh a senile posture and kneelmg. in order to coiiress
Illis poslure the
natural authoritativeness of the Holy Spirit, and to bear witness in this regard that
the Holy Spirit is cocsscntial with the Son, to whom "even' knee should bow," (Phil,
2: 1(I), according to the Apostle; having done these things, I say, he did not deem it
reasonable for these pra! ers lo be read in the third hour of the day on which h e Hol!
Spirit descended upon the Apostles. No. Because it was not fitting for him, who was
an oracle and i~ppercipien~
(called in Greek "mystes") of the recondite in) steries of
the Holy SpiriL lo abolish h e priorities and prerogatives o r Sunday, containing as
they do hallowed mysteries and reckonings, which he himself had previously sanclioiied and confirmed-I mean, of course. die practice of not 'kneeling on Sunday.
Hcncc. in order to prevent the occurrence of this impropriety, he prescribed that
they be read with kneeling during the evening of Pentecost, in which Sunday as well
as the day of Pentecost ends, while, on the other hand, the beginning of Monday
is being brought into effect, since every next day makes its beginning by starting
from the seventh hour of the preceding dq, boll1 according to the astronomers and
according to the civil laws. Wherefore those who read these prayers in the morning are doing so wrongly and mistakenly and contrary to Hie Canons." Besides
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this, however. cvcn thosc who remain fasting and foodlcss on this day of Pentecost,
notwithstanding its bcing a day on which gay clothes arc worn and which was named
thus in honor of h e Lord. until h e lime comes to listen LO hese pra! ers in the eve ning. arc ill reality superstitious (i.c., in the Greek scnsc of the word) and arc not
doing right, since. according to divine Chrysostom, after a man has enjqed a bodily
repast here is no reason lo prevent his coming also lo die spirilual repast of the discourse and prayers (Hon. 10 on the statues; and Discourse 2 after the Calends). He
s*s the same thing also in his interpretalion ol'the tenth verse ol'the eighth chapter
of Deuteronomy, which says: "When thou hast caten and art full. then thou shalt bless
the Lord thy God" (p. 1463 of the first volume of the series). But one may wonder
why the Apostle Paul kneeled and prayed on the days of Pentecost. For in the h e n ticth chapter of the Acts it is written that Paul sailed by (way of) Ephcsus. which is
die same as lo sa!. in passing. [liiil he wished lo see the Ephesians, since he was also
in haste to visit Jerusalem on the day of Pentecost; and, having stated these facts, he
thereupon adds: "And when he had thus spoken. he (ac. Paul) kneeled down, and
prayed with them all5'(Acts 20:36), And again, in the twenty-first chapter, following
this. the same St. Luke states that, after landing at Tyre, they "'kneeled down on the
shore, and prayed" (Acts 21:5). The solution, nevertheless, is not far to seek. to wit:
the constitution of the Church had not yet been ad-lustedand settled at that time, and,
ill a way. slie was still ill her infancy, as evidenced b\ the fact thai at the lime in ques tion her main foundations were in the process of bcing laid, and she had not come to
perfection nor had slie acquired exactness.
Mole, however, that h e present Canon is not referring lo those genuflexions which
among us arc more commonly called "great penitences," which, properly speaking?
are also called pr<x/ratiom (which when performed for the sake of kissing the hol!
images, sa! , and especially [he awful in! sleries, are not forbidden c . X of St. Nice phorus either on S u n d or
~ throughout Pentecost, nor by the sacred songs which say.
sometimes, "We prostrate ourselves to Thee resurrected Urom the sepulcher," and at
other times, "Come y e and let us fall down adoringly and prostrate oursclvcs to Christ
resurrected," and many other such songs, 1 said that genuflexions performed for the
sake of kissing arc not forbiddcn, since thosc performed as a matter of custom arc
forbiddcn even by him himself in the same Canon, wherein he says verbatim: "One
must bend llie knee for Hie sake of kissing even on Sunday ; ?el one niusl iiol perform
genuflexions due to custom, as has been written in many manuscript codices. Divine
Isaiah forbids these. For in writing to Theodora he says that i f she perlbmns gemflexions on Sunday and on Pentecost, she is liable to a v c e scvcrc penance. Besides.
even St. Callistus and lgnatsus Xanthopilos likewise forbid them, in the utterance.
they say, of certain mystical and arcane words. Moreover, cvcn the rituals (or rubrics)
also do away with such '"cat
pcnitences'~oth on Sunday and on Saturdays and
duoughoul Penlecosi; and [lie reason is ha1 such prostralions involve llie genuflexion forbiddcn by the Canons-the Canon, I say, docs not refer to such genuflcxions,
but to the gemflexion wherein while kneeling on o i r 'knees we pray, as we do, for
instance, during h e evening of Holy Penlecosl. Hence it is lo be concluded ha1 pra! ing while kneeling is not a Latin or heathen custom and formality, but an evangelical
and ecclesiastical practice. It is an evangelical practice, because it was thus that one
used to pray: for, it says, "kneeling down. he praycd'" (Lukc 22:41). It is an Apostolic
praclice. because even St. Paul was accustomed lo pray thus. as we said above. And
again: "For this reason I bow my knccs unto the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ"
(Eph. 3: 14). In [act. James the Brother or God kneeled likewise, insomuch that, according lo Metaphrasles and others, his knees became swollen like those of a camel
as a result of frequent genuflexions; and con.jointly the Apostles say in their Injuncions (book 8, ch. 9 and 15) that the faithful used to kneel in pra\ing to God at liturgy
And. finally, it is an ecclesiastical practice, because the Sixth Ecum, Council, in its
c. XC, s a y that during Sunday evening we kneel in oftenng prayers to God, Hence
it was that St. Basil the Great (in his Discourse commencing with man as the image
of God) states that the reason why prayer time was divided into seven periods was
this allowed an inlerval ofrest to relieve Hie sLress due lo constml genuflexions during prayers. the nccd of which intermissions become evident from the fact that many
saints in the wildernesses and deserts were round to ha\ e expired in a kneeling posture. Euscbius, too. states that the Christian soldiers in the service of Marcus Aurellius were wont to kneel on the ground when praying, in accordance with the c u s t o m a ~
manner of praying in vogue among Christians (Eccl. Hist., book 5, ch. 6). Ncvcithc-
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less, one ought not always to pray on one's knees, but erect, both according to the
present Canon and according to the Gospel, which says: '%And
when yo stand pray
ing" (Mark 11:25).BULit deserves to be added to (lie present Footnote that inasmuch
as Saturday is the day of rest on which God ended His work of creation, and a day of
burial, and a day 01ialling, because 01the fact that il -was on a Saturday hat the Lord
was buried once. and Cell into the grave, and on this day memorial services are held
for those who are King in their grave, in view of the fact that it is a day of rest from
work, men are forbidden on this day genuflexions, which are a certain kind of work,
as is stated plainly in the rituals, which make it mandatoiy during Great Lent from the
evening of each Friday for them to stop working and remain at leisure, and as divine
Callistus and Ignatius Xanthopoulos (in his Phitocdia) bear witness. But inasmuch
as it is a day of burial and of falling, and not of resurrection, on this account both this
c. XX of h e First and c. XC ofllie Sixth did not forbid genuflexions to be performed
on Saturday on the ground that they are denotative of falling into the ground and into
death: according to die same c. XC1 ol' St. Basil, and as c. 11 of Nicholas also says
that bowing the knee on Saturday is not forbidden by the Canon. On this account,
therefore, those who kneel on Saturday do sin. And so the Conciliar Canons are not
in disagreement with the rituals, since the former and the latter take different view
accounts of Saturday in ordaining laws in regard to genuflexions on Saturday, As to
why genuflexions have now been done away with in the Eastern Church, see Footnote to c . XC of the Sixth.

CONCERNING THE HOLY AND
ECUMENICAL SECOND COUNCIL
PROLEGOMENA
The holy and ecumenical Second Council was held during the reign of
Theodosius the Cheat. A.D. 38 1. and is also referred to as the First Ecumenical Council in Constantinople. Of the Fathers attending it the most
notable were Nectarius the bishop of Constantinople, Timothy the bishop
of Alexandria, Meletius the bishop of Antioch, Cyril the bishop of Jerusalem, Gregory the Theologian and Gregory of Nyssa; and many other bishops from the- East made up a total number of 150. Not even one bishop
from the West attended it; nor did Pope Damasus in person or by a legate,
nor does even a conciliar letter of his appear therein Later, however, they
agreed and acceded to the things it decreed, including Darnasus and the
whole Western Church, and even to this day they accept and recognize
this Council as a truly ecumenical council. It was held primarily against
Macedonius, who was blasphemously declaring that the Holy Spirit was
a thing constructed or created by the Son, secondarily against Apollinaris,
and against the Eunomians, including the Eudoxians and the Sabellians,
and against the Marcellians, and against the Photinians,; and in general
anathematized every heresy that had risen during the reign of Constantius. of Julian, and of Valens, emperors preceding it. After correcting the
glorification and adoration of the Holy Trinity which had been altered by
the A r i a q 3 it renewed the doctrine of the Nicene Council, on the gomid
of its being thoroughly Orthodox in all respects. Hence, in order to let it
appear that it professed the same beliefs as the Council held in Nicaea,
it did not draw up a creed of its own, but, by simply making a small
change ill the Creed adopted by the Nicene Council, and adding the clause
"of whose kingdom there shall be no end," on account of the heresy of

' One

thing which occurred at this Council is particularly noteworlhy as consliluting a refutation of the imaginary prerogative of the present Popes of ROBIC,
the claim, that is to sa), that Popes have sole authority to convoke and assemble
ecumenical councils. For, behold. h e present ecumenical council is one which
Pope Damasus neither convoked nor even attended either in person or by deputies. nor by he usual conciliar letter; ye& in spite of all this, all the Westerners
concurred then and concur now in recognizing as a trulv ccumcnical council.
' Concerning each of these groups, sec the Footnote to c. I of the present Council
"For the Arians. as wcll as the Semi-Arians and Pncumatoinachs. had altered the
ancient glorilication (or doxology) of" the Holy Trinit\, to which the Church was
accustomed. For instead of saying "Glory be to the Fiitlier. and to the Son. and to
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the Holy Spirit" they would say "Glory be to the Father through the So11 in the
Holy Spirit in order that, by means of the difference of prepositions. the recusants
might draw a dislinclion of Lhe essence, rank, and honor belonging lo Ilie thearcliic
persons of the cocsscntial and equally honorable Trinity. That is why Lcontius the
bishop OF Antioch. who made himself a eunuch- though seeing the Orthodox Chrisbails apply a conjunc ti011 lo Lhe Son, while (he Arians, 011 h e oilier hand. used h e
preposition "through," and the preposition with reference to the Holy Spirit, passed
over both the one and the other in silence, uttering on]> the end: that is to sa\ the
words "and unto the ages of ages." (Page 247 of the first volume of the Conciliar Rccords). During the reign of Emperor Anastasius surnamed Dicon~s,when Trasmund,
leader of the Arian Vandals blockaded the churches of the Orthodox in Africa and
banished 120 bishops to the island of Sardinia, an Arian by the name of Barbarus
(but according Lo o hers h e one about to be baptized was called Barbarus). wishing
to baptize someone, said: "So-and-so is being baptized in the name of the Father
Llirough the Son in tlie Holy Spirit." when; what a miracle! the baptismal hiit in
the nicantime had bccornc entirely dty (Dosithcus. p. 446 of the Dodccabiblus.)

Apollmaris the mdlenarian,'aiid by developing the meaning of Aiticle 8
in reference to the Holy Spirit, and also by supplying what was missing
in the remaining four articles to the end,? it made identically the same as
that which is now read by all Orthodox Christians, as it is seen in this Second Council (p. 286 of vol. i of the collection of the Councils) and in the
fifth act of the same council (p. 155 of the same volume). Nevertheless,
although this Second Council did make these additions to and changes ill
the Creed adopted by the First Council held in Nicaea, yet the Councils
held thereafter accepted the Creed of the First and Second Councils as a
single Creed. As to why this Council made these additions, see the Footnote to c. VII of the Third. In addition to all these things, it also adopted,
and promulgated the present seven Canons pertaining to the organization
and discipline of the Church, indefinitely confirmed by c. I of the 4th, but
definitely by c. I1 of the 6th and by c. I ofthe 7th. (See Dositheus, p. 222
of the Dodecahth/us,)')

THE SEVEN CANONS
OF THE HOLY AND ECUMENICAL SECOND COUNCIL
INTERPRETED
CANON 1

The holy Fathers assembled in Constantinople have decided not to set
aside thefaith uf the three hundred and eighteen Fathers who met in I\'icuea,
Bithynia, but to let it remain so~~efÂ¥erp
and that evety heresy be anathemat ized, and especially and specifically that of the Eunomim, imhding that
of the Kvdoxims, and that of the Semi-Anam, ~ n c / ; d i nthat
g of the Pwiimatomachs, and that of the Sabeihans, and that of the Maree/iians. and that of
the Photinians, and that of the Apolhnarians.
(c. V of the 2nd; cc. I and V of the 6th; c. I1 of Car.)
I

Led astray by the words in ch, 20 of the Book of Revelation (v. 3 to 7): where it
s f p s that Satan was shut up and bound for a thousand \ e m . and that the righteous
who participated in the first resurrection reigned together with Christ as kings for
a thousand years, many men have imagined h
i alter the second advent and common judgment take place. the righteous arc to reign here 011 the earth as kings for a
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thousand years together with Christ. and thereafter to ascend to heaven, and on this
account thcy have been called millcnarians or milicnnialists. Thcre have been two
ballalions of milleniirians. For some of Lheni used lo say hat during hose lliousand
yeais thcy arc to enjoy cvcq cnjoymcnt, and bodily pleasure, thcsc men wcrc followers of Cerinhiis. a pupil of Simon. in the first centun- and the Marcionists in the
second century ofthe Christian era. Others said that the! were not lo enjoy passionate
pleasures, but rather intellectual pleasures befitting rational human beings, of whom
the leader was Papias Lhe bishop ol'Hierapolis (in Eiiseb. Eccl, Hist. book 3, ch. 34)
and others. Hcncc it is evident that Apollinaris became such a millcnarian of the first
battalion, as is plain from what St. Basil the Great says (letter 332), and from what the
Theologian says (Discourse 5 11, and,from what Jerome says (Book 18 on Isaiah). On
this account in refutation of this heresy this Council added to the Creed of the Niccnc
Council dial slaleinen&which il borrowed from the seiilence which Ihe Archangel
Gabriel spoke to the Virgin, 147.: "and of his kingdom there shall be no end" (Luke
1:33).As lor the thousand years relerred lo St. John. they are not to come to pass
after the second advent of Christ; and the kingdom of the Lord is not describable in
terms of years, nor food and drink, as St. Paul said (Rom. 14:17): but, on the contrary,
a thousand years arc to be understood, according to those versed in theology, to mean
the interval of timc extending from the first advent of Christ to the second, during
which Satan was bound. according to the words of the Lord, saying, "No\\ is the
judgment of this world; now shall the ruler of this world be cast out" (John 12:31).
The first resurrection, by contrast. took place for juslification of souls through moriiGcalion of inlidelit? and wickedness, concerning uluch Chris1 said "He lhak lieare111
my words. and believeth i n him who sent me. hath life everlasting. and cometh not
into judgment, but hatli passed out ol'dealh into lil'e" (John 5:24); and the Apostle said
"'If then ye be risen with Christ., , set your mind on the things that arc abovc" (Col, 3:
1-2). And thereafter in this interval oftime the reign ofthe righteous with Christ took
place, being their union with Him through (i.c., by means of) the Holy Spirit, and the
conkinplation and enjoyment 01His divine illumination^ respecling which [he Lord
said. "Some of hem that stand here shall not taste of death till they have seen the
kingdom of God come with power" (Mark 9: 1).
:It developed and complctcd this Crccd, as Niccphorus Callisins and others sayj
through Oregon of NJ ssa. but as Dosilheus sax s (p. 1028 of the Dodecabiblus) bv
the hand of Gregory' the Theologian, who in the midst of this Council thundered out
and theologically set forth these things through the Hol) Spirit like a heavenly ouiburst of thunder: "If he is indeed a God, he is no creature. For with us a creature is
one of the non-Gods. If. on the other hand, he is a creature, he is not a God. For (if so)
he had a beginning in time. Whatever had a beginning, was not. But that of which it
may be said that it was earlier non-cxistcnt, is not propcrly speaking a being. But how
can whal is not properly speaking a being be a God'?Therefore, hen, he is neither a
creature of die threc, nor one" ctc. (These words were spoken in his inauguraton address.)
1 said that h i s Council anathematized even here? h a t had risen during h e reigns
of Constant!us, of Julian, and ofValens, because in spite of the fact that Constaiitius
professed the eternity of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, yet when once lured into
the argument that h e word coessential (or, in Greek, homoousian) was the cause of
a scandal. owing to its not being in the Bible, he relcntlcssl~combated those who
held this belief. Hence he exiled, pauperized, and scorned many men of this belief,
and assembled various councils and synods in the West and East against the doctrine
of cocsscntiality. He showered favors upon the heretics. and elevated some of them
to great thrones, wlio ordained heir own friends ecclesiastics. Julian did eventhing
that the emperors and persecutors preceding him had failed to do. Valens not only
did whatever Constantius had done. but. being an Arian. lie commenced a. persecution of the Church that was worse than that inflicted by the idolaters. So that Lucius
the bishop of Alexandria, who shared his views, even beat the ascetics of the desert
thcmsclvcs, and slew. exiled, and confiscated the property of thc clergy. In fact. not
only these emperors, but also the other heresies, and the Greeks and Jews had a free
hand in their times. while the Orthodox Christians wcrc persecuted. These threc cinpcrors kept persecuting the Church for forty years, until there remained but some few
Orthodox saints to criticize Hie heresies. who. in Hie reign of Theodosius h e Great,
seized the opportunity to asseniblc in this ecumenical council.

THE PEDALION
Interpretation

This first Canon of the present Council asserts that the 150 Holy Fathers who convened in Constantinople decided that the Orthodox faiths,
meaning the creed adopted by the 3 18 Fathers who had convened in Nicae%Bithynia. should not be set aside, but, on the contrary, should remain
solid and inviolable, and that every heresy should be anathematized. In
particular, the heresy of the Eun~mians,~
or of those called Eudoxians: the
heresy of the Semi-Arians,? or of those known as Pneumatomachs (i.e.,
spirit-fighters), the heresy of the followers of Sabelli~s,~
the heresy of
the adherents of Marcellus/ the heresy of the pupils of Ph~tinus,~
and the
heresy of those of Apollinaris.'
Concord

Tn agreement with the present Canon c. I of the Sixth. also decrees
and ordains the faith to be exempt from innovations as it has been handed
down and delivered to posterity by the Holy Fathers in Nicaea and by the
150 Fathers of this Council. Canon V of the present Council also admits
the Westerners who confess one divinity of the Trinity. Likewise c. I1 of
Carthage ordains that the faith of the Church in the Holy Trinity shall remain fiducial, in accordance with the form prescribed by the Council held
in Nicaea, as c. I. thereof says. Dogmas of faith are mentioned also by cc.
CXX, CXXI, CXXII. CXXIII. CXXIV. CXXV. CXXVI. and CXXVII of
Carthage.

Note h a t h e Iollowers of Anus subse uenlly to h e First Nicene Council were divided into three classes, according to t, Epiphanius (Haer. 73 and 74), and some
were called Anomoeans, because f h q said that the Son was in all respects unlike
the Father. They were lcd by Eunomius the Gaul, the bishop of Cyzicus, who was
wont to rebaptize those joining his cacodoxy with a single immersion, holding
their feet up and their head down. He also pratingly asserted that there is no hell

-?
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or gchcnna in reality, but that fear of it is instilled as a threat; and his vicws were
held also by Actius. Though called Eunomians: they were also known as Eudoxians,
tram Eudoxius, who was like-nhded wiLh Eunomius and had served as a Patriarch
of Constantinoplc, and had ordained Eunomius bishop of Cyzicus.
'' Others wcrc called Scmi-Arians because they entertained half the hcrcsy cngcndcrcd
by Arius, They said the Son was like the Father in all respects and coessential with
ihe Father, but they refused to admit the word coessential as above in spite of the fact
that it had been in use among the ancient Fathers even before the First Ecumenical
Council (see the Prolegomena to the First Council). Their leader was Basil the bishop
of Ancyra. Being one of this faction of Semi-Arians, Macedonius even proceeded
to wage war upon the divinity of the Holy Spirit; but the present Second Council
condemned him, since his followers wcrc called Pncumatomachs (i.e.. spiritfightcrs.
or opponents of the spirit). A third group called the Son neither like nor unlike the
Father, but took a view midway between that of the Arians and that of the Semi-Ariam.

Sabcllius, who hailed from Lydia and had served as a bishop of Ptolcmais in Pcntapolis, after becoming attached to the here? of Nodus. a Smyniean according Lo
Theodore and Epiphanius, but an Ephesian according to Augustinc, disseminated it to
such an extent h a t hose Â¥whwere driveling it came to be called aILer him Sabellians,
instead ofNoelians. He asserted lha.1 the Father and the So11 and Lhe Holy Spirit were
three names for one and the same person, and that that person was called at times
the Father: and at limes the Son, and at other limes lhe Holy Spirit according to the
diversities of that person's activities and operations,
Marcellus was from Ancyra. But he embraced the heresy of Sabellius, and not only
called Christ a mere man, but also prated that after the second judgment the body of
the Lord has to be thrown away, and to go into non-bcing, according to Euscb. Eccl.
Hist,, book 3; and that consequently His kingdom will come to an end.
Photitws, who hailed from Sirn~iun~
and had served as bishop of Sirmiutn, entertained
the same vicws as Paul of Samosata. For he neither recognized the Holy Trinity as
a God, calling it only a Spirit creative of the universe, and declaring the Logos to be
only the oral word. serving as a sort of mechanical instrument: nor did lie call Christ
a God, but only a mere human being who had imbibed that oral word from God and
had received existence from M ', According to Sozomenus, Eccl. his^,: book 4. ch.
6. Concerning this see also c.
~aodicea.
Apollinaris, who became a bishop of L d i c e a , Syria, embraced the heresy of Arius,
who asserted among other things that the Logos (or rational faculty) served the body
of Christ in lieu of a soul. According to boLh Alkanasius and Epiphanius. at limes he
used to say that the Logos received a body without a soul, while at other times, being
ashamed of his ignorance or want of knowledge, he would say that He received a soul,
but a mindless one and an irrational one, separating. in accordance with the Platonisis,
the soul from the mind. He even went so far as to say that we ought not to adore 01
worship a God-bearing human being; but taking him up on this point, Gregory the
Theologian countered that we ought to adore or worship not God-bearing flesh, but
man-bearing God (see St, Gregory the Theologian's letter 2 Lo Cledonius). He even
went on to prate that Christ possessed the flesh from ever since the time the world
began (or, as the Greek idiom has it, "%om the age"), because he misunderstood the
phrase "the second man (came) from heaven" (I Cor, 15:47), and consequently took
it that He had received no flesh from the Virgin. as Basil attests in one of his letters.
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THE 7 CANONS

TUE P F T t A T TnN

Hishopx must not leave their own diocese andgo over to churches beyond
its boundaries; but, on the contrary; in accordance with the Canons, Set the
Bishop ofAlexandria administer the affairs ofEgypt onfy, !ef the Bishops of
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(he East govern the Eastern Church only, the priorities granted to the church
o f the Antiochjuns in the Nicene Canons being kept inviolate, and let the
Bishops of the Asian diocese (or administrative domain) administer only the
affairs of the Asian church, and let those of the Poniic diocese took after the
affairs of the diocese ofPontus only, and let those o f the Thracian diocese
manage {he affairs o f the Thracian diocese only. Lei Bcshops not go beyond
their own prov~nceso carry out an ordination or any other ecclesiastical
services vnjess (oj/icia//y) summoned thither. When the Canon prescribed
in regard to dioceses (or administrative provinces) is duly kept, it is evident
thai the synod of each province will confine itself to the affairs of thai parlicular province, in accordance with the regulations decreed in Nicaea. But
the churches of God that are situated in territories behnging to barbarian
nations must be administered in accordance with the customary practice o f
the Fathers.
(Ap. ec. XXXIV. XXXV; cc. VI, VII oflhe lsi; c. VIII of die 3rd;
c, XXVTII of the 4th; cc. XX, XXX, XXXTX of the 6th; c, TX ofAntioch;
cc. Ill, XI. and XTT of Sardica.)
Interpretation

Since, as is attested by Socrates (Book 5, ch. 8), officiation beyond the
boundaries of one's own diocese was formerly a matter of indifference
on account of persecutions, and, as Theodoret says, blessed Eusebius of
Samosata did it as a matter of extraordinary zeal. On this account, when
peace reappeared in the Church as a whole, the present Canon was adopted and promulgated. It relates neither to autocephalous Metropolitans
alone, as Balsamon interpreted it, nor to Patriarchs1 alone, but to both
these classes of dignitaries alike, according to Dositheus (p. 233 of "Those
who have served as Patriarchs"), in order that each of them may serve his
own province and diocese; and, not interfere in one that is alien, and not
confound the rights of the churches; but, on the contrary, in accordance
with the Canons (cc. VI and VII, that is to say of the First; and much more
in accordance with Ap. cc. XXXIV and XXXV), that the bishop ofAlexanh a may manage only the parishes in Egypt (the Council expressly mentioned the bishop of Alexandria because the Bishop of Alexandria with his
party cooperated to have Maximus the Cynic ordained in Constantinople,
while, on the other hand, great St. Gregory was ousted from office in spite
of its being his diocese and parish). The metropolitans of the East are to attend to the affairs of the East, with the proviso that the prerogatives of the
bishop of Antioch be duly respected, in accordance with the Canon (sc.
Vl) of the Nicene Council; and the metropolitans of the Asian, Pontic and
Thracian domains are to manage only the provinces belonging to them
(these dignitaries; according to c, XXVIIT of the 4th, have to be ordained
after the bishop of Constantinople). It commands; in addition, that both
patriarchs and metropolitans alike refrain from interloping beyond their
Note that although Socrates (in his book 5. ch. 8 ) s a y that the Second Council distribuled h e churches among the Patriarchs by h e present Canon, yel S o m e n , as
those interpreting Socrates, says. in regard to those whom the latter called patriarchs.
that it appeared reasonable to the Council for the faith of the Nicene Fathers to be
delivered to all the churches through the agcncy of thc bishops in communion and of
like mind with Ncctarius of Constantinoplc and Timothy of Alexandria. So, then, the
oiics vt lion1 Socraks called patriarchs arc referred by Sozoincii as those in coniinunion, so that hc said that thcy were improperly called patriarchs, instead of cxarchs.
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own dioceses and provinces with the object of ordaining others or performing other ecclesiastical services in the parishes o f others, without being invited to do so; and that the synod of each particular province shall
manage the ecclesiastical matters of each province of the metropolitans,
whether they be elections, or ordinations. or penances, or absolutions, or
any other such matters; likewise, as regarding the affairs of each diocese
of the patriarchs, the diocesan synod shall govern such matters of the
diocese in question, as the Nicene Council has decreed (c. VI). For the
same thing is involved in the decree of the Nicene Council that no bishop
shall be ordained without the consent of the metropolitan, and in which
the piesent Council says to the effect that the synod of each province (of
the metropolitan, that is to say) shall govern the affairs of each province;
respectively. As for the churches of God that are situated in the midst of
barbarian nations, where there either were not enough bishops to make up
a synod, or it was necessary for some scholarly bishop to go there in order
to bolster up the Christians in their faith. These churches, I say, ought to
be managed in accordance with the prevailing custom of the Fathers. To
be more explicit, neighboring and abler bishops ought to go to them, in
order to supply what is missing for a local synod. Which, though contrary
to Canons, yet as a matter of necessity was allowed by the Council. Read
Ap. cc. XXXlV and XXXV, and c. 1 of the Sixth.
CANON m

Lei the Bishop of Constantinople, however, have She priorities o f honor
after the Bishop of Rome, because of its being New Rome,
Interpretation

The preceding Canon dealt with patriarchs as a group (and especially
with those of Alexandria and of Antioch), whereas the present Canon
deals with the Patriarch of Constantinople specially, and says that he is
to share the prerogatives of honor after the Pope and Patriarch of Rome,
since Constantinople itself is also called New Rome.
The preposition after here does not denote being later in point of time,
as some say in company with Aristenus, but neither does it denote any
abasement and diminution, as Zonaras incorrectly interprets it (because,
in view of the fact that the bishop of Alexandria is after the bishop of Constantinople, and the bishop of Antioch is after the bishop of Alexandria,
and the bishop of Jerusalem is after the bishop of Antioch, according to
c. XXXVI of the Sixth Ec. C., there would result four removes of honor,
and consequently five different degi ees ofhonor one higher than the other,
which is contrary to all the catholic Church, and acceptable only to the
Latins and the Latin-minded); but, on the contrary, it denotes equality of
honor, and an order of disposition according to which one is first and another second. The fact that it denotes equality of honor is to be seen in the
fact that the Fathers assembled in Chalcedon, in their c. XXVIII, assert
that these 150 Bishops gave equal priorities to the Bishop of old Rome
and to the Bishop of new Rome; and in the fact that the Bishops who
convened in the Trullus (i.e. the First Trullan Council, herein designated
the Sixth Ecumenical), in their c. XXXVI, say for the Bishop of Constantinople to enjoy equal priorities with the Bishop of Rome. That it refers
to order of disposition is to be seen in the fact that both the former and
the latter ill the same Canons call the Bishop of Constantinople second
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after the Bishop of Rome, not the second in point of honor, but the second in order of honor. For in the very nature o f things it is impossible for
there to be any two equal beings called first and second with respect to
one another, without any order. That is why Justinian, in Novel 130 to be
found in Book V of the Basilica, Tide 111, calls the Bishop of Rome first,
and the Bishop of Constantinople second, coming in order after the one of
Rome. Note that inasmuch as Zonaras, however, in interpreting the Canon, prefixed this decree of Justinian, it is evident that as for the diminution
and abasement which he ascribed above to the Bishop of Constantinople
with respect to the one of Rome, was ascribed only with reference to the
order of honor, and not with reference to the honor in general, according
to which the one precedes and the other follows both ill the matter of signatures and in the matter of seats as well as in the matter of mentioning
their names. Some, it is true, assert that the present Canon grants only an
honor to the Bishop of Constantinople, but that later urgent need gave
him also the authority to ordain the Metropolitans in Asia and Pontus and
Thrace. But the Council held in Chalcedon in its letter to Leo says that he
held, such authority to ordain them by virtue of an ancient custom; but its
c. XXV111 (i.e., of the Fourth Ec. C.) merely confirmed this.' Read also c.
XXVI11 of the Fourth.
CANON TV

As concetning Maxims the Cynic, and the disiufbance caused by him
in Consmiinople, it is hereby decreed lha<Maxim-ns neither became nor
is a Bishop, and that neither are those ordained b y him entitled to hold any
clerical rank whatsoever. Let everythins connected with him or done by him
he ann;t//ed

Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that this Maximus2is to be regarded as never having been a bishop at all nor as being one; and any persons ordained
by him to any rank whatever are to be regarded as never having been
ordained at all: because all has been annulled, including the ordination
conferred upon him by the Egyptians in violation of parish and contrary to
canons, as well as ordinations he conferred upon others.
CANON V

As' concerning the Tome ofthe Westerners,we have accepted also those in
Antioch who confess a single divinity o f Father and ofSon and ($Holy Spirit.
(c. I ol'llie 2nd: c. 1 ol'lhe 6lh; cc. I. I1 ol' Car.)

Interpretation

This Canon is a special and particular one. For it says that, just as the
Fathers of this Council accepted the Tome of the Westerners, that is to
say, the definition confirming the holy Creed of the Nicene Fathers and

' Note that because rccusant Dioscorus disregarded the present Canon and at the lat-

rocinmm (Englished Robber Council, held A D.449) seated the Bishop of Constantiiioplc St. Flavian in the fifth place, Euscbius of Dorylacum, after going awa! to
Rome, and in the presence of clergymen of Constantinople, read this Canon to the
most holy Pope of Rome Leo. 14 ho accepted IL
:This Maximus was an Egyptian and a Cynic philosopher by profession (the were
called Cynics on account of the insolcncc and impudence which thcy had and which
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was like that of dogs, the name of which animals in Grcck is ewes). Having gained
the friendship of St. Oregon' the Theologian in Constantinople. he was catechized
and bapksed by him, and indeed was even adnulled to be enrolled in (lie clerg\ aller
bccoining a dcfcndcr of the doctrine of cocssciitidity (called also homoousianity).
Later, however. when he plotted to get possession ol' the throne of Constantinople,
he sent money to Peler Hie Bishop of Alexandria, and the lalter sen1 some men and
they ordained him Bishop of Constantinople in the house of a yokel, according to St.
Gregory 's pupil (Jregoq. who vvrole his biography. But as Theodore1 (Discourse 5,
ch, 8) and Sozomcn (book 7, ch. 9) say, after the Egyptian bishops came to Byzantsum together with Timothy of Alexandria. they stole the ordination and installed
Maximus as Bishop of Constantinople. But the Council. which had become aware
of the imposition deposed him and rendered void the ordinations performed by him,
Since Ilie same Maxiinus was discovered lo be holding (lie beliefs of Apollinaris.
he was also anathematted by the Council in addition. The Papists say, and indeed
Lhe~even boas4 that this Dog (i.e.. Cynic) visited the Pope and upon repenting was
pardoned by him. Against this Maximus St. Gregory the Theologian also wrote some
verses and some prose, e.g.: "This man. 1 say. rent the Church asunder and tilled it
with disturbance and noise, turning out to be a wolf instead of a shepherd (or pastor),
and readily pardoning everything to those at fault for the one object of treating the
dogmas impiousl!. It was by tills Maxinius that Sisinius, the Bishop of the Novatians. together with Emperor Juhan, was given lessons in philosophy," (According to
Socrates, book 5. cli. 2 1.)

anathematizing all those who hold beliefs contrary thereto, which definition the Western Fathers assembled at Sardica3adopted and promulgated,
so and in like manner they accepted also the definition of the faith set forth
by those assembled at Antioch. Who confess one divinity of Father, and
of Son, and of Holy Spirit, in the same manner, that is to say, as the Fathers
who assembled in Nicaea.
CANON VI

Because many men, in a spirit of enmity andfor purposes of slander
being desitvus to confound and subvert ecclesiastical discipline, connive to
fabricate certain churges ugujnfit Orthodox Wshopx managing the churches, in an attempt designing nothing else but to sully the reputation of the
priests and to raise disturbances canow peoples who are at peace; on this
account it hax pleased the holy Council o f the Bishops who have convened
in Constantinople to decree that informers are not to he admitted without
examination, nor are all men to be d o w e d to bring accusations against
those managing the churches, nor yet are all to he excluded. Bvt if anyone
lay a personal grIei7ance, that i f , a private complaint, against a Bishop, on
the ground thai he has been a victim of the Bishop's greed or other I M / Z ; S ~
treatment, in the case of such accusations neither the personality nor the
religion o f the accuser is to be inquired into. For then the conscience o f
the Bishop must be clear in every respect, and the man who claims to have
been wmnged should receive justice d a t e v e r be his religiofi. But i f the in'
dicfmeni brought against the Bishop be of an ecclesiastical nafure, then the
personality of the informers must be considered, in order,first of all, not to
allow heretics to make chmges against Or~hudoxBishops in regard to ecclesiastical matters. We call heretics those who have of old been proscribed
from the Church, and those who have thereafter been anathematized by us;
and in addition io these, those who, though +ending to confess the sound
faith, have schematically separated and have withered congregations in
The reason why this Tome was issued is in brief as follows. Because Emperors
Conslanlius and Conslans had learned tlial Eusebius and his parly were troubling
the church and that they had deposed Athaiiasius the Grcat and Paul of Constan-
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tiiioplc, thcy conmiandcd that a Council be held at Sardica, a city in Illyria, to be
made up of Western as well as Eastern Fathers, The Easterners. it is true,when going
to the Council- wrote h m Philippoupohs Lo Lhe Westerners to deny Alhanasius and
Paul scats in the Council on the ground that thcy had bccn deposed; for thcy were
enemies ol' the doctrine ofcoessen~iality.But the Westerners replied to h e m thal they
hiid no knowledge of their being deposed or at faull Upon learning these tliings, the
Easterners left the Council and returned to Phi I ippoupolis. The Westerners, though
lell alone, went Huough with the meeting ol'tne Coimcil and acquitted Alhanasins and
Paul. confirmed the faith of the Fathcrs set forth in Nicaca, without adding aiq-tillng
thereto or subtracting anything therefrom. So it is this exposition and confirmation of
the faith that the present Canon calls the Tome of the Wcsteniers alone, and not of the
Easterners, because the latter had bolted
Socrates (book 2, ch. 10) relates that the adherents of Eusebius of Nicodemeia in the
Council held at Antioch during the reign of Constantine, though t h q did not utterly
condemn the faith set forth in Nicaca. in another style and other words composed a
defiiulion of Faih wherein they appear to confess a single diviiiit~or Ihe Father and
of die Son and of the Holy Spirit, which fail11 ma: be found in Lhc work of Socrates
in the same place. So it is this definition of faith that the presenl Canon says that the
Council accepted (though this delinition may have been lirst composed by the Eusebians insidiously with a view to gradually attracting the masses to the belief of the
Ariaiis, as Socratcs himself suggests in the same place), which definition and Tome
arc mentioned also by Thcodorct (book 5, ch. 9). For in the Concilia! letter which the
present Second Council sent Lhe Romans menlion is made of Ibis. The letler says
verbatim: "The details respecting the faith openly preached by us are such, then, as
have been stated. Concerning them one may obtain a fuller understanding bv consuliing the Tome oCAntioch made b~ the Council held there. and Lhat sel Corth last year in
Constantinople by the Ecumenical Council in which we confessed the faith more zn
extenso. Just as the twenty-five Canons, then, of She Antiochian Council were acceptcd, so too its above definition of faith has been accorded acceptance @ this Second
Council on the ground that it is correct (notwithstanding its having been insidiously
put forth)."

oppositiun to our canonxul Bi,~hops.Further, as trgardmg those who have
previously been condemned by the (.'h 1 m h on certain charges and have been
ousted therefroin or excludedfrom communion,whether they belong to the
ciersy or to the ranks of laymen, neither shall these persons be allowed to uccuse a Bishop until they have first cleared themselves of their o w indictment.
Iiike\vise us regarding those who are themselves being accused from before,
they are not to he permitted'to accuse a Kishp, or other clergymen, until they
have jrs; proved themselves innocent of the chargesplaced against them. I f ,
however, certain persons are neither heretics nor excludedf r o m communion,
nor condemnet/, nor previously charged with any offenses, should declare
that they have an accusation of an ecclesiastical nature against a Bishop,
the holy Council bids these persons to lodge their accusations before all the
Rishops o f the province and before them to prove the charges w i n s t the
Bis hop involved in (he case. But i f it so happen that the provincial Bishops
are unable to or incompetent to decide the case against the Bishop and make
the correction due, then they are to go to a greater synod of the Bishops of
this diocese summoned to try this case. And they are not to lodge the accusation until they themselves have in writing agreed to incur the same pewilp if
in the course of the trial it be proved that they hme been slandermg the accusedBishop. But ifanyone, scorning what has been decreed in thefomgoing statements, should dare either to annoy the emperor's ears or to trouble
courts o f secular authorities or an ecumenical council to the affre)ntmento f
all the Bishops of the diocese, let no such pcrson be ulluwed topresent &
information whatever, because o f his having thus roundly insulted the Canons and eccle.siastical discipline.
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Interpretation

What the present Canon says may be stated as follows. Since many men
wishing to confound the discipline and good order of the Church inimically slander Orthodox bishops, with out accomplishing any 0th er result
than that of blackening die reputations of those in holy orders and disturbing the laity, on this account it has pleased this holy Council to decree that
neither all accusers of Bishops be admitted, nor again, that all be excluded
or refused admission. But if the charges are personal ones involving only
financial loss, or, more specifically speaking, if anyone accuse a Bishop
by complaining that he has treated him unjustly or greedily, by depriving
him perhaps of some real or personal property, ill such cases the person
of the accuser must not be examined into, nor his religion; but. on the
contrary, no matter what may be his religious views, he must have justice
done to him in any circumstances. But if his accusations are of a criminal
nature, such, that is to say, as might lower his ecclesiastical standing, as,
for instance, sacrilege, the performance of sacred rites outside the confines of the parish, and the like; then and in that case the accusers ought
to be exainined, in the fist place as to whether they are heretics, mistaken
ill doctrine, including both those who were anathematized by the Church
long ago and those who have but now recently been anathematized by us.
Secondly, as to whether they are schismatics1or not, or, more specifically
speaking, whether or not they have separated from the Church on account
of any curable habits, according to c. I of Basil the Great, and contrary to
the Canons, or, ill other words, the catholic Bishops who have been ordained in the Orthodox manner and in accordance with the Canons. while
they themselves are congregating apart by themselves. Thirdly, whether
they are entirely excommunicated from the Church for some misdeeds
of theirs, or have been temporarily excommunicated from the clergymen
or die laymen. As for those, however, who have already been accused by
others, they are not to be permitted to accuse a Bishop or other clergymen
until they prove themselves innocent of the crimes imputed to them. In
case, however, those bringing these ecclesiastical and criminal accusations against a bishop happen to be free from all the above enumerated
defects, the holy Council commands that these persons first present their
indictments of the accused bishop before the synod of all the bishops of
that particular province. But if the synod of the province camiot dispose
of such a case of crimes, then the accusers may carry the matter up to the
greater synod of the bishops of the Diocese,' and have the case terminate
there. Because of the fact that in Book LX of the Basilica, Title XXVI,
ch. 6, it is written that whosoever turns out to be a traitor and liar in the
accusations which he makes, when it comes to the matter of punishment
for this crime; shall receive that punishment which the accused one would
have received if he had been found guilty, the present Canon pursuant to
the civil law adds that provision that the accuser is not to commence a

' That is why Athanasius the Great in his apology to the

Emperor s a y the following, "'My accusers are Meleiians? who ought not to be believed at all, for the\ are
schismatics, and have bccomc cncmics of the Church, not now, but from the time of
blessed Peter the martyr." As for ~ h the
y Canon called all schismatic, and dissenters
"hcrctics." sec the second footnote to c. I of St. Basil die Grcat.
' The noun "diocese" in Grcck is one of many different significations. even in relation to ccclcsiastical matters. For. A) it signifies the episcopate and bishopric of each
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bishop at any time, according to c. LXII of Carth. B) the province of a Metropolitan.
according to c. XXVTII of the 4th. C) the provinces of many Metropolitans lying in
one diocese, according to h i s c. VI of h e 6th. D) h e parish of each Patriarch. as it
is also callcd in many places in the records of thc councils and synods. as in those
ol' the council held in Epliesus, "the holy S\ nod OF the Eastern diocese," And K ) the
combined parishes of two or three Patriarchs taken together. as is said in the Seventh
Council: "Of John and Thomas, the legates of the Eastern Diocese, or, more specifically, oCAntioch and Jerusalem." These Facts having been thus stated, the phrase
"The Synod of the Diocese" is never used in the first and second senses, but in the
fourth and fifth senses it has been, used most especially. both of old and even down
to this day being in forcc. As for the third scnsc it was in forcc of old in accordancc
with the present Conciliar Canon and in accordance with cc. IX and XXVIII of the
4h, but aller the Fourth Ec. C. such a synod ceased to be operahe. That is wli! Justinian. in ordinance 29 of the fourth Title of Book I (Photius Title I X ch, 6). does not
mention it at all. wherein concerning differences between bishops and clerg men he
says: "For whether a metropolitan alone or together with his synod tries the case of a
bishop or clergyman" (which is the same as saying that if the synod ofa province tries
a casc, the Patriarch of the diocese keeps his eye on it), whatever dccisions he makes
arc valid, as though he had tried the cases from the start. For neither can the decisions
of Patriarchs be appealed." That which the Caiioii here calls a '$nod of the diocese"
is called the exarch of the dioccsc in cc. IX and XXVIII of the 4th. the exarch being
another dignitary than the Patriarch, as we shall state in connection with the interprelalion of those Canons. Note, however, hat Macarius ofAncya misexplained this c.
VI when he said that this Council calls Patriarchs exarchs of the diocese. because he
mentions only the Synod of the province die Synod of the diocese, and the eciuiienical Synod (LC.. Council). But in order to make the matter clearer ~ i - must
c
state that
the Synod of a Diocese was die assembly, or convention, of die metropolitans of a
single diocese together with their chief the Exarch. Now, however, that this sort of
Synod has fallen into desuetude. h e $nod of each particular Patriarch decides all the
ecclesiastical cases of the metropolitans of the diocese subject to his jurisdiction, as
though this Synod had become a greater one than the synod of the diocese, since the
Patriarchs received l u l l au lliority to ordain their own iiielropolitans in the Fourth Ec.
C.-n
authority which they did not thitherto possess in all its fullness and completeness. according to Dositheus, page 388. B y adding in the present Canon that one has
no right to take a casc to an ccumcnical council after it has been decided by the synod
of the diocese, this Council has given us to understand that an ecumenical council is
the filial judge of all ecclesiastical mailers, and is the one to d u c l i an: appeal has to
be carried, concerning which see the Preface to the First Ecum. C.in the first Footnoie (hereto.

recital of his allegations unless he first gives a written promise to accept
the same sentence and punishment as a rightly and truly and j ustly accused
bishop would have to undergo, if it be proved that he accused him unjustly
and falsely. Whoever scorns these regulations and affronts all the bishops
of the Diocese, and should dare to appeal his case to the Emperor,l or to
civil courts of secular authorities, or to appeal to an ecumenical council,?
shall be completely estopped from lodging an information, seeing that he
has insulted the Sacred Canons and has violated ecclesiastical discipline.
Concord

In much the same manner c. IX of the 4th decrees that when clergymen
are at variance with one another and quarreling,they are liable to Canonical
penances in case they leave their Bishop and resort to civil courts. Canon
XIV of Carthage, on the other hand, says that any bishop or presbyter or

' If it be objected that Balsamon asserts that an emperor can do anything and cvcry-

thing, and for this reason can also grant an external (1.e. non-ecclesiast~cal)judge
to try the case of a bishop or of ail! clergymen in general. and according to a legal
observation can convert an ecclesiastical court into a civil court. vte reply that we
admit lliat lie can do ev e n h g hat is licit and right. but not, hovi'ev er, ail! tlimg
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that is illicit and unjust. Because according to Clq-sostom (in his discourse 011 the
fact that sin introduced three modes of slavery) laws arc authoritative to rule even
h e rulers themselves (Note of Translator.-The meaning of h i s observation is tliat
laws have an inherent authority to overrule eve11 the rulers ruling a country, and even
though the latter be absolute monarchs.). For, according to the Apostle (sc. St. Paul),
"110 law is applicable to a. righteous person'' (I Tim. 1: 9)-(Note of'T r a n s l a t ~ r ~ A
correct translation of this passage requires almost perfect familiarity with the Greek
language, which, of"course, the translators ol' the English Versions 01' the Bible were
far from possessing. Consequently it appears in both the King James and the Revised
Versions so badly mistranslated that I have taken especial pains here to present the
exact meaning of the original.). Read also the Interpretation of c. IX of the 4th in
order to assure yourself that even the emperors thcmsclvcs decree that ecclesiastical
affairs are not lo be decided by secular aulhorilies. See also Hie Foohiote lo c. Ill of
St, Sophia.
:Though Paul of Constantinoplc, and Athanasius together with Pope Julius did appeal lo Constans and Constantins lo have the Ecumenical Council convoked which is
called thc Sardican, to consider dicir case; and Clqsosloni and Innocent appealed lo
Arcadius and Honorius to have an ecumenical council convoked to consider the case
ol' Chq sostom. though. I say. Uiese saints did appeal lo ail ecumenical council. hey
are not liable to the penalty o f this Canon. for one thing, because, being Popes and
Ecumenical Patriarchs, t h had
~ no higher court than themselves to pass judgment
upon t h c n and. for anothcr thing, because t h q made this appeal as a matter of ncccssih, seeing l h a ~the Eusebians who were about to judge Alliaiiiisius locally. and those
about to judge Clxysostom. were manifest encmics.

deacon or clergyman shall forfeit his position in case he leaves an ecclesiastical court and goes to a civil court. But, besides this, c. XI I of Antioch
expressly decrees that if a presbyter or deacon deposed by his own bishop,
or if a bishop deposed by a synod or council, does not resort to a greater
synod or council of bishops, but, instead of doing so; annoys the emperor,
he shall no longer have any right to submit an apology (i.e., enter a plea iri
his own defense) or any hope of restoration (se. to his former ecclesiastical status). Canon XXXVI of Carthage excludes from communion clergymen and bishops that appeal their case to "peramatic" (a Greek word with
a signification akin to "crossing" or "fording"), or what are more properly
designated "hyperhorial" (a Greek word meaning about the same thing as
the word extralimitary' derived from the Latin, with reference to passing
or going beyond the boundaries of a territory), tribunals, and not to the
superiors of their own provinces. This very thing is what is decreed by c.
CXXXI V of the same Council.' Note, however, that lower ecclesiastical
judges are not penalized by the higher ones to whom the decision of a case
is appealed, unless they be proved to have judged wrongly and unjustly
either by way of favoring someone or because of enmity. See also Ap. c.
LXXIV and c. IX of the 4th.

' It is written also in the ecclesiastical edict in Book I of the Code, Title IV,No. 29, that

no one is to be allowed to t~ a clergyman before the Patriarch in the first instance, but
before his bishop If he has a suspicion against the bishop, let him bring his case up
before the metropolitan. If the latter too is open to suspicion, three superiors in point
of seniority of ordination must try tlic case along 14 itli him on behalf of the whole
synod. If even this arrangement is not satisfactoIy,let the case be carried up to the PaLriarcl~.and let his judgment stand as though he had tried the case in h e firs1instance.
since decisions of Patriarchs are not subject to appeal, or. in other words. to being
carried up to any other higher tribunal (in view of the tact. it is well to explain, that
one Patriarch cannot become a judge in regard to the decision of another Patriarch
according to Dositheus, p. 390. Concerning which see Footnote 1 to the Prolegomena
of tlic First Ec. C.).

THE 7 CANONS
CANON VII

As for those heretics who betake themselves to Orthodoxy, and to the
lot of the saved, we accept them in accordance wilh the subjoined sequence
and custom: viz.: A r i m , and Macedonians, and Sabbatim, and Novatium, those calling themselves Cafhari (or "Puritans"), and (those calling
themselves) Arimsteril('Note of Translator. This designation may be based
upon the Greek wad aristos, meanjng " h t , " though u.v ci word it .vigm/lex
"lgfthand. "), and the Q;tartodecimans (quufii "b'ourteenthistv," to use the
English language in this connection), otherwise known as Tetradites (though
in RngJish thix term is appJied to an entirety different p u p ($heretics), and
Apidhwrians we accept when they ($fir libelli (i. e., recantations in writing)
and anathematize every heresy that does not hold the same beliefs as the
catholic and apostolic Church o f God, and are sealed first with holy myron
(xwre usually called "chrism" in English.) on theirforehead and their eyes,
and nose, and mouth,and ears; and in s e a h g them we .yay: "A seal of a
free sift o f Holy Spirit. " As for Eunomiam, however, who are baptized with
a single immersion, and Montanists, who are here called Phtygians, and the
Sabdlians, who leach that Father and Son are the same person, and who
do some other bad things, and (those belonging to) any other heresies (for
there are many heretics here, especially such us comefiom the country o f
the Galutians3: all o f them hat want to adhere to Orthodoxy' we am wilting
to accept as Greeks. Accordingly, on thefirst day we make {Note o f Translator.-The meaning of this word hef'e is more exactly rendered "treat as '7
them Christians; on the second day, catechumens; then, on the third day, we
exorcize them with the act of biowing thrice info theirface and into their
ears; and thus do we catechize them,and we make them tarry a while in the
church and listen to the Scriptures; and then "we haptjze them.
(Ap. cc. XLVI; XLVII, LXVIII; cc. VIII, XIX of die 1st; c. XCV o r the 6Ui;
cc. Vl[, VHI of Laod.: c, LXVl 0fCartl-i.;cc. I, V, XLVH of Basil,)
Interpretation

The present Canon specifies in what way we ought to receive those
coming from heresies and joining the Orthodox faith and the portion of
the saved. It says that, as for Arians and Macedonians, of whom we have
spoken in Canon I of the present Council, and Sabbatiansl and Quartodecimans, otherwise known as Tetradites,?and Apollinarians, we will accept them after they give us libelh, or issue a written document (libellus
is a Latin word, interpreted, according to Zonaras, as meaning "publication or i ~ s u e " )anathematizing
~
both their own heresy as well as every

' 111the letter which was sent from Constantinoplc to the bishop o f h t i o c h M-rius,

containing the whole of the present Canon verbatim and dealing with the way heretics
ought to be received, it is wri~tenhus: "hose cdliiig themselves cathwi and cathamfcn (i.c purer). Hcncc the nalnc aristeri is found among others in the fonn aristi
(signifying ''bestY9.
111the aforesaid letter to Martyrius it reads thus: "'since there are inany (heresies) here.
coming especially koni the coimlp of h e Galatians."
' Sabbatius. according to Socrates (book 5. ch. 21). left the Jcws and became a Clmstian, and was ordained a presb\ ter b\ Marcianiis the bishop or the Noiatians in
Constantmople. E\en afler betiikmg himself to Chnstianit\. however, he continued
following the Jewish customs, celebrating festivals with the Jews, and celebrating
even the Passover (or Easier) \viLh then?: and, moreover. according to Balsamon,
observing Saturday as Sabbath after the manner of the Jcws (and perhaps on this,
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account bearing the name Sabbatius). Those following him were callcd Sabbatiaiis.
though thcy were also Novatians. These Novatians arc callcd Aristcri. this being pcrhaps a corruplioii of h e Greek word arisius. sigiiirying "besl." They may have sh led
thcmsclvcs thus as being "purer" than all other Christians, on the ground that they
would not accept persons who had been married twice or who had lapsed during persecution, and would keep aloof from Hie uncleamiess, or inipuril!. of lhese persons;
or perhaps it was because they loathed the left hand (called aristen i n Greek) and
would not receive anything with il, according to Balsamon. It is a mailer ol'wonder,
however, why the First Ecum, Council, in its Canon VIII, accepted these Novatians
with a mere confession. whereas this Second Council insisted upon the seal of the
Holy Myron. In an attempt to solve this perplexing question. we answer that the First
Council decided to accept thcm on easy terms mainly and primarily as a matter of
compromise and "economy" (i,e.. shrewd "management'), in order to avoid making
the Novatians loath to return to Orthodoxy because of their being ashamed of having
Lo be anointed by the Orthodox like persons lacking by reason ol'not having received
an application of rnyron. But, acting on a second principle, this Second Council accepted them only after they had received the seal of the myron. because. according to
Thcodorct, the Novatians did not anoint themselves with myron; for he s a y of thcm
the following: "And to those who are baptized bv thcm thcy do not offer the all-holy
chrism." Thai is the reason. I assure you, why the Renowned Fathers made it mandatory to anoint thosc joining the body of the Church from this particular hcrcsy. as
did, h a t is lo say. those 01h i s Second Council. and also those of the Council held in
Liiodicea in their c. I.
The! w crc called Quartodccimans. or otherwise Tetradites, because they celebrated
Easier not on Sunday, but on whatever da! the moon happened to be Fourteen days
old, b\ tasting and keeping vigil
? Thai is wig Pope Liberius asked Macedonians for a wrillen do cum en la^ confession.
and they gave him a book in which was written the Symbol of Faith (usually called
the Creed in English) ol'the Nicene Council, according to Socrates (book 4, ch. 1 I),
Basil the Great. in his letter 72, says of the Arians: "If thcy claim to have changed
their mind (in repentance). let them show a written repentance, and an anathematization of the Constantinopolitan(sc. their) faith and separation from heretics, and let
thcm not dcccivc the more honcst."

other heresy that does not believe as the holy catholic and apostolic
Church of God believes dust as the First Ec. C. demanded this stiuulas
ill its c. VIII), whose forehead,
tion in writing from ~ o v a g a nparticularly
eyes, nose, mouth, and ears we first seal with holy myron, saying in each
seal, "a seal of a free gift of Holy Spirit." And we will accept thus all these
converts without rebaptizing them, since, according to Zonaras, in respect
of holy baptism they nowise differ from us, and baptize themselves likewise as do the Orthodox. But as for Alians and Macedonians. who are
manifestly heretics, the Canon accepted them without rebaptism "econotnically" [Note of Translator,-This term, and the corresponding noun
"economy" and verb "economize," in the peculiar idiom of the Orthodox
Church can hardly be said to be translatable into genuine English; as a first
approximation they may be taken as signifying something like "managing
a disagreeable set of circumstances with tact and shewdness, instead of
insisting upon precision"), the primary reason being the vast multitude of
such heretics then prevalent; and a second reason being that they used to
baptize themselves in the same way as we do. As regards Eunomians, on
the other hand; who practiced baptism with a single immersion, and the
Montanists, who there in Constantinople were known as Phrygians4;and

' Monlanus, who lived during the second centuv a h r Christ appeared, according to

Eusebius (book 5, ch. 15. of his historical account in reference to events m Mysia.
situated in Phrygia-wherefore those under him were called Phrygians). as a false
prophet energifsd b: a demon (in this sense usuall~spelled "daemon" in English)
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and calling himself a Paraclctc. and opposed the Apostolic traditions. Having as followers two women, namely, Priscilla and Maximilla. he called them prophctesscs. He
taught hat marriages should be dissolved, and Lhat men should abstain from foods 011
account of a loathing thereof. He and his followers pcn-citcd the festival of Easter.
T
h
e conflated the Holy Trinily i n ~ oa single person; and mixing with llour the blood
of a child wlioni Lhey had lanced. and making bread [hereof, they employed it in heir
liturgy, and partook thereof. These Montanists were also known as Pepouzians, because they overpraised a village in Phn gia named Pepou~a,which they even called
Jen~salcm.

the Sabellians, who used to say that the Father and the Son were one and
the same person, and who used to do other terrible things, and all the
other heresies of heretics (a great many of whom were to be found there,
and especially those who came from the country of the Galatians); as for
all these persons, 1 say, we accept them as Greeks, or, in other words, as
persons totally unbaptized; for these persons either have not been baptized
at all or, though baptized, have not been baptized aright and in a strictly
Orthodox manner, wherefore they are regarded as not having been baptized at all). Accordingly, on the first day (of their reception) w e make
them Christians, that is to say; in other words, we make them accept all
the dogmas of Christians (while they are standing) outside the Narthex of
the church, the priest meantime laying his hand upon them, in accordance
with c. XXXIX of the local synod or regional council held in Illiberia, a
country in Spain5;on the second day we make them catechumens, or, in,
other words, we place them in the class called catechumens; on the third
day we read to them the usual exorcisms, at the same time blowing three
times into their face and into their ears. And thus we catechize them in regard to particular aspects of the faith, and make them stay in church a long
time and listen to the divine Scriptures, and then we baptize them.;
Concord

Canon VII of Laodicea too would have Novatians and Quai'todecimans
returning to Orthodoxy treated economically in exactly the same way as
they are in this Canon: that is to say, with anathematization of their heresy,
and with the seal of the Myron. But Phrygians returning are required by c.
WIT of the same C. to be baptized. But it must be said also that c. XCV of
the 6th is nothing else than a repetition of the present Canon; except that it
goes on to say that Manichees, and Vdentinians, and Marcionists must be
baptized when they turn to Orthodoxy; but Eutychians, and Dioscorites,
and Severians may be accepted after anathematizing their own heresiesas may also the Novatians, that is to say, and the rest. Canon XIX of the
First Ec, C. wants all Paulianists to get baptized in any case without fail,
as is also witnessed by c, XCV of the 6th. Canon XLVII of Basil says
for Encratites, and Saccophori, and Apotactites (concerning whom see c,
XCV of the 6th) to get baptized when they become converted. Canon V of
the same saint says for us to accept those heretics who repent at the end of
their life, though not to do so indiscriminately, but only after trying them
out. Read also Ap, cc, XLVI and XLVTI,
'For it was in tins manner too that c. VIII of the First accepted the Novatians, by an
imposition of the hand This local synod. or regional council, was held m Illibcria a
short vihile before h e First Ec C . But it ma! also be said dial all heretics and schismatics returning to the catholic Church ought to be accepted only afler an imposition
ol' the hand
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' As for how long a time is required for catcchization sec Footnote 1to c. I1 of the First
Ec. c.

Inevitably, indispensably, and by every necessity this Canon also baptizes the Latins
too as having been baptixd with no immersion at all. For it' it does so in the case of
those who have been baptized with only a single immersion how can it be said not
to do so in the case of those who have been baptized with none at all? Sufficient has
been said and proved ill regard to these persons in the Interpretation of Ap. c. XLVI:
and what was said there is applicable here. Yet it is not amiss to add here by way of
repleleness of discussion the good conclusion in fine that just as this Council decrees
that Novatians rehimin to the fold must be myroned (i.e.,anointed with genuine myron) because they werektherto unrnyroned (i.e., unanointed), so too does the Council
of the Easterners baptize Latins returning to the fold. for the good and sufficient rcason that they are unbaptized. See also the last Footnote to c. XCV of the Sixth Ec. C,,
ill order to realize that Latins ought to ask to be baptized of their own accord, and not
wait to be urged to do so by others.

CONCERNING THE HOLY AND
ECUMENICAL THIRD COUNCIL
PROLEGOMENA

The holy and ecumenical Third Council was held in Ephesus: a city
situated in Asia, in the large church of that city which is called Mary Theotoke.' in the reign of Emperor Theodosius the Little (i.e., Theodosius II),
in the year 43 1 after Christ, numbering upwards of 200 Fathers. The "hegemons" (i.e., principal actors) therein were St. Cyril, the bishop of Alexandria illustrious among Fathers, who, acting in the place of the bishop
of Rome Celestine I at first, was attending the meeting for the latter, but
afterwards legates of Rome were sent from the West, namely, Arcadius.
and Projectus, both of whom were bishops, and Philipp the presbyter,
and Juvenal of Jerusalem, and Memnon of Ephesus. The Council was
convoked against Nestorius, who hailed from the town of Germaniceia
in Antiocheia, according to Theodore! and by divine concession had
ascended die h o n e of Constantinople, For. after quaffing and absorbing the muddy and heretical water from the outpourings of Diodorus and
of Theodore of Mopsuestia, the wretch became wrong-minded in regard
to the Mystery of the Incarnate Economy7;for he divided the one Christ
into two persons and substances, remolding Him into a mere human being with a humanlike substance; apart from the conjoined Logos, and a
God only by stretching a point. destitute of the assumption of humanity.
That is to say. he divided the one Son into two sons, calling one of them
the Son of God, and the other the son of the Virgin. Wherefore he was unwilling to call the Virgin, who was His another with respect to the flesh,
a Theotoke (a Greek word meaning "she who has given birth to God or
to a God," and much used in the Orthodox Church as a designation of the
Holy Virgin). So, therefore, this holy Council ailathematized'Nestorius on
account of these views, and drew up its own definition of faith;?wherein
it dogmatized Christ to be one with respect to substance, a perfect God
the same, and a perfect human being the same, not another, and another,
but one Son, the same, above motherless out of a Father, but below

' This is stated in the letter of Cyril addressed to the clergy of Alexandria. and in the

first act of this Council.
I said that Ncstorius hcccmc wrong-minded and blasphemous in regard to the mysten of h e iiicamale economy. tecause m h e mailer of h e theology of h e Holv Spml
he had not been blaspheming, since he confessed in his Creed. "'We do not deem the
Holy Spirit eillier a Son or to have acquired Its ewsknce through the Son. being a s ll
is of the essence of God, not a Son. but being in essence a God, as being of that v c v
same essence that God the Father is of, out of whom It really derives Its essence"
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That it was only in regard to the incarnation of Chnst that he became blasphemous
is manifest: A) from c. VII of this same Council, wherein the Council states that "all
bishops and clergymen or laymen that entertain the unholy dogmas or doctrines of
Ncstorius concerning the incarnation of the only-begotten Son of God shall forfeit
their office." Do you see that it specifies definikly that i t is speaking of the dogmas o r
Neslorius concerning Hie incamation of the Qnly -begottenL!B) from Hie letter which
the same Council sent to the emperors concerning Nestorius, in which it wrote as follows: "Afler examining the impious dogmas which he (.w. Nestorius) has set forth in
writing conccrning the incorporation of the Lord Christ, we anathematized those very
ones." But what is there to show that he did not blaspheme in regard to the theology
of the Holy Spirit? Two other facts: A) that, since the theology concerning the Trinity is greater than that conccrning the incarnate economy. as is acknowlcdgcd by all
theologians, how could divine Cyril possibly have taken him to ksk as concerning
the incarnation, vet have maintained silence as concerning the theology of the Holy
Spirik at a lime when Cl~~ysoloras
denounced Deinelrius C\dones b~ saying; "'lie that
has blasphemed in regard to the Son shall be forgiven. but he that has blasphemed in
regard to the Holy Spirit shall not be forgiven"'? and at a time when, as Macarius the
bishop of Anqra said inch. 67, that it was the more necessary and urgent to ascertain
the matter of the theology first, and that of the economy afterwards? for the former
has precedence of (he latter. Bj It is proved fro111 the pusillanimity and dispute which
arose between St. Cyril and blessed Thcodorct, and which, though not a fine thing
nor aiiylhiiig to be praised. was nevertheless economically allowed by God lo occur,
ill order tlial Ilie true iiolion concerning the procession of h e Holy Spiril might be
conspiciously manifested. For when St. Cyril wrote in his ninth anathematimtion that
Llie Spirit is something belonging to the Son, Theodoret said in refilling him: "True
enough, the Spirit is something belonging to the Son: if he means something of the
same nature and proceeding out of the Father, we shall agree with him. and shall accept his utterance as a pious one; but if he means to say that the Holy Spirit is derived
from [lie Son, or hat It has Its existence through and by virtne of the Son, we shall
reject this notion as blasphemous and as recusant. For we believe h e Lord when He
s q s "the Spirit, which proceedeth out of the Father" (page 5 x 0 of the first volun~e
ol' h e conciliar records). When Theodore!, put Hie mailer Ihus. divine C\ril ollered
no objection, but, on the contrary, admitted that what he said was true, and merely
explained in what way he had meant that the Spirit belonged to the Son. For he says in
the apology (i.e.; answer) which he wrote in rcply to Thcodorct's refutation: "Though
the Holy Spirit docs proceed out of the Father, as declared by the Savior, yet It is
something not alien to h e Son'' (ibid.). But what is the meaning of h e expression
"something not alien to"? Divine Cyril himself undertook to elucidate this further
ill his conciliar letter to Nestorius. by saying: "It is something not alien to the So11
ill respect of essence" (which is the same as lo say dial I1 is of h e same essence. or
co-essenlial, Accordingly, in interpreting the Creed the same saint says: "The Spirit is
effused. or poured forth; or; in another word. procccds. from God the Fathcr precisely
as from a wellspring. though It is supplied to creation through the Son." Wherefore in
view of the fact that Cyril had capped this apology as a reply from Alexandria to Antioch with Paul of Ephcsus Thcodorct wrotc to John o f h t i o c h as follows: "What has
now been sent is embellished nilh evangelical nobility. For il is proclaimed therein
that God is perfect. and our Lord Jesus Christ is perfect and that the Holy Spirit is
not derived from the Son and does not have Its existence through and by virtue of
die Son, but Hiat It proceeds oul of Hie Father; though il is said to belong to h e Son,
on the ground that It is co-essential. or of the same essence," So that inasmuch as
Nestorius and Theodoret believed aright in regard to the lheolog\ ol'the Holy Spirit,
therefore divine Cyril did not censure them, cithcr before they were rcconciled with
Theodoret or later alter they had been reconciled; but then again neither did anyone
else besides Cyril do so. nor did this Third Council. That is why Joseph Bvcnnius
as well as Nile of Thessalonica agree in saying that the strongest and most ingenuous proof of Hie Orllio(iox\ of us Eastern Christians is llie fact tlial Nestorius wrote
in his Creed that the Holy Spirit proceeds out of the Father. and not out of the Son.
nor that It has Its existence trough or by virtue orthe Son, and the I'act that the Third
Council accepted this Creed and did not object to it in the least So prattling Aquinas
is slandering, yes, slandering the Eastern Church when he describes it as Nestonan
because it dogmatizes that the Holy Spirit does not proceed also out of the Son, as
the Papists blasphemously assert For if our Church were indeed Ncstorian on this
account. divine Cyril would be a Nestorim, Lhe Third Ecumenical Council would be
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Ncstorian, and the subscqucnt Cliurch too, for all of them have likewise accepted
and recognized this dogma. and it was and is a catholic tenet of the Church. But as
a mailer of fact, Cyril. and h e Third Council, and h e subsequent Church were no[
Ncstorian. Hcncc it is logically evident that neither is the Eastern Church Ncstorian,
as she agrees with Cyril and all the Church. Rut if it be objected that the Papists assert Lhal the Creed of Nestorius was condemned in h e Third and Fourth Councils.
we reply that it was condemned, tnie enough, but only as pertaining to the incarnate
economy, and not as concerning the theologv of the Holy SpiriL. For divine Q r - 1
wrote to Eulogius that we ought not to eschew and abandon everything that heretics
say. And Athanasius the Great stated that the Ar~ansheld correct views in addition to
their heretical views (sec pp. 495-7 ofthc Dodccabiblus).
' After recusant Ncstorius was anathematized by the present Council. since; instead of
beconling quiet, he went on preaching again his cacodoxical heresy, first, according
to Thcophaiics. he was exiled to Thasus. and afterwards to the oasis of Arabia with
the co-operation of John of Antioch. While living there the scoundrel cxpericnccd
affliciions 01divine indignalioii. His tongue rotted; according to Ev agrius, and all his
body. according to Ccdrcnus, and Niccpliorus (book 14 of his history); and in upper
Thebais he met with a fearful and painful death, as told by St. Germanus of Constmlinople in nliat he relates about llie h o l ~Councils. For in the reign of Emperor
Marcianus, with the co-operation of some of his friends. Nestonus was enabled to
receive letters recalling him from exile. After receiving these. then, and upon entering
the privy; before sitting down he said aloud; as some listeners standing outside heard
"I have show11 Ihee, Mary; that thou gavesi birlli lo a human being." Thereupon. wliai
a miracle! directly with the utterances of this blasphemy, an angel of the Lord smote
him a terrible blow and his entrails exuded into the vessel containing his excrements,
and lie expired then and here. Because of his delay in coining out of the place and
the fact that the imperial magistrate sent with the letters was in a hurry. his servants
knocked on the door. As Nestorius failed to answer, they took out the door and the?
and the magistrate came in and found him dead in the privy in which all his entrails
were spilled. Then those who had heard the blasphemy told it to the magistrate. and
thcy all saw that it was solely on account of this that he inct with such a death, similar
to that of Arius, and thcy cxclaimcd: "It was in rcfcrcncc to this man that Isaiah said,
'Woe unlo this man! The\ shall not weep for him, 0 Lord. Nei her shall the\ even
say to him. Alas. 0 brother! and. What a pity, 0 Lord! A burial now he shall not be
given, but, al'ter joining those who have croaked, he shall be hurled bevond the gate""
(Jcr. 22' 18-19j. Note however. that after the heresy of Nestorius became neglected,
it was renewed later during the reign of Justinian the emperor by a certain bishop of
Nisibis named Barsouinas. who spread it in tin: East. and on this account there arc
exceedingly many Ncstorians in the East, and especially in the land of the Persians
and Assyrians, and in h e vicinity of the Eupluates and Nisibis.
:Some sa! that because il was ordained in the present Council that the All-lioly Virgin
should be called the Thcotokc, as in truth she is the Thcotokc (because of the fact that
she gave birth to a God). SL Cyril wanted to have this wrilteii into tlie holy Creed
of the First and Second Ecumenical Councils, but out of reverence for tlie Creed lie
gave up this intention and all that is referred to in the Footnote to c. VH of the present
Council in this connection may be lound there. Having made a sole deliniLion 01their
own. the Fathers dogmatixd it in that Canon. For though thcy rccogni7ed the unit+-,
with respect to substance. of the God Logos-which is the same thing as to say the
one substance of Christ as rcvcalcd by the Creed. thcy did not want to add it therein.
For in view of the fact that the Fathers confessed therein the Son of God, begotten out
of the Father, come down (out of heaven). and having become incarnate as a human
being. it is obvious that they confess one and the same Christ with respect to substance. a real God. and a real human being the same, but not another. and another. The
union with respect to substance, however, according to the holy Patriarch of Constantinople Nicephorus. "one with the other one. the two out of which the Savior derives
[st. His two natures), as who should sayj the unseen and the sccn, the passible and
the indefectible. Not another and another; God forbid! But a God the same perfect,
and a human being perfect the same" (in the letter he sent to Pope Leo; page 912 of
the second volume of the Councils). This is the samc thing as saying that the union,
with respect to substance, in Chnsi signifies both the ttvo natures unconflated and
the single substancc with respect to which these natures were incoiulalably united.
Concerning union with respect to
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substance, sec also the Footnotes to the Prolcgomcna of the Fourth Ec. C. But note
that the Lord's human nature ( i . ~ .His
, hummi& as distinguished from His divinic)
possessed all llie substantial properties ha1 the substances of the rest of men ha\ e.
except for the totid property, according to the said Cyril, which is, that of not really
being by itself, like those. but. on the contrim, ol'having received being in the substance 01die God Logos. For this property of substances is. so lo speak. h e basis and
foundation of all their other properties. It is for this reason that it is called the total
properh, loo.

fatherless out of a mother. But it has delivered and, handed down through
all later generations the sacred injunction to the effect that His ever-virgin
Mother is properly and truly to be called the Theotoke, on the ground that
she truly and properly speaking gave birth in the flesh to G0d.l For when
the exarch of this Council, 1mean Cyril of Alexandria, proclaimed therein
the following: "We are not preaching a deified human being, but, on the
contrary, we are confessing a God become incarnate. He who was motherless with respect to essence, and fatherless with respect to economy on
the earth, subscribed to His own handmaid as His Mother." Tn the letter
to Nestorius, on the other hand which this Third Council made a definition of its own (as Dositheus says, and as is made manifest by the minutes
of the Fourth Council, on p. 61 of the second volume of the Concihar
Records), which commenced as follows: "They spend their time in idle
twaddle; as 1 learn. The same Cyril says the following: To become incarnate and to assume a human personality (called, in Greek ensarcom
and mnthropesis respectively betokens the Logos derived from God;
since it was not that the nature of the Logos was transformed into flesh,
but neither that it was changed into a whole human being consisting of
a soul and body. Rather it is to be said that the Logos united to Himself,
with respect to substance and substantiality flesh animated by a rational
soul, and in an incomprehensible and inexpressible manner He became a
human being? and actually lived as a son of man?not merely with respect
to will and volition or complaisance, but neither as in an assumption of a
personality alone; and that the natures conjoined for the purpose of unity
were different, bat from both there resulted one Christ and Son, not because the difference of the natures was eliminated or abrogated on account
of the union, but rather that the two natures formed for us the one Lord
and Christ and Son, of divinity and of humanity, through and by virtue
of the inexpressible and ineffable concurrence for unity.. . And again, if
we forego the union with respect to substance either as unattainable or
as having no attraction, we fall into the error of asserting that there were
two Sons., . And again, this is professed everywhere by the words of the
exact faith. Thus we shall find the Holy Father to have believed. Thus
they have had the courage to call the Holy Virgin a Theotoke, not as the
origin of the nature of the Logos, or, more specifically speaking, of His
Godhood, as having received being from the Holy Virgin, but as having
been the source out of which His holy body was begotten and furnished
with a rational soul; to which body having become united with respect to

' Note that just as the (the Greek uord meaning the same thing as the English) word

co-csscntial was one to which the Fathcrs were accustomed even before the First
Ecuin, Coui~cil.though the latter sanctioned the use of this word, and imparted it to
the whole world. so and in like manner had other Fathers called the Virgin Mar\ a
Theotoke even before this Third Council But this Council, having sanctioned this
sweetesl appellative of die Virgin. imparted il as a dogmatic dehilioii to the whole
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world and handed it down through all later generations. Origcn was the firs one to
call the Virgin a Thcotoke. in interpreting verse 33 of chapter 22 of Deuteronomy (pp.
15 and 54 of [lie first volume of the series of the Fathers (in [lie Puffologia): bui also
Socrates (in Book 7 of his History', cli. 32) says that Origcn himself while engaged
in a comprehensive examination 01' St. Paul's Epistle lo the Romans found out how
the Virgin came to be called the Theotoke. Cyril of Alexandria, in writing lo Neslorim, s a y that even Athanasius the Great called Her the Theotoke, and Ainmon the
Bishop ol' Adrianoupolis concurred, just as Alexander 01' Alexandria called the Allholy Virgin the Thcotokc in writing to Alexander of Constantinople (the one. that is,
who presided at the First Ec, C.). Again, Basil, in his discourse on the birth of Christ,
says: "The Thcotokc never ceased being a virgin, bccausc She would not displease
the cars of Christ-lovers." Those testimonies. I take it. arc self-sufficient But it may
be added here dial Oregon the Theologian, in his firs1 letter lo Cledonius, says: "If
there be anyone that does not consider Mary to be a Theotoke. he is destitute of divinity.'^And in his first discourse concerning die Son, in addressing h e Greeks, he says:
"For where among your deities have you known a Virgin Thcotokc?" Eusebius, in his
Life of Constantine (ch, 43) and Socrates (Book 7, ch. 32) say: "Wherefore indeed
the most God-revering Queen ( i . ~ .Helena)
,
with wonderful tombstones gorgeously
decorated the Thcotokc's birthplacc" (i.c., Bcthlehcm). Dionysius of Alexandria said
to Paul of Saniosata : "the one who became incarnate out of die holy Virgin and
Thotokc Ma?." St. Grcgory Thaumaturgus (or Miracle-worker) of Ncocacsarca, in
his discourse 011 Hie Annunciation. says these following words: "'The holy Theohlie.
therefore, gave voice Lo the song of this prophet! b~ exclaiming, 'My soul d o h magnify the Lord"' (Luke 1 :46). Only the All-holy Virgin is called a T h e o d e , according
to the explanatory remark of Zonaras in commenting upoii some troparion of the
canons of the Octocchns of Damascene, by way of contrast with the women among
the Greeks who were nythologically asserted to have given birth to their inexistent
pscudo gods.
The Virgin is called the Theotoke as having lml! given birth to God. the accent being upon h e last ?liable, and not Theotoc~is,with the accent on h e antepenult, 1%hicli
would signi* "'having been begotten by God spiritually," as recusant and man-worshiping Neshrias called her. For in his manner all human beings have been begotten
spiritually through and by virtue of baptism. But the Holy Virgin is said to he a Theotoke in two ways. One of these ways is on account of the nature and the substance of
the God Logos which was given birth out of Her and which assumcd humanity; and the
other way is on account of the humanity assumed, which bccamc deified as a result of
that union and ass~iinpliouand allained lo Godhood. (John Damascene, Coiiccming
the Orthodox Faith, book 3, ch. 12, and. elsewhere.) The holy and ecumenical Sixth
Council proclaimed Her a Virgin (in ils act 11 by means of h e libellus of the faith
of Sophronius of Jerusalem) before giving birlh, and in giving birth, and after giving
birth: which is the same as saying ever-virgin. Concerning Sl, Epiphanius (Haer, 78)
says: "Who, having said Mary; and having been asked whom he meant. ever failed to
answer by adding the Virgin?" And St. Jerome (Dialogue Second against Pelagius)
said: ^'Christalone opcned the closed portals of tlic Virgin's womb, andthcrcaficr these
remained thenceforth shut (this word "opcned" denotes that the Lord fecundated the
womb. jusl as, in h e opposite case, the womb is said to be shut in the sense that the
womb is barren because of sterility: ia accordance with that passage in Genesis saying: "God had shut last even' womb from wilhouL" (Gen, 20: 18); or it ma\ be said to
denote "parted asunder," but without iiijun .and not like the rest ofinfants). She is declared to be ever-virgin also the first Canon of the Sixth Ecun~,C.. held in the Trullus.

substance, the Logos is said to have been begotten with respect to flesh."
(See this letter also in the second volume of the Conciliar Records on
p. 436 thereof.) And the bishop of Cyzicus at that time in the great (or
large) Church, Proclus, while Nestorius the heresiarch was sitting there,
retorted in the following fashion: "We have been called together here by
the holy and virgin Theotoke Mary, the untarnished jewel of virginity,
the rational Paradise of the second Adam, the workshop wherein was
wrought the union of the two natures. the panegyris of the salvatory
exchange, etc." After ordaining that no one may dare compose or write
any other Creed than the one issued by the First and Second Ecumenical
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Councils, or even add anything thereto, or subtract anything therefrom,
and anathematized all who might violate this command. In addition, this
Council confirmed the condemnation of Pelagi us and of Celestius, which
they had received from many local synods and regional councils, and especially from the Council held in Carthage. Besides all these things. it also
promulgated the present eight Canons, and published this letter to Pamphylia in its seventh and last act. These are necessary1to the discipline
and constitution of the Church, and they were confirmed indefinitely in
c. I of the 4th, and by name and definitely in c. 11 of the 6th and in c. I of
the 7th.

T H E EIGHT CANONS
O F T H E HOLY AND E C U M E N I C A L T H I R D C O U N C I L

INTERPRETED
CANON I
Since those whofor any reason, whether of an eccle.siastica1 or of corporeal nature, are absentfrom the holy Council and have remained in their
own town or district, oushfnot to be left in ignorance of the Council's regulations regarding them, we make known to your holiness and love that ifany
Metropolitan o f the province has apostatized from the holy and ecumenical
Council andjoined the convocation o f the apostasy, or has joined if thereoftor, or h .udopted
~
the sentiments o f Cdestius or intends to adopt them, he
shaU have no power whatsoever to perpetrate anything against the Bishops
of the province, being already expelled and bereft of everyfunction and of

ati ecclesiastical communion by the Council here. Moreover, he shall be 11able in any case, to be expelled f r o m the rank ofthe episcopate by the 1 w
Bishops o//heprovince and by surroundingMe1ropolitans w h o adhere to the
beliefs o f Orthodoxy.
Interpretation

This Canon notifies those absent from the Council of the deposition
from office of John of Antiocli, of Theodoret the bishop of Cyrus, of Ibas
the bishop of Edessa, and of the thirty bishops who stayed with them or
sympathized with them.' by saying: Since the bishops who failed to appear at this holy Council on account of any obstacle, whether ecclesiastical or corporeal ought to be apprised of all proceedings affecting them;
we notify your loving group that any metropolitan that has separated from
this holy and Ecumenical Council and has joined the congress of apostasy,
file one of Nestorius, that is to say, and of John and his party, or that intends to join it hereafter, or that has entertained the heretical views held by
'Note that the minutes of this Council arc divided into three parts. Thus, the first
part contains various homilies and letkrs. The second part contains its acts, which
were m e n . according lo Dosithcus, but five according to the Colleclion of the
Councils. and these include the second minutes of the aposiatic convocation (or
council) gathered round John of Antioch. The third part embraces St. Cuil's inlerpretation in regard to its twelve chapters, or to say the same thing in other words,
the twelve anafliemalimtions directed against the unhol! dogmas ot' Nestorius, and
the objection of the Easterners to them; and the apology (or rcply) of St. Cyril to
heir objections; it also contains die refutation of the same analhematizalion b~
Theodorct, and the apology again of the same Cyril to these refutations: it further
contains the promotion of Maximianus to the throne of Constantinople, and the

~
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pacification of C y i l with John by aid of the emperor's co-operation; all of which
matters arc to be found written in Dosithcus from page 279 to page 287 of the Dodc-

cabiblus, as well as in the first volume of Lhe Collection of h e Councils from page
357 to page 654, that is to say, to the cad thereof.
' The reason why these men were dcposcd is as follows. Three days after this Council
had condemned recusant Nestorius and had deposed him from office, John ofAntioch
came himself with Theodoret and Ibas and thirty olher bishops who, either offended
because the Council did not wait tor them to arrive or cherishing a friendly attitude
towards Nestorius, charged thai llie deposition of Neslorius from ollice w a s nol
reasonable, and named as chief instigators of this allegedly unreasonable deposition
divine Cyril and Memnon of Ephesus on the presumption that they had exercised despotic control in the Council.And there rcsultcd such a great dispute bctwccn John and
Cyril and their respective parties that, on the one hand, John and his party deposed
m and his party dcposcd John
Cyril and his party, while, on the other hand, St. C
and his party. But this was not all For Thcodorct composed in writing twelve chapters against the twelve anathematizalions which div ine Cyril had composed agiiiiisl
Ncsbrius. In addition, Ibas wrote a letter in favor o r Ncstorius which, together with
the twelve chapters of Theodore4 was proscribed and denounced as recusant b\ the
Fourlh and Fillh Councils. Later, however, with the coqeraUon ol'the emperor both
John and Theodoret were reunited (i.e., reconciled) with St. Cyril, Accordingly. when
the heresy of Nestorius was uncovered, John became the cause, according to Zonaras
and Evagrius (book 1. ch. 7); of Ncstorius' being banished from the monastery in
Anliocheia: which hiid fornierl! been silualed in the Oasis, called in Turkish brim;
while, on the other hand, Thcodorct, in the presence of the Fourth Council, openly
anahemati/sd Nestorins and his heresy. which lie enumerates among the heresies
in his book concerning heretical mylhs. and he also signed Hie document deposing
Nestorius from office at the meeting of the Third Ecum, Council. along with the
Bishop of Antioch.

Celesti~s.~
the same shall have no power to do any ill turn to the bishops,
or even to the laymen, that are Chthodox, that is to say, because lie (sc. any
such metropolitan) has been depi ived of every ecclesiastical communion
and sacred function bv this Council. and because he is to be rendered utterlv destitute hereafter and henceforth of the rank of the eniscooate even
by those same Orthodox bishops and surrounding metropolitans.
CANON lI
I/, on the other hand,any provincial Bishops have failed to attend (he
holy Council and have joined the apos/asy, or should attempt to do so, or
even after subscribing,io the deposition qfA'e,sioms have recededm the convocation o f apostasy, all such persons, in thej~&ment that has seemed best

to the Holy Council, hare alienated themselves from holy orders and haw
forfeited their rank
Interpretation

This Canon, too. like the first one, says that in case any bishops from
the province of Antiocheia have absented themselves from the Council,
whether it be that they have united with the apostasy of the other one held
in Antiocheia, or that they intend to join it hereafter, or that even after
signing and confinning the document deposing Nestorius from office they
have turned back to his apostatic groupÃ‘a for these persons, I say. it has
appeared reasonable to the Holy Council for them to be strangers to holy
orders and outcasts from the rank of the episcopate.

' Cclcstius, a follower of his teacher Pclagius, agrccd with Ncstorius in his hcrcsy.

according to sacred Photms (Anagnosma 54), since he blasphemed the Son of God,
while Cclcstius blasphemed the Holy Spirit, as C*l wrote to Thcodosius. For,
on the one hand. Ncstorius asserted that "Siincc Christ is of o w nature, while God
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wishes all men to bc saved, and cvcryonc can mend his fault with the cxercisc of his
own free will, therefore not the Logos of God that was born, but the human being
who 1% iis begotten 011 1 of Man, on accoun1 of the iiieriloriousness or his natural Cree
choice, had the Logos of God following (i.c., investing) hull, solcly by reason of his
worthiness, and partook ordilinity by virtue of a similarity in sense attached to the
word." Celeslius. oil Lhe olher hand. asserted h a t "il is 11ol God. lhalis lo say, in other
words, the Holy Spirit, that apportions to whomsoever He wills the means of attaining
Lo piel! and salvation, but the nature ol'the human being himselfwhich has Jorteiled
bliss on account of sin. This, according to the mcritoriousncss of his free will. is either
attracted (or invited) or repelled (or repulsed) by the Holy Spirit," He also maintained
that self-control (or self-assertion) takes prcccdcncc of or leads the way to grace.
Hcncc, said he, a man's will is sufficient for the fulfillment of Gods commandments,
These wicked doctrines of Celeslius were analhemadzed bolh by this Third Council
and by one held before it in Carthage at the same as that of Pelagins. Concerning the
heresy 01 this man divine Augustine also wrote something in his discussion ol'hercsics (ch. 88). There has becn found also a comment on the present Canon written by
Nicholas of Hydrous and saying for one not to spell the name of Celestius with an n.
as it is written in some manuscripts owing to ignorance, but u-ithout the n, Cclcstius.
For the man named Cclcstinus was an Orthodox Pope. whose place, as has becn said,
ill this Third Council was filled by Cyril, whereas Celestius was a heretic and likeminded with Ncstorius, as wc have said.

CANON UI
I f some of the deity-men in any city or district hme been shorn of holy
orders by Nestorius and his party o n account o f their believing rightly, we
have adjudged it tight undjust that they be restored to their own rank. We
collectively bid the clergi'men who agree in their beliefii with the orthodox
and ecumenical Council not to submit in any way 'whatever to the Bishops
who have apostatized or have deserted us.
Interpretation

Because of the fact that when Nestorius was Patriarch of Constantinopie he excommunicated and deposed those clergymen who did not agree
with turn, and, moreover, even the bishops in other countries who held his
views did the same, therefore die present Canon judged it right for those
who had been thus deposed to receive back their own rank. Accordingly,
speaking generally, it ordered that those clergymen who were of the same
mind as this orthodox and Ecumenical Council should take care not to
submit in any way whatever to the apostate bishops,
CANON TV

I f any of the clergymen should apostatize and dare, either publicly or
privately, to hold the beli.efi ofNestorius or of Celestius, the holy Council hcii
deemed it just andright that these men too should he deposedfrom office.
Interpretation

This Canon too, like the preceding one, deals with those clergymen
who should apostatize, and, either in public or in private, should dare to
believe or teach the dogma, or doctrine, of Nestorius and of Celestius,
who shared his sentiments; by saying that it has been deemed but just by
file holy Council for any such persons to be deposed from their rank.
CANON V

As for all those who ha'e been condemned by the holy Council,or by their
own Bishops,for improper actx,ant! to whom Nfitonm' and those sharing his
views and beliefs have sought, orshoddseek, to give back communion or rank,
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wicano~callyand in accordance with the ind@erence shown by Nestorius
in all matters, we have deemed if right andjust that they too remain without
hem$( and that they be left newr//teless deposedfrom (?fire.
Interpretation

The present Canon specifies that as regards all those clergymen who on
account of any sins calling for excommunication or deposition from office
were excommunicated or deposed from office by this holy Council or by
their own bishops, and whom Nestorius and his sympathizers either dared
to give a pardon absolving them from excommunication or restoring them
to the operation of holy orders, or shall dare to do so hereafter, without
discriminating between what is allowable and what is not allowable, we
have judged it but right; I say; that all such persons shall remain without
the benefit of any such uncanonical pardon and be left again deposed from
office precisely as before.
CANON V l
Like wise in regard io any persons who should wish to alter in any way
whaf.soewr anything that h a s been enarted in the ho/y Council in Ephesus
concer/zing anyone, the holy Council has pmcribed that i f they be Bishops
or clergymen, they are to lose their oii~nrank entirely, while if they be laymen, they are to be excludedfmm communion.
Interpretation

The preceding Canons are more particular, while this one simply decrees in a general way that all those persons who dare to alter in any way
whatever has been enacted as concerning any question in the Council held
in Ephesus, are to be deposed from office if they are bishops or clergymen,
or excommunicated if they are laymen.
CANON V n

These dtcngs having been read a i o u ~the holy fiimcil then decreed {hat
no one should he permitted to offer any different belief o r faith, or tn any case
to write or compose any other, than the one clefined by the Holy Fathers who
convened in the city qfNicaea, with Holy Spirit. As for those who dare either
to compose a different helief or faith, or to presen/ one, or to offer one to
those "who wish to return to recognition ofthe truth, whether they he Greeks
or Jews, or they be members of any heresy whatever,they, ifbishops or Clergymen, shall he deprived ax Bishops o f their Episcopate, and as Clergymen
oftheir Clericate; but if they are Laymen, they shall be anathematized. In an
equally applicable way,if any per.wn.v be detected or caught, 'whether Hishops or Clergymen or Laymen, in the act of believing or teachjng (he things
embodied in the exposition (or dtssertatiofijpresented by Charixius the Pres-

byier concerning the mhotnina/ion (i.e., incarnation) of/he Only-begotien
Son of God, or, by any chance, the unholy and perverse dogmas o/Nes;orius,
which have even been subjoined, let then stand liable to thejz;dgmen/ of this
holy and Ecumenical Council. As a consequence, ihaf is to say, the Bishop
shall be deprived o f his Episcopate, and be left deposed,f k m office, while the
Clergyman shall likew isefO@it his Clericate. I f , on the other hand, any such
person be a Layman, let him too be anathematized, as ufomaid.
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Interpretation

In view of the fact that at this holy and Ecumenical Council's meeting
there were read both the Creed of the holy and Ecumenical First Council held in Nicaea, and the Creed of Jewish-minded Nestorius, in which
his unholy dogmas were set forth and which Chai'isius the presbyter of
Philadelphia brought to the Council, after they had been read, this holy
Council issued this Canon decreeing that it is not permissible for anyone
to compose and write, or to offer to those converted from any other faith
to Orthodoxy another Creeds than the Symbol of the Faith defined and
decreed by the Holy Fathers who assembled in the city of Nicaea and
were enlightened by the Holy Spirit. As for those persons who shall dare
to compose any other symbol of faith (or creed), or to present it openly,
and to offer it to any of the Greeks and Jews and heretics turning away
from faith to recognition and knowledge of the truth, such persons, if they
be bishops and clergymen, are to be expelled from their episcopate and
clericate, respectively, but if laymen they shall be anathematized. Similarly: too, all those who are discovered to be thinking to themselves or
to be teaching others the unholy and heretical dogmas of Nestorius concemitig the incarnation of the only-begotten Son of God, contained in the
exposition of faith composed by him, but brought to this Council by the
presbyter named Charisius, these persons also, I say, if they be bishops
and clergymen, are to stand deposed, and expelled from their episcopate
and clericate, respectively; but if they be laymen, they are to be anathernatized, as we said before.
CANON VIII

Ourfellow Hishop Reginifs, most beloved hy God, and with him the most
God-beloved Bishops of the province of the Cypriotes Zeno and Evagnus,
has announced an innovation, a thing which i s contrary to the eccJes~a.v/icul lews and the Canons of the Hoty Apostles, and one which touches the
freedom of all. Hence, since common ailments require more drasiic &a/ment, on the ground that they do greater damage, and especially in vjew of
(he fact that the Bcshop of Anlioch, f a r from follo w ing the ancient custom,
has been perform ~ n g(he otdinations in Cypnts, according to information
given in JibeUi and by o r d statements made by most pious gen/lemen who
have approached the Holy Council; therefore those who preside over the
churches in (.?yprt;sshall retain their privilege unaffected and inviolate,
according to the Canons of the Holy Father and ancient custom, whereby
they shall themselves perform the ordinations of the most reverent Bishops.
The same rule shall hold p o d also with regard to the other diocese and
ch~mhese veryv/7ere,so that none o f the Bishops most beloved by God shall
take hold of any other province that w a s notformerly and from the beginning in his Jurisdiction, or was not,that is to s ~held
, by his predecessors.
But $anyone has taken po.s.se.v.sion of any ant! haf forcibly subjected it to his
authority, he .vhdlregwe it hack to its rightfulpoxsesso~in order that the
Canons of the huthers he not tria~tsgressed,nor the xeciiiar,fa.vtushe jntrod m d , under the pretext of di vine services; test impercepl~bljfand little by
little we lo'ie the freedom which (mr Lord Jesus Chuff, the Liberator o f all

' The reason wlq

tlic Council anathematized tliosc who should undertake to compose
another Crccd (called in Grcck "Symbol of Faith') is as follows S t Marcus ofEphcsus
111 Lhe H u h Act of h e Council held 111 Florence s a p hat heretics had composed more
than thirty creeds against the doctrine of cocsscntiality (or homoousianity). One of

them, recusant Nestorius look h e opportune occasion to compose a creed ofhis o m ,
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and he was wont to hand it to the Greeks w-ho wcrc joining the Orthodox faith, and
to the Jews and hcrctics who were doing likewise. as is explained in the present
Canon. So this Third Council- foreseeing the possibility ha1 Hiis liberty of wiling
creeds might result in the introduction of some innovation into Orthodoxy, decided
to forbid the writing ol' creeds hencelbrih other than that of the First and that o f the
Second Ecumenical Council together (for these lwo creeds are regarded as one) and
their delivery to the public. But it did not forbid the writing of a different creed in
general- or: more explicitl~speaking, d o n e that is a\ owedly heretical. For this had
always been forbidden cvcn before the Third Ecumenical Council was held, not only
by councils and s y o d s and bishops, but also by e v e p Orthodox Christian, Nor did it
forbid hcrctics a different creed than the (Symbol of) faith, of the Bishops who convcncd in Nicaca, cvcn though this alone is Orthodox. For whatever the law says, the
Council necessarily accedes lo il. Bul as far the Orlhodox Christians. and no1 flus one
or that one, but all of them in general. councils as well as everyone else in general, "to
no one:" it says, "is this permissible." e k . The phrase '\w one", which. is one word
as written in Greek, is a general and universal adjunct (or amplifier). On this point
see also the explanation of the Creed of this Council which divine Cyril makes in his
letter to Acacius. But, with an eye to brevity, the Council did not explicitly say: "to
no one let it be pcrmissiblc to compose any other exposition of faith,"Yct. thatwhich
in its Canon it neglected to SF toiidem vefbis. this its exarch, which is the same as
saying the Council itself, divine Cyril, I mean, in his letter to the Bishop of Mclitinc
elucidates precisely, b~ saying: "The holy and Ecumenical Council assembled in the
cily of Ephesus provided dial il was necessary Lo decree lliat lhe Church of God inusl
not approve the admission of any exposition of faith other and different than the
one really and actually adopted b~ the thrice-blissi'ul Fathers speaking on behalf ol"
the Holy Spirit," This passage means that not only must no one compose any other
Orthodox Creed than the one of the Nicene Council, but that it is not even at all permissibic to offer the same Orthodox Creed itself differently worded or paraphrased,
a point which was gallady admitted and pointed out by divine Marcus of Ephesus
and by Bessarioii of Nicaea al the Council held in Florence. But what am I saying.
'differently worded"? Why, it is not permissible for anyone to change. from the text
ol"the holy Creed. not merely a single word, but even a single syllable. And that this is
true,we have the testimony again of that very same divine Cyril himself as a witness.
But when 1 say the name Cyril. 1 am saving, in effect- the whole Ecumenical Third
Council. For he was its Exarch, but rather I should say that it was the Council itself
that spoke through the mouth of Cyril. For the latter in writing to John of Antiochcia
savs verbatim: "We will under no conditions and by no means tolerate the making of
the least change by anyonc in faith defined, or. in other words, the Symbol of Faith
of our holy Fathers who convened in Nicaea, composed at arious h i e s . In fact; we
will nol allow ourselves or others lo change a word in the text oCiL or even lo transgress a single svllable of it." But, iCnobody is permiued to change a single syllable,
much less is anyonc pcrmittcd to add anything to it or to take aiv,'thin.g away from it.
That is why Pope Agatho at the time of the Sixth Ec. C. in writing to the Emperors
of Rome said: "One thing and a fine tiling too we prayerfully wish and believe to
have a right to expect, and that is that nothing shall be determined of all that has been
canonically defined. nor any change made illerein, nor an! hing added therelo, but.
011 the contrary, that these same (dogmas) shall be preserved intact both in word and
in thought." The Seventh Ecumenical Council says: "'We preserve intact the decrees
of Hie Falliers. We anathematize hose who add (anything to) or remove (am thing)
from the Church." And can it be said that they said one thing and did another in point
ol'realitv? No: on the contrary. even in point ol'reality Ihq actually confirmed their
own words by what thcy did, and none of the Ecumenical Councils following the
Third added anything to or removed anything from the common Creed, notwithstanding that thcy wcrc hard pressed to do so. For the Third Council, although urgently
pressed to add these most necessary words. as much more for complete extinction of
the Nestonail heresy as for confirmation of the Orthodox belief. Hie iiiiioii. I mean,
with respect to substance, and the view concerning the Theotoke, yet, in spite of all
this temptation, it did not dare to modify the sacred Creed at all, but. instead, contented itself with making a definition of its own and cx-ncously inserted into it these
words and whatever others were needed to explain them. The Fourth Council, again,
was faced with the need of adding to the common Creed the doctrine concerning the
two natures of the Logos incarnate on account of the heresy of the Monophysitcs.
\el il did not do this. Likewise even the FilUi Council fell Lhe need of adding sonie-
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thing to affirm the everlasting duration of punishment in hell. And the Sixth was
urged to add a declaration concerning the two activities (i.c., cnergics). And the
Sevenlh was likewise hard pressed to add to the Creed an elucidation or approbation
,
of thc saints, ctc.),
of the doctrine of the adoration of the holy icons ( i . ~ .pictures
on account of the heretics n h o entertained contraq beliefs. Yet the Fathers of that
Council did not dare to do his. but, instead, lhe? preserved the common Creed Cree
from even' innovation. This, too,in spite of the fact these additional features were
not really additions ol'independent thoughts to the Creed as respecting the (aitli, but
wcrc mcrclv dcvclopmcnts or expansions of what was already concisely or implicitly
embodied in the Creed, and constituted additions of words only. Why, then, did they
balk at such suggestions? Assuredly it was because the Councils were so rcvercntly
disposed towards the venerability of the Niccnc Crccd, and towards the definition
of the Third Ec. C. which placed under anathema any addilioii lo Hie Creed whether
with respect to points of faith or with respect to words, that is to say. That very same
venerabilil: ol' the Nicene Creed. however. and this same delinilion ol' the ~ l i i r dEc.
C. ought, in emulation of the sacred Councils, to have been respected likewise bv the
Church of the Westerners, which ought not to have added thereto that illegal addi~ ~
"and out of the Son"), which was enough
tion of the expression F r l ; (meaning
to provoke a schism, or split of the Westerners and the Easterners and to give rise to
a fierce war between them, and LOlead to the terrible woes, deserving tears but needlessly ensuing, which arc recorded in histories and other books. But the Westerners
argue capliousl~lhaijusl as h e Second Ec. C. did not sin b\ adding to h e Creed ol'
die First. so must it be admitted hat neither did the Church of the Westerners sin b\
permitting this addition. But it must be said that the likeness or sin~ilaritythey allege
Lo exist here is altogether inlaginen. For the Second Ec. C.. possessing the same official status as the First, added, as a matter of fact for the real and main reason that
it had not been prohibited or debarred by any previous Council tor anyone to add
anything to the Creed (though the Council held in Sardica before the Sccond Ec. C.
forbade anyone to propound any Faith other llian that of h e Nicene Coimcil, yet! inasmuch as this Council was a particular and regional council, and in view of the fact
that it had spoken with reference to the Arians propounding another faith as against
die dockine 01coessenLialily. and not with rel'erence to any Orthodox Ecumenical
Council. it had no claim to become a teacher of the Second Ecumenical Council.
which stood as the representative of the whole Church, For a regional council and
a particular one always gives way to an ccurncnical council. but not vice versa). A
second reason is that those additions which the Sccond Ec. C. made to the work of the
First were addi lions merely of words, and did 1101 involve the matter of faith, being
rather expansions of thoughts already conciscly or implicitly included in the Crccd.
And what is the evidence for this? The Comicils. which accepted die Creed 01h e
First and that of the Second as one single Creed. called onlv h e Nicene Creed; but
not so with the words oC the Second Council, held in Constantinople, because they
were only a dcvclopmcnt of what was conciscly and implicitly contained in the Crccd
of the First Ec. C. tor the Third Council in the present Canon expressly decreed that
no one should be allowed to compose any different faith (or Creed) than that defined
by the holy Fathers assembled in the city of Nicaca. And divine Cyril says the same
tiling in his letter to the Bishop 01Antiocli. Besides. even the Bishop of Constaniinoplc John, and of Romc Virgilius in writing to Eutycliius of Constantinoplc say but
this one thing. And in the Fifth convention held in Florence it is written as follows:
"These expositions of the Cidlh, or creeds. of"the First and Second Councils, or rather
the Creed." That the Fathers of the Second Council expanded rather than added to
the Creed of the First is attested by the express statements 01' man?. For the Sixth
Ecumenical C in its edict states: "The 150 Fathers with the inspiration of the Allholy Spirit construed the Creed called great and venerable, on the subject of the Holy
Spirit since thcy affinmd It to be a God in what thcy developed and expanded so
as to make the sense stand out more boldly," And in Justinian's Novel addressed to
Epiplianius of Constmtinople Juslhuaii himself says: "on account of the Scriptural
testimonies the same lesson (that is to say, the Nicene Creed) was emphasized by
the 150 holy Fathers aloresaid when t h e explained i t more clearly," In addition, St.
Grcgoy the Theologian his letter to Clcdonius s a y s : "We have never at any time prcferred anytliing to the Nicene faith, but, on the contrary. we ourselves are of that faith.
with the help of God, and we shall continue to be of that same faith, adding mcrcly the
article deficiently expressed therein concerning the Holy Spirit," Yet. in spite of the
fact ha1 these additions oftlie Second Ec. C. are properly speaking but developments.
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as has been proved. it would be a gross violation of law for that Council to dare to add
such dcvclopments if any previous council anticipating this sort of thing had prohibited any addilion whatsoever in h e Creed w i h ail anathema, as did the Third Ecum.
C. Hcncc
consequence the Wcstcrncis" addition in the Crccd is a gross violation
ol' law and is under an anathema- not only because i t is an addition that is ol' a nature
conk? lo the faith. in that il represents Lhe Son as a caused cause, and introduces hvo
origins into the Godhead, and a multitude of other improprieties; but also because,
though supposedl~a development. as the) would have it appear lo be, and inerel: an
addition of words, yct it ought not on any account to havc been addcd to the Crccd,
owing to the definitions of the Third Council as well, as those of succeeding Ecumenical Comicils, which command that the common Crccd be preserved intact and altogether unchanged, and which place any addition thcrcinto under anathema. That is
why sacred Theopliylactus of Bulgaria said ill wiling a letler to Nicholas Diaconus:
"Any innovation in the Symbol of Faith. then. is that greatest mistake. and the v e F
one alluded to by Solomon is s a ing
~ 'making them meet under Llie roo1 01Hades'.'.
And again: "And to pardon the Westerners. therefore, would be unpardonable if anything pertaining to the dogma be changed by them to the prejudice of the faith of the
Fathers, such as that which has been addcd in the Crccd concerning the Holy Spirit,
where the danger is exceedingly grave. this being left uncorrected." But indeed, even
Peter o f h t i o c h , loo. called the addition the worst of all evils. It was 011 account of
that addition, moreover, which is wrongly chanted along with the Crccd in the Church
ol' h e Ronians. and has lo be corrected, hat Sergius oi' Constanlinople omitted Pope
Sergius IV from the commemoration, and thereupon arose h e great chasm be tween
us and the Westerners. But why should 1 be telling what our own churchmen say?
Even John himself the Pope 01Rome; who was also presenl by 111s legates Pearus:
Paul and Eugcniiis at the Council held during the reign of Emperor Maccdon, in the
year 879, and accepted that Council's definition, which runs as follows: "'Ifanyone
in defiance of this sacred Crccd darc to set forth any other, or to add, or to subtract
or to name a tenn. or to make an addition. or a subtraction. in this Creed which has
been handed down lo us. he is condenuiable and an alien lo even Christian confession. For to subtract, or to add, is to render the confession of ours imperfect which has
been looking from above down upon [lie Hol! Trinily to this v e n day." Even the Pope
himself, I say, having accepted this definition, condemned the addition in the Creed.
by saying: "We again are trying to make it plain to Your Reverence, in order that you
havc complctc confidcncc in us as conecrning this article; which was the cause of the
scandals that havc arisen between the Churches of God, that not only do we not assert
this belief hat the Spirit proceeds out of the Son. but \vc even deem those who rmt
did so, cmboldcncd by their madness, transgressors of the divine words, and garblcrs
of the theology of h e Lord Jesus Christ and of the Fathers, who, after cornelling in a
council, imparted h e holy Creed; and we put them ill Lhe same class as w e do Judas."
But, then, that is not all. Even before this Pope John the Third Council held in Toledo
during the reign of King Richard of Spain. A.D. 589; commandcd the holy Crccd to
read without the addition in Spain and France. in precisely the same manner as Empcror Justinian I ordered it to be read before the Lord's prayer, beginning "Our Fathci
who art in heaven," in all the churches of the East in the year 545. And Pope Leo I11
of Rome. in the beginning of the ninlli centuq, when a Council was held in Aquisgram, and therein Jolm Monachus Hicrosolyinite was valiantly fighting against the
addition in the Creed. upon being asked by Charles the Great what lie thought about
this mailer. not onl! denounced the addition, but even neni so far as to engrave tlie
entire holy Creed without it upon two silver plaques. on the one in Greek, and on the
other in Latin, which plaques he deposited in the tombs of the holy Apostles Peter and
Paul, and placed under an anathema those who might darc to add anything to, or to
subtract anything from its text, according to Cardinal (Caesar) Baronms and the Jesuit
Pctrovius. Scc also the Council held in Florcncc from its third to its scvcntccnth scssion, a1 which most courageously and gallantly our Greek representatives repudiated
and slignalized his execrable addition, while the Latins stood agmp and speechless.
We have said all this wilh reference lo die common Symbol of Failli called tlie
Niccnc Crccd. But for anyonc to sct forth his OWE personal bclicf in a private conlession (and let it be supposed lo be in the l'orrn of a creed oi'liis own). ha1 is not
prohibited, since from the beginning and down to this day the Fathers of the Church
have been making confessions ofwhat they personally believed, and especially those
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to Acacius the Bishop of Mclitinc goes to great lengths in offering apologies in dcfensc of certain bishops of Phoenicia, who had been blamed for making an exposition
of keir own creed. But this is not all. Even dilrne Marcus of Epliesus in Florence
appears to allow this. Ncvcrthelcss, such crccds. by some called pcrsonal creeds,
converted from a here? and under suspicion. That is why divine Cyril in his letter
must have h e following six cliaracterislics: 1) They must not diverge &om h e common confession. 2) They must not conflict with the common Creed. 3 ) No one must
be bapti/,ed in them. 4) The must not be oHered to converts I h m heresies. 5) They
must not be presented as the common faith in private lessons. And 6) one must not
add anything to or subtract anything from the common Creed and represent it as his
own by incorporating it in a crccd of his own. (Dosithcus. in the Dodccabiblus; and
others.)

men, has given us as a f k gift by His own blood' It has therefore seemed
best to the holy and K c t i w e n i d Council that the ri&s o f e\?eryprovince,
formerly and from the b e p n i n g belongiwg to it, be preserved clear and inviolable, h accordance w iih /he custom which prevailed ofyore; each Meiropolitan huvmg permission to take copies o f the proceedings, for his own
security. I f , on the other hand, anyone introduce any form conflicting with
the decrees which have now been sunctioned, it has seemed best to the entire
holy and Ecumenical Council that it he invalid and ofno effect.3

' (Ap. c. XXXV; c. I1 oS lhe 2nd; c. XX.of die 6th; cc. XIII. XX11 ofAnlioch;
cc, Ill. lX. X [ l of Sardica,)

'-

(Ap. c. XXXIV; cc. VI. VIl d h e 1st; c. XX of the 2nd; cc. XXXVI. XXXIX
of Hie Gill; c. IX ofhlioch.)

Interpretation

Inasmuch as Cyrnus, so far as concerned secular admitlistration.
was subject to the Duke of Antiocli, and was wont to send it an army
commander (or general), it came to pass that the Bishop of Antioch, in
imitation of this secular and civil form and law, undertook to show authority over that same Cyprus, with regard to both the religious and the
ecclesiastical administration, by ordaining the bishops in Cyprus extraterritorially and not as a matter of ancient custom. This, however, was
a thing that was contrary to Ap. cc. XXXIV and XXXV. After receiving
Archbishop Reginus of Constantia, which used to be called Salamis but i s
now known as Ainochostos, and the bishops accompanying, namely, Zeno
of Cyrene, and Evagrius of Solon, who in writing as well as viva voce
reported these facts. the Council decrees by the present Canon that, in
accordance with the Canons and in accordance with ancient custom,' the
Note that fonnerly and from the beginning as a matter of ancient custom Cyprus
had been autoccphalous in respect of ccclcsiastical administration. This privilcgc
was sanctioned as belonging to it both by Emperor Zcno and by Justinian 11- surnamed Rhmotmetiis (as l m ing had his nose cul om. For in h e limes of Zeno, when
the Monphysites called Euvchians had a free hand, owing to the fact that Peter
Knapheus ol' Antioch was doing his utmost to gain control of the Cyprians, on the
pretense that the Cyprians had received their faith and Christianity from Antioch it
came to pass that the bishop ot'Amochostos named Anthemitus discovered through
revelation the sacred remains (or relics) of the Holy Apostle Bamabas undcrncath
the underground roots of a carob tree, bearing upon his breast the Gospel according
Lo SL Mallhew wrillen in Greek by Bamabas himself will1 his own hands, lor lwo
reasons. to wit: fust in order to shame the followers of Eutyzhcs by means of that
divine Gospel because of the fact that the latter affirms the true humanit! of Christ,
and His lw'o iiiilures: and secondh, in order lo sliul the mouth of Peler who had his
eye on Cyprus. For divine Barnabas said to Antheinitus: "lfthe enemies assert that
the throne oCAntioc11eia 1s an Apostolic one. tell them that so is Cyprus Apostolic
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because it has an Apostle in its ground." Taking the Gospel with him, Aiithcniitus
departed for Constantinoplc and went to &no, who rc.ioiccd greatly when he beheld it
with his own eyes. and. keeping it safely in his possession, he ordered it lo be read evc q ycar on Good Friday (called in Greek "Great Friday"), according to the Chronicle
ol'Joel. And nol onl: did he appoint Acacius to consider the case o l ' C ~prians and Antiochians (wherein- preseiilmg (lie presenl Canon of tlie Third Ec. C.? and Hie words
of the Apostle, Anthemitus shamed the Antiochians), but he even made Amochostos
an archdiocese free from any molestations attempted b\ the bishop or Antioch, according to Cyril the monk and Theodore the magnost and Suidas. After renewing the
decorations of that same Amochostos or Salamis. according to Balsamon, Justinian
Rhinotmctus renamed it New Justiniana. Hence those who assert that it was a second
Justiniana arc mistaken. For Achris was the first to be called Justiniana; the second
to be called Juslmana was Ulpiana, some town hat was situaled in Dardania and was
renewed and redecorated bv Justinian, on which account c. XXXIX of the Sixth Ec,
C. calls Cyprus New Jusliiiianopolis.And. conliming the present Canon. it s q s ibr
the Bishop of Cy7icus to preside over the whole province of the Hellcspontians, too.
and to ordain its bishop. But Chrysanthus (p. 84 of"the Syntagmation) sq-s that Car&age was the firs tutoccphalous archdiocese; and Cyprus was the second, because
this c. VTIT ofthe 3rd had honored it as autoccphalous even before Justinian. that is to
say; the third was Achris. because it was honored as auloceplialous during die reign
of Justinian in the time of the Fifth Council; the fourth was lower Iberia, as having
been honored in Hie lime of Leo 111 (the lsaurian); the fillh was upper Iberia. as ha\ ing been honored during h e reign of Monomachus; the sixlli was lliai of Pecius. as
having been honored in the time of the emperors in Nicaea.

Metropolitans of Cyprus are themselves to ordain the bishops in Cyprus,
and to be left unmolested and unconstrained by anyone else. But, making
the Canon general and catholic, the Fathers of this Council add that this
same rule shall hold also in regard to diocese (or administrations) and
provinces everywhere else, to the end that no bishop be permitted to usurp
and appropriate any other province that has not formerly and from the be ginning been subject either to his authority or to that of his predecessors,
If, nevertheless, anyone should appi opriate it forcibly. he must return it,
in order that the Canons of the Fathers be not transgressed, and in order
that prelates, under the pretext of sacerdotalism, may not cloak a secret
ambition and vainglorious yearning for secular or worldly authority, and
hence becoming staves to injustice lose little by little the freedom which
the liberator of all men Jesus Christ has graciously given us with His own
blood; it has appeared reasonable to this holy Ecumenical Council that the
righteous and just privileges be kept clear and inviolable which formerly
and from the beginning as a matter of ancient custom each province has
been entitled to. Accordingly, each Metropolitan shall have permission to
receive a transcript of the present Canon for security and confirmation of
the privileges of his metropolis. If; on the other hand, anyone should come
out with a form, i.e., a civil law or royal decree, contrary to the present
Canon, it has appeared reasonable to all this holy Council for that civil law
to remain invalid and ineffective.' Read also the Interpretations of Ap. cc.
XXXIV and XXXV.
: See the

commencement of this handbook in order to lean1 that civil laws coiillictiag
with the Canons are invalid.
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Letter o f the same Holy and Ecumenical Third Council
addressed to the sacred Synod in Pamphylia in favor of
Eustathius who had become their Metropolitan.
Seeing that the God-inspired Bible says, "Do everything heedjully"
Bov. 25:29 Seirachj, those who have had thefortune to be admitted to holy
orders otght indeed to w e especial consideration to what is to be done in
every case with all exactitude. For thus will they live t h m q h life wiih their
affairs hopefully arranved and wifl he curried onward ax though hy u,fmorable wind to the goat which is the most desirabk; and it seems that this u e u ment is reasonable e n o d Vet in the course o f time a bitter and unendurable
sorrow overwhelmed the mind and terribly muddied it, and failing to reap its
expectations, itfound little of benefit to comfort it in mgurd to the unju.vt cjrcmstunces of its plight. We have seen some such misfortune overtake most
reverent and m o f t godly Eustathiux. For though he was indeed ordained canonicctUy, as has been attested,yet, having been embarrassed, as he suys, by
some persons; and having me( with unseemly circumstances, and owing to
his being too much accustomed to idleness he got iired of the caws heaped
upon him, and being unable to put up with the fear ofincvMng defamation
as a result of developments, we know not how, he turned in an account. For,
once having accepted she responsibility ofsacerdotal cares, he ought to have
kepi on with spinha?staunchness and to have made every effort to discharge
his duties even a f the expense o f much pain and perspirat ion voluntarily as
one receiving femunerat~on.But since, once havingfuiled to cope with the
situation, he proved incapable, though rather as a result o f idleness than of
laziness and indolence, your godliness necessarily ordained our most revereni and m o , ~p/ d i y brother andfellow Bishop Theodore io lake cafe of (he
church bb'or the position codd not he left open and remain without anyone to
look after theflocks of the Savior, But ina,smuch as he came back weeping,
not about iosing the city or by wen' of quarreiing over thefact that the church
was turned over to the said most gody Bishop Theodore, but beggi'ng/or the
honor and title o f bishop he had been W y i n g up till then, we ail felt sorry
for him because of his being an old man, and deeming his tears a common
ground of sympathy; we hastened to learn whether the man had suff2red any
legd deposition or had been charged by other persons with impre)prietie.s
while muttering things to the detriment of his reputation, and, indeed, we
learned that nothing of the sort had occurred, but that instead of any jndiciment being /~n)ught
aguinxt him the man himself had .'submitted his resignation. Hence we could not blame your godlinessfor dz~;[ft;lly
replacing him by
the said most reverent Bishop Theodore. But since there is no strong reason
to quarrel with his incapacity, we ought rather to have mercy on the old man,
who had been awyjrom his city undfarfivm home for a long time, we have
deemed just and have decreed W / / / ~ O U Iany argument thai he should retain
both she name of bishop and the honor ami communion of the episcopate; but
in such manner as not to permit him to perform ordinations nor to officiate
in divine ser^'ices in c h d on his own account, unless by any chance taken
along or allowed to do so by a brother and fellow bishop, in pursuance (fa/fiction and love in Christ. But ifyou care to give him a better position ofany
kind, either now or hereafter, this will please the holy Council.
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Interpretation

This Eustathius, of whom the present letter speaks, was bishop of Parnphylia, a province in Attaleia. But after becoming engrossed in the cares
and matters of the episcopate, and getting tired on account of his faintheartedness and inexperience in regard to the affairs and temptations of
the episcopate, he tendered a written resignation. Hence the Synod there
ordained another bishop in place of him. However, he afterwards came to
this holy Ecumenical Council with tears in his eyes and begging, not for
the episcopate which he had resigned, but to have the honor and name of
a bishop. Feeling sorry for him and sympathizing with him on account
of his advanced age and tears and the fact that he was far from home and
hearth, and particularly because of the fact that his resignation had not
been submitted after a theat of deposition for viciousness. not on account
of his carelessness and indolence (for if such had been the case, of course
the Council would not have been warranted in showing him mercy, nor
would it have bestowed upon him the mere name of bishop), but because
of his faintheartedness and incapacity for affairs, the Council decreed
that lie should have the title of bishop, or; in other words, the right to call
himself a bishop, and the honor, or, in other words, the right to sit down
with bishops, and the communion, or, in other words, the right to partake
of communion along with them, and to officiate with them, and to assist
in ordinations the other bishops, though not to perform any himself of his
own accord, but only with the permission of the local bishop. I11 addition
the Council says to the bishops of Pamphylia, that in case they should
think of something better and higher to give to Eustathius, either now or
hereafter, this will please the Council too. This means nothing else, according to the exegete Anonymus, than the possibility of their appointing
him bishop in some vacant province.'

' Many have concluded froni this Idler that prelates are permitted to resign from their

own province. but yet to retain the honor and activity' of the prelacy. Such persons,
however, are in error. Quite h e contrary is ra h e r to be inferred h m the letter; according to Zonaras, Balsamon, and Blastaris. Thus, first of all, it is patent from the
words of the letter that resignations ought not to occur. For it says, in paraphrase,
that "once having becn given the care of an episcopate. Eustathius ought to havc
borne it with spiritual courageousness, to havc made c v e effort
~
to cope with the
troubles involved ill the situation, and voluntarily to have endured the perspiration
deserving reward in behalf of the episcopate." This same inference m y be drawn
also froni the surprise fek b\ the Council when it saw the written resignation of Eustathius. For if il had becn custoinq and allowable for resignations to be oITcrcd.
how could it have been astonished at such an event as though some new and strange
thing had occurred: for it says. ill paraphrase, ' k c do not know how and why he
came to turn in an account in resignation of his office." But this is confirmed also
be the exarch of this Council Cyril (who appears, from the wording and phraseology
of this letter. to havc bccn the composer of it), who says in his c. Ill: "This thing is
not agreeable lo h e Canons of Hie Church, Hiat is to say. For prelates to offer wri1ten resignations. For, if tiley arc worthy to officiate, lct them do so, and not resign;
but il' they are iin~voitly.let them not evade the episcopate with a resignation, but
as persons condemned for things [hey have been charged with by miin! oukries.
Tiis same conclusion may be inferred also from c, XVI of the 1st-and-2nd. For, if
that Canon deposes anyone that leaves his province Uor more than six months, and
commands that another bishop be ordained in his stead, much more docs it forbid
anyone to resign his province altogether. Though that Canon does SF tor no one else
to be ordained in the place of a living bishop unless thc latter voluntarily rcsign his
episcopate. yet it must be understood as implying that he is resigning on account of
some professionally inhibitive and hidden reason. But furher 011 this same Canon
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seems to correct cvcn this. For it s a y for another bishop to be ordained after the
cause of the living one be investigated and his deposition has been consummated.''
Allianasius h e GreaL loo. writes in his leller lo Dracondus: "Before being inslalled
as a bishop, a bishop livcs for himself; but after being installed lie no longer livcs for
himself, but for those Christians Ibr whom he was installed in office.'' But idhe\ aver
dial SL Oregon [lie Theologian resigned. as is asserted also
Balsamon. lei them
learn that he did not resign an episcopate of his own. which was that of Sasinm but
a strange episcopate, nameh, that 01' Na/Jaivo. as he himseK'intbnns us. For m writing to St. Gregory of Nyssa he says: "Not of Nazianzo, but of Sasima we havc been
offered as candidates: though not without a little shamefacedness before the Father
and the supplicants as strangers we havc accepted the protection." (Note ofTrwisIator.-By "protection" is meant office.) In writing to Philagrius. on the other hand,
he says Lhe following: "If it is dangerous, as you stale, for one lo leave his chiircl~
what church do you mean? If you mean our own. that of Sasima. that is to say, I too
s* the same h n g . and [lie statement is correcl. But il'we liaie lell h e strange one,
the one which has not been proclainied to be connected with our name, that is to
say, that ofNazian70, we are exempt from responsibility. But if we are being held to
account because we had charge of it for a while, there are plenty of others who will
havc to be held to account likewise. all those, in fact, who havc had charge of strange
provinces for a while."As for Hie fact. first, lliat resignations are not allowable, this
is plain from what has bccn said; and as for the fact. secondly, that those resigning
(especially as a result of laziness and indolence) must not be pennitied ~o retain h e
honor of a bisliop and Lhe name and aclivil!. this loo is evident from Hiis leller. For
it says, in paraphrase, that "Eustathius came to the Council, begging for the honor
and title ol'bishop. But il'he is begging lor these Ihings, it is evident that he resigned
thcm along with his rcsignation from the province: and as having resigned them he
no longer possessed them; and justly so." For the name bishop is not absolute, but
relative. For a bishop must be the bishop of an episcopate. Whoever, thcrcforc. has
resigned his episcopate. evidently oughl not even lo be called a bishop (unless it be
ilh the inodificalion "Â¥formeror 'Toniierl~"), according to Bias taris and Zonaras.
But if he ought not to bear the name of bishop. much more ought he not to enjoy eih e r (he honor or Hie activity oi' a bishop. For h e honor and acLivily of the bisliop are
bestowed as a prize and reward by Ap. c. XXXVI as well as c. XVIII of Antioch, not
upon the one resigning his province, but upon the one who goes indeed to his provincc; but on account of the withdrawal and disorder of the hi@, he docs not accept
it Hence in the case of those who resign from their province without any calamitous
reason, and go lo other provinces wlicrc lhcrc is grealer profit and more money to be
made, Syncsius as well as Thcophilus want no one to admit thcm to the altar, and not
to call hein lo tlie presidency, but. when hey enter h e church, to ignore h e m like so
many catlle occupying public seats ofauthority. That is why c. I of SL Cyril says [liat
Bishop Peter "either ought to have the functions o f a bishop, or, if he is not vvoithy
to preside over the sacrificial altar- neither ought he to be honored with the name of
bishop." But what am 1 saying that those resigning ought not to have the honor and
title of bishop? Why. thcy ought cvcn to bc cxconmunicated in case they fail to accept thc protection of the flock which has bccn entrusted to thcm, in accordance with
tlie above Canons. Ap. c . XXXVI and c. XVII 01Aiitiocli, unlil such time as hey
decide to takc it in hand. For this reason it is amazing that this 3rd Ec. C . did not reprimand the bishops in Pan~phyliafor failing to force Eustathius to accept the Church
entrusted lo him; but. instead of him, ordaining someone else. Il appears, however.
from the words of the letter that the bishops in Painphylia wrangled a good deal about
the inactivity of Eustathius, and that they opposed him and sought to coerce him. For
it said, "there is no strong reason to quarrel with his incapacity." Finally, whcn they
saw that he could not be persuaded, and that the flock of Christ had been without a
protector for a long time that the time was long is evident from the use of the verb
"remain" contained in the letter). they ordained Theodore in his stead. But il'anyone
should ask why [lie Council should have given Euslalhius h e honor and lille and
activity of a bishop at all, we answer that it did so mainly and primarily because, as
we said, it was not because of any viciousness or negligence on his part, but solely
because of his fainthcartcdncss that he submitted this unreasonable resignation, on
account of which, had Theodore not been ordained so soon, the Council certainly
would havc tried to compel him to takc back his province, 011 the ground that he
had no canonical excuse for not doing so. Incidentally the Council did this whcn it
synipahzed wilh his lens and his old age. Canon X of Peler the martyr, too, does
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not consider it reasonable for men to remain in the ministry after they lcavc the flock
of the Lord and go ofthcir own accord to martyrdom, and first deny, and then struggle
again, and finally confess h e faith. Note also the further observation that in case a
prelate wishing to resign from his province offers the pretext that he is unworthy; he
must nol be listened LO, unless he be proved ~o be unworthy of the prelacy. For il is
one h g for one nol Lo be worthy, in a negative sense; and another ihmg for one to
be unworthy, in a privative sense. For any man is unworthy of the prelacy who has
commuted canonical oll'enses and has been deprived 01worthiness on that account.
For, according to philosophers- privations come second after habits. Wherefore he
oil ht to be de osed. But one ISnot worthy not only who is guile o f such canonical
o cnscs, but a so one who is not guilty of such oflEcnscs. but rather to say who is virtiious and saintly, yet who as rcs c t i n ~the magnitude and sublimity of the gift of the
prelaq is no1 really worihy. as K ~ a s i hl e Great expresses it. and as divine Clirysostom says in his liturgies, in the prayer of the cherubic hymn, which prayer includes
the Following words; "No one addicted to carnal desires and pleasures is worlhy to
approach and to come near, or to minister, unto Thee, 0 King of gloy. For serving
Thee is something great and tearlul even to the heavenly powers themselves." On this
account as Balsamon says in his commentary on c. XVI of the 1st-&-Znd, the rcsignation of Theodoulos of Makre. though accepted without examination by Patriarch
Luke, yet, when thereafter examined swodically by Patriarch Michael of Anchialos.
it was not accepted, but, on the contra%, was rejected because it stated that he was
resigning the episcopate, no1 as unworlhy, but as not worhv. For every imworthy
person may be described as not worthy; but it is not conversely true that whoever is
not worthy is also unworthy, For anyone that asserts himself to be unworthy becomes
sell-condemned, whereas anvone that sa! s lhal he is not worth! ought ralher lo be
praised as being humble-minded. Accordingly, in order to finish this Footnote, I may
say that there is no excuse tor a prelate's resigning from his province, excepting only
this. that he has been involved in offcnscs that inhibit the exercise of prcllatical funclions, eilher hidden and undisclosed oflenses only confessed LO a father confessor, or
plainly evident- and consequently not deposed by the Council. For at that time being
rebuked by his own conscience, he has a good excuse for resigning the prelacy at the
same lime, and no one can prevent it. Such a person, in fad, is not prevented from
becoming a monk. See also c. TI of St. Sophia, and especially c. Ti1 of Cyril, and the
testimony of Chrysostom contained in the footnote; and the c o n m e n t a ~on c. XXVI
of the 6th and the Footnote thereto, and the Footnote to c. IX of the First Ec. C. Scc
also the form, for a canonical resignation at the end of this Handbook.
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CONCERNING THE HOLY AND
ECUMENICAL FOURTH COUNCIL

PROLEGOMENA

The holy and Ecumenical Fourth Council was held in Clialcedon, an
important city in Bithynia, during the reign of Emperor Marcianus and
Pulcheria'in the year 45 1 after Christ. The number of fathers attending
it was 630, the most notable of whom were Anatolius of Constantinople,
Paschasinus and Lucinsius, bishops, together with Boniface and Basil
presbyters, and with these were also Bishop Julian, Maxiinus the Bishop
ofhtiocli, and Juvenal the Bishop of Jerusalem, acting as legates of the
most holy Leo, Bishop of Rome. They condemned and consigned to anathema unfortunate Eutyches, an archimandrite, and his aid Dioscoms, who
had become the Bishop of Alexandria after Cyril. For these men, having
fallen into the error which was the opposite of that of Nestorius, shared
also the latter's fate, and went to perdition like him. For Nestorius had
divided the one Christ into two persons and two substances; while these
men boldly confused the two natures of Christ, the divine and the human,
of which He is composed and in which He is known and adored, and
conflated them into one single nature, the fools failing to understand that
this recusant belief led to the conclusion that Christ was not of the same
nature as the Father and of the same nature as human beings, but of some
.~
this holy Council; following the Creed
other and different n a t ~ r eHence
of the First Nicene Council and that of the Second Constantinopolitan
Council and the letter of Cyril of Alexandria, which is the same as saying
the definition laid down by the Third Council, held in Ephesus, but indeed
also the letter of the most holy Leo of Rome,' left unaltered the common
Creed of the First Ec, Council, held in Nicaea, and of the Second one, held
in Constantinople; and it anathematized those who might dare to add anything to or to subtract anything from it; and it made it its own definition of
the Orthodox faith, which runs as follows (Act 5): "Pursuantly therefore
to the divine Fathers we all consonantly join voices in teaching outright
that we confess one and the same Son or Lord Jesus Christ, perfect the
same in divinity, and perfect the same in humanity. Truly a God, and truly
a human being the same (composed) of a soul and body and one who is at
the same time of like essence with the Father as respecting divinity, and
of like essence the same with us as respecting humanity, in all respects

' Marcianus was a brother-in-law of Theodosius the Little by the latter's

sister Pulcheria. whom he look as his w J e but with whom he had no intercourse. For she lived
as a virgin to the end of her life, according to Evagrius (book 2, ch. 1 ofhis Ecclesiastical History). Not only did Marcianus. but also Pulcheria too. along with him. take,
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pains to asscmblc the present Council. Present at this Council wcrc both of those who
at the Sixth Council sat upon the thrones in front of the chancel.
For. were here but one nalure in Cliris~it would have to be either divine or 1111man, or clsc neither divine nor human,but something clsc than cithcr. Accordingl>-.
it i t were divine, where was the human? But i r himian. how could it be claimed that
those SFins this were not deniers of h e divmit! '? Or. on tlie other hmd. if i t were
something else than either. how could it be said that Christ was not being reformed
o>'a dillereni nature than the nature ot'ihe Father; and 01' a diJIerenI nature than the
naturc of human beings? Than which could there be mything morc recusant or morc
foolish?Than their saying, in other words. that the God Logos became a human being
only to corrupt His own divine nature and assume the human naturc? These things
arc what Photius says in opposing the recusancy of the Monophysitcs in the case of
die Fourth Ec. C.
This holy St. Leo (whose memory the Church cerebrates on February 18th) sent
this letter to SL Flat ian of Cons~antiiiopleagainst the Monophysites. The\ say moreover, that after composing it he placed it upon the tomb of the holy Apostle St Peter,
and with tasting and while keeping vigil, and with a prayer he begged St. Peter it
there were any mistakes in the letter to correct it. The Apostle then appeared to him
in person and said to him, "I have corrected it" The excerpt from that letter which
treats theologically of tlie two natures of Christ and of the one substance of Christ
in a manner at once exact and sublime. reads as follows, word for ward: "For each
form operates with the concurrent communion of the oilier. which had the characterislic peculiarity of the Logos functioning to bring aboul ha1 which is of the Logos,
while the body executes that which is of the body. Accordingly, the one of them
shines through in miracles, whereas the olher succunibed to abuse, when ill treated
and insulted. Accordingly, just as the Logos is inseparable from the Fathers glory,
so and in like manner His body did not let go and give up the nature of our human
genus. For truly it may be said that He is one and the same Son of God, and one and
the same son ofman. He is a God in h i s respect; Lo wit that in h e beginning He was
die Logos, and the Logos was with God, and the Logos was God; while He is a hu man being, on the other hand, in this respect, to wit, that the Logos became flesh and
dwelt among us." Hence when this letter was read aloud at the present Council, die
Fathers shouted: "That is the Faith of the Fathers: that is the Faith of the Apostles. St.
Peter uttered these things through Leo," That is why it also called that letter a pillar
of Orthodoxy. Sophronius of Jerusalem also writes about this lctter to the effect that
Bishop Theodore (whose bishopric was in Libya), who was cubicularius of the Patriarch ofAlcxandna Eulogius, beheld in his sleep a tall man deserving much honor and
reverence,who told him, "Convey word to Pope Eulogius that the Pope of Rome Leo
has came in order lo meet him in person." Theodore lost no time in hastening lo the
Palriarcli, and Lold him what had bee11 said. Thus. then, h e two Popes me1 each other
and exchanged greetings; and in a short while Leo said to Eulogius: "Do you know
why I came? I came in order to thank you because you w r y well understood my letter
and interpreted it correctly. Know, then, that you did me a great favor, and not a favor
to me, but also to tlie chiefApostle Peter.'" Upon saying these words, he disappeared
and vanished. In the morning Theodore recounted this fact to Eulogius; and the latter.
weeping, thanked God, who hiid made him a preacher of h e kuh (Dositheus, p.527.
of the Dodecabiblus). This mail Eulogius lived during the reign of Emperor Mauricious.
But inasmucli as the Papists (i.e.. Roman Catholics) wrongly conclude fro111 this
letter that the Pope is entitled to be the monarch of the whole world and to have
charge 01' all ecclesiastical councils and synods, we retort as Follows. First, that
although this letter is in truth a most orthodox epistle, yet it was not accepted by
this Council simply as it happened to come to notice. but was first examined as to
whether it was in agreement with the Creed of the First and Second Councils, and
with the transactions adopted bv the Third Council under the chairmanship ol'CyriI;
and only after it was found lo be in complete agreement therewith was it signed by
the prelates in the fourth act of the present Council. Secondly. that just as this letter
was called a pillar ol' Orthodoxy in the Fourth Ec, C,, so and in like manner at the
Seventh Ec. C. the letters sent to Tarasius by the prelates of the East wcrc described
as a column o f pie@-,while the letter of Tarasius to the Easterners was called a
definition of Orthodoxy (Act fourth of the Scvcnth Council). But a pillar of Orthodoxy a column of piety and a definition of Orthodoxy' arc simply designations of
one and the same Ihmg. I need scarcely say lhat Leo's letter was not called simpl!
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a pillar, but a pillar of Orthodoxy, since thcrc arc also other pillars of Orthodoxy: the
letter of Tarasius was called simply a dcfinition of Orthodoxy: and the letters of the
Easterners were called siniply a column of piel!. Thirdly. Ilid just atler Leo's letter
was rcad aloud the Council shouted, "That is the faith of the Fathers." so and in like
manner after the minutes of the First and Second Councils were read aloud. the!
shouted, "Thai is the faith of Orthodox Christians; Ihus do we all believe." And when
Cyril's letter was read aloud. the Council said: "Leo and Anatolius believe thus. and
we ourselves beliele thus. Cyril believes 111us; blessed be the memory orC!ril." And
I have to add also this fact too,that after the letter of Leo was rcad aloud the Council
also added this: "Cyril believed thus, The Pope has thus interpreted it." And again:
"Leo taught Cyril taught thus. Leo and Cyril taught the same thinks alike." Fourthly
and lastly, that the Third Council made Cyril's letter to Ncstorius a definition of its
owi; and see in die Preface to the Third Ec. C. Bul h e Fourth Council did not make
Leo's letter a definition of its own, in spite of the fact that the legates of Rome made
strenuous efforts lo this end; instead, it said thai there could be no other definition.
The definition confirmed the letter. All that was added to the dcfinition from the letter
was merely the assertion that the two natures are united indivisibly and uncontusably
in Christ. Hcncc as a result of all these facts the imagined monarchical office of the
Pope is dcmolishcd and refuted, and it is shown that the Pope. even when his beliefs
are striclly Orthodox- can be judged and examined by an Ecumenical Council, which
is the final and supreme judge in the Church. Concerning this scc the first Footnote to
the Prolegomena of the First Ec. C.

like us, apart from sinfulness. Though begotten before the ages out of the
Father as respects divinity?yet in latter days born out of Mary the Virgin
and Theotoke, as respects humanity, the same for us and for our salvation.
One and the same Christ, Son, Lord, Only-begotten (composed) of two
natures imconfusably, inconvertibly, indivisibly, inseparably identifiable,'

there being nowhere anything removed or annulled in the difference of
the natures on account of the union, but rather on the contrary the peculiarity of each nature being preserved, and concurring in one person and
one substance. Not being divided or parted into two persons, but (forming) on the contrary one and the same Son and only-begotten God Logos,
Lord Jesus Christ, precisely as the Prophets formerly had prophesied
concerning him and as he himself, the Lord Jesus Christ, did explicitly

teach us, and the Symbol (i.e., Creed) of the Fathers has imparted the
matter to us." On the other hand. this Council annulled and invalidated
the Latrocinium (or Robber synod) which had previously been assembled
in Ephesus A D . 448, at which Dioscorus presided, and spoke ill defense

of Eutyches, but the legates from the Bishop of Rome were not listened
to, while St. Flavian of Constantinople, after being kicked and beaten
with many whips, died. In this Council (Act 8) blessed Theodoret said:
"Anathema to Nestmius, and to whoever refuses to call Mary the Holy
Theotoke and whoever divides the one and only-begotten Son." In addition he also anathematized Eutyches, and every heresy, and after subscribing to all that had been decreed and adopted by the Council, he was
justified and took the seat assigned to him in the Council, and undertook
the representation of his province. Besides all these matters, the present
Council also issued and promulgated the present thirty Canons, which are
to be found in its Act 15, ratified and confirmed by name and definitely
By wa> of giving a clearer notion of the tivo natures inconvertibl> and unconfwably
united ill Clinsk il appeared to me advisable Lo add here the mlerpretalion set ford1
by Theodore the presbyter of Raithos and included in the Bibliotheca of the Fathers,
because it is in truth a most theologically pert'ect work (Dositheus, p. 469 of the
Dodccabiblus), It runs as follows: "Orthodox Christians confess the two natures to
be essentially united, the union being one which respects the hypostasis, yet in such
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a way as to be umpturablc and unconfusablc (explanation of the definition). The

expression 'two natures' denotes the diffcrcncc in kind and the diffcrcncc in csscncc
of the two conjoined natures, whicli are, to wit, the previously existent diviiiit~and
the humanity assumed at a later time. The term â€œessentiallydcnotes the absence of
co-operative good will, or. in less ambiguous words, the fact o r not being the result
of a special grace, or of some particular activity. or out of consideration of merit or
worth. or by way of allotting an equality of honor or recognition of peerage, or the
tracing o r a relation or establishment 01' a reference, or the limitation of "power, or a m
other relative union (such as Ncstorius used to allege); but on the contrary, admitting
it to be actually and really consubsistent and cornpositive itself in point of essence
and substance in the sense of substratum. The expression "the union being one whicli
respects the lwpostasis" dcnotes the fact that the humanity had not been previously
created and molded into shape- and hat h e divmity had not come aller it, but on me
contrary, that at the very point of subsistence of the first principle and beginning of
existence it was (already) united to the divinity-(lor at the vev same time while it
was created and molded into shape as flesh, it was also at the same time ficsh of thc
God Logos, according to another theologian). The terms ~-^lnmphrably"and "unconfusably" used together signify the fact that the two natures when combined together
did not undergo any innovation or modification of any kind on account of the union.
but, on the contrary, the union is one which is preserved throughout eternally and
alike, and each of the two natures remains undiminished in strict conformity with
the essential delinition and discourse.'' Hence from his interpretaLion we learn that
wherever Hie falhers call Hie union of the two natures in connection wilh Christ a
union with respect to nature or a natural union, they are not employing the ad-jecLive natural w i h any implication h a t the union of the himianit!, or human nature,
in connection with Christ took place in nature, or in accordance with nature. God
forbid! For it' this had been the case in realit& there would necessarily have resulted
from the two natures a single composite nature. which was the rccusant belief of the
Monophysites, and 1101 h e Orthodox belief of the catholic Church; whicli dogmah e s tliat h e two natures of Christ were united, not in accordance with nature. or in
nature, but, on the contrary, with respect to hypostasis, and in the hypostasis of the
God Logos. That is why there is but one liyxstasis of Clirist composed of the two
natures, distinguished as the divinity and the humanity. Instead, with the adjective
natural and with the phrase according to nature or with respect to nature, the Fathers
make it clear that this union truly and actually and really took place, as the aforesaid
Theodore of Raithos interpreted the matter, and in an cxccptionally and especially
apposite discourse so did superlatively divine Cyril of Alexandria, the clarion interprctcr of this incnmablc and inconccivablc union. For in his third Anathcmatization
he said: "IFanyone in reference to the one Christ divides the hyposmis (or. otherwise
speaking, the existential and subsistential natures, or, that is to SF, actual natures or
real natures) after the union. b\ conjoining them with a con.junction alone, as depending upon merit or value or worth, or; more sp~cifically~
authorie or dynasty. and not
indeed rather attributing it to the coalescence resulting from a natural union, let him
be anathema.'" After, I say, he uttered these words, he went to explain in the course
of the sequel to this amthcmatization and in offering an apology (i.c.; plea in defense
thereof) in reply to h e objecti011 of the Easterriers, and in his apology in refutalion of
the argument ofTheodoret, and ia the three parts together, to the effect that the natural
union he had spoken ol' denotes the true and actual and real union: and in illustration
of his meaning lie cited that Apostolic saying hat ^and (we) were by nature children
of wrath" (Eph, 2:3), instead of saying "and we were truly children of wrath," Some
other theologians, however, interpret this natural union as being intended to mean a
hypostasic or substantive union, on the basis of a conception that the word substance
or (hymtasis) is also defined to denote essence, and nature together with permanent
peculiarities by those discussing theological matters or philosophical questions, and
especially by the Seventh Ec. C , in its Act 6. For explanation of what the essence and
nhat llie Substance or HJ poslasis and what the Nature of a being are-See h e first
volume of the New Philosophical System ofApostolos Makrakis,Also the Paramount
Doctrines of Orthodoxy oCApostolos Makrakis. (The Editors).

by c. 11 of the Sixth, and indefinitely by c. I of the Seventh; which Canons are necessary for the decorum and constitutional organization of the
Church. As for the Minutes of the pesent Council, they are divided into
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t h e e volumes. The first volume contains various letters and the transactions endorsed in Constantinople by Flavian, and those endorsed in
Ephesus by the Latrocinium (or Robber Synod). The second volume
comprises the sixteen Acts of this same Council which was held in Chalcedon. The third volume contains various letters of the Council and of the
Emperors, and some other matters which were done after it was held and
which related to it.l (See Dositheus, from p. 331 to p. 397; and the second
volume of the Conciliar Records.)
THE THIRTY CANONS
OF THE HOLY AND ECUMENICAL FOURTH COUNCIL
INTERPRETED
CANON 1

Wepronounce i t j u s i and right that the Canonspmmukaied by the Holy
Fathers, in each and e1~en;'Council down to the present time, continue infall
force mil effect.
(c. I1 of the 6111; c. I of h e 7th.)
Interpretation

The present Canon deems it just and right that all die Canons issued
by the Holy Fathers from the beginning down to the present day, whether
serving the purpose of a more exact formulation of the dogmas, or that of
providing for ecclesiastical discipline, at each and every Ecumenical and
regional Council or any local Synod, should continue in full force and effect, that is to say, should remain valid and enforceable.
Concord

Canon IT of the Sixth and Canon I of the Seventh Ec. C,, dealing with
the same matters as the present Canon deals with, expressly decree that
the Apostolical Canons, and the Canons of Councils and Synods held
theretofore, and those of the Fathers of the Church should remain confirmed. See also what is said of Canons in general at the commencement
of this Handbook in the Prolegomena (p. xvi).
'Note that Eutyclies at one time uscd to say tliat the flesh of the Lord was not of the
with the Mother, nor with us, while at other times he
same essence, or co-cs~cntial~
used to say dial before h e union. Hue enough, there were two natures in Christ bul
after the union only one. Wherefore they uscd to say that Christ consisted of two nalures, before the union, that is to say, but not also in h o natures, afler the union, that
is lo sa!. And it was for Lhis reason hat this Council asserted in its definition above
that Christ is of the like (or same) essence with the Father as respecting divinity and
ol'like (or the same) essence will1 us as respecting humanity. From this Monophysik
namcd Eutychcs- as from some many-hcadcd Hydra, there grew up thereafter numerous heresies. For instance: The Theopaschites, who used to say "The one crucificd for us is holy and in1111ortal," of whom the chief leader was Pctcr Knaphcus
concerning whom see c. LXXXI of the 6th). For, according to the M o n o p l ~ s i t ~ s ~
himianily was converled mto div imLy So the entire Holy Trinity under\veiit sutreri n g ~ o hspare
,
us, 0 Lord!--since Godhood was but of one nature. That is why the
bemused heretics uttered this blasphemy even to the Holy Trinity which is lauded in
the Thricc-holy Hymn From the Monophysitcs arose the Scverians. lcd by a man
named Severus. who was a monk and became Bishop ofAntioch. From these heretics
sprang a group known as Jacobites, led by a certain man of Syros called Jacobus and
of base extraction, named Zanzalus, or Tzantzalos, who also became the leader of
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the licrcsy of the Amlcnians. From them arose the Gaianitcs, their leader Gaianus
being a follower of the hcrcsy of Julian, a bishop of Halicarnassus. by whom he
was also ordained Bishop of Alexandria. These heretics used to say thai Christ was
cntircly impassive, or, in Grcck, apathes. on which account the; styled Apathitcs,
though John Damascene calls them Eg\ptians, whom the Copts also Followed. From
die roots of the Monopli! sites here sprouled thereafter idso Hie heresy of lhe Monotheletes. For if, according to them, there was but one nature in Christ, it followed as
a mailer oS course hat this single nature had but a single will Loo. From ihem arose
the Agnoitcs, whose leader was Thcmistius, Thcsc persons uscd to assert that Christ
was ignorant of the day of judgment (i.e. that He did not know precisely when it
would be in the future). Thcy had split off, according to John Damascci~.from the
Thcodosian Monophysitcs. From them came the Trithcitcs, who in connection with
die Holy Triiiil~were wont to assert a common essence and nature. individualized as
in the case of three human beings. Their leader was John Alexandreus the Philoponus,
All Monophysiles used Lo be called in a word Acephali. or headless men. m allusion
to the fact that they had split off from the Patriarch of Alexandria named Mongus cithey because, as Leonius says. he did not anathemati7e the Fourth Ec, C , . or because
they uscd to hold various unorthodox asscmblies and perform unorthodox baptisms,
and used to do other things in the way of innovations and schisms, as Niccphorus
Callistiis states, or because there arose a schism in their midst between Severus and
Julian concerning perishability and imperisha bility, and some of them followed the
one, and some the oher leader. Accordingly. it may be said. generally speaking the!
were called Acephali because of h e f a d lhal they did no1 pay allegiance lo a m one
head, but some to one, and some to another leader, and split into groups differing
1'roiii one another and from the Church. (See the discussion in Dositheus, p. 470 01
the Dodccabiblus, and the discussions by other writers.) All the Monophysitcs and
Theopaschites refused to accept the icon (or picture) of Christ, according to Act 6
of the Seventh Ec. C.. because they maintained that the nature therein described and
depicted as thai of His hiiniiinity had been mingled and converted into the nature His
divinity: But the criticism made
Alamundarus. the chief of the Saracens, was a
joke. For this fellow, after becoming a Christian, seeing that Severus sent two bishops
with a view Lo enticing him into his heresy, wishing Lo rebuke Hiem: said: "'But know
ye not that they have sent me letters and therein the writers of them declare unto me
that the Archangel Michael died'!" The bishops of Severus replied to him that it was
impossible for that thing to havc happened. Then Alamundarus in reply said: "And
if Christ hath not two natures, as you say, how could He have died and havc suffered
011 the Cross? Since His divinity is impassive, and does not die (Dosithcus, p. 424 of
the Dodccabiblus).

CANON I1
I f any Hishop ordain anyone for money, and make merchandise of the
unvendible wee, and perform the ordination of a Bishop, Chorepiscopus,
Pre.sbyter, Deacon, or any one on the d l o f the C l e m , with a vie\v to gain;
or nominate any Steward, Ecdicm, or Parumonarius, or unyone else that
belongs to the canon,for money, with the object of making a sham~fid/?refit
for himself: lei him w h o is jound guilty of having undertaken this stand in
peril of his office; and let him who has been thus ordained have no benejit
from such traffic in orchnatiom or nominationx, hut, on the contrary, let him

be t v i h i ~any
; claim upon (he dignity orjob which he h s (hus obtained by
means of money. I f , in fact, anyone even appear as a middleman or factor or
intermediaryfor such shameful and illicit deals, let him too, ifhe he a clergyman,forfeit his office; but ifhe be a layman or a monk, let him be anathemaf ized.
(Ap, cc, XXIX, XXX; cc, XXII, XX111 of the 6th, cc, Ill; IV, V, XIX of the 7th:
c. XCI o f Basil c. XH of Laodicea. the letters of Gennadius and of Tarasius.)

Interpretation

According to Zonaras, Bishops, Presbyters, and Deacons are ordained
by carrying out the rite called chirotonici (or chotony); Anagnosts (or
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Readers, or Lectors). on the other hand. and Psalts (or Cantors: or Choirmen), and Hegoumeni (or Priors) are ordained by carrying out the rite
called chirothesiu (or chirothesy) and sealing them'; others are merely
nominated, without a seal, such as Stewards (Oeconomi},and Defensors
(Ecdici), and Churchwardens (Pmmoncsrzi~i.e., Prosmonar~i)~
So the
present Canon prescribes that if any bishop qualifies any of these or other
clergymen for money, and out of greed sells the unvendible grace of the
Spirit, he shall be deposed from the prelacy. In addition, the one so ordained is not to be allowed to profit by or derive any advantage from the
ordination or nomination gained by this trafficking, but, on the contrary, he
shall be expelled from the holy orders and office thus acquired. If anyone
acts as middleman or intermediary in connection with these dealings of
greed, in case he is a clergyman he is to be deposed, but if he is a monk or
a layman, he is to be anathematized. Read also Ap. cc. XXIX and XXX.
CANON m

I/ is come to {he ftnow?edge of the)Council that some of those who had
been listed in the roll of the (.'lergy hire other men & estates for the sake o f
filthy fiacre, and undertake to negotiate secular affairs, to the neglect of the
D i m e / m t ' g > j and betake themselves to the families of secular men, whose
estates they undertake to manage out of love of money, I herefore the holy
and swat Council decrees that no Bishop, C7/ersyman,or Monk shall henceforth be allowed tofarm any estate or office, or to involve himself in secular

cares, unless he he. unmoidably called by laws to the pw-diansh~pof minors,
or the Rishop permit him to take care of the affairsof the chwch, or of those
o f orphans or widows unprowded for, and of persons in especial need o f
ecclesmst~cdassistance,for thefear ofGod. I f anyone presnine to tramgress
hereafter any ofthe rules herein decreed, that person shall be liable to ecclesiastical penalties (or penances).
(Ap. ec.VI, LXXXI. LXXXIII; c. VII of the 4th; c. XI of die 1st-&-2nd;
c . XVm of Carthagc; and c. X of the 7th.)
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that inasmuch as it has come to the ears
of the Council that some clergymen, for the sake of making a shameful
profit, are wont to rent the real estate of others, and to undertake outside
Note, however, that the tonsure ol' clergymen perlbrmed by the prelate is called by
Balsamon Llie tonsorial seal {sphrugis epikouridos) and episcopal lonsurale (epikoww cpish;pike) and the tonsure of monks, monachal tonsurate (cpikouris momchike): (in his interpretation ore, XXXITI of the 6th: and o f c, LXXVII orthe 6th),
manage the affairs ofthe church in accordance with the
ideas of the bishop, according to e. X of Thcophilus, c. XXVI of the 4th. and c. XI of
the 7th Ec, C. Defensors were appointed to help those who were being unjustly treated. to redeem those who wcrc being tyrannized by some. and to protect those who
took refuge in the church on account of any ill treatment or influence. Thcrc werc two
kinds OC defensors; lo vvil: ecclesiastical defensors. referred lo in Hie present Canon;
and nonccclcsiasticd. or secular, and imperial. or royal, dcfcnsors. referred to in cc.
LXXXIII and CVII of Cartilage.According LOBalsanion llie) were called Dc/imsors.
and according to Justinian Eccksiecdm,Thcrc werc twelve of them in the church of
Constantinople, the chief one being known as Protecchcus (i.e., Chief"Detensor). and
with two other dcfcnsors the latter was cmpowcrcd to hear minor cases that arose in
the church. Pn).smonarji werc appointed to watch over churches to which thcy wcrc
assigned and lo welcome those coming there to worship

:Stewards were appointed to
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work as contractor^.^ or. in other words, to involve themselves in secular
affairs for pecuniary profit, while neglecting the services attached to holy
orders, and, on the other hand, entering the homes of secular persons and
assuming the management of their property on account of avarice. For this
reason this holy Council has decreed that henceforth no bishop or clergyman or monk shall rent real estate or involve himself in the management
of secular affairs, except only in case he should be called upon by the
laws to become a guardian of minors' (children are called minors from
the time they are born until the fourteenth years of their age), or a curator,
by which term is meant one who takes care of and attends to the needs
of adolescents (persons are called adolescents from the fourteenth to the
twenty-fifth years of their age), and unless the bishop of the city should
urge him, to take care of the affairs of the church, or orphans, and widows
unprovided for, and other persons that are in especial need of ecclesiastical help and assistance, nor for the sake of any profit or gain, but only
for the fear of God, If anyone; on the other hand, should dare at any time
hereafter to transgtess these rules, such person shall become liable to the
ecclesiastical penalties. But what are these? They are those piescribed by
the Apostolical Canons. Their forfeiture, that is to say, of the clericate.
Read also Ap. c. VI.
CANON IV

Lei them who sincerely and truly enter w o n monastic life be accorded
due honor. But inasmuch as some use the monk's garb to disturb (he affairs
of the Church and civil government, by going round in the cities negligently
disregarding their duties, and even ~ndertakingto build themselves m a s ieries, it is decreed that no one shall anywhere htdd or es/a/dish any mastery or any oratory (i.e., prayerhouse) without the consent and approval
of the Bishop of the city; and that Monks in every city and cumtry be subject to the Bishop, and embrace quietude, and pay heed only tofasting and
prayer, while continuing in the places patiently whereunto they have been
assiped, without intnfding upon or meddfing in ecclesiastical qffairs, nor
ieui~ingtheir own monasteries, unless at any time they be permitted to do so
by the Bishop ofthe city on account ofsome exigency; ant! that no one shall
receive a slave into the monasteries to become a monk, without his owner 'fi
consent and apprf)~~a/.
We have decreed that anyone tran.vgressing this rule
of ours shall be excludedfrom communion, in order that the name of God be
not blu.vphetned. The Bishop ofthe city,however, is required to make proper
prm:isionfor mimasteries.
(Regarding h s first part of h s Canon, cf. c XXIV of h e 4h, c. XXI of h e 7lh;
and c. I of the lst-&-2nd. Regarding the second part Ap c. LXXXH;
cc, XL. XLI I of Basil: cc. LXXI 11. XC or Carthage. c LXXXV of the 6th
and c 111oCGangra.]
Interpretation

The following things are prescribed by the present Canon. Those who
truly and without any hypocrisy adopt the monastic life deserve to be
duly honored. But since some employ the monastic habit as a pretext and

' Contractors. propcrly speaking, arc those artisans who put up security or an earnest

of some sort and undertake a job with the proviso not to abandon it until they have
finished it (according to Anncnopoulos, Book 3. Title 8).
' The reason why this Canon allows bishops and monks to become guardians and
curators, whereas Justinian Novel 123 prohibits them from doing so. is, according
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to Billsamon, cithcr that it prohibits the111 from doing so of their own accord or when
only the laws require them to do so, but not when they arc called upon to do so by the
bishops. Peter Lhe Chartopli~laxsavs ha1 monks must not become godfathers to childrcn being baptized (except in cases of urgent necessity; scc also the Footnote to c .
XXIV ol' the Faster), nor must they become parties to the agreement by which persons
are adopted as brothers or sisters (in accordance with the custom called in Greek d e l phopoew}. For these things are contrary to the Canons (page 395 of the Corpus Juris

Graecoromanus). Nicephoms the Chartophyl ax also says that the Church mandatorily prescribes it as a law to abbots and cxarchs of monasteries that the monks arc not
to be allowed to form relations as godfathers with tile parents of children or to enter
into any compact of brotherhood, and that the law will not recognize the relationship
of brothcrhood established by adelphopoeia w toto (page 342 of the same book): scc
also Hie Chapter 011 Adeiphqweia in that on Synoekesio (or Matrimonial Conkiicts).

lure to get themselves honored, and bring about confusion in ecclesiastical and civil affairs by wanting to meddle therein and by carelessly going
about the cities, and make it their endeavor to build monasteries of their
own, therefore it has seemed reasonable that no monk, either in a village,
or in a city. or in the wilderness, or in a desert, or in any other place shall
be allowed to build and establish a monastery or an oratory, without the
consent and approval of the bishop of the region in question. Monks living in any city or village shall be subject to the authority of the bishop of
the region in question, and shall observe quietness of life and engage in
only fasting and praying, and shall remain in those monasteries wherein
they were shorn. without leaving them (see c. XXI of the 7th) and involv ing themselves in ecclesiastical and civil affairs^ unless as a matter of
need and necessity they be appointed to do so by the bishop, after he has
judged them to be fitted for such an undertaking. It has seemed reasonable in addition that no slave be admitted into a monastery to be shorn as
a monk without the consent of his owner, lest other men seeing the monks
engaged in worldly affairs, and the masters grieved about their slaves, be
led to blaspheme the order of the monks, and hence through them the name
of God be blasphemed. Anyone that violates this Canon or transgresses it
shall be excommunicated. Yet, just as monks ought to confine their activi ties to the works that belong to monks. so ought also bishops to have diligence and foresight in providing for their monasteries, by protecting the
monks and bestowing alms ill exigencies either out of their own pocket or
out of the poor money of the church, in accordance with Ap. c. XL1 and c.
XXV of Antioch, for two reasons: 1 ) in order that the monks may remain
quiet and free from temptation; and 2) in order that he may himself derive
therefsoin something in the way of benefit to his souls.3

' That is \\h', h e seventh ordinance of h e first Tille of Ihe Novels, which is Justinian
'Novel 67. and the third of the second Title. which is Justinian Novel 138. embodied
in Book V of the Basilica, Title 11 1, ch, 4 and c11, 5 (in the Nomicon ol' Pho~iusTitle
Ill, ch. 14. and Title XI. cli. 1) prescribe lhat anyone lliaL shall build a monastery or
an oratory or a church must speak about it first with the bishop, and must agree to
give him all the I'uel needed lor lamps and lights oC the church, all that is needed for
the sacred liturgy, for the food of prosnwnani (or churchwardens) and of those who
are to reside therein in the future; and then the bishop shall make the matter known Lo
all, and going in person to the spot where the building is to be erected he shall utter
a pra! er and plant a cross therein; and then the building ma\ commence, The\ say in
addition that whoever begins to build these from the start, or to rebuild old ones. he
as well as his heirs shall be obliged by the bishop and the stewards and the executive
OF the region to finish the building which he commenced and not to leave it inconnpick.
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So that according to this Canon those called monks must neither be ordaincd nor cngage in any way in doing parish work in connection with the churches in the world.
For according to h e meaning of (heir name monks they are lone men, or s h r i e s .
(in that the Grcck word. munachos, means lone or solitary), and thq arc following
the profession of virginity; wherefore they ought to be ordained to monasteries- and
Lo perfonii Lhe functions of hol! orders herein. and not m the world. Hence. b\ way
of confirming this, Michel of Constantinople, the greatest of all philosophers. decreed
that all sacred acts perlormed in the world are to be periomned b\ worldly pnests. and
not by (sacred) monks. The (sacred) monks arc to keep within their nionasterics. as
Balsa~nonsays (comment on ch. 3 of Title I of the Noancon of Photius). Tn addition.
Pctcr the ch~iitophylaxof thc great Church says that a monk call neither bless a wedding outside nor inside a monastery (page 395 of the Corpus Juris Graccoromanus),
Hence it is evident that prelales are violating Lhe Canons when hey ordain monks in
cities or towns: and they will do well to correct the impropriety For as regards all the
evils and sins these monks do in the world and in associating v\ ith the desires ol' h e
world, the prelates who ordain have to pay the penalty. For divine Chrysostom says
the following: "For do not tell me that the presbyter sinned, nor that the deacon did so,
The blame for all these is chargeable to and falls upon the head of those who ordaincd
thcm'~Discourse 3 on the Acts, p. 627 of vol. IV). According to this Canon those
monks are no 1 doing right who leave their monasteries, or their cells and hermitages.
and go into the world in order to beg alms. For in so doing they arc bound to fall into
many traps of the Devil and siifler injuries of the soul. Though h is h e ha1 Basil h e
Great does allow monks to leave the monastery and lo journey in quest of the necessaT wants of the convent ofcenobites. and in a way he rebukes those who resign out
01sheer unconcern and refuse to go out (Ascetic Ordinance XXVI). it is nevertheless
to be noted that the same Basil says for the head of the n~onastctyto send on crrands
for the needs ofthe convent o f cenobites that monk who can keep himself uninjured
and unharmed and who can benefit those conversing with him. If no such fit and
sirong broker can be Found in [he irtonasle~~~
il is better for the brethren lo endure
patiently even tribulation and discomfort to the point ofdeath, rather than for bodily
comfort to ignore or overlook the evident harm to the soul of that one who is destined
Lo be sent away Accordingly. &r the brother has returned, the head 01the inslitiition must examine him as to how he got along during his absence in other regions.
As concerning whatever he has done right, he should praise him: but as concerning
whatever he has done wrong. he should correct him;ctc. (scc C. XLIV for detailed
explanations).
' The present Canon is found exactly the same also in Act 6 of the same Fourth Council. except that it contains two more prohibitions not in this Canon, to wit: 1) that no
monastery shall be built upon lands without the consent of the owners of the lands:
and 2) dial not only slaves, but even enlisted men, dial is lo say, soldiers, musl not be
admitted into monasteries and shorn.

Concord

Canon XVTT of the 7th Ec, C. likewise commands that the bishop shall
prohibit monks from leaving their monasteries, and from undertaking to
build oratories without having the expenses requisite to finish and furnish
them. In addition thereto, c. I of the 1st-&-2nd refuses permission to anyone to build a monastery without the consent of the bishop, or after building one to become its owner and lord. Read also the Interpretation of Ap.
c. LXXXIL and c, XXIV of the present Council.
CANON V

As regads Bishops or C k w m e n who ~ f r o mcity to city, it has seemed
fitting that the Canons laid down by the Holy Fathers should remain in effect
and he enforced.
(Ap. cc. XIV, XV; cc. XV. XVI of die 1st; c . XVII of lhe Glh; cc. Ill, XVI, XXI
of Antioch; cc. I, II. XV, XVI, XIX of Sardica: and cc, LVll, LX1 II , and XC
o f Carthage.)
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Interpretation
This Canon prescribes that those Canons shall remain valid which
were issued by the Holy Fathers to prohibit bishops as well as clergymen
from going from one city or province to another city or province. Read
them also in Ap, cc. XIV and XV
CANON VI
I t is decreed that no one shall be ordained at [urge either a Presbyter
or u Deacon, nor anyth~ngelse ut all in the ecdesm.sfica1 ranks unless he
be partmdarty assigned to the church ofsome city, or to a martyry,or to a

monastery. Axfor those ordained at I q e the holy Council has d e t e r m u d
that any such chirothesy shall be null and void, and that such ordmes shall
not be d o w e d to officiate unphere, to the dishonor ofthe odainer.
(c, XU I ol' Neocaesarea, j
Interpretation

Wishing to prevent easily those ill holy orders from going or being
transferred "fromone locality to another in violation of the Canons, the
cause and root of this evil being that they are ordained at large and indeftnitely, the holy Council decrees in its present Canon that henceforth neither
a priest nor a deacon nor any other ecclesiastic shall be ordained in such a
manner, but must in any case be assigned to a church of a city or village,
or to a monastery, or to the church of some martyr, to be mentioned by
the prelate in the course of reciting the ordination prayer, by saying "The
divine grace ordaineth so-and-so a Presbyter or Deacon of such or such a
church, or monastery, by name-in identically the same manner, that is to
say, ill which the name of the province is pronounced aloud in the ordination of every bishop. As for all those who have been ordained indefinitely,
the holy Council has ruled that the ordination be invalid, and that those so
ordained shall not be allowed to officiate in any region; in order that the
prelate performing the ordination contrary to the Canons be dishonored
in consequence of this lack of the right to officiate, and be led to sobriety
as a result of this dishonor, and be discouraged from doing so again.2But
please bewail the fact, 0 reader, that ill spite of the present Canon during the ordination of a deacon or presbyter today the name of a particular
church or of a monastery is not specially mentioned, as required by the
terms of this Canon, though this prescription appears to be an element of
the ordination along with the other components thereof, notwithstanding
that the violators of this rule fail to take this into account at all.
CANON V U

We have decreed m regard to those who hmv once been enredled in the
C l e w or w hi) have become Monks shaH not loin the army nor obtain any
secular position of dignity. Let those be anathematized who dare to do this
and fail to repent, so as to return to that which they had previously chosen
on God's account.
(Ap. cc. LXXX1. LXXXII1; cc. Ill, Vl of lhe 4Ul; c. XI of the lsl-&-2nd;
c. XVIX oCCarlhage; and c. X of h e 7h.)

So that just as the Council here considers this o r d i d o n to be invalid, so must c. X l l i
ol'Anliocli be considered. See also the Fooholes lo Ap. c. XXVIII.
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Interpretation

The present Canon prescribes that clergymen and monks must not become soldiers, nor assume secular dignities. Those who do these things
and fail to return again to their former occupation in life, which they
chose on God's account, are to be anathematized. But why is it that Ap. c.
LXXXIII only deposes these men from office, whereas this Canon anathematizes them? Either the former Canon is referring to those. according
to Zonaras and the other interpreters, who engage in such things while
wearing the habit of the clergy; whereas the present Canon is speaking of
those who discard even the clergyman's or monk's habit before engaging
in such things. Or perhaps the present Canon is referring to those who, after once daring to do such things: refuse afterwards to repent and to return
to their former life (which the Ap. c. does not say). and for dlls reason it
has made them liable to severer punishment on the ground that they are
unrepentant.' See also Ap. c. V l and c. XVI of the present Fourth.
CANON VTTI

As for (he Clergymen attached lo p o o h u s e s or monasteries or martyries, let them remain mder the authority of the bishop of the city in question,
and not distÂ¥espec/fiidesert their o w n B d ~ o p ,in accordance with the
teaching imparted by (he holy Fathers. As reg&
those who dare to defy
any suchformat rifling, in any manner whatever,andwho refuse to .v;ihm;'tto
their awn Bishop, in case they are d e w m e n let them be liable to the penalties prescribed by the Canons, but if they are monks or laymen, let ihem be
excludedfrom communion.
Interpretation

The decree of the present Canon is as follows. That as for any clergymen or persons in holy orders who are in churches belonging to poorhouses, orphan asylums; homes for the aged, hospitals; or monasteries,
or to churches of martyrs, they must remain always subject to the bishop
of t h e city in question, in accordance with the tradition received from the
Holy Fathers, and not abscond from the authority of their own bishop
disrespectfully. All those who dare to violate the present Canon in any
way, and who refuse to submit to their own bishop, in case they are in
holy orders or are clergymen, they are to be liable to the penalties prescribed by the Canons, and deemed reasonable by this same bishop of the
region in question; but if they are monks or laymen, they are to be excommunicated. But why does the Canon, after mentioning further above only
clergymen and monks, say also laymen further below? In order to expose
those laymen on whose boldness and protection the clergymen and monks
rely in showing disrespectfulness to the prelate and refusing to submit to
his authority.?

' "Novel 123 of Justinian also decrees in agreement wilh the present Canon, For it s i p s

for no one to lcavc his clcricatc and become a secular; because he will be deprived
of Hie dignit! or m i l i l q position which had been given lo him. and will be turned
over to the senators of his own city Novels 7 and 8 of Leo. on the other hand. command that clergymen and monks who change their habit and become laymen, are to
be reinstated in Ilie habil of h e clergy or monks again even against Hieir will," (From
Armenopoulos, Section 3. Heading 2, of his Epitome of the Canons.)

That is why in Act 10 of the Synod held in the time of Basil the Macedonian it was
quite rightly writkn in regard to h i s circumstance, that '"no layman whatever is
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allowed to provokc an argument about ccclcsiastical matters or to resist an entire
church or an ccumcnical council. For the tracing and examining of such questions is
the task of the patriarchs and priests and teachers of the Church. lo whoin God has
given the privilege of binding and loosing. For a l a y m . even though replete with
evep learning and reverence, i s nevertheless a la1 man and a sheep. whereas a prelate, e\ en though he displa~s every irreverence. is neverheless a shepherd as long as
he occupies the position of a prelate. Hence it behoves the sheep not to turn against
heir shepherds.

CANON IX

If any Clergyman has a dispute with another, let him not leave his own
Bishop and resort to secular courts, but let him first submit his case to his
own Bishop, or let it be tried by referees chosen by both parties and approved by the Bishop. Let anyone who acts contrary hereto be liable to
Canonical penalties. Tf, on the other hand, a Clergyman has a dispute with
his own Bishop, or with some other Bishop, let it be tried by the Synod
of the province. But if any Bishop or Clergyman has a dispute with the
Metropolitan of the same province, let him apply either to the Exarch of
the diocese or to the throne of the imperial capital Constantinople; and let
it he tried before him.
(Ap. c. LXX1V; c. VI ol'the lsl; cc. XVII, XXI oi'lhe 4lh; cc. XIV, XV ol'AnLoch;

cc, VITI. XII, XIV, XV, XXVII, XXVITI, XXXVI, LXXXVTT. XCVI. CV, CXV,
c x v l r r , CXXXIV. c x x x v n , c x x x v 1 n , CXXxiX,'
Interpretation

When one clergyman has a dispute with another clergyman, the present Canon prescribes that he must not leave his own bishop and present
his case to secular courts; but, on the contrary, he must first present it to
his bishop, or else, with the permission and consent of his bishop, he may
have his case tried by referees (or chosen judges), with whom both parties,
the plaintiff and the defendant, are well pleased. As for any clergyman that
does otherwise, let him be subjected by the bishops to canonical penalties.
But when a clergyman has a dispute with his own bishop, let the case be
tried before the Synod of the province. When, again, a bishop or a clergyman has a dispute with the Metropolitan, let him go to the Exarch of the
diocese;1 or to the throne of the imperial capital Constantinople, and let
the case be tried by him.
Concord

Canon XVIII of Carthage prescribes that if presbyters and deacons are
accused. the presbyter shall choose six, and the deacon three, bishops from
neighboring districts, and let their own bishop try their case in conjunction
with these others; and that two months' time shall be allowed them too,
and that the persons of their accusers be examined in the same way as in
the case of a trial by the bishop alone. But as for the other clergymen, they
are to be tried by the local bishop alone. But a single bishop cannot decide
the case of any bishop or presbyter or deacon. according to c. CXVIII of
the same Ec. C. o f Carthage. Canon LXXXVl1 of the same C. says that if
Like bees round a hive, various opinions have surrounded this part of the present
Canon. For our own authorities, being opposed to the rule and authority ofthe Pope,
and desirous to honor the patriarch of Constantinoplc. have inclined to exaggeration
Hcncc Macnus the bishop of Aiicyra understands by "'ex-archs of the diocese" the
other Patriarchs. while Lo die Patriarch of Constantinople he refers the final appeal.
and he wants him to be the chief and supreme judge over all the Patriarchs. Macarius
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was followed also by Alcxias in her Histop, and by Nicholas the bishop of Mcthonc
in writing against the principle of the Pope. Thc Papists, again, wish to establish the
monarchal status of the Pope, follow our authorites and concede thai the Bishop of

Constantinoplc is chicf judgc ovcr all, because the Bishop of Romc is chicf even of
the Bishop ol' Constantinople according to the Canons. So the Bishop, or Pope. of
Rome is h e ultirnak and conmion judge over all die Palriarchs. and ahead of even the
Patriarch of Constantinople in respect ofjudicature; accordingly, it is to him that aiy
appeal must be taken Irom the lour Patriarchs of the inhabited earth (called in Greek
the "occumene"). These Papists arc Bassarion the apostate, Binius, and Bclarminus,
Pope Nicholas, again. in writing against Photius to Emperor Michael represents the
Canon as meaning the Bishop of Romc by the phrase "Exarch of the Dioccsc," and
that the word "Dioccsc" which it cmplqs in the singular number is to be taken to
have a plural meaning of "dioceses," just as, he says, the divine Bible o k n uses Hie
singular number instead of the plural, as, for instance, where it says "there went up
a misi l'roni the earth (Gen. 26). instead oS sa! ing "'there went lip mists Irom h e
earth." And that the Canon says that anyone having a dispute with the Metropolitan
ought to have it tried first and chietly before the Exarch of the Diocese, that is to
SF, the Bishop of Romc, though by concession and on secondary grounds it may be
tried before the Bishop of Constantinoplc,All these men, however, arc wandering far
astray from the truth. For the fact that die Bishop of Constantinople has no authority
to officiate in the dioceses and parishes (or districts) of the other Patriarchs. nor has
he been given this Canon to grant a decision in reference lo an appeal on Hie part
of the whole Church (which means a change of judicature koni ail! court to another
and higher court, in accordance with or according to Book IX of the Basilica, Title
I), is plain-lirst, because in Act 4 ol'this Council held in Chalcedoii the Bishop of
Constantinoplc named Anatolius was blamed by the rulers as well as by the whole
Council tor overstepping his boundaries and taking Tyre from its Bishop, namely.
Photius, and handing it over to Euscbius, the Bishop of Bcrytus. and for deposing
and excommunicating Photius. Notwithstanding that he offered many pretexts, in
spile thereof whatever he had done was annulled and invalidated by the Council.
and Photius was justified, and he received back the bishoprics of Tyre, That is why
Isaac Ihe Bishop ol' Ephesus told Michael, h e lirst of the Palaeologi: that the Bishop
of Constantinople does not extend his authority' over the Patriarchates of the East
(according to Pachymeres, Book 6, ch, l);~secondly,because the civil and imperial
laws do not state that only thejudgment and dccision of the Bishop of Constantinoplc
is not subject to appeal. but merely says indefinitely that no appeal can be taken from
die decision of any Patriarch or of h e Patriarchs in die plural. For Jusdiiian Novel
123 says to let the Patriarch of the Dioccsc ordain or prescribe those things which
are consistent with die ecclesiastical Canons and with the laws. no part! having any
right to object to his decision. And Leo the Wise in h e first tide of lus Legal Epilome.
s ~ that
s the court of the Patriarch is not subject to appeal, while he is described by
another as die source of ccclcsiastical decisions: for it is from him that all courts
derive their authority, and they can be resolved into him again. Even Justinian, too.
ill Book 3, ch. 2, of his Ecclesiastical Compilation. says: "Let the competent Patriarch examine the dccision without fearing an appeal" (from his judgment); and in
Book 1, Title 4. of Ins Ecclesiaslicd Injunction: "The decisions of Patriarchs cannot
be appealed; and again, in Book 1. Title 4, ch. 29: "It has been made a law by the
Emperors preceding us that no appeal can be taken from the decisions rendered by
Palriarclis." So. considering the fad that according to lliese emperors, who agree
with the sacred Canons, the decisions of all Patriarchs are insusceptible of appeal.
other Patriarch lor
or, in other words, t h q cannot be carried to the court of
review, how can the Patriarch of Constantinoplc grant them a hearing? And if the
present Canon of the 4th, or even c. XVI I of this Council, had intended the Bishop of'
Constantinoplc to entertain appeals ovcr the heads of the rest of the Patriarchs, how
could the emperors have decreed the diametrically opposite and contrary view. at a
Lime when tlie! well knew that civil laws at variance wiLh die Canons were null and
void?--thirdly. because if we grant in accordance with the foregoing Papists that the
Bishop o r Constantinople can judge the Patriarchs, and that he can review their decisions and judgments since the Canon makes no exception of which or which Patriarch, he is therefore as a logical inference to be considered to have the right tojudge
himself and also the Bishop of Rome as wdl, and thus the Bishop of Constantinoplc
becomes the first and the last and the common judge of all the Patriarchs and even of
die Pope himself. So, ken, with h e inventions b\ means ofwhich they are hying to
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establish the monarchic office of the Bishop of Romc, thcy arc wrecking and dcmolishing it with. the v e v same arguments:-fourthly. because no one. even though he be a
Metropolitan or a Patriarch. has am right to impose any thing upon churches outside
his jurisdiction, excepting only the oncs subjcct to him, according to Ap. c. XXXEV
and XXXV. and cc. Vl and Vll of the l st- and cc. I I1 and Vlll ofthe 2nd; and cc. XX.
XXXVI. and XXXIX of the 6lh, and cc. 111. XI. and XI1 of Sardica. and c. IX ofAntioch, as well as others: this being so, how can the present Canon and the others have
ordained the opposite and contrary ol' all these?-lillhly: because ISthe Bishop 01'
Constantinoplc had received any such privilege. how is it that the Patriarchs of Constantinople, when quarreling oftentimes with the Pope, did not claim any such right,
but merely insisted that the priorities (of all) wcrc equal? or, be that as it may, how is
it that no other Christian amid their quarrels and differences ever called the Bishop
of C,onstanlinople greater tlim die Bishop of Rome? So Lhe Lord livedi, He livedi!
The true explanation of the Canon is this. The Exarch of the Diocese, according to
Balsamon. is nol llie Metropolitan ol' [lie province (since a Diocese comprises man!
provinces and metropolis). but the Metropolitan of the Diocese; nor the Patriarch, for,
as c. VI of the Second Ec. C. says. it' anyone dishonors all the Bishops of the Diocese,
which is the same thing as saying the Exarch of the Diocese. which indeed the present
Canon docs say; whereas a Synod of the Dioccse and an Exarch of the Dioccse occupies a different position from that held by each Patriarch together with the bishops
sub,jcct to him. So the Exarch of a diocese is the Mctropolitan of the dioccsc who
has sonie privilege over and above the other Metropolitans of h e same diocese. But
this privilege of Exarchs is not today in elTect. For though certain Metropolitans are
called Exarchs, yet the other Metropolitans in their dioceses are not subject to them,
So it appears, from whal Lhe same Balsamon says, lhal in those limes the Exarchs
of dioceses were certain others (among whom, according to Zonaras, were those of
Caesarea, Cappadocia, Ephesus, Thessalon ica, and Corinth) who wore potystciwia in
their churches. These polystauna were in reality chasubles embroidered with many
crosses, as Balsanion says: on page 447 01the Juris Graecoromanus. Nevertheless.
that privilege ceased to be exercised either immediately or not long after this Fourth
Ec. Council was held. That explains why Justinian fails to mention it in what he says
concerning disputes between clergy men, notwithstanding hat lie enumerates the
other courts or tribunals of clergymen
So it is evident that the Canon means that if any bishop or clergyman has a dispute
or difference with the Mctropolitan of an cxarchy. let him apply to the Exarch of the
diocese: which is the samc thing as saying that clergymen and metropolitans subjcct
to die throne of Coiistanliiiopic must have their case tried either before the Exarcli
of the diocese in which thcy arc situated, or bcforc the Bishop of Constantinoplc, as
before a Patriarch of heir own. Il did no1 sa! tliiil i1 any clergy man has a dispute or
difference with the Metropolitan of sonie oilier diocese, or if a Metropolitan has a
dispute or dillerence with the Metropolitan 01' an\ diocese or parish whatever, they
must be tried bcforc the Bishop of Constantinoplc. Nor did it say. Let him apply first
to the Exarch of the diocese, or to the Bishop of Constantinople, as Pope Nicholas
above garbles and misexplains the Canon; but, on the contrary, it left it to the choice
of the oncs to bc judged to determine with equal rights whether thcy should go to the
Exarch oftlie diocese or to h e Bishop 01Consliinlinople and be tried in precisely' the
samc mamier and equally well cithcr bcforc the one or before the other. That is why
Zonaras loo says thai the Bishop of Constantinople is not necessarily entitled to sit as
judge over all Metropolitans. bill (only) over those who are judicially subject to liim
(interpretation of c. XVH of the present 4th C,). And in his interpretation of c.V of
Sardica Lhe same authority savs: "The Bishop oI'Cmstantinople must hear the appeals
only of those who arc sub,jcctto the Bishop of Constantinoplc, precisely as the Bishop
of Rome must hear the appeals only ofthose who are subject to the Bishop of Rome."
Now, however, that the Synod and the Exarcli of the diocese arc no longer active or
in efTec~the Bishop OF Constantinople is the first and sole and ultimate judge oCthe
Metropolitans under liim, but not of hose under any of die resl ofthe Patriarchs. For
it is only an ecumenical council that is the ultimate and most common judge of all
Patriarchs, as we have said, and there is none other. See also the Footnote to c, Vl 01'
the 2nd Ec. C.. in which spoke about the matter of dioccsc at greater length.
Tn view of the fact that, as we have stated; these Exarchs mentioned by the Canon
wcrc long ago displumcd, those who arc now called Exarchs. as representatives sent
abroad by the Church, arc mere names for ecclcsiastical scrviccs,
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clergymen charged with any crime fail to prove themselves innocent within a year, they shall no longer have the right to present a defense. Canon
CXV of the same C. says that if a clergyman quarreling with anyone asks
the Emperor for a civil trial court, and refuses to accept the bishop's decisioii, he shall be deposed from office. Justinian Novel 123 (found in Book
I11 of the Basilica, Tide I, ch. 3 5) fiuther decrees that anyone who has any
matter of dispute to be tried in court with a clergyman, or a monk, or a
deaconess, or a nun, or any ascetic woman, he shall first take his case to
the bishop to whom the litigants in question are subject; and if the bishop
decide the case to the satisfaction of both parties, the ruler (i.e., the civil
magistrate) is obliged to cany out the sentence pronounced by the bishop. And in the same Novel, ch. 36, it is declared that if the matter is an
ecclesiastical one, the civil magistrates are to have nothing to do with it
at all, but only the bishops, in accordance with the Canons, are to decide
it. But in the same Novel, ch. 8, it is decreed that "if the accused one i s a
bishop, his Metropolitan shall examine into the facts ofhis case; if; on the
other hand. these accused one himself is a Metropolitan, the Alchbishop
to whom he is subject shall examine into the facts of his case; but if the
one accused is a presbyter, or a deacon, or a clergyman, or an abbot, or a
monk, his bishop shall consider his case, and, according to the gravity of
each one's offense, shall impose the proper Canonical penances (or penalties)." Read also Ap. c. LXXIV and e. VI of the First.
CANON X
lid no dervymian he entitled to be on the roll of the churches of two
different churches at the same time, i e . , of that in which he was origina/iy
ordained, and ofthat to which he has resorted on the plea that it appeals to
him more than the other became o f its being a larger churfh, when in reality
he is actuated by vainglop Ax /or those who do f;o,let them he reinstated
in their own church, wherein they were or;@na/lyordained, and lei them officiute there on@. I f , on the other hand, anyone hcix been u h a d y tramhted
from one church to another. Jet him have nothing to do with the affliri ofthe
fiwmer church, as regards the ~ a r i y r yconnec;ed to it, or the poorhouses,
or the inns, adminrs~eredby it. Asfor those who dare <odo anything hereby
prohzbited, after the definition ~fthi'ip u t mid ecumenical Council, this holy

Council has decided that he shallfqfeit his own rank.
(Ap. c. XV. cc. XV, XVI of the 1 st; cc. V, XX of the 4th: cc, XVTI, XVITI

of the 6th; c. XV of the 7th; c. Ill ofhtiocli; cc. LXUI. XCVIII of
Carthagc; cc. XV. XVI; XIX of Sardica.)
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that it is not permissible for a clergyman
to be enrolled at the same time in the churches of two different cities (or
even of one and the same city, according to c. XV of the 7th), namely,
ill the one in which he was ordained in the beginning, and in another to
which he went thereafter on the pretext of its being a larger church, 011
account of vainglory and greed. As for all those who do this hereafter;
they are to be compelled to return to their former church, where they
were ordained, and are to perform the functions of the clergy there only.
But if anyone has succeeded already in having himself translated, or
transferred, from one church to another, and remains thus translated, let
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him no longer receive any apportionment from the affairs of the former
church, by which is meant inns, poorhouses, and martyric temples. Whoever should dare after this Canon of the great Council to do any of these
things, he i s to be deposed from office. Novel 1 6 (found in Title I I1 of Book
I11 of the Basilica) pescribes that if the clergyman of any church should
die, another one is not immediately to take his place. but that if there are
more clergymen in other churches among those already ordained, let one
of them be taken to fill the place left vacant by the clergyman in question,
until the clergymen of each particular church reach the number prescribed
in the beginning. See also Ap. c. XV
CANON XI
As'for all those w!w are mdigent and m need of afsixtance, upon proof,
we have made i f a rule that they are to trm~eionly with pacific ecclesiastical

letters, and not with recommendatory letters',for recommendatory /e//ersare
to he granted only to perionx who are under suspicion.
(Ap. cc. XII, XXXIII; c. XU1 of he 4lh; c. XVII of h e Glh; cc. Vll.
Vl [I, and XI o f Antioch; cc, XLI, XL11 of Laodicea; cc, VII, Vl [I of

Sardica; cc. XXXT. XCVH, and CXVI of Carthage.)
Interpretation

All those who are indigent and in need of help, the present Canon decrees, are first to be investigated as to whether they are truly in need of
aid, and, this being ascertained; after examination, to be a fact, they are to
receive from the bishops little letters called "pacific" letters on account of
the fact that they used to afford peace to those who were suffering from
wrath and the unjust decision of civil magistrates and dynasts (such letters were also called letters dunissory); but they are not to receive also
letters recommendatory. For letters recommendatory are to be given for
the most part to those persons whose reputation, or repute, had previously
been besmirched, and who are recommended and declared innocent in the
recommendatory letters.' Read the Interpretation of and the Footnote to
Ap. c. XIV.
CANON XII

11has come to our know ledge that some persons, by resorting to the civil
authorities, have obtainedprugmatics thereby they h m e contrived to divide
one province into (wo, contrary to the ecclesias~calCanons, and as a result
thew are two Metropolitans in one and the same province. The holy Covncil
has therefore made it a rule that no Bishop shall hereafter he allowed to do
such a thing. For, i f anyone shall attempt to do so, he shall forfeit his own
rank. As for all (hose cities which have already been honored with the name
ofMetropolis by Setters of the Emperor, let them enjoy only the honor, and
likewise the Bishop who is administering its church; if being left plain that
the rights properly belonMe lo the real Metropolis are to be preserved to
this Metropolis (alone).
(c. VIII of the First: Ap. c. XXXIV; cc. VI, VII of die Firsi; cc. 11. Ill
o f the 2nd; c. XXVHI of the 4th: cc. XXXVI, XXXTX of the 6th;
C. VIII of the 3rd.)
I happened to discover in one place that the letters given to the indigent were of such
a character and superscribed in such words as follows:
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The earth is full
of the Lord's mercy.
Pope Gregory.
As for how thcsc letters arc worded at prcscnt, scc at the end of this Handbook
Sozomcn (Book 5, ch. 16) calls these lctters "passwords" of episcopal lctters
The Theologian, 011 Hie oher hand, in writing agirins~Julian. calls h e m " e p i s l o l ~
passwords," saying: "With epistolary passwords with which we arc wont to equip
those needing them in going Irom one nation to another."

Interpretation

Inasmuch as some ambitious bishops by applying to the Emperors have contrived to get Imperial edicts (for these are what are called
"pragmatics" in the Canon here), whereby they have sought to have their
bishoprics honored with the name of Metropolis, and have thus virtually
divided the one province and metropolis into two, so that as a result of
flits two metropolitans came to be in one and the same metropolis (which
is contrary to the Conciliar Canons, and especially to c. V11I of the lst),
and the bishops of that province were hence led to quarrel among themselves:' therefore and on this account this holy Council has made it a rule
that no bishop shall dare henceforth to do this. As for anyone that merely
attempts to do such a thing, without succeeding in doing it. he shall be
deposed from office. But as for all bishoprics and cities that hitherto succeeded in attaining, by means of imperial letters, to the honor of being
allowed the name of Metropolis, let them have only the honor of this
name, and the same as touching the Bishop to whom they appertain. The
rights, however, and the authority to govern the affairs of the metropolis
are to be preserved to the city which had originally and truly and from the
without
beginning styled metropolis, and which is really the Metr~polis,~
allowing the new Metropolitan, who bears this title only as an honorary
title, to usurp anything therefrom. The right of a true metropolis, it may
be observed, consists principally in its being the one whose Metropolitan
ordains the Bishop of the honorary metropolis, in accordance with c. VI of
the First Ec. C., which says that one who has not been ordained with the
consent and approval of the Metropolitan is not a bishop. Read also Ap.
c. XXXIV.

' Something of this kind is narrated by St. Gregory thc Theologian in his epitaph to St.

Basil as having laken place in h e melropolis of Cappadocia when the bishopric of
Tymia was honored by being converted into a new Metropolis.
In this manner after Chalccdon was honored by being converted into a Metropolis
by Marcianus, and Nicaea b~ Valentinian, i t was decreed thai the rights and dignities
belonging Lo the old cities which were really and tnil! metropolis should be preserved
to them. as appears from what is said in Act 4 of the present Council. On this account.
in spile oJ' the Saci both By/,anLiiini and Aelia were also honored by being converted
into Patriarchates, yet as respecting Aclia c. VII of the First specifics that to its mctropolis Caesarea there shall be preserved the dignity rightfully belonging to it, as we
have stated. As respecting Byzantium, Balsanion and Niccphorus Grcgoras assert that
in their times the Bishop of Constantinople was ordained Patriarch by the Bishop of
Heracleia. Bul now he only receives his crozier from him, because before lie became
a Patriarch Byzantium used to be the episcopate of the Bishop of Hcraclcia.
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CANON X1I1
Strange Ctersymen and Anagmsts are not to be allowed to conduct
services anywhere in a d//feren~ciiy w i / / ~ oha
u*~
letters recommendatory
ffom their own Bishop.
(Ap. cc. MI, XV.)

Interpretation

The present Canon prescribes that strange clergymen and anagnosts are
not to be allowed to perform any function of their clericate unless they are
provided with letters recommendatory attesting both their ordination and
their orthodoxy and the guiltlessness of their past life; though as laymen
that may commune there. Read also the interpretations of Ap. cc. XI1 and
XV, together with the series of parallel Canons; for the space afforded by
the present Canon would not suffice even to admit of their enumeration.
CANON XIV

Inasmuch as Anagnosts and Psalts in some provinces have been permitted to many; the holy Council has made it a rule that none of them shall
be allowed to take a wife that is of a different faith. As for those who have
already had children as a result of such a marriage; if they have already
had their offspring baptized by heretics, let them bring them into the communion of the catholic Church. But if they have not baptized them, let
them no longer have any right to baptize them with heretics, nor, indeed,
even to contract a marriage with a heretic; or a Jew, or a Greek, unless they
first promise and undertake to convert the person joined to the Orthodox
Christian to the Orthodox faith. If, on the other hand, anyone transgresses
this rule of the holy Council, let him be liable to a Canonical penalty.
(Ap. c. XXVI; cc. VI and LXXII of the 6th: cc. X and XXXI of Laodicca;

cc. XIX, XXIX. XXXIII or Carthage.)
Interpretation

Notwithstanding that Ap. c. XXVI commands that Anagnosts and
Psalts may marry after being installed by chirothesy, it appears from what
the present Canon says that this was not permitted everywhere (and especially in Africa, according to its c. XIX). So this holy Council makes it a
rule that in those regions where this is allowed that no Anagnost or Psalt
shall take a woman of a different faith to wife. All those, on the other
hand, who have already begotten children by such an unlawful marriage
must bring them into the catholic Church. Accordingly, if they have baptized a child with the baptism of heretics, in case that heretical baptism
with which the child has been baptized does not differ from the Orthodox
baptism so far as concerns the matter and form, but, on the contrary, is acceptable to the Orthodox Church, they shall have the child anointed only
with myron (or chrism), as Zonaras says (though it would be more correct
and safer for them to be baptized, seeing that the baptism of all heretics is
and the nature of a pollution, and not a baptism; read also the lnterpretations of Ap. cc. XLVI, XLV11, and LXVTII). But if that baptism was not
acceptable the child is to be rebaptized. But if, on the other hand. they
have not yet baptized the children, they are not to baptize them any longer
with the heretical baptism, nor are they to join them in marriage with a
heretic, that is to say, either with a Jew or with a Greek, with one, in other
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words; who is an infidel and idolater, But if the heretic should promise to
become an Orthodox Christian, let him first become one in accordance
with his promise, and then let the marriage be performed. If anyone transgresses these rules, let him be liable to the penalties prescribed by the
Canons, that is to say, by the foresaid Apostolic Canons.
Concord

Tn a similar manner c. XXXI of Lmdicea commands Christians not to
give their children (in marriage) to heretics, but rather to take any from
them povided that they promise to become Cluistians. In addition, c. X
of Laodicea, i.e., of the same Council, prohibits ecclesiastics from joining
their children in marriage with heretics. This same rule is also laid down
by c. XXIX of Carthage; while c. LXXTT of the 6th even goes so far as
to annul and invalidate any marriage contracted, not only by a clergyman, but also by any Orthodox Christian man or woman in general with
heretics. But as for those who from the first and originally were heretics,
and the one of them was later baptized by them, and they do not want to
be separated, let theirs not be divorced, according to the same Canon and
according to St. Paul, though St. Paul prohibits marriage with infidels, by
saying: "Be ye not unequally yoked with infidels" (11 Cor. 6:14). Read
also Ap. c. XXVI.'
CANON XV
Let no woman be ordained a deaconess before the age of forty, and
even then after a strict test. But if she, after receiving the gift of chirothesy
and remaining for some time in the ministry; pioceeds to give herself in
marriage, thus insulting the grace of God, let any such actress be anathematized together with the man who has joined himself with her in marriage.
(c. XIX of the 1st; ec. XIV and XI of (he 6lh; c. XLIV oCBasil.)
Interpretation

Owing to the ease with which women are deceived and the ease with
which they are ruined, the piesent Canon commands that no woman shall
be ordained a deaconess if she is less than forty years old. Yet even if she
is forty years old, again, it forbids her to be ordained at random and perfunctorily; on the contrary, it requires the ordination to be performed only
after a strict investigation of her life and past habits. In case, however,
even after being thus ordained and serving as a deaconess for some time,
she afterwards scorns the grace of God and ~iiarnes,any such woman is
to be anathematized together with the man who has married her. Armenopoulos, moreover, says (Book VI, Title HI) that those who have induced
deaconesses and nuns to become prostitutes are to have their noses cut off
along with those of the women whom they have led into prostitution. See
also the Interpietation of c. XIX of the First Ec. C. and the third Footnote
thereto.
I

Photius. too. in Title XIT and Title XITI, s ~that
s since ordinance One o f Book XXIII
of Titlc I1 lays down the principle that marriage is a consociation of a inm and a
woman and a co-rcccption of all life, and a communion in a divine and human right,
those consociakd ought, according lo this d e f i n i h ~ lo
, be of [lie same religion.
The first book of the Code. in Titlc V. ordinance twelve, says that in case thcrc is a
dispute between the parents (when, that IS to sa!? they are of the same religion, b u t
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one of them has conic to be Orthodox in belief, or in some other way thcy have come
to be consociated in a state of unlikeness of religion), that party ought to have control
who wmls to make his children Orthodox. And again in ordinance eighteen of the
samc Title it says that if one of the parties cohabiting together is an Orthodox, while
the other is a heretic, their children must become Orthodox. It is written, at any rate;
in Book I of Lhe Basilica. Title I. cli. 35, hat no Jew iiiust take a Christian woman to
wife, nor must a Jewess be taken to wife by a Christian man. For anyone that does this
shall undergo the punishment o f adulterers. As for an Orthodox person: on the other
hand. who has taken a hcrctodox and heretic, hc is not allowed to commune in the
divine mysteries unless he tii-st get divorced and do his penance, according to what
Balsamon says in his Thirty-third Rcpl>-.Symcon of Thcssalonica (in Reply 47 says
the samc thing, adding that he may partake only at the end of his life when he is being given h e last rites ofuiiclion (provided lie repents. hat is to say); but the priest is
not to take a contribution of any such person, nor to accept his offerings and services,
save lor candle and incense alone, and sonietimes (not aha! s. hat is to sa)) he ma)
give him a sprinkling of holy water and a bit of holy bread (i.e.. of that which is usually distributed to all at the close of the Liturgy), and this is only done. too, in order to
prcvent his falling into a state of despondency, and to command him to give alms.

CANON XVl

If any virgin has dedicated herself 1 0 the Lord God, or any men likewise
have become monks, lei them not be permitted 10 engage in marriage. If,
however, they be found to he doing this, !ef them he denied communion, and
be excluded therefivm. Bus we have made it a rule fhai the local Bishop is to
have con/ml of kindhess in rqafvl to the ifeatmen/ ofthem.
(c, VII of the 4th; c: XLIV of the 6th; c, XIX of Carthage: and cc. VI,
XVIII. XIX, XX. and LX of Basil.)

Interpretation

In times of old some women wearing lay garb would dedicate themselves to God, as becomes plain from what is said about this in c. XLV of
the 6fh7 and they would agree while in full possession of their reasoning
powers to remain virgins; and after being further tried and found true to
their promise; they would be numbered among the other virgins (for, according to c, XVTII of Basil, any such woman used to be called a virgin.
Moreover, they assumed the black habit, according to c. XLV of the 6th).
Hence it is that the present Canon decrees that these virgins, and equally
so monks in particular, who either as an inference justified by their keeping silent about it are inclined to celibacy, or when asked about it actually
agree to remain virgins, in accordance with c. XIX of Basil, are not permitted to marry and to violate the agreements and stipulations which they
have made with God. For, if the agreements which men make with one another are confirmed by the name of God being taken in the midst thereof,
as St. Gregory the Theologian says, how great indeed is the danger of their
being found to be violators of those agreements which they have made
with God directly! And if,according to Basil the Great (Ascetic Ordinance
21) a monk, as having reaped fruit and having dedicated his body to God,
no longer has control over what has been dedicated to God nor any right to
Hence it is that the same Theologian in his Epic Verses s a y that a chaste marriage
is as much superior to that which seeks to have both virginity and marriage, as virginity is superior to marriage; consequcntly. s a y he, one ought cither to remain a
virgin in reality or to marry, and not to want to mix virginity with marriage, honey
with gall, wine with mud, and Jcrusalcm with Samaria. Thus he says thcsc things
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in. poetical verses as follows:
'-As much as irginih is preferable to marriage.
On which account cither embrace it altogether. my fine fellow.
Or make the best of marriage like a song lhe) sing.
To shim an 1111~oked life. and a \ oke-fellovt too.
And to sacrifice unredeemed Samaria to sacred Salem
So much is a chaste marriage better than vacillating iirginit~.
If any wrath and anger havc stirred up in thee such virgini~.
The second course is better than the first, for partaking of both
Is like mixing honey and gall. and mud wine."
Besides. even divine Epiphanius says (Haer. 61):"II is better, therefore. lo have bill
one sin. and not more. It is better when you have fallen from the way to take yourself
a woman LO wife openly and in accordance with the law. han to change your mind dter many years of virginity and be introduced again into the Church." St. Chrysostom
s a y in his letter to Theodore that the sin which a monk commits when he marries.
by marrying. is no less grievous than God is above men. St. Basil, in fact, in number
14 of his Definitions in extenso goes so far as to forbid any brother to open the door
of his home lo admit mi! monk thai has broken his promise to God. even Lhough it
be cold weather and he comes in search of s h c l t e r ~ n oout
t of hatred, but in order to
shame him, as Sl. Paul advises. In his letter in regard lo a fallen monk. on the oher
hand, he says ha1 vie must not even greet such a person. Divine Nicephorus, Loo.
s a y the same things in his c. XIV. In his c. XXXIV he even declares that a monk
who has married and tails to repent niusl be anathematized. and be compelled to do11
the habit (of a monk) even against his will, and be shut up for the rest of his lifc in a
monastery. Even if he return and repent after having violated his pledge to the habit.
he must don it without prayers. according to c. XIV of the same saint. As for anyone
h a t dons h e liabit under compulsion^ or 011 account ofknaveq and hypocrisy. as one
deriding il. and afterwards when Lhe necessity and sham have passed discards i t he
is to be reprimanded, and must pass three times tb* days of penance, and only thus
shall he be allowed to partake (of communion). according Lo c. XXI ol'the same saint.
This divine Nicephorus, in his c, XX. says: "If any nun be ravished by barbarians or
disorderly men. provided that her former life was not blame-worthy. she shall be penanccd for only for@ days; but if she had alrcady been polluted or defiled prior thereto;
she shall be pcnanced as an adultrcss, Note that those who ravish an ascetic woman
or a woman thai has taken h e veil, or, in o thcr words. a sacred virgin, cven those
who havc abetted the ravishment arc liable to capital punishment, and all their property is confiscakd by the (civil) ruler. and is turned over lo [he nioniisteq o r h e one
ravished, according to Hie second ordinance ofllie First Tide of die Novels (Photius.
Title 1 X, ch. 30). Likewise anyone that abducts or tries to lake such a sacred virgin to
wife is also liablc to capital punishment, according to Book I, Title 111, Ordinance 5.
The woman herself, together with her things, is placed in a monastery and is securely
guarded. Blastark also adds the following fact, to wit, that even a man who has bccome a monk in the last days of his lifc and who failed to understand thoroughly what
rites were adniinislered lo him when they made lum a inoiA., canno1 discard h e habit
and remain ail? longcr in the world. Sec also the Footnote to c . VII of the 4th. and c.
VI I itself of the same Council, which anathematim the monk that discards the habit
and assumes some secular position of whatever worth. See also the Footnote to c.
XX X I X of N icephorus.

have it for the use and convenience of his relatives, how much more he is
unable to have it for the pmpose of carnal intercourse!' If nevertheless,
there be found some to have done this, let them be excommunicated. But
let the local bishop have the power to treat them with philanthropy or
kindness, and either to mitigate their punishment or to shorten the time of
their penance. This does not mean that the marriage tie may remain indissoluble, but, on the contrary. it is implied that the parties to the marriage
are to be divorced from each other. For, ill point of fact, it is a case of
fornication, or rather to say of adultery', and not a marriage that occurred,
according to St. Basil the Great in his c. V l and his V111; see also VII of
the present Council.
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CANON XVU

As touching nml parishes, or cot~ntryparishes, in any province, they
shall fenzain in the undisputed possession of /he bishops now holding them,
and especially i f (hey have held them in (heirpossession and have managed
them without coercion for thirty years or more. But if during a period of
thirty years there has arisen or should arise some dispute concerning them,
those claimjng to have been unjustly treated shall be permitted to complain
to the Synod of the province. Rut if anyone has been mjr;st/y treated by his

awn Metropolitan, let him complain to the Exarch o f the diocese, or let him
have his case tried before the throne a/Constantinople, according as he may
choose. I f , o n the other hand, any city has been re built by imperial authority,
or has been built anew w i n , pursuant to civil andph/icformalitiefi, let the
order of the ecclesiasticalpari.~he,~
be followed.
(Ap c. LXXIV, c. VI of. the 1st. cc IX. X'XI of thc 4th. cc XIV. XV of
AnLioch: cc Vlll. Xll. XIV. XV, XVI, XXV11, XXV111. XXXVI,
LXXXV11. XCV1. CV. CXV, CXVlll, CXXV111. CXXlX, CXXX,
CXXXVII, CXXXVTH, and CXXX1X; cc, XXV and XXXVll1 of the 6th.)

Interpretation
Rural parishes are small parishes which are situated in outlying and
distant parts ofthe country, and being inhabited by few human beings they
used to be called monoecia (which word meant, in Greek, "lone habitations"). Country parishes, on the other hand, are parishes which were near
cultivated fields and villages, and had a greater number of inhabitants. So
it is these parishes in every province that the present Canon commands
to remain inalienable and indetachable from the bishops to whom they
belong, and especially if they have belonged to them and been under their
authority for as many as thirty years in good faith and without coercion,
that is to say, without their being forced to submit to it and without their
being grabbed up on an unjust or unfair pretext. But if during the course
of the thirty years there had arisen any dispute concerning them, or if after
the enactment of the present Canon there should arise any dispute concerning them, those who claim to have been unjustly treated in regard thereto
are given permission to have their dispute considered by the Synod of the
province. If, again, anyone should claim to have been unjustly treated in
regard thereto by his Metropolitan, let him refer his case to the Exarch and
chief head of the diocese (whose function. however, was abolished or fell
into desuetude after this Fourth Ec. C. was held, as we said ill Footnote to
c. IX of the present C.), or to the Bishop of Constantinople, as previously
stated. If, on the other hand, there has heretofore been built any city by imperial authority, or if any be so built hereafter, then the neighboring bishop
shall not try to subject it to his own authority and claim it as a parish of his
own, since the order of the parishes of that church have to follow the civil
laws and ordinances which may be decreed by the emperor in regard to the
newly-built city, and not vice versa.'
I

Note that this Canon docs not conflict with c VIII of the 3rd For while the latter
says with reference to provinces in which bishops were being ordained that they
arc not to be grabbed up grccdily by my bishops when as a matter of fact thcy have
not been under their predecessors' authority; the former. on the other hand, relates
to small parishes lhat viere apt lo be 01erlooked or disregarded as being useless or
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niggardly by those who used to possess and exploit them.

' The Council allowed the emperor lo make decrees regarding those parishes only

which were in cities he himself had built, and not in general all parishes. as Balsamon
concludes. For according to c, XI of the present Council, metropolis honored with
imperial letters, and their bishop, cn,joycd only the honor, whereas the rights and
privileges were preserved iindiminishcd to the metropolias which had been in reality
and mtli pre-exislenL

Concord

Note that. after dividing this Canon into two sections; the Sixth Ec.
C. incorporated in its own c. XXV that part of this present canon which
ends with the words "complain to the Synod of the province," while it
incorporates the words following these to the end in its own c. XXXV111.
Note also that c. CXX1X of Carthage prescribes that if any bishop succeeds in converting any region of heretics to Orthodoxy and holding it for
three years straight, without its being reclaimed by the one who ought to
have reclaimed it, it shall no longer be subject to being reclaimed by him.
The same Council's c. CXXVIII declares that heretics converted to the
catholic unity shall be subject to that throne to which the catholic union of
Orthodox Chistians situated therein had been subject of old. In addition,
c, CXXX says that in case anyone deems any laity belonging to another to
be wrongly held by him and appropriates it as his own, not by virtue of letters of the bishop possessing it, or at the request of the Council or Synod,
but by despotism and assault, he shall lose that laity, even though it really
were his, and even though he assert that he had letters from the chief head.
Read also die Interpretations of Ap. c. LXXIV, of c, VI of the First Ec, C..
and c. IX of the present Fourth Ec, C,
CANON XVTTI
J fie crime of conspiracy, or offaction (i.e., offactious partisanship),
already prohibited by secular ferns, ought stdf more to be forbidden to obtain in the Church o f God. I f , therefore, there he, found any Clergymen, or
Monastics, to he c o n s p i r q or to be envaged in fuctio~~sness
of a q kind,or
hatchingplots against Bishops or FeHow Clefgymen, they shall foffeit their
own rank altogether
{Ap, c. XXXI; c. XXXIV orthe 6ih; cc, X.LXTI of Cartilage; c. VI of
Gangra; c. V of Antioch; and cc. Ill- XIV, XV of the 1st-&-2nd.:

Interpretation

A conspiracy is a combination of men leagued together and with one
another by oaths; a faction, on the other hand, is a combination of men
leagued together and with one another by agreement and resolution not
to give up the undertakings to which they have bound or committed themselves against another person until they have carried them out to completion. Those Jews entered into a conspiracy who conspired against St. Paul,
as historically recorded by sacred Luke in the Acts of the Apostles (Acts
23:21) wherein the latter says: "more than forty men who have bound
themselves with an oath that they will neither eat nor drink till they have
killed him" (ie. St. Paul). So, therefore, what the present Canon means i s
'In his Collection of Canons. Title 32. John of Antioch says "Fellow Monastics." m stead of "Fellow Clergymen.".
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that though the crime of conspiracy and that of faction are prohibited even
by the secular, or civil, laws themselves of Greek3as well as of Orthodox
emperors, who indeed adopted the most of their laws frond the Greeks,'
this thing ought still more to be forbidden to occur in the Church of God.
So if some clergymen or monks be found to be engaged in conspiracy
or faction, or ill plotting any other callous and cunning machinations or
intrigues (for that is what is denoted by the Greek word corresponding to
the verb "hatch," in accordance with the Scriptural passage saying "their
heart hath become as crusty as cheese," instead of saying "hath become
as callous or hard as cheese") against their bishops or fellow clergymen,
let them be deposed from office. Read also the Interpretation of Ap. c.
XXXI
CANON XIX

It has come to our ears that the canonicallyprescri bed Synods of Bisheps are not held m the provinces, and ax a result ofthi,sfact many eccle.sia.sticul matters in need of correction are neglected. I 'he holy Council, thereftm,
has made it a rule, in accordance with the Canons of the Holy Fathers,for
the Rishops to meet thrice a year in cowention somewhere m each province,
wherever the Bishop of the Metropolis designutes, and for all matters to be
corrected that may come up.As f i w those Bishops, on the other hand, whofail
to attend the meeting, but who, instead of domg so, remain at home in their
mpecdve cities, and lead their lives therein in good health and freefrom
every indispensable and necessary occupation, they are to be reprimanded
in a bmiherly way.
(Ap. c. XXXVII; c. V. of h e lsi; c. VIII of the 6lh; c. VI of h e 7 h ;
c . XX of Antioch. cc. XXVI. LXXXI. LXXXIV- LXXXV. and

Interpretation

In view of the fact that the two Synods which were canonically arranged to take place twice in every year were not being held, and as a
result of this many ecclesiastical affairs in need of adjustment were being
neglected, the present Carton on this account decrees that the bishops shall
meet twice a year in each province wherever the Metropolitan may deem
fit, and adjust whatever affairs may arise from time to time for correction.
As for any bishops, on the other hand, who, in spite of their being in good
health and free from any necessary care, fail to attend the meeting, they
are to be given a brotherly reprimand. Read also the Interpretation of Ap.
c. XXXVTT.
CANON XX
As we have already decreed, it is not permissiblefor clergymen ~fficiuting in a church to be given a church in another city; but, on the contrary, they
must r e s t content with the one in which they were originalty deemed w orthy to
'As this is historically stated by Vulpian
' Photius- in Title IX. ch. 37, s a y that the civil law punishes conspiracies and factions. Book LX of the Basilica. Title XXXVI, states that anyone that enters into a
conspiracy against the state is guilty of the crime of high treason (or what is called
in Grcck cathoawsis, i.c.. a violation of the holy immunity of the sovcrcign) As for
what conslilutes high treason (or culho.siosis), see Hie Fooliiote lo Ap. c. LXXII. Mote
that Balsamon, with reference to the present Canon. says: "Do not assert that a conspiracv is punished on account of any evil already done, and not on account of any
good; for every conspiracy, whether for good or for evil. is punishable.
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conduct divine services: except those who have gone over to ana/her church
us a reftift oftheir having been forced to fleefrom their own country. Jfany
Bishop never~heiessadtni/s a clergyman helonging so another Bishop, after
promulgation of this mle, it has been d e c i d e d h l bolh ofthem, i.e., (he Clerv a n so admitted and the Bishop admitting him, are fo be excluded fh
communion until such time as the Clergyman who has left his own city seefit
to return to his own c h f c h .
(Ap, c XV. cc XV, XVI of the 1st. cc. V, X. XXITT of the 4th; cc.
XVII. XVIII of llic 6 h ; c. XV 01 h c 7th: c. I11 of Anhoch. cc. LXIII.
XCVIII of Carthagc: cc. XV, XVI. and XIX of Sardica.)

Interpretation

Clergymen (as has been stated in c. VIII) who are conducting services
in one church are not permitted to be transferred to another in another city,
but, on the contrary, they are obliged to stay in the one ill which they liappened originally to be appointed to officiate; except only those who have
been compelled to flee from their motherland or home city by any necessity, or who have suffered an incursion of barbarians, and on that account
have been transferred to another church (and who themselves must return
to their own church whenever the incursion of barbarians has passed, according to c. XV111 of the 6th). Any bishop, after the present Canon has
been put forth, who accepts a clergyman of another bishop, as well as the
clergyman he accepted, shall be excommunicated from communion with
his fellow bishops and fellow clergymen, until such time as the strange
clergyman decides to go back to his own church. Read a1so the Tnterpretati011 ofAp. c. XV.
CANON XXI

C/ew;nen or hymen accufmv Bishopf or Clergymen are not to be dlowed to file charges ogamst them promiscuously and without investigation
until their own reputation has been examined into.
(Ap. c. LXXrV; c. VI oF die 2nd; cc. VIII, XXVII, CXXXVII, CXXXVIII,
and CXXXIX of Carthagc.)

Interpretation

The present Canon prescribes that those clergymen or laymen who accuse bishops or clergymen in regard to any matter that is not of a financial
or private nature, but of an ecclesiastical and criminal nature, are not to
be allowed to bring charges against them simply as a matter of course and
without any previous investigation unless their own reputation has first
been looked into to make sure that they are not persons that have been
aspersed and accused. See, in this connection, also Ap. c. LXXIV and c.
VI of the 2nd Ec. C.
CANON XXII

Clergymen, after the death of their o\vn Bishop, shallnot he allowed to
seize his effects, as is prohibited even by the Canons o f old, ' on pain ofbung
shorn of their own
I

office.^.

But in oilier manuscripis lhe Canon is found worded as follows: "Exactl! as h e receivers have been forbidden to do," Zonaras and Blastaris (line 5) take the word "receivers" to mean those who take the effects of the bishop in order to provide for their
safe keeping- and who, if thcy purloin anything therefrom; arc deposed from office in
like manner as are those who seize them.
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(Ap. c. XL; c. XXIV ofhtioch: c. XXXV of the 6th; cc. XXX and
LXXXIX of C4irtht~ge.)
Interpretation

Upon the death of their bishop, says the present Canon, clergymen
must not seize their effects-a thing which even the Canons of old forbade
them to do (as, e.g.,Ap. c. LX and c. XXIV of Antioch). Those who do
this are to incur the penalty of losing their own rank and office. Read also
the Interpretation of Ap. c. XL.
CANON XXUI

I/ has come to the ears of the holy Council thai certain Clew)menand
Monastics, \o i t h o ~being handed any permission by their own bishop, and
in fact, sometimes even after he has excluded them from comm;;nion, have
resorted to the imperial city of Constantinople, and stay there a I o q time,
causing disturbances and meddling, the ecclesiastical situation, and enfinder upheavals in the households of some persons. Hence the holy Council
has decreed that they first be reminded, through the Defensor o f the most
holy Church o f Constantinople, to take their departure from the imperial
city. But if they impudently persist in d o i the
~ some things, they are to be
expelled from the city even uguinfit their will through the same Defemor, and
are to betake themselves to their own regions,
(Ap. c. XV; cc. XV, XVI of the 1st; cc. V, X. XX of the 4th;cc. XVII,
XCVIII of the 6th: c. XV of the 7th: c. Ill of Antioch: cc. LXIII. XCVIII
OF Carhage; cc. XV. XVI. XIX 01Sardica )

interpretation

Since this Council has learned that some clergymen and monks; notwithstanding that they have not any ecclesiastical authority in their hands,
because their own bishop has not judged them worthy of such permission,
and even at times in spite of the fact that they have been excommunicated
by him, go to Constantinople and stay in that city for a long time, disturb
the conditions of the Church and cause disorder in the homes either of
Christians who receive them or of fellow clergymen who have imitated
them; this Council therefore by means of its present Canon decrees that
they first be notified through the Defensor of the church to depart from
Constantinople peaceably. But if they impudently persist in doing the
same things in spite of this admonition, they are to be dtiven out against
their will by means of the same Defensor and are to hie themselves back
home. As for what a defensor is, see the Footnote to c. 11 of the present
Council. See also Ap. c. XV.
CANON XXTV

As for Monasteries ~ h c have
h once been consecrated wilh the consent
of the Bishop, they are lo remain Monasteries perpetually, and the properly
ovisned by them is to be kept safe, and no mow he permztted to serve as mundone haunts of vice. Those who permit this io occur are / d d e to the penances provided by (he Canons.
(c. IV of the 4lh; c. XLIX of h e Glh: cc. XII. XIX of the 7th; c. I of the
1 si&-2nd; c, 11or Cyril,)
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Interpretation

The present Canon prescribes that all monasteries that have once been
established and consecrated with the consent and permission and approval
of the Bishop having jurisdiction of that particular region in which they
are situated (as we have previously asserted in connection with c. IV of the
present Council, q,v.),they are to remain monasteries forever, and henceforth no more to be converted into common and mundane haunts of vice
or the like. All rear and personal property belonging to them must likewise
be kept inalienable and undumnished. All persons who, though not themselves converting them into mundane resorts, nor removing any of their
property; give permission to others to do so, are to be held responsible for
their acts and liable to the penalties provided by the Canons. But what are
these penalties? They are the ones mentioned by the 7th Ec. C. in its c.
XI11, wherein it deposes the clergymen from office, and excommunicates
those laymen and monks who have seized monasteries and bishoprics, and
have converted them into common resorts and refuse to return them in
order to let them become sacred again just as they were formerly
Concord

Canon XLIX of the 6th not only commands that monasteries are not to
be permitted to become common and mundane habitations, but also that
they are not to be turned over to seculars by anyone, ill order, that is to say,
that they may be protected and managed. Canon XI1 of the 7th also prohibits any abbot from alienating the monasteries"'own works and effects.
Canon XlX of the same Council will not allow a monk to take back things
which he has given to his monastery if he departs of his own accord. And
c. TI of Cyril specifies that jewels and other valuable articles and real estate are to remain inalienable from the churches to which they belong.'
CANON XXV
Whereas some Me/re)politans, as we hmw been informed, neglect the
flocks committed to their care, and postpone the ordinations of Bishops, the

holy Council has decreed thai they must perform ordinations within three
months,unless some unavoidable ne~msity~
require the time to he lengthened.
Jfthey fad' to carry out this rule, they shall be Itable to ecclesiasticalpenances; and the means profits of the widow church shall be preserved to be
r e l a i d by the Siewafd (or Oeconomus) of the same church.
(Ap. c LVlll;c, XIXofthe 6 t h ; ~XVI ofthe 1st-&-2nd;cc. XI, XI1 of

Sardica. cc LXXIX. LXXXII. LXXXVI, CXXXI. CXXXII. CXEUII
of Carthagc, and c. X of Peter )
Interpretation

The present Canon prescribes that Metropolitans must not neglect their
flocks, and postpone the ordination of the bishops subject to them; but,
on the contrary, after the death of the bishop who has passed away, they
must ordain another bishop for the vacant bishopric within three months,
unless there be some unavoidable necessity forcing them to prolong the
time of postponement (for perhaps that particular bishopric may have

' Book XI of the Basilican Ordinances, in Titlc VIII. Ordinance 5 1 (in Photius. Titlc

[I, ch, 1) asserts that sacred things have a divine right and are not actually owned by
anyone. A sacred tiling is anything that has been publicly consccrated And again,
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ill Ordinance 10. Titlc I, it is stated that a sacrcd thing is that which has been rightly
and through a priest consecrated to God, as, temples and vcsscls. That which, on the
olher hand- one makes sacred by his o w i aukorit? and arbiLraq will is no1 reall!
sacred. Even if the (building called the) temple of such a sacrcd temple or sacrcd
object should rail to the ground, the place itself remains sacred and no one, according
to h e n o p o u l o s (Book Tide XI), can actually o m il. For whatever has once been
made sacred never ceases being sacred thereafter. Notwithstanding that Ordinance
36, in Book XI. Title VII. says thai when sacred things are "enslaved" by enemies al
war. they ccasc to be sacred, just as a free person also ceases under like circumstances
to be tree, yet after the period of enslavement in question, they become sacred again.
By this I mean that they merely ccasc being actually sacrcd, but they do not also ccasc
being potentially sacred: according to that authority thcy arc always and everlastingly
sacred. and tliis is especially so if hey happen to be sacred and movable things. which
indeed even after being enslaved may in many instances manifest the inherent power
ol'tlieir holiness even by evincing an energetic action, jusl as was shown by the Ark
of God when it was captured by the Philistines and knocked down thcir idols. and
filled their lands with rats, and even inflicted wounds upon their fundaments (Sam. I,
ch. 4). as wcll as by the sacrcd vcsscls which were capturcd by the Babylonians and
removed from the Temple of Jerusalem. and which actually killed Bclshazzar (Dan.
cli. 5) because he healed h e m as though they were common and unsacred vessels.
Ncvcrthcless and in spite of all these facts. that which Basil the Great says (see his
Ehic 30) is as true as it is learlul. For lie asserts dial ail! hing lliat has been coiisecrated to Hie name of God deserves honor as something hob as long iis it serves the
purpose of keeping God's will; which amounts to the same thing as saying that it is
sacred il'the priests worshiping Him therein keep His will. One could not ow11 sacred
things by eating thcm. even though he fed himself on them for many years, according
to Title VI ofurdinance 10, We cannot claim any title to sacred things as our own;
that is to say. with a view to gaining ownership of thcm as property-according to
Ordinance 13. Book Vl. Tide I. If in the middle between two common and unsacred
localities there is situated a locality which is sacred, there can be no crossing or thoroughfare from the sacred locality to the unsacred. According to Ordinance 14 or Title
I one is prohibited kom building on any spot dial is sacred, according lo the Sourth
Institute (or introduction to the laws). Title XV, No one can sell. or exchange, or give
a w ~or, mortgage a monastery wherein there has been established a sacrificial altar
and wherein sacrcd services have becn held and monastic austerity of life has becn
practiced. If aiy such an act is done. it is void and invalid; and if it has been sold,
the seller shall losc even llic price he received for it, as wcll as the monastery itself
or the property of the monastery which he sold; and the purchaser likewise shall losc
also llie price which lie paid. and the monasleq which he bought. The price paid
shall be turned over to the monasteries of the region in question and to the churches
01' the region in question, according to the first Ordinance of Title I1 of"the Novels
(ill Photius. Titlc XI, ch. 1). The second Ordinance of Titlc 11 of the Novels (Photius,
Title X, ch, I), as well as Armenopoulos (Book, 3, Title 4). commands that stewards
and trustees and other governing officers of cliurclics and of religious houses, md
chartularians; and thcir parents and children, arc warned against giving anyonc anything ecclesiastical to plant or io rent or to mortgage or to pawn. and iaking money
in consideration thereof; because those who plant or rent or hold a mortgage on it or
have taken it in pledge will lose it Find the mane! wliicli they gave therefor, and the
expense they went in planting it. Accordingl~,id3 [lie foregoing persons tliat gave
anything, not only will lose whatever price they paid for it, but will also suffer damages to the amount,of the expenses incurred b~ those who undertook to plant it; and
this amount shall be given to the divine house and temple (or church) whose property
the thing in question was. The third Introduction, in Titles IX and XXII [, ordains that
no one can buy a sacrcd temple (Note uf Translator-The reader should bear in mind
that "temple" here, as elsewhere. means "cl-inrch building," as distinguished Crom the
church, or institution, itself; though in common parlance no such distinction is usually made,), knowing that it is a sacred temple. If, however, he has been deceived into
buying as private property, he has a right to bring suit against the one who deceived
him and sold it to him If the temple falls down- the spot on which it stood docs not
become unsacred. Hence neither can it be sold, according to Ordinance 73 ofthe first
Titlc fin Photius. Titlc 11. ch. I).
This means anyone.
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been captured by barbarians, or some other woe may have befallen it, and
for this reason no one can go there). Any Metropolitan that i s remiss in
this respect, becomes liable to canonical penances. The income, however,
from the affairs of that bishopric must be kept by the steward safe and
intact until he surrenders it to the bishop-to-be. See also Ap. cc. LVIII and
XL.
CANON XXVI

Since in some churches, as we hme been informed, the Hishops are
administering the ecclesiastical affairs wish the services o f a Ste w a d , it has
seemed most reasonable and right that each and even' church that has a
Bishop should also have a Stward selected from its own Clergy to manage
the ecclesiastical affairs of (hat paniculaf church in accordance with the
views and ideas of its own Bishop, so as to provide against the admimstration of the c h d being tmviinessed, so as to prevent ihe property o f the
same c h f c h f r o m being wasted as a result ofsuch stewardless adminismlion and topre vent any obloquyfhattaching itself lo holy orders.
(An. cc. XXXVI 11, XL; cc. XI, XI1 of the 7th; cc, XXIV, XXV of
Antimh; c. VIT of the I si-&-2nd; cc. XXXIV, XLT o f C a r - a g e ; c. VIT of
Gangra; c. XV of Ancyra: c. LXX of Thcophilus; and c . I1 of Cyril.)

Interpretation

Since, says the present Canon, we have been told that in some provinces bishops are administering the affairs of the church by themselves
without the help of a steward and just as they please, for this reason it has
appeared reasonable that the bishop of every church should have a steward, selected, not from his own intimate servants or relatives, but from his
clergymen, to manage the affairs of the church in accordance with wishes
based upon the best judgment of the same bishop, so that there should be
no witness wanting to move where, and how, and when the income of the
church is spent, and to prevent the prelate from arousing any suspicion
among the laity and giving it cause to accuse him of wasting the funds of
the church. As for any prelate that fails to live up to this Canon, he shall be
liable to the penalties provided by the divine Canons. But just as a prelate
ought to have a steward to manage the affairs of the church, so ought an
abbot to have a steward to manage the affairs ofhis monastery.' Read also
Ap. cc. XXXVII and XLI.
'Note that the steward must render an accounting cvcrv ycar to the bishop (or to
die abboL as Hie case may be) wilh regard lo the managemen1 of h e flairs of Lhe
church (or of the monastery, as the case may be). But if he should happen to die before rendering an accoiin~his heirs must render one, according LO Ordinance 42 o f
Titlc It1 of the Novels (Photius, Titlc X, ch. 1). Malax-, however. in his Histoy of
the Patriarchs, states that the Grand Steward of the Lands has to be a deacon (or a
priest). When the prelate is officiating, he stands in the place rcscrvcd for the Holy
Table, wearing his srichanon (a tunic corresponding to the alb of Westerners): and
holding in his hands h e holy ripidion (a sinall ran), he oHers it lo (he prelale and h e
man about to be ordaincd. He cxamincs the receipts and expenditures, and the accounts of all h e lands of the church and of all h e buildings of the church; keeping
a record [hereof- and four limes a \ear he shows il to the prelate. He superinlends
and provides for the affairs of the widow church until her prelate i s installed: and
ill trials he stands 011 the righlhand side of Lhe prelate. Zonaras: in his histoq ol'
Isaac Comncnus, states that the Grand Steward and the Skevophylm (or keeper of
the sacred vessels) were ordained by the emperor in those times. But this Comnenus
prescribed that they both should be ordained by the Patriarch. Isidorus Pclousiotcs
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(in his letter 1628, to Count Hcrminus) asserts that the noun Owunumidi-,being the
Latinizcd form of the Greek word Oikonumus and corresponding in a general way
to the English word Steward, etymologically means "he who dishibules lo each and
cvcp person that which represents his share of anything," or "Ire who awards to each
person and thing in a household whatever is its due.'.

CANON XXVH
The holy Council has made il a rule regatding those who lake women by

,force3under pretense of marriage, and their accomplices and abettors, that
if they should be Cleroymen, they shal1forfe;t their own rank, but if they are
laymen, they shdl he anathematized.
(c. XCII of Lhe 6th; c. XI o f A n c p ; cc. XXII, XXX, XXXVIII, XLII,
and L[l[ of Basil,)

Interpretation

The present Canon, dealing with the forcible seizure of women in a
harsher way than die other Canons do; penances those who seize women
forcibly with a view to taking them to wife. For it deposes from office not
only those clergymen who seize them by force, but also those who helped
them to do so, and those who incited them to such a seizure by words of
advice or encouragement; or if they be laymen, it anathematizes them,-'
and in a manner which is quite just. For the one who seizes them can offer as a pretext the allegation that he is impelled by the urge of his absurd
and improper love of women, but his accomplices and abettors are not
impelled to this absurd and iinpioper act by any such incentive, save the
vicioiisness of their head and their badj~dgrnent.~
CANON XXVW
Every\o/we following the decrees o f the Holy Fathers, and aware o f

the recently recognized Canon of the one hundred and //jig! most God-beloved Bishops who convened during the reign of Theodosius the h a ( o f
pious memory, who became emperor in the imperial city of Constantinople
otherwise known as New Rome; we too decree and vote the same things in
fvgurd to the privileges andpriorities o f the most holy Church of that same
Constantinople and New Rome. And this is in keeping with thefact thai (he
Fathers naturally enough granted the priorities to the throne of Old Rome
on account of her being the imperial capital. And motivated by the same
object and aim the one hundwd and fifty most God-beloved Bishops have
accorded the like priorities l o the most holy throne of New Rome, with good
reaxon deeming that the city which I S the seat o f an empire, and o f a xnate, and is equal to old imperial Rome in respect of other privileges and
priorities, should he magnified also as she i s in respect o f ecclesiastical
affairs, ax coming next after her, or as being second to her. And it i s arrmged so that only the Metropolitans o f the Pontic, Asian, and ihracian
dioceses shall be ordained by the most holy throne of the most holy Ch~/reh
o f Constantinople aforesaid, and like\vise the Bishops o f the aforesaid

' Instead of this word. John ofAntioch substitutes the word "girls" (inhis Collection of
Canons, Title 42).
j The Council and likewise the civil laws mete out stern chastisement to those who
take women by force, because it is a tiling that is dishonorable in itself and subversive of w hole households. exciting men to murders and disturbances of the peace.
and in general being the cause 01mail! woes E\ en if. lei u s say. Hie parents. h e
masters. of the women seized anenvards consent to the wedding. it is neler-the-
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less true that they have been compelled to consent to it against their will. owing to the
dishonor and dcfloration which thcir daughters and female slaves suffer before being
seized for the niosi part. and because aller such occurrences nobody else is willing
to m a y them. I havc said that it was most certainly for this reason that this Canon
and the civil laws chastise severely those who s e i a women by Corce, because i t i s not
merely a mailer ofcontrol or ownership. for, behold. in Basil's c. XXII it is decreed
that marriages of daughters taken from their parents by force shall remain valid by
virtue oC the consent ol'tlieir parents, as we said hereinabove, whereas the civil laws
dissolve marriages resulting from the cxercisc of forcc, even though the fathers of
the women seized consent to them later, as we have stated. It, however, according
to ch. 39, Title XII. Book LX, anyone seizes or snatches away a female slave who is
of foreign extraction and in reality a prostitute, and hides her, he cannot be punished
either as a hiefor as a slaver, since it v/as for pleasure. aid not for tlie sake oftlieri or
robbery. that he did it. In such a case, however, if he is a rich man. he shall pay damages in money;but if he is a poor man, he shall be cudgeled.
The Sixth Ec. C, makes this same Canon its c. XCII by incorporating it verbatim.
Canon XI of Ancyra, on the other hand, decrees that women betrothed to men but
seized by other men shall be given to their fiances even though they havc suffered
violence at the hands of the other men. Canon XXII of Basil also says the same thing:
bul if they were not betrothed, they are to be returned to heir parents or relatives.
the same Canon adds. and if the latter arc willing, a wedding may be performed,
but if hey will not consent to h s . lliq are not to be coerced. I11 case their captors
deflowered hem secretly or forcibly. h e y are lo be punished wih four years as fornicators. Canon XXX of the same Basil excomn~unicatesfor three years those who
seize women by hrce or who abet others hat do so. But as lor any woman thai merely
pretends to havc been seized by forcc (who wants to follow the man. that is to say).
and in general any wedding that is not due to compulsion, it judges such a case to be
one that needs no punishment if no dcfloration occurred bcforc the wedding. Canon
LI1I OF the same saint fudges any widowed slave ~o be iuiindictable if she pretended
Lo be seized force but in reality wanted to conlract a second marriage.

are situated in barbarian lands; that is io say, that each
Metmpolifun of the aforesaid dioceses, together with the Rishups o f the
pr<mnce, shal! ordain the Bishop o f the province, just as is prescribed fry'
the divine Canons. But the Metropolitans ofthe af&vsaid dioceses, as has
been said, are to be ordained by the Archbishop o f Constantinople,after the
elections have f t m i been conducted in accordance with custom, and have
dioceses which

been feparted to him.
(Ap c. XXXIV; c, 111 of the 2nd and c. XXXVI: of the 6th:
Interpretation

Since at this Fourth Council c. I l l of the Second Council was read,
which decrees that the Bishop of Constantinople is to enjoy priorities of
honor with the Bishop of Rome, seeing that it is New Rome, therefore the
fathers of this Council too, by means of their present Canon. renew and
confirm die said Canon, and they decree and vote the same things as regards the priorities ofthe same city of Constantinople which is also known
as New Rome. For, they say, just as the Fathers bestowed privileges upon
the throne of Old Rome on account of the fact that it was the capital of an
empire, and were fully justified in doing so, owing that is to say, to his
being first in point of order among the rest of the Patriarchs. In exactly
the same way and motivated by exactly the same object and aim, the one
hundred and fifty most God-beloved bishops of the second Council have
bestowed exactly the same and equal privileges of honor also upon the
most holy throne of New Rome2+f Constantinople, that is to say= The principal reason for issuing Ilie preseiii Canon were five, of which thee were
remote, while two were necessary and proximates: 1) Since c . XXXIV of the Apostles
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commands that the bishops of each nation ought to have one of thcir number as chief.
and to regard him as thcir head, and since cc. VI and VII of the First made some
dioceses subject lo the Bishop of Rome, and ohers subject to [lie Bishop ofAlemidria, and othcrs to the Bishop of Antioch and othcrs to the Bishop of Jcrusalcm, the
dioceses of Asia. o r Pontus: and ol' Tbrace: being aiitocephaloiis, ought b\ the same
token to have h e Bisliop of ConsLaiilmople as their chief and head. and ought Lo
come under his jurisdiction, and ought to be ordained by him, because he was their
neighbor, and especially because such a custom had ensued Ifom the beginning. For
the Patriarch of Constantinoplc had ordained many Metropolitans from among thcm.
For St, Chpsoston~ordained Heracleides Bishop of Ephesus. and by going to EpheBUS and returning to Constantinople he deposed thirteen bishops from officc. The
Bishop of Ancyra, too. and Mcmnon, Bishop of Ephesus (who acted as the primate
of Lhe Third Ecuni. Council) were ordained by the Bishop of Constantinople. So that
it appears that what we said above is true as the solution of the puzzling question in
the Footnote lo die ninth Canon. Accordingly, then. il appears thal it subordinates the
Mctropolitans of these dioceses to the Judgment of the Patriarch of Constantinople.
2) Since the Second Be. C. also in its c. Ill accorded priorities of honor to the Bishop
of Constantinople, it was in keeping therewith to bestow upon him also priorities of
authority. 3) The fact that the Bishop of Constantinoplc ought to receive privileges
of autliority because various Patriarchs and Prelates used to come to the Emperor to
beg for his help in their exigencies. and it was n e c e s s q for thcm first to meet the
Bishop of Constantinople; in whom t h q found a nian to co-operate \villi them and LO
lend Hiem assistance, and through him they were enabled to approach h e Emperor.
just as. in continnation of the ancient custom, Justinian prescribed this. This is why,
in Act 16 oi'the Fourth Council. h e Bishop oi' Laodicea, Nouiiecl~us.said. when the
legates of the Bishop of Romc wcre displeased by the priorities granted to the Bishop
of Constantinople: "The g l o of
~ Constantinople is our glow, because it undertakes
our cares." 4) The Bishop of Constantinoplc ought to have received the privileges of
autliori~vover the above-mentioned h e dioceses because, as appears from Act 13
of the Fourth Ec. C., many scandals arose in Epliesus on accoiiiit of the illegal ordinations of Stephanus and Baglanus, as well as in Asia and Ponhis and Thrace similar
scandals ensued, where; upon the death of bishops. many disturbmces Collowed in
the wake of the votes and on the heels of the ordinations. owing to the fact that they
were without a governing head, according to the letter of the same Fourth Council
addressed to Lco. And between Eunomius the Bishop of Niccdcmia, and Anastasius
the Bishop of Nicaca, a great many noisy brawls occurred in regard to the bishopric
of Basiliiioupolis. 5) and finally, because ungodiy Dioscorus a1 the Latrociniuiii. 01
Robber Synod. held in Ephcsus. placed the Bishop of Constantinoplc Flavian, not
firs^ but fiflh in order, contrary to h e Canons, which even Leo the Great, who was
the Pope of Rome. and his legates resented, in this Fourth Council. wherefore they
reproached Dioscorus.
For all these reasons, then, the Council, renewing c. ill of h e 2nd by means ol'
the present Canon, conferred upon Hie Bishop of Constantinople the same and equal
privileges of honor that had previously been bestowed upon the Bishop of Rome,
namely: the Patriarchal digmh and odice- and also the same and equal privileges
of authority that had previously been bestowed upon the Bishop of Romc, namcly,
the right of ordination in the three said dioceses of the Metropolitans- not only as a
matter of custom, but also as one established by means of a Canon. 011 the ground
that the) are included in the territorial jurisdiction of Constantinople. For precisel!
as Hie Bishop of Rome has h e priorilies of honor and of aulhority, which ainoiints
to saying the Patriarchal dignity and office, comprising the right of ruling his own
parish in the West, so and in like manner the Bishop ol'Conslantinople has h e same
prioritics~thatis to say, the Patriarchal dignity and office and the right to rule the
above-mentioned Metropolitans who are comprised in his own parish. Accordingly,
these arc the ccclcsiastical affairs mentioned here in the Canon, wherein the Bishop
of Constantinoplc is magnified lust as is the Bishop of Rome. without any diffcrence save this, ha1 Hie Bishop of Rome is firs1 in point of order. while h e Bishop
of Constantinople is second in point of order. Thcsc privileges of the Bishop of
Constaiitinople were confirmed and ratified not only
the Fathers of this Council, but also by the entire Senate of civil rulers, notwithstanding that the legates of
the Pope. though the;' had previously reproached Diosconis, yet perceiving that
the bounds of Constantinoplc wcre being widened, nearly fainted in thcir dcspcrate attempt to oppose them. Hence the Pope-worshipers arc manifestly lying when
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they say that the primacy and priority of Romc, and its right to be magnified i11
ccclcsiastical affairs. lend the Pope a special privilege of authority in the Church as a
whole. which amounts to sa\ing. in oilier words, a monarchal and inerrable dignit!.
For if thcsc facts indicated any such thing. the Bishop of Constaiitinoplc too would
have to possess the same dignity, since the Bishop OF Constantinople- according to
die Canons- is a measure and standard of exactly the same and equal value respecting
honor of authority' and respecting grandeur as is the Bishop of Rome. But, as a matter
o>'I'act. that was never bestowed upon the Bishop of Constantinople by the Canons,
nor, it mav hence bc inferred, upon the Bishop of Romc. But neither arc the priorities of Rome those which were conferred by the legendary edict of Constantine the
Great upon Silvcster, the Popc of Romc, as t l i q allege-which is to say. more plainly
speaking, the privilege of walking about with the decorations of imperial majesty in
irrihtion of an emperor; the righl to wear upon liis head a brilliant riband in place
o f a wreath or garland; the right to wear an imperial pallium (or omophorh) and
a purple robe and a scarlet lunic; the right lo l m e Ins horse caparisoned in imperial
s ~ i cwith
, all the imperial insignia and emblems, and to hold the bridle of his horse
like a strator, after the manner of an emperor; and the privilege of conceding to the
clergy of his Church, as well as to the Senate thereof, the right to magnify themselves
and to put on airs of grandeur both in the matter of wearing apparel and in the matter
of footwear as well as in the matter of cavaliership. These external manifestations of
splendor and luster,I say. arc not the prioritics and dignities conferred upon the Bishop of Rome by h e Canons. By no means. Firstly, because if they were. h e y would
have had to be conferred similarly and equally upon Lhe Bishop of Constantinople
also; and secondly. because. according to c. XVI of the 7th Ec, C , and c. XXVII of
Llie 6lh, splendid and 1iisLroiisclothes, and even other slullilicalion and adonuneni ol'
the human body are alien to and inconsistent with clergymen and the priestly order,
and because the smokelike puftiness (or pretentiousness) of mundane authority must
be taboo to priests of God, according to the letter of the Council of Carthagc to Popc
Celestinus. Ap. c. LXXXII1, loo, deposes those who wish to exercise b o h Roman
iinperiousness and sacerdotal govemiieiit. The Lord. too, in the Gospels, commands
us to beware of those who wish to walk about in costumes. On this account, again,
die vain and legendary edict isjudged lo be spurious and fictitious. But even il' we
assume, for the sake of argument, that it is true,yet, in view of the fact that it is obvi ously opposed to the sacred Canons, it is invalid and void and no longer in force. For
when at any time or placc current forms conflict with the Canons, they arc invalid
and void. as we stated in the beginning of this Manual, The prioriw and primacy of
Rome's Bishop, therefore, consists, as we have said, in his having autliorit> over all
the bishops and metropolitans included in the sec, or diocese. of Romc, so that he.
togelher vvih die oilier bishops of the see; has [he right to ordain hem: and in liis
being entilled to come first in order among Lhe Patriarchs, the oLher Patriarchs coming second, third, etc. He received these privileges. not because Rome was the seat
of St. Peter, not because the Bishop of Romc is the vicar of Christ, as the Roman
Catholics vainly insist-by no means, but primarily because Rome was honored as
the capital of an empire. For. says the present Canon, "the Fathers naturally enough
granted the prioritics to the throne of Old Romc on account of her being the imperial
capital"; consequently; because of the ancient custoni which it followed, exactly as
Romc was a capital cie, it bcconics proper to concede the first placc to her Bishop
and to regard him as the first, or most notable, bishop~or.as we sa\ in English, the
primate~and, Curlher consequence of this .fact. because just in Hie same way that
the same privilege was bestowed upon the Bishop of Constantinople too owing to
Constanlinople's being (at that time) an imperial capital, and New Rome. the Canons
conferred such a privilege upon the Bishop of Romc for the same identical reason.
Thus, too. because it was an imperial capital, it became an ancient custon~tor the
Bishop of Constaiitinoplc to ordain the bishops in Asia, Pontus, and Thracc: and
because it became a custom, the Canons were adopted and the ancient custom was
ratified. Note hat in addition to Hie equal privileges wilh Lhe Bishop of Rome vihicli
the Bishop of Constantinople received. he further received also these two titles.
namely, the appellation of "All-holiest" and ol'"Ecumenical," by wav ol'dilterentiation from the other Patriarchs. The appellation of "All-hoticst" was first accorded
to the Bishops of Constantinople Sergius and Peter by Macarius of Antioch at the
Sixth Ec. C. in the seventh century A.C.: while that of "Ecumcnical" was bestowed
by the clergymen of Antioch and the Orthodox Christians in Byantiurn upon the
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Bishop of Constantinoplc named John the Cappadocian in the rcign of Justin the
Thracian during the sixth c c n w . I said that the Bishop of Constantinoplc was givcn
the appellation way of dflerenliation, because, although the Bishop of Rome was
given by many' the appellation of "All-holiest." and so were the Bishops ofAlcxandria,
ol'Antioch. and oI'Jerusalein, and. in fact. all Patriarchs in common were called "Allholiest" by various persons and at various times, yet, in spile of his, usage won out
ultimately in the custom of according this appellation exceptionally and exclusively
to the Bishop oI"Constantinople. Likewise the appellation 01' "Ecumenical" was also
used by sonic in rcfcrcncc to the Bishop of Romc, though very seldom; whereas from
the time that the Bishop of Constantinople began being called Ecumenical Patriarch
he never ceased. being callcd such. Hence in times subsequent to the Cappadocian
the Bishops of Constantinoplc Epiphanius, and Anthimus, and Mcnas, and Eutychins
were called Ecumenical Patriarchs by Justinian in his Novels and Edicts. insomuch
that at the Seventh Ecum. Council Peter the legate of the Pope called Tarasius the
Ecumenical Patriarch. That is why divine John die Faster in the reign of Muricius:
following the practice of continuing the use of such a title which had been initiated
by others in deference to the Bishop of Constantinople. became the first to subscribe
himself as Ecumcnical. As for the titlc of "All-holiest." this denotes (speaking of the
corresponding Grcck word ^Panagsotatos^)"in all respects most holy": in the same
vein, that is to sa!, as Tarasius and Phodus wrote to Popes Adrian and Nicholas "To
in all respects most holy brother and fellow minister Adrian (or Nicholas), the Pope of
Rome." The title of"Ecumenical." on the other hand. denotes two different tliings: for
it is either taken in general as applying lo h e Church as a whole, by wav of describing
a bishop as being entitled to exercise personal and n~onarchalauthority in the Church
as a whole; or else it denotes a major part ol' the inhabited earth-that is to say. more
cxactly speaking, that a bishop's authority extends over a major part of the inhabited
portion ofthe earth's surface. This is in conformin' with the fact that many emperors,
notwithstanding that they arc not lords of the wholc inhabited earth (called in Greek
the "Oikoumene." or. according to another nietliod oi' kansli~eratioii"Ecuniene"). are
nevertheless called (in Greek) lords of the inhabited earth, as Evagrius called Zeno
(or Zenon), in allusion, that is to say, to the fact that they exercise authority over a
major part of h e inhabited surface oi" the earth. In the first sense 01 tlie word; tlierefore, the Bishop of Constantinople is never called an Ecumenical Patriarch, nor is the
Bishop of Rome, or anyone else, excepting only Christ, who is indeed truly a Patriarch of the wholc inhabited world and to whom was given all authority in heaven and
on earth. But he is called Ecumcnical in the second scnsc of the word on account of
the fact diat he has under him a major part of tlie inhabited earlli, and fiirlheniiorc 011
account of the zeal and providence which he cxerciscs in watching over the faith and
presen ing the traditions and teachings of both Hie Councils (including Synods) and
the Fathers. not only in his own See (or Diocese), but also in all the rest oftlie Sees
o r Dioceses) throughout the length and breadth oC l h e various lands of the earth. It
was hcncc a result of the double cntendrc involved in the word Emmenicd that scandals arose between the Father, who was Patriarch of Constantinople, and the Popes
of Romc named Pclagius. and Gregory Dialogus. For these Popes, taking the word
Ecumcnical in the first sense. characterized this titlc as blasphemous; diabolical. and
mail? other opprobrious epithets; and h e y further declared that whoever wishes to be
called and styled "the Ecumenical Patriarch" is a forerunner of the Antichrist (letter
ol'Grego5 to Maiiricius), and in this respect ihey were within the truth. The Faster,
however, and Mauritius. and Hie succeeding Patriarchs and Emperors, understanding
the title in accordance with the second signification of the word, were unconcerned.
and in this respect they loo were within the truth. That is uhy the Council held in St.
Sophia states clcarly that the one Called Ecumcnical (Patriar~h)~
on the ground that
he has authority over the greater part ofthe inhabited earth, is not the Antichrist, Nevcrthclcss, it must be admitted that both thcsc titles arc designations conferred, not by
any Canons ol' the Councils or ol' the Fathers o r the Church. but given by custom to
the Bishop of Constantinople, The contents of this Footnote have been gleaned also
of Dositheus.
from other sources, but more especially from the 1)decahihti~;

deeming it quite reasonable that this city, in view of the fact that it has
been honored by being made the seat of an empire and of a senate, in a
similar manner as has also (old) Rome, ought to enjoy the same and equal
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privileges in a similar manner as has also (old) Rome, and to be magnified herself a1so in exactly the same way as the latter is in connection with
ecclesiastical matters, with the sole difference that old Rome is to be first
in order, while new Rome is to be second in order. In addition to these
things we decree and vote that only the Metropolitans (but not also the
Bishops, that is to say. that are subject to the Metropolitans; for each of
these is ordained by his own Metropolitan together with the bishops of the
province, j ust as the divine Canons prescribe, especially c. Vl of the First)
shall be ordained by the aforesaid most holy throne of Constantinople. Not
only are the Metropolitans of the said dioceses to be ordained by him, but
indeed also the bishops located ill barbarian regions that border on the said
dioceses, as, for instance. those called Am are adjacent to and flank the
diocese of Pontus, while the Russians border on that of Thrace. Nevertheless, the said Metropolitans are not to be ordained by the Bishop of Constantinoplejust as he pleases and decides, but he must take the votes of the
Synod under him into consideration as reported to him in accordance with
established custom, and then ordain those men on whom the voters have
agreed, either unanimously or as a majority. '
CANON XXIX
For a Hishop to hear the rank of Presbyter i s sacrilege. I f , however, any
just reason determines their removal from practice as Bishops, then neither
ought they to occupy f he position o f fie*
ter. h t i f for any cause than some
crime they have been deprived ofthe dignity and qffice, they shall be festored
to she dtgniy and office ofthe Episcopate

Interpretation

Tn Act 4 of the present Fourth Council it is written (on p. 150 of
the second volume of the Collection of the Councils) that Photius, the
Bishop of Tyre, called the attention of Emperor Marcianus to the fact
that Eustatlius, the Bishop of Beymt (or, as others say, Eusebius of Tyre,
though the preceding indentification is more likely to be the true one)
detached from Tyre various bishoprics, to wit, Biblus, Botrys, Ti-ipolis,
Orthosias, Arcas, and Antarandus, and, deposing the bishops whom he
had ordained, degraded them to the rank of presbyter. The Senate of the
rulers accordingly brought this matter to the attention of the Council; by
way of reply, on the part of the legates of the Pope as well as die Bishop
of Constantinople and the entire Council, the present Canon was issued,
wherein they declare that it is sacrilege for anyone to degrade a bishop
to the rank and position of a presbyter; for if he is deposed on account of
any crimes and is excluded from the functions and offices of the prelacy,
such a person cannot be even a priest. If, on the other hand, without
having any impediment in the way of crime he has been expelled from
the prelacy; he is to be allowed to regain his office and dignity on the
ground that he has lost it unjustly, and it is but his just due that he should
'Note that this Fourth Council in its Act 15 promulgated thcsc thirty Canons; but I
know not how it came about that this Twenty-eighth Canon and the Twenty-ninth and
die Thirtieth are no1 lo be found either in Hie Collection of Caiions of John of Aniioch,
or in thc Numocaraon of John of Constantinoplc surnamcd the Scholasticus. or cvcn i11
h e Arabic paraphrase of Joseph the Egyptian. The! are included, however, in all he
others.
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be restored to his rightful position and be a bishop again. Zonaras, in fact,
declares that it is worse than sacrilege for a bishop to be unjustly reduced
to the rank of presbyter; for, says he, it is not something sacred that is being treated sacrilegiously and stolen, but something more than sacred, because, says he, through the invocation of the pelate churches and temples
and other sacred objects are consecrated and hallowed and sanctified by
virtue of the visitation of the Holy Spirit, and it must be admitted at all
events that that which sanctifies i s greater than that which is sanctified.
As for why this Canon prohi bits this, whereas c. XX of the 6th reduces to
the position of presbyter any bishop that goes teaching beyond his boundaries without the consent and approval of the bishop holding sway over
the region in question, see the solution of tills puzzling question in Ap. c.

XXXV.
CANON XXX
Whereas the most reverent Bishops qfEg)pt postponed subscribing to
the epistle o f the most holy Archbishop Leo for the present, no! because they
opposed the catholicfaith, but on the allegation that it is a custom in the
diocese o f Egypt to do nothing of this sort wi;hou/ the consent and furmat
approval o f thetr Archhishop, and theref0t-e request so be excused until She
one who is to be the Bishop,for the great city of the Alexundriuns has been
ordained: it has appeared to us reasonable and consonant with the spirit o f
philanthropy that they be excused and allowed ~o remain upon the like habit
in the Imperial City till an Archbishop Aav been ordainedfor the p u t city uf
the Alexandrians. Let them therefore give security that they will not leave this
city till the city of the Alexandrians has been uccomodated with a bishop.
Interpretation

It has been written in Act 4 of the present Council that after the deposition of Dioscoms, the Patriarch of Alexandria, ten (or, as others say, thirteen) bishops of the same Patriarch of Alexandria anathematized Eutyches
and Dioscorus himself, and their dogmas; but they could not be prevailed
upon to subscribe to the letter of St. Leo, the Pope of Rome, which he had
sent to the Patriarch of Constantinople St. Flavian (and which, as we have
said, was called a pillar of Orthodoxy because it contained all the Orthodox belief of the faith), not because he was opposed to the Orthodox dogma which it contained, but because they asserted that it was a custom in
the diocese (or see) ofAlexandria's Patriarch for his bishops' not to make
any move without first consulting him and obtaining his consent and ap proval. Yet the prelates in the Council would not believe these things even
after they had heard them asserted by the Alexandrians, but, on the contrary, they even suspected the latter to be heterodox heretics and sought to
depose them. But the ruler and the Senate, having conceived something
more humane as regarded these men, advised the Council not to depose
them. but to give them time within which to remain as they were, undeposed, that is to say, in the Imperial City until another Alchbishop of
Alexandria could be ordained (for, as we have said, the Archbishop ofAlexandna Dioscoms had previously been deposed). Yielding to the advice
ofthe rulers, the Council decreed that they should remain as they were and

' See also Ap. c. XXXIV

and c. VI of h e Firs1 Ec. C.
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demanded security that they would not leave the city of Constantinople
until the Archbishop of Alexandria had been ordained. The one who became ordained Archbishop o f Alexandria as the successor of Diocorus
was Apolinarius (though this name is commonly spelled Apollinaris in
English), and the latter was succeeded by Proterius (see p. 24 1 of the second volume of the Collection of the council^.^ See also Ap. cc. XX and

XXXIV.
N o t e that these two Canons, the Twenty-ninth and the Thirtieth, were issued by this
Council o n l ~as cvulgations written into its Act 4; but later either interpreters of the
Canons or someone else before the times of these interpreters recapitulated or summarized these evulgations and interlocutions and made hen1 into Canons and Defuutions. Hence, seeing in the present Thirtieth Caiioii that Paschasinus, the legate of the
Pope, tthich is as much as to sax the entire Council speaking through him. consented
Lo let the ten bishops ofllie Egyptians merely gile others as sureties for themselves
to serve as a pledge that they would not leave the city of Constantinople without first
subscribing to the letter, while. on the other hand. the secular rulers oHhe Emperor,
actuated by the civil law, added the recommendation that if they could not furnish sureties they might take an oath that they would not leave the ciQ:-seeing. I say, these
things. we included in the Canon the securities which the sacred Council demanded
through Paschasinus, while, on the other hand, v,e left out the oath on the ground that
it was nol demanded by the Council, but by llie imperial rulers. and was merely a
requirement of the civil law. and not of the divine Canons (for nowhere do the divine
Canons require an\ one to take an oath, either to God or to the Emperor, as such a requircmcnt would be contrary to the holy Gospels), though the Council for the present
kept silent and did not care to gainsay the rulers, for tear of causing them confusion,
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CONCERNING THE HOLY AND ECUMENICAL
FIFTH COUNCIL
The Holy and Ecumenical Fifth Council (which was the second one
held in Constantinople) was held in the year 553 in the reign of Emperor
Justinian I. According to Dositheus (Book V; ch. 16 of the Dodecabibius),
its proceedings and transactions were contained in eight Acts written in
Latin, and, according to the Collection of the Councils (p. 261 of vol. ii),
in five written in Greek. It was attended by Fathers to the number of 165,
among whom Menas shone with the greatest splendor at first, and afterwards in succession Eutychius, both of them having served as Patriarchs
of Constantinople;followed by Vigilius. the Bishop of Rome, who, though
at the time in Constantinople. was not actually present at the Council itself
either in person or by proxies (as. for instance, was done at the Second
Ecumenical Council), but who nevertheless sanctioned the Council later
in a written publication; Apolinaims of Alexandria, Dornnus of Antioch,
Didymus and Evagrius, these two taking the place of and representing
Eustochius of Jerusalem. The Council anathematized the written works of
Diodorus of Tarsoupolis (or Tarsus) and those of Theodore of Mopsuestia,
and indeed even Theodore himself. and Diodorus. according to Photius,
Code 18, and the respective Act of the Seventh Ec. C. See also p. 14 in the
first volume of the Series concerning the Reporters, who, holding the tenets of Nestorius, left these records in writing upon their death (especially
Theodore of Mopsuestia, who served as the teacher of Nestorius and declared the Logos to be a different God than the one called Chist, who was
troubled by the passions of the soul and by the desires of the flesh). It also
anathematized what had been written by blissful Theodoret against the
twelve "heads" (or "chapters") of St. Cyril1 (of Alexandria), and the socalled letter of Ibas, the Bishop of Edessa, to Mares the Persian ' It further
anathematized even Origen himself, and Didymus, and Evagrius, and their
detestable tenets, who foolishly affirmed that souls were existent prior to

' Note that what had been written by Theodore! against St. Cyril was not anathema-

tizcd in general ( i . ~ .m, toto). like what had been written by Theodore of Mopsucstia
and like the Letter o f lbas. not on]) as much therein as defended the cacodog of
Neslorius and through nusunderslanding represented C\ril as a heretic. It does nol
include, as is plain from the objections offered by St. Cyril, the idea that 'Theedoret calls the union of the God Logos with the human being a relative union (or
a relational union), and anathematizes those who call the union a substantive (hypostasis or substantial) union, on the alleged ground that it is alien to the Divine
Scriptures and to the Divine Fathers." Nor the idea that a hypostasis substantive
union is superfluous, and all the other points that St Cyril controverts and deems
blasphenious: for anathema anyone h a t praises these ideas. But il is not h e that the
Comicil also anathematized this dogma, namely, that the Holy Spirit docs not have its
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cxistcncc cither from the Son or through the Son, which Thcodorct therein asserts,
since this tenet was not one held by Ncstorius, but was and is a dogma of the catholic
Church. Thai is why neither divine Cyril at any time in his life, nor Pope Celestinus
in writing against Ncstorius, or John of Antioch, or Acacius of Vcnoia in his rccommendations to Nestorius, nor any of the emperors in their Sacrue against Nestorius,
s* ha1 Neslorius blasphemed as regarding the Theolog of the Holy Spirit, but only
as regarding the incarnate economy, as we have said.
I said "so-called because Cedrenus also characterizes it thus, as does also Evagrius
(page 346 of Vol. I1 ofthe Collectioii ol'lhe Councils. and page 347 ibid.), and especially because in Act 6 of the Seventh Ecumenical Council it was said to have been
written from Ibas, but nevertheless it is not true that it was also written by him. That
is why the Fathers of the Fourth Ecumenical Council did not anathematize Ibas himself. but only this letter. on the score that it accused the Council held in Ephesus of
having condemncd Ncstorius without a trial, that it rejected the twelve "'licads" (or
'chapters") of S t Cyril, that it praised Ncstor and Theodore of Mopsucstia, whom
il accepted as a saint and Orthodox Christian; and that il acknowledged Christ to be
a mere human bciiig. For even Ibas himself acknowlcdgcd at the Fourlh Ecumenical
Council thai h e letter was not one d h i s own, and at the same time confessed all the
Orthodox dogmas contrary thereto (page 372 ol' the second volume ol' the Conciliar
Records. and page 390 ~bzd).

bodies,' and that upon the death of one body they enter another: that
there is an end to the punishment suffered in hell; that demons are going
to recover the original dignity of angelic grace which they used to have;
that souls are going to be resurrected naked without a body; and that the
heavenly bodies have souls; and still other cacodoxical notions. It also
anathematized Anthimus of Trebizond for entertaining the ungodly beliefs of Eutyches, and also Severus, and Peter the Bishop of Apameia, and
Z o o r a ~But
. ~ this Council did not pomulgate any Canons relating to the
ecclesiastical constitution, but only fourteen anathematisms against the
said heretics and others, and twenty-five more directed solely against the
Origenists (p. 34 1 of the second volume of the Councils),

' Tins pre-existence of souls was declared b~ Ongeii to be the reason for predestma-

tton and damnation. For if the souls in the transmundane world have done right. they
are predestined to the kingdom; but it'they have done wrong: they are damned and
consigned to hell Jcromc wrote a letter against this opinion to Pammachms, and Leo
denounced it in his letter 93, and Cyril of Alexandria refuted it by means of twenefour arguments.
Nicholas Boulgaris 111 his Sacred Catechism. page 133. says. I know not on what
grounds, that the Fifth Ecumenical Council anathematized Peter Knaphcus for saying: ^Theimiiiortal Hol? One who \\ as crucified for us." For hat man was not anahcmatizcd by the Fifth Council. but a goodly number of years before the Fifth Council
b\ a S\iiod or Council held against hi111 111 Rome during Lhe lime ol' Felix ol' Rome,
and of Acaciiis of CoiisLanLinople. and of Emperor Zeno.
Against the cacodoxics (i.c., misbelicfs) of Origcn. concerning whom read the
following:
'And the third angel sounded, and thew fell a great star from heaven, burning as
thin& it were a tamp. and i t fell w o n a third part vf fhe nwrs. and upon the fovn tains of waters; and the name of the star is culled Wormwood: and the thire/part of
h e waters became ~~ormvood;
and many men died uf'ihe waters, because thy were
made hitter. " (Rev, 8 : 10-1I.) (Int. by A, hdakrakis,)
The great star which like a flaming lorcli illumines h e church and then. being
darkened, falls from heaven and embitters the waters is the learned and notorious
Origen, concerning whom Mehtius in his church history remarks: "'Origen became
more famous than any one clsc and in word and deed was greatly admired for his
mode of living as well as for his great intclligencc. his learning, his ability, and
his experience. However, his renown, according to Epiphanius, did not remain un-
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tarnished until the end; for lie proved the author of the great blunder of too much
cxpcrience. Wishing to leave nothing unintcrpreted in the Holy Scriptures, he tripped
himself into error and sill by propounding and launching mail! pernicious dictuins
and interpretations. Arius himself, as well as all die lawless heretics since, then dcrived their basic pretexts rroni hini. And so. becoming the leader of all heresy. he gave
utterance to llie following dogmatisms: 1) That die onl! begollen So11 cannol behold
the Father; neither can the Holy Spirit behold the Son: nor can men behold angels. 2)
That in the physical body here abide lettered souls, and that before man was created
in paradise his spirit sojourncd within rational beings in heaven. 3) That Satan and all
the demons will tinally return to their former angelic state; that hell is not perpetual,
but mcrcly a temporary means for the purgation of sins; and that after this purgation
eve? single man or demon will be reinstated, Many other like blasphemies did he invent for which, while alive, lie was ousted Irom among Hie Cailhfiil o r Ihe Church, and
after death was condemned as a heretic together with Arius, Eunomius. Macedonius,
Apolliimis, Nestorius: and Eut\ches in Conslanlinople in he year 553." Thus much
concerning the fall of Origen may be found in church history. The fact, moreover, that
the revered Epiphanius. i n his history of heresies, called him the leader of all here?,
agrees with the fall of the first star. which is referred to as becoming the leader of all
heresy that reappeared again later. Therefore, there is no doubt left that the fall of the
Grst star which John saw in 95 A.D. while he was observing what ^must shortly come
to pass" upon earth, has been fulfilled by Origm, who was born in 185 and died in
250; for he was a t first a beacon light of the Church. an outstanding interpreter of the
Scriptures, and an unequaled catechist and teacher. However, owing to the extreme
and all-absorbing application of his mind to the works of the outstanding learned men
ol' Hie period and especially lo Hie Platonic lheones and in~lh-likespeculalions. his
understanding became clouded: and thus he was transformed from a bright star into a
dark and bitter one like wormwood, his consequent fall from heaven causing the loss
of many a human soul. For this reason he is called ''Wurmwoo(/"in the Apocalypse
and reierred to as falling "upon the thirdpart uf the rivefs" and upon one-hird 01
the
water fountains and as causing "a third part ofthe waters" lo become wormwood.
and many men to die "of the waters, because they were made hitter." Rivers, in the
language 01die Bible, denote piistors and teachers 01the church, concerning whom
Christ says: "He that believeth in me, as the scripture hath said, out of his belly shall
flow rivers of living water." Fountains ofwater represent the Scriptures, according to
the song of the psalmist: "Bless yc God in the congregationsj even the Lord from the
fountain of Israel." Fountains of water form rivers, and so the drinking in of the Holy
Scriptures and Ihc clear conceptions conveyed by die Hal! SpiriL fonii within the
recipients rivers of divine inspiration and doctrine. The doctrinc of Origcn embittered
"a thirdpad of the rivers" or Hie teachers of the church; for many embraced the views
of Origen, which fact resulted in great quarrels and dissensions in the church until the
Fiflh Ecumenical Council at Constantinople, which condemned the heretic views 01'
Origcn and thosc who embraced these. Again, Origcn's teaching embittered "a third
ofthe waters'" through the inadequate and preposterous scriptural misinterpretations
and allegorical explanations accepted by many of those who read them to thcir own
harm, delusionj and spiritual death as a result of their cstrangcmcnt from sound and
wholesome ~eacliing.The fall of Ongen and in consequences is Ihe rust plague which
the Devil hurled against the church embittering "a third ofthe rivers" and ^a third
of ihe wuiecf;"by means of the false ideas of ancient Greek philosophy to which Ongen adhered closely, being uiiiible to discern the real criterion of philosophical trulh
or to discriminate between truth and falsehood. Scriptural knowledge is divided into:
1) Philosophical and inkrpref.ive knowledge of the events recounted in the Bible. 2)
+gal and political knowlcdgc, and 3) Religious knowlcdgc conducive to the healing
ot souls from the diseases of sin. Origen, by accepting without reason or challenge
the theories and tcncts of Platonic philosophy and by attempting to interpret the historical sections of the Scriptures through lliese false theories. embittered "a third of
the wafers" or pliilosopliic knowledge. and "a third of the rivers" or Lhe third of the
church teachers. Thus he unwillingly and unwittingly sowed the seed of heresy in
the church: he accepted the theory ot'preexistance ol'souls and the assumption that
the body is the soul's prison house from which the soul must finally be relieved,
denying subsequently' the resurrection of the dead, the reunion of members, and sex,
by which men arc distinguished from women; and finally, by using false allcgoq
in interpreting the historic clement in the Scriptures, he corrupted its historic truth,
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conceiving the angels as trees of Paradise, the heavenly powers as rivers, and Adam
and Eve as physically bodiless and inhabiting a spiritual paradise, and finally as acquiring physical bodies after hey had sinned, heir leather garments being considered
to mean bodies. By means of such preposterous allcgorics and interpretations he
embittered one-third of the Fountains of waters, or the philosophic and interpretive
knowledge of historic evenls, and became the cause of all heresies which sprang up
within the church, accordina to the correct statement of the revered Epiphanius
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CONCERNING THE HOLY AND
ECUMENICAL SIXTH COUNCIL
The Holy and Ecumenical Sixth Council (which was the third one to
be held in Constantinople) was held in theyear 680 after Chist in the time
of Constantine Pogonatus. a descendant of Heracleius, in the secret chamber of the divine palace (which chamber was called the Troullos, its proceedings and transactions being comprised in eighteen Acts (p. 527 of the
second volume of the Councils). T h e Fathers who attended it numbered
one hundred and seventy, according to Photius, Nicephoms, Nilus, and
Anonymus, or t h e e hundred and eighty-nine according to others. Among
those who distinguished themselves as leaders of diem were George of
Constantinople; Theodore and Sergius. presbyters. together with John, a
deacon, who acted as exarchs ofAgatho of Rome, Peter the monk who represented the Archbishop of Alexandria, George the presbyter representing
the Archbishop of Jerusalem. There were also present three bishops representing the Westerners who were assembled at that time in Rome. This
Council condemned Sergius. Pysrhus, Paul, and Peter. all of whom were
Patriarchs of Constantinople; Honorius tlie Pope of Rome/ Cyrus the
Patriarch of Alexandria, a certain man by the name of Theodore who had
served as Bishop of Faran, according to Zonaras and Balsamon, or who
had been born in Farm, according to Leo 11 o f Rome in what he wrote to
the Emperor; Macarius of Antioch, together with Stephanus his disciple,
and the infantile-minded old man named Polychronius, who all had dared
to dogmatize by attributing a single will and predicating a single energy
to and of Christ, respectively. But this Council dogmatized to the contrary
that our Lord Jesus Christ, though but one person, after His incarnation
possessed two natural wills and two natural energies' just as He also possessed two natures-that is to say, in other words, a divine will and energy
and a human will and energy. both of them being at the same time indivisible and inconflatable. For neither the Divinity nor the humanity, the two
natures of Chnst, remained without a will and an energy after the union.
For if the peculiarities of the natures should be refuted, which are the
will and the energy, the natures themselves should inevitably be refuted
too; along therewith. For every nature consists of and is identical with its

'The Latins mov e heaven and earih. as the s

q ing goes, in endeavoring to establish
die innocence of their great pontifcx. the Pope of Rome named Honorius. Being

unable lo brook being told thai h e one whom he\ profess lo have been inerrable
was MI ungodly lierelic and lliat he was anathernabzed by an Ecumenical Council.
at times the audacious and impudent fellows dare to assert that this Ecumenical
Council itself erred because it failed to investigate the charges against him properly,
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but condcmncd him without due investigation, while at other times they allege that
Honorius believed that there was a single will only in connection with the humani h of Christ, since all the powers of h e soul were subject lo h e dominant mind 01
Christ, and thcrc was not in His humanity a diffcrcnt belief of the flesh and a different
behe f o r the Spirit (divided, that i s to sa), just as it is in other men); and again at other
Limes hey assert many other driveling and idle views. In reply to all these allegations it is to be said that a single Ecumenical Council like the present one is enough
Lo oH'set lens ol"thousands ol"Latins, and its vote and decision, being inerrable is to
be preferred to all the inventions hatched by the Latins, which arc precarious and crroneous. But what am I saying "a single" for? Even two or three Councils, and not
a singlc one only; and two or three Popes, too,I might say. For not only the Sixth,
but also the Seventh Ecumenical Council (Act Gjioincd hands in condemning Popc
Hononns. Again- the one held thereafter, which is called die Eighth by h e Lahns.
also condemned him (Act 10). Moreover, even Leo 11 not long after the Sixth Ec. C,
admitted and accepted the condemnation of Honorius together with the Acts ol' the
Sixth Ecum. C. and wrote the following lines to the Emperor: "We anathematize the
inventors of the new error Theordore the Faranite, and Honorius, who not only did
not add to the splendor of this Apostolic Church by teaching the Apostolic doctrine.
but actually permitted the undcfilablc Church to be defiled with profane preaching."
And Adrian I1 asserts that the throne of Rome cannot be judged (adversely) by anyone unless the argument be one concerning heresy. and it was for this reason that
Honorins was anathematized. And Pope Agaho in writing to Pogonatus attested the
fact ha1 Honorius was, a herelic. How, dien. can anyone say ha1 all h e Fathers of so
many Councils. and especially Popes Leo and Adrian and Agatho, should have been
so blinded as to have condemned one imjustly whom he\ had considered righteous?
or how could the legates of Rome who were present at the Council havc remained
silent if the Council had condemned Honorius unjustly'! Again, how could Emperor
Constantine, a most godly man and a friend of the Roman Church, havc suffered this,
nho was present a1 the Council and actually ratified the Council's Delinition with the
seal of his imperial ring so as to prevent anybody from adding anything more to it or
from taking anything away from it? Veritably. therefore, the God who spoke through
this Ecumenical Council is veracious. whereas even human being and e v q quibble
of the adversaries is vain as well as false. as the Apostle says. On the other hand it is
an amusing and comical dilemma about this Honorius that one d o u r own great and
most wise teachers of the prcscnt time proposes to the adherents of Roman Catholicism who make much of the Pope. It may be restated here as follows: Pope Honorius
either w as a hcrclic or was no1 Ifhc was, here. admittedly, w-chave a Pope who c m d
in regard to the faith. But if he was not a heretic, Leo and Adrian erred in regard to the
faith b~ v\roiigl\ condemning and anathematizing him as a heretic. And thus, either
by the former or b\ the latter horn of the dilemma, the legendary inerrabilih of the
Pope as regarding matters oi'i'aiLh has been annihilated. or reduced to a stale of inexistcncc. Accordingly I omit saying that Popc Marccllinus was an idolater; that Popc
Liberius was an Arian: that Pope Anastasius f t collaborated with the Arians; and that
countless others erred in rcgard to the faith.
' We ought to call the wills and energies of Christ natural, and not hypostatical (or
even substantive). For if we call them hypostatical (or substantive), we shall be
compelled to atLnbule tliree wills and three energies to die Holy Trimly, since It
consists of three hypostascs. But precisely as the Holy Trinity is said to havc and
actually has but one will and one energy; since It has but one nature. so and in like
mamier iiiay it be said hat here are hvo wills and two energies inherent in Christ,
since there are also two natures inherent in Him. of which, and in which, or one
might rather say, which themselves are He. Divine John oC Damascus has dealt
most thcologically and in the best fashion with the hvo wills and two energies of
Christ which are indivisible and at the same time and in the same way inconflatable (or unconfusablc) in his sublime dissertation wherein he says: "Being a single
hvpostasis with two natures. the Divine and the human, Christ did some things
divinely and oher things humanly: as one and the same person He willed and encrgizcd the divine works, and in a divincly human manner performed the human
acts. For though as a God He willed the divine works, and as a human being h e
human acts, yet it was neither as a naked God that He willed the divine works. nor
as a mere man that He willed the human acts, but, instead, it was as a God who had
become a man. that is to say, who had humanized himself by becoming incarnate.
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by virtue of a natural and divinc will and energy, the same person acting both as a
God and as a human being in willing and energizing the human acts, being by nature
capable of willing and energizing human acts as a human being. For each of tlie ho
natures wills and energizes its own activities in communion with that of the other.
This means thai the Dh inih with iis own self and eveq thing else under its immediate conk01 is acting through and
His humimity; whereas, on the oher hand. h e
humanity, having its own self under its control and res ending with respect to everyihing else lo His divine will (i.e , in obedience hereto). wishes whatever he Divine
will wishes because tt ttsclf also wishes these things- on account of the oneness of
the hypostasis." (Taken from the Libellus concerning the right belief, as dictated by
John Damascene. and dclivcrcd by the Bishop Elias to Peter the Metropolitan of
Damascus,)

natural peculiarities, and without these it could not become existent, Accordingly, this Council dogmatized, in brief, that "in the hypostasis of
the God-man Logos each form acted in communion with that of the other
one, which it had had as its own." This means, in other words, that the Logos wrought that which was the function of the Logos, whereas the body
performed that which was the function of the body-just as the Fourth
Ecumenical Council had dogmatized, that is the say, previously by means
of Leo's letter. For, as most wise Phorius says, it was not within the ability of one and the same energy to restore a cripple and to become tired of
traveling afoot; to resurrect Lazarus and to weep over him; nor, again, was
it within the adaptability of one and the same will to request that the cup
of death might pass away from Him and to call it on the other hand His
glory, and to want what was unwantable. For the first activities were due
to the energy of the Divinity, whereas the second activities were due to
the energy of the humanity. And conversely, the first will was that of the
humanity, while the second will was that of the Divinity. But this Council
too failed to promulgate any Canons

CONCERNING THE HOLY AND ECUMENICAL
QUINISEXT (OR QUINISEXTINE)
Le., Fifth-and-Sixth
OR RATHER TO SAY
SIXTH COUNCIL

The Holy and Ecumenical1Quinisext (or Quinisextine), or more properly speaking. Sixth2Council was assembled in the imperial and lustrous
palace called the Troullos (or, according to the Latin spelling, Trullus),
in the reign of Justinian 11, who was the son of Pogonatus and was surnamed Rhinometus (a Greek word meaning "with the nose cut off"), in
the year 69 1 after Christh3The number of Fathers who attended it was 327
according to Balsamon and Zonaras, but 340 according to the author of
the Conciliar booklet, of whom the leaders were Paul of Constanti~ople,~
Basil the Bishop of Gortyna, a povince in Crete, a certain Bishop of
Ravenna who acted as the legate of the Pope of Rome,' Peter the Patriarch of Alexandria, Anastasius the Patriarch of Jerusalem, and George the
Patriarch of Antioch. It was assembled at the command of the Emperor,
not in order to examine into any special heresy. not in order to settle questions of faith, in such a way as to warrant its being called a special and
separate Council. but for the purpose of pomulgatmg necessary Canons
relating to correction of outstanding evils and the regulation of the internal polity of the Church. Which Canons are the following, as confirmed
by Acts 2 and 4 and 8 of the Seventh Ecumenical Council and by the
latter's Canon I. They are fiuther confinned by three Popes, namely,
Adrian I. Gregory 11, and Innocent 111, by Gratian, by the legates of the
Pope who were present at the Seventh Ec. C., by the so-called First-andSecond Council, which mentions its c. XXXI in its own c. XII. They are
also confirmed or attested by Cedrenus, by John of Damascus (or John
Damascene), who says, "consult the definitions of the Sixth Council and
you will find there the proof." They were also confirmed or attested by
the interpreters of the Canons. by Photius, by the personal signatures both
of the Emperor and of the legates of the Pope of Rome, as well as those
of the Patriarchs and of the Fathers who attended it. Thus, summarily

' For

many reasons the present Council is called and is an Ecumenical Council
Firstly. because in the salutatory address which it makes to Justinian. as well as in
its third Canon, it labels itself Ecuincnicd. Sccondl>. because the Seventh Ecumenical Coimcii in its Act 8 and in its first Canon also calls it an Ecumcnical Coimcil In
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addition. Adrian I, the Popc of Rome. in his letter to Tarasius. recorded in Act 2 of
the 7th Ec. C, (pagc 748 of the Collcction of the Councils). counts this among the
Ecumenical Councils. Thirdl~.because in its Canons il lays down legislation and pronounccs decrees relating, not to my one part of the inhabited earth, but to the whole
inhabited portion of the globe, both to the Easlern Churches and to the Western ones;
and il specilicall~refers to Rome. and to Africa, and to Armenia, to h e provinces
in Barbay-as appears in Canons XII, Xlll, XVIII, XXIX, XXXV, and XXXVI,
It would be ridiculous, 01' course, ("oril to la! down legislation for so man! and so
widely distributed provinces, and especially to improve upon Canons of many local
and regional Councils and Synods. were it not in real@ an Ecumenical Council, and
had it not in reality the dignity and office of an Ecumenical Council. As concerning
this sec the Footnote to its c. 11, Fourtllly. because all of the four Patriarchs of the
inhabited earh attended 14 and so did the Pope ofRome through his legates (or lieutenants, or proxies, or deputies): and the churches everywhere on the face of the earth
recognized it and accepted il-a Fact which serves as an essential mark oFidentilication and a constitutive characteristic. or constituent feature, of Ecumenical Councils.
Fifthly, and lastly, because it agrees in its Canons with the divine Scriptures and with
the Apostolic and Conciliar and Synodic traditions and instructions and injunctions a
fact which in itself is a sign and a peculiar token of Ecumenical Councils, as we said
ill the prologue to the First Ecumenical Council, if it be not their most specifically
peculiar feature.
' 1 said that more propcrly speaking this Coimcil is or ought to be designated the sixth,
because. though the later exegetes of die Cmons sometimes call it the Quimsex~(or
Quiniscxtine), and others do too,
reason of the fact that it may be said to have
supplied what the Fifth and Sixth Councils failed to provide~thatis to say. that it
furnished Canons to help in the regulation of the ecclesiastical polity. such as those
Councils failed to promulgate- ye^ in spite of the significance of this fact. it may
be averred that. proper]! and truly speaking. this Council is and ought to be called
the Sixth Ecumenical. Firstly, because- according to the author Romanus in his Prolegomena to the present Council. the prelates who convoked the Sixth Ecumenical
Council in thc rcign of Pogonatus convoked also this one in the reign of his so11 Justinian. For, according to him, forty-three of the bishops who attended the former were
present. also at Lhe latter. It would appear, however, that there were more of Iheii~
judging from the words of St. Tarasius which he addressed to the Seventh Ecumenical
Council, Secondly, because the Seventh Ecumenical Council. in its Act 4 and its Act
8. and in its first Canon- specifically calls it the Sixth Adrian 11- too, in his letter to
Tarasius; accepts its Canons as if'considering it the Sixth Ecumenical Council proper
(pagc 748 of the Collection of Councils), and in writing to Emperor Charles of France
he calls it the Sixth and Holy Council The legates of the Popc, too- confirmed it as
die Sixth, at the Seventh Ecumenical Council; and Pope Innocent 111 says in reference
to c. XXXII of the Council. "it was arranged at the Sixth Council": and Gratiaii ( i . ~ . .
Franciscus Gratianus) refers to it by its proper name as the Sixth. And thirdly: also
because this Council is identical \villi the Sixtli more tlian with the FitUi Ecumenical
Council. both as being closer to it in point of time and as having been held in the same
geographical locality, since it convened in Lhe very same palace 01' the Troullos (or
Trullus) as that in which the Sixth Ecumenical Council convened.
? For this is the date of it according to chronological calculations. For the Council
called the Sixth which was held before it convened in the Ninth Indiction and finished
its w0rkA.D. 681 in the first month of the Tenth Indiction, as the minutes of its meetings bear witness. But this Council (which we arc considering to be the real Six-th
Ecumenical Council) assembled in the year 6199 after Adam. and 691 after Christ,
as its Third and Seventeenth Canons bear witness; this means that it took place in the
Llie preceding
Fillh Indiction imniediatel! Following the past period ol'lilkeii !ears 01
Indiction in which the Sixth Council which was held prior thereto finished its business. So that from the Sixth to the present Council ten or eleven years passed in point
of fact and not twenty-seven, as the Latins allege.

' That this Council convened in the time of Paul of Constantinoplc is attested by the

Collection of the Councils, on page 698 thereof; and not in the time of' Callinicus, as
Binius and Baronius babblingly assert.
'Not only does Balsamon say that he discovered in old codices of Nornocanons
that these men were representing the Pope at this Council, and that the Bishops of
Sardinia, of Thessalonica, and of Corinth were also acting as legates of the Pope,
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but even c. Ill of this same Sixth Ec. C. obviousl! bears witness that thcrc were legatcs and representatives of the Pope of Rome attending it (concerning thcsc sec ibidem in h e Collection). The Bishop of Gorlyiia, Hie Bishop of Thessalonicii, and the
Bishop of Corinth acted in place of the Pope at this Council. not because they were
subject lo the Pope- by an: reason of their ha) ing been ordained b~ him but on accounl of Lhe dislance. sa? s Bliislans. Crom Rome lo CoiisLanLmople

speaking, it may be said to have been attested and confirmed by the whole
catholic Church, notwithstanding that the modem Latins calumniously traduce them because they censure and controvert their innovations. Adrian
I in his letter to Tarasius has left us this admirable testimony concerning
these Canons ill the following words: "I accept the decisions made by
the same holy Sixth Council, together with all the Canons it has duly and
divinely uttered, wherein they are expressed." In certain inscriptions of
the venerable icons is to be found added also the whole text of its eightysecond Canon (p. 747 of the Collection of the Councils). Pope Gregory
in his letter to St. Gerrnauus (which is recorded in Act 4 of the Seventh
Ec. C.) says in reference to this same Canon of the present Sixth Council:
"Wherefore the assembly of the holy men have delivered this chapter to
the Church by God's design as a matter of the greatest salvation." Note,
too, the fact that he called this Council a holy assembly and said that its
Canons were issued by God's design. But the testimony of Patriarch Tarasius concerning these Canons is sufficient to shut and gag the mouths of
the adversaries. In fact it is rather the testimony of the entire Seventh Ecumenical Council and runs word for word as follows: "Some men who are
painfully ignorant in regard to these Canons are scandalized and blatantly
say, 'We wonder whether they really are Canons of the Sixth Council.'
Let such men become conscious of the fact that the holy and great Sixth
Council was convoked in the reign of Constantme against those who were
asserting the energy and the will of Christ to be a single energy and a single will, and that the bishops who attended it anathematized the heretics
and stated clearly and emphatically the Orthodox faith, after which they
left for home in the year fourteen of Constantine's reign. Thereafter, however, let it not be forgotten that.. . the same Fathers gathered themselves
together in the reign of Constantine's son Justinian and promulgated the
aforementioned Canons, and let no one have any doubt about them. For
those who signed their names in the reign of Constantine are the same
ones as those who signed their names to the present paper in the reign
of Justinian, as becomes plainly evident from the exact likeness of their
respective signatures as written by their own hands. For it was incumbent
on them after declaring an Ecumenical Council to ptoceed to promulgate
also ecclesiastical Canons (Act 4 of the Seventh Ec. C., p. 780 of the second volume of the Collection of Canons)." In the same Act 4 of the 7th it
is written that this very same identical and original paper, which had been
signed by the Fathers of the present Sixth Council, was read aloud to the
Seventh Ec. C. Peter the Bishop ofNicoinedeia stated, though. that there
was also another book containing the present Canons of the Sixth Council
(see also Dositheus from p. 603 to p. 618 of the Dudecahblus).
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THE ONE HUNDRED AND TWO CANONS
OF THE
HOLY AND ECUMENICAL SIXTH COUNCIL
INTERPRETED

CANON I
In begj~tnjngeither a discourse or an action of any land the thoughtfd
find it best to begin with God, and to rely upon God, in accordance with the

utterance ofthe Theohgiun. Hence, inasmuch u.v we have already preached
piety in a clarion voice, and the Church in which Christ' has been laid as
thefoundaiion is continually growing apace ami waxing more and more capable, insomuch that it may be said to have outgrown the cedars ofLebanon,
and now in commencing a recital o f sacred wotvis, by divine grace we decree
that thefaith which has been handed down to us shall be and remain exempt
from any and every innovation and mutilationjust as it has been delivered
to us by those who have been both eye-witness and servants of the won/ of
the God-approved Apostles, andfiitr~herby the three hundred and, eighleen
holy and blissful Fathers who convened in Nicaea in the reign ofComtantine, who became our Empefvc against ungodly Anus and the heathenish
deity o f a diverse god, or one mi@ more aptly say o f a multitude of diverse
e d s , which was dogmatized by him; and who in their unanimous consenf i n s of opinion re&t h efaith revealed and stated to u s with convmcin&.g
clearness the fact that the three hypostusis of the thearchic nature are uf the
same essence, without uJlowing this important point to remain hidden under
ci bushel o f ignorance, but, on the contrary, openly taught the faithful outright to adore the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit with one adoration,
and deposed and denounced the opinion that divinity i f of unequal grades
(or ranks), and efficient@overthrew and demohhed the puerile toys which
the heretics had built up and erected upon sand in opposition to Orthodoxy.
Likewise it is to be rooied that we are determined to strengthen as much as
we can the faith which was proclaimed by the one hz;ndred and fifty Holy
Fathers who convened in the Imperial City itself in the reign o f Theodoswi
the Great, who also became our Emperor, embracing (he utterance of the
Theologian and driving out & h e Macedonius along with previous enemies of the truth, on the p u n d that he impudently and arrogantly opined
the head o f lordship to be a servant and slave, and as having preferred us
a matter of choice to spin she indivisible unit in robber,/ixsh/on,as though
the mystery of the hope were not sz/fficient to sustain us. Along with this
abominable fellow who waxed rabid against the truth they courageously
condemned also Apolinarivs the mofts/ro/isinitiate o f wickedness and vice,
who vomited forth an zm~odfyview prociaimin~the 1,od to have been taken
up in body without a mind and without a soul, so thut it is hence evident thut
he too was addicted to the unwelcome conclusion that we have been left with
an imperfect h017e o f salvation. But as a matter offact we also gladly ratify
the teachings set forth by the God-hearing huthers who earlier assembled
themselves in the city o f Euphesus in the reign of Theodosius, who was the
son ofArcadivs and who also became our Emperor, and \\'e hold them to be
an unbreakable and mighty power o f piety, preaching one Christ the Son
In oher maiiuscripls il stands "'under which."
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o f God who became ~ncarnaie,and the internerate Ever-Virgin who needlefisly gave birth to Him, holding her to have been property speaking (Note
of Tramlam-Lest the exact meaning ofthis exceedingly importantphrase
be lost upon the unwary reader, it may not be amiss here to state shai it would
be motv usually expressed in ordinary English by the word literally.) and
t / ~ t /ah Theotocos (i.e., when in~erpwredinto plain English, "a woman who
gives birth M o d om a god"), and driving away info banishment the driveliw dissension of Neslorins on the ground ihaf it has lost all contact with
the Divine Oracle, while at the same time it seeks to renew the pmdence of
Jewish ungodliness and aversion to piety, and we dogmatize the one Chi,?/
to be human being in due form and a God in due form. But we do not stop
here. We 0fthodoxiy confirm thefaith which was engros.sed upon a pillar
in the Metropo/is of the Chalcedunians in the reign ofMarcianus, who also
became 0141- Emperor, by the six hundred and thirty God-approved Fathers,
which conveyed to the ends ofthe earth in a loud voice the one Christ the Son
of God composed of tw o natures and in these two same natures glorified; and
we have driven out o f the sucred precincts o f the Church Eutyches the vainminded, who decJared it to be his opinion that great mystery o f the Economy
was only seeminvly consz;minated,as some thin^ sinister and miasmatic, and
along with him also Diuscorus and Nestorins, the former being a defender
and champion o f dissemion, the fatter o f confusion, and both o f them being
diametrically opposite o~tletso f impiety, fullen o ~ int the same direction
towards one and the same yawnhg chasm ofpeniilion and godlessness. But
neither do we slop here. We take thepious utterances of the one hmdred and
sixty-five God-bearing Fathers who assembled upon the p i m d of this Imperial City in the feign of,Justinian, w h o became ow E~zperorand who passed
away at she termination o f his pious cawec and, recognizing them lo have
been inspired and,t/t/eredby the (Holy) Spirit, we teach them outright to ovr
posterity; which Fathers indeed as a Council anathematized and consigned
to abomination Theodore of Mopsvesda, she teacher of Nestoriz~,~)
and in
addition 0ri.q~
and, Djciymus and K~.'agri~~s,
who joined hands in refu.vhioning the Greek myths and recounting to us periods and mutations of certain
bodies and souls, prompted by rap/ures and hallucinations of /he mind, and
in drunken revelry impiously exultjng over the rewrrection of the dead; a s
well as what had been written hy Yheodoret againfit the ri&fuith and w r rect belief and against the twelve heads (or chapterx) ofbli,s.+fulCyril; and
also the so-called letter offbas. And again we faithfully join together in the
promise and vow to preserve and sqfeguard and keep inviolable t h efaith
declared by fhe Sixth holy Council recency assembled on the grounds of
this Imperial City in the reign o f Constuntine who became our Emperor and
passed away at the termination o f his divine career, and which received sti1J
greater validity by virtue o f the fact that the pious Emperor himself sealed
up the volumes containing it by impressing them with his own seals with a
view to exsliring their safity in every succeeding age; and which hax with
the love o f Cod clearly enabled 7 ~ sto entertain an Orthodox conception o f
the straighlforwaivi dogma which they outlined of the truth thai there were
and are two natural wills, or, that is to say, wishes, and five natural energies
inherent in the incarnate economy o f our one LodJesus, the true God;and
which Council by a vote ofpiety condemned those who leach their laities
outright the doctrine of a sinvie will and of a single energy inherent in our
one Lord and God Jesus Christ, among whom we cite by name lheodore
the Bishop of &'arm, Cyrus (the Patriarch) o f Alexandria, H o n o h s (the
Pope) o f Rome,Sergms, Pyrrh~s,Paul, Peter, allfour of whom have acted ax
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presiding chairmen in this God-guarded city, Macanus who became the
Bishop o f the An fiochims, Stephunas his disciple, and foolish (or w itlexs')
Polychfonius. Hence we solemnly decree skat (his Council, while preserving
iniact the common body of Christ our God, and, succinctly speaking, of ati
the men who have distinguished themselves in the <,yhurehof God and have
become /t~minariesin the world, '(holding,forth the word o f life" (Phil.
2:1 6),
is committed w holding thefaith firm, and sure, even sill the conszmma~ion
of the age, and that it shall remain immutable and unaltered, as well as their
God-imparted writings and dogmas; and rejecting and anathematized, on
the p u n d that Us authors wefe enemies of the ti'uih, and snortidy and ravin& ultetvd vain /hings a w n s t God and made injustice and unrfieovsness the highe.vt objects of their .sft/tfy and meditation, if,however, there be
anyone in the world who does not care to hold and embrace the aforesaid
d o p a f i ($piety, and hehew and preach thus, hut, on the contrary, attempts
to by-pass them, let him he anathema, in accordance with the definition (or
rule) already previously pn)ww/gated by the aforesaid holy and b/i.vsfu/ h'athers, and let him he craned and expunged fn)m the Christian RoH like an
alien, and as one not belonging to our fulth. For we are fulty resolved and
have been determined not to add anything to or to remove u n y t h i q f r o m
what has previously been decreed, or any words whatsoever that we have
been able to understand.
Interpretation

This first Canon was not explained by Zonaras, nor by Balsamon. The
result is that there is nothing else than a brief summary both of the dogmas
and of the definitions (or rules) of the faith of the holy and ecumenical
six Councils which were held before this present Council was held; and
of those heretics against whom each one of them was held, as well as the
time and place in which each was held. And not only a repetition, but also
a ratification of their dogmas. Hence, following those same interpreters,
as concerns the definitions and dogmas of the said holy Councils, and
the flames and places, and above all the heretics against whom each of
them was held, we refer readers to the original sources of the Canons of
each Council, where they will learn about them in greater detail. We do
this in order to avoid repeating here in vain what is said there. We shall
therefore confine ourselves to elucidating only a few words which are not
so easily intelligible to the unlearned. We proceed, therefore, to note that;
starting with a maxim of St. Gregory the Theologian.' which says that
it is the best policy for one who is, about to commence any discourse or
work to begin with God, and to end with God (Noteof '!~anLdumr.-This
sounds plausible and may be true, although the Greek text of the Canon
does not strictly say "end," but instead employs the Greek word signifying "repose," for which in my translation of the Canon I substituted the
English word rely as better adapted to die English idiom.). It decrees that
there shall be no innovation or alteration in the faith which has been imparted and handed down both by the Holy Apostles2 and by the Fathers

' Note that the Theologian borrowed this maxim from the first letter of Demosthenes,
in which that orator says: "1 take it that anyone commencing any important discourse
or work ought to begin first with the gods."

' Some would have it that when the Apostles were about to separate and go forth to
preach in the year 44, they held a large and impressive convention (as we said previously). at which they also composed a Symbol of the Faith (i.c., what is termed
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ill Eiiglish a crccd); mid thcy citc inmix Wcstmn Fathers as wiincsscs to this*that this
Symbol (or Creed) is one which originated with the Apostles (lust as some of our
o w i modem theologians adduce evidence from this in regard to some points in Lheu
own theological works); w-hichperhaps is what is meant in what the Canon hcrc says
about the faith which has been handed down the Apostles. But inasmuch as most
holy and niosl learned Marcus of Epliesus replied lo h e Latins at Florence concerning
this S y b o l (or Creed) sufficiently when lie said: "We have not even seen a Symbol
ol'the Apostles, as the great eccleiiarch Silvester slates (in Section VI, ch. 6). On this
account it must be taken that what is nieant hcrc by 'the faith handed down by the
Apostles' is either a summary of the dogmas of the faith which was not embodied in
writing but was handed down orally by the Apostles, or clsc the faith-that is to say,
the dogmas of the faith~gatheredtogether by the holy Gospels and the Apostolic
Epislles or even Iii,junclions." I1 appears ha1 Uus Symbol (or Creed) really is contained in the Apostolic Injunctions (Book VI I, ch, 42),

of the First Council (who were the ones that abolished the doctrine of the
deity of a diverse god/ or rather to say the doctrine of the deity of a multitude of diverse gods, of Arius; and who proclaimed that the Holy Trinity
is coessential (or homousian), or, in other words, of the same essence and
nature); and by the Fathers of the Second Council (whose Theologian utterances the Fathers of this Council assert that they embrace. These are
those which were added by the Second Council into the Symbol of the
Faith in regard to the Theology of the Holy Spirit. For in proximity to "the
Holy Spirit,'' which were words of the First Council, this Council added
the words "the Lordly, the Life-producing, which Proceeds out of the Father, and which is adored and glorified together with the Father and The
Sou, wliich hath spoken through the Prophets"); and by the Fathers of die
Third4 and Fourth, and Fifth, and Sixth Council5;and, briefly speaking. the
Fathers of the present Council solemnly decree that the faith shall remain
firm and sure, and immutable and unaltered even to the consummation
o r finish) of the age, as well as the God-imparted dogmas of all the Holy
Men who have shone in the Church of God and who have stood in the
world as life-giving luminaries.And they too join hands in anatliematizing
all those enemies of the truth, the heretics, that is to say, whom their predecessors had anathematized. At the same time they go on to state this, that
they neither know how nor can by any means whatever add anything to or
remove anything from the dogmas of their piedecessors. Furthermore, as
for anyone who fails to keep the aforesaid Holy Fathers' dogmas of piety,
and who neither believes them with his mind nor preaches them with his
tongue, but, on the contrary, tries to oppose them, let him be anathema,
they say, and be removed and wiped off the Roll of the Christians, as an
alien person and rotten member.
The doclrine of dic deit? of a diverse god ofArius consisted in his dcclaralion that [lie
Father v, as one God and the Son another God. For in respect to the former he asserted
that He n a s unbuilt (i.e.. uncreated). whereas in respect to h e Son he asserted that He
was a crisrna (meaning something built, i.e., a creature). Consequently he maintained
that the Father was the greater, and that the Son was the lesser: and this is the opinion
that divinity is of unequal grades (or ranks); which the Canon says here was abolished
by die First Council
Note that the Canon is referring to the Fathers of the Third Council who convened
ill Eplicsus the first time, because unfortunate Eutychcs, in pretending to oppose
the dissension of Nestorius, drifted into a new heresy himself, by believing and
leaching tliat a single nature inhered in Christ aRer the incamation. Hence- when
it came to pass that a disturbance arose in the Church as a result of this here?,
the same Emperor Thedosins the Little assembled a second Council in lhe same
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city of Ephcsus, appointing the Archbishop ofAlexandria Dioscoms its Exarch. in the
hope that he would turn out to be another Cyril. of whom he had become the irnmcdiale successor, bul lie was found Lo be ralher the c o i i k q . For he 1% as a Monophysik,
cntCTtauling the same beliefs as and speaking in dcfcnsc of Eutychcs. Hence he cvcn
confirmed the camdoxy oI' he lalkr, and deposed St. Flavian h e Patriarch of Constaiitinople.As a result countless disorders and evils occurred in that city- culminaling
in the murder of blissful Flavian. On this account indeed this Council was called the
"Robber Council," or, in Latin. "Latrocinium.'~
'At this point in die Canon there is a note in some of the codices saying that since the
wretched and evil-minded iconon~achs(otherwise termed in English iconoclasts), being reproved by the Fathers of the present Council on the ground that they {sc. the
Fathers) were in favor of adoration of the icons, were accusing them of being Monotheletes, this calunmy is branded false by this Canon. For these Fathers together with
the Sixth Council join hands in explicitly anathcmatizing in this Canon the heresy of
the Monothclctcs, and t h q confess that they recognize two natural wills and energies
inherent in our Lord Jesus Cliris~It is plain, hen, that h e Iconomachs bear a strong
reseniblancc Lo h c Eutychiaiiists and Dioscorilcs. who called h e Falhcrs of Ihc
Fourth Ecumenical Council Nestorians because the! overthrew their heresy. It may
even be said lhat he\ resemble the Jews, or rather to say die demons who impelled
the Jews to call the Lord possessed, or controlled by demons, simply because He used
to drive them out of human beings with His divine authority' and power.

CANON I1

This loo has appealed best to the this holy Council, as well as most
important, that ihe 85 Canons ^landed down m us in the name o f the holy
and glorious Apostles, and as a matter of fact accepted and validated by
the holy and bli,~~s/'si
Fathers preceding us, be henceforth retained and left
firm and secure,for {he cafe of souls and the cure of diseases. But inasmuch
as we are ordered in these Canons to accept the Injunctions of the same
holy Apo,vt/es (as trammitted) through Clemens, into some of which certain
spurious passages destitute, of piety have been interpolated iong ago by the
heterodox to the detriment of the Church, and have tarnished the becoming
and natural beauty ofthe divine hgnu.v for M S , we have stiituhly 1i.eedcd out
such ordinances infurtherance of the edification and security uf the most
Christianflock, not in the least w q being minded to approve the fantastic
inventions of heretical mendacity that hme been inserted in the genfline and
uncorrupted didache (or teaching) of the. Apostles. On the other hand, we
ratify aU the rest o f the sacred Canons promulgated by our holy and blissful Fathers, to wit: the three hundred and eighteenforegathered in Njcueu,
h x e convened in Ancyra, andfidwrmore also those who met in Neocaesarea. Mewise those who attended the meeiine in Ganwa. h i in addition to
thesealso those who convened in Antmh,
and furthermore also those
who held a Council in Laodccea; further, again, the one hundred and fifty
who convened in this G o d - p a d e d and imperial capital city, and the two
hmdred who assembled at an earlier tine in the metrooolis of Eahesus. and
the six hundred and f hifiy holy and blissful Fathers who
i~~halcedon.
Likewise those who convened in Sardica; furthermore those in Carihage.
Further and in addition to all these those now again convened in (his Godguarded and imperial capital city in the time of Nectarins the pmident of
this imperial capital city, and o f Theophilus who became Archbishop of
Alexandria. Furthemow also ofDmysius who became Archbishop of the
p u t city of Alexandria, and of Peter who became Arehhivhop of Afexundrw and a Martyr withal, and of Gregory the i ' h a i ~ r n u t ~ ~(or
r ~Miracleis
worker) who became Bishop o f Neocaesarea, ofAthanasins the. Archbishop
of Alexandria, o f Basil the Arehb~shopof Cae.vam in Cappadocia, o f
Gregory of Ny.ssia, of' w r y the !heologmn, o f Amphilochius the A rch-

s&,
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bishop oflcunhm, Timothy aformer Archbishop o f /he great city ofAlexandria, o f Theophiivs an A ~ h h i s h o pof the great city' ofthe Alexandriam, o f
Cyril an Archbishop ofAlexandria, and of Cennaaius who became a Pa{ r i d of this God-guarded imperial capital city. Furthermore, the Canon
promulgated by Cyprian who became an Archbishop of the country ofAfrica
and a mar/y/;and by the Council supporting, him, who done held sway in
the places ofthe afbresaidpresidents, in accordance with the custom handed
down lo (hem; and no one shall be permitted to countermand or set aside
the Canons previously laid down or to recognize and accept any Canons,
other than ihe ones herein specified, /hat have been composed mder afalse
inscripion by certain persons who have taken in hand to barter the truth,
I f , nevertheless, anyone be w h t innovating with regard to any of the said
Canons, or attempting to subvert it, he shall be responsible in respect of that
Canon and shaH receive the penance which it prescribes and be chastised by
that Canon which he has offended.
Interpretation

Since at every Council, and especially one that was Ecumenical, there
was also a definition within which were comprised the dogmas of the
faith, and Canons were composed in writing to serve in the way of contributions to the polity and good order of the Church, therefore and on this
account after having ratified and confirmed in its Canon I the definitions
of the faith of the Holy and Ecumenical Councils (preceding it), the present Council now in this Canon 11 ratifies and confirms also a) the Canons
of the Holy Apostles, numbering eighty-five in all, which it says that the
Fathers preceding it accepted and sanctioned (for it excludes the Apostolic
Injunctions transmitted through Clement; because they had been garbled
in certain parts by heterodox heretics to the injury of the Church; for the
security of Christians. Nevertheless today, as they are found formulated,
they appear to me to contain nothing improper or spurious. See concerning
them also in Ap. c. LXXXV), h) Those of the four (previous) Ecumenical
Councils. c) Those of the regional Councils and local Synods named.' And
4 those of the Holy Fathers individually, each by name. It goes on to add
that no one has permission or any right whatever to corrupt or to refuse
to recognize and accept any of the Canons previously mentioned, or to
accept others instead thereof that have been given false titles. If, nevertheless, anyone should appear to be attempting to corrupt them, or to suppress any Canon among them, he is to receive the penalty prescribed by
that Canon which he corrupts or suppresses. That is to say, in other words,
if the Canon in question contains and prescribes excommunication, or deposition, or anathema, he that corrupts or suppresses it is to suffer these
penalties, in order to compensate for his offense by paying the penalty
fixed by the very Canon which he has ~ i o l a t e dRead
. ~ also Ap. c. LXXXV,
and c. 1 of the 4th, and the Prolegomena to the Apostolic Canons.

' Some Canons of certain local Synods arc excepted, which were not so much rati-

ficd as corrected, or rather to say improved, by the present Council. Such arc, for
example, ec. IV and XXXIII of Cartilage, modified by c. XI11 or h e present; c. XV
of Ncocacsarca. modified by XVI; c. XLVIII of Carthagc, modified by the prcscnt
Council's c. XXI X: and olher canons likewise b\ other of its Canons. Note. however.
thai h e Canons of h e Fasler, though no( mentioned in Hus Canon (I don't know for
what reason; perhaps it was on account of the leniency they show), have nevertheless been accepted by all the Church-and see in the Prolegomena LO he Faster. The
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Canons made later by St. Niccphoms. and thc Canonical Replies to Inquiries made in
answer to Nicholas, have likewise been recognized and accepted by the Church.

^ As to which was the Council held in Constantinople again in the time o r Nectarius
and mentioned in the present Canon, scc this after the one in Sardica. In addition to
this. note that tins Canon calls the Canons, Canons o f Timothy the Elder by way of
distinction from Timothy of Alexandria, surnamcd the Cat, who l i ~ e din the time of
the Fourth Council, and therefore subsequently to the other Timothy. Note also that,
inasmuch as h e Latins declaim against his Council because it did no1 menlion the
local Synods hcld in the Wcst, nor the Canons of the Latins which had been collected
by Bartholomew Caranms and many others before him; n e rep]! as follows to this
objection. We p i n 1 out that the Council enurneraled those Canons of Councils and
Fathers which were in use in the Church, but at the same time also recognized and
accepted all the Canons of local Synods and regional Councils held in the West that
agreed with the Canons of the Ecumcnical Councils. And, in generalj just as the Fifth
Ecumenical Council recognized and accepted the declarations of St. Augustine and
of St. Ambrosc, not, to be sure. in general, but only as many as pertained to the right
Faith and had been issued in redilation ofheretics. So do \4e too recognise and accept
whatever is right and correct in nhat the Councils held in the West have declined, but
not everything, seeing that the Pope of Rome has decreed many things therein that are
strangely incongruous. Hence it must be remembered that most of"the local Synods
and regional Councils hcld in the Wcst erred and spoke amiss; and, indeed, to them
was due the addition to the Creed that was the first and worst of evils and the primary
and incipient cause of the schism.

CANON Ul

Whereas our Pious and Chri-st-lovingEmperor, in his address to this holy
and Ecumenical Council, lias s i g p t e d that those enlisted the C l e w and
convey~ngfo others the Divine truths should be pure and fadtJess ministers,
and worthy of the intellectual sacrifice o f the great God and victim and high
priest, and eliminate the haired due tofriction resultingfkm Midi mawiages; and, in addition l o this, seeing that the most holy Chtreh o f the Romans
to observe the Canon of strict conformity', while, on the other
is di.~po.~ed
hand, we under the throne of this God-guarded and imperial capital city,
have neither carried meekness to excess nor have left an acrid impression
of austerity; and especially in view of t h efact thatfailure due to ignorance
externals to a multitude uf not afew men therefore we concur in decreeing that, as regards bigamists who have been enslaved to sin and have not
chosen to recede therefrom, as of the fifteenth day ofthe month ofJanwry
last past, in the last fourth indiction, in the year six thousand one hundred
and ninety, they are to he subjected to canonical deposition; but as for those
h i p i . s t s who hime taken cognizance (.iftheir ( m i ' s interest before we had notice o f their doing anything w
~ and ,who cut out the evil besetting them,
and chased this foreign and spurious engagementfar away; or even those
whose wives by a second marriage have died, if they too have seen their way
to retwn to good sense after later learning sobriety, and have quickly come
/ofofgel theirformer misdeeds and violations o f the law, whether they happen 10 be Presbyters or Deacons-it has seemed best to us for these men to
be dismissedfrom every sacerdotal office, orpriestty activity', having alrea<h'
beenpenancedfor an express length of'time. But we have decided ihal in the
case of those who have committed the iniquitous act unwittingly and w h o
are weeping to the Lord to be pardoned therefor, they deserve to share in
the honor of standing and sitting in the place men'edfor the presidency:
for to bless one that ought to take care of his own wounds is inconsistent,
Hut, on the other hand, as'for those who have contracted hut one marriage,
and this with a wonran that was a widow; and likwise as for those who
after ordination have involved themselves in an illegal marriage,' that is
?

Tn other editions the word "illegal" does not occur.
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to say. Presbyters and Deacons and Subdeacons, not long ago excludedfrom
the sacred liturgy and penanced, 'we order them to be restored to their former ranks, \&hod being in any way promoted to any higher rank, it being
obvious thai their illegal marriage has been dissolved. We have made these
decrees effective as of the said fifteenth day o f the month ofJanuaty m (he
forfrih Indiction, in regard to those guilty o f the offenses before specified
and in priestly offices; but besides this we henceforth decree and renew the
Canon prescribing thai anyone who has become involved in two marriages
after bapt~sm,or has acquireda concuhne, "cannot become a Bishop,or a
I'f~shyier,or a Deacon, or anyihi;~gelse in the roll of the priesthood Likewise in regard so anyone thai has taken a widow, or a divorcee, or a harlot,
or house servant, or an actress to wife, we decree that he cannot be a Bishop,
or a I'reshyter, or a Deacon, or anything else in the roll of the priesthood "
interpretation

The Fathers of the present Council, both correcting the evil condition
then obtaining, and securing matters as respecting the future, issued the
present "economic" Canon. For inasmuch as the Emperor had asked them
to cleanse those in holy orders at that time from the uncleanliness of illicit
iiiamages, and unlawful ones, into which they had fallen; and, on the one
hand, the legates and representatives of Rome had proposed that the strict
letter of the Canons be observed in regard to them, while, on the other
hand, the bishops under the Patriarch of Constantinople were disposed to
allow them some leniency and philanthropy, they themselves, deeming it
wise to conjoin both-to temper strictness, I mean, with leniency-(and
especially in view of the fact that a great number of those then in holy
orders had fallen into marriages unwittingly as a result of ignorance), on
account of the Emperor's request, they decreed, that, as concerning all
those in holy orders who had married a second time and had remained
unrepentant down to the time of this Council, and had not abandoned
the illegal marriages, they were to be deposed altogether and to be made
laymen. All those, on the other hand, who were bigamists in holy orders-Presbyters, that is to say, or Deacons-before the Council was held, and
who had repented, and had abandoned that illegal marriage, or who had
returned to sobriety and repentance because of their second wives' having
died, they, I say, it was judged reasonable for them to cease officiating or
performing any functions in connection with the duties of holy orders for
a certain length of time, but to participate in the honor outside the sanctuary of sitting and standing with those in holy orders, while weeping to
God to be pardoned for the iniquitous act which they had committed as
a result of their own ignorance, and not blessing anyone. For it is not fitting anyone to bestow a blessing upon others when he himself ought to be
healing the wounds of his soul through the process of repentance, just as
c. XXVII of St. Basil the Great says. All those Piesbyters, again, Deacons,
and Subdeacons, on the other hand. who have taken a widow to wife, or
who, after being ordained, married likewise too, after being suspended
from every sacred office for a short while, are again to perform the duties
of their priestly offices;yet they are not to be elevated to any higher rank,
but each one of them is to stay in the rank in which he happened to be at
the time when he was suspended. This. however, is to occur only after
they have dissolved the illegal marriages. Having decreed these things
"economically," and as a matter of leniency, these Fathers, in regard to
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those ill holy orders previously mentioned, henceforth renew, or. in other
words- vote for the continuance in force of- Canons XVlI and XVllI of
the Holy Apostles, that is to say, those which they set forth verbatim-the
Interpretation of which see, together with that of Ap. c. XI X.

!f any

CANON TV
Kishop, or Presbyter, or Deacon, or Subdeacon, or A m p o s t

(Reader), or Psah (Chanter), or Janitor (Doorkeeper), has (carnub intwcourse wifh any woman that has been consecrated to God, let him be deposed
from office, on the ground that he h contributed to the delinquency (fa
bride o f God. I f , on the other hand, he is a layman, let him he excommmicaied.
(Ap, c. XXV; c, IX of Hie 4th; c, XVI of the 4th; cc. XXI, XL. XLIV, XLV
of the 6th: c. XIX of Ancya; c. IX of Ncocacsarca; cc. 111-VI. XVIIXVIII, XIX. XXXII. LI, LX. LXX 01Basil.)

Interpretation

The present Canon deposes clergymen who commit fornication with
a woman consecrated to God-that is to say, more explicitly speaking?
a nun; but it excommunicates laymen who do this or have done this: the
reason being that it regards them as having corrupted and violated a bride
of the bridegroom of souls Christ the God, whether she had been a virgin
thitherto, or had became a nun, or was even a widow. But those in holy
orders and clergymen are deposed from office not only if they commit fornication with a nun, but even if they commit fornication with a laywoman.
Read also Ap. c. X X V and c. XVI of the 4th
CANON V
list no one on the sacerdotal list acquire a woman or housemaid except
persons mentioned in the Canon cis being above suspicion,hut let him .safe-

guard his reputation in this respect. Let even eunuchs safeguard themselves
in thi.s very same situation too, by pnsviding themselves with a blameless
character. As for those who tran.s~ressthis injunction, i f they are Clery,'fnen,
let them be deposedfrom office; hut i f they are laymen, let them be excommunicated.
(c. HI of the 1 st; cc. XV111,

XXIJ o f the 7th; c. XTX orAnqra; c. XLV
of Carthage; and c. LXXXIX of Basil:
Interpretation

What the present Canon decrees is the following. Let none of those in
holy orders who are living modestly have a woman staying in their house,
or a servant girl, unless she be among those specified in a Canon as being
above suspicion-this refers to c. I11 of the First Ec. C.-such persons being a another and a sister and an aunt; so as to keep himself from becoming liable to incur blame from either the father or the another in relation
to the laity. Anyone among persons that transgresses this Canon, let him
be deposed fiom office. Likewise eunuchs, too. must keep themselves
safe from any accusation against them, and therefore let them not dwell
together with suspicious persons. In case they dare to do this, if they are
clergymen (as having been involuntarily, that is to say, or by nature made
eunuchs), let them be deposed from office;but if they are laymen let them
be excommunicated. Read a1so c. I11 of the First Ec. C
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CANON Vl
Inasmuch as it has been declaimed in the Apostolic Canons that of those
beingpromoted to the Clergy otdy Anagnosts atd Psafts may many, we too,
in keeping wi(h (his prohibition, decree (ha/ henceforth no Subdeacon, or
Deacon, or Presbyter at all, after the ordination bestowed tipon him, has permisston to contract a matrimon;al re/ationshipfor himself: ifhe should dare
to do this, let him he deposed from office. Rut i f anyone wants to contract a
l e d marriage with a woman before being admitted to the Clew ax a Subdeacon, or a Deacon, or Presbyter previous to ordination, let him do so.
(Ap. c. XXVI: cc. XIV, XV of the 4th, c. XI11 of Ancyra; and cc. XIX,
XXXIII of Carthage.)

Interpretation

Since Canon XXVI of the Holy Apostles decrees that Only Anagnosts
and Psalts may marry after being ordained, the Fathers of this Council
confirm that Canon by means of the present, and decree that from now
on no Subdeacon, or Deacon, or Presbyter. after being ordained shall be
permitted to many. If he should do so anyhow, let him be deposed. But
if any ofthese wants to marry, let him marry before being ordained a subdeacon, deacon, or presbyter.
CANON V n
Since we have learned that Deacons

ecclesiastical @e,s in
some o f the churches have hence had the impudence and self-assertion to
sit down ahead of the Pre.vbyters, we decree that no matter in what office,
that is to say, ecclesiastical position, a Deacon may happen to be, he mzfst
not sit dawn hefore the presbyter does xo, unJess he is acting as the personal re/~resentativeo f his own Patriarch or Metre)politan and has come
to another city on some erresnci. b'or then, on the ground that he i s filling
the place o f the latter, he shall be honored. J f , nevertheless, anyone should
dare to do such a thing, by reportingto tyrannical audacity, let that person,
after h e j n deprived
~
o f his proper rank, become the lowest o f all those who
belong fo the list jn which he is e w o M in the church to which he belu~gs,
in view o f the fact that o w Lord admonishes not to enjoy hi% called the
first, according to the teaching o f our 1,ord and God H i m ff as found in
the Gospel of the Evangelist Ss. Luke. (Luke 14:7.) For he told those called
something ?ike the follotvingpurable: "When you have been invited by anybody to a wedding, do not take your seat a! the first call, lest someone else
more honorable than you have been invited by him, atd when he who has
invited boih you and him comes, he /ell you h/t;n/ly, 'Give {his man your
seat'; and then to your shame you will begin taklng the last seat in the
house. Bui,instead, when you have been invited, slump into the last seat, so
That is why the second ordinance of Title 1 of the Novels (Photius, Title IX. ch.
28) decrees Lhal the ordinalor ol' an unmarried nian must ask him whether lie can
live with sobriety and virginity; and that any bishop is to be deprived of his bishopric and episcopate if he gives permission to a Subdeacon or deacon to marry
after ordination' and also why Novel 6 of Leo adds that if the candidate replies in
the affirmative to the question asked him by the prelate, he may be ordained; but if
anyone gives permission for a deacon to 1 9 - aftcr ordination, lie is to be deposed
from office: Ordinance 44 of Title HI decrees that children begotten by priests, dcacons. and subdeacons who have married atler ordination are nol lo be accounted
either as natural or as spurious children, but neither arc they to receive anything
from their such lathers, either in the wa! of heritage or as a gill or pretended loan
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or any other conveyance, either thenisclvcs or thcir mothers: but, instead, all thcir
property is to be given to the Church to which they belong. Such lawbreakers. after
being divested o r lioly orders. can neither be raised lo an! mundane oHice or dignity
nor be enlisted in the army, but. on the contrary, arc obliged to spend all thcir lifetime
as private cili~ensand plebeians ( P h o ~ibid).
.
But why is it that such persons cannot
be allowed to m a w atler ordinatioii? The reason is told in Hie tliird Novel of Leo
the Wise, which states it as follows: "It is not right and proper, after they have been
elevated to a spiritual ascent oCholy orders rrom the carnal humbleness ofmatrimom,
for them to return back to it again: but indeed. the contrary ought to be done." That is
to say. in other words, alter the carnal humbleness of matrimony (i.e.. after they marr y ) they may mount to the sublime ascent of the divine state of holy orders; but those
who refuse to do so. shall be dcposed. (Scc the same views cxpresscd in Balsamon's
Reply 36 011 page 38 1oftlie Corpus Juris.). Nole in addidon to these Cxls thai which
is the sternest of all, to wit. that Novels 7 and 8 of Leo decree that clergymen and
monks who discard heir habit (or garb) and become laymen shall be compelled to
wear it against their will,

that, when the host c o m e s round, he may . y a y to ym: 'hriend, take a better

seat. 'Then dory wiU be yours in the midsi of those making,up the rest of the
company: since whoever exalteth himself .shcil! he humbled, and 'whoever
hurnhleth himself shall he exalted. " The same rule shall he ohsenvd also
with respect to the other sacred uders, since we know spiritual dignifies to
be sziperior to mundane offices.
(c. XVI 11 of the 1 st; c. XX OF Laodicea.)

Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that since some deacons, on account of their
having ecclesiastical offices (which are called "incumbencies" and "positions of honor," and "benefices" (i.e., sources of income), according to
Balsamon (such as are, for instance, those of clerical magnates-like the
grand Steward, that is to say, the grand Sacellarius, Skevophylax, Chartophylax, the lesser Sacellarius, and the Protecdicus), wax audacious and sit
down ahead of Presbyters, henceforth no deacon, in whatever ecclesiastical office he may be, has any right to take his seat ahead of the Presbyter,
except only in case he should happen to be acting as the agent and personal representative of a Patriarch or Metropolitan, sent to another region,
on any ecclesiastical matter. For ill such a case as that he will be given the
preference and precedence over all Presbyters, not because he is a deacon,
but because he is acting in the place of a Patriarch or Metropolitan, as we
have said. Any deacon that, assuming tyrannical audacity and impudence,
goes right ahead and sits down before the Presbyter does, shall, if so be
he has precedence over the rest of the deacons, become the last and least
and lowest of all deacons. For the Lord teaches us not to enjoy first and
highest seats of honor, in the sacred Gospel of St. Luke, wherein He says:
"For he himself used to tell them such a parable as this when they were
invited to suppers and dinners: 'Man, when you are invited by anybody to
a wedding. don't sit down in the first place, lest there be some other guest
who is your superior, and the host who has invited both him and you come
round and tell you unceremoniously, "Give this man the seat you have
taken so that he may sit down." And then you will shamefacedly retire to
the lowest and least honorable seat. But, instead of incurring such a predicament, when you are invited, sit down in the lowest seat, so that your
host may come and say to you, "My friend, take a higher and better seat
for yourself, and sit down. and make yourself at ease." And then you will
be enveloped in a halo of glory before the glances of all those sitting at
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the table. For anyone that tries to exalt himself shall be humbled and
humiliated, but anyone that humbles himself shall be exalted. But not
only must deacons not take precedence of Presbyters and sit down ahead
of them, but neither must any of the lower members of holy orders and
lower clerical ranks presume to sit down ahead of the higher ranks: that
is to say, neither Subdeacons ahead of Deacons; nor Anagnosts ahead of
Subdeacons: since if in relation to secular and mundane office, those of
lower dignity do not take their seats in advance of those of higher dignity,
nor have they the preference and precedence of honor over their superi ors, who have a higher office or higher dignity, far more ought this to be
observed as an inviolable principle in the case of spiritual dignities and office bestowed as gifts by the divine grace of the Spirit, which dignities and
offices are superior to and higher than the mundane. Read also c. XVliI
of the First Ec. C.
CANON VTTI

With a desire lo holdfasi to wha~ewro w Holy Fathers have decreed, in
eiwy;hing, we hereby renew the Canon prescribing thai synods or councils
of the Bishops in each province must be held every year, in whatever place
the Bishop of (he Metropolis may designate. Bvf since on account o f incursions ofbarbarians and on account o f other incidental causes, the presidents
of the churehesfind if impossible to hold ,yvmds or councils mice a year,
it has seemed best for a synod or council of the aforementioned Bishops to

be held by oil! means once a yearfor ecclesiaxtical matters that naturally
arise in every province, to lastfrom thefestivd of Holy Kaster till the end
of the month of October in each year, in the locality which the Bishop of the
Metropolis, u.v we have scud shall designate. As for tho.ve Bishops who fail
to attend the meeting, but who,instead o f d o ~ n g.TO, remain at home in their
respective cities, lea*
their lives therein in good health and free,from evey indi.spensable and necessary! occupation, they are to he reprimanded in
a brotherly 'way.
(Ap. c. XXXV11; c. V of h e 1st; c. XiX ofthe 4lh; c. VI of the 7dl;
c. XX ofhlioch: cc. XXVI. LXXXI. LXXXIV- LXXXv and CIV
Interpretation

These Fathers confirm and renew the Canon of the Holy Fathers preceding them which commands that two synods or councils be held in each
province every year. But inasmuch as the prelates find it difficult to assemble twice a year. on account of incursions and fears of barbarian foes,
and on account of other occasional circumstances, they command that a
synod of Bishops be held in any event and by all means once a year in
each province (or eparchy), for the purpose of considering and correcting
or adjusting ecclesiastical matters that come up. This synod, or council,
has to be field, as respects the time, from Holy Easter to the end of the
month of October, and as respects the place. wherever the Metropolitan of
each province (or eparchy) may deem it advisable.As for any bishops that
Hence Balsa~non,too, adducing the present Canon in evidence (Reply 6 1, page 392
of the Juris (Jraecorom.), sa) s iliai an Anagnosi who receives a commission from an
abbot to govern the monasterial affairs must not sit down ahead of the priests, or be
mentioned after the abbot in the divine services. excepting only ifhe go to some place
and therein acts instead of the abbot himself
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remain in their bishopics, and are in good health; and free from every
necessary care, and fail to present themselves at the meeting of the synod,
they are to be reprimanded in a brotherly way. Read also Ap. c. XXXV11.
CANON TX

No clergyman shall be allowed to operate a tavern or dramhop. For i f
such a person is not permitted to enter a tavern, much less is he permitted to

serve others in one and do what it is not lawfulfor him to engage in. Put assuredly ffhe shouldperpetrate such an enormity, let him either be suspended,
or he deposedfrom office.
(Ap. cc, XLII, XLIII, LIV; c. XXII or the 7th; c. XXIV of Laodicea;
cc. XVl[[, XLVII. and LXIX ofcarthage,)
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that it is not permissible for any clergyman
to own or operate a tavern or dramshop of any kind, and to serve therein.
For, if it is not permissible for him even to enter taverns at all; it is still less
permissible for him to stay in one and serve customers and do things that
are not in keeping with his profession. As for anyone that should employ
himself in such a capacity, let him either be suspended or else be deposed.
If, on the other hand, he owns a tavern, but employs others to serve in it,
this does not amount to causing him any harm or impediment; according
to Zonaras. It is better, however, for him to sell it, and bay some other
more decent property that is more in keeping with the profession of clergyman.l Read also Ap. c. XL11.
CANON x

Lei any Bishop, or Presbyter, or Deacon who fakes interesl, or what is
called a percentage, on money either cease doing s o or he deposedfrom office.
(Ap. c. XLNi c. XVII of thc 1s t c. N of Laodicca; cc. V. XX of Carthage:
c. XIV of Basil:

Interpretation

As for any bishop (says the present Canon), or any presbyter, or any
deacon, that charges interest on money which he has lent, or takes twelve
or six per cent, say, for the use of money, let him either cease doing so or
be deposed from office. Read also Ap. c. XLlV.
CANON XI

Let no one enro/ied m the sacerdotal list, or any layman, eat the vnlemened wafers mmufactured by the Jews, or in any way become,familiar with
the Jews or call them in case ofsickness, or fake any medicines/rom them,
or even bathe with them in public hathing beaches or bathhouses. I f anyone
should attempt to do this, in case he i s a clewman, let him be deposedfrom
office', or in case he is a layman, let him be excommunicated.

' Note tliat Aniicnopoulos (in his Epitome of the Canons. Section 3, Title 11) and even

Balsamon sa: that Patriarch Luke in a note (or saneioma. as il is called in Greek)
prohibited clergymen from sen ing in perfunien workshops, or in ballis in view of
the fact that these places are calculated to engender mendacity and greed; and he
prohibits deacons kom practicing medicine, and excommunicates clergy men who
engage in mundane and public busincsscs and affairs.
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Interpretation

The present Canon commands that no person in holy orders and no
layman may eat any unleavened wafers sent him by Jews, nor indeed be
in any way friendly with Jews, nor when he finds himself ill may he call
them and take their remedies.' or even bathe with them in baths and bathing places. In case anyone should do this, or any of these things, ifhe is a
clergyman, let him be deposed from office; but if he is a layman, let him
be excommunicated. Read also Ap. cc. Vll and LXX.
CANON XI1

And this too has come to our knowledge, lhai both in Africa and Libya
and other regions the most God-beloved Pfesidenis there continue h i n g
with their own wives even after the ordination has been conferred, w o n
them, and will not ahandon their wives, i h s becoming an object o f offense
and a scandal to others. We have therefore made it a matter ofgreat concern
to us to do everythingpossiblefor the benefit o f theflocks under hand, and
i/ has seemed best not to allow such a thine to occur hereqfler at all. We a.ssect this, however, not w i/ham' Mention of setting aside or overthfvwing any
legi,s'lationlaid down Apostolicaify, hut having due regardfor the Lsa/vation
and safety of peoples and,for their better advancement with aview to m i d ing any likelihood o f giving anyone cause to blame the priestly polity. For
the divine Apostle . v q , s : "ihail everything for the glory of God. Give none
~ffense,neither to the Jewft, nor to the Greekv, nor to the Church o f God:
even us I try to please all men in eveq?/hing,without see king any advantage
($mine own, hut the advantage ofthe many in o d e r that they may be saved.
Become ye imitators of me,,just a s / also am (an imitator) of Christ" (! Cor
1U:32-33 and 11:1). I f anyone shonfd be shown to be doing this, le! him be
deposed'from office.
Interpretation

Since we have learned that in Africa and Libya (either two names are
applied to the same region; since one of the four continents of die earth
which is situated to the south was formerly called Libya. and the name was
afterwards changed to Africa, according to Chrysanthus, or else the name
Libya is applied generally to the whole of that continent, and the name
Africa to a particular province contained therein, according to Meletius),
and in other regions, the prelates there, even after being ordained, keep
on living with their wives, and thus cause others a scandal. Hence we are
making it our serious business to do everything possible that is calculated
to contribute to the common benefit of the Christians who are being pastured and shepherdedby us, and to this end we decree that from now on no
prelate may live with his wife after he has been ordained.? We decree this,
not with a view to overthrowing and setting aside so much the common
Cations of the Apostles, their c. V, that is to say, which excommunicates
any bishop who on the pretext of reverence forcibly separates his wife,
as the injunction which St. Paul addresses specially to Titus in saying:
"Ordain elders (or presbyters) in every city, as I have appointed thee, if
any be blameless, the husband of one wife" (Titus 1 :5-6) (in this passage

' That is why St Chrysostom s a y in agreement herewith for no one to go to Jewish

Physicians to be treated (page 360 of vol. VI),
Note ha1 it ~ i a for
s three principal reasons that (.his Council prohibited by an Ecumenical Canon prelates fro111ha\ mg a wife: 1) Because m v leu oCLlie facL thaiprelates
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belong to the consummate class and highest order of all ccclcsiastical orders, they
ought to be perfect in respect of virtues in general and in respect of virginity and purily in particular and above all: hence they oughl to regulate their life with a view to
strict sobricty. 2) Because prelates possessed of a wifc and children were wont to bcqueath the episcopate to their children a~their own death as a legac:, and many ofthe
things belonging Lo Lhe Church would be plundered wrongfully and with evil cocsequences, just as Canon VI of the Apostles says this v e y same thing. And 3) Because
the trouble 01' taking care 01' a wire, oC children and of a whole household prevents
them from giving due attention to the matter of exercising proper diligence in behalf
of their flock's. since, as St. Paul says, "he that is married careth for the things of the
world how he may please his wifc'" (I Cor. 7:33). So in order that all these absurdities
and improprieties may be prevented from occurring, the prcscnt Ecumenical Council
prohibited marriage Lo prelates by means of Ihis Canon. I said "by an Ecumenical
Canon" because even before this Council marriage was forbidden to prelates. but by
a local, and not by a catholic. Canon. And how do we know about this'.' First, horn
divine Chiyostom where he interprets the saying of St Paul (which in speaking of
bishops says: "If any be blameless, the husband of one wife" (Titus 16) and says
"It was on this account that he said. "the husband of one wifc.' not that nowadays
this restriction is observed in the Church, for a prelate must be adorned with perfect
sanclity and purity- but Hiat in those limes for h e Greeks who were living in a slate of
constant fornication it was deemed a great thing for a husband to have but one wifc"
(Discourse on Job). And secondly. from the Canons of h e regional council held in
Cartilage number IV and XXXIII which were prevailing in (he regions of Africa and
which decreed that bishops, presbyters, and deacons had to make a definition. or, in
other words, a delinite promise lo abstain horn their wives (with the mutual consent,
that is to say, of the wives). The present Council, on the other hand, decreed by means
of the present Canon that the principle that bishops must abstain from their wives and
not even live with them at all is to be enforced everywhere in the world. But as for the
principle h a l presb~ters and deacons should be obliged LO abstain from their wives
Loo, in Us Canon XXX il is h e hat il did allow h i s , though nol everywhere, but onl\
in those barbarian regions because of their savage character and the instability of the
faith. Thai such persons used lo continue living, as the Council says. nilh their wives
even after they had promised not to do so, is plainly evident from c. XXXIII of the
same council of Carthage.
The present Canon. however. does not conflict with Apostolic Canon V, or with the
in,junction of St. Paul, nor docs it overthrow or refute these. First- bccausc although
the divine Apostles merely allowed prelates to have wives. but did not make this a
law; on the contrary. in fact the o n b 111iidc a concession to thc weakness of pcoplc of
those days. and to the matters of Jcws and Gentiles: for the prelates of both Jcws and
Gentiles used to have wives. Hence divine C b sosloni (in the same Discourse) says:
"Appoint bishops. if any be blamclcss, the husband of one wifc": not that he made
this a law: but because he made a concession to error. But the present Council, seeing lhal Hie Church was ad\iincing by strides and lluL Hie republic of Christians was
flourishing in virtues. adjusted matters so that the republic ofprelates might flourish
with celibacy and sobrieh. That, too, is whl divine Chpsoslom says, in interpreting
the above saying of St Paul's. that the only reason that St. Paul allowed marriage was
because lie knew llial as soon LhereaHer as piety cane to flourish, nature of herself
would prefer the good of celibacy and of virgiiii@. and the choice would favor the superior things and the better ways. of unmarried, that is to sa!, and virgin prelates. Secondly. Hie fact tlul although the Apostolic Canon prohibils a bishop from divorcing his
wife. or at any rate from forcing her to separate, without her agreeing and consenting
to it: yet it does not Iorbid him to separate from his wile by agreement with her. The
prcscnt Council. however, in its c, XLVITI though allowing the wife of a man aboutto
be ordained a prelate to get a divorce from him beforehand with their mutual consent.
and after the ordination to enter a convent docs not at the same time allow the wifc
to be separated forcibly and against her will. For if it said so. it would obviously be
ill coidlicl with h e Aposlles, and even vi ilh h e ve? words 01die Lord, \vhicli command that amarriage remain indissoluble. But since it docs not say this, it is therefore
evident hat neither does it conflict. but. 011 the contrary, rather agrees, with the Apostolic Canon. Accordingly. briefly speaking, this Council, being encouraged by the
advancement of the Church for the better, prefers unmarried men. or, more explicitly
speaking, monks, for the prelacy; it docs not want the married men. not because it has
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any fault to fmd with marriagc or because it blames and opposes marriage, but bccause it prefer cclibacy as something better. For this reason it admits to the prelacy
even hose who hav e been married, but have separated from heir wives. either al
death or by mutual agrccnicn&in accordance with the Apostle. Accordingly, it docs
not itseirdissohe the marriage, but ordains any man a prelate that it Finds free and
unbound marriage lies, of his own accord and by agreement; and ii deposes
prelate that continues to live with his wife even after the ordination. First, because as
a result ol'lhing with her he may become so excited as to he prompted to I'all so low
as to have carnal intercourse with her, which is no longer lawful intercourse, as it was
formerly; but, on the contrary, such intercourse is considered fornication and adultery,
on account of the violation of the agrcemcnt and promise which he had made to observe continence with her. And secondly, on account of the scandal which such living
together causes h e lail!. as [lie present Canon stales word for word.

the word "elders" means bishops, according to St. Chrysostotn, since a
bishop also take the name of elder, as we have said previously at the beginning ofAp. c. I. This fact is plainly evident also from what the Apostle
goes on to say, when he adds "For a bishop must be blameless." etc.):no,
I say, we decree this not by way of refuting them, but by way of providing for their salvation, and for the advancement of Christians to a state of
greater perfection, and to prevent their causing any accusation against the
prelacy. For though prelates may live with their wives in sobriety and continence. yet the common people are scandalized and are inclined to accuse
them. supposing die contrary to be die actual result of their living together
in such a manner. The divine Apostle cominands that whatever we do we
must do it for the glory of God, and that we must not become a scandal to
Jews and Greeks and Christians. Just as 1, says he, try to please all persons
by not seeking my own interest, but that of the multitude that they may be
saved, "become ye imitators of me, just as also I am an imitator of Christ."
If any of the prelates is living with Ins wife, let him be deposed. See also

Ap. c. v

CANON XI11
Since we have learned that in the church of the Romam it is regarded
as tantamount to a canon thai ordmands to the deaconry or presbytery must
solemnly promise lo have no further intercourse with (heir wives. Cominuing, however, in conformity with {he ancient canon of apostolic rigorism and
orderliness, we desire that hencef0rwatd the lawful marriage lies o f sacred
men become simnger, and we are nowise d i s s o l w their intercourse with
their wives, nor depriving them of their mutual relationship and companionship when properly maintained in due season, so thai if anyone isfound to be
worthy to be oftlattied a Subdeacon, or a Deacon, or a Presbyter, lei him nowive he prewntdfrom being elevated to .'inch a rank while cohabiting with a
lawful wife, Nor must he be required at the time o f ordination to refrainfrom
l~~\tÂ¥fu
intercourse with his own ~vife,lest we heforced to he downright scornfill of marriage, which 'was instituted by (jod and blessed by His presence,
u.7 attested by the unequivocal declaration of the Go.&
utterance: "What
there/ore God h t h joined together, let no man put asunder" (Mutt. 19: 6);
and the ApostJe ,h teaching: "Marriage is honoruhJe, and the bed is undefiled" (Heh. 13:4), and: "Art thou hound unto a 'wife? seek not to hefreed"
(ICof. 7:2 7). We are cognizant though, haithose who met in Carthage awl
made provision of decency in the bfe of ministers declared that Subdeuconx
and Deacons and Presbyters, busying themselves as they do with the sacred
mysterie,s, according to their rules are obliged lopractice temperance in con-
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nectton with their helpmates, in order thai we may likewise keep the
injunclzon handed down through the Aposfles, and continued from ancient
times inforce, well knowing that shew is aproper seasonfor e~)ery/hing,and
especiallyfor fasting andpraying. For those who assist in the ceremonies at
the sacrificial allar have to be temperate in a// things at the time when (hey
are handling holy things, so that they may be able to gain whatever they ask
G d j i ~ Irf , there/ore, a/1yofteacting contrary to ih+ws/olic Canons require
any person who is in sacred orders-my Presbyter, we mean, or Deacon,
or Subdeacon to abstain fivm intercourse and association with his fawfuf
wife,let him be deposedjrom ?#ice. Likewise, i f any Presbyter or Deacon
expel his own wife on the p ~ e x of
t merenee, lei him be excommunicated;
and if he persist, let him be deposedfrom office
Interpretation

What the present Canon decrees is this. Since we have learned that in
Rome it is kept as inviolable canon that those who are about to become

deacons and presbyters must promise and agree at the time of ordination
that after the ordination they will have intercourse with their wives no
more, we, following the old Canon of the Holy Apostles, Ap. c. V, that is
to say, desire and hereby decree the marriage ties of those in holy orders
to remain solid and inseverable, without requiring their separation after
ordination from intercourse with their own wives when held at the proper
t i m e w h e n , that is to say, there is no fast, and when they are not engaged
in celebrating the divine and sacred mysteries.' So that whoever is married with a lawful wife and is worthy to become a Subdeacon, Deacon, or
Presbyter, let him become one; and let him not be obliged necessarily to
promise that he will separate from his wife-lest as a result of this we be
forced to dishonor marriage, sanctioned by the laws laid down by God,
and blessed by His presence, at the wedding of Cana, that is to say. For
even the Lord's utterance in the Gospel says unequivocally: Let no man
sunder those who have been united by God; and the Apostle teaches that
marriage is honorable and the marriage bed is undefiled; and again, ifyou
have been tied up with a wife, do not try to separate from her. But just as
the Fathers of the Council held in Carthage, in providing for the decency
of those in holy orders, decreed that subdeacons, deacons, and presbyters
who come in contact with the divine mysteries must practice temperance
by abstaining from their helpmates (or consorts), in accordance, with their
Note that he Palriarcli Kyr Luke (Noie of'Translator.-The word "Kyr"' here is a
transliteration of an abbreviated form of the Greek word Kyrios. meaning, approximately, Lord, Sir, or Mister), when asked for how many d a y those about to partake
of communion must havc abstained from womankind, declared synodically (or ex.
cathedra) that for three days they must not havc been near their wives, whether
Lhey were men in holy orders or married worldlings. For if God commanded Lhe
Hebrews not to go near their wives for three days, in order to conform w-ith the old
law saving; "Be ye ready: For three days come not at your wives" ( h o d . 19: 15). it
is Car more imperative thai men should keep lhese days who are about lo conform.
not with the law. but with the lawgiver Himself, God, through the divine Eucharist,
And it' Abimelech (or Abialliar) the prelate (or high priest), when about lo give die
showbread to David and his stalwarts, asked them whetherthey were uncontaminated
by womankind, and they replied h a 1 for three da? s he! had kept from liming any
Carnal intercourse with a woman: "And David answered the priest, and said unto
him. Of a ~rulliwe have kepi away h i n women (il was) For h e third day yeslerda?" (I Sam. 21:5), how can a it be said that those who are about to partake of h e
Lord's Body need not be uncontaminated by womankind? In fact, even those who are
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about to rnought to confess with their wives, and fast. and prepare thcmselvcs
so as to be ready, before the divinc liturgy commences, to be nuptially crowned (or
garlanded). Then. aHer lhey are iiuplially crowiied. lei the divine liturg coimnence;
and when this is finished, let them approach to partake of the divinc mystcrics; and
let them beware of having carnal intercourse that night after divine cornn~union,thus
conforming with such a most holy cusLoni and orders which had been kepi and is siill
being kept even now by true Christians who really wish to be saved. It was for this
reason, according to Balsamon, that the above-mentioned K.'i r Luke subjected lo penance newly-married couples who mingled with each other carnally on the same day
after divine Communion, Hence we inter from the major premise the minor premise
that if three days' abstinence from carnal intercourse is sufficient as preparation for
divine Communion, much more is three days' fasting sufficienttherefor. in spite of the
facl that fasling before partaking of Coinmunion is not decreed by the divine Canons.
Nevertheless, those who are able to fast even a whole week before it, are doing the
right tiling. See also Footnote 2 to Ap. c. LXIII. and that to c. VII 01Neocaesarea.

own rules (or definitions)' in accordance with c. XXXTIT, in order that we
may keep likewise ourselves the tradition handed down through the Apostles fiom antiquity, in accordance with c. 111 of the same Comicil (that is
to say, both the written traditions and the unwritten traditions, according
to Zonaras and Balsamon), so and in like manner do we, who say the same
things as these Fathers, decree that the above three ranks of those in holy
orders must temperately abstain from their wives in time of fasting and of
praying, in accordance with the words of St. Paul. For those who presiding
at the sacrificial altar ought to be temperately abstinent from everything at
the time they are engaged in the celebration of sacred rites, in order that by
means of this abstinence they may obtain from God that which they seeking in general, or indiscriminately, that is to say; according to Zonaras,
or for the common interest of the laity (according to c. TIT, that is to say,
of the same Carthaginian Council). So whoever dares, in disregard of the
Apostolic Canons, to prevent subdeacons, deacons, and presbyters from
lawfully mingling with their wives, let him be deposed from ~ f f i c eIt. ~
ingeminates word for word Ap. c. V, the Interpretation of which you may
read for yourself.
CANON XIV

Let the Canon of o w holy and God-bearingbuthers be obsen'ecf also in
respect to this, that a I'mbper may not be ordained befife he is h r / yyears
old, though the man he thoroughly worthy; hut, instead, let him he ohh& to
wait. For our Lore/ Jesus Christ was baptized when He was thirty years old,
and then He began teaching.L i k w s e , let no Deacon be ordained before. he
is twenty-fiveyears old, nor a Deaconess before she isforty years old.
(c. XIX of die lsi; c. XV ofthe 4lh; c. XI ofNeocaes.; c. XXI of Car.)

Interpretation

The present Canon ingeminates word for word the fifteenth of the C.
in Neocaesarea. Accordingly, it decrees that no one must be ordained a
presbyter until he has reached the age of thirty, even though the candidate
for ordination be otherwise quite deserving ofholy orders; on the contrary,
let him, await his time. For even the Lord was baptized in His thirtieth

' The expression "in

xcordance w i h heir ow11 rules'' is taken by the Carhagmian
Council to signifv "'in accordance with their own promises," which such men in holy
orders had made to practice temperance by abstinence, or. in other words, to main-
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t i n thcmsclvcs aloof like virgins from their wives by agreement. But this Ecumenical
Council. improving the decisions of that Council, which was a regional one, took the
expression "their owi rules" to signify "a1 Hie lime of divine services and Iheir ow11
curacy,"' as Zonaras and Balsamon interpret it. Likewise the expression saying "have
LO be temperate in all things,'' as used by the Carthagmian Council, concenied temperance in curacies as regarding womankind, md not at all times, according to Hiis
Council. which captured the thought of that Council in more unambiguous terms. lest
as a result ol'an) promise on the part of those in holy orders to abstain permanently
from thcir wivcs many of them be compcllcd to fornicate and to indulge in lcwdncss,
, explains why
There used to be barbarian churches situated m Libya and B a r b a ~That
c. XI1 of the present Council mentions Libya and Africa by name, for it was thcrc that
such a custom prevailed.
The Latins blaspheme in asserting that llie present Council sinned in legislating
to the Church in Rome regarding marriages of priests: and they are manifestly clashing wilh die H o l ~Spirit, who spoke through this Council. For; being an ecumenical
council, this Council legislated officially to all the inhabited earth, without any cxccption. For even Popes have to obey the (Ecumenical) Councils, like any other prelate.
just as Pclagius I1 states. This Council did not err in what it decreed in regard to the
marriage of priests, since it followcd the Bible, which declares that a marriage must
remain indissoluble; and it also followed tlie First Ecum. C., which avoided this. the
possibility, that is to say. of a forcible divorce in the case of the marriage of pricsts.
But inasniuch as this in1 iolable custom. or rather canon, in Rome compelled many
priests to divorce their wives forcibly (I say forcibly because who loved tlie value
of holy orders and could not secure them when they had wives, were forced for the
glop of the office to divorce their \v i\ es against their will); and thereafter to Corni cate and to indulgc in Icwdncss. and to have housckecpers (as thc Latins havc indeed
even today undisgiiisedly and by permission). on this account the Council prohibited
this. For it had to prohibit prelates from marrying, for the reasons which we havc
explained in connection with c. XIl; and especially in order to prevent them h n i
handling over the affairs of tlie Church to heir children. But as regards priests there
is not so much need of such a prohibition, in view of the fact that a priest is ordained
to act as h e watchman of a sniall parish, and village; and vicinity. Besides, even if
one of the priests, with the consent of his wife. gets a divorce, or abstains for a time.
the work is acceptable. But to be forcibly divorced, as was caused by the canon in
Rome requiring priests to agree to it; is a violation of the law, and is in fact a counter
law enacted in defiance of the Holy Spirit. But then again. if the Latins blame this
Council as erring in this respect, why is hat tlicy acLually practicc what il decreed'?
For when it comes to the nation of the Marionitcs. situated round about Mt. Lebanon
and Phoenicia. and adherents of h e Latin faith, the\ allow [lie priests to have their
wives. So let the wretches blame themselves because the allow the priests of the
Marionites to mingle camally v, ith their wives and on the same day to conduct sacred
services, thus clashing with St. Paul and the Canons, including this one and c. Ill of
Dionysius and cc. V and XIII of Timothy, which forbid this: and because they allow
Orthodox pricsts in Lcchia who have married twice to remain, in holy orders provided
they accept Papism, or Roman Catholicism; which is contrac loth to the Canons and
to all amiquih . and is tantamount lo a maxim ~liatone married a second iiiiie cannot
become a priest.

year and began to teach the preachment of the Gospel ("And Jesus himself began to be about thirty years of age," says Luke, 3:23.). Certainly
He ought to be imitated by presbyters, who are ordained through the
presbytery to act as teachers of the faithful.' Likewise neither can anyone
be ordained a deacon until he has reached the age of twenty-five. That is
exactly what c. XXI of Carthage also says. Nor can a woman become a
'See also St Oregon' the Theologian in his Discourse on the Lights. where he says'
"^Jesuswas purified when
\cars old. and so how is it that you arc trying to teach
old men before you havc even grown a beard or you bclicvc that you arc teaching
them, though ha\e neither the age nor the skill to command respect? What a Daniel.
and so and so. modern j udgcs. and plcnh orexamplcs at Ihcir tongue's end (for cveq
wrongdoer is read! to produce excuses). But rarities are not laws of the Church. am
more than one swallow makes it spring."
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dcaconcss until she has reached the age of forty. But may God be lenient in regard
to the present-day transgression of these Canons. And even though the transgressors
of Lhese Canons are not abashed b\ Lhe sacred and God-bearing and holv Falhers, let
them at any rate be abashed by a mundane layman such as was Emperor Justinian,
who in his Novel 123 says: "We do not allow a man to become a presbter below
the age of him, nor a deacon below h e age of twenty -live, nor a subdeacon below
the age of men&."Read also c, XIX of the 1st. and the Footnote to c. XI of Nwcaesarea,

CANON XV

Let no one be ordained a Subdeacon if he is less than / wenty years old.
I f anyone should be ordained in any sacerdocy \i~haieverw//hout having
reached the years decreed, let him be deposedfrom office.
interpretation

As for a subdeacon (says the present Canon), let no one be ordained
such when he is less than twenty years of age. If anyone has been ordained
in any of the four classes in question. outside the age specified, let him be
deposed from office.
Concord

According to c. XIX of Cartilage a young man could be ordained an
Anagnost (or Reader) when he reached the age of adolescence, or, more
explicitly, the fourteenth year of his life. But according to Novel 123 of
Justinian (recorded in Book IT1 of the Basilica; Title 1, ch. 28) he had to
be eighteen. (For the Novel purporting to ordain him when eight years
of age was omitted when the laws were purged, and was not entered in
the Basilica; and consequently it fell into desuetude.) As for how old one
must be in order to be ordained a bishop, see the Interpretation of Ap. c.
T. Inasmuch as the civil law bids like to be j udged by like, of course both
an Anagnost and a Bishop when ordained before the fixed time, are to be
deposed from office like the others, in accordance with the present Canon
of the Sixth.'
CANON XVl

Since in the Book ufActs the Apostles instmct us to appoint seven Deaconx,
the Fathers of the Council held in Neoeuesarea have thus clearly asserted in
the Canons theypromulgated that there must be seven Deacons according to
the Canon, even though the city be a quite big one: witness the Book ofActs. In
the course offittingly harmonizing the seme ofthe Fathers with the Apostolic
saying, we discowredthat heir wonts in this connection didnotpertain to the
men ser~ingas ministers to the mysteries, but to those attending to the needs
of the (able, the text of the Book ofActs being asfollows: "And in those days,
when fhe number o f the disciples was mu/tiplied, there arose a mwmwing of
Note that Zonaras says in his interpretation of c XXXIII of Carthage that the subdeacon does not come into contact with the hol! things. adducing in support of his
statement the Council held in Laodicea, which forbids a servant to do so; and from
such testimony it would appear that he considers a subdeacon and a servant to be
on the samc fooling. Yet they do not appear to be one and the samc on many accounts First, because the subdeacon docs touch the sacred Mysteries, according to
the said c XXXIII of Carlliage and c XI11 of lliis 6th; and Hie liturgical vessels.
according to Inj XXI of the eighth book of the Apostolic Injunctions. whereas a
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servant cannot touch sacred utensils, nor has he any place in the diaconicon, according to c. XXI of Laodicca. Secondly, because a servant must not neglect to watch the
doors of Lhe church. according to c. XXII of Laodicea. when lie is h e doorkeeper;
but the subdeacon is not the same person as the doorkeeper, being distinct from the
latter, according to c. i V ol' the 61)1. which mentions them as distinct; and according
Lo Justinian Novel 3 (conlained in Book 111 of h e Basilica, Title 11. cli. 1; in Pholius.
Title 1, ch, 30), which appoints others to be subdeacons. and others to be doorkeepers
( o ~ w l ~ othere
m were a hundred), in the great Church. So that it appears hence that
blessed Eustratins Argcntcs, on page 273 of his disquisition concerning the Mystcries, made a mistake where he says thatch. 57 of the second book of the Injunctions
s ~ fors subdeacons to stand at the doors of the womcn. For by careful observation
of the location we have ascertained that the dcacons stood at the doors of the womcn.
jusl as is also appropriate, and no1 Lhe subdeacons. Chapter I1 of Lhe eighth book of
the Injunctions, mentioned by him, contains no reference to such a thing at all. And
thirdly, because some insist that Lhe ministers ol'lhe divine service mentioned by St.
Chrysostom in his commentary on the parable of the prodigal son were the deacons
and the subdeacons (because the subdeacons also, according to Zonaras. in his interprctation ofc. XXII of Laodicca, wcrc wont to call out "Approach. ye catcchumcns,"
just as the saint mentions there, that is to say, connection with these ministers), and
dial die thin cloh which t h e had on their left shoulder was thai which is now called
the orarion. which orarion a servant is forbidden to wear by c. XXII of Laodicca
(though as regards the orarion il is not h e ) . For only deacons could wear it, on he
ground Ilial it was of use to hem (see also h e FooLnote to c. XXII of Laodicea, and
that to c, XXI 11 of the hth), and not the subdeacons, on the ground that it was of no use
Lo them. So 1'rom these various activ ilies it appears that servants were dillerent iron1
subdeacons, and that it was only by a general name, and not by any law, that subdcacons, anagnosts, psalts. exorcists. doorkeepers, ostiaries, and all clergymen in general
that wcrc outside of the Bcma, wcrc often called servants, in accordance with cc. XI1
and LXXXIX of Basil, and. c. XXIV of Laodicea, but especially c. XX of the same
Council. as vie said also in die Interpretation ofAp. c. XVII. and more particularly in
accordance with c, XIV of Sardica. Nevertheless, others thereafter allot these services
Lo the subdeacons, as, lor instance. Gabriel ol' Philadelphia (on the mystep ol'lioly
orders) s a y that they were given the work of getting ready and furbishing the holy
vessels, and the sacred vestments, and safeguarding them. This same tact is also statcd by Symcon of ThcssaIonica, who adds (ch. 164) that thcy were wont to guard the
sacred doors to keep anyone from entering the Bema and to put out the catechumens
when the deacon called oul ^'Approach, yc catechumens." It is 011 this account too that
even today the subdeacons arc wont to say "All yc faithful." and at the great entrance
h e > take h e surplus h o l ~vessels. and give them to h e servmis lo guard; in the litanies they march in llie van liolding the cross; the? also furbish h e lights attached to
the Bema, the chandelier, and the tncerion: and before the doors 01' the Berna they
rcccivc communion from the prelate or priest after the dcacons. Scc also c. LXIX of
Basil, where the servant is evidently a different person from the subdeacon.

the Hellenists against the Hebre~vs,because their widows were being nefleeted in the daily ministration. Then the twelve called the multitude of the
disciples to them and said, We do not like toforsake the word ofGod to serve
tables. Wherefore,brcihren, look ye our among you seven men of a good rep
utation,,full ofHoly Spirit and of wisdoin, whom we may apoint for this task.
We will apply ourselves to prayer and to the ministry of the word. And their
assertion pleased the whole multitude. And they chose Stephen, a manfull of
faith and Holy Spirit, and Philip, and Prochorus, and Xicanor,and Tfmon,
and Farmenas, and Nicolas un Antwchian proselyte; whom all they set before
the Apostles " (Ach 6:J-6).Jn the course qf jnte fpreting this passage. John
Chrysostom, the teacher o f the Chtmh, dilates thvs: "It is to be marvded that
the multitude did not split apart in choosmg the men ' that the Apost1e.s were
notfrowned upon by themt It is to he wonderedwhat s o r t o f d w i t y of office
they possessed, and what sort of ordination they received, 'i'his ix something
that needs to he learned. Way, it the ordination o f 11eacon.s~we well might
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is not i n the churches. Or was ihe arrangement one
though there htid been no Bishop, hut only Apostles.
Hence, I opine, if i s plain and obvious thai neither the name ofDeacons nor
that o f Presbyters is approprtate." Resting upon these words, therefore, w e
loo proclaim thai as respects the aforesaid seven Deacons they were not
selected to minister to the mysteries, accordins, io what has been said in connection with sheprevhs interpreiation of she leaching, hnl, on the conlrary,
that they were selected to serve the common need ofthe Christians then gaihered together; and that they continue to be an example to us, as they actually
became, ofphilanthropy and dcicgence in r e p d to the needy.

wonder. Bvi (hen, thai

of Presbyters? So far,

Interpretation

This Canon corrects, or rather improves, c. XV of Neocaesarea. The
latter decreed that there should be but seven deacons, and not more, even
in the largest city, as recorded in the Book of Acts. The Fathers of the
present Council, therefore, say that after comparing the interpretation
given by the Fathers with the assertions concerning these seven deacons
contained in the Acts of the Apostles, they found that these deacons were
not ministers (or deacons) of the Mysteries, but of the (dining) tables. For
the Acts say: "In those days, because the Christians had multiplied, the
believers among the Cheeks (or according to others among the Jews who
accepted the Old Testament, not as provided by the Hebrew original, but
according to the Greek translation of it), because at the daily service (or
ministration) of the common dinners then being given their widows who
had need of them were being ignored." At the suggestion of the Apostles,
therefore, the multitude selected these seven deacons by name, men full
of Holy Spirit, and held in good repute by all; and appointed them to serve
at table, while the Apostles busied themselves in prayer and the service of
teaching. In interpreting these words, after first marveling that that multitude did not split apart on account of such a selection of the deacons,
others wanting this man, and others wanting that man, divine Chrysostom
goes on to say that those deacons did hold the office of either deacons or
presbyters of the Mysteries, since such offices had not yet been created
in the Church, owing to the fact that the Church was then in her initial,
and infantile, so to speak, stage. Hence these Fathers, in agreement with
divine St. Chrysostom, hereby proclaim that these deacons, as we have
said, are not deacons of the Mysteries, but of the common need and of the
mess tables of the Christians of that
who became an example to us
of philanthropy and care which we ought to exercise in behalf of the poor.
Not only did these Fathers not follow the instructions of the Canon of the
Council held in Neocaesarea, but even of the Emperors preceding them.
Justinian appointed a hundred deacons, and Heraclius more than a hundred, in the great church. And in general all churches have the number of
deacons and of clergymen apportioned to their requirements
I

Taking a cue hence, some assert that these seven deacons ought not to be painted
as deacons of Hie Mysteries with a censer, stkhanon and orarion. and bareheaded.
But, seeing on the one hand that God-bearing Ignatius in his letter to the Trallians
slates that Archdeacon Stephen perhmed a pure and faultless liturgy h r James
the Brother of God, and on the other hand seeing in chapters 4 and 47 of the eighth
book of the Apostolic ln~unctionsthat the seven deacons are classed with bishops
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and prcsbytcrs and numbers with them. one of whom was Stephen, I deem that the
same persons wcrc also Deacons of the Mystcrics. and conscqucntly that it is not
improper io piclure heir also as Deacons ofllie Mysteries.
' True. So7omen says (in book VII, ch, 19) that although in other cities the number of
deacons was a matter of indiffcrcncc. in Rome, down to his time. there were seven
deacons, after the likcncss of these scicn whom the Apostles selected, which is attested also by divine Maximus 111 commenting upon chapter 3 of the Ecclesiastical
Hierarchy of Divine Dionysius. which deacons the same Dionysius calls "select' (or,
111 Greek. eccnfol)

CANON XV11

Inasmuch as flefsymen of various ch1;~-/1es
have abandoned their own
churches, in which they were ordained, and have run over to other Bishops,
andwithout the consen/ o f their own Bishop have had ;hem,selvesenrolled in
the others'churches, and as a result of'this they came lobe insubort/ifutle,we
decree that, begnning with the month of January of the lastfourth indiction,
not a sm& one of all the d e w m e n , regardless of what rank he happens
to be in, has permission, unless furnished by a wri/&n dimissory of h ~ own
s
bishop, to he enrolled m u d;'fferent church. f i r , whoever,fails to abide hy
this r i 4 k hereafter, but, un the contrary, so far as lies in his power i/i,sgraces
him who bestowed the ordination on him, let both him and the one who i / / o ~ c d l y accepted him be deposedfrom office.
(Ap. cc. XII, XV. XXXII; cc XV. XVI oldie lsi, cc, V, X, XI, XIII, XX. XXIII;
c XV ofthe 7th, cc, H1.VI1, V01, Xl ofAntioch, cc, XL1. XLl[ of Laodicea;
ec,VII, VIII, XV, XVI, XIX of Sardica. cc XXXI, LXTIT. X C W , XCVIII, CXVI
of Carthagc.)

Interpretation

The present Canon does not permit clergymen to leave their churches
and go to others without the consent and a dimissory letter of their own
bishop, because this results in their becoming insubordinate. So, begin+ng with month of January, and the fourth indiction last past (for h d i c t o n is meant by the word epinemesis, as is evident from c. 111of the present Council), which is the same as saying, from now on, whoever dares
to do this, and disgrace and scorn the one who ordained, by such an act,
let both him and the one who unreasonably took him in be deposed from
office. Read also Ap. cc. XI1 and XV,
CANON XVUI

C/ergymen who on the pretext o f an incursion o f barbarians, or as a
result of any other circumstance, have emigrated, whenever their exigency
has ceased, or the incursions o f barbarians, on account o f which they made
their departure, are commanded to return to their own churches, and not to
stay awayfrom themfor a long time without a good excuse.Ifanyone fails to
cofiaucl himselfagreeably to (hepfesemCanon, lei him be excommunicated
until he returns to his own church. Lei this same rule apply also so the Bishop
who is keeping him.
(Ap. c. XV; cc. XV, XVI of the 1st: cc. V, X. XX, XXIII of the 4th; c. XVII of the 6th:
c. XV of the 7lh; c. Ill ofAiitioch; cc. XV, XVI, XIX of Sardica; cc. LXIII. XCVIII
of Cartilage.)

Interpretation

Not only does this Canon refuse to let clergymen leave their churches
without cause, but not even those who depart from them either on account
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of an incursion of barbarians, or perhaps on account of heavy debts or taxes, or on account of hunger, or on account of a deadly visit of the plague,
or on account of any other circumstance. For it commands that when that
cause ceases on account of which they departed, they must return again
to their churches. Whoever, on the other hand, fails to comply with this
Cation, let him be excommunicated, as well as the bishop who is keeping
him in his eparchy (or bishopric), until he goes back where he belongs.
See a1so the Interpretation of Ap. c. XV.
CANON XTX

We declare that the deans ofchurches, on every day, bin more especially
on LSu~days,
must teach aH the (.Ye/s>j and the laity words of truth out of
the Holy Bible, analyzing the meanings and judgment,^ of the t r ~ t hand.
, not
deviating from the definitions already laid down, or the leaching deriwd

from the God-hearing h'atherx; hut a h , if the di.vcozme he one concerning
a passage of Scripture, not to interpret if otherwise than as the luminaries
and teachers o f the Chweh in their own written works have presented it; and
let them rather content themselves with these discomves than attempt to pmduce discourses of their own,lest at times, being reso;treele.v.s,they overstep
the bounds of propriety. For bv means of the teaching afforded by the uforesaid Fathers, the laity,being apprised ofthe important and preferred things,
and of the disadvantageous and rgjectahk, are enabled to adjust their lives
for the heifer, and do not become a prey to the ailment of iporance, hut, by
paying,due attention to what i s taught, they sharpen their wits so as to avoid
suffering wrongty, andfor fear o f impendingpunishments they work out their

own salvation.
(Ap. c. LVT: cc. 11, XVI of the 1st; c. XIX of Laodicea: cc, LXXIX. CXXXI. CXXXII,
CXXXIII of Carthage; c. X of Peter; c. VI of the Faster.)

Interpretation

The Canon decrees that die Deans of churches, by which term is meant
preeminently the Bishops, but secondarily also the Presbyters, must teach
all the Clergy and the laity every day in the week, and especially and
above all on Sundays' (or even other holidays). For on these days, since
Christians are wont to rest from their manual work; they congregate in
the churches and listen to the divine words. Consequently those teaching
therein afford them additional benefit. But such men must not teach with
their own words and thoughts, but with those of divine Scripture, without
straying away from the definitions adopted and confirmed by Councils
and the dogmas of the faith, or away from the teaching handed down by
the God-bearing Fathers, And if at any time they repeat words of the Bible,
they are not to explain them in any other way than as the teachers of the
Church have explained them in their written works; and they must endeavour more to make headway by teaching the discourses of the divine Fathers than by composing sermons of their own, lest by employing thoughts
and conceptions of their own, and being unable sometimes to understand
things aright, they fall out of line with what i s proper and the truth. For by

' Attached to the prcscnt Canon thcrc was found a note reading as follows. "Note the

present Canon- and wonder at the way it is being neglected today. For that most dc\oul Patriarch Sir John. suniamed h e Chalcedonian, who lived and served during (lie
reign of Alexius Comnenus, used to teach even' Sunday, That is why his teachings
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were contained in a special volume. And there is also found a Kyriakodroinio~of
John. or George. Xiphilinus, a Patriarch of Constantinoplc, and of other Patriarchs
and Bishops.'' In agreement vvilh the present Canon St. Juslin also speaks ofthe Dean
in his second Apology for the Christians. For he s q s that on Sunday Christians fro111
all parts or the coimtp used to congregate in the church; and alter the appropriate passages of the New and Old Teslmenls would be read in the liturgy, h e Prelate would
give a teaching (or didache). "Afterwards when the Reader ceased reading. the Dean
in a sermon would od'er the admonition and invitation to emulate these good men and
imitate their good works." But that the Presbyters were also deans of the churches is
shown by the tilteenth Discourse of St. tire go^ the Theologian (on page 226) where
he calls the Presbyters "Pastors" (or shepherds), and the Bishops "Archpastors" (or
chief shepherds). Zonaras. too. states that they arc assessors to the Bishops (i-c.,cntilied lo sit wilh hem) on h e Bema (or Sancluan). St. Clie sosloni, loo. says llial hey
have the teaching and protection of the laip. But if these assertions are true. it i s obvious ihai hey LheniseKes are also co-dems of h e churches. See also h e tesiimoiiy or
St. Chysostom in the Footnote to Ap. c , LVIII. and c, XIX of the 7th.

learning things from this teaching of the doctrines taught by the Fathers,
the laity learn what things are of advantage to their souls, and what are
disadvantageous, and they accordingly change their mode of living from
viciousness to virtuousness, and are freed from the darkness of ignorance.
By paying attention, again, to that teaching. and hearing about the chastisements and punishments which bad persons are bound to suffer, for fear
of these they abstain from vices and bring about their salvation. Besides
this, however, c. XIX of Laodicea says that the Bishop must first give a
didache (or "teachment") in the liturgy. Read also Ap. c. LVTIT
CANON XX

Let not any Bishop (each publicly in another city that does not belong to

his see. if any one be caught doing this, let him he deposedfrom the office o f
Bishop and perf o m the functions of a Presbyter,
(Ap. c. XXXV, c. I1 of the 2nd; c. VIII of the 3rd; cc. XIII, XXU o f h t i o c h ;
cc. Ill, XI; XI1 oCSardica,)

Interpretation

Tt is not permissible (says the present Canon) for any bishop to teach
openly and publicly in a foreign province, without the consent, that is to
say, of the local bishop, since this public teaching would be done to the
dishonor of the latter, by making it seem to indicate that he himself is a
learned teacher, while the former is one that is unlearned and ignorant.
Therefore if anyone is found to be doing this, let him be removed from the
office of bishop, and let him perform only the functions, or sacred duties,
of a presbyter. The Canon states definitely that a strange bishop may not
teach publicly, because if he merely answers questions asked him in private by certain persons, he is not sinning by doing so. The present Canon
does not conflict with c. XXIX of the 4th, on account of what is said in Ap.
c. XXXV, which you may read for yourself.
CANON XXI

Those who become responsible,for canonical crimes, and on this account
are subject lo complete andpermanent depositionfrom office, and are thrust
infothe status oflaymen, ifwith a view to tvtz~rn~ftg
they volmtari/j~,f~rgo
the
sin on account q f w hich they lapsed,from grace, and render themselves titter
sirangers &reto, lei /hem be ionsvred in Clerical gui,se. But if'theyfail io do
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this o f their own accord and as a mailer of choice, let them grow back the
hairoftheir he&, on the gft)md that they h m preferred the return mto the
world to the heavenly life,
(Ap. c, XXV; c, IX of the l st; c IV of the 6th; c , TX, of Ncocaesarca:

cc. 111. XVII. XXXII. L. LXX of Basil.)
Interpretation

Those in holy orders who have been completely and permanently deposed from office, and have assumed the guise of a layman, and have to
stand with the laymen, on account of canonical crimes, such as fornication, say, or adultery, or other such sins, commands the present Canon, if
they themselves voluntarily and spontaneously repent, and actually effect
complete abstinence from the sin on account of which they lost the grace
of holy orders; let them tonsure the hair of their head; or, in other words,
let them have a so-calledpapalethra (or "patch") at the point of the head,
which was a guise and token of clerics.' But if they fail to repent willingly
and spontaneously, they must let the hair of their head grow back like
worldlings, in order that the lay guise may so shame them as to bring them
sooner or later to a sense of their viciousness and cause them to repent.
Read also Ap. c. XXV
CANON XXTT
We command that those men be deposedfrom office, whether they he
Bishops or C/efgymen whatsoever, who have been ordained or arc being ordainedfor money, and not in accordance with a test and choice o f life.

(Ap. c. XXIX; c. 11 of llie 4lh; c. XX111 of the 6lh; cc. IV, V, XIX ol'llie 7lh;
c. XCI of Basil; letters of Geimadius and Tarasius.)
Interpretation.

The present Canon commands that bishops and all other clerics whatsoever that are ordained for giving money; and not for their worthiness
and virtuous life; and not only they themselves, but also those who ordained them, are to be deposed from office. See also Ap. c. XXIX. Read,
and sigh, my brother, at the violation of such sacred and such momentous
Canons; for today that is manner in which simony is practiced, as though
it were a virtue, and not a heresy detested by God, as most saintly Gennadius calls it. If in consulting the abstracts of the sacred Canons anyone
should chance to look for the ecclesiastical affairs connected with the
present set of conditions, he will find plenty to wonder at and not the
slightest similarity to the former conditions to abate his wonder. For all
ecclesiastics take orders illegally, and in like manner live and die. On this
account the iron collar of slavery is being tightened more and more and
keeps getting more painful. yet we remain insensible and break the law
more impudently than ever.

' The papaiethra, which is also called a garram. according to Peter of Antioch in his

letter to Caerularius, is a more or less circular tonsure orthe hair at the point orthe
head, similar to a wreath. It is not a custom confined to the Latins, but one that was
adopted by Hie entire Church, bolh the Easleni and (he Weslem. as is corroboraled
both by the present Canon and by the Holy Fathers: for St. Jcromc in writing to St.
Augustine sa! s. "1 wish I had !our halo;" likewise St. Augustine wrote to Bishop
Proculiaiius, "b\ our lialo." It is wonl lo be iilTecled, nol in honor of die Apostle
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Pctcr, as the Wcsterncrs say, but originally and properly, in order to scn7cas an outward sign of the guise of clerics, by which the latter differed from thosc who were not
clerics. according h e presenl Canon. Consequently, and in a more allegorical wa!.
it served as a type of the crown of thorns of the Lord, according to thc interpretation
given by St. Gennain in his dissertation on mystical contemplation. Be that as i t ma!,
die clencs of us Easlerners. unskillfully cul h e hair of die head above sad a hide
below, crosswise, that is to say, and leaving the crown untonsured in the center, and
inexpertly and inartistically contrive this papalethra;
wholly untouched, thus
whereas the Westerners. because they affect this for adornment, make it by shaving the hair from the head above and below, and cutting off the central part entirely
and making it unlike the halo of the saints. For this reason Maximus Margunius. in
Ins thirty-fifth note on the Canons of Antioch. called, the papalcthra of the Latins a
%liorish garland.'' See DosiLheus in Hie Ddecabiblus. p. 778. As for the fact Hiai
our own clerics ought to wear this halo at the point of the head, let them learn it from
this Canon. For it is not right to do away with eternal de\ ices which our Fathers devised. Two things. however. in the present Canon are noteworthy: one is that thosc
in holy orders who were being deposed on account of canonical crimes tirst put off
the guisc of the Clergy, and thus dropped into the status of laymen (for it would have
been unbecoming for them to have stood with laymen with the guisc of the Clcrgv).
That is why Balsamon. in itilerpretuig c . XLIV of Basil, says that those who have
been deposed change guise, and on this point Ap. c. XXV and c. Ill of Basil can be
reconciled with each oilier, as well as all oher Canons ihat say for h e deposed to be
dropped into h e stalus oflavmen. Accordingly, others sav luL if llie deposed Hiemselves afterwards come to hate the sin willingly and spontaneously, and keep away
l'roni it altogether, and repen4 they may regain the guise ol'the Clergv which Lhey lost.
If this is true, it is plain that such men used to be elevated to the status of thosc in holy
orders and enjoyed the honor attaching to the rights of sitting and standing with them,
And on this point again cc. I and I1 of Ancya, cc. IX and X of Ncocacsarca. cc. Ill
and XXVI oi'the present Council. and c. XXVIl of Basil can all be reconciled. which
SF hat those who are degraded horn holy orders may enjoy the honor ailaching to
the rights of sitting and standing with those in holy orders, and in general only the
outwiird honor ol'holy orders. concerning which see Hie Footnote Lo c. XXVI ol' die
present Council,
CANON X X m

Concerning the mile that no one, whether a Bishop, or a Presbyter, or
a Deacon, that imparts ofthe intemerute Communion shaH coJIect from the
partaker coins or any compensation whatsoever in exchangefor such communion. For neither is grace bought, nor de we impart the sanc//fiifig influence ofthe Holy Spirit for money; hut, on the contrary, it must be imparted
to the worthy without the incentive ~~knavishness.
I f , however, am person
enrolled in the Clergy should befound to be demanding compensation of any
kmd o f him to whom he imparts o f the iniemerate Conmun~on,!el him be
deposed from office, on the ground that he is votary of Simon :s delusion and
malq5cence.
(Ap. c, XXIX ; c. 11 of the 4th;c. XXII of the 6th; cc. IV.XV. IX of the 7th;
c. XCI of Basil; lel~ersof Gennadius and Tarasius.)

Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that no bishop, or piesbyter, or deac0n.l
shall demand money of those to whom, he imparts the divine mysteries,
nor shall he ask for any other compensation, even though it should be the
very slightest, for the sake of partaking of the divine communion. For the
grace of the Mysteries caimot be sold, nor do we impart the sanctification
of the Holy Spirit for money, but, on the contrary; we impart it without

' It

may be inferred both from the present Canon and from c, LVIII of this same
Council that deacons too were wont to impart the divine mysteries to lay persons.
Hence in consonance with these the Apostolic Injunctions (book VIII. ch. 28) also
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say that after the prelate or priest has celebrated the liturgy, the deacon takes the
mysteries from thcm and imparts thcm to the laity. not that he is a priest, but as one
minislemg to the priests. This funclioii of the deacon consisled chiefly and properly
in imparting of the chalice, according to the sainc Injunctions (book VIII, ch. 13).
Let the deacon, it s* s, hold the chalice; and, while in the act of beslowing it, let him
say. "Blood of Cluisl; a Cup of Life." This same fact is also atlested by Cyprian in
his fifth discourse concerning the lapsed: and by St. Ambrose of Milan, in volume I
concerning duties; and by John Chnsostoni, in his Homily 83 on Sl, Matthew. See
Argcntes, page 306, Those who partook of the chalice used to wipe their mouths on
the deacon's orarion, which need was what required him to wear it, as we shall have
occasion to state in connection with c. XXII of Laodicca. I said "chiefly and propcrlv" because St Justin. in his second Apology, says that deacons were also wont to
adniinisler the coimiiunion to others in Lhe vmv of (he holy bread Loo. "Those called
among us Deacons give to each of those present to partake of the Eucharistic bread
and wine and water. and lo those not present the! lake away." This appears lo be whal
is meant also by c. II of Ancya.

being bribed to do so, to those who are worthy of it. For it is on this account that the divine Communion is called among the masses the gift (or
dorea\ because, according to Balsamon, it i s imparted without gifts. As
for anyone that should do this, let him be deposed from office, as having
become an imitator of the delusion and heresy of Simon the Sorcerer, who
thought that the grace of the All-holy Spirit could be sold for money.'
Read also Ap. c. XXIX.
CANON XXIV

Lei none of those enrolled in the sacerdotal Us!, nor any Monks, attend
horse races or become involved in pastimes. Bvl i f a y Clergyman should
be invited at a wedding, whenever,fraudulent games are introduced, lei him
rise up and protest, and thereupon let him depart, since the teaching of our
Fathers thus commands. In case anyone is cazgh a d ,found g d i y of this,lei
him either cease or be deposed.
(Ap, cc, XLl[, XLlfl; cc. LI, LX11, LXV1 ofthe 6th: c, XXIi ofthe 7th:
cc, HI, LTV of Laodicea: cc, XVII, LXX of Carthage.)
Interpretation

No one in holy orders, nor any monk, according to the present Canon,
is permitted to go to those places where men race horses, or to look at and
listen to effeminate games. Tf, on the other hand, any clergyman be invited
to a wedding, he may go, but when it comes to playing such deceptive
and Satanic games, he must get up at once and depart, just as the Fathers'
teaching commands, that is to say, c. L1V of the Council held in Laodicea
(though that Canon adds that those in holy orders must not look at other
spectacles either that mark weddings and suppers, and that they must depart before the time has even come for the games). As for anyone caught
doing this, either he must cease or he must be deposed.:

' From

this Canon i~ becomes manifest that those spirituals (i.e., confessors) must
nccds be deposed who, deeming piety to be a regular business, as St. Paul says, and
being traffickers in Chris& demand mane! horn die C,luisdans who confess dieu
sins to them, and who therefor givc them permission, even though thcy be unworthy,
to commune in the divine mysteries. This is exceedingly great impiety, which most
learned and mosl theologically well-grounded Joseph B n ennius censures and speaks
of despisingly in one of his discourses, saying that this is what caused the race of us
Orthodot Christians to be taken captive and to be delivered into the hands oftlie innpious and godless Hagarcncs. "What will you givc me if I allow you to commune?"
But what else is this than that which Judas said to the Jews in betraying the Lord
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into their hands? W h a t arc you willing to give if I deliver him to you?' Most all-sacrcd and holy prelates. take care, for the love of God, to extirpate this great evil from
your provinces. h e resull ofvvhicli is Lhal e v q d a ~gentle Jesus ChrisL who u as sold
but oncc for the sake of our race. is being sold ovcr and ovcr again
' Although Balsamon in his interpretation of the present Canon docs say that such theatrical shows and such games are prohibited only on Sundays and the great holidays.
bul not on the other days, inferring this fron~that which c. LXX of Carthage says to
the effect that these shows must be transferred to other days, we say, principally and
primarily: that c. LI oi" this Ecumenical Council prohibits their being held; not 011
some days and on other days not so, but not at all on any days whatsoever. Consequently. and because the same Council of Carthage in its c. XVII says that it is ever
and always preached to all Christians not to go near any place whcrc thcrc arc blasphemies and other improprieties that attend or mark such theatrical shows. Moreover.
we say what St. Basil the Great says (sec in extenso XX). No blamcd tluiig in itself
can ever become good on account of the season in which it is done "None of the
tilings that have been condenined is suited to us for the time being." But since these
spcclaclcs and lliealrical shows have been blamcd, they are not to be praised and arc
not good even when held on non-Festival davs, For these things are really dennonish
works. St. Chry sostom, loo. says (Horn. 12 on the First Ep. to the Corinlhians. page
31 8 of volume 111): "And talk not to me of custom. For if a thing is wicked, let it
not be done even oncc: but if it is good, let it be done again and again." Or. in other
words, if the thing is an evil, let it not occur even oncc: but if it is not, let it occur at
all times. The same Chn sostom calls Illeaters and circuses and horse races pomp of
Satan (Discourse 20 on statues, page 6 10 of volume VI). And again the same saint
says: "Frequenting theaters has given birth to Ibrnication. licentiousness. and lewdness of even sort. And watching horse races, prize fights: burlesque shows. and
boxing, and exhibitions of insolence. and the exchange of insults have engendered
constant aversions'' (Discourse 15 on statues. page 564 ol'volume VI). See also the
discourse which he prepared specially to show how improper it is for anyone to go
near theaters, since these make men perfect adulterers (page 89, of volume V).

CANON XXV

In addition, to all the others we xnew the Canon which prescribes that
the rural or district parishes belongmg to each church are to remucn immutably assigned to the hishops holding them,and especially in the case ofthose
who managed to hold themfor a period of thirty yearn w~thoutresortmg to
force. But ;f within thirty years there has been, or should be, any dispute
about them,those who claim to have been 11,n)ngedshall be permitted to
hr~ngthe matter before the Synod of the province.
(c. XVII of h e 4th; c. CXXVIII. CXXIX, CXXX ofcarlhage.]
Interpretation

The present Canon renews c. XVII of the 4th, which it quotes verbatim, though not all of it, but only a part of it; wherefore see also the
Interpretation o f it there.
CANON XXVI
As for or a Presbyter who has unwillingly entangled himself in an
unlawful marriage, let him retain his righls to sitting with his rank, in ac-

cordance with what has been prescribed to us as legislation by the sacred
Canon, bus lei him refrain from the res! of functions and activities. For
a pardon is sufficient for him; but for him to bless another person when
he ought to be looking after his awn rounds, is incon,~i.stent:
for blessing is the impartation of sanctification. But how can one who lacks this,
on account of his lapse as a result o f ignorance, impart it to another?
lid him therefore bless no one either publick or privately; neither let
him distribute the body of Christ to others, nor perform any other litifreicul office. On the contrary, while contenting himeffwith the presidency,
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lei him persistently weep to others, and to the Lo&, to be pardonedjor the
iniquito~/sdeed which he has vnwittmvly perpetrated. For it i s obvious that
any such udawfi/ marriage must be dissolwd. and h i the man will have no
essential share in the sacred office ofwhich he has been depri~*ed.
(Ap. c, XTX. c. HT of the 6th; c, 11 of Neocaesarea; cc. XXITI,
XXVII. LXXVIX of Basil.)

Interpretation

Tills Canon is the same as the twenty-seventh Canon of St. Basil the
Great, which prescribes that that priest who unwittingly marries any female relative of his, must, because of his not knowing about the relationship, be pardoned, andmust also retain the honor ofsitting with the priests,
but must refrain from all other activities of the priesthood. For it is enough
that such a person is not subjected to canonical penances, but is pardoned.
But for him to bless another person when he himself ought to be trying to
heal his own wounds, or, in other words, to be repentant of his unlawful
marriage, is not at all becoming. For blessing is an impartation of sanctity.
So, inasmuch as such a priest is destitute of that sanctity, how can he give
it to another person? Therefore let him neither openly nor secretly pronounce any blessing upon or administer any communion to others, or do
anything else of the kind; but, on the contrary, contenting himself as best
he may with the honor of occupying the high seat, as we have said, let him
set himself to praying, first of all to God, in order to have his unwitting
iniquity pardoned, and, as a further recourse, to others, in order that they
too may entreat the Lord in his behalf. Up to this point it is the Canon of
St. Basil. But the Council adds that he is to enjoy this honor of sitting in
the high seat only after he has first annulled that illegitimate marriage on
account of which he has been deposed fiom holy orders. For if he does
not annul it, not only will he be deprived of the honor of sitting in the high
seat, but he will even be compelled to undergo penances. Read also Ap.
c. XIX.
CANON XXVT1
Let no one on the Clerical List don inappropriate clothing, either when
living in the city or when walking the road; but, on the contrary. Jet him

'wear costumes that have already been assiped to the use of those who are
enrolkd in the Ckrsy. I f anyone should commit such a violation, let him be
excomrnunicated/or one week.
(c,

XVJ oF the 7lh: cc. XIT, XXI of Gangra.)
Interpretation

Clergymen and all who are in Holy Orders ought to be modest and
decent even in respect of their outward guise. For God looks into the
heart, it is true, but human beings look at the external condition of the
body, according to what has been written: "A human being will look at a
face, but God at a heart" (Sam. lZ:7). Hence from what they can see on
the outside they chaw inferences as to what is in the heart. That is why the

' From this Canon i t can be proved that as regards all priests thai are deposed from
holy orders on account of their manifest crimes, or who have been obstructed bv
a spiritual father as a matter of advice on account of their hidden sins, or even by
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thcmselvcs when stricken by rcinorsc if thcy abdicate the rights of holy ordcrs. none
of them. I say. can cither blcss or sanctify or perform any othcr sacred office. cithcr
secrelly or openly. Bill irihis is h e . it follows as a matter of logic h t such men can
neither chant sanctifications nor administer the communion to anyone, nor comfort ing assurances, nor baphing. nor unctions oCho1~oil- nor other such services. since
all these sacred riles and acts iiievihbl! involve the impartation of a blessing and
sanctification, which sanctification is something that they do not possess, according to the contents ol' this Canon. But neither can such men accept accountings and
become spiritual confcsssors. For, according to Symcon of Thcssalonica (Reply 11).
the one accepting accountings must also bless, and ST a prayer designed to grant a
pardon, and must perform a liturgical scrvicc. and administer the coninmnion to thosc
who arc confcssing thcir sins. and must interccde in behalf of penitents. and, bricflv
speaking- the Confessor needs to ha\ e an active part in the exploitation of holy orders. according to Kitros (and see the Footnote to Ap. c, XXXIX), As for the assertion
that the above are unqualified to perforni hese things, there are many prods hat such
is the case, 1) Because if a pricst who has unwittingly fallen into an uniawfu! marriage, which is the same as saying, has committed an involuntary sin (for, according
to Ncmcsius, a sin is involuntq if it is committed as a result of force or as a rcwlt of
ignorance), cannot either blcss or sanctify or perform any othcr sacerdotal operation.
according to this Canon, still less can one do these things who has been deposed 011
account of a voluntary sin that renders him liable to dcposition from holy orders, or
ti110 has resigned. 2) Il' C. I11 of the present Council. mentioning this same Canon of
St, Basil, decrees that those suspended for a while must not pronounce a blessing or
conduct a sanctification, still less can those who have been deposed or who have resigned pronounce a blessing or conduct a sanctification. seeing hat their coiidemiation to deposition is permanent according to c. HI of Basil, and thcy can no longer rcturn to the holy orders out of which they have fallen. 3) In view of the fact that c, VIII
of "Nicholasprohibits one who has resigned from holy ordcrs of his own accord cither
LOpronounce in advance the words "Blessed is God." or to pronounce in Subsequence
die words "Christ is die true one."' or to partake of Ilie Eucharist vvilhin die Bema.
or even to waft incense with the censer, but. on the contrary, n~ustbe confined to the
status oi'l~meii-and, be it iterated, if it prohibits them even horn plying the censer.
much more so does it evidently prohibit them from pronouncing a blessing, and from
conducting a sanctitication, and from performing the above sacred offices we have
named. Even though c. IX of Ncocacsarca docs say that a pricst who has committed
a carnal sin before ordination and has confessed it himself shall not offer, or, in othcr
words. offlcialc, but ma? rcmain cntitled to all othcr privileges-if, I say, dial Caiioii
docs say this. on which Canon alone thosc rely who want to havc thosc who resign
from holy orders on account of heir sins to be enlilled to pronounce blessings and
Lo conduct sanctifications and to perform the above sacred offices. we inkrpret it in
accordance with ils true intent, which is also consonant with the rest of the Canons,
So when the Canon s a y for such a pricst not to officiate, together with officiation the
higher and more catholic operation of holy orders. it is to be noted that the lower and
more particular sacred acts of holy orders were included by it. As for the othcr prcrogativcs which it says arc to rcmain unaffected, thcy arc: a) the right to wcar the guise of
the cleric, and not to be relegated to the status of laymen-which rights are forfeited
by thosc who havc been deposed for canonical crimes, according to c. XXI of the 6th;
A) the right to sit in company with the priests, according to the present Canon of this
Ecumenical Council, c. I ofAncyra, and c. XXVII of Basil; c ) the right to stand in
company with the priests, according to c. HI of the present 6th; d)the right to enjoy
the outward honor, according to c. 1 ol'Antioch. or: in other words, the honor to participatc in conventions held outside of the churches, or. according to Balsamonj the
honor to participate in activities conducted outside of the Beina, or rather to say the
honor attaching to the outw-ard guise of the prcsbytcrs. which thcy wcar; e ) the right
to retain the name of priest, according to Bal samon. Zonaras and Balsamon, however,
SF furLher, in interpreting die same c. IX ofNeociiesarea, that such priests are even
to be allowed to commune within the Holy Beina (though the Canon of Basil merely
allows priests v,ho have not commi tted the sin to completion to commune in company
with presbyters and deacons when thcy have been suspended for only a while.) So
these privileges and these honors are the rest of the prerogatives in regard to which
the Canon says that thcy arc to be retained by prcsbytcrs who have confcsscd thcir
sin; but not also any active operation, or blessing, or any othcr sacerdotal act. For
nowhere do die above Canons bestow upon those who have been degraded from holy
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orders the right to perform, any and eve? sacerdotal function, but only thc right to
sit and to stand with thcir fellow functionaries. and- generally speaking, the outward
honor. and nothing more. Hence how can it be said tliat h i s one Canon alone of
Ncocacsarca is in conflict with and contrary to six other Canons and two Ecmncnical Canons, namely, cc. 111 and XXVI ol' the present Council, cc. I and 0 of A n c ~ra:
c. I of Antiocli?and c. XX of Basil? But, at any rate. there can be no antinom\ and
strife between erudite men of the Spirit on account of the absurdity. So the one Canon
ought to be understood in accordance with the six Canons. But as lor the view that
the expression "let him offcr'uscd in c. IX of Ncocacsarca includes every sacerdotal
function and service, and that the expression "the rest" used therein denotes sitting
and honor, cvcn Balsainon took it thus in interpreting the present Canon of the 6th,
but as for the "sacred Canon'" which it mentions, he thought that this referred to c.
IX of Neocaesarea, and Iliat h e present Canon of Lhe 6lh is consislent wilh IhM one.
These things having been thus stated. 1 marvel whence the present-day custom has
arisen 01 letting priests degraded 1'roni holy orders pronounce blessings and conducl
sanctifications, at a time when neither the Canons say this nor do the cxegctcs themselves. But even though it is true that Novel 79 of Leo the Wise says for presbyters,
deacons, and subdeacons married and on this account deposed from office arc not to
get the mundane guise. or to be condemned to be denied the right to perform other
service in the church IhM it is not illicit (or, in other words, that is not unlawful and
contrary to the Canons) for thcir to undertake, yet the fact remains that it s ~that
s this
service is something e l s e t h a t is lo say: suited lo senanis, and lo ecclesiastics (and
see h e Foolnote lo c. XV of Lhe G h ) , and not blessing imd sanctification, and [lie sacred acts of holy orders which it is illicit for such persons to undertake and contrary to
the Canons. 1realise thai when these facts are staled, they appear severe and grievous
to priests who have bccn deposed or have resigned on account of some sin of theirs.
But once we have taken in hand to interpret the Canons. we are determined to tell
whatever is pleasing and right of all that is in the Canons, and those who possess fcai
01God and a good conscience owe it lo themselves lo lake cognizance of tlie truth
and to correct themselves accordingly. These things are what spiritual fathers ought
to tell those in holy orders who have not been duly taken to task and censured; and
they should do this not b~ nay ol"reprimandbut by wav of advice, leal ing even lhing
to their conscience, so that if they wish to do so of their own accord, they may either
resign from the duties of holy orders or not resign.

present Canon commands that no clergymen sliall wear clothes that are not
becoming to his profession; that is, for instance, costly and silk garments,
or military uniforms, neither when he is staying in the city nor when he is
walking on the road: on the contrary, he must wear the garments that are
habitual to clericsÃ‘decent that is to say, and frugal. Should anyone do
the contrary, let him be excommunicated for one week.
Concord

Tt i s fuurt er to be noted, that c. XVT of the 7th imposes penances on
those in holy orders who wear splendid garments and fail to correct matters; likewise on those who anoint themselves with perfumes. Though it
is true that c. XI1 of Gangra anathematizes those who criticize persons
wearing silk garments with reverence, it does not conflict with the present
Canon: 1) because this is speaking specifically of clerics wearing them,
whereas that speaks of both clergymen and laymen in general who are
wearing them; 2) because this Canon is speaking of those who are wearing
garments of an uncustomary kind; 3, and lastly) because the same Council is correcting what it asserted in its said c. I1 by what it asserts in its c.
XXI, which says: "We praise frugal and cheap garments, but we detest
garments that are ornamented and soft." And if that Council disparages
soft garments in regard to worldlings, it disparages them far more when
they are worn by clerics. So that not only is that Council not opposed in
principle to the present one, but indeed it is in agreement with it and more
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strict in regard to this matter. But the Lord also says: "Beware of those who
want to walk about in costumes" (Luke 20:46). And if the Apostle Peter
forbids women, who are by nature a race of beings that love adornment, to
wear luxurious garments (I Peter 3 : 3 ) ;and if Paul forbids the same things
to the same creatures (I Tim. 2:9), do they not still more firmly forbid
these things to clergymen? St. Basil the Great, too. wants us to have clothing that is decorous; and in his Homily 11 on the Six Days of Creation
he says that if you see anyone clothed in a robe adorned with flowers or
flowery figures, and dressed up with silk threads, scorn him outright. And
St. Chysostom, too, in his Homily 12 on the First Epistle to Timothy says:
'Seest thou a human being wearing silk garments? Laugh him to scorn."
Isidorus Pelousiotes (in his seventy-fourth letter) when commenting 011
the question, What was the tunic of Christ that was woven from above and
unsewed? says: "But who is ignorant of the paltriness of that dress which
the poor among the Galileans used to wear, and that indeed with them
it used to be a garment woven by some art and with some skill as close
as corsets." And at the end he says: "If, then, you desire these garments,
imitate the paltry dress of Jesus. For luxuriousness here becomes stupidity
there, and not a bright illumination."
CANON XXVIII

Since we have learned that in various churches when grapes are offered
at she sacr~ftcialaltar,in accordance with a certain custom which has gained
prevalence, by afforing them to the bloodless sacrifice of the offering for
oblation), She ministers thus distribute both to the laity, we have seenfit to
decree that no one in holy orders shall do this any more; but, on the c o n f m y
for the purpose o f vivJfication, and remission of sins, they shall impart to
the laity of the oblation only, tyqafding the offering o f grapes a sfirst fruits
offered by way o f thanks to the #er o f fruits, whereby our bodies, in accordance with the divine definition, if:enabled to sfiwv and to he nourished. I f ,
then, any Clergyman does contrary to what has been commanded, let him be
deposed.
(Ap. cc. 111. IV; cc. XXXII, LVII; XCIX of the 6th; c XL of Carthagc.)

Interpretation

Since in some regions, in accordance with a certain custom, some persons used to offer gi apes at the Holy Table, which the priests would coinbine with the internerate mysteries and then impart both together to the laity, on this account and for this reason the present Canon from now on and
henceforth commands that no priest shall do this,' but, on the contrary, he
must give the Holy Corninunion alone to the worthy, for vivification, and
for remission of their sins,2whereas he blesses the grapes as first fruits of
the season with a special prayer and hands them out to the laity, by way of
t h a t h g God for giving us such fruits, by means whereof our bodies are
nourished and grow. As for anyone that does anything in violation of this
Canon, let him be deposed from office. Read also Ap. c. 111

' Hcncc both priests and prelates must cmpioy some shift in time of a plague to cnable them to administer communion to the sick without violating this Canon; n o t
however, by placing the Holy Bread in currants, but in some sacred vcsscl, so that the
dying and the sick may take it thence with tongs or the like. The vcsscl and the tongs
are lo be placed in vinegar. and Hie vinegar is lo be poured into a runnel, or in any
other manner that they can that is safer and canonical
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' Holy Communion must be

administered or imparted not only separately from the
grapes, but also separately from the fragments (of holy Bread), That is why Symcon
of Thessalonica (ch. 94) says hat priesis musL be ven careful no1 Lo adininisier [lie
communion to Christians by giving them these .fragments (More usually called, in
Greek, aniidoya}, but must be sure to give them pieces o f the v e p bod: of the Lord
itself. If lliose who are about Lo commune are not numerous (as happens especially
on Great Thursday, during the Christmas festival, on the occasion of the feast of the
Holy Apostles, and ot'that oS the Theotoke), let them not place the fragments in the
Holy Chalice, in order to avoid making a mistake and administering the communion
to anyone by giving them the fragments: instead, let them leave them on the Holy
Disc. and after administering the communion to the Christians, then let them put diem
forth and let them celebrate the holics, just as it is the custom to do so in the nionastcries of Ihe Holy Mouiilain. For nolwilhslanding llial Ihe kagmenis were united wilh
the blood and the body of the Lord. they did not actually become a part of the Lord's
body.

CANON XXTX

The Canon of the Fathers met in Carlhagepfescr~bes thai the holy rites
of the sacrificial altar, unless performed by men under a fast, are not to be
celebrated at all, except on one day of the year on' which the Lord's Supper is
celebrated,perhaps having decided to employ such an economy ofthe divine
hutherfi on account of certain pretexts advantageovs to the Church in such
seasons. Since there is nothing to compel us to abandon rigorism, we decree,
prsna fitly to the fraditwns uf the Aposf/es and uf the fathers, that thefustjng during the Th;;rsdaywhich falls in the last week in Great Lent (or Tes saracoste) must not he om1fteci, and the u,ho/efast of Great / x n t divhonomi
by being prematurely broken.
(Ap. c. LXIX; c. LXXXIX of the 6th, cc. XLIX, L, LI, LII of Laodicca:
cc, XLVIII, LVI of C4irtht~ge;
c . I of Dionysius; cc. VIII. X of Timothy.)

Interpretation
Just as our Lord Jesus Christ on the evening of the Great Thursday
first ate a common supper and thereafter delivered the divine mysteries
to the Apostles; in the same manner it may be said that a custom came to
prevail in Africa for the people there to eat certain more luscious foods

served to break the usual
course of eating dry things on other days of Great Lent, and thereafter to
celebrate and to partake of the divine mysteries. So the present Council,
as an improvement over c, XLVIII of Carthage which contained this custom, decrees that perhaps those Fathers employed this economy for some
beneficial reasons of benefit to those regions, but inasmuch as we have
no reason that would compel us to abandon the strictness of the Canons,
we follow the instructions handed down by the Apostles, in their c. LXlX,
that is to say, which makes it incumbent upon all to fast throughout Great
Lent (both Great Thursday and the entire Great Week are included in the
period of Great Lent, as well as during the fasts of the Fathers, that is to
say; those in c. L of the Fathers of Laodicea; which decrees that no one
shall break the fast of the Thursday in the last week in Great Lent (that is
to say, of Great Thursday), and by breaking it dishonor and disparage the
fast of the entire Great Lent, but, instead, everyone must fast throughout
the period of Great Lent by eating nothing but dry things, including, of
course, Great Thursday itself. '
011Great Thursday, according to Zonaras, which

' Hcncc wc inferentially conclude that this custom of breaking the fast on the occasion
of Great Thursday came to prevail in Africa. or even in other parts of the earth, at
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a time before the Second Ecum. Council had yet bccn held. since the custom is ccnsurcd in this Canon by the Council which was hcld in Laodicca before the Second

Ecumenical Council was convoked. But one might wonder why c. LXXXIX of the
6th says for us to celebrate the Grcat Wcck (i.c., Passion Wcck) with fasting. A-nd the
First Canon o f Dionysius asserts that some Christians pass these six dips without eating any food at all, while others pass four of lliem, and others lliree? and others two
in that fashion. Moreover, the Injunctions of the Apostles (book V. ch. IS) expressly
s* that on these days ol'the Passion one must not eal anything else but bread, water,
salt, and vegetables. without tasting wine or meat. This is further corroborated by c,
L of Laodicea and c, XXIX of the 6th, as we have said. Why. I ask, do these Canons
SF these things, whereas the Rituals permit one to break the fast on Grcat Thursday
by partaking of oil and wine? (though it must be noted that the more accurate rnanuscript rituals of the Imperial and great Monasteries ofthe Holy Mountain permit the
fast of Great Thursday to be broken only in respect of wine, and not also in respect
ol'oil; and it is they which we ought to follow. For it is thus wrilten in them:"We
partake ofwinc, and of a stew without oil.") It seems to me that this is due to hvo opposite opinions having come into vogue as respecting Great Thursday, Accordingly
the Canons of Cartilage allowed the eating of only dry things to be abolished on that
day; whereas all these other Canons, as we have said, decree that only dry things arc
to be eaten 011 that day. For h i s reason and on this account the God-bearing Fathers
who compiled the rituals, plodding the middle path. so to speak, between thcsc two
opinions, decreed tliiil on h a t d a ~h e Fast might be abolished, or rather abated. only
ill respecl of oil. having decided to make this concession in honor of the Lord's Supper, which took place in the first instance on that day of the week'. Nevertheless. one
would do better lo last even on Great Thursday bolh Irom wine and Imm oil. But as
for those persons who right after the liturgy of Great Saturday indulge in wine and oil.
are obviously breaking the law. For the divine Apostles in their Injunctions (book V.
chapters 18 and 19) command Christians to fast throughout Grcat Friday and Grcat
Saturday just as they themselves were accustomed to fast on those days, since lasting
011 these two days is laid down as a law
Christ Himself, who said: "But days will
come. when the bridegroom shall be taken from them, and then shall they fast" (Matt,
9:15).Now. i l w a s 011 Great Fridav and Great Salurday hat the Lord was hi 1'act taken
from the Jews and crucified and buried, for our salvation. But if anyone should offer
an objection to this view by citing the statement in the Ritual to the effect that on the
cvcnina of Grcat Saturday the Ccllarman comes and gives a piece of brcad and glass
of wine, we rcply to this objection, that this glass of winc and this piece of brcad arc
no1 ordinary wine and ordinary brcad. buL on Lhc c o n k q are brcad and wine lliat
have bccn blcsscd by the priest: 1) because further abovc it says for the brcad to be
blessed, and further below it mentions this; 2) because in most of them it is found
written in Hie following fashion. wit.-with a single piece, not of bread. indefinitely. but ofthe bread, definitely and relative]?, of the above blessed bread, that is to
say; and 3) because this glass of winc was the blessed winc. which- aftcr being mixed
with water, was wont to be given to the brethren for the purpose of sanctification.
and especially to those who had communed in ordcr to rinse. that is to SF, in other
words, ill ordcr to wash out their mouthJust as it is the custom to do right aftcr divine
Communion. Many persons Fast for three da! s during Hal! LenL Accordingly. why
should they not fast also for the two days of Grcat Friday and Grcat Saturday, which
is more necessary'? Indeed, if the? cannot do both Fasts, it is better lor them to fast on
these two days. than to do so on h e lliree d* s in question. For divine Clnysostoni
s ~ sin, his Homily on the Great Week, that just as the Great Week is the head and
greater than all the other weeks in the year, so again is Great Saturday the head ol'the
Great Wcck The fact that the abovc blessing of the brcad is thatwhich is the customa p solemnization carried out by breaking the five loaves is more plainly and more
explicitly presented by the manuscript Ritual of the Monastery of the Pantocrator. It
sav s, however, also this, that of the blessed loaves of bread a siilTiciently large piece
must be given to each brother, and similarl! as regards Ihe blessed wine. Hence il is
to be inferred that the loaves of bread must be of a large s i x , and the wine must be of
a correspondingly large quantity. in order to sufficefor all.

Concord

Note, however, that not only this c. XLVlII of Carthage decrees that
priests must officiate on an empty stomach (as we say in English, though
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in Cheek the same idea is expressed differently by saying "fastingly"),
but c. LVI of the same Council states that this was also confirmed by the
Council held in Nicaea. Nevertheless, if anyone is in danger of dying, he
must commune even after having eaten, according to c. IX of Nicephorus,
When St. Chrysostom was blamed for having administered die communion to some persons after they had eaten. and wrote ill his letter to Bishop
Kyriakos: "If it is true that I did this, may my name be stricken from the
book of bishops. But if they say this to me once, and start quarreling, let
them consider St. Paul, who baptized a whole household right after supper. Let them also consider Christ Himself, who gave the Communion
to the Apostles right after supper." Hence it is evident that those who are
about to commune have permission up to midnight to drink water, and
thereafter they must not put anything in their mouth until they have communed. Read also Ap. c. LXIX.
CANON XXX
Wishing to do ewt-ylhingfor the edification ofthe Church, we have decided to make concessions to priests in Barbarian churches, so thai i f they
are seeking to circumvent Apostolic Camn V' by not expelling their wife,
on the pretext o f reverence, and to do what is beyond the limits set by it, by
coming to a private agreement with their spouse's to abstainfirm intercourse
with each other. We decree that these priests shall cohabit with these wives
no more, in any manner 10hatsoever, so as to afford us thereby positive proof
that they are carrying out their promise. We make this concession to them,
not for any other reason,but because of the pusillanimity oftheir thought,
and the bizarre character o f their ideas of morality, and the unsettled state
oftheir mind.
(Ap. c. V;cc. XI1 XIII, XLVIII of the 6h; c. IV 01 Gangra;
cc. Ill. IV, XXXil1 of Carthage,)

Interpretation

Since those in holy orders who are located in Barbary, Africa, as w e
have said, in the desire to circumvent, or get round, the legislation embodied in Ap. c. V, which commands that no one in holy orders shall separate
his wife on the pretext of reverence, agree with their wives and abstain
from carnal intercourse, therefore the present Canon decrees that those who
have done this are not to cohabit with their wives any longer in any way:
for one thing, in order to show, by this abstention from cohabitation, that
they made this p omise and agreement not on account of any hypocritical
and false reverence, but truly on account of a longing after sobriety and
virginity: and for another thing, because continual sight of and association
with their wives prompts them to have carnal intercourse with them again.
Nevertheless, says this Canon, we have given them this permission, not for
any other reason, but simply on account of the pusillanimity of their way
of thinking, on account of their wild character, according to Zonaras, or
on account of their having a strange notion of what constitutes good order
as respecting ecclesiastical morals, according to Balsamon. and because
of their lack of firmness of faith (and notice that this same thing which the
Council permits in regard to Barbary for these reasons, it does not permit
to occur in Rome, on account of the docility of the moral character of the
Romans, on account of their ecclesiastical orderliness, etc.; and in spite of
the fact that this custom originally came from Rome to Barbary, according
to c. IV of Carthage). Read also Ap. c. V, and cc. XI1 and XI11 of the 6th.
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CANON XXXI

A s for those Clawmen \vho hold a lituiyi' in oratories or prayerhouses
or in private residences, or who carry out a baptism /hew/n, without having

obtained (he consent ofthe local Bishop to do this, we decree that if any H e r m a n ,fail to guard against doing this, let him be deposed,from office.
(Ap. c. XXXI; c. XVIII of the 4th, cc. XXXIV. LIX of the 6th;
cc. XI I, XI 11: XIV, XV oI'(he lsl-&-2nd; c. Vi oCGangra; c. V oCAnlioch;
c. LVIII of Laodicea; cc. X. LXII of Carthage.)

Interpretation

The present Canon does not permit those in holy orders to conduct a
liturgy or to baptize inside a room or in the parlor of a private dwelling, or
in a house of prayer, or one called an oratory and devoted to prayer, which
has not been consecrated in the Orthodox manner, without the permission
and consent of the local bishop: because this would amount to a conventicle (or "parasynagogue") and apostasy: but they may do this with his
consent and permission. Anyone who fails to abide by this rule. let him be
deposed from office.'
Concord

This same Canon is iterated verbatim by the 1st-&-2nd Council in its c.
XII, and confirmed, and that Council adds that priests who are to officiate
ill the oratories of private houses must be appointed by a prelate. Anyone
that dares to officiate in them without being duly appointed and permitted
by a bishop is to be deposed, and laymen who have joined with him in
communion are to be excommunicated. Canon LVTII of Laodicea, on the
other hand, which says that neither bishops nor priests may conduct sacred services in houses, does not conflict with the present Canon, because
it does not specify that sacred rites may not be performed in the oratories
of houses, as this Canon says, but only in houses in general, that is to say,
more plainly speaking, in ordinary houses, a thing which is prohibited
except in case of great ne~essity.~
Canon LIX of the present 6th deposes
those clergymen who baptize anyone inside the prayerhouse of anyone,
and not in the common church: and it excommunicates lavmen who have
of Ap. c.
joined in communion with them.? Read also the ~nter~retation
XXXI.

CANON xxxn
Since it has come t o our knowledge that 117 the country of the Armenians
those condm/ing the /doodless sacrifice are wont io offer wine alone at the
sacred table, without mixing water with K, on the alleged ground (hat the
teacher o f the ChurchJohn Chrysostom said in his commentary uf the Gospei
according to St. Mafthw t h e , f u l / u ~"On
: what account did He not drink
voter after He rose, but wine?Ã‘anothe wicked hereby being thus eradicated, roots and all. h'or since there were some w h used water in the Mysteries,
He showed both when He delivered the Mysteries andwhen He rose from the
grave, that he set a mere table without mysteries and m'ed wine, derived, he
suy.s, from the pre)J~ctof the vine" (Homily 82).But a vine pr<jd~ce.sw ine,

' Photius notes (Title 111, ch. 14) that if anyone should cclcbratc a lihugy in a private
place (meaning a common place, and not a prayerhouse. as some interpret the word).
in a barn. or in a farmhouse. or allows others to celebrate it than those who have been
appointed to do so by the prelate; the particular place in which the liturgy was held
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with the landlord's knowledge, shall be dedicated to the church of that village,
through the bishop and steward and ruler. But if the landlord had no knowlcdgc of
the affair, lie is not liable to punishmen4 but those wlio knew about il are to be exiled
and their propc* is to be confiscated and dedicated to the church of the locality-in
question. Balsamon. on the other hand. asserts that antimensia are consecrated by the
prelate to Ibis end h a t Lhey ins! be laid on Hie hol? tables of pray erliouses and be
considered, in accordance with the meaning of their name as being en~ployed,m e a d
of a consecrated hob table (this is understandable in view ofthe fact that (he Latin
word m n s a signifies table. and so niensalia too is the name for the cloths spread over
the tables); and the priests who receive these from prelates. it would appear. by implication rcccivc at the same time also permission froin thcin to celebrate the liturgy
with them in such praycrhouscs. John of Kitros. on the othcr hand, in his Reply 13,
asserts hat a priest is sinning who celebrales a liturgy or performs a baptism 1% ith an
antimension in a special place in a house or boat separated with holy icons, as also
the priests ofkings and emperors perlbrm sacred riles out in desert plains in rush liuts.
Balsamon also says this same thing in his Reply 14, and one who officiates in such
places without an antimension is to be deposed. These antimensia must have portions
of the relics of martyrs sewed to them in ordcr to be able to fulfill the function of a
Consecrated Table truly. as is required by the ordinance concerning antimcnsia in the
Euchologiaii. That is why hey never use antiniensia in Moscow withoul my relics of
mamrs. See the Footnote to c. VIII of the 7th.
' I said "exccpt in casc of great necessity" because according to St. Basil the Great
(in Epitome by Definition What) one must neither eat an ordinary supper in church,
nor the Lord's Supper ia an ordinary house. unless it be in casc of necessity that one
chooses a cleaner place and house. That is why even in time of persecution command
the bishop to ha\e a gathering in houses in order to avoid ha\ ing an! pious person go
to church or to a gathering of the in~pious.In fact, many noteworthy things appear to
have occurred in ecclesiastical history under the stress of necessity. For vte read that
the sacrcd martyr Lucian, a presbyter of Antioch when in prison. conducted divine
services upon his breast having the clergymen and faithful ones present stand in a
circle to serve as a temple. Moreover, Thcodorct the Bishop of Cyprus, whcn in the
desert and at an unshcltercd placc. used the hands of the Deacon instead of a holy
table and performed the divine liturgv upon them, because the breast and hands and
arms of the priest are more precious and more sacred. according to St. Chtysostom,
than a stone table and the inanimate vessels thereon. But such cases are altogether
rare. For oratoriesj howevcr. and any other placc where it becomes necessary to pcrform sacred rites, the so-called antimensia are indispensable, Tf anyone wonders, on
the other hand. what bccomcs of that house wherein Mysteries were offered, when it
comcs to be enslaved by wars~whcthcrit remains sacred, that is to say or bccomcs
ordinary. lei him consider the FooLnotes to c. XIV of Ihe 4di, wlucli inay be read wilh
due regard for what Syncsius says to the effect that that house or placc in which nien
assembled and prayed as usual in time ol' an incursion of heathen does not become
sacred 011 hat accoiiiil; for all h e p% ate houses h a t afforded a reception to prayers
and Mysteries in the time when Ananism was rife remained again private and ordinaq dwelling places just as they were previous thereto.
' Though die present Council in this c. XXXI allows a baptism to be perhrmed in
a praycrhousc with the permission of the bishop, yet in its c, LIX it appears to prohibit altogether any performing of a baptism within a prayerhouse, just as Zonaras
says, not that it is conflicting with itself. but perhaps on account of these supporting
points, in order that a large number of Christians asscniblcd in common churches
may stand as witnesses to the baptism on even- occasion and in order that the name
and date of those baptized may be recorded in the archives of the catholic church,
thereby preventing the occurrence of the idawi'ui anomaly of a person's having
been baptized twice over owing to the circumstance that there are no witnesses to
the fact that he was bapti7ed at any previous time, according to c, LXXX ot'Carthage
and according to c. LXXXIV of the present Council likewise, and in ordcr that the
sponsor (or godfather) of the one baptized may be known to all, and therefore that
the spiritual rclationsl~ipthus resulting may not be ignored whcn it comcs time foi
the one baptized to get married. Both the foregoing possibilities could easily occur
if a person were to be baptized in a pa! erhouse when 110 such number of Christians
were assembled there. Perhaps. however, it prohibits baptism in oratories (only)
when it is performed without the consent of the bishop, precisely, that is to say. as
it prohibits also the holding of lilurgical senices in a house of p r q e r widiout his
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consent and approval. There is. however, also a third reason why baptism should be
performed in churches, and not in oratories: to wit. that the priest must first make
die oHerlory and allenvards. wearing all h e sacerdotal veshienls, iniisl come oul
and baptize tile child. and after the baptism must commence the divine liturgy, and
at the end of ii must administer comniunion to the child baptized. For jusl as nature
htid milk ready for die iioiirishmenL of (lie body of h e iiiCml direclly when il was
born corporeally, so and in like manner grace prepares divine communion ready for
the spiritual noirishmeni ol' the infant directl~when it is reborn spiritually through
baptism. If. however, the infant is in danger, it may be baptized at anv time. and at
any place it happens to be.

not water Hence they infer that the teacher disuflowed the offeringof "wafer
in the suc~redsacrifice (Matt. 26:29). J,est they remain henceforth in ignoranee ofthe facts, we proceed to reveal thefather's meaning Orthodoxically.
For, in v i m o f t h efact that the 'wicked heresy ofthe, Aquarims w m an old
one, wherein they use water alone instead of wine in their own sacrifice, by
way of reftting the vn1mvjii1doctrine o f that particular heresy and showing
that they are c0n;ravening the Apostolical tradition, (his God-bearing man
asserted the said words. Since even in the church of hisj~trisdiction,where
he had the pastoral rdershIp in his ha~ds,he tau& {hat wafer should be
admixed whenever it was requisite to perform the blood sacrifice, pointing
out thai.f k m the preciousflank o f our Redeemer and Savior Christ the God
there had exuded a mixture o f blood and water, which mixture was shed or

poured out, for vi~ficationof all the worid and redemptionfrom sins. And
in connection wiih all chtmhes where the spiritual luminaries shone forth,
this Godgiven pnmdwe pwvails. For (his is also in keeping with thefact
that both James the carnal brother of Christ our God who wa.7 thefirst to
be entrusted with the throne of the ch?irehof the Jerusulemites, and Basil the
Bishop of the Cciexareans and one whuse renown rapidly spread over the
whole inhabited earth, having each of them handed down to us in writing
the mystical hieruryy, huve given out that the sacred chalice (or dip) is to he
filled'fiill ofwater and wine in the Divine Liturgy. And the devout Fathers Â£is
sembled in Carthage, too, thus expre,s.s/ymentioned that in the holy elements
nothing more than the hotly and the blood o f the Lord should he offered,j ~ s t
as the Lord Himself tat@, thai is, btvad and mine, mixed with water. I f ,
therefore, any Bishop, or Presbyter,fail tofollow the procedure taught by the
Apostles, and, mixing water with wine,thus to offer the internerate sa~wfice,
lei him be deposed/rom office, on the ground thai he has been divulging the
mystery imperfectly or deficiently and novating the rites handed down.
Interpretation

The present Canon corrects the bad custom which came to prevail in
the country of the Armenians-that of conducting the liturgy, that is to
say, with wine alone, without combining it with water in accordance with
the tradition of the Church. Since they adduce in support of such custom
evidence resting upon the explanation which John Chrysostom gives to
the Gospel according to St. Matthew, and think that that divine Father,
by saying there that both before and after His resurrection the Lord used
wine, is denying in these words the admixture of water in the Mysteries,
therefore, owing to this mistaken view of theirs. these Fathers are making
known the true meaning of the saint's words, which say that because there
was an old heresy called that of the Aquarians, who used water alone in the

' The Aquarians-those

that is to sav, who offered water instead of wine-had

as
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the leader of their hcrcsy Tatian. who had fonncrly been a disciple of St. J u s h .
(Thcodorct. Cacomythy of Heretics, Book I, ch. 20)

Eucharistic celebration, and not wine, divine Chrysostom, in refuting this
heresy, employed these words thus, and not as one accepting that wicked
custom of the Aquarians, since the same Chrysostom himself in his divine
Liturgy taught the church of Constantinople that in the bloodless sacrifice
of the Mysteries water must be mixed with the wine by way of representing the blood and water which emerged from the precious side of the
Lord's body while it was hanging on the cross, for the remission of the
sins and the vivification of all the world, according to that Gospel saying
that "one of the soldiers with a spear pierced his side, and forthwith came
there out blood and water" (John 1 9:34).2But not only St. Chrysostom,
but also James the brother of God and first hierarch of Jerusalem.' as well
as St. Basil the Great in their Liturgies gave directions for the holy chalice
to be filled full of wine and water. hi addition, the Fathers in Carthage in c.
XLIV, which they set forth verbatim, do so too. So if any bishop or priest
in the divine service of the hierurgy fails to mix water with the wine; in
accordance with the Apostolic tradition, let him be deposed from office.
For by failing to do so, he renders the mystery of the divine Eucharist in complete or imperfect, and upsets what has been handed down. Read also
Ap. c. 111.
CANON XXXM

Since we have learned us a matter offuct that in the country ofthe Armenians only those who are o f hieratical (or priestly) lineage are eligible
to the c l e w , pumanily to Jewish customs, in an attempt to practice these,
and that some of them do not even tonsure their Psalls and Anqnosis when
installing them in the divine Tkmple, we have seen fit to concur in decreeing
that from now on those who wish to promote certain persons to the clergy
are not allowed to pay any regard to the lineage o f the otviinee. But, on the
contrary, after,first testing them as to whether they are w~orfhy-according to
the definitions laid down in the sacred Canons to be enrolled in the clergy,
they shall ordain them ecclesiastics, whether they have been born qfancestors who were priests, or not. Nor, furthermore, shuii they permit anyone to
speak from the pulpit to the /a@ the divine words, in accordance with the
order of enroUment in the clergy, unless such person has something to show
in the w 'ay of a priestly t o n s ~ mand receives the blessing cunonically,from the
proper pastor,If anyone he c u ~ g hacting
t
contrary to the rules preLscribed,let
him he excommunicated
(Ap. c. LXXVII; c, XIV or die 4th; c. XXJIT or Laodicea; c. XXIJ of Carthage.)

Interpretation

Tills Canon too correctsthose who inhabit the country of t h e h e n i a n s ,
who not only made priests only ofthose who were descended froma priestly
tine, following the custom ofthe Jews, who made priests only ofthose who

' The miracle of the Lord's

indcfcctiblc body was a double one, not only because of
the fact that it spurted blood and water, h e blood like that of a human being but the
accompanyuig water like h a t of a supernatural source. according to St. Gregory the
Theologian, but also because it spurted them warm and alive. as though that side of
the body were living. and lil'e-producing because ol'tlie substantial union therewith
of the lifc-producing Divinity, according to Symcon of Thcssalonica
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Hcncc. ill ordcr to rcprcxiit ihc first iniraclc, it was madc a law for blood and watcr
to bc placd in the holy chalicc: and in ordcr to rcprcscnt thc sccod, it \%-asordcrcd
rroin above and in h e kgumiiig. as Bdsmoii and Germanus 01Conslmhople sa!.
t h ~this
t w atcr bc p u r c d ill hot and boiling at thc timc of thc coimnunion bopmion (or
hynm)?not cold. or hikenam: in order LIKILh e priesi himsel and he others: by parLaking 01the blood and waler while h u s ho&inay be disposed lo think tliai hey are
partaking of them just as they came out of the Savior's life-producing flank. So those
priesis who are neglecLJu1 in i h s regard are ~nakinga mistake, a great mishke, when
thcy fail to hcat t l ~ holy
c clcmcnt to boiling, but pour it l u I c c ~ ~ -into
m thc holy chalice. For it nwst be boiled and be bubbling hot when it is pui-ed III (so that the holy
chlicc itsclf will bc hcatcd b>-it to thc boiling kmpcraturc)~as thc n m c of it dcnotcs.
For ZPOR in Grcck, signifies h o i h g watcr. That is ~ h dyi ~ i n cNiccphon~sin his c.
XI11 says tliai a presbyier miist noL conduci [lie l i k u r ~wilhouk boilmg hol wakr. The
Latins, on he other hand, w110 conduct their mass with water that is not IIOL represent
h e h l n g Diviiiii! as dead, as well as the Sa\1or7sdiviiie l l a d whch is vidied b~
that Div~nip.But pricsts must k carcful and put ICSS w i x r in the chalice whcn first
poumg water in at the time ofthe prothesis; but later t h q must pour in more ofthe
hot watcr for two rcmns: h t h in ordm t~ hcat up thc prc~:iouscombination in thc
chalicc, and in order that thc mixh~reof winc and wakr may h modcratc, and not
become h e coiiwq. aid afford [lie Lalins mcasion lo accuse us 01c o m p h g the
mixturc in the chlicc with cxccssivc wrtcr. It is fitting in rcgard to thc prcscnt Canon
and most iiecessq io piesls thai we add iii h i s FoobioLe wl~atought to l
x done il'
h e divine MJ-sLeriesshould h a p 1 1 io bc spilled or be ealen by iiisecis or ohcr mi111
animals. [n this connection Syneon of Thessalonica (Question 8 I) s ~ that
s if they
happeii LO be spilled when h e Greai Entrance is ended (whicli is ihe same as saying bcfom the sanctification and tran~sscntiatiun),or the brcad l~appcnst~ k eaten
by rats or mice d u r i n ~the preparati~e{called in Greek pm,~cmnde,orpm,~komide~
accordhg to a diffcrcnt systcm of trmslitcration), or prothcsis. and this fact is not
perceived i d dler h e Great Enlr~ice:h e pies1 musk make a second uiuoii (i,e..
and bring 1 o n w d other b r e d with h e prophetic words*and
mixture) iii tlie cl~dice?
adding, or saying in addition thereto, the prayer of the pro~hesis.Afterwards he must
begin sayiiig h e prayers thai ~ollowtlie e e a l Enkance, as liistraiive. (Car hose said
before the Enb-ance need nox be repeaed? as not k i n g Iustrative). The spilled holy
elen~ents.on the other hand must k gathered up Iogetl~erwith the dirt and other mat tcr by h c pricst in a holy vcssc17and bc thus rcscrvd or placcd asidc in thc cmciblc.
or in sonx other sacrcd placc that is safc and no1 liable t~ be sixppcd upon, Icst t h q
be i~oddciiuiidcrfool or suffer mi! thing else that is uiibccomiiig. Accorduigly, if lhc
placc ivhcrc thc holy clcmcnts wcrc spillcd is strcwn with small and cxily rcmovablc
pieces 01inarble: lie i i ~ i i lake
s ~ hem away enlirel~and pui tliem in a separale place; 11.
oil die oflier hand. tliey are big and cannot be moved. lei him not take diem a w e *but
he must excailak them deep wiLh a chisel o w r all â‚¬ surlace uhere Lhe lloly elements
may- haw sprcad, and hc dcposit all thc particles of mxblc chippcd off and thc accompanying marble dust in the crucible. after cleaning all the resion as thoroughly as
he c a n If not dl thc holy clcincnts wcrc spillcd, but a part of tlicm rcniaiiicd. he must
~
thc
add somc morcj as much as ma>-bc nccdcd for thc sacrcd ritc. If. h o i v c ~ mbcforc
s m c t i f i d o n is fiiiished the hol! elenienk be spilled upon h e sacred \,eshnents or
tlic pricsL ukicli are luxurious and costly, they niust bc ~ ~ ~ ~outl wcll
i c din a scparatc
vessel, so as to leave notl~insor them in ihe vestments; and he ktash-$taw nlmt be
Lluown inLo h e criicible. Bui i1Lhey are spilled upon the vesbnenis &r tlie fin~sliand
transessentiation. that part of the raiment on IF-hichthey spilt must of necessity and
x made a sacred wrapper or cover !b being ~tashed
indispensabl! be cut away and l
out in that placc in which thc holy chaliccs arc washed As for thc pricst who spillcd
the elemem, he n~usttirst confess the sin to the bishop. Then, if 11appear that t111s
was a rcsult of his ncgligcncc and ca~clcssncss,hc must bc canoi~izd(1.c.. pmahzcd
canonically) suflicienlly and be suspended ror a time, unless a priesi is noL a\ ailable
Lo replace iii hat lerriion; Cor in ha1 ei,eni lie is not suspeiided~biii penanced (by
way of reprimand) with fasthg prayer, and g,enutlectlons. Balsamon, ln Reply 20.
according Lo the manuscripk: though in his pubhsl~edReplies this is noi Found, ihai il'
thc Holy Elcmcnts arc spil1cd bcforc thc sanctification. thc mattcr may k rcmcdicd
by nlems of a moderate penance, But it' they are spilled after the trmsessentiation.
in cat it bc duc to tllc pncst's ncgligcncc, hc is to bc cmonizcd with a scvcrc pcnancc, and with suspznsion &om his holj- ordcrs, or priesthood; but in casc it bc duc tc
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somc dcinonixd complicity~his static sill is to bc pci~mccdmorc lightl>-with a canonical wnancc, lcst the Dcvil a p p w with that m c t h d and complici@to bc gaining
an advantage peveiiting tlie priest horn oficiating uniniempiedl~.or. iii o k e ~
x fhmislid an mcasion to prcvcnt thc pricsi
words. in ordcr that thc lkvil m q not l
Croin exercising h e liturical riuic~ionc m ~ i ~ i u o i dThis
y , ve? same idenha1 hing 1s
said also by John 01Kitros in lus Reply 11, presened in m~iuscnpls.Manilel Charitopoulos, on the other hand?of Co~~stantinople,
in a synodical decision, decreei that if
b e presanctified head l
x eaten by cats or rals?l l ~ ep e s k are to be penanced h c a i ~ s e
thcy failcd to kccp them safc and in a ~ ~ c uplacc
r c (pagc 239 of Juris Graccorom.)All
priests that are celebrating 111 chapels n~ustbe v e F carehl lest any rat snatch a piece
of tllc prcparcd brcad fioili thc holy patcn. Hcncc thcy ought to wrap up thc patcn wcll
with its coTrcra d haw a s c ~ mtot watch ovcr thc holv protlicsis, or thcy thcmsclvcs
miist hke care 0114 lesl on account 01ilisir carelessness h e d i m e bread be devoured
and consequently they themselves k penanced on this account. If, on the other hand,
h e holy pieces o r bread should gel mouldy (in h e accidents only. h a t is Lo sa). or
TJICbrcad, and thc dampncss inhcring in the accidents, according tn Corcsius). the
e , ought first to dry
priest ought not to burn them up or throw thew i n the c n ~ ~ b lbut
thoroughly at the fuc of a coal fic, with p r o p slull~according to thc dircctions of
Ncaarius of Jerusalem: afiewards, he ought m work them up ivith sivcet wine and
?a1 tliein. as is prudently reconiinended by hose who are p s e s s e d of experience m d
disccrnmcnt in such matkrs. Nc~~crthclcss,
in ordcr to prcwnt thc occurrcncc of such
moldiness. h e priesis oughl lo iel h e holy bread k aired enough ~iiitilh e dampness
01(lie accidenls fiereor be dried oul. Or beuer, as olhers more discerning say. ihe
priests ou$t more safely and more easily exsiccate the holy bread at the fire of a coal
h e o r burning coals wilh greal skill, and thus preserve it. Symeoii d Thessalonica
(Rcply 83) says that if thc priest happcns to forgct to nmkc t11c union, .and covcrs the
chalice when lt IS empty: but disco~ersthis dur111gthe Great Entrance, he must at once
makc thc union on thc holy tablc. and rcad thc prq-crof h c prothcsis, and thus finish
h e liturgy. Bui ilhe disco\-ers ii wlien 11e is to coiimui~e~
lie inmt iiuke a union! and
sa? the prayer of h e profliesis: and repeat Croin (lie kgiimiiig all the prayers koiii the
h e of the Great Entrance: and at the in~ocationof the Holy Spirit he must seal the
s
chalice: and do whalever 10110~s.and h i ~ commune,
I Noie from h e presenl Cmoii tliai h e LiLurg 01ihe Brother or God is xcepiable
which tt-as formerly celebrated in Palestine, but has now fallen into desuetude, and
is perlonned only in some places a( some Lnnes. Bal~amon~
however, hough seeing
that an Ecumenical Council acccpk it, sal-sn c ~ ~ c ~ c linc sQucstion
s
1 of Marcus of
Alexandria that lt IS not acceptable, perhaps became it appears to be adulterakl at
somc points. For the hymn "Hc rcjoiccs in Thee..' which hc says is to bc chmicd &r
thc onc commcncing '~Exccptiondlyof thc All-holy Virgin Intcmcratc~"is not an old
one?but a laler one, aid see h e Cakchisiii. BuL hen again Einmmuel M a l u ~ sin ch.
220 of the Nommmoi~rccords tllc liistoricd fact that h c Churcli uscd thc Liturg- of
SL James d o w ~io he iime or SL,Basil (he Grea~,

were descendants or the tribe of Levi, but also appointed psalts md anagnosts in the church with the formality of the bishop's laying his hands on
them. Decreeing that henceforth they are not to pay regard to whether the
canddate for ordination is or is not descended fiom a priestly line, but
are to test him as to w-hether he is in truth worthy to become a member
of the clergy, the Fathers of this Council further decree that they must not
let anyone read on the pulpit the divine words to the laity' unless he first
receives the canonical seal of an magnost from the prelate. If anyone does
anythmg contray to these ides, let him be excoinmunicated.
Concord

Canon IV of the 7th also prohibits anyone from reading from the pulpit, even though he be a mo& without having recei~eda chirothesy, or
imposition of the hands, from the bishops Canon XXH of Carthage, on the
I

Notc that. according to Book 11, ch. 57, of the Apostolic injunctions, thc Anagiost
used to read the other words of the Di~ineScriptures to the laity while standin2 on
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a high placc in tlic middlc; but as for tllc Gospzls~thc dcacon or tlic prcsidcnt r c d
thcm, according to St. Grcgov thc Thcologim. or, as wmc say. thc magnost rcad
dso h e Gospels. For he 11iinsel1appears to say?in his Skiclure No. 1 a g m t Julim:
"But what, IGIS not thc o m who was oiicc thc rcadcr (or lcctor) of thc divhc wordsand h e one deemed worih: of the honor o r the great Bema (i,e., Julian)? going to
h o w hese Lhings (sc. h e Evangelical coniinmdimnk) exxLlyG?-Bid prhaps h e
divine words which he used to read were other Sci-iphres, but not the Gospels, which
h e saint indeed says thai he used to read, withoui: however, aserling thai he read
thcm as a lcctor7thoush thc contn-t v-ould sccm to indicatc this to bc the mcaning of
111swords. Or it may be that the Theologian said this becawe of the fact that in the
rcading donc by Icctors in cllurch. or a n a p o s k ~tlmc arc dm mmy- passagcs of tllc
G o s ~ intcrspcrscd
l
thcrcin,

other hand, forbids anagnosts to bow to the laity after reading. Read also
Ap. c. LXXVlI.
CANON xn1v

(Ap. c , XXXI: c. XVlil of the 4th;cc. X[ll, XW, XV ofihe 1st-&-2nd:
c, V o r Antimh; cc. X, L M I or Cartl~age.)

This Canon is the same as c: XVllI of the 4th; and read its hteipretation there, but also see the Interpretation of Ap. c. X X M
CANON xxxv

(Ap. c. XL; c, XXII 01fie 4.h; c. E C W oCAnLiocli; cc. mF
LXXXIX 01Cxhage.)

Interpretation

No MetropoIitan. says the present Canon, has any right or permission.
when any bishop dies, to plunder and appropriate his belongings or those
of his episcopate;but, on the contrary, these are to be held for safe k e q h g
by the clergymen o f the episcopate until another bishop has been installed.
But jf no clergymen have been lel? in that bj shopric, then the Metropolitan
shall take charge of them and keep them safe and nothing missing until
he can turn them 017er to the bishop who is going to be ordained. See Also
Ap. c. XL.
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(Ap. c. XXXIV: c. 111of the 2nd; c. XXVTT1 of the 4 h , )

interpretation

The present Canon renewst c. I11 of the 2nd Ecuin. C. and c. XXVlIl
of the 4th, w-hich deal with the privileges of the Bishop of Constantinople,
prescribing that he shall enjoy equal and same privileges with the one of
Rome, and shall be magnified in ecclesiastical affairs in a similar manner
to him, coming second after him only in point of order, while the Bishop
of Alexandria is third the one of Antioch fourth and the one of Jerusalem
fifth, solely in the matter of this order of prenumeration and subnmeration so conceived and so called. Read also the above-mentioned Canons,
and c. VI of the First Ecum, C. and the Footnote thereto, in which we
speak about the five Patriadis.
CANON XXXVH

(Ap. c. X m : c. XVIII of A n c p : cc. XVII?XVIII of Antloch.)

The present Canon decrees that inasmuch as some prelates after belng duly o r b e d have been unable to go to their thrones and eparchies,l
owing to the fact that their thrones have been captured by incursions of
barbarians, for this reason, maintaining the respect and honor due to the
prelacy, and being unwilling to let the fact of capture by barbarians become
an obstacle to thwart ecclesiastica~rights, we decree that those who have

' The

Privileges of the Bishop of Constanh~oplek i n g enviable: the), have been
disrcgwdcd b>- many at timcs. But inasmuch as thcy arc cemonicdjthcy wcrc rcnewed by nimy d various (lines, Tli~is.lor iiishnce~~ o s c o n i placed
s
h e Bishop o r
Comtantinoplc fifth in ordcr, and disrcgmdcd and \-iolatcd c. I11 of thc 4th. But tllc
Fourh C h n c i l renewed ii, When Basiliscus the L! rmi disresarded these privileges
w i h his golden-sed edici (called iii Greek ch~vsohu~dlun),
(hou& lie hiinsel1 again
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rcstord tlicm with antcnc>-clicd fcttcrs: Justinim rcncwcd hcin. A h n w r d s whcii
thc tyrant Phocas accordcd thc primacy to thc Bishop of l b m c (though Hcradius annulled ii). h e presenl Tri~llanCouiiciI~laying claim lo being an Ecuineiucd Council.
rcstord thcrc again Hcncc it did not sin ill doing this* as thc Papists arc nlovcd by
envy b praie. For ii did noi do thk on its own auhorily, bill pimuanily io the lead
01previoiis Coi~iicils.See concerning (he privileges or h e Bishop o r Coiislaiibnople
in the Volume of the Atonement (or Catallage), c h 19, page 29, where it has Zen0
ii~sleador Jusiinian,
I \%la1is called a throne is iioi my and eve5 parish: or disirici: in general: but only
one that is populated by Christians and clergymen. So that those who are ordained to
the name of certmn cities which cannot be regard& as other lhan spots uninhabited
by Christians and clcrgyrn~n~
arc thcmscl~~cs
among thc ~bsolutclyordaincdj as not
being in charge of any aggregation (or M y ) of faithful belie~rersand clergymen, according to t l ~ cPopish i d 0 1 a ~of
- thc P&archs of the East-a tlung which is conbaq
to thc Canons. according to c. VI of thc 4th. On this account such pcrmns ought not
LOl
xhonored w i h ihe presideiic~01h e bisliop , For the end o r siicli ~ r s o i i iss no^ the
C
Lo h e Letter
prokciion o r Llic lait!! but ambihon and geed; and see in ~ I Fmhotc
d the I i r d Counc~l.Nohvihsianding that Balsamon asserts that an order was giken
voLe in Llie Easiern chiirclies even
by E n i ~ r oAlexius
r
ror prelaies b be eleckd
though h y cannot go there because of the ~ncursionsof heathen. it I I I U ~be stated
h t lie dms not sa>-for tlicm to k ordained in placcs that arc devoid of belicvcrs and
c l c r ~ v m as
c ~wc say: but in thosc placcs that arc p p d a t c d by Christians md clergymen but ?el me cccupied and held by barbaims and hediem, as h i s Cmoii 01h e
Council decrccs. For it is inconsisteiitfor a shcphcrd (or pastor) to be u-ithout a flock
and a bishop without a bishopric.

been thus ordained: and owhg to the occasion and fear of barbarians have
been unable to seat themselves upon their thrones, shall not be pre-juhced
as to their right to perform ordinations of various clergymen withm their
eparchy, even though they are far aw-ay fiom it (and see the Footnote to
c. XVI of Antioch), as the Canons prescribe, md to have the honor and
authoriw of the presidency in accordance with the same definition, or,
more plainly speaking: according as their eparchy has been defined to be
the first, say, or the second the t h d and so on; and anything they may
do by virtue of any prelaticd right, or, in other words, as prelates, is to be
fmn and legal.?For although rigor, meaning the theoretical possibility of
their going to their thrones and doing such things: has been lessened by
the necessity of the time and ~Tbarbarians,yet the definition of economy:
or more plainly speaking the right to do these things on their same throne
even though far aw-ay fiom it, shall not be lessened on that account. Read
also Ap. c. XXXVI.
CANON XXXVM

'Notc that although thc prclatcs of throncs captured by barbarians cannot go to thcm
for fear of e~posinzthemselves t~ foreseeable and ma111fest dangers. which IS to
tcmpt God, according to St. Chrysostoin (Homily 26 on thc Epistlc to thc Hcbrcws),
1-ctcvcn whilc standing afar off thcy ought to bolskr up thcir flmk by mcans of lctLers or in other ways* until h e barbarians depari,
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CANON XXXIX

Seeing that our bmfher andfellow minister John the president of the island o f the Cyprians has departed thence with his laity and,has come to the
eparchjj of the Hellespont, both because o f barbarian assaults and because
they have beenfreedfrom heathen slavery and have become subject to the
fvlingpowers of the most Christian empire, by the providence of the philanthropic (or man-loving) God, and by the hard work of our Christ-loving and
pjoux emperor, we see fit to concur in decreeing that the privileges conferred
upon and panted to the throne of the man aforesaid by the God-bearing
Fathers who comened in Ephesm long ago shaH he preserved without any
innovations, so that the new JustinianopoJis shall have the right ofConstantinopie, and the most God-beloved Hi,shop appointed over it shall preside
over ati those in the eparehy of the Hellespontjans and be ordained by his
own bishops, in uccordunce with the ancient custom. For our God-bearing
Fathers hme already decided that the customs obtaining in each Church
are to be con/i/zued,the Bishop o f [he city of the Cyzicenians being subject
to the president o f the said Justinianopolis, in imitation of the rest of all the
Bishops who m"e under the said most God-beloved president John, by whom,
i f the need arises, the Bishop o f h e same city of (he Cyzicefiim shall be
orda'ined.
(Ap. c . XXXIV; cc, Vl, X l l ofthe 1st: cc. 11, Ill,V l l l ofthe 2nd; c. XXVIII ofthe 4th;
c. XXXVT of h e 6th: c, IX of An~ioch.)

Interpretation

In the time of Emperor Justinian I1 die Archbishop of Cyprus Jolm
departed from his eparchy (or province) together with his laity and came
to the eparchy of the Hellespont (the Hellespont, according to Balsamon,
is the eastern territory extending from Abydus, or; in other words the eastem Castron from the outside, to Thrace; but according to Chrysanthus
the strait extending from Tenedus to Callipolis, or Gallipoli), as much
on account of incursions of the barbarians as because of die fact that he
was freed from their captivity, by the providence of God and through the
diligence of the Emperor, and became a subject of the Roman Empire.
For this reason the present Canon decrees that the privileges conferred
upon the Bishop of Cyprus by c. VTTT of the 3rd Council shall be preserved entire, and that this new city of Justinianoplis is to enjoy the right
of Constantinople (that is to say, the right to be like her autoceplialous, or,
just as the Asian, the Politic, and the Thracian provinces became subject
to the Bishop of Constantinople, as we have said in c. XXVITT of the 4th,
so and in like manner is the Hellespontian province, or eparchy, subject to
Cyprus); and its Archbishop is to be ordained by his own bishops, in accordance with the ancient custom. So that the Metropolitan of the city of
Cyzicus shall be subject to him, just as are also all the bishops ill Cyprus,
and whenever there is need he shall be ordained by him ' Read also c. VlIl
of the Third Council.
CANON XL
Since it if very conducive to salvation/or o m to become closely attached
to God by re~~rtngfrom
the turmoil of life, we must nut welcome wi~ho~;/
exumI/zationthose who unseasonably choose the solitary (or monastic) life,

' Inasniuch as Jiislinian 11. called

Rhinolmetus (i.e., "having had his nose cut OK.")

was himself the one who asscmblcd the present Sixth Council. and who had liberated

Cyprus from slavery, and who had called this city Justinianopolis afler big own name:
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therefore and 011 this account the Fathers of the Council by way of honoring and
thanking the Emperor made the cparchy of the Hellespont sub-jcct to Cypnis. But
Zonaras says h a t whe her h e Bishop of Cy zicus was once subject lo Ihe Bishop of
Cypms or not is somethingthat he docs not know, but that it is not subject thcrcto now
he knows lull well. The Anonymous cornmentalor says that afler Cvprits was liberated from h e heathen, sad die Bishop of Cyprus relumed lo his throne, Ilie provinces
of the Hellespont also returned to the Bishop of Constantinople.

but must observe the definition handed down to us by the Fathers even in
these matters, so ax to make it incumbent upon uf to welcome the confession
(or promise, as we say in English) o f a life in accordance with God then,
when it is already certain dhas been done with consent andjudgment, af'
ter the completion o f the reason. Therefore Jet anyone who is about to submit
to the monastic yoke and who is not less than ten years old, the test for this
fasting wish the president, ifhe deems the time to be mow advantageousfbr
growth as preparation for entrance into and continuance in the solitary life.
For even though St. Basil the Great in his sacred Canons welcomes the girl
who voluntarily (ffers heme// to God and embraces v i ~ g i n i l ywhen passing
through her seventeenth year, and makes it a law for her to be enrolled in
the battalion of Virgins,yet, even so, fol/owing the example with respect to
widows and deaconesses closely we have allowed those choosing the solitary hfe the said time proportionatety. For in the divine Apostle it i s written:
'1,et not a 'widow he taken into the number under sixty years old i f she has
been the wife of one hzw5and" (ITim, 5:9). The sacred Canons, on the other
hand, give instrnctions to the effect that a deaconess can be oduined only
when she is at leastforty years old, the Church having hy the grace o f God
become mightier and advancingfimard, and the tendency of thefaih$fil to
keep the divine commandment having becomefirmly fixed and secure, after
exquixitefyperceivjngwhichjuct quite recently we have seenfit to decree the
blessing of grace w o n she one about to undertake the struggle o f living in
accordance with God, tmpressifg ii precisely like a seal quickly and hence
seeking toprevent him*
fingerzng too long, and ut@g himforward into
the arena, or rather indeed we might say impeliing him to (he choice and
slate ofwhas is good.
(c. XIX of the 1st: c. XV of the 4th; c. XIV of the 6th; cc. VI, LI, CXXXV of Carthagc:
cc. XV111, XXIV of Basil.}
Interpretation

Those who wish to become monks or nuns ought not, according to the
present Canon, to be accepted without examination, and at an unseasonable or improper time and in defiance of the definition prescribed by the
divine Fathers (and especially St. Basil the Great); but only then ought
the confession and promise they make to God to be accepted as reliable
and representative of their state of mind, when the judgment of their reasoning faculty has reached its maturity1,as Basil the Great asserts in his
c. XVlII and especially in his Definition 15 in extemo. So, in sum, let
the one who is about to become a monk be not less than ten years old;

' Let 110 one be surprised to see that while St. Basil the Great, on the one hand. asserts.

in his c. XVI 11. that completion and discretion of the reasoning laculty is attained
ill virgins over sixteen or seventeen years of age, Lhe present Council, on [lie other
hand, in the Canon in hand, says that it is attained in the tenth year of one's age.
since such nnalurUy ofthe reasoning l'acul ty is attained 111 some persons more quickly,
and in others more slowly. For some persons, being of an acutor and finer nature,
acquire more rapidly than others the power of discerning and distinguishing what
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is good and what is bad, according to Balsamon. Hcncc it is that sacred Timothy in
his c. XVIII says that sins of some persons arc judged by God beginning with the
tenth year of llieir age. while those of others are not judged till later \ ears. But if sins
arc judged by God beginning with the tenth year of a person's age, it is manifest that
these sins are done aller the attainnien~of the age of discretion, or of h e complete
developnienl of Lhe reasoning faculty. For divine Basil (in Definition 15 iti exienso)
says that "after the perfect development of the reasoning power both honors and punisl~inentsare bestowed on those sinning or those succeeding by the righteous Judge
according to the merit of thcir works.'2ivinc Chrysostom. too, would have it (in his
sermon to a faithful father) that voting people ought to wrestle with their passions
and vice beginning with the tenth year of thcir age and ought to be punished for the
sins thcy commit from then on. Hcncc John of Kitros, in his c. IV, says that male
children oughl to confess their sins lo confessors honi the fourleenth J ear of their age
and up. whereas female children ought to do so beginning with their twelfth year, I
need scarcely remark in passing lhal some modem teachers would have it hat in lhe
present wicked generation girls should begin confessing thcir sins when six years
old, and boys when eight years old, "because iniquity increased'' ( M a t t 24: 12). and
"because the imagination of man's intellect is assiduously inclined to cvil things from
his youth" (Gen. 8:2 1). But others again, being of a denser and more sluggish nature,
acquire h e discernment of what is good and what is bad later and at a more advanced
stage in thcir life, i.e., when thcy come to be older. Hcncc God says that the Israelites
could discern good and evil when over hventy years old. "And the Lord's anger was
kindled in ha1 da?, and he swore, saying, Surel! none of the men ha1 came up out
of Egypt, from twenty years old and upward, shall see the land which 1 swore unto
Abraham, unio Isaac; and iuib Jacob, knowing as they do well enough what is good
and what is evil" (Num. 32:10- 11). Canon CXXXV of Cartilage, on the other hand,
s a y that virgins are to take the habit when they become twenty-five years old, except
only in case there should arise any necessary circumstance, such as that of rapine or
danger of death. And; generally speaking, lo repeat whal the said c . XVIII of Timoth!
asserts. die perfect and complete development of the reasoning faculty of ev enone,
and consequently the ability' to discern good and evil, is to be judged in accordance
with his natural knowledge and prudence. And ii'we care lo tell the truLh, with the
advancing years of our period, children constantly grow more and more wicked and
evil-minded, and consequently even before the tenth year of their age some of them
arc able to discern what is good and cspccially what is cvil. On all these grounds,
therefore, the present Council, not only for the advancement of the Church and of
Christians, as it itself sq s, but also for the acuter discernment of good and evil as a
result of natural processes of the mind, which it docs not say. would have them bccome monks beginning with the leiiili >ear of heir age. since it is old by Solomon
thal prudence (Noie of'Trcinslator~Becausethe English language possesses no word
exactly equivalent to the corresponding Greek word, most persons t q to express the
idea by mcans of the English word wisdom, instead of prudence, but by doing so thcy
deprive the language of word signifying what the Greeks call sopha, usually translated into English by the word wisdom) in men is gray hair and agcdncss, "wisdom is
gray hair unto men" (WidSol 4:9); and by Elijah in Job: "It is not the aged that arc
wise. neither do old men knew how to judge; but it is a spirit in mortals. and a breath
of the Almighty that tcacheth'" (Job 32:9-10). Besides, since this Council did not
stand upon ten wars as the limit, but gave the prelate leave to increase them. while
the 1st-&-2nd decrees lhal those wishing to become monks or nuns should I n it oul
for three years. in its c. V, herein, behold, you can see for yourselves that again the
number of years becomes nearly enough to coincide with the sixteen years specified
by St. Basil, during which the one about to become a monk or nun being adolcsccnt,
and consequently able to discern whether he can maintain virginity or not, his or her
confession (Note of'Trans1ittor.-Here, as also often clscwhcre. by the term "confcssion" is meant. in realit!, what is denoted in English by the word promise or vow)
is to be considered reliable and authenticaled. But vie ought to note here in addition
that it would in truth be an exceedingly fine thing if, in accordance with this Canon,
"\'oiing and beardless men" became monks as soon as they passed the tenth year
of thcir age, or even the thirteenth year thereof (allowing three ycars, that is to say.
for trial). and started at this tender and gentle age o f theirs contending and fighting
against thcir passions. and against the ruler of the world (usually called the â€œDevi
in English- a Greek word which in reality means "traducer") and were introduced
drectly in the beginning lo Hie exercise of all good lliings (or, in plainer English.
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all virtues), according to St. Basil the Great (Definition 15 in extfsmu). 'Tor," says
Jeremiah, "it is a good thing for a man when he lifts up a yokc from his youth" (Jcr,
2:20). But inasniuch as h i s generation of ours has become prone to passions, the
bishop, as is commanded by this same Canon, ought to increase the number of ?cars
in regard to those about to adopt the monastic style of life until he\ reach the point of
growing a beard. since h i s is also more to Lhe inkrest of the very persons themselves
who are going to become monks, in order that thejudgment of their reasoning faculty
ma'\ be rendered more perfect (i.e.: more maturely developed), and consequently the
trial likewise. and in order to preclude their becoming a cause of scandalization and
perdition to the monks dwelling with them. as a result of their beardless and girlish
face. And see in the Footnote to c. HI of the First, and c. XVI of Gangra.

but, nevertheless, let it be in the power of the bishop to try him out and
to increase the number of years for him (in proportion, that is to say, to
his natural knowledge) if he deems it more to the person's interest. For
although Basil the Great specifies in his aforesaid Canon that a virgin girl
over sixteen or seventeenyears may be admitted to the battalion of virgins,
we nevertheless, following the example of the widows and deaconesses,
have reduced the sixteen or seventeen years of St. Basil to ten years, because the Apostle prescribes that a widow may be admitted to the Church
if she is not less than sixty years old; while the Fathers of the 4th say that a
woman may be ordained a deaconess when she is forty years old, in their
c. XV,' seeing the Church of God to be advancing with the @ace of God,
and the constancy shown by Christians in the keeping of the divine commandments. Giving these facts due thought, we have decreed this Canon,
engraving in the tender soul of the one about to commence the spiritual
struggles of monks; as a seal, the blessing of divine grace, and bracing
him by means of this Canon, not to neglect the business of virtue for a
long time. but rattier to choose the good portion so much the sooner. But
c. V l of Carthage says also that virgins ought to be consecrated to God by
only the bishop; and c. L l of the same Council says that they ought to be
provided for by him also, or, in his absence, by the presbyter.
CANON XLI
Those wishing to departfrom cities or villages where they are U r i q in
cloisters, and to look after themselves alone by themselves, mustfirst enter
a Monastery, and become duly accustomed to anchoretic conduct, and to
submitfor three years straight to the Prior of the Monastery infear of God,
and tofulfill obedience fittingly in ull respects; and thus while confessing a
predilection for such a life, they may embrace this with ail their heart, and
thefact must appear and he verified by test o f trial by the local president. It is
w ishahle, though, that they may .vpend another year stay'jng otit.side b p site
withfortitude in the cloister so that their aim may come to light more clearly.
For they shall afford .wch clear evidence that they are not hunting empty
ghry, i. e., are not in pursuit ofvain&ry, hat ore striving after this quietude
fur (he sake o f what is really good itself. When such a tong lime has been cornpfe fed, those who persist in the same preference s h f l be shut up and it shall

' The example of the widows and deaconesses which the Canon adduces here is not

inept, as some have said, in view of the fact that the rcfcrcncc is to widows in the
one case and to deaconesses in the other. But neither is it wilh regard to lemperance in marriage, which the deaconesses are able to exercise in their fortieth year.
and the widows in the sixtieth year, of their age, that the Canon introduces these
vi'oinen into the midst oi'the argument. But then, on the same ground. neither is it that
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which Zoiiaras asserts, to the effect that the dcaconcss, being a virgin and ncvcr having tasted of pleasure (of the sensual kind, one must add in English. which language
lacks a word corresponding lo h e more intelligible Greek word hedone. whence we
havc the useful term hedonism), if she has succccdcd in prcscrving her chastity up
to h e fortieth year d h e r age. shall be convinced that she can safely remain a virgin
henceforlh, whereas Hie widow, having lasted of (lie pleasure (of Ihe sensual kind)
afforded by her husband, needs all the sixp years to complete a more satisfactory test
by trial to ensure thai henceforth she shall be able to abstain (ram it: Car these two
hypotheses arc inconsistent with the meaning and acceptation of the present Canon.
Reconciling as much as possible the example, we say that the widow whom St. Paul
mentions, notwithstanding the fact that she uscd to be enrollcd in the Widowcd Battalion without any ritual imposition of hands, according to chapters 1 and 2 of Book
I n of the Aposlolic Injunctions, in order lo be ininislered lo by Hie Church, according
to c, XXIV of St. Basil, and to be furnished with a sufficiency to supply her with the
necessaries 01' liie. Jusl as St. Paul himself goes on lo s+ by adding: "11' an-\ man
or woman that bclicvcth have widows. let him or her relieve them, and let not the
Church be burdened, so that she may relieve those women who really are widows" (I
Tim. 5: 17).Although, I say, this widow used to be cnrollcct in the Widowed Battalion,
and not in the Battalion of Deaconesses, yet, in spite of this fact since deaconesses
were also ordained also from these once-married (or monogamous) widows, il is
obvious that these dcaconcsscs uscd to be ordained when sixty ycars old. And the
reason is lhat iflhe lower battalion of widows were enrolled alter so many years, i.e..
a1 such an advanced age, in order Lo preclude heir slipping away from ClirisL how
much the more ought not the widows, and deaconesses by virtue of an imposition of
hands. lo be ordained aller so many years, whose marriage alter ordination would
havc been incomparably more unlawful than the marriage of (nnordaincd) widows,
and consequently the tear engendered on this account, by comparison, would have
been greater? Not only, however, is this shown by argument, but also by the facts. For
Sozomen (Book VII. ch. 17)bears witness lo the facl h a t Emperor Theodosius made
a law (before the Fourth and the present Council were held) dial no woman should
receive any ministration (i.e., relief or assistance) unless she had children or unless
she had become sixty years old. "This is the cause llial led Emperor Theodosius to
provide for the (enhancement of the) good report and decency of the Churches by
making a law that women should not be allowed God's relief unless they had children
and became over sixty years old, in accordance with S t Paul's express command."
But the Fourth Ecum. C. reduced these sixty years of dcaconesscs to forty, by decreeing in a general and indefinite manner thai no dcaconcss sliould be ordaincd until
forty ?cars of age. irrcspcctivcly, that is to say, of whether she was one of the virgins
or one of the once-niiimed (or. in Greek, monogamous) widows. So for Hie reasons
reckoned up here the example of tlie widows and deaconesses which the Canon cites
is germane to the issue and is eminently consistent with its meaning. For it compares
dcaconcsses with dcaconcsscs that have bccn drawn from the ranks of the widows. As
for the tact that deaconesses actually were ordained from among these once-marned
widows, that is corroborated: a ) by the Apostolic Injunctions, which say, in Book VII,
ch. 17: "Let a chaste virgin become a dcaconcss; or. otherwise, one that is a bclicvcr
and honest"; t>) c. XLVIII of the present 6th:which sa! s hat h e wife of one destined
to bcconic a bishop, may, if she be worthy, become a dcaconcss: and c) that famous
Olynpias who, though a widow, \\asa deaconess. The fact, too, that the marriage of
deaconesses was more unlawful lhan Hie marriage o r widows is shown by reference
to c. XV of the 4th and c. XXIV of Basil: for the former anatheinati7es any deaconess
that has married together with the man who married her; while the latter, of Basil,
only excommunicates any widow that has married by denying her Communion until
she ceases from her dirtiness. This too is perfectly reasonable in view of the fact that
the widows were wont to promise and solcmniy undertake not to get married a second
time, just as did Anna the daughter oCPhanuel, and in accordance with ch, I ol'Book
Ill of the Apostolic Injunctions, and in accordance wilh lhat which St. Paul says, lo
wit: "Having been damned because they disregarded their first faith" (I Tim. 5: 12).
See also the Footnote to c, XIX of the First.

nu h e r be possible for them to leave this solitary' confinement when they
want to, except and unless it he,for the common advantage and benefit, or some
other necessityforcing them tou.uds death, and they are h m g drawn ttrwuds
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this alternative, and thus, with the blessing of/he heal Bishop. But apart
from the saidpretexts, in case they should attempt to make an exitj k m their
resorts (or dungeons), thefirst formality is thai they must be duly imprisoned
i f ) the said cloister against thew wil!, and must bejbfced to fasf again and
again, and to submit to other hardships, so as to be made we# aware of the
factthat "Noone who, afterpuffinghis handto the plow, looks back, tsfii,for
the Kingdom o f Heaven. (Luke 9:62.)
"

Interpretation

Tt is a great and bold stroke for one to depart mundane life right at the
very start and be shut up inside of cloisters, and from one extravagation
to jump over to another extravagation-from the turbulent sea, 1mean, of
life into the untoward and difficult sea of quietude. For this reason these
Fathers in the present Canon decree that those who wish to do this must go
to a monastery, and after showing obedience to the prior in every respect
for three years, they must be examined by the bishop and confess that of
their own accord and with all their heart they are yearning for such a departure. Afterwards, following this, they are to quietly rest themselves and
remain quiet for a year outside of the cloister, in order to furnish still more
convincing evidence that it was not out of vainglory, but out of a desire
for the good of quietude that they have been longing for this kind of life.
And if after all these steps they stand solidly on the same conclusion and
eagerness, then they are to be shut up and are no longer to have permission
to get out when they wish, except only if this be for the common benefit
of the people and on account of a danger of dying. Nevertheless even
then they are to come out with the blessing and permission of the local
bishop. But if without having any such reasons as these they should try to
get out, they are to be forcibly shut up again in their said cloister, and be
penanced (or "canonized) canonically both with fastings and with other
kinds of hardships and harsh treatment in order to be taught that, as the
Lord said, whoever puts his hand to the plow, or, in other words, whoever
commences a career in accordance with God's way and afterward goes
back to a worldly life, cannot succeed in traveling straight to the Kingdom
of Heaven.
CANON XLT1

As touching so-called hertntts, who dressed in black and with a groivth of
hair on their head go about the cities and associate with layman and 'womm,
and i w J t their (wnprofession,we decree, ifthey choose to tonswe their hair
and adopt the habit (or garb) o f other Monks, that they be installed in a Monasiery andbe enro//edwiththeir brethren there. But if(hey do notprefer to do
so, they must be driven 014t o f the cities altogether and be forced to dwell w
deserts,from which (heyformed the name they have applied to themselves.
Interpretation

Because of the fact that of old many deceivers of the people calling
themselves hermits, wearing black and growing hair on their head, roamed
round cities, mixing with men and women, and discrediting their monastic
profession, the present Canon decrees that if such men are willing to cut
off their hair, like the rest of monks who live in monasteries,' and to be
'Note from the present Canon that monks living in monasterics and cocnobitic
communities must cut their hair symmetrically; for it appears that monks alTecl a
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syminctrical haircut both from this Canon and from the discourse of Adianasius the
Great concerning virgini~,and also from the first sermon on Peace by St. Oregon,'
the Theologian, and from many hislorical nmlives of Lausaiciis. Since the preseni
timc is (considered to be) a timc of mourning among monks, according to divine
Chrysostom (Homily on the Gospel ol' St. Matthew No. 56) and John Climax. God;
by the way. says through Isidah tlial sha\ ing Lhe head is a sign of mourning and weeping and of beating the breast (Isa. 22: 12). And if, as St. Paul says, any man in general
is ugl) when he has hair (and see Lhe Footnote lo c. XCVI ol' the present C.): how
much more ugly monks arc who grow hair! But if all monks in general ought to cut
their hair symmetrically, how much more ought young monks living in monasteries
or cells, and deacons, to cut their hair! For such persons scandalize others with thcir
beardless face as much as t h do~ with thcir long combed hair. Against these incongruilies those living in cities, and especiall! hose living in the imperial capital city
ought to be on their guard at all times.
settled d o w n i n a monastery, well a n d good; but if they are unwilling, let
t h e m b e driven o u t of t h e cities entirely, a n d let t h e m go and dwell in the
deserts, from which they falsely, and not truly and truthfully, c a m e to call
themselves "hermits." (Note of Translator.-This word hermit i n English
has s o m e h o w or other acquired an initial h which does not belong to it. It
is derived from the Greek word for desert eremia. whence the Greek word
i n question is eremites, meaning "(a monk) inhabiting the desert or wilder-

ness.")
CANON XLIH
Il is permissible for a Christian to choose the ascetic mode o f life and
abandoning the turbulent whirl of ordinary life to enter a Monastery, and
to lake a tonsure in accordance with monkish habit, even though he should
have been,found gttiliy of any d e n s e whatsoever. For our Savior God said:
"Him that cometh to me I will in no wise cast out" (John 6:37). As therefore
monachal life represents to us a state of repentance as though engraved won
a pillar, we loin in sympathizing with anyone thai genuinely adopts it, and no
manner of means shall prevent himfrom accompiish~nghis aim.

(c. I1 oftlie 1st-&-2nd; c. XXVII of John Ihe Faster.)
Interpretation

I t would s e e m that s o m e persons who wished t o lead a monastic life
were being prevented from doing s o by others, perhaps because of sins
they had committed. Hence t h e p e s e n t Canon decrees that every Christian (who i s under his own control, that is t o say, and not under t h e authority of another person; and s e e Ap. c. LXXX11) i s permitted t o renounce
a n d abjure t h e world, a n d to go to a monastery and get tonsured,' even
though he may have committed t h e greatest sin, seeing that the L o r d said,
"I won't chase away anyone that c o m e s t o me." So. then, inasmuch a s the
life of m o n k s is a picture of repentance, just as a pillar is a picture of w h a t
i s engraved upon it, therefore and on this account we t o o are pleased t o
congratulate those persons w h o prefer it, and n o cause (of any sin, that is
to say, a n d not of any allegiance to authority) shall prevent such persons
from carrying out their avowed aim. C a n o n XXV o f Nicephorus, too; says
that if anyone who i s ill asks for the monachal habit, i t m u s t b e given t o

' By tonam here the Canon means the great and angelic habit, since, according to

Balsamon (in 111s Interpretation of c. I1 of St. Sophia). tonsure properly speaking
is [lie garb ol' the great and angelic habit. We must know, loo. thai in the beginmug and ongma& h e habit of monks 41 as but one, lo wiL Hie "greaT habit. as St.
Theodore the Studite refers to it i n writing in his will. You cannot give anyone that
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which is called the small habit (or littlc habit), and afterwards the grcat habit, for there
is but one habit precisely as there is but one baptism, in the sense in which the Holv
Fathers employed Lhe word. And divine Gregory Palamas in a leller writLen to amonk
by tlic name of Paul says: "This is the great and nionachal habit. The Fathers know
of no little habit ofmonks. though some ol'the later writers appear lo have sundered
il two; bill since lhey ask the same questions and make Hie same replies and promises
both in regard to trie little and in regard to the great habit, they again restore it to a
single habit." And S) meon oC Thessalonica (ch. 20) sa) s that just as baptism is one
and one only. so too is the habit of monks. For the littlc habit is an earnest or plcdgc.
and preamble to the great habit, and was invented by certain later Fathers on account
of men's weakness (or even ncgligcncc). Both the Euchologion and Balsamon (in
Ins Interpretation of c. I1 of St. Sophia) call the little habit an earnest of the great
habil. But Job, summed Lhe Sinner, in his discourse 011 the Mysleries (included in
the Syntagmahon of Chiyanthus of Jerusalem). adds also a third habit, saying thus:
"'The nionachal habit advances Irom the lesser to llie more perl'ect one. Irom llial 01
the pcrson called a mwroscheme (or "little-habited"') and rasophore (or "wearer of the
monk's black outer garment") to the holy habit of the tonsure. and from this again to
the one called the angelic great habit." In a similar fashion. too. the Euchologion dividcs the services of the habit into three, namely. the service of the rasophore, that of
die microscheme, and that of the megaloscheme (i.e., of one wearing the great liabit.
Accordingly it does not call the rasophorc a microschcmc. as docs Job. but applies
this noun to one commonly called a siaufophofv (i.e.,"wearing a cross"), which Job
called Lhe habil oftlie lonsure further above. These facis having been thus slated, it is
plain that all those who arrive at the point of being rasophores (i.e., of having donned
die ruwn, or monk's habit, or the black garb affected b\ monks in general) can no
longer throw aside thcir rason and marry. God forbid! For how could thcy possibly
dare to do this at a time when they have already cut oft'the hair of"their head, a tact
which denotes that thcy have rejccted from thcir head any and every worldly concern
and have consecrated their life lo God? How could that be possible when in poini of
fact diey have even donned Ihe rason vviIh Ihe auspicious adjuvant of a blessing, and
(formerly, but incorrectly, transliterated as "kamehave put on the calj~nmaz~chmn
laiikioii" or "'kal) inrnau kion"), and have changed heir name; and lwo special prayers
have been read to them by the priest in which he thanks God for having redeemed
them from the vain and worldly life and having called them to the decent and modcst profession of monks, and begs Him to accept and wclcomc them into His sotcrial
yoke'? Again we ask, if one who has merely promised to become a caloycr (i.c., a
monk), vi ilhoul so much as having donned the m o i l (or monk's habit), ought not to
break, but, on the contrary, ought to carry- out his promise (and see the Footnote to
c. XXVIII of Basil). in accordance wilh h e Scriptural passage saying, "Thou shalt
perform Ihy vows to h e Lord" (Mall. 5 3 3 ; Dent. 23:23). how much more is it not
incumbent upon one to do so afler he has actually put on the rason'? That is the reason that Balsamon (in his interpretation of c. V of the 1st-&-2nd) says that a pcrson
who has put on the rason is not permitted thereafter to become a layn~an.but, on the
contrary, lie will bc for this compelled to carry out his earlier aim. If he is unwilling
to do this, says Balsamon he is to be punished severely, as the law commands in Title
I1 of Book IV-see also the Footnote to c. XVIII of Basil; who says [here [lie same
things as Balsamon does. All those, again. who are microschemcs and staurophorcs
are also situated between two narrows-that. is to sa!, in other words, they must both
observe and maintain the rigorous requirements of the niegalosclieme. because Lhey
too have given identically the same promises and have made the same vows to God
as have the megaloschemes, and have been adorned with the same vestments (except
for some of these) as thcy have by God been dccmcd worthy to wear (except for
three)Ã‘withou offering any lame excuse such as people often allege in extenuation
of sins. on the alleged score that they are not nicgalosclicmcs and on this account arc
not under any obligation to observe and maintain the rigorous career. In addition, too,
die> ought not to neglecl, bul, 011 [lie contrary, ought to make il their most senous and
constant endeavor and aim to succeed in ultimately assuming the great habit which
i s the perlect one, For, just as the earnest (or betrothal) is incon~pleteand imperfect
as compared with the wedding (or marriage), so and in. like manner it may be said
that the little habit they are wearing, since, as we have said, it is but an earnest to
the grcat habit, is also and to thc same extent incomplctc and imperfect. and conscquently thcy thcmselvcs too who arc wearing it arc incornplctc and imperfect. Let
diem Lake nolice of what S\ineon of Thessalonica says (in ch. 360) to Hie eKect Hiat
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all who arc incoinplctc and imperfect in respect of thcir habit ought by all means to
become complete and perfect. lest thcy die incomplete and imperfect. without the
most coniplete and perfecl perfection of Lhe liabit.. . and (ha&just as a person who
fails to get baptized is not a Christian. so too anyone that fails to become perfected
in respect of the habit is not a monk (that is to sa). more plainly speaking, he is 1101
perfecl). But nole this loo. that iioiwiLhstaiiding Hie fact thai ALhaiiasius, h e nionk
in Athos. and devout Dunale the confessor mentioned in the Synaxanst (December
17), and some others assumed the little habit first and the great habit afterwards, at
different times, thosc persons, ncvcrthclcss, arc doing better and being more rigorously compliant who become megaloschemes at once without first becoming microschemcs, because, owing to the fact that thcy do this once for all and on a single occasion. they arc proving more plainly the fact that the habit of monks is a singular one
and unique, which is precisely what Ihe tradition handed down by Ihe sainis desires.
As for the special prayer found printed in the book of catechetical notes by the Studite; who states lhal h e originator of il assumed h e little habit first and the great habit
afterwards, that pray-, I say. though it is contrite and penitential and soul-benefiting,
is not one composed by Theodore the Studite, but, on the contrary. is one composed
by a certain Thcodosius, as is to be seen therein plainly enough, and gleaned from
various sources. Furthermore. though any timc may be considered fitting for one
to become a monk, yet the period of Hie forl! days of Lent is more titling llm am
other because it is a timc of mournful repentance, according to Reply 25 of Symcon
ol' Tliessalonica, I11 addition be it noted thai Job says that a plurality of moiiks or
nuns c m o l be solemnized in one and Lhe same liturgv by a single "old mail," but
that they must be solemnized one at a time. The habit of monks is called the angelic
habit ibr other reasons too, but more especially ibr the two Following reasons: lor
one thing. because as long as a nionk is in the flesh he ought to emulate and imitate
the disincamate (i.e., tleshless) life and virginity of the angels; and for another thing,
because a monk ought always and at all timcs to be engaged in uttering doxologics
(k,
glorifying hymns) lo God. as do the angels in heaven, according to S\ineon of
Thessalonica. Finally, it is most nole\vortli! of all thai Dioiiysius tlie Areopagite, in
his work on the subject of monastic perfectionization, asserts "that the renunciation
not merely oi" living particulars, but. what is more, even oi'imagiiiiilions~evinces the
most perfect philosophy of monks as put into practice scientifically by keeping the
unifying comn~andments.'~

him at once without postponing the time, or procrastinating, and that
the grace must not be withheld from it on any account. Both Balsamon
and Symeon of Thessalonica say this same thing too. Without an "old
man," however, at hand to welcome into admission and submission,
no monk ought to be solemnized, according to c. 11 of the 1st-&-2nd.
CANON XLTV

Any Monk thai i sfound guilty (?#'(heact offornication, or o f accepting a
womanfor the pwpo.~eof matrimony and with a view to living with her (as
his wife), shall be compelledto m f e r the penalty of undefxoing the penances
prescribed by {he Canon's.
(c, XVT of the 4th: c, XIX of Ancyra; cc, VT, XVIIT, XIX, XX. LX of Basil.)

Interpretation

If any monk he proved to have committed fornication, or if he marries,
he is to be penanced as a fornicator. i.e., for seven years, in accordance
with the Canons; the unlawful marriage being first dissolved. That is what
the present Canon decrees. As for the Canons it refers to, these are c. XIX
of Basil. Read. also c. XVI ofthe 4th.'

' In view

of the fact that a married monk is '%anonizcd"' by the present Canon as
a tbrnicator, just like a worldling, Balsamon s a y that this concession is made to
thosc monks who of thcir own accord and voluntarily dissolve thcir unlawful marriage and hasten to confess and repent, and not to thosc who repent involuntarily
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CANON XLV

Since we have learned that in some convents (or nunneries) the women
about to be deemed wor/hy ofthat sacred hahi/,first dress themselves up in
fine style with silken dall sorts offancy costtmes, d,
what is m m , worn
in worldly,fashion and ornamented with gold and precious stones, and show
themselves off before those who are inducting them, and that while they are
appr<)achingthe altar they take offalI these materialx, and that thereupon
and without further ado the hiessjng of the habit is pronounced upon them
and
are clothed in the black gumenf', we decree that henceforfh this
shaH no Jonger be. done. For it i f not pious or meritorioiif for any woman
that has already of her own free w?7/ and preference renounced every pleasure ofdelightfulness ofhfe and hax embraced the career modeled after God,
and has confirmed this with zmdeviamtg strict vows, and thus has come to
the Monastery', once more in remembrance to pass through this repetition o f
that perishable c d f l o w jng ~vorld~vhere(!f
she hus already committed herself
tofiqeifLlness. As a result thereof she is rendered doubtful, and her soul is
agitated, like as though bjlfows were surging over it, and turning i f this way
and thai, so that after alt they do not even shed a tear, be it only once in a
while, nor do they exhibit any contrition in their heart through their body.
But even i f a tear do for an instant, as is but natural, well up and leap out,
if is less on account of any disposition in favor of the ascetic struggle than
f o r their having abandoned the world and the things in the world, and rather
wish a thought to having others see it.
(c. CXXXV of Cartilage.)

Interpretation

The piesent Canon prohibits women from adorning themselves in attractive costumes and silk dresses when they are about to become nuns,
and with jewelry of gold and gems. and while thus adorned to approach
the holy Bema of the church in a convent (or nunnery) for nuns, and there
to take off a11 these vain ornaments and at once put on the black garments
of nuns, and receive the blessing of the habit. For it i s not becoming in a
woman who ofher own free will has previously rejected every pleasure of
life and has fallen in love with a career modeled after God, and with firm
vows has confirmed this choice of hers, and has gone to the monastery
thus on a solid basis, to recollect again such ornaments of those things
which she previously had scorned and forgotten.' And not only this, but
also for her soul to be agitated as a result of these ornaments and because
worldly imaginations rise up against her like billows, so as not to let her
shed even a tear as she is being tonsured and show thereby that contrition
which ought to be in her heart. But even if she should let one little tear
drop from the comer of her eye, it is perhaps just to make onlookers think
that she shed it not so much because of her having been deemed worthy
of the angelic habit, as because she has forsaken the world and a11 that i s
in the world.

' From hese words of the Canon we conclude h a t this udorge~fulnessresulled from

some delay in the convent and the time spent in undergoing her trial. or test of fitness, and llial in those limes monks and nuns were wont to undergo die hid, or lesi
of fitness. drcssed in worldly clothes, and not wearing the rason. For. it says, thcy
would take and put on the black garments after they came to the monastery- or convent This became more plainly evident from c. CXXXV of the Council in Carthagc;
scc also c. I of Niccphorus concerning this And note that. according to Pachy-
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nicrcs. in his paraphasis to St. Dionysius, tlic black g m c n t of monks dcnotcs that
they arc leading a monastic life as thcir carecr. secluded to thcmselvcs. just as black
paint secludes itself lo the eye. The monastic order lives monastically lwenly-foiu
hours a day. For that is what the black color of thcir clothing denotes. That is why
divine Athanasius in his discourse concerning virginih says, "let thl coat be black;
not dyed with a d\e. but of material iiaturall~of Lhal color." It is not only black clotliing, however. that befits monks and nuns, but also gray clothing that is neither v e p
dark nor en- light in color, but 01' a color compounded ol'black and white. That is
why Chrysostom, in his discourse concerning virginity, says that "virginip docs not
consist in gray clothes and colors," Zonaras the historian also notes this tact. But
the color black also dcnotcs mourning and grief, which every monk and nun ought
to be engrossed in. For those who arc mourning and grieving over dead relatives of
theirs are acciislonied lo wear black clollies. But since we have been speaking abou 1
the garments of monks and nuns, it is convenient here to proceed to interpret also
what each one of them denotes, when laken b\ itseli'. Thus. then. it should be said
that the tunic (or chiton). which was in shape and appearance likc a shirt, and which
nowadays is called the "inner rason" (esorawn)and the '"cingulum" (zostikon), denotes the robe of rejoicing, and the divinc righteousness, which a monk or nun puts
on in lien of leathern jackets. and instead of the nakedness of Adam. according to the
Ei~chologioiiand Symeon of Thessalonica. The pallium, which was a ganiienl and
cloak in shape and appearance likc that which is nowadays callcd the epanurastm (or
'outer rason" or over-coat). or m.undorruson (or "cloak-riison"). just as Syrneoii of
Thessalonica calls ilaperiboSuion (or 'happer'.). And when Abba Isaac says. "wrap
up your pallium," he meant a garment like a coat, and not, as the monks nowadays
what at that
discard die pallium, and instead thereof use the so-called ~~arurnandy,"
time would have been called a para~~andyas,
denoting a sort of cloak-like garment
which might be described as a "second cloak" (that is why. it would seem, that the
Euchologion calls the little habit a mcmdjas; or cloak)-and not that square piece of
cloth measuring but a, handsbreadh and nowadays worn by niicroschemes behind
over their shoulders. The pallium, I say, denotes the costume of imperishability and
modesty, and the divine protection and envelope, according to the Euchologion and
Syiiieoii ol' Thessalonica. The girdle, or belt. which is oi' leather and drawn tightly
round the waist, where the kidnejs and the seat of desires are, denotes the mortification of the carnal desires, and sobriety and sanie, and the fact that the monk is
ever ready to perform ministrations, according to the Euchologion, Symcon Cyril
of Jerusalem, Dorothcus, and So7oincn (Book 111 ch. 13). The sandals and boots
dcnolc thai [lie monk must run readily 011 Ihc road of llic Gospel of pcacc. without
stumbling, but tread upon figurative serpents (i.c., snakes that beset his path). And
that jusl as boots are subject and subordinate to the rest of h e body, so imd in like
manner ought the bod? lo be subject and subordinate to the soul, according to the
Euchologion, Symeon. and Cyril o f Jerusalem. These are the vestments o r h e microschcmc and of the staurophorc. The mcgdoschcmc also wears these three garments.
but in addition thereto also a cocwmhn (or hood), and an anahhus (or mantle). and
s. mandyas (or cloak). The coucoulioii dcnotcs the crest of salvation, according to the
E~chologion~
the overshadowing of the divinc grace which rejects all thoughts of the
world. according Svmeon and Cyril of Jerusalem; innocence and humility, because
such coucoulia or hoods arc worn also by innocent children, according to Sozomeii
and Dorotheus. The ana!ubm (which is also called anaholeus b\ Sommen) was of
leather, according to Symeon, and is now called the po!ystuurion. It denotes lliat the
monk takes up (cf. the Greek word "apalahon," meaning "who has taken up") the
Cross o f Lhe Lord and lollows Him, according to the Euchologion and Symeon and
Dorothcus. The fact that he wears crosses both in front and behind denotes, according
to Cyril of Jerusalem, that the world must be crucified to a monk the instant he sets
forth on his departure from it, and that monk. on the other hand, must be crucified to
the world, because of his lack ol' interest in i&in accordance with the Biblical passage saving. "the world has been criicilied unto me, and I unto [lie world" (Gid. 6: 14).
So70men asserts that its being drawn tightly over the shoulder-blades denotes that
a monk must always be ready to perlbrm services. The m a n ~ i \ '(which
~~
Swomen
calls a slccvelcss tunic, and Dorothcus a colohim. or jacket) being comprehcnsivc
of all the others. denotes that a monk is wrapped up in his mandyas as though he
were in the grave, according to Symcon. Sozomcn and Dorotlicus say tliat the fact
that the mandyas has neither cuffs nor slccvcs denotes that a monk ought not to lift
up a hand against am one. nor do anythmg (hat comes under the purview of the "old
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fellow." The spreading, on the other hand, of the inandyas denotes the equipment of
wings possessed by the angels, according to Cyril of Jcnisalcm, This is confirmed
by the fact that the habit of monks is called the angelic habit. The four comers of h e
mandyas. again, denote the four cardinal virtues, iiamcly. prudence, sobriety, righ~eousness.and bravery. But the nmdyas used to have also a red (or scarlet) mark,
which meant. according lo Abba Dorotheus, h t it served as a badge to identify the
caloyers (the common name for monks in the Greek vernacular), and that they are
soldiers 01' the heavenly King. As touching the (act lhal the m a n d ~as is a garment
which belongs only to the mcgaloschcmc, that is vouched for bv Symcon of Thcssalonica. For that authority says (in ch, 273) "last. as comprehensive of all, he envelops
himself in the m a n d p . " But this is still more emphatically and clearly brought out
by what the priest says, to wit: "Our brother so-and-so has received the great and
angelic habi1,"-though (he Euchologion makes 110 menlion al all ofthe mand! as of
the megaloscheme. As for the ca~mmauchwnand the epanoca/ymmauchn (which
ma) be Englished as '"overcap"). Lhey have 110 special blessings. Some persons,
however, say the blessing belonging to the co~~ozdion
also over the calymmauchion
of the staurophore. These facts having been thus stated, the priest ought to bless the
epanurrason, instead of that square piccc of cloth measuring but a handsbreadth (rcfcrrcd to hercinabovc), and to give it to the monk being tonsured by him to wcar, lest
when lie is giving Hie epanorrason he be left ridiculously a t a loss for a prqer and a
blessing. But if anyone should care to wcar that squarc piccc of cloth measuring but
a handsbreadh ov er the esorrason instead 01a cross. it seems to me ihal lie would be
doing n o h g iiiiproper.

CANON XLV1

An touching women whoprefer the ascetic life and are enrolled in a convent, in general let them not step outside o f it, h t i f they are compelled to
do so by any inexorable (or "indispensable") necessity, let. them do so with
the blessing and permission of the abbess. Even then Jet them not go out all
alone by themselves, hut let them be accompanied by some preshyteresses
and itzo~her-superiorsin the convent provided with a warrantfrom the Prioms. They must not.be permiued to sleep outside ofthe building at all. But

men who are leading the solitary life (of monasticism) may themselves step
out, when there is urgent need of their doing so, only with the blessing o f the
one in charge o f the monastery.So (hat (hose who violate the ruSe which we
have now made, whelher they be men or women, must be subjected so suitable penances.
(c. XLVII of the 6th.)

Interpretation

These Fathers do not want nuns to go away from their convents at all.
But if any unavoidable and urgent need arise that compels them to do so,
let them fare forth with the blessing and permission of the Abbess; even
then, however, not alone, but with other women who are much older both
in point of age and in point of prudence. For them to sleep at night outside
of their convents is utterly forbidden them in any case whatsoever. But
monks, too, when similarly compelled by some urgent and unavoidable
need, may go out from their monasteries only with the blessing of the
Prior. All those who do otherwise are to be reprimanded with suitable
penances, which the Prior or Prioress is acquainted with, whether the delinquents be men or women.
Concord

St. Basil the Great also commands (in his Epitome of Definitions,
Def 120) that a monk go to no place without permission of the prior.
As for any monk that should go away from the monastery without a
blessing, he says for him to be deprived of communion (Penance 1); but
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not even for the sake of visiting their relatives may monks depart from their
brethren, and live an unwitnessed life (in extenso Def. 32). The second ordinance of Title 1 of the Novels in proceeding forward makes it a law that
even with the foresight and diligent care of the bishop neither monks nor
nuns ought to go away from their monastery or convent, respectively. and
roam about town. but only through the medium of menytae and apoctisiant make any replies that are necessary, while they themselves stay inside
their monasteries (in Photius, Title XI, ch. 4).
CANON XTVTI

Lei neither any woman sleep in the men' k quarters in a Mona.sterj; nor
any man in the women's quarters of a Convent. For thefaidtjid believers
must be remofeffvm any qffensh'eness or scandal, and must regulate their
own life to be seemly and accordant to the Lord. If anyone do this, whe~/wr
he he a clergyman or a layman,let him he excommum~wted
(cc. XVIII, XX. XXII of h e 7h.)

Interpretation.

This Canon decrees that neither may any woman in general sleep at
night in the monastery of modes, nor may any man in general sleep at a
convent mutually with any of the nuns there. For Christians in general
must not cause any others any scandal or suspicion, but must pass their life
in a seemly manner and in a manner agreeable to the Lord. But much more
ought monks to guard themselves against committing this impropriety.
As for women steeping in a monastery of monks, and conversely for men
to sleep ill a convent of nuns, this should cause them to be scandalized
themselves because of its kindling die innate file of desire both in the men
and in the women; and it should scandalize others too still worse because
of its inducing them to entertain improper suspicions about them. As for
anyone that does this, he i s to be excommunicated, no matter whether he
be a clergyman or a layman.
CANON XLVlIi
As touchjng any woman who I S the wife ( f a man who IS being elevated to
the pmidency of an Episcopate, and who by mutual agreement
divorced
from her own husband in advance after hi.s ordination to the Episcopate,let
her enter a Convent that ?'.vin a locationfur removedfrom the home city of the
Hi.s hop, and Set her he taken cars, of hy the Rishop. But if s h e a l s o appears to
be worthy, let her a h be elevated to the office of ~eaconess.

Interpretation

The present Canon commands that any woman who i s the wife of
a man who i s about to become a bishop must first divorce by common
consent of both her and him. And after he has been duly ordained, she
must enter a convent (or monastery) that is far away from his eparchy. or
province, by which expession it is implied that she is to become a mm
in some remote convent,' but is to be provided with the necessities of life

' Hcncc that man John Glycys. though a logothctc of the streets and roads and having

a wife and children, directly he became a Patriarch, his wife became a nun, according
to Niccpliorus Grcgoras (his Rom. Hist. book). Note, however, that in accordance
with the similitude of the wire of one about to become a bishop; the wile o r one
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about to become a monk ought to do the same. This means: 1) She ought to get divorccd from him by mutual conscnt and agreement. 2) She ought to remain unmarried
Forever tliereafler. And 3) she herself loo ought to become a nun, precisely as he became a monk-after his tonsure, of course. She must be divorccd from her husband
by mutual consent. and not by compulsion, because the Apostle tells married couples:
'Deprive \ e 1101 yourselves of one another, unless il be by agreement" (I Cor. 7:5);
and "Art thou tied to a woman? seek not to be freed'' (1 Cor. 7:27). And again: "A wife
hath not control over her own bod!, but her husband has it; and likewise also a husband hath not control over his own body, but his wife has it" (I Cor. 7:4). But if it is
true that they have not the control over themselves. or their own bodies, but are under
the control of one another, and not under their own respective control as individuals,
thcn neither can they be divorced or separated without thcir common and mutual
agreement. And Lhe Lord says: "Whal Lherefore God hatli yoked logelher, let 110 1111man being put asunder" (Matt. l9:6). St. Basil the Great too agrees with the Apostle,
For when he was asked how married persons ought to be treated in connection with
the monastic life, he replied (Dcf. in extenso 32) that t h p must first be asked whether
they are doing this by mutual consent and agreement, as St. Paul says; and. if so, they
must be admitted in the presence of many witnesses. But if one party of the couple,
the husband. that is to say, or the wife. does not agree to this, but contests such a
separation less stubbornly than the other part\-, being more solicitous of pleasing
God, which is done, of course, by means of the monastic lifc, thcn let them not be
admitted; nor in such a case let h e one lesting them be upset. but lei him remember
die saying of St. Paul, hat "God lmh called 11s in peace" (I Cor. 7: 15); and also lliat
which the Lord said, to wit: "Whoever hateth not his father. and mother. and wife, and
his children. cannot be my disciple" (Luke 14:26). For inasmuch as they have failed
to fulfill this requiren~ent.they cannot become disciples of Christ by resorting to the
monastic life, "since there is nothing in the world that is preferable to obeying God,
or, in other words. His commandments and injunctions, among which is that rcquiring such consenters to be admitted, and that forbidding tliose who do not hate each
other from being accepted as disciples of Christ. For hat is the reason why St. Basil
asserted the same thing twice, above and below. His words are susceptible also of the
following inkrpretatioii. lf one party is at odds with the o her, let him who is asked to
admit them tell them to remain in peaceful marriage, to which God has called them.
and that they cannot become disciples of God unless they hate each other. The saint
adds, howcvcr that that party who was prevented from taking up the monastic lifc
by the other may, even while in the state of matrimony, succeed in achieving his aim
of monastic purity of life by fcrvcnlh praviiig and fasting. Further, divine Augustinc
(in his Lcttcr No. 45)- in writing to Armcntarius. s a y that one party cannot bccome a
monk or nun vtitliout the consent and desire of the other part!. BULCone. conkaq to
die desire of h e other, becomes a monk or nun, as h e case may be. lie or she ought
to be obliged, and compelled to reunite with the other party, Accordingly divine Jerome (Letter 14) scvcrcly censures Galatia for becoming a nun without obtaining her
husband's consent So n~uchfor the tact that a woman must get divorced from one
about to becomc a n ~ o n kby mutual consent. As for the fact that she ought thenceforth
to remain forever unmarried, that is manifest. For were she to many a second time.
she would in consequence be coiiimitling adul~ec,b o h according lo tlie words of the
Lord, who said: "everyone that divorccs his wife. except on the ground of fornication.
is causing her to commit adultep," and according to the words of St. Paul, saying,
"So then if, while her husband livetli, she be married to another man, she is acting
as an adultress" (Rom. 7:3)-by the word "liveth" here is meant, of course, leading
a bodily, and real. lil'e. such as the li l'e lived b\ a monk. Ch~sostom(Honl. 19 on
the seventh chapter of the First Epistle to the Corinthians) s a y that since because of
continence and other pretexts and pusillanimities it used to happen that divorces ot'
married couples occurred, it were better that they had not nianicd to begin with; but
thak if the marriage has actually occurred, let the wife Slav with her husband, il'not
for the sake of coition, at least in order prevent her from ha\ ing access to some
other man on the sly-which is the same as saying, let her remain unmarried for the
rest ol'l-ier li le. But that the consequence of these h o propositions is that the wife of
one who is destined to become a monk is herself compcllcd to become a nun (which
was the third) is something that is equally manifest. For the agreement she made
with her husband that lie might bcconic a inoiik compels her perforce to refrain fro111
getting married thereafter arid to remain unmarried throughout the rcst of her lifc.
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And this celibacy, again, in order to ensure its being preserved inviolable, and free
from danger and suspicion. necessitates her departing from the world and entering a
convent and getling lonsured as a nun. Hence it may be said hat Leo the Wise decreed concerning married couples, in his Novel 20. the following in a manner worthy
ol'his name and in accordance with his wisdom: "Since marriage used lo be dissolved
by agreement for consideration ofsobriel\. we decree thal no divorce shall be granted
otherwise except on condition that both parties. as soon as divorced, become a monk
or nun, respecii iel y, each o >'themtaking his own belongings" (Armei~opoulos,Book
IV, Title XII). Thcsc facts having bccn thus stated, Balsamon is not correct in saying
that a wife can become a nun even without her husband being willing. As tor those,
on die other hand, who express the opinion that one spouse may many a second time
after the other has adopted the monastic stylc of life, on the supposition that the latler is dead, because of having chosen molher life, they loo, I say, are muzzled by
the present Canon, which, in spite of the fact that the one destined to be ordained a
bishop has chosen anollier life for himself, will yeL no1 allow his wife to i n q a second time. because that would be adultery. Even though ch. 4 of Justinian Novel 22,
to be found in Title VII of Book XXVHI of the Basilica, does say that the husband
and the wifc may, after betaking themselves to the better style of lifc of monks and
nuns, be divorced and depart, yet it is to be borne in mind that this separation which
has resulted from their coming to a private understanding with each other must of
course havc bccn obtained by mutual agreement. See also Dositheus. of celebrated
meinon among Patriarchs, page 745, concerning those who lime served as Patriarchs
in Jerusalem, who asserts ha1 it is an error for aipone Lo express h e opinion llial one
party to a marriage may marF again after the other has adopted the monastic mode
ol'life; and he iiirllier asserts dial those who do not obey the rules 01the Fathers, bul
allow one pa* to beconic a monk or nun against the wishes of the other person, are
under an anathema. Notice, however, that the fact that the vows and promises of a
wifc who is under the control of her husband (as well as vice versa) arc unreliable.
is verified by the ihirlielli chapter 01the Book 01Numbers. For k says tliat if a wile
make am promise to God, and her husband happens to hear her and keeps silent. she
must fulfill her promise. If. on the other hand, her husband does not keep silent, but,
011 the contrary, objects, dial promise is not to be actualized and put into erect, and
the Lord will not condemn her on this account. See also the Footnote to Ap, c, XXII. I
onlit to state that not merely is it a fact that a married couple may adopt the monastic
mode of lifc only with the consent of both parties, but also that the wifc ought to be
asked whether she is willing either to become a nun herself or to havc her husband
become a monk: and if aUcr three nionths havc elapsed she skill persis 1s in that good
aim, then they may bc tonsured, even though thc woman is forty ycars old and of fain
belief, according to the comment of Balsamon which is recorded in ch. 2 of Title I of
the Nomicon o r Pholius. See also Job die Sinner, page 1333 of the ^yniagmaiion of
Chtysanlhus, and note thai he wants married couples to become monks and nuns by
mutual agreement.

by him (if, that is to say, she is needy). The Canon commanded this to be
done, in order that they might not from seeing each other be led to recollect
their former conduct and association in life, and consequently be burned
up with a desire for carnal love. But if the wife, however, is worthy, she
may be made a deaconess. Read also Ap. c. V, and c. Xll of the 6fh, and
the second Footnote to c. XL of the same 6th. From this Canon Blastaris
rightly infers that neither ought the wife of deceased priests many a second time.
CANON XLTX

Renewing th;ssacred Canon too, we decree thatMonasteries that hme once
been consecwted and estab/~,shed
;n accordance wfth the consent ami appmvul
( f a Hishop shall remain Monasteries unto perpetuity, and the prqxrty that helams to them shall be kept safe in the Monastery; and that they can no longer
become w~oridfyreJsorfJs,nor be let out by anybody whatever to any tvoddly tenants whatever. Though this hav been done up till nou., 'we nevertheless decree
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Interpretatio~~

The present Canon renews c. XXIV of the 4th7whicli it repeats verba6 1 ~ 1 ,and see the Interpretation there. All it adds thereto is this, that neither
shall monasteries be let out by anybody (whether a clergyman or a layman
or a monk, that is to say) to worldly men,' to manage them, that is to say;
and though this has bee11 the p actice liitherto, from now on,howeyer, and
hereafter it must not be done.

Interpretation

These Fathers forbid everybody to gamble, or, in other words, to play
hce, or cards, or &aughts, or my other such games, no matter w-hetherhe

be a clergyman or a laynan. Anyone that should play these games after
publication of i l k Canon, if he be a clergyman: sllall be deposed from office, but if he be a layman: he s l d be excommunicated. See d s o Ap. c.

xm.

CANON LT

(cc. m V $ LMI, LXVI of the 6th;cc. M I . LXX of Carthagc.)

Interpretation

With a vengeance the present Canon proliibits the doings of so-called
pantomimes7 some of whom were Arabs mimicking gestures, while others were Armenians, at other times slaves? sometimes even slapping each
other's face, and moving the spectators to uncontrollable laughter. What
is here called 'Lspectadesof wild-animal fwy and of hunters' prowess''
as urnslated into English (though but two words in Greek, meaning,
I

Note fiat Pa~iarchSisi~ius.and eyen John of Antioch, in a,yeenlent with this
Ecmcnicd Canon, issucd a Tomc prohibiting thc lctting out of manastcncs to
worldlings BuL Palriarch Sergius: in h e contrary: issued anoher Tome ordering
h e monasteries (0 be turned over to worldl> meik no< howe1,er. in order to have
hem converkd into \*orldly resork tthich is forbidden by the Canon: b u ~in order dial hey ii~igliLre11abiliiaLe and i n i p m e h e m It wodd semi: however. iS one
thinks the matter over well, that Serziw did not order this with sound judgmen~.
For it' it 147asin real@ the objecl of the Fathers to preyent these inslitutions fmm
bcing h n c d ovcr to worldlings and bcing mncd into common rcsorts. wh>-should
the present Canon add that monasteries must not be let out by anybdy whatwer to
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worldly knmts. at a timc whcil c. XTIV of tllc 4th sq-s this cxprcssl>-?For tllat addtion would haw bccn supxfluous and vain ~ w h s i Q -Bcsidcs,
.
c. VIII of thc 4th
conmmds lliai h e clerg ineii and supxiors ~Ci~ionasteries
shall be su bjecL lo h e au thority of thc bishop. But if in accordmicc with tllc Tomc of Scrgius inonastcrics may
h let out. ii is an inconsistency t h a ~h e superiors ofn~onasleriesougl~tLO be subjecl
h t h io h e bishop md lo h e worldlings. and coi~equeiitl~
be c o m ~ l l e dlo serve two
as the Lord said, and a cause of dissenmasters. But inasn~uchas this is in~possible~
sions and of scandals, the bishop ordering one hing, and h e worldl~ngsanoiher, il
is c~idcnt,thcn, that ncithcr ought monastcrics to bc turncd ovcr to worldlhy for
rel~abil~tation
and 11npro~emen4
but only to clergyn~enand monks. For things i h t
arc sacrcd must k givcn to priests* and not tn laymcn. To do otl~cnviscwould bc
i m p r o ~ raid
, utterly inconsistcnt. And I do not cvcn go to thc troublc of saying that
it is also liarnihl to men-s soiils. and ruinous to h e households 01 laymen who hke
over monasteries.

approximately, '%unting scenes"-translated. however, as above in order
to bring out the implications more clearly) are the spectacles2beheld when
one sees w-ild beasts, such as, for instance, lion, say, or bears, or other
savage animals, fighting, either among themselves, or with human belngs
who liave been condemned to death. For it is a piece of great inhu~nanity
and barbarity to look at such bloodshed and laugh at it. But in addition
to these spectacles, the Canon also forbids dances and indecent wriggles
performed whether by men or by women on the stage. The stage w-as a tent
w-ithin which they used to engage in all kinds of theatrical presentations
and pretenses, or where someone would stand up and &splay examples of
skillful acting: according to Title XI11 of Photius: ch. 21: and hence they
are called actors who at times pretend that they are masters or lords, ad
at other times that they are slaves or sm-vmts. As far anyone that flouts
the present Canon and gives himself to watching such &splays, if he be a
clergyman, let h n be deposed fiom office, but if he be a layman, let h n
be excommunicated. Read also c. XXI V of the same 6th.

{Ap. c. LXIX? cc. XLIX; LI of Lmdicca)

Interpretation

The days of holy Lent are days of mourning and of contrition and of
penitence. But for a perfect sacrifice to be offered to God a d indeed in
the coinmemosations of saints? is deemed by the majority of people to
be a matter of heydey, and of joy, and of festivity. That is why they are
wont to indulge in merry-making during this period. For this reason the
present Canon cotnmands that on the other days of Lent there shall be a
celebration of the liturgy of the ~resatlctified,~
whch is the same as saying the second offering of the finished and offered sacrifice?whereas on
Saturdays and Sundays, as more ldarious days and not devoted to fasting,
likewise also on Annunciation Day, as being the cotnmencement of our
salvation and the exordiutn, and consequently as a feast day and festival,
it allows a perfect sacrifice and liturgy to be celebrated.
h s C'ai~oii it nia) be iderred ha1 no clerg i i m . or my persons in 1101) orders. or monks, whatswwr ought to h huntcrs of harcs. rabb~ts,and othcr an~mals,
or of birds of any kmd. For ~ft h ~ sCanon p r o l ~ ~ bclergymen
~ts
from eyen l d m g at

I From
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thc hunting of animals and of wiId beasts* much morc docs it prohibit h m from bcbc dcposcd
ing huntus thcmsclws. Hcmc tho% in holy ordcrs who arc h w ~ c r shall
s
Iroin ofice i~nlesshey cease: wl~ileinoldis guilly 01the same miscoiiducL shall be
cxcoinmunicatcd~according to this Canon.
' Notc that the prcsamtificd liturgy is not onc of Gregory Dialogus, shcc hc was unacquainted with the Grcck language. according to Letter 29 of his sixth book, and sincc
it dates from h e h i e s
flus 1iLura is no( found iii 111s wrilkn works. On h e coiilra~-,
of the successors of the Apoales. according to Reply 56 of Symeon of l~essalonica,
id exisLed b e h e Lhe h e or Dialogi~s:as is shown by c. XLlX 01Laodice& and
especially by the custon~which obxained in the East, as St. Basil s a y in his letter to
Patricia Caesarla. and in the West, as St. Jerome says in his IeTter b Pmmach~us:of'
lctting Christians c o m u n c on Wcdncsday and Fridays with prcsmctificd brcad. For
it is ob~iousthat in comn~uningthese persons mere wont to say something in the way
of prayers lxforc actudl>-partaking of thc host and aftcr partaking tlicrcof. whcli
praycrsj bricfly s ~ ~wcrcg thc, l i t u r ~of thc prcsmctificd thcn in wguc. and that
is wliaLArgenies says, See also h e FmkoLe to c, XI1 orLaodi=a, But n e iiieiikioii
Dialogus in hc disniissd 01thc p e s ~ i c ~ hc hdr g cithcr bccausc Didogus. by
communicaiing this lilurp to the Romans in the d a s~of rasting in Lent, according to
Mauritius. Lhe deacm o r die geaL Church wlio was the auihor 01die ~iiaxaria!and
accord~ng10 the~rtranslator Maxin~usMargamus. and Michael Constant~nopolite.
fur~ushcdthe Eastcmcrs tlic idea of cclcbrating it on cvcry day iii Lcnt, as sonic insist
Concerning thosc who scmcd as Patriarchs in Jcn~salcm~
pagc 526);
(scc Dosithc~s~
or else 11 was because?hoiigli ui exisknce long More, it was aClerwards embellxhed
by Didogus. and brouglit to the statc in uluch it is now sccn. Thc prcsanckficd l i t u r s
was invented b~ he Fathers in order to provide a w a or
~ becoming participants also
oil d q s 01kdiiig oC (he heavenly Me and o r tlie grace wliich come rrmi (he holy
Mysteries. For Blastaris, in chapter 5 of stich. 300. says: "Jua as soldiers at t w , after
Lhe war is over: in the evening 01' b e day ii ends, pariake 01' food and nourishment
prcpwcd bcforchand, in ordcr to strcngthcn thcir bodics by mcms of it and to bz ablc
to fight the enemy the next day, and so in a similar mannerwe C h r d a n s (those ofus.
t h ~is*
t who arc worthj- aid prcparcd)?wbilc fighiing h c pnssions and h c D c d during thc days of Lcnk arc wont to pariakc of thc lmdy md blood of thc Lord during thc
e v e m g oCllie dm?wliich lime h e n presancLified Crom SaLurday and Siiiiday~in order
tn stre~~gtl~en
ourselves tl~erefron~
and enable owselves to fight the figurative enemies
again more valiantly (tl~oughBlasiaris does no1 say [his oui orhis own head: but 11as
tmnslatcd it from s o w prc~~ious
and oldcr commcnt which wc haw discovcrcd.).
T h ~ ssame thng is also embdied III the presanct~fiedprayers of' this veT 11mrgy,-'
Notc that thc prcsmctificd liturgy must bc cclcbratcd during tlic c~:ciiingof thc day,
according to thc rituals and the Wcstcrn Council hcld in Cabilunc. Hcncc thosc who
celebrate it inonimg are inding a mistake. and let tliem comect heniseli:es, For liow
c m tl~c>say in thc morning +â€˜L us fulfill our cvcning p r e c r (or devotion) to thc
Lord:.' which is noi elen one LO be said ai noonday, Not onl! ai four, and six, hi11also
a( hvo. aiid h e e . aiid live. according lo this Canon. (lie presanchfied liturg may be
freely celebrated by those who so wish. As for those who do not tt-et the holy Bread
wilh h e all-indelectible B b d , as is prescribed in the Ei~chologion,md who neither
lcccp it prcparcd to scn7cin thc cclcbration of thc prcsan&ficd liturgy, thcy arc obviously Lahn-ininded. For one o r tlie chracleristics 01h e ungodliness 01h e Laths is
this onc of not giving thc lnity but of onc kind, or*in otlicr words. giving tllcm of thc
bread onh: ihe Mysleq or h e Ei~charisi.as the Wesiern Co~mcilheld in Constance,
Germaiiy~in tlie year 1414 ~iiilaw1ull! legislated. L4s[or (he niany reasons wli! presanctified bread was kept. see Ewtratius Arg,eneks, page 2x4, and the Footnote to c.
XIV o r Ladicea. Presanctilied wine, m, used to be kqL in ihe churches, as is attcstcd by St. Chqwstom in his first lcttcr t~ Pow Innoccncc, and also by St. Jcromc
in his letter No, 4 to Rutinus. and by St. Gregon fie Tl~eolopanIII his epitaph to
Gwrgonias. and by h c locd Council*or Synod*hcld in Toledo, and otllcrs. Scc also
thc Footnotc to c. XLIX of Laodicca.

Concord

Canon XLIX of L a d c e a is in agreement w-ith the present Cmon in
decreeing that bread is not to be offered during Lent, or, ln other words,
a perfect liturgy, but only on Saturday and Sunday. Furthermore, c. LT
of the same prohibits the celebration of comtneinorations and birthdays
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of martyrs on fasting days in Lent. but allows it only an the Saturdays
and Sundays therein. Balsamon, lit his Interpretation of c. Ll of this C. of
Laodicea, and, above all, Blastark, in ch. 5, stich. 300, say that not even
memorials for the sleeping are to be held on t h e other days in Lent, t h e
sole excqtion being Saturday.' just as the rituals confonnab1y prescribe.
See also Ap. c. L X X .

The present Canon forbids anybody to take to wife the mother of his
goddaughter who has become a widow- and wliose cldd lie has stood
sponsor for at holy baptism?since th~srelationshp based upon the spirit,
whereby the godfather and the spiritually related mother of the child he
has sponsored become spiritually brother and sister, is superior (superior,
however, not in respect of quantity and rank; for blood relationship holds
as an obstacle only to the third degree of rank-but in respect of quality
and familiarity: and see in the sectio~ico~lcerningmarriage contract, ch.
8). As for any persons that may dare to do ths, they are f i s t of all to be
divorced fiom this unlawful wedding, and next they are to be canonized
(i.e., canortically punished) as fornicators on account of that unlawful marriage. This same provision?however, which the Canon makes in regard to
sponsorsl~p,ought to apply likewise to adoption solemnized by sacred
rites and prayers?accordmg to the h-enty-fourtli Novel of Leo the Wise.

' Sincc we hcrc on the subjcct of i ~ ~ m o r i a lwe
s , notc that the trita whit11 arc hcld
ror our sleeping breLhren denole, according to sacred Syneon ot' Thessalonica, that
thc dccping brothcr was composcd fiom thc beginning by thc Holy Trinity Thc ennuto of the sleeping signify that the one decomposed into his constituen~is going
to bc iiumbcrcd u-itli thc ninc iniinakrid battalions of angck, on thc ground that lic
too is immakrial. Thc rcssrwosru dcnotc hat in thc futurc rcsurrwtion. aficr bcing
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coniposcd again in a morc sublinic manner: hc too is to bc 'hssumcd" (or takcn up
into hca~rcn)Iikc thc Lord, and afkr bcing snatchcd up in clouds, hc is to bc allowed
Lo meel h e Judge. These k e e condiiions 01i i m are a h represented, or signified.
by thc trmena (or tbrcc-month periods)? mi the / 7 e x m e m (or six-month pcridsJ
and the enmumem (or nine-~nonihperiods): and generall~speaking. ihese are celebraled w~tlia \leu lo h e purificatioii 01ihe deceased one. And the same is kue 01
the te.warmmtq as is plainly e~idencedby the example of our Lord who in all three
or His births kepi three enilre Lmis (call4 7esswac(mw in Greek), ihus ~ypirying
in Himsclf our life, For thc dcath of c w v Christian is callcd a birthday, accordii~
m c, L[ of Laodicea. The Apostolic [n.junctions, ~ndeedsw (in Book Vlll, ch, 42)
that tllc W I ~ (arc
I cclcbratcd for thc purposc of rcmiiiding pcoplc that C h s t rosc oil
thc third dav, while thc enmta scn7cas rcmindcrs of the living and dcad. but thc PAsuruco~slu.in accordance witli h e old 10rm For it was lhus tliaL h e laity (or people)
mourned for Moses. Some, however. say that the trim are celebrated for purifica~ion
d t l i e iriparhle soulynhile the ennula are celebrated far purificaiioii or the five senses
of the body, and of thc fccwd, natural, and transitkc: and that thc r~,ssmwo.staarc
intended for purification ofthe four elemen& in the body. of wlich each lent itself to
thc lrmsgrcssion of thc tcn commmdmcnts-for four timcs tcn makc fo@,

Interpretation

Since the divine Scripture clearly teaches us by telling us, "0 man?
thou shalt not take in marriage any carnal relative of thine," in reference
to this s a y q St. Basil the Great in h s c. L m V I enumerated some marriages forbidden in his Canons (as, f a instan~e,in his c. LXXVI that of
a man taking h s sista-111-law to wife; in his c. LXXVII17that of one who
takes two sisters; and others in other cc.), but passed over the most in silence, on the ground of their being too shameful to mention, in order to
avoid defiling his discourse with the names of them, but concisely alluded
to all unlawful marriages by the general designation of them as filth (but
as far what the Council says that Basil said?B a i l asserts that Scripture has
said it-whch is to say, kvine St. Paul7who said: "But fornication and
all (other) filth, let it not even be named among you," etch(Eph, 513). As
a result of this silence men's nature was confused by consanguinity, and
for this reason we define these matters more clearly in the present Canon
by decreeing that fiom this time forth whoever takes to wife h s (female)
cousin7or my father and his son if they take to wife a mother and her
daughter7or two sisters?or if two brothers take a mother and her daughter,
or two sisters-all these persons must first be separated from this unlawful marriage contract, and afterwards be canonized (i .e., penanced) seven
years. St. Basil, however, in his c. LXVTII decrees generally that marriage within forbidden degrees of relationshp is to be canonized with the
penalty of adulterers?i-e.?15 years. See also in the t e a c h q concaning
marriage cmtract s.
CANON LV
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Interpretation

By the present Canon this Council forbids the old Romans to fast (either by abstaining entirely from food of all kinds, that is to say, or by eating only dry food in the ninth hour) on the Saturdays of holy Lent (for on
these the consumption of wine, oil, and shellfish is allowed); and decrees
that c. LXIV of the Holy Apostles must be kept rigorously in Rome too.
iterating it verbatim-read the Interpietation of it.'
CANON LVI

Likewise we have learned that in the country of the Armenians and in
other regom on the Safuniays and on the Sundays ofholy Lent somepersons
eat eggs and cheese. It has therefore seemed best to decree ciLw t h , that the
Church o f God throughout the inhabikd earth, carefullyfbllowtng a single
procedure, shall carry out fasting, and abstain, precisely as from every kind
of h n g sacrificed, so and especiaHyfrom eggs and cheese, which arefruit
andproduce from which we have to abstain. As for those whofail io observe
this rule, tflhey are Clergymen, let them be deposedfbm office; but i f they
are laymen, lei them be excommunicated.
Interpretation

It would seem that the C ~ h s t i a nliving in Armenia, being told that
the Apostolic Canon forbids one from fasting on Saturday and Sunday,
and not understanding it aright, were wont to eat eggs and cheese on the
Saturdays and Sundays of Lent. Hence this Council in the present Canon
decrees that the entire Church of Christ, which is spread over the whole
inhabited face of the earth, must follow one and the same procedure and
fast on these days (by consuming on these days only wine, oil, and shellfish),I and just as it abstains during Lent from animals that are sacrificed,
so must it also abstain from cheese and eggs, which are fruit and produce
of such anirnal~.~
As for those who fail to keep this rule, if they are clergymen, let them be deposed from office, but if they are laymen, let them be
excommunicated. Read also Ap. cc. LXTV and LXTX.
CANON LVn

That honey and milk mmf not be offered tit the Altars.
(Ap. c. 111.)

Interpretation

The pesent Canon decrees that milk and honey must not be offered
in the holy Bema on the holy Table, in agreement with Ap. c. 111; see the
Interpretation of the latter. This Canon, however, improves and corrects
c. LXTV of Carthage, which decrees that such are to be offered, in accordance with some local custom.

' Since the present Canon pierces the hearts of Papists like a two-edged sword. For this

reason tlic daredevils accuse the present Ecumenical Council of not having decreed
this rightly; but heir accusalion animadverts upon tlie Apostles themselves. following whose Canon the Council decreed this
'Note that the Orthodox Church allows the consumption of wine- oil, and shellfish
on the Saturdays and Sunday's of Lent. as Meletius the Confessor also bears witness by saying: "and to all who arc chaste in general. and so on likewise, on Saturday and Sunday we allow a breaking of the fast" (Degree xxxvi). Accordingly- by
means of Lhis moderate breaking of Ilie fast. he wisely provides for the keeping of
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each of the two requirements to w i t both the respectability of the fasts of Lent that
is to saj, by not allowing meat or chcese or eggs and fish, and of Ap, c LXIV. which
decrees lhat one is not lo fast on Salurda! and Suiida~tilth complete abstinence horn
cvcryÂ¥thinand by making the cating of food 011 these da! s to be refrained from.
Even though one may say that fish too arc called things sacrificed (for perhaps they
may be). since the divine voice said to Peter, "Rise, Peter, sacrifice. and cat" (Acts 10:
13, 11:7). What should he sacrifice? Cattle and wild beasts, and reptiles. But lish too
are called reptiles in accordance with the passage saying, "Let the waters bring forth
reptiles oS living souls'' (Gen.1:20). Therefore we must also abstain iron1 the eggs
of fishes, or, to be more explicit, botargo and caviar, during Lent. But if these are not
called things sacrificed, this expression being confined to land animals and fowls of
the air, we arc not prejudicing our case by cating botargo on Saturdays and Sundays
of Lent. Nevertheless. those who refrain from eating it are doing better

Let no one ranked among Laymen administer the divine Mysteries to h m self, when a Bishop, or a Presbyter or a Deacon is present. Let anyone thai
dares to do any such t h g he excommunicated/or a 'week on the p u n d that
he i.v d q contrary to what has been ordered, Jhus will he he instructively
perwaded "not to think contrary to what he ouehf to think" (Rom. 12:3),
Interpretation

For a layman himself to partake of the divine Mysteries by himself,
i.e., by helping himself thereto, without there being any need of doing
so (when a Bishop, or Presbyter, or Deacon, that is to say, is not present;
according to Zonaras), is a work of presumption and whoever does it is
usurping unlawfully the office of the priesthood. For this is the function
of priests, not of laymen. So for thus reason the present Canon excommunicates from the Church for a week anyone that dares to do this, in order
to teach him not to think in excess of what he ought to think according to
the Apostle.'
CANON LTX

Let no Baptism be performed,for anyone that is in an oratory within a
house at the tine; but let those "who are p i n g to he deemed worthy ofthe intemerate iliummufiuncome to the catholic churches and there enjoy this gift.
If, hwever, anyone he caught not keeping what has been h d down by nx a s
rules, if he should he a Clergyman, let him he deposed from office; but if he
shodd he a layman, let him he excommunicated
Interpretation

The present Canon commands that no baptism is to be carried out in
an oratory contained in a private house, but only in catholic, and consequently enthroned, churches. As for anyone that fails to keep this rule, if
he is a clergyman, let him be deposed from office; but if he is a layman,
file one who concerned ill such a baptism, let him be excommunicated.
See also Ap. c. XXXI.?
I

But monks who happen to be in deserts or wildernesses and arc in need because
of there being priests present; have permission .from the Bishop. as S\meon of
Thessalonica sa: s (Reply 4 1). Lo keep presanctified elements in the artopliorioii
and LO partake thereof with great reverence in such a manner as to spread some sacrcd vestment ovcr a clean placc and upon it to placc a cover; and ovcr the cover to
place the tongs holding a portion of the all-holy Body, and in this fashion, after first
chanting psalms or prayers, or the Trisagion, and burning incense. and bowing three
times in adoration- thus may thcy partake thence. not with the hand, but with the
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month. Afterwards. holding a cup (or glass) of wine and w atcr. they arc to wash out
their mouth. This same thing that Symcon the bishop of Thcssalonica avers, is stated
also in Lhe life of Luke who became an ascetic m Ml. Slemoii. For when Lhe 1aLle1
asked the then Metropolitan of Corinth whether one who is m a desert or wildcrncss
ought lo partake himselC b~ himself on account of the absence o f a priest, he received
permission from liini lo commune. in much h e same v~ ay as Lhis. See also the Foolnote to c XIV of Laodicea, Any anagnost or layman may administer communion to
one who is dvmg or in danger ol'd\ing. according lo the same S\meon (Rep]! 41).
Scc also the Footnote to c. XI11 of the First, if, that is to say, thcrc is no priest or dcacon present
But here one isjustified in wondering why it is that the present Council in its c XXXI
permitted a bapbsm to be performed in an oratory. with the permission of the bishop,
but in the present Canon forbids this entirely So, then, it is to be noted that according
to Zonaras it is neither complctcl~permissible for a baptism to be performed in an
oratory nor is it complctcly forbidden But, he says, the pncsts must be persons that
are knot1n. and no1 s&angers; and he\ niml coiiduc~h e ceremony wilh Hie permission of the bishop because of the paras\nagogue.

CANON LX
In view ofthefact that the Apostle loudly proclaims that "he that cleaves
to the Lon?is one spirit" (ICor 6:1r), it is ohvioz~salso that he that makes
himself intimate with the adversary becomes one with him by association.As
touching, therejore, those whopretend to be possessed with demons, and who
with their vileness ofmanners are 'wontto sham the habits ofthose persons, it
has seemed best sopenalize them by all means and so ,stdjec/ [hemSOsuch hard-

ships andpains as those who aye fea&possessedwtth demons would'bedeservedly subjected tofor the purpose o f ridding, them of the demon's energy
Interpretation

Some persons. because of the vileness of their frame of mind and with
an eye to making a pofit, were wont to pretend that they were possessed
with a demon, and to go though the gesticulations of persons under the
control of demons and make irregular motions by pretense while going
about the cities and causing people a disturbance and making a theatrical show of themselves. Hence the present Canon commands that such
persons be penalized by all means and be subjected to such great hardships and pains as would be inflicted upon persons really possessed with
demons in order to free them from the demon accompanying them, with
which these men too who feign themselves to be under the control of
demons have become familiar and have become one with them, just as
he that cleaves to the Lord and becomes intimate with the Lord becomes
one spirit with Him, as St. Paul says. Balsamon states that such persons at
various times were actually chained and shut up in prisons by many Patri ai'chs and Bishops. See also Ap. c. LXXIX.
CANON LXI

Those who con.fiflt 'soothsayers o r ,w-cu/led"hecantontarch.~ of other
suchfortune-tellers in the hope of learningfrom them whatewr may be fe"

vealed to them, in accordance with what the Fathers had formerly decided in
wgurd /o lhem, lei them i n m the canon ofsix years. The samepenalty oughi to
be inflicted also upon those who lead bears after them, or other such animals,

for the purpose ofsport and harm of (he more simple-minded, and who tell
thefortune, and fate, andgeneulosy, andother such things to the populace, in
accordance wiihthe rigmmle o f delusion.A s for /hose who are called cloudchasers and enchanters and amuletics and soothsayers, I#'they persist m these
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professions, and refuse to change their occupation and to eschew these
ruinous practices and Greek "rackets," we decree that they he t h w n out
of the Church a/foge/her,in co~formitywish what the sacred Canons also
prescribe. "For what communion hath light with darknessy as theApostle
says; or what agreement hath a temple o f God with idols? Or what portion
hath u believer with an infidel? And what concord hath (7hm;with Belial?"
(IICof, 6:15-16).
Interpretation

Christians must not affect any of those wicked things which the Greeks
used to affect-divination, that is to say, and charms, and other similar
things. On this account the present Canon decrees that those Christians
shall be compelled to abstain from the Mysteries for six years who consult
soothsayers, ' and men calling themselves hecantontarch~,~
and others of
the kind, with a view to learning from them whatever occult things they
wish (in order to find money or other things they have lost, for instance),
just as previous Fathers have canonically penalized them. It also in like
manner with the above canonizes for six years also those who drag bears3
or other such animals along with them for sport and harm of simpleminded persons; and also those who tell fortunes of men and what they
are to get in the future and that they were born on a lucky or unlucky day
and other such delusive sayings. It likewise canonizes also those persons
who were called "cloud- chaser^,"^ and enchanter^,"^ and "amuletics"
and soothsayers.Accordingly, all of them are to receive this canon if they
repent and abandon such ruinous, devilish, and Greek "rackets." If, however, they persist in this wickedness, and delusion, and do not give it up,
they are to be driven away from the Church of Christ altogether and are
to be excluded from the society of Christians. just as the divine Canons
prescribe. For what communion has light with darkness? or what union
has the temple of God with the altar of idols? what portion has a believer
with an unbeliever? or what concord has Christ with the Devil, as St. Paul
says? But we must note that the penalty provided by the present Canon is
provided for laymen only, as much for those who perform such diabolical
works and magic as we have enumerated above, as for those who consult
them. For any clergymen and persons in holy orders that should do such
things would surely be deposed from office, according to Balsamon and
Z ~ n a r a swithout
,~
fail.
Concord

As regarding persons engaged in divination and following Greek customs, and bringing wizards' to their homes in order to discover the bewitchments certain persons may have cast a spell upon them, the Fathers
of the Council in Ancyra canonize them five years in their c. XXTV, while
Basil the Great makes it six in his c. LXXXTTI: which this Council followed
mentioning as previous Fathers both him and those in Ancyra. Canon
XXXVl of Laodicea expressly throws out of the Church those who wear
"Soothsavers"' are persons who have consecrated then~selvesto demons and who are
supposed Lo be able lo foresee future events b\ looking in the palm of (lie hand or into a
bowl of water, or by sacrifices and other deceptive arts and signs, Hence the thirteenth
ordinance of the law prescribes that mi! onc making forbidden sacrifices. or. in other
words, divining by means thereof, shall be punished like a murderer, and furthermore
dial an\one pa? iiig llial person or pulling him up lo do these h i g s shall be exiled and
his prop* shall be confiscated in accordance u itli ch. 23 of Book IX of the Code.
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' Hccantoiiarchs was the m

c given to the wisest and oldest of soothsayers, and they
wcre regarded with greater respect than the others.
'Those who uscd to drag along bears hung dyed cords from the head and all the body
of these animals, and cutting off hairs of the bears thcy would give these together
with dyed cords lo people to use as ainulets to ward OKdiseases and vvhal is called
ill English "the cvil cyc," or in Greek haskanim of cycs. Others had snakes in thcir
bosoms and worked magic charms by means of them.
"Cloud-chasers" was the designation of those who used to observe the shapes of
clouds, especially about the time of"sunset, and Lo ioretell the iiilure in accordance
with those shapes. For instance, if they saw clouds shaped like men with swords in
their hands. they would predict that a war was to occur, and other such nonsense. The
namc cloud-chasers could also havc been given to thosc who with the collaboration of
demons were wont to drive clouds away so as to prevent them from raining or hailing
upon one region and compclling them to do so 011 another region.
' "Enchanters" were those who used to interlard their invocations of demons with the
Psalms of David, the names of saints. and cvcn with thc name of our Lady Tl~otokc:
in regard to those enchanters divine C h c sostom says that even though they name the
name of Lhe Holy Trinity- or hat of saints, or make the sign of the Cross. Christians
must shun them and turn away from them. And again the same saint says in his Sermon on Statues says: "Are you not ashamed. 0 Christian, to bring into your home old
womcn that arc drunk and out of their mind, though you assert that thosc old womcn
say nothing but the name of God? And tor this reason indeed you ought to shun
them, namely, because they. although being old Christian women, employ the namc
of Christ wrongly, and do the works of the Greeks; for even the demons uscd to say
the name of Christ. true enough. bill they themselves were demons and were bad. 011
which account Christ gagged them and drove thcm out."
Those called muleti tic^'^ comprised no1 only those who made amulets. winding lliem
with silk threads and inscribing them with invocations of demons. but also those who
bought them I?om Lhe makers ol' them and hung there round their neck in order to
havc a preventive of cvey evil.
For this reason lliose priests. too. ought lo be deposed from office who read to sick
persons what is called the "paper of Jalu"; and thosc, too. who take pitch candles
and, going into mountains and valleys. light them and read the Solomonic, or rather
to say. Diabolic. Bible. or othcr invocations, and the namcs of demons, and thereby
excommunicate and execrate their enemies, and cause ei her them themselves to die
or their cattle, horses. and other animals to die, or to sustain some other serious loss
or damage. On this account such books, too--including. 1 mean, the Solomonic, and
the paper ofJalu: and the "Words of Thunder." and the "Words oiLightning." and the
"Book of Days," and in general all magical and curious books ought to be destroyed
by the local judge, as Book VIII of the law, Title I, ordinance 35 (in Photius Title
IX, ch. 25) prescribes, and be burned up, just as at Ephcsus bclicvcrs burnt books on
magic which wcre valued at fifty thousand pieces of silver (Acts 19:18). The pcnalties provided in this Canon ought to be inflicted also on those old hags who divine
with barlq, or with broad beans, or by dumping coal, or by yawning. or by strangling
infants, or who are snatched up in the air by demons and go From region to region.
like thai wizard named Hcliodoms. and like those named Cinops in Patmus and Simon. Likewise those shepherds who put some little bone in the feet or sheep, or of
goats- in order to make thcm grow fast and augment their flock. Likewise those who
pass their children through rigols. And- speaking generally, all sorcerers and witches,
and all men and women who go to sorcerers and witches. if thcy all repent, are to reccivc the penance prescribed by the present Canon; if; on the other hand- they persist
in this diabolic delusion, hey are to be driven away Iron1 h e Church orthe Cliristians
altogether as being a portion of Satan, and not of Christ. Note that divine Clq-sostom (Homily 3 on 1 Thess.) says "'Those who fall sick and refuse to be enchanted or
to hav e heir illness alleviated with incantations and bindings; but. instead. pro1 e
brave and remain patient, receive the halo of martyrdom like martyrs," And against
Jews (Discourse 5) he says thus: "And you, il' you h-miy decline incantations and
sorccrccs and spells, and die from the diseasej you arc consummate martyr, because
notwithstanding that others promised a cure with piety, you preferred death with pic@."Novcl65 of Leo the Wise. too. says that "whoever appears with complctcncss to
produce magic effects- whether it be lor the cure of bodily disease, or for prevention
of damage to fruits, shall be chastised will1 [lie mosL severe punishment and be gi\ en
the penalty received by traitors against the Emperor,"
'Â
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Wizards arc those who invoke demons that arc in a way bcncficcnt, and this in spite
of the fact that thcj themselves arc fiendish and malcficcnt

amulets, and, prohibits clergymen and priests from becoming wizards, or
enchanters,l or rnathematician~,~
or astrologers, and from makiiig amulets. It is mainly this Canon that the Council is referring to in saying "in
conformity with what the sacred Canons also prescribe", but perhaps it is
referring also to the ones following. For c, TTT of Nyssa decrees that those
who go to fascinators and soothsayers must be well questioned, and if
it turn out that they became small-souled (or pusillanimous) as a result
of being forced by any unendurable necessity and were deluded by such
men, they are to be more leniently dealt with (or canonized), just as are
those who have been induced by tortures to deny Christ. But if it be as a
result of their having flouted the faith of Christ and of their having failed
to believe that Christ is a God and well able to free them from every ill
plight and calamity, they are to be canonized like those who have volmitarily denied Christ, which is the same as saying, that they are not to coinmune throughout the duration oftheir lifetime, unless at last they separate
from the Church, and pray only by themselves alone, as the same Gregory
ofNyssa in his c. I1 plainly states this. But also c. VTT ofBasil also in dealing likewise with those Christians who have sacrificed to idols and have
consequently been separated from the Church of Christians, penalizes
Sorcerers.' The same Basil, on the other hank in his c. LXV canonizes
as willing murderers those who declaim about the fascination and sorcery
which they have practiced, and also those who give themselves to soothsayers in his c. LXXTT.
CANON LXH

We wish oncefir all to extirpate from the life ofthe faithful the .so-cakd
(festival of) the calends, or kalends, and the so-called Vota,and the ~ ~ - c a U e d
Hruma/ia, and the public festival celebrated on thefirst day of March, h'tirthermore, the public dances of women, which are calculated to wreak great
h m and injury. Furthermore we (Sixmisx a1.w the dances and ritnaJistic
ceremonies peiff)rmed hy men or women in the name ( f w h a t are falsely
called gods among Greeks, after an old custom which is alien to she life of
Chr~stians,at the same time decreeing that no man shallput on anyfeminine
costume, nor shall a w w ~ l u n p v on
t any that hefits men. But neither shall a n y body put on comic, or saiyric, or tragic masks; neither shall anybody shout
the name of abominable Dionysus while engaged in squeezing grapes in the
wine-presses; nor, when pouring the wine into the casks shall they provoke
l u / ~ ~ h lby
e ra show of ignorance of o f 1wnitj by produeins, the effects ofdemaniacal delusion. As for those w h o j k m now on a;/emp/to carry out any o f
the aft)re.vuid improprieties, while well ware of what they are doing, zf they
should be clergymen, we command that they be deposed from office; but if
laymen, ihal they be excommunicated.

' Enchanters is the name applied to those who lure demons into whatever things t h q

will with some incantations and invocations; and those who bind wild beasts. such
as wolves. etc., (by a spell of sonic kind) in order to prevent them from eating their
cattle when they are outside at night or those who grasp snakes in their hands and
cause them 11ot to bite. The name enchanters is also bestowed upon those who bind
married couples with diabolic art and witchery. Oh, the thrice-accursed! Oh, the
villains! Oh, the baiters of"God! Woe and alackaday to those u h o engage in such
a Satanic racket. Ahj and the wretches do not realize what a dreadful punishment
awidls hem as heir inheritance because of their becoming the cause of an honorable
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marriage being dishonored, and of a married couple hating each other and becoming
separated for all time thereafter, whom God had joined together. Some persons rccommend ha1 those couples \vlio are about lo be wedded. in order to remain uiiharmed
by any such binding (or spell), should first confess all their sins, fast. and partake of
the diiine Mysteries. and afterwards get married, as we have said. Some order thai
the bridegroom c a m on his person h e volume of die four sacred Gospels when he!
are being married. And experience has shown the efficacy of faith in many persons.
For, according to divine Ch~sosLom.wherever there i s (an Orthodox edition of) the
Gospel, the Devil docs not dare to approach, accordingly. it is an ancient custom for
women and young children to hang Gospels round their neck by which they obtain
great protection (Homily 32 on the Gospel according to St. Jolm, pagc 686 of the
second volume, stich. 5; and Homily 19 on Statues, pagc 594, of the sixth volume,
slich. 35). As regards enclianlers and conjuring \enhloquists God says dial hey are
to be stoned (Lev. 20:27): "Any man or woman who becomes of them a ventriloquist
or ail enchanter shall both of them surely be piiL lo death. They shall stone hem with
stones, They are guilty"
Mathematicians appear to have been the same as astrologers, as may be inferred from
the words of Zonaras and of Blastaris. But the\ were not any of those who rightly
use h e four main branches of malhemadcs. namely. Arilhmetic, Geomeim. Music
and Astronony. and who investigate their natural propositions. but, instead, those
who monstrously insisL that the movements made by the free will of human beings
arc steered and governed by the motion of the heavenly bodies, and thcy attribute
altogether the passions and impulses of human beings to the stars, and represent the
occurrences in the life of human beings to be dependent on the different configuration
ol' the luminaries and stars, while divining vvith the co-operation OFdemons by means
of Lhe stars wliate\ er things gods assign to stars; and. speaking in general. Lhose \vho
emolov
mathematics in a curious wav.
.
'The word "sorcerers'" designates those who by magical art prcparc poisonous
draughts either in order to pul somebody LO deal11 or to muddle his brain or lo allure
him to heir love; \\luch draughls women are especially won1 lo emplo! as a means
of drawing men into love. Such women are canoni7ed as murderesses~twentyyears,
that is to say. according Lo c. VI11 ol'Basil Hie Great. Book XLVlI, Title 111, ordinance
2 provides that anyone is to be chastised as a murderer that makes such philter in
order to kill anybody, or who sells it or has it in his possession. Those men or those
women who prcparc philters in ordcr to incite anybody to love arc to be exiled and
their property is to be made authentic (i.e., turned over to the lord paramount having
jurisdiction). And see in the Nomicon of Pliolius, Title IX, ch. 25.
>

Interpretation

The calends (also spelled kalends) were the first days of every month,
on which the Greeks were accustomed to celebrate in order as they hoped
to pass the whole month merrily.l The Vota and Brumalia, on the other
hand, were Greek festivals. The Vota, referring to grazing and sheep, were
celebrated in honor of the god Pan, who was supposed by the Greeks to
be the oatron of sheen and other animals. The Brumalia were celebrated in
honor ~ i o n ~ s ufor
s ; the epithet of Dionysus among the Greeks of the
north was Bromius, derived from brumos, a Greek word signifying a peal
as of thunder. Bv the Romans he was called Bmmalius. and his festival
Brmalia, in the plural, which is the equivalent of D ~ o I ~ &as
, the Greeks
called it. So the present Canon commands that such festivals, but especially the public one celebrated on the first day of March, for the pretended
purpose of securing good weather in spring, be eliminated altogether from
the public and private life of Christians. Nor must public dances in general

of

' Boh Balsamon and otliers assert tlid Calandus. Nonnus. and Idus Here rich broth-

crs who fed Rome in time of war and hunger-Calandus for 12 days, Nonnus for 10
days, and Idus tor ti days; the three together tor a whole month. Hence, in order that
the benefaction due to thcsc personages might remain rcmcmbercd forever, and in
ordcr to perpetuate the obligation of gratitude to them, the Romans called the first
twelve days Calends, &r Calandiis, h e next Len dais Nones, afler Nonnus, and
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the remaining eight days Idti-: after Idus. According. thcy used to celebrate during
these days. and were wont to do many indecent things during such cclcbrations,
Those people were initialed later by those Christians \vlio on this first day of January
participate in what arc called the Kalanda (in modem Grcck), playing games, dancing
in front of the doors of private houses. ambling about., and uttering mat+ nonsensical
diiiigs and Ielling ludicrous stones. and singing some lines purporting lo be addressed
to St. Basil the Great which ought to be suppressed by the bishops and spirituals; and
Lhe) ought lo be ca~ioni~ed
so as lo refrain Itom doing such heathenish and Greekish
things, just as the present Canon says.

of women be held, nor festivals and dances by men or women in honor
of the name of the pseudo gods of the Greeks. It decrees ill addition that
neither must men wear women's clothing, nor women men's clothing. But
neither must they disguise themselves with false faces and masks that are
comic, or, in other words, calculated to provoke laughter, or tragic, or
calculated to provoke laments and tears, or satync, or, in other words peculiar, to Satyrs and Bacchi, who in honor of Dionysus were wont to dance
ecstatically and as if demon-possessed. Â¥ And that no one should invoke,
or call upon, the name of despicable Dionysus (who was supposed to be
the giver and patron of wine) when treading the grapes in the winepresses;
nor laugh and guffaw when the new wine is being transferred to the pifharia, as these are called in modem Greek, being a kind of earthen casks.
So whoever from now on, after becoming fully aware of these prohbitions, shall attempt to do any of the aforesaid things which are demonish
and Greekish, it he is a clergyman, let him be deposed from office but if
he is a layman, let him be excommunicated,
Concord

Note also that in Deuteronomy (ch. xxii, v. 5) God prohibits a woman
from wearing men's clothing, and a man from wearing women's clothing:
' a woman shall not wear the apparel of a man, neither shall a mail put on a
woman's garment; for all who do so are an abomination unto the Lord thy
God." The Council held in Gangra does not even allow a woman to wear
masculine attire for the sake of supposed exercise. For it anathematizes
any woman doing so, c. XIII. Read also c. XXIV of the present Council.
CANON LXIU

With resurd to the falsely compiied martyr-lists fabricated by the enemies o f the truth, as if with an intentmn to dishonor the Martyrs of C7hr;s/
and to lead those paying attention to if info disbelief, we command that if
muxt not he read ph/zcly even in the chz;rehe.s, hut that these things mwt be
constsfled t ofire. As for those wfw accept them and recognize them as vefidicat, or those who bestow any attention w o n them as true, we anathematize
such person-s.

' Thcsc same things arc done even today by Christians, and often by persons in holy

orders and clergymen during the weeks of the Apokreos (or Carnival) and of the 'i\fine (or Cheese-eating Week). and in many other regions. cspccially in the islands.
where thcrc arc Latin inhabitants In fact I must say that the men wear masks and
v arious false beards. and even women's doming, and sometimes u omen even u ear
men's clothing. and all of them engage in public dancing, as concerning whom God
s ~ that
s '"a woman shall not wear the apparel of a man, neither shall a man put on
a woman's garment. for all who do so arc an abomination unto the Lord thy God'"
(Dent, 22:s).And really these things are abominations to God, and are in truth at'fcctations of Grccks and alien to Christians, and the holy prelates ought to put forth
cvcry effort to prevent them on the ground that they cast reproach upon Christianity
\villi the penall! 01 exconmunicalioii.
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Interpretation

Infidels and enemies of the truth, wishing to bring accusations against
Christians' records, composed, it would seem, certain ludicrous and grotesque utterances and deeds with the allegation that the Martyrs of Christ
said and did those things, in order that the M a w s might incur insults as
a consequence thereof, and the Qithodox faith be laughed to scorn. Hence
the present Canon commands that no such fictitious lists be read publicly
in churches, but instead that they be burned up. Those, on the other hand,
who accept them as true are anathematized. ' See also Ap. c. LX.
CANON LXTV

That a layman muss not publicly make a speech or teach,thus investing
himself with the dignity of a teacher, but, instead, must submit to the ordinance handed down by the Lord, and to open his ear w ~ d eto them who have
received the grace o f teaching ability, and to be taught by them she divine
facts thor<)ughly.For in the one Church God created different memlwrs, accordmg to the utterance of the Apostle, 1n mterpretmgu-hichSt. Gregory the
Theologian, clearly presents the right procedure in these mu/ters by saying:
"Let nt have respect for this procedure, brethren, and Set us observe it.
b'ir.st, let one man he a listener, as the h e u w recipient; another, the toftgte;
another, a hand; another, something else; let one man teach, and let another
man learn; and after short periods, u.v touching one who !earn in a state o f
obedience. and one who leads the c h o m in hilaritv. and one who renders
service incheerfulness and willingness, lei us not
be a tongue, heeding
the most apt saying: "Let us not all be Apostles; Jet us nut all be Prophets;
let us not a!! he Interpreters " (ICox 12:29), and after somevhat: "Why are
you making out that you are a shephefvi, when you are a sheep? Why are you
becoming a head, when you happen to be a foot7 Why are you attempting to
be a general, when you are pJaced in the ranks of (ordinary) soldiers? And
jim another quarter Wisdom bids: 'Be not hasty in wof-ds; vie not with a
rich man when thou art indigentl(Prov 23:4); nor seek to be wiser than the
wise. If anyone be caught disobeying the present Canon, let him be excornmum catedfor forty days.
Interpretation

The present Canon prohibits any layman from teaching openly and in
church as a teacher; instead he should rather himself be taught by those
who have received the gracious gift of teaching. For, just as there are
various members belonging to one and the same body, as St. Paul says,
so and in like manner there are various persons in the one Church, in the
order in which placed each of them. Hence in interpreting this saying of
the Apostle's (in his Homily concerning due order in discussions) he says
that one person in the Church must be an ear, another a tongue, another
a hand and another some other member; and neither must all of them be
a tongue, or, in other words, teachers, nor must all of them be Apostles,

' For Hits reason we Easterners owe Sl. Syneon Metaphrasles an acknowledgment of
special thank's (acknowledged, as 1 am told, also by the Westerners), who with great
industry wrote the lives of the holy Martyrs and of the Devout Ones, after ridding
them of every lie and adulteration, and going in person to various places and collccLing some accounts from w h t lie saw with his own eves. and some from reliable
information.

' Discourse on the keeping of good order in discussions.
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nor all of them Prophets. So, 0 man, being a sheep, why are you trying to
make yourself out to be a shepherd? Being a foot, why are you trying to
be a head? Being a soldier, why are you undertaking to be a general? or a
leader of soldiers? Solomon, too, says: "Be not glib of speech and ready to
say things; nor, when poor, quarrel with the rich; nor seek to become wiser
than the wise, or more learned than the learned." If anyone does things in
violation of this Canon, let him be excommunicated for forty days. But if
any layman chance to be experienced in discourse and modest in manner,
he is not prohibited from answering and teaching in private those asking
questions, as Zonaras states, and ch. 32 of Book VIII of the Apostolic
Injunctions declare. For they shall be, it says. all taught of God: ill which
manner Apollos spoke, and taught the facts about the Lord, and in spite
of the fact that be only knew the baptism of the Lord (Acts 28:25), and
Aquilas and Priscilla, who taught the same Apollos the way of God more
exactly (ibid.).
CANON LXV

We command thai henceforth the bonf/res lit by some persons on the
occasion of the New Moon mfront of their own workshop,^ or houses, and
over which some persons even leap, in accordance with an ancient custom,
it 7s huhled, shall he abolished and done away with. Whoever, therefwe, who
does am such thing,ifhe he a Clergyman, let him be deposedfrom office; hilt
if he be a layman, let him be excommunicated.For it i s written in the Fourth
Rook ($Kings: "And Monarch built an altar to the whole host ofheaven, in
the two courts of the I,ord\ house, and passed his children throqh,fire, and
consulted augurs, and appointed ventriioqr~ixts,and multiplied seers, and he
wrought much wickedness m the sigh1 of the Lord, to provoke him to wrath "
(11 Kings 23: 4-6).
Interpretation

Since, and in imitation of the Greeks and heathen, some Christians
used to light a bonfire in front of their workshops and houses, over which
bonfire they would leap and pass over it and above it, this Council deposes any clergymen that do such a thing, while, in the same connection,
it excommunicates laymen guilty of the same offense. Wishing to show
that if such Greek customs when observed by the imperfect Jews sufficed
to provoke God to indignation and wrath, how much more they provoke
Him when observed by us Christians who are perfect and disciples of the
Gospel! It says that King Mauasseh built an altar, implying that he offered
sacrifices to the host and force of heaven. to the stars, that is to say (and
especially to the moon; just as is written in Jeremiah: "to burn incense
unto the queen o f heaven, and to pour out libations unto her3'-unto the
moon, that is to say) within the two courts of the temple, and he passed
his children through the fire, and consulted augurs,' and was wont to

' Properl!

speaking augun is h e observ ation of future events b\ means of w ords
and calls. the corresponding Grcck term being dcrivcd from this word call Greek
kin. halo, as a learned wnter states, and especially Theodorel (page 193 of die
second volume of the Octatcuch) This Grcck custom of augury is still practiced
today in many parts of the count?, and especially in the islands, where men and
women place water and various fruits in vcsscls and cover thcm. and afterwards.
assembling together. they take thcm out. accompanying cach act of removal with a
diabolical song and by means thereof pretending to foretell the tale and fortune of
cach of them. Thcsc auguncs arc held during the time of the Forerunner's birthday.
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as well as the bonfires in front of the doors of cvcry house. which ought to be prohibited with cxcommunications as penalties by the bishops and spirituals, as ought
also h e May Day celebration, or, in olher words, the various flowers and buds which
some persons put on thcir doors on the first day of May, since this too is a Grcck
custom and also a heathen custom. and one which is alien to Christians, just as thai
Patriarch Michael, of celebrated meinon. who was the prince of philosophers, displayed great diligence in abolishing all such Satanic and Greek "rackets," For Chrislians safeguard themselves against ever\ evil and against all bad l i d , and at the same
time secure for themselves plenty of good luck, by having the priest sanctify thcir
house, and by sprinkling then~selveson the first day of each and even' month, instead
of May Day celebrations and auguries and bonfires. as Blastaris says (ch. 3 of stick
5); just as in olden times sanctification used to be secured by means of precious bits
of wood from the holy Cross, but also wilh a lilany ofthe Cusl day ofAugusl for the
purpose of warding off the illnesses which occur then for the most part because of the
hot weather, as is related by St. Oregon 01Thessalonica (Homily 011 h e first day or
August). and by the manuscript Synaxarist. I mean for them to make the sanctification which is called the minor, or little, sanctication, and not that which is called the
major. or great, sanctification. For the minor sanctification can be carried out on the
first day of cvcry month, and not only so, but also on the occasion of cvcy illness
and need. The major sanclification, on h e oilier hand, is performed but twice a year,
as a rule: once on the evening of the eve of the Lights, which sanctification is given
in the type of the baptism of John. according to Paisius 01 Gaza in his solution of
cerlain questions. For this reason il is also performed humbl!. The oilier lime is lhal
which coincides with the day proper to the Lights, which sanctification is given in the
lype of the baptism 01h e Lord. according lo tlie same Paisius. For this reason it is
performed with open display and a fitting escort

divine future events by auspication, and appointed many ventriloquists
and seers.? And he perpetrated wickedness in the eyes of the Lord and
provoked His wrath. Note, too, that the expression "he passed his children
through fire" is taken by the Council here to mean that Manasseh made his
children hop over or through the fire, whereas Cyril of Alexandria, in his
Commentary of Isaiah, interpreted it to mean that he made a bumt-offering of his childien in the fire as a sacrifice to the demons.
CANON LXV1
Thefuithjil are reyurred to spend the time m

ti

state ofJe~.szwewithout

fail in she holy churchesfrom the holy days of resurrected Christ our God to
New Sunday in psalms and hymns, and in spiri~ualsongs called odes, while
taking cheer in Christ and celebrating, and paying close attention to the
reading of/he divine iLScr/pt/~res,
and delighting theme/ves to their heart ,'s
content in the Holy Mysteries. For (he shall we be joimly tvsurrecied and
jointly exalted with Christ. Therefore during the days in question lei no horse
races or other popular spectacle be held at all.
interpretation

Inasmuch as all of Novation week is reckoned as a single day devoted
to the name of the Lord, therefore does the present Canon decree that all
Christians during this week ought to remain in the churches, taking cheer
and celebrating the Resurrection of the Lord with psalms and hymns and
spiritual songs, paying attention to the words of the divine Scriptures and

' Aiispicalion, according to Theodore&is a process wherein one foretells whal is going to occur b! observing the flight or the various cries of birds. and especially of
ravens, Ikom which (word) indeed Die name is derived (in Greek, that i s to sa), the
corresponding Greek term is derived from the noun ownos. meaning a raven or
vulture). In auspication are included also those who believe that there are good and
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bad coincidcnccs (or concomitant circumstances), or interrogations good and bad,
or good and bad omens, and other such things. which ought to be eliminated from
Christians, on the ground that they provoke God's wrath upon them.
By the term ventriloquists are designated those persons who utter words from their
bclly and tell Satanic myths and divinations. Sccrs arc those who by cutting up the
entrails of animals divine the future, whence also the term hepatoscopy has been applied to this process. And, in general, all ventriloquists are called enteromanteis ie..
hamspices) in Greek, according to Photius and Theodoret,

partaking of the divine Mysteries.For in this sort of way we shall be resurrected and exaltedjointly together with Christ. Hence on these days horse
racing must not be indulged in, nor must any other popular spectacle, disorderly game, that is to say, or dances, or wrestling matches, and any other
such amusement. See also Ap. c. IX and c. XXIV of this 6th.

?

Let Christians of these days learn from the present Canon what sort of holy life was lcd
by those persons on these holy days of the Resurrection, and what sort of disorderly life,
or of irregular life, they thcmsclvcs are now living on the other hand. and let them correc thcmsc1ves by refraining from amusements- dances, games, songs, and other such
absurdities as I h q commit in Moscow. I mi iold. There Christians go &om one church
to another 011 cvcry d q in this week and hold litanies, lest they find time to engage in
some other impropriety. That is what ought to be done also in the case of our own Christiam, to prevent hem from deviating mio disorders and improprielies. Another very
holy custom is known to many which prevails in Moscow, to wit, that wherein the more
reverent husbands r e h i n korn sleeping w iLh their wives throughoiit Novalional Week,
and by consequence no weddings are held during that period cithcr. Really a most holy
custom in truth which our own Christians ought to imitate. For, as we have said, this
entire week is counted as a single day of Easter devoted to the name of the Lord. Sec
also c. IV of St. Nicephorus which is in the preface.
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Divine Scripture has commanded us to "abstainfrom blood, and stransledflesh, and fornication" (Gen. 9:3-4; Lev. ch. 17 and 18:13; Acts 15:
28-29). We therefore suitablv mnance those who on account o f their daintv
stomach eat theblood of ahanimal after they have rendered it eatable by
some art. I f , therefore, anyonefrom now on shozdd attempt to eat the blood of
any animal,in any way whatsoever, ifhe be a clergy/man, let him be deposed
from office;hut if he he a layman let him he excommunicated.
Interpretation

The present Canon commands that no Christian eat the blood of any
animal, no matter in what manner or by what art it may have been prepared, and even though it be mixed with other foods, whether these be
Lcsuntzukia7'
or any other things. For the divine Scripture of the Old Testament, and especially that of the New expressly commanded Christians
to abstain from blood, from strangled meats, and from fornication (and
from things sacrificed to idols). If a clergyman should eat this, let him be
deposed from office; but if a layman do so, let him be excommunicated.
Read also Ap. c. LXIII.
CANON LXVIU

A s regards thefact that it i s not permissible for anyone to destroy, or to
cut up, or to turn over to book stores or to so-called drusgists, or anyone
else whatsoever for destruction any of all the books of the (Old and New
Testaments, or of our holy and eminent Preachers and Teachers, unless it be

comp1e;ely useless because o f having been damaged by bookworms or water
or in some other way. Anyone caught doing such a thing/rom now on, let him
be excommunicatedfor a year. Likewise anyone buyingsuch books, unless he
keeps themfor his own use and benefit, nor should he give them away to o h
em lo keep, but who attempts to destroy them, let him be excommunicated.
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Interpretation

It is not permissible, says the present Canon, for anyone to destroy or
to cut up' books of the Old and New Testaments, and of the eminent teachers, or, in other words, of those who have been approved and accepted
after tests (for many books have been written; but have been rejected and
disapproved); nor must he give these away to book stores, or to persons
who extinguish or otherwise destroy books, or to those selling drugs and
perfumes, or to anyone else to destroy or make away with them~except
only if they have been entirely eaten up by worms, or have rotted and have
become illegible from having become too old to be read.? As for anyone
who might do such a thing, let him be excommunicated for a year. Likewise let him be excommunicated who buys such books; not in order to
benefit himself by reading them, nor in order to give them to anyone else
to have the benefit of them, but in order to spoil them or to destroy them.
CANON LXIX
Let it not he permitted to anyone amwig al} the laity to enter within the

sacred ahar, with the exception thai the Imperialpower and authority is in
no way or rnawwr excluded therefrom whenever it wishes to offer sifts to the
Creator, in accordance with a certain most ancient tradition.
Interpretation

The holy Beina is consecrated to those in holy orders. For this reason
the present Canon prohibits every layman from entering it, except only
that person who is the Emperor or King; and he is excepted not as a laymail, but as having power and authority and as one anointed of the Lord,
who has been permitted to enter it, in accordance with a most ancient tradition, whenever he wishes to offer gifts to God his Creator, and to partake
of the Holy Mysteries.'
Concord
That explains why c. XLIV of Laodicea forbids women to enter the
sanctuary of the sacrificial altar. Canon I, however, of Patriarch Nicholas
allows those monks to enter the Holy Beina who are not guilty of any
transgression reflecting upon the modesty of the monastic habit, in order
to light the candles or wax tapers. But even St. Nicephorus, in his c. XV,
says that nuns ought to enter the Holy Bema for the purpose of lighting the
lights and setting things in order and sweeping it. If, however, a person is
not a monk but only a novice, he cannot go into the Holy Bema, according
to what Balsainon says in his interpretation of c. I of Nicholas, q.v,

' Hence

it bccomcs evident how blameworthy those arc who cut sacrcd books of
parchment, in order to provide themselves with fish bait or in order to pack tobacco
ill them. or m y other stuff; or who cut the saints and in general the ornaments con~ainedin the books, or throw them into the lurnace to bum up. or write barbarous and
depraved remarks in their margins. Nor in general ought anyone to write anylhing at
all in sacred books, even though what is written is for the purpose of correcting or
interpreting the words in the book. except only if"â‚¬book belongs to the writer or he
docs this with the permission of the owner of the book. For all these things amount to
deterioration and impairment of the books. which is condemned to excon~inunication
by the present Canon.
Ncvcrthclcss, cvcn thcn one ought not to use such sacrcd and holy books in fontandies, or in other dishonorable and shameful services: neither ought one to give them
Lo others who are going
use h e m in sinular services Bill, inslead, one ought
cithcr to bum thcm, or to throw thcm away, or bcttcr to b u q them in ail untroddcn
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spot somcwhcre, in ordcr that things containing holy mid sacred words may not be

profaned. For that saying of Isaiah fits this particular situation most admirably, to
wit: "And it slid1 come to pass m hat day, hat.. . his resting-place (i.e.. of Christ the
God) shall be an honorable one" (Isa. 11:10). I say these things because in the timc
ol'tliis Council, books. most of which were of parchment, could become completely
illegible as aresiilt the wriLleii chariiclers in hein becoming worn oil1 and iindecipherable. But in books of today. which are of paper, the written or printed characters will
remain legible no mailer how old they grow: where fore the! ought not to be treated
dishonorably or abusively.
' Note that, according to the Ecclesiastical History of Theodoret (Book V, ch, 17).
notwithstanding the tact that the believer Emperor Theodosius was absolved by St.
Ambrosc of guilt due to the foul murder he had caused; yet, in spite of this, whcn he
offered the gifts to God inside the Holy Bema and expected to commune there, St.
Ambrosc would not let him in, telling him that "the inner sanctuary, 0 Emperor, is acccssiblc to priests alone"; and he was ordered to stay out of the Bcma. Thereafter even
when Hie Emperor went to Coiislantiiiople,he offered the gifts to God inside (he Holy
Beilia, but iiiuncdiakl~sleppcd outside, and did not go back in to coniinunc, according to custom. For, says Theodore!, after offering the gifts at the sacred table, he at
once went out. the most lailhfal emperor lhus showing by his example that emperors
who have committed foul murders ought not to commune inside the Bema, See also
Niccphorus Callistus. Book XI1 cli. 41. Hence let priests and confessors be induced to
see to it that the unlawful custom prevailing in m y places be cut out-the custom,
I mean. of letting laymen come into Hie Hal! B e n i ~which, railing Lo distinguish
between priests and laymen, causes the latter to incur the penalty which befell King
Ahax. who: though a la~nlan,undertook to perform the functions of those in holx
orders. For they too. in such a case, are in a way usurping die Cunclions ofpriests by
entering the place allotted to priests. But if it is unlawful for laymen even to enter the
Bema, hovt much more unlawful must be that which some ignorant priests do in having laymcn or anagnosts prepare the holy clcments in the holy prothcsis on Maundy
Thursday inside the Bema! So. tor the love of God- let them cease doing this, lest they
incur deposition from their holy ordcr. Symcon of Thcssalonica, on the other hand,
says (ch. 143) that an emperor may commune within the Bcma only at the timc whcn
he is being anointed as emperor. after from [lie deacons. and not at the Holy Table; but
at a credence table placed beside it and having an antimension laid upon it,
CANON LXX

Let it not be permissible for women to talk during Holy Mass, but in acc o ~ h n c with
e
the 'words ofPaul the Apostle, "let your women remain silent.
h'or it has not been permitted them to talk, hut to obey, ax the l a w 1 directs. If
they wish to learn anything, let them ask their husbands at home. "
"A,s in a!! churchex ofthe saints, " MJ A' Paul the Apostle, "in the churches
let your women remain silent. For it has not been permitted them to talk but
to obey, as the law directs. If they wish so learn anything, lei them ask their
husbands at home. " (I Cor 14:33-35.)
"Let the women learn quietly with all sr;hjec/ion. But Isnffer not a woman
to teach, nor to exercise authority over a man, but to be tf?it/e/.For Adam was
formedjrsi, and ihenEve. AndAdam was not deceived, but the woman having
been deceived became a t fault. Bitt she shall be saved through child-bearing,
if they abide infaith and love and sanctify with sobriety." (1 Tim. 2:11-15.)
Interpretation

According to the words of this Canon and according to the words
of St. Paul, women are prohibited from teaching either in holy temples
(churches) or outside thereof, for St. Paul does not mean by "churchs the
temple itself, but a "congregation of people" anywhere; and still more are
they prohibited from chanting either in a choir of their own or along with
men
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"For it is a shame for women to talk in church" (I Cor. 14:35). This
means that women should keep silent in church, and out of church wherever there is a congregation of people. The fact that the word talk is used
here, and not the word speak, controverts and overthrows the allegation
put forward by some persons that only teaching is forbidden to women but
not chanting; for talk includes any sort of vocal utterance, and not merely
articulate speech. In fact, women are not allowed to let their voice be heard
at all within the sacred temple ofthe church. They may, of course, sing and
chant in their hearts praises and blessings to God, but not with their lips.
Before God formed Eve. He said: "It is not good that man should be
alone; let us make for him a helper meet for him" (Gen. 2: 18).This means
that woman was created, not to rule man, but to help him and to be ruled
by him. Woman is a teacher of every virtue by word and deed within her
own province at home; but she is not allowed even to speak or sing within
the sacred precincts of the church. Woman's job i s to bear children and
rear them in the belief and love of God, to uphold the sanctity and sobriety
of marriage. and to shun adultery as a thing that is odious to God. By so
doing she will be saved, and not otherwise; by leaving this path and failing
in these duties, she invites perdition.
"If anyone think himself a prophet or a spiritual agent, let him acknowledge that what 1 write unto you are cominandments of the Lord. But if
anyone is ignorant; let him be ignorant" (I Cor. 14:37-38).A true prophet
or teacher or spiritual agent has the spirit of Christ and does not disagree
with Christ's Apostle; he easily discerns and believes that St. Paul's commandments are commandments of Christ. Whoever, on the other hand,
does not discern and believe this, yet thinks that he is a prophet or a spiritual agent, is merely deluding himself; he is a false prophet lacking the
spirit of Christ.
Teaching and chanting are inconsistent with the nature and destiny of
a Christian woman, just as are the priesthood and the bishopric. Eve, the
woman formed by God, was the first to teach Adam once, in Paradise,
and she ruined everything; that is why women are forbidden to talk in
churches. The greatest adornment of women is silence. Let their example
be Mary, die New Woman and Child of God; who alone has the honor of
having had her speech recorded in history and handed down in die ninth
ode of the Chm'ch; this refers to her speech and that of Elizabeth. Therefore let Christian women emulate her. The ancient idolaters had priestesses to officiate at the altars and in the temples of idols, in which demons
were worshiped; and hence it is that deluded heretics derived this impious custom of theirs of letting women teach and sing and govern in their
churches. Shall we Orthodox Christians imitate them? By no means!
It is recorded in the Ecclesiastical History ofEusebius (Book 7, ch. 30)
that a council of bishops met in Antioch in the third century after Christ
from various cities for the purpose of trying Paul the bishop of Sarnosat,
who was rather a sophist and magician than a bishop and who, in addition to other heresies, had introduced a choir of women into the church
of Antioch. That council addressed a letter to bishops Dionysius of Rome
and Maximus of Alexandria containing the following phases: "Having
suppressed the psalms to our Lord Jesus Christ on the pretext that they are
modem psalms and the writings of modem men, who is preparing women
to chant to himself in the midst of the church on the great day of Easter
whom one would shudder merely to listen to.'.
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Women were never permitted to teach or to chant in the church along
with the sacred cantors or in a choir of their own. Female choirs are an
unexampled innovation involving many perils and capable of leading to
many scandals, for woman's voice is more attractive and more pathetic
than mail's. The appearance of women in the church choir constitutes a
stumbling block; for the eyes and ears of the congregation are at once
turned to them, and, becoming intoxicated with the sight and sound of the
highstrung melodramatic voices of women, they are languorously effemi nated in mind and rendered incapable of enjoying the modest and contrite
songs of the Church: thus the church choir gi adually becomes transformed
into a theatrical chorus!
Canon LXXV of the Sixth Ecumenical Synod decrees the following
with reference to church choirs: "It is our wish that those who come to
church to chant should neither employ disorderly yelling and strain their
natural voices to scream, nor recite anything inappropriate and not suited
to a church, but that they should offer such psalmodies with great care
contrition to God. who listens and looks on in secret." "The children of
Israel shall be reverent," saith die sacred saying (Lev. 15 :3 1).
The holy liturgy and sacred hymnody presented in church has the purpose of offering prayers to propitiate God for our sins. Whoever prays
and supplicates should be of humble and contrite mind; yelling indicates
rudeness and irreverence of mind. But voices and faces of female choirs
and the psalmody of European quartets represent a theatrical mind rather
than a modest ecclesiastical mind. What is it that is unsuited to the church?
Effeminate songs (melodies) and trills (which means the same thing as the
warbles of old) and an excessive variety of tones that inclines to whorish
songs, Zonaras, an interpreter of the Canons, says.
The childien of Israel after Christ are the pious Christians; who should
be imbued with fear of God and reverence while within the church. God
is not pleased with variety of melodies and voices, but with contrition and
repentance of the heart. This is easily understood when we remember that
man is pleased to listen to melodies and to look at pretty faces, whereas
God looks into man's soul in the depths of the heart and delights in its
reverence, which is manifested by humbleness of behavior.
CANON LXXI

f 'hose being taught the civil laws (i.e., civil law) must not resort to the
Greek customs, nor moreover must they appear upon the theater stage, or engage in so-cd/e(/cyl i strae, or garb themselves in robes not in common use,
either at the timethey are cornentheir course ofstudy, or ut the time they
are finivhing it, or, to speak more generally, at any time in the midst o f their
education. From now on if anyone dare to do so, let him be excommunicated.
Interpretation

Just as the more foolish of the learned men among the Athenians used
to fight with their adversaries; as St. Gregory the Theologian writes in the

' Thai is why divine ChrposLom also s e s : "Woman tauglil once (i.e..Adam in Para-

dise) and destroyed everything. For this reason, let her not teach." And again: "For
so silent must she remain," he says, "that not merely as regarding temporal, but also

even as regarding spiritual matters she must not speak a word in church. That is an

ornament, lhal is modesty; that can ornament her Car more lhan domes" (Sermon 9
on I Tim.. p. 283 of vol. IV,).
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epitaph of St. Basil the Great, and block up the cities and streets, and to do
other such things usual to the young sophists, in like manner were Christians who were being taught civil law wont to adopt these Greek customs,
and would let themselves be judged on the stage as to who was the best of
them in argumentation, and would engage in what were called cylistrae,
or would don clothes out of the ordinary. The present Canon prohibits
them from doing any of those things either at the commencement or in the
midst or at the end of their law course. Anyone doing such things thereafter is to be excommunicated.
CANON LXXTI

Let no Orthodox man be allowed to contract a mawiase with a hewtical woman,nor moreover let a m Orthodox woman be married to a heretical
man.But if it should be discovered fhaf any such flung is done by any one of
(he Chris/ians, no matter who, lei the marriage be deemed void, and let the
lawless marriage tie he dissolved. f i r it i s not right to mix things immiscible,
nor to /e/ a woifget taugkd 1q3 with a sheep, and the lot o f sinners get fcmgled
up with the portion o f Christ. I f , therefore, anyone vjofatef the rules we have
made let him be excommunicated. Rut m case persom who happen to be xti!?
in the state of unbelief (i.e., infit/e/,s)and to be not yet admitted to thefold of'
the Orthodox have joined themselves to each other by luwjd marriage, then
and in that event, the one ofthem having chwen the good .st& by runntng
to the fight oftruth, while the other, on the contrary, has been held down
the bond of delusionjbf havingfailed to welcome the choice of gazing at the
dtvme rays (whether 11 be that an infidel woman has looked with favor upon
u man who 1.s a believer, or vice verxa un infidel man upon n woman who I S
a believer), let them not be separated, in accordance with the divineApostle:
"For the inftdel husband is sanctified by the wife, and the hfidel wife by the
husband" (ICor, 7:14).
b y 7

c . XIV of the 4th )
Interpretation

The present Canon declares that it is not permissible for an Orthodox
man to marry a heretical woman, or for an Orthodox woman to get married to a heretical man. But if anyone should do this; the marriage is to
be void. and this unlawful matrimonial tie is to be sundered. For no wolf
should ever be united with a sheep, and the lot of sinners and heretics with
the portion of Christ and of Orthodox Christians. Whoever transgresses
the present Canon, let him be excommunicated.' If, however, both parties
were man-led while infidels in infidelity and community of religion, but
afterwards one party believed in Chist, while the other remained in the
darkness of infidelity; though the infidel party is still pleased, to cohabit
with the believing party, let the couple not be separated, as St. Paul says,
and indeed even St. Basil's c. IX. For one thing, because the infidel husband
becomes sanctified by living with his believing wife, or the infidel wife
^The qdistra, according lo Baisamoi~appears to have been a device cniplo~cdby
those teaching law when they were disputing as to which one of them should get such
or such ii pupil. For when sonietliing he\ rolled in this device would happen to roll
one way or another it would be a sign that the teacher thus indicated was to get the
pupil in question. Accordingly, it may be said in general that the cylistra was something on the order of the device called a lottery.

' Let those

prelates fear the penance of the present Council who arc in the island
provinces and all those regions where there are Latins; and by no means and on no
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account whatsocvcr let them allow a Latin man to many an Orthodox woman, or a
Latin woman to take an Orthodox man to husband. For what communion can there
be of h e Orthodox party with Hie heretic'? But if i t should so happen in ail! way
that without their cognizance such lawful marriages arc actually contracted, let them
at once proceed lo separate them. in accordance with this Canon, unless the Latinminded person be baptized in a shictly Orthodox manner. But if both parlies were in
the heresy of the Latins to begin with. and one party afterwards takes to Orthodox-,
their children must all be brought up as Orthodox Christians- in accordance with the
civil laws; and scc the Footnote to c. XTV of the 4th.

by living with her believing husband. And for another thing, because perhaps as a result of such cohabitation the other party may be led to piety.
"For what knowest thou, 0 wife, whether thou shalt save thy husband?'
demands the same St. Paul, "or how knowest thou, 0 husband, whether
thou shalt save they wife?" (1 Cor. 7: 16). See also c. XIV of the 4th.
CANON LXXTTT

Seeing that the vivifying CTOMhai shown uf the w q to Salvation, we
ought to make every endeavour to render the honor deserved to that which
has been the means whereby we have been saved from the old lapse. Hence
both in mind and in word and in sentiment paying it adoration, we by a!?
means command that imprints o f the Cr0.v.s on the ground made by some
persons he erased, lest the symbol s ~ g ~ f y z nthe
g trophy o f victory to us be
desecrated by being trodden ?pan by people walking over the ground. We
therefore decree that henceforth those who make the sign or imprint of the
Cross upon the ~ft.)nnd
shall be excommunicated.
Interpretation

By virtue of the vivifying Cross we have been saved2 and have been
freed from the bondage of sin. Hence (says the present Canon) we ought
to make endeavour to render due honor and adoration to it, both with the
mind, by remembering how many good things we have gained through it;
and with words by telling these things to others and thanking Chnst who
was crucified upon it; and with feeling by kissing and honoring it wherever we see it. But inasmuch as certain simple-minded people mark the
figure of this precious Cross everywhere; so far even as upon the ground
of the earth. under the pretext of supposed reverence and in order to pay
more honor to it, on this account the Council commands that wherever the
figure of the Cross be found printed upon the ground it shall be erased and
spoiled in order to prevent its being trodden underfoot and consequently
dishonored by people walking upon the victorious trophy of our salvation.' As for all those who hereafter make the figure of the Cross upon the
ground, let them be excommunicated.
CANON LXXIV

Thai so-called asapae, or Jove-feasts, must not be held at the Lord's suppers, or at the chz;rehes, and that one is not to eat them inside of a house, or
to lay a table with uccvhita (or co~chesj.A.\for those who dare to do this, let
them either cease or be excommunicated.
'-

In coiiiiectioii \villi what is here said, concerning the Cross divine C l g sostom sa! s:
'lei us hang it ( Ã§.die cross) 01 er our bed instead of a suord; let us inscribe il upon
our door instead of a bolt or bar; let us surround our house with it instead of a wall"
(page 88 1 ol'vol. V). Hence il ma\ be said that the Christians 01lad*: whether men
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or women, young or old, great or little, instcad of mi? other charm or talisman ought
to carry a cross upon thcm, cither wooden or gold or silver or brass. hanging round
their neck. as h e Christians of olden limes used to c a q one round their neck. For
St. Orcstes, one of the five martyrs, by wearing a gold cross round his neck came to
be recogni/,ed as a Christian by the Greeks; and Pancrahis o f Taiiromeneia used to
give a cedar cross io everyone he baptized to wear upon his person. St. Meleliiis h e
Confessor, in his discourse on the Morals of the itaiians. says that the Latins used to
have the custom o l'rnarking a cross upon the ground and kissing it, and then stamping
it out. As for us. however, not only must we not do this at all. but wc must also honor
the cross that is printed in books or even written upon letters and written documents
of any kind, togcthcr with the divine names of Christ, and ofthc Panagia (or All-holy
Virgin), or of the Saints, which arc written in letters, by avoiding the use of thcsc
tellers and docunients in connectioii with dishonorable or base purposes. and inslead
burning them or throwing them somewhere where they will not be trodden upon.
al'm tearing oni these holy names. in order thai vte may keep kom sinning gravely
by profaning things that arc holy. See also in the Footnotes to XCI of Basil, and the
Footnote to c, LXVITI of the present 6th.
From the decree of the present Canon let the two-homed Pope o f Rome learn hov+
~ Cross and
antichistian an act he is doing b~ imprinting under his Coot [lie Vi\ i i ing
giving it to his visitors to kiss. For in this way he is treading upon the victorious trophy of our salvation, which not only Orthodox emperors wore upon their head and
took greater pride in it than in their imperial diadems, but even the Calvinists thcmselves. though having discarded every trace of adoration of h e Siiiiiis, keep in heir
churches on a high place and with respect bow down to it in adoration. What am I
saving, emperors and Cah-inisis, w h ~even
,
the Turks themselves who were captured
during the reign of Mauritius had a cross marked upon their forehead, as is narrated
by both Theophanes and Simocates (Book V. ch. 10); and when asked whv they had
it, they answered that because a deadly plague once fell upon their land, the Christians advised thcm to be marked with the cross, after doing which they regained their
health. and that they then became accustomed to printing the cross upon themselves,
Concerning the Cross St. Grcgory the Theologian s e s against Julian: "He resorts to
the Cross, and the ancient remedy, and with this he signs himself against fears and
makes the one pursued a helper; (and the following slill worse things) tlie seal has
prevailed; the demons are defeated, the fears are dissolved." He says these things
about Julian the Apostate, who. when he Iound himself"with n i m d s , and demons
were gathered together, made his Cross, and the demons instantly dispersed, and he
l~imselt'wastreed from his tear. In his Horn. 54 on St, Matt,, Chyostom says: "'Like
a halo. thus do we cam' about the Cross of Christ. And this is not strange, seeing that
cvcg-tillng is accomplished for us through the Cross whether it be that we have been
nourished wilh lhal mystic food, or liave been ordained 10 office, or liave done anything clsc whatsoever, this symbol of victory presents itself to us.''

Interpretation

The present Canon is word for word the same as c. XXVITI of Laodicea, which prohibits Christian people from holding agapae, or so-called
love-feasts (i.e., banquets held as a token of love, and designed to lead
the banqueters to love and union), on the occasion of the Lord's suppers,
or, as we may say, in the churches. Nor must they provide soft and high
couches thereat which it calls "accubita," using a Latin word derived
from the verb accumbo, which means in Latin to lean or recline upon; and
thus to sit at table; for Christians were wont to sit on these when eating,=
S Q Â~r~stians
¥
began the custom of holding love-feasts in the church in Apostolic times,
When t h q were going to commune, especially on Sunday, the richer ones used to
bring bread and wine to church. and after partaking of the divine Mystcrics. as Zonaras says, and as St. Clnysostoiii does loo in his 27th Homily 011 the First Episllc
to the Corinthians. thcy would invite the poorer ones. and all of them would sit
down and eat. But since the Corinthians spoiled this order; and each ol' the richer
ones would eat his own meal alone, and would not give anything to the poor, things
came to such a pass that one man (a poor man, that is to say) would go hungry,
while another man would get drunk (a rich man. that is to say), divine St. Paul on
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this account in the elcventh chapter of his First Epistle to the Corinthians censures
them both because in so doing thcy were scorning the Church of God, and bccausc
they were disgracing and shaming in a way the poor people who had nothing to eat at
such common banquets. Premising thcsc words of the Apostle. St. Basil the Grcat (in
his "Ep'itorni~edDelinitions") concludes therefrom thai one must not eat h e common
supper in a cliurcli. This is said in agreeineni with c. XXVIII of Laodicea, Iliiil is lo
say. and with this c, LXXIV of the 6th. Note that the Lord's supper. which Paul menlions in speaking of these common suppers of the Corinthians was mistaken by St.
Paul the Grcat for the divine Supper of the Mystcrics (ibidem) and also by c. XLVIII
of Carthage. St. Chrysostom. on the other hand, thought them to be the one common
to all and held in imitation of the Lord. who confided and consigned the Mystcrics
to all His disciples without excepting any of thcm. Scc also Eustratius Argcntcs concerning tlie Lord's Supper, p. 308. Bul llie Lord's suppers mentioned in tlie preseiii
Canon were thus called because the divine liturgy was celebrated at them for the most
part on Sund* s (called m Greek "the Lord's days"), In coiinectioii wilh praises bestowed upon the Lord's suppers by Constantine, Euscbius says that thcy were called
thus after the Lord, to whom they were dedicated: ^Holy temples are to 'be dedicated
to the one king of all God, who is indeed also the Lord of all. Hcncc what has been
dedicated is deemed worthy of the appellation of the Lord, as not having acquired its
tille from human beings bul horn the Lord of all Himself: on which account he\ have
been accorded the name of Lord's suppers."Notc that thcsc feasts called agapac, and
these common banquets were called in some cases Birlhday Suppers; held in inemon
ofmartyrs; in other cases Wedding Suppers, held in celebration ofnuptials; and o h ers were called Funeral Suppers. held at the burial of the dead (p. K of the Book on
Religions Toleration).

As for any persons that might dare to do this, they must either cease or be
excommunicated. We must first note that Balsamon opines that by "Lord's
suppers" the Canon means here any place dedicated to the Lord, including, that is to say, both the Marthex and the Pronaos, reserving the word
"church" for the Temple itself. Hence the particle "or" is not to be taken
as explanatory, as Zonaras asserts, but as disjunctive: so that, according to
him, one must not eat, not only in churches, but not even in the Narthex
of churches.
Concord
Likewise c. XL1X of Carthage prohibits bishops, clerics, and laymen from holding banquets except when some passing guests have to be

entertained. Note that though the Canons forbid the holding of agapae, or
lovefeasts, they do not forbid their being held at common houses. Hence
c. XXVTT of the same Council of Laodicea commands that those in holy
orders and laymen shall not take any portions of meals away with them
as tidbits when they are invited to such love-feasts. Canon XI of Gangra
anathematizes those who scorn those who hold such love-feasts (outside
of the church, that is to say) and invite the brethren to assemble in honor

of the Lord, and those who make light of the affair by refusing to attend
them. Canon LXXW of the present 6th excommunicates those who sell
wine and food stuffs or other merchandise within the sacred precincts.
But, besides this, c. XCVII o f the same deposes clerics and excommunicates laymen who bring any domestic animal into a sacred temple, except
as a result of some great necessity. See also the Footnote to c. LXXXTII
of this same 6th
CANON LXXV
We wish those who attend churchfor the purpose uf chanting neither to
employ disorderly cries and to force nature to cry out aloud nor to foist in

anything that if; not becoming and proper to a church; but, OH the contrary, to
offer stich psalmodies with much uttentivenes,~and contriteness to God, who
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sees directly into everything that is hidden from our sight. "For the sons
Israel shall he reverent" ( I m 15:30), the sacred word hcia taught us.

uj

Interpretation

The chanting, or psalmody, that is done in churches is in the nature of
begging God to be appeased for our sins. Whoever begs and prayerfully
supplicates must have a humble and contrite manner; but to cry out manifests a manner that is audacious and irreverent. On this account the present Canon commands that those who chant in the churches refrain from
forcing their nature to yell, but also from saying anything else that is imsuitable for the church. But what are the things that are unsuitable for the
church? The expositor Zonaras replies that they are womanish members
and warblings (which is the same as saying trills. and an excessive variation or modulation in melodies which inclines towards the songs sung by
harlots). The present Canon, therefore, commands that all these things be
eliminated from the Church, and that those chant therein shall offer their
psalmodies with great care to God, who looks into the hidden recesses of
the heart; i.e. into the psalmody and prayer that are framed mentally in the
heart rather than uttered in external cries. For the sacred word of Leviticus
teaches us sons of Israel to be reverent to God.
Concord

David the prophet, too, says, "chant ye understandmgly" (Ps. 47:7). In
expounding this text St. Basil the Great (Epitomized Definitions, No. 279)
says: "Understanding the words of the Holy Scripture is like the quality of
meals which the mouth eats; since, according to Job (12: 1 I), "The throat
tastes foods; but the mind discerns words." So if anyone's soul discerns
the power of every word just as the sense of taste discerns the quality of
every food, he is fulfilling that commandment of David's." St. Basil himself adds (Epitomized Definitions, No. 281) that whoever does not go to
chant in church eagerly should either be corrected or be ousted. If there
are enough psalts available~many,I mean-the same saint (Epitomized
Def., No. 307) says that they should practice chanting in rotation, once a
week, that is to say. Canon XV ofLaodice% on the other hand, commands
that no one else must chant in church but canonical chanters, or psalts, and
parchment-chanting chanters, or psalts, or, in other words, except those
who chant with a membraneous or other paper chant. In addition, c. XX111
of the same Council says that psalts are not to wear an orarion when they
are chanting. Between the chants there ought to be reading (or praying)
too, according to c. XVTT of the same CounciL2
Thai is why divine Chn sostom (Horn. 011 "I saw the Lord sitting on a throne."
p. 120, vol. v) strenuously prohibits theatrical singing. dances of gesticulators.
and prolonged cries and yells, and disorderly intonations. For in interpreting that
passage in the Psalms saying "Serve the Lord in fear" (Ps. 2:ll). he scvcrcly ccnsurcs those who mingle the secular gestures of theaters with spiritual songs, and
who admix therewith theatrical postures and nleaningless intonations (such as are
nowadays the trills and quavers and other mcaninglcss uttcranccs); and he says that
these things are natural, not to those engaged in doxologizing God, but to those
playing. and mingling the sports of demons wilh angelic doxologv. By means of
many arguments he teaches that we ought to o f f r up doxologies to God with fear
and a contrite heart, in order that they may be wclcomc. like fragrant incense.
What Mclctius Pcgas. a v c learned
~
man, sq-s in his third discourse concerning
Christianity is in truth to be praised and deserving of all admiration; 'Trecisel?.
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therefore, as modesty and synimcby of music is attractive, it is adapted to render
hearts morc robust by drawing the soul up from the b&. For harmony is most
agreeable to h e spirit, having as 11does m inkmediak name partaking of the crassness of the body, combined with the immateriality of the spirit. Thus again cxccssivc
music, pursuing what is sweei be\ ond moderation fails to excite pleasure, but, on the
conLrm, tends lo enenale.. . for it is on h i s account that only the human voice linds
acceptance in the Church, on the ground that it is inherent in nature and unartificial,
whereas the percussions and eHlations produced b\ inslruments are sent packing by
the divine Fathers on the ground that they arc too artificial." Yet some ofthc musicians
of today are striving to put these things back into the Church with their instrumental
songs. The trills and quavers that arc now being chanted do not appear to be old, but,
on the contrac. modernistic, in view of the fact in the songs ascribed to John Darnascene and oilier musicians of olden times such meaningless words and prolongations;
they appear to have come into existence about the time of John Koukouzelos. But
the prolongations which the psaks 01today are chanting in die vigils. being double
and often triple the standard length arc in truth nauseating and become offensive to
reverent listeners. Wherefore we beseech canonical psalts to chant their songs more
quickly, in ordcr that their songs may at the same time be morc tuneful, and in ordcr
to lcavc time for reading to be donc; accordingly, the canons may be chanted more
slowly, in which is rooted all Hie soulful (or psychical) Ihiit of the vigil. Some say.
however, that thcsc mcaninglcss trills were introduced into the Church with a view to
atlracting the simple lait! by means of heir pleasant effect 011 he ear.
'- Just as is now usuall~done in coimection w i h h e vigils. and especially those held
in the Holy Mountain, and just as used to be donc, as St. Basil (in his letter to the
clergy of the church in Neocaesarea) mentions in writing: "The customs now prevailing in all the churches of God are consonant and consistent. For among us the laity
commences morning prayer in the nighttime,,, lastly leaving off prayers they turn to
psalmody, and, being now divided into two, they chant to one another alternately."
Afterwards again: "Having allowed one to commence the song, the rest of them maintaining the balance; and thus in variety of psalmody they divide up the night, praying
bctwccnu-liilcs."But note that psalmody differs from p r a y , since psalmody- is donc
with singing, whereas p r a y is donc without singing. And that among the ancients
p s a l m 6 \v as done m connection with the psakep of Dav id. That is why there are to
be found old psalters all provided with musical notes. But today the contrap is done,
and our praver is the psalter read aloud, not sung (except (or the first three psalms
and the Vcv Merciful) whereas our psalmody consists of the boparia alluding to the
new grace. Our God-bearing Fathers, however, the so-called Neptics, call praying by
mouth and spoken words psalm& and praying donc by means of the mind alone
prayer.

CANON LXXVI

t'hat within the sacred precincts no tavern or showcase for the display
ofperfumesl or of other kinds of merchandise must be set up;forthe respectabihty ofthe Church m t he preserved, seeing that our Savior and God, ins
t
r
u
c
t
i
w ;;.s by His conduct while *il
in thef!esh, hade 2;s not to make His
huther .k house a house o f merchandise (John 2: 16). He even poured out the
coins ofthe money-changers and drove them all out of the temple who were
making if a market place. I f , therefore, anybody he caught in doing what is

here prohibited, lei him be excommunicated
Interpretation

The Lord told the Jews (1 9:46): "It is written; "My house shall be
called a house of prayer' (Tsa. 56:7); but ye have made it a "robbers'cave"
(Jer, 7: 1 1). Hence, in order to avoid having these fearful words said to the
faithful, the Fathers prohibited by means of this Canon the establishment
of a tavern, or, in other words, the sale of wine, or of raki, or even of other
kinds of comestibles, according to Zonaras, or of perfumes, according to
Balsamon, or of other kinds of merchandise within the sacred precincts, or,
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in other words, within the confines of the vestibule and the grounds of the
divine Temples and Churches, in order to keep up respect for them. For even
the Lord admonished us and said for us not to make the house ofhis Father
a house of merchandise, and He even dumped out the money of the money-changers, or, more explicitly speaking, he scattered their small coins;
and turning upon those who were making the temple a common house. he
drove them away with a scourge of cords. As for anyone that may do this,
let him be excommunicated.^Read also c. LXX I V for the same 6th.
CANON LXXVIT

Thai h s e who have been adfttimd lo the prie,s/hood, or clerics, or as ceiics ought not lo bathe in public baths with women, nor ought any Christian layman do so. For this is t h efirst thing heathenfind to condemn. In case,
however, anyone be caught in the act of commiliing this i m p ~ p r w i yifhe
,
is
a cleryyman, let him be deposed from office; but if he is a layman, let him be
excommiinicated
Interpretation

The present Canon is word for word c, XXX of the Council held in Laodicea, except only for the penance. It says, then, that those in major holy
orders, or clergymen admitted to the Holy Beina, or monks and ascetics,
or in general any Christian layman ought not to bath in a public bath together with women; since this impropriety in the eyes of heathen appears
to be an offense of the first magnitude, and the greatest scandal as against
Christians. But the Apostle commands us to become sentinels to the Jews
and Greeks, and to the Church of God (1 Cor. 10:32). And if, as Zonaras
says, merely meeting a woman in general on the street or at a house is
enough to disturb the reasoning process, how can the mind of those men
who are bathing together with women fail to be overwhelmed and moved
to desire. But not even married couples ought to bathe together, according to Balsamon, either at a public bath, that is to say, or in the sea, or in a
river. For they possess their bodies for the purpose of procreating children,
and not in order to strip themselves and look at their ugly parts. The Canon
adds that whoever appears to be doing this, if he is a clergyman, let him be
deposed from office; but if he is a layman, let him be excommunicated.'
Concord

The Apostolic Injunctions, Book I , ch .9,prohibit the bathing of a wornan with a man. T h i s disorderly act is also mentioned by Epiphanius (Haer.
30) and by Clement ofAlexancbia (Book 3, ch. 5, of his Pardagogus).
CANON LXXVItI
That those being enlightened (thmugh huptism) must {earn dll about the
faith, and on every 'I'hursday must recite to the Hishop or to the Presbyter
Instead of the word perfumes (which in Greek is a m m m ) , olhers have Lhe uord
edibles (which in Greek is hromata). as Zonaras has interpreted it too.

^St. Basil the Great (Definitions in Extenso, No, 40) in addition discountenances
sales and purchases carried on in the churches of Ihe Martyrs and Saints during
their festivals, saying that Christians have no other reason for congregating in
temples and the grounds of temples than to pray, and to recall the resistance and
struggle unto death which the Saints showed for the sake of pice. and in order to
afford themselves an incentive to a like display of ~ e a l and
, not in order to make
their festival and tcn~plca market and a. lot of mcrchandisc. He adds this obscrva-
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tion too, that God is made so sorely wroth by thosc who buy and sell things in
temples, or in the yard surrounding temples. that Jesus Christ, who was always and
everywhere meek and humble-hearted. ye1 lined up a scourge to sirike hose alone
who were buying and selling in the temple, because their merchandise was converting
the house o f p r q e r into a cave ol' robbers and thieves. And note that the Lord called
the sellers and merchants in general robbers and thieves on account on the injustice
and mendacity they practice in their barterings.
Bishop Philo (p. 163 of the first volume of the Octateuch) says that "even the Jews
will nol balhe with heir lathers; Lo avoid seeing the nakedness oi"Llieir lalher. as did
Ham that of Noah. Hence by consequence, neither ought the children of Christians
bathe together with their fathers, St. Diadochus. the bishop of Photica, says (in ch. 52
of his Philocal.. p. 216) that it is a brave and sensible thing for one to abstain from the
baths, and especially in the case of those who wish to become united with the beau@
of sobricQ-which is the same thing as saying thosc in holy orders and monks who
have vowed virginity; for that hcdonic moisture of the bath cncrvatcs and cmasculatcs
the bod!. and the iiudily involved in balhing recalls that inglorious nakedness which
marked Adam alter h e disobedience. And, generally speaking, ballis afford no olhci
good besides carnal pleasures and improper imaginings, unless one is bathing on account ol' a necessity created by sickness.

Interpretation

This Canon too is likewise word for word, c. XLVI of Laodicea. which
says that those who are getting prepared for enlightenment and baptism as
catechumens (see the Interpretation of c. XIV of the 1st) ought throughout

the period of their catechization (but what was the length of this period?
See the Footnote to c. TI of the 1 st) to learn the dogmas of the Orthodox
faith well and on Thursday of each week, according to Zonaras, they have
to recite them by heart to the bishop, or to the presbyters who are catechizing thein lest, being ignorant of the mystery involved in our religion,
they be baptized, and lest, being without supporting knowledge as a result
of their ignorance, they be easily deceived by heretics.?
Concord

Canon XLV11 of the same Council of Laodicea says that those who

are baptized while ill must learn the particulars of the faith when they get
well.
CANON LXXTX

Confissing the divine childbirth lo have resultedfrom the V i ~ i without
n
confinement (i.e., chiklbed), as well us without its being induced by seed;
andpreaching to all theflock, we require those w fw have done anything that
was not proper to submit to correciio~.Hence, in view ofihe fact that after
the holy birthday of Christ our God some persons are shtmn to he boiling
fineflow (caikd in Greek semidalisj and giving thereof to one another, on
the pretext o f paying honor to the alleged puerperium of the AH-mtemerute
Parthenometor (i.e., the perfectly immaculate VirginMother), we decree that
nothing of the kind shall be done by thefaithfid h r this is no honor to the
f i e i n , at any rate, who gave b/r/hto the Logos in theflesh who is incapable
of being spatially bounded and whose birth wax beyond the mind and reason
o f man,from common knowledge and our own experience to define and subscribe lo the events attending Her ineffable c/ddb/rth.Henceforth, therefore,
in case anyone should be coughf in the act of doing this, i f he be a cleric, let
him be deposed fm
office; but ifhe be a laymun, let him he excommunicated.
Wote that some persons have taken the Thursday mentioned here by the Canon to
be only Great ( i . c Maundy) Thursday, on which it was the custom for catcchumcns
who were going to be baptwed on the evening of Great Saturday to recite the dogmas
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of die faith which they had learned by heart to their catechizers. Thcsc persons were
induced to take this view by the preceding c. XLV of thc same Council in Laodiccawhere it is speaking of those who were being baptized on Great Saturday. To me.
however, the above scnsc of the Canon appears to be better, bccausc not only on Great
Thursday, but on even Thursday in general of h e week which happened to come
after Hie time they were enrolled in Hie list of Iliose being enlightened they had to
say the lessons of the other days of the week. in order to avoid forgetting them. That
i t was not one week but m q weeks tliaL intervened until the time came Sor baptism
is plainly evident from the liturgy of the ones being enlightened, which begins with
Wednesday of the mid-fast week- of Lent

Interpretation

Inasmuch as some Christians, actuated by their lack of positive knowledge, on the second day after Christmas boiled fine flour and other foodstuffs, which they ate and gave one another to eat, doing this for the sake
of allegedly honoring the puerperium of the Theotoke (just as it is the custom to do in the case of other women who gave birth to children in a natural manner). On this account and for this reason the present Canon decrees
that hereafter such a thing shall not be done by Christians. For by such a
custom to liken the inexplicable childbirth of the Ever-Virgin to the common and humble birth of us human beings cannot be considered any honor
to Her; who beyond the conceivability of man's mind and reason gave
birth in the flesh to the God Logos, who cannot be bounded spatially; on
the contrary, it is rather a dishonor. For just as we confess the Conception
of the Theotoke to have been seed1ess and to have resulted from action of
the Holy Spirit, so and in like manner we alsojoin in confessing Her childbirth to have been one above every accompaniment of any confinement
due to what is commonly called childbed; which consists in giving birth
to an infant with the accompanying pangs of childbirth and is followed by
a flux of blood, according to Zonaras.' Whoever should do this, if he be a
Cleric, let him be deposed from office; but if he be a layman, let him be
excominunicated.
Concord

See also St. Epiphanius (Haer. 759, who ill speaking against Culiyridisays that certain are wont to place a baked ring-cake on a square bed
provided with linen bedclothes, and afterwards to eat it; and that they do
this under the pretense of offering adoration to Mary the Theotoke, and
say certain other things that are blasphemous.

ani

CANON LXXX
In case any Bishop, or Presbyter, or Deacon, or anyone e k e on the list
of the Ciervy, or any lq~man,witho;/t any grmJernecessity o r any particular
difficulty compelling him to absent himselffrom his own church*
a very
lung time, faih to attend church on Swidays for three consecutive 'weeks,
while living in the city, i f he be u Cleric, let him be ileposeilfrom office; but

i f he be a layman, let him be removedfrom Comifz/itnton.
I

Hence artisis painting pictures ought not to depict the Theotoke on the occasion
of the feast of Christmas.at the Nativity of Christ. to be lying upon a bcd and apparent]~exhausted by the pain. but, on the other hand, neither ought the words
"Epilochia of the Theoloke" (nieamiig the Puerpenuin of Hie Wonian who gave
birth to God in the flesh) to be even so much as mentioned in print in the Menaea
on the second da\ after Christmas. but only the words '"Synaxis 01' the Theotoke."
For according to S t Gregory of Ny ssa. who is in agreement on this point with this
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Comicil. the birth of Christ alone occurred without any concomitant of childbed.
accordingly. the term childbed and synonyms thereof cannot propcrly be applied to
the incorrupt and fully conserved body of Lhe Virgin who never had any experience
of niiitrimony whatsoever. For certain women. on the other hand, to be depicted as
washing Christ in a basin, as is to be seen in man> icons representing the Nativity
of Christ. is an absurdity and impropriety of the rankest kind, and is an invention
of carnal men: wherefore it ought by all means be discarded. Since, however, it is
a Jact that the dkine melodists, and h\mnographers and song-writers often call the
childbirth of the Thcotokc a lochcia in Greek (for which wc substitute in English the
inept word childbed), let this term be applied catachrestically to Her childbedless
childbirth as a painless childbed and be taken in the sense of being u s e d to avoid
calling it simple childbirth. (Note ofTranslatorÃ‘Owin to the lack of English words
corresponding to the highly specific terms of the Greek language in Ihis conneclion,
an adequate translation of this part of the book is impossible. It would seem. however,
h a 1 h e English term "'Nativity" might well enough be substiLuted h r Lhe Greek term
'locheia" in this case,)

Interpretation

The pesent Canon decrees that any bishop, presbyter, or deacon, or
any clergyman in general, or any layman. without being under any grave
necessity or difficulty forcing him to stay away fiom his church, while he
is living in the city, fails to attend church along with the rest of the faithful
on three consecutive Sundays, if he be a clergyman, let him be deposed
from office; but if he be a layman, let him be excommunicated. For one of
two things must be true: either such a person is not a believer; or, though a
believer. he scorns the common offering of hymns and, prayers to God.
Concord

The present Canon is gleaned word for word from c. XI of Sardica-though, on the one hand, the statement that a bishop under no graver
necessity or difficulty forcing h m to absent himself from his own church
is contained as a separate item in the Sardican Canon, which says that
bishops must not leave their eparchy for a long time, whereas the present Council has taken it that bishops must not absent themselves from
the congregation of the faithful in the church, conjoining this statement
with the one below it. Instead of the words "while living in the city,. . .
three consecutive Sundays," etc. the Sardican Council says these words
with regard to laymen only, whereas the present Council says there with
regard also to bishops. Just as c. XI1 of the same Sardican Council, that
is to say, would have it that even a bishop who is living on his real estate,
which is in some foreign eparchy, for three consecutive Sundays, he must
join the other faithful in the neighboring church; whereas c. V of Gangra
anathematizes anyone that scorns the Church and the congregation of the
faithful therein. Likewise also c. XX of the same Council anathematizes
those who haughtily disparage the "memofim" of martyrs and the congregations and liturgies thereat. Canon XXI, too, of the same Council praises
congregation in the church as being of public benefit.
CANON LXXXI

Precisely because we have learned that m some comtr;es, m the hymn
called the Trixug~on,byway ofaddition after the word,s ''Holy and Immortal''
there are insertedthe words, "u.howas crucifiedfor oursake, have mercy upon
us, " but this addition was elde~lfromthat hymn by (he Holy Fathers ofoJd on
the ground that it ix alien to piety, considerug that xvch an utterance muft be
due to some innovating and (Jisloyal heretic, we too, here by conforming and
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ratifyjng the decisions piously made in the way of legislation by our Holy Fathers heretofore, do anathematize those who stit1 persist after this definition
in allowing this utterance to be voiced in church, or so bejoined to the Trisa@on hymn in any other manner. Accordingly, i f the trmsgressor of the rules
laid down here be a member of the C!efv\', we command that he be shorn of
his sacerdotal standing; bvt ifhe be a layman, ihal he be excommunicated.
Interpretation

Peter Fullo (i.e., "the Fuller") and the Theopaschites following him
were the fust to add to the Trisagion Hymn the words "who was crucified
for our sake." after the words "Holy and Iinm~rtal."~
These heretics; therefore, together with such addition, were condemned by the Council which
was held in Rome A.D. 487 under Pope Felix before the Fifth Ecum.
Council, and Peter Fullo indeed was anathematized by it (see the Preface
to the Fifth Ecum. C.). But inasmuch as there are still some successors to
the heresy of Fullo to be found reciting die Trisagiou hymn together with
this blasphemous addition, the present Council anathematizes those who
accept it and who either in church and publicly or in privatejoin this addition to the Trisagion. Accordingly, if they happen to be clerics, it deposes
them from office; but if they happen to be laymen, it excommunicates
them.

CANON LXXXII
In some

of the paintjngs of the venerable icons, a lamb is inscribed as

he- shown or pointed at by the Precursor's finger, which was taken to be
u type ofgrace, szgge'iting beforehund through the law the true lamb to 1i.s
Christ 0141- God. Therefore, eagerly embracing the old types and the shadow
as symbols of the truth andpindications handed down to (he Church, we
prefer the grace, and accept it as the truth infulfillment o f the Law. Since,
therefore, that w hich is perfect even though it be but painted i s imprinted in
thejace,s of all, the Lamb who taketh away (he sin ofthe world Christ our
God, with respect to His human character, we decree thai henceforth He
shal! be inscribed even 1n the icons instead of the ancient lamb: through
Him being enabled io comprehend the reasonjor (he humiliation of (he Cod
Logos, and in memory @His life in the flesh and @His passion and of His
sotena! death being led by (he hand, as it were, and of the redemption of the
world which thence accrues.
Interpretation

Since some painters paint Christ as a sheep and lamb, with the Forerunner pointing his finger at him and saymg. "Behold the Lamb of God
that taketh away the sin of the world," therefore and on this account the
present Canon commands that hereafter in the future this shall not be done,
but instead Christ Himself shall be painted a full-grown man, with respect
to His human character; in order that by means of the human aspect we
may be enabled to recall to memory His life in the flesh and His

' The Church received the Trisagioii Hynm From God. For Tlieophanes records the

historical fact hi, an earthquake having occurred in Constantinople, the civilians becoming frightened. went oul into the plain and conducted a mass supplicaLion (in which they were joined by Emperor Theodosius Hie Little and Proclus the
patriarch of Constantinople, both of them barefoot, according to Glycas), Then in
the course of a single day it came to pass that a child was snatched up bodily into
the air and heard a divine voice which told him to tell the bishop and the laity to
conduct their supplication with the following words, to wit: "Holy is God, Holy
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and Mighty, Holy and Immortal, have mcrcy upon us." Niccphorus asserts that the
particular place where the child was elevated was named Divine Elevation, but now
it is called Psomaheia (with the accent of h e second a'}. Thenceforih, therefore. h e
Emperor ordered that this hymn should be chanted everywhere in the Greek tongue.
Hence it was too that even of old St, Sabbas the Great permitted the Armenian Christians lo chant their sen Ice in Ihe Armenian language, excepi for ihe Trisagion, wlucli
they were permitted to chant not in Armenian, but only in Greek. Accordingly. even
to this day the Latins in the litany of their sepultural ceremon) chant the Trisagion
in Greek, and not in Latin out of respect for the language in which it was uttered by
God. And note, according to Dositheus in the Dodecabiblus, p. 342. that this miracle
occurred even before the time of Peter Fullo. For thereafter Fullo was in the reign
of Emperor Zeno. but not even before the Fourth Ecurn. C. was there any separate
division of Theopaschites. This Trisagion hymn is composed of three elements, viz..
Holy, Holy. Holy: it is taken from the Hymn ofthe Seraphim,just as Isaiah the prophet heard it. The part consisting of the words God. Migh~y.Immortal is taken from
that Psalm of David wherein he says: "My soul hath thirsted for God, for the strong,
the living G o d (Ps. 42:2), in which the word "strong"' stands tor the same Greek
word as is here rendered "Mighty," while the word "living" is equivalent to the word
"'Immortal." The expression "have mcrcy upon us" is borrowed from the thirty-third
chapter of Isaiah, and Jroni h e one-hundred and iwenty -second Psalm; and it is apelition and a supplication. This hymn, in fact, relates to the Holy Trinity For the words
"'Holv is God" have reference to the Father, who is the God-generating source of the
div&lv of the SODand of the SpiriL. The words "Holy and Mighty" denote the Son,
who is also mighty, and a power, and an arm of the Father, and the one through whom
even thing was made tliat ever was made. The word "immortal." 011 Llie other hand;
denotes the Holy Spirit, which is called the Grantor of Life. The words "have mercy
upon us." being construed in the singular (i.e., have thou mercy upon us) signifies the
single Lordship and Godship of the three Persons. But insane Peter Fullo by adding
thereto the words '"who was crucified ibr our sake" not only virtually crucifies the
Father and the Holy Spirit along with the Son, as St. Jolm Damascene says (in Book
I II. ch, 57),but even insinuates a fourth person into the Trini&, and places the Son of
God separately and the crucified Christ separately: apart from each other. according
to Balsamon. See also the theological exposition and interpretation of the Trisagion in
Dositheus (ibid.) and in Damascene (Discourse concerning the Trisagion; and Book
of Orthodox.. ch. 3).

passion and His death, and the salvation of the world resulting therefrom.
For, as regarding those old types of the Law, we honor and value them, out

of consideration for the fact that they prefigured the truth of the Gospel
and of grace, among which one was that of the lamb slaughtered on the
occasion of the Passover (or Easter); taken in the image of Christ, the true
Lamb which taketh away the sin of the world. But now that this truth and
the realities themselves have come, we prefer it and accept it rather than
the types.'
CANON LXXXIU

Let no one impart of the Eucharist to the bodies of the cfy'inc, For if is
written, '"lake, eat" (Matt. 26.26); bvi the bodies of deadpersons can nei{her take nor eat anything.

' This Canon is mentioned also by Gcorgc Ccdrcnus. Hcncc the Papists arc also si-

lenced 011 ibis score who are persis~eii~
in ~raducingand misrepresenting h e Canons
of the Council and saying that no historian has mentioned thcm. Even Pope Adrian
accepts this one in writing to Tarasius. Note that according to this Canon painters
ought not to depicl, eilher in the Cross of Christ or in any olher holy icons h e foul
animals alone which prefigured in the old law the four Evangelists. but, instead,
great]! prelering the truth, let them depict the (our Evangelists with respect to the
human character. I said the four animals alone because if the four Evangelists arc
painted with a human character, and together with them the animals which prefigured thcm arc also depicted, this, it seems to me. would involve 110 sin. This
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canon of the Sixth Ec. C is mentioned also in the Seventh Ec. C. in its sixth act and
in its fourth, and also by Adrian in his first letter to Tarasius; and through the reading
of Ibis Canon Elias, Hie Presb\ k r of the Church of Hie Blaclieniae. lhough fornierl!
an iconoclast (or iconomach), was corrected (page 789 of the Collection of the Councils See also in the Prolegomena of this same Council.) That explains also ~ h the
y
Set eclli Ec C. (Letler to Alexandria p. 905 of Lhe second volume) sa? s for the Lad?
Theotoke to be painted rather as a girl (i.e., as a damsel), and not as an ark and a rod
and candlestick and all the olher things that used to be 1) pes 01' Her 11; liow'e\ er, all
roundabout the Thcotolcc thcrc be depicted also the things that served to prefigure
Her. it would not, methinks, involve any sin.

Interpretation

This Canon is nearly the same as the twenty-fifth of Carthage. For
since it used to be, according to Zonaras, an old custom to impart the Eucharist, or, more explicitly speaking, the divine Mysteries, to the bodies of
dying persons,' this Canon prohibits tills as does also that Canon, explaining that when the Lord gave the mystic bread to His disciples, and though
them consequently to all the faithful, He said, "Take, eat." But the bodies
of the dead can neither take it nor eat it. But neither ought one to baptize
the dead, according to the remainder of the same c. XXV of Carthage. St.
Chrysostom, in his homily on the Epistle to the Hebrews, excommunicates
from the Church for a long time as an idolater any Christian that pays and
hires women called; moerologeiriae (corresponding to what the Irish call
keeners, i e . , professional mourners) to lament and mourn his dead relatives, and when admonished not to do so will not listen. On top of this, he
also excommunicates even the rnoerologetriae themselves if they dare to
go to wail.
CANON LXXXIV

Closely following the bathers ' instit;itwns, we decree u h as concerning infants, whenever there can be found no reliable witnesses who can state
beyond a do& that ihey have been duly baptized, and neither are ihey ihemselves (wing to their infancy ahfe to give any information at all in reply to
questions respectmg the mystagogicd rite administered to them,they must
be baptized withoutputting any obstacle in the way, lest any such hesitation
may deprive them of,
such p~snfyrngsanctification.
Interpretation

This Canon too is likewise word for word c. LXXX of Carthage, decreeing that whenever no witnesses can be found to testify that infants
have been baptized (perhaps because they were captured by barbarians

' Zoiiaras says lhal al~hoiighh e expression "he

dying" does not in skid accuracy

mean the dead. but those who approaching their death and in the process of dying,

and are not yet acluall~dead, \el in spite of this the Following words of h e Canon
iiikrprel the words as impl~ing ha1 this niusL be understood instead of "hose who
have died and who are actually dead." That is why in other codices instead of "&ing" it is written "'who have died." For even though a person be at the point of
death, breathing his last gasps, the divine Mysteries ought to be administered- according to c. XI11 of the lsi and the historical account of St. Dioiqsius contained
therein. Note also the important fact that not even inside of a church ought one to
bun dead persons; and ha1 those who do so are greatly s h i n g . For St. Gregory
Dialogus (pp. 10 and 49 of Evergetinus) relates lhal "a nun vi ho was temperate and
continent in respect of shameful pleasures. yet unable to stay sober in respect of
imliniel~words. was once buried inside the church. And what a miracle! lhal same
night the man who was guarding the church as watchman saw by revelation that
some persons had brought this nun in front of the Holy Bema, and that they sawed
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her apart in the middle through the waist, and that thcy threw one half of her into the
firc, and it was burning up, while the other half remained as it was. The next morning lie narrated this strange vision to (he Christians who happened to be present. The
samc Saint relates in addition to this story that since Patricius Valcrianus. who was
living in those limes, had died in line city called Brim. the Bishop ol'that cily took
money from his relatives and gave them a space inside the church in which to buq Ihe
corpse of Valerianus, who had lived badly into old age. Well, the next night the holy
martyr Fauslintis. Lo whose name the church had been dedicated when it was built,
appeared to its prosmonarius and watchman, and said to him: "Go and toll the Bishop
to throw that stinking corpse out of my church. But ifhe won't do this. he is going
to die within thirty: days." The prosmonaiius was afraid to announce the vision to the
Bishop: accordingly, the saint reappeared and told him the same things again. But he
got scared again, and did not make Ihe mailer knowi lo the Bishop. Hence, when the
thirtieth day arrived, the Bishop, who was in sound health. lay down in the evening
to sleep, when. mirabsie diciu! he rose no more. but died a sudden dealh. Hear ye. 0
Prelates, hear ye, 0 Priests, hcaryc, all yc Christians in gencral, who allow the bodies
of the dead to be buried inside the holy churches; and most especially those ofyou
who reside in the islands, where that G o d - h a ~ dand damnable custom prevails, and
learn what sort of condcmnation and sentencc the souls of those who havc died are
bound to receive li-om God (as St. Gregory himself av ers) because of h e fact h a t the!
arc buricd insidc the church, and the samc fate awaits also the relatives of the dcad.
who \v ant to have diem buried there, and the Prelates and Priests, who permit them to
be buried [here. You Ihhik lhal you are conferring a benefit upon Hie dead when you
bun' them in the church: and you don't know that on this very account you are cawing them lo suffer dread punishment. For if thal nun who was merely overcome by
untimely words. and slowly so at that. was sawn apart and burned in firc because she
got buried inside the church. what fate, it is to he wondered, awaits those who have
sinned both in words and in deeds and who. after death, havc afterwards been buricd
in h e churclies? For the love oiGod: holy Prelates. prevent his dire evil from beialling your Chrislians, and order them lo conslruct the tombs of h e dead outside of the
churches. Oh, what a great evil! they on the one hand offer incenses and fragrances in
order LliaL God nia! be propilialed in Hiese. in order that the church may be filled with
sweet odors. and the Christians attending it may be favored with whiffs of incense,
while they then~selves,on the other hand. are buning there the stinking corpses of
their dcad, from the stench of which even God Himself turns away, and the whole
church is stunk up, and the Christians have to hold their noses, and tlicy flee from
the church as though from lire. and oflentimcs the! anathemadze die buried. And can
there be found any greater show of ignorance and absurd impropriety than this? Can011 XCVII of h e Sixth Ec. C. commands hat nobody shall remain even when alive
in h e "caiechumena" of the churches. How much more ought the dead not remain in
the church, teeming as the! are with fetor and stench! Hence it IS thai John of"Citrus
expressly says for bodies of dcad persons not to be buricd insidc a church after it has
been dedicated. The same thing is asserted also by Balsamon (Reply 38, p. 382 of the
Corpus Juris Gmecoromanvs). Then. again. St. Ephrcm ill his last will and testament
adjures persons not to b u him
~ inside a church. saying' "I adjure you not to let me
be placed in a house of God. or underneath an allar: or in an! oilier spot in (he temple
of God. for it does not bccome or befit a rotten worm and stinking body to be buricd
in a temple and sanctuary of the Lord. Whoever ma! dare do this, may he never see
the heaved! altar! nor may he be deemed worlhy to visit a temple in the kingdom of
heaven!" Let us shudder with horror, brethren, and let us tremble with terror. For if
a God-bearing man like St. Ephrem did not judge himself worthy to be buried inside
a church how much more must sinners be accounted unworthy to be buricd inside a
church! Woe and alas for those who do this! In like manner ought those persons to be
canonized (LC.,canonically pcnanced) who refuse to go to that church where some
relative oftheirs has been buried. What are you doing, 0 unthinking man? Don't you
know hat by what you are doing in not going to h e church you are incurring Ilie enmity of God and of His Saints? And are you fighting with them because your relative
died? And who are \on to be warring with God. who arranges everything to the best
advantage, both life and dcath? In addition, take those women or men, who go to the
tombs of their relatives to weep over them, as it'they had no hope that they will be
rcssurrectcd, t h e too ought to be canonized by spirituals and be forbidden to do so.
For thcy arc so wanting in knowledge that thcy cannot even understand that the dcath
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of Orthodox Christians is not a death, but merely a sleep, from which thcy arc to
awake on the day of resurrection. This cxccedingly barbarian and wrong custom prcvails even to this day in Moldavia-Wdacliia. ill vvhcli provinces are onen found wise
and sensible leaders and rulers and prelates, and thcy arc well aware of this depraved
and 11arniCil wrong custom,

and abducted to distant regions:' and were thereafter redeemed from captivity by Christians), nor can they themselves give any information that
they have been baptized, owing to infancy, or, more explicitly speaking,
owing to the infantile age at which they were baptized. Such infants, I say,
ought to be baptized without any hindrance, lest any doubt as to whether
they have been baptized or not result in depriving them ofthe purification
effected through and by virtue of the bath. And see the Footnote to Ap. c.
XLVlI.
CANON LXXXV

"By the month of t\w or three witnesses must every word he ver;fted3'
cf. Matt. IS:16), we are taught by Scripture. In the
case therefore o f those slaves who are behgfreed by their masters, we prescribe thai they shaf! enjoy this honor pursuant to the testimony of three
witnesses. Those having present knowledge shall offer verification to the
freedom which {hey are bestowing of{heirown accord.
(Dent. 1 7:6 and 19:IS;

Interpretation

Since according to the civil laws the freedom of slaves was a thing
which had no honor attached to it, therefore and on this account whenever
any testimony was being offered concerning it, five or even more witnesses had to be presented, in order to insure the proof of it. In annulling
this, the present Canon decrees that only three witnesses are sufficient to
verify the liberation of such a slave: since the Holy Writ says that every
word must be established, or: more explicitly speaking, must be verified
by the mouth of two or three witnesses. See also Ap, c, LXXXII.
CANON LXXXVI
Ax for those who procure and train prostitutes and harlots to the detriment
of sozih, $they should be Clerics,we decree that they be excornmz/n~catedand
deposed from office; hut i f they be la\ men, that they he excommunicated.

Interpretation
Even the civil laws forbid and pmiish the practices of whoremongers,'
or, at any rate, the collection and nurture of whores, harlots, and prostitutes (the Greek language making no distinction between these species of
the same genus) to the injury of souls with a view to gaining reward from
their prostitution; and much more do the ecclesiastical laws do so. On this
account the present Canon excommunicates and at the same time also
deposes from office those Clerics who do this (which penalty is a very severe one and double chastisement, since for the most part deposition alone
sufficesto punish Clerics), while, on the other hand, it excommunicates
laymen.
As the minutes of the Council held in Carthage slate. Or because they were found
thrown into the street or left at the door of churches. as happens in thc casc of illcgitimate children. and there is no knowing whether they were ever bapti7ed.
That is why Book LX of the Basilica, Title XXXVIII, ch, 1, commands that a
daughter be freed from the control exercised over her by her father, and a slave
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girl be freed from the control exercised over her by her master, if her Lather or hcr
master, respcctivcly. tries to make whores of them. If, however. the girls themselves
do not \vmL Lo be freed honi such conlrol. die! are to be exiled, and heir properly. if
they have any. is to be confiscated. Then, again, the second chapter likewise punishes
whoremongers- i f they are taxable. with exile. but if they are soldiers, il punishes
them \vilh confiscation of whatever properly (hey own. Pholius, m Title XIIL cli. 21,
says that the term whoremonger is also applicable to any husband who knows that
his wile is whoring, bill keeps silent, according to Book XXIV of the Basilica, Title
11. ch, 14.
CANON LXXXVII

A 'woman wfw haft abandoned her h~fsbundis an adulteress if she has
betaken herself to another man, according to sacred and d m e Ra'iil, who
most excellently and aptly extra~ntedthis item o f know ledge from the prophecy of Jeremiah, which say's that "if a wife tran$ers herself to another man,

she shall not return to her husband, bm by polluting herselfshe s h d remain
poHuted" (Jer 3: 1); and again, "Whosoever hath an adulteress (ashis wife},
isfoolish and impious" (Prov, /8:2">).I f , there/ure, a woman appears to have
depar;ed#rom her husband without a good reason, the man deserves to be
pardoned, while the woman deserves apenance. The pardon shall be given to
him so /hat he may have communion wiih the (.-T'htmh.
Any hushand, h o w vet
w h o abandons his lawful wife, and takes another, according so the Lord's
decision, is subject to the judgment attached to adultery. Il has been canonicahj decreed by our Fathers that such men shall serve a year as weepers,
two years as listeners, three years as k/weiers, and during the seventh year
shall stand toseiher with thefirithful, and thus be deemed worthy so partake
of the prosphoru i f indeed they verily repent with tears.
Interpretation

The present Canon is composed of three Canons of St. Basil the Great.
Tims, the commencement of this Canon is gleaned from c. IX of Basil. It
says in effect that any wife who leaves her husband and takes another is an
adulteress; just as divine Basil wisely concluded both from the prophecy
of Jeremiah which says in effect that if a wife takes another man, she can
no longer return to her first husband (without his wanting her, that is to
say, according to Zonaras), since she has become polluted: and from the
Proverbs of Solomon, who says that any man is impious and wanting in
sense who keeps his wife in his house after she has been adulterously employed by another man. The rest of this Canon is gleaned from, c. XXXV
of St. Basil. It says: Tf, therefore, it should appear that a wife has departed
from her husband without a good reason and cause (which means without
the reason based on fornication; so that from this it is easy to understand
by contradistinction that a wife may with good reason leave her husband:
but no other occasion is a good reason except the reason of fornication
or adultery), the husband deserves to be pardoned on the ground that he
has afforded no just cause for this unreasonable departure of his wife,
and he can take another wife. But the wife, on the contrary, deserves the
penances attached to the commission of adultery, on the giound that she
has become the cause of this departure. The pardon which the husband
shall receive because thereof is that he may stand along with the faithful
in the church and not be excommunicated; though he is not entitled to
partake of the divine Mysteries. The rest of this Canon is word for word
c. LXXVII of St. Basil the Great. It says: He, however, who (except on
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grounds of fornication) leaves his lawful wife and takes another is subject
to the penance attached to adultery, in accordance with the Lord's decision, which says: "Whosoever shall put away his wife, save on account of
fornication, i s causing her to commit adultery." By concession, however,
if he repent with tears, such a man and his likes are canonized by the Fathers (assembled, that is to say, in Aucy a, in their c. XX; and by St. Basil
the Great, in his c. LXXVI1) to abstain from Communion for seven years,'
passing two of them with the weepers, two with the listeners, three with
the kneelers, and during seventh year standing together with the co-standa s , or consistentes. and thus acquiring the right to commune. Read also
the Interpretation and Footnote ofAp. c. XLVIII, and c. XX of Aucyra.
CANON LXXXVIII
lid no one /ntrf)t/uceinto a sacred Temple any beast whatsoever,unless
it he that when w m e injourneying and being under the p a t e s t necessity
and without a habitation or resort o f any kind, he puts up in such a Temple.
For ifhe does not let his beast .stay inside, it wil/perish. But with the losx of
his beast ofburden and as a result of his being thus left without any means o f
carriage he will expose himselfto the danger of death. For we are caught that
"the .sa/~ba/hw a s madefor mm" (Mark 2: 2 7), .so that through ali it is preferable to consider the saiva/ion and safely ofthe man. Bus if anyone shozdd
be caught i;~trodzicinga beast into the Temple without there being any real
necessity, as has been said, ifhe be a Cleric, let him be deposedfrom office;
but if he be a layman, let him be excommunicated.
Interpretation

The present Canon pohibits anyone from introducing into any sacred
temple any kind of animal. For sacred things deserve honor and respectful reverence, save only if anyone be engaged in a long journey, and there
arise a great need due to wintry weather and a heavy rain, and ho has no
place to take refuge, he takes his beast into the temple in order to avoid
leaving it outside to perish and himself exposed to the danger of death, as
not being able to make the journey from here on with his own feet alone,
or as being grieved because he has no money wherewith to buy another.
The Canon adduces testimony from Scripture, which says that the Sabbath was made for man. This can be taken in two different senses: either
that just as the Sabbath was declared a holiday by the law in order to allow the slave a day of rest, and likewise the beast of burden in the service
of man, so that it might as a result of such rest be able to serve its master
the better, so and in virtually the same way it may be said that the animal
I said "by concession" 'cause the seven years are the penance provided for fornicators. and not adultcress,according to c. LIX of Basil. Conscqucntly those covered
by the present Canon arc penanced only as fornicators, and not as adultcrcrs. But
inasniuch seven years is the penance provided For adultery in c. XX of Anc) ra, these
offenders arc not being penanccd by concession. For it's as adulterers, and not as
(brnicators. that they are being c a n o n i d See also the Footnote to c. XX11 o r Basil,
:I said thai h e husband can i i i a r ~a second lime if without grounds of adultery the
t i ife deserts her husband and lakes ano her. If, howel er. [lie wile merely deserls her
husband without grounds of adultery and does not take another man as husband, but
remains as she is. then her husband is not allow ed to take another noman to wile; but,
instead, both parties ought cithcr to remain single or become reconciliatcd and reunite
again in accordance with c. CXIH of Carthage.
I
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is allowed to rest in the Temple on such an occasion not for the sake of
the animal itself, but for the sake of the man who owns the animal. Or that
just as the holiday of the Sabbath used to be interrupted in order to enable
men to water their animals (Luke ch. I?), or to get them out of a pit if
they happened to fall into one on a Sabbath, in order that as a result of all
such exceptions man might be served. Thus too is the honor of the Temple
temporarily shelved in order to provide for the salvation of the man owning the beast. But if anyone should take any animal into a temple without
any such necessity, in case he be a clergyman, let him be deposed; but if
he be a layman, let him be excommunicated. Read also c. LXXIV of this
same 6th.

CANON LXXXIX
I he faithftd celehmting the Jays ofthe soteria! Pcission withfastiw and
p u y e r and contrztion must cease theirfast a h w t the middle hours of the
night after Great Saturday, the dn'me Evangelists Matthew and Luke having

signaled us the lateness ofnight, the one h j adding the words "at the end of
the sabbath" (Matt. 28:1) and the other by saying ''YWJJ early in the morning" (Luke 2 N ) .
(c. I of Dionysius)
Interpretation

This Canon decrees that Christians must celebrate all the Great Week
of the Holy Passion with fasting' and prayer and contrition of the heartreal contrition, that is to say, and not hypocritical (exceptionally, however,
and especially on Cheat Friday and Great Saturday they ought to be forced
to spend the entire day without any nourishment at all); but about midnight-that is to say, after the midnight of the past Great Saturday~ofthe
coming Great Sunday they must cease fasting,2since the Lord has already
risen, as is plainly evidenced by the divine Evangelists. For St. Matthew
by saying that the women came at the end of the Sabbath to inspect the
sepulcher revealed that the day of the Sabbath had past as well as a large
part of die night after the Sabbath; while Luke, on the other hand, by saying that they came "very early in the morning" revealed that there still
remained a large part of the night until Sunday dawned. Hence, from the
statements of both of them it may be inferred that the Lord rose about midnight, the sixth hour having passed and the seventh having begun '
Concord

As concerning the precise time of the Lord's Resurrection c. 1 of
Dionysius goes into the matter more fully; in fact it was from him that
the present Council derived its information on these matters. He adds that
those who broke their fast before midnight were accused of being pusillanimous and intemperate, whereas those who waited with fortitude till
daybreak were praised as being magnanimous and temperate. But even the
That is why divine Epiphanius in agreement with this Canon says: "All peoples pass
the six d a s~before Easier wilh Hie eating of plain food, by which expression I mean
bread and salt and water being partaken of them towards evening."

' The cessation of fasting which the Canon mentions ought to take place after mid-

night. Balsamon says lliat in those days the Christians of old had a different custom
of doing il in a differeni \\a\, which 1% a? is nowadays completely disused. Others say
that by the expression "cease their fast'' (or, in Greek. "aponestize'ithaf) is meant
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the eating of cheese, eggs, and Easter foods in general, this being inferred from ch.
19 of Book V of the Apostolic Injunctions. Yet, whether this be true or what was
said before. Christians aHer midnight must first listen to the whole of the matins of
rcsurrcction and wait till divine Liturgv has ended, and thereafter finish fasting and
begin eating the Easier Jeasi with cheerdilness and joyfulness. For the Apostolic Injunclions say (ibid.):"011 Illis account. vilien the Lord lialh risen, you too must oner
your sacrifice, concerning which He commanded you through us by saving, 'this do
in remembrance of me' (Luke 22: 19); and thereupon cease Casting and partake of
good chccr.'Xcre you can scc that thcy say that first the Liturgy must be celebrated,
and afterwards the celebration of Easter must commence. Hence it is to be observed
that those persons deserve to be condenmcd, and arc indeed inordinate belly-slaves
and gluttons, who the moment thcy hear the c v "Christ is riscn" at once, having eggs
and cheese they have broiiglil with.hem in Iheir pockels or bosoms, begin stutGng
them into their mouth. Accordingly, let them take pains to correct this impropriety
here and now and henceibrth. But parents, too. ought, no1 to allow heir children to
become guilty of any similar disorderly conduct
' For it is for this reason too that on Sunday we arc wont to say that the Lord is riscn.
since according to Blaslaris (Ela, ch. 3 ) and Chr\ santhus ol' Jerusalem (in his Geography) the day commences, among ecclesiastics. with the seventh hour or iiglit and
ends with the sixth hour of the next night. Accordingly anything that occurs in the
interval during tin: twenty-four hours of this period. appears and is said to occur in
that (perhaps one) day. But note here that in the day of resurrection it used to be the
custom to kiss one another twice: once in the morning, in the Royal Palace, and particularly in churches, while the "Day of Resurrection" was bcing cliantcd. at the end
ofthe morning: and again in the evening, thereafter, in the great church of St. Sophiawhen Lhe kissing w a s done together with the Emperor and all the magistrates of the
empire, as is historically recorded by Cui-opalates, who says: "The Emperor sits on
the throne wearing the broadsword o f the Grand Domesticus, and as all the magistratcs comc in each even to the least of them and last of them kiss first of all the right
foot (owing to the imperial character of the kingdom), then the right hand (because
the Empcror has been anointed of tin: Lord and is the Defender of the Church, as
Symcon of Thcssalonica comments), and after that his right check (because "king and
soldier, rich man and poor nim, are all equal in Chrisi"). For llus reason mail? persons
ignorantly call this second kiss the Second Resurrection, As concerns the red eggs
eaten at Lhe time ol'the Resurrection, many persons sav man! things that are destitute
of verification. In solving certain questions for the Empcror of Russia, a learned man
named Gwes Paisius. says that when the Jews exclaimed "His blood be on us and on
our children" (Matt. 27:25).everything thcy had in their houses at once tunicd red,
and consequently even the eggs Hence in rcmcmbrancc of this miraclc we too dye
our eggs red a1 Easkrlide 011 the occasion of h e Resurrecdon Lhen being celebrated.
This miracle. he says, has comc down to us through a tradition of old.

Apostolic lqjunctions, Book V, ch. 19, say that Christians must cease fasting at the dawn of the first hour of Sabbath, or, more plainly speaking,
at the dawning of Sunday. See also the Interpretation and Footnote to c.
XXIX of the present 6th and Ap. c. LXIX.
CANON XC
We have received it canonicallyfrom our God-hewing Father.1; not to

bend the knee on Sundays when honoring the Resvrrection of Christ, since
this observation may not he clear to some o f us, we are making it plain to the

faithful, so that after the entrance of those in holy orders into the xacnffcia!
altar on the evening of the Saturday in question,let none ofthem hen& knee
until the evening of the fd?owing Sztndaj,; when, after the entrance during
the Lychnic, agujn bending knees, we thus begin offering our prayers to the
1,ord. For inasmuch us we have r e c e n t it that the night succeeding Satwday was the precursor o f our Savior's rising, we commence our hymns ai this
point spiritually, ending (hefkstival by passing out of darkness inio light, in
order that we may hence celebrate en masse the Reswrectionfor a whole day

and a whole night.
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Interpretation

Since we have received it traditionally (as the present Canon decrees)
not to bend the knee on Sundays, from the God-bearing Fathers of the
First Synod, i.e., St. Peter and St. Basil the Great, for the resurrection o f
the Lord, we fating it to the notice of the faithful that they are to refrain
from genuflection after the entrance which the priests make into the Holy
Bema during Saturday vespers; this is the same as saying from the one
evening to the next. For taking the night after Saturday to be the precursor
and preamble of the Lord's resurrection, we begin chanting the resurrection hymns called the Anastasimi, and from the darkness of the night after
Saturday (which is counted as that of Sunday) we commence the festival,
and keep it up until the light of day of Sunday, when we end it, in order
that in this manner we may celebrate the Resurrection en masse for a
whole night and day. See also c. XX of the 1st.l
CANON XCI

As for women whofurnish drugs for the purpose of procuring abortion,
and those who take foetus-kiHrng poisons, they are" made subject to the penalty
prescribed,for murdetws.
Interpretation

Some women, who happen to conceive as a result of secretly practicing coition with men, in order to escape detection swallow certain poisonous draughts or herbs by means of which they kill the foetus in their womb
and thus expel it dead. For this reason the present Canon condemns to the
penalty of murderers all women (or men) who furnish such means, as well
as the women who take these and swallow them.
Concord
Canon WIT of Basil decrees this same thing verbatim. But treating
such women more kindly, the Fathers in Ancyra; in their c. XXI, and St.
Basil the Great, in his c. 11, do not canonize for life, but only for ten years.
Drugs for procuring abortion, termed abortifkients. are. as some note,
and more especially Suidas, the destructive herb named in c. XXI of Ancyra, but the same term is also applied (in Greek) to the foetus destroyed
by it. Even in Book LX of the Basilica, Title 39, both women furnishing
and those taking these poisonous herbs are condemned as murderesses.
Athenagoras, too, in his Apology for Christians, says this very thing. See
also Ap. c. LXVI.
CANON XCU

As for tho,se who grab 'women on the pretext of marriage, or who aid
and abet those who grab them,the holy Council has decreed that if they be
clergymen, they shallfoffeit their own rank, but i f they be laymen, they shall
be anathematized.
When and by whom was this Evangelical, Apostolical, and Patristical custom of
genuflection abolished from our Eastcrn Orthodox Church? We cannot say with
accuracy. We conclude, however. as a matter of guesswork or conjecture, that this
custom was abolished aller h e schism, perhaps as a result of some of our own exccssivcly zealous adherents being inclined to oppose the customs of the Western
Church, and consequently also his canonical custom. I11 verification of this conclusion of ours, see our Meletius Pegas, at the end of his third hook concerning
Christianity where he mentions genuflections (on p, 240 of the Bucharest edition),
For even the so-called papalethra-orj more plainly speaking; the stephanas worn
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by clerics on their head-in woguc among the Wcstcrners, though a canonical custom. was abolished by our officials; and scc c. XXI of the present C Though even
continuous communion of h e ni? sleries as practiced by h e Latins is canonical. i t
was abolished by us. and sec the preface or prcamblc to the Tomc of Low. And othcr
canonical customs surered the same fate In saving genuflection. however, I do not
mean 14 1laL are commonly called "pemlences" (or, in Greek. 'Â¥mefanoeae")bill hat
which we practice when kneeling to pray.
I Emperors Leo and Constantine, in their Ecloge of Laws (Title XXVI 1 1 ) say that if a
noinan become pregnant in consequence of Fornication shall enter into a secret plot
or design against her belly, with a view to aborting the child, shall be beaten and exiled,

Interpretation

This present Canon is word for word the same as c. XXV11 of the 4th,
and read its interpretation there.
CANON XCM

After her husband's departure and when he has vanished yet before becoming convinced of his death, any woman that cohabits with another man
is commilting adultery. Likewise she wives of soldiers, who, when their husbands have disappeared, get mcirried (again), are subject to the same rule
precisely as those whofaii to w a i t the return of their husband when he has
left home. Nevertheless, in this case there is roomfor condoning their conduct
because there i s more .vz~.vpicionofdeath. The 'woman,on the other hand, who
has zwwittjngfy married a man who has been temporarily abcmdoned by his
wife, and has been {eft qftern~ardsbecause ofhisformer wife's return to him,
i.s indeed gasify o f having committed fornication, but unknowingly. Though
she shall not be denied the right to marry, yet it w o ~ l be
d better ifshe shodd
fen-lain as she is. I f the soldier should ever remrn in time whose wife on account of'hisprotracted absence has taken another husband, he shall have the
right, if he so should choose, to take buck again his own wife,a pardon heins, granted to her on account o f lack of knowledge and to the man who has
cohabited with her in the course o f a second marri~ge.~
Interpretation

This Canon is composed of three Canons of St. Basil the Great (for its
beginning is word for word his c. XXXT) saying that if the husband of a
woman departs and does not come back for a long time, and she, before
hearing and being informed that her husband has died, takes another man
she i s an adulteress2; (the part following this is word for word the same as
c. XXXVT of St. Basil. Likewise if the wives of soldiers get married a second time, on account of not having heard that their husbands are coming
back, are adulteresses. However, these women who marry a second time
That is w h ~King David too ~ookback his wife Melchol who had conlracted a second
marriage with Phalticl, after pardoning both of them. because, according to Theodoret, Saul harried them into marriage and Melchol took that second husband against
her will (I1 Sam. 3: 14). Note also that in case the wifc of the returned soldier. if she
docs not want him, is in no way or manner pardoned and allowed to keep thc second
man- since both she and lie are called adullerers.
That is why Nicctas of Hcracleia says "If a man departs from his wifc for another
land and there acquires a concubine. and his wifc waits thrcc years with fortitude for
him (lo relum): and lie fails to come back, her husband himself shall be separaled
from his concubine. but not also from his wife. his wifc. on the other hand. cannot
~ a k eanother husband, but must remain as she is. For she is free lo contract a second
mamage onl? when her husband dies, according to Hie Aposlle (page 310 of the
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Corpus h i s Graccoroinani), and while lie is alive. The Novclla of Leo dccrccs that
if one party of a matrimonial couple be enslaved. the par& who remains free cannot
remap. Bill ifhe should reniarq- he has iinglil lo reco\ er lhe par(\ vi ho has been enslaved when she is liberated (from bondage). and to dissolve the (second) marriage.

have some claim to pardon (more, that is to say, than have wives of nonsoldiers who have married a second time) inasmuch as their husbands,
being soldiers and engaged in wars are more to be suspected of having
died than of being still a l i ~ e )That
. ~ woman, on the other hand, who (this
part of the Canon is word for word c. XLVI of Basil) takes to husband that
1nan who was left a long time before by his wife, without knowing that he
was married, and who afterwards lets him go when his former wife returns
to him, has indeed committed fornication, but quite unwittingly, and she
is not to be condemned as adulteress. Hence she shall not be prevented
from taking a lawful husband if she wish to do so. It would be better,
however; and safer for her not to get married. The rest of the Canon is a
decree framed by the Council itself. But if the soldier should return from
war after years whose wife has got married a second time because of his
having been many years in foreign lands, he, 1 say, if he so wish, can take
back his wife, pardoning both her and her second husband because they
inarried without knowing that he was still alive.
CANON XCTV

A s for those who take Greek oaths, the Canon makes them liable to penances; and we decree their excommunication.
Interpretation

Greek customs ought to be hated by Christians. For this reason the
present Canon excommunicates those Christians who in accordance with
the custom of the Greeks swear, either by the gods falsely so called of the
Greeks, by saying, for instance, "by Jupiter" or "by Zeus," or who swear
by the elements, by saymg for instance, "by the Sun." or "by the Heaven
above us," and the like; just as c. LXXXI of Basil subjects them to penances. St. Basil, however, canonizes eleven years those men who without
any great necessity due to tortures deny the faith or eat things that have
been sacrificed to idols and take the oaths of the Greeks, just as they themselves, that is to say, believe in them. The present Canon of the Council
excommunicated, as Balsamon says, not only these men, but also Christians who have not denied the faith but have taken oaths in accordance
with the custom of the Greeks. Wherefore no such oath, nor indeed any
other oath taken in the face of an unrecognized or disreputable religion, is
to be kept, according to ch. 19 of Title Xlll of Photius.
111 agreement wilh die present Canon Justinian Novella 117, contained in Title VII
of Book XXVHI of the Basilica (in Photius, Title X[l I, CII, 3), saying: "If a soldier
or scholari an or l'cederatus or anvone else under arms is on a campaign and al war
no matter for how many years, his wife must was wait for him to return even though
she has received no letters from him. But i f she be told that he has died, she shall not
get married unless she herself or her parents inquire of the Priors and Chartularics
and of the Tribune of that battalion to which her husband belonged, who shall affirm in writing will h e Gospels as witnesses lhal her husband acliiall~died; Illen:
after receiving the letter from them shall not get married for a year thereafter. If. on
the other hand, she does not get married in this manner. she shall be punished as
an adulteress herself and the man who takes her shall likewise be punished as an
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adulterer; and thcy shall pay ten pounds of gold to the soldier who was her real husband when he returns from war; and he has a right. if he so desire, to take his own
wife back again."
Blastaris says that these Fathers decreed that those women should be entitled to a pardon for a second marriage who arc ready to let their second husband go and who do
not insist on adhering to the sin of the second marriage committed unwittingly, N o t
however, h a t those who refuse to do so shall be pardoned, who do no( care Lo divorce
their second husbands (Gamma, ch, 5).

Concord

Not only are oaths that are taken in accordance with the custom of the
Greeks forbidden to Christians, but every oath in general. For the Lord
says that we are not to swear at all under any conditions whatsoever, neither by the heaven, nor by the earth, nor by Jerusalem, nor by our own
head; but, instead of any oath, we are to say only yea, yea, and nay, nay;
whatever else we say beyond this is of the Devil (Matt. 534-37)' This
very same thing is affirmed also by James the Brother of God. But then
again even the prophet of the Old Testament Hosea prohibits oaths by saying: "and swear not, As the Lord liveth" (Hosea 4: 1 5; James 5: 12). That is
why St. Basil the Great in his c. XXIX says that swearing an oath is forbidden once for all, and so much the more that oath which is taken with a
view to injuring someone else. Hence those rulers who swear to injure the
ones who are ruled and who are their subjects, are commanded by him to
repent because of their having taken an oath all too rashly and not to insist
upon those oaths to wreak injury on others. But also in his c. X he accuses
Sevems of acting contrary to Canon and binding the Presbyter Kyriakos
by ail oath contravening the legislation of the Gospels. So much for die
fact that one ought not to take oaths. But in case anyone should actually
do so anyhow, and violate it, he is canonized in a general way and indefinitely in c. LXIV by the same St. Basil to abstain from Communion for
ten years. But in his c. LXXXIT the delinquent is canonized definitely and
according to circumstances: if it were due to violence and necessity that he
violated the oath, he is penanced six years; but if he violated it without being under any necessity to do so, he is sentenced to seven years' penance.
Tn his c. XXVTTI? and particularly in Def. 137 of his Epitomized Defmitions?the same St. Basil says that it is ludicrous for anyone to promise God
not to eat pork, or to sentence himself to abstain for such a length of time
from some other food or dunk.Accordingly no such uneducated promises
ought to be made, and the use of foods should be a matter of indifference.
1t nevertheless, in accordance with his c. XVII he allowed Bianor to celebrate the Liturgy notwithstanding that he had sworn not to celebrate the
Liturgy, the fact is that he did not do this as a matter of course, but, on the
contrary, 1) because that man had taken the oath as a result of violence and
under threat of danger; 2) he allowed him to conduct the Liturgy secretly
and in another place, and not there where he had taken the oath; and 3) he
adds that he must repent because he took an oath. But as for all perjurers
that are in holy orders and those that are clerics, they are deposed from
office according to Ap. c. XXV; see the Interpretation of the latter.

' Thai is why divine Chrysostom-in opposition to those who want to hale oallis takens a y s (Horn.8 on statues): "Well, then (you tell me), what is one to do when it is
necessary to swear (take oath)?' And he replies: "Wherever there is a transgression

of the law. there can be no necessity-. And is it possible (you ask me) for one not to
swear al all? Whal do \ou say?" He answers: "God commanded, and you ask whether
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it is possible to kccp His conmmdmcnt It is more impossible not to kccp His commandmcnt than to kcep it." And again hc says (Catechism I for those about to be
enlightened (by baptism)): "I wish to eradicate an evil of long standing which has
been a custom. I want to eradicate, I mean, not only wicked and false oaths. but also
the good and true oaths. But. Â¥ ou tell me, such or such a person. a virtuous man. a
man ill holy orders, a sober and reverent person, swore an o a h Well. if you waul lo,
you may tell me that St. Peter or St. Paul or an angel from heaven was the one who
took an oath. For even those who are supposed to have taken an oath are supposed to
be so great I myself will not stand abashed at their greatness. Because the law which
forbids every oath in general. and which 1 will read to you. is not Peter or of Paul or
of angcis, or in general of fellow servants,but of God Himsclf who is the king of all.
When royal letters arc read, servants ought to remain silent no matter how high officials hey may be. For if you are going lo iisserl ha1 Christ Himself commanded us
to take oaths, or that Christ Himself does not chastise those who take oaths, show me
where He says this, and 1 will be persuaded. Bul if Christ is so insistent in [orbidding
us to take oaths. and is so careful to provide against the taking of oaths entirely as
to class the man who takes an oath with the Evil One (by which is meant the Devil),
sincc He says "for whatsoever is more than thcsc comcth from the Evil One" (Matt. 5:
37), what is the idea of your referring to such or such a man? For God will not judge
a person who lakes an oath because some fellow servant before him took an oath
as a result of indolence, but instead. He will condemn him because he transgressed
the express command of His law. 'I conimanded,' He will kll the person in the da)
of judgmeni; 'you oughl Lo have obeyed my coniiiimd, and no1 bring forward the
example of this man or that. and be looking at the transgressions of others as though
hey were something to nhet one's appetite ibr more."' And further below lie goes
on to say: "Though the transgrcssor of the law concerning oaths were ten thousand
times wonderful and great, he would have to expiate this transgression without fail
by paying the penalty due for it, sincc God is not a respecter of persons." Hence it
is hat Sl. Basil the Great in regard lo the penances which he provides exconiinunicates men for a week in case they swear any other oath than yea. yea and nay, n*;
whereas he excommunicates women for two weeks if they happen to take any such
oiilli. But even Chqsosloni himself(Horn. 15 on stalues, and 17 on tlie Gospel ol'St.
Matthew) canonizes aiyone that swears the vain oaths to which the majority of men
are accuston~edby obliging him not to eat his supper. but to go to sleep supperless,
if he will be corrected But if he will not be corrected- he is to be cut off from holy
Con~munionand from the Church. like fornicators, adulterers, and murderers. The
samc Cbq sostom (Horn. 5 and 14 and 15 on stalucs, and sel. discourse 28 conccming an oath) condemns to the samc penances also those who perjure themselves, and
those who force them or compel them to perjure themselves. or lo ~ a k eoahs. These
things being as stated, let Balsamon (in his interpretation of c. XXIX of Basil), as
well as those following him. be ashamed and keep their mouth shut, instead of saving
that it is a lawful thing for good and truc oaths to be taken for one thing because the
imperial laws permit oaths to be taken, and for another thing because tor one not to
swcar at all is only for the perfect, but for one to swcar is for the imperfect and it is
consequently impossible for the comrnandmcnts to bc kcpt by all men. As rcspects
the first allegation; we reply w h a ~we have previously said in various places, viz.. ha1
emperors and kings often fail to niakc laws for the best according to C ~ s o s t o i n ,
and that, according to the emperors and kings themselves, all laws that conflict with
the divine law ought to be mulled. and especially lliose which are opposed to the
divine Scriptures and the Gospels. As respects the second allegation. we reply that all
commandments. and consequently that concerning oaths, must be kept by all human
beings. For this reason on the one hand the Lord commanded the Apostles to teach the
faithlul to keep not some of the commandments, and to ignore others. but to keep all
coinniaiidnicnts without exception that He Himsclf gave them: and that anyolie who
violated or ignored even one ol' the least ol' His commandments will be called least in
the kingdom oflieav en. On the other hand St. Basil h e Great (Preamble to Definitions
m hkrenso) says that it is a great piece of arrogance tor us to become judges of God
the Legislator, and to approve some ot' His laws as good. but to li-own upon others as
bad, at a time when He Himself has commanded us to kcep all His commandments.
For if all ofthem were not necessary for our salvation, it would not have been written,
nor would it ~ M V Cbeen commanded, that all of them must be kcpt. We know that in
the Old Testament truc and lawful oaths were permitted (Dcut 6 1 3 ; Ps. 63: 11; Jcr.
4:2; and alibi). Yes. they were permitled; bul hey were not required by legislation.
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Pemiission is one tiling, and legislation, is quite another. Thcy were permitted 011
account of the impcrfcctncss and infantilcncss of the Jews for the sake of keeping
diem free from idolatry. The divme Gospel. wilh firm decisi\eness, not only does
not permit anyone to takc an oath in the namc of God. but not even 011 his ow11 head.
by commanding that unless our righteousness shall exceed that 01' the Scribes and
Pharisees, we shall by 110 means enter the kingdoni of hem en (Mail. 5:20).For one
must not swear by any of the creatures, since in such a case the oath would be one
involving the Creator, according to Sl, Ch~sostom.The expression, on the other
hand, "Yea, by your own boasting," or "I adjure you by the Lord," and whatever
else St. Paul says in connection with the name of God by way of attirimation, these
arc figures of a semblance to oaths, but not a veritable oath. as St. Clqsostom says.
(It may be that St. Paul is saying thcsc things, first as a result of great necessity and
compulsion, and secondly, b\ no means because of any lhmg hiiinan, or a q thing in
any w~ growing out of this world, but to avoid imperiling the faith, and in general
by \v ay 01upholding God and things divine, and as a mailer or econoin~, and not 01
exactness and of legislation.) If anyone should swear by God, let us suppose, for all
the tens of thousands of pounds of gold in the world, he would be conflicting with
and violating the third commandment of the Dccaloguc, which decrees that no one
shall take the name of God in vain; for the whole world- and everything that is in the
world, is vain. because it is pal@ and perishable. Knowing this fact Iron1 an innate
law of consciousness that is common to all men. that man by the namc of Chinas
ti110 was a disciple 01 Py hagoras. and a heathen, and was in a position to avoid h e
loss of three talents by taking a true oath, did not, however. take an oath, but, instead.
paid the talents, as St. Basil the Great bears witness as respecting this veF fact. Note.
moreover. that while Llie civil laws; aller an oath has been uivesligated, thai is, has
been examined and proved false. then proceeds to chastise the perjurers. the sacred
Canons. on the other hand, in dealing with those perjurers whose oath has been scrutinized, assigns to the places of penitents, but as for those whose oath has not been
investigated and proven. hey merely exclude them from Communion; and no1 from
die Church and Irom praying along w ith [lie faithful. See the 18th ch. of Title XI11 of
the Nomicon of Photius. and the comments of Balsamon in connection therewith. but
ill particular and above all Armenopoulos~Book 1, Title 7. It should be borne in mind,
too, that an oath taken on the holy Gospel is taken on the God Himself whom it represents and who speaks through it, I wish to add also that which Athanasius the Great
says with respect to the third commandmcnt of the Decalogue: "If one is at all worthy
to pronounce the namc of God, of course he is tnistworthy and credible and deserves
to be believed even viihoiit an oath For aiivonc tliat is capable as Lo what is greater.
is capable also as to what is lesser. But if, on the other hand, he docs not deserve to be
believed wilhoui an oath: h e n iieiher is lie worthy to pronounce h e name of God.".
And note how this great Father in two words proves dial it is a mailer of superfluity
(or an oalh to be taken in any case. That explains why the civil latts themselves do not
require trustworthy witnesses to takc an oath. Moreover the 7th Ecum. C. in its sixth
Act s p s : "'Let us not accustom the mouth to swearing. but let its listen to the Lord's
voice saying 'But I say unto you. Swear not at all.'" (Matt. 5:34.) And see the Footnote to Ap. c. LXXV. In addition to all that has been said, Chp-sostom adds this brief
and remarkable observation: "I1 you believe l h a ~Hie man is kuthIu1, do 1101 compel
him to take an oath: but if you know that lie is a liar, do not compel him to conimit
perjury." (Sennon 15 on statues, page 566 of volume VI). See also in Sermon 14 on
statues hew vehemently he proliibils oaths.) But do please note also Lhe Novella. of
Basil the Macedonian, Leo, and Constantine (page 135 in Book 11 of the Corpus Juris
Graecoromani) w,ho explicitly prohibit anyone from taking an oath and who assert
that swearing is prohibited by the divine Gospel and the Scriptures, and furthermore
that the turns and cases of this world being nothing but vanity. in accordance with
Solomon's statement. it is plain that whenever an\o11c swears in connection therewith
by the name of God. he 1s taking this name in vain. as we too kale declared.

CANON XCV
As for heretics ~ghoarejoining Orthodo-^yand the portion of the saved,we
accep;Âthem in acwniancew ifh the s'thjoinedsequenceandciistom.Ariuns and
Macedonians and Novations, who culled themselves Catharil and Aristeri,;

' In other manuscripts: "those calling thcmsclvcs Cathari and Cathariuteri.''
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' In othcr manuscripts: "at-isti"
and the Tharakaidekatitae, or, at any rate, those called 'Ietradites andApoljnurists, we accept, when they y v e us cert~jcates( c d c d liheJIi); and when
they anathematize every heresy that does not believe as the holy catholic
andApostolic C h m h of God believes, and are sealed, ix., are anointedfirst
with holy myron on theforehead and the eyex, anil the nose and mouth, and
the ears, while we are anointing them and sealing them, we s q , " A s e a l of
u gfi of H o b Spirit. " Av concerning Paifliunists who have afterwards taken
refuse in the Catholic Church, a definition has been pnjmulgated that they
have to be rebaptized w i t h o fnil.
~ ~ As j5r Eunomians, however, 'who baptize
with a sin& immersion, and Montani.'its who care hereabouts called Phryg i a n ~muf Sabdians, who hold the tenet of Hyiopiofia (or modalislic monarchianism) and do other embarrassing things; and all other heresies-jijr
/hem are many hereabouts, especially those h a i l i ~ f r o mthe country o f the
Ga1utiuns"Ã‘asfo all of them who wish t o j o i n Orthodoxy, we accept them
as Greeks.Accordingly, on thefirs/ day, we make them Christians; on /he
second day, catechumens; after this, on the thid clay' we exofvi.se them by
breathing three hxs into {heirfaces and into their ears. And thus we calechize them, and make them siayfof a long time in church and fisten to the
Scriptures, and then we baptize them. Asfor Manicheam, and Va/en/inims,
and Marcionists, and thosefrom similar heresies, they have to give us cer/ifica~es(called libelli) and anathematize their heresy, the Nestofiam, and
Nextoritix, and Evtyches and Ikscoritf , and Severus, and the other evarehs
of such heresies, and those who entertain their beliefs, and all the aforementioned heresies, and thus they are atttnw d to partake ofh.oly Communion.
Interpretation

As for the present Canon, from the beginning of it to the point where
c. Vll
of the 2nd. The interval beginning "As concerning Paulianists" to "without fail" is taken from c. XIX of the 1st verbatim. For this reason we do
not even trouble to interpret these parts here again; see their interpretation there. The rest of the Canon is a decree of the pi esent Council's own.
and Valentinian~.~
and Marcionists/'
which says that the Mani~heans,~
when they join Orthodoxy, must be baptized, as also the Eunoinians and
Montanists, according to the interpretation given by Balsamon. Nestoriand Eutychians, Dioscorites. and Se~erians.~
have to anathematize in
writing their own heresy and their heresiarchs, and all those persons who
believe in their heresies, among whom are numbered also the Monotheletes, as welt as the Novatians and the Macedonians, and after doing so
they are allowed to partake of the divine Mysteries.
it says "and then we baptize them," it is word for word the same as

Concord

St. Basil the Great, ill his c. XL, says that Encratites," and Saccophori,'
and Apotactites,' all have to be baptized, because their heresy too is an
offshoot of the Marcionists and holds their wicked dogmasn6

' In othcr manuscripts: "and coming."
' Manes [lie Persian, having served as a slave for a long lime, received h e appella-

tion or Scythian. according to Theodore (Haeretic, Cacomyth,. book 1, ch, 26). He
was also called Cubricius, according to Epiphanius (Hams. 66). His name was
later changed to Maiiicacus by his followers; and he disseminated the cacodoxy of
Basileides and of Marcion in Lhe third centun, according to Sl. Augustine (Concerning
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Heresies, cli. 46). He used to say, besides othcr assertions. that after death the souls of
men enter birds and cattle and reptiles. according to Theodore (ibid)
' Valcntmus used to say. in the second century. that after assuming an ethereal body.
Christ passed through the Virgin likc as if through a tube, without taking anything
from Her (TerLillian, Book againsi ValenLinians, ch. 15). The Valenluuaiis denied Lhe
resurrection of bodies. thus ignoring the Old Testament. and in reading the prophets
they rehashed some niyths in their interprehtions of them, and ii~teredsome other
impious drivel, according lo Lhe Anonymous Inleqreter of h e Canons.
Marcion was a disciple of a man named Cerdon. who served as a disciple 01
Basileides and Satorinus, who were followers of Simon the Sorcerer. according to
Tertillian (book concerning the flesh of"Christ), When this man Marcion once asked
St Polycarp whether he knew who he was; the saint answered that he knew him quite
well to be the first-begotten son of the Devil (Iren, Book 111, cg. 3). He used to say
that thcrc were three principles. The first one was the invisible God: the sccond was
the visible God and creator of the world: and the third was the Devil. He was wont
Lo baptize not nilh a single immersion; but with lliree inimersions, allowing even
women Lo baptize. According to c. XLVII of Basil lic abhorred marriage and wine: he
used to say that creation was wicked, and called God the creator of evils. He appeared
during the second century.
Concerning these heretics w,e have said enough in the Preface to the Third Ecun~.
Council.
Concerning these heretics see the PreCace to the Fourth Ecurn.C.
They were called Encratites because they practiced "encratem." or what is called in
English vegetarianism, and did not cat of any animate thing. They rejected marriage
likc Marcion, and did not drink wine, according to Balsamon. The leader of their hcre q was Talian, a disciple of St. Juslin, according to Theodoret. They celebraled h e
Mysteries with water alone, likc the Aquarians, according to Epiphanius (Hacr. 47).
See alsoc. LXXXVI orRasil,
They were called Saccophori because thcy wore sacks and thereby pretended to ex Lrenie temperance (or "eiicraleia") and a rough-and-hard Me.
The\ were called Apotactiks because they renounced (Greek aptasso) their appetiles and did not eal an~lhiiiglhal (he Encralites did nol eal
' Note that this same Canon is mentioned by Balsamon in his Repi: 29, and he quotes
it as follows: "And Lhe Manichems loo and llie Valendnians. and h e Marcioiiisls,
and those from similar heresies, we receive as Greeks (as impious persons. that is to
SF-). But as for the Ncstorians, they must give us certificates land anathematize their
heresy and Ncstorius and the othcr things." If anyone wonders why this Council mcnlioiied here his Canon of the 2nd Ec. C.. which was issued against (lieAsians and the
Maccdonians who were then rampant but who at the time of this 6th Council had disappeared almost entirely- we re& that this Council found i~
necessary to renew the
Canon of tlie 2nd perhaps 011 account of the remaining vesliges of h e above heretics.
but mainly because of the Monotheletes, who had increased to a large number in its
days. They are alluded to in accordance with the figure ot' silent omission in those
words which it mentions, to wit: "and those who entertain their beliefs." For the hcresy of the Monotheletes was a scion and offshoot of the heresy of the Monophysites,
For it is obvious that those who hold that there is but one will inhering in Christ w-ould
also by consequence bclicve that Hc had but one nature. For if according to the former He liad but one nalnre, He necessarily had according lo the lalter but a single will.
In order, therefore, to define how these heretics of its own days ought to be baptized.
h i s Council found it necessary to renew the Canon ol' the 2nd. and to re train horn
promulgating another of its own, out of deference to the 2nd Ecum, Council, As for
you. my dear reader. it" you want to learn that the baptism of all heretics in general
is impious and blasphemous and has no community with that of the Orthodox. read
ch, 9 of book VII of Euscbius; and thcrc you will learn that a person who has been
baptized
heretics. but who has later seen liow the Orthodox are baptized, wept
and could not be solaced, but fell at the feet of Dionysius of Alexandria, begging him
LO baptize him in the Orthodox baptism and saying that the baptism which he had
received via replete with blasphemies and liad no conmunity viilh the Orthodox.
So, then, get it into your head and understand from this that both heretics and Latins.
when hey join the Orthodox Easkni Church, ought oftheir own accord and on heir
own account to seek to have themselves baptized, and not have to be urged to do so
by the Orthodox.
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CANON XCVI

Those who have put on Christ through baptism have solemnly promised
to emu/a/e and imitate the manner of life He led in the flesh. As touching,
therefore those who arrange and dress the hair of their head by con/ri~f/ng
to plait or wore it in ufashion which has disastrous effects on behoiders,
and hence offers a lure to mbolstered souls, we undertake to treat them in
a fatherly fashion with a sintable penance, while trainmg them like children
and teathem harw to live in a sober and sane manner, with the object o f
enah/ing them to lay aside the deception and vanity mu/ting,from matendity in order that they may bend their minds towards a life which ?.v perpetually unruffled and blissful, and to enjoy chaste association in fear, and to
uppmach God as near as possible through their purity of life, and to adorn
the inner rather than the outer man with virtues and benignant and h!ame!ess
manners, so that they may not have any trace left m them ofthe rudeness o f
the adversary. I f , however,anyone should conduct himself in a manner conirary lo the present Canon, let him be excommunicated
Interpretation

"As many of you as have been baptized in Christ have put on Christ"
(Gal. 3:27), say the great Apostle Paul. Hence the present Canon adds that
those who have put on Chnst must also adopt his mode of life and practice every chastity and purity, and not adorn their body in a manner that is
both superfluous and artificial. On this account it excommunicates those
Christians who braid the hair of their head, and comb it and wave it and
flaunt it as a lure to those souls who are of weak faith and easily led astray,
as much of men as of women,' and while training such persons with the
penalty of excommunication it teaches them to abandon every deception
and vanity and embellishment of matter, and of this perishable body, and,
on the other hand, to lift their mind up to that blissful and imperishable
life, approaching God, as near as possible with their purity of life, and
preferring to adorn themselves, that is to say, the inner man, or soul, with
virtues and benignant manners, without paying attention to the outer man,
or body, with such deceptive and vain adornments or embellishments, in
such a way as to avoid, bearing any longer any sign of the wickedness of
the Devil, whom they have renounced through holy baptism.
Concord

It is on this account that God commands in Leviticus (1927) that no
one shall form a topknot from the hair of his head-or, in other words,
a lock of hair, according to an unknown commentator. Hence it is that
a11 the Apostles in common in their Injunctions, Book I, ch. 3, cominand men not to exercise undue care in combing their hair or to perfume
their hair, or to haid it into one or more pleats, in order to prevent them
from thereby attracting women into love, but to cut their hair off. But in
particular St. Paul, with special regard to this artificial hairdressing and
with the idea of prohibiting it, said that if a man has hair it is a mark of

' Those too incur the excommunication of this Canon, according to Zonaras, who do

not put a r a m to their head at all, nor cut the hair oftheir head, but let it grow long
enough Lo reach lo llie bell like h a t ofwomen, and hose who bleach their hair so as
to make it blond or golden, or who twist it up and tie it on spills in order to make it
curly; or who put wigs or "rats" on their head. This e\cornmunication is incurred also
by those who shave off their beard in order to make their face smooth and handsome
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after such treatment, and not to havc it curl>-:or in ordcr to appcar at all times likc
beardless young men: and those who singe the hair of their bcard with a rcdhot tile so
as to remove any tliat is longer than h e rest, or more crooked; or who use tweezers
to pluck out the superfluous hairs on thcir face. in ordcr to bccoinc tender mid appear
handsome; or who dye their beard- in order not to appear to be old men. This same
excoinmiiiucation is incurred also by hose women who use rouge and paint on heir
face. in order to look pretty, and in this way to attract men beholding them to their
Satanic love. Oh, and how the miserable women have the hardihood to dishonor the
image which God gave them with thcir wicked beautifications! Ah! how is God to
recognize them and tell whether they are His own creatures and images. at a time
when they arc wearing another facc which is devilish, and anothcr image, which is
that of Satan? Hcncc it is that St. Gregory the Theologian says the following in his
epic verses:
"Build y oursclvcs not towers of spurious tresses on your head, women.
While petting soft necks of rocks invisible;
Nor apply shameful paint to forms of God's,
So as to be wcaring masks, and not faces.
Lest Godrequite you Ibr such things when He has come to resent, them.
Who? Whence is Hie Creator? Avaunt, get Lhee away Ironi me. strange
female!
I did not paint thee a bitch but created an imagc of niyself.
How is it that I havc an idol- a specter instead of a friend?"
And the poor wretches do not know that by what they arc doing they arc managing
only to make themselves like that hag and whore called Je7ebel(II Kings 9:30). and
arc thenisclvcs becoming new and second Jezebels, because she too used to paint her
face in order to please h e eyes of men. j ust as is wrilten: "And when Jehu was come
Lo Jea-eel, Jezebel heard of him; and she painted her face, and attired her head, and
peeped through the window" (ibid.). So all men and all women who do such things
are all excommunicated b\ the present Ecumenical Council. And is these things are
forbiddcn to be done by the lai@ in general, how much more they arc forbidden to
clerics and those in holy orders. who ought by their speech and by their conduct, and
by the outward decency and plainness of thcir garments, and of thcir hair, and of thcir
beard, to teach the laity not to be body-Iovcrs and exquisites, but soul-lovers and virhe-lovers. Nole that Ihe present Caiioii censures [lie priests of h e Latins who shave
off thcir moustache and their beard and who look likc very young men and handsome
bridegrooms and have the lace of women. For God Forbids men ofthe laih in general
Lo shave heir beard, b\ saying: "Ye sliall not mar Lhe appearance of your bearded
chin" (Lev. i 9:27).But He specially forbids those in holy orders to shave their beard,
by saying to Moses to tell the sons of Aaron, or, in other words, the priests, not to
shave the skin of their bearded chin (Lev. 2 1:5). Not only did He forbid this in words.
bul He even appeared to Daniel with whiskers and beard as the Ancient oCD@s (Dan.
7:9);and the Son of God wore a bcard while he w-as alive in the flesh. And our Forcfathers and Patriarchs and Prophets and Apostles all wore beards. as is pla* evident
from Ilie most ancient pictures of them wherein the! are painted with beards. But,
more to the point. even the saints in Italy. like St. Ambrose, the father of monks Bened i c ~Gregory Dialogus, and the rest, all had beards; as hey appear in their pictures
painted in the church of St Mark in Venice, Why. even the judgment of right reason
decides the shaving of the beard to be improper. For the beard is the difference which
in respect of appearance distinguishes a woman from a man.That is why a certain
philosopher when asked why he grew a bcard and whiskers, replied that as often as
he stroked his beard and whiskers he felt that he was a nian. and not a woman. Those
men who shave their beard are not possessors of a inanly face, but of a womanly face,
Hence it was hat Epiphanius blamed Hie Massalians h r culling oil."their beard; which
is the visage peculiar to man as distinguished from woman. The Apostles in their Injunctions, Book' I, ch.3. command that no one shall destroy the hair of his beard, and
change the natural visage of the man into one that is ~uuiatural."For," says he, "God
the Creator made this to be becoming to women, but deemed it to be out of harmony
with men." The innovation of shaving the beard ensued in the Roman Church a little
before Leo IX, Grcgoc VII wcn resorted to force ill ordcr to makc bishops and clerics
shave offtheir beard. Oh. and what a most ugl! and most disgusting sight it is to see
die successor of St. Pclcr close-shaven, as Hie Greeks say. likc a "fine bridegroom,"
with this difference, however, thai.he wears a stole and a pallium, and sits 'in the chief
seat among a large number of other men like him in a council called the college of
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cardinals, while he himself is selcd the Pope. Yet bearded Popcs did not bcconic
extinct after insane Gregory, a witness to this fact being Pope Gclasius growing a
beard- as is stated in his biographv. See Hie Ddecabiblus of Dositheus. pp. 776-8.
Mclctius the Confcssor (subject 7. concerning unlcavcncd wafers) states that a ccrtain Pope by the name 01' Pekr on account of his lascivious ads was arrested by the
king and one half of his beard 1% as shaven oIT as 'a mark of dishonor. According Lo
another authority, in other temples too there were princes, even on the sacerdotal list,
who had a beard, as in Leipig the! are lo be seen painted ailer Martin Luther in the
church called St. Paul's and that callcd St. Thomas's, I saw the same things also in
Bardislabia

dishonor in him; and in the same vein divine Epiphanius. too, said that
long hair is a thing that is alien to the Catholic Church. Note, however,
that just as one is forbidden to refrain from cutting his hair for the sake of
beautification and good looks, and a bad purpose, so, on the other hand, it
is also forbidden to cut it and to shave it with certain circularities roundabout, and, generally speaking, for the purpose of improving its appearance and enhancing its attractiveness. On this account. indeed, it was that
as regards the topknot mentioned in Leviticus; Synmmachus said: "You
shall not shave round in a circle the face of your head." Aquila, on the
other hand; says: "You shall not encircle the crown of your head." So the
conclusion from all these facts is that the laity ought to cut their hair unaffectedly, unpretentiously, and inarti ficially.
CANON XCVT1
As w o r d s those who are livins with a wife or are o t h e w k indiscreedy

commonizing sacred places und treating, them contemptuously, and thus dfimicilifig therein, we command them to be evicted even from the catechumenates in the religious houses. h case a v o n e should fail to observe this rule,
if he be a clewinan, let him be deposedfrom office; hut i f he he a layman,
let him he excommunicated.
Interpretation

The Canon does not employ the expression "sacred places" here to
designate the divine temples, but the habitations connected with the divine temple, such as the so-called catechumenates, in which some persons
dwelt with their wives and which they treated like other; ordinary places,
indiscreetly, that is to say; without drawing any distinction between a holy
and a profane place. On this account it commands that such persons be
ousted from them. Anyone failing to observe this rule, if he be a clergyman, let him be deposed from office; or if he be a layman, let him be excommunicated. '
St. Nicephorus says, in his c. 11 1. that ifanyone should happen to remain for a short
lime. sa) for lwenl) -Four hours, in the narlhex of a church building of necessity, lie
is not to be condemned; but if he should stay there for a long time, let him be ousted
from there, and let the temple be restored to its rights, to the condition, that is to say,
of not being turned into a common and plain house. The imperial laws command further hat whoever should seize by dint of exercise ol'overpowering Force and iiuhorit? any person dial has taken refuge in Lhe church should be flogged and have his head
of hair shorn off, and afterwards be exiled. The bishops and ecdici (or officers) are
in duly bound. howev er, lo record the names ol' relugees. and Lhe reasons w h ~the
sought asylum, and to divulge these to the civil authorities in order that the latter
may institute the proper proceedings.

an

Concord

That is why Book V of the Basilica, Title 1, ch. 12, in agreement with
the present Canon decrees that those who, on account of any cowardice or
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other wickedness, take refuge in a church building, throwing away their
weapons at the same time, shall enjoy security and safety as far as the
boundaries of the church. But they are not to have any right to eat, or
to drink, or to sleep inside the temple, but are to stay in the gardens or
grounds outside of it; or else in the vaults, or in the courtyards, or in the
residences which are roundabout attached to the temple (in Photius, Title
V, ch. 2). According to Armenopoulos, no one could remove persons that
took refuge within the confines of a church and take them away, except
only if they were murderers or adulterers or had ravished virgins (according to eh. 21 of Book V of the Basilica).
CANON XCVIII
Whoever takes byway of matrimonial nnwn any woman betrothed to another man, while the man to whom she has been betrothed is .sti// alive, shall

be deemed liable to the penalty prov~dedfor the crime o f adultery.
Interpretation

An engagement which i s entered into in accordance with laws, at the
legal age, that is to say, of a man and of a woman, and which has been
duly signaled by a gift of wedding rings or other earnests, and solemnized
in church, and accompanied by the usual exchange of kisses on the part of
the engaged-such an engagement; I say, has the same force and effect as
a complete wedding (and see the Footnote to Ap. c. XVII). For this reason the present Canon decrees that anyone taking to w i f e a woman who
has been engaged in such a manner as this to another man, who, as her
betrothed, is still alive, let him be penalized as an adulterer, precisely, that
is to say. like a man who takes to wife a woman married to another. That
is why a man betrothed to a woman is also called the conjugate of his own
fiancee, in the same way, for instance, that just Joseph the Bridegroom is
called in the Gospels the husband of the holy Virgin, and conversely the
holy Virgin is called the wife of Joseph, because even in the old Law a
betrothal had the force of a marriageh2
CANON XCTX

And thix too occurs m the country of the Armenians, M Y have learned,
to wit, that some persons, wasting pieces o f meat within the space o f the
sacrificial altars of sacred temp/e.s)offer parts assigned to priests, distributing them in a Jewish fashion. Hence, w fth the object ofmaintaining the imblemished sanctity ofthe Church, we decree that none ofher priests .shall he
permitted to accept consecruted piece?; of meat,from those offering them, hut
shal! he content with only what the offirer is pleased to (>fft~
any such offer
being made outside of the church. I f a q n n e fail to do s o , let him be excornmumcated
Interpretation

Zonaras, and Bal samon, and Arktenus? and the Anonymous Expositor,
all in common explain that the Armenians were wont to roast meat inside
of the sacrificial altars. But to me it seems that these expositors; failing to
agreement with this Canon ch. 2 olTitle LVIH of Book LX of the Basilica, as well
as the third Theme of ch. 12 and Title XXXVII of the saint; Book LX, prescribes that
anyone that takes to wife a woman engaged to another man i s to beiudged as an add tcrcr. Scc ch. 11 of the doctrine concerning marriage contracts.

:Tn
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punctuate, but. on the contrary, running together the words "roasting pieces of meat" with the words "within the space of the sacrificial altars," fell
into an error. Such was not the meaning intended. For the phrase "within
the space of the sacrificial altars" is not to be combined with the phrase
"roasting pieces of meat" but, on the contrary, being divided off with a
comma, it should be combined with the phrase "offer parts assigned."
For it is highly improbable and too absurd to believe, that meat should be
actually roasted within the space of the holy Bema wherein is situated the
sacrificial altar of the church, thus turning it into a kitchen. So what the
present Canon says is that this custom which was practiced in Aimenia,
where some persons would roast meat at home and afterwards offer parts
of it in the holy Bema to the ptiests (Just as the Jews offer the breast or a
leg or some other part of the animals being sacrificed to their priests)that custom, 1 say, is not to be followed hereafter, but neither are priests to
have permission to take those parts of an animal which they want, but, on
the contrary.,must be content with whatever parts a Christian offers them;
the offer of such meat; moreover, must take place outside of the church,
and not inside of the sanctuary, or sacred Bema. of the church. Hence the
sense of the words as set forth by us above becomes evidently manifest
from the context. For had it been an actual fact that they were roasting that
meat in the Bema, the Canon ought necessarily to have prohibited this, as
something highly improper, as it prohibited the offering of the meat. Let
anyone guilty of violating this rule be excommunicated. But Balsamon
states (in his interpretation of Ap. c. Ill) that he saw an abbot-priest deposed and ousted from the abbacy because he brought meat and cheese
into the holy Bema. See also the Interpretation of Ap. c. Ill
Concord

Note, according to Zonaras, that the Canon permitted priests to take
parts of the meat, not in common and on a universal basis, throughout the
world; but only in Armenia, and this on account of the custom which had
then come to prevail among the Armenians,'
CANON C
"Let thine eyes look artght, and keep thy heartw ifhall dihgmce " (Pro17

4:25 and 23), wisdom bids us. For the sensation of the body can easily,foist
their influence upon the soul. We therefore commundthut henceforth in no way
whatever shall any pictures be drawn, painted, orotherwise wrought, whether
in frames or o t h e r u . hung
~
up, that appeal to the eye fascmatwgly, and cornip the mind, and excite Inflammatory q j n g v to the enjoyment of shamt$d

pleasures. Ifanyone should a m m p lo do this, let him be excommunicated.
(No interpretation of this Canon is in the Greek edition.)
Concord

Inasmuch as some men were wont to paint or draw on walls and
boards lascivious pictures, such as women stark naked or bathing or being
kissed by men, and other such shameful scenes, which deceive the eyes
of beholders and excite the mind and heart to carnal desires, therefore and
Hcncc prelates ought to apply very scvcrc penalties to prevent Christians from participaling in what are called in the Turkish language h ~ ~ l h a nwhich
s,
are in vogue
todp and which are a renewal of the sacrifices offered by the Greeks and the Jews.
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For just as those people believed that t h q were propitiating God with the blood and
slaughter of sheep and other animals, so too do thcsc deluded and foolish persons
think hat lhe\ are propilialing God by means of Hie slaughter and sacrike of heir
kurbans. And for this reason it is to be seen that thcsc kurbanists do not buy any
sheep slaughtered b\ others and ready at hand. but insist upon slaughtering them
Lhemselves- and lighting candles upon heir horns. and incensing them \ d h incense.
and roasting them whole, and laying them out, freshly roasted and still exhaling the
odor oS roast meat, belore the h o l ~icons. They dedicate the skin 01' the animal to
the temple or monastery. To their relatives and friends, some of them offer portions
when they return from the celebration. in order that they be sanctified by it, Oh, what
a Greclush delusion, and what a Jewish superstition! And the deluded and erring
creatures do not realize that what God wants is mcrcv. and not sacrifice: and that the
only sacrifice ha1 is acceptable and pleasing lo Him is nol tlie meal of sheep and
calves, but a contrite frame of mind and a humbled heart, as divine David chants in
his Psalms. Read concerning this the book 01 Sl.Campmias. ch. 57. Though il is true
that Nicctas the chartophylas and the bishop of Thcssalonica (page 350 of the Corpus
Juris tiraecoron~ani)say that it is not reprehensible for Christians to offer the breasts
a n d skins. of lambs, outside of the church. or doves and pigeons at commemoration
services, to the priests; yet, on the other hand. they thcrnsclvcs assent that this is not
Lo be reprehended only if such things are offered by way of perquisites to the priests.
a n d not in the way of sacrifices, and as a matter of so many and such egregious supers~itions.as we have said above, on account of which such sacrifices ought to be done
away \villi entirely.

on this account the present Canon commands that no such pictures shall by
any means whatsoever be painted or drawn or sketched. If anyone should
make any such pictures, let him be excommunicated, since all the five
senses of the body, and especially the first and royalest one, the eyesight,
is easily led to impess the pictures of those things which it sees into the
soul. That is why Solomon recommends that our eyes look aright at things
that are fine and good and beautiful, and that everyone of us keep his mind
and heart away from the shameful objects of the senses,
CANON C1

The divine Apostle loudly proclaims the man created in the itnw of God
to be a body o f Christ and a temple. Standing therefore,f i w above all sensible
creation, and having attained to a hem~enlyd i m hy virtue of the soterial
Passion, by eating and drinking Chri,st as a source of life, he perpetually
readjusts both his eternal soul and his body and by partaking of the divine
grace he i v c o n t i n d ly sanctified. So that if anyone ,shod& ish to partake of

the intemerate body during the time of a synaxis, and to become one therewith by virtue oftraivif.^ence, let him form his hands into the shape o f a
CTOA'S, and, t h u s approaching, let him receive the communion of grace. For
we mwise welcome those men who make certain receptacles out o f void, or
any other material,to serve instead of their hand/or the recepfjon of the divine gift, demanding to take ofthe internerate coinmmio~in such containers;
because (heyprefkr soulless (i.e., inanimate) matter and an inferior article to
the image ofGod. In case, therefore, any person should be caught in the act
of imparting of the intemerate communion to those offering such receptacles,
let him be excommunicated, both he himself and the one offeritjg them.
Interpretation

In that time there prevailed a custom of laymen communing, just like
priests, by taking the holy bread in their hands, in the manner in which
they nowadays receive the antidoron. But since some men, on the pretense
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of reverence, and of paying greater honor to the divine gifts, used to make
gold vessels, or vessels of some other precious material, and were wont
to partake of the interneratc body of the Lord by receiving it in such vessels; therefore, and on this account, the present Canon will not admit this
procedure, even though it be employed for the sake of reverence. Because,
in view of the fact that a man is one who has been made in the image of
God, and who eats the body and dnnks the blood of Christ, and thereby
becomes sanctified, and since he is in fact a body and temple of Christ,
according to the Apostle, he transcends all sensible things and inanimate
creatures, and consequently his hands are far more precious than any vessel. Hence anyone that wishes to partake of the Lord's body, let him form
his two hands into the shape of a cross, ' and let him receive it therein. As
for any layman that may receive the body of the Lord in a vessel, and any
priest who may impart it in any such thing, let both of them be excornmitnicated, because they prefer an inanimate (i.e., soulless) vessel to the
human being molded in the image of God.
CANON CII

Those who have receivedfn~tnGod admrity to bind and to loose must
take into consideration the quality uf the sin,and the willingness and readness of the sinner to retvm, and thus offer a treatment suited to the sin in
question,lest by employing an immoderate adjustment in one direction or the
other, they fail in compassing the salvation o f the one ailing For, the diseases
called sin are not simple affairs,but, on the contrary, various and complex,
and they predzice many offshoots o f the injury, ax a result whereof the evil
becomes 'widelydrffused,and it progresses until it ix checked by the power o f
the one tfeaiing it. So that a person who is professing the science ofireailments as a spimalphysician ought first to examine the disposition o f the
sinner, and ascertain whether he tends to health or on the contrary'provokes
the malady l o attack him by his ow^ actions; at the same time bearing in
mind that he must provide against any reversion, and considering whether
the patient is struggling against the physician, and whether the ulcer of the
sou! is being aggravated by the application of the w d y ; and accodin&
to mete out mercy in due proportion to She merits o f t h e case. For all thai
matters to God and to the person undertaking pastoral leadership consists
in the recovery of the ,strayingsheep, and in healing the one wounded by the
serpent. Accordingly, he ough/ not SO drive (he patient to (he v q e of despair,
nor @e him rein^ to dix.so/ufenexsand contempt o f life, hut, on the contrary,
in at least one way at any rate, either by resorting to extremer and stringent
remedies, or to gentler and milder ones, to curb the disease, and to put up a
fight to heal the ulcerfor the one tasting thefruits o f repentance, and wisely
helping him on the way to the splendid rehabilitation to which the man i s heins invited. We must therefore be versed ir~both, i.e., both the requirements
o f accuracy and the reqvirements o f custom. In the case ofthose who are
obstinatety opposed to extremities, we mustfollow theformula handed down
to us,just as sacred Basil teaches us outr~gh~.

' The manner in wliicli la~iieiiin hose days used lo lake (lie holy bread in heir hands

is more clearly described by Cyril of Jerusalem (Catccli. Mystag. 5), who says:
"'When you approach the Mvsteries, do not hold out the palms ol'vour hands, nor
spread your fingers apart, but placing the left hand underneath, and the right hand on
top, as though it were about to welcome an emperor or king, and forming a hollow
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in the palm of it, take the body of Christ in this way, at the same time pronouncing
an "Amen!" in acknowledgment thereof. But after you have received i t do not fail
Lo sanclify your eves b\ touching it cautiously. and thus partake of it, lalung care not
to drop any pearl (LC..precious particle) of it" ctc. Note, however, that the present
Canon contradicts those who assert that divine Chq sostom invented the tongs. For
die custom of taking the holy bread in the hands obtained among Christians after
Ch~ysostom,at least four hundred years, as becomes plain also from the present
Council and Ikom John Damascene, who describes this custom (concerning the Orthdoxfaith. Book IV, ch. 14). But then again St. Cfarvsostomhimself also describes
and tells about this custom in nmny of his discourses and sermons (Comnmtarv on
Psalm XLIX; Discourse 26 on the Seraphim; Sermon 21 on Statues: scc also his biography by Mctaphrastcs). One ought. however. to know that in the Western Church
women were nol wont lo receive or lake the holy bread in heir naked hands. bill+instead, spreading out some white oraria-that is, small white napkins-they would thus
receive die holy bread (Nok of Translator.-The authors of this work call il ^breacT
here either by courtesy or by oversight, and in the samc way they accord it the epithet
"'holy." It is. in point of fact, not bread at all, in the Greek sense of the term. because
it is an unlcavcncd substitute; conscquently, neither is it holy.), as is decreed by the
local Synod held in the city of Antisiodonis. in its c. XXXVT; and St. Augustine also
gives inshctions about it in his Discourse 252). That little napkin is called a doinini'd,which word means in Latin "the Lord's"'. The name is due to the fact they used
LO Lake it lo church with h e m 011 Sundays in order to receive the body oCChnst. The
cause which led to h e invention of h e longs vms Lhe fact some men.either feigning
to be Christians, or being heretics, or superstitious, when taking the holy bread in
their liands, either lei il drop or hid iL or used it in magic or other wicked devices.
Hence, through the invention of the tongs, by which the holy communion could be
administered directly into the n~outhof the recipient. every cause and reason and
cxcusc for such flouting of the mystery was obviated. Sec also Eustratius, in his discourse concerning the adminisiration oI' h e niysten, pp. 301-2). But some other persons have conjectured also anoher reason that is more plausible, viz., convenience.
or facilitation of administration, because in olden times nearly e v e p church had also
its deacon. Hence. in accordance with the Apostolic tradition. the priest would give
the divine body, while the deacon. standing near, with the holy cup, would serve out
the divine blood. But owing to the fact that deacons later became scarce and disappcarcd from most churches, as we can also scc for ourselves by actual cxpcricncc.
where they arc lacking, and especially in the villages and in the poor churches, and
thcrc ensued a difEcul@which made it hard for tlie samc priest to administer them
separately. each by itself, in a very economical and cxpcditious manner, the tongs
were invented, in order hat. after the union was effected, he might administer them
easily, and especially to infants.
' I11 othcr manuscripts it s*s "staved."
' In other manuscripts it says "give him more."

Interpretation

After this Council had decreed concerning many different penances,
lastly in the present Canon it leaves everything to the judgment of the
bishops and spirituals (i.e., confessors), the authority to bind and to loose,
saying that they ought to conjecture, or surmise, both the quality of the
sinfulness, whether it be pardonable or deadly, and the disposition of the
sinner with respect to repentance, and thus to offer the right treatment for
his illness lest by giving persons who are magnanimous and willing to repent lenient penances, and persons who are more unconcerned and pusillanimous, on the contrary, extreme penances, they fail to correct either the
former or the latter, but rather wind up by losing both. Because sin is so
complex and various, and grows so fast, that it resists, that is, overcomes,
the power and art of the spiritual physician (or, it may be, so complex
and various is sin, and so fast does it grow, before it can be checked and
overcome by the art of the spiritual physician). So, for this reason, the
physician of souls must first and foremost conjecture the disposition and
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inclination of the sinner, and discern whether he loves the health of his
soul with fervid repentance, or, on the contrary, whether he actually is
coaxing sin to attack him, and how he behaves in regard to sin, whether
he is not opposed to the salutary remedies which he is giving him, (as is
done by the demented who are opposed to the salutary remedies of physicians of bodies), and whether he is not actually aggravating, or increasing.
the lesion of sin with such measures. The confessor, 1 say, must first of all
make conjectures respecting all these things, and thus with due proportion
mete out mercy, mitigating, or lightening, the penances in dealing with the
man who is unconcerned and pusillanimous, but intensifying, or inalung
them heavier. in the case of a man who is magnanimous; and doing both
for mercy's sake, in order, on the one hand, to cleanse the magnanimous
man from sin, and, on the other hand, to avoid making the pusillanimous
man's case worse. And, generally speaking, the whole aim, both to God
and to the confessor is simply this, to bring about the return of the straying sheep, to cure the one who has been wounded or hurt by the figurative
serpent commonly called the Devil, and neither to drive him to despair
by heavy penalties, nor again to let him take the bit in his teeth, like a
horse, by light penalties, and hence encourage him to contemptuousness
and unconcern, but in every possible way, whether with austere or with
mild remedies, to endeavor to restore the sinner to health and free him
from the wounds of sin, so that he may taste the fruits of repentance, and
with wisdom managing to help him to ascend to the splendor of the Holy
Trinity above (which is the kingdom of heaven, according to St. diegory
the Theologian). So, then, the confessor must have knowledge of both requirements (just as is said verbatim in c. 111 of Basil), to wit, accuracy and
custom.' In case sinners do not care to observe this accuracy, on recount of
which they are compiomisingly allowed a reduction of years and of penances for their sin, let him at least command them to observe the custom.
the entire number of years, that is to say, and the penances prescribed by
the Canons.
By the word "custom" is meant the term of years and the various penances, or penalties, with which the Canons customarily and lor the most part lake sinners to task
and bring them to thcir senses, or sober them up, whether thcy be laymcn or dcrgymen. By "accuracy," on the oilier hand. is meant h e even~uali~v
whereby sinners
add to these years and penances a hatred of sin, and a painful feeling in the heart,
and tears, and bodily hardships, and oher benefactions. For little correction can
be expected to result from the years and penances alone. Botli these requirements,
accuracy and custom, are recommended by the same Canons of the Fathers, and
especially by c. XI! of the 1 s t q.v. The fact that eve? conlessor must be actk el?
invested with holy orders- and must not have been deposed for open crimes, nor
have resigned for secret ones, is attested also by Symeon of Thessalonica. who say's
(Rcply 11): "Thc inmi who receives thoughts must also pronounce blessings, and
utter a praycr for pardon. and officiate as a minister, and administer communion
to those confessing their misdeeds, and intercede in behalf of the repentant,'' And
John of Cirtus cxprcssly says 111 sonic rcply (extant in manuscript) that: "whocvc~
voluntarily or in\oluntonIy has resigned (rom holy orders cannot recet ve thoughts.
Any priests who without peniiissioii of their bishop receive thoughts md confess,
thev, according to the above-mentioned Symeon (in the same Reply). so tar as sinfulness is concerned, arc close to the man who, though unsacrcd, performs the functions of holy orders According to Balsamon (interpretation of c. VII of Carthage)
Michael h e Palnarc11 said that Ihese men oughl lo be deposed from office jiist iis
those arc deposed fro111 office who perform a v act outside thcir own parish. and
like transgressors of the Canons. Men unsacred and monks ought not to confess, nor
nuns, For this is contrary to the Cmons. Thai is why Balsamoii (Reply 32) says lliiil
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if an unsacrcd abbot of a monastery cannot rcccivc thoughts. even though he bc given
permission by his bishop, how much more this holds in the case of an abbess and
null, even though her virtuousness outshine the sun! Nicephorus the charlophylax.
too, says that monks who arc not priests. and who rcccivc thoughts. should be apprised thai hey are doing this uncanonically, or, uihoui undergoing h e penances
prescribed by the Canons" (page 342, Corpus Juris Graecoromani). See also the
Footnote to Ap, c. XXXIX. The above-mentioned Symeon adds (in Reply I I ) that if
there should happen to arise i q great necessity and there should be present neither
a bisho nor a confessor, a plain monk may receive thoughts, but thereafter he must
reveal em either to the bishop or to the one having permission and the ministry of
spii itual paternity

8

CONCERNING THE HOLY AND
ECUMENICAL SEVENTH COUNCIL

PROLEGOMENA

The holy and Ecumenical Seventh Council was held in Nicaea, Bithynia, the second to convene in that city, during the reign of Constantine and
his mother Irene, A.D. 783.' Of the Fathers attending it, 350 were Orthodo^.^ but seventeen others joined it who had formerly been iconomachs,
but who later repented and were accepted by it. So that ill all there were
367. Outstanding and distinguished ones among them were Tarasius the
Patriarch of Constantinople, Peter the Archpresbyter of Rome, and Peter,
he too another presbyter and the abbot of the monastery of St. Sabbas in
Rome, all of them acting as representatives of Pope Adrian. Thomas the
Syncellus and liieromonach and John the hieroinonaciv filling the places
of the Apostolic thrones, or, more explicitly, acting instead of Apollmarius of Ale~andria,~
Theodoret of Antioch, and Elias of Jerusalem.' The
monks also exercised great influence in this Council, seeing that there
were 1 36 of them present as archimandrites of monasteries. This Council
was assembled against the ungodly iconomachs who used to disparage the
Chistiam. The Council anathematized them, and especially Anastasius,
Constantine, and Nicetas, the pseudopatriarchs who held office during the
time of the iconomachs, on the ground that they not only refused to kiss
and bow down in adoration before the holy icons, but they even called
them idols.&and burned them up, and trod them underfoot, and dragged
them about in the streets, and in every way treated them insultingly and
contemptuously. After abrogating (Act 6) the falsely so-called delinition of the pseudo-council held ill the reign of Constantine Copronymus
in Blachemae, with deacons Epiphanius and John reading it; and after
proclaiming St. Germanus, and John Damascene, and George Cyprius
Orthodox and Saints, it issued a definition in its Act 7 worded as follows:
"We define the rule with all accuracy and diligence; in a manner not unlike that befitting die shape of the precious and vivifying Cross, that the
venerable and holy icons, painted or mosaic, or made of any other suitable
material, be placed in the holy churches of God upon sacred vessels and
vestments, walls and panels, houses and streets, both of our Lord and God

' Spyidon Milias. in his Collection of the Councils, vol. 11, says that this Council was

held in the year 7x3. Others say in the year 7x8. The most accurate chronologei-s,
however, say that it was held in the above-mentioned year.
' Epiplianius, the Deacon of Catma, in the cparchy of Sicily-, attending as the legate
of Thomas, the archbishop of the island of Sardinia, in his wonderful encomiastic
speech (page 890 of the second volume of (lie Conciliar Records) says [hat that was
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the number of Fathers attending it. Pscllus says so too. Photius s ~ that
s there were
367, in his letter to Michael the King of Bulgaria, The same number is recorded in the
menologion of Emperor Basil.
? These legates, according to Theophanes, became the Metropolitan of Thessalonica
and the Patriarch of Alexandria. rcspcctivcly.
* Photius calls him Apollinarius: but the report of an anonymous writer concerning the
seven Councils calls him Politianus, with whom Tgnatius, a modern author, agrees.
' These Patriarchs were unable at that time to attend the Council in person. because of
the incursion of the Hagarcncs. For the Patriarch of Jerusalem (whom Dosithcus calls
Theodore. I know not why) had been cxilcd by them a thousand miles a w from
~
Jerusalem. Worse woes were suffered by the Chrislians in Alexandria and Anliocli.
and conscqucntl~their Patriarchs suffered along with them (Dosithcus. page 63 1 of
h e Dodecabiblus).
An idol is one thing, a statue is another thing. and an icon (or piclure) is a diHerent
tiling. For an idol differs from an icon in that the icon is a likeness of a true thing and
its original, whereas the idol is an image OF a false and inexistent tiling, and is not the
likeness of an original, according lo Qngen and Tlieodoret-just as were the -idols
of the fake and inexistent gods of the Greeks. We call those images which embody
the whole figure statues and carved or sculptured figures in general. As lor this kind
of images, namely, the statues, the catholic (Orthodox) Church not only docs not
adore them, but she does not even manufacture them, tor many reasons: 1) because
in its prcscnt definition this Council says for imagcs to be produced with paints (or
colors). with mosaic. or tesselated work, and with
other suitable material (which
means wtli gold and silver and other metals, as Theodosius Lhe bishop of Amorion
says in Act 4 of the same Council) upon the sacred utensils, and robes, including
sheets and cloths: upon walls and hoards. and houses and streets. It did not mention a
word about construction of a statue. Rather it may be said that this definition of this
Council is antagonistic to statues; 2) because neither the letters written by patriarchs
in thcir corrcspondcncc with one another, and to emperors, nor the letters of Popc
Oregoy to Gcrmanus and of Popc Adrian to the prcscnt Council, nor the spcechcs
and oralions which the bishops and monks made in connection with all [lie eight
Acts of the present Council said anything at all about statues or sculptured figures.
But also the councils held by h e iconomachs, and especially that held in Blachernae
ill h e reign of Copron~iniis,in wiling against Lhe holy icons, menlion oil painlings
and portraits, but never statues or sculptured figures, which. if they existed, could
not have becn passed over in silence by the iconomachs, but, on the contrary, they
would have becn written against with a view to imputing greater blame to the Orthodox; 3) because although the wonim with ail issue of blood made a bronze statue of
Christ in memop of and by way of giving thanks for the miracle and the bcncfaction which it had coderred upon her, and she set it up in the Panead, al the leet 01'
which there sprang up a plant. or herb. which cured various ailments; and. as some
say, that statue was smashed to pieces by the Emperor Maximinus. before Constantine the Great, and the bronLe \\as sei~edb~ him; or else Julian the Apostate seiled
it, and put in its place the statue of Jupiter. as an anonymous write ssay. Though, I
sav, the woman who had an issue ofblood did make this statue (which the Christians
took into the Church and honored: and people went to sec it out of a yearning for
the original of i t as Philostorgus the Arian historically records), yet. as a matter of
fac&lhat work of Hie woman who had an issue ofblood was a concession from God.
who, for goodncss' sake accepted i t making allowances for the imperfect knowledge
ol' the woman who sel it up; and because ha1 was an embodinienL and mark nol ol'
the grace of the Gospel, but of the old Law, as Popc Gregory I1 says in writing to
St. Germanus (tor the old Law had the two Cherubim, which were gold statues and
sculptured figures containing all the body of the angelic powers, according to ch. 38
of Exodus. which Cherubim, according to an unknown cxpositor, had the face of a
calf, and adored h e Ark of the Covenant (here called the Ark of the Testimony, and
by this adoration separated the Israelites from the idolatry of the Egyptians, who
used lo adore the call'. For the Jews learned Jrom this tlia~if a calf adored [lie Ark,
il followed ha1 the Egyptians were wrong in adoring it as a god.) Not o& Lhe old
Law, but also the custom of the Greeks fostered the erection of statues and sculpLured Figures, as St. Ciermanus writes in a teller lo Thomas of Claudiopolis which is
to be found in Act 4 of the present Council, and which says: "It being obvious that
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die Savior lcvclcd His ow11 gracc to condcsccnsion with the faith of the woman, and
showed what has been made evident to us above. namely, that it is not that what is
performed is in general the object. bill hat it is Lhe aim of Lhe one performing it Ilia1
is being reduced to cxpcricncc..." And again: "We do not say this. so that we may
find an excuse for exercising the art of making bron~epillars. but merely in order
to make it plain Iliiil the Lord did not discard Hie niilional cusloiii at Illis pomt, but,
instead, availed Himself of it to exhibit therein for a considerable length of time the
wonder-working and miracle-working elliciency of"His own benevolence; on which
account it is not devout to disparage the custom of a somewhat more pious nature
which has prevailed among us." You see here three things as plainly as day. to wit: 1)
that the erection of the statue of Christ was moral, and that the Lord accepted it as a
matter of compromisc with the times; 2) that statues ought not to be manufactured;
and 3) that it is more pious and more decent for the venerable images to be depicted,
not by means of statues. but by means of colors in paintings. For the same saint said
above by way 01anticipation that in historically recording the lacis concerning the
statues, he historically recounts the fact that the icons of the Apostles Peter and Paul,
painted in colors, were still extant.. . Canon LXXXI1 of the 6th, moreover. says that
we ought to pcrfcr the grace of the Gospel to the lcgal form, and ought to set up
the human character, or figure, of Christ in icons instead of the olden lamb even in
oil paintings. So that from all that has bee11 said it is proved that the Westerners are
acting contrary to the definition of this holy and Ecumenical Seventh Council, and
contrary to the tradition 01 the Church in making statues and sculptured figures and
plaster of paris replicas, and selling hein up in (heir churches. We said hereinabove
those representations which embody the whole of that which they represent are called
statues and sculptured work and plaster of paris Figures in general; whereas those
representations which do not embody the whole of the person or other object which
they are intended to represent, but at most merely exhibit them in relief, projecting,
that is to say, here and there above the level and surface of the background, arc not
called statues or sculptured work or plaster of paris figures or any such name, but;
inslead, key are called holy icons (or, if they are not holi, simply pictures). Such are
those which are to be found engraved or stamped or otherwise delineated upon the
sacred vessels. on di\ ine Gospels, and o her holy books, 011 precious crosses, of silver
and gold, according to Dositheus (p. 656 of the Dodecabiblus); to the same class are
assigned also images cast in wax and more or less in relief, that is to say, projecting
at various points above and receding at other points below the plane surface of the
imagc, concerning which divine Chrysostom (in his Discourse wherein he argues that
one and the same Lawgiver is tlic author of bolh the Old and the Ncw Tcstamciil; and
in Discourse 307 on the vesture of priests, the origin of which is to be found in the
Gospel of the kingdom of Christ) says the following: "I myself ha\ e loved the images cast in wax as a mailer of piety. For I beheld an aiigel in an image driving back
hordes ofbarbarms. 1 saw barbarian troops being trodden underfoot, and the words
of David coming true, wherein he says: l o r d , in thy city Thou wilt do their imagc
havoc'" (p. 852 of the second volume of the Conciliar Records, in Act 6 of the 7th
C.; and p. 647 of the sixth vol. of Cl~rysoston~).
Oecumciuus, too. accepts and approves this kind of imagc which is cast in wax in the manner abovc described (in his
conmentap 011 the Epistle to h e Hebrews). Hence, in tt'ritiiig to Symeoii llie bishop
of Bostra. Anastasius tlie Patriarch of Antiocli says: "tliough, as a matter of fact. an
image is nothing else than a piece of wood and colors mixed and mingled with wax"
(p. 845 of the second volume ofthe Conciliar Records). In Lhe same class with lhese
images are placed also the images which are carved in wooden crosses (crucifixes)
and medallions. They, loo. likewise are wrought in relief"and project above the plane
of the lcvcl surface, and do not compromisc the whole body of the person or thing
represented. The reason and cause why statues are not adored or venerated (aside
from tile legal observation and custom noted hcreinabovc) seem to me to be the fact
that when they are handled and it is noticed that the whole body and all the members
of h e person or tiling represented are contained in Lhem and that hey not only reveal
the whole surface of it in three din~ensions.but can even be felt in space, instead of
merely appearing as such to the eye alone, they no longer appear to be. nor have fie?
any longer any right to be called, icons or pictures, but on the contrary, they arc sheer
replications of the originals. Some persons, though, assert or opine that the reason
why the Church rc,jccted or did away with statues was in order to avoid entirely my
likeness to idols. For the idols were statues of massive sculpture, capable of being felt
011 all sides w i h h e hand and fingers.
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and Savior Jesus Christ; and of our intemerate Lady the holy Theotoke,
and also ofthe precious Angels,' and of all Saints. For the more frequently
and oftener they are continually seen in pictorial representation, the more
those beholding are reminded and led to visualize anew the memory of the
originals which they represent and for whom moreover they also beget a
yearning in the soul of the persons beholding the icons. Accordingly, such
persons are prompted not only to kiss these and to pay them honorary adoration, what is more important, they are imbued with the true faith which
is reflected in our worship which is due to God alone and which befits
only the divine nature (worship is defined by St. Basil the Cheat as being
an intense and continual and non-avolating culture respecting the object
worshiped: see his Epitomized Definitions, p. 850). But this worship must
be paid in the way suggested by the form of the precious and vivifying
Cross, and the holy Gospels, and the rest of sacred institutions, and the offering ofwafts of incense, and the display ofbeams oflight, to be done for
the purpose of honoring them, just as it used to be the custom to do among
the ancients by way of manifesting piety. For any honor paid to the icon
(or picture) redounds upon the ~ r i g i n a land
, ~ whoever bows down in adoration before the icon, is at the same time bowing down in adoration to the
substance (or hypostasis) of the one therein painted.? For thus the doctrine
of our Holy Fathers, it was the tradition of the universal Church. The 7th
Ec. C. is recognized by the c. of Holy Wisdom and all interpreters of the c.
The proceedings of this 7th are found in vol. 11 of the Synods. pg. 719.

' Hence. in Act 5 of the present Council. dter h e reading of h e speech delivered by

Jolm of Thcssalonica, wherein he pointed out that angels ought to be depicted (in
icons) as they have many times been sensuall! seen by man) men and women with
die veritable shape of heir own bodies, Tarasius replied tliat his Father had pointed
out how angels ought to be painted, since they are circumscribable and therefore
capable ol' being described, and since they appeared to m a g men and women like
human beings. The Council agreed to what Tarasins said in his opinion of the matter,
But certain modem theologians explain that the bodies naturally belonging to angels
arc those bodies which arc transitory, or (in English perhaps we had better say) cxtemporancous, and which they assume in order to make thcrnsclvcs visible to human
beings, such bodies having been developed out of ectoplasm, or an airy essence. The
said John. on the other hand, in the same Act 5. says that the reason why angels can
be depicted in icons is that he1 really possess exiguous, or extren~elytenuous- bodies, and he cites as witnesscs to this fact St. Basil the Great, St. Athanasius the Great.
and divine Methodius. "For, according to them," s a y he. "'even angels are possessed
of a tenuous body, and are not utterly and altogether incorporeal Like God.'" For St.
Basil the Grcat actually docs say in the sixth chapter of his discourscs concerning the
Hal! Spirit, concerning Angels: "Wherefore he! are also in space, and become visiblc, and in the veritable shape of their own bodies proper they actually appear and
become visible to the eves of worthy men and women." And divine St. Hilary asserts
dial whatever has been built (or created) must needs also possess a bod! (ch. 2 011
the Gospel according to St. Matthew). Besides. even Origen took the Angels to be
possessed of a tenuous body (Concerning Principles and Origins. Book I. ch. 7, and
Book 11); and Tcrtullian. too. in many places, and especially in his discourse concerning the body of Christ (cli. 6). and St. Justin, and Clement or Alexandria (otherwise
known as Clement Stromafcus), in his Book I11 of Stromata. and Ahnagoras in his
Apology. and C\prian (concerning the dress 01virgins), and St. Ambrose (in his book
concerning Noah and the Ark), and Eusebius (Book V concerning Evmg. Prep.), and
Sulpicious Severus (concerning Ecclesiastical Histoy), and Lactantius (Book 11 of
die Institutes). and St. Augustine. all avouch the same Lruth. But in addition lo all
these authorities Macarius the Great also testifies to the same truth. And sec ch. 67 of
Symeon Metaphrastes. on page 720 of his work entitled Philocaba.
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' This dictum is one delivered by St. Basil the Great as the samc Council in its Act 6

says, and as docs St, Basil himself in ch. 18 concerning the Holy Spirit, St. Athanasius
also says: "Whosoever pays adoration lo Ihe icon, is thereby pax ing adoralion also Lo
the King."Likcwisc St. Chrysostoin. "Knowcst thou not that if thou insult the picture,
or icon. of the King. that Lhou art transferring the insult lo the original of the merit?"
(page 859- of h e second volume of the Conciliar Records). Nevertheless, Ihis honor
is paid to the original in a different way, and to the icon in a different way (according
to Elastaris): to h e former by way o f worship; to the latter relatively.
The word icon is derived IYom the Greek eoikenai, meaning to "look like." or. in
other words, it is so called because of the fact that it presents a likeness to the eye that
recalls the original. But in Greek the word icon means simply a picture of any kind
whatsoever, and is by no means confined to the pictures of divinc personages, or of
persons at all. for that matter, being commonly used by the Greeks in a general way
with rcfcrencc to pictures hung on walls as well as illustrations printed in books, ctc.
Accordingly, in Greek, one may use it in the sense of "natural image." as is in fact
evep natural son in relalion to his natural father (that is \\h\ divine St. Basil, in his
assertion above respecting honor due to an icon in tlic case of a "natural image'" took
that OF the Son and Logos in relation to God the Father). Another kind of "icon," or
picture, is hat which may be called die imitative and artistic, such as is tliat which
is painted with oil colors or other suitable materials. and. indeed, it is this kind that
we arc discussing here. But a natural picture differs with respect to and in respect of
its hvpostasis from the cause of it, i.c., from the one who produced or begot it. sccing dial father and son are 1\10h!postases; it does i i o ~
however, differ w i h respect
to and in respect of its nature, seeing that they arc but one in so far as respects the
nature ofhurnanity. An artistic picture, on the contrary. with respect to and in respect
of i k essence differs from the Original. because the original is an animate and liv ing human being. whereas his picture (or icon) is inanimate and lifeless matter. That
is why the Seventh Council said in its Act 6 (page 836 01' the second volunle ol'the
Conciliar Records) that: "An icon (or picture) is not like the original with respect to
and in respect of essence, but with respect to and in respect of hypostasis, or, more
explicitly speaking, in point of imitation of the l~vpostasis,it is one with the original
i.e., it is of the samc hypostasis as the original). For the hypostasis of the picturc
(or icon) and lhal of Lhe original (or person whom it represents) is one and die same,
as is proved by the fact that the original can be seen in the picture (or icon), while,
on the other hand. the picture (or icon) subsists in the original, precisely as does a
shadow in the body it portrays, and cannot possibly be separated therefrom: and as is
further proved by the tact that it is the hypostasis, and not the nature. that is depicted
or portrayed in the picturc (or icon). And as is further proved by the fact that in evenicon (or picturc) there is inscribed, not the namc of the naturc of the hypostasis, or,
for instance, such words as "This is Hie picture of a human being" simply, but the
namc of thc hypostasis, or, for instance, words stating that it is a picturc of Christ,
or of John. and so on. Wherefore the present Council, in its Act 6, page 836. hid em:
asserts tliat an icon or picture resemble the original only in point ofname and in point
of position of the members therein portrayed, There is, however, also a third kind of
picture (or icon), which is called a figurative or symbolic picture. Thus, (or instance,
the mysteries of the gracc of the Gospel and of the truth of the Gospcl were originals,
while the pictures thereof are the symbols consisting of the old Law sad Lhe Prophets.
This is proved by the fact that in the glorificatiw part of the vespers of the Sunday
ol' Orthodoxy i t is asserted that the grace ol' the Gospel, and the Church hersel l'.prescribed beforehand h e ly pe, or form, of Lhe Tabeniacle of the Testimony. Because
the former, being the original and causeless, pre-existed prior to the type, or form, of
the Tabernacle; whereas, on the oilier hand, Us type. or Form. arose later and subsequciitly to the gracc. though not with respect to time. but because of the fact that any
picture is an effect (in that it is not the cause ofitself, but is caused by, or is the effect
of, that which it represents). And again the things in the future age arc the originals
whereof the pictures arc the mysterics of the gracc of the Gospel. That is why divinc
SL Paul said dial having a sludow the Law did not furnish a veritable piclure of the
facts, where by "picturc"' he meant the gracc, and by "facts" the facts of the futurc
age. 111like Fashion and with equal aptness SL Basil Lhe Ureal. in his c. XU. said llial
Sunday is a picture of the futurc age. Hence some Fathers called the divine Eucharist
after the sanctification an antitype of the Body and Blood of the Lord, comparing
it with the facts to be revealed nakedly and impressively in the future age, though
at present it is covered up and hidden underneath the accidents of the bread and
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wine, as St. Maximus explains.) In the case of holy icons adoration and salutation
(commonly callcd kissing) arc one and the same thing. For. in the ancient Greek language. the main verb kyno (in the compound verb pro.siyno. meaning to adore) means
"to embrace and kiss." The preposition pros indicates an intensification of the mcaning "embrace and kiss" and implies longing and yearning. Hence- in order to express
die full meaning of Hie Greek word in English we should have to employ some such
circun~locutionas "to embrace and kiss longingly and yearningly." That is why the
present Council, in its Act 7, said "in all respects to accept and recognile the venerablc icons, and to adorc them, or, more explicitly speaking, to embrace and kiss them."
Both notions. or what amounts to saving the same thing, is expressed in its above
definition by Ac words "and to bestow upon thcsc an el11brace and kiss and honorary
adoration," But the word adoration may be taken in a broader sense, in which casc
il denotes every honor and proskation and homage that is done Lo holy icons, as St.
John Damascene said in his discourse concerning icons. Most especially to be noted
i l'act that what is distinguished as "worshiping adoration'' is a quite dimerent
is h
matter from that which is termed irrelative adoration and that which is termed relative adoration. Worshipping adoration is rendered only to God and to Christ Himself.
and to the bread and winc which arc being transcssentiatcd into the Body and Blood
of Christ in the ceremony of the divinc Eucharist For whoever p a y adoration to
Christ, according to Blastaris, is at the same time and c o n j o i i i ~therewith paying
adoration to the Father and the Holy Spirit, the one naturc in the Trinity; and whoever
pays adoration lo Christ is paying adoration to Him as a God and Lord Paramount
for His ow11 sake, and not for h e sake of ail? one else, according to the Synod. or local Council, held in the year I084 during the patriarchate of Nicholas and the reign
ol' Alexius Coimienus (page 98 1 ol' Llie second volume ol' the Conciliar Records).
Since the word worship (or its Greek equivalent lamia) propcrly denotes slavery.
according to St. Augustine (ch 45. concerning the tnie religion) and implies faith as
a hope for our salvation. But we do not adorc the holy icon of Christ worshipingly,
ill identically the same manner and s p i r i ~that is to say. ihe image, or icon. with h e
one imaged or iconized. Nor do we worship Lhe holy icons as gods. or as Gods, as the
iconomachs accuse us of doing. Heaven forbid! For this is something altogether alien
to the kaditioii 01tlie Church. That is why lliis Council said in its delinition: "Accordingly, such persons are prompted not only to kiss these and to pay them honorary
adoration. but, what is more important, they are imbued with the true faith which is
reflected in our worship which is due to God alone and which befits only the divine
nature." And God Himself has said: "Thou shalt adore the Lord thy God. and him
alone shalt thou worship" (Dcut. 6: 13; cf. Matt. 4: 10, and Luke 4: 8). You sec that He
let adoration be paid also to others. but did not allow worship to anyonc clsc except
Himself. Just as Anaslasius of Theoupolis interpreted h s passage in a most excellent
manner. If the word wofship is said of anyone else, it is taken in an accidental sense.
and not in its proper sense; accordingly. in such a case it means mere]! honor. Just
as is the casc in that which is said in a certain troparion with rcfcrcncc to St. Basil:
"0 Basil. thou wise worshiper of the Theotoke," (For this reason also the adoration
which rendered at the divine Mysteries after the transcssentiation, since it is of the
"worshiping" kind, ought to be carried out diffcrcntly from that adoration which is
paid lo hen1 before the tramessentialion. with slavish, ha1 is to say, and groveling
prostration). As for irrelative adoration, that is what is done when one adores merely
the one represented b~ the picture, in the picture, and not also both the picture and
die one therein pictured. Bul this kind of adoration is not paid to holy icons. Because
in this way there may be a lot of other pictures unadored, since they are only kept
in mind and conceived as memories of certain persons or things (in this sense of the
word- in fact, all creatures can be conceived to be pictures of their Creator) Rclative
adoration, on the other hand, standing midway between worshiping adoration and irrelative adoration, is that which is paid to the holy icons. It is callcd relative because
ol' the fact that in this case the picture itsell' i s not called such in itself (or by itsel I)
and ah,solz~tely,but witli respecl (or in relation) to something else and relatively. For
a picture is the picture of that which is pictured, or represented by it. Hence, on account of this relation and rererence which it bears to that which is pictured, with
respect to the likeness, that is to say- of the hypostasis, and with respect to the name
in the inscription inscribed upon it, it is honored and adored conjointly with the one
who is pictured. with a single act of adoration, true enough, yet hoinoii~micdlyand
relatively, and not this in all respects and in identically the same respect as Theodore
die Sludik (called by some "Theodore of Studium") SFs in his letter lo St. Allimasius. For, as we have said, we adorc the person represented in the picture by paying
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Him worshiping adoration as Christ. but we adorc His picture, or icon, relatively on
account of its refercncc to Him, Likewise as for thc Saints and their relics, we adorc
them as servants and slaves oFChnsl will1 s m i l e adoration. Hiat is to say, with slavish adoration, or adoration befitting a slave (as adorer), and not a frccim. 011 account
ol' h i l i a r i ~ yor association with Christ. But as for their pictures. or icons, we adore
these only relatively- 011 account of Lhe reference which Lhey bear to h e persons Iheiiiselves whom they are intended to represent to the eve, by reason of the likeness of
Iheir I~yposLasis,and by reason ofthe name inscribed upon them: or the Litle bestowed
upon them, just as the above Synod held during the patriarchate of Nicholas decreed.
Likewise, as tor the Theotoke Herself we adore Her with superservile honor. on the
ground that She is a superholy Mother of God: while, on the othcr hand, as regards
Her icon or picture. we accord it relative adoration (and sec Dositheus, page 655
of the Dodecabiblus). Nok, however, hat although it is said ui Act 4 of tlie present
Council (p. 780 of the 2nd vol. of the Conciliar Records) that the precious icons are
equivalent lo h e Gospel and to the precious Cross, in hat all these things are adored
with relative adoration, that is to say. yet, in spite of this, in order of adoration, the
holy Gospel is the first to be adored (perhaps. as St. Chrysoston~says. because the
things said by the Saints arc pictures of their souls: p. 852 of vol. I1 of the Conciliar
Records; Act 6 of the 7th; and consequently because even the words of the holy
Gospel are pictures of the soul and heart of Hie L o r d ~ o nwhich account they are
cntitlcd to first place); thcn comes the Cross; thcn the picturc of Christ, the picture of
the Theohlie. and .following these the pictures of h e Saints, as is made plain in the
same AcL p. 779, from the speech delivered by Sl. Maximus. and generally speaking?
the order of adoration of their pictures follows the order of the originals and of their
merit, or worthiness to be honored. The hol) icons are not adored on accoiuit ol' the
material, but on account of the likeness which they possess to the ones pictured by
them. Hence the Fathers ofthe present Council in some addresses said that when the
wood forming the shape of the Cross in crucifixes becomes decomposed, it is to be
burned; and when Llie paint and outlines of the pictures in the icons become utterl)
effaced-i.e., so as to be no longer recognizableÃ‘th wooden board left is burned
as useless wood. Some persons. however, bun' such icons out of reverence. It is not
necessary to anoint die holy icons with my roil (or chrism oil). nor lo have them sanctified by the bishop with special prayers: 1) because we do not adore the holy icons
because they are anointed or have had prayers said over them, but irrespectively. as
soon as we lay eyes on a holy icon. without pausing to examine into the possibility
of its having been anointed or having had a special p r a y said over it. we at once
proceed to pay adoration to it tolh 011 account of the name of tlic Saint and 011 account
of the likeness it bears to the original. That is why in Act 6 of the present Council. the
Council of h e iconomachs in the reign of Copronymus disparaged Hie holy icons b\
asserting that the name of Hie pictures neither lias any sacred prqer sanctifying it, in
order that iroin what is coininon i t might be transferred to what is hoh, but that, on
the contrary. it (st.the picture) remains common and dishonorable (i c.. not entitled
to honor). just as the painter made it. To these allegations the holy Seventh Council
replied through Deacon Epiphanius, by asserting that it did not say that any special
prayer is said ovcr the icons, but said that like many othcr sacrcd objects they were
incapable of receiving (benefit horn) any special pra) er; biit, on h e contrav from
their v e q name thcy arc replete with grace and sanctity, in the same way that the
shape of the vivif~ins Cross is. which is entitled to veneration and adoration among
us in spite of the fact hat it is made withoul having any special prayer said over it;
and we believe that with its shape alone we acquire sanctity, and with the adoration
which we pay to it, and the marking of it upon our forehead: and the seal 01' i t which is
made in the air with the finger (note that in days of yorc the sign of the Cross was not
made with three fingers, as it is today,but with one finger alone, which fact is stated
by St. Chrysostoin in one of his discourses: and see concerning this the Footnote
to c. XCI of Basil) in the hope orchasing away the demons. Likewise. in the same
way dial we have n i q sacred vessels, and kiss and embrace tliem fondly. and hope
to receive sanctie from them. in spite of the fact that they have not had any special
prayers said over them, so and in like manner b\ fondly kissing and embracing and
paying honorary adoration to a holy icon that has not had special prayers said ovcr it
we partake of sanctity, and are anagogically lifted up and carried back to the honor
of the original through the name of the icon. But if the iconomachs cannot assert that
the sacrcd vcsscls arc dishonorable and common because of thcir not having had any
special prayers said over h e m For h e purpose of siiiictiFymg them, but are jiist iis
the waver, the painter. and the goldsmith finished them, yet they regard them as holy
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and prccious; in the same way thcy ought to regard the venerable icons as holy and
precious and sacred even though thcy havc not had any special prayers said over them
to sanctify hen1 (p. 844 of vol. I1 of the Conciliar Records). The holy icons do not
need my special prayer or any application of inyron (or chrism). bccausc, according
to Dositheus (p. 658 of the Dodecabiblus) it is only the Papists (or Roman Catholics)
diat perpetrale the illiquid ofqualiCying pictures wilh cerlain pra\ers and devotions.
For they boast that the Pope manufactures pictures from pure wax, holy oil, and water
o>'sancti!icat~on:
and thai he reads marvelous prayers over them. and that because ol'
thcsc special features thcsc pictures perform miracles (just as they lyingly state that
Leo I l l sent such a picture to King Charles of France, and he reverenced it: and that
Pope Urban sent another picture to John Palcologus, and this one was honored with
a litany in the Church), Do you see that the prayer which is read over holy pictures
is a Papal allair, and not Orthodox: and lliat it is a modern affair, and not an ancient
one? For this reason no such prayer can be found a n y h e r e in the ancient manuscript
Euchologia. I11 Fact. w e have noticed hat this prayer is not even Found in Eucliologia printed on!y a hundred years ago! 3) It becomes evident that holy icons do not
need any special prayer or application of myon (i.e.. holy oil), because the pictures
paintcd on the walls of churches, and in thcir naves and in their aisles, and in general
in streets and on doors, and on the sacrcd vesscls. arc never anointed with myron and
never any special prayer said over Iheni, and yet. in spile of this, adoration is paid
to them relatively and honorarily by all on account of the likeness they bear to the
originals. That is why the erudite Bishop of Campania Sir Theophilus the Saint did
no1 conceal Lhis trulh, but staled in tlie book which lie has just recenlly produced lliat
the holy icons do not need any anointing with myron nor the saying of any special
prayer b\ a bishop. We must note that since tlie present Council in the letter it is
sending to the church of the Alexandrians pronounces blissful, or blesses, those who
know and admit and recognize, and consequently also iconize and honor the visions
and thcophaniac of the Prophets, just as God Himself formed thcsc and impressed
them upon their niind. but anathematizes 011 the contrary those who reiuse to accept
and admit the pictorial representations of such visions before the Incarnation of the
divine Logos (p. 905 of Vol. I [ of the Conciliar Records) it is to be inferred that even
die beginningless Faher ought to have His picture painted just as He appeared to
Daniel the prophet as the Ancient of Days. Even though it be admitted as a fact that
Pope U r e g o ~in his letter to Leo the [saurian (p, 712 of"the second volume of the
Conciliar Records) says that we do not blazon the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ
yet it must be noted that he said this not simply. but in the sense that we do not paint
Him in accordance with the divine naturc; since it is impossible, he sa? s, to blazon or
paint God's nature. That is what the present Council is doing. and the entire Catholic
Church; and not that we do not paint Him as He appeared to h e Prophet For if we
did not paint Him at all or portray Him in any manner at all to the eye, wli? should
we be painting the Father as well as the Holy Spirit in the shape of Angels, of young
men. just as t h q appeared to Abraham? Besides cvcn if it be supposed that Gregory
does say this, yet the opinion of a single Ecumenical Council attended and represeated by a large number of individual men is to be preferred to the opinion of a
single individual man. Then again, if it be considered that cvcn the Holy Spirit ought
to be painted in [lie shape of a dove. just as il aclually appeared. we sa! hiit. in view
of the fact that a certain Persian the name of Xciiacas used to assert, among other
things, that i t is a matter of infantile knowledge (i.e., that i t is a piece of infantile
mentality or an act orcliildislmess) for the Holy Spirit to be painted in a pichire just
as It appeared in the semblance of a dove. whereas. on the other hand, the holy and
Ecumenical Seventh Council (Act 5, p. 819 of the second volume oC Lhe Concibar
Records) anathematized him along with othcr iconomachs. From this it may be concluded as a logical inference that according to the Seventh Ecum. Council It ought
to be paintcd or depicted in icons and othcr picturcs in thc shape of a dove, as It appeared. This same \ ievv is confirmed also by Dositheus (p. 655 of the Dodecabiblus),
Plato the ven learned Archbishop of Moscow notes in connection with the second
commandn~entof the Decalogue in his Orthodox Catechism that one must not think
one picture holier than another, nor expect more from one picture than from another,
or place greater trust in one than in another. Dosithcus. on the othcr hand, says (p.
658 of the Dodecabiblus) that the holy icons pertorrn miracles either because they
havc been paintcd by a certain Saint (but this view is not admitted by the majority
of persons) or on account of some othcr cause (perhaps on account of the reverent
state of niind of the persons paying it adoralion) and divine economy; and diat so
far as concerns the fact that thc Orthodox Christians arc wont to engrave the frames
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of holy icons, or to hollow out the gold or silver that is in the icon, and thereinto
to insert parts of precious wood (i.~..wood taken from the original cross on which
Christ was crucified) or of holy relics, and to honor Lhem conjomlly and 011 a par
with the icons. that is not prohibited. We ought to pay adoration to the holy icons
with trembling, and ought to believe that the divine grace actually attends upon them;
which imparts sanctily lo us, according lo Bliistaris. Bill we ought to become worlh\
of the privilege of paying adoration to the holy icons, by keeping our five senses
pure and clean: and thus acquire the right to pay adoration to them. according to Act
6 of this 7th Ec, C. As for those who only have the holy icons in ordcr to cnjoy the
contemplation of them. and not in order to embrace and kiss them fondly, are half villains and specious liars, according to its Act 6. There are some six points or favoring
circurnstanccs to justifv the practice of painting and paying adoration to holy icons:
1) the Cad lhat they adoni and decorate Lhe temples (i.e., church buildings); 2) the
fact that they teach letters to those who do not know these, prophecies of Prophets,
and struggles ol' Devouts (i .e.,devout monks), and exploits 01Marh rs. the siuleriiigs
and miracles of Christ, according to St. Nilus. in Act 4 of the 7th Ec. C, 3) the fact
that they remind lettered persons of things they may have forgotten. Hence the icons
arc called books of the learned and of the unlearned, as Dialogue s a y in his book
to Sccundus; 4) the fact that they increase the longing of Christians who sec them;
wherefore [lie Council declared Hiat persons who behold theni are led lo elevate tlieu
minds to remembrance and longing directed towards their originals; 5) the fact that
they incite beholders lo initale the works of Sainls. according to Sl. Niliis. and St.
Basil the Great ill his Encomium of Gordius, and this 7lh Ec. C.; 6) because he!
incite those beholding them to invoke. with faith and hope, on the one hand God as a
Savior, and the Saints.on h e other hand. as intercessors in coinmunicatioii with God.
"iin order that through their inkrccssion He might be prevailed upon to grant them all
requests for salvation," The iconomachs comprised not only those who became such
in the immediate times of the iconomachic emperors, but also the Allans previously,
and all tlie Moiiophysites subsequently, and nowadays all the Luthero-Calvinists.
From whal has been said it is shown that Hie Latins do wrong in failing to inscribe tlie
names of all Saints upon their linages (or icons), since according to the definitions
arrived at by the present Council and stated in Hie lorrn 01decrees, a picture or icon
resembles the original. though it is admittedly sanctified as much by the character as
it is by the name of the one depicted. Divine Gregory of Thessalonica declares that
the name of Jesus Christ ought to be inscribed even upon the unblazoncd crucifixes
which arc implanted in streets or upon doors or in other places. in ordcr that thcy may
be known from [lie name be Ihc Cross on which Chris1 was crucified. and not either
of the crosses on which the robbers were crucified along with Christ. It is also ncccssary h a t we add also h i s to llie present Footnote, to wit. Hiat lliose who c a m the holy
icons of certain Saiiik" feasts and festivals, and go about with them here and there.
conducting themselves in a disorderly manner and leaping to and Iio, like persons
possessed with demons, and who pretend to foretcll future events, and who pretend
to reveal things hidden, and who make other false prophecies and divinations-those
men, I say. ought to be most heavily canonized by the Confessors and holy Bishops.
because they arc renewing the superstitions of the Greeks and heathens, and they
ought lo be correci.ed b\ the holy and great Church 01 Chnst wih stem chastisements. As for the fact that the Holy Spirit is to be painted in the shape of a dove, that
is proved even by this, to wit, the fact that the Fathers of this Council admitted the
doves hung over baplismal fonts and sacrificial akars lo be all right to serve as a type
of the Holy Spirit. (Act 5. p, 830). As for the assertion made in the Sacred Trumpet
(Â¥i the Encomium of the Three Hierarchs) to the etkct that the Father ought no1 to
be depicted in paintings and the like, according to Acts 4, 5 and 6 of the 7th E c m .
Council, we have read these particular Acts searchingly, but have found nothing of
the kind, except only the statement that the nature of the Holy Trinity camlot be cxhibikd piclorially because of iis being shapeless and invisible. We ought to know.
though, dial an unpainted crucifix is inferior lo an icon of Christ. For St. Niceplioms
says (in the ten chapters which he has written about the holy icons, extant in manuscripts) that while on the one hand by the icon of Christ we are paying adoration to
Christ Himselfj on the other hand by an unpainted crucifix we arc not paying adoration to Christ, but to that original Cross on which Christ was crucified. This amounts
to an assertion that through the crucifix we arc paying adoration to the Cross. And we
add the further observation here that since this holy and Ecumenical Council in many
places declares Lhal hat which Lhe Bible and llie Gospel reveal by means of words,
the painter represents by means of the icons: on this account painters ought to take
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great care to familiarize thcmselvcs first with what the Bible and the Gospel say.
and then paint their icons in accordance with the Gospel and the Bible, Or, if they
are nol familiar with them,they ought to ask those who are familiar with hem and
who moreover arc well educated, in order to learn what they say, and not go ahead
and paint one thing instead of another, and that often contrary to the Gospel and
most absurd on Lhe whole. Just as il is, for instance, for h e m lo paint the Lord as
a beardless youth teaching in the Mid-Pentecost d ~ sat, a time when the Lord was
then a lull-grown man perfected aller baptism. For them to paint Paul the Apostle at
the Assumption, and at Pentecost, at a time when St Paul had not become a disciple
of Christ until after the Assumption and after Pentecost, and after the stoning of St.
Stephen. For them to paint the Resurrection of Christ. not coming out of the scpdchcr
of Christ, and with the soldiers standing round the tomb and watching, and the Angel
sitting on the rock, just as the Gospel says, but painting Christ, on the one hand, as
descending into Hades, while Adam and Eve are being held by His hands, and on the
other hand the gales and locks of Hades lie crushed to pieces; and with man! dark
demons lurking thereabouts, and all the fore-fathers and prophets-which things do
not constitute a picture of the Resurrection, but a picture of the Lord's descent into
Hades. The Resurrection and the Descent into Hadcs ale very different things. For
in the descent into Hades the Savior's soul had been separated from His body. and it
was only His soul that descended into Hades, whereas His body lay dead in the tomb.
In the Resurrection, on the other hand, His soul became united again with His body.
and hat is the Resurrection itself. In addition: they ought not to paint in the icon of
Pentecost a human being underneath the Apostles and inscribe "World" on the picture
of him; but, instead thereof, t h ought
~ to paint a picture of the prophet Joet saying: "1
will pour oul rn) Spirit upon all llesh" (Joel 2:28). as seen in some old pictures. These
and similar improprieties are ones which painters of icons are prone to commit as a
result of ignorance and of bad use and wont. Accordingly, let these men take pains
to rectify them. endeavoring further to become capable and good artists and painters, in order that the icons they paint ma! resemble the originals, just as h s Council
prescribes, and not be something bizarre and unlike.
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T H E TWENTY-TWO CANONS

OF THE
HOLY AND ECUMENICAL SEVENTH COUNCIL
INTERPRETED
CANON I
For those who hime been allotted a sacerdotal dimity, the representa-

tions of canonical ordinances amount to testimonies and directions. Gladly
accepting these, we sing to the I,ord God with David, the spokesman of God,
tlw following words: "I have delighted in the way ofihy testimonies as much
as in all wealth," and "thy testimonies which thou hast commanded witness
righteousness, ... Thy testimonies are righteousness forever: give me understanding, and I shall live" (Ps. 119:14, 138 and 144). And i f forever the
prophe~icvoice commands us to keep the testimonies of God, and to live in
them, jt is plain (hat they remain unwavering and rigid. For Moses, too, the
beholder uf God, says so in thefollowingwods: "To them there is nothing to
add, andfrom them there is nothing to remove" (Deut. 12:32).Andthe divine
Apostle Peter, exulting in them, cries: "which things the angels would like to
peep into" (IPet. 1:12), And Paul says: "7 bough we, or an a&, from heaven, should pleach to you any gospef besides that which ye have received, let
him he anathema" (Gal. I:#). Seeing that t h e things are so a d are attested
to us,and rejoicing at them "as one that,findeth p a t spoil" (Ps. 119: 162),
we welcome and embrace the divine Canons, and we corroborate the entire
and rigidfiat of them that hme been set forth by the renownedApostles, who
were and are trumpets o f the Spirit,and those both ofthe .six holy Ecumenical
Councils and ofthe ones assembled regionallyfar the purpose ofsettingforth
such edicts and of those of our ho!y Fathers. For all those men, having been
guided by the light dmvning out of the same Spirit, prescribed rules thatare to
our best interest.Accodngly, we loo anathematize whomsoever they consign
to anathema; and we too depose whomsoever they consign to deposition; and
we too excommun~catewhomsoever they consign to excommunication; and
we likewise subject to apenance anyone whom they make liable to apenance.
For "Letyour conduct befree from avarice; being conlent with such things as
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are at hand" (Heb. 13:5), explicitly cries the divine apostle Paul, who asicended mto the. third heaven ant! heard mpe.ukalde.words (IT Cof 12:2-4)
(c. l o r h e 4h; c . 11 o r h e 6lh.)
Interpretation

The divine Canons are testimonies' so far as concerns those in holy
orders in that they attest and reveal to them how they ought to conduct
themselves both publicly and privately. They are directions in that when
they are observed by them they direct and steer their life. Joyfully accepting these Canons through the pesent Canon, this Council offers up those
prophetic words of David as a song to God which run as follows in paraphase: "I have rejoiced, 0 Lord, ill Thy testimonies just as I should rejoice if T owned all the wealth of the world. And Thou hast commanded
me to keep Thy testimonies forever, wherewith be Thou pleased to wisen
me, and 1 shall live in them." And if this utterance of the prophet's commands us to keep the testimonies of God forever, and to live in them, it
is manifest that they themselves are permanent and rigid (for, according
to Zonaras, the Greek word for "wavering" denotes the weak and fragile
branch of a fig-tree; unwavering things, therefore, are things that are solid
and unmovable). That is the reason, too. why Moses says that no one is to
add anything to the words of the Law, nor to take anything out of them.
The Coryphaeus of Apostles, St. Peter, exulting ill them, says that the angels would like to look into those things, viz. which the apostles preaching
the gospel in a spirit of God have revealed to us. And St. Paul anathematizes anyone, even though he be an angel, that preaches anything as gospel
that lies outside of what has been handed down and delivered as the faith.
For this reason, rejoicing in the divine Canons just as soldiers rejoice
when they happen to find a great amount of booty on their vanquished
enemies, as David says, we too joyfully embrace diem, and corroborate
them, and confirm them all, including those set forth by the holy apostles,
as well as those of the six ecumenical councils and of the regional councils, and those of the individual Fathers; anathematizing those whom they
anathematize: deposing those whom they depose; and excommunicating
those whom they excommunicate-and, generally speaking, disciplining
those whom they discipline. For,just as those who are not of an avaricious
disposition are content with whatever money they have at hand, as St.
Paul says, so too do we refrain from adding or removing anything, but, on
the contrary, content ourselves with the Canons2which have been enacted
by the holy Fathers. See also c. I of the 4th, and what has been said in the
beginning of this book in the Prolegomena to the Canons.
CANON U
Since HA' a matter offact we are binding ourselves to God by chanting:
" I wil! meditate in thy rightx; I will not forget they u:ord.s" (Ps. 1l9: l6),

' Note here how respectable and reverend die divine Canons are. For this holy Council,
by calling them "testimonies" and "Justifications," and the like, dignifies these veF

same divine Canons with those title and names with which the divinely inspired and
holy Bible is dignified

' That is why Photius, in Titlc I, ch, 2. says that the third ordinance of Titlc I1 of the
Novels invests the Canons of the seven Councils and their dogmas with the same
authoritativcncss as the divine Scriptures.
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it behooves all Chris/lans 10 keep h i s f o r their own salvation, but more
eminently so /hose invested with a sacerdotal dignity. Hence we decree that
anyone who is about to be promoted to the rank o f bishop shall by all means
know she psalter, in order thai he may be able to admonish all the clergy
about him to become initiated; and ihat he be scrupulously examined by the

metropolitan us to whether he is cheerfully willing io read seurchingfy and
not cursorily the sacred Canons and she holy Gospd, she book o f the divine
Apostle, and all the divim Scripture, and in accordance with the divine commandments to hold intercourse with and teach the h i t y about him. For the
esseniialiiy of our prelacy is ihe words taught by God, or, ai any rate, the
(rue science o f she divine Scriptures,just as great Dionysius declared But if
he shoifid be in doubt, and not care to do and teach thus, he must not be ordained. For God has said prophetically: "Because thou hast rejected know/edge, T will also reject theefrom acting us my priest" (Hos. 4: 61,
(c. XXIV of Carlhage.)
Interpretation

While all Christian laymen ought to meditate ill the rights of God, and
not forget His words, just as they chant and promise every day with the
prophet, this is eminently so in the case of those in holy orders. For tills
reason the present Canon decrees that anyone who intends to become a
bishop must without fail be acquainted with the thoughts in the psalter, in
order to teach his laity therefrom so that they may learn them too. Likewise any such person must be em11111ed by die metropolitan scrupulously
as to whether he is cheerfully willing to read, not superficially and as to
the words alone, but with regard to depth and with understanding of the
thoughts, the sacred Canons, which we have enumerated above, the holy
Gospel, the Apostle, and all the divine Scripture, and not only to know
these, but also to conduct himself both publicly and privately just as they
prescribe, and to teach his fold in accordance with them. For, as Dionysius
the Areopagitel declares, the essence and structure of the ecclesiastical
prelacy is the words taught by God, or, more precisely speaking, the true
comprehension and exact knowledge of the divine Scriptures. If not, and
he is in doubt, and is not minded to do these things himself, and to teach
others too. let him not be made a bishop: for God says through the prophet
Hosea (in paraphrase): "Since thou hast spurned knowledge of my laws, I
too will spurn thee as a priest of mine."
Concord

Tn agreement with the present Canon; c. XXIV of Carthage expresses
the following decree: that those who intend to ordain a bishop, or a clergyman, must first teach him the Canons of the sacred Councils, in order that,
by acting in accordance with the definitions and canons of the Fathers,
'Note that the writings of Dionysius the Arcopagitc arc confirmed as genuine by
the present Ecumenical Council, and those nho SBJ that the)' are spurious or dubious are gagged. For this passage is Laken from the f i t chapter of his ecclesiastical Hierarchy: just as is also that one which is cited in the following c, I V of the
same Council, concerning Peter, which says: "'Peter the coryphaean summit, ol' the
Apostlcs," a phrase of the same Dionysius. taken from the third chapter of his i)ivine Names. Both these books. in fact, are the ones from which those incorrectly
traducc the works of Dionysius draw the material of controversy Not only this prcscut Council. but indeed the Sixth Ecumenical confirms the writings of Dionysius.
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ill its Act 6, in what it says concerning the Thcandric activity, having taken this word
from the saint's fourth letter to Caius, Yes. indeed., even the Council held in Romc
in h e lime of Marlin against Hie Monolheletes; and Sophronius in the Council held
in Jcrusalcni; and Andrew Crctes paraphrases the contents of the third chapter concerning Divine Names which relate to he dormition of h e Theotoke; and divine
Maximiis comments upon him; and Dmiiiscus mentions hun in his book I, ch. 12.
of Dogmatics; and Pope Agatho in his fifteenth letter to Emperor Constantine. If, on
the other hand. il be objected that the ancient Saints do not mention the writings 01'
Dionysius. the reply to this is that they- do so, according to Corcsins; for they wanted
to prove their own assertions by testimonies of the Bible alone. And notwithstanding
that Peter Lansclius and Cordcrius, the Jesuits, prove that the assertion of St. G r c g o ~
the Theologian in his discourse on the Nativity of Christ that "which has been philosophically expressed, in Hie IlnesL and mosL sublime niamier. by sonieone before us,"
was said with reference to Dionvsius the Areopagite's interpretation of the Hymn of
the Seraphim. who li\ ed before St. Gregory, and not wilh reference lo SL Alhmasius:
as Nicctas says: for St Athanasius was alive when St. Gregory lived, and not before
him. We could adduce here thejustifications of the controverters. and prove them incorrect. but we have deemed it superfluous, since two Ecumenical (and two regional)
Councils, and so many other Saints. are sufficient to counterbalance many myriads
of conl~overkrs.

they who are to be ordained may not repent later, as transgressors of
them.? For this reason, too, God commands the one who has become a
ruler of the people not only to read the book of Deuteronomy throughout
his life, in order to learn therefrom to fear the Lord, and to keep all His
commandments, but He even makes it necessary for him to copy it himself with his own hand. "And it shall be, when he sitteth upon the throne
of his kingdom, that he shall write himself a copy of this Deuteronomy
in a book obtained from the priests who are Levites" (Deut. 17:18). And
the reason why He commands him to copy it himself is that a person who
merely reads it easily forgets the thoughts that are read. whereas a person
who also writes it impresses the thoughts upon his memory, because he
takes time and leisure to think about each particular one of them, and until
he has comprehended a sentence well he takes care not to write another:
thus does Philo Judaeus interpet the matter. And if God compels secular
rulers to do this, much more does He the ecclesiastical pelates who are
the shepherds of his people."
CANON III
Every appointment ofa bishop, or o f a presbyter, or o f a deacon made by)
(civil) rulers shall remain void in accordance with the Canon which says: "If
any bishop comes mto possession of a church by employing secular rulers,
lei him he deposedfrom office, and Set him be excommunicated And all (hose
who co~ztnu~ticate
with him too. For it behooves anyone who is going to be
promoted to a bishopric to be appointed by bishops, as was decreed by the holy
"

'Novel 123 of Justinian. too, commands that a person intending to become a prelate
be taught the divinc Scriptures and the sacred Canons for thrcc months; and that
anyone who has not been ordained in such a manner be deposed from office, and that
the one who ordained him be suspended; since il is a s h m e h l and illogical hing foi
one who ought to teach othcrs to be taught bv others after his ordination. But scc also
(page 440 of Jus Graeco-Romanum where alkr the Creed (or Symbol ofthe Fatlh)
cvcy bishop at the time of his ordination utters also the following cornmitmcnt: "In
addition 1 accept the seven holy and Ecumenical Councils which convened tor the
purpose of safeguarding the venerable dogmas, solcmnly promising to recognize and
keep the Canons dccrccd by them, and all the holy ordinances that have been formulated at various Limes b? our sacred Fathers, accepting all which hey accept and
rejecting all that thcy reject."
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Fathers assembled m Mcuea, m the Canon saying: "It is most fitting thai a
bishop should be installed by all those in his pre)17ince.f i t $such a thing 1 s
dfftcuh either because o f the urgency o f circumstances, or because o f the
distance to be traveled, at ?east three should meet together somewhere and
by their votes combined with those of the ones absent andjo/ning in the lection by letter they should carry out (he ordination thereafter. But as for the
rat'yication ofthe proceedings, let it be entrusted in each pn31);nceto the
Metropolitan.
"

(Ap, cc, I, TI. XXX, LXI: c, IVofthe 1 s t cc, V. XI11 Laodicea;

c. LJX of Carthage. c, VII oJTimoth).)
Interpretation

The present Canon is composed of Ap. c. XXX and c. IV of the 1st.
Since we have already explained these Canons, see the interpretation of
them there, in order to spare us from repeating the same things about them
here. The only thing in this Canon that is not found there, is that every
appointment or election of a bishop, or of a presbyter, or of a deacon that
is made by authority and power of civil rulers shall remain void and hivalid; and that bishops are to be elected by bishops, in accordance with a
process previously described; that is to say, on the other hand, that the fact
that both presbyters and deacons are elected is made plain indeed by the
present Canon, concerning which see the Footnote to Ap. c. 11; as for the
fact, moreover, that Christians ought to vote subsequently after the bishops for those about to be admitted to holy orders, this is made plain in the
Interpretation of Ap. c. LXI. See also Ap. cc. I and 11, and the Footnote to
c. V of Laodicea.
CANON IV

The preacher of the truth Paul, the divine Apostle, as if laying down a
Canon to the presbyters of the Ephesians, but rather to every sacerdotal axp g a l e , spoke openly and aboveboard as follows: "Ihave coveted no one's
silver,or gold, or apparel. 1 have shown you in all things that bythus iabormg
you ought to assist the weak, and remember that ... It is more blissful to give
than to receive" (Ads 20:33,35). Where/ore ~ v eloo, having becomepupils and

disciples of His, decree that no bishop shall device or think of'ways of making
shameful profits, u/ieginglame excuses such as are offered in the case o f sins
in general, to the effect that bishops, or clergymen, or monks s e w i n g under
him demand goid, or silver, or any other commodity'. For the Apostk xayw:
"t'he unrighteous shall not inherit the kingdom of God" (I Cor 6:9), and
"children ought not to lay up treasurefor theirparents, hut parents for their
children " (IICor 17:14). I f therefore, on account o f any demand'forgold, or
for any other commodity, or on account ofany j~hyncrasy,' anyone hefound
to be excludingfrom the liturgy and excommunicating anyone among the
clergymen mder him, or shutting a venerable temple, to pra'ent liturgies o f
Godfrom being conducted therein, venting his rage upon insentient objects,
he himselfis in w d i t j ~inwttient, and will become subject to self- tort~m,
and
"his mischief shall reiurt) upon his own head" (Ps. 7:161, as transgtvssor of
a commandment of God, and of the Apostolic Ordinances. For Peter Ifhe
coryphaean summit of the Apostles, also commands: "Tend theflock o f God
I

In other manuscripts i t says "idian empaiheian," i.e.,private animus.
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which is amongyou, not coercingh, but voluntarily after the manner of God
Not for the sake offhmefi//pr<)$ts, but willingty. Not an lording it over the
charges allotted to you, but as having become models/or theflock. And when
the chief Shepherd shall appear in person, ye shall receive the reward of an
unwsther/ng crown of glory" (IPel. 5:2-4).
Interpretation

Because great St. Paul both by word and by deed commanded the bishops of the Ephesians, and through them all bishops subsequent thereto, not
to desire silver. or gold, or clothes, but by labor of their own hands to assist
the weak and needy. and to bear in mind that it is more blissful to give than
to r e ~ e i v etherefore
,~
the present Canon commands that no prelate or bishop shall seek to extort gold or silver or anything else of value, with a view
to shameful profits, from bishops, or clergymen, or monks that are subject
to his jurisdiction, since any such demand is unjust and unrighteous, but
"the unrighteous shall not inherit the kingdom of God," according to the
Apostle; and since children are not obliged to amass treasure to give to
their parents, but, on the contrary, parents ought to give to their children.
So any bishop who is found suspending or excommunicating any priest
or clergyman, or closing a church in ordei to obtain money or on account
of any other personal animus, let him suffer what he is doing. to wit, let
him be suspended, and let him be excommunicated, if he is a bishop by
his Metropolitan, or if he is a Metropolitan by his Patriarch. For the Coryphaeus of Apostles St. Peter gives the following orders to prelates: "Tend
the flock of God, not coercingly and tyrannically, but voluntarily and after
the manner of God; not for the sake of shameful poiits, but with cheerful
willingness; not as domineering over the clergy. but as furnishing models
and examples to the flocks, in order that when the chief shepherd Chnst
becomes manifest in His second advent, you may receive from Him the
reward of an unwithering crown of glory. Read also Ap. c. XXIX.
CANON V

I/ is a deadly sin when any sinners remain incorrigible. But what is worse
than (his happens i f they imisl upon rtsiw up qainsl piety and truth, preferringMammon to obedience to God, andfuifing to cling/ast to His canonical
ordinances. Among those persons God is not the Lord, unless by any chance
they he humiliated and a m become sober e n o q h to see their own mistake.
hor it rather behooves them to approach God, and with a contr~teheart to
askfor remission o f this particular sin, and for pardon, instead uf pluming
themsehes on their hv1es.s behavior. For "the Lord i s nigh unto them that
are contrite of heart" (Ps. 34: 18). As for tho.se boosting that by giving goid
they have obtained .tome rank in the Church and trusting to this wicked u s torn, which ifs alien to God and alienates menfrom God, andfrom even/' holy
order; and as a rebuff thereof with an impudent face and unbridled mouth
difhonorjng by reproachful words those who have been elected and mftcilM
through ~*iriuousnessof Jifiby the Holy Spirit, without the gMzg o f any
"As for (his saying- SL Paul in the Acts says llial Hie Lord said i l Bill a cerlaiii bishop
of Soulcc named Euthalius. a contcmporq of St. Athanasius the Great asserts that
Sl. Paul look it from the lnjunclions ol' the Apostles. For this saving i s found in the
third chapter of the fourlh book of h e Inj unclions. Bill even here il is stated llial (lie
Lord said it; and see the preamble to the same In.junctions,
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money,those who have been doing this at first, are to receive the lowest rank
in their own battalion. Rut i f they insist andper.sis'f,they are to be corrected
by means o f a penance. I f , on the other hand, anyone ever should appear to
have done (his with a view to oiviituttion, let him suffer in accordance with
(he Apostohc Canon which says: "Ifany bishop, or presbyt er, or deacon gain
possession of this dignity by means o f money, let both him and the one who
ordained him be deposed fmtn @ce, and exscinded, or cut off, altoge//w
from communion, as was Simon by me Peter." Likewise also in accordance
with the secondCanon o f the devout Fathers assembled in Chakedon, which
says: " I f any bishop ordain anyone for money, and make merchandise of the
un vendible grace, and perform she ordination o f a Bishop, Auxiliary Bishop,
Presbyter, Deacon, or anyone on the roll uf the Clersy, with a view to @n;
or nominate any S t m a d Ecdicus, or Paramonamis, or anyone else that
helongs to the canon,for money with the object ($making a shameful profit
for himself:let him who is found ,yivilt~o f having ~ d e r t a k e nthis stand in
peril o f his office', and let him who has been t h u s ordained have no benefit
from such traffic in ordinations or nominations, but, on the contrary, let him
he without u y claim upon the dignity orjob which he has thm obtained hy
m e m o f money, ff, infact, anyone even appear ax a middleman o r factor or
jn fermediary for such shamefuland illicit deals, let him too, ifhe be a cletpman,forfeit his (>ifice;but ifhe be a layman or a monk,let him be amthema(Ap. c. XXIX; c. TI orthe 4 h ; John 1: 16,)

Interpretation

Some persons who intended to get themselves enrolled in the clergy
of a certain church, offered money to it of their own free will with a Godloving frame of mind; not in order to get the clergyship therewith, but as
devoting or consecrating the money to God, according to Balsamon. But
later, boasting of giving the money; and preferring mammon and wealth
to the sacred canons, they sought and asked for chief seats (Matt. 2361,
and shamelessly and brazenly reproached those clergymen who, being
elected by the Holy Spirit, on account of their virtuous conduct in life,
were enrolled in the clergy without giving any money. So for this reason
the present Canon commands that those who boast of this money and reproach the others because they gave none be reduced to the lowest rank
of the clergymen of the same order. But if they persist in this any further,
they are to be corrected by the chief priest with a suitable severer penalty.
Referring to the passage in the Epistle of St. John, these Fathers call the
incorrigible boasting of such clergymen' about money a deadly sin; and
they call their shameless and insolent treatment of the other clergymen
a worse than deadly sin, and assert that among those men the God is no
Lord, in accordance with the Bible; while, on the other hand, they call
their giving of money lawless, not in itself-for it was good at first and
God-loving-but on account of the later boasting of the givers and their
brazen shamelessness. So take care not to take this gift of money for ordination, since this Canon appears to consist of two parts. The "fist part
Metrophanes, bishop of Sm\ma: in interpreting the Episiles General, s q s thai a sin
unto dcath, concerning which St John says. "there is a sin unto dcath. and there is
a sin not unto death," (1 John 5: 16). is every sin that used to be punished by the old
Law with die dcath penal$ as was. for instance. blasphemy against God. willful
murder. bestiality, adultery, and the other crimes designated as fclonies A sin not
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unto dcath is one that was not punished with the dcath penalty, like involuntq homicidc and other crimes. Anastasius the Sinaitc (Question 54) says that a sin unto
death is one cornniilkd knowingly. whereas one not unio dealh is one conmilled
unwittingly. Thus. blasphemy against God is unto dcath, but so is also any great sin,
such as murder. adultery. etc., since these crimes put the soid to death. But the present
Council calls the sin of a person thal is incorrigible and impmilent a sin unto death. la
agreement with this Council Ecun~eniustoo s a y that a sin unto death is one that is not
corrected by a return, such as the sin of Judas, and that of the rancorous, concerning
whom it is said that "the ways of the rancorous lead unto dcath" (Prov. 12:28). Scc
also the Footnote to the third chapter of instruction tor the confessor, which by the
grace of Christ has now been reprinted rcccntly (in Greek).

forbids them to give money, not to be ordained, for this comes in later but
to get themselves enrolled in the parish of a certain church, and afterwards
to wax insolent and to hold the poor and reverent clergymen in contempt:
so it is this kind of giving that it forbids as lawless. Then it goes on to
present the second part, by saying that if they should offer such money for
ordination they must be deposed from office, in accordance with Canons
already issued. But this Canon adds that whoever should give money to
be ordained a clergyman or a priest is to receive the penalties provided by
Ap. c. XXIX and c, IT of the 4th, both of which are quoted verbatim: and
see the Interpretation of them there,
CANON VI
Since there actually i s a Canon which .suyv canonical discussions must
be held twice a year in eachpre)vince through an assembly ofBis'h(q?.s,but on
account o f the inconvenience and the lack o f means oftraveling those who
were called upon to assemble had to face, the. devout bathers of the Sixth
Council decreed that one assembly be held each year, by all means and on
any pretext, and wrong things he corrected: therefore we renew this fatter
Canon. Accordingly, if any (civil) ruler he found attempting to prevent this,
lei him be excommunicated. I f , on the other hand, any one of the Meiropo/~lans shouldfad to see that this is done, except in case of necessity and violence, or some reasonable excuse, he is to be liable to (he penalties. When a
Council has been convoked in regard to canonical and evangelical mailers,
the Bishops assembled must engage in meditation and cafvftd consideration
of haw the divine and vivifying commandments of God are to be kept. For "in
keeping them there is p a t reward" (Ps. 19:11); and seeing thai "the commandment is a lamp; and the law is a light and reproof with ins/mc/io~~
in the
way of life" (Prov. 6:23), and "the commandment o f the 1,od.shineth afar,
ilfuminating the eyes" (1's. 19:8j. But no Metropolitan shall have any right
io

demand a beast or other possession among the chattels which a Bishop

takes along 'with him. Hut if he be proved to have done s o , he shall pay hack,
the value o f itfourfold.
(App. c. XXXVII; c. V of the 1st; c. XIX of the 4th: c. VIIl of the 6th.)
Interpretation

The present Canon renews c. VIII of the 6th: which decrees that inasmuch as two Councils of bishops cannot be held each year in regard
to ecclesiastical canonical questions, as the Canons prescribe-Ap. c.
XXXVII, that is to say, c. V of the lst, and c. XIX of the 4th-owing to
the difficulty of traveling, one Council must be held by all means every
year, in order to correct incidental mistakes. But this Canon adds that
any one among the (civil) rulers that tries to prevent the holding of such
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a Council is to be excommunicated; and that any Metropolitan that is
remiss in regard to this (unless it be prevented by reason of some necessity or logical reason), he shall become liable to penalties. But since the
object of holding a Council is to investigate whether the canonical rules
are being observed, relating, say, to excommunications. administrations
of ecclesiastical affairs, and other matters, as well as evangelical decrees,
therefore the bishops assembled must see to it that the vivifying commandments ofthe Gospel are kept by their laities, because for the keeping
of them a great reward is given, according to David; and because, furthermore, the commandment and law of God are a lamp and a light, and a way
of life, according to the author of the Book of Pioverbs. But no Metropolitan has any permission to demand of any bishop of his any animal or any
other thing that he may have with him: but if lie should nevertheless do
so, he must pay the bishop the fourfold amount of its value. See also Ap.
c. XXXV11.
CANON VII

Paul (he divine Apostle said: "Some men' h sins are plainly evident, .
whereas those of other men fo//ow mferentia/Iy1'(I Tim. 5:24). Sins, therefore, being committed in advance, other sinsfollow them. Thus the impious
heresy of accusers ofthe Christians was folhnved by other acts of impiety.
h ' w precisely as they removed the face in the venerable icons from the
Chtwch, they hare also abandoned certain other customs which must be renewed, ant! in accordance with both the written and the vmvritten law they
must thus prevail. As to any venerable tempks, therefore, that have been,
consecrated 'without holy relics of Martyrs, we decree that in them there shall
be made a deposit of relics together with the usual prayer. Let anyone, then,
that con sac rut^^ a temple without holy r e h he deposedfrom office, on the
ynnind that he has trcinsgressed eccJe,sIa.v/icaI traditions.
(c. XCI

01Carihage.)

Interpretation

St. Basil the Great interpreted this apostolic saying otherwise, but the
present Council has taken it more naively, since it says that the previous
sins one commits are followed by other sins, just as happened in the case
of the iconomachs who used to accuse the Cluistians and who, just as they
deptived the Church of the holy icons, also flouted some other things of
the Church and cast diem out. which things must be renewed, ill order that
both the written legislation and the unwritten traditions may prevail. So all
the divine temples that have been consecrated by them without relics of
martyrs are to have such relics deposited in them, while at the same time
the p ayes is said which relates thereto ill the ceremony of dedication. As
for any prelate that consecrates a temple hereafter without holy relics of
martyrs, let him be deposed from office as a transgiessor of ecclesiastical
traditions.

' As concerns the unwritten traditions sec cc. XCI and XCII of Basil.
''

The relics of martyrs are deposited in the following fashion, according to the ordinance of"the old Eiichologion Aller the ceremony of consecration, or, in other words,
of enthroning the temple, the bishop takes three portions of relics of martyrs- and,
having put them in a case and having poured holy chrism over them. he shuts the
case. And if the Holy Table rests upon lcgs. he conceals the case on the floor undcrneath the lcgs that face the cast (Some persons, howeverj to enhance the solemnity.
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assert that the case containing the relics of martyrs ought to be placed, not upon
the floor, but in one of the legs facing thc cast, if, that is to say. the portions of the
relics are small; but if hey are large pieces. Ihq are concealed in die floor.) If, on
the othcr hand, the Tablc is supported by a single post or pedestal, the case is to be
deposited in the post or pedestal, and upon the latter i s then placed the Holy Table.
Four things are worlliy of note in connection \ v i h h e present matter of dedication
ceremonies. 1) The fact that the dedication ceremonies of every church building must
be performed by a prelate in accordance with the ordinance and representation in the
Euchologion. Hence. though in many regions the prelates allow others to perform
the dedication ceremonies connected with the consecration of church buildings, as,
ill fact in Moscow the prelates allow archimandrites to dedicate divine temples, this,
I say. is done in violation of the ordinance in the Euchologion. For cverywhcrc both
the Euchologion and Symeon (archbishop) of Thessalonica, whenever tliey mention
the subject of dedication, specify a prelate or bishop, and not a mere priest As for a
sniall dedication. it is neither mentioned in die Enchologion nor known in Moscow
at all what it is. It appears to be a later invention. 2) The fact that the rclics that are
to be collected as treasure ought to be relics of martyrs. and not of devout persons or
of hierarchs. For this reason the practice followed in Moscow is to be praised. For
there the relics of martyrs arc kept in the archbishopric; and whenever there is need
of dedicating any temple, the prelate alone takes Lheiii from there, in order to prevent
the occurrence of any mistake whcrcby instead of rclics of martyrs. either common
relics or oilier holy relics, and not those of rnarlyrs, might be treasured up as such.
Some anhors would have also relics of devout martyrs and of sacred niiirt\rs. notwithstanding that the Euchologion does not specify these, 3) The fact that these relics of martyrs must be treasured up undemeah ilie Holy Table, and not in any oilier
place or part of the temple. in order that that saying may be fulfilled which says: "A
divine chorus of Martyrs is the basis of the Church." All those who put them in any
other place or part of the building, are sinning abominably. 4) and last. the fact that
in h e case of the dedication of every church building. whether it be a small one or
a large one, there must of necessity and indispensably be relics of martyrs treasured
up underneath the Holy Table, Hence all prelates who perform great dedications. and
all prelates who periorm so called sniall and shorter dedications without relics of
martyrs. must be purified, in accordance with the prescription of the present Canon.
For it must be noted that the structural and essential difference between dedications
of temples is the arrangement by which rclics of martyrs are treasured up in them;
accordingly. without these no dedication is possible. Antinmsia, on the othcr hand,
because of thcir possessing a sanctifying powcr. which is conferred upon them b\
the consecration of some tcmplc, and the ceremony of prayers said on the occasion
of h e consecration, and further the seven days' sacred rite carried oui in h e Table of
the consecrated Leinple. suppl? the place of Hie consecrated Hol? Table. For it is on
this account, too, that these are given freely wherever there is need of them, and they
arc not restricted to that parish alonc where they were consecratedj just as the holy
chrism, or my-on, and other holy things are not restricted, but are placed upon those
Tables which have not been consccratcd, according to the first Reply of Peter, and according to Manuel Charitopoulos the patriarch (page 239 of Jw Grmxo-Romanurn).
For, according to Balsamon, h e w things are suficient lo serve instead of a consecration, or what is called an cnthronenient and instead of the opening of the doors,
that is to say, ol'the temple, which is something that occurs whenever the dedication
ceremonies of any temple are performed, h e doors being thrown wide open; and the
hymn being chantedwhich begins with the words "Lift high the gates, ye who are our
rulers." etc. Nevertheless, in order to supply the place of a consecrated Table truly
and exactly, the sanctification of all the othcr things is not enough alone to consecrate
it, without relics o f m a r p s being treasured up in it. [n the same way, too, in the case
of antimcnsia used instead of Holy Tables, the smctifviag powcr residing in them is
not sullicient alone on the occasion ol' the dedication o r a temple unless they have
relics of iiiartys sewed up with tlieni. Thai is \\h\ the ordinance in Hie E~ichologion
applying to consecration of antimensia prescribes that these are to be consecrated by
means of relics oCmartyrs, Besides, even in Moscow antimensia are never used unless they contain holy relics as we said in the Footnote to c. XXXI of the 6th. Note.
however, also this fact that according to John (bishop) of Kitros without the consecration of a new tcmplc there is 110 othcr way whatever in which antimcnsia can be
made (p 331 of Jus tiroem-Romanurn). Symcon of Thcssalonica (ch. 127, p. 226)
says that if here be need of antimensia, and there has been no consecration, h e antimciisia arc spread over a sacred Table, and thc formality of thcir consecration can be
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utilized (just as the consccration of antiincnsia, that is to say, is described in the
Euchologion with reference to the consecration of a temple). The samc author says
also that two other pieces of cloth of the size of anhniensia miisl be sewn logeflier
with the antimcnsia. one by way of rcprescnting the flesh. a s in the Table, in the
place ol' h e sheet; the other by way of a table-cover. in honor of the fact that it is to
serve as a Ihrone of God; in the middle of h i s scrolls are to be sewn together. Likewise portions of relics are to be sewn together, too, in a small piece of linen cloth:
and everything is to be done in them thai is done in the divine consecrated Table
and in the samc manner exactly. The samc author adds (ibidem) that the formalie of
this consecration is carried out par excellence by a prelate, but if necessary it may
bc carried out even by a reverent priest who is cxpcrienccd at the instance and with
the permission of a prelate. Balsamon, furthermore, says that a prelate ought not
Lo otTiciale in an undedicated temple, bul only in one that has been duly dedicated
and provided with a throne, so that there will be a throne in it on which he can sit
enthroned while reading the Apostle (i.e.. the Epistle). But as a certain prelate officiated in such a temple in the time of Luke the patriarch. though others said for him
to be deposed from office. patriarch Luke himself ruled that he should be chastised
with a different chastiscmcnt to be decided upon by the Synod as reasonable. John
of Kitros says farther. in his c. IX, that corpses ought not to be buried in the samc
consecrated church as relics 01 martyrs. Balsainon also says his same tiling in Reply 38 (p. 382 of Jus (Jreco-Kommian).

Concord

Canon XCT of Carthage decrees that those sacrificial altars in which
there is treasured no body or relics of martyrs are to be wrecked or disapproved.
CANON V U l

Inasmuch as some persons who have been misled by their inferences
from the religion of the Jews have seenfit to sneer at Christ our God while

prelending to be Chri,s/~aus,bus secretly and clandestinely keeping the Sabbath and doing other Jewish acts, we decree that these persons shall not be
admitted to communion,nor to prayer, nor to church, hist shall be Jews openly in accordance with (heir religion; and that neither shall their children be
baptized, nor shall they buy or acquire a slave. But ifany one of them should
be converted as a matter ofsincere faith, and confess with all his heart, inumphantly repudiating their customs and riffairs, with a view to censure and
correction of others, we decree that he shall be accepted and his childfen
shall be baptized, and that /he latter shall be persuaded to hold themselves
ahof from Jewish peculiarities. I f , on the other hand, the case is not thus,
they are not to be accepted mder any other circumstances what eve^
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that no one is to join in communion or
prayer with, or even admit into church, those Jews who only hypocritically have become Christians and have joined the Orthodox faith, but
secretly deny and mock Christ our God, while keeping the Sabbath and
other Jewish customs (or, more explicitly, circumcising their sons. deeming anyone unclean that takes hold of a corpse or leper, and other similar
vagaries); but; on the contrary, such persons are to be Jews as they were
before, and no one shall baptize their children nor let them buy a slave or
acquire one by exchange or gift or in any other fashion. But if any Jew
should be actually converted in good and guileless faith and with all his
heart confess the orthodoxy of Chiistiam; openly disparaging the religion
of the Jews, in order that other Jews may be removed and corrected, we
ought to accept such a person. and baptize his children, ordering them
persuasively to abstain from Jewish superstitions. But as for those who
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do not become converted in such a manner,we must not admit them on
any account whatever.
Concord

In agreement with the present Canon ch. 44 of Title I of Book I of the
Basilica decrees that if any Jew accused of any crime or owing a debt
should on account thereof pretend that he has become willing to be a
Christian, he is not to be accepted thus until he has paid his debt or has
been acquitted of the crimes of which he lias been accused. Likewise cli.
47 of the same Title and Book decrees that no Jew shall have a stave who
is a Christian, nor circumcise anyone who is being catechized; neither
shall any other heretic have a slave who is a Christian, but the moment he
acquires him, the slave shall become free. Read also the Footnote to c. 11
of the 1 st.
CANON TX

All boyish whim h a m s and mad bacchamdia, the false wriiings (hat
have been bfoughtforth against the venerable icons,must be turned in 1 0 the
Bishopric o f Constantmople to beput away together with the rest of heretical
books. I f , on the other hand, anyone should befound hidit~gthese, ifhe be a
Bishop, a P/vsby(er,or a Deacon, lei him be deposedfrom offlce; but ifhe be
a layman or a monk, let him be excommunicated.
(Ap. c. LX.; cc. 11 and LXIII of the 6th; c. LI of Laodicea.)
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that all the false writings which the
iconomachists composed against the holy icons and which are flimsy as
childen's toys, and as crazy as the raving and insane bacchantes-those
women who used to dance drunken at the festival of the tutelary of intoxication Dionysus-all those writings, 1 say, must be surrendered to the
Patriarchate of Constantinople, to be put together with the other books
by heretics-in such a place, that is to say, that no one will ever be able
to take them therefrom with a view to reading them. As for anyone who
should hide them, with a view to reading them himself or providing them
for others to read, if he be a bishop, a presbyter, or a deacon, let him be
deposed from office; but if he be a layman or a monk, let him be excommunicated. See also Ap. c. LX.
CANON X

Inasmuch as some of the Clew~oenfloftting
the canonical ordinance and
leaving their own parish, run off into another parish, andfor the most part
info this God-&ed
andimperial city, and become attached io civil masis-

' Socrates, in the seventh book of his Ecclesiastical History. narrates that a Jew fcign-

ing piety had himself baptized inail! times as a trade, so L h i ~in this way he made a
lot of monq. But. wlule going from one heresy lo another, al last lie came Lo Paul
the bishop of the Novatians in Constantinople, pretending that he wished to become
a Christian really and to perl'eclion. So. the necessary water having been puL into the
font, whcn the Jew entered it to be baptized. wonderful to relate! the baptismal font
dried up. Those present marveled at the occurrence, and, after stopping all the holes
that afforded some suspicion, they filled the font again. Yet, whcn the Jew entered
it again, the water vanished instantlv and completclv; and all the persons there were
amazed. This miracle appears to have occurred either on accoiinl of the hypocriLical faith in which the capricious Jew had sought to be bapti~ed,and consequently it
teaches bishops and priests not to admit a Jen easily into Orthodoxy. but only ailer
a long time and trial; or else on account of the unlawful multiplication of baptism.
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conducting services in their oratories, it is therefore not allowable
to receive these persons in any house or chzmh without the permission o f
their own bishop and of that a/Constantinople, I f anyone shodd do so persistently, Jet him be deposedfrom office. As for any o f the Priests who do
this notwithstanding what has been said in the foregoing, it is not for them
to undertake secular and mundane cares, as they are forbidden to do so by
(he divine Canons. Bin i f anyone be caught red-handed in the employ o f she
so-called magnates (meizoten), lei him be dismissed, or let him he deposed
tram,

from office. To come at once to the point, therefore, let him keep re-reading
the divine Scripiures with the object ofteaching children and servants and
slaves. For it was to (his that he was called when holy offersfdl to his lot.
(Ap, cc, XV. LXXXI. LXXXIII; cc 111, V, X, XXIII. c XI of the 1st-&-2nd:
cc. XVTII, LXIH, XCVI1I of Carthage; cc. XV, XVT of the 1 st.
cc. XVII. XVIII of the 6th, c. I11 of Antloch, cc. XV. XVI. XIX of Sardica )

Interpretation

The present Canon forbids two unlawful things in the same paragraph:
the action of clergymen in going fiom city to city, and especially to Constantmople; and that of their applying to civil magistrates and officiating
in their prayer-houses without the permission both of their own bishop,
from whom they have gone away, and of the Patriarch, into whose parish
they have resorted, as both are contrary to the prescription of the divine
Canons. So it commands that any clergyman is to be deposed from office if without permission of the above he conies to Constantinople, or
officiates in oratories, and persists in doing so. Clergymen, on the other
hand, who have been admitted with their permission must not undertake
secular cares, but rather let them teach the children and slaves and servants of Christians. Tf any clergyman should engage in superintending the
latifimdia of civil magistrates (as this same thing is decreed in c. XI of the
1st-&-hd), the superintendents of which used to be called meizoteri (i.e.,
magnates), perhaps owing to their superintending the largest and most
profitable estates, either let him leave this employment or, if he will not
leave it, let him be deposed from office. See a1so Ap. cc. VI and XV.
CANON XI

AH o f us being obliged to keep the divine Canons, we ought to maintain
by all means inviolable the one saying that there should be Stewards in every
ch;treh. Accord;'ng/y if each Metrf)politun appoints a Steward in his church
if is well and good; but if not the Bishop of Constantinople is given permission to appoint a Steward in the same church ex officio. Like pemission is
g w e n aho to Metropolitans if the Bi.vhops under them do not care to appoint
Stewards in their own churches. '!he same rifle i s to he (~hsen'edalso in the
case of Monasteries.
(Ap, cc. XXXVlIl, XLT: c. XXVI or the 4th: c, XH o f the 7th; c , VII of the
1st-&-2nd;c. XV of Ancyra; c. VII of Gangra: cc. XXIV, XXV of Antioch: cc
XXXIV, XLT of Cartilage; c. X of Theophilus: c. TI of Cyril.)
Interpretation

Inasmuch as c. XXVI of the 4th commands that every church shall
have a steward to manage its affairs with permission and approval of the
bishop therefore the present Canon, while confirming that one adds that
if any Metropolitan appoints a steward of his own accord, it will be all
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right; but if he fail to do so, the Patriarch of Constantinoplehas authority to
appoint a steward for that same Metropol i s and for other ones too, which
are subject to him, that is to say. Likewise in case bishops fail to appoint a
steward for their bishoprics their Metropolitan is to be allowed to appoint
them. This same thing is to be done also in the case of monasteries that
have no steward-that is to say, stewards are to be appointed for them by
their abbot, or, if he will not do this, by the bishop, or if he will not appoint
one in this event by the Metropolitan, or if even the Metropolitan neglects
to take care of the matter, by the Patriarch. See also Ap. c. XXXVI 11.
CANON XI1
// any Bishop or any Abbot b e fbund disposing o f productive pfoperlv
of the bishopric or monastery respectively into the hands uf lay rulers, or o f
any other person, the transfer is to be imalid and void, in accordance with
the Apostolic Canon saying "Let the Bishop have (he care of all ecclesiastical matters and let him m q e them on the understandjng that (jod i s

overseeing and supervising. Let him not be allowed to appropriate anything
therefrom or to give God's things to his relatives. I f they be indigent let him
provide for them as ind~gents,but let him not trade offthings o f the Church1
under this pretext. " I f it be alleged as an excuse that the piwperty 1.v actvally a liability involving a toss or o w a l l expense and that theftelds are not
rendering any pn>fit or benefit even so the place must not be sold or let out
to the civil rulerf ofthe region, hut to Clervymen or t ofanners (i.e., husbandmen). But i f by employing some cunning rascality, a civil ruler should buy
thefields from a Clergymen or a fanner, even so lei the sale be invalid and
void, and let the property be restored to the Bishopric, or to the Monastery,
as the case may be, and Jet the Bishop,orthe Abbot, respectively, who does
this be driven out-the Bishop out of the Bishopric, and the Abbot out of the
Monastery on the proud that they are plundering,wrongfidly what they did
not father together.
(Ap cc XXXVIII- XLI; c , XXVI of the 4th; c XI of the 7th: c VII of the
1st-&-2nd; c. XV 01Ancya. c. VII of Gangra; cc. XXIV. XXV oIAnlioc11:
cc XXXIV, XLI of Carthagc. c. X of Thcophilus. c. I1 of Cyril )

Interpretation

By the phrase "productive property" is meant all those things that
produce an income, and especially real estate: such as arable fields, vineyards, olive groves, etc. So as concerning these things the present Canon
decrees that if anyone who should alienate them, as bishop from the bishopric, or an abbot from a monastery, and turn them over to civil rulers,
either by sale or by exchange, any such transfer is to remain invalid and
of no effect; and the things are to revert to the bishopric or monastery,
as the case may be, just as Ap. c. XXXVTTT decrees; which the present
Canon quotes verbatim and in full. But if it should happen that the bishop
or abbot alleges that such or such a field, or vineyard, is not producing
any income or profit, but rather a loss, let them sell it, not to civil rulers
and autocrats, but to clergymen or farmer^,^ men, that is to say, who are
humble and paltry. But if by employing some villainy they should first

' It is found worded "things oCGod"' in other manuscripts.
:The reason why the Canon does not want things of the churches or monasteries
to be sold to civil rulers, but only to clergymen or farmers, it seems to me, is this:
These things have been consecrated to God, and whatever has been consecrated is
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also callcd sacred and churchly In respect, then, that thcy arc sacred. they ought to be
given to priests and men consecrated to God, such as clergymen arc; while in respect.
011 the oilier hand, thai hey are churchly, they ought lo be given to "'churclily," or
poor, men, such as farmers arc. Hcncc such giving is analogous with the "takers," or
recipients, just as. on the contrary, were they to be given to civil rulers, the transfer
would be altogether unbeconiing, both on the score of their nol being sacred persons.
and on the score of their not being poor or "churchlf' persons. But perhaps the Canon
s* s that these things ma'\ be sold only to Farmers and poor persons- in order that the
church or monastery, as the casc may be, may buy thcni back from them in casc it
should hereafter find the means of doing so, which it could not easily do if they were
sold to rich persons. Note, however, that according to law and Blastaris, what is called
the "disposal"of anything is the transfer of real or personal property to another owner
or landlord that is made either as a gifl or as a sale or by implantation or by exchange.
or in any other similar way-which amounts to saying. when the property is completel) alienated and given to anoher. What is called "letting out" is when any lliing is
givcn, not completdy and forcvcr. but only for a time to certain persons. Letting out.
however. is also improperly called disposal, and conversely, disposal is also impropcrly galled letting out; just as this Canon has taken the terms letting out and disposal
in the second sense. Notwithstanding, though. that present Canon does say that things
belonging lo churches or monasteries must not be alienated, Novel 120 of Justinian
decrees that even fruit-bearing real estate belonging to churches or monasteries may
be sold when there happens LO be need of giving the proceeds for Hie liberation of
Orhodox captives. See also [lie Foolnoles to Ap. c. LXXII and c. XXIV oftlie 4th.

have given them to the latter with the object of letting them be taken from
them later by a civil ruler, this sale i s to be invalid and void, while the
bishop who has sold the property in such a manner is to be ousted from the
bishopric, and any abbot who has done so is to be ousted from the monastery, because they have wrongfully dissipated and lost the property which
had been rightfully gathered together and consecrated by others. See also
the Interpretation of Ap. c. XXXVIlt,
CANON XIII
In view o f the fact that on account o f the disaster attending our sins
certain charitable in.s:t~tutionshave been pillaged by men, i/zc/tidi/tgbosh
bishoprics and monasteries, and have been made info common resorts; if
those who new' have possession of them are wdhng to return them, m o d e r
that {hey may be festored to their pristine condition, it is well and good:
but if not, in case those men who mw have them in theirposse.sswn arc. on
the sacerdotal list, w e command that they be deposed from office, or, i f they
be monks or laymen, that they be excommunicated, on the gmmd that they
stand condemned by the Father, and b y the Son,and by the Hoty Spirit;and
let them ha relegated thither where "their worm shaI/ not die, neither shall
theirfire be quenched" (Isa. 66:24; Mark 9 4 4 , 46, 48),since they are opposed to the Tmrd 's utterance saying: "Make not Th\' Father's house a house

of

merchandise" (John N6).
(cc. IV. XXIV of the 4 h ; c. XLIX of h e 6th; cc. XII. XIX ofthe 7Ch:
c. I of the 1st-&-2nd: c. I1 of Cyril.)

Interpretation

Tn the time of the iconomachists, besides other evils that occurred.
inany prelates were ousted by them on account of the holy icons from
their bishoprics and metropoleis: and many monks were ousted from their
monasteries. These institutions being left in a state of desolation certain
secular persons snatched hold of them and converted them into secular
habitations. So for this reason the present Canon commands that in case
those holding possession of these bishoprics and monasteries are willing
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to give them back, in order that they may be restored again as bishoprics
and monasteries to their former condition, it is all right. But if they are
unwilling, in case they are clerics let them be deposed from office, but in
case they are monks or laymen let them be excommunicated, as persons
condemned on this account by the Holy Trinity; and let them be relegated
to that region where "their worm dieth not, and their fire is not quenched,"
according to the utterance of Isaiah and of the Gospel, since they are opposing the words ofthe Lord which say, "Make not the house of my Father
a house of rnerchandi se," etc. Read also cc. I V and XXI V of the 4th.
CANON XTV
I/ is perfectly plain to wet-yborfyjthai order r e i p in the Church,and that

it is pleasing to Godfor the transactions o f the Priesthood to be maintained
with rtgomusness. Since, then, we behold some persons receiwng the tonsure
imposition ofhands, and readingfrom
of the Clergyfrom infancy and wi~hot~;
the pulpit at the xynaxis, hut doing s o in an uncanmcal fashion, w eforbid
the dome of this,from new on. The same rule is to be observed also with reference to Monhi. Ax for the appointment ofan A naynost (or Reader) h y impoxstion of hands, each A bhot i s giwn permilion to do this but only in his own
Monastery, provzded that imposition o f hands has been laid upon that very
same Abbot himself by a Bishop to enable him to have the presidency of an
A b b o t ~ t h aits to say, more plainly speaking, i f he s.s u Presbyter (or Priest).
Likw ise also in accordance with the ancient custom, A uxiliary Rishopx may
only with
- the permission o f the Bishop appoint Anagnosis (with imposition
of hands).
A

-

(c. XXXTIT of the 6th; c. 3331 of Carthage.)

Interpretation

Since some persons have been consecrated from infancy to God, and
have donned garments befitting clerics, and have also received the tonsure
at the hands of their own parents, in accordance with a certain custom, on
the pretext that they have been and are, allegedly, consecrated, and these
same childten on coming to age have had the temerity to read the divine
books to the laity (perhaps trusting to that tonsure received in their infancy), without having had the requisite imposition of hands and without
having received the requisite seal and tonsure of an Anagnost from a prelate; therefore the present Canon commands that such a thing be not done,
011the ground that it is disorderly and uncanonical. Not only are laymen
forbidden to act as Readers without a bishop's seal, but so are monks too.
But it is permissible for the abbot of a monastery, provided he is a priest
and has been made an abbot by imposition of the hands of a prelate, to
ordain Anagnosts (or Readers), but only in his own monastery, and not
elsewhere. Likewise even Auxiliary Bishops (Chorepiscopi) are permitted
to ordain Anagnosts, in accordance with an ancient custom' (respecting
which see also the Footnote to c, VIII of the First). Read also c. XXXIII
of the 6th.
Canon VI of St. Nicephorus allows such a Presbyter-Abbot to ordain also a Subdeacon. But the divine laws of Orthodox emperors. supplcmcnting the sacred
Canons in this regard- add directions how an Abbot is to be made. Or, at any rate,
they stak thai a Bishop niusl no1 make an Abbol in monasteries according to rank,
but must makc that one whom cithcr all the monks themselves. or at least the most
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virtuous ones, choose by confessing on pain of their conscience that they are choosing
him not as a matter of friendship or favor, but because thcy know him to be orthodox

and sober (i.e.. sensible or sane) and well filled lo govern the monks and h e nionaslerics well. This same rule is to hold good also in the case of the Abbess of a nunnery.

CANON X V
From now on Jet no Clergyman he attached to two churches. For this is if
mark of commereiuizty and of pediness,for profits, and is alien to ecclesias-

t i c ~usage.
!
For we have been told by the voice of the Lord Himself'that "no
one can serve two maatem; for either he will hate the one and love the other,
or else he w i l l cling to she one, and despise she other" (Mali. 6:24). Each
person, therefore, in accordance with the Apostolical utterance, wherever he
happens to be, oughf to stay there and serve in one church For things done
on account of greedinessforprofits in conmc/ton with ecclesiastical mutters
are alien to God's instilules. To supply the needs of this life there are various
occupations. Lei anyone, therefore, who so wishes gain the needs ofshe body
from them. For the Apostle has said, "these hands have ministered unto my
needs, and unto those of them who were with me" (Ads 20:34). Accordingly,
what is said here is to be applied in this Gocl-pardecl city; but in small towns
outside of it,for want of men, let there be concfissions.
(Ap. c. XV. a.XV, XVI of the 1st. cc. X. XX, XXIII of the 4th.cc. XVII. XVIII
of the 6th. cc, X. XV of the 7th. c, Ill ofAntioc1-i;cc, XV, XVI,
XIX or Sardica, cc LXIII: XCVIII of Carillage. Mall 6:24;
I Cor, 7:20;Acts 20:34.)

Interpretation

The present Canon prohibits the enrolling of any clergyman in the
clergy of two churches situated either in the same city or in two cities,
because this is being done for the sake of shameful profits, ill order, that
is to say, that the clergyinan so enrolled may gain the emoluments of both
churches; but what is done for the sake of shameful profits is foreign both
to God and to ecclesiastics. For the Lord says that nobody can serve two
masters; for either he will hate and despise one of them, or he will love
and embrace the other. And St, Paul commands that everybody stay in the
place whither he has been called by God. If these clergymen allege as an
excuse that they cannot get along with the emoluments of the one church,
why, behold, there are many kinds of manual work in the world that are
more decent; accordingly, let them work with their hands to obtain the
needs of the body. For even St. Paul obtained his needs and the needs of
those with him by the work of his own hands, as he himself says. So for a
clergyman to be attached to two churches, in this imperial city at any rate,
is not to be tolerated because of the great number of clerics already in it;
but as for the villages and towns outside of it, let it be allowed to be done
on account of the scarcity of priests and clerics. See also Ap. c. XV.
CANON XVT

Every luxury and adornment of/k body is alien so the sacerdotal oniet
Bi,vhops or cierzymen, therefore, who adorn themselves with splendid and
conspicuous clothes need to be corrected; but ffthey insist upon it, they must
he condemned to apenance. Likewi,se as regards those who anoint themse/ves
with perfumer. fint inasmuch as a root of bitterness gmugingup, the here.\y
uf Christianocategori (i.e., accusers uf Christians),has become a pestilence,
and those who have joined it not onIy have deemed iconic representations in
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paimings to be an abomination, but have even rejected everyform of reverence,
being inclined to loathe those who live decently undpiously, and that which
has been written has beenfulfilled in them, viz., "Godlifie,ssis an abomination
to a sinner" (Sirach A.28). If, therefore, persons wefound laughing at those
clothed in cheap and decent vestments, Jet them be con'ecied with apenance.
For ever since the days ofold every priestly man has contented himself with
moderate and decent wsments. For everything that is worn not because of
any real need or necessity, but for embellishment incurs the discredit of being
frippery, as Basil the Great has said. But neither did they put on any garments
made of silkfabrics andenhoideredw iih various designs; nor did any o f them
add any differently colored appendages to the edges of their vestments. For
they had been t d d by the Speaker of God's l u n g w e that those who wear soft
raiment are in the houses o f kings (Matt. 11:8),
(c.

XXVII of the 6th; cc. XII, XXI ofGmgra.)
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that bishops and clerics who wear splendid
clothes, as well as those who anoint themselves with perfumes, ought to
correct this impropriety, since every embellishment and adornment of the
human body is foreign to those in holy orders. But if they insist on doing
so and will not correct themselves, let them be canonized with a suitable
penance. Moreover, the iconomachists, besides rejecting holy icons, rejected also everything making for decency in the matter of clothing, and
were wont to laugh at those wearing cheap or paltry garments (that is why
they were wont to call monks "darlucs," that is to say, wearers of dark-colored clothes, making fun of the decency of the monkish habit, according
to Metaphrastes in his Life of Stephen the Younger); accordingly, T say,
let these men be corrected with a penance, for ever since the beginning
men in holy orders have been wearing humble clothes. Hence St. Basil the
Great (see his Epitomized Def. 49) describes as frippery1 every piece of
clothing that is not designed to meet some need of the body, but only for
embellishment or beautification; and they were not accustomed to weal
garments embroidered with silk (for silkworms are called in Greek seres
after the Seres, or Chinese, who used to cultivate these worms, and from
there they were carried to other regions); nor did they attach to the edges
of their garments pieces of a different color from that of their garrnent~.~
For they had heard from the utterance of the Lord that those wearing soft
clothes are found in palaces, and not in bishoprics and churches. See also
c. XXVTT of the 6th.
CANON XVTT

Some of the monks, after leaving their monasteries, having become imbued
with a yearning to title and with a loaihness to obey, undertake to build
prayer-h()use.s without having the needment,~to finish them. I f , ther~fcm,
anyone shall undertake to do this. let him be prevented by the local bishop.
Rut ifhe has the needments/or their completion, Jet him curry out his plum.
The same rule is to be observed also as regards laymen and clerics.
(c. IV ofllie 4lh; c. XXI of h e 7lh; c. I of die lsl-&-2nd.)

' The word "frippery"' properly signifies any vain and unseasonable thing. Thecor-

responding Greek noun (nerpereia) is derived From the brothers of the Cecropides.
who were named Pcrpcri, who labored vainly and unseasonably, while loving tinworthy persons (according to Dositheus in his Dodecahhlw, p, 5 14). That explains
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why the Apostlc said. "Love is not addicted to frippcy" (I Cor. 1314.Note of Translator-This sentence is mistranslated in the A.Y "charity vanntcth not itself." while in
the R.V. onl! the word "charity " has been corrected LO "love." leaving the incorrect
"vauiitcth not itself' stand as in thc A.V,, in proof of the fact that the translators could
not understand the Greek word at all and were onl) guessing at its meaning. The
Douay Version of h e Roman Catholics is worse yet: it says, "charit\ dedeth no1 perversely." I have taken pains to translate the Greek word perperevetm^here by its nearesl English equivalent simply because i t serves LO show how inep* the Scriptures
have been translated into English by men unfamiliar with the Greek tongue, which
to them is practically a puzzle). or, in other words, it does nothing in vain. Taken in
a broader sense, however, the noun p e r p e m (Like the corresponding English noun
frippery)denotes v a i n g l o ~and ostentation.
For the Bible prohibits the weaving together of different kinds and different colors
of threads in one and the same fabric, where it s q s : "^Tlioushalt not wear a gamicnt
of divers sorts, as of woolen and linen goods together" (Dcut. 22: 11). in. expounding
which divine Isidorus Hie Pelousiok says that Moses wonid not let even linen garmcnls be interwoven with purple and scarlcL h u s inciting his subjects to philosophy.
and banning them even l u x u ~ For
, b\ prohibiting the interweaving or wool and
linen he precluded the manufacture of garments parti-colored or variegated with interwoven threads of different materials. By not allowing purple and scarlet threads
to be woven with linen clothes he prohibited all luxuriousness and adornment of garmcnts. And if God forbids these things to secular Jews, how much more He forbids
diem Lo Christians, and e s p e c i a to His Prelates and Priests! But if these things me
forbidden to Prelates and Priests and Clerics, how much more they are forbidden to
monks and calovers- all of whom have renounced the world and all its fanla?. Hence
die gmienis worn by some monks toda~,which are embellished \vitli more adornment than is to be found even among laymen, are indeed a veritable abomination

Interpretation

Seeing that some ambitious monks inclined to rule and not to obey
others, having left their monasteries: attempt to build payer-houses without having the expenses required to complete them; therefore the present
Canon commands that such persons be prevented by the bishop from
engaging in such an enterprise. But if they have sufficient capital for this
end and the accomplishment of their object, let them undertake the work.
This same rule applies also to laymen or clerics if they undertake to build
oratories.' See also c. IV of the 4th: and c. XXI of the pesent Council.
CANON XVTTI
He ye u n o f f e d n g even to outsiders, says the Apostle (f Cor. 10:32). Rut
for women to be uire//;ng in bi,vhoprics, or in monasteries, is a cause for
weryone \ taking offense. If, there/ore, anyone he caught in po.sses.s~onof a
female slave or of a free woman in a bi.vhopric, or 7n a monastery,forthe performunce of any service, or ministration, let him be penanced; and ;f he persists, let him he deposedfrom office. I f , on the other hand, it should, happen
that in the s u l ~ w h sthere are women,aand a Bishop,or an A bbut, wants to go
to there, while the Bishop or Abbot is present, let no woman perfonn any sort
of service whateverfor him during thai time, but kt her keep to herself in a
different place until the Bishop takes hss departure, to avoid any reproach.
(c, 11 1 of the 1 st: c. V ol' the 6th: c, XXI I of'the 7th: c, XI X or Ancya:
c . XLV of Carthage: c. LXXXIX oCBasil).
It is for this reason. too, that St. Basil the Great says (in his Ascetic Ordinance 10) that
il'any ascetic or caloger would like to become a cleric and be admitted to holy orders:
or craves to become an abbot and the protector of others. he is ailing with a diabolical
disease and is liable lo h e charge of philarcliy (i.e., a peiichanl for ruling others)
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Interpretation

The present Canon prohibits women from being within bishoprics and
monasteries in order to act as servants, since such a thing causes great
scandal and brings great discredit upon prelates and monks both among
secular Chistians and among the heathen. In fact, the Apostle orders us
not to give any offense to even Jews and Cheeks outside the Church, So
if any prelate or abbot should be caught doing this, let him be duly canonized. But if he should persist in doing it and be incorrigible, let him be
deposed from office. If, on the other hand, in the latifunha of a bishopric
or of a monastery there should be any women, and the prelate or the abbot should go there to any part of them, as long as these men are there
the women are not to perform any act of senice, but are to keep away
until they depart, on account of the necessity of avoiding any offense of
reproach. See also c. Ill of the First.
CANON XIX

Among the headmen o f the Church the hatred o f ai~aricehas been abated
to svch an extent that even some o f the men and women c d e d reverent, h m ingforgotten the Lod,'s commandment, have been deceived or misled into allowing she admission,for money of those joining the Sacerdotal Order, or the
monastic life. Tfw result is /hat, as Basil she Great says, what is disreputable
from the start is wholly pjectubk For neither is it possible to sen's both God
and Mammon. I f , dtmfore, anyone befddoiw {his, in case he is a Bishop,
or an Abbot, or anyone in the Priesthood, either let him cease or lei him be deposed in accordance with the second Canon of the holy Council held in Chalcedon; but if the offender is an Abbess, let her be dri~.'euout o f the Nunnery,
and let her be delivered to a different Nunneryfor subordination. Likewise, too,
in the case ofan Abbot "who lacks ordination as a Presbyter. As regcirds property of any kindgwen by parents to their chiidren by way of dowry or personal
belongings that have been dono~edby donatorx who ackn(wl/e&e them to be
things consecrated to God, we h m x decreed that whether they stay or leme,
those things are to remain in the monastery, in accordance with his promise,
unless his departure has been caused by the Prior.
(Ap, c, XXIX; c, TI of the 4th: cc. XXII. XXIIT of the 6th; c, XCT of Basil;
Epistles of Gcnnadius and of Tarasius; Matt. 624.)

Interpretation

"Headman" is a designation for prelates and priests, and for abbots
of monasteries, since they have been appointed to stand at the head of
the laymen, both with respect to the right faith and with respect to good
works. So the present Canon says that inasmuch as these men have been
so overcome by avarice as to take money as an inducement to admit those
coming to the Sacerdotal Order or to monastic life; and thus is fulfilled
in them the saying of St. Basil the Great to the effect that if the beginning
of anything is inefficient and bad, the whole of it thereafter will be inefficient and bad. If any bishop, or abbot in holy orders, or anyone else on
the sacerdotal list, does this hereafter, let him either cease or be deposed
from office, in accordance with c. TT of the 4th C.? which decrees that
anyone is to be deposed from office who in exchange for money should
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nominate even a Prosmonarius.~But if the person doing this be an abbot
not in holy orders2 or an abbess, let them be driven out of their monasteries, and be put in other monasteries, in order to render them obedient, as
not being worthy of the abbotship and of the right to subordinate others,
seeing that they demand money in advance in order to consent to admit
those applying as candidates for the position of caloyer or monk. As for
those things (whether they are chattels. that is to say, or real estate of any
kind) which a person may possess either as dowry from his parents or as
belongings of his own and which he may consecrate to the monastery in
which he has decided to take up his abode as a monk, the present Canon
decrees that these things are to remain inalienable from the monasteryqin
accordance with the promise or vow of the one who consecrated them; no
matter whether he stays in the monastery or departs from it for reasons of
his own and of his own free will. But if he should depart from the monastery in consequence of any occasion (such as we shall mention in the
Interpretation of the following c, XXI of this same 7th) due to the abbot,
he can take them back.4
CANON XX
As from no\\' on we decree that no double monastery is to be made, hecause t h i s becomes a scandal and offense to many persons. Hirt if certain
persom with their relatives choose to renounce the 'world and to follow a
solitary life, the men must retire to a monastery/or men, and the Tromen must
enter a nunnery (or monastery for women). For it is in this dial God takes
pfeaszwe. As for those w h i c h have been double hitherto, lei them be main-

tamed, in accordance with the Canon o f our Holy Father St. Basil, and in
accordance with his injunction lei them be soformulated Let not monks and
nvns dwell in a single monastery. For adultery will creep in where there is
a chance h e to their d w e l h g together. Lei no monk have the liberty to address a nun, or a nun to address a monk, with a view to speaking in private,
Let no monk look into a nunnery, nor lei any nun eat wish a monk alone. And
when the necessaries o f life are being conveyed from she men's quarters to
those of the canonesses, let the abbess of the nunnery receive these outside
the gates with some aged nun. If if should happen ihat any nun should want
to see a monk who i s her relative, let him speak with her briefly and in afew
'words in the pw.vence of the abbess.
(cc. XLVL XLVII of the 6th:cc. XVIII,XX, XXII of the 7th.)
Interpretation

Zonaras asserts that a double monastery was two neighboring monasteries so near together that voices could be heard from one to the other.
Some other authorities, with whom Balsamon agrees, say that it was
one and the same monastery, within which men and women lived in the
same building, though not strangers to another in respect of the flesh,
but relatives of one another, I would say that this second opinion seems
nearer the truth, in so far as it is confirmed by the style in the beginning
and the context of this Canon. But the injunction which the Canon cites
I found a note to the present Canon (apparently due to Zonaras) asking why c, 11
of thc 4th decisively dccrccs that anyonc who ordains or nominates a person for
money shall be deposed from office, whereas this Canon s a y that he must cithcr
cease doing so or be deposed from office. He llien proceeds to solve the perplexili.
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and says that the canon of the 4th is speaking of thosc who ordain others for nionq;
this canon, on the other hand, is spcaking not of thosc who ordain others, but of
those who admit others to h e clergv, which is Laiili~iiounlto saving, of hose who
for money consent to enroll among the clcrgv of any particular church persons who
have already previously been ordained and are clerics, on which account ~ o oit has
prescribed a lighter penally. H becomes pliiiii Iliat Lhis solution is correct also from the
assertion in the Canon, For it s a y that if the person doing this is one on the sacred
list, he is to be deposed (roni ollice, but a priest in general ordains no one a cleric.
Note, however, that according to this Canon those cocnobiarchs and abbots ought to
be driven away from their monasteries who today are trying to possess themselves
of money and who admit thosc persons who apply to thcm with moncv, but without
moncy refuse to admit thcm into the monastery.
' From the present Canon it becomes plain that even a monk who is not in holy orders
may be made the abbot of a monastery. provided he is sensible and prudent and worthy of the abbotship
For this reason the second ordinancc of Titlc I of the Novels decrees that if a monk
leaves one nioiiiisterv and goes lo anolher, his belongings must remain in the firsi
nionastcq. A-nd the hrty-eighth. ordinancc of Titlc I1 of Book I of the Code says
hat those who leave their own monastery are not to take the personal property which
they brought there; no mailer how great Lhe quanlity of it ma! be even though 110
consecratory document concerning them was made out (Photius, Title XI. ch. 4). But
even real estate that anyone consecrates must remain with the nnonasten. For even
the land which Ananias and Sapphira his wife consecrated to God was real estate. On
account, however, of the fact that he kept back part of the price for which he sold it,
thus becoming guilty of theft, he was condemned to an exquisite death (Acts. ch. 5).
' He cannot, however, recover it by himself, on the ground of its having been consccrated to God-and again consecrate to another monastery
In other n~anuscriptsthere is included the addition "and let him depart quickly,"

furtiler below of St. Basil the Great, concerning double monasteries,
proves the first opinion to be most true and incontestable. But whether one
takes it this way or that, the present Canon commands that henceforth such
double monasteries are not to be made, on the ground that they are causes
of scandal. If, nevertheless, certain men and women, who are relatives of
one another, wish to become monks or nuns, as the case may be let the
men go apart to monasteries for men and let the women go to a nunnery, or
monastery exclusively for women: for it is in this way that God is pleased.
But as for all monasteries that have survived till now and are double. let
them live in accordance with the injunction and legislation of St. Basil the
Great, which is as follows, that is to say: monks and nuns are not to be allowed to dwell together in one and the same monastery, because adultery
will follow in the wake of tills dwelling together. Let no monk have the
liberty to speak ptivately with a nun, or a nun with a monk. Let no monk
sleep in a nunnery, nor let one eat with a nun. And when monks from a
monastery are conveying the necessaries of life to the nuns, they are to
leave them outside the doors of the nunnery, and from there the abbess
with some other aged nun is to take them in. But if any monk wishes to
see a nun who is a relative of his. let him see her, and let him speak a few
words to her, with the abbess present, and let him depart quickly.'
This same Basil the Great in his Definitions m Extensa, No. 33, s a y that "in the
conversations which monks have to have with nuns, the persons who are to hold
the conversation oughl to be chosen, as well as a suitable lime and place; and it is
necessary that everything be decent and modest, and above suspicion. So the persons who are to speak together. so Far as respects die monks, ought to be the oldest
ones and modest, and reverent, and sage enough to ask cvcry question and to give a
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reply; as respects the nuns, on the othcr hand, likewise the oldest and sagcst of them
ought to bc chosen. But when they arc conversing two or thrcc monks as well as two
or three nuns ought to be togelher. For two are belter Ihm one, and more credible as
witnesses. One pcrson representing one side, and one pcrson representing the othcr
side must not hold a conversation alone, both on account 01' the suspicion that may
arise therefrom, and because neilher one is credible as a witness Lo what was said. or
even to corroborate each other. As for any other brethren that may need to converse
with any nun, let them not converse with her directly themselves, but only through
the medium of the more aged ones; and let chosen monks offer those things which
they wish to speak about to those chosen and more aged nuns. and let these i n turn
tell the tilings to the sisters tlicy have sought to communicate with. Moreover, even
those monks who take the necessities to the nuns and perform services, ought to be
tried and tested men and modest and well advanced in age, so iis not to rouse any bad
suspicion whatever. This same thing is decreed by him also in his Epitomized Defn'ii Lions; No. 220. I11 his Epitomized Def. No. 28 1. on the oher hand, he decrees that
if two monasteries arc closely adjacent to each othcr. and one of them is poor while
the other has the means, the one having the means of managing to help the poor one.
as having an obligation, ought to lay down or risk its soul in behalf of the othcr, in
accordance with commandment. But if. nevertheless, it fails to do so. the one which
is poor ought to be loiigsuirering, and, imitating Lazarus. it ought to rejoice in the
hope which lies in the future age, on account of this poverty, as the sole comfort and
joy remaining available to hem. I11 agreement with wlial was said abov e by Basil
die Greal with reference to Hie more aged monks who have lo render services lo h e
nuns, St. Nicephorus also decrees something. For he s a y in his c. XXI I that if a presby ter-monk-hat is lo say. a monk-pries4 or hieromonach-who is y oiuig perfomis
services for nuns. one ought not to partake of the Mysteries from him. in order, as it
appears. to be shamed by this and be corrected. And see also the three Canons of John
the Faster found later. and the Footnote to the same c. XXII of Niccphorus.

Concord

The second ordinance of Title T of the Novels also decrees that monks
and nuns must not remain together (Photius, Title XI, ch. 1 ), Perhaps, too,
it may be that even the prophet Zechariah says on this account for the
tribes of Israel to mourn, men separately and women separately, hinting
by means of the word "mourn" at the mournful life of monks and nuns,
and by means of the word "separately" at the fact that men and women
cannot live together in one and the same monastery, according to the decree of the present Canon. "And the land shall mourn, every tribe separately; the tribe of the house of David separately, and their wives apart;.. .
and the tribe of the house of Levi separately, and their wives apart" (Zech.
12:1 2- 1 3y See also cc. XLVI and XLWT of the 6th.
CANON XXI
A monk or nun must not leave his or her mona,s/eryor nunnery, respecli\&
and go away to another. But i f this should occ14t it is necessary thai lie
or she be afforded a hospitable reception as a guest. But it is notfilling i h i
he or she be entered without the approval o f his abbot, or o f her abbess, as
the case may be.
c . IV of the 4th; c. XIX of the 7th; cc. IIl, IV V of the 1st-&Ad;
c.

LXXXVHI of Carthagc.)
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that a monk or nun must not leave that
monastery or nunnery in which he or she, respectively, has been tonsured,
?

Just as Basil Hie Great cites this passage in regard lo such a mailer idso in his discourse on Virginie,
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and go to another. But if anyone should do this, such a one ought to be
received as a guest and hospitably treated by the Fathers o f that strange
monastery (or the Mothers of that strange nunnery, as the case may be)
for some days (lest as one not accorded a proper welcome he or she be
compelled to betake himself or herself to the world and to associate with
indifferent persons). Nevertheless, he or she must not be held to be eurolled in the brotherhood or sisterhood there, as the case may be, without
the approval and a dimissory letter from his own abbot (or from her own
abbess, if it be a nun).'
Concord

Canon 1V of the 1st-&-2nd C. excommunicates any monk who departs from his monastery and goes to another monastery, or to a worldly
shelter, and even the person who welcomes and admits him, except only
in case the prelate wished to transfer him to a different location, either
for improvement of another monastery or for salvation of some family.
For in that case the monks and those admitting him are not responsible.
Moreover, c. LXXXV111 of Carthage commands that a stranger must not
communicate with a monk unless the laity themselves with that bishop
who has admitted him from a monastery belonging to another province
and makes him a cleric, or an abbot of his own monastery, and the monk
in question, it says, shall be neither a cleric nor an abbot. And c. IV of the
4th decrees that monks must not leave their monasteries miless they be
allowed to do so by the bishop for a necessary need. Canon 111 of the 1st&-2nd, on the other hand, excommunicates any abbot who fails to bring
back to his monastery his escaped monks.'
CANON XXTT

For everyfhrng to be dedicated to God, and not to be slavishly subject to
one^ 0M.nwill, I S undoubtedly a ywat thing in itself. For 'whetheryou are eating or you are drinking, the divine Apo.vtle says, you are doing everything,for
the glory of God. Christ, therefore, o w God, in His Gospels has ordered us to
cvt out the origins ofsinx. For not only 1.s adultery chastised by Him, hut even
a mental tendency to attempt adultery i.s condemned, in that He says: "Whosoever look& on u 'womanto lust after her huth committedadidtery with her
already m his heart" (Matt. 5:28). Taking a cuefrom this assertion, we ought
to purify our tho~sghts."All things are lawful, but not all things are ex@en!" (1Cot 1O:Z3), we are taught by an Apostolic utterance. It is thefefore
ind6spensabJe for every man to eal in order to live. Accordingly, for those
whose life 1s one ofmarriage and children andpoplar amusement it is proper for men and women l o eat in mixed company, though lo avoid cahmny and
reproach they ought to takefood merely in order to obtain nourishment, and
not for the enjoyment of it, and in absence of theatrical arts, or what may be
called Satanic songs, music o f h a p , and whorish twistings of fhe body. For
upon such as participate in these things the pmphe;cc curse descends speaki?zgasfollows: "Woe unto them who drink wine with harp and lute, but regard not the work of the L o 4 neither have considered the works of his hands
The imperial laws also decree the following supplementary provision: that parents
may not take those children 01' theirs away iiron-i monasteries who have chosen the
monastic life- but must ncverthcless bestow upon them whatever legacy belongs to
them, even though any cause (i.e., blame or accusation) had been incurred by them
previous to their becoming monks (or nuns). Read also the testimony of St. Chp-sostom in the Footnote to c. XV of Gangra.
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view of the fact that the present Canon was set forth and promulgated in an indefinite manner, without exhibiting the reasons on account of which one may depart
from his iiionaskn, aRer doing as much research as we could, vie discovered the
following rcasons, to wit: 1) a monk may- dcpart from his monastery if the abbot is a
heretic. according LO c. XVII oCNicephorus; 2) ii'vwmen enter the monastery. according lo the same c. ofNicepliorus; 3) ifworldly children are being tauglil lelters in Lhe
monastet~;since through these children whatever occurs in the monastery becomes
published abroad, according to the same Canon oCNicephoms~addalso that it is on
account of the scandal arising thcrcfroni. But Basil the Great (scc his Def, in Ex-,
No. 36) allows a monk to depart from his monastery only for one reason, which is
to say, if he has any psychical injury which, he says, he ought first to reveal to those
possessing the power or ability to correct it. and if thcv fail to correct, then he is to
separate. no longer as from bre k e n . bill as from strangers. But if any monk 011 account of the unsettled condition and frivolity of his mind, and not. that is to say, on
account ol'any m j i q departs horn his moiiasten. lie must eidier cure his illness and
unsettled condition, by persisting in the monastery, or. if he is unwilling to be cured
in this manner, he is to be refused admittance to aiy other monastery. Another reasonable cause for separation and departure. however. is mentioned by the samc Saint:
reason and teaching will admit no excuse othcr than injury of the soul-that is to say.
die reason we have mentioned (but if 011 account of the Lord's commandment another
brother goes to anothcr place, these brethren arc not separating from each other, but.
011 the contraq~they are iulfilling an economy). I11 agreement with divine Basil c. VI
ofNicepliorus also decrees thai if anyone is injured psychically, he ought to tell about
his in-juryto the prior, and ifhe fails to correct it, yet the danger is evident, let him depart from the monastery. Even though the abbot places him under bond not to depart,
he must pay no attention to this bond, but must depart anyhow, Some authorities also
add another reasonable cause tor departure, vi?.., it' at any time any obedientiary and
cocnobitc should prove worthy for quietude; for then and in that case he may lcavc
nilh the permission oi'tlie abbot, in order h a t he may converse with God alone all by
himself. ill accordance with what John of h e Climax says (in his discourse conceni ing obedience). Nevertheless, close attention must be paid to this point, since it is
not for even monk hat departure and quietude are possible. So much For voliintq
departure. For against his will and involuntarily even an abbot may be driven from
his monastery and shut up in another if he accepts man? for admitting those who
intend to betake thcmsclvcs to a monastic life. according to c XIX of the prcscnt C.
And one who is tonsured without a sponsor is sent to anothcr monastery, according to
c. I1 of thc 1st-&-2nd; and one who is tonsured without first undergoing Ihrcc years'
trial and tcst, according to c. V of the samc. And with the ob,jcct of improvement and
correction, a prelate may transfer irtuous monks, according to c. IV of the same.
I11

com/~rehendinxty"(isa. 5: 12). And i f there ever s h o d / be .wch among the
Chrivtiuns, let them correct them.ve/~~es
or he corrected; hut if not, let the
rnlss laid down by those before nx canonical?}^ amipromulgatedprevuil in
regard to them. Rut as for those persons w h . w life ?.v quiet and monotonous,
he who haspined hands with the Iiord God ' ' o q h t to hear the yoke soliiarv.. as he sitteih alone and brood& in silence" (Lam.o f Jer. 3:27-2%.
& what is more evenfor those who have chosen a&est$lifi, it i s not at
all permissib la for them to eat privately in the company of'women, unless it
be someivhefv together with God-bearings and reveren~men and women, in
order thai the banquet itselfmay lead to some spiritual guidance. A d in the
case o f relatives, too, Jet him do the same. I f again, during ajourney a monk
or a priestly man shoddhappen to be in wan! of what he needs, andas a matter of necessity wishes to put up somewhere, be it at an inn or in someone's
home, he is to have the right to do this, on the ground of the exigency.:
I

Tn other n~anuscriptsit reads "God-fearing," which appears to be more correct,
In other manuscripts it says in addition. "only let it be done with reverence." as Zonaras also interprets it.

CONCERNING THE SO-CALLED
FIRST - AND - SECOND COUNCIL

PROLEGOMENA

This Council is given this title by Zonaras, Balsamon, Blastaris, and
others. The great and holy First-and-Second Council, which was held in
Constantinople in the all-venerable temple of the holy Apostles,' was assembled in the time of Emperor Michael, the son of Theophilus, and of
Bardas Caesar? his uncle on his mother's side, in A.D. 86 1 . 2 It was attended by three hundred and eighteen Fathers, among whom3 the most
distinguished were: Most holy Photius, patriarch of Constantinople, who
had been elevated anew to the throne of Constantinople at that time after
divine Tgnatius had been exited to Mitylene, by force and power of Caesar
Bardas; and the legates, or deputies, of Pope Nicholas, namely, Rodoald
of Porto and Zacharias of Anagnoea, who were then in Constantinople
The reason why it is called the
on a mission against the icon~machists.~
First-and-Second Council is, according to Zonaras, Balsamon, Blastaris,
and Milias (p. 920 of the second volume of the Conciliar Records) as
follows. There was hold a first convention of this Council. and after the
Orthodox participants engaged in a discussion with the heterodox participants (perhaps these were the remnants that had remained from the
iconomachists, as we have said), and the Orthodox members won and the
heterodox were defeated, it was decided to keep a written record of everything that had been asserted in the Council, in order that it might remain
certain and sure. But the heretics, being discomfited averse to having
these records preserved, lest they be seen to have been defeated, and lest
in consequence they be expelled from the Church and the congregation of
the faithful, made such a disturbance and fight, even drawing knives and
engaging in murderous assaults, that the first convention was dissolved
any definition and result being committed to writing. After some time had
passed, a second convention of the same Council, and again there was a
discussion of the Orthodox participants with the heretics concerning the
same subjects: and at this meeting the dogmas asserted concerning belief

' Dositlieus (page 702 of the Dodecabiblus). 1 know not how. asserts that this Council

was held in the temple of Holy Wisdom (usually, but improperly, called St. Sophia
in English). But perhaps it is cither an oversight, or perhaps this Council met first in
the temple of Holy Wisdom; but the second time in the temple of the holy Apostles.
Or it may be that it is simply a typographical error on that same page where there is
obviously and indisputably a typographical error saying. "Fifth and second," instead
of Tirst-and-Second so-called Council." And see this corrected on page 728 of the

same Dodccabiblus.
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^ That is the ?car in which Dosithcus says that it was held ( h d ) But Blastaris says in
the year 863 Illustrious Theotokcs. however, agrees with Dositheus (page 11 of the
second volume of the Octateuch concerning reporters).
Dositheus says that this was the number present.
There were two reasons, says Dosithens (page 702 in the Dodecabiblus), why the
present Council was held: either (as some assert) the fact that after Bardas had exiled
divine I p t i u s because the latter refused to administer con~inunioiito him on the
day of Theophany, 011 the ground that 11c had thrust his wife away and was suspected
of fornicating with his sister-in-law, he forcibly and domineeringly elevated to the
throne of Constantinople most wise Pl~otius,who was Chief Secretary (or, as the
Greek language of that period has it from the Latin, Protosecretes or Protosicrites).
The supporters of Bardas persuaded the legates of Pope Nicholas. who had been sent
there on a mission against the iconomachists, to convoke and assemble the present
Council, and indeed bringing Ignatius from Mityleiie, they deposed him in his presence. Hence Balsamon too says that this Council acted against Ignatius; and so does
Nicetas David the Paphlagonian who wrote the biography of Ignatius. Or (as others
insist) the fact that in order to exterminate the iconomachists or to get rid of them
entirely, and in order to put an end to the schism wliich had occurred in the Church 011
account of the two Patriarchs Igiiatius and Pliotius. Emperor Michael sent magistrates
to Rome with gifts and brought tlie legates of the Pope. But after tlie Council ended.
Emperor Michael sent two Tomes to Pope Nicholas~onecontaining the transactions concerning the holy icon, the other containing the deposition of Ignatius. At the
same time it is to be remarked that he also sent letters through Leo the Secretac (or
Aswritex), as plainly' to be seen from the tenth letter of Nicholas, to be found on page
486 of die sixth volume of the minutes published by Vinius. But Cave is not right in
stating that Adrian was Pope at the time of this Council; for Nicholas was Pope, as it
is plain from the second letter of Nicholas to Michael, to be found on page 489 of the
said volume, and from the seventh. to be found on page 495,
'In its first convention Ignatius was deposed in his presence, and the throne of Constantinople was confirmed to Photitis: according to what is said by Cedrinus in die
sixth volume of the said minutes, and b\ Zonaras (page 162 of the second volume of
his Chronicles), and by Pope Nicholas (tenth letter to die Patriarchs of the East. See
also page 486 of the sixth volume of tlie minutes above mentioned).

were written up. Hence, this Council having on this account been properly
and truly but one, it was styled the First-and-Second because of the circumstance of its having held a first and a second convention. At its second
convention the present seventeen Canons were promulgated, which are
essential to the decorum and regulation of the Church, being corroborated
and confirmed by the Nornocanon of Photius; by the interpreters of the
Canons, and by the whole Church. Note, however, that in some manuscript codices there are thirty Canons bearing an inscription in the name
of the present Council: but we have interpreted only those recognized by
the Church and interpreted by the exegetes; as for the others, we have left
them out on the ground that the Church does not recognize thern.l The
present Council has been assigned by all commentators a place preceding the other local Councils held previously to this one; either because of
its having been a large one and one more numerously attended than were
those, or rather because it followed immediately ill the wake of Seventh
Eciitn. Council both in respect of the date and in that it was convoked
against the same iconomachists as those against whom that one was convoked, and, in a way, this Council was, in that respect, a continuation or
successor of that one.2

' Note that three Councils were held in the days of St. Photius. The first one was the
present Council; the second one was the Council held in the year 869 against Photius
himself; and the third one was the Council wliich coincncd in 879 in behalf of Photius
and concerning which we shdl have something to say separately further on. So those
authors erred. who. without having duly examined the matter, called the Council
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held against Photius the first-and-sccond or said that this First-and-Sccond Council,
was held in the !car 868, or 869, which is the year assigned by those supposed that
these two distinct Councils were one and the same as that held against Photius. For
the First-and-Second Council was assembled, as we liave said, during the reign of
Emperor Michael in the second year of Basil the Macedonian. At this Council 3 18
Fathers were present, but at the former only 102. According to the librarian (or biblwthecuri~is)
Anastasius (page 713 of tlie Dodecabiblus of Dosithcus) no minutes of
this one arc extant, whereas of the former Council ten Acts have been preserved. The
present Council was lield in the time of Pope Nicholas, whereas the fanner was lield
in the time ofAdrian 11. This Council issued seventeen Canons: the fornier. fourteen,
all of which are different from those of the present seventeen. The present Council is
called only the Great First-and-Second Council, whereas die former, though unreasonably, was magnified by being dubbed the Eighth Ecunienical. Tlic present Council
was sanctioned and confirmed by one which convened in Holy Wisdom (improperly
called St. Sophia in English): whereas the former and its proceedings were so utterh
invalidated that it was ruled that it should stand rescinded and repudiated and not be
called a council at all or be numbered among the Councils. And in general it ma! be
said that the present Council asserted nothing against Photiiis; wherefore its Canons
are corroborated and referred to by Photius himself in his Nornocanon (something he
would not liave done if this Council had been against him or opposed to him): the
former Council, on the other hand. though it was held illegally and factitiously and
venomousl> against Photius. and blurted man? blasphemies against his holiness, yet
it did but one thing that was right, to wit. it affirmed and confirmed the Creed (or
Symbol of the faith) uiiinnovated and without the addition (of F s l k q e } , For it says
that "the Definition of the same eighth Ecumenical Council was read. containing the
Creed, and (containing) a confession that it recognizes the seven previous Ecumenical Councils, and anathematizes those whom these latter anathematized." And, a little
later, when this was read. the Council declared: "All of us entertain these views; all
of us cherish these beliefs." And please note that in these words the ancient (i.e., old
established) tenets were corroborated. and concerning the addition no mention was
made. Hence it is evident that Andrew of Rliodes lied when he said at the seventh
convention of the Council lield in Florence that the Council held against Pliotius
knew about the Creed with the addition. As for the fact that our Greeks did not have
the minutes of the pseudo-Council held against Photius, this was confessed by St.
Mark of Ephesus in the sixth Act ofthe Council held in Florence, As for the fact that
its minutes were destroyed, and that in their stead fraudulent and illegal ones were
foisted in by the Latins, it is attested bv Dositheus (p. 709 of the Doclecahshlus}. Note,
however, that although we said hereinabove that the minutes of the First-and-Second
Council arc not extant. yet some persons assert that these were printed in Moutene in
the year 1708 by Benedict Bachinius, And sec the Note on page 77 ofthe first volume
concerning authors of the Church by Cave
^ThisFirst-and-Second Council is referred to by Nicctas in his biography of Ignatius,
and by George Cedrinns (page 55 I of the Paris edition),

THE SEVENTEEN CANONS
OF THE SO-CALLED FIRST-AND-SECOND COUNCIL
HELD IN T H E TEMPLE OFTHE HOLY APOSTLES
INTERPRETED

CANON 1
The bziilding of monasteries, which is somethingso seemly andhonorabk,
and fish* excogitated!by our b/i.v.vfiilawl devout fathers o f old,is seen to be
done wrongly today- For some men, bestowing the name ofmonastery on their
own popery anddomain, and pfomisjng God to sanctify this, have recorded
themselves as owners of the c o n s e c r a t e d lands and buildings, and hme contrivedfo devi,seaway in iv h;ch to devote them to a divine purpose in name only.
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For they do not blush to assume the same authority over them after the
consecration as they could have exercised before this without overstepping
their rights. And so much commercialized has the thing become that many
of'the lands and hutfdings consecrated are being sold openly the consecrators them,seives,
inspiring beholders with amazemnt and indignation. And
noi only have they no regref,fiw whaf they have done in appmpfiaimg to
themselves authorify over whai was dedicated to God once, but they even
fearlessly confer it upon others. For these reasons, then, the holy Council has
decreed that no one shall have a rfgh;to build a monastery without the consent and approval oj'the bishop. With his know ledge and permission, after he
has executed the necessaryprayer, as was w i n e d legislatively by the Godbelovedfathers of olden times, they may build a monastery together with all
its accessories, recording everything belonging thereto in a breve and depos ding the latter in the archives of the bishopric; the consecrator having no
right whatever io make himselfan abbot, or anyone else in his stead, without
the convent of the bishop. For i f one is no longer abh to exercise ownership
over what he has given away to some other human being, h o w can one he
conceded the right to appropriate the ownership of whut he has sanctified
and dedicated to God?
(cc. IV, XXIV of the 4th: c. XLIX of the 6th; c c . XII. XIII. XVII, XIX of the 7th;
c . II of Cyril.)

Interpretation

In view of the fact that some persons who built monasteries and consecrated their goods to them, again after the consecration not only exercised
ownership over them, but even sold them and made others their owners,
on this account the present Canon decrees that every monastery shall be
built with permission and approval of the local bishop; who is to execute
the usual prayer when i t s foundations are being laid. It is to be recorded,
moreover, in a breve.' or, more plainly speaking, in a small and brief codex, what goes to make up both the newly built monastery itself and all the
chattels and real estate that have been dedicated to it either by the one who
has built it or by other Christians. And that codex is to be securely kept in
the bishopric or metropolis, in order that the one who has dedicated it may
not thereafter remove anything therefrom and take it away. In fact, the
founder and dedicator of a monastery is to be so estranged therefrom that
neither he himself can become the abbot of it, without the approval of the
bishop, nor can he appoint anyone else abbot of it, on the alleged ground
that it belongs to him,2 since if what one gives away to another human
being can no longer be reclaimed and taken back, how can one who has
dedicated those throbs once to God take control of them again? For such a
person would be considered a sacrilegist and would be liable to stand trial
as such and receive the sentence of Ananias and Sapphira.
I

Brcvc is a Latin word derived from the verb brcvw, from which comcs the English
verb abbreviate and which signifies to cut short The signification of the word brcvc
here is a bncf and comprehensive memorandum or record- or what used to be called
a codex, but is now commonly called a brief (or brief of title)
This same rule ought to be observed also in regard to those who build sketes or dedicate things thereto or to divine templcs. or any other things dedicated to God. For
after dedication none of them can have control of the things dedicated.
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CANON ll
In view of the fact fhat some men pretend to take up the life ofso/ifude,
not in order to become purely secants of Cod, but in order that in addition
to and by v i m e of' she grave appearance of'ihe habit they may acquire the
glory and mien of reverence, and find hence away of enjoying in abundance
the pleasures connected therewith, and, only sacrificing their hair, they
spend their time in their own homes, without ft~ffillingany ser\)ice or status
whatever o f monks, the, holy Council has decreed that no one at all shall ussume the monachal hahit without the pwseme of /he person to whom he owes
allegiance and who i,s to act as his superior or abbot and to providefor the
salvation {$his soul, by which is meant a God-beloved man at the head ofa
monastery and capable ofsa*
a soul that has but recently offered itself' to
Christ, $anyone be caught tenswing aperson without the presence of the
abbot who ix to have chafge of him, he shall be deposed from office on the
ground that he is disobeying the Canons and offending q a i m t monachal
decorr~rn,while the one who has been il/ogicuUy and irregularly tonstired
shall he consigned to whatever a//egiance and mona.~/erythe local bishop
may see fit. ^'or indiscreet and precarious tonsures have both dishonored the
monachal hahii and caused he name of Christ t o be blasphemed

Interpretation

Some persons, wishing to have the world pay them reverence (or ac-

tuated by some, ailment or sorrow), become monks hypocritically; but
after becoming such, go back and again stay in their homes in the world,
without observing any monachal formality and canon.' So by way of preventing the occurrence of this impropriety the present Canon decrees that
no priest or even chief priest shall tonsure a monk without a senior and
spiritual sponsor being present who is to undertake the care of his soul's
salvation, a man, that is to say, who is beloved of God2 and at the head
of a monastery, and fitted to guide newly-trained and beginning monks
to salvation. If nevertheless anyone should do so, let him be deposed as
a transgressor of the canons and of monachal decorum, and let the one
tonsured without a sponsor be placed in subordination to another inonastery, to any other, that is to say, that the bishop may see fit, since faulty
and illogically performed tonsures of monks not only have disgraced the
most honorable habit of monks, but lead infidels to blaspheme the name
of Christ, when they see the monks living so irregularly and indifferently. '
Note, however, that even one who succeeds in becoming a monk without
a sponsor and a senior can no longer take off the habit, but, still wearing
it, he is merely turned over to another monastery. See also the Footnote to
c. XXI of the 7th.
CANON HI

Even this is wrong when if is done, but what is much worse, when over
looked and neglected, has beenid@ to need correction, in order that anyone who is the head uf'a monastery shall not fail to seek with great diligence
to recover monks ranged under him that have run away, or uponjindina, them
shall m f a i i to take them back, and io r c p i n them by subjecting the diseased
'The canon of megaloscheme and perfect monks requires, according to the Hol)
Fathers, that thcy execute genuflections eve^ twenty-four hours, or, more cxplicitly speaking, that thcy perform three hundred greater (i ,e .prostrate) mctanics (sec
Philocal. p. 1053. but according to the authorities in Mount Athos, one hundred and
twene genuflectionsand twelve full rosaries of lesser (i.e., bowing) metames. As for
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microschemes and staurophorcs, on the other hand, one hundred genuflections and
three rosaries of vows. As regards all illiterate monks who cannot even read or listen
attentively when they hear their f o r m u l q of devotion, in the case of Matins they
must pass thirty rosaries standing up and saying at even- bead, "Lord Jesus Christ,
Son of God. have mercy on me."' In the casc of Hours. ten rosaries: in the case of
Vespers. ten; and in the case of the Compline. ten, as prescribed by the canonics in
the Holy Mountain. As to when the aforesaid Canon is applicable, and when it is not
applicable, sec c. XX of the First.

This same ward and these same virtues that are mentioned in the present Canon are used
and demanded by St. Basil the Great in stating what qualification one who intends to
be a senior and spiritual father must have; in his ascetic discourse, which commences
with the words "Come all ye who toil," and in which he says to the one who is going
to become an obedientiary: "Take great care and foresight. 0 brother. to find an unerring teacher and guide of thy conduct ill life who knows rightly how to guide those who
are journeying to God and who is adorned with virtues, and whose works bear witness
that he loves God, and who possesses knowledge of the divine Scriptures, one who is
not avaricious, one who i s undistracted, quiet, beloved of God,loving the poor, slow to
anger, fend of edifying those who come near him and.. . etc. And; generally speaking. a
man of many virtues, in order that thou may become an heir to the spiritual goods that
are in lum." St. Callistus Xanthopoulos (in ch. 14, in the Phtloca!.. p. 602); in explaining what sort of person an unerring senior is, s a y that he is one who adduces testimony
from the sacred Scriptures in regard to whatever he asserts. So after any aspirant has
found such a senior and has yielded hinnselt'up to him, he must folloi+ his instructions.
And. to repeat \+hat St. Basil the Great has said. whatever lie says must be put into effect, like a law and a canon. But since we have stated what virtues a senior ought to
have. we shall do well to state in brief also what sort of virtues the obedientiary ought
to have. Well, then. Basil the Great (see his Defin, in Extenso 26 and 46) says that an
obedientiary must not keep to himself any secret move, but must reveal the hidden matters ofhis heart in spoken words, and must mention every one of his sins to his superior,
either by telling it himself to him directly or through the agency of other brethren who
are aware of the sin in question, ifthey cannot cure it by themselves alone. The confession of obedientiaries is mentioned as necessary also by Callistus in ch. 15 and before
him by John Climax in. his fourth discourse on submissivcness, Besides confession
Callistus adds four other things which are necessary to an obedientiary, having borrowed these from Climax, They are: That he have implicit faith in his superior senior,
deeming that in looking at and submitting to him he is looking at and submitting to
Christ Hin~self.That he tell the truth in all that he says and all that he does. and not
say things that are contrary to what he really thinks. That he insist not on having his
own way or doing his own will. and that he refrain from giving voice to objections or
gainsaying. But John Climax, in addition to these five points which we have mentioned.
asserts that an obedicntiary ought to cherish sun; love for his senior, without which.
he says. he should wonder how the obedientiaq could escape from spending his time
vainly in the place where he is staying. when he is united with his senior with a fictitious and feigned bond of allegiance. He also asserts this. that we ought not to examine
and condemn our seniors if we see that they have some pet@ faults as human beings.
' Note that according to this Canon the one tonsuring and the senior sponsoring the
man undergoing tonsure must be two different persons. If anyone acts both as tonsurer and as senior, he makes himself liable to the discipline of the Canon, unless it
be done as a matter of great necessity, there being no one else. Hcncc I wonder how
Symcon of Thcssalonica (ch 272) said, without even mentioning this casc of great
necessity, that the same priest ma! become a sponsor and father as well as tonsurer
of a monk, a thing which is contrary to this Canon. On this account those words of
Symcon must imply the subauditur "in casc of necessity." As for the requirement
that both the sponsor of the monk and the priest tonsuring the latter must wear the
same habit as the monk in question is about to take. that of a megaloscheme. say.
or of a staurophore, this, I say, notwithstanding that we have not received it from
an! Canon. ought nevertheless to be observed in practice because of the t k t that
this custom has come to prevail as a matter of tradition. In fact. most holy Patriarch
Lucas (or Luke), together with die Synod attending him- in solving certain questions preserved in manuscripts, says anent this custom: "As respects the tonsure of a
mcgaloscl~emcperformed by a mcw+Ne (i.e.. a staurophorc priest) there is always
some doubt. Rather lucky, however, I have been in coming across a Canon purporting
to be one of Patriarch Nicephorus, in which it i s expressly stated that a megalo-
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scheme must be tonsiiicd by a mcgaloschcmc priest, because one can only give what
he possesses. To us, however, it appears that it is the part of a priest to tonsure others.
not because of 111s bemg a monk, but because of his being a p e s t . no matter of what
habit he be. Nevertheless, if the mind of the man who is about to become a monk
is shaken by doubts. let him be tonsurcd by a incgaloschemc priest (unless there be
some obstacle or necessity to preclude this) as a matter of preventing hesitation, and
not as a matter of yielding to necessity

part to proper and suitable medical treatment of'the offense, and striving to
strengthen it. The holy Council has decreed that onefailing to do so shall be
subject to excommunication. For f a man who has undertaken the protection
of irrational animals and woefully neglects his,flock is not left unpunished, if'
any man who has been entrusted with the pastoral rulership of the cattle of
Christ suavely and indolently betrays their salvation, he will .su;Â¥elcollect
puni,shn?en/furhis daring action. Bid if any monk refuses to come back when
called upon to do so, he shall be excommunicated by the bishop.
(c. IV of the 4th; ec.Xffl. XIX. XXI ofthe 7th; c. LXXXVIII of Cartilage.)

Interpretation

The present Canon prohibits monks from fleeing from their own
monasteries and going to other monasteries, or wandering about here and
there. If some irregular monks do this, it subjects the abbot of the monastery to the penalty of excommunication if he fait to endeavor with great
diligence to find the runaways. or. in other words, those monies of his who
have fled; and if after finding them he fails to make every effort to bring
them back, and to cure them each according to the psychical ailment affectiiig hire. For if a tender of irrational animals is punished for neglecting
to watch them, how much more one shall be chastised who is tending the
sheep of Christ and through In's own negligence sells away their salvation
which Chnst has bought with His blood! But if the monk being sought and
begged to come back proves disobedient, let him be excommunicated by
the bishop. Read also c. XXI of the 7th.
CANON I V

The Evil One has striven in many ways lo render ihe respectable habit o f
the m u ~ an
h object o f reproach, and he hasfound ready assistance in this to
resdt from the opportundy afforded by the heresy which has seized contra!
qfthings. For the men who are living monastically abandon their own monafiteries under the stress of heresy, some going to other monasteries and some
falling into the resorts ofworldly men. fiut this is deplorable when what was
then being done for pieiy 's sake made them appear to deserve felicitation,
but has now degenerated into an illogical custom which makes them appear
ridiculous. For in spite o f thefact that piety has spread into e v q corner and
the C%urehhas got rid ofscandals, yet some men who have deserted their o w
monasteries, and like an u m e s t r a ~ u b l estream are pouring andfluwing into
other channels, now arc ftlhng the monasteries with great indecomm, and
introducing disorder into these with their riotous entrance, and are distracting and disorganizing h e decorous element ~ ~ f ' s ~ h m veness.
issi
But by way o f
halting the restless and unre,strainablerush the holy Council has decreed that
ifany monk runs envoyfrom his own monastery' to another or riotously enters
a worldly resort, both he himselfand the one wi~eivinghim shall he excomminicated until the abscomfer has returnee/ to the monastery' which he has
wronglyfallen out of Hut i f , in any particular case, the bishop should wish to
send m a y to another monastery some uf the monks ofproven reverence and
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decorousness of I+ for the purpose o f stocking the other monastery, or
should wish io transfer them even to a mundane house for the purpose o f
compassing the salvation of the inmates thereof by eJstub/ishingthe monks
therein, or should seefii to place them elsewhere, this course shall not render
either the monks or the ones receiving them subject to any penalty.
(c. IV of the 4th: cc. XIX, XXI of the 7th: c, LXXXVI [ I of Carthage.)

Interpretation

Since in the time of iconoinachy monks were being driven away by
the iconomachists and iconomachs, and were leaving their monasteries,
and were either going to other monasteries (see c. XI11 of the 7th) or were
taking refuge in worldly resorts, and, having grown accustomed from
that time continued doing so even in the time of Orthodoxy, leaving their
monasteries and like an unrestrainable river streaming from monastery to
monastery and from place to place, they not only deprived monasteries of
their ornaments (for the ornament of a monastery is the condition of having monks stay in permanently in quietude and not keep going away), but
also caused many irregularities and corrupt manners and various undesirable changes in them with a splurge of pleasure (for this is what is denoted
by the word "riotous"). So, in order to prevent such an evil as this, the
Council in the present Canon excommunicates both monks fleeing from
their monasteries and any persons who may offer them shelter: whether
these persons be monks belonging to another monastery, or worldlings,
until such time as the former return to their own monasteries. Tf,however,
the local bishop or chief priest should desire to transfer reverent and virtuous monks to any other monastery for the improvement of the latter and its
regularization, or to a worldly habitation for the salvation of those dwelling therein, or to any other place, then and in that case neither the monks
going there nor the persons admitting them are liable to excommunication. Read also c. XXT of the 7th.
CANON V
W efind that indiscreet and unappm19edrenunciations arc ravaging monacha! decorum to a great extent. For some men impei~;ous/yflingingthemselves into the solitary mode o f life, and owing to the roughness and pain-

fulness of asceticism giving it scant affection, wretchedly relapse again into
flesh-loving and pleasurable life. The holy Council has therefore decreed
that no one shall lay claim to the monachal habit until after the expiration of
the term ofthree years allowed them to pmve their worthiness they turn out
to be adequate and fit to take up such a mode o f life in earnest', and it has
bidden this to prevail by all means as the rule; unless, nevertheless, it should
so happen anywhere that some grave disease has overtaken the person, making it necessary to shorten the period o f his trial; or unless, nevertheless,
there should be anywhere a man so reverent as to lead a monachal life even
in a worldly habitÃ‘fo in the case o f such a man even ci six months 'period
oftrial is sufficient for a thorough test. Ifanyom does anything contrary to
these words, the abbot, on the one hand, shall pay the penalty by fiqfhUing
his abbotshipfar his irregularity and be compelled to condvcf himselfas an
obedientiary; the monk, on the other hand, shall he c o r n e d to another
mows tery which observes monachai strictness.
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Interpretation

Since some men, without first making a test, but on the spur of the
moment, or rather to say rashly and irregularly become monks, and afterwards, being unable to bear the toil and moil of monkish ways, they return
again to their former flesh-loving and worldly life, for this reason the present Canon decrees that no one shall become a monk unless he is first tried
out for three yeas without fail, except only that the period of three years
may be shortened whenever anyone incurs a grave disease or illness, and
except only if someone be so reverent even when he is living in the world
that he actually lives a monkish life, for as regards him even six months
only are enough for a test of his worthiness. As for any abbot, on the other
hand, who tonsures a monk before the expiration of those three years, he
himself shall forfeit his abbotship, and shall be made an obedientiary by
way of punishment for his disorderliness; while the newly -tonsured monk
shall be given to another monastery which observes monkish austerity.'
Note that not if one does succeed in becoming a monk without undergoing
the three years' trial, he cannot thereafter divest himself of the habit, but
can only be turned over to another monastery. See the Footnote to c. XXI
of the 7th, and c. XXI itself.
CANON VI
Monks ovvhf not to have anything of' their own Everything of' theirs
ought io be assigned to the monastery, h'or b/i.v.~fu/Luke says concerning
those who behove in Christ and conform to the monks 'way oflife: "Neither
said any uf'ihem that a w h t of the things which he possessed was his own;
but, on the contrary, they held everything in common" (Acts 4:32). Wherefore unto those wishing to lead the monastic /if& permission is given to dispose of theirproperty to whateverpersons they may wish, so long, that is to
say, as the properiy may he legally transferfed to them.For after their entering upon the monastic life the monastery' has the ownership of all they bring
with them, and they have nothing of their own to Itwry about other than
what they have been allowed io dispose o f heforehand. Jfanyone he caught
appropriating or claiming any po,s,session thai has not been made over mid
conveyed to the monastery, and re veded to he enslaved fo the passion o f love
of'property, that possession shall be seized by the abbot or bishop, and s h d
be sold in ihe presence o f many persons, and the proceeds ( h e r e r n.dm// he
dis/rIhuted to the poor and indigent. As for anyone who shall meddate holding back any such possession, after the fashion oj'Ananias of old, the holy
Council has decreed that he shall be chastened with a suitable discipline. it
is to be understood, moreover,thai whatever rules the holy Council h a s made
in regard to men who are leading the monastic life o f monks, the same rules
apply also to women who are leading the monastic life o f nuns,

Interpretation
The present Canon decrees that monks, as being dead to the world,
ought not to have any private property, but, on the contrary, ought to
dedicate all their real and personal property to the monastery where they
have been tonsured: in order that in them may be fulfilled that which the

' Taking a cue from the penalty

provided b\ the present Canon, let the priors and
abbots of monasteries of the present day take heed and correct the impropriety
those arc guilty of who welconic m w newly arrivcd from the world and utterly
ignorant of what habit of a monk means and after a few d a y put the holy habit on
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them, and thereafter allow them to conduct themselves in life indifferently For these
arc truly indiscreet and untested renunciations which have corrupted the decorum of
monks and also cause both die seniors and the obedientiaries a loss of souls. Note, on
die other hand, that even the tl~irteentl~
ordinance of Title I of the Novels prescribes
that candidates shall remain in a monastery for three years standing the test with
worldly clothes (sec the Footnote to c. XLV of the 6th): no matter whether they be
slaves or freemen, confessing both their fortune and the reason why they desire to bccome monks: and after the three years arc up, ifthcy prove to be worthy to be monks.
they are to be liberated from slavery, even though they be not concerned about this for
a little while. But if they have stolen things, their master may take these away from
die monastery. But if during the period of three years the master of any slave sho~ild
ask to take him back as a slave, 011 account of his allegedly having stolen some things
and having taken thein to the monastcq, the man thus seeking the one in the monastory ought not to be allowed to take him away easily, but. on the contrary, ought to be
required to prove first that he is his slave, and that he actiialh stole things from him,
and fled; and then let him afterwards take him and the things that he lias brought to
die monastery with him. But if lie fails to substantiate the allegations; and the slave
has proved decorous as a result of asceticism, even though three years have not yet
passed, let him remain in the monastery, and after the three years are up. let him be
made a monk (in Pliotius. xtle XI, ch. 3). And note this too. that the decree of the
present Canon has even been confirmed and ratified by God. who brought it down
from on high. For the angel who appeared to Pachomius told him to test novices with
heavy services for three years. and then admit them into a coenobium (or communistic monastery). (See Lausaicus in his life of Pacliomius). Hence the decree contained
ill Justinian's Novel 123, which says that the abbot is allowed to fix the length of
time for testing a mail who intends to become a monk. ought to be abrogated. It ma!
be interred. too, from this Canon that anyone that fails to become a monk by the end
of three years while living in a monastery will thereafter if he stays there be dwell ing with the brethren in the monastery illegally and unlawfully, and ought either to
become a monk or to depart.

Evangelist Luke says in the Acts of the Apostles concerning those Christians who in the commencement of the preaching of the Gospel believed
in Christ and foreshadowed the communistic way of life of the monks;
since not one of them ever said that anything was his own, but, on the
contrary, everyone's things were belonged communistically to all of them.
Therefore all persons who wish to become monks or nuns, before actually
doing so, have a right to distribute their property among any persons not
prohibited by the civil laws from receiving it (this exception excludes, for
instance, heretics, according to cc. XXX and LXXXIX of Carthage, as
well as natural-born sons. Nevertheless; they may give their sons a twelfth
part of their property, according to Zonaras, provided they were born in
lawful wedlock). But after they have become monks or nuns, they no longer have permission to care for or to distribute their property?but, instead?
all of it is owned by the monastery, If, however, anyone should be caught
after becoming a monastic and be detected and found guilty of having
withheld anything for himself and it be proved that he failed to dedicate it
to the monastery or convent or coenobium, that chattel, whatever it may
be, is to be taken by the abbot or by the local bishop, and selling in front
of many persons to avoid suspicion, he is to distribute the proceeds among
the poor. But as for any monk that has committed sacrilege after the manner ofhamas. he is to be brought back to his senses and sobered up with
the right penalty. These rules, however, which we have laid down with
regard to monks ought to be similarly observed also with regard to nuns.

' In agreement with the present Canon the thirteenth ordinance of Title I of the Novcis (in Pliotius. Title XI, cli 1) made a law saving; "Anyone wishing to become
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monk or a nun must first make arrangements regarding his property, for after he entcrs a monastery his property follows him, even though he may not have expressly
said so with his ow11 mouth; the right, that is to say- accrues to the monastery to ow11
it and do with it as the monastery may please." Novel 128 of Justinian, to be found
in the fourth book of the Basilica. title I (in Photius, Title XI, ch. 1) decrees that if
one who has become a monk has children and before becoming a monk lie failed to
leave them a portion, he may even after becoming a monk give them the lawful part
of his property uniimovated, but in such a case he himself is to be accounted one of
their number in die distribution, as though he too were a child. Suppose that he has
three children, he is to be counted along with them himself, and this makes four; accordingly, his property will be distributed thus among four; and when the children get
the portion due to them as their quota, their father the monk will have to dedicate liis
ow11 portion to the monastery. But if prior to disposing of his property, he should die
in the nionastcy, and after his death his children should receive thcil lawful portion,
his monastery is to inherit the rest of it. It is noteworthy, however, that this Novel
introduces only the children as heirs of a monk who has failed to dispose of his property, whereas Zoiiaras; as well as Balsamon, would have the parents too included as
necessary heirs of tlie intestate monk.Balsmioii. in fact. even cites in witness Novel
118 of Justinian, to be found at the end of Title 111 of Book 45 and decreeing dial
first of all children shall be recorded as heirs; but if there are 110 children, tlie parents
are to be recorded as such; but they are not compelled to make anyone else among
their lateral relatives their heir against their own will. That those who have entered
upon a monastic life intestate ought to make their sons and parents their heirs; and
especially when needy, some persons have been prompted to recomn~endby cc. XV
and XVI of Gangra decreeing that parents and children ought to maintain each other
and take care of each other. Tins opinion is sanctioned also by Barsanupliius the
great one among the Fathers, by what he says in reply to the abbot ofthe Monastery
of St. Seridus, Aelianus by name, to the effect that he ought to speak to his mother
sometimes and to help her in regard to her bodilv necessities. He says: "To your old
woman (that is to say, to your mother) ~ o are
u in duty bound during her lifetime to
speak once (in a while). and to supply her wants. whether she wishes to be in the city
or in that village." These things which we are saying become possible when those
becoming monks have things of their own before becoming monks; but as for those
things which monks have acquired in the name of the monastery, they have no right
to distribute to others. neither to their children nor to their parents, nor to any other
relatives of theirs in the way of a legacy (except only if they are bestowing alms upon
them as poor persons, and not as relatives), because those things are consecrated to
God. For j ust as bishops and clerics, as c . XL of Carthage says, must leave to their
bishopric and to their church any things that t h w have acquired after becoming
bishops and clerics, for otherwise they arc liable to be condemned as thieves and
graspers, and much more so are monks. But if monks have acquired some things by
inheritance, or by a separate act of nmgimirnity, and they have not been given in
the name of the monastery. they may will part thereof after becoming monks to their
relatives, in the same way as the said Canon of Carthage permits this to be done by
bishops and clerics. For the law says that one is to judge like things from like. Now,
these arc like things in this respect that whatever has been acquired by bishops and
clerics from their bishopric and thcir church is like what monks have acquired from
their monastery. Note furtherthat all these assertions which we have made with rcference to monasterial monks are to be taken as referring and applying in identically the
same manner to celliote and sketiote monks also, "For there is no difference," says
Balsamon, "between cclliotc and monasterial monks, either as respecting the laws or
as respecting the canons." St. Basil the Great. too, says (see his Dcf. in fit, 9) that
"whoever wishes to become a monastic ought not to be scornful of his chattels, but,
on the contrary- having taken everything in hand with accuracy, as being therefore
consecrated to God, he ought to manage them to good purpose, either with his own
hand, if he is experienced in doing this, or with the hand of another person tested and
chosen with a view to liis administering these wisely and faithfully, or, in other words.
with the object of having him distribute thcm to those needing them and to the poor.''
For it is not without danger for one to leave them to his relatives or to distribute them
to persons by chance. But if his relatives, being ungrateful, are fighting and holding
his chattels in their possessionj he ought to tcll thcm that thcy are committing sacrilege, though he ought not- however. to enter suit against thcm on account thereof in
civil courts, but ought to remember that whicli die Lord said. to wit: "If ail! one wislies to sue thee, and to take away thy coat. let him have th? cloak also" (Matt. 5:40)
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(And sec all the Definition m Extenso of the saint himself, which is of use in conncction with the present matter.) But in his Epitomized Drf. 187 hc says that if relatives of
a monk are in sore circumstances, they must not retain possession of anything among
his chattels. but must give him all of them, lest the! become liable to condemnation as
persons guilty of sacrilege. These things ought not, howcver. to be dispensed bcforc
the eyes of the monks to whoni they belonged, lest they be inclined to feel proud on
the alleged cxcusc that they are bringing their things to the monastery and feeding
the others, and the poor monks who have none be inclined to fed ashamed in consequence of this. as having nothing: but, instead, the steward must administer these
contributions exactl! as he may deem best. These things are what the Canons and the
Saints say. But we can see even with evenday experience that all who inherit money
or other things of monks are putting "'burning fire,'" to use an expression of Job's (15:
34): into their households. and they fail to sec any benefit therefrom. but. on the contrary.if they wore fairly rich before. they become downright poor later. and cvon wind
up by becoming fit objects ofcharity, For it i s those who have dedicated themselves
to God that ought to have things dedicated to God, and not the worldlings who have
dedicated themselves to God.

CANON VH

We see many of the bishoprics falling down and in danger of being reiegated to utter destruction, because, we ventwe to say, the head's of these
establishments consume their thought and attenmn inprojecting new t n m s teries, and exploiting these projects, and m conlrwmg to convert the income
thereof to their own use they busy themselves with the development of those.
The hofy Council has ihefefim decreed thai not one of the bishop's shall be
permitted to build a new monastery of his own to the detriment o f his twn
b/shopr/c. I f anyone be caughi daring in do this, he shall be ptinjshed with
the proper penalty', while the building he has erected shall be assigned to
the estate of the bishopric as ifs ownproperty', on the ground that he has not
even so much af, had a right to originate a monastery. h'or nothing that has
been unlmi'fi/i/yand irwpiarly in vogue can be taken to exploitable to the
prejudice of what is c m m c d l y consisient.
(Ap. c XXXVIII: c. XXVI of the 4th. cc, XI, XI1 of the 7th:
cc XXIV- XXV of Antioch- c XV of A n c ~ra; c, 7th of Gangra,
cc. XXXIV. XLI of Carthage; c X ol'Theophilus; c I1 of Cvnl.]

Interpretation

The present Canon prohibits bishops from leaving their bishopric in
danger of going to wrack and ruin, and building monasteries of their own
at the expense of the funds of the bishoprics. For, just as it is not right
for monasteries to be deprived of their funds, so and in like manner may
the same be said of bishoprics, and especially when they are in danger. If
any bishop dares to build a monastery, he shall suffer the proper penalty;
and the newly-built monastery shall not receive any right of a monastery
as such, or, in other words, it shall not be administered independently on
its own basis, but shall become property dedicated to the bishopric and
be owned by the latter, on the ground that it has been built with funds of
the bishopric, since what is done illegally cannot injure or upset what is
done legally and canonically. Balsamon, on the other hand, says that if
the bishopric is not imperiled, or injured, the bishop may, at his own expense (perhaps derived from surplus funds of the bishopric) build from the
ground up and rebuild mined monasteries, just as Patriarch Photius built
the monastery of Manuel from the ground up; and Patriarch Alexius, that
of Alexius; Patriarch Theophylact, the notorious Monastery of the Rufians; and other patriarchs and prelates likewise. See Ap. c. XXXVIIT.

'

* A s against bishops who build with money of injustice, St. Isidore writes as follows
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"You arc building, as they say, a church in Pclousion which is splendid in its appointmcnts, but is constnictcd with wicked finances, funds representing money derived
from ordinations, and acts of injustice, sad abuses of others' rights, and oppression of
the indigent, and contributions of the poor. It is nothing else than building Zion with
streams of blood. and Jerusalem with deeds of injustice. God has no need of sacrifices
fro111 aliens. Cease. therefore;, building things and wronging people, lest the house
prove to your conviction when it comes to God. by standing in mid air and shouting
against you eternal curses" (Epistle 37 to Bishop Euscbius). Habbakuk also says:
'Woe to him who builds a city in blood" (2: 12).

CANON VID

The divine and sacked Canon of the Apostles judges those who castrate
themselves to self-murderer-s;accordingly, if they arepriests, it deposes them
from (#ice, and i f they are not, it excludes them,from advancement to holy
orders. Hence it makes it plain that i f one who castrates himself is a selfmurderq he w h o castrates another man is certainly a murderer. One might
even deem such a person quite guilty of in,s~i//ing
creafion itself. Wherefore
the holy Council has been led to decree thai if any bishop, or presbyter or
deacon, be proved guilty o f castrating anyone, either with his own hand or
by giving orders to anyone else to do so, he shall be subjected to the penalty
of deposition from office; but if the offinder i f : a layman, he shall be excommunicated: vnless it should so happen that owing to the incidence of some
affliction he should bejOrcc(7 to operate upon the sufferer by removing his
testic1e.s. h'orprecisely as the first Canon of the Council held ir~Nicuea does
no?punish those who have been operated uponfor a disease,for having the
disease, ,so neither do we condemnpriests who order diseased men to be a s tru/ed, nor do we blame laymen either, when they perform the operation with
their o w n hand's. For we consider this to be a treatment of the disease, but not
a malicious design q i m f the c m t m or an in.vu/t io creation.
(Ap. cc. XXI, XXII, XXIII, XXIV: c. I of the First.)

Interpretation

Just as Apostolic Canon XXII forbids anyone who castrates himself to

be made a cleric, and Ap. c. XXTTI deposes them if they have already become clerics in case they castrate themselves; as being murderers of themselves, so does the present Canon depose from office those clerics who,
either with their own hands or by giving orders to someone else, castrate
anyone; and it excommunicates laymen who do this. But if anyone should
fall a victim to an affliction requiring him to be castrated, then and in that
case neither those priests who order his castration are to be deposed from
office, nor are laymen who with their own hands castrate such a person to
be excommunicated, since castration of such persons aims at curing the
disease, and not at killing the man, or at offering any insult to nature. Read
also Ap. c. XXI.

CANON IX
In v i m of'the fact, that, an Apostolic and divine Canon subjects to deposition priests that attempt to strike believers who have sinned or unbelievers
who have wronged someone, those who are devising a way to satisfy' their
own animus and garbling the Apostolic Ordinances h e taken it to mean
priests strikingpersons with their own hands, when as a matter offact neither
does the Canon imply any such thing, nor does right reason permit this to be
asszinwd. For it ~t'oz~ld
be truly vain and exceedinglyprecarious to depose a
priestfrom officefor striking someone /hwe orfimr times with his own bands,
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but to leave ;~ylp;~ntshed
one who, permission being given, beats someone by
order of' another mercilessly and to death, ins lead q#'augmenting the punishmerit, Wherefore seeing that the Canonsimply chastises the act ofstriking, we
ioo join in condemning this. For a priest of God ought indeed to reprimand a
disorderlyperson with instructions and admonitions, and at times even with
ecclesiastical censures, but not with whips and blows to assault men's hodies. I f , however, there shouJd he some men who are utterly insubordinate and
refuse to yield to correction because ofcensures, no one is prohibited from
correcting these persons by haling them before the local magistrates. Infact,
c. V of'the Council in Anfiuch has canonically decreed that persons causing
distthances and revolts to the Church shall be converted and brought to
their senses again by recourse to the civii authority.
(Ap. c. XVII; c. V of Antioch; cc. LVII. LXII. LXXVI. LXXXIII, XCIX. CVI,
CVII of Carthage .)

Interpretation

Since some men in holy orders, misunderstanding Ap. c. XXVII, which
deposes those in holy orders when they strike a believer or an unbeliever.
say that that Canon deposes only those who strike anyone with their own
hand, and not those who by giving orders to others have someone else
strike a person, because they are trying by means of this misunderstanding
to satisfy their own irrational anger. It is absurd; says the present Canon, to
suppose that the divine Apostles commanded indeed that anyone in holy
orders be deposed if he strike someone three or four times, say, with his
hand, but failed to provide any punishment at all for one who has others
beat a person most cruelly and to death. Hence, inasmuch as the Apostolic
Canon says generally and indefinitely that anyone who strikes another
person is to be deposed from office, whether he struck him with Ifis own
hands or had others strike him, we too agree with it in decreeing similarly.
For priests of God ought to chastise the disorderly with admonitions and
words of advice, though sometimes with ecclesiastical disciplines too, excommunications, that is to say, and anathematizations, when they will not
be persuaded with words of advice; but they ought not to assault men with
cudgels. But if some persons will not return to sobriety even with the administration of ecclesiastical censures, it is permissible to turn them over
to the civil authorities and let the latter chastise them: in the same way as
c. V of Antioch decrees that disturbers of the Church shall be brought to
their senses by appealing to the hand of the civil authorities. Read the said
Ap. c. XXVII,
CANON X
Those ^vho uppear to be 1~1ct1nr.s
o f their own passions not only do not
shudder at /he thought o f /he punishment provided by the sacred Canons, but
have actually dared to laugh them to scorn. For they distort themselves, and
in confbrmip with their venomous nature theyforge their will awry; in order
that thanks to the magnanimity of their venom, according to St. Gregory the
Theologian, not only may the evil be k e p i f k m affecting heir refipon.sihthly,
bui may even be thought something divine. For this holds / m e in the case of
the Apostolic Canon which says that no one shall appropriate any golden or
silver vessel that has been sanc$fjed, or mypiece ojdoth, io his own use. h'or

that would be i(nimt;fi~l.
I f anyone be caught doing so, iet him be disciplined
with excommunication, T'ak~ngthis Canon lo be in effect an advocacy of their
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own i(nla\vful deeds, they d e g e that one must. not deem those men worthy of
deposition who employ the venerable tablecloth qf'the Holy Table to make a
tmicfor themselves or reshupc it into any other vesfmen/.Not only so, but
not even those who empioy the holy chalice. Oh,what impieiy! or the venerable paten; or things akin to the,se, because they expend them for needs o f
their own, or defile them outright! For the Canon says thai {hose who become
guilty o f this are to he punished with excommunication, but has made no one
liable to deposition for such an act. But who wozild tolerate the magnittide
of any such perversion and impiety? b'or notwithianding that the Canon
inflicts excommmication w o n those who merely use what is sanctified, but
do not appropriate it to the extent ofpw'loinitg it entirely, they, on the other
hand., exempt f hdeposition those who plunder and sacrilege the eqvipwent ofthe Holies ufHolies, and a sfor those who pollute the venerable palens or sacred cups by putting them into usefur the serving offbod, sofur at
any rate as they r e l y upon their ownjudgment, they rank them as undeposed,
notvtlithstanding that the contamination has become apparent to all, and it i,s
plain that those who do such /hings not only incur liabiI~iyto depositionfkm
office, but even became subject to charges of committing the worst kind o f
ungodliness. Where/ore the holy (.'ozinci/has decreed that (those who purloin
for their own pmfj t, or who n1i.vu.ve for some unsacred purpose, in general
any one of the sacred and holy vessels or utensils in the sacrificial altar, or
o f the vestmenis, or the holy chdice, or the paten, or the tongs, or h e vetierable tablecloth, and the so-called "air"),' i,s to be compelled to wzdergo foiai
and complete deposition. For one charge is that ofhavingprofaned, and the
other charge is that of having plundered the holies. As' touching, those, however, who convert to an unsacred usefur themselves, or bestow upon another
person, consecrated vessels or vestments outside of the saqficial altar the
Canon excommvnicates them and wewin in excommunicating them. But as
for those who utterly purloin them and take them mvuy we make them liable
to condemnation as sacri/egi.~fs.
(Ap. c. LXXII. LXXffl; c. VIII of N\ssa.)

Interpretation
With reference to the seventy-third Canon of the Apostles which
excommunicates those who use for common and unsacred service any

sacred vessel or vestment some persons misunderstanding it have been
saying that those persons do not deserve to be deposed from office who
convert to their own use or pollute by unsacred use the cloth covering the
Holy Table, or a shirt or some other garment by making it their own, or
the holy Chalice, and the venerable paten, and the other most divine vessels which are in the Bema, since Apostles excommunicate only those
who do these things, and do not depose them from office. So the present Canon decrees that those who make these assertions are distorting
the Apostolic Canon, and are garbling or misinterpreting it to suit their
passions. Wherefore if the Canon excommunicates those who do not purloin but only use for common service only the sanctified vessels that are
outside of the Bema with their dedication to the temple, how can it be
said that they are not responsible and subject, not only to deposition from
This parenthesis is neither found in the printed and published Canons. nor is even
mentioned by Zonaras and Balsamon at all in their interpretation of this Canon, But
it is found so worded in many manuscript codices, works ofa hand trained in orthography and calligraphy.
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office, but even to the worst kind of ungodliness, who both purloin and
with common and impure uses pollute the very Holies o f Holies outright,
Chalices, 1 mean, and divine patens, and other things of a like nature, by
means whereof the awful and horrible Mysteries are performed? So if
anyone in holy orders purloin the holy vessels and vestments to he found
in the holy sacrificial altar, or uses them in an unsacred service, let him be
completely deposed from office, since this depredation (to speak of it thus)
is nothing short of sanctilege (a crime which is much more serious than
mere sacrilege). This unsacred service, on the other hand, is a profanation
and pollution of the holies. As for those who employ in common service
for their own use the vessels or vestments found outside of the holy Bema,
or who give them to others to be so used, both the Canon of the Apostles
and we ourselves excomm~~nicate
them.*But as for those who snatch them
away altogether, or steal them completely. we make them liable to condemnation as sacrilegists. Read also the same Ap. c. LXXIII.
CANON XT
The divine and sacred Canons Impose the penalty of deposition on presbyters or deacons who undertake s e c ufar (g/jces or worldly cares, or the soca//ed curafories in the households o f civil mag7,strates. We too confirm this,
and as concerning the rest of those who are inclt~dedamong the Clergy we
decree that in case any one of'them is being empioyed in secular offices, or
undertakes or accepts so-called curatories in the household's of civil magis(rates or in the suburbs, that person shall he ousted,/rom his own C / ~ / Ã ^'or,
ˆJ
accord~ngto the most veracious utterance pronounced by Christ Himself,'
our true God, "no one can serve two masters" ('Matt. 6 2 4 ; Luke 16:13).
(Ap. cc. VI, LXXXI. LXXXIII; ec. III. VII of the 4th; c. X of the 7th; c
XVIII of Carthagc.)

Interpretation

The present Canon prohibits not only those within the Bema in holy
orders, as the rest of the Canons decree, but also all the clerics outside of
the Berna, from accepting secular offices and curatories. or, more plainly
speaking, superintending and taking care of the internal affairs of the
households of civil magistrates, as well as their farm lands, or latifunha.
If any one among them should do this, let him be driven out of his Clergy,
since according to the Lord's words; "no one can serve two masters." See
also Ap. c. VI.
CANON XI1

Besides the fact that the holy and Eczmcnical Sixth Council has made
liable to depositionfrom office clerics who are officiating or baptizing within
a home in praywhouses without the consent and approval of the bishop, we
toojoin hand's with that Council in condemning them likewise. For inasmuch
as the holy Church is expounding She faith stfajgh'/orwafdJy and soundly,
and is professing and defending the true word, and is both maintai~zingand
''

It is plain that those who take these sacred things and utilize them for some common
service for their own behoof or that of others, may be understood to be returning them
to the temple again. For those who fail to return them, even though they be the ones
who dedicated them and lords of the temple, arc condemned as sacrilcgi~ts~
after the
manner of Ananias and Sapphira.
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Interpretation

Both by means of the heretics and by means of the schismatics the
Devil endeavors to divide the body of Christ, or what is otherwise called
His Church. On this account and for this reason the present Canon decrees
that if any presbyter or deacon separates from communion of his bishop,
and does not mention the name of the latter in accordance with custom.
before the Council or Synod has examined into the charges laid against
him. and has condemned him, the presbyter or deacon guilty of doing this
shall be deposed from office, since he is not worthy to have the dignify and
name of presbyter or deacon, as the case may be, when, condemning his
own bishop, who is his spiritual father, he anticipates the Metropolitan's
judgment. For it is Metropolitans. and not clerics, that are entitled to pass
judgment upon bishops. Those, on the other hand, who keep in line with
such apostates, or seceders, i.e., such presbyters and deacons, shall, in
case they be in holy orders, be promptly deposed from office; but in case
they be monks or laymen, let them be excommunicated not merely from
the divine Mysteries, but even from the Church herself, until they come
to hate the erring presbyters and deacons, and decide to unite themselves
with their own bishop.' See also Ap. c. XXXI.
CANON XIV
I f any Bishop, on the allegation that charges uf crime lie against h i s own
Metropolitan, shall secede or aposiaiizefrom him before a conctliur or synodd verdict h a s been issued against him, and shaii abstain,from communion
with him, and fail to mention his name,in accordance with consuetude, in the
course of the divine mystagog}~(i.e., liturgical celebration of the Eucharistic
mystery), the holy Council has decreed that he shall be deposed from office,
i f merely by secedingfrom h i s own Metropolitan he shall create a schism.
For everyone ought to know his own hounds', and neither ought a p;Â¥eshy/e
treat his own bishop scornfully or contemptuously, nor ought a bishop to
treat his own Metropolitan so.
(Ap. c . XXXI; c. XVIII of the 4th;cc. XXXI, XXXIV of the 6th, cc. XD, XIII, XV
of the 1st-and-2nd; c . V ofAntioch; c . VI of Gangra, cc. X, XI. LXII of Carthage.)

Interpretation

In a similar vein as in the above Canon, the present Canon deposes
from office those bishops who separate themselves from the Joint communion of their Metropolitan, and refuse to mention his name in accordance with established custom; because neither ought any presbyter to
scorn his bishop, nor ought any bishop to scorn his Metropolitan. See also
Ap. c. XXXI.
CANON XV

The rubs laiddown with referenc>eto Presbyters &Bishops andMetropulitans are still mure applicable to f'utnarchs. So that in case any Presbyter
or Bishop or Meiropobim dares fo secede or apostaiizefkm the communion
ofhis w n Patriarch, andfails to mention the latter .V name in uccordance with
custom dulyfixed and orda;ned,in the divine Mjatqosy, hut, before a conctltar
verdict hamsbbee pproounced and has passed judgment against him, creates u
schism, the holy Counci! has decreed that this person shall he held an alien to

* See also c. I of Basil the Great. which merely chastises parasynagogists with temporary suspension from holy orders.
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everypriestly function ifonly he be convicted ofhaving committed this transgre.njon o f the law. Accordingly, these rules have been seated and ordained
as respecting those persons who under the pretext of charges against their
own p s i d e n t s stand aloof, and cfeaie a schism, and d b w p t the union of'

the (.kwch.But as for those persons, on the other hand, who, on account o f
some heresy condemned by holy Councils, or Father/;, w i h d m w i ~themselves,#& communion w i fh h e i f president, who, that is lo say, is preaching
the heresy ptddidy, and teaching it barehead in church, such persons not
only are not subject to any canonical penalty on account of their having
waited themselves uff/rom any and all cumm1;nion with the one called a
Kishop before any conciliar or fi'ynodal verdict has been rendered, but,on the
contrary, they shall be deemed t~!or/hy
to enjoy the honor which befits them
among Orthodox Christians. For they have defied. not Bishops, but pseudobishops and pseudo-teachers; and they have not sundered the union of the
Church with any schism, hut, on the contrary, henx been sedulous to rescue
the Churchfrom schisms and divisions,
(Ap. c. XXXI; c. XVIII of the 4th; cc. XXXI. XXXIV of the 6th; cc. XII, XID XIV
of the 1st-and-2nd;c. V of Antioch; c. VI of Gangra: cc. X, XI, LXII of Carthage.)

Interpretation

The same rules as were prescribed in the above Canons with regard
to bishops and Metropolitans, are prescribed, and so much the more so,
by the present Canon with regard to Patriarchs. For if says that i f any
presbyter or bishop or Metropolitan should separate himself from the
joint communion of his own Patriarch, and does not mention his name
in accordance with custom (this applies, that is to say, to only the Metropolitan; for a presbyter mentions only the name of his bishop, and the
bishop mentions only the name of his Metropolitan), before revealing the
charges against their Patriarch to the Council, and before learning that he
has been condemned by the Council-they, I say, shall all be completely
deposed from office; the bishops and Metropolitans from every prelatic
activity; the presbyters from every priestly activity. But these provisions
are of effect if presbyters separate from their bishops, or bishops separate
from their Metropolitans, or Metropolitans separate from their Patriarchs,
on account of certain criminal charges, of fornication, say, of sacrilege,
and of other serious crimes.' If, however, the said presidents are heretics,
and are preaching their heresy ~ p e n l y and
, ~ on this account those subject
to them separate themselves, and even though it be before there has been
any conciliar or synodal trial concerning the heresy, but are even deemed
to deserve fitting honor as Orthodox Christians, since not only have they
caused no schism in the Church on account of their separation, but have
rather freed the Church from the schism and heresy of their pseudo-bishops. See also Ap. c. XXXI.
CANON XVI

1t is also necessary to decree something in regardto the quarrels and'dis-

iurbances thai are iak/ngp/ucein God :s'
Church. Under no circumstances shall

' Nevcrthclcss Ap. c. XXXI holds the one separating free from any liability is case he
knows him to be unjust.

From these words in the Canon it appears that one ought not to separate from his
bishop, according to Balsamon. in case he entertains any heresy. but keeps it hidden
away in secret. For it is possible that he ma! thereafter correct himself of his own accord.
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ariy Bishop be appointed over a church vhuse president is still alive and is
in good sianding of honor, unless he himself 'shall vohnlarity resip. For ihe

cause of one who is going to be oustedfrom the church mustfirst be canonicaify examined and hn~ugh;to a conclusion, and then thereafter when he has
been duly deposed from office, another man may be promoted to the episcopacy in his stead. Rut i f any Bishop in goodstanding o f honor neither cares
to resign nor lo pastor his own laity, but, having deserted his own bishopric,
has been stayingfor more than six months in some other region, without being so much as detained by an Imperial rescfipt, nor even being in service
in connection with the liturgies uf his o w n Patriarch, nor,furthermore, being
re.slrained by any severe illness or disease utterly incapacitaiwg him motion
to andfkom his duties-any such Bishop, therefore, who is not prevented by
any o f the said excuses,from performing his duties, nevertheless holds himself
a l o o f f h his own episcopate and for a period of over six months sojourns
in some other locality, shall he deprived altogether o f the honor and office
of bishop. For because of his ~twejdlyneglecting the flock which has been
en;ru.v~edto him, and tarrying in some other regionfor a period ofmore than
six month,^, the holy Council has decreed that he shall be deprived altogether
ofthe prelacy whereby he was appointed to act as apastor, and that someone
else shall be chosen iofill his place in the episcopacy.
(Ap, c. LVIII. ec, XIX. LXXX ot'the 6th. c X l o f Sardica:
cc. LXXIX. LXXXII. LXXXV1. CXXXI, CXXXII. CXXX111 of Carthage;
c X of Peter; c. XVI of N~ssa;c I of CM-il.1

Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that no bishop shall be ordained in a province whose bishop is still living and is still invested with the episcopal
office or dignity. For this causes scandals and disturbances in the Church.
Except only in case the bishop voluntarily resigns from his bishopric (on
account of some secret reason, that is to say, winch prevents ins keeping it;
concerning which see the Letter of the Third Ecumenical Council).' But if
any bishop merits being ousted from his bishopric on account of crimes be
has committed, and merits being deposed from office on account thereof,
thereafter let some other bishop take his place. If, on the other hand, it
should happen that any bishop neither cares to resign nor to pastor his 1aity, but, instead of doing so; stays for more than six months outside of his
p r ~ v i n c ewithout
,~
being compelled to do so either by an Imperial rescript
or by the necessity of rendering service to his Patriarch, nor by any severe
illness that incapacitates him; when such a bishop is summoned and fails
to return, but; on the contrary, neglects the flock entrusted to him, let him
be utterly deposed from the prelatic dignity, and let some other man be ordained bishop in his stead. Note. however. that after saying further above
"unless he himself shall voluntarily resign" from his bishopric, further
below it says, as if correcting that proviso, that a bishop ought to be ousted
from his province for crimes, and not simply when he voluntarily resigns
on account of indolence and disinclination to take care of his affairs, unless it be, as we said- on account of some hidden and secret reason that
prevents him from attending to his duties.

' Apparently the Canon says this with respect to St. Photius, on the ground that he

served as Patriarch even while Patriarch [gnatius was still alive, as we said in the
beginning, though there were plenty of other bishops and patriarchs who were
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ordained while their prcdcccssors wcrc still living; sec Dositheus. page 123 in the
Dodecahbhs. Such a thing, however, is unlawful. and contrary to the Canons, and
ought not to be imitated.

So the first ordinance of Title I of die Novels. which ordinance is Justinian's Novel
67- ought to be abrogated and annulled, according to Balsamon (in Pliotius. Title
VIII, ch. 2), which decrees that a bishop shall be ousted from his bishopric if lie absents himself from his province, not for more than six months, as the present Can011
specifics, but for more than a year. The same observation applies also to the rescript
of Mamiel Comnenus which decrees that bishops who have been s t r i n g in a strange
region for more than six months shall be ousted only from the foreign region, and not
from their ow11 province. Since. as we said in die beginning of this book. civil laws
that conflict with the Canons ought to be abrogated and annulled; as they themselves
actually assert. But ordinance seventh of Title I of the Novels decreeing that the steward in c l q e of the affairs of a bishopric ought not suppl? the expenses to a bishop
who has been absent from his bishopric for a long time. possesses a claim to validity
and force. 1 omit remarking that according to cc, XI and XI1 of Sardica and c. LXXX
of the 6th. a bishop i s allowed to stay away from his province for only three weeks.

Concord

In agreement with the present Canon c. XCVI of Carthage decrees that
the bishopric of a bishop ought not to be taken away from him before the
judicial trial of his case has resulted in a verdict. But c. IV of Sardica forbids the appointing of another bishop to the bishopric of a deposed bishop
until a decision concerning this has been pronounced by the bishop of
Rome, lest there be two bishops in the same city; which is unlawful and
is forbidden by c. VIII of the 1st and by c. XI1 of the 4th. See also Ap. c.
LVTIT and c. LXXX of the 6th.
CANON XVII

Since we have been occupied with matters of ecclesimkwl good order, it
behooves us to decree also this, that henceforth none of'the laymen or monks
shall be allowed to ascend to the height uf'the episcopacy precipitately and
m~~/t;;;idino;i.s/y
as in a stampede, but, on the contrary; by h d q duly examined with reference to the various ecclesiastical degrees or grades, let them
thus attain to ordination to the episcopacy. For even if hitherto and up till
now some laymen and some monks, owing to need or want demanding it,
have been enabled to attain to the honor of the episcopate immediately and
without further ado, and they have distinguished themselvesfor virtuousness
and have exalted their churches, yet thefact is that what is o f rare o m w of the Church; 1w therefore decree that this shall
rence cannot be made a l
no longer be done hereafter and henceforth, hut that the ordinee must pass
through the priestly degrees in a logical manner by fuifiliing the required
length of service of each order before proceedkg to the next higher rank.
(Ap. c . LXXX: c I1 ofthc 1st: c. I11 of Laodicca; c. X of Sardica:
c. XI1 of Neocacsarea: c. IV of Cyril).

Interpretation

The present Canon forbids anyone to be elevated to the height of the
prelacy, that is to say, to be ordained a prelate, from, the ranks of laymen
or monks, directly this has been voted: but, on the contrary, he must first
be ordained in due order to every degree of the holy orders in succession,
to wit: Lector, Subdeacon, Deacon, and Presbyter. Secondly, he must
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remain a sufficient length of time in each degree of rank.1 and thereafter,
if he be found to be worthy, he may be ordained also a bishop. For, although it i s true that some persons heretofore in time of need have been
made bishops directly from laymen and monks (that is to say, without
first passing the usual and appointed length of time in each rank of holy
orders), and they indeed proved worthy and shone with virtues, and glorified their p r ~ v i n c e syet
! ~ it must be borne in mind that what is particular
and rare, and is done in time of nece ssity, cannot be made a general law to
the Church (which very tact is stated also by St. Gregory the Theologian,
and by the second Act of the Council held in Holy Wisdom, which says:
"Rare good things cannot be a law to the majority of human beings").
Hence this must not be done from now on and in the future. Read also Ap.
c. LXXX.

* Some persons have asked how long one must stay in each rank:

and some have replied seven days, inferring this from the discourse of St. Gregory the Theologian
concerning holy orders, but others have said three months, adducing evidence from
Justinian's Novel 122. But. strictly speaking; the length of time is indefinite, since
die Council held in Sardica, according to its c. X, decreed. that is to say. it should be
sufficiently long to prove or demonstrate both the faith and the gentlemanliness of
manners and ot'ways, and the solidity of mind of the candidate for ordination. But it is
further to be noted that the faith and the mind of some men is revealed or shown in a
shorter length of time. and of other men in a longer length of time. So the period they
need is also uncertain and cannot be known beforehand. The length ot'time, however:
which ought to elapse in connection with each rank ought to be, not an exceedingly
short interval, according to the same Sardican Canon, but even an exceedingly long
interval

What sort of bishops and Patriarchs were ordained from laymen may be seen from
the following: Ncctarius. Ambrose, Tarasius, Nicephorus. and sacred Photius himself
who at that time present in the Council and with reference to whom alone it would appear that the Council decreed the present Canon, For even if divine Photius did do this
with an aim to follow the example of Tarasius, and of Nicephorus, and of Ambrose,
yet he was nevertheless blamed for it by t h e Romans. Of the men mentioned here,
Tarasius, and Nicephorus, and Photius were promoted from laymen, while Ncctarius
and Ambrose were ordained even from catechumens, who. as soon as they had been
baptized. received all the ranks of holy orders in succession, Nectarius was made patriarch of Constantinople by the Second Ecumenical Council. Ambrosc, on the other
hand, was made bishop of Milan by the clergy and laity of Milan, See also Dositheus
in the preamble to the Volume of Joy (page 6). where he says that Photius wrote to
Nicholas, the bishop of Rome. that it was he that acted to have this Can011 adopted at
the present Council, forthe sake of agreement of the two Churches of Constantinople
and of Rome, and in order to remove from the midst every stumbling-stone and scandal

CONCERNING THE COUNCIL HELD IN
THE TEMPLE OF HOLY WISDOM
PROLEGOMENA
The holy Council which was convoked in the righthand part of the catechumens' quarters of the Great Church, otherwise known as the Temple
of Holy Wisdom (Note uf 7Fafts/ator.-The usual designation in English
is "St. Sophia," but this is egregiously erroneous.), was held in the year
879 after Christ and in the thirteenth year of the reign of Basil the Macedonian. It was attended by three hundred and eighty -three (383)' fathers,
of whom the outstanding ones were: the most holy Patriarch of Constantinople Photius: Peter the Presbyter, a cardinal and the legate of Pope John,
together with Paul and Eugenei2Elias Presbyter, the legate of the Patriarch
of Jerusalem Theodosius; Cosrnas Presbyter, the apocrisarius of Michael
the Patriarch of Alexandria; Basil the Bishop of Martyroupolis and legate
of Theodosius the Patriarch of Antioch. This Council was held mainly and
chiefly in order to put a stop to the scandals which had arisen between
the Easterners and the Westerners in regard to B ~ l g a r i abut
, ~ in addition
thereto for the purpose of effecting a union of the bishops who had split
on account of the expulsion of Ignatins and the ordination of Photius. For
this Council, after proclaiming the holy and Ecumenical Seventh Council
to have been truly ecumenical, and classing it together with the other six
Ecumenical Councils, and anathematizing all those who did not so class
it (tor there were some such persons in France) it recognized most holy
Photius and proclaimed h m the lawful and canonical Patriarch of Constantinople; and it outlawed and repudiated the Councils which had been
held against Photius in Rome and Constantinople. Having done these
things, and in its sixth and seventh Acts having rightly and piously decreed that the holy Creed (or Symbol of Faith) should remain uninnovated
and immutable forever, and having uttered horrible anathemas against any
person that should dare to add anything thereto or to remove anything
therefrom, it also issued the present three Canons in its fifth Act, which
Canons are needed for the decorum and stabilization of the Church and
which have been and are accepted by our entire Church as genuine, just as
all the exegetes of the sacred Canons in common declare and affirm; and,
indeed, the Nomicon itself of P h o t i u ~ . ~

' St. Mark ot'Ephesus

spoke about this Council in discussing matters with Julian at
the sixth convention of the Council held in Florence. But lie speaks more clearl~
about it in his confession of faith thus: "In addition to the said seven Councils I
accept and embrace also the one assembled after them in the reign o f pious Basil,
the Emperor of the Romans. and of the most holy Patriarch Photius, which has also
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been called the eighth ecumenical Council," etc. (in T h e Antipope," page 172 and
page 73 1 of the Dodecahblus}; yet, notwithstanding that this Council was commonly
called the eighth ecumenical, vet it came to be called by all "The Council held in tile
time of Photius'" (but it ought rather to have been called tlie Council held in behalf of
Photius. since there were other Councils held in the time of Photius too. as we have
said), owing to the fact that it issued no now definition coiiccming the faith, as the
seven other ecumenical Councils did, as we stated in the Prolegomena to the First
Ecurn . Council.
For that is the number given in the n~inutesof die same Council contained in the
seven Acts included in the second volume of the Conciliar Records (page 929). But
others that there were 405, as does Dositheus, who adds also the twenty-two (or
twenty-three) in Rome who signed the decree of restoration of sacred Photins.
Two of these men. Paul and Eugene, ncre in Constantinople already, having been sent
there by Pope John, in regard to the province of Bulgaria. Peter, on the other hand,
was sent at this time to the Council, and with him John sent a prelatic vesture to Photius, comprising an ormion, a sticharion, and sandals, as Beccus also bears witness.
The reason w h ~the scandals rose -in regard to Bulgaria may be stated in brief as
follows. Emperor Michael, the son of Theopliilus~after defeating the Bulgarians;
with the spiritual help and labors of Ignatius and Photius, the Patriarchs; had his
magistrates baptized. He named tlie first one of them Michael, after himself. So for
this reason and because since times long past and from the beginning Bulgaria had
been subject to the jurisdiction of the Metropolitan of Thessalonica. who in turn was
subject to the jurisdiction of the Patriarch of Constantinople. the Patriarchs of Constantinople sent an archbishop there. But Pope Nicholas, being envious, tried to get
control ot'Bulgaria. But since Photius would not let him do so. but wrote to him that
so far as concerned Bulgaria it belonged to the emperor. Having assembled a Council
in Rome, the Pope then deposed and anathematized Photius, and excommunicated
all persons communicating with him. To Bulgaria, on the other hand, he dispatched
presbyters and had them anoint a second time those persons who had been anointed
with chrism by the priests of Constantinople; and his presbyters also were teaching
there that the Holy Spirit proceeds also out of the Son. Hence. assembling a Council
in Constantinople, Photius retaliated bl deposing Nicholas and welcoming in even
region those whom Nicholas had excommunicated. But after Michael died Nicholas
too, and Photius had been ousted, Ignatius returned to the throne. But owing to the
fact that he too refused to consent to let the Pope ordain in Bulgaria, Pope John being
offended at this, as the successor of Adrian, refused to sanction the Council held in
Rome and Constantinople against Photius. But after Ignatius died. Photius returned to
the throne of Constantinople: and in order to prove to the world that everything they
had concocted against him was false. and in order to get the ungodly view which was
being whispered to the West, but had been publicly proclaimed to Bulgaria, corrected.
concerning the procession of the Holy Spirit out ofthe Son. and in addition with the
object of restoring the peace and union of the Churches and of the bishops. part of
whom were called ignatians and part Photians, he persuaded Emperor Basil to let him
assemble the present Council, after he himself had written to Pope John VI 11 and made
a libcllus of faith to the rest of the Patriarchs. As regarding Bulgaria, however, since
Pope John was again seeking control of that country, and did not want the patriarch
of Constantinople to ordain in it, nor even to send an omophorion there;the fathers,
having become thoroughly tired of the scandals, declared that this right belonged to
the Emperor; and thus they were rid of the quarrels for the present. See concerning
this fact page 1 of the second volume of thc Octatcuch in the chapter concerning commentators. and also see Dositheus in the DodecabMus. otlienvise. At the same time
preachers of the Gospel were dispatched by the Patriarch Ignatius to the heathen in
Bohemia, for which purpose hc selected the two brothers from Thessdonica named
Cyril and Methodius: and they succeeded in converting that race of people and their
ruler to piety In fact. Cyril became the first Bishop of Prague. The two brothers even
invented the Slavonic alphabet, the letters of which are called on this account Cyrillic7
though ignorantly called Ulyrian by some persons. But the Popes of those times felt
not a little envious of this God-pleasing work, as is to be seen from the history of them
which is still preserved in the vcnerablc Monastery of Chelantarius. But Andronicus
the Younger. Emperor of Rome, in a chqsobulluni of his, which he presented to the
so-called Monastery of Xcropotanius, wrote that Paul. the son of Emperor Michael
R h ~ g a b and
e brother of Patriarch Ignatius, converted the Serbian race to piety. Hence
and m honor of him Krales of Serbia built the monastery called St. Paul (after the same
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Paul). It is also noteworthy that this divine Paul was a eunuch, as was also his brother
Patriarch Ignatius, both of them having been castrated by the tyrant Leo Arrncnius.
I Note concerning this Council that it pierced the hearts of the Westerners like a twoedged sword with its wonderful and splendid expositions and with the God-inspired
definition whicli it drew up respecting the security of the h o l ~Creed; for no other
Council has spoken forth and interpreted as it did the absurdities and improprieties
which niay result from the removal of an~thingor the addition of anything that might
occur in connection with the holy Creed itself. Hence it is that in many different ways
the! strive to prove it false, employing for this purpose hvenb-seven antitheses,
which blessed Dositheus solves on page 730 of his Dodecablblu.';; their allegation
being that no such Council was ever held at all, but that. on the contrary~Photius fictioned it. They are driven to such hardihood by their madness due to the bitter censure
to which tliey are subjected therein. But the light cannot be hidden; for besides the
exegetes of the Canons. who are also most ancient ones. even Latin-minded Beccus
himself mentions it, and has compiled even selections from its minutes. Moreover.
and par excellence Joseph Bryennins, the wisest and most learned teacher and theologian. who lived towards the end of our reign. in his discourse concerning the Trinity
recites in exienso die particulars concerning it; and finally says that up to his time
its minutes were still being preserved in the great library with tlie signatures written
by tlie hands of Peter. Paul, and Eugene. Pope John's legates, m Latin. After these
times. Mark of Ephesus. numbered among the saints, at the sixth convention of the
Council held i n Florence, recommended it as a true and holy Council and even goes
so tar as to assert that from then, that is to say. from the time of that Council, down
to the present time it is read in the great church of Constantinople in the following
excerpt: "As for all that has been written and spoken against the most holy Patriarchs
lgiiatius and Pliotius. anatliema." And when Mark of Epliesus had said these tliings,
Cardinal Julian, who was the one debating with Mark of Ephesus, found himself silenced, being unable to say anything in reply. Many of the Latins, too. bear witness
to its authenticity: for instance. Ibas the bishop of Carnovia. and Grotian the monk.
Nevertheless, the letters of Pope John suffice to serve instead of all other evidence.
one of which is addressed to most holy Photius, another to the Augustuses. They are
to be found in the minutes published by Vinius- on page 93 of Volume VIU . But what
this Council loudly proclaimed concerning the Creed in its sixth and seventh Acts
(we regretted having to omit them) is as follows: "As for the definition of the purest
and noblest faith of the Christians which has come down to us from the fathers and
the earliest times, we recognize and embrace it, and we herald it abroad to all men
with a clarion voice, without taking anything away from, without adding anything to
it, without altering anything in it, without forging or counterfeiting anything," And
again: "If therefore anyone should be led to such an cxtrcmity of madness as to dare,
as has been said above, to set forth any other creed (or symbol) and to call it a definition, or to make and obtend any addition or subtraction in the one handed down to us
by the holy and Ecumenical great Council held for the first time in Nicca- let him be
anathema," See also the rest of whatever this Council decreed regarding the Creed in
the Footnote to c. VJI of the 3rd

THE THREE CANONS
OF THE
COUNCIL HELD IN THE TEMPLE OF HOLY WISDOM
INTERPRETED
CANON I
This holy and ecumenical Cotm,;I has decreed thai sofar as concerns any
clerics, or laymen, or bishops from Italy that are staying in Asia, or Enrope,
or A,frica, under bond, or deposition, or anathema imposed by the most holy
Pope John, al! such persons are to he held in the same condition ofpendimtiun also by the most holy Patriarch of Constantinople Photius, That is to ST,
either deposed, or anathematized, or excommunicated. A II those persons, on
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the other hand, whom Photws our most holy Patriarch, has condenwed or
may condemn io excommun;cat/on, or deposition, or anaihematization, in
any diocese whatsoever, whether clerics or laymen or am' o f the persons
who are of prehtica! or priestly rank, are io he treated likewise by most hofy

Pope John, and his holy Church of God o f the Romans, and be held in the
same category o f penalization. Nothing, however, shall affect the pfiofUiefi
due to the most holy throne of the Church of the Romans, nor shd! anything
redound to the detriment of her president, as touching the sum-total ufinnovatiofw, either now or at any time hereafter.
(Ap. cc. XII. XIII, XXXII; c. VI of Antiocli; c. XIV of
Sardica; ec.XI. XXXVU, CXLI,)

Interpretation

In order to bring about a peaceful end to the many scandals and dissensions which had arisen at that time in the Eastern and the Western Church,
as between Popes Nicholas and Adrian of Rome and Patriarch Photius of
Constantinople, the primary cause of which had been the province of Bulgaria, as we have said, the present Canon of this Council decrees that all
the clerics and laymen and bishops that were excommunicated or deposed
or anathematized by John the Pope of Rome, whether they be located in
Europe or inAsia or in Africa, they are to be excommunicated and deposed
and anathematized also by Photius the Patriarch of Constantinople. And
conversely, all such persons as have been excommunicated or deposed or
anathematized in any region of the earth by the Patriarch of Constantinople, are to be excommunicated, deposed, and anathematized also by the
Pope of Rome, without the privileges of the Church of the Romans; and
of the Pope therein. being adversely affected, either now or in the future,
this meaning, that is to say, that the Pope is to be first in the order of honor
with respect to the other four Patriarchs. Nevertheless, these things were
done at that time when the Church of the Romans had neither slipped from
the faith nor had any quarrel with us Greeks. But now we have no union
or communion with her, on account of the heretical dogmas to which she
became attached. See also Ap. c. XXXII.
CANON I1

Though hidzerto some bishops having descended to the habit of monks,
have been forced nevertheless to remain in height ofthe prelacy, (hey have
been overlooked when they did so. But, with this in mind, this holy and e m menical Council, with a view to regulating this oversight, and readjusting
t h i s irregular practice to the ecclesiastical statutes, hm decreed that i f any
bishop or anyone else with a preiatical office is desirous of descending to
monastic life and of replenishing the region of penitence and of penance,
lei him no longer cherish any claim to preiaiical dignity. For the monks'
conditions of subordination represent the rdationship qfpupi/ship, and not
of teachership or ofpresidency; nor do they undertake to pastor others, but
are to he content with 15% paslored. Wherefore, in accordance with what
was saidpreviously, we decree that none of those who are on the prelutical
list and are enrolled pastors shall lower themse1ve.v to the level of the pasfared and repentant. If anyone should dare to do so, after the delivery and
discrimination uf the decision hereby being pronounced, he having deprived
himself'of his prelaiical rank, shall no longer have the
to return to his
former status, which by actual deeds he has vitiated.
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Interpretation

The present Canon prohibits bishops and pastors from descending from
the height of prelatical dignity and office to the lowness of the habit of
monks (just as they are likewise forbidden to resign from their province,
except only on account of canonical crimes they have to their discredit;
preventing them from being in holy orders, and confessed by them to their
spiritual father. For by resigning beforehand, they would have been enabled to descend to the rank of monks). But if anyone should dare to do
so, after making this decision, let him no longer be able in any way whatsoever to retain the high office of the prelacy, or to perform any prelatical
function; for first of all the agreement which monks enter into in connection with the habit are agreements of social subordination, or pupilship (or
discipleship), and of repentance (or penitance), but not of authority and
of teacherhood and of a life grounded in irreprehensibility, which are the
merits of the office of bishop. These things, being contrary to one another,
cannot be found united together in the same season. Secondly; the fact that
the monks themselves have deprived themselves of the rank of the prelacy,
and so it is not possible tor them to recover again that which they forfeited
by deeds or actual works. Notwithstanding that hitherto some bishops have
been committing this impropriety, from now on, however, and henceforth
let it not be done. '
CANON 111

Tf ' any layman, after becoming a man o f authority, and conceiving a
contempt for divine and imperial injunctions, and laughing to scorn the
dread statuses and laws of the Church, s h d dare to strike any bishop, or to
imprison one, withozit reason or cause, orfor afictitious reason or cause, let
such a one he anathema. (An. c. IV.)
Interpretation
The world has never been free from evils. Accordingly, the opinion of

that sage is true which says that most men are evil. For here, behold, you
can see for yourselves proof of this in the fact that in older times bishops
were beaten and imprisoned by laymen. What an outrage! That is why the
present Canon commands that a layman be anathematized2 if after receiving authority and power, or after becoming the cause of his own mental (or
psy chical) death (for the Greek word, says the author, which is here translated into English as "a man of authority," also signifies "selfinurderer," or
one who is ordinarily called a suicide in English) he should show contempt
for imperial orders and commands, at the same time laugh to scorn both
the unwritten traditions and the written laws of the Church, and dare (for
it is truly a piece of enormous daring and audacity for anyone to strike any
bishop) to strike a bishop (or, more explicitly, not only the bishop, with the
definite article, that is to say, the noted and official personage, but even the
humblest; and poorest, and casual bishop), or to put him in prison, either
without cause or on a false charge which he himself has trumped up. But
what is an anathema? See the Prolegomena of the Council held in Gangra.
Read also Ap. c. LV.

' Some persons would have it that monks who have become such from bishops. not

those who hale been deposed by conciliar verdict from office on account of an!
crimes thc! have committed: not those who have resigned on account of their unworthiness kept secret or e\en confessed in private to a spiritual father. but only
those who have resigned on account o f negligence or disinclination for affairs (which
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they did uncanonicallv, though they succeeded in actually doing it; and concerning
which sec the letter of the Third Ecum. C.), and not on account of any other unworthiness secret or open; and who, after resigning- became monks. As respecting these
men. I say, some persons would have it that even after having become monks they can
still perform the sacrcd rites and functions of a prcsbytcr only. And thcy corroborate
their opinion first of all by citing the fact that the subinissivcncss symbolized by tile
monks" habit and the presidency pertaining to the prclatical office are con-one to
the other, and on this account thcy repel each other. Accordingly, it is impossible for
diem to be united in one and the same man and at one and the same time. according
to the present Canon. But die office of presbyter is no presidency; it is not opposed
to subordination, and consequently it may be united with it in one and the same man.
Secondly, because we see that presbyters even after becoming monks continue exercising the functions of a presbyter. and are not prevented from doing so by the monkish habit. And thirdly. because the Canons-c. XX of the 6th. c. XVIII of Ancyra. and
c. VIII of the First: though lowering a bishop from episcopal supremacy. do not, in
spite of this, prohibit them from performing the sacred functions of a presbyter. That
is what they sa!. But Patriarch Nicholas. in his eighth Reply. insists that one who lias
voluntanl~abdicated holy orders because lus conscience hurt him must neither prefix
die words "Blessed be God." nor add the words "Christ the true G o d in the dismissal; nor must he partake of communion within the Benia. nor ought lie to incense
with a censer. which is a function of the lower ranking deacons. Instead. he ought to
be placed among the laity One can infer from this similarity is like. to wit, that just
as apriest who has abandoned the priesthood voluntarily cannot perform even the sacred functions of a deacon, so and in like manner abisliop who has resigned from the
prelacy and lias been lowered to the habit of a monk cannot perform even the dirties
of a presbyter. Et en if lie lias no other sins to reprove 111s conscience. yet this uiilawfill resignation which he has submitted is enough to reprove him daily. I pass over the
fact that demotion of a bishop to the rank of presbyter is called sacrilege. according to
c . XXIX of the 4th; but c . XX ofthe 6th demotes a bishop to the honor ot'a presbyter
for the purpose ofpreventing there being two bishops in one and the same city. in accordance with c. VI II ot'the 1 st. and c . XI I of the 4th; c. XVIII ot'Ancvra does this if a
bishop who is in a foreign province is causing scandals and disturbances; and see Ap.
cc, XXXV and XXXVI. In view of the fact that these Canons do not demote a bishop
to presbyter in general. but only for certain reasons, let those who apply these Canons
generally in this matter cease doing so. Not only hav-e prelates who hav-e vol~lutarily
become monks no right to perform any priestly office or service. but not even prelates
who have been tonsured tor some special occasion, or on account of some illness. or
violence can perform the duties of the prelacv again, according to Balsamon (in his
interpretation of c. Ill of Ancya). if they but once accept that which has been done
to them by force or violence (for tonsure in illness, owing to its not having been done
by force or violence, is in every way and in any case valid.) Wherefore Nicholas of
Mouzalon, who served as bishop of Arnycleion, after being made a monk forcibly
by the civil authorities. in spite of his repeatedly and beggingly pleading to have this
forcible tonsure overlooked. and to be allowed to perform again the duties ofbishops,
failed to get his request granted by the then Council (or Synod) and Patriarch Luke,
but was denied his personal prtition. Balsamon says. in fact. that even prelates who
have put on the habit of a staurophore cannot pcrfonn the functions of a prelate.
and much less can those who haw become mcgaloschcmes, He says that tile reason
why presbyters keep on performing the functions of holy orders even after becoming
monks is that presbyters are not teachers proper, as are prelates. Hence the former are
not debarred by the fact that they arc at the same time both p r e s b e r s and pupils, i.e..
obedientiaries, according to the Reply 9 which the same Balsamon makes to Mark of
Alexandria; whereas the latter are debarred; because, according to this Canon lcarning (or pupilage) and teachings (or tcachcrship) aic contraries. That this Balsamon
is not doing right in dividing the habit of monks into that of staurophorc and that of
mcgdoschemc is to be seen by reference to the Footnote to c. XLIII of the 6th. But
if prelates who liave resigned but not on account of secret or open crimes o f theirs
cannot perform any function of hol! orders after becoming monks, much less can
those who liave become such 011 account of crimes of theirs. See also the form. for a
canonical resignation at the end of this book.

^This explains why God-bearing Ignatius wrote the following to the Smymeams:
" M y son." he says. %onor God and the Emperor." But I say, honor God, on the one
hand, as the Cause and Lord of all; but a Bishop, on the other hand. as a chief priest
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of God, wearing, as respects ruling, an image of God. and as respects officiating as
a prelate, an image of Christ. And next after him, it behooves one. to honor also the
Emperor. For there is 110 one that is superior to God. or that even remotely resembles
Him. among all beings. nor in the Church is there anj'thing greater than a Bishop consecrated to God for the sake of the salvation of the whole world.. . He that honors a
Bishop will be honored by God. I11 prcciscl! the same way, therefore, will he that dishonors him be chastised by God.. . For the priesthood is the acme of all boons among
men: whoever rages against it is not dishonoring a human being, but God, and Christ
Jesus. the firstborn and on11 high p e s t b? nature to God." And Blastaris also says
that "even though an accusation against a Bishop may be very reasonable, yet not
even the highest magistrate can try him judicially, but. instead. must lay the accusation before the Synod which has the right to chastise siiuiing Bishops (and which first
deposes them, and afterwards turns them over to the civil authorities. according to c.
V of htioch)". The Imperial laws. on the other hand, prescribe that whoever strikes
a priest either while he is in a church or in a church procession shall be exiled.

THE PEDALION

CONCERNING
THE COUNCIL HELD IN CARTHAGE
TN THE TIME OF CYPRIAN
PROLEGOMENA

There were three regional councils' that were held in Cartilage, a city
in Africa, with regard to rebaptism, in the time of St. Cyprian the martyr.
One was in the year 255 A.C. and in the fourth year of the reign of Valeria11 and Galliet~us,~
at which council it was decreed that no one could be
baptized outside of the Church, since the Church recognizes only one baptism; hence heretics who join the catholic Church have to be rebaptized.
But persons that have been canonically baptized previously by the Orthodox and have later become heretics, must be accepted upon returning
to Orthodoxy, not by baptism, as Novatius was asserting, but solely by
prayer and imposition of hands (concerning which see also c. VIII of the
1st), as is plainly evident from the letter addressed to Quintus by Cyprian
and numbered 71. A second council was held in the year 258 (or 256 according to Milias in the first volume of the Councils). It was attended by
7 1 bishops from Numidia and other parts of Africa, whom St. Cyprian had
assembled in order that they might affirm with greater force and effect
and confirm the decree concerning rebaptism which had been set forth
at the preceding council. They first decreed that all those who were in
the church, i.e., were clerics, and left the faith, were to be accepted upon
their return only as laymen; and secondly, that the baptism performed by
persons who were heretics was so invalid that when converted they would
have to be baptized in the Orthodox manner, but were not to be deemed
to be baptized a second time, but to be considered as receiving baptism
for the first time in their life; on the ground that they never had had any
true baptism at all. But a third council was also held in Carthage in the
same year by the same St. Cyprian, and was attended by 84 bishops. Tt
sent the present conciliar canonical letter, which is the same as saying
the present Canon: to Bishop Jovian and his fellow bishops, as Zonaras
asserts (and as the letter itself plainly indicates), because this bishop had
asked divine Cyprian whether the schismatic Novatians ought to be baptized upon joining the catholic Church. But as very learned Dositheus
(p. 55 of the Dodecahbius) says, it was because a letter had been

' Note that

die same characteristics or peculiarities that differentiate ecumenical
councils from regional councils, differentiate conversely regional councils from
ecumenical councils; and see these characteristics in Footnote 1 to the Prolegomena
to the First Council. A regional council differs from a so-called diocesan synod, or
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council, in that a diocesan synod is one that is held by a Bishop, or a Metropolitan,
or a Patriarch, together with his own Clerics onlv, without Bishops, according to
Dositheus (page 1015 of the Dodecubiblus} whereas a regional council is one held
when a Metropolitan or Patriarch convenes with his own bishops or metropolitans,
respectively, in one place, and, generally speaking. when tlie bishops of one or two
provinces assemble in order to consider ecclesiastical cases and questions wliich have
come up. The designation regional councils includes also the councils decreed by
the Canons to be held eve? year and to be attended by the bishops of each province,
since the! too are held by the bishops. according to Ap. c. XXXVII; and the concord
of the other Canons therewith.
One of the reasons why this Council was held is tliat a practice of rebaptism had
begun m Africa previously pursuant to the doctrine of the Bishop of Carthage named
Agrippinus, or, as others assert, that of Tertullian (as is plainly stated in the words
wliich divine Cyprian wrote in the present canonical and conciliar letter to Jovian (a
bishop) saying that "it is not a new Opinion and one recently established that we are
citing, but one which has been tried and tested of yore with all accuracy by fathers
who were our predecessors"), Another reason is that those rimes witnesses the appearance of Novatus. who. though a presbyter of Rome, became a schismatic because
he taught tliat those who in time of persecution turned idolaters and afterwards repented were unacceptable as penitents unless they consented to be baptized from tlie
start. Hence he was led by this cacodoxy of his to split off from the catholic Church,
and a large part went with him. So there was some doubt concerning those persons,
or, at any rate, as regarded those whom they baptized, as to whether they ought to be
baptized later upon returning to the catholic Church. And on this account some bishops sent to divine Cyprian asking for a solution of the problem confronting them. So
this Council, when assembled. decreed what is mentioned above. See Dositheus, page
53, of his Dodecahiblus.

sent by the above-mentioned second council to Pope Stephen of Rome
revealing what it had decided and decreed concerning rebaptism Stephen
convoking a council in Rome, invalidated the letter by decreeing that the
baptism of heretics who baptize as the Church' does ought not to be in effect doubled, i.e., repeated, as Cyprian states in his letter to Pornpeius Sabratensio, a bishop in Africa. Hence for the purpose of affording complete
confirmation of the necessity of rebaptism and of the baptism performed
once and twice as determined bv conciliar decision. and with a view to the
rejection of what had been decreed by Pope ~ t e ~ h ethis
n , third Council
was assembled by St. Cyprian, and it issued the present Canon. Note that
although this Council ought to have been placed in front of all the Ecumenical Councils and other regional councils because of the fact that it
preceded all of them in point of time, it has been placed after them in sequence here and the Ecumenical Councils have been introduced ahead of
2,on the ground that the present Council, being a regional one, is of less
importance and has less claim to a front seat, (See Dositheus concerning
these councils on pp. 53 and 975 of the Dodecabiblus; and see p. 98 of the
first volume of the conciliar records.) This same rule has been observed
also with respect to the other regional councils which preceded the Ecumenical Councils, that of being placed, that is to say; after the Ecumenical
Councils on account of their authoritativeness. As for St. Cyprian, who
assembled these three Councils, he suffered martyrdom in the reign of
Emperor Decius. The wonderful encomium which the theological tongue
of St. Gregory bestowed upon his holiness suffices for his praise.

' Note that not only in Africa, but also in Asia it was the custom for persons baptized

by heretics to be rebaptized. Hence this same Stephen himself wrote to them to
give up rebaptism. But the Asiaties not only would not be persuaded to do so, but
they even assembled a Council in Iconion in the :ear 258. with St. Firmilian acting
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as the exarch as bishop of Ncocaesarca, which was attended by Fathers convened
from Cappadocia, Lycia, Galatia. and other provinces of the East, Thcy dccreed that
no sacred act of heretics should be accepted: but. on the c o n t r q . their baptism and
ordination. and even other nl\ sten of theirs was decreed impossible and not worth
talking about (Dositheus, page 55 of 'the Dodecabiblus) Note further that divine Dionysius of Alexandria. a contcrnporaq of St. Cyprian. agreed with the opinion of the
same Cyprian. to w i t that heretics must bc rebaptized. just as Jerome says in his list
of ccclcsiastical authors And sec the Prolegomena of Dionysius

THE CANON OF THE
THIRD HOLY REGIONAL COUNCIL HELD IN CARTHAGE
IN THE TIME OF CWRTAN
INTERPRETED
CANON

Whik assembled in a parliament, dear brethren, we have read letters
sent by you concerning those who are presumedamong heretics or s c h i s m ics to have been baptized and who arejoining the catholic Church, which is
one single institution in which we are haptizedand are regcnerafed. concerning which facts we urefi~ftdy
convinced that you yourselves in doing so are
ensuring the solidity o f the catholic Church. Yet inasmuch as you are of the
same comnmion with us andwished to inquire about this matter on account
of a common love, we are moved to give you, and conjoin in doing so, not
any recent opinion, nor one that has been only nowadays established, but,
on the contrary', one which has been tried and tested with all accuracy and
di/jgence ofyore by our predecessors, and which has been observed hy us.
Ordaining1 this also now, which we have been stmns.ly and securely holding throughout time, we declare that no one can be baptized outside o f the
catholic Church, there being hut one baptism, and this being existent only in
the ca/holic Church. For it has been written: "They have forsaken me who
am a fountain ofliving water, and have d q themselves shatteredpiffi,which
can holdno water" (Jer 2: 13). And again the Holy Bibleforewar~ingtysays:
"Keep may from another's it7atec and from another's fountain drink not"
(Pfov. 5: 15) For the water must f i r s t he purified and sanctified by the priest,
in order that it may be able to wipe m a y with its baptismal efficacy the sins of
the person being baptized. 'I'hroufhEzekiel the prophet (he hordfiays: '"/'hen
1~111
I sprinkle clean water upon you, andwill cleanse you', ... u d a ne\v heart
also w i l l I give you, and a new spirit will I bestow upon you" (Ezek. 3 6 3 26). But how can one who is unclean hirnselfpurify'and sanctify water, when
there is in him no Holy Spirit, and the Lord says in the Book of'Numbers:
'And whatsoever an unclean person toucheth shall be unclean " (Num. 19:
22). How can anyone ihai has been unable to deposit his own sins oti/sidethe
Church" manage in baptizing another person to let him have a remission o f
sins? But even ihe question itself which arises in baptism is a witness to the
tniih. For in saying io the one being hapized, "Believest thou in an everlasfing life, and that thou shalt receive u remission ofsins? "weare swingnothing
else than that it can be given in the caihollc Church, hut that among hewtics
where there is no Church it is impossible to receive a remission qf.,sins. And

' I.c.,dccrcchg by vote.
^ Meaning while outside of the Church.
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for this reason the advocates o f the heretics ought either to change the essence oflhe qz/esiionfor something else, or else give the truth a trial, unless
they have something to add the Church to them, as a bonzis. But it is necess c i f y f o r anyone that has been h a p k e d io he anointed, in order [hat, upon
receiving the chrism, he may become upartaker ofChrist. But no heretic can
sanctify oil, seeing that he has neither an altar nor a church. Not a drop of
chrism can exist among heretics. For 11 is obvious to you that no oil ai all can
be sanc@damongst themfor use in connection with the Eucharist.' For we
ought to he well aware, and not ignorant, of thefact that it has been written:
"lei not the oil o f a sinner anoint my head" (Ps. 140:6)', which indeed even
M olden times the Holy Spirit made known in psalms, lest anyone, having
been sidetracked' and led astray from the straight way, be anointed by ihc
heretics, who are opponents o f Christ. But how shall one who is, not a priest,
but a sucrdegist and sinner, pray/or the one baptized, when the Bible says
that "God heareih not sinners; bill ifanyone he a worshiper of God, and doeth his will, him he heareth (John 9:31), 7 h r o ~ g hthe holy Church we can
conceive a remission of sin.^. ' But who can give what he has not himself? Or
how can one do spiritual works who has become destitute ofHoly Spirit? For
this reason anyone joining the Church ought to become reucxeci, in order
ihai ~vithinh u s h the holy elements he become sanctified. For it is writ[en:
"Ye shall be holy, just as 1 myself am holy, saith the Lord" (Lev. 19:2; 20:
7), in order that even one who has been duped by specious arguments may
shed this very deception in true baptism in the true Church2when as a human
being he comes to God and seeks a priest, hut, having gone astray in error,
stumbles upon u sacfilegist. h'or to sympa;hize with persons who have been
baptized by heretics is tantamount to approving the baptism administered by
heretic^.^ h'or one cannot conquer in part, or vanquish anyone partially. If
he was able to baptize, he succeededed atso in imparting the Holy Spirit. Ifhe
was unable, bewise, being outside, he had no Holy Spirit, he cannot baptize
the next person. There being but one bapii.~m,and there being hut one Holy
Spirit, there is also hut one Church,founded by Christ our Lord upon (Peter
the Apostle in the beginning saying) oneness and unity .And for this reason
whatever they do is false and empty and vain, everything being counterfeit
and una~~/horized.
For nothing that they do can be acceptabk and desirable
with God Infad, the I,& calls them Hisfoes and adversaries in the Gospels: "He that is not with me is against me; and he that gathereth not with
me scaftereth abroad" (Matt, 12:30). And the blissful Apostle John, who kept
the fiord's commandments, stated beforehand in his Epistle: "ye have heard
that the antichrist shall come,but even now there hme come to be many antichrist.~"(IJohn 2:lK). Hence we know that jt is the last hour 7hey came out
o f i s , but they were not of us. Hence we too ought to understand, and think,
thai enemies o f the Lord, and those called antichrists, could not give grace to
the Lord And,fbr this reason we who are with &heLord, and who are upholding the oneness and unify of the Lord, and after the measure of His ivorfh
imbuing4 ourselves therewith, exercising His priesthood in the Church, we
ought to disappmw and refilm and reject, and h a t as profane, everyihing
dune by His opponents, that is,f o e s and antichrists. And to those who from
error and cmokedness comefor5 knowledge of the [rue and ecclesia.~ti~,,faith
we ottght to givefreely the mystery o f divine power, o f unity as well as of'
faith, and of truth
"

I t would be more correct to say -^foruse" than 'the Eucharist.''
Perhaps the Greek word here, say the authors, is ,siniastheis, sifted.
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The words "to be given" should be supplied at the end; as ncccssarily implied; for
otherwise there would be an incomplete expression or omission.
This is to be understood as follows. In order that one who has been deceived by error ma! get rid of this, i.e., free himself from the error. in true baptism in tlie true
Church.
'In other manuscripts it says "and schisn~atics."
' Perhaps, say the authors, the word is "supplying."
More correctly, "in quest of knowledge,'" say the authors.
I

(Ap. cc. XLVI, XLVIL LXVIII; c, VtI of tilt; 2nd: c. XCV of the 6lh.)

Interpretation

The present Canon proves, by means of many arguments, that baptism
administered by heretics and schismatics is unacceptable, and they ought
to be baptized when they return to the Orthodoxy of the catholic Church.
1st) Because there is but one baptism, and because this is to be found
only in the catholic Church. Heretics and schismatics, on the other hand,
being outside of the catholic Church, have, in consequence, not even the
one baptism. 2nd) The water used in baptism must first be purified and
be sanctified by means of prayers of the priests, and by the grace of the
Holy Spirit; afterwards it can purify and sanctify the person being baptized therein. But heretics and schismatics are neither priests, being in
fact rattier sacrilegists; neither clean and pure, being in fact impure and
unclean; neither holy, as not having any Holy Spirit. So neither have they
any baptism. 3rd) Through baptism in the catholic Church there is given
a remission of sins. But through the baptism administered by heretics and
schismatics, inasmuch as it is outside of the Church, how can any remission of sins be given? 4th) The person being baptized must, after he is
baptized, be anointed with the myron prepared from olive oil and various
spices,' which has been sanctified by visitation of the Holy Spirit. But
how can a heretic sanctify any such myron when as a matter of fact he has
no Holy Spirit because of his being separated therefrom on account of heresy and schism? 5th) The priest must pray to God for the salvation of the
one being baptized. But how can a heretic or a schismatic be listened to by
God when, as we have said, he is a sacrilegist and a sinner (not so much on
account of his works, but rather on account of the heresy or schism, these
being the greatest sin of all sins), at a time when the Bible says that God
does not listen to sinners. 6th) Because the baptism administered by heretics and schismatics cannot be acceptable to God as baptism; since they
are enemies and toes with God (i.e., mutually), and are called antichrists
by John. For all these reasons, then, and others the present Canon, with
an eye to accuracy and strictness, insists that all heretics and schismatics
be baptized, adding also the remark that this opinion-that any baptism,
that is to say, administered by heretics or schismatics is unacceptable-is
not a new one of the Fathers of this Council, but, on the contrary, is an
old one, tried and tested by their predecessors2 (who nearly reached to the
very successors of the Apostles) with great diligence and accuracy; and it
is consistent in all respects with Ap. cc. XLVI, XLVII, and LXVIII. Not

' The present Canon calls die holy Myron oil because tlie greater part of the material
of which it is composed is olive oil. For the oil must always be much more than the
other ingredients, consisting of spices. that are taken to prepare it. Note, though,
that the present Canon, being a much earlier one than c. XLVIII of Laodicca, is the
one which teaches that a person being baptized must be anointed with Myron, and
not the said c. XLVIH of Laodicea, as some persons have said. Yet. to tell the truth
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and be just to both, the Laodicean Canon was issued specially in regard to this point,
whereas the present Canon merely mentions the seal of the myron in passing.

From the time; that is to say, of Agrippiiius. the bishop of Carthage, as we stated in
die Prolegomena to the present Council.

only did the present Canon reject baptism administered by heretics and
schismatics by common agreement, but also in private and individually
each one of the eighty-four Fathers attending the present Council, with a
separate argument-which is the same as saying, with eighty -four distinct
arguments-rejected it. That is why the Second Ecumenical Council in its
c. VII reserved the present Canon apart (but if it did not reserve it for all; it
did this by way of "economy" and concession, and not with fall regard for
accuracy, as we have said in the Footnote to Ap. c. XLVT), and the Sixth
Ec. C. in its c. 11sanctioned and ratified it (even though it may be said that
it applied only to those regions of Africa, yet once it actually sanctioned
and ratified it, it confirmed it still further, and did not abrogate or annul
it). St. Basil the Great, too, accepts it in his c. I. See also the Footnote to
the said Ap. c. XLVI. Another. The Ecumenical Council accepted and ratified the statements of the more particular Councils, and indeed by name
the Canons of St. Basil the Great, as we saw in c. I 1 of the 6th. Hence it is
to be logically inferred that they accepted and confirmed along therewith
everything that the regional Councils and Basil the Great had previously
decreed; and thus it is correctly and confidently and surely concluded
that all heretics must beyond a doubt be baptized. As for the "economy"
which certain Fathers employed for a time it cannot be deemed either a
law or an example; but if one were to investigate the matter aright; one
would filially discover that these heretics whom the Second Ecumenical
Council accepted "economically" were mostly persons in holy orders who
had been already duly baptized but had succumbed to some heresy, and on
this account it employed this "economy." The truth, however, of the divine
Scripture, and right reason prove incontestably that all heretics ought to
be baptized.

CONCERNING THE REGIONAL COUNCIL
HELD IN ANCYRA
PROLEGOMENA

The holy regional Council held in Ancyra, the archdiocese of Gdatia,
took place, according to those who have written discourses about it, in the
year 315 A.C., but Milias in the second volume of the conciliar records
says that it was assembled in the year 314. The number of Fathers who
attended it was eighteen, of whom the exarchs were: Vitellius, patriarch of
Antioch? Syria; Agricola; metropolitan of Caesarea, Cappadocia; Marcellus, archbishop of the same Ancyra; and the martyr St. Basileus, bishop of
Amaseia. They issued the present 25 Canons regarding those who denied
Chnst during the reign of Maximus the tyrant, and who sacrificed to idols,
but thereafter joined the Church. These Canons are definitely confirmed
by c. I1 of the 6th Ec. C., and indefinitely by c. I of the 4th and c. I of the
7th; and by virtue of the latter's confirmation they acquire an ecumenical
force in a way. Concerning this Council Gregory of Neocaesarea made
predictions even 53 years before it in his c. VTTI. (See Dositheus, p. 976 of
the Dodecub/b/us,concerning it.)
THE TWENTY-FIVE CANONS
OF THE
HOLY REGIONAL COUNCIL HELD TN ANCYRA
INTERPRETED

CANON I
As for presbyters who sacrificed to idols, but afterwards succeeded in
recovering their senses, not with any trickery, hut in truth, not after previous
preparations, and pretenses, and persuasions, in order fo seem as though
beingput to tortures, but actually having these inflicted only seenzmgly and
in sham, i f has been deemed hut right thai i'hey should share the honor of'siiting in the seats oftheir class, without, however, being allowed to offer the
host, or to deliver homilies, or toperform anyfunction pertaining to priestly
offices.
Interpretation

Of those Christians who used to deny Christ and sacrifice to idols in
time of persecutions, some, when tortured and unable to endure the severity of the tortures, would deny the name of Christ, while others even
before suffering any tortures would betray the religion. The latter, however, in order to avoid appearing to deny it voluntarily, would persuade
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the torturers; either by means of money or by entreaties, to pretend that
they were putting them to tortures, without really doing so, but merely in
appearance. These facts having become known to have been so, the present Canon decrees that those presbyters who when really put to tortures,
without any trickery or hypocritical acting, and unable to endure them,
sacrificed at first to idols, but later again, having regretted this, confessed
the faith and reaped a victory, are to have the outward honor and the right
to sit with the presbyters (to be honored. that is to say, like priests, and
to sit together with the priests~concerningwhich see c. I of Antioch and
the Footnote to c. XXVI of the 6th), yet not to have permission to conduct
divine services, nor to teach, nor to perform any other priestly office.' See
also Ap. c. LXlI, and c. I of the 1st.
CANON I1

As for deacons who likewise s a c r @ d to idols, but thereafter succeeded
in recovering their s e w s , they are to enjoy the other marks of h o n o ~
but are
to cease all sacred semces, including both that of the bread and that of offering the cup, and that ofpreaching. Bid in case some o f the bishops, however,
,shorddsympathize with their toil,or humility of meekness, and wish to give
them somethingfu~thef,or to take away anything, the power shall rest with
them.
Interpretation

The same things that the above Canon decreed with reference to presbyters is decreed by the present Canon with reference to deacons. That,
in other words; if in consequence of the severity of the tortures they were
overcome and sacrificed to idols, but thereafter again confessed the religion (here called, in Greek. the "piety"), they are to enjoy whatever other
honor is due to deacons, but are to cease from every kind of sacred service
that pertains to deacons, and from holding the holy bread and the holy cup
(see the Footnote to c. XXIII of the 6th), and from preaching.?If, however,
any local bishops should become convinced that they are showing toil or
moil in their repentance for the denial, and have been contritely humbled
on account of the sin, and that they treat with meekness those who reproach them on this account, and not with audacity, it lies in their power
to allow them anything more than the mere outward honor of deacons on
account of the fervency of their repentance. If, on the contrary, they are
convinced that they are little concerned and lukewarm in their repentance,
again they have the power to deprive them even of that outward honor of
deacons. See Ap. c. LXII, and c. XI of the I st-&-2nd.

* It is plain. by contrast herewith. that those presbyters who had not been really

tortured, but only in appearance, or who even before being tortured denied Christ, are
not even worthy to be allowed the outward honor and the right to sit in con~panyof
presbgers,
It is manifest that such persons are not worthy either to say the so-called bidding
prayers, or prayers for peace, nor to voice petitions. As tor the idea of preaching,
perhaps the Canon means the reading of the holy Gospel to the laity, or their pronouncing the prayers in church aloud. and not in secret. That is why Socrates, in
Book I1 ch, 11, s a y that when the Syrian general was surrounding the church with
his soldiers in Alexandria in order to catch him, Athanasius the Great, taking precautions to prevent any injuy to the laity, commanded the deacon to "preach" a
prayer: "And, having commanded the deacon to preach a prayer, he again prepared
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a psalm to be sung."But in other manuscripts instead of the Greek word for "preach"
(kevtto) the word written is the Greek word meaning "to deliver a homily,"

CANON HI
Asfor those who werefleeing and w m caughf,or who wefe defivefed up
by their own intimates, or vho othenvise had their property taken wayfrom
them, or who had to undergo tortures, or were cast into ajail, while crying
out that they were Christians, and being torn to pieces, or who had anything
put in their hands /or violence by those employingfiww against them, or
who had to accept some food of nece.v.s'iy, ihough c(~n/e.v~v/fig
throughout that
they were Christians, and ever exhibiting mwmfuiness over the occurrence
in their whole make-up and their habit, and humbleness of life, they, as heing without sin, are not to be excludedfrom communion. Even i f they were
excluded by someone as a matter of excessive strictness, or by some even
through ignorance, they must immediately be admitted and restored to their
rights. This applies likewise both to those who belong to the clergy', and to
other members ofthe laity. A further question examined into was whether
laymen can be promoted to orders if' they incur ibe same necessity, It has
been deemed but right that these persons too, us not having committed any
sin, pn~videdthai heir previous life has been correct and vpri& be advanced to orders by imposition of hands.
Interpretation

Since, according to St. Gregory the Theologian, the law of martyrdom is that one ought not to run of his own accord and voluntarily into
martyrdom, with provision for both the weakness and the possible faintheartedness which he may exhibit, and on account of the perdition and
punishment in hell which those persons are bound to sustain who put him
to martyrdom, nor again if he should happen to get caught in the net of
martyrdom, ought he to flee and lose faith. For this reason the Christians
of that time, being conscious of the weakness of their nature, were wont to
flee from persecutions and hide themselves, in accordance with that passage in the Gospel which says: "when they persecute you in this city and
drive you thence, flee ye into another" (Matt. 10:23). So, with reference to
these fleeing Christians, the present Canon says in its decree that if these
persons in fleeing were caught, or were delivered up by their own relatives who were Greeks (i.e., heathen), or were deprived of their property,
or underwent tortures, and were cast into prison, or had their clothes torn
off and were stripped naked. or the tyrants forcibly thrust into their hands
incense, or some sacrificial object, or into their mouth thrust food which
had been offered sacrificially to idols, and while suffering all these things
cried out nevertheless that they were Christians, without any utter denial,
they, 1 say, if they mourn over that occurrence which has befallen them,
and display their mournfulness outwardly both by a show of humility and
depression and plainness of clothes; and a face revealing their life, they
are not to be prevented from partaking of divine communion, since they
too are considered as not having sinned in any respect. But if some persons have excluded them from divine communion, either because of too
great strictness, or on account of their indiscreetness, they must forthwith
be admitted thereto, whether those who have suffered such an embarrassment were clerics or laymen. In fact, such persons are so far removed from
any such sinfulness that even though one person among them should be a
layman, he may become a priest, provided his previous life is unimpeacli-
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able and worthy of holy orders. See also Ap. c. LXlL and c. 1 of Gregory
the Miracle-worker.
CANON IV

Ax concerning those who have sacrificed under duress, and in additzon
to these, those who have eaten supper at the idols, it has been deemedfittwig
that ihose persons who in k i n g led away ihefeto went tip in too gay raiment,
and more luxurious clothes, andpartook of the prepared supper ind@erently,
should do a year as listeners,and three years as kneelers. They shall partake
ofprayer alone,for t\voyears, and then shall come to perfection.
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that as regards those who have been forced
to sacrifice to idols, or to eat food that was offered to idols, they must first
be examined as to their disposition when doing that, and according to the
disposition shown they are to have their penances meted out to them. For
if when dragged off to be compelled to sacrifice, or to eat things offered
to idols, they displayed a joyous attitude, and adorned themselves in valuable garments, and ate it in a nonchalant manner, that is to say, without
being troubled in their heart, and grieved on this account, they are to do
a year in the station of listeners, three years in that of kneelers, two years
in that of co-standers (or cum;,s/en/e,s)and after all these years they are to
partake of the divine Mysteries.
Concord

As for all those who patiently suffered unendurable tortures at first, but
later on account of the weakness of the flesh were overcome and caused to
deny, they are canonized three years and forty days according to c. I of Peter. But as for those who merely underwent imprisonment, and the stench
connected therewith, but without other tortures were induced to deny, they
are canonized four years, according to c. I1 of the same man. As for those,
on the other hand, who when being tortured were mourning while eating
things that had been offered to idols, they are canonized three years and
beyond, according to c. V of the present Council. But if they merely ate
foods of their own at a heathenish festival in a temple of an idol, they are
to spend two years in kneeling, according to c. VII of the present Council.
As for those who sacrificed two or three times under duress, they are canonized seven years according to c. VIII of this same Council. See also c.
XTV of the 1 st Ec. C. and the drawing of a temple.

CANON V
But asfor those who went up with clothes ofnwzirning, andupon redwing
ate in the meantime weeping throughout the time they were reclining,ifthey
havefulfilled the three years 'time of kneeling, let them be admitted without
any offering. fiu\ if they did not eat, after doing two years ofkneeling, I e i ihem
commune in the thirdyear, without any offering,in order that they may receive
perfection in thefourth year. But Bishops are to have the paver, after examining into She mode of /he conversion, /o exercise philanthropy (or charity) or
to add more lime to the penalty. But above all let the previous life be inquired

' It is plain. by likcness of thc case. that priests who have suffered this are not to be
deposed ill accordance with c XIV of Peter. What am I saying. arc not to be deposed?
W h s they are even to be classed with the confessors. accordingto the same Canon of
Peter
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into, and let the life thereafter be investigated, and thus shall the philanh n p y he meted out in due pmportion.
Interpretation

The present Canon does not harmonize with the one above. For it says
that all those who were forced to sacrifice and went with humble and
mournful garments and ate things sacrificed to idols, weeping throughout
the interval of their meal, shall. after doing three years in company with
kneelers, stand with the faithful, though they are not to partake.' But if
they have not eaten anything at all that has been sacrificed to an idol, let
them do two years as kneelers, and in the third year let them stand with
the faithful, but without partaking, and after four years let them commune.
These are the penalties provided by the Council. Bishops, however, have
it in their power to consider the way in which they are repenting. Accordingly, if they are genuinely and fervently repentant, they are to lessen the
number of years decreed as penal ties. But if, on the contrary, they are unconcerned and nonchalant in repenting, they are to increase the number of
years decreed as penalties. Moreover, bishops are obliged to investigate
their life both before they ate the abominable things and after they ate
things abominable. Then, if that life was and is virtuous, they are to reduce
the penalties; but if it was and is blameworthy and wicked, they are to augment them. See also cc. XI and Xll of the lst, and c. IV of the present.
CANON VI
As concerning those who mere,$ in obedience to a ;h/Â¥ea
of being imprisoned and punished, and of having their property taken away, or of' being

forced to chauge their abode, have sacrzficed, and up to the present time
havefailed to repent, and have neither been fed to return, hut have now come
to join the Church and have become minded to return at a time coinciding
with that o f the Council, i f has been deemed hvt righf that until the great day
they be admitted as listeners, and that after the great day they be obliged to
serve threeyears as kneelers, and after nvo more years (as co-stan&r,sj they
are to commune wifhout an qfpmg, and thus to arrive at perfection; so that
they shallfid#/// the whu/e period of'six years. Bvi ifany persons were admiiled to repentance, hefore this C m n d convened,from that time Set the term of
six years be considered as having commenced. Neverihe/ess, ifthere be any
danger and expectation of death ensuing/rorn a disease or any other cause,
bet these persons be admitted conditionally.
Interpretation

Any Christians that were overcome by the mere threats which the
tyrants terrified them with when threatening to torture them, and to take
away their property, or to exile them, and they sacrificed to the idols, and
thereafter failed to repent until now at the present time of this Council
they have barely arrived at a notion of repentance and of return, as for
these persons, I say, the present Canon decrees that they are to be canonized, and that they shall remain in the station of listeners from the time of
the Council, or, in other words, from the fourth week after Easter (see Ap.
it is manifestthat these persons ought not to partake in the fourth year, like those who
have not eaten things offered to idols, but at a later time and after more years have
passed, though the Canon does not so state explicitly.
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c. XXXVII) until the coming great day of Easter-which is the same as
saying, a year and a month. Thereafter they are to kneel for three years,
to stand with the faithful for two more years, and after the six years have
ended they are to partake of communion. But as for any such persons as
were admitted to repentance before this Council met, the six years of their
canon are to start from that time. Nevertheless, if it should happen that
there should ensue to them any danger of death from any illness or other
circumstance, then they are to partake because of the necessity of the case,
but conditionally-that is to say, in other words, under such a proviso that
if they do not die, but remain alive, they are to refrain from communing
again until the six years have elapsed, just as is decreed to the very same
effect by c. XIU of the 1st. Read also Ap. c. LXl1, and c. Xl of the 1st. See
a1so the drawing of a temple at the end of this book
CANON VH
ds concerning those persons who participated in afeast on the occasion
o f a heathenishfestival, brought their ownfood to if, and ate thereof, it has
seemedfitting that they should be admitted after spending nvo years 'time in
kneeling. As tv whether each ofthem ought to be allowed the offering too,
this isfor the Bishops to determine, and to investigate fhc mt of the life o f
each person.
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that all Christians who took their food with
them and went to a fixed spot appointed for the Hellenians to carry out
their ceremonies and ate with them are to spend two years in kneeling and
then be admitted. The bishop, however? by examining their earlier and
later life, shall judge whether it is reasonable for these persons to be admitted only to prayer with the faithful or also to partake with them of the
divine Mysteries. See c. XI1 of the 1st. and the ichnograph of a temple at
the end of this book, and c. IV of the present Council.
CANON VIII

A s f o r those who haw saqficed u second and a third time under compulsion, Set them kneel for a space of four years, then communefor two years
without oblation, and with the seventh be admitted unreservedly.
Interpretation

Having already expressed themselves as regarding those who have
sacrificed once, these fathers now in the present Canon are expressing
themselves as regarding those who have sacrificed two or three times.'
by saying that those who have done this under compulsion must spend
four years in kneeling, and stand together with the faithful for two years,
communing with them only in prayers; but in the seventh year they may
partake of the divine Mysteries. See the ichnograph of a temple at the end
of this book, and c. 1V of the present Council.
CANON IX
Asfor all who not only apostatized, bvt even revolted and compelled
brethren, or caused them to be compelled, to apostatize, let them receive the

' Note from the present Canon that one and the same sin when committed but once entails a shorter sentence than when committed twice or thrice or in general many times
over.
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listening station for three years, and during six years more that of kneeling,
and lei them commune for a year w i h u / oh/at!on, in order thai, after doing
thefull stretch of tenyears, they may partake of the unabridged. During this
time, nevertheless, let the rest of their life he kepi under survei//ance.
Interpretation

As for all those who were so afraid of tortures that they not only denied the faith of Christ but even rose up against the rest of the faithful,
and either themselves compelled them to sacrifice and to deny, or cause
others among the persecutors to compel them to do so, because, it may
have been, they revealed Christians who were hiding somewhere or who
had fled or who were unknown-as for such persons, I say, the present
Canon commands them to listen to the Scriptures for three years, to kneel
for six, and to stand with the faithful for one year; and when the ten years
have been finished, then they are to be permitted to partake of the divine
Mysteries. During the interval of these ten years the rest of their life must
be examined into by their bishop or their spiritual father; and if they have
been living negligently and badly; the years of their sentence are to be
augmented.
Concord

Canon VIII of St. Gregory the Miracle-worker (or Thaumaturgus) in
regard to those who were taken captive by barbarians and later engaged
with them in killing Christians or revealed to them hidden Christians, decrees that they ought not to be put even among listeners, but ought to weep
outside the gate, until such time as a common Council is held concerning
them-the present one, that is to say, and the present Canon concerning
them. See also the ichnograph of a temple at the end of this book.
CANON X

A s for Deacons who are appointed in spite o f their condition i f they gave
evidence and insisted that they 1tw;a/(7 have to marry, being unable to remain
single, and who thereafter have warr~ed,let them stay in service, beca~i~s'e
they have been allowed to do so by the Bishop. But if any of them have kepi
silent as to this, and have agreed to remain single when ordulned, but thereafter enlewd i n f o marriage, Iet them he dismissedfkm the deaconry.
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that if any deacons about to be ordained
have openly confessed in evidence that they must marry after ordination,
because of their inability to continue in a state of virginity, they are not to
be deposed thereafter if they take a wife, but are to retain their deaconship,
since they appeared to have been allowed to do this by the prelate who
ordained them. For after hearing their declaration beforehand, the prelate
did not reject them, but actually ordained them. But as for those deacons,
again, who kept silent when about to be ordained and made no such statement, if they marry after ordination, they are to be dismissed from the
deaconry. For the silence they maintained shows that they consented and
agreed to remain virgins throughout their diaconate. See also c. VI of the
6th and the Footnote thereto.
CANON XT
Asforg/r/,sthat have been engaged or betrothed, and there~~fter
have been
grabbed by other men, it has seemed best that they be given back to the men to
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whom they were previously betrothed, even though they have sz///i~edviolence at the hands of t h eformer.
Interpretation

All women or girls that are plighted to men, but thereafter have been
rapaciously snatched away by other men, must be given back to their former fiances, according to the present Canon, even though they have been
deflowered by their ravishers; yet not compulsorily, but only if their former fiances are willing and want them. Sec also c. XXVII of the 4th.
CANON XI1

A fifar those who had sacrificed before baptism, and lhefeafter were haptized it has seemed right to allow them to be promoted to orders, as having

undergone a bath ufptw;'fication.
In olden times many persons accepted Christianity and believed in
Christ, but were late in receiving holy baptism. On this account St. Gregory the Theologian and St. Basil the Great wrote their discourses urging
to baptism. So it is in regard to these persons that the present Canon states
that if as Christians they were caught by persecutors and sacrificed, provided they were baptized after the sacrifice, they may ascend even to the
rank of the clergy and of holy orders, because we believe that holy baptism purified them from all former sins, no matter of what sort these might
have been, whether pardonable or mortal. See also Ap. c. I I .
CANON Xlli
AivciHary B/.vhops s h d have no right to ordain presbyters or deacons,
h t , moreover, not even city presbyters may they ordain, without being al-

lowed to do so by the Bishop with letters in another diocese.!
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that without the written permission of their
bishop auxiliary bishops cannot ordain any presbyters or deacons in any
territory outside of their own. For if they cannot ordain such persons even
in their own territory, except only for subdeacons. lectors, and exorcists;
according to c. X of Antioch, much less can they do so in any other. But
neither must they ordain even city presbyters where the bishop proper
resides, without his written permission. The Canon insists that written
permission be given, in order to prevent any doubt from supervening. See
also the Footnote to c. VIII of the 1st.
CANON XIV

A s f i ~ rthose preshyiers or deacons who we in the cieroy and who ahstainfrom meat, it has s e e ~ t e drightfor them to touch and taste the meat and
hen, if they so wish, to refrainfkm eaiing it; hui if they we unwdl~ngto eat
even vegetables that have been cooked with meat, and refuse to submit to the
Canon, lei them he dismissedfrom the of-dors.
(Ap. c. LV.)

' These words appear as "in each diocese" in what John ofAntioch writes in his collection of Canons. Title XXI. According to him, therefore, the present Canon decrees
that in every province auxiliary bishops arc forbidden to ordain country and city
prcsbficrs or deacons without the written permission of the Bishop proper.
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Interpretation

Since it was possible some persons actually did abhor or loathe meat in
very truth, but, to cover up the fact, said that they abstained from it for the
sake of exercise and temperance, in order to remove any such suspicion,
the present Canon decrees that presbyters and deacons who refrain from
eatmg meat with a view to temperance; must taste a little of it. But as for
those who are so stoutly set against meat that they will not even eat vegetables cooked with meat, they must be dismissed from holy orders. For
they thereby provoke the suspicion that they find meat disgusting, a view
held by the Manichees and other heretics. Read also Ap. cc. LI and LHI,
CANON XV
With refkrence to things' belonging to the Lord's house, whatever ptvshy -

ters have said in the absence ofa bishop, they shall be restored to the Lord's
house. Hut U is to he left to the judgnwnt ofthe Hifihop whether the price
should be paid back or not, on account of thefact that many times the pre;/Ii
res;&ing,fmm things bought repays (hem more than the price they themselves
paid,far them,
Interpretation

In case presbyters and other members of the clergy (for the present
Canon by beginning with a higher rank shows that it includes the lower
ranks too) on account of any need have sold things of the church of the
bishopric without the permission and consent of the bishop; or when he
was not present, or had died, the church, or rather the bishop, shall recover
them and take them back from the buyers. It is left to the discretion of the
bishop whether to pay back to the buyers the price tor which the things
were sold; or not to pay it back; for many times owing to the fact that the
things afford a profit or income the buyers may receive more from them
than they paid for there when they bought them; and for this reason it is
not right for them to receive the price of the things twice. See also Ap. c.
XXXVTII. As for why the church is called a Lord's house, we have said all
there is to say in the Footnote to c. LXXIV of the 6th.

CANON XVI
As regards those who have irrationa/md or who are irrationaiizing,
all who committed this sin before they were twenty yeui's old must spend
fifteen years in kneeling before being permitted communion in prayers, and
then, after passing five years in communion, they taste of'the oblation. But
let their life during the term of kneeling be scrutinmd, and then let them be
accorded the benefit ofphiianthropy. But if any of them hcwe inddged in the
sin to satiety,let them have the long term ofkneeling. Asfor those who have
passed ihai age and who, though possessing wives, fell inio the sin, lei them
spend hveniyfiveyears m kneeling before receiving the right to Commune in
prayer.s, then, after they have spent five years in the communion ofprayers,
let them receive the oblation. Rut i f any of them sinned when posfiessi~g
wives and having passed the qy offi.fty years, let them receive communion
only at ihe lime of ;he/'r exitfrom life.
Interpretation

Those who have fallen or are falling into the sin committed with irrational animals, otherwise known as bestiality, are not all to be treated
alike, says the present Canon, but, on the contrary, those who sinned with
them only a few times, before becoming twenty years old, and without
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possessing wives, are to do only fifteen years in the station of kneelers,
and to stand for five years together with the faithful in the church praying
along with them, and thereafter are to be allowed to partake of the Encharist. But their life during penitence ought to be examined, and if they are
fervidly repentant, they ought to be canonized more leniently; but if they
have been living negligently, they ought not to receive any leniency whatever. But if these persons have fallen into this irrational sin of bestiality a
great many times and to excess, let them do a long time among the lmeelers.' And accordingly they are thus to be canonized leniently both because
of their youthfulness, during which the flame of desire is kindled, and because of their foolishness. But as for those who are more than twenty years
old and have wives, if they have fallen into this vile sin, let them kneel for
twenty-five years, and let them pray along with the faithful for five years,
and then after those thirty years let them partake of the Eucharist. But as
for those who are more than fifty years old and have wives, if they have
fallen into bestiality, let them partake of the Eucharist at their death; and
not at any other time. For they have no excuse whatever to offer like the
ones above mentioned, neither youthfulness nor instability of character
Concord

Canon IV of Nyssa canonizes those guilty of violating the chastity
of (lower) animals nineteen years, and calls this crime "adultery against
nature," "because the injustice is done to a strange being and contrary to
nature." St. Basil the Great, on the other hand, in his c. VTT imposes on
violators of the chastity of animals the same sentence as that meted out to
violators of the chastity of male children and to murderers and to adulterers, while in his c. LXIII he makes it that inflicted upon adulterers only, or,
more plainly speaking, he fixes it at fifteen years. According to c. XVII of
the same Council, those guilty ofbestiality ought to pray in company with
the weather-bitten (or hi em ante,^), called in Greek chei~nazomenof.God,
however, commands that men and women who fall into sin with (lower)
animals be put to death, and that along with them the animals too be put
to death. "And if any man lie with a quadruped, he shall surely be put to
death; and ye shall slay the quadruped. And if a woman approach any
beast, and lie down thereto, ye shall kill the woman and the beast" (Lev.
20: 15- 16). Book LX of the Basilica, Title 37, commands that "of those
guilty of irrationalization, or, more explicitly speaking, of bestiality, let
the verpa be cut off."
CANON X V n

Asfor those who have committed an irrational crime, and are lepers, or,
more explicitly speaking, have contracted leprosy, the holy Council has commanded /hut these persons pray with the weather-bitten.
Interpretation

Just as Moses calls lepers unclean, in like manner the present Canon
calls those guilty of bestiality and of violating the chastity of animals lepers, or, more explicitly speaking, unclean and leprous, meaning, in other
By "a long time" here the Canon means twenty ycars. both according to Zonaras and
according to the folloviing words of the Canon.We note here. however, that bestialit\ includes "avianity" (or similar connection with fowls of an) kind), whether it be
done nith male or female birds. I cannot pass over in silence die prudent method
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used. by a sage spiritual father to correct an insensible sinner who fell into sin with a

heifer. First he told him: "Why, you sinner, you have acquired a new kinship with the
heifer, and have been rendered like it irrational and bestial. So for the space of about
a month go eve? evening and shut yourself up in your stable; and there inside falling
prone upon the ground like the animals, put your ass's packsaddle upon !-our back,
and thus, in that posture, beg God's pardon with tears for your terrible sim" Hence,
by doing this and coming to a sense of the cnonnity of his wickedness, that wretched
man corrected himself, and his life took a turn for the better, where fonnerly owing
to the lenienc~with which former spiritual fathers treated him. they were unable to
correct him (page 234 of the Spiritual Teacher). In his Alphabet ufAlphabets. Step
160, Meletius the Confessor says that there is fourfold bestiality. Accordingly, it may
be that lie means that practiced by men on female and male beasts, and conversely
that done to men and women by male beasts. As for how many years one is canonized
for bestiality, see the Canon of John the Faster, which were added out of the same
Canonicon.

words, that they have infected even those animals. It decrees that they pray
together with the weather-bitten, or, more explicitly speaking, the persons
possessed by demons. ' See also the above c. XVI of this same Council.
CANON XVTTI
Tf any persons who have been appointed bishops and have not been accepied by that diocese to which (hey have been a.wigned should wish l o inlmde
or encroach upon other dioceses, and to displace those established therein,
and to excite riots agahi them, lei them he excotnn1tinicated. !f,however, they
should wish to be seated in the presbytery, where they were presbytersformerly, lei them not be deprived of the honor, fiut i f they engage in riois againai the
bishops therein established, let them be shorn o f the honor of the presbytey,
and let them be proscribed.
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that in case any bishops, after being ordained, failed to be accepted by their province, but go to other provinces,
and coerce those ordained there, and cause disturbances, they are to be
excommunicated, and to be deprived of the honor due to a bishop; but if
they wish, let them have only the seat and honor o f presbyters. ' Otherwise,
if they will not keep the peace, but cause scandals and fights with the
bishops there, let them forfeit even this honor of presbyters, and be ousted
fiom the church altogether. Read also Ap. cc. XXXV and XXXVI.
CANON XIX
Asfor those who have promised to maintain their virginjly, but break
their promise, iet them ,fuiji/i the term of digamists. With regard to virgins
however, who are cohabiting with men m sister.^," we have prohibited this.
Interpretation

Those who interpret the present Canon, including both Balsamon and
Blastaris, assert that those men who promise to maintain their virginity,
or, in other words, to live exclusively for God, before their being tonsured
and clothed in monastic garments, can lawfully take a wife; by fillfilling

' Note that we have explained the word "weather-bittcn" (i.c.,the Grcck word cheimaas meaning those possessed by demons. following the opinion of many
other authorities concerning this, and especially that of Dionysius the Arcopagitc.
For in the third chapter of his treatise on the Ecclesiastical Hierarchy he divides
those coining out of the church during divine liturgy into three classes, namely
into penitents. into those energized by demons (these "weather-bitton." that is to
say), and into catechumens. But in addition the Apostolic Injunction. Book VIII

zumenui}
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ch. 6, say "Pray yc you arc energized by unclean spirits. Let us all plead for them pcrsistently." Those who arc called cncigumcrs (i.c.. energized) here arc called weatherbitten (i.e., cheimazomenoi) in the following chapters 34 and 37 (ibid.)."The Deacon
shall make an appeal in behalf of catechumens, and of weather-bitten persons, and
of persons being illuininated (i.c ., baptized). and of persons engaged in penitence ."
Armciiopoulos has also interpreted the word cheitn~zomenoi(i .c ..thc weather-bitten)
to mean those possessed by demons in his Epitome of the Canons, heading 6 title 7,
and so has Argcntcs. pagc 259. But if it be objected that Balsamon and Zonaras refuse
to have the weatlier-bitten be possessed by demons. owing to the fact that those sometimes denionized are allowed even to partake of die M\steries according to the third
Canon of Tim&!. Hence even those guilty of bestiality who are praying with them
must also be allowed to partake of communion like them, which the above Canon of
the present Council will not permit, we reply that c\cn though men guilty of bestiality
do pray together with those who arc deinonizcd, yet there is 110 necessity of their partaking of communion like the latter, since even those who are prqing and standing
together with die faithful do not partake like these latter of die Mysteries, according to
die Canons, until the time fixed for them to spend as co-standers has elapsed. As foi
die station. or place. in which the weather-bitten had to stand, it appears to have been
die narthex of the churcli. and see the iclmograph of a temple at die end of this book.
As for the statement ofArgentes to the effect that with the weather-bitten stood those
who had voluntarily sacrificed to idols, and those who were implicated in magic and
sorcec and open sins, it is unproved, as it i s not found anywhere among the Canons
dealing with such sins.
' Balsainon sa! s that these bishops who have not been accepted s l d l have the honor of
a presbyter 111 that region where they l i d fomierlb been presbyters, which meaning
accords better with the text of the Canon
111 other n~anuscriptsit says "as brothers.''

the Canon of digamists; because, they say, monasticism is not affirmed
by words, but is constituted and confirmed by the tonsure and the monastic garments. St. Basil the Great in his c. XVITI, which cites the present
Canon, asserts that such persons do not marry, but practice fornication,
and he commands that they be not admitted to communion until they get
divorced from that marriage which according to commentators; is legal
but according to Basil the Great is a greater sin than fornication. Because
he says in his c. VI: "fornications of monks are not considered to be marriage." Canon XVI of the 4th says that those who have consecrated themselves to God cannot marry. But if they allege that a promise consisting of
words does not afford so much binding force and weight to those making
a vow, let them listen to Athanasius the Great, who says with reference
to the Lord's passion: "'Whatever we vow to God is no longer ours, but
God's; accordingly, if we take it, we are not taking what is ours, but what
is God's, and are sacrilegists." For a promise does not depend only on
money, but also on words and on choice. Thus, too, monastic life does
not depend on the tonsure and on the garments; but also on the word and
on the promise to God. So all those who promise anything good to God
are obliged to pay it. As who should say, a virgin man owes virginity; a
temperate man owes temperance; and a married man owes sobriety-if
they want to escape being chastised like Ananias and Sapphira. And they
owe not only that vow which they made before men, but also that which
they made in private by themselves. For divine Basil says (in his discourse on greed): "You are talking secretly with yourself, but your words
are heard in heaven; and the God in heaven who can see into hearts is a
better witness than men who can see only what is outside."' So in order

' That we ought not to transgress any promises we have made to God we state more
fully in the Footnote to c. XXVUI of St. Basil.
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to reconcile the present Canon with the Canon of the saint, it is better and
more accurate to understand it thus: that all who have promised to maintain virginity, or a solitary life, and have married before becoming monks,
are canonized as digamists, or, in other words, to go without communion
for a year,2 according to c. XVI I1 of Basil, after they have been freed from
this unlawful marriage and fornication according to cc. VI and XVIII of
Basil. Tn addition, the Canon prohibits women who have promised to
remain virgins from cohabiting with any men, even though calling themselves sisters of the men, or calling them their brothers, on the theory that
by means of such a claim and the use of such words they might avoid any
untoward suspicion against them,? concerning which see c. I11 of the 1st.
CANON XX

If the wife of anyone be involved in adultery or any man commit udtdteg~,
she or he, respectively, must obtain absolution in seven years, in accordance
with the prop,wzve degrees.

Interpretation
The present Canon excludes an adulteress and an adulterer from the
communion of the Mysteries for seven years. These years are to be counted and passed in accordance with the aforesaid classes of penitents, or, in
other words, just as St. Basil the Great prescribes: for one year they are
to continue weeping; for two years they are to remain listeners; for three
years they are to be heelers; and during the seventh year they are to stand
with the faithful; and then may they partake of the divine Mysteries, provided they repent with tears in their eyes.
Concord

Canon IV of Nyssa sentences the adulterer to eighteen years, while St.
Basil in his c. LVTII sentences him to fifteen, the Faster to three only but
with a farther satisfaction consisting in xerophagy and genuflections in
his c. XIIL4 See c. LXXXVII of the 6th, and Ap. c. XLVIII, and the ichnograph of a temple.
CANON XXI
Regarding women who become prostitules and kill (heif babies, and who
make i t their business to concoct ahortives, the former rule barred themfor

life from communion, and they are left without recourse. h i , having found
a more phi1m;hmpic alternative, we havefixed ihe penally at ten yearfi, in
accordance w ifh the fixed degrees.

' We have explained the Canon thus, following the opinion of Balsamon and Blastaris,

who have taken the word promise which occurs in the Canon for merely a simple
promise, and not a perfect monastic vow But inasmuch as Basil the Great in his c.
XVIII explains that this Canon of the Council was meant to refer to those virgins
who not only liave promised and vowed to maintain their trrgiiuty, but who have
also been tried and tested for a long time, and have been classed among virgins after
having first begged to be admitted by them. This amounts to s a ~ i n gthat the Canon
was intended to be applied to the case of perfect nuns. What other exegete is abler
than St. Basil the Great? So it may be said that just as the Canon was intended to
regulate the case of perfect nuns (who wore the black garments of monks- according to c. XLV of the 6th), and; according to this great father. sentences them; so and
in like manner it is intended to apply to die case of perfect monks and those who
have been really enrolled in die order of monks, not to the case of men who liave
merely promised to remain virgins and have not become monks. And it sentences
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not these men, but those, so mildly and leniently to but one year; whereas St Basil
sentences them as adulterers. after thcy have first been freed from the unlawful marriage. For in speaking of a promise of virginity the Can011 implied thereby also the
rest of the monastic vow along with the noun promise. But we must conceive the
promise and vow of such persons to have been made then, in accordance with an
uncxprcssed assumption, since up to the time of St. Basil it vow of men to a state of
virginity for life had not been made. but he himself was the first to say that this should
be taken in his c . XIX

The sisterhood or brotherhood which the Canon mentions hens may perhaps be taken
to mean simple kinship, seeing that mere relatives are actually called brothers and
sisters in the divine Scripture, according to that Gospel passage which savs: "Now
there stood by the cross of Jesus his mother. and the brothers of his mother' (Jolm 19:
25): or, in other words, relatives, as St. Theoph~lactusinterprets it.
But if these fathers provided a sentence of seven years for adultery; which according
to c. SV of Nyssa is twice as bad a sin as fornication, it is no wonder that they punish
fornication with four years. only the half, that is to say, and a little more of the penalty
attached to adultery; and see c , XXII of Basil the Great.

Interpretation

Regarding all women who commit fort~niationwith men secretly and
conceive, but kill the embryos within their belly, or lift weights exceeding
their strength, or drink certain drugs abortive of embryos, such women,
I say, had already been denied communion until their death by another
Canon preceding the present one; but the present Canon, which the fathers of the present Council have decreed in a spirit of greater leniency,
prohibits them from communing for only ten years, which is the sentence
specified also by c. I I of Basil. These years are to be served thus, according to Zonaras and the anonymous expositor: For two years they are to be
weepers; for three they are to be listeners; for four they are to be kneelers;
for one year they are to stand together with the faithful, and then they are
to partake of communion. Read also c. XCI of the 6th, Ap. c. LXVI, and
the ichnograph of a temple.
CANON XX11
As regards willful murders, lei them kneel c o n i i m d y ; hhut absolution
they are to be granted only at the end o f their life.
Interpretation

The present Canon sentences those who murder persons willfully to
kneel throughout their life, and to commune only at the end of their life.
Concord

Canon LVI of St. Basil the Great sentences them to twenty years, and
read what Ap, c, LXVI has to say.
CANON XXIII

As w a r d s involuntary homicide, &,first rule bids the g d l y one io spend
seven years in order to attain to absolution in accordance with thefixed dep e s ; whereas the second requires him iofulfill a term offive years.
Interpretation

Those who have killed anyone against their own will have been sentenced differently by the two Canons concerning them which had been
decreed before this Council was held. The older one sentences them to
seven years (one to be spent by them as weepers; two as listeners: three as
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kneelers, while in the seventh they are to stand with the faithful, and
thereafter they are to be allowed to co~mmiine).The later Canon sentences
them to five years, Basil the Great in his 57th Canon sentences them to
ten years. See the Ap. c. 76.

'

CANON XXIV
As for those who are practicing divinatiu~zand con finuing the customs of'
the heathen, andwho are inlmducingpersons into theif homes with a view to
discovering sorceries, or even with a view to purification, let them,fall under
the Canon offive years in accordance with (hefixed degrees; three years o f
kneeling, and two years ofprayer, without oblation.
Interpretation

The present Canon sentences to five years' non-conununion those
Christians who not only employ divinations themselves, and follow the
customs of the Hellenians and heathen, but also even those who go to
those diviners, and bring them to their homes, either to purify them from
the effects of witchcraft which others have exercised against them, causing them perhaps to fall ill, or to suffer some other loss; or in order to induce them to show where such magical powers are hidden. As for the five
years in question; they are served as follows: Three years as kneelers, two
as GO-standerswith the faithful; and thereafter they are to have the right to
commune. See also c. LXI of the 6th.
CANON XXV

When one has become engaged to a girl, hut has in addhion deflowered
her sister too, so that she has been made pregnant by him, and he has after
this married the one betrothed to him, but the one deflowered has huuged
herself. Those aware of thefads have been ordered to spend ten years as cosianders in order to gain admission, in accordance with thefixeddegrees,
Interpretation

If it be supposed that any man has had some virgin betrothed to him,
but before marrying her has deflowered the sister of the girl betrothed to
him, with the additional fact that he has made her pregnant by his act (for
this is the meaning of the Greek word epiphoresm), after that he married the girl betrothed to him, but her sister who has been deflowered and
made pregnant seeing this, and becoming despondent has hanged herself
in consequence of excessive sorrow: if such an event, I say, should actually happen, the present Canon commands that all persons who knew
about but kept silent about the facts of the case be sentenced to ten years,
These ten years are to be divided among the stations ofpenitents in order. '
Notice here that along with the actual sinners those who knew about the
sin but failed to reveal it so as to have it prevented, but, on the contrary,
concealed it, are chastised too. For so far as they had it in their power to
prevent this sin, they too were as guilty as though they themselves had
committed it; for though they could have prevented this illicit marriage

' The later and second Canon concerning involuntary homicide i s perhaps this twentythird Canon of the present Council.

' In

the question concerning baptism the same Basil the Great says that one can
participate in the wickedness of another in three \va>s. to wit: either with respect
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to the deed itself, when he collaborates with the same object in view and assists him
in the evil: or by consent when he acquiesces in the disposition and way of the sinner
and finds pleasure therein. But there is also a third kind of participation, which most
men are ignorant of. though it is well evidenced by the accurate diction of divine
Scripture. This kind of participation results when, without actually becoming a collaborator in the deed, and without acquiescing i11 the sinner's disposition, one Icams
about and becomes acquainted with only the wickedness of the sinner's mind. and rcposes thereon-or, in other words, keeps silent and fails to reprove him. This way of
participation is made plain also b~ those words of God: "These things thou liast done.
and I have kept silent: thou thoughtest (Ps. 49:21) it iniquit~,that I will be like thee;'
or, in other words, a participant in thy wickedness. By way of refuting this suspicion
God says: '1will reprove thee, and will expose thy sins to thy face.'"But indeed also
from that which St. Paul s q s in reproving the Corinthians because they took their
case and failed to reprove the one who was fornicating with his stepmother "Ye arc
puffed up: and have not rather mourned in order that he who hath done this deed
might be removed from your midst " etc. (1 Cor. 5:2).That is why the Faster in his c .
XXV says that if a m m knows that her sister nuns are being deflow,eredor induced to
commit adultep, and fails to reveal the fact to the mother superior. she is to be given
die same sentence as is meted out to the ones doing these things. Besides this, Elias
die Metropolitan of Crete says that priests ought not to accept the offerings of that
father with whose knowledge his sons under his control are fornicating: since, though
he is able to prevent them from committing the sin and to inarp them lawfully and
legally, quite to the contrary he lets them keep on sinning, and as a result gets himself
excommunicated like them (page 335 of Juris Graeco-Rom.)

of one who has fornicated in regard to two sisters, and the murder of the
girl who hanged herself; they failed to prevent it. Thus it is they themselves who have committed these improprieties, according to that proverbial saying that "whoever could prevent it but failed to do so is the one
that is doing it." That is why St. Basil the Great in his c. LXXI decrees
that one who knows about the sin of another but fails to reuort it of his
own accord to those who have the power to prevent it, is to be subjected to
the same penalty as the sinner himself. What am I saying, that he is subjected to the same penalty. Why, he is subjected to even a still greater one.
For while c. LXXVIII of Basil imposes a sentence of seven years upon
any man who takes two sisters in marriage at different times, the present
Canon sentences to ten years anyone who knows about the commission
of the sin of deflowering these two sisters. First, because a man who takes
two sisters is forced by the love of flesh to fall into an illicit marriage, according to Balsamon, whereas those who know about this and fail to make
it known have no such cause forcing them to do this. Secondly, because
that man only falls into an illicit marriage; by taking two sisters, whereas
the consequences of the latter case are not only an illicit marriage, but
fornication as well and the murder or death of the girl who hanged herself.
Nicetas of Haeracleia in his c. I I I says that if any man takes a wife with a
complete marriage ceremony in church,' but before actually having any
carnal know ledge of her he engages in fornication with his mother-in-law
and renders her pregnant, he must keep the wife whom he has married in
church, but must stay away from his another-in-law, lest the sight of her
attract him to carnal pleasure. The Faster also says this same thing; whoever commits such a sin is sentenced to six years' deprivation from the
divine Mysteries: he takes various other Canons, respecting which see c.
XVI of the Faster.

' On page 310 of the book of the Juris Craeco-Romani the stoq

runs as follows. A
certain girl accepted a inan, and a prayer for the betrothal was said and a betrothal
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ceremony was performed in church. But Blastaris asserts that if any man becomes
engaged only, i.e.. has a girl merely betrothed to him. but, before the complete cclebration of the sacred ceremony, or, more plainly speaking, of the marriage and the
nuptial coronation too, he happens to fall with l i s mother-in-law, or with any other
person that is a female relative of the girl betrothed to him. the marriage becomes
obstructcd and cannot be consummated or finished, since it is an unlawful tiling for
such incest to be brought about wittingly. But if he should fall with his mothcr-inlaw after the wedding has been completely blessed and he has been crowned as the
husband of her daughter, the marriage cannot be dissolved, but. nevertheless, those
guilty of having entered into this incestuous relationship are subject to a sentence or
penalty for what they have done. This account of die matter is to be found entire in
the manuscript books of Blastaris. But these words of Blastaris are found incomplete
on page 5 12 of the Juris Graeco-Romuni. Hence from these words of Blastaris and
of the Faster we concludc that the complctc church ceremony of the prayer, which
Nicetas of Heracleia speaks about above, does not denote merely a betrothal: but
a complete blessing of the marriage (just as the printed text separates the betrothal
prayer from the church ceremony of betrothal) and nuptial coronation. Hence it also
follows that the man betrothed ought to be divorced if he falls with his mother-in-law
even before the completion of the marriage. For notwithstanding that a true betrothal
is considered to be in the nature of a marriage, yet it is not in every respect a complete marriage, but is in fact inferior to a marriage. Hence it is that c, LXI X of Basil
the Great insists that a Lector (or Anagnost, in Greek) be suspended and be disabled
and disqualified for promotion to any higher rank or grade in the Church if before
the completion of his marriage he has carnal knowledge of his betrothed-a penalty
which ought not to have been imposed upon him if he had carnal knowledge of her
after the complete church ceremony and blessing accompanying the marriage. More
over, even Theodosius the Patriarch said that betrothal alone is not sufficient to take
the place of a complete marriage (page 232 of the Juris (iraeco-Komcsni). And this
we can also draw as an inference from the tact that a church ceremony is spoken not
only in connection with an engagement or betrothal, but also by i\ay of affording a
complete blessing of the marriage itself, as is affirmed in many places by Balsamon
in lus replies to the questions of Marcus, and by man! other authorities too.

-

THE PEDALION

CONCERNING THE REGIONAL COUNCIL
HELD IN NEOCAESAREA
PROLEGOMENA

The holy and regional Council which was held in Neocaesarea, of
Cappadocia, situated in the so-called Polemoniacus Pontus, according to
Ptolemy and PHny, convened in the year 3 15 after Christ, according to
Dositheus and Milks, or, more to the point, in the same year, according
to Dositheus and others. as the Council held in Ancyra, though not during
the same season of the year, but a little later than the latter Council; but
according to Mihas, one year after the latter was held. It was attended;
according to Dositheus (p. 876 of the Dodecahiblns), by twenty-three fathers, of whom the exarch was Vitalins, and who promulgated the present
fifteen Canons concerning various matters, ' these Canons being necessary
to the good order and proper constitution, or state, of the Church. They
were definitely confirmed by c. I1 of the 6th Ec. C., and indefinitely by c.
I of the 4th and by c. I of the 7th; and by reason of this confirmation they
become invested, so to speak, with virtually ecumenical power.
THE FIFTEEN CANONS OF THE
REGIONAL COTJNCTL HELD TN NEOCAESAREA

INTERPRETED
CANON

lfa Pre.sby;er gets married, he is displaced from orders; hut i f he commit
fornication oradultery, he must be ousted altogether, and be lcdto repentance.
Interpretation

Since according to Ap. c, XXVI it is only Anagnosts (or Lectors) and
Psalts (or Cantors) that are not deposed if they marry after ordination,
therefore and on this account the present Canon decrees that if a presbyter, or, more explicitly speaking, a hieromonach (or monk-priest) marries
after taking holy orders, he forfeits his rank, or; more explicitly speaking;
he is deposed from office. But if he commits fornication or adultery, he is
excommunicated from the Church entirely, and is assigned to the stations
of the penitents, like laymen. Read also Ap. c. XXV.

' Hcncc I am perplexed as to why Dosithcus (011 page 976 of the Dodecabiblus) as
much as Spyridon Mclias (in volunic I of the Conciliar Records. page 137), who drew
this information from Dosithcus. say that the present Council decreed regarding those
who sacrificed in time of persecution, or who abnegated and tasted of meat or other
food offered to idols. For as regards such things these Canons say not even a word,
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or. to use a comic expression, not even a grunt For, as \\c have said. these matters
have been dealt with in the Canons of the Council held in Ancyro
Instead of the \4 ord "displaced," John ofAntioch. in his Collection of Canons. Title
27; lias the word "deponed." Â¥whicdenotes "deposed." (Note of Translator.-The
corresponding Greek words are. respectively. mehifilheslhai. ka/uWws/hui. and
ka fhairei sfhai).

N o t e that. according to Balsamon and Zonaras, since Ap. c. XXV decrees that presbyters guilty of fornication or adultery are only deposed from office. and not excoinnnunicated. c. X X X V of Carthage and cc. 11 1 and XXXII of Basil the Great are in
agreement with the Apostolic Canon in question. For this reason. therefore, these
Canons, owing to their being. as we have said. in agreement with the Apostolic Canon
ill question and owing to their being of later date; ought to predominate over the present Canon. It seems to me, however, that tl11s Can011 agrees most admirably wid1 the
Apostolic Canon in question and with the rest of the Canons if it be understood to
refer to unmarried presbyters who have committed fornication or adultery twice and
thrice and many times over, inasmuch as they (and also the rest of clerics if after deposition they fall again into fornication or adultery) ought then to be excommunicated
from the Church altogether. But please take note of c. XXI of the 6th; which in agreement with the present Canon decrees that clerics responsible for canonical crimes are
not onlv deposed from office by complete and perpetual deposition. but are also even
thrust out into the status of laymen and have to adopt the habit of laymen (in respect
of dress). As for what sort of chastisement is imposed by the laws on hieromonachs
who marry, see the Footnotes to c . VI of the 6th and to c. Ill of St. Basil the Great.

CANON I1

If a woman g e t s married to t w o brothers, let her he thrust out until her
death; but, nevertheless, at the time of death ifshe decides to dissolve the
marriage in case she recovers her health, for the sake ofphilanthropy she
shall be allowed the benefit of repentance. tint i f the woman dies while so
wedded, or the husband does, repentance will be difficultfor the one who is

left cis survivor,
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that in case one and the same woman takes
two brothers as husbands (meaning one after the death of the other), and
refuses to dissolve this illicit marriage, let her be excommunicated from
the Church until her death. But if, when in danger of dying, she promise to
sever the matrimonial relationship after getting well, then for the sake of
philanthropy let her partake of the divine Mysteries, and after she recovers she shall be admitted to the stations of penitent^.^ But if the husband
or wife die without dissolving this illegal, unlawful and illicit marriage,
he or she can only with difficulty be admitted to penitence, in the case of
whichever of the two parties survives, since true repentance is achieved by
abstaining from the evil, whereas, how can the party who survives from
such a marriage be expected or considered to repent truly, at a time when
he or she has not actually succeeded in abstaining. or, in other words, has
not yet voluntarily separated from the illicit marriage? For the fact that the
surviving party did not acquiesce in a separation before the death of the
other shows, on the face of it, that he or she would be cohabiting with the
dead party yet if the latter were still alive. See also Ap. c. XIX.

'

"

It is plain that after this woman gets well and is admitted to the station of penitents
she remains again excluded from communion in the Mysteries until the canon given
her for illicit marriage has been finished, according to c, XIII of the First Ec. C,, c. VI
of Ancyra. and c. V of Nyssa, Her canon is, according to c. LXXVIII of Basil, seven
years, or, according to the Faster in his t-jxtlrnia. i.e., Penalties), three years.
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This situation is like that in which St. Basil the Great in his c. XXXIX judges a woman to be a perpetual adulteress who has taken as husband the man who committed
adultery with her when her first husband was still living- since, so far as it depends
upon them, if the latter were still alive. the? would be engaged in adultery,

CANON I l l

As cancer* those persons who become im'oivd in a plurality of m a r riage.~,the /ength of sentence to which they are liable is clear asfixed, but
their recuniaiion and,#dh will avail to shorten the h e .

Interpretation
The present Canon says that the length of the sentence for polygamy,
which is the same as saying for trigamy, is no secret, yet their repentance
for the trig m y and the fervent faith they have in God may persuade their
bishop or spiritual father to shorten the time of their penalty.2
Concord

In his c. IV St. Basil the Great excommunicates tngamists for five
years from communion in the Mysteries, remarking that this five years'
excommunication is not derived from any canon of the fathers, but, on the
contrary, from only the custom and practice of the older generations. So
how did this fact escape the vigilance of St. Basil, who is renowned for his
learning and great wisdom? For this Council was held before the time of
St. Basil. But perhaps the fact is that the present Canon asserts the length
of time for trigarnists to be fixed and definite. not as a result of reference
to any written Canon, but of taking consuetude into account, in agreement
with St. Basil the Great. For inasmuch as that time was evident to all from
common and prevalent custom, it was not at all necessary for it to be recorded here in writing. In his c. LXXX St. Basil declares that trigamy is
a greater sin than fornication, while in his c. L he calls trigamy dirt and
pollution of the Church.
CANON IV

If any man hasfelt a desire' for

a woman and has conceived an intention to lie wish her hut this desire w a s not actualized, it appears thai he was
rescued by p e e .
Interpretation
The present Canon decrees that in case any man becomes desirous of

any woman in the course of sustaining an attack and impression upon his
faculty of ratiocination; afterwards, following close upon the attack of this
desire he makes an assent (for that i s what the word "intention" denotes)
and makes a serious endeavor to sleep with the woman he conceived a
desire for. y e t in spite of thi s fact this thought and intention, or assent, of
his failed to be put into practice, not on account of any external obstacle,
'Note that St. Gregory the Theologian called a third marriage a transgression of
the law. while St. Basil the Great (like this Canon) looked upon polygamy as bcing rather a mitigated sort of fornication. In A.D. 922, in the reign of Constantine
Porphyrogenitus and of Ronianus his father-in-law, who was then an imperial father.
a conciliar Tome was issued, called the Tonic of Union. which decreed that digamists
forty years of age and without children were allowed to take a third wife to coinpcnsate for their childlessness. with the proviso, however, of a five yxm"canon during
which they were not to commune until the years had fully elapsed, and thereafter
that they could commune but once a ycar c v e year
~ at the time of the Holy Rcsurrectioii (i.e.. at Faster). But if they had children, they were not allowed to n i q a
third time ever at all. As for those who were thirfi years old and l i d no children,
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they too were allowed to take a third wife owing to their youthrulncss and pcccabiliQ, but they were canonized not to commune for four years, and thereafter oniv three
times a year even year, at the time of the Resurrection of Christ (conimonly called
Easter in English). at the time of His birth (commonly called Christmas in English).
and at the time of the Domution of thc Thcotokc (commonly called in English "the Assumption of the Virgin Mq-").But if thcy had children, thcy were liable to a sentence
of five years as usual. Sue pagc 976 of the volume of die Collection of the Councils.
But as for all men older than forty-five. thcy were never to be allowed to take a third
wife, even though they had no children. And this-the decree. that is to say, providing
against such third marriages-is nearly the whole reason prompting a great persecution
todq in regard to those who wish to partalte of the divine Mysteries more frequently.
Hence it is that some persons are inclined to blame that man who inserted this decree
in the Horologion like a universal law and Canon for all Christians, at a time when it
was inserted as a penalty to act as a dctencnt to only the intemperance of trigamists.
Yet they are blaming that poor man iinjnstly, in my opinion, because his object did not
involve any pretense that all Christians ought to commune three times a year, as man!
persons, among both the ignorant and the learned, thoughtlessly take it to imply. and
for this reason zealous adherents of the Orthodox faith are inclined to bring an accusation against it. No, I say, it is not thus; but, 011 the contrary, just as it would appear to
be opposed to slaves of their bellies, and especially to those who dwell with the Latins
and learn from them to disregard the facts handed down by tradition from our fathers.
on the alleged ground that there is but one fast, that of Great Lent. whereas the other
fasts are inventions of yesterday and of day before \esterda\-the Eastern zealot. I say.
being opposed to these babblements set liimself to die task of proving that the fast of
Advent and the fast of August are old ones. and not recent inventions. Hence; bringing
to bear other proofs too upon this point he has most thoughtfully brought forward also
the Tome of Union. which was made, as we have said, in the year 922. and in which we
can see plainly enough that the Fathers ofthat Council mention in connection with Holy
Lent also the other two periods of fasting: hence their antiquity can also be inferred
therefrom. And it is equally true, we may say in passing, they too ought to be invested
with an odor of sanctih. because. when in connection with the year 922 it is taken into
account that we are now living in the !ear 1790; or beyond. 11ow can we be so foolish as
to call them modernisms? Besides, that was merely the time when they were first noted,
but not the time when they first began. but, on the contrary, they were much earlier;
which is tantamount to saying that they were in vogue in the Church ever since ancient
times and accordingly they are referred to as common fasts kept by everybody. Thus
they decide the issue for trigarnists, to wit, that then and then only are they entitled to
commune. Why? Not imreasonably, ofcourse, but because they are ahml s and at all
times in a state of condemnation for their intemperance. Hence the Church did not cut
them off entirely to toss them out altogether. Instead she patiently endures the sight of
them within her precincts like so much dirt. For this reason after chastising them with
many years of exclusion from communion. she condescends to administer communion
to them but three times a year. but not more frequently, like other Christians. because
they are always burdened with the culpability which disables them from being accountcd worthy to present themselves more frequently to the splendor of the Holies. This, in
fact, is the true and main reason which induced that Christian to bring forward the Tome
of Union there, as is plainly ev-iddetfrom the inscription hcading the matter concerning
fasts. But silly persons. falling to surmise the object and first cause of the one speaking, seize thence only this one bald fact that he writes into the Horologion a statement
that Christians are to commune only three times, May the Lord grant them knowledge
to realize the true interest of their soul, or what is really to their soul's advantage. and
to correct themselves accordingly. But also take note of this too. that in case digamists
resort to compulsion and violence in order to effect a third marriage, they ought to be
penalized in accordance with the conciliar decision of Manuel Charitopoulos, the patriarch of Constantinople (page 239 of Juris G r c d o m a n z ) .But it is also true that any
priest who celebrates in church any such marriage (a third one. that is to say) ought to
be deposed from office because of his having ignored the crassitude of a law, according
to Reply 62 of Balsanion.

' Ill other manuscripts it says "tliought."
but because before cooulation the man who had thus conceived the intention to do it came to his senses, as the saying goes, and almost instantly
jumped away, and did not actually do the deed, according to Zonaras;
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that man; I say, appears to have been redeemed by divine grace from
commission of the act of sin. Nevertheless, on account of the assent and
endeavor which he made with a view to committing the sin, he ought to
be penanced by the spiritual father, as Zonaras also says. That is why St.
Basil the Great in his c. LXX takes to task any deacon who goes only so
far as to kiss a woman, and who afterwards confesses the misdeed, and he
makes him liable to suspension for a time from the liturgy, (Although, in
reality, a kiss is not a mere simple assent, but is actually a part of an act.)
As concerning attack, combination of assent, struggle, and captivation, or
passion, see cc. 11, 111, IV, and V of the Faster, and the Footnote thereto;
see in addition to these also Footnote 3 to c. XC of St. Basil.
CANON V

If any catechumen who stands in the rank o f catechumens,when he enters the I,ord's house, commits a s ~ nin, case
~
he is one of hose who have io
kneel, or bend their knees, let himjoin the listeners lfhe is no longer committing sins; hut i f even when placed among the listeners he continues committing sins, let him be thmst out
Interpretation

There used to be two classes ofcatechumens: one class was that of the
more perfect, who stood at liturgy until the prayer of catechumens, which
they listened to on bended knees, or rather while kneeling on their knees;
the hand of the priest being laid upon them, and then they would leave
church. The other class was that of the more imperfect, who as being new
converts to the faith, listened only to the divine Scriptures, and after the
reading of the Gospel, they would go out. So the present Canon says that
in case one of the catechumens among the more perfect ones who were
kneelers was sinning, let him be stationed farther below the catechumens
who were listeners if he refrained from further sinning. But in case he
sinned again even when stationed among listeners, let him be cast out
from the narthex altogether, and let him be stationed among the weepers,
outside the gate to the uarthex. See c. XIV of the lst, and the iclmograph
of a temple at the end of this book.
CANON VI
As concerning a woman who is gravid, we decree thai she ought to

be illuminated whenever she so wishes. For in this case there i s no intercommunion of the woman with the chi/rf, owing / 0 the fact !ha/ every person
possefi.se.s a wilt ofhis own which is shown in connection with his confession
o f faith.
Interpretation
Inasmuch as the embryo in the womb is a part of the pregnant woman

according to the second theme of the first chapter of the seventh title of
the thirty-seventh book of the Basilica (in Photius, Title IV, ch. 101, some
persons took it that a woman ought not to be baptized when pregnant, but
only after she gave birth, lest, having been baptized first together with her,
the embryo in her womb, when baptized again after being born, appear
to be baptized twice, which would be unseemly. Hence, in opposition to
^ Tn other manuscripts it savs "is sinning."
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those who say this l, the present Canon decrees that a pregnant woman who
is a catechumen may be baptized whenever she wishes, since she does not
impart the illumination and baptism to the embryo in her womb, but, on
the contrary, she alone is baptized. For in confessing that one is joining
forces with Christ and renouncing the Devil, in baptism, and, speaking
in general, whenever one gets baptized, he needs to show his own will,
either through himself directly, as in the case of persons being baptized
at an age when they are capable of rational speech, such as is that of this
pregnant mother-to-be, or by means of a sponsor, as in the case of persons
being baptized in their i n f a n ~ y but
. ~ an embryo in the belly cannot show
this will either through itself, not yet having developed a will of its own,
nor through a sponsor, since it has not yet been born nor is it capable of
being baptized.
CANON VTT
No Presby ier is pern-lifted to dme at the weddjng of persons m a w y i w a
second lime. For, i f the plight of a digamist is one demanding, repentance,
what will be that ufa presbyter who IS lending h i s consent to the wedding by
attending, it?

Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that no presbyter shall sit down and eat
dinner at the wedding of a digamist, since the digamist is burdened with
sin and under the penalty of a sentence. If, therefore, the priest should sit
down and eat, he thereby shows that he is offering his good will and congratulations himself to the one who is burdened with sin and condemnation on account of that wedding. For the first marriage, according to St.
Gregory the Theologian, serves as the law. For there is but one conjugation, both of the wife to the husband and of the husband to the wife,
laid down as legislation through the divine utterance and presence at the
wedding held in Cana. That is why the parties to a first marriage, being
uncondemned, are nuptially crowned and partake of the divine Mysteries
(and see the Footnote to c. XI11 of the 6th). But the second marriage is a
concession. For use of it is allowed only as a matter of concession and
acco~nodation. Because even though St. Paul did say coticeming widows,
'but if they cannot remain continent, let them marry" (1 Car. 7:9), St.
Chrysostom, in interpreting this passage, declares that St. Paul said this
by way of permission, and not by way of command (cf. I Cor. 7%-in
the same manner, that is to say, in which he permitted persons married for
the first time in their life to indulge in frequent intercourse on account of
their incontinence). But if he did say it by way of permission, it is manifest that such a marriage is neither reasonable nor free from condemnation, but that it is under condemnation and is in the nature of a sin. Hence
according to c. 1V of St, Basil the parties to such a marriage are barred
from the divine Mysteries for a year or two, while, according to c. TT of
Nicephoms, they are not even entitled to a nuptial coronation. That is

' That the embryo formed into shape in the womb is not a part of the pregnant won~an,
is a fact. 1st) amply pro1 ed in the present Canon by the fact that it discountenances
those who say this For if it were a part of her. it ought, as a part of her. to be baptized along with her. who is being baptized as a whole For a pait always goes along
with the whole, 2nd) because the crnbryo when duly formed has a hypostasis (or
substance) of its own which is real and separate and distinct from that of its mother,
not only because it has a rational soul of its own which is separate and distinct from
that of its mother and which is a stamp or impress of the lq postasis (or substance).
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according to divine Damascenej but also because even the body which it possesses,
notwithstanding the fact that it has received its structure chicfly from the semen of the
husband. though secondaril! also from the catmenial flux of the mother. to both of
wlioni it owes its conception. yet it is richly supplied with movement and circulation
of its own, different from the movement of the mother. being, in fact, self-moved, and
swininiing about by itself in the Liquid contained in the womb. And 3rd) because O d i nance 10 of the Third xtle of Book LXI. and Ordinance XXVI of the Sixteenth Title
of Book L (in Photius. Title IY ch. 10) expressly decree that a foetus is not a part of the
mother, seeing that it is something in something else. Hence it follows h a t since it is
not a part of the mother. but has a bod! and a soul and a movement of its own, it is not
baptized along with the mother who is pregnant with it, but must be baptized specially
and by itself That is wh: those persons who say that the embeo is a part of the mother
arc not telling the truth, even though the second theme says so, as we have noted.
' For according to Dionysius the Arcopagitc: "Natural parents turn their child ovcrto a
good child-trainer among those mentioned as being well equipped in respect of things
divine, so that hencefonvard the child finds itself under his care as if lie were a divine
father to it and an undertaker of its sacred salvation" (ch. 7 of his book concerning the
ecclesiastical Hierarchies). St. Clirysostom, too, says (in his discourse 011 the paral>tic who was lowered through the roof): "one cannot be cured through the belief of
another unless, either 011 account of immaturity of age (like infants being baptized,
that is to say), or because of weakness so excessive that he cannot command enough
strength to believe" (like the paral~tic).St. Gregoy the Theologian (in his discourse
on baptism) says that infants which can tiel neither any loss nor any grace ought to be
baptized ifthey are exposed to danger; since it is better for them to be baptized even
without knowing the grace of baptism than to die unbaptized and unperfected: seeing that even circunicision. which was a type of baptism, was administered to infants
eight d a y old that were devoid of thought and destitute of knowledge: and furthermore in view of the fact that anointing the thresholds of the door of Jews, which wa-s
done with blood, safeguarded the firstborn b\ means of senseless things (1 Cor. 7:
16). If, however, anyone should offer as an objection the statement of the Apostle that
an unbelieving husband is sanctified through a believing wife and assert that in like
manner unbaptized infants too are baptized and sanctified through baptism of their
mother, since the same St. Paul also calls these infants holy, let him be told that the
unbelieving husband was sanctified on account of the hope for the future salv-ation
which results through baptism. That is why St. Paul adds: "For who knows, woman,
but what thou mayest save thy husband." In like manner St. Paul called children holy,
not because they were children of believers (for they are carnal children of theirs that
do not partake of the belief of their parents- since the! are born with the taint of the
original sin. even though the parents have been purified from it through baptism);
but, on the c o n t w . because they are destined to share their parentsYaith and piety
through the efficacy of baptisn~.
' But why is it that a priest is not consenting to the condemned marriage of digamists
when he blesses it, but does so when he attends and eats at the wedding? To this
question one may reply that the church ceremony and blessing are something that
a priest is obliged to perform as a matter of necessity. because without these accessories the parties to tlus marriage by permission cannot be yokcd together. Hence,
inasmuch as the priest docs this merely as a matter of downright necessity, he is
not consenting to it. But when it comes to attending and eating at the wedding. bcsides not being necessary, this is in addition a sign ofjoy. Hence anyone that does
this is showing, in a way. that he too congratulates, or shares in the joy of the one
committing such a sinful act. Though it is true that Zonaras says that Patriarchs and
Metropolitans have been seen eating together with twice-married emperors and
kings, yet the fact remains that such occasions arc few and far between, and arc
outside the regular scheme of strictness, and consequently cannot be made a law
of the Church. For Nicetas of Hcraclcia. too, in his c. I s a y that it has become the
custom for presbyters who performed the church ceren~oniesconnected with second
marriages not to attend the dinner. So much for that Canon. But. although Nicetas
himself says that strict custom is opposed to nuptial coronations in connection with
second marriages, yet the custom of the Great Church is not to observe such ricetics; they arc outside of canonical strictness. Wherefore we ought not even to imitate
them. For the crowns placed upon the heads of persons getting married are symbols
of victory, according to St. Chrysostom (Homily 9 on the First Epistle to Timothy),
signifying that after becoming invincible the! are thus being \eked together, and
that they have not been overcome by pleasure, by which digamists appear to have
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been conquered and on this account have become unworthy of the crowns. Note.
however, that we ought not to abhor and shun digamists. For this was one of the h l ings of die Novatians that characterized them as unorthodox, according to c. VIII of
die First Ec. C. Instead, we ought to communicate with them, according to the same
authority, notwithstanding that divine Chrysostom docs state that mail>-persons used
to make fun ofpeople who married a second time, and that many persons used to shun
them and hate their friendship (page 265 of Volume VI. in his discourse on Virginity).
But that priests ought not to cat with those attending the wedding of digamists is asserted also b\ Nicetas the Chartophylax of Thessalonica (page 350 of Juris Graeco-

Romani'}.

why God-bearing Ignatius said in his epistle to the Antiochenes: "One
woman to any one man; not many women to any one man, was given in
creation." Clement of Alexandria (otherwise known as Clement Stromateus) says: "One who marries a second time is not sinning according to the
covenant (or testament), but he is not fulfilling the demands of evangelical
perfection. It does him heavenly glory if he keeps the marriage tie sundered by death untainted by gladly obeying the economy.''
CANON VIII
When the wife ? f a layman commits adultety, if she has been convicted

open/y of this offense, that layman cannot enter the ,service. I f , on the other
hand, she commits adultery after his ordination, he must divorce her. Rut if
he continues to five with her, he cannot retain possession of the officewhich
has been placed in his hands.
Interpretation
The present Canon decrees that in case the wife of any layman commit adultery; and the fact is openly proved through persons who have the
rights to lay charges against her (concerning whom see the Footnote to Ap.
c. XLVIII), her husband cannot ascend to any priestly rank or hieratical
degree. Likewise also in case the wife of one in holy orders commits adultery, this man in holy orders must divorce his wife who has been guilty of
adultery if he wants to retain the advantage of being in holy orders. But if
he insists on keeping this adulteress, he cannot at the same time keep also
the advantage of being in holy orders too, but. on the contrary, must be
deposed therefrom. See a1so Ap. c. XXV.

CANON IX
If am Presbyter who has committed a bodily sin beforehmd has been promoted, and confesses that he sinned before his ordination, let him not offer
the oblation, but k t him remain in other respects for the rest o f his course.
For most persons vvou/d,fiwgivethe other sins, and let the ordination go. Bid
if h efails to confe.~shui is openly proved guilty, let him have no authority to
exercise that,ftmc/ion on any account.
Interpretation
In case any priest before entering holy orders has sinned in respect to
his body; or, in other words, has had carnal intercourse, but after taking
holy orders confesses himself (perhaps to his spiritual father or bishop)
that he sinned before being ordained, the present Canon commands that

' Note that if the layman in question forthwith divorces his adulterous wife,

he can
become a priest, provided that he i s worthy in other respects. and not just as Balsamon wrongly states to the contrary: "For precisely as one in holy orders who
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divorces his adulterous wife retains the holy orders, so and in like manner when a layman divorces his wife who is an adulteress, he can become a priest." But if eithcrthe
one man or the other had sexual intercourse with his wife after she committed d u l ten, even though he did so unwittingly, it is likewise true tliat neither can the priest
keep his holy orders. nor can the layman acquire these, because thcir wives have polluted themselves by committing adultcq, and they themsclvcs have been polluted by
having carnal intercourse with their polluted wives, and for this reason both of them
have become unworthy of holy orders. Note. however, that even though the wife of
a lavnan or of a priest, if she has committed adultery but has not been proved by the
testimony of others to be an adulteress, she nia! of her own accord confess the act of
adultery to a bishop or father-confessor; and in that case likewise if lier husband fails
to divorce lier. he is unworthy of liol> orders. If some persons counter tliat according
to civil laws even though a woman w-ho is an adulteress confess w-ith her own mouth
that she committed adultery, she ought not to be believed unless she be proved guilty,
the! are wrong in saying so, as may be seen from cc. JX and X ofthe present Council,
which decree the coiitraq and confirm our opinion. Besides; die fact of the matter is
that the laws say tliat a woman who confesses to having committed adulten should
not be condemned (which, too, Blastaris calls something new and strange); and not
that she should not be believed.

such a person must not conduct sacred services (in which sacred services
are included also the rest of the sacred functions of holy orders, according to Balsamon, in his interpretation of c. XXVI of the 6th), but let him
retain the other privileges of priests; or, in other words, the external honor,
the sitting-place, the standing-place, and the right to commune within the
holy Bema, according to Zonaras and Balsamon. And he is to have the
continued possession of these rights and privileges because of his other
virtuousness, and especially because of the prompt repentance and confession which he made of his own accord (for if he be proved guilty by
others, he cannot retain even these privileges, but, after being deposed
from office? is thrown into the status of laymen?like a layman, according
to Balsamon. See also c. XXI of the 6th and c. Ill of St. Basil. Nevertheless, it takes five witnesses to substantiate charges of fornication against a
priest, Blastaris says, and see Ap. c. LXXV). These provisions cover the
case in which a priest falls into carnal intercourse before attaining to holy
orders. But if he sins only mentally, or, in other words, if he merely has
an intention and impulse of the soul; or even employs ways and means
of committing a sin, but did not actually commit it, the Canon says that
these sins are absolved by the grace of ordination, and are not sufficient
to warrant his being deposed from office.Nevertheless, it says this falteringly, by interposing the remark that most persons think so, and not that
it does, itself. But if a priest before entering holy orders goes so far as to
take hold of a woman's hand, or kiss it. though ordination also absolves
this too, according to Zonaras and others, and he is not to be deposed on
account thereof (seeing that even after ordination a priest who falls into
such temptations is not deposed from office, but is merely suspended, according to c. LXX of Basil), But if he sins more than taking a kiss; or, in
other words, if he goes so far as to indulge in feeling the flesh and wallowing about the body, then he may be deposed, since ordination in itself
does not absolve such a sin. For precisely as a deacon and a presbyter who
commits a sin exceeding a kiss after ordination is liable to deposition from
office, according to the same c. LXX of St. Basil, so and in like manner
any man who has done such a thing before entering holy orders is thereby
inhibited from becoming a priest; and consequently if after taking holy
orders he confesses to such an act he is deposed from office likewise. The
Canon makes all these provisions to cover the case in which a priest who
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has sinned confesses. 'But if he fails to confess these things of his own accord, and he cannot otherwise be openly proved to have done these things,
then he is to remain in office, or withdraw from holy orders, or continue
exercising the functions thereof, since, according to the civil law, it is better for sins to remain unavenged (on the ground that they have not been
proved, that is to say) than it would be for innocent persons to be unjustly
chastised. See also c. IX of the First Ec. C.
CANON X

Likewise if a Deacon falls into the same sin, let him keep the rank of

s e mani.

Interpretation

If a deacon falls into the sin of carnal intercourse before ordination
and confesses it to a spiritual father after ordination, let him be deposed
from his chaconate, and let him receive the rank of servant and cleric, of
subdeacon, perhaps, or of anagnost (lector) or of psalt (cantor). And note
that the Canon has not relegated him to the status of a layman; owing to
the promptness he displayed in confessing his sin of his own accord. For
if he be convicted by proof of having done such a thing, he shall not be
allowed to remain in even the rank of cleric. Read c. TX ofthe lst, and c.
CXLI of Carthage.
CANON XI

Let no man be orduzned a Presbyter before he is thirty years old, even though
the man he worthy in every other respect, hut lei him be obliged to wait. For
the Lord Jesus Chfist was baptized and commenced teaching in Hjs thirtieth

year.
Interpretation

The Sixth Ec. C. borrowed this Canon verbatim and made it its c. XIV,
and see i t s Interpretation there.'
CANON X l l

Ifa diseasedperson he ilhmjnated, he cannot he promoted to a piwhyfer; for his faith and belief was not a result ofhis own will, but a result of.
necessity: unless perhaps on account of his dshgence and faith thereqfh and
on account ofa want uf'men.
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that if any catechumen when well and in
good health postponed holy baptism. but when he fell into danger of dying
from an illness and became frightened; and for this reason got baptized;
he is not to be made a priest. For it appears that he did not get baptized
as a result of his own will and choice and preference, but in consequence
of the necessity due to his illness (which is not right; for everyone ought
to accept the exercise of Christianity pursuant to his own free choice and
preference, according to c. CIX of Carthage); and that thitherto he had not
wanted to be baptized, in order to live a free and pleasure-loving life, and
not an Evangelical and Christian2If, however, he should appear after baptism to be serious endeavoring to do the divine commandments, and sure
and solid in point of faith, and besides these considerations there exists also
a shortage of men worthy of holy orders, then he may be made a priest.
I

The present Canon, as well as (c. X of the same C., refutes those who assert that unless priests are b e d and convicted by a synod or council, they ought not to be deposed
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from office, even though they themselves confess their sins. For these Canons specify
two contingencies in which priests are to be deposed from office. to wit: either when
the! are proved by others to have sinned. or they confess of their ow11 accord. But we
niust also add that if a spiritual father after being told the secret sin of apriest tells him
to withdraw from holy orders according to the Canons and the priest refuses to do so,
he must leave him ill office, and not expose litni to publicity, since it is not unlikely
that the priest will deny that he confessed such a sin, and the spiritual father cannot be
believed and be himself accuser and witness and judge. But. even though he deny it,
the spiritual father must communicate with him, because if he does not communicate
with him, the others in holy orders ought not to comniunicate with him either, according to c. CXLI of Carthage. But that oral confession of a sin is sufficient to suspend
and to depose is clearly evidenced as much by c. IX of the First Ec. C. as by c. LXX
of St. Basil. But scc also the testimony of St. Chrysostmi concerning those who rcsign from holy orders before being unmasked in the form of a canonical or regular
resignation. And Isidore the Pelmian in writing to Zosimus says: "Shut, therefore,
shut thyself out from die divine altar. lest at an\ time a thunderbolt impinge upon thy
head" (Epistle 570). See also die testimony of SJ meon of Thessalonica (Reply 13) in
the Footnote to c. IX of the First Ec. C., in which lie asserts tliat bisliops and priests
who hate sinned before or after ordination hate 110 salvation unless they abstain entirely from the functions of holy orders. And notice tliat lie does not &a\ for them to
forgo merely the exercise of sacred offices,but the functions, including, that is to say,
also the other activities involved in holy orders. But what are the other things ~+hich
the present Canon says that those who have confessed their sill are to be concerned
about? See there more minutely elucidated in the Footnote to c. XXVI of the 6th. See
also the Footnotes to c . VJIT of Nicholas.
' St. Epiphanius (in Haer. 5 1) says, "When the Lord was baptized, He was twenty-nine
years and ten months old." Sebastus the Trapezuntian says tliat He was twenty-nine
years and twelve days old (and this is the twelve-day period we celebrate between
Christmas and Thcophany, or, as the Grcck text has it, from the birth of Christ until
the Lights). That is why Luke the Evangelist did not say that He was thirty years
old: but "about" thirtv: because He had passed through but ten months: according
to St. Epiphanius. or but twelve days. according to Sebastus, of His thirtieth \ear.
St. Gregory the Theologian (Homil! 40) says that the reason wli! the Lord manifested Himself in His thirtieth \ear, and not earlier, was for one thing in order not
to appear to be any ostentatious and proud person (attracting disciples after Him
because of being voung); and for another thing because this age affords sufficient
time for teaching and a complete trial of virtue, St. Theophylactus calls the Lord
(Comment, on the 3rd ch, of Luke) a man (Note of Tknslator.~Therebeing no
specific word in the English language corresponding to the Greek word here, viz.:
aner. it may be well to point out that the corresponding Latin word is vif, with which
mail! readers are more or less familiar and from wliich is derived the word virtue
used in the preceding sentence.) on account of the niatur& of the age of thirty. It is
further to be noted that the priests of the Old Law were thirty years old when they
were admitted to holy orders. For divine Jerome s a y (in his letter to Paulinus and
in his preface to Ezekiel sent to Eustochius) that those who were about to read the
mysterious books-namely, the Hexahemeron. the Song of Songs, and the beginning and end of the prophecy of Ezekiel-had to be, not twenty-five, but thirty
years old, at which age one was considered to be capable of priestly service. And
perhaps the Lord, following this legal procedurc, got baptized and commenced
preaching when thirty years old, which was the natural thing for priests to do,
That is why the heretic Nm atius under stress of a deadly disease took baptism in bed.
and thereafter having been unlawfully ordained a presb: ten commenced attacking the
Church like a wild beast. And see Eusebius" Ecclesiastical Histov. Book vi. ch, 43

Concord

In agreement with the present Canon c. XLV11 of Laodicea decrees
that men who receive baotism when ill are to be instructed in the elements
of the faith after the illness is over. In the same vein c. LII of Carthage
says that persons who are ill may he baptized when they of their own free
will testify concerning themselves. And c. V of St. Basil prescribes that
heretics who repent when they are at or near the end of their life are to be
admitted (sc. to baptism in the Orthodox Church of Christ). But it is also
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to be noted that even c. V of Cyril allows catechumens to be baptized
when they are about to die. That is why c. XXV of St. Nicephorus says (in
paraphrase) that if any person who is ill persistently or insistently asks for
holy baptism, he must receive it without delay, and not be deprived of the
divine grace; likewise as regards the holy habit of monks, the same thing
regarding the holy habit is said in agreement herewith by both Balsamon
and Symeon of Thessalonica. And see the Footnote to c. XXV of Nicephoins; see also Ap. c. LXXX.
CANON Xm
Village Presbyters cannot offer in the Lord's house ofa c i v f a bishop or
a city presbyter is present, nor moreover can he give bread in prayer, nor a
cup. Bill if they are absent,and he is called alone to prayer, he may give.
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that priests of villages (or of small towns)
cannot conduct a liturgy in the church of a real and large city, and especially when the bishop or a priest of the city is present; but neither can
they give bread and a cup in prayer-i.e., neither can they administer
communion to Christians in a city during Liturgy. But if the bishop and
the priests of the city should happen to be absent; and a priest of a village
o r small town) be called to conduct prayer, then he can also administer
communion to those there without prejudice. For no one is ordained absolutely: but, on the contrary, each person must stay in whatever he has been
called to, according to the Apostle,
CANON XlV
Auxiliary Bishops, though belonging to the type of the seventy, are honoredwith the right to offer, in view of their diligence in regard to the poor,
Interpretation

Bishops belong to the type of the twelve Apostles, since they too, like
the twelve Apostles, impart to others by means of the Mysteries, and especially by means of ordination of those in holy orders, the grace of the
All-holy Spirit. But auxiliary bishops, according to this Canon, belong to
the type of the seventy Apostles, since they too. like the seventy^ cannot
impart the grace of the holy Spirit by ordaining presbyters or deacons,
whom they cannot ordain; yet there is nothing to prevent their performing
priestly duties and being honored, for the diligence they show in distributing the proceeds of their churches to poor brethren. But if auxiliary bishops have an obligation to distribute and pass out to the poor the income
and money of churches, regular bishops have a still greater obligation to
do so. See also the Footnote to c. VIII of the 1st.
CANON XV

There ozighf to be seven Deacons, even iho~ighthe city be a p i t e iarp
one. Ye may convince yonrselvefi by referring to the hook of the Am.
Interpretation

This Canon was improved by the Sixth EC. C. in its c. XVI. Accordingly, whatever we said in our Interpretation of the latter holds also with
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respect to the interpretation of this Canon, for which, therefore, see that
one.

' That the seventy had not the gift of imparting the Holy Spirit to others is evident from

the eighth chapter of the Acts. where Philip, though one of the seven deacons and one
of the seventy, did not give Spirit to the Samaritans vshorn he taught and baptized, but
Peter and John had to come down to Sanmia to give it, because they were among the
twelve. The clause saying "For as yet it had fallen upon none ofthem," (wherein the
pronoun "It" refers to the Holy Spirit) ought, however, to be modified, in the opinion
of Oecumenius, since as long as these seventy were in Jerusalem together with the
twelve they refrained from imparting the Holy Spirit out of respect tor the twelve, but
after they scattered abroad into other parts o f the civilized viorld: no one can believe
that the! did not ordain and consequentl~did not impart Hall Spirit. God-bearing
Ignatius, m a letter to the Trallians. calls the Bishop an imitator of Christ in respect
of power (ds divine Dionysius the Areopagite calls him also a person devoted to
God); and he calls the Presbyterian system sacred, as being counselors and assistant
seat-holders of the Bishop; and as for Deacons, he calls them imitators of the angelic
hosts, performing for the Bishop a pure and faultless function. In his history of the
First Council, ch. 30, Gelasius asserts that a Bisho takes the place of the Lord, a
Presbyhr occupies the Seraphic throne, a Deacon the Cherubic: and that a Subdeacon has been appointed to help them as a servant. See also Chrysostom (page 714,
53 of Volume IV), where he says this v e thing
~ about Philip, and that it was only
the twelve Apostles who could impart Holy Spirit, Dionysius the Areopagite, above
mentioned, on the other hand, calls a Bishop perfectuative, a Presbyter illuminative,
and a Deacon purificative (Eccles. Hierarchy ch. 5)
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CONCERNING THE REGIONAL COUNCIL
HELD IN GANGRA

PROLEGOMENA

The holy and regional Council which was held in Gangra, the metropoUs of Paghlagonia, situated in Asia Minor, according to Pliny, Strabo, and
Stephanus, convened in A.D. 340.' Tt was attended by thirteen bishops,
whose names were the following, as found in the letter which the same
Council sent to the co- functionaries in Armenia; namely : Eusebius, Aelianus, Eugenius, Olyinpius, Bithynicus, Gregory, Philetus, Pappus, Eulalius, Hypatius, Proaeresius, Basil, and Basus. The Council was convoked
against a certain bishop of Sebasteia, Armenia, named Eustathius.' and
his disciples, who held and taught others these heretical views which are
mentioned in every Canon of the present Council. Hence, after excommunicating and anathematizing those heretics these fathers, as shown
from their said letter to Armenia; issued the present Canons;' wherein
they proceed to condemn and to anathematize2 every one of their heretical views. These Canons, however, are definitely confirmed by c. I1 of the
6th, and indefinitely by c. LI of the 4th and c. I of the 7th; and in virtue of
this confirmation they have acquired an ecumenical, in a way; force.

' Great thanks arc due to Dositheusj the former patriarch of Jerusalem, a most learned

gentleman who became blessed with a happy end and worthy of note, and who alone
states that this Council was held in that ?car (page 976 of thc 73(X/c~cal^)if)/~~.s),
at atimc
when others say nothing about the date of it, while Spyridon Milias s a y in vol. i of
the Conciliar Records that this Council met in the ycar 325 or 330. but in vol. 11. as
if to refute what he previously stated there, he says that the year in which the present
Council convened is unknown, notwithstanding that Bini states that it assembled 36
years after the First Ecum. C., which means in A.D. 36 1.

' This Eustathius officiated as bishop of Scbastcia, Armenia, according to Socrates

(Book 11, ch. 42. of his Eccl. History). He was deposed from office by his own father
Eulabeins; bishop of Caesarea, Cappadocia. because the! used clothes unsuited to
the prelacy; and after his deposition St. Meletius. who afterwards served as bishop
ofAntioch, succeeded him as bishop of this same Sebasteia. This Eustathius fled to
the Marathonians, who were pneuinatoniachs (i.e.. Spirit-fighters or opponents of
the Spirit) like Maccdonius, on which account he used to say: "I neither choose to
call the Holy Spirit a God, nor do I dare to call It a ctisma" (Socrates, ibid., ch. 44).
For as they say. though he was ascetic in life and so austere that some authors have
said that the Ascetica of St. Basil the Great was work ofhis (which is false, because,
though lie was austere in life. he was not skillful and powerful in diction, nor was he
exercised in the art of discourse. with which the Asceisca of Basil the Great is w i t ten), vet as a result of his great strictness and asceticism he fell into the illogical and
heretical views mentioned in every one of the present Canons. 011 this account this
sacred Council held in Gangra deposed him from office and anathematized his tenets.
and excommunicated not only him but also his disciples from the Church, according
to Sozomen (Book 111; cli. 13. of his Eccles. History) and Socrates (ibid.. ch. 42).
Blastaris sa! s the same things about him. too, which lie gleaned from Sozoinen. The
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author of the Conciliar book says that the disciples of Eustathius held the views of
Dadoes the Massalian (see c. XIX of this C.) and were capricious: and that the prcsident of this Council was Dius the Grand (page 205 of the first volume of the Conciliar
Records).

' Zonaras and Balsamon and Aristenus count these Canons twent? -one.

but Pothius
and others enumerate diem as only twenty, because they fail to add the last one. 1%hich
is intended to justify the Council's promulgation of the oilier twenty and ought to be
counted in with them
The word anathema (written with eps-iion in Greek) means. on the one hand. that
which has been separated from men and consecrated to God-in which sense it is
also written with eta in Greek-and. on the other hand, that which has been separated
from God and from the Christian Church and consecrated to the Devil. in which sense
die spelling with epsilon has prevailed for the most part, and not that with eta. And
just as one does not dare take hold of or even to touch anything that has been anathematized (in the first sense), or consecrated to God, because of one's being bound
to honor and respect God-for "eve? anathema that any man may devote unto the
Lord shall be a holy of holies to the Lord" (Lev. 27:2#), s a s the Bible-so and in
like manner also in the case of that person who has been separated from God and
from the Church, and has become an anathema to die Devil, no one dares to associate
or communicate with him. but. 011 the contrary, all die faitlifal keep axsay from him.
So that both the one and the other anathema- in so far as they imply separation from
men. do not differ from each other, but in so far as one implies consecration to God,
and the other implies consecration to the Devil, each is exceedingly contrary to the
other. Hence Ch~sostomosin speaking about the second kind of anathema, in the
discourse he has written to the effect that one ought not to anathematize anyone l i v ing or dead (Vol, V), says: "What else can be the meaning of the anathema you utter.
0 man, than that you wish the person in question to be consecrated (or, as we say in
English, consigned) to the Devil, and to have no longer any possibility of salvation,
to be estranged, in fact, from Christ?" And again (he says): '*n anathema utterly
separates and cuts oft'a person from Christ," In Vol. lV (page SSO, 3 ,), in interpreting
ch, 23 of the Acts, wherein it is said that those forty Jews anathematized themselves
(Note of 7kanshtor.-The English Version has this translated "bound themselves under
a great curse," though the Greek text of the New Testament says verbatim "we have
anathematized ourselves with an anathema") if they failed to have St. Paul put to
death-in interpreting this passage. I repeat. he says; T h a t is the meaning of Ythey
anathematized'?" It stands for 'they said thcy would be outside of faith in God unless
they did what seemed fit to them against Paul." In the justificatory appendix to the
Seventh Ec. C, Tarasius says: "An anathema is a terrible thing. because it puts a man
fat away from God, and chases him from the kingdom of heaven, and sends him to
the outer darkness" (page 724 of vol. II of the Conciliar Records). These facts having
been thus made known beforehand. some persons (such as Blastaris and Balsamon)
have unseasonably criticized the present Council for the anathema it pronounces, as
they have done in citing in evidence divine Chpsostoni: first, because in the foregoing discourse Chrysostom. true enough, docs forbid any man to anathcmatizc anyone,
living or dead, where he says: "What then? Do vou dare. 0 man. to utter that mathcma which no one dared to pronounce of those who received authority to do so, when
you arc doing something that is c o ~ t m to
q the Lord's death, and are forestalling the
King's judgment?" But he docs not prohibit a Council from doing this. For he himself
says again in the same discourse: "So what? Did you receive so great authority as
be entitled to anathematize anyone?-which authority to anathematize is something
that was received by only the Apostles and those who became in all strictness successors of the Apostles and who were full of grace and power?'! For it is patent that die
Fathers of this just as ail the other Fathers of the rest of the Councils, and especially
those of the Ecumenical Councils, anathematized in their Acts heretics, on the score
that they too possessed the same authority as successors of the Apostles, as is to be
seen in their minutes. Secondly, because at the end of the above discourse the same
Chrysostom sa! s that we ought to anathematize heretical tenets; and to censure them.
though as regards the men. the heretics, that is to say, lie says that we ought to be
SOT for theirs (St. Barsanuphius adds that one ought not to anathematize not merely
heretics, but even the Devil himself, because he is anathematizing himself in that
he is guilty of liking and doing the wishes and works of the Dct il). The truth of the
matter, however, is that the prcsent Council made excessive use of the anathema, not
onl) as against the heretical and schismatical views of Eustathius, but. also as against
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those improprieties which arc remedied by other Canons with only excommunication
of laymcn and deposition of those in holy orders. For in regard to one who fasts on
Sunday, and one who goes to church privately, the Apostolic Canons merely depose
him fro111 office if he is a person in 11ob; orders, or merely excommunicates him if he
is a layman; whereas the present Council anathematizes him. But it prescribed this
chastiscment for two reasons: first, as Blastaris says, to prevent the evil, which had at
that time become excessively rampant, by means of this excessive penalty; secondly,
in order to have the adherents of Eustathius anathematize cvery view of theirs exactly
as is prescribed in even Canon; when the) came to join the Orthodox faith. by declaring, for instance, as fdlows: "If anyone disparages marriage. let him be anathema.
If anyone do this. and the rest. let him be anathema.'' This. or the like. the! were to
say. in order to ensure belief and conviction in others that the? had truly come to
hate their own views and on this account were anathcinatizing them. I11 verification
of this explanation we find the letter of the present Council to Armenia saying: "But
if the Eustathians regret and anathematize each one of these wrong utterances- the)
are to be accepted. For this reason the holy Council has set forth each single view
which they must anathematize in order to be accepted.'' Note that the Apostle uttered
an anathema only four times: once against those who do not love the Lord, in I Cor.
16:22: I f a q o n e love not the Lord Jesus Christ* let him be anathema"; and twice in
the Epistle to the Galatians. against those who preach anything outside of the gospel
which has been handed down; and once in the Epistle to the Romans. The rest of the
Canons pronounce an anathema only eleven times. For c: [ I of Chalcedon (i.e., the
4th Ec, C.) anathematizes those laymen, or monks who act as go-betweens to have
someone ordained for money; c. VII of die same C . anathematizes monks who go
into the mq or seek to obtain worldly offices or dignities and fail to return. Its c.
XV anathematizes a deaconess who gives herself in marriage to a man. Its c. XXVII
anathematizes those men who grab women. The Council held in Laodicea pronounces an anathema three times, in its cc, XXIX. XXXIV, and XXXV: and that held in
Carthage. in two of its canons. namely, X and XI. The third Canon of the Council held
in St. Sophia (Holy Wisdom) (in Constantinople) anathematizes anyone who strikes
a bishop or puts him in prison. Canon LXXXVU I of St. Basil said that Presb~ter
Gregory should be anathematized if he failed to get rid of the housekeeper he was
harboring. Note. moreover, the fact that, since. according to Chrysostom, Christians
ought not to be anathematized, so long as they cherish Orthodox views about God,
that is to say. therefore, according to Balsarnon and Philotheus (patriarch) of Constantinople, both the Tome made in the reign of Constantine Porphyrogenitus, and that
made in the reign of Manuel Comnenus and of Palaeologus have become void and
invalid because they anathematized persons who deserted Emperors or Kings (page
2 8 8 of Juris Gracco-Romani) .

THE TWENTY-ONE CANONS
OF THE
REGIONAL COUNCIL HELD IN GANGRA
INTERPRETED
CANON I

I f anyone disparages marriage, or abominates or disparages a woman
sleeping with her husband, nonvithstaneting that she isfait/$d and reverent,
as though she could not enter the Kingdom, let him be anathema.
(Ap. cc. V, LI; c, XI11 of the 6th; ec. 1. IV, IX. XIV ofGangra.)

Interpretation

Just as the Manichees earlier, and other heretics, had traduced lawful
marriage,' so did the disciples of vile Eustathius later, concerning whom

' For St. Epiphanius (in his h e r . 23) s a y that Satornilus used to traduce marriage by
asserting that it was of the Devil. The same fact is stated also by Ircnacus in his Book
I, ch. 22. concerning Heresies, with regard to the same Satornilus.
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the divine Apostle said prophetically that "in the latter times some persons
wif f depart from the faith, in the role of liars, of persons with a seared conscience, of persons forbidding marriage" (I Tim. 4:1-3). For this reason
the present Canon anathematizes such persons as disparage marriage and
loathe a Christian and reverent wife as unclean who sleeps with her Christian husband, alleging that on account of this carnal mingling she cannot
enter the kingdom of heaven. See also Ap. cc. V and LI.
CANON I1

If anyone criticize adversely a person eating meat fivithoiit blood, and
such as' is not meat thai has been sacrificed to idols or strangled) with revefe w e adfaith, as tho~ighhe had no hope of partaking, let him be anathema.
(Ap, cc. LI, LXIII c, LXVII of the 6th c, XIV of Anc,; c. LXXX of Basil.)

Interpretation

The Apostle also prophesied that this would be asserted by the adherents of Eustathius, who criticized adversely those who eat meat. For he
says following the above passage: "to abstain from foods which God hath
created to be partalcen of." For this reason the present Canon anathematizes such persons as condemn a person who eats meat (except blood and
that sacrificed to idols or strangled) with enjoyment and faith, and who
assert that he has no hope of salvation because he eats it. See also Ap. cc.
LI and LXIII.
CANON HI
I f anyone, on the pretext ofvocthness, teach a slave to scorn h i s master,
and to leave his service, and not 10 afford his services to his own master wish
favor and ail honor, lei him be anathema.
(c. LXXXII of die 4th; c. LXXXV of the 6th. cc. LXXIII, XC of Cartilage;
cc. XL: XLIl of Basil .)

Interpretation

Since the Apostle says in writing to Timothy (I Tim. 6:l-2):"Let all
slaves that are under a yoke count their own masters worthy of all honor,..
And they that have believing masters, let them not score them, because
they are brethren; but rather render them service": and to Titus (2:9):
"(Exhort) slaves to be obedient unto their own masters, and to please them
well in all things." Since, I repeat, the Apostle says these things, whereas
the Eustathians taught the contrary-, therefore and on this account the present Canon, following the Apostolic teaching, anathematizes such persons
as taught that slaves should scorn their masters, and leave off serving them
with all love and honor. Read also Ap. c. LXXXIT.
CANON IV

If anyone discriminates qyainst a married Presbyter, on the ground that
he mghl not to partake o f the offkrjng when that Presbyter is conducting the
Liturgy, let him be anathema.
(Ap, c, V; cc. Xlll, XLV111 of the 6th: cc, IV, XXX11I ot'carthage.)

Interpretation

The present Canon anathematizes the Eustathians and all the rest
who discriminate and are inclined to fight shy of partaking of the divine
Mysteries from a married priest, on the allegation that such a priest ought
not to officiate at Liturgy on account of his marriage. Read also Ap. c. V.
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CANON V

Ifanyone teach that the Lord's house is contemptible, and that so are the
synaxeis (or gatherings) therein, let him be anathema,
(c. LXXX of the 6th; cc. XX, XXI of Gangra. cc. XI XI1 of Sardica.)

Interpretation

The present Canon anathematizes the Eustathians who used to teach
the laity to shun the church and to scorn the gatherings of Christians
which were held in it, on the alleged ground that one may pray anywhere,
because St. Paul the Apostle said for us to pray in every place (I Tim. 2:
8). So he did, but not for us to refrain from going to the sacred churches;
on the contrary, he said so in order to keep us from circumscribing prayer
only to the vicinity of Jerusalem, as St. Basil the Great interprets it (Qiies.
8 concerning baptism). See also c. LXXX of the 6th.
CANON VI

I f anyone conducts a c h ~ r e hof his own apart from the Church, and,
scorning the Church, ~ t ~ j s htoperform
e.~
thefunctions of the Church, withou<
a presbyter 7' helping with she approval and consent o f a bishop, lei him he
anathema,
(Ap. c. XXXI; c. XVIII of the 4th;cc. XXXI, XXXIV of the 6th;
cc. XII. XIII, XIV, XV ofthc 1st-and-2nd;c. V ofAntioch; cc, X, XI, LXII of Carthage)

Interpretation

Since the Eustathians used to hold unauthorized private gatherings;
besides the common assemblies of the faithful which were held in church,
and, scorning the church of God, their presbyters would perform sacred
services separately without the consent and permission of the local bishop, therefore the present Canon anathematizes them and their like; on the
ground that they were creating a schism. Read also Ap. c. XXXI.
CANON VII
Tf anyone wanis to take or ~o five ecclesiastical fruits or produce outside
the church against the advice of the bishop, or of the persons in whose hands
such thin@ have been placed, and do not want to act with his consent and
approval, let him be anathema.
(Ap. c. XXXVIII.'

Interpretation

Tn addition to the other improprieties of which the Eustathians were
guilty, they used to take also the fruits that were customarily offered to the
churches, and distribute them amongst themselves, under the pretense that
they themselves were holy persons. Hence the present Canon anathematizes such persons as take or give such fruits without the consent and approval of the bishop, or of the steward managing the affairs of the church.
Read also Ap. c. XXXVTIT.

' Regarding this matter

Isidore of Pelusium i.e.. St. Isidore the Pelusian) writes:
"Things intended for the indigent ought not to be distributed without examination to
persons the! ought not to go to. but obedience ought to he paid to the one who has
been appointed to the handling of them. as if an\thing be wrongl\ consumed by him,
he is rendered responsible for the offense of sacrilege" (from his letter 44 to a bishop
named Moses).
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CANON VIII

If anyone gives or fakes any fruit

or produce, except the bishop or the
man appointed to act us steward uf dft~onry,
let both the giver and the taker
he anathema.
(Ap. c. XXXVIH,)

Interpretation

Interpretation of the present Canon is needless, since it has the same
meaning and effect as the foregoing Canon, the Interpretation of which is
sufficient for this one too. See also Ap, c. XXXVIII,
CANON IX

If aqwne shoidd remain a virgin or observe continence as i f , abominating marriage,; he had become an anchorite, and not f o r the good standard

and holyfeature ofvirginity', let him be anafhema,
(Ap. ec.V and LI.)

Interpretation

Virginity and sobriety (or chastity) are a good thing, true enough, but
only when they are practiced for the sake of the good itself and for the
sanctification resulting from them. Tf, however, anyone remains a virgin
or keeps sober (ie., stays chaste), not for this reason, but because he abhors marriage as being unclean and tainted, as did the Eustathians, he is
anathematized by the present Canon. See also Ap. cc. V and Ll.
CANON X

If anyone leading a life of virginity for the Lord should regard married
persons superciliously, let him be anathema.
Interpretation

This Canon too anathematizes those who remain virgins for love of the
Lord, but who maintain a proud attitude as regards those who are united in
lawful marriage, as did the Eustathians. See also Ap. cc. V and LI.
CANON XI

If anyone should scorn those who hold love feasts (or agapae) in good
faith, and who invite their brethren to join them for honor of the Lord, and
should refuse to respond to the invitations, for the sake of vilifying the affair, let him be anathema.
(c. LXXIV of the 6th; c. XXVII of Laodicea: c. XLIX of Carthage.)

Interpretation

The Christians of that time were accustomed, after partaking of the divine Mysteries, to hold so-called agapae, or love-feasts, i.e., banquets for
brotherly love and for the honor of the Lord to invite the poor brethren to
a free dinner. Hence the present Canon anathematizes those who refuse to
attend such banquets ("affairs," that is to say, held, not with an improper
propensity, but for the honor and faith of the Lord, and for love cherished
for poor brethren. And not inside of the church; for this was prohibited;
but outside of the church), but proudly disparage them and try to vilify
them, as did the Eustathians, it would appear. Read also c. LXXIV of the
6th.
"-11

other manuscripts it says "as if holding marriage in aboinination:~
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CANON XII

I f any o f the menfolk uses a wrapper/or the sake ofsupposedly ascetic
exercise, and as i f endo~tledwith righteousness by this he should regard disdainfiilly those men who are wearing robes called beri and using h e common
dress which i s in vogue, let him be anathema.
(c. XXVII of the 6th; c. XVII of the 7th; c. XXI of Gaiigra.)

Interpretation

The Eustathians used to teach their disciples among other things to
wear ragged and poor overcoats, not for the sake of truly ascetic exercise;
but for pretended sake of asceticism, in order that by feigning to be holy
and righteous men, they might be glorified by the masses, and disparage
those who with reverence and fear of God (not, that is to say, to be proud
of these things in the face of those who lacked them, nor tor the sake of
carnal love, or for the sake of stultification and adornment of the human
body) are wearing robes, or, more explicitly speaking, silk garments,'
and using those clothes which are common and usual to all men. For this
reason the present Canon anathematizes those men and their like on the
ground that they are exalting themselves above their brethren. See also c.
XXVII of the 6th.
CANON XIII
Iffor the sake of supposedly ascetic exercise any woman change apparel,
and instead of the. usual and customary women's apparel, she dons men's ap-

parel, let her be anathema.

(c. LXII of the 6th.)

Interpretation

Many women taught by the Eustathians used to doff clothing appropriate and suitable for women, and to don men's clothing, on the presumption that this would enable them to become justified and to become sainted. For this reason the present Canon anathematizes women who do this
for the sake of supposed and pretended ascetic exercise, and not for the
sake of true and veritable ascetic exercise.3ee c. LXII of the 6th.

If

CANON XIV
any woman should abandon her husband and wish to depart, because

she abominates marriage, let her be anathema.
(Ap. cc. V. LI; c. XU1 of the 6th; c. XX of Gangra.)

Interpretation

This too was a doctrine of the Eustathians? the idea, that is to say, that
women might leave their husbands, and conversely that men might leave
their wives, and depart, on the ground that they had an abhorrence of
marriage. Hence the present Canon condemned those who do this to the
anathema. See also Ap. cc. V and LI.

'

The rohe called a h e m , according to Zonaras. was a kind of fabric, which led to their
being called also holohen (i.e., all-berus, or, as we sa! nowadays in English, all-silk),
just as, for example, velvet, damask. coutini. chares. and other similar fabrics are
esteemed by us Suidas- in his definition of the Greek word cphvstns (another uord
denoting robe, ctc.). says that the cphcsfrzs was a Roman garment which is called a
cloak and a robe (or herus}. which things when seen during sleep betoken affliction.
as Arkmidorus the oneirocntic also asserts
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^ Hence many holy womcn who threw away their feminine attire and donned men's
clothing are not liable to the anathema pronounced by the above Canon. since they
did not do this for tlie sake of supposed and pretended exercise. but for the sake of
trulv and reall! ascetic exercise, in orderthat the women's clothing might not become
an obstacle to them in their ascetic mode of life: and not that they wcre manifest, but.
on the contrary, t l i y escaped the observation of the masses, and wcre unknown. But
the Canon refers to women doing this manifestly and openly.
For many womcn. hearing the Eustathians (i .e., the adherents of Eustathius) say that
all women who are married are destitute o f a r hope
~
of salvation, departed from then

husbands. but later; being unable to endure their condition. the) committed adulteq.
and were reproached on this account, as is indicated b~ tlie letter of the present Council vhich was sent to Armenia.

CANON XV

If anyone should abandon his own children, or fail to de~~ote
himself to
feeding his chiIdren, and,fail, asfar as depends on them, to bring them up to
be gody and to hme respect for God, but, under the pretext o f ascetic exercisc,should neglect them, let him be anathema.
(c. XLII of Carthage.)

Interpretation

If it is true that irrational animals, including even wild beasts and lions,
take care of their cubs and their children, how much more ought rational
human beings to nurture them! That is why divine Paul says in one place,
'But if anyone provide not for his own dependents, and especially for
those of his own household, he hath denied the faith and is worse than
an infidel" (I Tim. 5:8), and in another place, "Ye fathers, bring up your
children in the education and admonition of the Lord" (Eph. 6:4), And
again with reference to the widow he asks whether she has brought up
children and fed them, and with reference to elderly and old women he
says for them to educate the young women to love their husbands and their
children (Titus 2:4). But the heretic Eustathius and those who sided with
him. not listening to these Apostolic commandments, used to teach parents to abandon their children and go in for asceticism. Hence the present
Canon anathematizes those parents who desert their children and fail to
feed them, and who teach them neither godliness and respect for God nor
virtue. Canon XL1I of Carthage, on the other hand, decrees that no cleric
shall emancipate his children (i.e., allow them to act as their own masters)
before they are convinced that this way or that way of theirs is a good one.
and their age can discern what ought to be done. See also the Footnote to
c. VI of the 1 st-&-2nd.
CANON XVI

Ifany children of'paren/.s',especially qffai~hfiilones, should depart, on
the pretext of godliness, and should fail to pay due honor to their parents,
godliness, that is to say, being preferred with them, i.e., among them, Set them
be anathema.
Interpretation

Not only are parents obliged to look after their children, but children
too have an obligation to look after their parents, to whom they ought to
pay due honor. But taking care of the aged is also a kind of honor, and so
is feeding those ill on account of old age and in want. Tn saying "especially of faithful ones," the present Canon means that children ought not
to depart from their parents even when the latter are infidels or heretics if
they are not trying to incite them to unbelief or heresy. For this reason it
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also anathematizes those children who leave their parents unprovided for,
and fail to honor them or to take care of them in old age on the pretext of
godliness and virtue. Tf parents, however, who are infidels or heretics incite their children to unbelief and heresy, or, even though they are believers they nevertheless are preventing them or prohibiting them from living
according to Christ and from being virtuous, and are inciting them to acts
that are harmful to the soul and improper2 then and in that case children
ought to prefer godliness and virtue to carnal parents, which amounts to
saying that they ought to leave them without hating them, and take their
departure. See also the Footnote to c. VI of the 1st-&-2nd, and c. XX of
the 6th.
C A N N O N XVII
Ifany womanfor the sake ofsupposedly ascetic exercise cuts offher hair,
which God gave her to remind her o f the fact that she is szdyect to the will of
her husband, let her be anathema, on the ground that she has disobeyed the
injunction to he obedient.
Interpretation

In writing to the Corinthians St. Paul says: "The head of the wife is
the husband," (1 Cor. 1 1 3)Ã‘becaus Eve was taken out of Adam, and he
became the cause of her becoming a woman). And further below he goes
on to say that if a woman does not cover her head, let her cut oft'her hair.
But if it is shameful for a woman to cut off her hair or to shave herself,
why, then let her cover her head. ( i h d . 1 1 6 ) And again: "But if a woman
have long hair. it is a glory and an honor to her" (paraphrasing ibid. 11:
15). But Eustathius and his disciples used to teach women to cut off their
hair on the alleged ground that they would thus be doing something godly
and virtuous; the dolts failing to understand that this doctrine of theirs
is opposed even to nature herself; seeing that she has never produced a
woman that was bald-headed and without hair, as she has some men. For
this reason the present Canon anathematizes any woman who cuts off her
hair for the sake of appearing and feigning to be engaged in ascetic exercise; which hair God gave her to remind her of the fact that she is under
the rulership and subject to the will of her husband, since by so doing she
is disregarding and transgressing the commandment, or injunction. to be
submissive.' And the Fathers took this from St. Paul, who says that a wife
must have an authority upon her head, or, more explicitly speaking, a sign
of her husband's authority, and of her subjection to her husband, which is
the natural cover of hair, and the external cover of headkerchiefs,

CANON XVIT1
If anyonefor the sake of s~ppusedlyascetic exercise shouldfast on Sunday,/el him be anathema.
(Ap. c. LXlV.)

That is whv divine Chrysostom say for parents not to forbid or prevent their children if they (i.e , the children) want to become monastics (that is what he says to a
believing father on page 170 of the sixth volume, and he expatiates against those
~ h endeavour
o
to injure those parents who happen to have incited thcir children to a
monastic life. and cspccially when the latter arc capable of perfcct discrimination of
what is logical and reasonable. and, in addition to this. are also masters of thcir own
conduct). Sec also Footnote to c XXI of the 7th

' For this reason it was too that Emperor Thcodosius made a law for those who cut
off their hair to be driven away from the churches, and for all bishops who should
admit them to be deposed from the prelacy, as Sozomcii historically records 111 his
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Book VII, ch. 16. But as for those holy women who for the sake of truly ascetic cxcrcisc have cut off their hair. just as many women appear to have done in historical
accounts. they are not liable to the penal@ provided in the present Canon, since they
did this for the sake of truly ascetic exercise and with humility, and they were not
manifest. but unknown to the masses.

Interpretation

The Eustathians also fasted on Sundays, and taught the others to fast
on Sunday too,? which one ought not to do, since the Lord resurrected
Himself on that day; and together with Himself resurrected also the human
nature. Wherefore we ought to be glad, and ought rather to thank God, and
not to fast, as we do on lenten days, seeing that fasting is a sign of grief
and of contrition, and not of joy. Hence the present Canon anathematizes
any one who for the sake of supposedly and feignedly ascetic exercise
fasts on Sunday. Read also Ap. c. LXIV.
CANON XIX
Ifany uf thosepersons who engage in ascetic exercise without any bodily
need of it shouldpride themselves on this,and should break thefasts handed
down to the commonalty and kept by the Church, under the hallucination3
that their reasoning in this matter is perfect, let them be anathema.
(Ap. c . ME.)

Interpretation

The Eustathians used to do everything contrary to the divine Canons
and traditions, fasting on Sundays and meat days, but breaking fast days.
For this reason the present Canon anathematizes them and their like who
pride themselves on the alleged claim that they have become perfect, and
who. without having any bodily need or weakness of illness great enough
to warrant it; break the fasts handed down to the community and kept by
the entire congregation, or aggregate, of the Christians. As for the expression "under the hallucination that their reasoning in this matter is perfect,"
this denotes that the reason why they break the fasts is that in their heart
there is to be found such a reasoning and assumption that they have attained to perfection, and that consequently they need not henceforth fast,
as we have said-which notion was also a belief of the Eustaftuans, and
of the Massalians? and of the heretical Bogomiles; or else with a scornful
thought or reasoning they annul and break the fasts. Read also the Inter-

pretation of Ap. c. LXIX.
CANON XX
If anyone shouldfindfault with the synaxeis)or gatherings, in honor of
Martyrs, or with the litq-ies conducted thereat, and the commemorations of
them, owing to his being imbuedwith aproud disposition and overcome with
a loathing, let him be anathema.
c . LXXX of the 6th; cc. V, XXI of Gangra, cc. XI, XI1 of Sai-dica.)

^Not only did the Eustathians fast on meat days. but thcy even refused to cat meat.
not on the ground that they were practicing temperance, but on the ground that they
abhorred it In his Ecclcs History, ch 42. Socrates states that Eustathius used to teach
persons not to observe the appointed fasts, but to fast on Sundays, altogether the cont m y , that is to say. to the common tradition of the catholic Church
Ill other manuscripts it sav s "haunted by the thought," which is more correct.
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Interpretation

This too was a doctrine of the Eustahans in addition to their other
views, namely: to have a contempt for the places and temples in which
were enshrined the holy relics of Martyrs, and to dispraise liturgies and
gatherings of the faithful held there, and to loathe them. For this reason the
present Canon anathematizes them and their like; all those; that is to say,
who, out of pride, deem the cormnemorations of Marty rs abominable and
loathsome, as well as the gatherings and festivities of the faithful held in
connection therewith, seeing that they are held in honor of God, the Lord
of the Martyrs, and of the holy Martyrs, Read also c. LXXX of the 6th,
CAN ON XXI
We state these things, not by way o f c~ittingo f f f k m the Church o f God

persons wishing to exercise the~~selves
ascetically in accordance with the
Sc~iptufes,hut those who take the matter o f ascetic exercises as something
to be proud of; andvhu reg& those luring and conducting themse/~:esin an
easier manner disdai@dly, and who introduce novelties that are contrary to
the Scriptures and the Kcclesiasiical Cations. For the fact fi {hat we admire
virtve with humility and welcome continence with modesty and godliness,
and esteem anuchoretic depurturesfiom mundane affairs with humility, and
honor modest cohabitation ofmatrimony, and do not despise wealth with
justice and with the cluing ofgood. And' we praise frugality andcheapness of
garments, worn solelyfor protection qf'the body and plainly made; whe;'eas
we abhor loose and otit\oorn,fbL~hion.s
in dress. And we honor the houses of'
God, andwe embrace the meetings that occur therein cis holy anil beneficial;
though we do not confine piety io the houses,bui honor every place thai is
built in the name of Cod And we consider the congregation in the church o f
God io be a benefit to the public. Andfdjcjtate those brethren who do good to
the poor in accordance with the traditions ofthe (,'hureh by way qfsuperero gation. And, concisely speaking, ive prayerfully hope that ail, the things will
he done in the C,'hurcAand in chireh that have been handed down traditionally by the divine Scriptures and the Apostolic traditions.
(Ap, ec. LI, LIII; cc. XXVII, LXXX of the 6th; c, XVI ofthc 7th:
cc. V, X X of Gangra.)

Interpretation

In view of the fact that the fathers of this Council forbade certain
things which appear to be virtuous, such as. for instance, the maintenance of virginity and shunning of marriage, refraining from fasting
on meat days, and other similar habits, therefore and on this account in
their present last Canon they vindicate themselves by saying in explanation thereof (that): we have decreed these things, not to discourage those
Christians who like to exercise themselves according to the Canons and
the divine Scriptures in God, but in order to correct those persons who
employ themselves in ascetic exercises with a feeling of pride, and who
lift up their heads in disdain against the others, and who are wont to invent modernistic or new-fashioned notions in regard to the Canons of
the Church, For we too praise virginity that is maintained with humility, and continence that is practiced with humility; and we honor modest
matrimony; and we do not scorn wealth that is accompanied by Justice
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and almsgiving. We eulogize poor garments that are made solely for the
purpose of protecting and supplying the needs of the body without any
aim at adornment; but as for soft clothes worn by way of adornment, we
abhor and hate them. We praise the churches of God, and the gatherings
of the faithful held therein, as holy and of distinct benefit to their souls.
Not that we circumscribe all piety and adoration of God in churches, but
because we honor temples built in the name of God, regardless of their
location. Also, as respecting the extraordinary benefactions and alms that
are bestowed through the agency if the church upon poverty-stricken
brethren, in accordance with the traditions of the fathers, we felicitate
those bestowing them. In a word, we prayerfully hope and beg God that
everything that has been prescribed by the divine scriptures and the traditions of the Apostles may be carried out in His churches and in regard to
His Christians. Read also Ap. c. LI and cc. XXVII and LXXX of the 6th.
and the Footnote to Ap. c. LI.

' For ungodly Elistathius used to sa!

also this. that unless wealthy persons gave up all
their property and departed anchoretically to the exercise of asceticism. the) had no
hope of salvation

Note of the Editors -This footnote ' refers to the interpretation of Canon l i ofthe Regional
Council held in Antioch, p. 5 3 5 .

The distribution of antidoron was introduced because everyone could not be prepared
to receive the Blessed Sacraments each Sunday. and it was a means of providing
means of sanctification to those not receiving. The antidoron is sanctified bread, since
it comes from the loaf which has been offered to God and also because it is a type of
the womb of the Theotokos. According to St. Germanus. "The Lamb which is to be
m\stically offered is taken from the shew bread, just as the Lamb of God had come
forth with a body from her womb." Nicholas Kabasilas calls the antidoron pieces of
the elevated shew bread. Concerning the antidoron Nicholas Kabasilas Sttites: 'Then
the offered bread, from which the sacred Lamb has been cut and offered to God. is
broken in many portions and distributed to the faithful, who reverently receive it
and kiss the Priest's right hand which immediately before had touched the most holy
Body of Savior Christ, thus receiving sanctification and imparting it to those who are
able to touch it," Consequently, Christians must remain at the Divine Liturgy until the
very end in order to receive sanctification from the antidoron, St Gcrmmus states"It is believed that a spiritual blessing and imparting of good things to the generation
of Christians is effected by the distribution of the bread of the body of the Theotokos
(namely the antidoron)," The same blessing is imparted to those who elevate the
bread of the Theotokos at the table on the feasts of martyrs and saints. which practice
the church has received from the times ofthe Holy Apostles according to St. Symeon
of Salonica.
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CONCERNING THE REGIONAL COUNCIL
HELD IN ANTIOCH

PROLEGOMENA

The regional Council held in A n t i o ~ h Syria,
,~
was convened in A.D.

34V in the reign of Constantius (a son of Constantine the Great), who
was present in person in A n t i o ~ hIt. ~was attended, according to Socrates
(Book IT, ch. 8 of his Ecclesiastical History) by ninety Fathers, but, according to Theophanes, one hundred and twenty; the leader of whom was
Eusebius, formerly bishop of Beyrut, later of Nicomedia, and after serving as bishop of Nicomedia having become bishop of Constantinople, The
bishop ofAntioch at that tine was a man by the name of Placotus. But the
bishop of Rome Julius, was not present at this Council, either in person
or by legates; but neither was Maximus, the bishop of Jerusalem. Thus
this Council issued the present twenty-five Cannons, which are indeed
necessary to the good order and constitution of the Church, though for the
most part they not only agree in import with the Apostolic Canons (see the
Prolegomena to the Apostolic Canons). but even use the same words that
those Canons contain. They are confirmed in addition indefinitely by c. I
of the 4th (though the latter in its fourth Act cites the fourth and the fifth
Canons of this Council verbatim, as we shall have occasion to assert) and
by c. I of the 7th; and definitely by c. I1 of the 6th. and by virtue of the
confirmation afforded by this latter Council, they have acquired a force
which, in a way, is e ~ u m e n i c a l . ~
^ Many different Councils, some of them heretical and others Orthodox, were convoked in Antioch. both before the present Council was held and after it was held. And
for these see volume I of the Conciliar Records (page 263).

'The Council held in Antioch during the reign of this same Constantius. A.D. 370.
which is mentioned by Milias 111 the second volume of the Conciliar Records. and
A\ hich was heretical, appears to have been a different one from this one For there was
another Council held in Antioch; but the only Canons extant are those of this one
"The reason for the holding of the present Council was as follows. Constantine
the Great had built a great octagonal church in Antioch, but had left it unfinished.
Constantius- his son, finished it. and, being present in Antioch on account of the
Persian war, he wanted to dedicate that same church five years later after the falling asleep (or demise) of Ills father. Hence. Eusebius, the bishop or Constantinople,
taking advantage of this situation, contrived to persuade the Emperor to assemble
the present Council: ostensibly by way of enhancing the splendor of the dedication
ceremonies, but covertl) with a view to overthrowing the doctrine of coessentialism (or likeness of essence. more frequently called in English "consubstantialism"
through confusion of the meaning of "substance" with that of the Greek word for essence). as Socrates avers (Book 11. cli. 8). Nevertheless, in its definition this Council
proclaimed the Son of God to be a true God, and immutable. and unalterable. and to
be the veF image, or facsimile, of His essence and will and glory. That i s why the
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Second Ecumenical Council in its c. V accepted the definition of the present Council.
since it was not opposcd to the Nicenc faith, though it did not expressly state the doctrine of the coesseiitialit~of the Son.
I

Concerning the Canons of this Council see Socrates, Book VI. cli. 18. and Sozonien,
Book VIII. ch. 26, and Dositlieus, page 138 of the Dodecabsbhts..

THE TWENTY-FIVE CANONS
OF THE
REGIONAL COUNCIL HELD IN ANTTOCH
INTERPRETED

CANON I

Asfor all persons 1vho dare to violate the definition of the holy and great
Council convened in Nicaea in the presence (#E;;seheia, tine consort of the
most God-beloved Emperor Constantine, cuncerning the holyfestival of the
soienul Paschu (or Laster, as it is culled in ordinary English),we decree thai
they be excludedfrom ~yommunion
and be outcastsfrom the Church i f they
persist more captiously in objecting to the decisions that have been made
as rni~stfsttmgiu regard thereto; and lei these things be said with reference
to laymen. But if' any o f the persons occupying prominent positions in the
Church, such as a Bishop,or a lJre.sbyter,or a Deacon,after the adoption o f
this definition, should dare to insist upon having his o w n way, to the perverswn of the laity, and to the disturbance of the chrireh, and upon celebrating
Easter alongwith the Jews, the holy Council has hencejtfdged thatperson to
be an alien to the Church, on the ground that he has not only become g d i y
ofsin by himselfbut has also been the cause of corruption and perversion
among the multitude. Accord/ng/y, it not only deposes snch persons,from the
liturgy, but also those who dare to commune with them after their deposition.
Moreover, those who have been deponed are fo he deprived o f the external
honor too of which (he holy Canon and God's priesthood have partaken.
Interpretation

The present Canon excommunicates those laymen who violate the
decree2 and the rule which the First Council issued, in the presence of
Constantine the Great too, with regard to the festival of Easter (to the effect, that is to say, that this festival is to be celebrated after the Equinox,
and not together with the Jews), and who not only violate it, but even
quarrelsomely stand opposed to it. As for bishops. on the other hand,
and presbyters, and deacons, who should violate it, thereby disturbing
the Church, and who should dare to celebrate Easter together with the
Jews, it deposes them from every priestly and sacred function performed
internally to the Bema. as well as from every other honor external thereto
that belongs to those in holy orders (or, in other words, the right to retain
the title of holy orders, to sit down with priests and remain in their comThe fact that the decree concerning Easter was made by the First Council is attested
even by the letter of this Nicene Council to the Alexandrians. the text of which is to
be found i n the ninth chapter of Book 1 of Socrates' Ecclesiastical History, which
sa\s: "We bring \ou the good tidings of the agreement regarding the most holy
Pascha (or Easter), that with your prayers this part too has been accomplished"
rtc ; and also by Epiphanius (Haw 69). and Eiiscbius, in his life of Constantine.
Book IF. ch, IS, and in his Ecclesiastical History'. Book I, ch. 9 (or in other editions
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ch. 8 ) by Sozomcn, in Book XXX. ch. 21, and by Socrates in Book VL ch. 16 and 18.
Epiphanius, in his Hcresy 70. states thatthe heretical Lydians used to celebrate Easter
together with die Jews, 011 die alleged ground that this had always been die custom of
the Church, since olden times, that is to say.
' To me, however, it seems truer to say that this external honor was that belonging
to the external habit of those in holy orders. which they were entitled to wear even
after being deposed from office. For it was only the unrepentant ones in holy orders
who refused to abstain from sin after being deposed from office that forfeited even
the very habit ot'the holy orders and had to adopt the habit of laymen: and not all of
them. according to c. XXI of the 6th But perhaps by the expression "external honor"
the Canon means the honor accorded to priests in non-ecclesiastical conventions (or
assemblies) And scc the Footnote to c XXVI of the 6th

pany, and, generally speaking; activities external to the Bema!' according to Balsamon-concerning which see cc. I and II of Ancyra and c. IX
of Neocaesarea), since such persons not only injured themselves by this
violation, but also induced others to violate the decree. But it not only
deposes from office these transgressors who are in holy orders, but also
deposes from office along with them all those who commune with them.
See also Ap. c. VII.
CANON I 1

As for ail those persons who enter the chvrch and listen to the sacred
Scriptures, but whofail to cotnrnztnc in prayer together and at the same time
with the h i & or who shun the participation of the Eucharist, in accordance
with some irrepiarity, we dccree that these persons be outcasts from the
Church until, after going to confkssion and exhibitingfruits of repentance and
hegg~ng,
foq@nefss, they succeed in ohiaining a pa~Â¥cUm
Furthermore, we decree that communion with those exclztdedfrom communion is not allowed, nor
in another church is it to be cillu~vvdto admit those who have no admittance
to another church. Jf anyone among the Bkhops, or Presbyters, or Deacons,
or anyone of the Canon, should appear to be communing with those who h m
been excludedfiom cotntnunion, he too is lo be e x c l u d e d , f h communion, on
the pzwid o f seeminviy con/i/,singthe Canon ofthe (church.
Interpretation

The decree of the present Canon is in agreement with Ap. c. IX.For
it asserts that those Christians must be excommunicated from the Church
who go to church to attend liturgy and who listen to the Scriptures, but
fail to pray along with the faithful, or shun the divine Communion, or, in
other words, fail to commune, not for any good reason, but on account
of some irregularity. Not on the ground that they actually hate and loathe
divine Communion, heaven forbid! (for if they did so shun and abhor
it, such persons would be condemned not only to excommunication, but
even also to utter anathema), but that they feign to avoid it on account
of humility and reverence. For it was this that the Fathers meant by the
word "shun," according to superb Zonaras. But these persons are excommunicated only until they repent and beg to be f o r g i ~ e nSince,
.~
however,
the Canon has mentioned excommunication; it goes on to say that no one
is allowed either to pray even in a private house together with those who
have been excommunicated from the Church, whether clerics or laymen,
nor to admit them to church. If any bishop, or presbyter, or deacon, should
join in communion with such persons who have been excluded from communion, either in a house at home or in church at services, he too is to be
excluded from communion so far as other persons are concerned, because
'-

See p. 532.
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by doing so he is confusing and confounding and transgressing and violating the Canons ofthe Church which comprise decrees concerning this, viz.,
Ap. cc. X and XI, which the reader should consult along with Ap. c. TX.
CANON Ill
Sf any Pre.vhy;er, or Deacon, or anyone else ai all o f those who belong

to the priesthood, s h a l l depart for another parish after l e m ~ n ghis own, and
subsequently, havmg changed his p o s i t m altogether, tries to stay in another
parish for a lony time,iet him no longer celebrate liturgy, especially in case
he i,sS Z ~ H ~ HbyThis
O ~
own
~ Bishop and admonished to return to the parish he
belongs to, and fails to obey- But i f he persists in the irregularity', he must be
utterly deposedfrom liturgy, on the ground that /hot's is no longer any possibility o f his being reinstated. If after he has been deposdjrom office for
this reason, another Bishop admits him, the latter too shafl he punished by a
common Sy'nod, on the grozwzd that he i s violating the ecclesiastical i m s .
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that if any presbyter, or deacon, or anyone
else that is a person in holy orders or a cleric, leaves the church in which
he was ordained and goes to a church in another parish or another province, and stays there for many years, such a person is to be suspended
from office and is no longer to be allowed to celebrate liturgy, especially
if his own bishop has called upon him to return and he has refused to obey.
But if he persists in this irregularity without returning, let him be deposed
altogether from the liturgy, or, in other words, from every sacred frmction,
in such a manner that henceforth he shall no longer have any ground or
hope of being acquitted. But. if after he has been deposed from office for
this; a bishop of another province should admit him, he too shall have the
proper penalty inflicted upon him by the common Synod (or Council) of
the province, as a transgressor of the ecclesiastical Canons, Ap. cc. XV
and XVI, that is to say, which please read.
CANON IV

Ifany Rishop, deposed by a Synod, or any Pre.~hyter,or Deacon, deposed
by his own Bishop, shoulddare toperform any act ofthe liturgy whether it
he the Bishop in accordance with the advanchg custom, or the Ptwhyter, or
the Deacon, let it no longer be possible fur him to have any hope of reinstatemerit even in another LSynod(or Council), nor let him be allowed topresent
an apdosy in his own defense, but, on the contrary, let all ofthose who even
commune with him be cast out o f the Church, and especially ifafter learning
h 2 4 t the decision pronounced against the aforesaid, he should dare to commime with them.
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that if any bishop be deposed by a Synod
o r Council), or if any presbyter or deacon be deposed by his own bishop,
and after being deposed he should dare to perform any sacred act, as he
was wont to do formerly-the bishop, a prelatical function; a presbyter,
that of presbyters; and a deacon, that of deacons-before he has stood
trial before a higher ecclesiastical tribunal, any such person, 1say. shall no
longer have any hope of being acquitted at another Synod, nor any right
1

' In other manuscripts it says "or otherwise included in the Canon,"
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to offer any defense in their own behalf, since they themselves have
turned every decision of a synod against them owing to their having failed
to abide by the synod's decree of deposition, according to c, XXXVTT of
Carthage. But even any persons that join in communion with those deposed from office, when they are aware ofthe deposition, are all to be cast
out of the C l ~ u r c hSee
. ~ also Ap. c. XXVIII.
CANON V

If any Presbyter; or Deacon, having shown contempt for his own Bishop, has excommunicated himself from the church, and has formed a congregation of his own, and has set up an altar, and. in spite of the Bishop's
inviting him to return, if he should remain disobedient, and should refuse
to obey or even to submit to him. when he calls him once and twice:' let
him be utterly deposed, and be no longer accorded any remedy, nor be
capable of having his honor restored. But if he should stick to his position,
making a lot of noise and creating an upheaval in the church, let him be
brought back by an appeal to the civil authorities as a riotous character.
(Ap c, XXXI. c XVIII ofthe 4th: cc. XXXI. XXXIV ofthe 6th.
cc. XJII, XIV. XV ofthe 1st-&-2nd: ec. X, XI of Carthage.)

Interpretation

The present Canon has been culled from Ap. c. XXXI. For it too decrees that if any presbyter or deacon shall scorn his own bishop. and. having separated from the church, shall celebrate liturgy apart therefrom, and
shall refuse to obey the bishop. who has offered him two or three invitations (concerning which see Ap. c. LXXIV) to come to him and declare
whatever excuses he may have, and be reconciled: that person shall be
deposed altogether, and shall henceforth be incapable of getting back the
honor of holy orders. But if such a person even after his deposition from
office should insist upon making trouble for the prelate and the church,
he is to be sobered by recourse to the magistrates of the civil authoritiesq2
Note also from this Canon that bishops are prohibited from chastising
disorderly persons by themselves with imprisonment or cudgel being allowed only to impose ecclesiastical censures; and only if they remain disobedient, then they are to be turned over to the magistrates for correction.
See also Ap. c. XXXI.
CANON VI

If anyone has been excluded from communion by his own Bishop; let

him not, be admitted by others until he has been accepted by his own Bishop. Or, a Synod having been held; if he has defended himself in answer to
the charges and has convinced the Synod, and has succeeded in receiving
a different verdict. The same rule applies to laymen and Presbyters and
Deacons, and to all persons in the Canon.
(Ap. c. XXXII; c. V of the 1st; c. I of Holy Wisdom; c. VI ofAiitiocli; c, XIV of Sardica;
a.XI, XXXVH, CXLI of Cartliagc.)
^ This same Canon is cited by the Fourth Council in its fourth Act. having been read
by Actius, all archdeacon and primiccrius of the Great Church. But I am at a loss to
account for the fact that in almost all the books of minutes of the Councils this Canon
is designated as LXXXIII in the inscription. But perhaps it is a literal error (page
149 of volume II of the Collection of the Councils). Note. however, that because
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at the present Council the Arian Euscbiusj attended by his followers, was the exarch,
it left the present Canon undefined, with a view to having it aid them in opposing
die Fathers whom they were persecuting at that time, and especially in opposing St,
Athanasius. For this reason St. Athanasius. but indeed also John Clinsostom, according to Socratcs, Book VI. ch. 18, criticized this Canon as not being one of the catholic
Church, but oiic ofthat of thc Ariais. For it was by means of this Can011that the Euscbiaiis had deposed Athanasius, and the bishops assembled in Constantinople against
Chrysostom had tried to depose even Chcsostom because, as they explained, after
being deposed he leaped upon the throne without another S~iiod'shaving first voted
a decision in regard to die matters concerning him. Even Pope Innocent; in his letter
he sent to the Constantinopolitaiis in behalf of Chn sostom. criticized this Canon,
according to Sozornen. Book VIII, ch. 26, and according to Dositlieus (page 433 of
his book entitled "AHistory of those who have sencd as Patriarchs ia Jerusalem"),since. I say. cvcn these Saints criticize this Canon, but the Fourth Ecurncnical Council
admits it and recognizes it, as we have said, and the Sixth Ecumenical Council does
so too. therefore and 011 this account there is need of its being established so as to
be exempt from any criticism~or.in other words. to the effect that there shall be 110
excuse in defense or hope of reinstatement of an! bishop who has been deposed. first,
on account of evident and just accusations brought against him in accordance with
Ap. c. XXVIU; secondly, not by a Synod of only some bishops of the province, with
one in favor of vindication and another in favor of condemnation, in accordance with
c. XIV of the same Council of Antioch (for in that event the Metropolitan ought to
summon bishops from nearby provinces, to have the ease properly considered and remove all doubt respecting the same). b11t, on the contrary, ei h e r b\ a Synod of all the
bishops of the province pronouncing sentence against him in unison, and not in discord. in accordance with c. XV of the same Council of Aiitioch, or else by the Synod
of the Patriarch of the diocese; thirdly, it being provided that the person being tried
shall be present, and that a chance be given him to defend himself, in accordance with
Ap. c. LXX 1V. except only if he has been invited to do so and has not answered in
accordance with the same Ap, c.: fourthly, it being further provided that his accusers
shall not be avowed enemies ofhis. and that neither shall the same persons be allowed
to act as both accusers and judges, as actually happened at the illegal depositions of
Athansius and of Chyostom, concerning which see the Footnotes to Ap. cc. XXVIII
and XXXI f . Moreover. even the presbgers and deacons and the lower clerics oughtto
stand trial betbre their own prelates in the beginning; but if they find fault with their
tribunal. they ought to call in other neighboring bishops to judge them, or even the
metropolitans of their provinces, in accordance with c , XXXVI of Carthage, and in
accordance with c. XI1 of this Council ot'Antioch.

' In other manuscripts it s a y "including any third person."
^ This Canon too is cited by the Fourth Ec. C. in its fourth Act (page 149 of the second volume of the Councils), which designates it in the inscription as c. LXXXIV.
perhaps by a literal error It employed this Canon against Carosus and D o r o t h ~ u s ~
the Archimandrites. and against Barsumas the Syrian monk, because they, limping
with respect to the faith, named Dioscoms a bishop cbcn after his deposition For
die Council savs there concerning them that if these persons disobey the Council and
flee. thcy arc to be chastised with the aid of the civil authorities in accordance with
this Canon, which the bishops proclaimed to be a Canon of the Holy Fathers
Interpretation

If any presbyter, or deacon, or cleric, or layman should be excoinmunicated by his bishop, he shall not be admitted by any other bishop to
communion, except only by the same bishop who excommunicated him,
in accordance with the present Canon, unless he appear before a Synod
and manage to persuade the Synod to render a different decision in regard
to the excommunication he has received. See also Ap. c. XXX11.
CANON VH
Let no stranger be admitted wiihout tetters pacifical.
(Ap. c. XII.)
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Interpretation

The present Canon commands that no stranger be admitted by another
bishop unless he has letters pacifical, or, in other words, letters dimissory,
from his bishop; concerning which see the Footnote to Ap. c. XI.
CANON VIII

Nor shall letters canonical be given by Presbyters in cozwttry districts, other
than to send letters to neighboring Hidtops, but to give letters pacifical to
Auxiliary HI.vhop.s only, who are ir&mmchable.
{Ap.c. XU; c. VIII of the first.)
Interpretation

The present Canon prohibits presbyters located in the country, or in
villages and small towns, where the bishop is not wont to go; or, in other
words, chief priests, according to Balsamon, which is the same as to say,
auxiliary bishops. They are only to send letters to neighboring bishops,
and not to ones farther away. For it is only the bishop himself that has a
right to send letters to bishops far away, and to give letters commendatory: in order to examine better the persons who are to receive them. But
auxiliary bishops themselves, if unaccused of anything, and provided their
name has not been defamed, may give letters pacific to those who ask for
them; this refers to letters dimissory, concerning which see also the Footnote c, VIII of the 1st. See also the Footnote to Ap. c. XII.
CANON IX

The presiding R'tshop in a metropolis must he recognized by the Rishops
belonging to each province (or eparehy), and undertake1 the cure o f the entire province, because o f the fact d~ a?! who have any kind of hu'anesfi to
attend to are wont to come from ail quarters to the metropolis. Hence it has
seemed best to let him have precedence in respect of honor, and to Set the rest
of the Hifihops do nothing extraordinary wiihou; him,in accordance with the
ancient Canon of the Faihers which has been prevailing, or only those things
which are imposed upon the parish of each one of them and upon the terriiuries under it. For each Bishop shall have authority over his own parish,
to govern in accordance with the reverence imposed upon each, and to make
provision regarding all the territory belonging to his city, us also to ordain
Presbyters and Deacons, and fo dispose ofdetails withjudgment, hut to d tempt nothingfurther withuzd the concurrence of the Bishop of the MeiropoIis; nor shall he himself, without the consent and approval of the rest.
(Ap. c. XXXIV.)

Interpretation

The present is almost identical with Ap. c.XXXIV in respect of words
and in respect of meaning. For it too teaches that the Bishops of each province ought to recognize the Metropolitan of the province as their chief,
and to do nothing without his consent and approval (as in turn neither is he
to do anything without their consent and approval), but only those things
which belong to their episcopates, ordinations, that is to say, of presbyters
and deacons and of the rest, administrations of the church, and the rest.
Concerning which see the said Ap. c.

' Perhaps it would be more correct to say "undertaking." (According to the authors.)
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CANON X

As for Amiliary' Bishops in villages or country' towns, or so-called
Chorepiscopi', even though they hwe received ordination by the laying on o f
hands, it has seemed best to the M y Council that they should recognize their
own limitations, and govern the chzirches subject to theirjurisdiction, and be
content with the cure andgmdiaftship of these, and, on the other hand, to uppoint a n a p s t s (or lector,^), and svbdeacom) and exercisers, and be cunfent
with theirpmmotion, and not venture to ordain a Presbyter or even a Deacon,
without the concurrence ofthe Bishop in the city to whom he and his district
are subject, But if anyone should dare to iranspss the rules laid down, lei
him he deposed,from office and even,from whate ver honor he has been *joying. An Auxiliary Bishop is to be made such by the Bishop of the ciy to which

he is subject.

(c. VIII of the 1st.)

Interpretation

The present Canon commands that chorepiscopi located in villages
and small towns, even though they have been ordained by the imposition
of hands by which one is made a bishop, must nevertheless keep withiti
their bounds, and govern only the churches that are subjects to them, and
ordain only lectors, subdeacons, and exorcisers, or what are otherwise
known as catechist^,^ but not priest or deacons, without the permission of
the bishop over the full-grown city to whom they too as well as their territory are subject and by whom they are made. But if they should transgress
these rules, let them be deposed from office. See the Footnote to c. Vlll
of the 1 st.
CANON XI
I f any Bishop, or P;Â¥eshyteror anyone at ati of the Canon, without (he
con.seut and letters o f the Bishops in the province, and especialiy o f the
Bishop havtfis charge of ihe metropolis, should rush off' to see h e Emperor,
he is to be oztt/m~~ed
,and is to be made an outcast not only from the communion, but also from the dignity which he happens to he enjoying, on the
ground that he has been p i i p of daring to annoy the ears of'& most Godbeloved Emperor in contravention of the ia\v of the (,'h;/reh.But ifany urgent
need should demand his rushing to see the h p e r o r , he must do this with
though!fv/ness and with the consent and approval o f the Bishop m charge
of the metropolis of the province, or o f those therein, and be fi~rnishedwith
lettersfrom them.
(cc. VII, VIII, IX, XX of Sardica; c. CXVII of Carthage.)

Interpretation
The present Canon prohibits any bishop, or priest, or cleric from going

to the Emperor and bothering him about his own requests without there
being any great need of it. But whenever there is any such need, he must
first consult his Metropolitan about it and the bishops of that province and
then receive letters from them to the Emperor stating the province from
which he hails and the need on account of which he is departing thither.
But if anyone should dare to violate these rules, let him be excommunicated and deposed from office.

' I11 connection herewith the definite article which appears in the Greek is either su-

perfluous-say the a u t h o r s ~ o the
r word Presbyters is missing, in order to make die
whole sn\ "the Presb\ters in villages or small towns'' (in accordance with c. VIII
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of this same Council, that is to say) "or the so-called Chorcpiscopi," ctc Note from
these two C a n o n s ~ cVIII,
,
I mcan, and c X-"'that it would appear that of chowpiscopi there were some who were merel! presb? ters. smce those whom c. VIII above
called Presbyters in coiintq districts" are called below this Chowpiscopi. and even
thc present Canon appears to mcan this, as we ha\ c said; but others had the distinction
of having been made bishops by the laving 011 of hands, as this c . X cloarl> states
^ The tcmi "cxcrciscrs" and exorcists arc applied to the catccliists of infidels. or unbelicvcrs, and heretics who an;joining the faith, because, in the course of catechizing
them, the! exorcise the evil spirits inhabiting thorn, in the name of the Lord in order
to cause them to flee from them. And this is plainly evident, 011 the one hand; from
those sons of Sceva who named over those possessed by demons the name of the
Lord, saying to the demons, "We adjure you Jesus whom Paul preachetli' (Acts 19:
12-14); and, on the other hand, from die exorcisms which the priests read over those
who are about to be baptized. In the eighth book of the Apostolic Injunctions, cli. 26,
exorcists are required "to have the gracious gift of cures," and it s a y that they are not
ordained, but are revealed b~ God and thus made known. Canon XXVI of Laodicea
savs that they are not to exorcise and catechize anlone unless they be appointed or
nominated by a bishop.
Concord

In a similar manner c. VII of Sardica also forbids bishops to go to the
Emperor's camp in order to act as intermediaries in behalf of demands for
their friends; except only then, they may go when the Emperor himself
invites them by letter, and except if they want to help widows and poor
people, or any persons who are being sorely oppressed, or condemned
to exile; and other such persons who are in dire need of help. Nevertheless, even then, lest any bishop fall under an accusation of some kind or
other, he must not go in person himself, but must send his deacon to the
Emperor with letters, in accordance with c. VIII of the same Council.
Canon IX of the same Council decrees that if any bishop, with the view
of taking care of the aforesaid needs of poor people, sends begging letters
to the bishop of the province in which the Emperor is to be found, these
letters must first be examined by the metropolitan of that bishop, and, if
they are reasonable, they must be sent by the metropolitan to the bishop.
If he even has friends in the palace, the bishop has permission to beg them
with their deacon to lend aid to his reasonable and necessary requests. As
for those persons who are sent to Rome, they must be sent to the place
through the agency of the bishop of Rome, just as is decreed also by c.
CXVIT of Carthage; because in that period of time the Emperor was to be
found in Rome: just as those persons who departed for Constantinople
had to be presented to the Emperor through the agency of the Patriarch, in
accordance with the Footnote to c. XXVIIJ of the 4th. Canon XX of the
same Council of Sardica says that if a bishop goes to the Emperor without
being called, but for the sake of ostentation or some begging appeals, the
bishops having jurisdiction in those parts are not to subscribe their names
to his letters, nor to join in communing with him.
CANON XI1

Ifany Preshper, or Deacon, deposed{mm office by his o w n Bishop, or
any Bishop deposed by a Sj~nod,should dare to annoy the Emperor .V ears, he
must adrfrexs'his appeal to a greater Synod of hishops, and specify whatever
justice he thinks that he is being denied to a uumber of Bishops, and accept
whatever examination and adverse judgment he may receive from them.
But if; paying no heed thereto, he should annoy the En~perur,he shall be
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precluded from any pardon, and shall be allowed no opportunity to make an
apolooy in his own & # h e , nor to entertain any hope of reinstatement.
(c VI of the 2nd: c XVII of the 4th: c. CXV of Carthagc )

Interpretation

The present Canon makes it plain that if a bishop has been deposed by
a synod, or a priest or deacon has been deposed by his bishop, and protests
that he has been treated unjustly, he has permission to appeal his case to
a higher court of bishops, as we said in our Footnote to c. IV of the present C. But the present Canon adds that if these persons who have been
deposed regard the judgment of the bishops with contempt or scorn, and
dare to annoy the Emperor about it, by asking to have their case examined
by him, they are to be allowed no pardon, nor may they ever hope to be
acquitted. Canon CXV of Carthage, on the other hand, says that if anyone
asks the Emperor to order his case to be tried by bishops by an imperial
rescript of his, he is not to be prohibited from doing so. See also c. VI of
the 2nd, and c. XVII of the 4th.
CANON XHI

Lei no Bishop dare to go overfrom one province into another and

or-

dain any persons in church to promotion of the liturgy, even though he take
others ohms wiih him, unless, having been a.vked to do so, he should arrive
by letters of the Metropolitan and of the Bishops accompanying him, into
whose district he should happen lo be passing. Rut i f , without anyone inviiing
him or calling him, he should depart irreplarly to lay hand's upon certain
persons, and to meddle in the status quo ojecc/esiastical affairs that do not
concern him,all things whatsoever thai he may do shall he null and void and
invaiid; and he himself shall incur a suitable sentence/or his irregularity
and his unremonubk proceeding, having been already deposed hence by the
holy Council.
(Ap. c . XXXV; c. I1 of the 2nd; c. VIII of the 3rd: c. XX of the 6th; c. XXII ofAntioch;
cc. 111- XI- XI1 of Sanlica.)

Interpretation

Various Canons forbid a bishop to go into another's province and ordain anyone or perform any other episcopal function, just as the present
Canon forbids this, by saying that only then may one do this when he is invited to do so in writing by the metropolitan and the bishops of that province to which he is going. But if without anyone inviting him he go there,
all sacred acts that may be performed by him are to be invalid and void,
whether they be ordinations1 or other acts, while he himself is to be deposed from office as punishment for his irregularity. See also Ap. c. XXXV.
CANON XIV

I f any Bishop should be judicially tried in regard to any charges, and
afterwards it should happen that the Bishops the province disagree con-

' The statement that ordinations arc to remain void and invalid is to be understood

exactly as c . VI of the 4th took it. and see what is said there. Likewise see also tile
Footnote to Ap.c. XXVIII. Note this too in connection with the present Canon, that
even if an! one is invited to officiate as a bishop in die province of another bishop, yet
he is not permitted to sit upon the sacred joint throne, according to the S! nodic decision of Michael the Patriarch and peerless philosopher (in Arnieiiopoulos, Epitome
of the Canons, page 3 of the first volume of the minutes of the Councils). See also c.
LXXXII of Carthage.
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corning him, some pronouncing the one being tried innocent, while others
pronounce him witty, by way ofprecluding any dispute, i / has seemed best
to the holy Council for the Bishop of the metropolis to summon some other
Bishops from neighbo~ingprovinces who are io reach a vwrd/c/ and dispel
any dispute, with the object of affirming and confirming
is presented
together with she Bishops o f that province
Interpretation

If, when a bishop is being tried for any crimes of his by the bishops
of the province, it should ensue that all of them are not agreed, but that
while some are in favor of condemning him others are inclined to acquit
him, the present Canon prescribes that in order to dispel all doubt, the
metropolitan of the province ought to summon other bishops from a neighboring strange province to consider the doubtful case of the one on trial, in
conjunction with the bishops of that province, and to affirm and confirm a
just decision in the matter. Read c. IV of the present C,, and Ap. c. LXXIV,
c. V l of the 2nd. and cc. IX and XVII of the 4th.
CANON XV
If any Bi.~hopaccused of' any crimes should he fried hy all the Bishops in

the vrovince. and all o f them have vronomccd one decision avainst him in
complete agreement with each oihe; let him no more be fried again by others,
but let the concordant verdict o f the bishops o f the province stand on record,
(Ap . c. LXXIV: c . VI of the 2nd; ec . IX, XVII of the 4th J
Interpretation

If, however, any bishop accused of any crime be tried by all the bishops
in the province, and all of them in agreement arrive at a decision against
him, then according to the present Canon he can no more be tried by other
bishops, but the concordant verdict of the bishops already pronounced
against him must remain effective. For this concord of theirs serves as
proof that the deposition of him was just. Zonaras, on the other hand, says
that even though all the bishops of the province try the case, yet if all of
them do not agree to the verdict, the man being tried can appeal his trial
to another and higher court' or tribunal of bishops, respecting which we
made a comment in the Footnote to c. IV of the present C. See also Ap. c.
LXXTV, c. VI of the 2nd, and cc. TX and XVIT of the 4th.
CANON XVI

I f any Hishop without a see impose himselfupon a church \vi;ho;ita Hishup and seize the throne thereof without the approval of a complete Synod, he
shall be cast out, even though all the laity whom lie has seizedshould choose
to keep him. A complete Synod 1 s one at which the Metropolitan too is present,
(Ap. c. XIV.)

' Note that c. IV of Sardica does not conflict with the present Canon- as Balsanion as-

serts, since. the latter says that one who has been tried by all the bishops of a pro) ince
cannot be tried any longer by others. whereas the fonncr. failing to add the word aH.
allows the trial of the one under judgment to lie reviewed by a higher ecclesiastical
tribunal. I leave out of account the fact that this Canon also adds that all the judges
must be agreed, as we have said
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Interpretation

A bishop without a see is one that has no church, either because he has
not been accepted owing to the maliciousness of his provincials, and not
because of his own wickedness, according to Ap. c. XXXVI, or owing to
the fact that this province of his is being held by barbarians and heathen,
according to c, XXXVII of the 6thq2
A church without a bishop is one that
lacks a bishop because of certain circumstances. So if a bishop without
a see goes to a diocese (or parish) without a bishop, and seize its throne,

without its being given to him by a con~pleteSynod, i .en,a Synod attended
also by the Metropolitan of the province in question; the present Canon
decrees that any bishop who does such a thing shall be cast out or ejected
from that province even though the laity thereof should want to have
him as their bishop, because of the rapacious and covetous manner he is
guilty of having employed in getting hold of it.j See also Ap. c. XIV.
CANON X V I I

If any fiishop who has received ordination as such, and has been appointed to take &axe ofa laity,should refuse to accept the office, and to
depart to (he church entrusted to him, lei him be excludedfrom communion
unti! he h a s been cotnpe//ed to accept i f , or until a complete Synod o f the
Bishops of the province in question determines his fate,
Interpretation

If anyone be ordained bishop of a certain province by means of the
sacred rite of prayers, and he refuse to go to the province entrusted to him,
the present Canon commands that he be excommunicated from the fellowship of his fellow bishops until such time as either he be persuaded to go
there, or a complete Synod with the Metropolitan in attendance determine
what is to be done about him. For it is possible that that Synod may recognize him and absolve him from the penalty of exclusion from communion,
on such reasonable grounds as present to it. Read also Ap. c. XXXVI.
CANON XVIII

If any Bishop duly ordained to a diocese, fail to go to the one iu wh;ch
he has been ordatned, not through any fault of his own, but either because
of the anfrac6uosity of'

the laity, offer some other reason for which he is
not re,sponsible, he shall retain the honor and office, only without causing
any disturbance to the affairs o f the church where he should be accorded a
congregalion.Bu6 he shall await the outcome of the decision of a complete
Ls'ynodof the pru1,ince in regard to his appointment.
(Ap. c. XXXVI.)

^ Though properly speaking such a one is not said to be without a see. since in the reign
of John Comncnus it was questioned whether John Haplouchercs who was not in
possession of his scc and who had been Patriarch of Antioch for twenty-eight ycars,
ought to be considered to be without a see, because he could not go there to take possession of it owing to its being in the hands of the Franks (i.e., Westerners): and it
was decided that he should not be held to be without a see, because he had been duly
ordained and had been accorded a large number of votes by the metropolitans subject
to t h e bishop of Antioch. notwithstanding that he could not be duly seated upon the
throne of Antioch. Hence even the great occonomos of the Great Church failed to be
regarded as being without a see as bishop of Constantinople in the ycar 6642 after
Adam and 1134 after Christ, And scc c. XXXVII of the 6th.
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'The present Canon is cited verbatim by the 4th Ec. C. in its Act 11. Note, however,
that although Niccphorus the Metropolitan of Gangra, after becoming Hcgoumciios
of the Monastery of Cosinidion? received Amastris as one without a see; and the
bishop of Axioupolis received Abydus as one without a see, and afterwards Apro;
and Nicholas Mouzalon of Cyprus, as o11c without a scc and hcgoun~cnosof the said
Monastery of Cosmidion when thirty-six ?cars old, became bishop of Constantinople
(cf. Dosithcus, page 221 of the Dodecabibivs); and many otliers likewise: yet all
those persons received the provinces by vote and decision of a Synod, and not in any
rapacious manner.
' The present Canon is likewise cited verbatim by the same 4th C. in its Act 11

Interpretation

Both the above Canon and the present one contain pretty much the same
matter as Ap. c. XXXVI contains. For this Canon says that if any bishop
who has been duly ordained fails to go to his province, not on account of
any blameworthy action of his own, but either because of some disorderly
behavior of the laity, or of account of some other outside interference, he
shall continue to enjoy the honor of a prelate and to perform the sacred
services incumbent upon a prelate, provided that this occasions no scandals and disturbances in strange or foreign provinces to which he might go
(for without the consent and approval of the prelate in charge of the region
in question, he himself can neither teach, nor perform any sacred function,
nor ordain anyone, nor appropriate the proceeds of the church there). But
he must wait until his fate has been determined by a complete Synod attended by a Metropolitan, before he can gain any definite provision and
resource for a living and prebend. See also Ap. c. XXXVI.
CANON XIX

No Bishop shall be ordained ~ . ~ f h oa ~Ajmod
it
and the presence of the
Melmpolitan o f t h e province. He must he present in any case, and it were
better thai at/ the fellow ministers in the pfvwnce should attend the Synod
too; accordingly, the bishop 1r1 the metropolis should be summoned to it by
And it were better thaf all of them should respond, hut ifth;.~
be found
d#Jcrdt, at least a majority ofthem ought in any case to be present or tojoin
m the voting by means of letters, and thus lei the prebend be granted by a
majority ofvotes ofthose present orlowing by letter. Ifany ordination has
been obtulned othenvise than has been defined and prescribed, let it be of
no effect. But ~ f ' prebend
a
has been granted in accordance with the Canon
pmvided, and some persons shou/d object to i i on account oftheir having a
quarrel of their own, let the majority vote prevail.
(Ap. c. I; cc. IV and VI of the First.)
Interpretation

There is but little difference between this Canon and c. IV of die First
Ec. C. For this one says, just as does that one, that no bishop is to be
elected or ordained without the Metropolitan of the province being present. When he is present, he must summon the rest of the bishops by letter.
If all of them come to the meeting, it is better; but if there should be any
difficulty in assembling all of them, most of them must in any case be
present, or if they be bodily absent, they must at any rate join in voting
on the ordination by letters. If an ordination be conducted in any other
manner, let it be of no effect, or, in other words, let it be null and void,
But if it has been conducted in such a manner and has received the vote
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of a majority, but there, be some who object to the ordination, not on any
reasonable ground, but out of quarrelsomeness and spite, the opinion of
those some shall be of no effect and the majority vote shall have effect
and prevail, just as is asserted also in c. VI of the First Ec. C. See also Ap.
c. I and c. IV of the First Ec. C.
CANON XX

In regard to ecclesiastical needs, and she se/t/ement o f disputes, it has
seemed i d 1 that Synod's of the Bishops of each province should be held
twice a year. Once after the end ofthe third week o f thefestival o f Easter, so
that the Synod may h efinished its business by thefourth week of Pentecost,
the Bishop in the metropolis rem~ndingthe provincia1,s of' it. As for the secondSynod, it shatl he held on (he ides of October, which is (he tenth day of
the month o f Hyperbetaens. So that these very Synods shall be attended by
Presbyters and Deacons in addition and by all those who deem themselves
lo have been treated unjustly or to have been wronged 1~ any way, and who
wish to have their cases reviewed by the Synod. But lei it not be permissible
f o r any persons to hold any such meetings 1~ the way o f Synods without the
presence ofthose who have been entrusted with the metropoleis.
(Ap, c, XXXVII; c. V of the 1st. c XIX ofthe 4th; c Vlll of the 6th; c. VI of the 7th.
c. X L ot'Laodicea. cc. XXVI, LX, LXI. LXXXI. LXXXIV. LXXXV, CIV o f
Carthage.)

Interpretation

This Canon too differs but little from Ap. c. XXXVIT For it decrees
that it is a good thing for synods of the bishops to be held twice a year in
every province, to settle any doubts and ecclesiastical questions that may
arise. The first meeting should be held during the fourth week of Pentecost after Easter; the other one, during the ides (concerning which see
the Footnote to c. LXTT of the 6th), or, in other words, on the tenth day of
October. These Synods are to be attended by all those persons who have
been unjustly treated and wish to have their case or trial reviewed. But
bishops may not hold such synods by themselves without the presence of
the metropolitans. Read also Ap. c. XXXVII.
CANON XXI
A Bishop shall not go overfrom one diocese to another, nor arbitrarily
impose himself, even though he be constrained by the laity, nor even though
he be compelled to do so by sheer coercion on the part o f bishops. Instead,
he must stay where he has been allotted a chwch by God in the beginning,
and not go away from it for anofher, in accordance with the rule which has
aiready' been previously laid down concerning this,
(Ap. c. XIV; c. XV ofthe 1st; c V of the 4th; cc. I, I1 of Saidica;
c. LVII of Carthage.)

Interpretation

This Canon differs but little from Ap.c, IV, It says that a bishop ought
not to leave his previous province and take another, whether it be willfully of his own accord or at the urgent request of the laity of that other
province, or under coercion exercised by bishops; but, instead, he ought to
stay in the province entrusted to him by God originally; and ought not to
go away from it, in accordance with the rule (or definition) concerning this
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previously set forth-which appears to me to refer to the said Ap. c. XIV,
which the reader may consult for himself.
CANON XXII

A Bishop shall not intrude upon another city that is not subject to his
jrmsdtctwn, nor upon a terrttoty that does not belong to his dominion, for
the pwpose of ordaining anyone, or ofappoinizng Pre.~by;ersor Deacons
m regions that are sribject to the j~ri~sdicfwn
of another Bishop, except, of
course, with the consent and approval of the Bishop proper to the territory in
question. If, however, anyone should dare to do such a thing,let the ordinalion he null and void, and lei him he punished by the Synod.
(Ap. c. XXXV; c. XI1 of the 2nd; c. VIH of the 3rd; c . XX of the 6th;
c . XIII of Antioch.)

Interpretation

This Canon agrees with c, XI11 of this same Council. For this Canon
also says that a bishop must not go to another city or territory that is
foreign and not subject to him, in order to ordain presbyters or deacons,
except only with the permission of the bishop of the region in question.
But if any bishop should dare to do so, the ordination he performs is to be
invalid and void, and he himself is to receive the proper penalty from the
synod. See also Ap. c. XXXV.
CANON XXIII
No Bishop shall be permitted to uppum another as his successor in
fice, even though he be approaching the end of his life. But ifany such thing

of-

should be done, the uppozutn7entshall be void and of no effect. The ecclesiastical law shall he kepi which declares thai only with a synod and the decision
o f bishops, and not uthenvise, may a worthy one be promoted to take over the
authority held by the one who has been laid to rest in sleep.
Interpretation

In agreement with Ap. c. LXXVI this Canon also decrees to the effect that no bishop shall have permission to ordain a successor to his own
throne whomsoever he may wish and of his own accord, even though he
be at the point of death.' If, nevertheless, any bishop should do so, the
ordination shall be invalid. The Canon of the Church providing for this
contingency must be kept which decrees that in no other way may anyone
become a successor than by judgment and vote of a synod or council of
bishops, who have authority after the death of the predecessor to ordain
one worthy to succeed him. See also said Ap, c. LXXVI.

' Admittedly Narcissus, a bishop of Jerusalemj when one hundred and sixteen ycars
old. and unable any longer to officiate, appointed Alexander of Cappadocia bishop
of Jcrusalcm, who was the bishop of another province. Yet he did not do this on
his own initiative, but at the instance of a divine revelation which appeared to him
at night. as Eusebius historically records in Book V!, chapters 10 and 11. of his
Ecclesiastical History. But also Thcotccnus, a bishop of Cacsarca, Palestine, according to the same Euscbius, by way of providing a successor to his throne after
his death, ordained a man by the name of Anatolius, and the two of them together
for some time acted as bishops of Caesarca But ncvcrthclcss, these and any such
incidents, being uncanonical and rare. ought not to be imitated, nor ought they to
become a law of the Church
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CANON XXIV

The rules and regulations o f the Church must be r i f l l y kept for the
Church with all diligence and in all good conscience and faith reposed in
God, who is ihe superintended and fudge of all ihings, and the q/fa;rs ofthe
church should be governed with the jzdgment and authority uf the Bishop
entrusted with al! the laity and the sonlfi ofaU the members o f the congregation thereof. What belongs to the dominion of the Church i,smanifest andwell
h w n to the Presbyters and Deacons under his jurisdiction, so that these
persons ought to he well aware, and not ignomni, o f whatever is property of
the church, so that nothing should escape their o b s e n ~ i o uto enable them,
in case the Hishop should exchange life, in view of thefact that the things
belonging to the dominion o f the church are manifest, to prevent any o f them
from bewg embezzled or made away with and lost, and to see that none of
(he H~shop.k own /h/ng.s are disturbed on the pre/ense that they are ecclesiasticai property- For it is ]ust and pleasing to both God and man that the
H~shopshould leave his ownproperty to ~t~homsoever
he may w l l it, but that
things belonging to the church should be keptfor it; and that neither should
the church sustain any loss or damage, nor shouldproperty of the Bishop be
confiscated on the pretense thai it helongs to the church; nor should those
persons be involved in any trouble in claims /hereto, with she ;Â¥eszdofdefatning him after death.
(Ap. cc. XXXVIII and XL.)

Interpretation

The present Canon has been made up of the two Apostolic cc. XXXVIII and XL. For this Canon too says that the property of the church must
be kept with all diligence and good conscience, as standing before God,
and be administered with the judgment and authority of the bishop who
has been entrusted with the souls of the laity. But both the property of the
church and that of the bishop ought to be manifest to the presbyters and
deacons, with the resulting elimination of the possibility of any of the
property of the church getting lost, or of any of the property of the bishop
being sequestered because of him, or of the bishop's relatives falling into
temptations, to whom he might (or to whomsoever else he might) have
left the property in question; and in consequence thereof the name of the
bishop might be defamed after his death. Read also the said Ap. cc
CANON XXV

A Bishop shall have authority over the property and,ftmd of his chwch,
so as to he able 10 administer it to all needing it with all r e ~ w w c eand fear
of God. He too shall parlake thereof so far as he may have need thereof (if
he shouid hme any need) for his o w n necessary wants, and for those ofthe
brethren he has under his hospitatwn, so as not to leave them in any way unprovided for according to the h ; n e Apost/e, who say's: "havingfoodand raiment, let us be therewith content" (ITim. 6:8). But ifhe should not be content
therewiih, but should convert pmperp (ofthe church) to the need^ of his own
household, and should fail to handle the revenue of the church, of the/ru;/ o f
thefields, with the consent and approval o f the Presbyters and Lleacons, but
should extend the authori'y to his own intimates and relatives or brothers or
sons, with the consequence of thereby imperceptibly or mwhsen*edlycausing
the assets qf'ihe church to he injured; he shall be hddaccountable to the Synod
of'the province. I f , on the other hand, the Bishop and the Presbyters serving
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with him be traduced on the alleged ground that they are appropropr;attng to
themselves goods helonging to ihe church, vt)he;herii hefrom thefields or
from any other dlegcdproperty of the church, on the alleged gre)md that the
indigen<are being oppressed, wherea.~,in point of fact, calumny and &famatiun are being inftlcted by the words upon those so governing,and they are
charged with liability to correction, the holy Synod or Council must determine what ought ~o he done.
(Ap. ec.XXXV11I and XL1.)
Interpretation

This Canon too is likewise made up of Ap. cc. XXXVIII and XLI. It
decrees that a bishop shall have authority to distribute with reverence and
fear of God the income of the church to all the poor and to guests, so that
they may not be deprived of any necessary. But he himself shall also be
entitled to take thereof necessaries and wants for himself, provided he has
no money of his own, but; on the contrary, is poor; for the Apostle says
that if we have food enough to eat and clothing enough to cover us, we
ought to be content with those goods alone, and not seek what is superfluous or unnecessary. But if any bishop is not content with only what is necessary, but spends the funds or makes away with property of the bishopric
or of the metropolis for his own needs or wants, without the knowledge
and consent of the presbyters and deacons administering it as stewards,
or gives their authority to sons and relatives of his own. so as to leave his
stewards no way to render a clear account of the income derived from
such sources, perhaps forcing them to declare that the bishop together
with his relatives are plundering it-if, 1 say, the bishop should be actually
doing so, let him be chastised by the Synod of the province. But if again
the bishop and the bishops and deacons serving with him as stewards are
appropriating the income from the property of the church for their own
behoof, leaving poor brethren to suffer in want because of being deprived
of the aid that might accrue therefrom; and in addition an accusation and
defamation results to those managing such property themselves, and to the
accounting which they have to render every year (because ofhis not being
clear himself, but, on the contrary, deceitful and thievish)-if, I say, they
themselves are doing this; let them be chastised by the Synod, which may
determine the penalty they deserve, and the management which ought to
be bestowed upon such property. Read also the said Ap. cc.
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CONCERNING THE REGIONAL HOLY
COUNCIL HELD IN LAODICEA

PROLEGOMENA

The holy and regional Council held in La0dicca.l the metropolis of
Pacatic Phrygia, took place, according to most authorities, in A.D. 364.?
It was attended by numerous fathers gathered together from various provinces of Asia.' They issued the present Canons, which are necessary to
the good order and constitution of the Church, and which are confirmed
indefinitely by c. I of the 4th and c. I of the 7th7and definitely by c. I1 of
the 6th; and by this confirmation they acquire a force which is ecumenical
in a way.
This Laodicea is a different one from the maritime Laodicea situated in Syria and
commonl~called Latakia (or Lyche). Nowadays this Laodicea concerning which we
are speaking is called b! the Turks "Eski Isar." It was honored with the throne of a
Metropolitan, to whom twelve bishops used to be subject. According to Meletius
(page 459 of his Geography) it is six or eight miles distant from Hicrapolis. It was
from this city of Laodicca that the First Epistle to Timothy was written. as may be
seen at the end of it. That is why many persons. when they see that St. Paul declarcs in
the fourth chapter of his Epistle to the Colossians. verse 16. '"Cause it (xc. the Epistle
to the Colossians) to be read also in die church of the Laodiceans; and read ye likewise that from Laodicea," are left at a loss to understand what is meant, and do not
know that it is the first Epistle to Timothy, as has been said,
^ Others say that it was assembled in the year 365- and others in 357. and others in 348.
in the time of Pope Dmasus (in vol. I1 of the Conciliar Records).

'It appears that these fathers werc not assembled to issue only thcsc Canons, but on

account of some other occasion. That was the fact that some persons in Asia and this
Pacatian Phrygia disputed and wondered, about the dogmas of the faith, being loath
to confess the co-essentiality of the Holy Trinity. Hence, upon learning this. the then
reigning pious Emperor Valentinian commanded that a Council be held in Illyricurn,
and the confession of faith voted and validated by that Council, being the same as
the creed adopted by the First Niccne Council, was to be sent to the bishops of this
Phrygia. All this is stated by Thcodoret, Book IV.ch. 6.7, and 8. "For after learning."
he says, "that some persons in Asia and Phrygia werc disputing concerning the divinc
dogmas. Valentiniaiius coiimiaiided that a Council be held in Ill~ricuin."(That Couiicil took place in A.D. 365, according to $01. I1 of the Conciliar Records. in the Table,
at the time, that is to sa:, when the Council in Laodicea was convoked). In fact, the
Emperor himself sent a divine letter to Phrygia superscribed as follows: "The grcatcst and cvcr-most-pious Emperors and August Victors. Valcrianus (Note qf'Tmmlator.-This appears to be a slip of the pen for Valcntiniauus. in the original edition of
1908, at least, of the present work). and Valens. and Gratianus. to the Bishops of the
Asian Administration (or Diocese) of Phrygia, of Caroplmgia. of Pacatian Rejoice
in the Lordf Likewise the Council of Ill! ricuin in addressing a letter to this Council.
superscribes it as follows: "The Bishops of lll~ricuinto the Churches of God and to
the Bishops of the Administration of Asia. of Phngis, of Carophq+ of Pacatian.
Rejoice in the Lord!" But note also this fact too, that that which purports to bc a lctter from Paul the Apostle to the Laodiceans is spurious and false, as the holy Council
rejected it in its Act 6.
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THE SIXTY CANONS
OF THE
REGIONAL HOLY COUNCIL HELD IN LAODlCEA
INTERPRETED
CANON I

cmwmnion by concession to lhose who,
Coneemkg the needofallo w
in, accordance 199 ith the ecclesiastical Canon,havefreely and legally contract-

ed a second marriage, without having entered into a clandestine marriage,
after a little time has elapsed and they have spent i f in prayers &,fasts.
(c. XI1 of the 1st; c. VII ofAncyra.)

Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that persons who have married a second
time are to receive the divine Mysteries after a short time by concession.
on account of the necessity and burning desire of nature, but only if their
second marriage is a free and legal one, or, in other words, one that is not
prohibited on account of any relationship of the parties in question. Even
though they should sleep together before being blessed; provided they
repent after marriage, fasting and praying. But c. IV of St, Basil prohibits
for a year or two those who have married a second time from communion;
whereas it appears that this Council pardons digamists in a short while on
account of their tasting and praying, and, generally speaking, on account
of their repentance-concerning which see and read c. XI1 of the First Ec.
C. See also c. VII of Ancyra. But if these digamists mingle together before
marriage. they are sentenced like fornicators, according to Zonaras. or, in
other words, to seven years
CANON II

Concerning the need o f admitting to communion, for the sake o f dodk
compassion and goodness, those who have sinned outright in various offenses, and who have abided their isme withfortitude and the prayer of'confission andpenitence, and who have achteved complete aversion to the evils,
in proportion to the qffense, timefor repentance having been a given io such
persons.
(c.XII of die First.)

Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that even though one may fall into various
sinful acts, yet if he confess them and shuns and hates them afterwards,
praying and repenting to God, yet, after that for repentance and atonement
has been given him by the spiritual father, proportionate to the evil deeds
he has done, such a person ought to he pardoned and to be allowed to partake of the divine Mysteries, not on account of his diligence and worthiness; but on account of the infinite philanthropy (or man-loving kindness)
and compassion of God, who welcomes back all sinners that return to
Him, and there is no sin whatever that will defeat His goodness. See also
c. Xll of the First Ec. C.

' I11 other MSS. it sa? s "liberally." The Canon would be inore correct if worded as follows. "By concession communion should be allowed to those who have liberally and
legally contracted a second marriage. but not a clandestine one, after a short time has
passed. and thcy have spent it in praying and fasting Otherwise it is ungrammatical
Ill other MSS. however, instead of "allowed." it is written "given."
"
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CANON HI

Concerning the need ofnot admitting to hob orders those persons who
have been illuminated (ie., baptized) recently.
(Ap. c . LXXX.)

Interpretation

The present Canon commands that newly-illuminated (i-e., newlybaptized) persons are not to be made priests or clerics directly after baptism. See also Ap, c, LXXX,
CANON IV
Concerning /he fad that those who are in priesib ofders must not lend

out money and take interest and the so-called "ha;/-ofthe-whole. "
(Ap. c XLIV.)

Interpretation

Men in holy orders must not lend money and charge interest and "halfof-the-whole," or a half of the percent interest, that is to say, in other
words, six legal coins or piasters to the hundred, according to the present
Canon. See also Ap. c. XLIV.
CANON V
Concerning thefact that ordinations must not he performed! in the pres-

cnce of listeners.
(Ap . cc. XXX, LXI ; c. XI11 of Laodicca; c . LIX of Carthage .

Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that ordination of those being admitted to
holy orders must not be carried out before the eyes and ears of listeners. '
See also Ap. cc. XXX and LXI.
CANON VI
Concerning the necessity of not permitiing heretics to come into the

house of' God, so lung as they persist in their heresy.
{Ap. cc.XLV and LXV.)

Interpretation

The decree embodied in the present Canon is that heretics must not
be permitted to go inside the temple of God which is being occupied by
Orthodox Christians, if they persist in their heresy and refuse to be converted. Read also Ap. c. XLV,
Note that Zonaras and Balsainon, in interpreting the present Canon, say that what the
Canon refers to here as ordinations are the formalities of voting for and electing those
in holy orders. during which certain laymen called listeners ought not to be present,
in order to prevent their hearing certain accusations brought against the persons bcing voted for, and their becoming in consequence thereof scandalized or incited to
wickedness. But others have said that the ordinations. or, in other words. the sacred
ceremonies carried out with prayers in connection with those who arc being admitted to holy orders (for even selection by voting is also called ordination, and so is
also the sacred ceremony with prayers, as we have said in the Interpretation ot'Ap. c,
I), ought not to be carried out when there are present in the church "listeners,"' who
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were one of the four orders of catechumens (scc c. XIV of the First Ec. C.), but oidy
after they leave church and there remain therein only the faithful, Then it is that they
are to be carned out. that is to say. after the deacon calls out, "All ye catechumens.
come forward,"' since such persons, being uninitiated and unbaptized, ought not to
listen to those horrible prayers which arc repeated over candidates who arc being ordained. Nevertheless, such persons ought to remcnibcr that the ordination of a bishop.
which is indeed a most sublime and most divine one, takes place at a time when the
'listencrs" (or cmcfsentes). i . ~the
, catechumens, arc still inside (the church). since it
is performed before the Apostle, and the catechumens leave after the Gospel is finished. It is nowhere written that when a bishop is to be ordained catechumens must
first leave. But not even in connection with the ordination of priests is it fitting to hold
such a view, since even without any ordination being on the program, catechumens.
according to custom, have gone out before that time. or. more precisely speaking,
before the Cherubic Hymn, after which the ordination of a prcsbvter is carried out.
Hence the prior opinion is more convincing, since in reality it is not advisable for a
lot of listeners to be present at the voting for bishops. because many controversies and
wrangles occur between the voters even to this v e v day. though as a matter of fact the
affair is not transacted properly, but is transacted secretly. But an ordination is supposed to be carned out oped! and in the face of everybody in order that the people
present may be witnesses and collaborators and may sing tlie saving "Wortin." etc.
in accordance with c, VI 1 ofTheophilus of Alexandria. I leave out of account the fact
that those horrible prayers are read in secret, so that oftentimes even the closest faithful do not hear them. But it' the votes for candidates for holy orders ought to be cast
principall) by the bishops. yet it is nonetheless true that collaterally the more prudent
and more reverent among the laymen ought to be asked whether the) assent to them.
And see Ap, cc. XXX and LXI, and c. XIII of tlie present C

CANON Vll
Concerning the need of, refusing to accept persons from heresies, that is,
No vaitanfi, or, in other wordy, Photinhns, or T e s s m skatdecaiiies, when (hey
are converted, wheiher catechumens or such as are known among them as
faithful believers, until they have anathematized e very heresy, andthat par excellence in which they haze been captivated Then and thereafter those called
among themselves faithful, being put to learning the symbols o f the faith
(Notc qf7'Yan.vIaior H y (hisphrase is meant "the articles ofthe Creed") and
having been anointed, may hcncefonvard partake ofthe holy Mysteries.
(Ap, cc. XLV[ and XLVtl: c. VlI ofthe 2nd.)

Interpretation

In keeping with c. VII of the 2nd the present Canon decrees that Novatians (concerning whom see c. VIII of the First Ec, C.),and Photiniansl
concerning whom see c. I of the 2nd), and Tessareskaidecatites (conceming whom see c. VII of the 2nd), upon re turning to Orthodoxy, are not to
be accepted and admitted to the coimnunion of the Mysteries until they
anathematize every other heresy, and most especially their own, whether
they be catechumens or those who are called among them the faithful. And
after they do so and learn the dogmas of the Orthodox faith, then are they
to be anointed with the holy myron (or chrism oil). and thus and only thus
are they to be permitted to partake of the divine Mysteries, seeing that
they used to baptize themselves in identically the same way as are Orthodox Christians, and on this account and for this reason alone they do not
need to be baptized a second time. See also Ap. cc. XLV1 and XLVII, and
especially c. VTT of the 2nd.

' Note that according to the anonymous expounder of the Canons the Photinians. since
they had renewed the heres! of Paul of Samosata and of Sabellins and of Montanus, being imbued with a belief that the God Logos is not beginningless and the
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creator of the aeons; or ages. but, on the contrary, a mere youngster born and having
derived his beginning from the Virgin. ought on this account and for this reason to
be 'baptized too when joining the Orthodox faith, just as must also the Paulinianists
(according to c. XIX of the 1st Ec. C.) and the Sabellians and Montanists (according
to VII of the 2nd): whose heresy they borrowed.

CANON VIII

As concerning those returning from the heresy of' the so-calicd Phrygians, even though they happen to he 1~ the class which with them is supposed to be the clergy, and even though (heyshould be among those called
"greatest," such persons arc to be catechized with the utmost diligence and
are to be baptized by the Bishops and Presbyters of the Church.
(Ap. ec. XLVI and XLVII; c. VII of the 2nd.)

Interpretation

This Canon too is consonant with c. VII of the 2nd. For it decrees, as
does that one, that the so-called Phrygians, or those otherwise known as
Montanists: upon returning to Orthodoxy, must as Grecians be catechized
and baptized by the bishops and presbyters with examination and diligence, even though they themselves are called "greatest," as teachers and
as having a certain superiority over the others, and even though they be
among those who with them are supposed to be, but in reality are not, clerics. Read also Ap. cc. XLVI and XLVII, and especially c. VII of the 2nd.
CANON IX

Concerning thefact that those belonging to the Church must not be allowed to go visiting the cemeteries of the so-called martyna h e . , shrines
o f martyrs) ofany hefetics, far she purpose of prayer or of cure, bui,on fhe
contrary, those who do so, if they be among the faithful, shall be excluded
from communionfiw a lime until they repent and confixv their having made
a mistake, when they may be readmtfed to communion,
(Ap. c, XLV.)

Interpretation

Not only ought heretics not to enter the church of the Orthodox, but
not even ought persons in the Church, or, in other words, faithful laymen
and Orthodox Christians, to go to the cemeteries of heretics, where some
persons ofnote among heretics have been buried, or to the houses wherein
martyrs of heretics have been buried. For many even of the heretics in the
time of persecution and of idolatry showed fortitude even to death, and
were called martyrs by those who shared their beliefs. But not even ought
Orthodox Christians; I say, to go visiting them, whether it be to pray tor
them or to honor them or to seek a cure from them for their ailment. As
for all those who may do so, the present Canon decrees that they be excommunicated for a time, until they repent and confess that they made a
mistake. See also Ap. c. XLV,
CANON X
Concerning thefact (hatpersons helotlgine, to the Church must not cure-

lessly and unconcernedly give their own children to marriage with heretics.
(c, XIV of the 4th.)
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Interpretation

Persons belonging to the Church,' or; in other words. clerics as well as
Orthodox laymen, ought not to let their children marry heretics, without
drawing any distinction between Orthodox Christian and heretic. Read
also c. XIV of the 4th.
CANON Xl
Concerning the necessity qfavojdhg the appo/n;mentof so-called pres oytides, or presiding women, in the church.
(c. lV of the 1 st Ec. C.)

Interpretation

Zonaras and Balsamon assert that this Canon decrees that so-called
elderly women are not to be appointed in the church to take precedence
over the rest of the women in the matter of sitting down in church, but
neither must they be called by such a name (as presbytides, i,e,, "elderly
women"). For in the olden time there used to be in the churches such old
women. to keep the other women in order. and to show each one of them
how and where to stand and to sit in the temple, which function, since
they exploited it for the sake of greedy profits and ostentatious pride, they
were prohibited from exercising by this Canon. But others opine that these
presbyf~desand presiding women were forbidden by the Canon to be appointed, or, in other words, to be ordained by means of prayer^,^ since the
term "appoint" also denotes (in Greek) "ordain by means of prayers," as
we said in connection with c. IV of the First Ec. C.

CANON XI1
Concerning the fact that Bishops are to be appointed to ecclesiastical
office by judgment of the Me~fopolKansand of the Rjshop in their retinue,
provided that they have been tried and testedfbr a long time, both in re,spect
of words o f j i d h and in point ofbehavior and conduct conforming to right
reason.
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that bishops are to be ordained by judgment and vote of surrounding Metropolitans and Bishops of the province,
having been for a long time tried and tested and attested both as respecting the Orthodox dogmas of the faith and as respecting a virtuous life in
accordance with the dictates of right reason. See also Ap. c. I and c. IV of
the First Ec. C.
CANON Xni
Concerning the necessity o f not permitting others to conduct the election

of candidatesfor the prmthood.

(Ap. cc. XXX, LXI; c. V of Laodicea; c. LIX of Carthage.)

' For prcciscl> as this Council in the abo\c c

IX forbade members ofthc Church from
going to the cemeteries of heretics, including both clerics and faithful ia\men. as it
itself cxplains this. so and in like manner also in the present Canon in saying that
members of the Church must not marry heretics it nicans both clerics and Christian
laymen.

^Nevertheless, the Canon did not forbid them to be ordained deaconesses, as they
asserted, since these old women in the times of this Council used to be made deaconesses. That is why. in commenting on c11. 28 of the second book of the Apostolic lnjunctions, Franciscus Turrianus declares that Clement calls deaconesses presbyiides.
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as anyone may learn. I say, even from St. Epiphanius in his pages on the hcrcsy of
the Collyridians, For "prcsbytidcs" and "old ladies" arc the women sixty vears of age
from whom deaconesses were made. as is stated by St. Paul and the Footnote to c. XL
of the 6th (which the reader must consult for himself). But it also prohibits them from
being ordained to act as Presbytides and women presiding over and having prcccdcnce over the others. These T'resbytides are mentioned also in the Apostolic Injunctions, Book 11, ch. 57. "Let virgins and widows, and Pmsbytides be the first ones of
all to stand up or to sit down."' Even St. Paul mentions them specifically in his Epistle
to Titus, ch. 2, v. 3. (where tlie A.V. as well as die R.V. of the English Bible calls them
"aged women"). 'That aged women likewise be priestly in their deportment, not caliimniators. not enslaved to excessive wine. teachers of refinement, in order that tliey
may persuade the young women to be sensible."' I am astonished that some persons
have suggested that they were the wives of presbyters or of priests. owing to the fact
that they were required to be "priestly." a conjecture which is wrong. For, by saying
"in order to persuade die young women to be sensible," the Apostle revealed that b~
the word "aged women" (or, in Greek, "presbytides") he meant old women, }ust as
he called old men presbytae (i.e.."aged men." according to the A.V. arid R.V.)
further
above, and not presbyteroi (or elder men). Canon XLVI of the 6th also calls old nuns
(i.e., aged nuns) presbytides. The said St. Epiphanius, on the other hand, in his Heresy
79 states that the older widows were called presbytides. And see Footnote 3 to c. XIX
of the First Ec. C.
In other MSS, it s a y life.^'

Interpretation

The present Canon forbids permitting the mobs and disorderly inultitilde of cities to cast votes and participate in the election of candidates
to the priesthood (or prelacy): lst, because according to a previous decision such candidates must be voted for and elected by bishops and fellow
priests. and collaterally to be voted for by the laity; and 2nd, because
perhaps the more prudent and more reverent laymen ought to join hands
with the bishops and priests in voting for and electing the candidate to be
ordained a priest (or prelate) for them, but not the vulgar and disorderly
rabble, on account of the quarrels and fights that would result from their
voting, some voting for one man and others for another. See a1so the Footnote to c. V of the present C. and Ap. cc. XXX and LX1.
CANON XIV

Interpretation

Among the Christians of olden times it used to be a custom at the time
of Easter to send the divine Mysteries from one province to another, for
the sake of bestowing a blessing and sanctification upon those to whom
they were sent.? It is that custom that the present Canon prohibits because
it is unseemly for the all-precious Mysteries to be transported and carried
about on long journeys casually and fortuitously.
Note that according to Eustratius, in his discourse concerning Mysteries, p. 284. for
various reasons hol) bread used to be kept at that time. First, in order that Christians might commune on Wednesdays and Fridays and at any other times that they
might wish (since Liturgy was not celebrated daily, botli in the East. as St. Basil
states. in his letter to Caesar. Patric., and in the West, as St. Cyprian bears witness.
in his letter 56. and as does also St. Jerome to Pammachius, down to the times of the
Christian emperors. Secondly, tor sick persons. Thirdly, for travelers. Fourthly, for
anchorets, Fitlhh, according to St. Justin, in his Second Apology for Christians, in
order that it might be sent through the deacon even to those who were not present at
Liturgy on account of sickness or for some other good reason. And sixthly, according
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to the present Canon, in order that it might be sent at Eastertidc from one province
to another, not only for the sake of a blessing. as this Canon explains, but also for
die sake of union and coinniunion. I say it right out. Bishops used to send the holv
bread to other bishops, in order to show by this that they recognized them as communicants and Orthodox Christians, just as, in the contrary case, when thcy did not
send any, they showed that thcy regarded them as being excluded from comniunion,
or nonconiintmicants. Forthis reason Euscbius. in his Ecclesiastical History, Book V.
ch. 26, states that Ircnacus the Martyr told Victor, the Bishop of Rome. when he was
at odds with the Asiatics respecting die festival of Easter: 'The Presb~ters preceding thee used to send Eucharist to those from the parishes (or dioceses)" or. in other
words, the Popes before you. namely. Anicetus, Pius. H~ginus,Telespliorus, and
Xystus, used to send Eucharist to the bishops of Asia. "And how is it that thou darest
to regard them as noncomniunicants (or cxcludcd from comniunion)?"'Sec page 303
of the same Eustratius.

CANON XV

Concerning the necessdy of not pe~ft1ittingany longer pefsofi.~to chant.
in church other than those who are canonical Psalis (or Cantors) ascending
the pulpit (or m b o ) and chniingfrom parchments.
(c. LXXV of the 6 h , )

Interpretation

The present Canon forbids persons from chanting in church simply
because he wants to do so, allowing regular cantors, or psalts, to do so,
ie., those who are numbered among the clergy and have been ordained
in any particular church. The regular cantors mount the pulpit, and chant
with cantoral sheets of membrane (for the skins from which membrances
are made are called parchments when thus prepared)' or of paper. For if
every ignorant person that wants to chant be allowed to do so, disorder
and discord will ensue, whereas the result of the contrary, when appointed
cantors experienced in cantoral matters chant, will be good order. See also
c. LXXV of the 6th.
CANON XVI

ConcerMng the necessi& o f reading Gospels together with other Scripivres on Satzwday.
Interpretation

From this Canon it would appear that the Church in olden times had
not the constitution which it has today. For when the faithful assembled
in those days at Liturgy or at Saturday matins, Gospels were not read. as
they are n o w a d a y ~Hence
.~
the present Canon ordains that Gospels be read
on Saturday together with the other Scriptures, Balsamon, however, says
that the reason the present Canon was prescribed was that many Christians
who were accustomed to Judaize in those days were wont to abstain from
chanting sacred songs and from reading Gospels and holy Scriptures on
Saturday, just as they were wont to leave off doing every other kind of
labor on Saturday.

' For

according to the historical record furnished by Herodotus, those who lived
before his time uscd to employ the skins of goats and sheep to write on because
they had no books, and even in his own time many barbarians (i.e., non-Grccks)
still wrote on such parchments. "Owing to the scarcity of sheets of paper." he savs,
"they uscd to employ parchnicnts made of goatskins and shcepskins; and even in
m y own d a y many of the barbarians write on such parchments." For it was not till
A. D, 104.8 that paper was invented. See also the Footnote to c. LXV11I of the 6th.
3 said that Gospels were not read. though other memoirs of the Apostles. or the
writings of the Prophets. used to bc read at divine Liturgi. according to what St.
Justin says (in his second Apology for Christians, which Liturgy was conducted not
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only on Sunday, but also on Saturday, according to St. Chrysostom; and indeed the
Psalms of David used to be chanted in church at all times, at both matins and vespers,
and in all sen ices and rites of the Mysteries. according to Argentes (p. 271 of his book
concerning Mysteries). But as for the fact that monks ought to read excerpts from the
New Testament daily. and especially from tlic holy Gospel, is attested openly and
decreed by both Basil the Great, hi his lettcrto Chilo, and Peter Damascene, in Phijovalid, as well as by Callistus Xmthopoulos. on p. 1041 of the same Phf kwdia. That
laymen too ought to read it is shown by the fact that Emperor Thcodosius copied the
Gospel with his own hand and used to read passages therefrom e v e n da! ; and by the
fact that divine Chrysostom (Homily 32 on John, and Homily 19 011 Statues) stated
that even women used to have Gospels hanging from their neck. But when these men
read the divine Gospel, they ought to stand upright, just as is prescribed by the said
St. Callistus and the historian Sozomcn, who clcn reprehends the bishops ofAlcxandria for sitting down and not standing up while reading the holy Gospel, because the
holy Gospel is the New Testament which was dedicated with the blood of beloved
Jesus, the Son of God, according to Luke die Evangelist (Luke 22:20; cf. Heb. 9: 18).
The Gospel, according to St. Maximus. is an embassy of God to men. through a So11
incarnate. who bestows upon those who obey Him the reward of unbegotten deification. St. Ambrose represents the Gospel as die open sea in which the fullness of the
gracious gifts is to be found, and an ocean of spiritual Mysteries in which swims the
Mystic Fish, Jesus Christ, Son of God, Savior (or the Cross. according to the acrostic
of Sibylla). Bartholomew the Apostle said (in Dionyius. ch. 1 of M\ stic Theology)
that although the Gospel is abbreviated and small in size it is nevertheless big and
broad in capaciousness of thoughts. Hence Jerome called the Gospel an epitome of all
theology. while Origen called it a first-fruit of all the Bible. The man made 110 mistake
who called the Gospel the basis and center of die Old Testament and the sun of the
New, And if the whole Bible is called by St. Augustine an encyclopedia of all the sciences, and by Basil a workshop of souls and a storehouse of spiritual herbs by which
any disease can be cured, certainl! the Gospel excels. See also the other praises of the
Gospel on p, 739 of the Ilodecahihiuf; of blessed Dositheus. 1 said for monks to read
the New Testament, because from the Old. and especially from the Prophets, some of
them were harmed, not that the Old Testament itself is harmful (God forbid!), but on
account of their weakness, as St. Basil the Great wrote to Chilo his disciple.

CANON xvn

Concerning the injunction not to run the psahns together in the course of
synaxk (Note of'Trans/atof-This Greek word, which occurs in this work a
number of' times, appears to mean in the present instance "sen'ices, or Murgies, attended by a who/e congregation and not a gadwing or congregatwn itself), but, on the contrary', to do reading in the midst m connectwn with
every psalm.
"

(c LXXV of the 6th )
Interpretation

The present Canon commands that at synaxeis and services of the
church all the psalms of David must not be chanted continuously, lest the
laity grow weary on account of their great length and leave the church;
but that on the contrary, the psalms should be interspersed with reading
and prayer, so that the laity may have a little rest. and thanks to this va-

riety of the mind, becoming a good deal clearer and soberer, as Basil the
Great says (see his Definitions in Extenso, No. 371, may be enabled to
recommence chanting the psalms. Tn fact, this is the reason why the divine Fathers divided the Psalter into various cathimaiu, and between the
cathismata inserted prayers. which are to he found in many copies of the
Psalter, both handwritten and printed' See also c. LXXV of the 6th.

' Concerning this psalmody and the praying done between whiles; sec the Footnote to
c . LXXV of the 6th.
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CANON XVIII

Concerning the requirement that the same h r s y must be celebrated
with prayers at all times, both in the nones and in the vespers.
Interpretation

Just as c. CXIV of Carthage (which should be read in connection herewith) teaches that the prayers approved by the Council should be said by
all the persons in the church, and not other new ones, so and in like manner the present Canon appears to say in prescribing that the order of the
prayers must be kept the same, both in the hymnodies of the nones and
in those of the vespers; and that no one who happens to want to compose
other prayers of his own may introduce them into the Liturgy: for those
which have been handed down are enough.

CANON XIX
Concerning the requirement that sermons of Bishops in p a r t i d a r must.
first befollowed by a prayer for catechumens, and after the catechmitem
have,the prayer for those in the state ofpenitence must be said; and after
k e persons have come forward under hand and have w~;hdrawn,ihen
shall h e prayers qf'fic. f i y ) the fa;thful he said thrice-once, thefirst lime,
,sz/ent/y,
but the second and third time viva vow; and then the peace is to be
bestowed And after the Presbyters have bestowed She (k/'.s.v of) peace upon
the Bishop, then shall the laymen bestow the (kiss of)peace; and then shall
the holy oblation be celebrated; and only to members of the sacerdocy is ii
permi,s,s~b/e
to go into the sacrificial a/tar and commune.
Interpretation

Both the order and the conduction of the sacred Liturgy was unlike
that of the present day in olden times, as is made plainly evident by the
present Canon. For it asserts that during Liturgy, or when divine service is
being celebrated, after the bishops first do their teaching (i.e. preaching), a
prayer must be said for the unbaptized catechumens (which prayer i s said
even now in the sacred liturgies of St. Chrysostom and of St. Basil); and
after the catechumens go out, a prayer is to be said for those Christians
who have been baptized, but who, being repentant for the sins they have
committed, are having the priest lay his hand upon their heads-concerning which see c. XIV of the 1st (this prayer is no longer said); and after
these persons too have gone out, three prayers are to be said for the faithfill, one secretly, and the other two aloud (but nowadays only two prayers
are said for the faithful, and these are both said secretly, as is to be seen in
the liturgies of St. Chiysostom and of St. Basil). After these prayers have
been finished, the peace is to be bestowed, or, more plainly speaking, the
kissing of the priests with the bishop, and of laymen with laymen, is to be
done, which kissing is called peace because it is a sign of love and peace.'
And after these things have all been done and finished, the transessentiation (called by Westerners 'LtrmsubstmtiatiorT)of the Mysteries is to be
effected; and then, be it added, only those in holy orders shall have permission to commune within the Berna. Laymen, that is to say, may commune only outside of the Bema.
'The custom of kissing at Liturgy is a most ancient one. For chapter 57 of Book
I1 of the Apostolic Injunctions says: "Let the Deacon standing by the Bishop say,
'Let no one be against anyone; let no one wear the cloak of pretense,'" And again
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it says: "Let the men kiss each other- and the women cach other, with the kiss in the
Lord: and the members of the Clergy the Bishop, but let none of them do so dcceitfully, as Judas betrayed the Lord with a kiss." St. Justin too, in his second Apolog!.
and Clement the Alexandrian, in Paedag. 111, say this same thing. Cvril of Jerusalem,
in his Catechesis 5, asserts that the kiss is a sign. or token, that the souls of the kisscrs arc united, and that they have eliminated and banished every grudge from their
persons. "The kiss,"' he says. "is a sign that the souls haw merged their personalities,
and arc banishing every revengeful feeling." Sec Eustratins, p. 275.

' inasmuch as our subject is the Liturg): we note here five points which Christians ought

to know, and especially those who are priests. 1) Directly the priest has had time to
officiate at the Liturgy; all Cliristiaiis must 110 longer stand outside of the church and
prate. but instead must go inside into the church; and let the hours be read as long as
the priest is engaged in the preparatory rite (called in Greek proscomide}. 2) After the
priest finishes the preparatory rite and nientions all his ow11 names, lie must knock
from within so that the Christians outside may hear the knock and take it as a signal
for them to leave their stalls. and for e v e p Christian to stand bare head and secretly
mention. or remember, the names of his parents and other relatives, and at the same
time the priest within must say nothing else but "Mnesiheii Kyrie, mnesihels IQfie"
(or, in English; "Lord, remember; Lord; remember": cf. Luke 23:42) continuing until
all of then1 finish repeating the names they have to be remembered and enter their
stalls. 3) The priests must not bless with their hand either the prothesis in their prayer
over it, or the upper seat, but must only make a gesture towards them, as is stated
also in c. XI I of St. Nicephorus. which see further on in the Footnote to c, XXI of the
present Council. 4) When priests are celebrating the liturg~of St. Basil, in the hour of
the transessentiation and of die sanctification of the M)steries. the! must not repeat
the words '"after changing diem with Tin Holy Spirit." because that is an addition
made by some ignorant and bold person who, being opposed, it would seem. to the
Latins. took these words from the liturgy of St. Chyostom and inserted them in the
liturgy of St. Basil. Hence these words are not found i n the old handwritten liturgies.
as we have determined by a search, but neither will such words fit the context there,
5) And lastly, we give notice that the old scrolls and books of liturgies, at the time
of the sanctification of the M~steries,do not contain the words "'Lord, who sendest
down Thine All-holy Spirit." nor the lines: but, immediately after saying "And send
down Thy Holy Spirit upon us, and upon these gifts exposed here," they contain the
words "And make this bread." etc. For some later persons have added those words on
the pretext ofreverence, which. however, have no place there. Yet if anyone wants to
say them, because custom pron~ptshim to do so. let him say them before the prayer
beginning with the words "'We further offer Thee this rational worship,'' etc.

CANON X X

That a Ueacon must not sit down ahead ofa Presbyte-f, but must take his
seat only when bidden by the Presbyier Likewise Deacons are entitled to be
honored by their servants (i.e., subdeacom) and all Clerics.
I nternretation
A deacon must not sit down ahead of a presbyter of his own accord,
but, on the contrary, may sit down only when commanded to do so by him,
as the present Canon prescribes. But lower servants of the Church, and all
clerics, must honor a deacon, by not sitting down, that is to say, ahead of
him either, unless they be commanded to do so by him. See also c. XVIII
of the 1 st, and the Footnote to c. XV of the 1 st.

CANON XXI
That servants must not have any place in the diamicum, or t m c h the
sacred vessels.
(c. XV of die 6th.)
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Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that none of the servants may enter the
diaconic~rn,~
or handle the sacred vessels and vestments. Sec also c. XV
of the 6th.
CANON XXII

Thai a servant must not wear an orariwn, nor desert the doors.
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that no servant or doorkeeper of the church
may wear an o r a r i ~ r n or
, ~ leave the doors of catechumens and penitents
during divine Liturgy, but, on the contrary; must guard them securely. That
is why ch. 57 of Book I1 of the Apostolic Injunctions says: "Let the doors
be watched lest any infidel or uninitiate enter." And this is what is meant
by the words "The doors, let us pay attention to the doors with wisdom,"
which are uttered by the deacon.'
CANON XX111
Thai Anagnost.~(or lectors) and psfalt.~(or cantors) must noi wear omria,
and thus read or chant,
Interpretation
But neither must anagnosts and psalts wear oraria, and read or chant
with them on in church, according to this Canon, on the ground that they
of no use to them. See also cc. XXXJIT and LXXV of the 6th.

CANON XXIV

That men~bsrsof the ,sacerdocy,from Presbyters to Deacons and so on,
ofthe ecclesiastical order, down to servants, and magnosis, and patis, and
exorekt.~,and doorkeepers, and those belonging io the order of' asce61c.v,
must not enter a fmwn.
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that neither any of those in holy orders who
have access to the Bema; nor any clerics and ecclesiastics who are obliged
to keep out of the Bema, including, namely, subdeacons, anagnosts, psalts,
exorcists; doorkeepers, and ascetics, may enter a tavern or liquor shop.
See also Ap. c. XLII.
CANON XXV

Thai servant.v musf not five bread, not bless a chalice.
Interpretation

Servants of the Church, whether they be subdeacons or tower clerics,
must not serve the body of the Lord to anyone, or bless the chalice, or
cup, containing the blood of the Lord, according to this Canon. For this
blessing can be done only by a priest or bishop. The administration; or
impartation, of the divine bread is properly the office of the priest, though
ministerially it is also only the office of the deacon, as we stated in the
Footnote to c. XXIII of the 6th, but not also of the lower clerics. Sec also
the Footnote to c. XV of the 6th.

' What was called die diaconicuin %%as
the s a c r i s ~or
. room for keeping the sacred vessels and vestments. It was thus named because it was therein that the deacons (called
dzacom in Greek) used to get the sacred vessels ready for the service of bishops and
presbyters. According to Theodore the Anagnost it was also called mensatmum.
from mema. which denotes in Latin a table. This room was like another prothesis at
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the left side of the Bema; according to Symcon of Thcssalonica. when we look from
thc Bcma westward, as is to be scen in the catholica of the monasteries of the Holy
Mountain. But some writers would have it that this sacristy and dimincum was also
set on the rightband side, or. in other words, where the holy prothesis is, inferring this
from c. XII of St. Niccphoms, which forbids a "seal" being made in the prayer over
the sacrisv in connection with the h o l chalice,
~
or. in other words, it prohibits a priest
fro111 blessing with his hand the precious gifts in the prothcsis when he says the praycr
over the prothcsis. Sec also John Nathanael the Occonomus in the interpretation of
the divine liturgy (cli. 17. p. 11).
Some writers have asserted that the word orariiiin is derived et\inologically from the
Latin verb orare, meaning to pray, because the deacon holds it when he is saying the
petitions; others have asserted that it is derived from the Latin noun h a , meaning an
hour. because b~ means of it the deacon shows the hour and time of the ecclesiastical
service-of whom one is Nicholas Boulgaris. in his Sacred Catechi,sm.But Balsamon
and Blastaris derive it from the Greek verb horn, meaning to see, because while holding it the deacon sees and supervises what has to be done in the divine Liturgy. The
best and aptest explanation, however, is that which most learned and most erudite
Eustratius Argentes offers by asserting that the word is efimologically derived from
the Latin noun os. genitive oris. meaning the month. though the derived word is a late
formation. So the word orarium means a cloth or handkerchief with which to wipe
the mouth, because when the deacon used to give Christians a portion from the holy
chalice (as we have said in the Footnote to c. XXIII of the 6th). he had that orarium
over his shoulder. i+ith the greater part of it banning doi+n in front, which he held
with three fingers of his right hand, while he held the holy chalice with the other
two fingers of the same hand with the help of the left hand. Hence all persons who
approached and drank of the holy chalice would thereupon wipe their mouth on the
orarium. In this sense of a handkerchief St. Ambrose also used the orarium in the life
of his brother Satyrus. and in the place of sudamm, another word meaning in Latin
a handkerchief, wherewith the face of Lazarus was covered. according to the Gospel,
in stating which fact St. Ambrose says that it was covered w-ith an orarnim (instead
of saying w t h ~sudarium).It is further to be noticed that the simicinth~a(translated
as "aprons" in the A.V. and R.V. of the English Bible) mentioned by St. Paul (Acts
19:12). with which various cures of the sick were effected. were what were called,
propcrly speaking. o r a m and sudana, or. in other words, handkerchiefs, nosc-wipers. as Barinus says, although others. like Hesychius. assert that they were handkerchiefs, or kerchiefs for the head. orthe girdles of priests, Today. however, these oraria
worn by the deacons serve no purpose but that of adornment and decoration and of
bearing a picture or representation of the serapl-iim's wings, according to the anagogical interpretation offered by Syncon of Thcssalonica. That is why thc words "holy,
holy. holy" from the hymn to the Seraphim are to be scen printed on many oraria. It
is also worthy of note that Suidas the lexicographer. in connection with the Greek
word phosonion (written with omega), calls the orarion an c c q c w n , or wiper, of
the face. As for the silver casket (called in Greek ciboiion) which deacons bear upon
their shoulder in the sacred monasteries of the Holy Mountain when they are ceasing,
it was invented for no othcr want and notion, mesecms, than to provide, a rcccptacle
in which to put incense or frankincense, which casket though uncrnbcllished in the
beginning has already come to have such an ornamental figure as to contribute to the
adornment of the church

' Gatekeepers and doorkeepers arc also called ostiarics, which latter word is written by

Suidas (as a Greek word) with omicron. because a door was called ustiurn in Latin, as
well as with omega, from the Greek verb olhein (written with omega), because ostiaries shoved (or. in Greek, oihoun, with omega, which is the imperfect tense of the said
verb ofhein)the catccliun~ciisback and would not allow them to enter. There werc
three ostiarics. and see Chrysanthus (p. 35 of the S y n t a ~ a t i u n ) .

CANON XXVI

That those who have not been duly promoted by Bishops must not exorcsze ut?yow,either in churches or in private houses,
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that persons who have not been duly
appointed to the office by the laying on of hands of a bishop or of an
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auxiliary bishop, i.e., one having a bishop's territory, according to c, X of
Antioch, which read with the Footnote thereto, must not catechize anyone
either in churches or in dwelling-places.
CANON XXVII
]'hat members of the Sacerdocy, and defies, and laymen, who are inv&
cd to an agape must not take away portions, on account of thei insuit inflicted

upon the ecclesiastical order.
Interpretation

Though poor people were invited to the agapae, or banquets, which
used to be held, those in holy orders and clerics were also invited. That
is why the present Canon decrees that laymen. and especially men in
holy orders and clerics, shall not carry away portions of food from such
banquets and take them home, since this would insult and dishonor their
ecclesiastical order, because it would show that they are gluttonous and
insatiable in so doing. See also c. LXXIV of the 6th.
CANON XXVffl

Thai so-called a g a p e must not be held in houses of'the Lord or in
churches, andpersons must not vat or lay a table with accubitu (or couches)
in a house of God.
Interpretation

The present Canon is word for word the same as c. LXXIV of the 6th
from which it is drawn and see the Interpretation of it there.
CANON XXIX

Thai C,~hrjs/ians
must not Judaize and rest on Saturday hut must work on
thi,s day preferring to rest as Christians on Sr~ndayi f able to do so. If they be
found to he Judai.~~s,
I e l them he anathema with Chris;.
Interpretation

Saturday, as is denoted by the word itself, was a holiday of the old Law
which was devoted to rest and on which the Jews cease from all labor.
whereas Sunday is a holiday devoted to rest by virtue of the new grace of
the Gospel. So Christians, being children of grace, ought not to celebrate
Saturday as a holiday and rest on that day, and in this respect Judaize, as
the present Canon enjoins, but, on the contrary, they ought to work on
Saturday, and honoring Sunday on account of the Lord's resurrection, they
But if they appear
ought to take their rest on this day, if they can do
to be Judaizing by such idleness on Saturday, let them be anathema, or, in
other words, let them be separated from Christ both in the present age and
in the future. As concerning anathema, see the preface to the Council of
Gangra. Even St. Augustine attests the fact that Christians ought to work
on Saturday, and not remain idle. And see the Footnote to Ap. c. LXIV.

' The word "the"

seems superfluous.

'Note that although the present Canon does not insist that Christians must remain
idle on Sunday, but has added the proviso that if they can and have the means of
doing so they ought to remain idle. I11 spite of this the civil laws have decreed that
all Christian except farmers must necessarily remain idle 011 Snnda?. But this is
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not strange in view of the fact that Novel 54 of Leo the Wise thereafter decreed that
even farmers must remain idle on Sunday. Niccphonis the Confessor in the second
volume of the collection of Councils. P. 918. according to his second Canon, whicli is
one of onl> the seventeen contained therein, says that one ought not even to travel or
journey on Sunday without being compelled to do so by necessity and force. Christians, however, ought not to use the idleness of Sunday and of other holidays as an
occasion for drunkenness, games, songs and disturbances, but, instead, ought to go
to church and listen to the divine words, and ought to read the sacred books and do
other good works on such days. That is why God-bearing Ignatius (in his letter to the
Magnesiaiis) says: "Let each one of us take his Sabbath spiritually, b\ rejoicing in
meditation of the law. not in comfort of the bod!. not ill dancing and noises. in which
there is no sense," St. Ambrose, savs that we ought not "to turn days of idleness into
holidays of libidinousncss." St. Clqsostom (p. 357 of volume V, in his discourse 011
the calends) says: "But what is the holiday that befits a Christian? Let us listen to
St. Paul saving: 'Therefore let us celebrate the holiday not with old leaven, nor with
the leaven of malice and wickedness, but with the unleavened bread of sincerity and
truth'" (I Cor. 5:8). And again the same saint says: ' A holiday is nothing else than a
spiritual feast" (p. 603 of vol. V in discourse 1 on the Pentecost). Balsamon (Reply
51- p. 386 of Jus Graeco-Romanurn) says that one ought not eten to bathe on the
Lord's day. nor ought owners of baths to have them burning 011 that day: and that anyone who bathes on that day is to be chastised with a penalty imposed at the bishop's
discretion. The Apostolic Injunctions, too, in Book [ I I, ch, 9. sa! the following: '"Nor
do we permit you to utter or to do anything that is indecent on Sunday s. For the Bible
sa! s somewhere. "'Serve ye the Lord in fear. and rejoice in him in terror; and one must
indulge in your rejoicing with fear and trembling..'

CANON XXX
That members of the Sacerdocy, or Clerics, or Ascetics ought not to
haihe in puh/ic baths with women, nor ou& any Christian or layman. For
this is thefirst thing heathen are prone to condemn,
Interpretation
Having drawn the present Canon word for word from c. LXXVIT of the
6th, the present Council adopted it as its own. Hence see the Interpretation

of i t there.
CANON XXXI

Thai one musi not intermarry with any heretics, or give one's sons or
daughters to them, but rather ought one to take theirs, ifthey shouldpromise
to become Christians.
Interpretation

Christians ought not to give their sons and daughters in marriage to any
heretic (for this is what is meant by the Greek word "pan/as." signifying
all, in accordance with that passage in the Psalms saying: "Be not thou
afraid when one is made rich, when the glory of his house is increased. For
where he dieth he shall cany nothing away: his glory shall not descend after him" (Ps. 49:17); or, in other words, not to marry in some cases and in
others yes. But, on the contrary to accept none at all),-Christians, I say,
ought not to give their sons and daughters into marriage to any heretic, lest
he turn them aside from the correct faith to his own cacodoxical tenets.
But rattler ought they to take those of heretics, though only on condition
that they promise and change their position fast from the heresy to Orthodoxy. See also c. XIV of the 4th

CANON X X X n
Thai one must not accept blessings of heretics which are rather misforfanes than blessings.
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Interpretation

According to the present Canon no Christian ought to accept blessings
from heretics, since they are not blessings, but rather misfortunes. See also
Ap. c. XLV,

CANON XXXITT
That one must not \om in prayer with heretics or schismatics.
Interpretation

This Canon decrees that we must not join in prayer with heretics, i e . ,
those who are mistaken in their belief, nor with schismatics, i.e., those
who are Orthodox so far as concerns their belief, but are separated from
the catholic church on account of certain traditions and remediable customs. according to c. I of St. Basil. See also Ap. c. XLV.
CANON XXXIV

That no Christian must desert martyrs of Christ, and go away to pseudomartyrs, of heretics, that is; nor must they themselves fraternize with the
aforesaid heretics.
Interpretation

Whereas c. IX of the present C.. according to Balsamon, exconmiunicates only those who go to the tombs of the pseiidomartyrs of heretics,
since they went there after being misled by the hope of receiving some
help from them in their ailments, the present Canon, on the other hand,
anathematizes those who go to them, on the ground that they left the
true martyrs of Christ and separated from God, but went to those pseudomartyrs with all their soul and inclination. Hence in accordance with their
different inclination; they have been differently penalized by the Canons.
See also Ap. c. XLV,
CANON XXXV

That no Christian must desert the Church of God and go away, and call
persons Angels, and collect congregations, which is prohibited. If anyone,
therefore, be found to be adhering to this hidden idolatry, let him be anathema, because he deserted our Lord Jesus Christ the Son of God, and went
over to idolatry.
Interpretation

St. Epiphmius says in his work entitled Panarians that there used
to be an old sect of persons called Angelics,' who taught that we ought
not to call upon Christ for help, or to offer ourselves to God the Father
through Him, because this exceeds human worthiness, since Christ too
is superhuman; but that we ought instead to call upon the Angels in regard to these matters. This, however, was a hidden deception invented by
the Devil in order that as a result of such feigned reverence and humility
human beings might little by little be seduced into calling upon, or invoking, the Angels as Gods, and consequently paying worship to creation
rather than to the Creator, which in fact was what ensued in their case.
For this reason the present Canon anathematizes those Christians who
leave the Church of God and the practice of calling upon our Lord Jesus
Chnst the Son of God and a God, and who congregate in the temples of
I

According to Epiplianiiis, these persons called themselves Aiigelics either because
they were proud of being ranked with Angels in point of conduct in public and private life, or because the! used to prate that the world was built by Angels. But according to divine Theodoret (in his Interpretation of the Epistle to the Colossians)
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it was because they used to say that the Law was given through the Angels, on which
account they both respected and worshiped them. The reason why this Council issued
the present Canon- as Theodoret himself asserts, was this. that this sect dwelt for
niaii~years in Plirygia and Pisideia, the metropolis of which territories was Laodicea.
Hcncc the present Council which was held in Laodicca forbade their praying to the
Angels-that is to say, in other words, it prohibited their calling upon them as Gods.
with respect to worshipfa1 faith.But Origcn in his Book V against Cclsus says that the
reason why they used to call upon the Angels as Gods was that thcy found them bcing called divine and Gods in the Holy Bible. In mentioning tills sect in his Epistle to
the Colossians (2: 18) St. Paul sa! s: "Let no one rob \ ou of the prize by trying on the
score of liuniility and religion of the Angels to insinuate what lie hat11 not seen."-or.
more explicitly, let no one deprive you of the prize or reward of faith ill Christ (for the
Greek verb cafagruheuein,translated here "rob one of the prize," n~cansnot to give
the prize and crown to the victor, but to someone else, the victors being thus wronged
and treated unjusth, a thing which the Angelica used to do by giving the crown and
worship to die Angels who had not vanquished death and the Devil and sin, thus taking this right away from Christ, who by means of the Cross vanquished all opposing
powers), by trying, 011 pretense of humility and reverence in calling upon the name of
Christ, to separate \on from the correct, or right, faith, and to induce \on to go over to
the religion of the Angels, or, in other words. to worship the Angeis as Gods.

the Angels (for, according to Theodoret, there was down to his time a
temple of the Archangel Michael in those parts of Laodicea for that reason) and call upon them as Gods, and consequently in this hidden manner become idolaters and "ctismatolaters~"or "creature-worshipers," i.e.,
worshipers of c/tsmata, or of things (such as Angels) "built" by God. In
saying these words it was not that the Canon intended to prohibit us from
calling upon Angels to help us as intercessors-Heaven forbid!-but to
prohibit the excessive practice of such invocation.
CANON XXXVI
Thai members of the Sacerdocy sand Cierics must not he magicians or
enchanters, or mathematicians (i.e ... n;~mero/ogistsj,or astrologers, or make
what are called amulets, which are shackles ,for their souls ; accordingly,
eve have bidden those wearifis these things to he /brown out o f /he Chuwh.
Interpretation

The present Canon forbids persons in holy orders and clerics to beor to
come magicians, or enchanters, or nwnerologists, or astrol~gers,~
make amulets with a diabolical action, which are bonds and chains in a
figurative sense to their souls. It casts out of the Church of Christ not. only
those who make these things, but also those who wear them. Read also c.
LXl 01' the 6th.
CANON XXXVII

That one must not accept holiday tokens sent by Jews or heretics, nor
celebrate any holiday along with them.
Interpretation

According to this Canon an Orthodox Chnstiau ought not to accept
gifts that Jews and heretics send them when they have their holidays, nor
ought they to celebrate holidays with them at all. See also Ap. cc. XLV

and LXX.

' See the explanations of each of these terms in the Footnote to c . LXI of the 6th.
The folly of astrologers is exposed by both divine Ambrose, in his Book IV on the
Hexaenieron (i.e., the Six Days of Creation), and by sacred Augustine, in his letter to
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Simplici~mus.Fwthcrrnorc divine E p i p h i u s 7in his work on Bascshstates thatAquila.
thc translator of thc dib-incScriptw-c, ~~~ cxpcllcd from thc Church of Christ, bccausc
he engaged in the practice of wnsultrng the stars for lioroscopes of evenone. B i ~the
t
tribe of astrologers was hated not onl: among Cliristiais. but e1:en anioiig heatlien
too. That is wh>-astrologers w r c banislicd froin Ronic. as Dio in Boolc XLIX and
Tacitus ill Book XVII of thcir l~istoricsrccord. But God too l m said of thcm, T h u s
s a i t h t l Lord*
~ L c m not &r the way of thc hcatllw~and be not afraid of t l signs
~
in thc sky'' (Jcr. 1012). Pixhaps the prcscnt Canon calls astrologc~"mathcmaticians.'~
siiice it is by means of the various species of general n~athematics:which indeed are
the lime elemeiitaq branches thereof. Geoinetq a i d Aritliinetic: tlmt such persoiis
advanced in Astrology. Cliapter 22 of Title X m I X of Book LX says the followiiig:
'The art (or science) of Ckometn- ma>-be taught piiblicl?. but that of Mathematics is
mndcinncd." And a writer of old says that what it called Mathematics was Astrology
(in Balsamon, Reply 27. cxtant ill manuscript),

CANON X X X W I

This Canon too likewise prohibits Christiat~sfrom accepting unleavened wafers offaed them by Jews, and from joining in their impieties. See
also Ap, c, LXX.

Interpretation

The present Canon too likewise prohibits Christians from engaging in
the celebration ofholidays and feasts along with heathen and infidels, and
from having any share in their Godlessness (or atheism). See also A p cc,
LXX and LXXI.
CANON XL

The present Canon commands that when bishops are summoned by
their Metropolitans to the yearly Synods, they ought not to ignore the
summons, but ought to go to them. both in order to teach others m d to be
taught and to learn themselves, through the help of their colleagues, things
that may be of as mucl~help and useful~~ess
in connectiot~with the internal
correction of ecclesiastical affairs, as in connection with other affairs1 of
extend moment to their province (or see). If anyone of them scor~&lly
refiain fiom attending: he shall thereby make himself liable to be accused
and to be penalized by the Synod, except only if he be prevented on account of illness or some other unavoidable circumstance. See also Ap. c.

xmv11.

' Note that Z o i i m sa!

s for bisliops to go to these Synods also with a vim to c o m c tion of tlic Cliurch. or, niorc cxprcssl> speaking, of Clir~stiansand the rest. or. inorc
cxprcssly spcakiiig. tlic hcrctics. As for mc. honcvcr, I Iikc the abovc intc~rctation
better, on the y o u n d that it more suitable
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Those in holy orders and other clergymen ought not to take a trip to
other regions without having letters commendatoy h m their bishop, according to this Canon. See also Ap. c. XII,
CANON XLII

T h ~ Canon
s
also decrees that those ln holy orders and clerics ought not
to take trips without the permission of their own bishop. See also Ap. c.
XII.
CANON XLIII

Servants, meaning doorkeepers, ought not to leave the doors of catechumens duri~lgLiturgy, even for a se~ond,and attend prayer, according
to this Canon, lest some infidel or unitiate enter, according to ch. 57 of
Book 11 of the Apostolk hjunctions. See also the Footnote to c. XV of the
hth,
CANON XLlV

Th.m women m u s ~no1 enter !he s ~ ~ ~ r ~A f/tar
ic~d
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that women shall not go into the holy
Bema?if they are laywomen; for if laymen are prohibited fiom doing so,
much inore so m e women. See also c. 1,XTX of the 6th.
CANON XLV

Thut cundiddes must not be acceptcd,for i l l ~ m m a afier
~ i ~ hvo
~ weeks
of Gwal I m t ~
hterpretatio~~

Since the night1 of Great Saturday i s the middle between the burial
and the resurrection of the Lord, and partakes of both to some extent,
whereof the type is the three immersions and emersions which take place
during baptism, there the custom has prevailed it1 the Churcl~of baptizing catechimens on this night: in order not only that candidates may be
baptized by being buried and resurrected with Christ in accordance with
the immersions a d emersions, but also within the same time (concerning
w-liich see the Footnote to Ap. c. L). Therefore the present Canon decrees
that candidates for baptism on this night of Great Saturday must prepare
themselves and cleanse themselves in advance throughout Lent by fasting
and praying and the other modes of ascetic exercise. Bitt whoever applies
to be baptized after two weeks of Lent must I I O ~be accepted for baptism?
during Great Saturday, that is to say, since he failed to prepare himself
throughout Great Lent, but nevertheless wants to get baptized

' 1 said q~ialifiedl! hat the night of Great Sati~rdayis the middle between the burial

and the resurrection of the Lord, and not Great Saturday? as both Z o i i m and
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Balsamon h a w lumpingly- saidj bccausc although thc daytimc of G n a t Saturday
clcarly includes thc burial of thc Lord, whik Eastcr Sunday clcxly includcs thc
resurrection. !et tlie night of Great Saturday, interveniiig between the two days In
qiiestioii. partakes of both of thein '-011 this accouiit t
h Western local Council held
iii Cabiloiic coiiccniing hicru%y (or cclcbration of the Lihrg?.), in Division 1st and
thc Canon which bcgins with thc cxprcsslon +'Ithas bcm thc custom^" dccrccs that
so far as rcgards all t l othcr
~ days of t l fksts
~ Liturgy is to bc cdcbratcd round the
hours of Vcspcrs?but on Great Saturday it is to be cclcbratcd at the commcnccmcnt
of nigl~t.~'
Fui-tliemore. all rituals uitli great discriiniiiatioii and obsen,atioi~state h a t
tlie Ekcles~arclimust be possessed of milracy in order that tlie time when the Liturgy
of Great Saturda~ends it s l d l be hvo 0-clock in tlie ii~ght.But ~ 1 1on~ all
- other days
of fasting sliould the Liturgy be celebrated in the eveniiig, but on Great Satiirday
must bc cclcbmtcd in thc nighttiinc'? Tlic r m o n , of coursc. is that thc Gospcl is r c d
containing thc words +'Late on thc S a b b f l (Matt. 28 :l)?and g c n c d l y afTordh~gan
introduction to the resurrection, and in order that persons \4 ho have been baptized at
that time may partake of winmuiiion iii it, Hence die Apostolic Injimctioiis, Book V,
cli, 19. go right ahead and lay lt dowii as a ride tliat catechuinens are to be baptized
still further in the niglit. For they say concerniiig the night of Easter: 'Xeading the
Law In your ~ n i o c t a t i o ntill the croning of coclcs, a i d liaving baptized your catecliumeiis, and 1ial)ingread the Gospel, and ha\-ing dehered ui address to the laie*cease
your mourning." That is w11y St. G r e g o the
~ Theologian in dilating upon Easter: and
Damascene: borrokkhg from Gregoc, call the night of Great Saturda>, soterial for
those persons who get baptized on that night, "Being a radiant nlght and a herald of
the day appareled in splendor," On accoi~ntof the inmy liglits of tlie ones illuininakd
(1.e.: baptized), "How sacred 1t1 reality aid universall! festival tliis soterial night is
and radiant!" etc,
Co~~cerning
this see the Footnote to c. I1 of the First Ec. C.

CANON XTjVT

Interpretation

This Canon, copied verbatim from the 6th Ec. C,, is the latter's c,
LXXVII17and read the Interpretation of it there.
CANON XLVll

Interpretation

Properly, catechumens ought to learn the dogmas of the faith, in accordance with the above c. XLVI, before being baptized. But if7owing to
a case of need and illness, some catechumens be baptized before being
taught the d e t a h of the piety (i.e., of the religion) rightly: they must, according to the present Canon, after recovering h m their illness, I e m the
mysteries of the faith, in order to understand that through holy baptism
they have been rendered worthy and enabled to re~eivethe gift of God7
or, more explicitly speaking, that they have become sons of God by grace:
i.e.?as a matter of grace7and that they have been cleansed of evew taint of
the original sin and of way actual sin; and consequently in order that as
a result of this knowledge they may strive to keep this great and p c i o u s
gift which they have received. See also c. XI1 of Neocaesarea.
CANON XLVIII
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T h ~ Canon
s
decrees that all persons who have been baptized must after
baptism be anointed also with the 110ly Myron, which is here called l~eavenly chrism or charisma (i.e., gracious gift)? since, being sanctified by
means of the prayers and the invocation of the Holy Spirit, and sancti&ing
those anointed with it: it enables them to become partakers of and heirs
to the heavenly kingdom of Cl~tist. See also the Footnote to St. Cyprian.
(Note of 7hmsZ&w-This refers to the first footnote to the hterpretation
of the one and otdy Canon issued by the third regional Council held in
Carthage in the time of Cyprian.)

On no other days of Great Lent except Saturdays and Sundays7 says
the present Canon, ought a complete Liturgy to be celebrated, but only the
presanctified. See Ap. c. LXIX and c. LII of the 6th.

The present Canon having been borrowed ~ w b d m
from the 6th Ec,
C., is contained in the latter's c. XXIX? and see the Interpretation of it
there. All that this Canon adds thereto is that throughout Great Lent: incluhng, that is to say, even Great Thursday, C h s t i m s ought to restrict
themselves to xerophagia.
CANON Ll

Thd dwing G m d i m i !he hi~thdoy,~
of' [hc M L W ~ oughl
H
nol to he
cekbrafed; bzi f c o m ~ ~ ~ z u r auf~ ithe
o ~hob
s Marqrs wght f o be heid on
SLI~ZJ&~.Y
a d ,Swdays
Interpretation

The present Canon is consistent with the above XLIX. For it says that
we ought not to celebrate the birthdays2 and cornmeinorations and feasts
of the Martyrs with a complete Liturgy on any other days in Great Lent,
but must celebrate them even in this period if they happen to M l 011 the
Saturdays and Sundays it1 Lent itself. For birthdays and their feasts being
occasions for joy and for breaking fasts, it is inappropriate for them to be
celebrated on the moiirnfid days of Great Lent: but it is appropriate for
them to be celebrated on the indulgent and joyful days thereof?which are
Saturday and Sunday. See also Ap. LXIX.

' Aiioinbncnt with holy Myron dcnotcs thc dcsccnt of h c Holy Spirit in t

l form
~ of a
d o w upon Christ whcn Hc IT% bcing baptixd in thc Jordan; and conscqucntly~according to Cyril of Jcrusalcm~thc chrism is a tokcn that ITC arc rccciving in baptism
the gracious gift of the Holy Spirit (and see die words of Cyril in the Footiiote: to Ap,
c. L) and are becoming perfect Christians. Hence we are called Cluistiam not only
because we believe in Christ. but also because we get anointed with tlmt heavenly
chrism, becoming Christs of the Lord and partakers of Christ in accordance with
that passage in t11c Psalins saying: Thcrcforc God?thy God?hat11 anoiiitcd ilicc with
k c oil of gldiicss abow th>-fcllows'~(Ps. 45:7). Notc. l~owcvcr.that holy Myron
ma! be administered a second time. but onl! to those who haw denied the faith,
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Hcncc thc crmr practiced by somc pcrsons ought to bc prohibited* viz, t h custom of
ccrtain pricsts or spiritual fathm (i-c,,confessors) of anointing tho% Christims with
Myron wlio h v e fornicated 1~1tha Jewess, or w i h a woiim ~ v h ois a Latin (1.e a Roman Catholic, according to Englisli usage) or a heretic. For though it is true that siicli
pcrsons arc canoiiizcd morc sc~:crclyt l m otlicr fornicators, according to Reply 47
of Balsmioii and c. X n I of Jolm of Citrus! they arc not anointed with Myron. That
is why c. XLIV of Basil*in rcfcrriilg to a dcaconcss who had committed fon~ication
with a Grccim? docs not dccrcc that anything of the kind be done to hcr. As for how
great an evil it is for some persons to partake of the myoii of St. Demetriiis instead of
divine Coniinunioii. see the newly printed book of the saint of Cmpania,
.$

Note, ho\ve\,er: tlmt according to Reply 56 of Balsamon an ordlnahn of a subdeacon:
or deacon: or priest? or bishop cuiiiot be c m e d o i ~in
t a presaictified Liturgy?which
is celebrated on days of hshng m d inourniiig+because an ordinatioii is in tlie nature
of a festival. and not of a time of mourning. But ordiiiatioii can be carried out on the
Samrdays and Sundays in Great Lent, when a conylete Liturgy is celebrated, But in
his Reply 55 the same Balmmon s a y that not even baptisms can be perfbrmed during
Great Lent except only on the Saturdays and Sundays therein: and the da! ot'Annunciation, But those who do these h n g s ought to be corrected with heavy penalties! as
ha~,ingsiiuied ~~iipardoiiably,
e x c q t in case there sliould be a dire necessity of death
(p , 3 89 of Jtds (ir~mo-Rom~inim),
symeon of Tliessalonim (Reply 56) states thai In
olden limes according to the Ritual of lhe Great Church a presanc~ifiedLiturgy was
celebrated also on Wednesday and Friday of Chee= Week, and on Great Friday But
since that Ritual went out of use owing to incursions of heathens. the presanctified
w
s tbrbidden on these d a ~by
s the Jerusalen~Riti~al,which 1x1s no\\ come to prevail
e v e r p l ~ e r econcerning
?
which see c, XXXJi of St. Nicephoms, and the Footnote to c ,
Ll1 ofthe 6th. But in addition the same Syn~eoiis a ~ -(in
s Reply 58) for the presanctified 1101 t~ be celebrated with a cut, or section. of a loaf, but with an entire loaf, of
b r e d , in order that it may be divided into pieces in accordance with custom, and afler
being broken into f m g m e n ~be
, adminis~ered;for thk is left out of the complete Liturgy. And note also this, that when priests dye the presanctitkd bread with the divine
blood by means of the tongs, they ougl~tnot to say aqthing: but, on the contray: the?
ought to keep silent. For certain ignorant wrongl~s a ~the following: '-And though it
swayed from this to that, its vintagcr did not bccomc empty." For thc mcming of that
p ~ s a g cin the Psalms Is mothcr. In fact, It is mhcr absurd for this to bc mid. swing
that that cup about which David is saying this is one which is hll of sulfurous w a t l ~ ~
and from which the sinners ot'the earth drink, where% this cup is a cup ot'blessing
and one which co~~ciliates
and stops God's wrath against us. As for the fact that the
presanc~ifiedwas celebrated from the beginning, this is attested by Socrates in Book
V of his Ecclesiastical H i s t m ~wherein
.
hc mys: +'InAlexandria on Wcdncsday and on
so-cdlcd Preparation-day (i.c., Friday), Scriptures arc rcad. and thc tmchcrs intcrprct
thcsc. But d l thc d h u l s ofthc synwis arc cmicd iito cffcct without the cmmony of
thc Myskrics,"
From this Knkncc ~nthc Canon pcrhaps onc might suspcct that tlic Christians of that
timc iwrc w-ont t~ cclcbmix also thc days on ivhich thc Martyrs ivcrc born. m-hcrcas in
our times no other birthday of any Saint is celebrated in churcl~except onl! that of the
Forcrunncr. For I lcavc out of account t h c birthday of Christ and that of the Thcotokc
(or Virgin Mary), on thc ground that thcsc p e ~ o m g c transand
s
t l conlmoii
~
Saints.
Hen-cvcr, it secms that what thc Canon calls thc birthdays of t h c Martyrs arc the
days on which thcy rcccivcd thc dcah of martj-rdom; sincc dcath &r all*is cdlcd
a birthday: or day of birth, and FCC Barinus with rcfcrcncc to thc word birthday. That
is wli! Eusebius too calls the day of m e rdom (or: iii other words, of death) a birthda!. For lie speaks thiis about Polymrp of Sinyrna T i e Lord will g m t the riglit to
cclcbratc thc da!- of lfis (sc. Polycarp's) martyrdom as a birthday'! (Book IV, cli. 15).
Hmcc h e commcinorations of the lio1y Martys a i d thcir birthdays appmr to bc on a
p a ~ d l din thc prcscnt Canon*and to bc inwstcd with thc samc ilicaning . The dcath of
is callcd a birthday bccmsc as a msult of this t c m p o r q and transient death
they were born into the real life, and because even one of the mar^ rs on tlie day of
his coinnieinoratioii was rebegotten, b? receiving h e baptism of martyrdom. One exposed a second time to filth is not polluted, according to St. Gregoq h e TheoIogian
(Discourse on Baptisni). Hence the spreads (or tables) for the conirneii~orationsof
Martys uscd to bc callcd birthday cclcbratioiis. And scc thc Fcdnotc lo c. LXXIV of
tlic 6th.
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CANON LII

That weddings and birthday' celebrations must not be held during Great
Lent.
Interpretation

Since weddings and the feasts which some persons indulged in on
account of the day on which they were born are directly opposed to the
mourning and fasting which characterize Great Lent, therefore the present
Canon prohibits the celebration of such occasions during Great Lent. See
also Ap. c. LXIX.'
CANON LIII

Thai Christians attending weddings must noi waliz or dance, hut must
sup or dine in decent,fashion, as becomes Christians.
Interpretation

The present Canon prohibits Christians; when they go to weddings,
from waltzing, or, in other words, keeping time with drums or other musical instruments; and dancing in accordance with their measure ofharmony
and variety of sounds. On the other hand, they are commanded to dine and
sup at these weddings with reserve and sobriety and decency, as befits
Christians. See also c. XXIV of the 6th.
CANON LIV
Thai e embers ofthe % ~ ~ & cand
y Ckrics must not witness spectacks
at wedding~or 'Â¥suppers
but, b&re the actors taking part in theatricals enter,
they are to rise and leave.
Interpretation

Those in holy orders and clerics, according to this Canon, when invited
to weddings or suppers and birthday banquets and other similar festivals,
ought not to stand and look at dances and other indecent sights that are
witnessed there, but before the actors taking part in the theatricals2 even
enter, or, in other words, those who perform dances and play the musical
instruments, they are to rise from the table and leave. See c. XXIV of the
6th.
CANON LV

Thai members of the Sacerdocy and C/er/cs must not hold banquets by
contributions, but neither must laymen do so.
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that those in holy orders and clerics ought
not to hold banquets and set table with contributions, or collections, as
people say in the United States of America; but neither ought Christian
laymen to do so, for the reason that they are alien to the manners of Chrisfians. See also Ap. c. XLlI.

CANON LVI
That Presbyters must not enter and sit down in the Bema before the entrance of the Bishop, but must enter together with the Bishop, unless i fs h d d
happen that the Bishop is in dzfficz~ltie~s
or w a y from the city.

' Manuel Charitopoulos of Constantinople says that those priests who bless weddings

during Great Lent receive lighter sentences, or milder penalties, if the! did so from
simple-mindedness and lack of knowledge. But if they did so for secret reasons and
from ulterior motives, they are penalized with the maximum sentences, or severest
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penaltiesj as the bishop may know of; but the couple thus blessed arc not to be scparated (p. 540 of Jus Gracm-Rornanum),
These persons are called actors, and their pla) is called theatricals in Greek b~ the
words ihymelsci and thymelica. respectively. which words are derived from the Greek
verb Shyo. meaning to sacrifice. because in the places where the? used to dance the)
also had heathen altars on which to sacrifice to Bacchus, who was considered among
the Grecians to be the god ofdrunkemess. Scc also Scribelius.

Interpretation

Every rule of decorum must be followed by those in holy orders, and
most especially when they are in church. But for some priests to leave the
bishop outside all alone, when he is about to make his entry into the holy
Bema, on a festival day, that is to say, and for them to go inside the holy
Bema ahead of him to sit down. is something that not only is a breach
of decorum, but also shows contempt for the bishop. For this reason the
present Canon forbids this to be done, and, on the contrary, commands the
priests to stand outside of the Bema together with the bishop and to go into
the holy Bema together with him. As for the expression "in difficulties,"
some have thought this to be meant in reference to some Presbyter, as who
should say, unless some priest be in difficulties, as much as to say be ill
or too old, and unable to stand outside for a considerable length of time.
But I think that it refers to the person of the bishop, as who should say, unless the bishop be in bodily difficulties or be away from the city; because
further above the word "Presbyters" is employed in the plural, whereas in
this instance it is in the singular, and if it had been intended to refer to a
Presbyter, the wording should have been in some such fashion as this: 'unless one of them should happen to be in difficulties, or the Bishop should
be away from the city.' It appears, moreover, that the priests had a particular place or space where they were supposed to stand, which was called,
in Greek, the hierc/leion. Hence, being unable to sit down outside, they
would go into the Bema and sit down; in precisely the same way as this
breach of decorum occurs even today. Accordingly, for these two reasons
(to wit. either that he is ill or infirm, or that the bishop is absent) a priest
is allowed to go into the Bema and sit down, because in this case he is not
doing so in contempt of the bishop. See also c.XV111 of the First Ec. C.
CANON LVII

Thai in villages and in small towns and comtry districts Bishops arc not
to be appointed, but circwiors, who, however, having been preappointed,
may do nothing without the consent and approval o f the HIshop.
Interpretation

In order to prevent the office of the bishop from being regarded sconifully, the present Canon prohibits the appointment of bishops to villages
and small towns; in such contingencies it allows the appointment of only
circnitors, or exarchs; which means the same thing as chorepiscopi (auxiliary bishops).' But as for all bishops who had up to that time already
been appointed to such small towns, they were to do nothing without the

' Zonaras and Balsamon explain that the circuitors were calledpenodeutai in Greek.

which word is derived from t h e Greek word pvnodeucm (meaning 'to travel roundabout"), because they had to go round and keep the faithful in condition and well
instructed, and had not seat of their own at any particular place Chrysanthus of
Jerusalem, however, in the Syntagmation, says that thev were so called from the
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sense of the verb periodeue~nin which it signifies 'to treat medically, to cure.' For
pcriodcuein docs have this signification too. So that according to him the word periodeukii (circuitors) should mean men who treat and act as physicians of ailments of
souls. Yet there are some writers who declare that these circuitors were other than
chorepiscopi (or auxiliary bishops), since Gcnnadius of Constantinople in his encyclical letter eniploys tile word periodeute,~(circuitor) apart from tile word chorepiscupits, where he writes. "As for any Bishop, or Chorepii-copus. or Periodeutes, whosoever he be. that is caught perpetrating any such thing,'" etc.; and the tenth Act of the
Council held in Clialcedon (011 p. 174 of the CoUeciion of the Councils} states that a
periodeutes (circuitor) is a presbyter. For at that Council some persons were charging
that Ibas ordained a certain man named Valentiiis a presbyter and circuitor (i.e., pcriodeufes). But others assert dial chorepiscopi are the same as periodeutui-i .e ., that
auxiliary- bishops wcrc the same as the persons called circuitors-since some of the
chofvpiscopi wcrc only presbyters, and some wcrc persons who had been ordained
bishops.

consent and approval of the bishop proper in the city. But neither ought
presbyters to perform any service whatever without the permission of the
bishop. See also Ap. c. XXXIX, and the Footnote to c. VIII of the First
Ec. C.
CANON LVIII
That an oblation must not he offered in private houses by Bishops or
Presbyters.
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that Liturgy must not be celebrated either
by a presbyter or by a bishop in common dwelling-places, but only a
church or in a prayer-house (or what is called an oratory). See c. XXXT of
the 6th
CANON LIX
Thai privafe psalms must not be recited i~ church, nor uncanonicai
hooks, hut only (he canonical books of the New and of the Old Testament.
Interpretation

Besides the 1 50 Psalms of David there are also some others, said to
be psalms of Solomon and of other persons;' which the present Canon
calls "private," decreeing that they shall not be read in church, neither
they, nor other uncanonical books, not contained, that is to say, in ( i e , ,
not listed in) Ap. c. LXXXV, but only the books included in the Old and
New Testaments, which books Eusebius calls "testamentary Scriptures"
in Book VI, ch. 25, of his Ecclesiastical History. and which Dionysius the
Areopagite calls "hagi ographi c Testaments" (or, in Greek, hagiographoi
Deltoi). (Note of Translator.-Since the Greek word deltas merely means
a solemn or official writing of any kind, and the adjective hagtograph
means nothing more than "written by holy men," this locution has about
the same signification in Greek as the designation "Holy Scriptures" has
in English.) See also Ap. c. LXXXV.
'Note that according to Euscbius (Ecclesiastical History. Book V, ch 28) psalms
and odes had been written from the beginning by faithful brethren, with which they
hymned and tl~cologizcdChnst as the Logos of God. Those psalms Paul of Sarnosata,
the hereic. quashed on the alleged ground that thcy were "niodern" and wcrc "writings of modem men." according to the same Euscbius (in Book VII, ch 30. of his
Ecclesiastical Histop). But is not of such psalms as those that the Canon is speaking
here- for they seem to have been such as the troparia which arc chanted nowadays in
church On the contrary. the Canon seems to be referring to psalms (inserted) in the
Old Testament. such as are those of David- but falsel~ascribed in the title to the name
Solomon. as we have said, and to names of other Prophets.
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A CONCISE ACCOUNT OF THE SEPTUAGINT VERSION
OF THE OLD TESTAMENT
Constantine Oeconomus Protopresbyter of the Oeconomi, a steward
and preacher of the Ecumenical Patriarchate, was the author of a fourvolume critical history comprising 3,577 pages together with an appendix
numbering 120 pages, published in Athens, Greece, in 1844-1849 and
entitled "Concerning the Seventy Translators of the Old Testament" (in
Greek).
This author is shown by his works to have been a sincere and conscientious historian, for he refutes erroneous statements and establishes the true
statements with incontrovertible citations of Scripture and historical references and with logical proofs, overthrowing the arguments of injudicious
critics, It is indeed plain from the work itself that he was acquainted with
several foreign languages as well as all the Greek dialects. That work, entitled "Concerning the Seventy Translators" by Constantine Oeconomus,
is a proof that the Holy Spirit has operated and co-operated for ages with
conscientious souls for the regeneration of the Christians and the safeguarding of the truth recorded in the Old and the New Testament-the Old
Testament which was translated into Greek by the seventy Hebrew elders,
and the New Testament which was written in Greek by the Apostolic writers, who were Jews and non-Greeks with the exception of St, Luke; of
Greek descent but one of the seventy Apostles.
This critical history written by C. Oeconomus bears the approval of
five Patriarchs, namely, Anthiinus VI, together with ten synodical bishops, Anthimus TV, Constant! us 1, and the later Patriarchs Gregory and Germanos. They addressed him as "Wise and most learned Teacher," "Great
Oeconomus," "General Preacher," "Exarch of the present Patriarchate,"
"Domine Constantine ex Oeconomorum," etc. His works were given
approval in the following words: "And therefore by these ecclesiastical
presents expressing the consensus of the Church we do approve and sanctiou the said four-volume work. Wherefore we also proclaim this most
reverential disquisition a pillar of orthodoxy as concerning the sublimity
of the Holy Scripture.,. (See vol. 4, pp. iv-xiv.)
The aim of that author was: on the one hand, to refute unorthodox
critics who are inimical and opposed to the Septuagint; and, on the other
hand, to prove that the Septuagint translation is the only genuine version
rendered from the original Hebrew text before Christ, having the validity
of authenticity and remaining, like the New Testament, unchanged from
the beginning to the end of the world.
"

CANON LX
All the books that are to be read.

I.
11.
111.
IV.
V.

VI.
VlI.

VIII.

OF THE OLD TESTAMENT
Genesis of the World.
XII.
Esdras, I, 11.
XIII. Book of Psalms 150.
Exodus from Egypt.
Leviticum (sic).
XIV.
Proverbs of Solon~on.
Numbers.
XV.
Ecclesiastes.
XVI. Song of Songs.
De uteronoin i on.
Jesus (the son) of Nun.
XVII. Job.
Judges. Ruth.
XVIII. Twelve Prophets.
Esher.
XIX. Isaiah.
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IX.
X.
XI.

(Books of) Reigns of Kings, XX. Jeremiah. Baruch. LamentaI., 11.
tions and Epistles,
(Books of) Reigns of Kings, XXI. Ezekiel.
III., IV.
XXIl. Daniel.
Paralipomena, I., 11.
OF THE NEW TESTAMENT

The Four Gospels
According to Matthew, according to Mark, according to Luke, according to John.
Acts of Apostles; seven Epistles, as follows:
One of James; two of Peter; three of John; one of Jude.
Fourteen Epistles ofPaul.
Two to the Romans, two to the Corinthians, one to the Galatians, one
to the Ephesians, one to the Philippians, one to the Colossians, two to the
Thessalonians, one to the Hebrews, two to Timothy, one to Titus, one to
Philemon.
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CONCERNING THE REGIONAL COUNCIL
HELD IN SARDICA
PROLEGOMENA
The holy and regional1 Council which was assembled in the city of
Sardica, lllyria.' convened A.D. 347 in the reign of Constantius and Constans, who were full brothers and who were both of them emperors, the
one of whom reigned in Constantinople, and the other in Rome. eleven
years after the death of their father Constantine the Great.' It was attended
by three hundred Fathers from the West, and by seventy-six from the East,
according to Socrates (Book 11, ch. 20) and Sozotnet~(Book 111, ch. 12).?
Of these the exarchs were not only Hosius, the bishop of Cordova: Spain;
a man worthy of all respect, on account of his great age and of the excessive toil he underwent, but included also Archidamos and Philoxenus,
the presbyters, and the three legates of Pope Julius, acting as the latter's
personal representatives, Maximus of Jeriisalem~Paul of Constantinople
and Athanasius of Alexandria, though present at the Council, had been
deposed from office by the Eusebians. Protogenes, the bishop of Sardica,
and others were also attending this Council. But a split and division between the Fathers of the East and those of the West followed, and they
failed to agree with each other. For the Easterners, being Arianists, when
departing for Sardica, wrote to the Westerners not to admit to a seat in
the Council St. Paul, and Athanasius the Great, Marcellus of Ancyra, and
Asclepas Gazaeus, on the ground that they had been deposed from office. But the Westerners replied to them that they did not consider them
to be at fault, nor to have been duly deposed, and on this account would
regard them as entitled to seats and participation. But when the Easterners
learned this, they turned back to Phiiippoupolis, and again deposed from
office Athanasius. Paul, Marcellus, and Asclepas, Julius the bishop (i.e.,
Pope) of Rome, Hosius (the bishop) of Cordova, Protogenes (the bishop)
of Sardica, and others. Being averse from perfect accord with the doctrine
of coessentiality (though Socrates says that they openly anathematized
it, in Book 11, ch. 20), they anathematized only those who asserted three
Gods, arid any one that said that Christ was not a God, or that the Father,
and the Son, and the Holy Spirit were one and the same person: and anyone that said perhaps that the Son was unbegotten, or perhaps that there
was a time or an age in which He was not. After the Western Fathers
convoked and assembled the Council, they confirmed the Nicene Creed,

' This Council. though called both by Socratcs (Book 11. ch

20) and by Athanasius
the Great (in his Apohgy) ecumenical. in spite of all the! sa!. so far as respects
the summons and the gathering- and. generall! speaking. as respects its ongm, was
merely designated such; but as respects its issue and its end. it was m reality nierely
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regional. For the Eastern and the Western bishops who attended it split into two partics, and these excommunicated each other. For Sozomcn says: "After this Council
they no longer mmgled and communed with each other as orthodox" and again: "The
affairs of the Churches, naturally, had been confused by dissension and were in a
disreputable state" (Book 111, ch. 13). (For file actual concord among bishops cvcqwhere is what defines and constitutes the difference of Ecumenical Council from
others, as we said in the Prolegomena to the First. Ec. C.). Hence, inasmuch as the
Easterners did not agree with the Westerners, therefore the Second Ecumenical Council in its c . V called the confirmation of faith of this Council merely the Tome of the
Westerners. That is why Maximus Mhrguiiius in his Controversial concerning Marcus
of Epliesiis savs respecting it: "Tlie holy council held in Sardica was a regional. and
not an ecumenical council. For. if it were an ecunienical council, how is it that the
first council held in Constantinople was called and is thc Second Ecumenical, when
this one. in Sardica ought to be thus styled?" All the cxpoundcrs of its Canons. too,
have recognized it as a regional council; and so has the entire catholic Church. But
neither is this Council one and the same with the first one held in Nicaea, nor is it
grouped with the one held in Nicaea, as the Jesuits pratingly allege in their attempt to
prove die present C,ouncil to have been an ecumenical council on a par with tlie one
held in Nicaea, and to prove by consequence of this that die recognition (or. in Greek,
eccleim) which this Council accords to tlie Pope in its ec.111. IV, and V is catholic and
ecumenical as against e v e n Church, 1) So the present Council is not the same one as
that which \+as held in Nicaea, because both the time and the place, and the bishops
who attended it, and tine matter at issue. and the object. and, briefly speaking- all the
circumstances that attend this Council and the one in Nicaea- are essentially diverse
and altogether different; and not the same. 2) The present Council is proved not to
have been the same as that held in Nicaea b\ the quarrel which ensued between tlie
Fathers of the Council held in Carthage and the Popes of Rome Zosimus. Boniface,
and Celestinus, regarding the Canons ot'this Council, on which subject we shall have
something to sa\ further below. And 3 ) Because if the present Council were the same
one as was held in Nicaea, the Ecun~enicalCouncils held after these events ought to
have cited or mentioned this one in their definitions. just as mentioned the one held
ill Nicaea, and the expounders of its Canons, as well as the historians. ought to have
mentioned this in some place or other. But since all these arguments are opposed to
the opinion ot'the Jesuits, it is therefore a falsehood that this Council is the same as
the one held in Nicaea.
Sardica, according to the geographer Meletius, is a city in Bulgaria, situated on the
border of Thrace. and having a bishop's throne, though the city is now called Triaditsa. But according to others it is tire very same c i v that is today called Sofia. (P. 41 7
of the Geography.) The more accurate authorities, however, insist that this city was
situated in Mysia (or Moesia). and that it was more than 100 miles distant from the
city of Philippoupolis. Theodore (in his Eccl. Hist.. Book 11, ch, 4) s a y that it was a
city in Illyricum (taking the name in its widest denotation): and it was the metropolis
of the nation of the Dacians, of modem Dacia, that is to say, and not of ancient Dacia, according to Chrysanthus (p. Ixxxiii ot'the $buraption); and, brietly speaking,
, tile Mediterranean Sea),
Sardica was the metropolis of Dacia Meditenauca ( i . ~ .on
according to the Geography of Father Charles, the Abbot of Fuhum from St. Paul,
though even Ptolcmy enumerates Sardica among the cities of Thrace (in his Geography- book I11 ch. 11) since modern Dacia- whereof Sardica is a city, is a part of
Thrace. and is included in Illvrica, being on this side of the Danube River

' The reason why the emperors assembled this Council was briefly as follows. The

Eusebians, who were foes of tlie doctrine of coessentialit!. had deposed from office St. Paul (the patriarch) of Constantinople and St. Athanasius. and were exiling
diem b\ virtue of the imperial power possessed by Constaiitius. But those persons
went to Italy to Pope Julius of Rome and begged him to lend them a helping hand,
bewailing their plight. Julius therefore wrote in their behalf to the bishops of the
East, and assembled a Council in Rome. but he was not listened to completely and
consequently was unable to give them any help. Afterwards they and Julius persuaded Emperor Constans to dispatch letters to his brother Constaiitius asking him
to restore Paul and Athanasius to their thrones. But since Constantius was out of his
head, Coiistans wrote to him again in their behalf. Nevertheless. nothing was accomplished by means of these letters. For confusion ensued and a fight among the
multitude. Hence divine Athanasius and Paul in concert with their adherents begged
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Constans to have a Council h d d to consider their cases and the features of the Nicenc
Creed; and, sure enough, with the cooperation of the two emperors the present Council was gathered together.
See die life ofAthanasins die Great, wherein you will find that from the West over
three hundred. and from die East seventy bishops attended this Council. I marvel. 011
the other hand. that Athanasius states that the number of die fathers was more. and
not less. than one hundred and seventy, while Thcodorct states that there werc two
hundred and f
i
e of them (Book 11, ell. 7. of his Ecclesiastical Hii-tory).

without adding anything to it or removing anything from it, and proceeded
to declare Athanasius, and Paul, and M a r c e l l ~ s ,and
~ Aselepas right and
innocent, and through the emperors they contrived to have their thrones
returned to them; while, on the other hand; they deposed from office the
Easterners in Philippoupolis in turn, though not all of them, but only eleven for not all of them were Arians, but only some of them, the others being
orthodox (as the Sardxan Fathers state in their letter to all the churches).
That is why they also anathematized many doctrines of Arius; and their
Creed was accepted as orthodox by divine Hilary. Besides all these things,
they also issued the present canon^,^ which are necessary to the good order and constitution of the Church. They are confirmed indefinitely by c. I
of the 4th and by c. I of the 7th, and are confirmed definitely by c. I1 of the
6th; and by reason of this confirmation they have acquired a power which
is in a way ecumenical.
3Notethat Marccllus, who was diseased with the hcresy of Sabcllius and of Paul of Samosata, and called the Lord a mere human being only, deceived the present Council,
and obtained an acquittance and his throne, whereof he had previously been deprived.
For he told it factitiously and fictitiously that owing to their having misunderstood a
phrase in his written work, certain persons had been led to suppose that he believed
the tenets of the man of Samosata. On this account thereafter the heresy of this Marccllus was anathematized both by St. Basil the Great and by c. I. of the Second Ec. C
which you are advised to read.
" It is quite fitting that we should add in this Footnote that from these Canons, namely,
cc. 11. IV. V, and XIV, the Popes of Rome, both in older times and even now. have
endeavored to prove that thcy werc given universal and general recognition over the
whole Church, or, in other words. that ail persons tliat have a case tried in any part
of tlie inhabited eartli. whether bishops. presbyters, or deacons, have the right to appeal their case to the Pope. And in their attempts to win this much-vexed point what
have they not resorted to? Or what sort of falsehoods have they not invented? For
at the Council held in Carthagc Pope Zosimus falsely asserted that cc. V and XIV
of the present Council were Canons of the Nicenc Council which prescribed about
recognition of bishops mid presbyters and deacons. But b\ means of authentic tenors
of the Nicene Council's Canons which \\ere sent b\ Atticus of Constantinople and
Cyril of Alexandria that Council proved that the above Canons were not those of
the Council held i11 Nicaca, and consequently that the Popes of Rome-Zosimus,
I mean. Boniface. and Cclestinus-who alleged that they were liars, as we have
asserted in the Prolegomena to the Council of Carthage. (And note that neither
Boniface nor even Celestinus replied to the Council of Cartilage which wrote to
them that the above Canons were not those of the Nicene Council, notwithstanding their allegation tliat dils Sardican Council was the same as the Nicene. No, sir!
Instead, they kept silent about this, as though it were a falsehood, in order to avoid
being exposed by the same Council and shown to be lying even in this matter. So the
Jesuits have been lying, lying outright in saying that it was the opinion of Zosiinus
that this Sardican Council was the same as the Nicene Council; and therefore from
an utterly flake premise the utterly false inference that these Canons of the Sardican Council were ascribed to the Nicene Council in the original. as we said further
above. The powers of both Councils were distinct, and not one and tlie same: and
the Canons of die one are quite different from those of the other Council.) These are
things which tlie Papists (i.e., the Roman Catholics) did in the time of the Council
of Carthage. but even to this day they have not ceased to claim that cc, i [ I , IV, and
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especially c. V of the present Council decree general recognition (of a right of appeal
to the iudgmcnt) of the Pope. But that in point of fact it is only as respecting rccognitioii (of a right of appeal) of those who are subject to the bishop of Rome that the
above-mentioned Canons decree is evident from the following arguments. 1) Because
superb John Zonaras in expounding c. V says: 'The Romans offer this Canon in support of their claim to recognition, but it was proved in the Council held in Carthage
that it is not a Niccne Canon, nor docs it assign all appeals of recognition of bishops
to him (sc. the bishop of Rome), but only of those who are subjcct to him. Balsamon
also asserts tills same tiling. 2) The fact that an old comment found 011 these Canons
sa! s die following: "Notice that nearly all these Canons of this Council in Sardica
regulate particular, and not general or universal, acts, and onlv those that belong to
die diocese of the throne of Rome."' So that whoever \\ants these Canons to be saved
and to be honored will not force them to be catholic and ccumcnical. for even the
facts themselves will not pennit this to be done. But. instead. just as these Canons
decree concerning the bishop of Rome tiis or that, so and in like manner do they
decree concerning the other four Patriarchs. Accordingly, every one of die Patriarchs
is at liberty to make fall use of them in connection with whatever concerns him. and
appeals of those subject to his ow11 jurisdiction, since these Canons do not assign
all appeals and rights of administration of Cliurclies to the Roman throne. For that
would be a thing which would be both impossible and alien to the Churcli as a wliole.
3 ) Because even the regional Council held in Benethalia regarded this Canon of the
Sardican Council in precisely the same fashion as in the above comment. to the effect,
that is to say; that bishops and presbyters and deacons subject to the Patriarch or Pope
of Rome must submit to the decisions and judgment of the Patriarch of Rome; and
those subject to die Patriarch of Alexandria and to die other Patriarchs must submit
to die decisions and judgments issued by these Patriarchs, just as Leo the Archbishop
of Bulgaria bore witness to this effect with respect to the Council held in Benethalia,
and as the said comment on these Canons also bears witness (as for Benethalia, it is
an episcopate subject to Sergioupolis, according to information furnished by William
the Benethalite). 4) Because if these Canons be understood to accord recognition to
the Pope of Rome in regard to appeals in connection with the whole Church, they
are evidently contrary not old\ to Ap. cc. XiI: XVI. and XXXII. but also to c. V; of
the Nicene Council, with which the Papists are endeavoring to prove the Sardican
to be on a par and in fact the same and in the name of which they falsely entitle the
Canons of the Sardicaii, as we have stated farther above. For how can the Sardican
Council be. as they allege, one and the same with the Nicene, when its Canons, even
as interpreted by them, are quite opposed to the Canons of the Nicene Council? 5)
Because the quarrel which ensued between the Fathers of the Council of Carthage
and the Popes proved most convincingly that the present Canons accord recognition
to the Pope of Rome as respecting appeals to him of those in his sec and province
only. i.e., his diocese and eparchy. For those divine Fathers, in their letter to Celestinus, who was asking to review the judgment of those in Africa, or, in other words,
outside his jurisdiction, asserted that no definition (i.e., rule) of the Fathers prohibited
this to the Church in Africa; and again: "for as respecting the view that some persons
should be treated as though sent from the flank of Thy Holiness. we do not find this
to have been decreed in any Council of the Fathers." The Fathcrs in Carthage said
these words not that they did not know perfectly well about this Sardican Council (for
could they possibly not have known about it, when thirty-six bishops from Africa,
according to Dositheus. were present at the Sardican Council?). not that they did not
know that the notion of sending judges from the flank of Rome is embodied in the
words of C.V. of the present Council (For it is highly improbable that the African
bishops attending it failed to take its Canons with them to Africa.): but they said these
things simply because the Canons themselves were not meant for those who are not
subject to the bishop of Rome, as the Popes understood them. but only in regard to
persons sub.ject to him. For in rcalie this, as the Council says, is something which
no Definition or Canon ofthe Fathcrs decrees. nor is it to be found in any Council of
die Fathers (though others have asserted that the clause "'we do not find this to have
been decreed in any Council of the Fathcrs." is to be undcrstood as meaning 'this is
not found in any meeting of the Fathers of the First Council.' For the Council of Carthagc was wont to call the meetings, or sessions, of the Fathers of the Councils and
their Acts "Councils," as we shall remark in connection with the Prolegomena of that
Council. Or as meaning "is is not found in any Ecumenical Council '). Dosithcus.
on the other hand, declares that owing to the fact that the Canons of this Sardican
Council were particular and regional. the Fathers in Carthage were not acquainted
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with them, on the score that they had not been imparted to all the Church at once.
This is the true conception of these Canons, and so the recognition of the Pope which
is being sought as a right of appeal is false. is based upon falsehood. and hence it has
turned out to be also in e v e n respect and at all events invalid and groundless. If it be
objected that the Latins offer the argument that Armcnopoulos (mistakenly spelled
Hamicnopoulos by non-Grecks) admits the Pope's claim to universal recognition, or
catholic appeal, it must be answered that the discourse of Arrnenopoulos and ofothers like him merits no consideration in the face of such a great array and formidable
opposition of so many witnesses who111 we have mentioned. But neither do the abovementioned Canons of the Sardican Council renew and confirm die recognition given
by the Nicene Council to die Pope respecting the right of appeal to him. For it is bound
to become evident to those reading them that they do not renew, but, on the contrary,
accord such recognition to the Pope of Rome in spite of its not having existed in the
beginning, and this as a result of the love and regard which Hosius had for the Pope of
Rome as his legate. Wherefore as touching cc. HI and IV the Council made no reply,
but o n l ~as to c. V it said that it was satisfactory. Note that some Canons of the present
Council are mere discussions and not Canons. In realit\ we have simplv made them
Canons. as we have done also with those of the Council of Carthage. Concerning this
Council see Dositheus from p. 146 to 159 of die Dodecahibhts.

THE 20 CANONS
OF THÂ
HOLY REGIONAL COUNCIL HELD IN SARDTCA

INTERPRETED
CANON I
/s is not so much the foul custom as it is she exceedjngly injurious corrupi'uw ofaffairs that must he rooted oufffom (he veryfoundation, in order
that no Bishop be a//uti'ed to change from a small city to another city.For the
pretext offeredin e x c t m ofthis if, evident an account ($which such things are
undertaken. For so far no Bishop has ever beenfound to have attempted to
change f k m a larger city lo a very small city. Hence i t has to be concluded
that such persons have to be regarded as motivated by an ardeni sense of'

greed. And that they prefer to be slaves to conceitedness, so as to succeed in
seemingly acquiring greater authority All men, therefore, like this, so that
such villainy oushf io be the more sternly avenged. For we deem h
i noi
even laymen ought to associate with such persons.
(Ap. c. XIV: c. XV of the 1st: c. V of the 4th, cc. XVI. XXI ofAntioch, c. ll
of Sardica; c. LVII of Carthage.)

Interpretation

By way of an introductory preamble the present Canon asserts that
even any foul custom' ought to be overthrown; but when it corrupts both
the affairs of the Church and good order, then it ought to be uprooted
from the very foundation, and extirpated altogether. Consequently it decrees that it is not permissible for any bishop to leave his small province
and take another greater one, since the reason why he does this is greediness and pride, as is evident to all. Greediness, on the one hand, in order

' Take heed from the present Canon that every bad custom that harms the soul ought

to be overthrown, and eradicated root and all; and that even' good custom and
beneficial custom ought to be consolidated and kept. Hence the divine Fathers
too concordantly say this same thing. For divine Chrysostom (Horn. I0 and 56 on
Genesis) sa\s: "Seek not. I would say. in any matter the custom. but the usefulness
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and the freedom from harm to the soul, Then if the matter be good and beneficial, let
it be done by us. even though it be not the custom to do it. But if it be a matter that
harms the soul, let us hate it and let us shun it; even though it be a custoni to perform
it, let tills bad custom be cut out."' And again (in his Discourse on tlie saving of the
Apostle. "on account of fornications, let each n~an."ctc.-I Cor. 7:2): "Let 110 one tell
that it is the custom. For wherever a sin is committed, there custom ought not to be of
any effect. But if things being done are bad, even though it be an old custom, abolish
it. If, on the other hand, thcy arc not bad, even though a custom has not prevailed.
make it be tlie custom, and implant it every where ." And again (Horn. 12 on the First
Epistle to die Corinthians): "Tell me not," he says: "what the custoni is. For if the
dung is wicked or evil- let it not be done even once. But if it is not wicked or evil, let
it be done alwavs." And again (at the end of his discourse concerning tlie subintroducta, or "liousckecpcr" called in Grcck ,~yeisactos,LC.,a won~anbrought into thc
house and kept there on the pretense of being a liousckeepcr): "Scorn evil and wicked
customs." And again (Horn, 52 on the Gospel according to Matthew): "For what has
been handed down by human beings from one to another; or anything in the way of
precepts taught by human beings origiiiall~.is not a law." (Note of Translator.-This
passage is of such broad and indefinite signification that it is difficult to bring out its
full meaning.) St. Basil tlie Great (Def. in Extenso No, 40) sa! s that "we ought not to
follow the corrupt prejudices of tlie majority of men, and lend credence to absurdities by participating in any matter," St. Oregon' the Theologian (Pacific Discourse I)
sa! s: "Human law is to be scorned 011 account of the la\+ of the spirit," And Christ
in the Gospels says to the Scribes: "Wlp do ye transgress the commandment of God
for die sake of your tradition?" (Matt. 15:3). Basil says in his c, LXXXVlII? however. that custom has die force of law if it has been handed down by h o l ~men. and
that usage is to be respected like a written law, according to die second book of tlie
Basilica, Title I, ch, 41 (in Photius Title I, ch, 3)-but not generally and indefinitely
and always, but when this usage is supported and confirmed in a court i n regard to
matters not covered bv a written law, and when it does not conflict with a written law.
according to the same book of the Basilica, and when this usage is reasonable and
within the purview of the law and just.. and has prevailed with a good reckoning and
has been tried and tested by respectable persons, according to Armenopoulos (Book
I. Title I). But when usages are thoughtless (i.e.. not the result of any reasoning) and
contrary' to propriety' (what is right or proper), they ought not to be kept, according to
the same authority. (/hid.)

that he may have greater and more profit from the greater province; but
pride, on the other hand, in order that by having the greater province he
may in consequence have also greater glory and authority. For this reason
such an evil as this ought to be more sternly punished than other offenses;
accordingly, bishops who have done this ought to be separated from the
congregation of Christians, and not even as laymen ought they to have any
right to communion with the faithful in church.' Read also Ap. c. XIV.
CANON T I

If anyone befound so mad or bold as to take it into his head to circumvent such restrictions by affirming and stottily maintaining that he has been
given /otters from the rnuitrtude to him,se// it is plain that he h a s been enabled
todoso by corrtiptingafew men with a rewudorprize ofsome kind to stage
a riot or disturbance in the church, on the pretense that they are demanding
10 have him us their Hishop. We thefwjore deem such tntrtguex and artifices
10 he punishable once,for all, so that no such offender will be considered to
merit even l
q communion in the end.
(Ap, c. XW; c, XV of the 1st; c. V of the 4th: cc. XVI, XXI of Antioch: c, I
of Sardica; c. LV! 1 of Carthage.)

' This which the Canon says, that no one has ever been found to go over from a larger

to a smaller province, it says because of its being a great rarity. For such a change is
to be found: and see Footnote 2 to A p. c. XIV.
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Interpretation

The present Canon is consistent with the one above. For it says that if
perhaps any bishop is so very rash and bold after the above Canon as to
dare to change position from one province to another, and in order to make
it appear that he is not liable to the penalty in the Canon he objects and
insists that he received letters from the laity of that province inviting him
to become their b i s h o p i f I say this happens it i s plain that he employed
artifice and knavery and after corrupting a few persons from that province
by means of money i.e., by bribing them, he persuaded, them to cause
disturbances and to demand him as bishop. For this reason such frauds
and artifices ought to be punished so that those guilty of them are not accounted worthy even after their death to partake of communion, not like
bishops, but not even like mere laymen. Read a1so. Ap. c. XTV.
CANON HI
And i f is necessary to add this too, that no Bishop may cross from his

own diocese or province into another province in which there happen to be
Bishops, unless he be called or invited by some of'the brcfhrcn therein, lest
we seem to be .shutting the gates uf love. And this likewise must beprovided,
so that, if anyone among the Bishops in a province should he at variance
with a brother u n d , f e h Bishop, he shall not call upon any other one of the
Bishopfrom another province to support his cause. I f , therefore, any of the
Bishops in any dispute seem 1o be condemned, and considers himself not t o
be at fault,but that it would be a good thing to have the case reopened, if it
seem fish/ to you. Jet us honor the memory to the love o f ' S ~Peter the Apostfe,
and let the case be appealed f k m the judges to Julizfs the Bishop ofRome,
so that through the Bishops who are neighbors to the province in question
a new court may be held and he be granted new examinee's. Hut i f it cannot
be established thai such is the case as to merit a new trial, let what has once
been tried and decided be re-examini~d,hut,on the contrary, let whatever really is so be accepted as true.
(Ap. cc. X X X V cc. 111, Vlll, c. XX ofthe 6th: cc. Xtll, XXH, cc, XI, XII.)

Interpretation

Not only are bishops prohibited from leaving a smaller province
and taking a larger one, but they are not even permitted to go from their
province to the province of another bishop in order to do any episcopal
business, without being invited by them to do so; according to the present
Canon. Nevertheless, the Canon permits them to do this if they go by invitation, in order not to preclude the love of bi shops and their brotherliness
for one another. If, on the other hand, any two bishops have a dispute with
each other, they ought not to request bishops from a foreign province to
try them as judges, but let their case be tried by those bishops who belong
to the same province as they do. But if one of them is condemned by the
bishops of his own province, yet, nevertheless, considers that he is not in
the wrong and he has a good case and can justify himself if he can get his
case reviewed by others, in such an event, I say, we ought as a matter of
love to honor the memory of St. Peter the Apostle, or, in other words; the
bishops who have tried the case in question ought to write to the throne
of Rome (where Julius was then acting as bishop) that the bishop whom
they tried does not like their decision, in order that the bishop of Rome,
if he deem the case to merit a review, may decree that it be tried by the
bishops of nearby provinces; but if he deem that it does not need to be
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retried, the preceding decision of the bishops must remain effective and
valid. Note that this Canon refers not to provinces that are not subject to
the Pope, but only to those that are subject to him, according to Zonaras.'
See also Ap. c. XXXV.
CANON IV
I f any Bishop be deposedfrom office by these Bishops at a jidicial trial
who have their s e m in neighboring territory, and demandsfor himself's new
opportunity to defend himself'agaimt the charges, let his scat not befilled by
another incumbent, until the Bishop of the Romans has been informed o f the
facts and has issued a rulm 7 concermng him.

tk

c , XVI of c l st-&-2nd; c XCVI of Carthage )

Interpretation
This Canon too is consistent with the one above, in that it says that if
any bishop be deposed from office by bishops of nearby and neighboring

provinces, but claims that he can justify himself before another tribunal,
let another bishop not be appointed by ordination to the throne of the one
deposed, until the Pope, after being informed about the case, has had a
chance to decide whether the verdict ought to stand or be set aside. Note.
however, that the present Canon too is one relating to provinces subject to
the Pope, and has nothing to do with provinces not subject to him. according to the same Zonaras. See Ap. c. LXXIV, and c. XVI of the 1st-&-2nd,
and the Prolegomena to the present Council.
CANON V

It has pleased this Council to decree shot i f any BIs/~ophe indicted, and the
Bishops ofthe same diocese remove him from his rank, and byway o f appeal/]
he has recourse SO the most blessed bishop of the Church of the Romans, and
the latter expresses a desire to hear the matter through anddeem thai it is right
and just for the trial o f the case to he reopened, let him write to these Bishops
and request those who are close to the province in question to make a searching
investigation of the points in the case with due diligence and accuracy, and in
accordance withfaith m the truth pronounce a decision regarding it. But ifany
person demands again to h e his case heard and seesfif to request that it he
tried by the Bishop of the Romans, let the latter send Presbytersfrom his own
flank," in order that he may be in the authority o f the Bishop himself.ifhe rules
hut if i s righ; and decides fhatjzdges ought la he sent to try the cave together
with the Bi.shops and to exercise authority derivedfrom the one who sent them,
[hen!et ibis loo he done. But f i e deems the verdict and deci.v/on in fvsard so the
Bishop ,\ case to be szttficient, let him do whatsoever may seem best to his most
prudent sense ofdiscretion.
Interpretation
The present Canon decrees much the same things as the one above,

in that it says that if any bishop who has been charged with crimes be

* Since at that time Sardica too, being a part of Moesia. was subject to the Pope. For

at that time nearly all the churches in the West were subject to the Pope, including
those in Macedonia, those in Thessaly, those in lllyricum, those in so-called Epirus,
which later became subject to the Patriarch of Constantinople,according to the same
Zonaras. And see the Interpretation of c XXV1ll of the 4th and the Prolegomena to
the present Council,
' This is equivalent to saying 'taking an appeal.'
This is equiv-alentto saying 'from him '
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deposed from office by the bishops of the province to which he belongs,
and takes an appeal to the Pope, then the Pope, if of opinion that the case
of such a person merits a review, must write to the bishops of foreign
provinces bordering on that diocese, and have them conduct a diligent
and careful investigation of the case, and arrive at a true and just decision concerning. If, however, the same bishop, after being condemned
also by such bishops of neighboring dioceses, appeals a second time his
case to the Pope and asks the latter to send suitable persons on his part (or
side) having authority derived from him and the right to act in his stead;
in order to try (for a third time) this case together with the bishops, either
those, that is to say, of the province in question, or others of nearby provinces-if; I say, he follows this course, then it is for the Pope to exercise
his authority and wise prudence either by sending legates of his own to
try it who are qualified to do so, or to rule that the judgment and decision
against the bishop previously arrived at by the said bishops is sufficient.'
Note that the present Canon too relates only to persons that are subject to
the Pope of Rome, according to Zonaras, and not to persons that are not
subject to his authority.
CANON VI

I f it happen in one province in which there are a grcai many Bishops that
(only) one bishop is left and that, owing to some negtigence he docs not care
to attend and consent to the ordination of Bishops, but, on the other hand,
the multitudes gather themselves together and demand that the man whom
they want be ordained Bishop,the Bishop so left must first be reminded (i.e.,
informed) by letters of the Exarch o f the province in question (ihis means the
Bishop of the Mefnpdis) that the mu//itudes are demanding to be given a
shepherd (i.e., apustor), an&
deem that he woulddo well to come in person
ofhis own accord. Otherwise, if he fail io come or even to reply after hein^
notified in writing,the will o f the multitude must be done to its satisfaction.
That i.7, the Bishops ( f a nearby province musl he summoned/iw ordination o f
the Bishop of the Metropolis. It is allowable in genera! to appoint a Bishop to
a village,or to a small town,,fiw which a single Pfesbytefw ouldamply stiftice.
b'or ii is fioi necessary that Hishops he appointed (herein, lest the name and
authority (i.e., the office and dignity) of'Bishop be rendered con/emptible or
despicable; but, instead, it is (he duly of the Bishops of the province in 4zmtion, as I hme said, to ordain Bishops in these towns where Bishops had even
before held office. But i f any city should be found so populous in numbers of
laity as to be considered to deserve it, lei it have do episcopate.
(Ap. c. I.)

Interpretation
The present Canon decrees that if in a province having numerous

bishops it should happen that only one bishop is left in office (either, that
is to say, because all the others have been deposed from office, or have
died, or are not available to be present at any necessary ceremony or on
any necessary occasion), but the laity of one episcopate, say, of that province, having gathered themselves together (as at a mass meeting, tor
? A s concerning all three of these Canons-that is to say. cc. 111, IV, and V of the present Council-see the Prolegomena to this Council, but more especiallythe two letters
of the Council held in Carthage which are interpreted at the end of the Canons of that
Council.
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instance), are demanding that a bishop be elected and ordained for that
episcopate, then the Exarch of the province in question, or, in other words,
the Metropolitan (see the Footnote to Ap. c. XXXTV), must write to that
sole remaining bishop and tell him about the laity's demand, and wait for
him with due fortitude till he come. But ifhe refuse to come, owing to some
negligence of his, to the election and ordination of the Bishop demanded,
and refuses to give a vote for him even by letter, then the Metropolitan
must do what is necessary to satisfy the demand of the multitude, or, more
explicitly speaking, he must summon foreign bishops of territories near
that province, and together with them must elect and ordain the one whom
the multitude is demanding to have as bishop. Likewise also when a Metropolitan has to be chosen for such as lone-bishop, so to speak, province,
the foreign bishops of nearby territories must both elect and ordain him
to the office.' In addition the Canon says it is not necessary for a village
or small town to have a bishop for the spiritual administration of which a
single presbyter is amply sufficient; lest as a result the eminent office and
dignity of bishop come to be looked upon with scorn or contempt. Instead,
bishops ought to be ordained only in those cities which have been from
the beginning and originally episcopates, that is seats of bishops. Nevertheless, if any city be found that is so populous as to deserve to be made a
new episcopate, let it be made one, and let it have its own bishop.
Concord

Canon LXII of the Council held in Carthage likewise decrees that
those laymen who at no time had a separate bishop of their own in their
district may get one with the approval however and consent of that bishop to whom they were in the beginning and originally. Canon LXV of
the same Council says that a parish or diocese must never be separated
from the whole province in order to be made a new episcopate without
the permission of the Metropolitan of the whole province, Moreover
c. CIX of the same Council decrees that regions that have no separate
bishop are not to get one without the vote of the Metropolitan and of the
Patriarch and of the whole Council (or Synod), and the approval of the
bishop who has been governing them from the beginning and originally.
See also Ap. c. 1.
CANON VH
Our inopportuneness and great pertinacity' and unjust demands have
caused vs to not to have so much grace and ouispokenness as w e owhi to

' Note that according to Zonaras it used to be that the bishops of nearby territories or

provinces would elect and ordain Metropoiitam, when cities themselves would elect
and ordain them by themselves. Now, however, this is not the case. Instead the Patriarch and the Synod attending him elect and ordain by joint action the Metropolitans
sub-ject to him, except the so-called autocephalous Metropolitans. Note in addition
that although Philotheus in Amenopoulos (Epitome of the Canons, heading one) in
interpreting the clause saying 'the will of the multitude must be done to its satistaction. sa) s that the Metropolitan alone is sufficient to elect the bishop demanded, but is
not sufficient, however, to ordain him alone. Yet the above explanation is better, since
in order for a bishop to be chosen by vote either all or many ofthe bishops must meet
together, according to c, IV of the First Ec. C., whereas for an ordination even three
alone arc sufficient, according to that Canon, But if at an ordination requiring a lesser
number of bishops one Metropolitan is not sufficient, how can he be sufficient to exercise a vote which requires that of all or of a majority. For that i s an inconsistency.
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possess. For many of the Bishops keep visiting the camp, and this is espedaily true of the 4fiicans, who, as we have learnedfim our dear brother
and f e / / m Bishop Gratus, will not accept swing advice, but scorn in such
fashion that one man keeps carrying a great many various petitions to the
camp not}r ithstanding that they cannot be o f any benefit to the Church, and
no/, as ought to he done, and as also befits the situation in regard to poor
persons and laymen, or lo widotvs, by way oj'gaining assistance and s?4ccor,
but 1~1tha view to obtaining tvoridfy Ojftces and favors for certain persons.
7hi.v baseness therefore, causes us no little dtssatisfi~ction,hut scandal and
contrition. We have deemed i t more proper and becomingfor a Bishop to
lend aid of his own, whenever anyone is k i n g forcibly ill-mated or m y of
the widows is being ivrotzged. or again any orphan is being deprived of what
belongs to him, and in whatever other situations demand svch attention. We
decree that no Bishop shall have to visit the camp except those whom our
most reverent Emperor by his own letters seesfit to summon.But inasmuch
as it often happens that persons deserving pity resort to the Church when
they have been condemned to confinement or to an island on account of their
own sins, or again by any other decision whatsoever have been put out o f
home, help is not to be denied to such person's, but without procrastination
and without hesitation such persons are to he allowed their requests.
(c. XI of Antioch: cc. Vli U X , XX of Sardica; c . CXVll of Carthage.)
Interpretation

Because of the fact that some bishops, and especially those residing in
Africa, used to be so bold as to go to the Emperor, not in order to help widows and poor persons, as is proper, but in order to intercede in behalf of
some friends of theirs with a view to securing worldly office and services
for them, and though often advised to cease doing this, they would scorn
any such advice, in such a way that even one bishop alone kept offering
the palace many various appeals of a non-ecclesiastical nature-because
of these facts, I say, this disorderly and disgraceful practice became obnoxious, and resulted in the consequence that bishops lacked ability to
find as much outspokenness and grace with the Emperor as was due them,
but indeed occasioned scandals and accusations to their own discomfort.
For this reason the present Canon, by way of prohibiting this, decrees
that it is proper for any bishop to go to the Emperor to help those who are
oppressed and ill-treated by others, such as, for instance, widows being
treated unjustly, orphans being robbed of their property. Nevertheless,
such persons in such circumstances ought to be aided when their request
is a just and reasonable one; but if it is unjust and unreasonable, not even
they ought to be helped by the bishop. But neither ought a bishop himself
go to the Emperor of his own accord; without being summoned by letters imperial, save only if some persons who deserve mercy apply to the
Church for aid, either because they have been condemned for mistakes
they have made to be exiled to some island or to other rugged regions.
For with regard to these and such condemned persons bishops ought to go
to the Emperor without delay and without a summons, in order to seek a
pardon for their mistake, and consequently in order to get them freed from
their sentence. See also c. XI of Antioch.

' It is for this reason, too, that the imperial laws proscribe that bishops must notify
the officials and magistrates (who arc Orthodox, that is to say) of the country about
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the wrongs inflicted by wrong-doers, and that they must visit those persons who arc
in prison e \ e F Wednesday and Fnday, no matter whether thcy be slaves or freemen.
and to beg the authorities to afford the imprisoned Â¥ lmtever nghts the laws require.
If. however. the authorities will not be persuaded, the bishops must reveal the fact to
tlic Empcrors (perhaps b\ writing letters to them), and tell them that they ought to induct; the authorities to rclcasc imprisoned slaves within twenty days. (In B l a s t a k )

CANON VIII
Let this too be enacted, since it has seemed prudential, iest one or another
ofthe Bishops incur condemnation in the course ofvisiting the camp, that ifaw
of'them should have such suits as we have mentioned herein above, they should
send them by a Deacon of their own. For the person o f a servant happens not
tv be obnoxious, and thefiwors sought will be the more readily grunted,
(c. XI ofAntioc1i; cc.VII, IX, XX of Sardica: c. CXVII of Carthagc.)

Interpretation

The present Canon is consonant with the one above. For it decrees that
if perchance any bishops have petitions to offer to the Emperor in connection with the above-described causes, such as, for instance, with regard
to helping persons wronged or oppressed, or with regard to redemption
of persons condemned judicially, they shall not go themselves in person
to the Emperor, since this causes them to be blamed and despised, but,
instead; they must delegate their own deacons and through them offer
these requests: first, because no one will accuse the bishop of having gone
thither; and secondly, because letters to be given by the Emperor, and
other replies to be made in favor of such petitions will be sent easier and
sooner through the agency of a deacon than through intermediation of the
bishop. See also c. XI of Antioch.
CANON IX

Let this to be enacted, in order that Bishops in any province whatsoever

may sendsuits to a brother andfellow Hishop of theirs, the one who happens
to he in the larger city, that is, in the Metropolis, he himselfshould send his
Deacon with the suits, giving him also letters commendatory, by which is
meant wrjting conjiwmably to ow brethren and fellow Bishops, i f ihef'e he

any o f them during that season residing in the region or in the city wherein
(he most pious Emperor is directing public affairs. But i f any Bishop should
have friends at the Court o f the Palace, and shouldwish to make any request
for anything that isfairly proper, he should not be preventedfrom making it
and bidding them to lend their own good help to the one making the request,
As far those wing to Rome, as I have previously informed our dear brother
and fellow bishop Julius, they must give him whatever suits they may have,
in order that he tnayj/r.st examine them himself and see wheiher any of them
be impdent, and then lend his ownprotection and effort and send them to
the camp.
(c. XI ofAntioch; c . CXVU of Carthage; cc. I, VIL VIII, XX of Sard.)

Interpretation

The present Canon too concerns the same subject matter. For it says
that it'any bishop writes a letter to the bishop of that district, in which the
Emperor is to be found, regarding some requests he has; he must hand
this letter first to the Metropolitan of that bishop, in order, be it explained,
that if he himself sees that it contains reasonable requests and is not any-
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thing to annoy the Emperor, he may send it with his deacon to that bishop
to whom it was addressed, and write himself letters recommendatory on
his part to the bishops of those cities where the Emperor is to be found,
requesting them to co-operate accordingly, or, more expressly speaking,
just as that bishop is asking them to do, But if, on the contrary; he sees
that the letter is going to annoy the Emperor, let him send it back to the
bishop who wrote it. No bishop, however, is prohibited from writing with
his deacon to friends whom he has in the Palace to aid in regard to proper
and reasonable matters which he is asking them to attend to. But if the
Emperor is in Rome, bishops' deacons1 going thither must give the Pope
their requests in order that he may scrutinize them himself, and, provided
they are reasonable and contain no audacious words to the Emperor, in
order that ho may send them (sc. the deacons) to the Palace with his own
protection and safe-conduct. See also c. XI of Antioch.
CANON X

Due care must be taken to investigate with all accuracy and diligence so
that, i f ' q rich man or man ofeloquence from the forum should demand to
be made a Bishop, he shall not he appointed unless he/jmipef/orms services
of an Anqnosi, and of a Deacon, and o f a Presbyter, in order that, ifhe be
deemed worthy with respect to each grade, he may progress by promotion to
the apex of the episcopate. The grade, this means, in each rank shall not be
of too short a length o f time to enable hisfaith and the kindliness ofhis munners, and his solidity, and his blandness to become patent, and he himself,
after being deemed wordy of' holy orders, shall enjoy the highest honor F~or
neither is it right, nor does science or good usage approve one'sprocesdi q boldly and lightly to this point so as 10 he appointed either a Bishop, or
a Pre,sby/er,or a Deacon offhand;for in such a case he wodd naturally be
deemed a neophyte, since indeed even the most blissful Apostle, who also
became a teacher ?#'[heheathen, appears to have prohibited premature uppointmeMs. For the test of the longest possible time will be able to elicit the
habit and (he manner of each man \t)Ilhot~t
much umerlainly.
(Ap. c. LXXX; c. I1 of the 1st; c. XVtl of the 1st-&-2nd; c. Xlt of Neocaesarea;
c. I1 of Laodicea: c. IV of C y d . )
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that great diligence must be observed in
seeing that if any rich man or anyone among the literati, when from the
forum, and associated with popular confusion. that is to say, should appear
to be worthy of the episcopate, he shall not be ordained a bishop forthwith, unless he first serve for a due length of time in each of the grades of
anagnost, of deacon, and of presbyter, and not for a short while; in order
that by considering his conduct during all that time the lightness of his
faith, the benignity of his attitude of mind, the courageousness of his sentiment, and his blandness (or fairness); and in this way that he may ascend
from grade to grade progressively to the highest level of the prelacy. For
it is neither right nor fitting; nor does knowledge of the divine words; nor
will good usage tested by time, allow anyone to be ordained a bishop,
or a presbyter, or a deacon, easily and quickly. For such a man would be

' Or other clerics. For bishops are forbidden in the above c. to go to the Emperor in
person
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looked upon as a neophyte (or novice)-and it is a thing which St. Paul
the Apostle prohibits by saying that a bishop must not be a neophyte2 (I
Tim. 3:6), where this word is translated in the A.V. and R.v of the English
Bible by "novice"), and enjoins Timothy to refrain from ordaining men
speedily; by saying "lay hands on no man too soon" (I Tim. 5:22, here
the ignorance of the translators of the A.V. and of the R.V. respecting the
meaning of Greek words led them to pervert the sense of the corresponding Greek word for "too soon" to "suddenly" and "hastily," respectively).
See also Ap. c. LXXX and the first Footnote to c. XVII of the 1st-&-2nd,
CANON XI
Whenever a fiishop pesfrom one city to another city, o r from one p r o v ince to anotherprovince,for the sake ufvaunt with a view to having e~dog'es
bestowedzpon him, or to appearing to be devoted to the religi'on,and desires
lo stay there too Song a time, and the Bishop ofthai city is no1 an experienced
teacher, we decree that he shall not treat the latter scornfully, and deliver

sermons too continuously, and thereby endeavor to bring disgrace and ignominy upon the Bishop o f that place. For this excuse has been woni to cause
trouble, and such cunning rascality shows that he is endeavoring to court
and to usurp the other's benefice, andwi// not hesitate to abandon the church
m71gned to him and to step over into the other one. The time,therefore, for
this must be fixed (since it has been deemed to be nothing ,short o f inhuman
and fude not to welcome a visiting Bishop). Remember that in time past our
fathers judged that if any layman staying in a city three Sunday's should fail
to attend churchfor three weeks in succession, he should be denied communion. I f , therefore, (his has been made a law as respects laymen, no Bishop
must or ought or can without disadvantage stay a w q v j k m h i s own church
for my p a i lenflh of time, and griwe the laity entrusted to him, unless he
be under some grme necessity' or in some difficult situation.
(Ap, cc, XXXV, LVIII. c, VIII of the 3rd; cc, XIX, XX, LXXX of the 6th;
c XVl ofthe 1st-&-2nd;cc LXXIX. LXXXrr, LXXX111. CXXXI. CXXX11,
CXXXII I ot'carthage; cc V. X X , XXI of Gangra: cc. Ill. Xll of Sardica; c VI
of Nyssa: c X of Peter; cc, XI l l, XXII of Ai-itiocl-i.)

Interpretation

If any bishop goes to another city or province, for the sake of vaunt,
or, at any rate, with a view to getting himself eulogized as a learned
man, or on the ground that he is seeking piety and faith,' and wants to
stay there a long time for this reason, while the bishop of that city is not
experienced in teaching2-if, I say, this occurs, the present Canon lays

' Note that b> the word "neoph>te" (meaning in Greek "iie\i ly planted' ) St. Paul and c.

I 1 ofthe First Ec, C,mean a catechumen who has been newly taken from a wild-olive
tree and planted upon the fine-olive tree of the faith, which is the same as saying "a
ne\+lv illuminated person." 1.e.. a net+ly-baptizedperson. But the present Canon took
the word neoph) te to mean one who has not finished die required term of service in
each grade ofhol! orders.
' Perhaps the cxpression "devotion to religion" (in Greek. "threskeias cathosiosei)
denotes that the bishop is going to a strange province in order to be praised as one
proclaimed devout, to be devoted and consequently devout. or, in other words. pronounccd a votary theologian of the right dogmas of the faith (just as it is the custom
to call a man "a votary notary of Great Church); or as being religious and most pious
ill matters pertaining to die faith.
^ Note that the Canon does not say declaratively that a bishop may not be experienced
in teaching- but as a mere supposition if ever such a person should be found: and see
also c I1 of t h e 7th
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down the rule that this bishop shall not teach (i.e., preach, as one is more
likely to say in English) continually in church, with the object of treating
the local bishop scornfully or contemptuously, and of disgracing him as
ignorant. For this continual teaching (usually called preaching in English)
on the part of a strange bishop not only causes disturbances and trouble, but
also engenders a suspicion that he is endeavoring in this way to draw the
laity's love to himself, and in course of time to leave his own province and
to grab the strange one knavishly. So, inasmuch as it is an inhuman thing,
on the one hand; to refuse to welcome any strange bishops at all to one's
province, while, on the other hand, it is a thing that is both suspicious and
illegal for them to remain for a long time in a strange province; for these
reasons, therefore, there must be provided a fixed length of time during
which they may stay in it. For if a layman i s to be excommunicated simply
because he fails to go to church for three consecutive Sundays when he is
staying in a city, as the fathers previous to this Council ruled (not, that is
to say. those of the 6th who ruled to this effect in their c. LXXX, which the
reader should consult for himself, since they came after those in Sardica in
point of time, but some others), either without putting it in writing. or even
in a written Canon, how much more a bishop ought not, nor with advisability can, stay away from his province for a long time, and in consequence
distress his flock by his absences unless he should be compelled to do so
by some grave necessity or there should be some difficult circumstance
preventing him from doing his duty.' See also Ap. cc. XXXV and LV111,
and c. LXXX of the 6th, taken verbdm from this Canon.
Since some

of

CANON XI1
the brethren andfellow Hishops in a city in which they are

appointed to be Bishops seem to own exceedingly M e property there, but i~
o;hw regions have large possessiom o f land, from which they can lend mccar to the indigent, in such cases weiudge it to be allowable, when it comes
to their going to their o w possessions and gathering in the crops thereof,
for them to stay for three consecutive Sundays, that is,for three weeks, upon
their own Sand, and, in order to avoid seeming to be negligent in the matter
of coming to church along with others, we deem it allowablefor them to visit
the nearest church in 141hi LAa Pres by /er is conducting services and cele hale
Liturgy; though not to go coutinz~allyand too frequently to a city in which
there is a Bishop. For in this manner not only will his own affairs suffer no
damage or loss or injury in spite of his absence, hut the possibility of being
charged with co~ceitednessand inflation will seem to be averted.
(Ap. c. LVIII; cc, XIX. LXXX ofthe 6th; c. XVI ofthe 1st-&-2nd; cc. V, XX.
XXI of Gangra; c. XI of S a d ; cc. LXXIX, LXXXII, LXXXIII: CXXXICXXXII, CXXXIII of Carthagc: c. VI of Nyssa; c. X of Peter.)

Interpretation

The present Canon appears to consonant with the one above. For it
decrees that since some bishops have little real estate belonging to their
It is mident as much from the present Canon as from c, XIt below. that a bishop is
allowed to stay away from his province for three weeks only; but the 1st-&-2nd C, in
its c. XVI extended this leave of absence or furlough of a bishop to six months. Note.
though. that the Canon earlier than this C,ouncil took the three weeks to be applicable
to laymen who fail for that length of time to attend church along with the faithful,
whereas the present Canon takes it to be applicable to bishops who stay from their
province for that length of time
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own churches in some provinces, while in others they have large and
fruitful possessions of land, from which they can give help to the poor,
therefore it i s permissible for a bishop having such real estate to go there
to gather in their crops. He must not, however, go frequently to a city
where a bishop resides; though he may stay on his own land for three
weeks, and on Sundays may attend the neighboring church there, in which
a presbyter has a parish, and may celebrate Liturgy, or, in other words, he
is not to perform sacred functions, but to offer the usual hymns to God'
together with the laity (this, in tact, he is allowed to do merely in order that
he may avoid any appearance of neglecting to come to church, and any
consequent scandalization of the Christians there, and of transgressing the
above Canon-concerning whatever this implies see c. LXXX of the 6th);
because in this manner the crops of his land will not go to waste as a result
of his being absent, but will be collected and added to his property, and at
the same time he will avoid any accusation of pride and of love of glory by
not frequenting the city of the bishop during that period of time. See also
Ap. c. LVIII and c. LXXX of the 6th.
CANON XHI

If any Deacon, or Presbyter, or even any one Mthe Clerics is exc/rded
ffotn communion, and resorts to another Rishop acquainted with him and
knowing ihai he has been denied communion hy his own Bishop,i t pleases us
to assert that he ought not to offer an insult to the Bishop who is his brother
b y qfiording hm commtinion. If, neveribeie.~.~,
he should dare to do so, 1el
him know that when the Bishops have assembled, he will render himself answerahleforh'is conduci.
(Ap. ec.XII, XXXII, XXXIII; c. XI11 of the 4th; c. VI ofhtioch; c. I of the C.
held in the Temple of Holy Wisdom.)

Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that if any priest, or deacon, or cleric is excluded from communion by his bishop and goes to another bishop aware
ofhis being thus excluded from communion, this bishop ought not to have
anything to do with the man who has been so excluded from communion,
because such action would be considered or be accounted an insult to his
fellow bishop amounting to scornful treatment of him who had excluded
the man from communion. If, however, he should dare to do this. let him
be made liable to answer for it when the Synod of the bishops of the province assembles. For as one having committed a crime he will not be
condemned ex parte, but will be hailed into court. See also Ap. cc. XI1
and XXXII.
CANON XIV
If any Bishop prove irascible (a thing which ought not to have any abode
in .wch a man) and he moved to act loo soon in regard t o a Preshyler or macon, andshouidwunt to cast him out ofchurch, v'e mustpm?ideagainst such
a man 's being condemned hastily and being deprived of communion;instead,
lei the one cast out have a right to resort to fhc Bishop of the Metropolis o f fhc

' Note that -from this Canon can be proved the obligation of prelates, and indeed even

of the rest of those in holy orders and of clerics. not to leave out. but to read the usual
and traditional Heptadic service-1.e.. the seven canonical hours~consistingof Vigils (or the midnight office. in Greek, mesonyknkon). Matins, the Hours (3). Vespers
and Compline That any persons in holy orders or clerics who tail to read the service
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arc sub,jccted to pcnaltics is plainly evident from the following frightful account of a
historical event which occurred in the times of most holy Sophronius. the patriarch
of Jerusalem, For dunng the tenure of this Patriarch a devout nian died who had been
great in life and whose name was Eutropius. When the Patriarch was about to conduct funeral scrviccs for him in the ccnictcq of thc Great Church in Jerusalcni, he
found in it twenty corpses integral and intact and undocoi~iposcd.Not knowing whose
corpses they were. the Patriarch arid the whole church held a wake, praying God to
reveal some information concerning them. Well, God actually opened the mouth of
one of those sleeping men, and he said: "We were men in holy orders and clerics. and
on account of the cares of life we scorned die traditional service. wherefore we were
laid under an interdict of indissolubilit!. After the Patriarch asked and learned that for
twenh years they had failed to read any service. all the men in holy orders who were
present guaranteed to fulfill the twenty years' service, and thereupon their bodies at
once decornposcd. Not only men in holy orders, but also laymen ought to listen to or
to read this Heptadic (i.e.: seven hours') laudation. For if David, even when within
the Law and a king with so many cares, did not neglect it. as he sa! s himself: "Seven
times a da! do I praise thee" (Ps. 119:l64), how much more ouglit Christians not to
neglect it! If it be objected that they cannot carry out this solemn duty seven times a
day, die Apostles command them, in their Injunctions (Book 11, ch. 58), at any rate
to listen to Matins e v e n da: (and with Matins is implied the Liturgy) and Vespers,
because they tell the bishop: "Bid and admonish the laity to attend church continually
for Matins and Vespers e v e p dw, and the congregation not to stay avvav, but, on the
contrary, to assemble in church regularly..'

same province. Or if the Bishop of the Metropolis be absent, let him have
recourse to the Bishop of a nearby diocese, and demand that the matter be
investigated by him with due accuracy. For it is not right to refvse to l e n d an
ear to those demanding a hearing. And that Bishop, whojmtly or unjustly cast
the man mil, ought to put up with the situation nobly, in order that an investigation of the matter may be made, and his decision either be confirmed, or
receive correction. Rut until She details of the case be investigated diligently
and withfaith, he who lacks the rig?[ to communion before !he mailer bas
been determined, ought not to insist upon comm~ning.But ifsome of the Clerics, having met him, discern his self-conceit andarmgance (since it ifs not desirable that one shouldpatiently endure an insult of an u@sf reprehension),
they ought to make him return to his senses with hitier and severe enough
words, in order that by bidding him to do things that are proper they may act
like servants and show obedience. For precisely as a Bishop ought to show
his serwn1.v love and a good di.vpo.vi//on,in the same manner those acting as
servants ovghf to pwform the duties oftheir service to Bishops wifhovt guile.
(Ap. cc. XH, Xlll, XXVlll. XXXll; c. V of the lst, c , l ot'the C in the Temple
of Holy Wisdom. cc IV. Vl ot' Antioch, cc, XI 1, XV of Sardica, ec.XI, XXXV! 1,
LXXIV, CXL1 of Carthage )

Interpretation

The present Canon appears to be consonant with the one above. For
it decrees that if by any chance a bishop who is irascible (a defect which
ought not to be found in such a man, who is supposed to be an imitator
of meekest Christ), after being moved to wrath, excommunicates any
presbyter or deacon, we must provide against such a person's being deprived of communion unreasonably and forthwith; instead he must have
the right and permission to go to the Metropolitan of the bishop who excommunicated him, or, if the Metropolitan is away, to a nearby strange
Metropolitan, in order to have the cause of such an excommunication1 be
Note that, according to Zonaras. for the prelate who has excommunicatcd anyonc
to be judged by a nearby bishop to wliom lie is rent subject. whether lie excomniun-
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icated the person rightly or wrongly, though this may at some time have been aetuaUy
done in times of old. it is nowadays no longer done at all. Note in addition to these
dungs, that the present Can011 was cited verbatim at the Council held at Carthage, as
far as the point where it says "and his decision either be confirmed, or receive correction." as may be seen in the minutes of that C.

looked into; since it is not right for a hearing to be denied to those asking
to have their case examined. But while the case is pending, the bishop who
justly or unjustly excommunicated the man must have patience until the
decision of excommunication which he made, if just, be confirmed, or,
if unjust, be corrected; and likewise the man who was excommunicated
must not transgress the excommunication, but, on the contrary, must abide
by it. For if he transgress it in defiance, and assumes a proud attitude towards the one who excommunicated him, the clerics of that very bishop
ought to assemble; and with bitter and scolding words to reduce him to a
state of submission and of humility. Foriust as a bishop ought to love his
own servants and clerics sincerely (or guilelessly), so ought the servants
in turn to serve their own bishop sincerely (or guilelessly). See also Ap.
cc. XXVIII and XXXII.
CANON XV

We enact that if any Bishop from a different diocese wants /o appoint
another 's servant, without the consent of his Bishop, to any grade or rank,
any such appointment shall he deemed invalid and ineffective. If'any of us
should permit themselves to do this, they o
w to he both reminded and corre& by their brethren and fdlow Bishops.
(Ap c XV, cc. XV, XVI of the 1st: cc V Xj XX, XXIII of the 4th. cc XVIL
XVIII of the 6th; cc X, XV of the 7th: c III ofAntioch. cc. XVI, XVII of Sardica:
cc. LXIII, XCVIII of Carthagc.)

Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that if by chance any bishop takes a cleric
from another province, without the consent and approval of his bishop,
and ordains him to any priestly rank, any such ordination is to be invalid,
null. and void, while, on the other hand, the one who ordained him is to be
censured for this, and is to be corrected by the other fellow bishops. See
also Ap. c. XV.
CANON XVI

Smce many times Presbyters and Deacons come to theMetn)po/iso f the
Thessulunim from other provinces, and not content with a brief stay there
they take up their abode there, and continue spending all their time there or
only after a very long time and rehctantly are forced to return to their own
churches, let these filler and those which have been laid down in regard to
Bishops be kept aisu m regard to these persons.
(Ap. c. XV; cc. XV, XVI of the 1st; cc. V. X, XX, XXI11 of the 4th; cc. XVII,
XVIII of the 6th: cc, X, XV ofthe 7th: c, IK of Antioch: cc. XV, XV11 of Sardica;
cc. LXIll, XCVIII of Carthage.)

Interpretation

This Canon too prohibits those in holy orders from going from one
church to another, by saying that since presbyters and deacons many times
on coming to Thessalonica either pass their whole life in that city or barely
after a long time return to their church, therefore, just as the Canons forbidding bishops to go over to another province to exercise their function
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continually must be observed without deviating therefrom in the least, so
and in like manner must those be kept which prohibit presbyters and deacons from changing their place of service. See also Ap. c. XV.
CANON XVII

If any Bishop who has suffered violence has been cast out unjustly,
either on account of his science or on account of his confession of the
catholic Church, or on account of his insisting upon the truth, and fleeing
from peril. when he is innocent and jeoparded, should come to another
city, let him not be prevented from living there, until he can return or can
find relief from the insolent treatment he had received. For it is cruel and
most burdensome for one who has had to suffer an unjust expulsion not to
be accorded a welcome by us. For such a person ought to be shown great
kindness and courtesy.
(Ap. c. XV; cc, XV, XVI of the 1st; cc. V, X, XX, XXIII of the 4th; cc. XVII,
XVIII of the 6th; cc. X. XV of die 7th; c. I11 of Antioch; cc. XV, XVI of Sardica;
cc. LXm, XCVIII of Carthagc.)
Interpretation

Inasmuch as the present Council decreed in its cc. XI and XI1 that no
bishop ought to stay more than three weeks in a strange province, here in
the present Canon it allows him to sojourn in a strange province until he
can return to his own, or be freed from the insolent treatment and banishment from his own throne to which he has been subjected when unjustly
and tyrannically persecuted, either on account of exact adherence to the
dogmas of the faith, or because he confesses all the dogmas and traditions
that the catholic Church confesses and cherishes as beliefs, or even because he is championing the truth (just as such things happened to Athanasins the Great and to Basil the Great and to Chrysostom and to others). For
such a bishop, fleeing from danger, must needs go to another province,
since though innocent in point of truth and justice he is nevertheless jeoparded, or, in other words and more explicitly speaking, he is disconcerted
and in fear of vengeance, owing to the tyranny of his persecutors! Hence
it is cruel and inhuman for a man thus driven from his throne not to be
welcomed by his fellow bishops with every kindness and courtesy.' See
also Ap. c. XV,
CANON XVIII

Since we otighi to he quiet and patient and entertain perpe/tial cornpasshmfor all men, once they have been promoted to an ecclesiastical clericals
by some o f our brethren, they are henceforth not to be accorded recognifiun
unless they p back to the ch;irc~he.vto which they were assigned or nominated Let neither Eutychiums daim for himself the title ofBishop, nor let
M.usae?~.sbe deemed a Bishop; but if' they should demand lay communion, it
ought not to be denied to them.

' Just as divine C l q sostoin received such courteous treatment when going into exile

at the hands of the Bishop of Taurocilicia, who. had it been possible, would fain have
given him also his throne, as St Ch~sostoinhimself puts it (in his letterto Kyriakos),
Note, however, that not only bishops, but even presbyters and deacons and monks who
are being persecuted for the truth and the traditions of the catholic Church, all ought
to be accorded even' welcome and kindness by bishops and priests and Christians to
uhom the) ma! go Those who tail thus to welcome them are doing a really most cruel
and inhuman thing- according to this Canon, and consequently arc grievously sinning.
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Interpretation

Musaeus and Eutychianus, whom the present Canon mentions, and
still others, though only clerics, ordained persons just as though they
themselves were bishops. The C. therefore lays down the rule concerning
them to the effect that persons ordained by such clerics are to be accepted
as clerics. For though the ones who ordained them were not going to be
clerics, on account of certain misdeeds and oftenses they were guilty of,
yet when they ordained them, they had episcopal rights because of their
being actually ordained, and for this reason the Council accepted those
who had been ordained by them. Nevertheless, if the persons who were
ordained are unwilling to go back to the church to which they were nominated as clerics, let them not be accepted in other churches hereafter. As
for Eutychianus and Musaeus, let them not expect to enjoy the right and
title of bishop. But if they wish to be accepted and to join in communion
with the others as laymen, one must not deny them this privilege, or, in
other words, let them be accorded this privilege, and let them be accepted
as laymen.'
CANON XIX
'1'hew rules having been laid down savinety and consistently, and with due
regardfor our honorable position as priests, and having pleased both God
and men, they will not be able to acquire their f u l l p w v r and efficacy ~m/e.ss
the decisions arrived at also entad a fear, For we ourselves have more than
once known the divine and most reverend name ofholy orders to have come
into condemnation on account of the shameless behavior of afe\v. I f , therefore,
anyone should dare to do anything contrary to what has seemed best to alt of'
us, in an endeavour to please egoism and ,se//-conceitrather than God, let him
know rjght now that he wiJt be r e n d e q himself answerablefar a crime, and
that he will forfeit both the homr and the office of the episcopate.
(c. 11 o f the 6th.)

Interpretation

Since this Council decreed various ecclesiastical and salutary rules having due regard to the honor and office of those in holy orders. and agreeable to God and men, in order that these rules may have validity and effectiveness, and not be scornfully transgressed, therefore in fine it has had
the foresight to decree in the present Canon both a fear and penalties to be
incurred by transgressors of these rules. For many times on account of the
shameless behavior of a few men in holy orders who transgress the Canons
the reverend name of the priesthood (or holy orders)] is blamed and disparaged, which is the same as saying, in effect, that all those in holy orders
'Note that the Anoii\mous Expositor asserts that Eutycliianus and Musaeus were
deposed because the! became schismatics. and that if the? repent and ask to have
die tide of bishop, t l q must not be listened to. but may be accepted onl! as laymen
according to the Canon. But as for the statcnient of Balsamon that thc? were unhol>
and unordaincd. it is not tmc.
That is why Isidorc of Pclusium (in letter No. 552) wrote the following: "Holy orders
are a divine thing, and the most precious of all realities. But those who abuse them
insult them most of all. and ought never to have been admitted to them at all. in order
to prevent them from daring to perpetrate the crimes of men abusing them as silly
creatures against all decency For they ascribe the blame to the 1101~orders for all the
abuses of those who shockingl? insult them. and for which they ought to be avenged,
on the ground that they are being affronted by verminous men who l i d no business
becoming attached to them."
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are blamed in common including even those who do not transgress them.
The penalty, therefore, to be inflicted upon transgressors o f these Canons
is the following: That whoever dares to do anything contrary thereto, because of his being proud and failing to endeavor to please God, let him
take notice that he will not be condemned ex parte, but as one having
committed a crime, and that after being hailed into an ecclesiastical court
he will be called to account, and will forfeit the office and honor of the
episcopate, or, in other words, will be deposed. See also c. I1 of the 6th.

CANON XX
And this wiil thence become well known indeed andfilfilied if'each of'
us who are uctwg as Bishops m the byways, or, more expressly, adjacent to
a canal thai has caught sight o f a Bishop would but ask him to explain why
he i s passing there and whither he is making a journey. And i f he find out
that he is headingfar the camp, ifhe will but inquirefurther as to objects set
forth in theforepins, Canons, and whether he is proceeding by invitation; if'
so no ohstack should be offered to his departure. But f i t be for the sake o f
ostentation, as has been told our love, or he is bent upon presenting demands
o f certain persons to the camp, no one is to be permitted either to sign his
l e m or to commune with such a person.
(c. XI of Antioch; cc. VII, VIII, IX of Sardica.)

Interpretation

This Canon too provides a penalty against transgressors by saying,
"And this will become well known." This what? That holy orders ought
not to be blamed for the shameless behavior of a few. "And will become
fulfilled." In what way? If, that is to say, each of us bishops situated in
the public thoroughfares and the passages through which all persons have
to pass that are going to the imperial palace which was then located in
Rome, just as via the canal, or, in other words, the aqueduct, the water has
to pass-if, I say, any one of us should happen to see some other bishop
passing, let him ask for what reason he is passing there and whither he
is going. And if he learn from him that he is going to the imperial camp,
let him ask him secondly whether it be for the causes mentioned in cc.
VII, VIII, and IX that he is going there, or, at any rate, for the purpose of
helping orphans and widows, and obtaining the redemption of convicts;
and whether he has been invited to go there by the E r n p e r ~ rAnd
. ~ if he
learns that he has been invited by the Emperor to go there, let him not be
obstructed. But if he is going there in order to procure mundane offices
for certain persons, or is going there in order to exhibit his teaching ability
in another province, and to talk with the bishop of that province to shame
him, let 110 bishop sign the letters diinissory and pacific which he has to
take with him, nor even have any communication with him. Read also c.
XT of Antioch.
This Canon is not opposed to c. VIII of this same C. which does not allow a bishop
to go in person to the Emperor since this canon adds that a bishop may go in person
provided that he has been invited b\ the Emperor, and is not going of his own accord,
unless there be some great necessity of his doing so and the whole city is imperiled.
Just as when Flavian, the bishop of Antioch, when requested by all the inhabitants
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of Antioch, and persuaded by God, went to the Emperor Theodosius the Great, who
was threatening to cause a turmoil in Antioch; and by begging him succeeded in
appeasing his anger, as St. Clqsostom sav s (in Sermons 6 and 1 on Statues). Nevertheless. even then he ought to go in response to letters of invitation from the Emperor
and not of his own accord.

CONCERNING THE REGIONAL HOLY
COUNCIL HELD THE SECOND TIME
IN CONSTANTINOPLE
PROLEGOMENA

This holy regional Council convened in Constantinople after the holy
and Ecumenical Second Council, in the year 394, according to Dositheus
and the Collection of the Councils made by Milias; during the reign of
Arcadius and Honorius. Among those attending it were three Patriarchs,
namely, Nectarius of Constantinople. Theophilus of Alexandria, and Flavim of Antioch; and seventeen other bishops by name, and various others
unnamed, together with the entire priesthood, all of them seated in the illuminatory (i.e. baptistery) of the Great Church. The reason for this meeting was the case of two bishops, Agapi us and Bagadi us, who were both
seeking to be bishops in the episcopate of Bostra, and, indeed, the fact that
matters had come to such a pass that Bagadius had been deposed by only
two bishops, who had also died about that time when the Council was being held. Hence this Council decreed the present two Canons concerning
this matter; which Canons are requisite for and necessary to the good order
and the constitution of the Church. They are confirmed indefinitely by c. I
of the 4th and by c. 1of the 7th: and definitely by c. II of the 6th (for this
is the C. concerning which c. I1 of the 6th says the following: "Further
and in addition to all these those now again convened in this God-guarded
and imperial capital city in the time of Nectarius the president of this imperial city, and of Theophilus who became Archbishop of Alexandria,");
and by virtue of this confirmation they have acquired a force which in a
way is ecumenical. This Council, on the other hand, is styled "Memoirs
transacted in Constantinople concerning Agapius and Bagadius, each of
whom were claiming the episcopate of Bostra." It is contained in the Pandects wrongly following the Council held in Carthage. That is why we,
following the years in which they were held, as w e did in the case of other
regional Councils, have placed it here before the one held in Carthage.
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THE TWO CANONS
OF THE
REGIONAL HOLY COUNCIL ASSEMBLED
THE SECOND TIME IN CONSTANTINOPLE
INTERPRETED

CANON I
We enact thai it shall not be permissiblefor a Bishop to be ordained by
two, conformably to the Nicene Council.
(Ap. c. I.)

Interpretation

Since the holy and Ecumenical First Council enacted in its c. IV that
three bishops must without fail meet together and ordain a bishop, having
followed the second decree of Ap. c. I. in like manner the present holy
Council decrees that no bishop can be ordained by only two bishops. And
see Ap. c. 1.
CANON 11

We enact that hereafter that a responsible Bishop when being tried can
be deposed neither by three nor much less by two, but only by vote of a
larger Council, and if possible of all the provincials, just as the Apostolic
Canons also decreed, in order that the condemnation of one deserving to
be deposed may be shown by a vote of the majority, in the presence of the
one being tried, with greater accuracy.
(Ap c. LXXIV.)

Interpretation

Since, as we said before, Bishop Bagadius was deposed illegally by
only two bishops, the present Council nullifies this and says that hereafter
and henceforth a responsible bishop ought not to be deposed from office
either by two bishops or by three, but, on the contrary, by a Council of
most of the bishops, and if it be possible of all the bishops of the province,
just as Ap. c. LXXlV also decrees, in order that by a vote of the majority
the deposition of such a bishop may be decided upon more accurately.
He must be present too when he is being tried and judged, and not be condemned in his absence. See also Ap. c. LXXIy

CONCERNING THE HOLY REGIONAL
COUNCIL HELD IN CARTHAGE
PROLEGOMENA
The holy regional' Council2 which assembled in Carthage" in the year 418
or 419 after Christ, in the twelfth year of the consulship of Emperor Honorius in
Rome, and in the eighth year of Emperor Theodosius the Little, according to the
secretum of the Church Faustus, The Fathers who distinguished themselves most
at this Council were Bishop Aurelius, who presided over all the bishops of Carthage (and who is called a Pope in many places in the minutes of the same C by
the Fathers); Vatentinus of the first seat of the country of Numidia, Augustinus the
bishop of Hippona and legate of the province of Numidia; and the rest of the legates of all the provinces of Africa. The number of these, according to the minutes
of the C was 21 7, but according to Photius 225, and according to others 214. But
there were present at this C also legates of the bishop of Rome Zosimus, the names
of whom were Faustinus, bishop of Picenum of the Pontetine Church of Italy, and
Philip and Asellus, the presbyters. This Council, be it said, was held primarily in
order to take action against Pelagius and Celestius his disciple. and against Donatus;' and secondarily a1so to take action against Apiarius the presbyter of Sicca.-^It
lasted six whole years. For beginning in the year 418, it finished in the year 424
It so happened that during this period three Popes held office in Rome, namely,
Zosimus, Boniface, and Celestius (although in the minutes of thi s Council a fourth
Pope, Anastasius, is mentioned; and see its c. LXVI), So after the many examinations and tractaisms which it held, it also promulgated one hundred and forty-one
Canons relating to the good order and constitution of the Church; they are those
which f ~ l l o w sealed
,~
and confirmed definitely and by name in c. TI of the holy
Sixth Ecumenical Council, but generally and indefinitely by c. 1 of the 4th, and
by c. I of the 7th. Its c. LXXXIX is cited ve~bu/imby the holy Fifth Ecumenical
Council; and by virtue of this confirmation they have acquired a force which is in
a way ecumenical.
Notice that in spite of the fact that the legates of the Pope were present at this Council
again the regional Council remained regional. and did not become ecumenical owing

to the fact that neither the! themselves nor their representatives or deputies were present nor the Patriarchs of the East. So that even the Pope is but a part of Ecumenical
Councils, as are also the other Patriarchs; and not over the Council. as the pontiffs of
Ronic now imagine.
'Note that properly speaking what is called a Council is the total Council made up of
many meetings or sessions. But the minutes of the present C. improperly call each
one of the ten meetings held in it a Council, which meetings are called acts in minutes
of the Ecumenical Councils.
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Carthage was once an illustrious city in what is specifically called Africa. It was
known as Proconsuliaii, which means proconsular, which city is the same as that
called in ancient Greek Curchedon. wliich bore two names. For it was called Carthago. or Cartilage, b: the Romans, but Carcliedoii by tlie Greeks. because of the fact
that five years before tlic fall of Troy it was settled by Xoros and Carchedon and other
Phoenicians. It was built by a lady named Dido, who brought thcre a lot of people
from Tyre. It was honored with the throne of a Metropolitan, who had 125 bishops
suffragan to his jurisdiction: and on this account Carthage occupied the position of
foremost, or chief tit\ of all the provinces ofAfrica. At the present time; however; it
is in ruins. and from its ruins was built die famous ci@ of Tunis, twelve miles distant
from Carthage to the east. (See Meltins' Geography, p. 588.) The bishop of Carthage
had a privilege. conferred upon him to the beginning and b\ virtue of an ancient cu stom, whereby he had the riglit to take froni any province (subject to his jurisdiction,
that is to say) he might wish strange clerics and to ordain them bishops. in accordance
with c. LXIV ofthe C. of Carthage. Justinian, on the other hand. after defeating the
Vandals in Africa and taking it. gave the bishop of Carthage tlie privilege, in a Novel
of his, to be autocephalous, and to be ordained by 111s ow11 bishops, as lie gave tlie
same right in the first and second Justinian, though others assert that the bishop of
Carthage possessed that privilege ever since the beginning, and that it was merely
renewed by Justinian. Cartilage is even first ahead ofAchris itself. For Justinian says
in his Novel 13 I that he gives to the bishop of Achris the right of the prelacy which
he gave also to the bishop of Justinian Carthage: and see Chr~santhus,p, 84 of the
15:vntugmatuw,and the Footnote to c. VIII of the 3rd. Theophylactus, on the other
hand, in commenting upon the hook of Jonah; states that Cartliage used to be called
Tmliish by the Hebrew's.
' Pclagius was the target first ofthe Council assembled in Jerusalem by Patriarch John,
according to Orosius the Monk: second, of one assembled in Lydda (which was also
called Diospolis) by 14 bishops in the year 5 15. with the Patriarch of Jerusalem John
present. The accusers of Pelagius at this C. wore two bishops from France (or Gaul)
named Neporus and Lazarus. As for what conclusion this Council came to. that is
related by divine Augustine. For Pelagius feigned therein to anathematize the tenets
of his heresy (ch.12): and was pardoned as having repented. but the hercsiarch again
remained a hercsiarch. Hence. because he soon manifested his heresy again, and this
began to become prevalent in Africa and to grow apace there, the present Council,
on this account, was gathered together in Carthagc and anathematized his heretical
views in eight Canons. numbered from CXX to CXXVIII: and see there the places,
or regions. But along with Pelagius it also anathematized Celcstius his disciple, and
the views he held likewise. For according to Photius the followers of this heresy were
called at times Cclcstians, and at other times Pelagians. Briefly speaking, they held
the belicfthat sclf-mastc~yprecedes grace. and that man's will is sufficient to execute
die commandnients of God. See also the Footnote to c. I of the 3rd. But after the
present Council another Council \\as gathered together against the same Pelagius in
Constantinoplc too. And tlie Third Ecunicnical Council, which was assembled after
the present Council was held, condemned Celestius
As respects Donatus and the Donatists under him, these are mentioned in cc LV.
LXVI, LXXV, LXXVI, LXXVII, LXXVIII, XCIX, C, CII. CIII. CX. CXXVIII and
CXXIX. See the places
"Concerning this man see the Interpretation of the two letters of the present Council. We bring to the notice of philologists sand of readers of these Canons the fact
that they arc not only found to differ in point of their numerical quantip (for with
die expounders of the Canon they are numbered 137, with Dositheus 138. among
some of the Latins 148, and among others otherwise); but those which are actually
divided arc also found united. and those wliich arc actually united are also found
divided. la many parts. moreover, their titles and inscriptions, or summaries of
them arc both numbered and explained instead of main Canons as far even as by
Zonaras. Balsamon, Aristcnus, and A-nonymous. And one may well stand amazed
ill wonder at how those blessed exegetes erred so much. and failed to exercise curiosib and discretion in the midst of the main Canons bearing inscriptions, and in
regard to their inscriptions. Not onl: arc these tilings hard to account for. but what
is the greatest niystcv is the fact that these Canons wcre not really and truly Canons at all or definitions in accordance with their name, but, on the contrary in a
great many parts they were mere talks and discussions of the Fathers together with
questions and replies, and. generally speaking, little more than acts and minutes,
and Canons in the process of formation, but not yet formed. Hence for all these
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reasons we havc been at pains. so far as we could; and havc exercised great assiduity,
in fact, to comb these Canons, with the result that we have divided those naturally divided, and have united those naturall! united; we have pruned awav the inscriptions,
and have recapitulated the talks and questions and replies into rules and Canons. In
fine, it may be said that, briefly speaking, we havc now converted tlicni into Canons, whereas they were previously minutes. So let no one blame us for doing this,
but rather let him thank u s for having taken the trouble. First, because in doing this
we followed the example of those who in this w-ay succeeded in recapitulating and
converting into rules and Canons cc. XXIX and XXX of the 4th C..which were in
reality acts land questions and replies; and likewise the example of those men who recapitulated into Canons the questions and replies used at the Council held in Sardica.
And secondly, because we did not do tliis in obedience to any plait of our own, but 011
the contrary. in conformity to the plan of asking and consulting the wisest and most
learned and most discerning men amongst us.

THE 141 CANONS
OF THE
HOLY REGIONAL COUNCIL HELD IN CARTHAGE

INTERPRETED
CANON 1(1)'

True copies of the rules laid down are being kepi by us thus, which our
Fathers at that lime h+t
hack with themfrom she Nicene Council, of
ivh~c'htheform i s p s e n d ~nwhat we have /aid down as rules in the fdiuwins, which,having been duly confirmed andsanctioned, shall he kept.
Interpretation

Since both the confession of the faith, or what is commonly called the
Creed, and the twenty Canons adopted at the holy and Ecumenical First
Council held in Nicaea were read at the present Council, this first Canon
thereof decrees that these things that were read there are identically like
the copies thereof extant in Africa, and the tenors, or exact copies, of the
above-mentioned confession of the faith and Canons, which the African
fathers who attended that first Council at that time brought back with them
to Africa. For, it would appear, there were present there at the Council
also bishops from A f r i ~ a So
. ~ if the rules which we have laid down, or, in
other words, whatever enactments have been adopted by our Council (and
especially as concerning the right of appeal of presbyters and deacons, on
account of their having as we said, doubts about which they wrote to the
bishops of Constantinople and of Alexandria to send them authentic and
true copies, or tenors, of the records of the Council held in Nicaea, which,
it would seem. had not yet been sent), or are going to be enacted, adhere
to the form and procedure of the First Ec. C., they will remain stringently
effective and invariable.

' This Arabic numeral is placed here- according to the expositors Zonaras and Bal-

sarnon in order that anyone who wishes to do so may havc a ready means of determining the number of each of these Canons in Greek (and English) notation, instead
of having to rcly on the Roman numerals

^ These bishops appcar to have been Caecilianus the bishop of Carthagc, who held office in the time of Constantine the Great. together with the twenty bishops accompanying him. Dosithcus on pg. 997 of the Dodccabiblus and weighty Eugenius, on pg,
304 of his Logic; niake this assertion; and tins same thing is stated at the beginning of
the Greek text of the records of tliis Council.
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CANON II (2)
God willing, the ecclesiastical faith handed down th~vughus must be
confessed first andforemost in this glorious convention with the same (or
a like) confessurn, and next to thai the eccte.sm~m.dorder must be kept (or
preserved) 1vifhthe consent of each and of all together. Byway of lending assufance to the mind ofour brethren andfeh v Bishops who have been newly
ordained, the following remarks have to be added, which we have received
from the Fathers stringently formulated, so that, as respecting the Trinity,
that is, the unjy o f the Father and of {he Son and o f the Holy ,Spir//,we have
if well established in our rnte//ects, with no perceptible difference whatever
in that uni;y, and, just as we have learned, so shall we teach these beliefs to
the peoples of' God.
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that at this Council first and foremost it is
necessary that the orthodox faith preached by all the Church shall be proclaimed, which faith is handed down to other peoples through the agency
of the bishops with the same or a like confession as the First Ec. C. and
all the subsequent Church confessed it, or with a like and equal, or, in
other words, a common and consonant confession by all those attending
the Council. Next thereafter it has to be proclaimed that the arrangement
and the Canons of the Church ought to be kept both by each individual
bishop separately and by all the bishops together. With a view to assuring
and informing the newly-ordained bishops concisely as to that belief they
ought to entertain respecting the Holy Trinity, or, more precisely speaking,
that they must have impressed upon their intellects the tenet that the three
persons of the Holy Trinity, namely, the Father, the Son, and the Holy
Spirit, are united in respect of their essence, and glory; and power, and all
the other specific qualities of their essence, without having any difference
whatever in respect thereof, and that, just as they themselves have learned
and believe, so must they also teach the Christian laity.
CANON I l l (3)

It has been decided that as regards these three ranks which have been
c q o m e d by a cefiam bond qf chmiiiy and of 'sacerdocy (Iam referrins,purficular/y to Bishops, Presbyters, and Deacons), as befits devout Bishops and
Priests of God, and Levites, and those ministering to divine institutions, they
must be comment in all fhing~,
so as to be able fo obtain whatever m general
they ask Godfor, in arker that we too may likewise keep what has been handed down through the Apostles and has been held ever since the early days.
(Ap. c. V; cc. XIL XIII, XXX, XLVIII of the 6th; c. IV of Gaiigrx cc. IV,XIX,
XXXIII of Carthagc.)
Interpretation

The continence which the present Canon requires bishops, priests, and
deacons to maintain is that they shall make a promise when they are being
ordained that they will never have any carnal intercourse with their wives;
by agreement with the latter, but, on the contrary, will remain continent
or, more explicitly speaking, will hold aloof from them after the mariner
of virgins, as is made plain by the following c. TV of the present Council, and, moreover, by c. XXX of the 6th, in order, it says, that by means
of this perpetual continence and purity, which ought to be found in the
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servants of the bloodless sacrifice which has been consecrated to God, and
by means of the continence which appertains to all other evils, they may
be able to secure from God their requests, or petitions, in behalf of the
salvation of the laity in the capacity of mediators between God and men;
and in order that they themselves may likewise keep, or observe, the tradition which has been handed down through the Apostles ' and has prevailed
from early times (or ancient times), which is the same as saying both written and unwritten traditions, according to Balsamon and Zonaras. The
Sixth Ec. C., on the other hand, referring the continence of those in holy
orders which is specified in the present Canon to an obedience to Christ,
and making this local custom an Ecumenical Canon, has taken it, in its c.
XIII, for the continence which those in holy orders ought to maintain in
the time of their incumbency. It required only bishops to abstain from their
wives perpetually after the manner of virgins. Read its cc. XI1 and XIII,
as well as Ap. c. V.
CANON IV (4)

It is decided thai Bishops, Presbyters, and Deacons, and all men who

handle sacred art;d e s , being guardians of sobriety, must abs;ain/mm women.
(Ap. c. V: cc. X[l, XI[[. XXX, XLV[ll of the 6th; c. IV of Gangra: cc. HI, XIH.
XX X I I 1 of Carthage.)

Interpretation

And this Canon likewise decrees that bishops, priests, and deacons,
and indeed those men who handle sacred articles, or, more expressly
speaking, subdeacons (according to c. XXXIII of this same C.), must abstain entirely from carnal intercourse with their wives by agreement with
the latter. Tlis custom, being prevalent in Rome, according to c. XI11 of
the 6th, was carried from Rome into Africa by the legates of the bishop of
Rome. For the man who offered this Canon to this Council was none other
than Faustinus, the bishop of Picenum in the Potentine province of Italy
and also legate of the bishop of Rome, as may be seen in the minutes of
this Council. Read cc. XI1 and XI11 of the 6th, and Ap. c. V,

CANON V (5)
the mother of all evils, no
one doubts thai it must he checked, in order ~o prevent iis misappropiatins,
things belonging to others, and to prevent anyone from transgressing the
rules of the Fathersfor the sake ofprofit, and to preclude any Clench gelimg (monetary) i n m s i f r o m anything in any manner whatever. Accofding/~
the remarks newly made, being obscure and on the whole eh~,siw,are being
duly considered by us and wii! be property enunciated. However, in regarof
to what the divine Writ has most expressly &dared to be the lm, there is no
need of deliberation, hut rather o f ohsequence. For by the same token what
is reprehensible among laymen ought much more to be condemned among
C/ergy'men.

As regard's the cupidity

of greed, which i s

(Ap. c XLIV; c XVII of the 1st; c X of the 6th; c XX of Carthage. c, IV of
Uodicca; c 111 of Gregory' thc Miracle-worker; c. XtV of Basil )

To rnc it seems that this tradition handed down through the Apostles, according to the
aim of this Council, is that which divine Paul s a y in his First Epistle to the Corinthians, in ch, vii, v-. 22, to wit: '?hat even they who have wives be as though they had
none," The more so as this same Council alludes to this passage, in its c. XXXI 11,
which refers to the same continence of those in holy orders.
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Interpretation

As a prelude to commanding that clerics are not to charge interest, the
present Canon begins more generally and more climatically (or ascensively) with greed, which is the mother of all evils, and by consequence
also of interest on loans, by saying that this sort of sin ought to be prohibited, to prevent anyone, with the specious making of loans, which is
a bad and improper use, from taking away the alien profits of borrowers;
and to prevent any cleric from having a right to charge interest for money
or for anything else whatsoever that he might lend and for the sake of that
profit transgress the Canons of the Fathers which prohibit the charging of
interest. Accordingly, as for what has been newly suggested to the Council, being obscure and vague, it shall be considered by us and be decided. I
But in regard to those matters concerning which the divine Bible and the
sacred Canons lay down the law; plainly prohibiting even laymen from
charging interest as well as clerics, we ourselves ought not to make any
decision other than to obey; for if even laymen are condemned by the divine Bible and the Canons for charging interest, clerics are still more to
be condemned for doing so. Read also Ap. c. XLIV and c. ITT of Gregory
Thaumaturgus (ie., the Miracle-w orking saint).
CANON VI (6)

The application of' chrism and the consecration of virgin girls shad not
be done by Preshylers; nor shall 1l be permimiblefor a Presbyter 10 reconcile
anyone at a public liturgy. This is the decision of'ati of us.
(Ap. c. XXXIX; cc. VII. L, LI. CXXXV of Carthage; cc. I. 111, X, IX of the First
Ec. C.)

Interpretation
The present Canon prohibits a priest from doing three things: the

preparation of holy myron2 from odoriferous ingredients; the consecration
to God, by means of prayers, of those virgin girls who, upon separating
from their parents, in accordance with c. LI of the present Council, agree
to remain virgins; ' and remission of the penalty for a sin to a penitent, and
thereafter through communion of the Mysteries the reconciliation of him
with God, to whom he had become an enemy through sin, making him
stand with the faithful, and celebrating the Liturgy openly-i .e., praying
along with them, joining in communion; and worshiping God by means
of hymns (for praying to God and glorifying Him in hymns is called worship). For these three functions have to be exercised by a bishop, and most
assuredly the preparation of holy myroil. By permission of the bishop
even a presbyter can reconcile penitents, though. And read Ap. c. XXXIX.
and c. XIX of the First Ec. C.

* These suggestions made to the Council, so far as can be judged

from the context,
appear to have been perhaps vague notions of certain persons inclined to favor the
charging of interest.
The preparation of holy myron is called a rite and a Mystev bl Wionv sius the Areopagite, according to ch. 4 of his Ecclesiastical Hierarchy. Today it is veq seldom
ill so main years that this Mystery is celebrated once in our present Church, I know
not for what reason; whereas in Moscow we are told that it is performed e v e n two
years on Great (or Holy) Thursday, Note, however. that no priest can perform this
rite, according to the Canon, but only bishops, who, to be sure, can prepare the myron by then~selves.but, for the sake of showing obedience and submission to the
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Patriarch, they assemble in the Great Church and prepare it thcre. John of Citrus s a y
that it is permissible to mix oil with the little myron which remains, in order that by
increasing the quantity it may be made to suffice for the conferring of sanctification
upon those needing it (Reply 151, if. that is to sa:. those needing it are hard pressed
and thcrc is no other niyron to be found tlicrc, and only some t h e , and not gcncrally, nor always. Sco also the Footnote to c. XLVIII of Laodicea. I said above that the
ingredient of the oil is more than any other odoriferous ingredient the main Constituent in the prcpaJation of the myron, but this docs not imply that the myron is nearly
all oil. Those priests. therefore. are doing wroiigl~wlio pour all one oil into vessels
containing but a very small amount of iipron. and dins make almost entirely of oil.
Hence we ask them and the holy bishops. for the love of God to see to it that they have
plenty of rich holy myron in their parishes and provinces, for in leaving Christians
without myroc, or anointing them with oil or with unsuitable myroil, they arc sinning
mortally. And many persons not knowing that they were anointed with myron, as we
happened to notice in the province of Arta (Greece) and in Bulgaria, demand to be
anointed with myroil afterwards; which is highly improper and absurd.
' Note that some say that die consecration of these virgins b\ means of prayers can
be performed only b~ a bishop, and not also by a priest. But as for sponsoring these
girls with die monachal habit, and reading to them the rite of bestowing the habit. and
tonsuring them, these things may be done by a priest by permission of the bishop. In
fact some declare that even the consecration of virgins may be performed by a priest
with permission of the bishop. So that of the three things specifically mentioned in
the present Canon, it is only the preparation of myron that cannot be done by a priest.
but onl) by a bishop, while the other two have been allowed also to priests. The
concoction, however, of the nlyron differs from the rite, or ceremony. ot'the myron,
according to Symeon of Thessalonica (cli. 7 1 and 72), in that the concoction of it is
done on Great Wednesday. the Patriarch blessing it twice, both at the beginning and
at the end of the concoction of it; whereas the rite of the rnyron is carried out on Great
Thursday at the end of the sacred service m hid.. ch. 43). That the rite of the myron is
peculiar to the bishops alone is attested also by Dionysius the Areopagite, who says:
"It is indeed, therefore, what [have said. the sacred ceremony which isnow being celebrated by us. of the order and power which consummate the hierarchical functions"
(Bccl. Hierar.. ch. 4). Gabriel of Philadelphia (in Asia). on the other hand. says in his
discourse on the Mysteries that even the act of anointing with m y o n is one peculiar
to prelates alone; it was allowed even to priests. however, in order to preclude the
possibility of any of those being baptized remaining unsealed. These facts being thus
stated, 1 am astonished that St. Maximus should have declared that "a Bishop must
not bestow a monk's habit, but only a Presbger may do so," in interpreting ch, 6 of
the Ecclesiastical Hierarchy of Dionysius the Areopagitc And the reason of this he
says is the fact that divine Dionysius speaks of a Priest there tonsuring a monk, and
not of a Prelate doing so. I am astonished, I say, that he could have said this at a time
when this Council declares that this function is one which is peculiar to the bishop.
But perhaps St. Dionysius spoke of a priest as being able to tonsure monks when acting by permission and with the approval of the bishop. That is why special permission
is included in the licenses issued to a Spiritual; see the form for this at the end of this
Handbook. Note also the definition of a bishop given in the Footnote to Ap. c . I. Read
also cc. LI and CXXXV of the present C. in order to learn about the fact that it is a
function of the bishop to place virgins under the chxgc of chaste women and to invest
thcre with the habit of nuns

CANON VII (7)

Jfanybody is in danger and demands to have recourse io the sacred allay
for reconciliation when the Bishop i s a b w ~ the
f , Presbyter nuturalt) ought to
ask the Bishop, and /hen aUow (he one in d a m to have recourse thereto, in
accordance with the Bishop's orders.
(Ap. c. XXXIX; cc. VI and L of Carthage.)
Interpretation

Since the above Canon said vaguely that a presbyter i s not to absolve
penitents from penances, but only a bishop; to whom the right has been
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given to reprobate sinners, the present Canon accordingly prescribes that
if any penitent i s in danger of dying and asks to commune, but the bishop
is not present, the presbyter must ask the bishop about this matter (as to
whether the illness, that is to say, is too dangerous for any delay), and then
permit him to commune. If, on the other hand, the bishop is away, and
the person ill is in danger of dying and cannot procrastinate, the presbyter
may pardon the sick person even without orders of the bishop, according
to c. L of this same Council (see also the history of Dionysius cited in
the Footnote to c. XI1 of the First), so that he may not be deprived of the
most necessary viaticum for that fearful departureÃ‘divin Communion, I
mean-in accordance with the same c. XI1 of the First.
CANON WIT (8)

7kere are many men nut of good character vho think that they have a
right to bring charges agains! the Fathers and i3i.vhop.v on any gft~unds.Such
men must not be given crederice.
(Ap . c . LXXIV; c . VI of the 6th; c. XXI of the 4th; cc . XXVII, CXXXVII, CXXXVIII,
CXXXIX of Carthage.)

Interpretation

The meaning of the present Canon is none other than that no credence
is to be given to men of bad reputation and not leading a good life who
accuse bishops of anything in criminal and ecclesiastical cases. It calls
bishops fathers on the score that they regenerate, or rebeget, the faithful
through the process of teaching; and especially through the process of
administering the Mysteries. in accordance with the fact that, according
to Cyril of Alexandria, the pupils of prophets are called sons, or children,
of prophets.
CANON IX (9)

It is provided that i f any Bishop or Presbyter admits to communion men
vho have been e x p e k d f n m the Church on account of' charges deservedfy
hrougi2 aga/n.~Ithem, he too shall be deemed gaily o f the same crime together with those who have been condemned by canonical decision of their
own Bishop.
(Ap. cc. X, XI, XIL XXXII; cc. IL VI ofhtioch; c. I of Hol! Wisdom.)

Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that if any bishop or presbyter communicates with those who have been excommunicated from the Church by
their own bishop, or who have been deposed from office, or who have
even been anathematized with justice and in accordance with what the
charges against them warrant, they who have admitted such persons are
themselves to suffer the same excommunication or deposition or anathematization as those persons. And see Ap. cc. X, Xl; and XXXI I ,

CANON X ( 1 0)

If any Presbyter thai has been condemned hy his own Bishop peradveniure
for having become inflated with pride and arrogance conceives that he ought
to offer the elements to Godseparately or presumes to erect another altar in
defiance of the ecclesiastical organization, let such person be anathema.
(Ap. c. XXXI; c . XV111 of the 4th; ec.XXXI. XXXIV of the 6th;cc. Xlll, XIV. XV
of the 1st-&-2nd: c. V of Antioch: ec.XI, LXI1 of Cartilage.)
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Interpretation

If by any chance any priest accused of anything in regard to his life
i.e., of not living rightly) should reach such an excessive degree of' pride
and arrogance as to apostatize from his own bishop when accused by him
of this delinquency, and to perform sacred functions alone and by himself,
or to set up a new altar and church; without the permission of his bishop,
let such a person be anathematized. For this which he is doing i s contrary
to the constitution of the Church, which wants priests to be subject to the
bishops; and it is also contrary to the faith, seeing that as a result of such
conduct infidels blaspheme and ridicule our faith when they see those in
holy orders misconducting themselves; and, broadly speaking, because this
which he is doing causes a schism in the Church. Read also Ap. c. XXXI.
CANON XI (1 1)
If any Pre.~'hy;erhe denouncedfor his conduct or behavior, such a one
should notify neighboring Bishops, in order that they may give the matter a
hearing, and through them he may become reconciledwith his o w n bishop.
Ifhefail to do so, hut instead, what i s to he deprecated, h e i q inflated with
supercilwusness, he should separate himselffrom the communion of his o w n
bishop, and while at odds with him should create a schi.vm aiong with any

other persons, and offer sacrijice to God, let such a person be considered
anathema, and let him lose his own position, ii being assumed that he has
never had my psi complaint qainst ihe Bishop.
(Ap. cc. XXXI, XXXII; c. V of the 1st; c. XVIII of die 4th; a.XXXI. XXXIV of
the 6th; cc. XIII. XIV. XV of the 1st-&-2nd; cc. V, VI of Antiocli; c. VI of Gaiigra:
c. LXII of Carthage.)

Interpretation

The present Canon is united with the one preceding it above. For it
says that a presbyter who separates himself from his bishop is to be anathematized; that is to say, more explicitly speaking, he is to be deposed from
office unless be first makes known the matter of which he is accused by
his bishop to neighboring bishops residing near by, in order that through
them he may be conciliated with his own bishop, if on account of pride
he shows contempt for him and apostatizes. In addition, however, to these
regulations, an investigation must be made as to whether by any chance
the presbyter is avoiding the communion of his bishop on account of a just
complaint and justifiable charges. Read also Ap. cc. XXXI and XXXII.
CANON XI1 (12)

I f any Bishop fall liable to any c h a ~ e s which
,
is to he deprecated, and
an emexency arises due to the fact that not many can convene, test he be
left exposed to such charges, these may be heard by hvelve Bishops; or in
the cave of a Presbyter, by six bishops besides his own; or m the case of a
Deacon, by h e .
(Ap, c, LXXtV; c. Vl of the 2nd; c. IX of the 4th: c. IV of Antioch; cc, XVI, XXVH t.
CV,CXVI I I of Carthage.)

Interpretation

When a bishop is accused of anything, it has been ruled in c. IV of Antioch that he is to be tried by the Synod of the province. But if it should be
found difficult to assemble many bishops, the present Canon commands
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that his case is to be tried by twelve bishops and his o w q l lest the accused
II accusation brought
bishop remain exposed to the charges involved ~the
against him-that is to say, more plainly speaking, in order that he may
not he treated with contempt by his laity on the ground that he is subject to
an accusation and has not been acquitted. As for charges brought against
a presbyter, their case may be tried by six foreign bishops and their own.
As for charges against a deacon, they may be heard by three2bishops and
their own. Read also Ap. c. LXX1V and c. V l of the 2nd and c. 1X of the
4th.
CANON X l l l (1311
Numerous Bishops having been assembled, they shall ordain a R~shop.

But $necessary' three Bishops, no matter in what region they be, at the order
o f (he chief Bishop, shd! ordain a Bishop. And if anyone in any particular
ordination objects to his own assentation, or to his own signature or act of
fsuhcribing hereto, he shall deprive himself'of'the honor.
(Ap c I; cc, IV, VI of the 1st; c. I11 of the 7th: c. XIX of An~och;the Memoirs concorning Lovo and Bagad, or, more expressly speaking. Canon I of the regional Council

held in Coiistantinople.)

Interpretation

The voting as well as the sacred rite of the bishop which owes its efficacy to prayers ought to be performed by numerous bishops, according
to the present Canon. But if, owing to some necessity or inconvenience,
a large number of bishops cannot be assembled, three bishops at any rate
ought to vote for and ordain the candidate for the episcopate, with the order and approval of the Metropolitan of the province, to whom they themselves and the candidate in question are subject. But if anyone among the
bishops who have voted should agree orally and subscribe with his own
hand to the belief that the candidate in question deserves and is worthy
of the episcopate. but afterwards objects to his agreement and signature,
asserting at the same time that the man is not worthy (perhaps because
he has learned about some crime of his that would disqualify him for
the prelacy), he himself has thereby deprived himself of the honor of the
episcopate, or, more plainly speaking, he himself shall be deposed from
office, provided, however, that he fails to prove the candidate to be guilty
of the charge. See also Ap. c. I, c. IV of the First, and the end of c. VI of
the same First F,c. C.
CANON X I V (14)

l't has pi'eascd /he Council to decree that if anyone wha/.~oeveramong the
Bishops, or Presbyters, or Deacons, or Clerics, is charged with any scc/e.'siastical or political crime in the Church, and,fiuting the ecclesiastical court,
resorts forjtisiificaiion to civil e m s , even though a verdict be pronounced
in his favor, he shall nevertheless lose his position. And this applies to the
mailer of the chaqys'; as'for the civil aspect of the case, he shall lose what he
has won, if he tries to keep his position.
(Ap. c. LXXIV; c . VI of the 1st; c, IX of the 4th; c, XI l of Antioch; c . CXV of Carthage.)

' It was for this reason that the deposition of the Bishop of Arnathous named John,

which was attempted during the reign of Maimel Cornnenus, was vetoed b; Patriarch Lucas. according to a comment by Anncnopoulos in connection with Title VI.
because he was deposed by the Archbishop o f Cyprus, not with twelve bishops in
accordance with the Canon, but with only eleven, at a time when it would have been
easy to assemble all the bishops of Cyprus This very same thing is stated also by
Balsamon.
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' For c. IV of thc Council hcld in Antioch dccrccs that a prcsbjtcr and a dcacon arc to

bc tricd and dcposcd bj-thcir own bishop, whilc this Canon savs bat a prcsb>-kr is to
be tried by six bishops and his o v a bisliop! and a deacon by three. Some persons t n
to reconcile the Canons by asserting that the one of Anlioch decrees that in the first
instancc the cases against prcsb>tcrs and dcacons arc to bc tricd and dccidcd b ~thcir
o ~ ubishop.
i
The prcsmt Canon- on the other l~aml?pcmiits them to bc tricd by t h c
spccificd number if they thcrnsd~~cs
nlaintain that the>-havc becn tricd unjudy and
that they havc becn dcposcd unjustly by thcir own bishop.

' This Canon is i~umberedI4 b:

the exegetes: and says h a t in Tripolis, on account of a
lack ofbisliops~a presb~-terin+ be tried b! only five bisliops and 111s own bisliop. and
a deacon by only two and his owii, as is recorded in the miniites of this Co~incil,From
this we conclude as ai mference and feel justified in stating that just as tlils Couiic~l
allowed those in holy orders to be tried by fe~verbishops because there were not
nian!- bishops to be found iii those regioiis. which is the same as to say*owing to uecessity, so and in the same manner the rite of Holy Unction in some parts and regions
of Bulgaia, or wen ln any other province, is permitted to be prfonned not only by
three priests but even by two. or even by one. 011 x m i m t of the scarcity of priests
in those places. which is die same as sa$ig on xcouiit of iiecessity, For it is better
to have the Mysteq admiiiistered b~ a single priest done than it would be to let the
Cluistians there be deprived of it altogether: and especiall! in the case of those wlio
are ill, and at the same time to be deprived also of the remission of their sins w-hich
it affords them. Besides. i f a single priest done cm perfonn all the other Mysteries
and the most of the M~stetyof Unction. why sl~ouldhe not be able to perform the
As for that which divine James s q s ,
divine rite of H o l ~Unction too all b! I~inwlt'?
to wit: "Let him call for the elders ofthe Church (James 5 : 14). h i s means those who
are available: and not those wlio are not a d a b l e nor eveii present there, Necessih,
therefore, is not subject to Canons md law. as long as the n e c e s s i ~exists.
Interpretation

All men in holy orders and clerics, when they have any case or criminal charges that might subject them to deposition from office: or any civil
case, which is one involving monetaq damages, that is to say, the plaintiff
as well as the defendant ought to have the case tried by the ecclesiastical
court or tribunal of the Bishop or of the Metropolhn to whom they are
subject, just as the present Canon decrees. If, howewr? anyone among
them should hold the sacred tribunal in contempt or scorn its authoriiy,
and seek t o clear himself of the charges against him by taking the case to
civil and mundane courts, even though he be acquitted of the charges by
them, he is to be deposed from ofice if the case be one of a criminal nature; but if the case is one involving money and he wins it, sllodd he wish
to retain his rank in holy orders and escape deposition from ofice: he has
to forfeit the gain of money awarded to him by the civil courts. If he fail to
waive his claim to that gain, let him be deposed from office owing to his
having held the ec~lesiasticalcourt in contempt. Read also Ap. c. LXXIV,
c. VI of the 1 st, and c. IX of the 4th.

If the clerics being tried appeal their case fiom lower to hgher judges,
from a bishop, say, to a Metropolitan or to a Patriarch, and whet~the
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verdict of the lower judges is examined, it is anndled by the higher judges-it 1 say, this actually happens, the present Canon decrees that those
lower judges are not to suffer any detriment; provided, however, that they
are not proved to have arrived at their decision iniinklly, or on account of
friendliness~or on account of some favor or a deal of some kind. For if any
of these motives influenced their decision, they are subject to detrimenta1
treatment in regard to their own honor. See also Ap. c. L m V , c. VT of the
First, and c. lX of the Fourth.

(Ap. c. LXXIV: c. VI of the 2nd: c. IX of the 4th;cc. MI. CV?C X CXXX of Cartlmge.)

Interpretations

But if the men in holy orders and the clerics, including both the plaintiff and the defendant, choose referees to decide their case, then if the
number of referees chosen be less than that required by the mles laid down
above-in the case of a bishop twelve; in the case of presbyter six; and
in the case of a deacon three--it is not thenceforth permissible for the parties to the trial to take an appeal and h a w their case re\iewed by a lugher
court, but, on the contrary, they must rest content with the verdict of the
referees whom they have chosen.
Concord

Canon CV of this same Council, as well as the civil laws.' are consistent herewith. But c. CXI of this present Cout~cilstates that the Council
nodded approval of the referees whom the bishops Mawentius and Sanctippus chose. Canon CXXXI of this Council decrees that any bishop that
fails to obey the verdict of referees shall remain excluded from C O I ~ U nion until he does obey. See also Ap. c. LXXIV, c. V1 ofthe 1 st7 and c: IX
of the 4th.
CANON X W (17)

(Ap. cc. XLIL XLIII; cc. X?3VmLI. LXIL L W I of thc 6th; cc XIIIj LIV of Laodiccx
c . LXX of Carthagc.I

Interpretation

The present Canon commands that children of priests refiain from
giving the exhibitions and plays that are staged in theaters and motionpicture shows with horse races and bull-fights and other contests with
wild beasts and animals, when they themselves, that is to say, have controi
over the horses and other animals; but neither must they stand or sit and

' For Arn~enopoulos.in Book 1, Title IV, s a y that myone who chooses a referee must

abide by the latter's decision, wl~efierit be j u s ~or unjust: or, if he refuses to do so,
he nlwt pay the penalty agreed up011 when they choose the referee. Acmrdingly,
he ha only himself to blame for the referee he has chosen. The verdict of referees
c m u t bc rcvicwcd or sct xidc cithcr by royal cdict or by thc rcfcrccs t h c r n s ~ l w s ~
Evcn though t h q crrcd in thcir decision. t h q cannot corrcct thcir mistake. For
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oncc thcy haw arriwd at a dccisionhthcy thcrcupon wasc to bc judgcs Note: howcvcr, that if thc rcfcrws pronowcc an unjust vcrdct owing to thcir ignorance of thc
laws, the person tried by them must abide by it or pay the ~ n a l t yagreed upon. But
if they proiiouiiced the verdict as a fiwor to anyone. or because the! nere bribed. the
party losing the trial iiccd not abidc b>-thc vcrdict nor pa>-tlic penalty? LC.. what is
nowadays callcd h c "rimer." ill &c laiguagc of h c Turks; scc Ami~iiopoulos,Conccrnhg rcfcrccs (who arc also calIcd whztri in Lati11)AridotIc s a y thaithc mason for
appointing thcm is to h a w thc casc tricd with grcatcr icnicnc>-and morc humanely.
For a referee, he s q s. has a11eye to leniency: whereas ajudge considers only tlie law;
and m this x m i m t and for tlils reasoii an arbiter or referee has been found preferable
where Ienieiicy is to prevail (Rhehwic. book I*ch.19). The inipriaI laws further s a ~ that in the event that there are but two arbiters and the!- hi1 to agree behveen tlienisclvcs?t h q are coinpellcd to clioosc a third onc and to abide by and rest mntcnt tvith
his dccision and wrdict

look at such spectacles when they are given by other persons. ' Not o111y
childret~of those in holy orders, however, but all Christians in common
are and always have been taught not to go near theaters and motion-picture shows and the like, where ~nanyindecent things occur by means
w-hereofthe faith of Christians is blasphemed and insulted by infidels and
disbelievers and other impious persons. See also c. XXTV of the 6th, as
w-ell as Ap. c. XLII.

CANON XVIII (18)

(Ap. cc. VI! LXXXI? LXX?3II; cc, III?VII of the 4th: c. IX of the 6th; c. IX of the 7th;
a.
XI? XI1 of the 1 s t - & - 2 d )

Interpretation

Those in holy orders ought not to farm, i e . ? rent real estate belonging
to others, or become procurators, that i s to say, more plainly speaking,
caretakers and managers of worldly matters and mundane businesses of
any kind (for the word cura is a Latin word signi%ing care and governing), as the present Canon decrees? nor ought they to take the proceeds
from any undertaking that is shameful and dishot~orable.A shameful
occupation, for example, is that of being a whoremaster; a dishonorable
occupation, on the other hand7is that of owning or keeping a tavern, or a
perfume shop: or that of practicing C h s t i a n science and other modes of
healing, and the like. For if according to St Paul 110 soldier (in the army)
meddles in other matters, in order to please his earthly king, how much
more is it not true that no soldiers of God in holy orders ought to in~olve
the~nsehesin worldly cares: in order to please their heavenly King. Read
also Ap. c. Vl and c. 1X ofthe 6th.

' That is why t h c Apostle w o k 10 Timothy (I Km. 314) that priests must keep their

childrcn in subicction with all care for dcccnq. And to Titus (Titus 116) that thcjtheinselves inust have childreii who are htlifiil and obedient, free from any musation of liceiitiousness, dissoluteiiess~prodigality: and dissipatioii. and not prone
to iiisubordiimcy. But when children of priests go to theaters and motion-picture
shows and witiiess die indecent and disorderly sights to be seen there? it is evident
that tlicy arc liablc to bc accused of being licentious and dissolute, prodigal or insubordhtc. as 1 ~ 1 as
1 indcccnt or immodest. which is a thing forbiddcn by t l ~
divine Apostle, For the children o f priests ought to be more decent and modest than
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thc childrcn of world^^ pcrsons. That is why St. Chrysostom (p. SO of \-01. \-i) says
that if thc daughtcr of a pricst sins. shc is punishcd mow than othcr womcn. "For thc
daughters of piests. thougli not subject to any obligation because of being in lidy
orders themselves. :et b? reason of their father's ofice and dignity, hake to suffer
a niucli bittcrcr p u n i s h c n t ~ "sa!-s lic (Discourse 6 on Holy Orders). God too says:
"If h c daughter of a rnui who is a pricst profam hcrsclf b ~turning
into thc wa!-s of
fomicatioii so as TO become a whorc* h c hcrsclf is profaning tllc i~amcof hcr father*
and she shall be bumcd at the stake'' (LIT.
2119).In the iswnty-second chapter of
De~iteroiiom~.
verse 21. He commands --he daughter of a la>inan slid1 be stoned if
she becomes a w1iore.-' But being bimied to death is a greater punislunent than bemg
stoned to death

CANON XlX (19)

(Ap. c, XXVI: c. XIV of the 4th; c. VI: XIV of the 6th; c, XXXIlI of'carthage,)

Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that when Anagnosts arrive at the age of
fourteen, they mist be compelled either to take a wife for themselves or
else to promise soleinnly (i.e.. to vow) to retain and maintain a state of
1:irginity and of celibacy. But this Canon appears to have prevailed only in
Africa, according to Zomras7and not in any other regions.' See also Ap.
c. X W I .

(Ap. c. XLW: c. XVI I of the I st; c. X ot'the hth: c. IV of Laodicea; c. V of Carthage:
c. XIV of Basil.)

Interpretation

This Canon, too, like c. V o f the present C., forbids clerics to take
interest on money; no matter how much money they may lend to others,
they must take the same amount back; and if they lend my kind of goods
other than money: such as: for instance, wheat or other grain, or legumes
(i.e., peas, beans, lentils), or my other such thing7they must take back that
same amount thereof: and not any more. Read also Ap. c. XLlV.

Interpretation

Deacons ought not to be ordained, according to the present Canon, until they have become twenty-five years old. Read also c. XlV of the 6th.

' Somc pcrsons asscrt that .lust a thc Romans carried t~ Africa the custom of rcquming bishops. presbj-ters, deacons, and s u b d e x o ~ to
~ sabstain from tllegr w \ e s , as we
s a ~ dtn regard t~ cc I l l and IV of the present Counc~l,so and in like manner the
samc Romans introduced the custom thcrc of forcing pcrsons dcstincd to bccomc
Anagnosts. or Lectors. cithcr TO marry or to 1 ow ~ i r g m i t ~and
, ; such appears to be
thc fact, as is hmtcd in c. XW of thc 4th. md as thc rninutcs of thc samc Counc11of
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Carth<agc&ow. So that thc word '+Anagnortsq'hcrc dws not rcfcrto pcrsons who havc
d r c d y bccn ordained Anagnosts: but mcrcly bosc who arc dcstincd xo bc ordained
Aiiagnosts, just as iii cc. I11 and IV the ~vordsBisliops. Presbyters. and Deacoiis are
to be takeii to i i ~ e a those
~ i wlio are destined to be ordained Bishops* Presbyters? and
Dcacons. Notc* howcvcr, tlmt siiicc tlic smic Council, according to its c. XXUII.
cxccpting for Bishops, Prcsby?crs$Deacons? and Subdcacoiis- would havc the rcst of
Clcrgmcn frcc from any such a ncccssiiy of contincnc~;and sincc this ncccssity is
c m t r q to Ap. c. =TI$ which cammands that Anagnusts and Psalts bc f r w w c n
after oi-diiiation to nmr-therefore a i d on this account it ouglit to be captivated to
obedience to Cluist. just as the necessity of wiitiiieiice of Presbyters: Deacons? a i d
Subdemns was captivated by c. MI1 of the 6th?or! inore explicitly spealung: A l e nosis ought to be free to rne1:eii after die? are ordained, in accordance v d h Ap.
c. XXVI and c, XXXII ofthe prcscnt Council.

Canon XXII (22)

(c,XXXH ofthe 6th; c. XIV of the 7th.)

This Canon forbids Anagnosts, upon finishing the reading of the diiline
words, to turn and bow down to the people (in the church), since they
ought b bow down only to bishops and priests and deacons, but not also
the multitude of laymen, and especially during the time of their active
senlice.
C A N O N XXIII (23)

Interpretation

This Canon7notwithstanding that it was a regional Canon, because of
its saying that Mauritania was not b remain subject to h e jurisdiction of
the Metropolitan of Numidia, on account of the ~astnessof the territov
of the one as compared with the other, and the resiilting dific~~lty
of their
bkhops meeting together in a Council or Synod; but7 on the contrary, lt
was allowed to have its own Metropolitan;' ln spite of the fact that this
Canon was a regional and 'Lprticular"Canon, it can be made a catholic
and general Canon. For we learn from it that every other region covering a
vast area, and consequently having portions at a great &stance from other
regions, ought to be allowed to halle its own Metropolitan for the same
reasons.
CANON XXIV (24)'

Tt has pleased the Council to decree that when a Bishop or a Cleric is to
be ordained, the decisions arrived at by the Councils as official prortoiincements shall first be dinned into their ems, lest7when acting in accordance
with the rules of the Council, they should come to repent.
(c . I of the 71h .)

' It is for this reason that both in the iniiiutes of the Couiicil held in Carthage placed

a f k r t h i s Caioii. aid in the Ecc~esi~slicul
Hislory of Eusebius. cli, 6 of book X. M u ritania is written separaely from Numidia, and wce versa,
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^The title, or superscription, alone of nhat the cxegctcs. or commentators, call cc
19, 20, and 2 1 is mistakenly designated as c 1S (Note of Translator -The meaning
intended to be conve! ed b> this Footnote is not clear to me. unless it be assumed that
by a typographical error the number therein printed as 2 1 was meant to be 24 )

Interpretation

Anybody who is ordaining a bishop or a cleric ought, according to this
Canon, before commencing the ordination proper, to tell them what has
been laid down as rules and definitions by the holy Councils, Ecumenical
as well as Regional, both as concerning the right faith and as concerning
the right kind of life, and ecclesiastical decorum (or good order) and constitution (or established state), in order that by means of this teaching the
candidates for ordination may learn the rules and definitions and Canons
laid down by the Fathers of the Church, and when acting and living, both
publicly and privately in accordance therewith, they may not repent like
transgressors, if canonized (i.e., punished canonically) and Conciliarly
reprimanded (or compelled to undergo ecclesiastical penalties) during the
course of their present life, nor if chastised in the future life (since it is
written, and in accordance with the definitions and rules of the Councils
the real meaning of the words is clearer when expressed as follows: lest
they repent, either in the present or in the future, if perchance they do
anything contrary to the Canons and rules and definitions taught them, on
the ground that they are sinning knowingly and wittingly). See also c. I1
of the 7th.
CANON XXV (25)

I/ has pleased the Council to decree that she Eucharist musi not he administered to the bodies o f the dying. For i t has been written: '"lake, eat''
(Man. 26:26), but he bodies of dead persons can neiiher take nor eat anything.And i f is further pleased tv decree that the ignorance of Presbyters
must not cause persons already dying to be baptized
(c. LXXXIII ofthe 6th Ec. C.)

Interpretation

The Sixth Ec. C. borrowed its c. LXXXIII from the present Canonthat is to say, only as respects the prohibition of the admini stration of communion to dead persons. And see the Interpretation there. But the present
Canon further decrees and prescribes that a priest must not baptize anyone
unwittingly that has died and is dead,l since dead persons can neither join
forces with Christ nor renounce Satan, nor can they do any thing else that
is customarily required in connection with the rite of baptism. But as long
as a person is still breathing he shall be allowed the right and be given the
benefit of divine Baptism, according to Zonaras.

' It is for this reason that in his Rep& 22 to Marcus of Alexandria Balsainon asserts

that those persons merit great punishment who first anoint with Myron bishops and
priests who have just died, or other persons. and then bun' them. or place them in a
tomb, since by doing so they are either accusing those who had baptized and m y o nized the said bishops and priests of not having been Orthodox, or else are assuming
for want of information that the! were not communicants of the Orthodox-both
of which things are absurd and improper. St. C h ~ s o s t o m on
: the other hand, says
(in his discourse or sermon concerning the needlessness of bitterly weeping for
the dead. on page 944 of volume VI) that we arc wont to sing psalms and hymns
in seeing the dead on their way (i.e., in escorting them at their funeral), thereby
disclosing the gratitude and thankfulness we oft'er to the Lord Christ on account
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of their death. We wrap them in new shrouds, which denote the new dress of imperi s h a b i l i ~which they arc destined to receive. We pour m y o n and oil upon them, and
anoint them with the clmsin of baptism m the belief that doing this will lend them aid
to help them on their way thither. We accompany them with the burning of incense
and candles. signifying that tlicy have been liberated from the darkness of the present
life and that they have gone to the true light. We lay out their grave and thcir bod!toward the cast, denoting the resurrection which they arc destined to receive. Note
that the myron and oil and chrism of baptism spoken of here by the Saint must be
understood to have die same meaning-that is to say, more explicitly speaking, the)
are used instead of the oil with which persons being baptized have their whole bod)
anointed. For Dionysius the Areopagite (ch. 2 of his Ecdesiasfica!Hierarchy) asserts
that the water of baptism is to be perfected (or rendered efficacious) with three cniciform effusions of Myron. taking the word Myron to refer to the oil. as Syineon of
Tlicssalonica (ch. 63) interprets it: and see the Canon of S t . Cyprian.

CANON XXVI (26)
Care must be taken, in accordance with the Definitions of the Council

held 1n Nicaea, with reference to ecclesiastical causes, to see that a Synod is
convoked every year, to which all those occupying the chief seats o f the provmces may send legutcs or deputies, choosing t\vo or af many as they wish of
the Bishops oftheir own Synods to represent them;in order that the authority
in the body assembled may he plenary:fiw i i is notewor<hythat such causes
often grow old to the ruin of the laity.
(Ap. c. XXXVII; c . V ofthe 1st: c. XIX ofthe 4th; c. VIII of the 6th; c. V I ofthe 7th;
c. XX of Antioch; cc. LXXXI, LXXXIV, LXXXV, CIV of Carthagc.)

Interpretation

Lest ecclesiastical cases and irregularities grow old, and with the
passage of time become inveterate, as they arise from time to time, to
the injury of the laity, the present Canon decrees that a Synod, or local
council, of bishops must be held every year, as c. V of the Nicene C. also
prescribes to which Synod all the Metropolitans may send two or more
bishops from their province as deputies, or legates, i.e., representatives
to take their place at the meeting of the Synod; in order that the decisions
arrived at by this Synod may have full authority, on the ground that all the
Metropolitans joined in voting therefor. But in the minutes of the present
Council it has been written that from Tripolis (Africa) a legate is to be
sent to this annual Synod, owing to the scarcity of the bishops there. But
Balsamon asserts that the sending of presbyters and of deacons as legates
is not prohibited, as in fact was done at some Ecumenical Councils, to
represent the Metropolitans. Read also Ap. c. XXXVII.
CANON XXVn (27)
Jfany one ofthe Rishops is accused, lei the accuser bring the mailer before
the chief bishops in his own territory; and let the accused one not be excluded
from communion until he had had a chance ~o defendhimself in the court of

those selected to ff y him;after being sunznzonedin writing, jfhe,fai/ to am'n'er
on the d a y s e t j ~ his
r trial, that is, within aperiod ofone monthfrom the day
on which he appears to have received the summons, unless he shows true and
cogent causes preventing himfrom answering to the charges laid against him,
in which event he shall be given another entire month in which to present his
defense. Bui after the second month let him not commune until he has shown
him.se//Â¥clean
I f , un the other hand, he re/use to answer to the 1vhule annz~ul
Synod, in order to lei his case be disposed o f there, he himselfshall he judged
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tv have pronounced a verdict of condemnation against himself During the
time /hat he is not communing, let him not commune either in his own church
or in the diocese. Asfor his accuser, if he does notfail to put in his appearance anywhere during the days thai the matter is ahroach, let him he in no
wise prevented/km communing. But i f at any time he should disappear by
withdrawing, lei h e %hop he restored to communion, and lei h i s accufier
he denied con?ft1?1njon.
Nevertheless, he shall not he depfi1?edo f the righf to
prosecute the case and to bring the charges into court in support ofhis accu,sati(wi f he can prove, within (he time spec$kd, that he had been unable, and
not umrilling, to answer. At the same time it is plain that, when the charges
are brought into the cowl ofthe Bishops, if the person of the accuser is in
disrepute, he ought not to be allowed to present his accusation, unless the
matter be one involving a personal affair of'his own, and not an ecclesiastic d matter, in which event he shall be a//owed to present hss claim,
(Ap. c. LXXIV: c. VI of the 2nd; c. IX. XXI of the 4th. cc. XIV. XV ofAntiocli;
IV of Sardica; cc. Via. XII. XVI. XCVI. C'V. CXXXI. CXXXVIL CXXXVIII.
CXXXIX of Cartilage.)

c.

Interpretation

When any bishop is accused of anything. his accuser must prove the
truth of the accusation before the Metropolitan of the bishop in question,
according to the present Canon; but the accused bishop ought not to be
at once excluded from communion with his fellow bishops directly after
the charges are filed, unless he fail to appear for trial within a month's
time after receiving the Metropolitan's summons to attend the court. But
if he prove that it was due to true causes, and not fictitious ones, but to
a really unavoidable cause, that he be prevented from attending, he shall
be allowed another month's time. But if he fail to appear even within two
months, he shall be excommunicated on account of his disobedience, until
it has been proved that he i s innocent of the accusation brought against
him. If, on the other hand, he refuse to be tried either by the Metropolitan
or by the Synod which assembles annually, he himself has condemned
himself on account of his contumacy and contemptuous attitude. As long,
however, as the accused bishop is under the penance of excommunication
he ought not to join anyone in communion either in his own province or
in any other. As for his accuser, as long as he stands upon his charges, he
ought not to be excommunicated pending the outcome of his accusation.
If, however, he furtively depart from the court, and cannot be found, then
and in that event the accused bishop shall be relieved of the penance of
exclusion from communion, while the accuser shall be excommunicated.
If, nevertheless, he prove that it was not due to his will or contempt, but
to some other reasonably good cause, that he failed to appear in court, he
is not precluded from filing the accusation again. One thing is plainly evident, that if the accuser has a disparaged reputation or a dubious one, he
ought not to be allowed to bring any charge against a bishop in regard to
any ecclesiastical and religious matter. But as regards a matter of h s own
personal interests, relating to money and of a non-religious nature, he is to
be allowed, no matter who he is. See Ap. c. LXXIV, c. VI of the 2nd, and
c. IX of the 4th.
CANON XXVIII (28)

IfPresbyters or Deacons he accused, the legal number offishops selected
j v m the nearby locality,whom the accused demand, s h a l l be empaneled-thai
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in the case of a Presbyter six, ofa Deacon three, together with the Btshop
inve.stiga/e their causes; /he same,fh+m being observed in
respect of days, and ofpostponements, and o f examinations, and ofpersons,
as between accusers and accused. As for the rest o f the Clerics, She local
Bishop alone shall hear and conciude their causes,
LS,

of the accused-lo

(c. IX ot'the 4th; c. IV ofAntioch: cc. XI[,XVI of Carthage.)

Interpretation
The preceding Canon related to accused bishops, while the present relates to presbyters and deacons, and it decrees that if they be accused, they
are to c h o o s e ~ presbyter
a
six, a n d a deacon threestrange bishops from
their nearby parts, and let their own bishop try their cases together with
these bishops. The aforesaid form and Canon (i.e., XXVII) and the same
examination of persons accusing them are to be observed. As for charges
against other, lower clerics, their local bishop alone tries and decides
them. Read a1so c. TX of the 4th, and cc. XI1 and XVI of the present C.

C A N O N XXIX (29)
/; has pleased the Council to decree that children qf'CIergymen sha!! nol
enter info a matrimonial union with heretics or heathen.
(c. XIV ofthe 4th; c, LXXII of the 6th; cc, X. XXXI of Laodicca.)

Interpretation
The present Canon commands that children of men in holy orders and
of clerics are not to many women that are heretics or infidels. Read also
c. XIV ofthe 4th.
CANON XXX (30)

l t 1 s decreed that Bishops and Clerics shall not leave any legacy to nonOrthodox Christians, even though these be blood relatives; nor shall Bishops
or Clerics make such persons any sift ofproperty oftheir own by bequest, as
hux been said
(Ap. c. XL; a.LXXXIX, CD of Carthage.)

Interpretation
Consistently with the preceding Canon, the present Canon decrees respecting heathen and heretics that bishops and clerics, when dying, must
not make non-Orthodox persons, whether infidels or heretics, co-heirs
with their relatives who are believers and belong to the Orthodox faith
to their property in their will or testament, even though such infidels or
heretics be blood relatives of theirs. This amounts to saying that bishops
and clerics ought not to leave either an inheritance or a legacy; i.e., a gift,
in their will to their heretical relatives. Nor even while alive ought they to
give heretics goods or property of their own. In fact, even the civil laws
prohibit Orthodox Christians from leaving any inheritance or legacy1 to
heretics. See also Ap. c. XL,
For according to Book XXXV of the Basilica, Title VII1, ch, 38. not even children
who are heretics can inherit property from their parents if the latter are Orthodox.
But neither can parents. if they are Orthodox, leave their property to their heretical children, though these be Christians. But if an? parents (\*ho are Orthodox, that
is to say) have made their heretical sons heirs, if they have no children that arc
Orthodox, their property goes to their other relatives who arc Orthodox, If, on
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the other hand. the deceased, being clerics, had neither children nor other relatives,
one year after their death the officials of that church to which the deceased clerics
belonged shall receive their property. It lias likewise been written in Book I of the
Basilica that Samaritans and any heretics shall not inherit property at all. nor receive
any gift. Furthermore, ch. 11 of Titlc I11 of Book V says that 110 licrctic shall get any
real estate from a church, or from any othcr venerable establishment, cither by lease.
or by fanning, or by purchase, or in any other way whatsoever. The third tliemc of
the same Book and Titlc and chapter s a y that if an Orthodox person owing land on
which a churcli lias been built should leave that land to an infidel or heretic in an!
way, the church of the district in question shall have the ownership of that land. But
inasmuch as we have been speaking of heirs. it is well here to make some remarks
about them generally. So let it be said that according to Book XXXV, Title X. cli. 36
with regard to inlieritance descendants arc to be preferred to asccndants, or, more
explicitly speaking, children of one deceased, whether they be male or femalc. come
in first as heirs. But a child that inherits property from his father must turn it over to
his grandfather to work in order to gain a living from it. If his grandfather die and
leave a son and grandchildren of another so11 of his who is dead, the grandchildren
also participate in the inheritance along with their uncles; and they get the portion of
their rather. If, however. there are no children, die parents and grandparents of the deceased are to be given the preference as heirs, except onl? for brothers of the deceased
by the mother or father alone. And again those who are next of kin are preferred as
heirs to those ascendants, and those who are of the same degree-the third, say, or
fourth-all become co-heirs on an equal footing. The Novellaof Patriarch Athanasius
decrees that if any n~aiior woman die and leave a child. and the latter die too. the
surviving pait\ ought not to inherit all the property of the child in question, but, on the
contrary. a part thereof is to be given to provide a memorial to die deceased. another
part is to be taken by the parents of the deceased. and the third part is to be taken by
the surviving party who remained. But if the parents of the deceased are no longer
living, the collateral kinsfolk, or. more explicitly, brothers and sisters, participate in
the inheritance: and of them again full brothers and sisters (i.e., brothers gennan and
sisters gennan) are to be preferred to halt' brothers and sisters. Likewise in the inatter of inheriting property from their uncle. the children of a full brother or full sister.
i.e.. nephews and nieces, have priority over those of a half brother or half sister. But
it'there are no genuine and full brothers and sisters nor children ot'a full brother or
full sister, even half brothers and half sisters will inherit the property oftheir brother,
or sister. If. however, the deceased has no brothers or sisters at all, but only nephews and nieces, these latter inherit his property on an equal footing (Annenopoulos.
Book V, Title VU l), If a husband or wife die intestate (i .e., without leaving a will)
and without having any rcllaivcs or heirs, the surviving party inherits the property
of the defunct, wcn though they lived together but two months (Armcnopoulos,
zhjd,), Own children (called in Greek "natural" children), as well as foster children,
inherit equally the property of their intestate parents. One leaves the same amount to
his "natural" children, when he has both brothers (and sisters) and a mother, as he
leaves to his foster children, or at least one-fourth of his estate (ihid.). Book XL! of
the Basilica. Titlc X. ch. 8. decrees that no father shall show undue favor to one or
some of his children, by leaving them, that is to say. more goods- and not (as much)
to the rest of his children. Instead. he must think in moderate terms of all his children,
and not give more to those whom he lows (except only if some children of his have
been thankless, and have insulted or beaten or maligned or have otherwise ill-treated
their parents). If he nevertheless makes such a gift. the other children are to get their
legal share of any such gift. Moreover, Basil the Great (Honi . 8 on the Hexaemeron)
decrees thatjust as parents have given beinghood and life equally to all thcir children,
so and in a similar manner they ought to divide amongst them equally the means of
livelihood thcir real and personal property., that is to say, and not give more to certain
children and less to others. Hence severe penalties ought to be provided to prevent
the accursed custom which obtains in many different regions, and cspccially in the
islands. whereb? parents, that is to say. give die first so11 or daughter the most of their
property, and leave thcir othcr childrcn deprived of their lcgal portion, as though
they were illegitimate, and not genuine, childrcn. An enormous transgression of the
law! An unnatural pitilessness not shown even by wild beasts! and a ruinous vice
which harms even the parents mentally who do this, as well as the poor childrcn who
arc left destitute. As for fathers who become monks- or their children, they do not
lose their share in an inheritance, on account of a condition or circumstance which
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obtaincd bcforc the>- bccamc monks. Burial cxpcnscs~on the othcr hand; arc to bc
takcn out of thc f o r h c of thc onc dcccascd , (Arm~nopodos.h d . . Titk IX , ) Scc thc
Footnote to the Last Will a i d Testament at tlie end of this i i w u a l ~and the Footnote
to c. VI of the 6th.

' For according to Book XXXV of the Basilica. Title VIII. cli, 38$neither can hereti-

cal children inherit property froni their parents if h e latter are Orthodox Christians.
But ncithcr can parcnts if thcy arc Orthodox Christians makc thcir licrcticd childrcn
heirs* but onl>-thosc who arc (gmuinc) Christians. If ncvcrtl~~lcss
the parciits (whcn
the! are orthodox^ that is to say) have made their heretical children heirs: it' they
have no other soils wlio are Orthodox. their property goes to their other re1atil)esw11o
are Orthodox, I t oil the other hand: the deceased: being clerics: l i d iieitlier children
nor other relatives, one year after their death tlie officials of thai cliurch to which the
deceased clerics belonged shall receivs their property, It has liliewise been wittell in
Book I of the Basilica that Samaritans and any heretics shall not inherit property at
all. nor receive any gift. Furthermore, ch, I I of Title I l l of Book V says that no heretk
shall get any real estate k o n ~a c11urcI-1. or t'mm any other venemble establishment,
either b! lease: or by farming. or :b purchase. or l n an: other wa! whahoe\,er, The
third theme of the same Book and Title and chapter sa:s that if an Orthodox person
owning laid on ~vhiclia Cliiircli has been biiilt should leave tliat laid to an infidel or
heretic iii any way: the church of the district in question shall have the ownersliip of
the land. And c. Cf ofthe same C. held in Carthage commands that heretics shall not
be allowed to receive an inheritance or gift devised or bequeathed to them by will. nor
sl~allother persons leave an! to them,

(Ap, cc. X I ?XmIII; cc. X. XlI of the 4th:c. XVII of thc 6th: cc. VI, VII?VIII:
XI of Antioch, cc, XLI, XLII of Laodicca; w. VII, WII of Sardica; a.XCVII? CXVI
of Carha&.)

The present Canon forbids the bishops of A h c a from going overseas
that is to say, to Italy; and any other bishop from leaving his province
and going to a remote region. These bishops ought rather to stay at home
and wait upon their churcl~es,and give daily attelltion to their flocks, i.e.,
to the laities entrusted to them. The only time they are allowed to depart
is when they are equipped with letters obtained from the other bishops,
properly and by way of exception horn their primate the Metropolitan or
patriarch7and called letters dimissory7 giving express consent and declaring that their departure is necessaty and that they are given dimission: inen,
leave to depart; or "in due form7' stands for signed and commending and
introducing them to those persons to whom they are going. See also the
Interpretation and Footnote to Ap. c. XII.
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(Ap, c, LXXXV; a.L[, LX of Laodicea: c. XIV of Carthaze: St. G r e g o ~
the Theologian

in his Epics: canonical epistle of St. Athanasius 39; Amphiloch. lconious diiamb.)

Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that in church nothing else shall be read
that purports to be any Holy Scriptures besides these canonical boolcs
which are herein mentioned by name7and concerning which see also Ap.
c. LXXXV and the Foomote thereto.
CANON XXXIII (33)

(Ap, c, V: cc. MI: XIII. XXX. XLV111 of the 6th: c. 1V of Gaigra; cc, 111, IV: XIX
of Carthage: I Cor. 7129.)

Interpretation

The present Canon7in a manner similar to that of cc. I11 and IV of this
C., decrees to the effect that the subdeacons who attend to the Mysteries
(concerning whkh see c. XV of the 6th): and deacons and bishops, must
maintain a state of v i r g i n i ~and keep away from their wives by common
c o n ~ e n t in
, ~ accordance with the terns and vows they made before their
ordi~lation,in order to conform with that Apostolic saying that even if they
haw wives it is as though they had none at all. But lf they fail to keep this
rule, they are to forfeit their rank and order of their sacerdocy, or, more
expressly speaking, they are to be deposed from office. But as regards the
rest of the lower clerics7 m d y , Anagnosts, Psalts7 Janitors (i-e.? doorkeepers): Exorcists: and the others, they are not to be compelled to remain
virgins in abstinence fiom their wives7except only when they reach w-lmt
is called old age (for though according to St. B a d the Great sobriety ln
old age is not sobriety, but powerlessness for licentious behavior. one who
fails to keep sober and continent in his old age is certainly very licentious
and dissolute, and of a sort such as a cleric ought not to be); but they ought
to follow whatever custom obtains in the particular church to which the
cleric in question belongs. The 6th Ec. C.. in its c. Mil, took the expression "on the same krtns" to stand for the meaning of the expression "in
the same parishes." And read that c. and its c. XI, Ap. c. V, and c. XIX of
the present C.

It bcc~rncsmnifcst from this Cmon that &cr thc timc whcn such mcn in holj-ordcrs
had promised to abstain from heir wives and to live a life of virgiiiity~they were cohabiting with tlieni. For it does not say for thein not to cohabit with their wites: but
merely to remain virgins by holding aloof fiom tlieni?whicli cohabihtioii. 1iowe1,er.
~ v a prohibited
s
b>-thc 6th Ec. C. to bishops? in its cc. XI1 and XLVIII?and to men in
hol>-orders: in its c. XXX
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(Ap. cc =XI,

XLI; c. XI1 of the 7th; c. XV of Ancyra; c. XXIV of An~ioch:c. XLI
of Carthagc: c. I1 of Cyril.)

Church propem ought to be inalienable and irremovable fiom the
churches o w i n g it. For this reason the present Canon forbids every
bishop to sell anything belonging to his church. But if it s l ~ o d dhappen
that any red estate of a church fails to produ~efruits or a profit, and an
occasion arises in which it becomes necessaty to sell the property owing
to some urgent exigency, the bishop must communicate this fact to the
Metropolitan, and they must take counsel and deliberate co~icemingthis
matter with the twelve bishops appointed for this purpose. But lf there
sl~ouldensue any such great urgency that time does not sufiice for such
interrogation and the holding of a deliberate council, he must at least call
in the ~leigl~boring
bishops as witnesses, in order to be able to use their
testimony as evidence to show to the Synod which is held annually and
declare all the circu~nstancesand needs of his churcl~~
on account of which
he was compelled to sell the real estate. lf he f i l to do this, he is to become responsible both to God and to the Synod, and is to be shorn of his
prelatical dignity and deposed 501n office. See also Ap. c. XXXVIiI,
CANON XXXV (35)

(Ap. cc. XXVj XLVII?LXVIII; cc, of Basil 111- m X I I j XLIV, LI; c. XXI of the 6th;
c. LVII of Carthagc.)

It used to be a custom whenever sinners repented and confessed their
sins on coming to church, the bishops would lay their 11mdsupon them, or
with their consent and approval the priests would do so, inside the church,
that is to say:' and then by uttering prayers they would excommunicate
them and assign them the stations of penitents, each of them according to
the particular sin he was g ~ l t yof. The present Canon therefore is decreeing that that act of laying on the hands is not to be performed in regard
to those presbyters and deacons who have been proved guilty of any
grave offense and on this account have been deposed from holy orders?

See c. Vll I of the 1st and Footnote 3 thereto
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nor are such persons to be placed in the stations assigned to the penitent
faithful laymen of the cl~urch,and be, like these?exco~nmut~icated.
For the
chastisement alone of depositiotl from office is suficient for them according to Ap. c. XV, which the reader is advised to consult. Nor ought such
excommi~nicatedpersons to be rebaptized in order that by allegedly being
purified through baptism they may be considered to have been &ed from
the sins they committed, and be again ordained priests and deacons? since
it is an impiety for holy baptism to be done over again (and concerning
this see Ap. c. XLVI1) and for an ordination to be repeated, according to
Ap. c. LXVIII,
CANON ?XXVI (36)

(c, VI of tlie 211d; c. IX of the 4th; K .XI? C m I X of Cartliage.)

Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that presbyters and deacons and the lower
clerics must have their cases tried by their own bishop. If, how-ever, they
should complain about the trial held m d the decision rendered by their
own bishop, they ought to b i t e the nearby and neighboring bishops, in
order that they and the bishops who tried their case may consider their differences. But if they will not accept the trial held by neighboring bishops
whom they have invited, they must appeal their case to the Metropolitan
of their province, .lust as we directed to be done in the cases of bishops.
If, however, they take an appeal to courts overseas, i.e., those of Italy and
of Rome,' or, more generally speaking, to remote courts or those beyond
their boundaries, let them be excluded from communion by all the bishops
of Africa. Cmon C m X I V of this same C,. is almost identically the same
as the present Canon. Read also c. VI of the Znd, and c. I
X ofthe 4th, and
c. XI ofthis same C. See also the Footnote to c. IV of Antioch.

(Ap, cc, MI- ma.

c. V of tlic lst? c . VI of htiocli; c. XIV of Sardica.)

' Thc prcsciit Canon first of all casts down thc brow and tlic blatant claim of tlic

Popc to a nmmrchy; sii~cchc boasts and in~aghcsthat all appeals of churchcs the
world owr wcrc assigncd to him. For if thc prcscnt Cmon prohibits thc bishops of
Africa from appcding to courts bcyond thc sca. such as thosc of Italy and Rome
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which m nmr nciglhors to thcrn, how much morc it prohibits appcding to Romc in
thc c a x of thosc rcsiding in still mow distant rcgions! Sccondlj-, it is provcd outright
that the Canoiis of die C. held iii Sard~cawhich deal with appeals to the bishop of
Ronie, n a n d ? cc.111, IV. and V, are not to be considerd applicable to bishops not
suljcct to thc bishop of b m c ? but. on tlic contraq-. tlicy pcrtain only to tliosc subjcct
to him. as wc too have htcrprctcd thcrn. And thirdly*thc c. t r c a h g of thc right of appeal to thc bishop of Rome* which the Pope-s lcgatcs at first submitted to thc authoritics of the p ~ s c n C,,
t was onc that was fictitiously forged* and not that of thc Niccnc
C,.as they falsel? claimed, as was proved by coinparisoii with the authentic tenors of
Cmstmtinople and Alemidria, For had it been that of the First Ec. C., that C. itself
necsssuily would have kept it?just as it promised iii its c, I , See the Fmlegoinena to
the present C.. and the Interpretation of its two letters

Interpretation

A bishop?or my other cleric whatever?who has been excomnunicated
on account of the sin of negligence? but who insists that he was not excotnmunkated justly, ought nevertheless to remain under the penalty of excommut~icationand of exclusion fiom communim until his case has been
examined by others who are his superiors. But if before it has been examined and determined whether or not he was excomm~~nicated
for a good
reason he should himself dare to commune with others and to trample underfoot the excommunication, it is manifest that by this show-of contempt
he 1s causing a rightful verdict of condemnat~anto be pranounced against
himself, as the present Canon decrees. See a1so Ap. c. XXXIT.

(Ap. c. L X m ? c. II of the 1st; c. CXL of C d i a g e . )

Interpretation
If clerics happen to have a hspute with each other, and one of them7

the plaintiff: that is to say, is &aid to have the case tried in the home region of the cleric who is bei~lgaccused by him and being made the subject
of charges or being cited before a court, either by reason of a fear that the
defendant's relatives and fhends may rise up against him, or because of
his being unable to bring witnesses for the prosecution to that p l a c e i f ,
I say7the accuser is &aid7 the present Canon decrees h a t he shall be idlow-ed to choose some other region near there in which his case can be
tried. I said "near there" so that the judges could go there too to try it, and
the witnesses could easily offer their testimony, and c o ~ ~ s e q u e ~so
~ tthat
ly
the case being tried an be brought to a conclusion; and not for him to be
allowed to choose a region where it would be diEcult for the judges and
the witnesses to go, and the tnal might consequently never be finishedas is done by some cunning persons who want to escape trial because they
know that they are wrong. See also Ap. c. LXXV.
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tv a higherpositionfor cogent reasons of their churches, then and in that case
neither shall they serve in the capacity of the rank which they refused to leave.
(c, o f Basil LXXXIX.)

Interpretation

All men who become Atlagnosts, Psalts, Subdeacons, or mere clerics
and servants of the Church must be so worthy that whenever the need calls
for it they may be promoted to higher ranks in holy orders, as is disclosed
by St. Basil the Great in his canonical epistle addressed to chorepiscopi,
which constitutes his c. LXXXIX. For this reason the present Canon decrees that all clerics and deacons, i.e., servants (for the Greek noun dlacuni, or deacons, is here taken with reference to all servants, according to
Zonaras, and not only with reference to persons who have been ordained
deacons; and this is plainly evident also from the Greek verb d m o m s o ,
meaning to serve, which is employed further below)-all clerics, I say,
and servants who fail to comply with the orders of their bishops, who on
account of some need or want of their churches are inclined to promote
them to higher ranks, as, for instance, subdeacons to deacons, or deacons
to presbyters-these persons, I say, shall not be allowed to remain even
in that rank which they refused to leave; not because of any reverence.
according to the aforesaid exegete, or because of any lack of merits or of
worthiness, but owing to contemptuousness and disobedience or perhaps
even to the troublesomeness or toilsomeness of the higher rank: which is
the same as saying that they shall be deposed from office or ousted from
service,'
CANON XL (40)

It has pleased the Council to decree with regard to Bishops, Presbyters,
Deacons, or any Clerics whatever, who owned noihing io begin wilh, thai if
in the course o f their service m an episcopate or d m n g their office, they hvy
a ~ f i e l d ' or
s any territories whc/tcver in their own name, they are to be cons i d d as though p d f y ofhawng made an inroad upon the T,oirl's business
or the Lord's things, unless they should therefore when reminded of this agree
to donate these things to the Church. I f , on the other hand, (he liberality of
anyone or .'succession by descent should bring them anything persow/ij
even of that they shall bestow upon the Church whatever portion they are
willing to give her. Rut if even after qfferjng if to her, hey should backslide,
or go back on their word, being unworthy qf'ecclesiastical honor, let them be
judged to be reprobates.
(Ap. c. XL: c. XXIV o f h t i o c h ; c. XXII of the 4th; c. XXXV of the 6th;
cc. XXX. LXXXIX of Cartilage.)

Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that all bishops, presbyters, deacons, and
mere clerics who were formerly poor but who have acquired subsequently
to the episcopate or the clericate tat;fimdia (i.e.; large landed estates), or
any other fanning lands or real estate whatsoever-all these persons, 1 say,
if then refuse to dedicate that property to that church of which they are

' The chorepiscopi, too, complain in the said c

LXXXIX of Basil the Great that of all
the numerous servants to be found in the churches of outlying districts (called chona
in Greek) not one was worthy to undertake and receive the ministry of the altar. or,
more explicitly. to become a deacon or priest
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bishops or clerics, shall be deposed from office, as being graspers and
having robber-like usurped church property, since it was with the money
which they derived from the Church that they purchased it. But from
property which they came by either through inheritance from relatives of
theirs or as a result of the liberality of somebody or a gift given to them
personally (or at any rate not in order to have them distribute it, to poor
people, say, or to spend it on slaves; for they are not required to dedicate
such things to the Church; but, on the contrary, in order that they may
keep it for themselves), even of those things, I say, they ought to leave to
their church that which they are inclined to give her. But if they at first are
minded to give her some of it, and afterwards repent, they are to be judged
unworthy of the ecclesiastical rank which they have. on the ground that
they are useless and reprobate creatures. Read also Ap. c. XL.
CANON XLI (41)
1; has pleased the Council to decree that Presbyters shall not sell any properfy of'the Church in which they were ord!ined i f it be without the consent

and approval of their own Bishop, in like manner as it is not permissible to
Bishops to sell any lands of the Church without the knowledge o f the Synod
or oftheir own Presbyters. There being therefore no need or necessify, neither is it permissible to a Bishop to misappropriate or embezzle anything out
o f the funds, or "title, ofthe ecclesiastical treasury, or "matrix.''
"

(AD.cc. XXXVIII. XLI: c. XXVI of the 4th: cc. XI. XI1 of the 7th;cc. XXW. XXV
of ~ & o c h :c, XV of ~ n c y ac,
: VII of Gangra; c. XXXIV ot'~artha~e;c.
X ot'Theophilus:
c. l l of Cyril .)

Interpretation

Neither have presbyters, according to this Canon, any right or permission to sell any property of that church to which it has been dedicated,
without the consent and approval of their bishops; nor, conversely, have
bishops any right or permission, without any necessity, to sell, or to misuse, anything that is listed in the title (for the superscription and the cause,
and the book itself are called the title) of the Ecclesiastical Matrix,' or register, which is the same as saying whatever is recorded in the Codex of the
Episcopate, without the consent and knowledge of the Synod and of his
presbyters, since they too must have cognizance of matters concerning the
government and administration of the affairs of the church, and especially
their stewards, or oeconomi. See Ap. c. XXXVIII.
CANON XLII (42)'

It i s decreed that Bishops and Clerics shall not let their children go may
swjuris, i.e., with the right to choosefor themselves what they are to do, by
virtue of an emancipation, unless they are convinced as touching their manners and /heir age. J.esi they lead h e m into sins.
(c. XV ot'Gangra.)
Matrix and mairliclon are words derived from the Greek and Latin words meter and
m d c r meaning mother. They signify. in their proper sense, the original file and codex, from which tenors (ix., true copies) and transcripts arc made. as in the minutes

of this Council there is to be found the mcimkion and original document of Numidia.
That is why the islanders call it the mother (or source), while others call it the tablet
(in Greek, piax).
' The Canon i-nnnbered 37 by the exegetes is utterly inusitate. For it says that nothing must be added or corrected as touching what was decreed at the Council held in
Hippo.
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Interpretation

The word emancipation is Latin (though written in Greek characters in
the above Canon). It denotes the right of self-control given by fathers to
their sons when they are not yet of age. So what the present Canon says
is that bishops and clerics may not set their children free and emancipate
them from their control unless they have first become convinced by works,
i.e., deeds, that not only are they well-intentioned (i.e., good in mind) but
also that they have attained to the age of discretion and know how to inanage themselves. Since if they should set them free before having trained
them in regard to what is good and what is virtuous and before they have
attained to the age that is susceptible of reason and prudence (see the Footnote to c. XL of the 6th), they themselves will be accomplices in the sins
of their children which the latter will commit after being left free to do as
they please. See also c. XV of Gangra.
CANON XLIII (43)
1; is decreed that Rifshops, Deacons, and Presbyieffishall not he ordained
before they have made a//persons in their home Orthodox Christians.
(Ap. c. LxXxIr.)

Interpretation

If bishops and deacons and presbyters are under obligation to teach all
others who are disbelievers and misbelievers, and to guide them into Orthodoxy, how much more they are obliged to do so with unbelieving and
heretical children, or mayhap women or slaves or servants in their own
house! Therefore the present Canon decrees that they themselves are not
to be ordained bishops, or presbyters, or deacons unless they first make
all the members of their household. "For," says St. Paul, "if anyone know
not how to rule his own household, how shall he take care of the church
of God?" (I Tim. 3:5).
CANON XLrv (44)
It is dccreed that in the sanctuary nothing else than the body and the
blood of the Lord shall be. offered, as the l m d Himselfprescribed, that is,
bread and wine mixed with wafer.Asforfirsi-frmts, whether honey or milk,
at the Mystery o f the infants, thoughfor the most part offered at the altar, let
it nevertheless have a biessing o f US own in proper fashion, so that if may
stand apart from the sanctification of the Lord's body and h o d . Btit letnothing else be offered umung first-fruits than grapes and grain (or wheat).
(Ap. cc. In, IV; cc. XXVID, XXXII, EVIL XCIX of the 6th.)
?Note that the father's consent to the liberty and self-control of his sons is not sufficicnt in itself, but a legal document has to be made to implement it; that is to say,
a written instrument presented before a judge, according to ch. 3, %tie In. in the
Book of the Basilica. For, according to Armcnopoulos, the father has to go with his
son to the judge and say, I make the son of mine master of himself and set him frcc
from my control. If a father be condemned to death, or become a patrician. or an
eparch, or a general (in the army). or a bishop (in the church). his son is absolved
from being under his control. It is possible for a son to be ,mi juris, while a grandson is s u b p t h m pofestafem. if the son while under paternal authority madc the
woman pregnant, and the grandson was born at a time when the son was under
his own control. Sec Anncnopoulos, Book I. Title XVII. See also Ap. c. LXXXII.
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Interpretation

The present Canon commands that nothing else shall be offered at the
holy Mysteries but bread, on the one hand, to be transessentiated into the
body of Christ, and on the other hand wine to be turned into the blood of
Christ, and water to be mixed with the wine, to serve as a type, or typification, of the water which came out of the Lord's side. But inasmuch as
it had become customary for milk and honey to be offered at the altar on
a certain fixed day for the Mystery of the infants (that is to say, in behalf
of and for the purpose of helping and saving infants, who are nourished
mainly with milk and honey, in accordance with that prophetic utterance
saying, "butter-a product of milk-and honey shall the child-xc. Jes u s ~ e a t , by
" way of indicating the true humanity, as Coressios interprets
this passage), let them be offered, but yet with care not to combine these
things with the Lord's body and blood, of course, but, on the contrary, in
such a mariner that they may have a peculiar and special place and blessing, as firsthits. Of other firstfruits of produce and crops nothing else is
to be offered at the altar but grapes and ears of wheat when they become
ripe. Read also Ap. c. Ill, and c. XXXII of the 6th, from which the present
Canon has been taken verbatim. The offering of honey and of milk, however, was repealed, or rather modified, by c. LVI I of the same 6th.
CANON XLV (45)
Clerics or continent man shall not, except by special permission and
consent o f their o w n Bishop, or ofthe Presbyters, come into the presence o f
iricfows or of virgins. And lei them not do so by then~seiiw(i.e., ail ahne),

either, hut only when accompanied byfellow clerics or bypersons with whom
Bishops and presbyters alone hme admission to women o f that description,
or where (here are present Clerics or .wme honorable Christian.
(c. I11 of the 1st; cc. XVIII. XXII of die 7th; c. XIX of Anq ra; c, LXXXIX of Basil.)

Interpretation

On account of the suspicions of the majority of people the present
Canon forbids clerics or continent men1 to enter the houses of widows or
virgins, except only if they enter by leave and permission of the bishop (if
he himself, that is to say, needs to send them), or with his consent (if they
ask to go of their own accord). Yet even when the bishop allows them to
do so or complies with their request, let them not enter the hones of such
females all alone, but only together with their fellow clerics, or together
with those men with whom bishops and presbyters are accustomed to visit
such women, or let them converse with those women in places where
there are clerics and some other honorable Christians present, for the sake
of avoiding scandal. See also c. I l l of the First Ec, C.

' The "continent men" mentioned by die present Canon are said b~ Zonaras to have

been the monks, "For of gentlemen." says Basil the Great in his c. XIX, "we recognize the confession (i.e., vow or promise concerning virginity) of no others but
those who have been enrolled in the battalion of the monks." Others, however.
assert that the men called continent men were those laymen who had not yet resolved, or definitively decided in their own mind. whether to ma?: and they adduce in evidence and corroboration the passage of St. Paul's saying: "If the: cannot remain continent. let them m w " (I Cor, 7:9). To me, however, it seems more
probable that these "continent men" w-ere the prcsbykrs, deacons, and subdeacons,
or anagnosts, who. being married men when they were ordained vowed to remain
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continent by abstaining from their wives, just as was mentioned concerning their contincncc in cc. 111, IV, XIX, and XXXIII of the present Council If it be objected that
die Can011 sa! s for presb? ters to go along nith them too. the repi! is that i t says with
reference to the other clerics of louer rank embraced in the Canon, whom it sa! s that
presbyters must acconipany

CANON XLVI(46)

It is dccreed thai the Bishop of'the chiefsee shall not be called the Exarch ofthe Priest.7, or the High Priest, or anything else of the kind, hut on/y
Hishop of the chiefsee.
(Ap. c. XXXIV.)

Interpretation.

As a rebuke to the arrogance and self-conceitedness of some ecclesiastics, the present Canon decrees that the bishop of the chief see is not
to be called the Exarch of Priests, or the High Priest,l or any other highsounding and proud name. For this is alien to and unbecoming to bishops,
the imitators of Jesus the humble-hearted. Instead, they are only to be
called the bishop of the chief see. See the Footnote to Ap. c. XXXIV.
CANON XLVH (47)
It is decreed that Cierics shall not enter tawrfivfor the purpose qf eating
or drinking, unless when driven to themfor shelter,
(Ap cc XLIL XLIH, LIV, cc, IX, L ofthe 6th. c. XXII ofthe 7th. cc. XXIV. LV
of Laodicca )

Interpretation

Clerics must not enter taverns in order to eat and drink, according to
the present Canon, unless they be compelled to do so as wayfarers in need
of a place to put up for the night or a place of shelter (Note of T r a d a t o r . ~ T h eGreek words in the original here indicate that what the authors
had in mind was what would nowadays be termed an inn or hotel, and not
what is now known as a tavern or "pub," a place that no religious zealot
such as priest or deacon ought to be allowed to enter under any circumstances or pretext whatsoever.)

CANON XLVI II (48)
It is decreed that the holy rites of the altar shall not be performed except
byfasting men, with the exception ofa sin& day in the year on which the
1,ord.k Supper is celebrated. Hut if during the late afternoon any men have
died, whether Bishops or other persons, and a parathesis (or commendation)
is made /or them, let it be done with prayers alone, if those making it be
found to have eaten a break#hst.
(Ap. c, LXIX; ec.XLIX, L. LI, LII of Laodicea; cc. VIII, X of Tim.;
cc. XXIX, LXXXIX of the 6th; c. I of Dion~sius.)

Interpretation

The first part of the present Canon, which specifies that during the
day called (in Greek) Great Thursday (but in English commonly known
as Maundy Thursday), is corrected and cited verbatim in Canon XXIX of

' Let the Pontifcx of Rome, who wishes to be called the High Priest and other proud

and Godlike names be put to shame b j the present Canon. and let him take notice
diat he is acting 111 opposition to this Council. at 1%hich his own legates- or deputies.
were present-nliich amounts to saving that lie is acting in opposition to himself.
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the 6th, and see the Interpretation of it there. The remaining part of the
Canon appears to have been sometl~inglike this. Whenever someone
died it was the custom on that day for a liturgy to be celebrated, perhaps
in order to cornmeinorate the deceased person. So then this Canon says
that if any bishops or laymen died in the late afternoon, and those priests
who were about to make the coinmendation by means of commemorative
services to effect the recot~ciliationof the souls of the deceased with God
happened not to be fasting, but, on the c o n t r q , to have eaten a meal, let
the sacred liturgy be dispensed with and omitted, and instead thereof let
thepuruthcsis of their funeral songs or what is now commonly called the
puras~ust~m
be, substituted.
CANON XLTX (49)

Bishops and clerics must not hold banquets inside churches, according to the injunction of the present Canon, except only that they may eat
in them in case they happen to be compelled to be in a strange region and
have 110 place to put up in for the night or for the time being But even laymen ought to be prevented fioin holding such banquets in church. Read
a1so c. L X X V of the 6th.
CANON L (SO)

Interpretation

Tnastn~~ch
as the Lord granted the Apostles the right to bind and to
loose? while bishops have the type, or formal aspect, of Apostles, the
present Canon on this account coimnands that according to the differing
character of sinful deeds (see c. XI1 of the First Ec. C., and especially
c. Cll ofthe 6th) the bishop must fix the duration oÂthe penance which
penitents have to do, or, more explicitly speaking, he must specie how
long they are to remain under sentence bound. No presbyter? on the other
hand, may release, or fi-ee: a penitent fiom the sentence imposed upon
hlm, without the consent and express permission of the bishop, excepting
only if the penitent be in danger of death and the bishop is not present,
but, on the contmy, is absent f x away. But if anyone is guilty of a public
sin, or, in other words? one committed in a public place (for that is what
this Latin word, translated i11 the Greek text as b~ublikon,"
denotesI7 and
noised abroad, so that owing to its heinous character the evil provokes
all Chistiam, either to imitate lt or to talk about it-if, I say, any such
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sinner should repent, let the hand of the bishop be laid upon him: or: with
his consent and approval, that of a priest, not inside the church as is done
in the case of other penitents (see c. LXXV of the present C ) ,but outside
the apse7i.e.?the porch ~ ~ p y ~ u e and
u mnarthex
)
(lust as lt was laid also
upon those returning from heresies)-of c. VII of the 2nd-in order that
they may stand weeping outside the court of the church, siilce such perSOIIS, because of their sinning publicly and openly, are not cotwidered to
be even confessed sinners. For what is called confession is a disclosure
or revelation of a secret or hidden sin. But how are these persons to be
considered to have confessed their sin which was already common knowledge? Read also Ap. c. XXXIX and c. VII of the present C.

(cc. 111. XIX of thc 1st; c. XVI of thc 4th: cc. VI, c

m v of c<arth<qc.)

Interpretation

The consecrated girls mentioned in G. V l of the present C. are these
same ones who are called sacred virgins in the present Canon, w l ~ i c l ~
decrees that since they have been deprived ofthe provident care and constant vigilance oftheir carnal father, and have been consecrated to God, as
having vowed themselves to a life of virginiw: they must, at the instance
of the bishop, or when he is away at the instance of the priest, be consigned to chaste and modest women, to dwell together wit11 them, and to
be trained in virtuousness, or if they cannot stay w-ith them to dwell at any
rate all together with one another, in order that one may observe and watch
over the other, lest by going about here and there in a disorderly manner
they induce disbelievers to form bad opinions about the Cliurch, or, more
precisely speaking about the aggregate of the faithhl. See also cc. 111 and
XTX of the First Ec. C., and c. XVT ofthe 4th Ec. C.

Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that if while persons are catechumens they
suffer an impediment of speech owing to some ilhess and in consequence
when asked whether they wish to be baptized they are unable to give an
articulate reply because of their illness, then71 say, they shd1 be baptlzed
when they themselves shall indicate of their own accord that they wish to
be baptized and at their own risk ask for holy baptism, if, that is to say they
do not retain a belief that they are in danger. It is thus that the Canon 1s
interpreted by Zonaras, Balsamon7Aristenus7and Armenopoulos (section
V. caption 6). But I like better the interpretation given to this Canon by
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the Anonymous Expositor: who says that persons unable to reply with
their o w mouth in sacred answers customarily made it1 the matter of' divine baptism are to be baptized otdy the11when sponsors seeking to have
them baptized and answering in their behalf solemnly testify that they
undertake the risk if later those sick persons were unwilling of their own
accord to undergo baptism;' though if before their illness they asked to
be baptized, but for some reason postpot~edthe matter, they ought to be

baptized even if unable at this time to reply, according to Zonaras. Read
also c. XI1 of Neocaesarea.

Neither those persons who set up stages and tents and in them play various roles or parts, nor those who mimic at times slaves or servants, and
at other times generals or other army officers? and even women or other
persons: nor any other such players and dancers, and jugglers, nor even
those persons who have denied C h s t , ought, according to this, Canon, to
be refused by a bishop or a confessor when they repent and return to God;
on the c o n t r q . accepting all on an equal footing, he ought to give them
grace, that is to say, more plainly speaking, remission of sins, which is accorded by the grace of God, and absolution, or, more explicitly speaking,
release ofthem fkom suitable penances whereby God becomes reconciled
with them. Read also Ap. c. Lll.

(Ap, c. LXXXV: cc. Ll, LX of Lmdicea: c. XXXI of Carthage; letter No. 39 of
Athanasius: St. G r e g o q the Theologim ln his Epics: and c. Ampldochlus.)
Interpretation

Since the present Council also appointed, in its c. XXXIT, the books to
be read in church in the way of canonical Scriptures? it now- prescribes in
the present Canon that in addition thereto it is permissible for the synaxaria to be read in church, which contain narratives of the sufferings of the
Martyrs of Christ, when the m e m o ~ yof' each Martyr is being celebrated.
See also Ap. c. LXXXV.

' Yet*

B some prudently say. if the sick pcrsons arc umblc to speak: h c oncs about to
baptizc thcm ought to shout to h c m loudly thc qucstion ivhcthcr hc>-n-ish to bc b q tizcd?at t h c samc timc grasping thcir hands and making various signs to thcm until a
lcn@h cithcr w i b a nod or with wmc othcr signal thcy show that thcy want baptism
of thcir own frcc will. This samc proccd~~rc
ought t~ be followcd also by fathcr confessors when they have to hear the confession of such sick persons. For when hey
rcccivc from tlicni any sigiial that t l i q wish to confcss! tlicy ought to allow thcm to
do so*and ought to administer coimiunion to thcm owing to tlic cxigcnc>rduc to tlicir
illncss~w c n tllougli thcy 11aw not kc11 confcsscd by works* lest t h q dic without
communion.
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Interpretation

In the present Canon this Council decides to ask their fellow bishops
it1 Italy how they ought to treat infants baptized by the Dot~atists,'and
whether these children eight to be made priests when they have the baptism of heretics and return to Orthodoxy upon coming of age and attaining
to knowledge. In its c. LXVI it decrees that these children be received
into Osthodoxy by the laying on of the hand of the bishop or priest and
at~athematizationof the error of the Donati sts, without being rebaptized;
and if they exhibit a good life both in public and in private, they are to
be made clerics. Biit in its c. LXXV it states that they deemed it best to
treat the Domtists mildly and peaceably, with a view to inducing them
to embrace the truth. In c. LXXVI it asks the rulers of Africa to make an
investigation respecting the churches of the Orthodox which were in the
hands of the Maximiniasts, who belonged to the heresy of Donatus. In its
G. LXXVII it accepts those among the Donatists who have been ordained
and their ordinations (even though these have not been accepted by the
Council concerning them which was held in ltdy), especially on account
of the dearth of priests in Afiica, and for many other reasons. In c. LXXVIlI it decrees that legates be sent to the Donatists to invite them to unite
with h e catholic cl~urchand make peace. Moreover, in c. XCIX it decrees
that ex7ery bishop too must talk with the leaders of the Donatists in his
own province cowernit~gsuch a union. J n c. C it seeks help and a11alliance from the emperors as against the Donafists, just as the chief captain
(mentioned in the Acts of the Apostles) helped St. Paul. In c. CI it asks the
same persons (i .e.,the emperors aforesaid) to confirm the law of Emperor
Theodosius also with regard to the Donatists, which law-provides that my
persons ordaining heretics. or ordained by them: or allowing them to officiate, shall be fined in the sum of ten pounds of gold. ln c. ClI it seeks
to have the law renewed and to have it enforced as against the Donatists
which decreed that heretics were not to receive any mheritance or my gift.
In c. CIII it wants to have letters of thanks sent to the effect that a union
with the Donatists was acheved ln Carthage. And lastly in c. CX lt decrees that bishops and laymen ret~~ming
from the Donatists are welcome,
and that if any laymen among them wish afier their return to have their
former bishops, they are not to be denied this privilege. In its CL CXXVI 11
and CXXIX concerning territories it defies those held by the Donatists:
whether before the laws of the Emperors or afier those laws.
The Donatists were so called from a certain Donatus who appeared in Africa and
who in~piousl! tl~oughtthat sinners in the Church wansinitted or comimnicated an
iiiiixtion h i n their sins to the others, in much the sane way as ailing meinbers
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of thc human body transmit the discasc to thc healthy mcmbcrs; and for this reason
hc dogmatized h a t sinning pcmns ought to bc cut off from thc mcmbcrship and
cominunioii of the Cliurch, and especially as regardmg those Christians who for fear
of death gave the sacred books to I
x burned in the time of Diocletian. He buglit liis
followers that when thcy had to mmrnunc tlicy should hold in thcir hand somc liuinm
bonc whicli they had previously kisscd. and afterwards conimunc. As against tlic Don&& ~ a r i o u sCouncils ITCK hcld also in Italy*but cspccially in Ahca; many Saints
wrotc works against k m , cspccklly St. Augustinc; and c w n St. Jerome in writing
against the Lucifeiians ~vrotealso against the Donatists: for those persons held the
s a n e lieretical views as tlie Domtists, Note: 1iowe1,er.t h d diere is to be found acoi11meiit concerning the Donatists saying that the? Ivere none other tlmn the Massalims,
or those called Euchites? since Massaha is situated across the sea from Liby&towards
the parts of Roinc wliich lic upon the fiver Tibcr. Thcsc hcrctics uscd to say in addition that the thcorctical Cliurch which l i d fomcrly misted llad bccomc extinct- and
that it was now to be found only in its , s j w m j , ~From
.
the Donatists the Luthem-Cd\,inists borrowed this view (see do sit lie us^ on page 115 6 of 111s l~o&c~~biblus).
St,
E p i p h i u s : on the other limd. iii Haer. 59: states that the Donatists held the views of
Arius. or: more explicitly speaking2that in regard thereto the first, as the! say! dogmas of the fmtli erred, and that on t h s account too the! were not only schisiiwtics, but
also heretics. as they are called also b>-the present Council ui its c, LXVI

CANON LVI (56)

(c. XXIX ofthc 6th:c. XLVIII of Cartl~agc.)

Tractate: or tractaturn in Latin: denotes a resolution and objective, accordi~lgto Zonai-as: but according to Balsamon' it signifies a trial (or test)
and examination. The present Canon. therefore: says that in the course of
the examination and trial concerning faith which the First CounciI held,
we have learned that this too was affirmed and established, to wit, that the
holy Mysteries are not to be offered, or, more explicitly s p e a k i n g , priests
are not to celebrate litt~rgyafter e a t i n g , but (only) when fasting. This,
however, is not to be found in the Canons of the First Ec. C. See also c.
XXIX of the 6th.

CANON LVII (57)
It is decreed that it is not permissible for persons to be rebaptized, or
to be reordained? or for Bishops to move ii-om one see to another. Accordingly, it is further decreed that the one who refused to obey the i d d
reminder offered him by Your Holhess: and to let the unpardonable error
be corrected, shall be forthwith deprived of ofice with the aid of the civil
authority, and7if the f o m of procedure has been kept, he shall not be accorded a trial by the Comcil.
(Ap. cc. XIV, XXVII: XLVII?LXVIII; c. IX of thc 1st-& 2nd; c . V ofAntioch;
cc. LXII?LXXW: LXXXIH, XCIX. c. CVIj CVII of Carthqc.)

' Or the word

acta ate may be dcriwd from thc Latin w r b t r w t ( w (whcncc comes
n hat is hcrc giwn as thc G ~ c form
k
of itj fracfmzo) Hcncc trLwtatcsmay also bc

takcn to mcan thc minutcs of a trial of somc kind, or of a Council So that thc words
"exhibited i n tlx tmmtc o f t l ~ cCounc11hcld In N~caca''n-odd mcan ' ~ x h ~ b i t cIndthc
treatise concerning tlie faith of the Nicene Couucil.~'
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Interpretation

The present Canon commands that neither persons baptized by Orthodox ecclesiastics shall not be baptized a second time, in accordance with
Ap. c. XLVII, nor shall those ordained by Orthodox prelates be ordained a
second time, in accordance with Ap. c, LXVITT, nor shall bishops change
from one province to another, in accordance with Ap, c. XlV, Read these
Canons in conjunction with the rest of the Canons cited in the parallel references. But since a certain bishop by the name of Cresconius left his own
episcopate and intruded upon an alien episcopate, known as Beken (also
spelled Becken), and though for this reason many times ordered to leave it
he refused, the present Canon decrees that, on the ground that he refused
to obey and to correct this unpardonable evil. he is to be ousted from the
alien church with the civil power of the magistrates. If, however, the form
of procedure has been kept in regard to him; or, in other words, if he was
reminded in accordance with the Canons and remained contumacious, he
is to be expelled first from the Council of the bishops; and be deposed
from office, and afterwards when thus deposed, as then being a layman,
he shall be turned over to the magistrate. See also all the Ap. cc. cited in
the margin.
CANON LVIII (58)

The ancientform shall be kept, in order that not less than three of the
FSishopfi reqiredfor ordinat ion shall suffice.
(Ap. c. 1; c. IV of die 1st; c. Ill of die 7th;c. XIX ofAntioch; c. XI11 of Carthage;
the memoirs concerning Love and Bag ad .)

Interpretation

The old Canon of the Apostles and of the subsequent Councils must be
kept. and especially c. IV of the First Ec. C.. which this Council promises
in its c. I to follow, just as the present Canon decrees that fewer than three
bishops shall not ordain another bishop by the rite of sacred prayersnlSee
also Ap. c. I.
CANON LTX (59)
It is decreed that if at any time we proceed to choose a Bishop and some
oh/e~,i/'on
should arise, since such coniingencies have been &ah with among
KS, it is overboldfor onty three persons TO be required,for the purpose ofpuntying one about to he ordained; hui to the said nuifiber let i h m he added one
and nvo; and in theprcseuce of the laity for whom he is to be ordained let the
persons objecting to him be investigated first, for later the evidence against
him shall he weighed: and when he proves clean in public sight, may he ihen
be ordained.
(Ap c LXI; c I1 of the 6th: c . CXXXVIII of Carthage )

Interpretation

This Canon is a continuation of the one above. For it says that if three
bishops are enough for an ordination, these same three way choose and
elect the one who is to become a bishop (and see c. IV of the First Ec. C.).

' It

is more probable that this Canon has reference to the perfecting of a bishop by
means of the prayers. than to his election. because the minutes of this Council mention that such ordinations were performed on Sunday, when liturgy was being celebrated during which those worthy were ordained However. it is not absurd to think
that it refers to an election For the next Canon asserts that even three alone can elect
a bishop
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But if any objection is raised by others in the way of accusations against
the candidate (as such eventualities have often been dealt with, or, more
explicitly speaking, investigated by us), those three persons alone ought
not to judge and acquit him, but, besides them, one or two other bishops
ought to be added. And first before the laity with respect to when the candidate is to be ordained they ought to scrutinize the persons of the accusers as to what sort of reputation they have (concerning which sec Ap. c.
LXXlV); and if they turn out to be free from aspersions, then let the accusations made by them be examined; and after the candidate appears clean
from the accusations before the eyes of the laity, let him then be ordained
a bishop. Read also Ap. c. LXI.
CANON LX (60)
It is decreed that every year we are to convene together for the purpose
ofdiscussion and when we have met togelhe~then shall the day ofholy Easter be published through the legates 1rhu are atte~diugthe Council.
(Ap. c. XXXVII: c. V of the 1st; c . XIX of the 4th:c. VID of the 6th; c. VI of the 7th;
cc. XXVI, LX. LXXXI, LXXXIV. LXXXY CIV of Carthage )
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees nothing else than that a Council must be
held every year for the purpose of examining ecclesiastical matters, and
that from this Council through the legates of bishops, in attendance at the
Council, all persons are to be notified as to what day of the year that of
holy Easter2 happens to fall on. See also Ap. c. XXXVII; but more especially Ap. c. VII,
CANON LXI (61)

We ought to visit every province during the time ofthe Council.
(Ap. c, XXXV11; c. V of the 1st; c, XIX of the 4th; c . Vlll of the 6th; c. VI of the 7th;
c . XX ofAntioch: ec.XXVI, LX. LXXX1, LXXXIV. LXXXV of Carthage.)

Interpretation

Furthermore even the present Canon commands that during the time of
this annual Council; or Synod; every province should be visited, or, more
explicitly speaking that there should be an examination and investigation
concerning the matters arising therein, the legates in the Council going
personally to each of the provinces and looking them over. See also Ap.
c. XXXIV.
CANON LXll(62)

I n many Councils ii has been laid down a rule to a sacerdotal cofisress,
in order that the multitudes in the dioceses possessed by the Bishops but nev-

er having had a Bishop of their own except by consent of the Bishop by whom
they have been possessed ever since the beginning, shall not receive rectors of
their own, that is, bishops, because some persons to speak plainly, who have
-!

It is to be wondered why the Canon says here that at even' annual Council it is to
be made known on what day of the year Easter falls. at a time when the First Ec
C. laid down the rule concerning Easter. in accordance with c. I of Antiocli, which
is the same as saving the regulation concerning Easter obviating the ncccssit~of
discussing this subject cvcq year, and especially at a time when c. I of the present
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Council states that the African Fathers present at the First Ec. C brought back with
them tenors, or true copies, of the rules made at that Council to Africa, To solve this
question we sa! that perhaps the African Fathers brought with them only die Canons
and the definition concerning faith of the First Ec. C.. but not also the minutes of
the mcetings of that Council. which, according to Balsamon, contained the rcgulation conceniiag Easter. as it is now to be seen in the minutes of the First Ec. C. kept
by Gelasius. Perhaps, too, it may have been because that regulation had not become
widely known, and consequently not even accurately comprehended, nor embodied
ill such an easy method of determining the date of Easter as it is now. and on this account there was need of conciliar deliberation. That is why, it seems, that this Council. wondering about the date of Easter- wrote to Cyril of Alexandria and from him
learned it, as appears from the letter of St. Cyril addressed to this Council.

obtained a certain tyrannical power shun the communion of their brethren.
fivt after they have become lost to shame, as though to some old tyranny, they
set up a claim to lordshjp,#i~r
(hemfielves;while many oj (he Pre.~hyters,being
puffed up and stvpld, lift their necks up against their own Bishops, rousing
(he multitude with banquets and malignan/ conspiracies in favor their selfappointment as rectors in an ~rregutarmanner We ought, therefore, bv all
means to strive to prevent these personsfrom keeping a hold on such dwceses, or even their own churches w h i c h have wrongly or unrightfidy coarse
into thew hands, and in order that they may be publicly dispossessed thereof'
authoritufsveiy, and be o u s t e d f h (>tficewith the 1wg7 seat of the ones uctmg
as primates.
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that the multitudes of those Christians who
originally and in the very beginning had no separate bishop in their town
shall not be allowed to have one (whom it calls a rector, on the ground that
he directs the faithful to faith and virtue), without the consent and express
permission of the bishop who originally and in the very beginning had
charge of them. But since many bishops seeking to make themselves bishops over such towns that are without a bishop shun the communion of their
fellow bishops and brethren (under whom, it appears, such towns were),
and after being discountenanced, and having their viciousness exposed,
they seek with violence and tyranny to gain control over such towns on
the alleged ground that they have a right thereto due to an old custom. But
also because many presbyters rise up against their bishops, and incite the
multitude with the banquets they provide, and the bad recommendations
they offer, to try to make these presbyters bishops of their own, on the
pretense that they are drawn to them by an irregular and unlawful love. On
account of these persons; therefore; it says, the Councils ought to strive so
far as possible to prevent these wrongly governed points from being kept
and even from occurring in the future. Moreover, from those towns which
such persons have gained control of in a tyrannical manner they must be
expelled openly and with the authority of the magistrates and with that of
the Metropolitans or Patriarchs. Or else one may take the word "dioceses"
to mean that those persons who have succeeded in becoming bishops by
such means and in such a tyrannical manner ought not only to be ousted
from the towns which they have grabbed like robbers, but also from their
former dioceses. But it is quite evident that persons thus ousted are also
deposed from office, in accordance with c. LVII of the present C. Read
also Ap. cc. XXVIl, XXXI, XXXIV, and c. Vl of Sardica.
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CANON LXIn (63)

It is decreed that no Bishop shall appropriate another's Cleric contrary
to the wishes of his former Bishop. But ifany Bishop shoz~lddo so mverfheless, let him not commune any longer wiih others.
(Ap, c. XV; cc, XV, XVI ofthe 1st; cc. V, X, X X , XX111 ofthe 4th; cc. XVII, XVHI
of the 6th;c. XV of the 7th: c. I I 1 of Antioch: cc. XV, XVI. XIX o f Sardica; c. XCVI [ I
ot' Cadage.)

Interpretation

The present Canon commands that no bishop is to be allowed to take
a strange cleric as his own, ie., to take advantage of his services. without
the consent and approval and a letter dimissory (Ap. c. XII) of his own
bishop. If any bishop fails to observe this rule, let him not continue to
commune with others. This may be taken in two different senses, to wit:
either that he is not to appropriate that cleric belonging to another bishop,
but, on the contrary, to compel him to return to his church; or else that he
must not be admitted to communion by the other bishops, which is to say,
he is to be excluded from communion.' See also Ap. c. XV.

CANON LX1V (64)
There has always been attached to this throne the authority to ordain a
Hishop in accordance with the desire of each church from anywhere jt wished
and
to any name suggested to it. h i good willdemands moderation o f
the authority, so as to satisfy the person of each and every Bishop. Wherefore i f anyone he found having hui a single Pre.vhy;erand him suitedfor ;he
episcopate, he must give that very one to ordination. Anyone, on the other
hand, that has several Clerics must spare one of them to be ordamed by that
Bishop
(Ap oc. XV. XVI )
Interpretation

Other bishops are not allowed to take a strange cleric without the consent and approval and a letter dimissory of his bishop. But originally and
in the beginning the throne of Carthage enjoyed this privilege of taking
, ~ anyone whom any province subject to it
clerics from any p r o v i n ~ e and
might ask for by name and desire, and to ordain them bishops, according
to what the present Canon says (and see the Interpretation of Ap. c. XVI),
But the good will of Carthage demands that it employ this privilege and
authority in a moderate fashion, or, in other words, to refrain from taking
strange clerics peremptorily, but to satisfy the hearts of their bishops, and
to take them with their consent and approval and express permission; for
peaceableness and brotherly love. Hence, if there should be found any
bishop having one single presbyter deserving to be a bishop; he must give
him to the bishop of Carthage and let the latter ordain h m a bishop. But
if another bishop has a number of clerics in his bishopric, he shall be cornpelled reciprocally to give one of them to that bishop and to let him ordain

' Wherefore it is written in the minutes of the present C,. that a certain bishop named Ju-

lian was excluded from communion because he took the lector (magnost) of Bishop
Epigonius. and ordained him a deacon, until he should return.
^ The Canon means any province subject to it, and not one that is subject to the bishop
of another Patriarch, or to the diocese of an autonomous Metropolitan, in order to
avoid confusing the rights of the churches.
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him a presbyter to take the place of the presbyter he parted with. See also
Ap. c. XV together with the Canons in the parallel series.
CANON LXV ( 6 5 )

The right portion has been a/lutted to each Bzshop, in order that none
of the entire realm ofparishes should sneak w a y with a view to getting a
Bishop of its own, except with the consent of she one possesses authority.
But if that one concede the permission to that same diocese to acquire a
Bishop of its own, the one t h ordained must not encroach upon the rest
of the dioceses, because, bemg one proviuce out o f the many belonging to
the one body, it alone was deemed worthy to assume the honor ofhaving an
episcopate of Us own.
(c.VI of Sardica; cc. LXII. CIX of Carthage.)
Interpretation

Inasmuch as each bishop was provided with a suitable province, no
small parish ought to break away from the totality of the province and
receive a separate bishop, without the consent and approval and express
permission of the bishop of the province in question, which is the same
as saying of the Metropolitan, according to this Canon. But if the Metropolitan does give permission for this new bishop to be made such, the
latter ought not to appropriate other parishes and districts of the Metropolis, since it was but one member and region that was separated from the
entirety of the body of the whole province and deemed worthy to become
an episcopate. Accordingly, the new bishop ought to confine himself to it
alone; while all the rest of the members of the see ought to be subject to
the chief head, the Metropolitan that is to say, and to remain inalienable
from him. See also c. VI of Sardica.
CANON LXVI (66)
It i s decreed that as regards the children being baptized by the D m -

fists, which children hme no/ yet been able to redizc the ruin res~dfingfrom
(heir errof, after becoming msceptihie of the we qfdismiion, the truth hawing come to be morefully understood, so that they loathe the villainy and
rascality o f those persons, to the catholic C'h;mh of God which is diffused
over the whole world, by virtue o f an ancient procedure through imposition o f the hand let such persons be raised out of the error of a name. They
ought not to be prevented from entering an order of clergy 'when in fact they
considered the true Church their own upon joining the faith, and coming
to believe in Christ therein, they received the sanctifiiug gifts of the Iriniiy, whkh at] it is plainly evident are tfue and holy and divine; and in these
accordingly the soul's every hope exists, nonvithstancfmg that the aforesaid
rashness of the heretics impe/;~ous/y
teaches certain things opposed to the
name ofthe m h . For these things are simple, as the holy Apostle teaches
by saying: "One God: one faith; one baptism" (Eph. 4:5).
Andwhat ought
to he given hut once is someihing that it is not permissible to repeal; the
name uf the error being anathematized, through imposition of the hand lei
(hem be admitted into the one Church, the one spoken of as a dove (Song
ofSongs, 6:9), and sole mother of Christians, in whom ali the sanctifying
gifts, soteriuiiy everlasting and vital, are received. which, however, inflici
upon those persisting M the heresy the great punishment o f damnation, in
order that what to them in the truth was something brighter that they ought
tv fullow for the purpose ofgaining everlasting life, might, in fact, become
to those in the error darker and stdt more damned. Which same is what
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643

(Ap. cc.XL, LXV[l[. c. V[[l ofthe 1st; c. Vll ofthe 2nd; c. XCV ofthe 6th.

cc, LV, LXXV: LXXVI. LXXVH, LXXVIIL XCIX: c, CI. CH, CIII, CX,
C m I I I - CXXIX of Carthagc )
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that if perso~isbaptized by the Donatists ill
their infancy learn the truth of Orthodoq &er coining of age and attaining to discretion^ and come to hate the cacodoxy, whether they, 1 say?
seeing that they have been baptized in the baptism w-hich is performed in
accordance with tradition, to w-it, that performed by the Orthodox ecclesiastics (which is one, as St. P a d says), ought not to be baptized a second
time, but, of course, to be obliged to anathematize the heresy of Donatus?
and then after the iinpmition of the hand of the bishop or priest, in accordance with the old procedure of the Church (see c. VIII of the First Ec.
C.), to be received into the catholic Church, which has spread all over the
w-orld, and which is the common mother of dl Christians, and a perfect
dove of C h s c in accordance w-ith the Song of Songs. But if those who
have thus been accepted exhibit also a virhous life, befitting them for
ordination and the clergy, they ought undoubtedly to be also ordained:
first, because they ought not to be prevented i?om entering clerical orders,
simply because they were heretics formerly; for after eschewing the heresy they recognized the catholic and true Church as their own, believed
Ortl~odoxlyin Christ, and accepted as true and l~olyand with imfeigned
yearning and love the sancti@ing gifts of the Trinity, ' or, more expressly
the internerate Mysteries: upon which depend all the soul's hope and
salvation. Accordmgly. as regards those persons who persist in the heresy

' Thc Canon calls dl the swcn Mystcrics (i.c., sxramcnts) sanctif$ng

gifis of t h c
Trinity, but in a mmncr p m ~ x c ~ 1 l c thc
~ c cBody and Blood of thc Lordj on t h c
scow that through thc common x t i ~ i t yof the Fathcr and of thc Son and of thc
Holy Spirit thc h a d and thc winc when sanctified bcwmc tra~iscsscntiakd.thc
bread into Body of Clirist? and the \vine into Blood of Christ. That is why Marcus
of Ephcsus, a most lcarncd tlicologian. presents an ablc dcfmst oftliosc pricsts who
n-hcn thcy wcrc dininistcnng communion to Christians would say. T a k c Holy
Spirit" (as assutxd by Mclctius of Syrigus). pro\-ins that h y wcrc right in sa>-ing
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this, For in spitc of the f<wtthat thc Body and Blood of thc Son which arc bcing

den bclong to thc Logos of the subsmcc (or hvposmis). and not of thc Fathcr or

of tlie Holy Sp~rit:yet! inasniuch as the Son is iiidi\,isibl! united uitli the Fatlier m d
die Spirit? b? iogo,s>or reason* of essence and activit?. it f o l l o ~ that
~ s those persons
who takc these clcniciits arc also taking Holy Spirit. or*more explicitly speaking thc
common gracc and activit~which arc to bc bclicld in Fathcr and Soil aid Holy Spirit.
which according to theologians is cquivalcnt to all thc cxtcnial propcrtics of thc Holy
Trinity. notwithwding that the lattcr is in ~ a l i t yindiffcrcnt. Prc-zmincntlj-$hawe1:er. and exceptiondl~it is to be anributed to h e Holy Spirit, according to Coi-essios.
iii view of the h t that this grace. iii spite of the h t tliat it gushes out of the Fatlier
as out of an initial cause and soiirce. actuall! does proceed tlirough tlie Soil iii falling
iipon hunim beings. It is in Holy Spirit? however: that it niakes its first appearance
and is immcdiatcly iinpartcd to Crcatioii. Wlicrcforc tlic Holy Spirit is also said to
bc that whcli pcrfccts cvcntlling, according to thc s m c thcologians~and cspcciall>according to Gregop the Great (the b~shop)of Thessalonica

greater darkness and da~nmtiot~
result therefrom; but as regards the Orthodox, they result in light and life everlasting (though the rashness and
factiousness of the heretics audaciously itself pretends to teach c e h n
mysteries: either opposed to the name of the truth, or, though having a
name of truth, are actually false and destitute of divine grace). Secondly,
they ought to be ordained also an account of the great dearth and need
which Africa has of men in holy orders and of cIerics. If, moreover, the
clerics and priests of the Donatists choose to come to Orthodoxy with the
laities subject to them, with their clericates, who indeed in order to keep
these things may advke their laities to return to Orthodoxy-if, 1 say, this
should occur: what is to be done? But t h s question, adds the Canon, has to
be clarified to us hereafier by Pope Anastasius and Venerius (the bishop)
of Milan'. As for us7we merely content ourselves for the present with asking them to tell i t s whether they are pleased to have those returning fiom
the Donatists ordained. See also c. LV of the present C., and Ap. cc. XLVl,
XLVTT? and LWTIT.

Interpretation

Notwithstanding the fact that the figurative and supersensible Dragon
was dealt a shattering blow in the head tlxough the i~lcarnateeconoiny7
'So great was the dearth of clerics in Africa that, x we read in the minutes of the
present C,: in somc of the churchcs thcrc one could not find cvcn a single dcacon.
though an illikratc o m atthat. much lcss prcsbytcrs and bishops: on account of which
dcarth, in fact, thc Christians thcrc wcrc dailv lamenting and grieving. Accordingly,
too, on account of thcir lmcntations again thc Council cmdcsccndcd to t m t thcm
"econon~ically,"i .e.?in a spirit of co~npmmiseand accomodation. and accepted the
ordinations of I3onatist.q.
'For it is these persons wlio held a Council iii Italy and barred tlie acceptance of ordinations of Doiiatists~as is plaiiil>-statcd in the niinutcs of this Council and in its c.
LXXVII.
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it was again wagging lts tail nevertheless. For even after the widespread
campaign of preaching there remained in some regions temples of' idols,
but what is worse yet, there were many of them situated in maritime reg b n s and on 1atZundia (or farmlands) and other hdden parts of Ahca. On
this account the present Canon decrees that a report be made to the most
pious Emperors, Honorius, that is to say, and Theodosius the Little, with
a view to having them cotntnand that all these remains of idols it1 Africa
be entirely destroyed, as well as the temples of these idols, including even
those which had no ~rnamentation,~
but? in fact, had already practically
half disappeared, and that all of the temples in question be completely
razed to the ground. This same fact is mentioned also in c. XCII of this
same Council
CANON LXVIII (68)

(Ap, c, LXXV; c, LI of the 1st; a.XXXVIIL CXL of Carthage,)
Interpretatio~~

St. Paul the Apostle commands that Christians be tried in the ecclesiastical courts, and not it1 the civil courts, by saying: ''Dare any of you,
having a matter against another, go to law before the unjust, and not before
the saints?'' (I Cor. 6: 1). So, then, according to this Apostolic Law and
prerogative, if certam clergymen tned any cause in the Church, but one
side w-as dissatisfied with their decision, the present Canon seeks to have
the Emperors prescribe that the person dissatisfied shall not be permitted
to summon into another court the one who tried the case, or any clergyman
who was present at the trial: to give testimony about it, and not even to hail
in any other kinsman of the clergyman to give testimony: for one thing,
because men in holy orders and clerics will not give testimony unless they
want to; and for another thing, because one who has judged a matter is
forbidden to give testimony concerning it. See also Ap. c. LXXV,

' And if the unornamented temples o f idols ought to be wrecked, how rni1c11more so

ought those whicl~are embellished with attractive ornamentation! Accordingl!. in
this connection thc prophecy of Zcchwiah (1 312) is particularly apropos: "And it shall
come t~ pass In that day. saith the Lord of hosts, that I will erad~cakthe n&mesof
idols from the earth, and there shall be no remembrance of them any more."
' And the cik-il law. in Book XXI?Title 1, enumerate cemin persons who are not to be
co~npelledto give testimony against their will
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(Ap. cc. XLII. XLIII, LIV7cc. IX, Lj LXII of thc 6th: c, XXII of thc 7th:
cc. XXW, LnI. LV of Lmdicca; c. XLVII of Carthagc.}

Interpretation

Since C+ecianl banquets used to be held in many regions and were
attended on the sly by even the Clwistians, who were w-ont to go to them
with the Greeks; but a1so since such banquets were held on the memorial
days2and feasts of the inartyrs, and dkorderly dances were held in which
the dancers made bold to assault indecently and lascivioiisly the decent
women who attended these festivals for the sake of reverence, in such a
way that they caused them to avoid even going to church. So on this account the present Canon decrees that they should beg the Emperors to
cotnmand that all such tl~ingsbe prevented by the civil authorities, and be
forbidden to be done either in cities or in landed estates outside or before
the sacred temples and courts of martyrs. Read also Ap. c. XLII.

CANON LXX (70)

(cc, XXW, LI, LXII. LXVI of h c 6th: G . XI1 of thc 7th; cc, LIII, LIV of Laodicca;
c. XVII of Carthagc.)

Interpretation

In the present Canon the Council is seeking to have an Imperial rescript issued w-hereby to eliminate the holding of horse-races or games
with other animals on Sundays and the other feast days, especially during
the period of Easter week, since Chstims used to attend these spectacles
more than they did the churches; and to provide that no Christian be compelled to go to these spectacles, which ought to be trmsfemed to other
days. See also c. XXIV ofthe 6th.
CANON LXXI (71)

' Or. in oher words. lilie hose held on the days of the festivals of Saturn. of Dim! sus,
and of 0 t h fictitious gods of h c Chcians (1.c.. of tlic ancieiit h c k s )
For the da! of their death is also called their birtl~da!-; and see Varii~iisunder the word
birthdq. and c. LI of Laodicca.
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Interpretation

By means of this Canon the Co~lncilis seeking to have the Emperors
command that neither his church nor any other person possessed of an
ofiicial capacity shall be permitted to plead the case of any clerm~nan
who may haw been condemned by the bishops for any crime of his that
deserves condetnt~ation;~
and that whosoever should do so be fined a sum
of money and be deprived of his honorable rank and office?and have nothing to plead in his own defense, or, in other words, he is to benefit nothing
by reason of his age, on the ground that he I S an old man or a young man,
nor by reason of his physical state or condition, on the ground that he is
a man or a woman, or in good health, or sickly by nature. See also Ap. c.

XXVIII .

This too is another thing whjch the Coilncd is seeking by means of the
present Canon to have prohibited by the Emperors, to wit7 if any Greek
player: such as: for instance, an actor, or a mime: or a n y h n g else of the
kmd, should become a Christian. and slmuld w k h to have nothing to do
any longer with siich dirty games, that no one shall be allowed to compel
such a person? or to incite h m 7to resort to them again. For in those times
on holidays it was the obligation and task of such players to do these
h n g s : as paid senmnts, and if they refused they would be duressed. Read
a1so Ap. c. LIT.
CANON LXXIII (73)

(Ap. c , LXXXII; c. IV oftlic 4th:c. LXXXV of thc 6th;c . 111 of Ganga;
c. XC of Carthagc; cc. XL, XLII of Basil.)

Interpretation

The Fathers of this Council being in doubt as to whether the einancipations whch masters might make of their slaves ought to be proclaimed in
For such a person l m not cvcn the bclioof of an appcal to anothcr court, according to
Balsamon.

-;
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church, they are expressing in the present Canon the opinion that a legate
should be sent to Italy, and if their fellow bishops there were doing this
that they should have the courage to follow in tin's direction, and to accept
the matter as trustworthy and praisable, and as something done in favor of
ecclesiastical good order and the salvation of the slaves being liberated.
Read also Ap. c. LXXXII.
CANON LXXIV (74)

As regarding Equitius, who long ago was conden~nedupon the opinion of
the Bishops in accordance with his deserts, the matter ought not, 1 think, to
be omittedfiom the embassy, m order that ifhe (sc. the legate) shouldhappen
tofind him in thoseparts, it be made the business ofthe same brother ofours
to act in hehayqf'(he ecclesiastical advantage, as required, and wherever he
may be able, to prosecute him
(Ap. c . XXVIII; c. LXX1 of Carthage.)

Interpretation

Since this man Equitius, when a bishop, was rightly and justly condemned, as he deserved to be, by the bishops, he departed to the land of
Ttaly, and failed to quiet down there, the present Canon decrees that the
envoy and legate who is to be sent there shall make it his business to pursue him wherever he may be found, in order to prevent him, disturbing the
state of the Church. Hence from the present Canon, notwithstanding that
it is one issued by a regional Council, we learn that a1I other such bishops
that may be found ought to receive like chastisement.
CANON LXXV (75)
Hereupon, all matters having been looked into and fully undeffitood that
seem to conduce to the usefulness o f the Church, the Spirit of God nodding

approval and voicing he1p.ft;lsugsesttotfs, we have e1ectee)senily andpeaceably to deal with the persons mentioned, notivithstandmg the fact that with a
restless mind they keep doing their worst to split w a y fh
the Lord's body;
w,order that, sofar as lws m our power, it may be made known m general
io ail those who have been snared into communion andfelto~vshjpwith those
persons all over all the provinces ofAfrica, that they h a w been embogged
in a woeful error. Perhaps, as the Apostle says: "In ftteekness if we restrain
those who entertain different view's, God'will give them repentance to the end
that they may come to realize and comprehend the truth, and In order they
may recover who have been taken captive in She Devil's snares and made
su&cf to him and his i d / " (II Tim, 2:25-26).
(cc. LXV, LXVI, LXXVI, LXXVII. LXXVIII, XCIX, c, CI; CII, CIII,

cx, CXXVIII. CXXIX.)
Interpretation

Having written in accordance with c. LXVI to the bishop of Rome
and of Milan, and having received letters from the bishop of Rome advising them to deal with the Donatists pacifically, as is plainly seen in
the Fourth Act of this Council, these Fathers are now themselves in
agreement upon this point and in the present Canon are expressing their
determination, under the Holy Spirit's nodded approval, to deal meekly
with those who have split off from the Lord's body, this phrase meaning
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the Church (or even the Mysteries, on the ground that respecting these
they were at variance, as we have said), in order that, in view of such
meekness they might feel ashamed and become conscious of the woeful error in which they had got entangled; and in order that through such
tameness perhaps God might give them repentance which would awaken
them to the truth and free them from the snares of the Devil in which they
had been caught with the result that they were doing his will, to use the
phraseology of the Apostle. See also c.LV of the same C.
CANON LXXVI (76)
It has pleased the Coumii, therefore, to decree that letters be dispatched

on the part of our Council to the leaders ofAfrica, wherein

it

has seemed

advisable to ask them to help the common mother the cathoiic Church in
matters in w h ~ the
h authority of the bishops in the cities is being defied,
That ss, with the power and diligence which the leaders possess, und with
Christianfaith, SO invesiigate the fads in ail ~ q i o n sin which the Maximimasts occupied the churches; andfurther those who split offfrom them; and
let them make all thefacts c o n c e r n i ~these mailers known to ati who need
such km)wled~e.
(Ap c. XXVII; cc. LV, LXVI. LXXVI, LXXV111, XCIX, C, Cl, C1I. C111. CX.
CXXVIII. CXXIX of Carthage, c V ofAntioch; c. IX of the 1st-&-2nd )
Interpretation

So they accordingly decree in the present Canon that letters be sent
to the leaders of Africa beseeching them to help the common mother
the Church, and with official authority and diligence to attempt to find
also the Maximimists (who, though formerly Donatists, later split away
from them and created a faction of their own), and whatever evil deeds
they wrought in defying the authority of the bishops and occupying their
churches; and to write up a certified report of a1I these things in the public
and state records, as being really necessary and beneficial information.
See also c. LV of the same C., and Ap. c. XXVII.
CANON LXXVII (77)
I t has pleased the Council to have letters sent to our brethren and fellow
bjshop.~,and especially to the Apostolic See, in which our adorable hmher
andfellow minister Anastasius aforementioned (i.e., St. Anastasius I), since
he knows A-frica to he in great need, so haifor the sake ofthe peace and
usefulnessofthe Church, even through the ihnatists, of whom whatever ones
arc (,'/erics, provided their resolution is corrected. and willing to come over
to the catholic unity, in accordance with the voluntary choice and resolution
o f each individual catholic Bishop governing the church in the same region,

i f this appear to conduce to the peace of Christians, to readmit them in their
own honors,,jnst as also in previous times it was evidently done in regard to
the same dissension, afact attested by the examples o f many and nearly ail
the churches in Africa wherein such error arose. Not that the Council held
in iransmediterran parts regarding this mailer should be dissolved, hut thai
that arrangement should remain in eftect an respects /hose who are willing to
come over io the catholic Church on such terms, so thai in the case o f these
persons no abbreviation o f their rights shall be involved in the unity. Whereby in e v e y w a y the catholic unify' must be advanced and consummated to the
mmifist prof// of brotherly sou!/;jn those r e e s in which ihey are living
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tv the end that no obstacle may be set up against what has been decided m
regard io their honors in the transmarine Council, whenever and so Ions as
the right to be saved has been denied to no person. That JS, if those who have
been ordained with~nthe Donalisl parly and who have submitted to correc-

tion should wish to come over, that it should be provided that in spite o f the
declaration of the transmarine Council that {hey are not to he adnji//ed in
their proper honors (hey must on the contrary rather be welcomed by whatever means the catholic unity can befurthered
(cc. LV, LXVI. LXXVI. LXXVIL LXXVTII, XCIX, C, CI, CII. CIII,
CXXVIIT, CXXIX.)

Interpretation

This Canon too decrees about Donatists, by saying that letters ought
to be sent to the bishops in Italy, and especially to Bishop Anastasius of
Rome, which bishops had refused to accept the ordinations celebrated by
Donatists, apologetically affirming that they ought to accept them in Africa. 1 st) On account of the great need and want which this country has
had of clerics (see c. LXVI of the same C.), in which connection would
be of great service. 2nd) Because of the fact that in all the regions where
such heretics appeared in time of old they were admitted with their honors
and sacerdocies. 3rd) In order that they may thereby be inclined to revert,
and hence that the unity may be enhanced and multiplied (i.e., extended)
as well as the system of the catholic Church. And 4th) I11 view of the fact
that on account of all these "economical" reasons they accept their ordinations, and not as being opposed to the Council held in Italy, or as contraveiling its decision. See also c. LV of the same C.
CANON LXXV111 (78)
It has pleaded the Cannes! besides to decree that when these ih/ng.v have
been transacted legates be sent on the part of our number to the Bishops
of the same Ilonu~ists,i f they have any, or to their laymen, to proclaim
peace and unity without which the salvation of'( Christians cannot be accomplished Through these legates all persons, who^ have no reasonable
p n m d to be u g a i ~ s ithe catholic Church, indeed, may he made aware
ofthe evidence afforded by town transactions to a!!, in ver~ficationo f the
proof thereof, that the very same things which they did as regarding their
own .sch~sma<ics
c d e d Maximianisis, where it can he pmved SO ihem from
God, if they care to pay attention, to have split them cnvayfrom the ecclesiafiiical union at thai time every hit as unjust/>Â
as they are contending that
the Maximianists split o f f i r ~ mthem unjustly. Later they even readmitted
in the same honors many ofthose whom they had condenwed with the expwss authority o f their own will. They even accepted the baptism which
those amthem had given who had been condemned and expe//ed. as
though intent upon showing thai it is with a stupid heart that they are setting themselves against the peace ofihe Church which has been diffused in
every part of (he world They are doing these things, however, in defense
of (he party ofDonaius, and are not asserting themselves io be polluted by
communion with their members in this fashion, owing to their involvntaiy
acceptance ofpeace, whereas they are quarreling with us, that is, with the
Perhaps "as the!" Â¥woulbe more correct, in the Greek text, than "who." Note of
Translator.-Tins remark has reference to the similarit) of die two Greek words. hos
and hon. respecti! el?
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catholic Church. Furthermore, in spite afthefact that through tainted communion with these men it has been established in the farthermost part.^ of'
the earth, even whom they hadformerly been blaming and bringing charges
against, all of them have been unable to siibslanliafe their chaf've.~.
Interpretation

Likewise the present Canon also has reference to the Donatists, decreeing that Orthodox legates must be sent to their bishops and laymen for
the purpose of inviting them to make peace and unite with the catholic
Church, and for the purpose of pointing out and proving to them by civil
documents that notwithstanding the fact that they accepted the bapti sin and
ordinations performed by Maximianists, who had unjustly split off from
the Donatists (as the Donatists had split away from the catholic Church),
and were condemned by them on this account; they do not consider that
they are polluted by comnunion, with them, they are nevertheless quarreling with the catholic Church without having any Just reason for complaint
against her, and are likewise shunning her communion.

CANON LXXK (79)'
It has pleased the Council to decree that no Bishop who has left hi,s own
seat of authority shall he permitted to appropriate some other church in (he
a view to enriching himself, or to busy himself therein longer
than necessary as though in some affair ofhis own, to the neglect uf'the care
and assiduity w h ~ he
h oiq$t to bestow upon his own throne.
diocese, with

(Ap. c. LVIII; c. XXV of tlie 4th; c. XIX of the 6th: c. XVI of the 1st-&-2nd;
c. XI of Sardica; cc. CXXXI, CXXXII, CXXXUI of Carthage; c. X of Peter;
c. VI of Nyssa.)

Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that no bishop is to be permitted to leave
his own seat of authority, or, in other words, his original throne (even
though it be poor and sparsely peopled), and to go and seat himself in another parish subject thereto (even though this one may be richer and have
a larger population than the one in the city where his throne is),2 or even
to spend more than the proper and fixed length of time therein, neglecting
the care and providence due to the city in which his throne is. Read also
Ap. c. LVIII.

' The Canon bearing die number 74 among exegetes is die one decreeing that bishops,

presbyters, and deacons must abstain from their wives, and that those failing to do so
shall forfeit their rank-which matter we left out on tlie ground that it is asserted once
and twice in cc. I11 and IV. For if, as the proverb sa! s. "it is needless to cook cabbage
twice," how much more so to cook it thrice!

Balsamon, however, says that with imperial permission and conciliar warrant the
ordinary throne ofbishops may be transferred from one ci@ to another, but that without these devices it may not. That is Â¥ft,hthe bishop of Derci (in Thrace). when he
once sought to transfer his throne from Derci to Emporium, on the ground that the
latter was more populous, and m a n y other bishops who tried to transfer their thrones
from poor cities to richer parishes, were refused permission, according to the same
Balsamon, on account of this Canon, Read also the chrysobull (which is also called
"golden bull" in English. as this is the meaning of the Greek word) of Alexius Comnews which decrees that to whatever church the emperor assigns a higher dignity
as, for instance. that of Metropolitan or Archbishop, the Patriarch and his Synod must
honor such person as a Metropolitan or Archbishop. (To be found in the works of
Blastaris.)
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CANON LXXX (80)

It has pleased the Council 10 decree as regarding infants ihai whenever
reliable witnesses cannot be found to declare that they have been baptized
beyond a doubt, nor, on account of their age, are the infants themselves able
to vouch for any ceremony administered to them, these persons ought to be
baptized without any hindrance, lest any such hesitation deprwe them of
such ofthe purification due to sanctification.
Interpretation

This Canon was borrowed from the Sixth Ec. C., being its c. LXXXIV,
where it is set forth verbatim, and see its Interpretation there.
CANON LXXXI (81)

It haspleased the Council to decree that the day ofEaster to be ceiebraiedshall he bmught to pubhc notice hy means of aformal declaration under
signature to be ubsen'ed on the same day as that annozowed by the Synod
(or Council), 1dzich was fixed by the Council held in Hippo;that is, the day
coinciding with ten calends of September last year. For it must be specified
in writing to the primates of'all the provinces, in order that when invited to a
Synod or Council held among themselves they may keep this particular day.
(Ap. ec . VII, XXXVII; cc. LX, CXVII of Carthage.)

Interpretation

The day of Easter which occurs every year; decrees the present Canon,
is to be disclosed to all persons by being written underneath the decrees
which the Synod or Council held annually shall issue. The day on which
this annual Synod or Council is to be held is to be the twenty-first day of
August (for the first ten days of a month are called calends; see the Footnote to c. LXII of the 6th), as was defined, i.e.,determined, by the Council
held in Hippo,' and which is the day always to be kept whenever a Synod
or Council i s held. See also Ap. cc. VJT and XXXVTI, and the Footnote to
c. LX of the present C.

CANON LXXXI I (82)
It has likewise been determined that no mediator shall he allowed to hold
a see, even though i f has been given to a mediator by reason of any demands
or dissensms of the / a m s or populaces; but, on the contrary, they must endeavor within a year to provide a Bishop. If they neglect to do so, at the end
of the year another mediator shall be selected by vote.
(Ap, c, LV111: c, XXV of the 4th: c, XIX of the 6th; c, XVI of the 1st-&-2nd;
c, XI of Sardica, cc, LXXIX, LXXXVI. CXXXI, CXXX11. CXXXIII ofCarthage.)

' Note from the present Canon that other Councils were also held in Africa, both in
Hippo and in other parts of that country besides the present one in Carthage. There
were two cities by the name of Hippo subject to the province of Numidia in Africa,
in one of which sacrcd Augustine, that wonderful man, was bishop, who was so great
a theologian of the Church. in which he also died as an old man at the age of seventy, engrossed in prayer. and ill, and deeply grieved on account of the inroad which
the Arian Vandals had made into Africa. Notwithstanding that this Hippo itself was
burned down by them, the library' in it was preserved unharmed, by divine, and not by
any human, power. Hence the writings of the saint. which were far more noteworthy
and robust than any cedar tree, were preserved unburned, despite the fact that thereafter they were garbled by heretics. That is why Orthodox Easterners do not accept
them zn toto and as a matter of course, but only whatever agrees with the common
consensus of the catholic Church.
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In olden times it used to be a custom whenever the bishop of any province died, or the latter was left vacant it1 any other manner, and there were
hsturbances among its laity, some bishop would be sent to it, who wodd
be called, a "mediator" (perhaps on the ground that he was mediating
between the deceased bishop and the one to be ordained in the future), in
order to quell the laity in it, who were in a state of mutiny and agitated, or
for other reasons. So the present Canon decrees that that mediator must be
provided for the space of a year only?and must then be succeeded by another diocesan and genuine bishop in that province. But if he nevertheless
should neglect to take care of this, another mediator who is more diligent
nus st be appointed at the end of ihe year. This mediator bishop appears to
have acted like a genuitw prelate it1 carrying out all the prelatical rights
in this episcopate and in all its bishopric, with the exception of being installed and established in the sacred synthronus, according to the concilim
warrant of Manuel Charitopoulos of Constantinople the Patriarch (page
24 1 of Jurls Grumo-Romun/).See also c. XI11 of Antiocl~.' See also Ap.
c. LVTIT.
CANON LXXXIII (83)

To ail of us ~t s w m d advisable lo ~ q w s the
l Empcmrs io r e h c w fhe
h u ~ s htrcultnenf of lhc indigent, with the hard~hipsqf whoin lhc Chwch 1s
ce.m&s.dy being awtoyd, so /hu/ u d \ ~ o c u(culld
~
in Gwek ecdici) ,fiw
them m q be ch0s.m wilh the provident ultenfion q f f h e Bishops lo protect

them agumt the yranry qfthe rich.
(Ap. c. XXVII; c. IX of the 1st-&2nd; c. V ofhtioch: cc. LVD, LNI,
LXXVI*XCIX, c, CVI*CVII 0fCartlIagc.)

Since bishops had an obligation not only to teach their laity7but also as
far as possible to defend it whenever it was being treated unjustly7whereas
those who were wronghg it on account of their possession of executive
powers were not disposed to listel1 to bishops or to take them into account,
therefore ln the present Canon the Council is asking the Emperors to have
ecdiu2 or L'advocates," appointed-i.e.? cerixin officials having imperial
power-for the purpose of preventing together with the bishops the tyrannies of the rich persons who were wont to treat others unjustly, in order
that the Church might not be daily annoyed by the grave injustices which
the poor received from them, seeing that the poor w d d appIy to her and
ask for aid and vengeance. See also Ap. c. XXVIT.

' Note that it was on X C O U I I ~ ot'the discords and fights of the laip. which is the same as

saying that it was a matter of necessity, that the a r d i ~ ~ a tof
i oa~bishop
~
tvas postponed
for a year by the present Canon: since: lf there be no necessity of delay, bishops have
to be ordahed within three months a k r the death of [heir predecessor and not any
later than this: accord in^ to c. XXV of the 4th
'As regarding thcsc w d ~or. '-ad\-ocatcs." Justinian Now1 15 dccrccs thxi t h q arc
also cmpoucrcd to t c fmancid cascs up to thc amount of thrcc hundrcd numzsmarn
(LC., gold coins now- callcd Byzmtmc solid^, hawng approximately thc n l u c ofthrcc
Un~tcdShtcs dollars), and lightcr crim~ndoffenscs 11hrthcr provides that they arc
not t~ let governn~enblheads oppress the 111 and the poor. nor are they to let tax-collectors take mytl~ingover m d above the ~mperiallevies: and that every m-o years
ncw oncs arc to bc installed. of a suficicnt numbcr to bc ablc to take carc of thc
population of cwh st&. Thc samc Novcl also invests thcm with othcr p~rogativcs
Scc also thc Foohotc to c I1 of thc 4th
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(Ap. c XXXVII: c. V of the 1st; c XIX of the 4th: c VIII of the 6th: c. VI of the 7th;
c, XX of Antloch: cc XXVL LX, LXXXI, LXXXV, ClV of C d ~ a g e :
c. XL of Lmdicea )

Interpretation

The present Canon indispet~sablyrequires the bishops of each and every proilince to conwne whenever a Council or Synod is being held: unless they arc prevented from doing so, either on account of old age- or on
account of illness; or on account of some other unavoidable circumstance.
And after they have convened, they are to n o t i e their Metropolitan. And
if two or three conventions are held (for perhaps either they may be hard
put to for habitation, or as a result of other obstacles they could not all
assemble in one and the same city, but only in two or three cities not far
fiow~the Metropoljs), from each gathering some are to be chosen, and tun1
~ I
at difFerent times different ones are to appear "protnptly
and ~ L I about
and punctiliously," or, in a word7 forthwith (or even making speeches
demonstratively) at the Council. If they are unable to assemble, owing
to unavoidab1e circumstmces, perhaps? that have been in their way, they
must disclose this obstacle or impediment or hitch to the Metropolitan. If
they fail to do so. they are to be exchded from commnion by d l the others, and may participate in communion only in their own church. See Ap.
c. xmv11.
CANON LXXXV (85)

As regarding 0wconiu.s qf JMa Kegenm it h m swr~wdto d l u f z ~ sadv i w h k [hat d sbodd he hmugh! lo 6he u/6e~tmnof !he primale qfNutn6di.a
that he uzfghtto h o w enough r o urge the sixid C r e s c o n i ~
tn~hi,s own k t fers tu
attend the comenfion, ,so that he may notfail to bepresen~uf thefurthconziug
F'an-A,fiwun CoumiL i h t i f he shodd scorn lo come, /e/ bun be apprai.~ed
that here is 0 legislative deci,sionagihst him.
(Ap c XXXVII: c V of thc 1st; c XIX of thc 4th: c VIII of thc 6th c VI of thc 7th;
c XX of Ant~och:cc X W I , LX. X U , CIV of Carthagc )

Interpretation

The present Canon through this single bishop makes it incumbent upon
all the bishops to assemble without fail at the m u d Synods or Councils.
As for those who SIIOW contempt for it and refuse to attend it, the Canon
threatens ecclesiastical condemnation. See also Ap. c. XXXVII.

' Perliaps this word should be '-b>." (Nok of T r u n s i ~ ~ ~ w two
. - ~ iwords
e
in the Greek
language, bciiig peri and p w u , rcspcctivcly. arc casily cmfuscd in rcadiiig illegible
manuscripts.)
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(Ap. c. LVIII: c. XXV ofthc 4th. G . XIX ofthc 6th: c. VI ofthc 1st-&-2nd:
c Xi of Sard~cxcc LXXIX, LXXXII, CXXXL CXXXli, CXXXIII ot'cartl~age.)

This Equitius, being the bj shop of one of the two cities called Hippo and
situated in Nwnidia in Africa (see the Footnote to c. L m X I of the present
C.), and having been justly deposed from office for a crime he committed
{according to c. LXXlV of the present C.), fled to parts of Italy. Same perSOIIS,on the other hand, seeking1the absurd, or, in other words? illegal and
uncanonical participation of Equitius in coinmunion, stubbornly and presi~mptuoitslywaited expectantly for him to come: contemning as they did
the Council's deposition of h m from office. For this reason the Council in
the present Can011 decrees that such and such bishops be sent with a view
to pa~i@ingthose adversaries, and in addition to ordain another bishop in
Hippo, which on account of such scandals had been abandoned for so long
a time and was without a bishop. See also Ap. c. LVHI,

(Ap. c, LXXIV; c. Vl ofthe 2nd; c. IX of the 4th.)

' The expression "insisted upon-' contained in the present Canon must needs be under-

stood to imply "seeking?" whicl~word is included unintentionally or intentionally,
or sup~riluousl~.
or is used to denote the uiireasonable expectation, in order that the
meaning may be reconciled with the rest of the Canon. But if it he talien to nlem
"evading," as B d s m o ~and
~ Z o n m s explain it. a contray meaning is foisted upon
the subsequent words of the Canon, Wlwefore the Anonymous Expositor did well in
explaining the words "insisted upon" to mean "chimed,+' For I an1 almost forced t~
say a h u t the interpretation of the Canons of this Council that mise apothegn~which
Zonaras said in interpreting them in connection, with c, LXIV: 'These notions are
not proper to the signification of the words. But the sense of the context demands
such a meaning." Divine Chnsostom took thc words 'h.istcd upon" to stand simply
for "rcqucstcd" (in his "Sci-mon to an Infidel Fatl~cf),saying ''insisting so much
upon their not raising ob.jections or voicing their indignation. in regard to what is
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redly an d~~antiagc
to thc childrcn of thosc pcrsons, <asto asscrt that t h q ought to
know bctkr than thosc pmons,"Note: on the othcr hand. that through TJI~Sparticular
(i.e.>local) Canon we learn that no proviiices in general ought to be left for any length
of time witliout a bishop

Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that if any clerics charged with crimes and
about to be condemned shall ask for time in which to vindicate themselves
and to prove themselves not responsible for the crimes: they are to be
treated with compassion and mercy out of respect for holy orders and i n
order to prevent heathens and heretics from waxing proud, reproaching
the Church, and flouting the holy orders of the Orthodox; and they are to
be allowed a year's time in which to do so: during which they must stand
excluded from communion. But if they fail to prove themselves innocent
with a year from the comtnissiot~of the crimes, thereafter they are not to
be permitted to set up any defense at all. See also Ap. c. LXXIV, c. VI of
the Znd, and c. IX of the 4th.

(c. IV of die 4th:cc.XIX: XXI of die 7th: cc. 111. IV of the 1st-&-2nd.)

If my bishop admits a monk who has departed from his monastery
situated in a strange province, according to Balsamon, or makes him a
cleric or appoints l i m an abbot (called in Greek heg-iwnenos) in l i s own
tnonastey, without a letter dimissory both of the bishop to whom he is
subject and of the hegumen by whom he was tonsured, the present Canon
decrees that the bishop who did this is to be excluded horn commmion
by his fellow-bislmps, m d is to participate in communion only in his ow-n
cl~urch.As for that fugitive mot~k?
he is not to be considered a monk, nor
to be considered a cleric, nor a hegumen. Read also c. XXI of the 7th.

(Ap. c , XL: c, X M I ofthe 4th; c. XXXV of the 6th; c. XXlV ot'Antioc11;
cc, XXX. XL?CII of Carthage,j
Interpretation

lf any bishop makes my persons heirs to his property who are heretics
or Grecians, whether they be relatives of his or strangers, preferring them
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to the Church, the present Canon commands that any such person shall be
anathematized again and again even after his death, a d no commemorative services are to be held for him by the priests (moreover, his will and
testament shall be invalidated and m u l l e d on the ground that it is illegal7
and the goods which he lefi to heretics are to be received by the Church). I
And he himself, if7say, he should be alive after his will has been annulled,
shall not be able to find any excuse or-iustificatiot~on the plea that his will
and testament was annulled. and that he was about to die intestate, or that
he is not permitted to distribute his property to whomsoe\/er he pleases?
since, being an Orthodox bishop7 he ought7 in accordance with his profession and occupatbn, to order hk goods to be distributed to Orthodox
persons: and not to Grecians and heretics. See also Ap. c. XL, and c. XXX
of the present C.
CANON XC (90)

(Ap. c, LXXXII; c, IV of tlie 4th;c. LXXXV of the 6th; c. I11 of Ganga;
c. LXXIII of Cartlmge: cc. XL. XLII of Basil.)

Interpretation

Having already spoken of einancipations of slaves proclaimed ln
church, in the course of its c. LXXIII, the Council is now in the present
Canon seeking to remind the Emperor concerning thein with a view to
preventing their former masters from re-enslaving them. Read a1so Ap. c.

LXXMI.

' Zonms. on thc other hand; calls this part of thc C<monbadly wordcd and h<vdto

undcrstand, He s a y that pcrhaps this scntcncc may mcan that if thc bishop dic
intcstatc, his s~~cccssor
corning d t c r him shall bc dcprivcd of cwv -iustification if
hc fails to makc m approprim dispensation of the dcccascd bishop's soods. Ncvcrtheless, the above explanation offered by l3aIsan1011is superior and more in keeping
with the text of the C ~ O I IBut
. the Fifth Ec, C , . i11 confirming the present Canon
a found in a lcttcr of Enlpcror J u s t i n h ? citcs it verbatim but in a way d l i c h illv o l ~ ~ ctranspositions
s
by making it ~ a rthus:
l
"Again it has bccn dctcmincd that
if any bishop appoints as his h c i ~pcrsons who arc outsidc cxtcn~alto his kinship
or hcrctics c w n though they bc rclatiws of his7 or Grccims, in prcfcrcncc to thc
Church, lct him bc anathcniatizcd ovcr and ovcr again cvcn aficr death. and. lct his
name nox be pronounced or read out aloud a m o n ~the pries& of God: and neither is
hc cxcniptcd from coiidci~mationif lic die intcstatc. sincc, after bemining a bisliop
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he ought to have placed the managtment of his property in hands befitting his own
profession." This denotes that the bishop even though he die intestate without having
made his heretical relatives heirs in his last will and testament, notwithstanding that
he had such an intention. but having put off the time-if, I sai. that person die intestate, after death lie is to be anathematized just the same. since he ought not to have
put off the time. but to have managed his property legitimately in view of the fact that
he was a bishop (page 392 of the second volume of the Collection ofthe Councils), in
regard to matters respecting which the same letter s a y further on that not only those
persons who liave sinned in regard to the faith. but also those who liave done so in
regard to the sacred Canons are anathematized even after they die. an assertion diis
which in truth is a most fearful one and which is wortli! of all horror

Interpretation

Some persons, on account of a show of reverence or because of certain
visions and vain revelations they had in their sleep, used to build prayerhouses, or oratories, to the names of Martyrs in the fields and vineyards.
For this reason the present Canon decrees that if within these prayer-houses and sacrificial altars there is neither the entire body or any parts of the
body or remains of a Martyr to be found treasured there, nor is there any
ancient tradition of there ever having been any:' which is the same as saying that if they have neither been consecrated by remains of a Martyr nor
have been built by the usual prayer of a bishop or priest-if. I say, such be
the case, they are to be wrecked if possible. But if the multitudes prevent
this; they must be admonished by the bishops not to gather there reverently. nor to entertain any superstitious awe or delusion under the impression that they were built as a result of divine revelations (for, though he
is darkness, the Devil often transforms himself into an angel of light-11
Cor. 1 1 :14-according to St. Paul, in order to delude the souls of men by
means of the semblance and name of reverence), and, moreover, neither
shall any commemoration of Martyrs be celebrated in them. On the contrary, let them be discouraged in every way, and be shorn of all claim to
reverence. See also c. VII of the 7th.

C A N O N XCII (92)
I t has phased the Council 10 decree that a request be presented to the
most glorious Emperors in order to have the remains of idolatry, not only
as regards those embodied in images o f idols, but also those in ary kind of
places, whether groves or trees, by all means w i p d out.
(c. LXVII of Carthage.)

Interpretation

The present Canon, like c. LXVII, decrees that the Emperors be requested to wipe out completely by an edict of theirs all remaining traces
of idolatry; as regards both the statues and the altars of idols to be found in
forests and woods and any other places.

'

' Zonaras and Balsamon, however, interpret the expression "an account of them has

been handed down by tradition from antiquity" to mean "if the said prayer-houses
were not built in ancient times. R u t note that in the islands called the Doukanesa
many such prayer-houses appear to have been built. now coiimoiily known as "couiitryside chapels' (in Greek "exokklesia~'),in mountains and fields and vine~ards,
and desert places. whether as a result of some dreams which their founders saw,
or, as others say. because anyone who committed sins used to receive a "canon,"
i .e.,a penance, from his confessor to build a countryside chapel. Hence, according
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to this Canon, such countryside chapel ought not to be built any longer. For they
arc subject to such great scorn and contempt on account of their nutncrousness and
desert situation, that hardly in so many years is a sacred liturgy ever celebrated in
them, while the most of them. not even having am- doors, are used as pens for asses
and cattle and other beasts. What a great sin! All liturgics celebrated in them must be
celebrated with consecrated aiitiineasia, and it is safer to say with antimensia having
portions of relics of m w r s sewed up in them (and see the Footnote to c . VII). What
the present Canon commands, however, is not for these unconsecrated countryside
chapels to be consecrated with relies of saints, as c. VII of the 7th decrees; but. on the
contrary. it is best that they be at once wrecked-for one thing. on account of die bad
principle on which they were built; and for another thing, 011 account of the contempt
and dishonor the! receive. as we have said, owing to their being in desert places and
in an abandoned state, though, perhaps, also on account of the many disorders Christians who congregati; in them become guilty of (and especially in these times). the
Council decreed these rules.

' From the present Canon it appears that that blessing is being given which God prom-

ised to give to Jacob when he should crush to pieces all the remains of idols. "This
is his blessing, when they make all the stones of the altars be broken down into a
fine powder. and their trees no longer remain, and their idols are cut out precisely as
though they were a distant forest" (Isa. 27:9, according to the Greek text of the Septuagint quoted here).

CANON CXIII (93)

It was declared by ail the Bishops here that i f it pleased the Council to
have my letters wrjtieft by dictation in the Council, the adorable Rishoppresiding on this throne be asked to deign to dictate and sign them in the name
qfaU.
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that whenever there i s need of letters to be
written by the Council to the Emperor or to any other persons, the Archbishop and Pope of Carthage is to dictate and sign them in the name of all,
For it is burdensome and difficult for all the bishops to sign all Conciliar

letters.
CANON XC1V (94)
Inasmuch as there is hut one body of the most holy Church, and She head
ofali i t s members is but one, it has happened, God willing, and strengthening
our weakness, that we persons have come tojoin (his Church with the incenfive of' love and brotherhood. Wherefore I beg your love, since it i,s so to be
believed, that our convention amongst owselves is neither supeffhwufi, nor
so very gratifying as it might have been to all, in order that the consent of alt
of' us be made manifest, io be o p e same mind with those who resolved upon
the decisions arrived at by vote long ago in times of old, whether it be those
affirmed at the (council heid in Hippo, or those thereafter prescribed by the
superior Chmcil held in Carthap, likewise even now being read to us in due
order. For then shall the iike-mmdedness of your bi~lherhood,he di.splayed
brighter than the light (ofday),ifyou expressly concur in thejudgments (or decisions) made by us legitimately in the above Councils, not only in the present
transactions, with your absent, hut also stillfurther with your signatures.
Interpretation

In the present Canon the Pope of Carthage (called Karchedon in
Greek), named Aurelius, begs all the bishops, not only verbally to assent
to what has been prescribed both by the Council held in Hippo and also by
the greater one held in Carthage; but also to confirm these decisions with
their own signatures (which they did), in order that by their assent and their
signatures their concord (or likemindedness) may shine out brighter than
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light, and in order that they may show themselves to be one body integrated and fitted together out of many members, under a single head, Christ.
By means of this particular (i.e., local) Canon we learn that everything
vouchsafed in Councils must also be signed by the bishops of the Council
in order to have validity and force.:
CANON XCV ( 9 5 )
1; i s recommended that none o f the hrelhren dare to prefer himself

impertinently over those before him, but that each ofthem appreciate the stains a,s,signed to him by God; and that Safer workers refer back to the earlier
ones, and not dare to do anything in defiance oftheir opinion. As for those
vho have fhe hardihood to scorn anyone among those before them, let them
be suitably curbed by (he Council.
Interpretation

Tn the chief and most influential provinces of Africa, such as Numidia,

Mauritania, Constantia, and others, there was kept a status or rank of
greater and lesser bishops, as is seen in the fifth Act of the present Council, whereas in the other provinces no such status or rank was kept, but, instead, all bishops that were ordained earlier were preferred over those who
were ordained later. So it is with respect to this fact that the present Canon
decrees the view that those who have been ordained later refrain from doing anything without consulting those who were ordained earlier. Any one
who should dare to do so is to be discountenanced by the Council.
CANON XCVI (96)
Concerning Quo(hw/tdeus, together with the Centuriate. Since his adversary demanded admittance to our Council, when he was asked itlhe/her
he wished to engage with him in a tilt befive the bishops, a//jrst he promised
to do so, but the next
be replied that this tvoidd not suit him, and left. If
has therefore pleased all the hi/shops to decree that no one shall cotntnItne
with the said Qvod\,witdeus until his case is disposed of.' For it cannot strike
my Christian as rght far his episcopate lo be taken away from him before
(he conclusion of his case.
(Ap. c. LXXIV; c. VI of die 2nd; ec.IX, XVII, XXI of die 4th; c. XVI of the 1st-&-2nd;
cc. XIV. XV ofAntioc11; c. IV of Sardica; cc. VEII, XII. XVI. XXVII.
CV. CXXXI, CXXXVII, CXXXVIII, CXXXIX of Carthagc.)

Interpretation

It seems that this bishop had been accused of something by someone.
He was asked whether he wished them to be tried before the Council, and
at first the bishop consented to this, but afterwards changed his mind and
held aloof from the Council. Hence the Council is decreeing in the present
Canon that no one shall participate in communion with this bishop until
his case has ended, though not that he is to be ousted from the episcopate,

* The words "our

convention amongst ourselves is neither superfluous, nor so very
gratifving as it might have been to all" perhaps mean that the Council held by the
Fathers in Carthage was not superfluous: since it was assembled in regard to matters
that had to be attended to; but neither was it one that was exceedingly gratifying to all,
considering that it was vexatious to many and especially to those who had come from
distant points, owing to the trouble of traveling. So; say s Aurelius. both because it had
to be held and because it involved so much trouble, those results which had been the
fruit of such great necessity and of so much trouble ought to be confinned with the
signatures of all
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which is the same as saying, be deposed from office before his trial is finished. For that would be unjust. Thus we learn from this particular (i.e.,local) Canon that bishops ought to be chastised when they scorn the tribunal
of their fellow bishops, and that, even when a bishop is under charges and
excommunication, he must not be ousted from his episcopate or deposed
from office until the trial of his case has been finished. Read also Ap. c.
LXXTV, and c. XVI of the 1 st-&-2nd.
CANON XCVII (97)'
// has pleased the Council to decree that whatew-persons hereafter are
ordained anywhere in the provinces included in A,frica must obtain letters
from their urdainers bearing their signature and containing the name of the
Consul and the date, so as to preclude any dispute concerning their being
later or earlier.

(Ap. c. XII: c. XCV of Carthage.)

Interpretation

Having said further above that bishops who have been ordained ahead
of others are to be preferred to those who have been ordained later, in
order to prevent doubts from being engendered as to the time of each
ordination, the Council now prescribes in the present Canon that persons
being ordained must obtain from those ordaining them letters signed by
their own hand and containing the date and the name of the Consul having
jurisdiction in Africa in whose time they were ordained. For by reference
to the Consul the time could be ascertained because of its having been
recorded in the public archives when each Consul held office. See also the
Footnote to Ap. c. MI.

CANON XCVIII (98)

It has pleased the Council to decree that if anyone has acted even once
as a hector in church he shall not be accepted as a candidatefor the clergy
in any other church.
(Ap. c. XV; cc. XV, XVI of the 1st: cc. XVII, XVIII of the 6th;
cc, V, X, XX, XXIll ofthe 4th: c, XV ofthe 7th; c. 111 ofAntioch;
c. XV, XVI. XIX of Sardica; c. LXIII ot'carthage.)

Interpretation

It appears that some persons had been complaining that the Canon
did not prohibit strange clerics from being accepted from other churches
who had served a fairly long term in their churches, and not those who
had served but a short time. Hence by way of remedying this situation the
present Canon asserts that if a lector has read even once in his church he
must not be admitted to another to be a candidate for the clergy therein
See also Ap. c. XV.
CANON XCIX (99)

The promise qf'a/I h a s acfvanced the suggesiion that each ofvs in his own
city ought by hift1selfto contact the l e a d m of the I ~ o n a ; / sor
~ ~combine
,
his

' Note that among the uxegctcs and commentators it takes the place of Canon XCII
(92), requiring letters to be given b\ the Council b\ \\'a'\ ofordering Vagensius Maximianus to depart from his bishopric. and advising his lait! to ask for another bishop.
A Canon so useless that it \\as not even deemed worth interpreting by the exegetes.
Hence neither \\ ith u s was deemed to deserve an! place and number
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effort's with those ofa neighboring bishop, in order likewise to communicate
with them in each city and region through their leaders or thmvgh those occupyiny,positions of chief influence in the same regions.
(ec.LV, LXVI, LXXV, LXXVL LXXVIII, XCIX, C, CI, CII, CIII. CX.
CXXVIII, CXXIX of Carthage :)

Interpretation

In the present Canon the Council is decreeing that each bishop in his
own province shall meet the leaders of the Donatists, or else take with h m
another bishop and have a talk with them and discussion. If the Donatists
are not willing to meet them voluntarily, they are to be forced to do so by
the authority of the imperial officials and head men. See also c. LV of this

'

c.

CANON C (100)

A request must be made in order that the catholic Church, which bore in
her womb the religious in Christ, and nurtured them with the assurance o f
ihefaith, be fori~fiedstill further with ihcir providen< caw lest impertjneft/
men in the times ofpiety shall domineer over weak laities by dint of some
fear, since by means of persuasive arguments they cannot deprave them.For
11 bas become known, and is often sho-ty
declared by laws what sort of
deeds are commztted by the abominable multitude of those hoidiugforth in
conventicles (or what are called in Greek parasynagogues, i.e., tllicii congregations), and have often been condemned in the edicts and legislative
enac;rnenis of the aforesaid most pious Emperors themselves. As agaIn.vI the
madness, therefore of those men we pray to b efavored with a divine alliance,
which is neither anything unusual nor anything alien to the Holy Scriptures,
when Paul the Apostle, as if, plainly smed in the true Acts ofthe Apostles
succeeded with mi/itay help in defeating the conspiracy o f the disorderly.
We therefore request this, that an armed guard be granted without jail and
forthwith to the catholic ranks o f the churches in every city and in all the
various localities adjacent to each of the possessions.
(cc, LV, LXVI. LXXV, LXXVI. LXXVII, LXXV111. XCIX, 0 ,0 1 , CHI, CX,
CXXVIII. CXXIX of Carthage: Acts 21 33; andch 23,24. and 25 ofthe same.)

Interpretation

Since the Donatists were unwilling to obey what they had been peaceably told by the bishops who were dispatched for the purpose by the

' As for what is to be the subject of their talk, that is contained in the formula for the

discussion with the Donatists to be found in die minutes (Act 5) of this C., to wit, that
they arc to say: "We have received authority from tile Council to talk with you with a
yearning to feel glad of your correction, since we also know that the Lord felicitates
peacemakers (Matt. 5:9) and through the Prophet (namely. Isa. 66:s) tells us to say to
those who hate and despise us these words: 'Yc arc our brethren.' So you ought not
to scorn this pacific suggestion which we are making to you out of love. If, on the
other hand, you deem that your views are the true ones. select for yourselves the men
you want. and we will select for ourselves the men we want. and thus let a Council
of both parties be held in a definite place and time. and let that which separates us be
examined peacefully, in order that by the peaceful examination of tile matter an end
may be put to the error, with the help of God, after the truth has been made manifest.
Thus we shall be able to avoid having so mail! souls weak and simple souls lost 011
account of die obstinacy of a few as a consequence of their being separated from the
Catholic C,h~ircliin a furtive arid sacrilegious manner. If you fail to accept these terms,
it will become manifest to all men that you are faithless persons." Note that this formula with the exegetes bears the number 96 of a Canon.
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Council, as has been said: but rather also hatched numerous plots against
mmy bishops and clerics, and occupied some churches by main force, and
were about to occupy still others, therefore in view of all these facts this
Council 1s sendmg as legates on its part the bishops named Theasius and
Evodius, and has given them a co~nmonitmy,or, more explicitly speaking,
a letter hcultative, containing directions as to what they are to do and in
which they are beseeching Emperor Honorius for the things stated in the
present Canon, to wit: that safety from inolestation and a special guard be
given to all the churches situated in cities of A h c a and on the appurtenant
latifundia of the cities; and that through their provident care and majestic
(for that is what the word "divine" denotes here) alliance and help the faith
of the Orthodox. which has regenerated them spiritually through baptism,
and has nurtured them tllroi~gl~
the assurance of the faith and ofthe Mysteries, must be reinforced, while the imperiinent Donatists, on the other
hand, i11 their times must be prevented from doinineeri~lgover the w-eak
laities by threatening and bullying thein, since they are unable to persuade
them with words and thus seduce them into their vicious error, and to prevent them fioin doing all the other things that schisinatics are wont to do
and that the laws of the Emperors themselves take cognizance of, whereby
in fact they have ofien been condemned; and that such help as they are
seeking is not something unusual, but, on the contrary, is something attested by the Holy Scriptures; for divine St. Paul too. when he was purified
and entered the smctuay of the temple. and the Jews fiom Asla incited
the laity to kill him, was helped by a militaq forc+for the colonel, or
commander of a thousand men (called the "chief captain" i11 the English
version, of the Bible) came down with soldiers a d rescued him (Acts
2417). And when: those Jews inore than forty in number anathematized
themselves (i.e., swore) not to eat and not to drink imtil they succeeded
in putting St. Paul to death (Acts 23: 12-211, and the colonel then learned
about this, he sent him off with soldiers into Caesarea to Felix. Read also
c. LV of the present C.
CANON CI (101)

(Ap c. LXVIII; cc LV, LXW, LXW: LX?WI, LXXVIIj CII. CX. CXXVIII,
C X X E of calthagc.j

Interpretation

In the present Canon too the Council is trying to get Einperor Honorius
to order that the law be kept which was enacted by his father Theodosius
the Great and which provided that both those persons who ordain heretics,

' Perhaps the wording of the original here is 'Yo enter a proted."
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and those who are ordained by heretics shall be fined in the sum of ten
pounds of gold. But it is equally importmt or more so that the said law be
enforced also in regard to those owners of property who allow it to be used
for divine services and the celebration of liturgy by such heretics, and also
in regard to the Donatists: in order that: even if fear of punishment in hell
fails to induce them to correct themselves, at my rate the fear of a monetary fine may dissuade them from creating scl~ismsand plots, on account
of which Orthodox bishops haye had to protest against them. See also Ap.
c. LXVITI?and c. LV of the present C.
CANON CII (102)

b'ur~hertnore,ihis loo ough lo he wquesled, lo wjt, jn order ihui wiih ihe
fmur qf their piety the imv in ,fbrre up id1 now be mniwed which withdraw
fnun heretics thejkciiiy they have h d of'eifherreceiving nothing or qf'iemMg u h e q u ~ sj lk m O ~ ( ~ l n d loi r0j~w~n wii1.v; und, i~ genwd, that my righl
to ieme or take m y properq oftheirs be denied them who /zm?.cbeen hti~dcd
by the mudncss ?#'theirown obstlmcy undwho wish to contjme in the error
of'the Domtjsts. h i as for those persons who are w j l h g to correct i h m S ~ T W as u resdt of having come to apprwzutc the T
~ ofM
andpeuce,
with the said 1.m hunglrrg over their heads, let u hearing be granted of their
d m m d to mcejve an i n h e r ~ ~ m ceven
e , ihmgh / [ I h w pemon.7 /hemsei~m
too who me e.st~b1i~she.d
in the error vfnofhing is h e by way vfglfi or inherilmce, edvceplingl h m , lhd is to say, who .@er be6ng hflmghf lo Wid kw
considered fhaf they oztght to join the cutholic Ch~wchFor as concwniug
s t ~ pwson.v
h
il is lo he h d k w d thd [hey haw comeivd a y~arning,fO~
lhe
m f h oIic Church not by mason o#'my,#emqf 'aheavenly.jtdgtmnl btdt by ma,sun o f 0 grw+ covc~uus~e~ss
ofwrthiy benc$~s.In addifim to ail fhe,semattw7, /here is need qf'he@E#iotn
h ofkiuldom qfeuchpro vinm in p a r l i ~ d m ;
a d a w i h w hing is ihai nu rnaitw how we// they appreciaie ihe necessip uf
acting lo the u d w n l q e of eccksia.slicd ta.wfu/ncss,,for the purpo.sc qfcuwyjng this program through a d j n i s hing the (ask 1v.c vote,for the appoinfmnt
of 'a d d e p q invesfed wifh,fui/pmwr io decide niwt~ersjor itself.'

miv

(Ap. c. XL; cc, X X X , XL, LV, LXVI, LXXV. LXXVI, LXXVH, LXXVIII,
LXXIX, CI, CVIII, CX. CXXVl[l, CXXIX of Carthage.)

In addition the Coi~ncilalso in the present Canon is seeking the renewal by imperial rescript of the law which had been in force up to that
time and which, that is to say: prohibited heretics from receiving any bequest or inheritance from the wills of any persons either as a result of any

ordinations they might confer or otherwise, but also neither is anyone to
be permitted to leave anything to them; and that the said law- is also to be
enforced as regardhg those persons who persist in the error of the Donatists. But if any of them should care to re17e1-tto orthodoq, the said is not
to be applied to them, but, on the c o n t r q , these persons are to have the
right to receive bequests and gfts and inheritances whether these have
come to them after their reversion to Orthodoxy or were fit to have been
acquired by them and were left while they were still in the error, and were
not given them because of the heresy, in accordance with the above law.
If: on the other hand, any Donatists, after being hailed into court by any
persons seeking to obtain inheritances from them as heretics, or gifts lefi
to them, should care to rellert to Orthodoxy, they are not to profit in the
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least by their hypocritical reversion, which they affected not on account
of any fear of 11eIl but in order to acquire earthly gain. The Canon also
decrees that this too be requested, namely, that help be given to each and
every province in Africa by its own ruler and head magistrate; and finally
it adds that they (ie., the bishops convened in this Coitncil) are granting
full pow-ers (i.e.,plenipotentiary authority) to the legates (or deputies to
whom this task has been assigned) to do anything else that they may it1
their own minds conceive to be of advantage in regard to the ecclesiastical
situation, just as this llery same arrangement is prwided also in c. CVIIT
of the same C.I See also Ap. c. XL, and G. LV ofthe present C.
CANON CIII (103)

(cc. LV: LXVI. LXXV: LXXVI. LXXVII: LXXVIII. CI: CII.

CXX I X of Cafihage.)

cx. CXXVIII:

Interpretation

The present Canon too deals with the Donatists by decreeing h a t letters exhoriatov be sent to the officials of A h c a , that just as in Carthage
a union with the Donatists was achieved, so is it to be expected that they
will endeavor to effect the same union of the Dmatists also in other provinces; and that thanks be sent to the posse coinitatus, i-e., to the imperial
organization? from the Church in Carthage with respect to all Afi-ica in
acknowledgment of the fact that it was through the Emperor's co-operation that the Donatists were chased out of the country. See also c. LV of
the same C.
CANON CIV (104)

(Ap. c. XXXV[[; c. V o f t h e 1st. c. XIX o f t h e 4th; c. V[ll ot'the 6th:c. VI ofthe 7th;
c X X ofAntioch. a.XXVI, LX. LXXXI, LXXXIV. LXXXV of Cartilage.)

Interpretation

As for the plan of holding a particular (i.e., local) Council to deal
with and judge the particular and peculiar doubts and cases that may happen to occur in the course of a year, the present Canon, according to the

' h i the fifth Act of tlie sane Council it 1s noted that h e said delegates

14 ere giveii also
letters of the Coiincil addressed to tlie Emperor and to [lie magistrates of the Senate.
and lcttcrs coiiunmdaton and notatmy addrcsscd t o tlic bisliop of Romc. in t crification of the fact that the) have been m~nmissionedb) the Council. Just as ~ti s decreed,
that i s to sa?, in c. IX of Sadica that persons departing on an errand to see h e Emperor must be provided with such letters, and especially m c LI of Aiitioch.
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Anonymous Expositor2 allows it. For indeed it is neither in any other
way possible for these provincial and local questions to be solved, except
and in this respect this Canon agrees with the rest ofthe
t l ~ r o i ~agCo~lncil;
l~
Canons that provlde for the holding of such Councils. But as for the holding
of a common Council representing all the provinces in Afiica annually, as
is decreed in c. XXVI, it does not allow this to be done hereafter, ow-ingto
the dificulty and hardship i ~ ~ c u r r eind traveling. Nevertheless, T say, this
Council too may be held whenever it so happens that there is a common
need of one, whether it be one a year or two. It is to be held by sending letters to the bishop o f C d a g e and letting him prescribe the proper and suitable place in which the Council shall convene. See also Ap. c. XXXVII.

CANON CV (105)

(Ap. c. LX?3V: c . VI of thc 2nd; c . IX of thc 4th;cc. XW. CXI, CXXXI of Carthagc,)

Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that if the p1aintiiTand the defendant choose
selected judges to try the ksue between them7 thereafter and thenceforth
they are no longer to have any right to have their case reviewed by any
other court, but, 011the c o n t r q , both of them must be satisfied and content
with their verdict. See also c. XV1 ofthe present C., and Ap. c. LXXIV,
and c. VI of the 2nd, and c. lX of the 4th.
CANON CVI (106)

(Ap, c. LXXIV: c. VI of the 211d; c, IX of the 4th; cc.XW. CXI, C m I of Carthage,)

The executors mentioned in the present Canon appear to have been Imperial officials who executed and carried out to a conclusion the decrees
and decisio~~s
which the bishops might pronounce against any persons7
and who had authority to use force by way of coercing those persons who
rehsed to obey them and opposed them; accordingly, these executors
would sober them up and bring them back to their senses, or control their
behavior by the infliction of punishments,l if n e c e s s q . The Council is
requesting the appointment of five such executors to be chosen and sent to
the Emperor to be distributed b the various provinces of Africa. See also
Ap. c. xxv11.
111 so far as cm bc j~idgcdfioin thc name, thc cxccutor appcars to h a ~ becn
c
a different oficial h m the one called an ecdicus, or '-advocate." Respecting execiltors
Photlus? in Title IX, ch. I , mentions the following points. Ordii~mce33 of Title Vl
ill regard to stnall courts and n~iiiortrials, for the entering ofthe111 ill the public records: bishops md clerics lmd to pay [lie executors not more tlim one nomkma,
And again: an executor insulting or troubling my cleric whatsoeker was stnpped of
his girdle and severel!. punished 111 r q e c t of body. Justinim too enacted a law that
if anyone h a d a case with any cleric or monk or deaconess or nun or hennitess. he
had to bring it to the notice of the bishop and let he latter judge as to what ought
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to plcasc both parties, i\-hilc thc magistmtc was obliged to cx~cutcthe scntcncc.
(Basilic~Book 111, Ktlc I, &. 35, which is Now1 123.) NOW
that thc pcrsons cdlcd
Scribes by the LXX (e.g.>iii [lie first chapter of the Book of Joshua of Nun* kerse 10,
wliich sa! s: T h e n Josliua conirnanded the scribes of the people. saying.") (Note of
T r ~ n s h t w - I n h c A,V. and iii the R,V,as wcll this word "scribes" is rcndcrcd b ~ the word +'oficm~"
whicll docs not accord with tlic scmc of the Grwk word at all.
though it fits thc mcming d t h c word "cxccutms~"as dcfincd hcrcinabovc.) arc thc
oncs whom Aquila calls +'cxccutors"(or rather by thc samc namc as that of the Grcck
~vod-cchihasl~~i-he~intranslxed into English as executors). Prowpius asserts
that hey were same as tlie inen called by the Ronims exceplores?hrougli whom nilers made knowii to the citizenn what they wanted (page 7>of the second voliiine of

the Octateucl~).

CANON CWI (107)

Interpretation

And this Canon like c. L X n I I I of the same C. decrees that in the name
of the provinces of all Africa the delegates com~nissionedshall request of
the Emperors that scholastic ecdici be appointed: by which is meant men
who are at leisure (as the Greek noun schde signifies fundatnentally~
though also used in other senses, such as school, etc.; so that the term
schdax~ichere has a different meaning from that which it generally has
in the English IanguageNole qf Yrandaiw) and pursue the profession
itself of looking after the legal interests and protecting the legal rights of
the churches, and of opposing adversaries, and of setting forth the facts,
either in writing or orally, in connection with necessaq matters to the
secret chambers, i.e., the chancery, For the Latin verb , s e c e m ~means to
discem, to distinguish?to separate. (Note of Ti-unslutor.-The intention of
the authors here, as becomes evident upon comparing the meanings of the
corresponding Greek verb k m o 7 is to point out the similarity of the Latin
noun lwcremn to the Greek n m n kriwiofl, derived from the verb k r h
and mean& court, criterion?etc.) See also Ap. c. XXVII, and c. L X m I I I
of the present C.

(c. C[l of Carthage.)
Other manuscripts say :'as Priests of the province.. . and those who have undertaken
the ixspoi~sibility,''etc,
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Interpretation

The knowledge which we receive dnectly from the present Canon is
not to be easily despised. For we learn tl~erefiomthat delegates sent either
to the Emperor or to the Council have full power and authority to do not
only those things which they have been told and commanded to do, biit
also those things which they themselves of their own accord may conceive
as advantageous and good and seemly, as much with respect to those commissioned as also with respect to those who coinmissioned them.
CANON CIX (109)

(Ap. c. XXXIV; c . VI of Sardica.; cc. LXD?LXV of Cadugc.)

This Canon too decrees that bisl~opsmilst not be appointed in small
parishes and cities where there has prevailed no custom fiom the beginning and originally for bishops to be installed there. Only then are they to
be appointed in such a case when the Metropolitan or the Patriarch casts
his vote for them along wit11 all the Synod of the province or diocese (see
Footnote to c. VI of the 2nd), and the bishop agrees to h s under whose
episcopate and in whose hi shopric the parish is situated which he is going
to receive. See c. VI of Sardica, and Ap. c. XXXIV.
CANON CX (110)

(Ap. c, XXVllI; cc. LV, LXV1: LXXV, LXXVL, LXXVL[: LXXVIll, C [ ,CJJ,

CXxVlIl. cxx IX of CXtl1age.)

Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that before the enactment of the Imperial
law which commanded Donatists to mite with the catholic Church, if
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some Donatist Bkhops reverted and their laities reverted too, either of
their own accord or as a result of the co-operation of those bishops, and
after reversion these laities took their said bishops who had reverted from
the Donatists and whom they had had before their reversion, let them have
them without a doubt, even though they received them withoitt the consent
m d approval of the Council. But if upon the death of such bishops their
laities should forgo the right to 11aw a separate bishop of their own and
should not care to have one any longer, but, on the c o n t r v , should prefer
t o become subject to the diocese of another bishop, to whom they belong,
let them not be prevented from doing so. But afier the abo~e-mentioned
law concerning unity was enacted, however, the bishops of the Orthodox are to go17emall the churches situated in the regions of the reverting
Donatists with their parishes and rights, whether the bishops from the
Donatists returned them or not. And if bishops of the Donatists alienated
any real estate from the clmrches, and spent the proceeds, or sold it (and
note that the Council calls the alienation of church property illegal abuse
of one's position), they are under obligatim to restore it to the cl~urches
which owned it. See also Ap. c. XXXVlJ17and c. LV of the present C
CANON CXI (111)

(Ap, c. LXXIV; c, VI of the 2nd: c. IX of the 4th: cc. X V [ , CV,CXXXI of Carthage,)
Interpretation

Even t l ~ r o ~ ~this
g h particidar (i.en+,local) Canon we learn that pemission may be given by a Council to bishops who are being accused by certain persons to demand whatever chose11.i udges they may want, just as this
accused bishop named Maurmtius was then given fhk permission. The
rest of the necessary number has reference to the number of the twelve
bishops required by rule to try any bishop, according to c. XI1 of the present C. See also c. XVI of this C., and Ap. c. LXXIV, and c. VI of the 2nd,
and c. 1X of the 4th.
CANON CXlI (112)

Interpretation

Some difTerence or variance, as appears from the present Canon, had
ensued between the Romms and the Alexandnans7on account of whch it
appeared reasonable to this C.to write to the Pope, who at that time was
Imocei~tI, with a view to making the two churches effect a reconciliation
and make peace between themselves, just as the Lord enioined by saying
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at one time: "I leave you peace" (John 14127j (Note uf7~mshfor.-Inboth
the A.V. and the R.V. of the English Bible these words are mistakenly
and ridiculously translated as "Peace 1 leave with you"! without any other

conceivable excuse than the sixpidity of the translators.), and at another
time, "Be and remain at peace amongst yoi~rselves"(Mark 9150j. ( h i e
qf Trun.s/utor.-In the A.V we find this passage translated "Have peace
one with another" in an effort to correct the A.V., but in reality making the
sense worse yet, since in the original Greek it means not only "become or
be"-momet~tarily~ but also 'Lremain"-forever, "at peace amongst yourselves," i.e.? with each other, or each one with all the others of you; md
not partly at peace, some one of you with some other one of you, at this
particular time.) But note here that the r e g o d Council is correcting and
giving advice to the monarch of Rome.
CANON C m I (113)

(Ap c. XLVIII: c. LXXXVII of the 6th; c. XX of Ancyra?
cc. IX.XXv XXXY L m V I I of Basil.)
Interpretation

The present Canon coimnands that marriages shall not be dissolved
except for the reason of fornication. But if a husband leaves h s w-ife7or a
wife leaves her husband, they shall not have any right to marry a second
time; but, 011 the contrary, they must either make up and become united
again: or if they will not unite, both of them must remain unmarried, just
as the Lord teaches in the Gospels, by saying: '&WhomGod hath yoked
together, let no Ilu~nanbeing separate" (Matt. I 9:6); and "Whosoever
divorces his wife, save on the ground of fornication, is causing her to
commit adulte$' (Matt. 5:32) (cf, I Cor. ch. 7 ) . The Apostle, too: having
learned from the Lord, tells married people: "lt is the Lord, and not I7who
et~+joins
the wife not to divorce her hiisband, but if she do divorce him, let
her remain m a r r i e d 7or let her make up with her husband. And let not the
husband leave his wife." But if a k r getting divorced, they marry a second
time ( S L . other persons): they are to be forced to do penance: or, in other
words, both ofthem must be forced to become penitent on the ground that
they have committed adultey (SL.as a consequence of the unlawful second marriage). Concerning this point the Council asserts that they (x.the
bishops composing the Council) ought to ask the Emperor to lay down a
civil law-to this effect. See also Ap. c. XLVIII.

CANON CXlV ( I 14)
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Interpretation
The prayers said by the priests to God in the churches are various; for
some of them are called prefaces and proems: because of the h c t that they
are said first and in the beginning,' while others are called postulations, or
hypotl~eses*or even epilegomena (i .en, c o n c l u s o ~prayers)? because they
are said after the prayers proper, and others again are called paratheses,
because they are intended to proffer or commend (representing the Greek
verbpumth~sthm,to proffer or present) and consecrate the laity to Cody2
and others finally are said at the impositions of hands, including, that is
to say, the prayers which the bishop says during ordinations when he lays
his hand on the ordinee's head, as well as the absolutory prayers which
must be read by the bishop, or with his permission by the priest, when he
lays the hand on the head of a penitent (concerning whicli see c. VIII of
the 1st). So the present Canon decrees that these prayers shall be said by
all. This, Ilowever, refers to those sanctioned by the C o ~ ~ n cand
i l by the
w-isest men, and not the new ones which have been composed by certain
persons, and w l i c l ~me against or contrary to the faith and not sanctioned
conciliarly. See also c. XVM of Laodicea.
CANON CXV (115)
I/ has plemed the Coumil fo d m w ha/ w h o s ~ 17er
e shall up& /o /he Ftn-

perwfora trial i~pzdYiccuwtsofiz~stice,shul/bedeprivedqfiis o~vnhonorBut
/fbe s h d m k !he Empetwfor an episcopal id, ~ 4 i ssba/l no[ he d e n i d him.
(Ap. c. LXXIV c. Vl oftlic 211d. c. IX of the 4th: c XIV of C d a g c , c . MI ofAiitioc11.)

Interpretation
All those in holy orders must be tned in ecclesiastical courts, and not in
the outside (exoteric) courts of justice. For this reason the present Canon
prescribes that if any bishop or cleric asks the Emperor to permlt his case
to be tried in the civil courts ofjustice, he is to be deposed kom offi~e.But
if he asks the Emperor for an ecclesiastical tribunal, or? in other words,
to have the bishops convoked by the Emperor's command to consider
his case, then he shall not be reprimanded as having done something improper. For all Councils. Ecumenical as well as Regonal, were assembled
in this manner, i.e., by Imperial command. See also Ap. c. LXXIV, c. VI
of the 2nd, and c. E of the 4th.

Interpretatio~~

The present Canon decrees that if any cleric excluded from communion in Africa, or, in other words, excommunicated in Africa, goes on the
sly to places in Italy and deceptively partakes of communion and unlon
from the c h ~ ~ r c lthere,
~ e s as, for instance, by telling them lies, to the effect
that he is entitled to communion, he shall be deposed on account of the
deception a11d fraud he resorted to. Read also Ap. cc. XI1 and XXXII and
especially Ap. c. XIII, together with the parallel references,

' As is, for instanccjthc procmid pdrn in Vcspcrs~and thosc which m mid bcforc thc

pcrfcctuation and sanctification of t l Mystcry.
~
Thc oncs said lakr, aftcr thc sanctification and pcrfectuation arc called cpilcgomcna
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' Thcsc p

~ ~ ~arcs cspccidly
c s
alludcd to in thc words of t l onc
~ saying, '+Let us
proffw (or commcndj o ~ ~ r s c l w
and
s mch othcr and our wholc lift to Christ our God."
Balsamon, on the other liand. says that these paratheses are the prayers iiicliided in the
middle of ex11 lipmod? to God, Accordiiigly, ui churcli and coiiunoii religious gatlicrings d l c d s y m x s thc usual pintcd praym ought to be read! and not any iicwx
ones, In pri1:atc. howcver~oiic is not forbidden to r d also o h r n w c r praj-crs?such
as the thdogical hymns and p r a y x of Thccaras: the crotic p r a y e ~of St. Augustinc?
and thosc of many other praycr-wntcrs The morc so since* prmidcd hcj- contain
notliii~gcoiltraq or opposed to the h t h . as this Cmoii of the Couiicil decrees: they
are iii addition also contritioiial: and soul-saviiig! a i d have been coinpiled by sensible
and holy nleii; and see page 1041 of Phihcuiiu wliereiii St. Callistus prescribes such
pra>-ersto be read to Cl~ristand the Theobke,

CANON CXWI (117)

(Ap, c. X[[: c. XI ot'Antioch; cc. VII, jX of Sardica,)
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that any bishop who wlshes to go to the
Imperial palace tnust obtain from the Metropolitan or the Sytmd (or COUIIcil) of the province a letter dimissmy to the Emperor and to the Bishop of
Rome in which the reason for his going away thither shall be revealed, but
he must also obtain another letter dimissoy from the Bishop of Rome to
the Palace. But if the bishop who has received only the letter ditnissory to
the Bishop of Rome keeps silent and fails to tell him the reason why he
has to go to the Palace, but goes without his consent and approval, he is to
be exco~nmunicated.I c on the other hand, while one is actually in Rome
there should ensue there any need for him to go to the Palace, though he
had not been contemplating and had not d i s c h e d this need before to the
Bishop of Rome, let him obtain letters from him and go. These letters dimissmy, which were given by Metropolitans to bishops, or by bishops to
clerics7must bear, instead of the year which we are accustomed to state
in writing letters, the date of Easter next following. If, however, the date
of the coming Easter has not yet become known, let the date of the one
last past be stated. For one tl~it~g,
in order to make this date known to everybody; and for another h g 7in order to enable persons to tell fiom h s
date the year in which the letters were written: just as in civil and political
documents the Consulship of each Consul is stated, and tIwoug11 the Consul ship the year i n which they were written could be determined. See also
c. Xl of Antioch, the Footnote to Ap. c. XU, and Ap. c. Vll. '
1 Scc also h c Footnotc to c. LX of thc prcscnt C:.
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CANON CXVIII (118)

If has pleased ihe Counci/ to decree that a single Bishop shall noi be his
OItW jM&.

(Ap. c, LXXW; c. VI of thc 21d: c. IX ofthc 4th; w. X I , XVI! W I I I ,
cv, CXVIII of carhag .)

Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that a single bishop shall not ~IY the case
of either another bishop who has a dispute with another, or of a presbyter
who has any altercation with that same bishop himself; nor of any other
cleric, according to c. IX of the 4th, nor any presbyter accused by another;
nor can my deacon be deposed by one bishop alone: according to c. XI1
of the present C. See also Ap. c. LXXIV, c. VT of the 2nd; and c. XV1 of
the present C ,
CANON CXIX (119)

Interpretation

In view of the fact that, according to c. CX of the present C., an Imperial law had been given cam man ding^ and in a way compelling the Donatists to unite with the catl~olicChurchy therefore and on this account
the present Canon acknowledges that a law (an lmperial one, that is to
say; and see the Prolegomena to the Apostolic Canons) has been glven7
or enacted, whereby e v e y person is allowed to accwt Christianity1by
voluntaq and free choice, since virtue, in conformity with its name (in
Greek this is arefe, and appears to be d e r i ~ e dfioin the verb are,sku,meaning to please.-Nuk qj' T ~ u n s h f o ~ought
. ) , to be optional and v o l u n t q 7
not constrained and compulso~y.For things that are done by constraint and
under compulsion are not certain and permanent, but temporary and shortlived. That is why the Lord says: 'LWhoeverwill come behind me" (Matt.
16:24)7etc. Notice that the Canon' describes the fAth of Chistianhood as
an exercise* thereby revealing the fact that a Christian ought to exercise
every ~irtue,temperance, hwnility, love7and the rest. For whoever fails to
exercise these is a Christian in name only, but not also in reality. See also
c. XI1 o f the C. held in Neocaesarea.
CANON CXX (120)

(cc. CXX. CXXII. CXXIII?L X M v C X X v CXXVI, CXXVII of Carthagc.)

' Christianit>-is not. as it is dcfiilcd by o

i God-b&ng
~
Fathcr '+coi~tcmptfor things
nfc among men* for thc sake of thc confession of bclicf in Chrid."And again*+'Christianity is an appreciation of
Icading to lifc cvcrlasting."St. B<wilthc Grcat dcfincs it by saying: "Christianity is bccoming likc God as much as is possiblc to rn&w-s
natureA'(Homily 10 on h e Hwiemeron) ,
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Interpretation

The present Canon overthrows the heresy of Pelagius, and of h s disciple Celestius. For these men (as divine Augustit~ebears witness in his
discourse concerning original sin, chapters 5 and 61, be it noted, were
condemned because they believed and held that original sin is not begotten together with the human being: and that it 1s a mktake, not of his
nature, but of his will, and consequently from this they concluded that
even Adam died this physical death, not on account of his sin7whch was
done as a matter of choice?but owing to a necessity inherent in his nat~~re,
which was bidt to be mortal horn the very beginning, and was bound
to die whether Adam sinned or did not sin by choice. Hence the present
Council, in overthrowing this heretical view, anathematizes those persons
who make this assertiot~.For, if Adam actually were mortal by necessiq
of his nati~re,then: First, God?who built it to be so?would have to be also
the creator and cause of death. But God did not create death7according to
Scripture. Secondly: that flesh which Adam had before the transgression
ought not to have been any different from our own, but, on the c o n t r q ,
would have had to be, like ours, gross and mortal and antitypal; seeing that
we too who have been born afier that transgression are in accordance with
the same necessity of nature mortal, and at all events are destined to die.
(Book of Wisdom, 1:13.) But St. Gregory the Tl~eologim(in his sermon
on the birth of Christ) insists that this gross and antitypal flesh which we
have now is such as Adam had only afier the transgression, and not before
it. And thirdly, if death came from nature, how is it that St. Paul says that
"through sin death entered the world'' (Roin. 5: 12); and Solomon says that
"it was by the Devi17senvy that death entered the w-orld" (Wisdom 2:24)?
So, accordmg to this Canon7God created man not mortal by natural necessity, but by nature immortal.' And since it is characteristic of whatever
is good not to force anyone to be good, therefore and on this account He
created man free and independent with respect to his soul, in order that he
might be induced to be good as a matter of choice and remain good: not
by the exercise of' force and violence, but by virtue of self-mastery and
voluntarily; and by thus remaining good, that he might thenceforth maintain also the natural immortality of the body. But iuasmuch he himself of
his own accord was moved to evil by willftll choice and preference, he no
longer had the power7or ability?to keep the body in its natural immortality
in which it was built: hence there ensued the death of ihis body.

' Hence

Gregov the Sinaite also says; "Man t w created imperishable withoi~ta
preservative, such as he \vill also be wl~enhe i s resurrected, Not in~inutable,on the
othcr hand? but not mutablc cithcr. Having a forcc ( s w conccrni~igthis form the
Footnotc to c. CXXIV foIlo~-ingin wlich thc subject of self-control is discusscd)
of volitiv-e hibit t~ change or not (page ##O of Phiocdiu). So those persons are
1101speaking rightly who lmld hat man 1%-x
created as an intermediare partaking
of mortality and of in~mortality,since anyone that s a y so is implying tirst h t mortality md i m n o r t a l i ~are on the same footing and equally good, and are inheren1
~
is untmc. For immortalit>-is indccd a rcdity
alikc in thc bcings t h c r n s ~ h c swhich
and good: and inhcrcnt in bcings, whcrcas mortality is both a noncntie and c d 7
and is not wcn among rcditiw Secondly, how can it bc said that God, who crcatcd
this man in such an intcrmcdixy, wkhcd man t~ be inqxllcd cqmlly to ~ r n r n o ~ d i ~
and to mortdiQ?-n-hich is another thing that is untrue, If, on the other hand. these
persons ob-ject on the ground that St, Gregoty the Theologian says in his sernlon on
thc b i d of Christ that inm was crcatcd an inkrmcdiai~of sizc and of l~umblciicss.
\vc xpl>-that in that passagc thc Thcologim is not spcaking of thc condition donc
in which Adam w x bcforc thc tmnsgrwsion. but isAioiningthcrctn also thc condition
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of man &r thc tmnsgrcssion+as Nicctas commcnb. Accordingly, by "six" is to bc
understood the sod, and by "humbl~ncss"thc body, as thc Apostlc has said: W h o
shall change the body of our hiirndiahon.. ." (Phil. 3:21). So God. bemg inirnortd?by
nature, hiis created man imiiiortal too by grace, and in iiimortality alone, and never
also in thc intcmicdiacy of iniinortality and morfality. For this reason* too, Solomoii
said: "God crcatcd rnui to bc iinpcrisliabk~'(Wkdom 2:23); and in the catllisina of
Wedi~mda>of the Fourth Plagd Modc in thc Octocclius thc Church sings: "Aftcr cating of t h c first k c , when wc wcrc impcrishblc~wc h a w bccomc pcrishablc. In thc
s a n e vein Abba Mhcarius opiiies that nlai was created imperisliable, But neither had
Admi the i i a t i d power to perish. First? because tliis power for perisliing 1s not properly called a poner, but rather a powrlessness. or inabili@. and lack. and wealmess.
Secondl!. because iftlus power were a natural one*it would follow that God was the
causc of pcfishing and of dcath. as h & g iniplantcd such a natural power* and that
contmiwisc thc man m d c pcrishabk would be blamclcss. A n d thirdly. bccmsc if
man really had a natural p w e r r
a perish, it is plain that he would also be perishable of
natural necessh? since e1:ery natural power inust of necessity come into actioii when
it is not prevented, But this evidentl! coiiflicts with the present Canon: which matliematizes those wlio assert thai Adam was mortal by natural necessity. Accordingly.
all these assertions are absurd: hence the propositions, or preinises, from which follow are absurd and Mse too. This account for that assertion of St. Augusthe's (Bod<
VI on Genesis: according to the letter Cl~apter28) that the body before the sin ws
both mortal and immortal: for it could have died. and lt could have not, This must be
taken as meaning that it could have died on the presupposition t h a it had a propensity
to wickedness depending upoii the optative power, It anlazes me that Coresios (Nok
q#'Truns/uior.-Presiimabl~ tlik refers to George Koresios, a Greek theologian of the
17th c.) said that Adam was perishable by nature. oil account of the matter? wliich was
e ~ ~ d o w ewith
d privation? and on account of the innate heat and wemess and the contrariec of the elen~ents,For all mntt-ariee of the matter and of the heat and wemess
of the elen~mtst v a absent from that body, since all of these moved harn~oniously
and in good order and s ~ ~ b m i s s i vobeyed
el~
and subordtnated themselves in subjection to the despotic sway of the soulyin that state o f i~mocence,Perhaps: however,
those who mid thai Adan was potentially, or in polver and capability: inortal had in
mind the optative and v-olitive power ofA&m. in which respect it is said of even the
Lord in the Gospel that He could not escape notice, in the sense that He did not care
to or did not want to, according to Blemn~edes,And perhaps in saying that he was
created an intermediate of perishability and imperishability they h a d regard to the
condition hu~nannature w s in after the transgression, in which condition we are by
naural necessity mortal, and to the condition after resurrection: in \4 hich condition
wc arc by natural ncccssity immortal, and to the condition h f o thc
~ trmsgrcssion,
in which condition wc could perish or not, thoush not by any natural ncccssity, but
only by willfid choice. this condition being something of m intermediate condition
partaking of both,

And, to speak more clearly with the great Gregory of Thessalonica, since
the superior and higher part of inan, the soul, became separated through
slnl and transgresslon from the real life: which is the grace of God: and
fell into the real death, which is wickedness; therefore and on this accoimt
the lower and inferior part, or, more expressly speaking, the body, became
separated from the life according to nature, and fell into the death contrary
to nature. And just as the soul, being by nature, subject to God: failed to
subject itself to Him, so and in like manner the body, sub.ject by nature
to the soul, evaded subiection to it with the disorders of its senses, of its
passions, and lastly w l k its decomposition into the elements of which it
was composed, which dissolution is death. In agreement with the present
Canon the following seven Canons of the present Council overthrow the
heresy of Pelagius and Celestius: these are cc. CXXI, CXXII, CXXIII,
CXXIV, CXXV, CX2CV1, and CXXVlL

' As for t h c sin of Adam* Sirxh says hat it was pridc. "Thc

beginning of pndc is
when onc dcpartcth from God* and his heart is turncd away from his Creator. For
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pridc is thc beginning of s 3 ' (Sirach 10:12-13). But Tcrtullian says that it was unbcl k f (or hfidcliw) and hcrcsy (Book I1 against Mxclon). Sacrcd Augustinc (Book XI
concerning Genesis) c o n t d i c h this Tertuflian on this point, on the gmund tlmt according to the Apostle Adam was not deceived? but the woman, after being deceived?
became guilb- of the m ~ g r e s s i o nNevertbeless~
.
if one examines the matter aright?
this sin m7as both unbclicf (or iiifidclity) and hc~dlcssncssand disordcrlincss~seeing that the ruling party-, or, marc cxprcssly spcaking, thc man. obcycd and yiddcd
submission to thc rulcd party?or, morc cxpr~sslyspcaking, thc woman Accodngly!
the sin of Adam is commonly called disobedience by d l the theologians. l i e sin of
our forefathers was a great one, First: because tliey were iii a state of lioliness and
perfect rigliteousness. Secondly, because their mind had been enlightened with the
clearest possible knowledge. Thirdly-! because the fieedoni of their d l was the most
peftect possible, as being above passions and my assault of the appetites. Fourtlfly?
bccausc it was easy for thcm to kccp this comtnandmcn~since it was not a hca13- and
troublesome one. And fifthly, because h i s sin caused the greatest possible ham: in
that it corrupted the entire human race. Yet, according to the theologians, this sin was
accounted greater to E\,e than to Adam, on the ground thai she deceived h m . That
is why Siracli says: "Fmni a woman came the beginning of sin. and it is on her account that all of us die'' (25 :24). Theologians, however, are of opinion that if man l d
not sinned lie would have been translated immortal into the blissfulness in heaven!
though as to when he would be so translated no one k n o w For he was not destined
to remain forever in the Paradise on earth.
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N CXXI (121)
It hasp/eased the Council to decree that whosoever denies the little ones
newly horn from the wombs o f their mothers when [hey are being baptized,
or asserts that they are baptized for the remission of sins, but that they have
inherited no original sinfrom Adam obliging (hem to be pur;fied in the bath
of' renaissance (whence itfollows that in these persons theform o f baptism
for the remission of'sins is not true, but is to be regarded as factitious), let
him be anathema; for no other meaning ough; to be attached to what (he
Apostle h a s said, viz., "Sin entered the world through one human being''
(Rom. 5:12), and thus it passed over into all human beings; wherefore all of
them have sinned, than that which the catholic Church diffused and spread
abroad everyivhure has ever understood those words to mean. Fur it is on
account of this Canon of the faith that even the little ones too, who are as
yet incapable of committing any sin of their own to render them guilty of any
offense, are truly baptized for the remission of sins, m order that what sin
they ~nherjiedfromthe primordial birth may be purified in them thn~ughthe
process of renaissance,
Interpretation
This view too was a product of the heretical insanity of the Pelagians
this refers to their saying that newly begotten infants are not baptized for

the remission of sins, as the Orthodox Church believes and maintains.
but, instead, if anyone say that they are baptized for the remission of sins,
yet the infants themselves have not incurred any taint from the original
(or primordial) sin of Adam, such as to require to be removed by means
of baptism (since, as we have said, those men believed that this original
sin is not begotten with the human being, simply because this was not
any offense of nature, but a mischoice of the free and independent will).
So the Council in the present Canon anathematizes the heretics who say
this: First, because the form of the baptism for the remission of sins which
is given to infants is not true according to them, but false and factitious,

' Concerning this incurrence

and transmission of the original sin there sprang up
many heretical opinions. For. on the one hand, the Carpocrations, these Pelagians,
the Armenians, the Albigensians, the modem Anabaptists, and the Sacramentarians
held the belief that no human being became tainted with that sin. Calvin, on the
other hand, Bucerus, Martin, and Bczes said that only infants born of believers are
free from any taint of such sin; but not also those born of infidels and unbelievers.
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Spangenberg and Illyricus and others have said that the original sin was the ignorance
which the mind has in respect to what was true. and the inclination which the will has
for things that are evil {Note of Translator.-This reminds me of die English term
"evil-inindediiess," which seems to come pretty close to what is referred to here),
though thcsc evil things arc not the original sin. but penalties and fruits poisoned by
the poisonous root of the original sin, which things arc also called the inevitable passions of (human) nature. Others too, on the one hand. have said that tliis sin is an cssence of the h u m being, transmitted to all actually through a maleficent exercise of
the free and independent will. which action is transformed into an essence and nature
with which each human bemg is invested. The Pelagians, 011 the other hand, about
wliom die present Canon is speaking. notwithstanding the fact tliat they cleared the
whole human race from the original sin, insisted nevertheless that it is transmitted to
it by dint of mere imitation. But the view of the catholic Church is that tliis original
sin, instead of being an essence (or essential constituent of human nature, perhaps,
ma! be a better wa) of expressing the meaning of this term here in the English language, since the words essence and substance are often confouiided with each other
in English, though fair& distinct in Greek), is on the contrary an abuse of right reason
and refusal to pay due obedience to die commandment of the Creator, not ignorance
of the mind and an inclination of the will towards what is worse. but the cause and
root of these, is transmitted to all hunian beings. including even those sanctified from
their mother's womb, and including even our Lady the Theotoke, and not merely and
solely to infants born of infidels and unbelievers. not by dint of mere association or
imitation. but. on the contrary- by virtue of a true and real comn~unication.Wherefore
infants are truly and literally baptized for die remission of such sin. according to the
present Canon, on the ground that the! truly and reall! inciirred the taint of it. Hence
divine Cyprian says (in his Letter 59) tliat baptism must not be denied to infants, because they receive remission of sins more readily than adults: for they are forgiven.
not their own sins, but alien sins to which they are strangers. He calls the original
sin an alien sin, since the original sin is accounted alien to infants in one respect but
own in another respect, by reason of the way in which they have received it through
communication and transmission. The same thing is said about infants also by sacred
Finniliaii, the bishop of Caesarea (Letter 75 in die written works of Cyprian): and
Olympiodorus in his interpretation. ofthe series of Job. page 289, says: "For indeed
even infants have the sin handed down by their forefathers"; and elsewhere in the
same series the same writer says: "Hence the infants are baptized, so as to wash away
the filth and dirt resulting from the disobedience of Adam." But what is the rational
explanation of according to which and on account of which such transmission and
commiinication is incurred'? Properly and exactly speaking, it is unknown, and known
only to God. Those. however, who specialize in theology. in the course of examining
this question are wont to say that inasmuch as Adam was the father and root of the
entire human race, in his body were contained naturally and potentially the bodies of
all the human beings generated from him through the ages, while in his soul, though
not naturally like the bodies (considering that the soul of Adam did not beget the soul
of Abel) in order to transmit thus his own sin to the soul allegedly begotten of him.
the said sin persisted. For. according to the view held by the Church, Abel's soul
was made and built by God; yet not only was Abel's soul made and built by God,
but all souls of human beings arc formed bv God, and according to some creatively
and immediately, but according to others indirectly and providentially, or, in a more
explicit way of speaking. through that first and vital inbreathing, according to St.
Gregory the Theologian (discourse on Baptism). which after once being inspired into
Adam, acts upon all those who have descended from him, according to the scholiast
Nicctas, having become a law in nature. This very thing is said also by God-bearing
Maximus. whose words arc as follows: "The genesis of the soul; then, is not effected
out of prc-existent matter, like that ofthe body but by the will of God through vital
inspiration, ineffably and incognosciblv. in a manner known only to the Creator of
it, the soul, receiving its beinghood together with the body at the time of conception, is brought forth for die completion of a single hunian being" (Found in the
discourse of Gcnnadius, p. 9 1: better, however. is the opinion of the second pcrsons).
Although. I say, even the souls of Adam's descendants were not naturally contained
in the soul of Adam, but, on the con--,
by some convention, acting as a leader and
progenitor of the human r a c e it comprised and combined within itself the souls of
all human beings. So in giving the covenant and commandment to Adam- God was
not giving it to him alone. but through him and in liim He was giving it to all liuinan
beings. who were collectively contemplated in die person of Adam. Hence, if Adam
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had kept the covenant he would have transmitted the observance of that covenant
through him and in him to his descendants, and consequently would have transmitted
also the blissfulness promised for the observance of it. But because of die fact that
he himself transgressed the commandment, he likewise transmitted through him and
ill himself this traiisgrcssion also to all his descendants, who together with him and
through him both received and transgressed the commandment. Consequently he also
transmitted to them the threatened pcnalties forthis transgression, including not only
the temporary penalties meted out in the present life. but also the everlasting pcnalties
to be inflicted in die future life. As for the fact that all liu11m beings descended from
Adam received and violated God's covenant in the person of Adam, St. Jerome. who
made himself famous by his researches into the divine Scriptures- found it recorded
therein. For he himself, having recourse to the Hebrew originals in regard to that
passage in the Book of Hosea (6:7) which says, according to the Septuagint version:
B u t they arc like aman transgressing in? covenant: thcrc has he dcak with inc sconifully," interpreted it to read as follows: "But they: like Adam. have transgressed my
covenant." So, just as Adam transgressed die commandment which he had received
not to eat of the tree, so and in like manner those descended from him dirough him
and in him also transgressed it, whicli commandment, that is to say. God stipulated
through Adam as a covenant to all human beings. Yet. even just as God, in giving die
law and the covenant of circumcision to Abraham, gave it in him also to those who
were destined to be begotten ot'him (on which account God Himself commanded that
if an infant should not be circumcised. it should be utterly destroyed and wiped out of
existence. because, says He. it has cast my covenant to die winds, since even while it
was still in the loin of Abraham, through him and in him it received this covenant. in
spite of the fact that it could not sin by exercise of its free and willful choice. While
giving die commandment in this manner to Adam, at the same time God implicitly
gave it also to his descendants. Wherefore once Adam had transgressed it even infants
in the womb were transgressors of it by reason of the fact that they received it through
Adam. Hence it is that the! require the more mystical circumcision of baptism. But
why multiply words? With the words "wherefore all have sinned" which the Apostle
s q s. in a single sentence he makes it plain that in Adam all human beings descended
from Adam have sinned, in interpreting whicli sentence Theophylactus says: "Once
he fell, those who have not eaten of the tree have become mortal as a consequence of
his act. as though they too were to blame because he was to blame." As for the material means by which that original sin is transmitted Theologians in common assert
that it is the passionate and pleasurable emission of the semen out of which we are
conceived. That is \vhy vÃˆ confess our Lord Jesus Christ to be above the original sin.
on the ground that He was not begotten of semen. This Footnote has been gleaned
from unpublished writings of Eugcnius the Renowned.

since, according to them, those infants have no sins to be pardoned, Secondly, because the Apostle in what he says makes it plain that sin entered
the world through a single human being, namely, Adam, and that death
entered through sin, and thus death passed into all human beings, since all
of them have sinned just like Adam. This passage, I say, cannot be taken
to mean anything else than what the catholic Church of the Orthodox has
understood and believed it to mean, to wit, that even the newborn infants,
notwithstanding the fact that they have not sinned by reason of any exercise of their own free and independent will, have nevertheless entailed
upon themselves the original sin from Adam; wherefore they need to be
purified through baptism necessarily from that sin: hence they are truly,
and not fictitiously. being baptized for the remission of sins.
CANON CXXII (122)

It has pleasedthe Council to decree that whosoever shoulddeclare that the
grace whereby we are jz~,s'tifIedthrough Jesus Christ our Lord to be effective
onlyfbr the remission ofsans already perpeiraied, and not to affi~rdhelp hy
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way o f preventing perpetration o f other sins in &tion
anathema.

thereto, let him be

(cc, CXXI, CXX111, CXXIV, CXXV, CXXVI, CXXV11 ot'Carthage.)

Interpretation

The Pelagians expressed their heretical views in three propositions.
The first proposition was to the effect that by employing only his natural powers and abilities a human being could keep the whole law and be
justified, and could persist in righteousness, and enjoy life everlasting.
Another proposition was to the effect that a human being does not need
any inner or internal grace of God to incite him to do right, or to help him,
or to justify him,but that, on the contrary, all he needs for his salvation is
self-mastery, the law, training and teaching; and example. And the third
proposition was to the effect that although grace is given by God yet it is
given for the value of self-mastery. Hence upon this second proposition of
theirs depends also this feature which the present Canon decrees, to wit,
that the grace of God, which through Jesus Christ j ustifies a human being
in baptism, graciously affords a remission only of previous sins, but not
also to help keep one from sinning another time; wherefore it anathematizes all those persons too who say this. For the catholic Church believes
wholly the opposite contrary, namely, that the grace bestowed through
Jesus Christ in baptism affords both remission of previous sins and power
and help to prevent us from further sinning, provided we ourselves do not
yield ourselves to sins as a result of negligence. That is why David says:
"0 God, attend to my help. 0 Lord, hasten to aid me" (Ps. 70: 1 ); and "My
help coineth from the Lord" (Ps. 12 1:2), etc. St. Paul also says along the
same line: "The Spirit also helpeth our infirmities;. .. the Spirit itself intercedeth in our behalf' (Rom. 8:26). And countless other passages along the
same line are to be found in the divine Scriptures.
CANON CXXIn (123)
It has pleased the Coztncil to decree that whosoever shordd say, with
reference to the same grace of God given thn~ughour J^rd Jesus Christ,
that it helps us only to keep/rom sinning in this respect that the knowledge
and cognoscente ofsins is revealed to us through it, and enables us to know
what to seek after and what to shun, though it does not afford usfur/her help
whereby to discern 1vh~1fwe ought to do, nor does iffurther cause us to love
and to have the smngih to do it, lei him he anathema, h'or in view ofthe fact
that the Apostle says "knowledge puffeth up, whereas love ediftefh" (I('or.
8:1), it is ufter/y impious to believe that 1 w have the grace of' Christfor the
purpose o f puffing ourselves up, hut have it notfor the purpose o f edifying
ourselves, when, as a matter offact, both arefree gifts ofGod, thaiofknowing what we must do and that of'iovirg what we must do, in order that thanks
to the ed//yingpower of love knowledge be unable to puffvs up, precisely as
has been written out of God: "He that teacheth man knovtklge" (J\f, 94:10).
Thus too it is further written: "Love is of God" (IJohn 4: 7).
(cc. CXX, CXXI, CXXII, CXXIV.

CXXV.CXXVI, CXXVII of Cartilage.)

Interpretation

In the present Canon too the Council anathematizes the Pelagians and
Celestians, who used to assert that the grace of God helps us only in this
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respect to keep from sinning in that it enables us to know what we ought
to seek and do, or, in other words, what things are good and right, and
what things we ought to shun, or, in other words what things are had
and evil; and not that it graciously bestows upon us also the inclination
to love and the strength to do those things which are good and right, as
we well know that they are. For both gifts are equally and alike gifts of
God, both the knowledge and the love. For as concerning the knowledge
David says: "He that teacheth man knowledge" (I.c.),while as concerning love the beloved disciple says: "Love is of G o d (I.c.). But in another
way too it is impious for us to believe that the grace of God bestows upon
us knowledge, which by itself, as St. Paul says, puffeth up, or, in other
words, causes presumptuousness: but does not also bestow upon us love,
which edifieth and strengtheneth us so as to enable us to do what is good.
In sum, just as knowing what we ought to do is a free gift bestowed by divine grace, so and likewise is loving what we ought to do. The knowledge,
though, is indeed attributed to the mind, while the love is attributed to the
wil I, the two chief and main faculties, or powers, of the soul.
CANON CXXIV (124)

I t hasfwtherpleased the Council to decree that whosoever shouldsay that
the reason why the grace of 'righteousnesshas been hes;owd upon us I S in order that we might through self-mastery be able the more easily and readily to
fitIfill it throughgrace, as though maicating that even ifthe grace had not been
given we should still have been able, howbed not easily and r e d l y , to,fit/fi//
the divine communJments without its aid, let him be anathema. For when the
J.od HUT speakjngabout thefruits (? f ?hecommandtnent.~,He didnot say, Wilhout me ye id/have difficzdty i~ doing anything" (cf. John 15:5).
"

(cc. CXX- CXX1. CXXH, CXXH[?CXXV- CXXVJ, CXXVH of Carthage.)
Interpretation

This Canon too anathematizes the Pelagians and Celestians for saying
that simply because God made us masters of ourselves in respect of being
free to do as we pleases we can execute the commandments even without
the aid of divine grace, though not easily, but with difficulty, whereas
through the aid afforded by divine grace we are enabled to carry these out
more easily, since even the Lord. in speaking about the divine commandments, did not say, "Without me ye can do these only with difficulty,"
but, instead, He simply said, "Without me ye can do nothing" (John 15:
5).* Neither with case nor with difficulty, that is to say, so that everything
depends upon divine grace, and without the latter we can accomplish
nothing3

' Many of our own modern theologians

and metaphysicians, I know not why, nor
for what reason; have failed to set forth in exact terms the meaning of self-maste~y

Instead some of them have defined it as being a rational power or logical faculty
by virtue of which the soul is enabled to act for good or evil in whatsoever way it
pleases by mastering itself; whereas others among them have asserted that it is a
certain kind of liberty of the soul by virtue of which the latter wants equally much
both whatever is good as well as whatever is bad. But it is plain that these dcfinitions arc not correct. For if it be said that it is a power or faculty by virtue of which
a human being is impelled to act for good and for evil, we have tins to say. First of
all. this power or faculty to do what is evil is not and cannot properly be said to be a
power or faculty: but rather a powerlessness, or w eakness and lack of abilih (accord-
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i q to Dionysius thc Arcopagitc. Concerning divinc NGmcs-ch, 41, sincc thc soul dial
not rcccivc my power or facule for wil, but, instcad, ix is a rcsdt or powrlcssness
and of weakness m d oflacli of ability to persist in what is good that it fdls into what
is e d . But neither can such a power or &cult!- for el-il be tailed rational or logical;
it ought rathcr to bc callcd irratioid and illogicaJ and tho~ightlcss.For it is as a result of illogicality and irrationali~that c d is actually doiic- according to thc samc
Arcopagitc (ibid.). Secondly* IVC haw to imtc h
t if inan ~ c c i w dsuch a power or
faculty for w i l ~it follows that God*who k s t m w d such a p w c r or faculty on man*
is i-espoiisible for the w i l and is to be blamed for it: whereas man. oil the other hand!
is not responsible for it a i d is not to be blamed for it when he simply makes use of
siich a power or faculty. And. to c e the argument fiirther, how is it that God who is
the cause of this evil and respoiisible for it is the one wlio inflicts the puiiisliinent for
i&wlicrcas nian who ficcly and willfully chooscs tlic cvil without being caused to do
so is punishcd for doing'? For this is rank iiijusticc. Thirdl>-.w c counter tlmt if such a
power or tacdty for evil had actidly been bestowed upon the s o d by n a t ~ ~ rite ought
,
ratherto constitute tlim to destroy the soul making use ofit, Fourthlyywe ask why it is
supposed tlmt evil is on a par with good-wliich is absurd. And fifthly, we assert that
even the evil itself, which 1s supposed to be an object of the optatibe power or faciilty
ofthe soul?ought, like the g m d object. not to destroy, but to perfect the soul actuated
to it. But*of course*all these assertions are absurd. and blasphemous? and heretical
So the above detinition s, h m wl~ichthey follow, are not correct. These same absurd
inferences follotv also k o n ~the words ofthose w!ho say that self-maiery is a certain
kind of libert~ot'the soul, by virtue of uhich the Iamr wants equally mid^ both what
is good as well as what is evil, For be it not said that God: who is the veq goodiiess
of all tha is good. ever gave man such liberty to act for evil, Far from it! For the
Holy Spirit saitli: -'He liath coniinmded no one to be iinpious. neither hath he given
m y m e license t~ sin-' (Sirach I S:ZO). The fact of the matter is this, that God, being
alone good. or rather the goodness of all that is good, created man good t ~ oYet
, He
did not care to force him to be good (since this is not the way ofgoodness), but, instead. He created him master of himself, after His onn likeness (for He too is master
of Hi~nself):or: in other words: He gave him a natural power ot'appetency coupled
with reason (as di1,ine M ~ ~ i m says:
u s in liis debak with Pyrrhusj. with which to act
for sood, not because of his being co~~strained
forcibly and \-iolently t~ do so, but, on
the contmry, x nmter of lin~selfand exercising his will freely and v-olun~rilybeing
actuated thereto as much by the implanted reasoning power. which ha truxh x its
object, as by the implanted mill. which has good s its ob-ject, as Aristotle says: "It is
good that everything > eameth after." And perhaps Sirach revealed i+is too in s a ing:
~
"He hiinselt'created man in the beginning, and lefl him in the hand ot'his counsel"
(Simh 15: 14); or. in othcr words, Hc kft him frcc to want (i.c.? to dcsirc) what is
good himsclc by virtue of his cxcrcisinz his poivcr of sclf-mastc~.in ordcr that hc
might alw be entitled to a greater reward. and the good might be accounted his o m .
accoi-di~~g
to ST.Gi- ego^ the Theologian. n-ho s a y , "in order that it might belong t~
the one cl~oosingthe good, as well as t~ the one affording the seeds." 111 fact. G d is
so far from giving man any power of self-masten or liberty t~ xt for evil, that He
cvcn g a w him a cautionmy commandment to rcf& from acting in any wa>-tending
to evil, and thrcatcncd him with dmth in casc hc should so ad. Thcsc things bcing as
said. it is to bc hfcrred that man ~ v a built
s
by God to be and is his ow11rnaswr, but
only as rcspccts actins for good. m d not also x
i rcspcm acting for evil: accordingly.
he possesses pow-er and l i b e e to do only sood works, and not bad ones. And by way
of stating this fact the Apostle mid: "Created for g o d 15-orks" (but not also for bad
works) "in ordcr that wc might walk ill thcrn'' (Epli. 2,101.If anyone should offcr thc
ob,jcction that this conflicts with pasmgcs in S i m h (or cvcn in somc Fathers): and
in particula~that onc ivhich says: "HChaih sct fire and ivatcr bcforc thw, whcrcof if
thou hast an>-desk tho11 shalt stretch forth thy hand" (SIrach 15:16): and that onc
saying: "Mcn facc lifc and death: and w-hichwcr onc of the% a man ~ c fitsto choosc
c
onc (st. Sirach) a p p c m t~ bc
will be given to him" (?hid.,15:17); whcrcin ~ h wise
entertaining a belief in wine intermediate power or facult!. of the will, by virtue of
wli~cha human bcing inclines to good and to cvil: we reply? by way ofcontmvcrtiiig
any such an objection: that S i b is sa& h s c things about man ill the condition
or prcdicamcnt in which man was left &cr the transgression. somctimcs dcsking
what is good and somctimcs dcsiring what is wil: and not about man in thc condition in which God madc him and wants him to bc. And swondly IVC asscrt that this
S i m h himself who 1s saying ihe words above quoted. at the end of the same cliapter.
precke1~-as if correcting what he lias said? confines [lie desire to good only! to the
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exclusion of c d , and goes on to say that God gave no onc my cornmandmcnt to be
impious. nor an!- liccnsc or libcrty to anyone to sin. Wc hath c o m m d c d no onc to
be impioiis, neither liath lie gi\,en anyone license to sin" (Sirxli 15:20). This sanie
vie\%was eiitertaiiied also by tlie Semi-Felagims? who differed from the Pelagians iii
tlus respcct* imicly? that tlic fonncr mscrtcd tlmt our wholc salvation dcpciids upon
our sclf-imstiq~wllcrcas thc l a k r asscrtcd that although thc bcgimhg of sahation
consists ill self-mastcq-, yet it must be followcd by grace* and not prcccdcd by it*cxc ~ psomctimcs.
t
This tcnct. howcwr! is also owrthrown in thc p ~ s c nCanon
t
and in
the Scriptures, For the Apostle sa>s: "It is God liin~selfwho is acting in yoii to make
yo~iboth will and work' (Phil, 2: 13): and again: -'Not thal we are siifficieiitl~able of
oiirselves to consider anything also oil our own part; but our sufficient ability conieth
from God" (I1 Cor, 3 3 In quoting this latter passage agaiiist the Semi-Pelagiuis.
St. Augustine says (in his book concerning the destiny of saints*ch. 2): "Let pcrsoiis
~vcighthcir words wcll wlio thiiik that the beginning of thc faith originates with us*
while the completion ot'the faith rests with God; for, who does not know h a t rex011iiig comes first and h t h aftenvardsY So t h a ~according to the same mint (Book on
John): 'The inan m-operates with the Christ who 1s acting within liin~unto salvation
e$erlastiiig and unto rig1iteousiiess.-' Biit then Solomoii too has said: --And a will is
being made ready b! the Lord..'

'Siiice the preceding Canon. inenhoned

various graces, we ha\,e decided tn give a
general x m w t of them. H e ~ ~ cleaving
e,
aside the various divisions of the s c l ~ o ~ ~ t i c s
pertaining t~ graces, we identic the mwrnon ones acknowledged by all theologians.
One g m e is called preliminaty and enlightening grace. u:hich is given to all human
beings. without the co-operation ofselt~inaiery;tbr it precedes the latter, in order that
and injunctions and give
the man nmy learn the truth of the di\,ine m~nn~andments
miisent thereto, (Concerniiig this prelimii~aggrace l i e o p l i ~
Iactus, the arclibisliop of
Bulgaria, in interpreting the passage which r e d s , "And they shall not teach each one
his neighbor.... saying, Know the Lord" (Heb. X: 1 I), says: ''God hay-ing deified our
nature in advance. there shone in the souls of all the light of true knowledge of God,
and some sott of special aptitude 1%-x
placed in hun~rnnature by g m e t~ enable it to
know the one id10 really is God), Another grace is called strengthening grace, which
reinforces the human will so as to make it love \$hat is good, not, howwerYby compclling it to do so, but by persuading it to do so with plcasurc. Anothcr is callcd coupmtivc gracc. which co-opcraks with the one doing thc good, in ordcr that hc may
bring the act1011of doing ivhat is good to the end and issue thereof, Another y a c e is
called abiding and justi%ing g m e , which m&es a person abide in what is good until
the end, though it is allotted only to those who have been foreordai~~ed
to receive it.
Another grace is called habitual grace, or grace of l ~ a b h d e which
.
is instilled deeply
into a person and remains in him both when he is doing what is good and when hc is
not doing it; this gracc too is bwtowcd only upon those who haw bwn forcordaincd
to rccciw it, bcing cdlcd l o w of God, carncst of thc Spirit, and g m i o u s gift (churismw) in thc Holv Sci-ipturcs. By St. Bail: in his trcatisc on the Holy Spirit (ell. 26).
and by Cyril of Alexandria (Book IV, OII [saiah), it is likened to at^, w-hich is always
l~abiiuallyfound in the &st, but does not always or continuously exert its influences.
Now! thc first tlircc g m c s , t h c prcliminaq-. I n i c m ~thc strcngthcning and tlic cogpcrativc gram*arc giwn d s o to thosc pcrsons who for a time arc imbued with virtue
~d gramj but latcr losc t h c x advantages and arc chastised. Thc othcr two. the abiding <andthc habitual grxq arc bcsto~vcdonly upon thosc who haw bccn prcdcstincd
and whosc slf-mastmy rcmains firmand shadfast for g o d and virh~c,Whcrcforc it
is thcsc p c c s and o d y thcsc that actmlly scd thcir destiny-: UII this xcuunt thcl- arc
properl!- described as works and effects of predes$iiiation. The other tliree mentioned
abovc a ~ callcd
c
works of prcdcstiiiatioii iinpropcr1~-(i.c., by an um~~arrantcd
abusc
of thc 1mguagc)- on thc plea that thcy facilitate thc salvation oftlic oiic being saved*
or, morc exactly speaking thcy cnablc thc pcrson bcing savcd to attain his salvation
morc casily than hc might do without thcir aid. (Exccrpkd from thc hcological hxatisc of Corwios.)
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Interpretation

Inasmuch as the dogmas of the Pelagims agreed in a way with those
of the Massalians.' in that both the former and the latter placed the beginning of salvation, not primarily in divine grace, but in human power; consequently, since the Massalians too believed wrongly that when the Holy
Spirit comes to a human being sensibly and visibly, it fiees him from the
passions and he no longer needs b engage in fastings or other stmggles
dear to God?the Pelagims perhaps, entertaining such views as these: were
wont to say that what St. John asserted, viz., that if perchance we say that
we have no sin: we are deliiding oursehes, and are not telling the truth,
could not tn~thfidlybe said saints (in that the latter, that is to say, having
been freed from the passions by the Holy Spirit, thereafter had no sins, nor
could coinmit any), but could be said only out of humility, or on account of
humble-mindedness. Hence the present Canon anathematizes those who
afinn this heretical view of the passage in question, on the ground that
they are misinterpreting it. For the same Apostle John says subsequently
that if we confess our sins: the Lord is faithhl and just, and will pardon
our sins, and will cleanse us from every untighteousness. From which
words it becomes manifest that it was not on account of hutnility~biit as
a matter of truthfulness that the saint made the above assertion, since the
Apostle could have said, '&ifwe say that we have no sin, we are proud: and
there is no humility in us." Hence, by not sayhg this, he is pointing out
that anyone who says that he has no sin, is not telling the truth, but, on the
contmy, is lying.

CANON CXXVI (126)
I f has pleased {he Cmm-il to decree fhm whusomw shouid d d a r e that
i~ the Lord h p r q w the r e ~ ~ why
~ o usoinls say 'Yirgive us o w de b l . "~ (Malt.
6:12) is not fhaf they are saying this in their own behdf,' since this pc filion is
no longer necessmy io hm, bui in behdf?foihers, ofthose sinners who arc
among theirpwpk; u d that cach one o j i h m docs not sayper.somdlj ' Y i ~ r g i ~
m e my debts, " h ~ t instead,
,
suys {vicarjoz~dyj,'yo~@vezls o w deb " (Luke
11:41, on [heground thut hc is to be rmderstood us pefitiwing the Rightwus
One in hehulf ofolhers, r a d w [ h m I H hehu~fqf'hin~self
/el him he anulhetm.
For James the Apmtk IWS LI saznf and a righteor4,sundjust m.m whwr he suzd

' Tha~is n-hy the 3rd Ec

C. deposed also the E I I T ~ U S Iand
~ S Bthe Euchites. or MBsalians, along iwth these Celest~ansor Pelag~ans.See Dos~theus,page 278, and the
minutes of that C.

Notc that b>-tlic word sins here the Canoii docs not mcm dcdl!- sins (for if saints
commit thcsc? thcy rcmain saints no longer)? but only pardombk sins? of t h c kind
whkh ncithcr dcstroy low for God and one-s neighbor: nor makc a human being
an cncmy of God and dcscning of c w r l a h n g death*to which sins cvcn thc saints
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th~rnschcsarc liablq and remain

still (cxccpt only Christ and thc Thcotokc).
Thcsc sins arc. according to Corcsios and Chqwnthos: idlc talk: incipient angcr:
iiicipieiit desire; playful fibbing; and the like. For it is only God thai altogether proof
against being incited to mil. Angels* oil the other hand, and saints, if they are perfect.
arc not pcrfcctly proof against being iiicitcd to evil*but arc iiicitcd to it onl!- with difficulty and it is to bc notcd in this mnncctioii that it is much casicr for saints to turn
to c d than it is for angcls~bccausc saints posxss a body, and bccmsc thcy arc also
warrcd upon by thc mcmy

cxx, CXXI. C X X L C a I l I $cxxrv. cxxv.cxxvn of &rthagc)

(cL

Interpretation

This Canon too discusses insanities of the Pelagians like the ones
above. For it anathematizes them for saying that when saints recite the
Lord's prayer, they themselves do not say the words "Forgive us our sins,"
since they do not need to make any such request, as being passionless and
sinless: but they say them for the s h s of others. For even St. James the
Brother of God says: "All of us cotnrnit many offenses.'' And David says:
"Enter not, 0 Lord7 into judgment w-ith me thy servant. because no man
living can appear righteous in thine eyes." Solomon, too7 in the prayer
which he made to God after building the Temple said,: T h e r e is no man
~ I Ithe world who has not sinned." And Job: "He stmpeth a seal in the
q being in order that every human being may know
hands of e ~ human
his own weakness.'-2Moreover, the prophet Daniel in praying said first in
the p1 ural number, '&Wehave sinned; w e have committed iniquities"; and
afterwards he adds in the singular number: "I was confessing my sins and
the sins of my people." And he said this thus clearly in order to prevent
anyone from thinking that he was referring to the sins of his people7 and
not to his own sins, prophetically stopping the mouths of men who w o d d
wrongly insist that that was what he meant.
I

Perliaps tlie words are: "and in die psalni it is writtell ,"
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'This passagc is found diffcwntly wordcd in Job (3714-7): "winter and rain, and a win-

tcr of rains. of his mightiness, Hc stampcth a scd in the hand of c v c e man. in ordcr
that w e r y i i ~ mmay h o w 111s own weakness," In interpreting wliich Olympiodorus
in the series of Job says thaI it is tlie winter that stanips a seal, as wlio sliould say*ties
the l~andsof incn so as to kccp tlicin from working on t11c o~itsidc,and this is done iii
accmdmcc with tlic providcncc of God. in ordcr to humblc man and k t him know thc
~wakncssand powcrlcssi~cssof his natum. But thc Fathen of the prcscnt C. took it to
mcan man's inclination and propensity to sins.

(cc. CXX, CXXl, CXXII?CXXliL CXXIV, CXXV, CXXVl ot'Cartl~age,)
Interpretation

This Canon too anathematizes the Pelagians for saying that the saints
do not say in accordance with the truth. "Forgive us our debts," since they
have no sins and debts, but only out of humility and modesty. For who, it
says, can bear to hear persons supposed to be saints saying this lyingly not
to men, but to God, and with their lips asking fosgheness for their sins,
but with their heart considering that they have no sins? For thk would be
deemed to be trifling with God, and not praying, w h c h in regard to saints
it would he absurd even to think of.'

' The words of the prcscnt Canon arc cxquisitcly apropos in rcgxd to tl~oscmockcrs

of God and silly fellows wlio even wliile alive ha%-einernoriaI services held for themsclvcs just as though thcy wcrc actually d c d . For who can put up with thcir l>-ing?
not to mcn. but to God? and tllcir bcing said with lips and comn~cinoratcdas ha\-ing died long ago*but in trt~h
and r d t y being aliw? And c a n thcrc bc found my
sh~pidity&andmockcry of God grcakr than this? Hcncc l c thosc
~
who do this refrain
hcnccforth from committing this absurd~tl-.

The following parf of the Canon is found divided in die works of the exegetes: notwithstanding its being united, bearing die number 122 as a separate Canon.
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parties were, that is, in order that some regions may belong to one part, and
some to another in such a way as to Set the older one in the Episcopate upportion) and the newer one select them. I f , however, it should chauce that there,
i s hut one fesion, let him take that which is situated in closer proximity. I f it
be equally close to both thrones, let it be ceded to that one which the muitit ~ d may
e choose. fit should chance that she ancient Catholics want the same
region, and those who have reverted,#& the parly ofDonaius want the same
one, iei the opinion of the majority be preferred to that of the minor~ty.But if
the parties are equal, let the older i^sshop have 61. i f thus, however, there he
found a great many reguns in which both parties are to befuzsnd, so that they
cannot be divided equally, the number offsuch regiow being unequal, let the
equal numbers be divided first, and to the one that is left lei this be reserved
vhsch has been stated above when the question was one o f a single region.
(cc, LV, LXVI, LXXV. LXXVf, LXXV11, LXXV111, Cl, Cl I. CXXiX of Carthage.)

Interpretation

Because of the fact that many doubts arose among the bishops as to
which of them should take the ones reverting from the Donatists, the present Canon decrees that before the Imperial laws concerning unity were
enacted it was decreed (Canon CX) that they should be subject to that
bishop from whom they returned, but after the laws they should be subject
to the catholic bishops in the districts nearest to the Donatists. Now again
for complete solution of the doubts arising the Council decrees that the
regions of the ones reverting from the Donatists should be subject to that
bishop to whom the Orthodox church used to belong which had been situated of old in the region of the Donatists. That is to say in such a way that
if the regions were situated between two bishops reverting from the Donatists, both bishops were to divide them between themselves, and the earlier
one was to do the dividing, and the later one was to do the choosing. But
if there was only one region about which they were fighting, it was to be
subject to the one nearest to it, in adjacency. Or if it bordered equally close
to both their thrones; it was to belong to that bishop whom the multitude
wanted. But if both bishops demanded the same region in its whole and
undivided entirety, the opinion of the majority was to prevail over that of
the minority. If. on the other hand, both parties were equal, the older one
was to have j urisdiction ofthe region. Or ifthere were many regions, both
bishops were to divide them as equally as they could between themselves,
share and share alike; and if there remained a single odd region, it was to
be subject either to that one who was the nearest neighbor to it. or to that
one whom the multitude wanted; if the parties were equal, then it was to
be subject to both. Read also c. LV of the present C.

C A N O N CXXIX (129)
It h a s pleased the Council to decree that if anyone after the (enacffneni)
of'the l m s causes any reg'on to revert to the cathoiic unity and hdds pus,session therwffor a space of ihree years withotit anyone seeking to lake it away
from him,henceforth it shall not be taken m a y f r o m him. I f , however ,within
the said space of three years there was a Bishop who was entitled to it and
he went to rest; hut ifthere was not, let him not be prejzadice in the Matrix,
but when the vucant region gets a Bishop, let it be permissible for him to take
possession of it from that with a space of three years. Likewise, on the other
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hand, i f a Bishop reverts fh
the Donatus parties to the catholic Church,
lei his position in the Matrix not he prejudked as respects the length qf'time
intervening, but, on the contrary',from the day that he returned, let him have
the r(gh; to feineve the places he/ong(ng io his see at any time within the
space of three years,
(c. XVI I of the 4th; cc. LV, LXVI. LXXV, LXXVI. LXXVI I, Cl- CII. CX,
CXXVIII. CXXXI of Carthagc.)
Interpretation

This last Canon too, concerning the places of the Donatists and in
general that have reverted from heretics, prescribes that if any catholic
bishop, after the adoption of the laws respecting unity (see c. C X ) , persuades a region of heretics to return to Orthodoxy, and holds it for three
years without its being claimed by anybody else, after the expiration of
the three years no one shall be allowed to take it away from him. But if
that episcopate to which the place in question belonged had no bishop,
and within a space of three years a bishop is ordained to it, he shall be allowed to claim the place as his own, and he shall not be detrimentally affected in the Matrix, or; at any rate; he shall not suffer any injury and lose
that place by reason of the fact that the place in question was listed in the
original Matrix and register of the foreign church assigned to him; but, on
the contrary, he shall get it back, provided he claims it within three years.'
Likewise if even a Donatist bishop reverts to Orthodoxy, he too from the
day that he reverted may claim the place which belongs to him but which
had been occupied during or within three years by another catholic bishop.
See also c. LV of the present C., and c. XVII of the 4th.

CANON CXXX (130)
It has pleased the Council to decree that if' any Bishops whatsoever
claiming the multitudes whom they think to belong tv their throne (or see)
do so not by having other Bishops decide their claim, hut by feso fling to a
different means of impo.sing their will upon the laities, whether the {after
want them or not, they shdl suffer the loss of them because of their own action. And ifany Rishops whatsoever have done this, without con.w/iing the
convention of the Bishops in the meantime, but are still quarreling about the
same matter, that one shall be removed thence who is shown to have taken
possession without having recourse to the ecclesiastical judges. And let no
one flatter himself i f he has received Ze~ter,s//Â¥othe primate graniing him
possession; but, instead, whether he has such letters or not, he should contact the one in possession and receive lettersfrom him to show that he has
taken possession of the church belonging to him in a peaceful manner, i f ,
however, that Bishop too opposes him with a counierciaim, let this matter too
be adjudicated by Bishops sitting as judges in regard thereto, whether (hey
be assigned by the Primate or be chosen by common consent from among
neighboring bishops.
Interpretation

The present Canon forbids bishops to employ civil authority; instead,
they must claim the laities they think they are entitled to by obtaining a

' The expression "he shall not be detrimentally affected in die Matrix" or "his position

in the Matrix, shall not be prejudiced' can also be understood to mean: The bishop
in question shall not be injuriously affected and lose any place among the places recorded in the original Matrix of his church. owing to its having been the incumbency
of another bishop during the three years: instead, he shall receive it back.
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judgment or judicial decision from their bishops in approval of their
claim. But if they try to take them over by resorting to force wielded by
the civil authorities, whether the laities in question want them as bishops
or not, they shall lose such laities even though they were entitled to them,
because of their resorting to the forces of the civil authorities. Again, even
if two bishops fighting over these laities come to trial before the bishops,
but before the trial has been finished they are found to be still quarreling
about the hatter, and one of them ignores the judgment of the bishops
and resorts to force by taking possession or seeking to take possession by
means of aid obtained from the civil authorities, he too shall lose those
laities, even though he was entitled to receive them. Let no one flatter, or,
more plainly speaking, delude. himself and resort to such civil force on
the pretext that he has received letters from their Metropolitan to take that
laity. For, whether he has such a letter or not, he must also obtain a letter
stating that he has received the church belonging to him from the bishop
previously occupying it, by peaceful means (if he fail to do this; he is to
forfeit his right).' But if the bishop sued likewise sues the suer, this dispute
is to be decided by bishops, whether they be those whom the Metropolitan
may appoint, or those whom they themselves may choose from among
neighboring bishops and bishops in nearby territories. Read also c. XVII
of the 4th.
CANON CXXXI (131)
It haspleased the Council to decree that ifany Bishops whatsoever neglect
the regions helonging to their see, and fail to exert themselves with a view to

inducing them io z ~ d with
e the catholic Church, and are indicted by the diIiBishops neighboring them, they must m>t delay doing so. For, unless within a space o f six months from the day a convention was held in regard thereto
they accomplish something in this direction, the regions in question shall be
turned over to tt~hotnsoeveris able to convert them. Provided,however, that i f
the Bishop to whom, such regions are shown to bciong intentionally displayed
negiigence on account of some desired economy, this k i n g been chosen by
(he herdics, with a view io coaxing them back to the catholic Church quietly;
yet, his diligence has been anticipated by another, though by abusing it he has
succeeded m making the same heretics resentful of him, when the case is tried
before a court ofBishops, the regions shall be restored to him by their decision.
Or if the Bishops acting u sjudges be from diffhreut provinces, that Primate
shall uppoint the judges in whose district the region is which is in dispute. But
if by common consentjndges are chosen who we mighbors, whether one is
chosen or three are chosen, And i f three are chosen, a d they decide alike, either tofollow the decision of the majority or thai of'iwo,3 it shall not he pemissible for an appeal to be /ukenfrom the derision uf the judges chosen by common consent. Whosoever is proved io he unwilling, owing to his waywardness,
to obey the judges, when ibis is bnmght to the attention ofthe &.shop ofthe
chief see, he shall give letters prohibiting any of the Bishopsfrom c o m m ~ m i n ~
with him until he does obey.
(Ap. c. LVIII; c. XXV of the 4th; c. XIX of die 6th; c . XVI of the 1st-&-2nd;
c XI of Sardica; c c XVI. LXXIX. LXXXII. LXXXVI. CXXXII.
CXXXIII of Cartilage; c. VI of N\ssa; c. X of Peter.)

' This is not contained in the Canon, but was added to it by Zoiiaras.
:The remaining part of diis Canon. though united with it, is found divided from it
among the exegetes and numbered 126 as a separate Canon
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Interpretation

Bishops ought not to neglect the heretics residing in their province,
because they shall have to render an account of them and be held responsible for them; but, on the contrary, they ought to make every effort to win
them and to convert them to catholic unity' or, more plainly speaking, to
the Church, But if they postpone the time. they are to be charged with this
procrastination by the bishops of nearby districts. And if, after having had
such an accusation laid against them, they again display neglectfulness,
and have failed to make any converts within a space of six months, these
heretics together with their regions are to be turned over to another bishop
able to convert them. Nevertheless, if the bishop to whom the heretics in
question are subject employs seeming negligence on purpose for some
economy or other, which the heretics have asked for, in order that they
may return peacefully and without the exercise of coercion (seeing that if
he were to employ greater diligence and make more strenuous endeavors,
they would be hardened on this account); yet another bishop; not aware of
this economy, has been in time to convert them-if, I say, this fact comes
to light in the course of an investigation and trial conducted by the bishops, all those regions and laities of converted heretics are to be given to
the bishop to whom they are subject; as for the bishops who are going to
try the case, they are either to be appointed by that Metropolitan in whose
province the disputed region and laity of the heretics happen to be, or else
they are to be chosen by agreement by these two quarreling bishops. Accordingly, if the latter choose but one bishop to try their case, they shall
abide by his decision, on the ground that he was their chosenjudge; if, on
the other hand, they have chosen themselves three, and these three are in
agreement. they shall follow their decision; if one of them, however, fails
to agree, they shall follow the decision of the two who do agree, and they
shall not appeal their decision to another tribunal. If either one of the two
of them obstinately refuses to obey these chosen judges, no bishop shall
have any communion with him until he obeys, and letters to this effect
shall be issued by the Metropolitan. See also Ap. c. LVIII, and c. XVI of
the present C
C A N O N CXXXI I (1 32)
ljin the Matrtcta, or, at am rate, m the sees, any Bishop becomes neglecffvl in q y r d to the heretics, be reminded of his duty by neighboring dillgent Bishops, and his scornfu1ues.s be pointed out to him, so as to leave him
no excuse or ju.vt;ft cation; and iffmm the day that he was so retninded, within
six months, while he continues residing in the same province, he shaUfail to
exercise due care to make converts to the catholic unity, he s h d be denied
communion until he fu//j//.v thjs obligation. But i f there he no epexergastes
fie., civil collaborator) in those regions to come to his aid, let no charge be
brotght a@
she Rishop.
(Ap. c. LVIII; c. XXV of the 4th; c. XVI of the 1st-&-2nd; c. Xl of Sardica;
cc. LXXIV, LXXXII. LXXXVI, CXXXI, CXXXIII of Carthage;
c. X of Nyssa; c. VI of Peter.)

' Joining die expression "to catholic unity"

to die expression further 011 which says
"they are to be charged,'' Balsamon and Zonaras say that it means that diese neglectful bishops are to be charged with neglect of the catholic unih, or. in other words, annual synod. But, seeing everywhere in the ec.of this C. this phrase ^catholic unity" to
be taken always in the sense of "catholic Church," and never in the sense of ' ' s p ~ d , "
we have so interpreted it
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Interpretation

A bishop must diligently endeavor to convert to Orthodoxy, and not
neglect, not on1y the other regions of the heretics, in accordance with the
preceding Canon, but also their sees and metropoles (in which are to be
found the original Codices and inventories of their properties; for this is
what is denoted by the word "Matncia," and see c. XLI of this C.j. As for
the bishop who neglects them, the present Canon prescribes that he shal I
be reminded of this by bishops who are neighbors of his, in order that he
may have no excuse to offer later. But if after being so reminded, and being in these sees ofheretics for six months, be fails to apply all those ways
and means which are calculated to convert heretics, he is to be excluded
from c~inmunion.~
until he does. If, however, the civil ruler of the district.
who could collaborate in the matter and bring over the heretics and those
who are unwilling to give an account of them~elves,~
is not about, let the
bishop not be blamed for this delay in their conversion, as it was not due
to any negligence on his part. See also Ap. c. LV1II.
CANON CXXXIII (1 33)

Rtii if such Bishop be proved lo have told a tie about heir communion, by
asserting that they had communed whor17 he ltJaspointingout, but who had
not communed to his knowledge,he shall alsoforfeit his episcopate,
(Ap c LVIII: c XXV of the 4th. c. XIX of the 6th, c . XVI of the 1st-&-2nd.
c XI of Sardica cc LXXIX, LXXXII. LXXXVI, CXXXI, CXXXII of CGarhge 1

Interpretation

The present Canon is consecutive to the one above. For it says that if
the bishop charged with having neglected to convert the heretics falsely
asserts that they returned and came into communion with the catholic
Church, without their having returned at all, or even if they did return, but
not as a result of his efforts and with his knowledge, he is to be completely
deposed from office, both on account of his negligence and on account of
the fact that he lied. See also Ap. c. LVITT.
CANON CXXXIV (134)
I t has pleased the Council to decree thai if Presbyters, Deacons, and
other tower Clerics in whatever causes they may hme are not satisfied with
the decision o f their own Bishops, they shall be heard and the differences
between them shall he a&s/ed by those whom they may appoint with the
consent of their own Bishop to review their case. But i f they want to take an
appeal evenfrom the decision rendered by these men, they shall have no right
io an appeal, except to the votes ofthe African Council or ~o the Primates
of their own provinces. As for anyone that insists upon carrying an appeal
across the sea, hi him not be received in coftmunion by anyone in Afijiw.
(c. VI o f the 2nd; c. [ X o f the 4th: cc. XI. XXXVI o f Carthage.)

' The Anonynous Expositor says that the neglectful bishop is to be excluded from

communion in this case, that is to say, if no more diligent bishop is found to convert
die heretics. in accordance with c. CXXXI.
The epexefgasles may have been the ecdicus and ecbibastes. who are mentioned in

a.CVI and CVII of the present C. and whom the Fathers asked the Emperor for.
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T h ~ Canon
s
is almost identically the same as c. X m V l of the present
Council. On this account the reader is referred to the Interpretation of it
gven there. The only adktional feature contained in the present Canon is
that those wishing to take an appeal horn the decision of the bishops of
nearby districts are to appeal to the Councils ofAfi-ica or to the Primates,
etc.' See a1 so c. VI of the 2nd, and deacons from appealing to Rome with
two diflerent Canons was the great annoyance which the presbyter Apiarius
caused it, and the fact that the Pope of Rome sought illegally and by every
means the right to an appeal from the J u d p e n t of the Bishops in A h c a
both, for all bishops? presbyters, and deacons not subject to him and for
all the rest of clerics not subject to him, as we said in the beginning of the
section pertaining to the Cout~cilheld in Sardica, and shall have occasion
to say again in the Interpretation of the two Letters ofthe present Coi~t~cil.
CANON CXXXV (135)

(a.
111. XIX, of thc 1st; cc. VI*LI of cartllagc; c. xv of thc 4th:
cc. XL: XLV of t l 6th;
~ c. XVIII of Basil.)

Interpretation

In connection with c. XLV of the 6th we said that monks and nuns
used to try out monastic life in mundane garments: this is made still more
manifest in the present Canon. For this Canon decrees that those virgins
who have been consecrated to God by a bishop, in accordance w-ith c. VI
of the present C., are not to wear the habit until they attain to the age of
twenty-fi~eyears (concerning which see c. XL of the 6th).But if some
powerhl personage has fallen into love with any of these virgins: or there
is a suspicion that some lewd-minded man may snatch one of them away7
or one of them is in danger of death, and she and her parents beg for it:
lest she should die without h a ~ i n gassumed the habit? permission is given
to the bishop to dress her in the habit even before she is twenty-ftve years
old; and for this unseasonableness he is not to suffer my ill effect from the
Council which fixed such an age limit?because of his having transgressed
the rule as a result of necessity?and not voluntarily and willfiilly, See also
c. XIX of the 1 st, and c. Vl of the present C.
It seems to me that the reason nh! the Council prohibited presbyters and deacons
from appealing to Roine n ~ t ht n o difierent Canons nas the great a~iiioyanceM hich
the presbyter Apiarius caused it. and the fact that the Pope of Rome sought illegally
and b! evec means the right to an appeal froin the judgnieiit of the Bisliops in A h c a
both for all bishops. presbj ters. and deacoiis not subject to hi11aid for all tlie rest of
clerics not subject to him, as we said in the beginning o f ~ h esection pertainmg 10 the
Council held in Sardica, and sl~allhave occasion t~ say again in the Interpretation of
the h+o Letters of the present COLI~CII

THE PEDALlON

Interpretation

Because of the fact that the bishops assembled at this Co~mcilwere
kept there an excessively long time (for, as we have said, it lasted for six
years), and there were still some questions to be considered, in the present
Canon it appeared to be reasonable that three bishops should be selected
from each and every province, and that the rest of the bishops should be
allowed to return to their provinces, while these ones selected should stay
here and consider the relnaining questions.

CANON CXXXVTI (137)

(Ap. c. LXXIY c. VI of thc 2nd: cc. lX, XXF of thc 4th: cc. VIFI,
XXVII, CXXXVIII. CXXXIX of Carthage.)

Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that not all persons shall be allowed to
bring charges against clerics, but only those persons who are themselves
fiee from aspersions and accusatiot~s.So then if any cleric or layman has
been excomnunicated, he is not to be allowed to bring charges against a
cleric during the time that he himself is still in a state of excomm~~nication. Read also Ap. c. LXXIV, and c. VI of the 2nd.
CANON CXXXVUI (138)

(Ap. c. LXXlV: cc. I f . V[ ofthe 2nd: cc. IX,XXI ofthe 4th;
a.VIll, XXV[[. CXXXIX of Cartl~age.)

But neither are any slaves and freedmen to be allowed to bring charges
against their own masters and ernan~ipators!~
according to the present
But i~eitl~er
may slaves aid emancipated persons bring charges against the children
or the heirs of their masters and einancipators. nor against any persons wlio 1ia):e pamnly rights over them. Patronage moiig Latins denotes protection
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Canon; nor are any of those persons who are not allowed by the civil laws
to bring charges against anyotle; but neither are the infamous and those
who have practiced infamous and shatneful arts, or, for example, mimes?
actors and stage-players, or glahators and bullfighters and the like. But
neither are heretics: or schismatics, or Grecians: or Jews. None of these
persons, I say, are allowed to bring charges in regard to crimii~aland ecclesiastica~matters against bishops and clerics. But in regard to monetmy
and their own matters all of them have permission to bring accusations
against them. See also Ap. c. LXXIV, and c. VI of the 2nd.

{Ap. c, LXXIV: c, VI of the 2nd; cc. IX?XXI of die 4th;
cc. VIII, XXVII?CXXXVIII of Carthage.)

Interpretation
If various charges are laid by anyone against bishops or clerics, and

one of the charges: the first to be examined, cannot be substantiated: the
present Canon commands that the accuser shall not be allowed to proceed
with the rest of his charges, on the ground that he has not shown himself
to be truthfid. See also Ap. c. LXXIV, and c. Vl of the 2nd.
CANON CXL (140)

(Ap. c, LXXV: c, I1 of fie 1st: cc, Vlll, XXVl[, XXXVIII, LXVIII,
CXXXVll I. CXXXIX of Carthage.)

Not only must accusers of clerics and of those in holy orders be free
from accusations, but also those who are about to give testimony against
them, as the present Canon decrees. So then all persons whom w-e have
described herehabove as not being allowed to bring charges against clerics are a1so precluded from giving testimot~yagainst them. But neither are
those persons admissilde as witnesses whom the accuser brings forward
from his own home (and especially when they are under his control); for
these persons are open to suspicion on account of their intimacy. But also
a1I those who are not yet arrived at the age of puberty, being not yet fourteen years old, are disqualified as witnesses, because of their not yet having stable reasoning and hnking pow-ers. Read also Ap. c. L X W .
CANON CXLI (141)

THE PEDALlON
cumwtlne with the one making the demul,~
SLI lung as hi,s own Bishop refi~.ses
io commune wffh [he one who hu.7 been e x c o m r n u n ~ c a ~ e ~ ofher Thshops
,shall not commune 1~1ththe said Bishop. So that u Bishop is rather c u ~ l i u ~ e d
ugc16n.~lrnuk1n.g siulemem agu~n.s~
anyme whjch he cmtnol sdwtmiiale und
p ~ tu~ others
w by m a m of IV ime,sses.
(Ap. c, XXXII, c. V ofthe 1st; c, V[ ofAntioch: c, of Holy Wisdom:
c. XIV of Sardica; cc. XI, X?XVII of Carthag.)

Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that i f m y o ~ i econfesses privately some sin
of his own to a bishop which deserves excoinmmication, and afterwards
the bishop reveals it, but when told this the one who confessed it denies
that he confessed it to him,-lf7 I say, h s should occur, the bishop ought
not to be believed on his word alone7but ought to be compelled to hold
communion with that man, and not think it a slight to himself that others
do not pay credence to him alone. But if he does not want to have communion with the one who confessed, and he refuses to do so on the alleged ground that h s conscience forbids him to have any fe1lowship with
one who deserves to be excommunicated and excluded from communion,
so long as he himself does not comnunicate with the denier, the other
bishops must not coinmunicate with him (,sc. the said bishop) either. And
this is done in order that a bishop may be kept from making any charges
against anyone that he cannot prove to others with witnesses or other
means. Read d s o Ap. c. X m I 1 7and the Footnote to c. IX of the Council
held in Neocaesarea.

The First Letter from the whole Council in Africa sent to Boniface
the Bishop of the Church of the Romans through Bishop Faustinus
and Presbyters Philippus and Asellus, the legates of the Church of
Rome.

The remaining part oftliis Chon. nliich is not rightl! di1,ided as the exegetes present it. is what the) set forth as a separate Canon numbered 137. But we remuid tlie
readers that tlie iiuinber assigned to [lie Canoils b? the exegetes has been inistalieiii>
inserted by the pr~nters,In the Pandects as well as in Bdsamon. For ~nsteadof the
11u1nberI37 of Canons, they have only 133. having made the n~istake111 the middle
somewhere
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For ,first o w jd/w Bis hup Urban, the Bishop LI f' Siccu, zindouhtedy curmc~edbimsdf so far cis [here ~vasonyihing in him &ha/required c o m c / i m .
But sluce it warns
ncce,ssmy fu makc pm~ision.forthe peace und quiet vf fhc
Chweh LUN on/y as respec~s/he ptweni, hul aIso a.s re.~p.w/s!he ,filwe, becmse many mch di,stwbance,shad arisen previozdj so fhuf we might sufeones hewqfie~it has p h s e d n . lo
~ dwree
guard our.wl w ~ , f i o m
like or 14~0me
!hai F'msbyier Apiarim he rm70 w d j k m lhe Chxmh jn Sicm, thotgh it is lo
be remarked that he shuli be ailowed to keep ihe honor ofhis rank, andshail
he given a h e r dowing him lo pe(fimn ihe duly (?#'aprcshyiw atywhcre
dse [hat he mcy be w i h g and d i e fu perfbrm h i s duiy which wiihuut demur we have d o w ~ 10d ihc said A p ~ ~ aismhis i ~ g h in
l mcordunce with lhe
request he made in his own letters. B M b.cfore
~
this cause had been hou$t fo
i consi.andy c u h g upon ~ { s f o r
s ~ c ah conclmion among ofher fhings ~ h uarc
a dwi.siorr, ut the demand of wuson it.w& so thut we w w usk d by our hrcthrm Fm~tinusa,fe/low Bishop a d Philippus and Ase/lusfe!/ow Preshyfem in
the wcl~siu~stical
tru~suctiunsthat they might offer anything whut.sower that
IVU.T perrnjmd h e m u d o~ighllo he mmwcled wilh us by IWJ qf co/Iuhorating orally und uut in writing Brit when we demauded the written ruminunitoq which fhey had brought with them, they produced it, und ufter being
wud by us i l wa.7 i n s e r d in /he iran.wchn.~loo in evjdence of whd lhey
reporfed wherein there were some$)w things which were inserted a,s things
.~
ihe rjght
repired lo be i~umuclediv j/h us. One o j !hex w p e . ~ lconcernd
c h Rommzs. A second one
uj'Bi,shups to upped to the Priest uf' fhe ~ ~ ' h wuf'the
1vu.7lhul fiishop.~,&odd m i ,sail off 10 the Cotnilam on lhe spar qf the n70v
and l h mew. A lhid onc concerned the tryit~gqj' the L ~ ~ , w .ofPre.~bylcrs
COHS before Bishups within the same curfv~es,7 f t h q be p & m f b exchdcd
j-om comm tauio~by h i r Bishop. A j&th one was lhul concerning U r b m
the Bishop, who was to be excotnm~nicute~
or,fiirthmnore lo be called to
Rome, riu/css he corwtcd himself in regurd to whafwer fhirrgs ought to be
~ w r r e ~ ~Oef dd. l uf 'which shjnp it 6s concwning &he,firxi and /he !h6d, {hui
h,thuf Bishop he permil fed io appeal io Rome, a d fhaf the causes qf C i e ~ ics be fried by the Bishops vf their own prwinccs. Ahmu) lust p a r in other
of'mm sem to /he sume Bishop Z(ximu.s i f u d o w hIe memory we enIe~et-.~
demored to make it plain that withu~tayy ,slight to hint we were minded to be
wserwd,fi~iLI whj/e, !Mi/ !he &fin6(i(lns Iujddow~hy lhe Cound held in Nicma cuzild be c o w d t d According& we now a,sk Your Hoiine,ss lu make it a
point that these r z h be k e p ~
bj~you
jusf as they were fransacted andadupted
by ihe Fa/her.s in Nicaeu, and [ha[y m cume !hen7 lo bc included jn, (he iext
uj' ihat same Communitoy wilh y u w appmvai. That is, f a Bi,shop be wcased and the fiishop.~qf hi.^ p m vincc c o ~ ~ e and
n e iry him, and d e p o . ~him
fmm his rank, when he deems il neeessay lo appeai his cme and fu resuri
to &hemos&bl/ssjd Bishop qj'lhe C h m h of lhe Kummts, $he agrees &oIet
him be h m d and comiders il righljbr lhc case 10 be reopeued, thdt he fi7uy
c o ~ d m c e dfo w i f e to h e Bishops appointed to h e province bordering on
and lying a&um thereto) in order thut they muy invmtigute evcything diii. f~he
gendy a d decide [he case in accordmce with a b e i i ~ f i nthe ~ d tBuf
une begging to have his cause hwrd anew applies to the ROWLITI
Bishop with
his own supplica/ion, jn order lo haw him send a Pres hyiwjrom his own side
in po.s.wssk~nqf m/hoi-iiy, /haI is of [he Bi.&op, u.s to whut he nwy wish und
t be present
whut he may jridge. Accurdi& f he decides t h t they o ~ g hTO
wjlh the Bjshops /o,jadge (he ma/tec invesled wilh lhe m t h w j y q#'!he one
who sent them, it s h l i be in hisjzdgment. Buf fhe beiiews the Bi,shops lo be
suflkieni 10 i y /he inatim invohed in /he cme, fi7ay he do whale ver agrees
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with his most wise resolution. Likewise us regards f'resbyters and Deacons,
ifany Bishop who is irascjhie, which he ought not to be, attacks a Presbyter
or Deacon of his own rashly or roughly, and w i l y wishes to banish this
man from his own church, some provision mufit he made to prevent his being unjustly condemned or losing his titic to communion. Let the ousted man
therefore have fhe right to apply to the adjacent Bishops, and let his cause he
heard, and lei his case he tried more diligenfly. For a hearing ought not to
be dewed to him when he respectfidty requests it. And that Bishop who either
j~tstlyor u ~ / u s t /ousted
y
him ought to condescend tolerantly to let the matiers invo/ved in the case be examined, in order that his opinion may be either
confirmed or corrected. '/'hewarrangemenis, that is to say, are to hold until
the arrival offhe truest copies, or exemplars, ofthe Council held in Nicaea:
which if'found there in the way inwhich they are contained in the Cyommmunitor\' itself'whdihas been presented to us through the brethren sent herefhm
the Apostolic See, and am kept by you in fhe same order in Italy, we shall nowise be disposed to make any mention ofsuch thing's, nor shaU wefeel urged
io e f e r , h i , on the contrary, we believe that wiih the help qfihe mercy ofthe
Lord our God, and with Your Holiness presiding over the Roman Church, we
shall no longer have to endure this typhzfs.Let those things be kept as periaining to us that even wiihou! our speaking ahot~tthem ought to he kept with
fraternal and brotherly love, which things in accordance with the wisdom
andjustice which the Most High has bestowed upon you; and you will agree
ihai even these ought to be kept if' by any chance the Canons of'the Council
held in Mcaea should differfrom them in any wspect. h'or we have consulted
a p a t many books, hut have nowhere read in reference to the Council in Nicaea in Roman books anything in the way they have been represented in the
aforesaid Cornmonitory received thence. Yet, since we were unable to find a
single Greek book herefrom the Eastern churches where the same decisions
are mentioned, and the authentic Canons cannot yet befound, we should like
rather to have them offered to us. Wherefi~rewe humhiy entreat Your Reverence fo write and yourself further demand offhe Priests ofthose parts, that
is, of the Church in Antioch and of that in Alexandria and o f that in ConstanUnople, and o/hers, f i i he agreeable to Your Holiness, and have them send
us thence the Canons ithich were decreed by the Holy Futhers in N i c m , so
that wiih ihe help of the Lordyou may have the exceptional p r i v i / e p of introducing this benefaction to all the Western churches. For who doubts that
the truest tenors are to be found among the Greeks vho attended the Council
which convened in Nicaea, which tenorfi having been collected from such
various regions and ufflcial Greek churches and upon comparison a r efound
to agree? Until &is has been done we agree with the rules exhibited to us
in the aforesaid Commonjtory as regards appeals ofBishops to the Priest of
{he Roman Church, and as regards the causes of Clerics which ought to be
tried by the Bishops o f their own provinces, and we are going to keep them
pending their confirmation, and we iivst that Your Blissfvlness, God willing,
shall help us to do so. As for the rest of the things transacted and affirmed in
our Council, since the aforesaid Breihren of ours Faustinus a fellow Bishop
and Phi/fppzi,sandAsellus fe//owI'resbyters are taking them with them and i f
you deign they will make them known to Your Holiness. And they signed, and
subscribed to them.May our Lord wrdyou for us, for many years, 0 most
blis,sful Brother. Alypius, Augustine, llos,sidi;~s,
Marinus, and the rest of the
Bishops signed and subscribed likewise.
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The Second Letter of the Council in Africa to Pope Celestine.
We pray that in the same way as Your Holiness graciously stated to us
concerning the presence uf Apiurius, in letters sent through your Presbyter
h o , so and in like manner we have gladly sent the present Ietter.s concerning,
the purification o f the same person. For if was plain that both our and your
alacrity and eagerness would be safer, and there seemed to be no use asking
anything about what has not yet fold, though it has been previously mentioned as though it were something alfeady told. When thefefore our most
holy Brother and Fellow Hifshop b'az~stinusvf.~i;edus, we assembled a Council; and ive believed on this account him to have been sent with that one,
in order that just as (his one even now may he able for his own purpose to
clear himself o f so many charges that have been laid against him on the part
o f those who have come/rom the churches in Thubracenm, whose so many
and so enormous misdeeds and obliquities were running down our Council like a multitudinous host, and it wasfound that it overcame the abovementioned person 's patronage rather than his judgment, and his endeavor
as an ecdicus ra/her than his justice as a ,ju&e. For first o f all he offered
great resistance to the whole Council, hurling various insults, as though he
w m defending the privdeges ofthe Roman Church. And wi.~hinghim to he
admitted by us to communion whom Your Holiness believed to be entitled
to an appeal, which he was unable to prove, it restored him to communion.
Nevertheless, that happened to him which you may learn slill bemr by r e d ing the minutes ofthe pnmedings. In spite ofthe #art that a tiresome trial,
wax held which lasted for three days, during which we sought to smash the
various arguments advanced by the same person, God, the righteous judge,
the mighty and forbearing judge, made short shift of the expatiations of our
Fellow Bishop b'awtinus, and the obstructive tactics of the said Apiarius
which he relied upon to cover up his illicit and shameful activities, thereby
putting an end, that is to say, to his dl.~@Stingand (@nsive persistence, and
to the impudence of the denial by which he wanted to sink into the mud of so
many pleasures. For when our God tn~z~bled
his conscience, and the hidden
rece.vse.v of'his heart, as things already condemned in he swamp o f charges,
were laid hare to the eyes of ail men, the guileful denier suddeftiy shrieked
out a confession o f all the charges laid against him, and hardly ever did he
volunta~i/yreprove himself as respecting all the improbable repmaches; in
fact he even caused us to utter groans instead u f the hope on accomt o f
which we had even believed him,and prayed that he might he able to dear
himself of the so disgraceftdly shameful aspersions, exceptfor the fact that
he alleviated this grief of ours with the single consolation that he hod saved
us from the lamentable plight o f a longcontinued and toilsome struggle,
and provided at a m rate some reiiefwith his own wounds as a resu/t o f his
confession, lhough he did so involuntarily and f i spite of the antagonism of
his own conscience, dear Brother. To sum up, therefore, whilefulfilling the
duty ofpaying o u r homage, we supplicate you not to lend ready attention to
those coming hence to .speak into your ears hereafter, nor to admit those who
have been excommunicated by us io communion hereafter, since Your Reverence shou/d easilyfind this to h m been laid down us a rule by the Council
in Nicaea. For it appears thewin that i t is to he kept even in regard to the
lower cleric.^ and laymen, how much more ought it nut to be respected in
regard ~o Bishops? So let noipersons excluded/km communion in their own
province appear to he res/ored to commzinion earnestly and unduiy by Your
Holiness. And Your Holiness discourage, as it becomes you to do, the impudent siibleffueefs and evasions likewfse of Presbyters and of she Deacons
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following them,since this is notprohibited by any definition or rule ofthe Puihers to the Church in Affica; and the decisions o f the Council held in Nicaea
manifestly relegated them,whether Clerics of lover rank or Bishops themsefves, to their own Metropolitans. It therefore prudently andjustly agreed
that any matters whatsoever that might arise ought to be settled within their
own tewitories. For they did not deem that in each and every province the
grace of (he Holy Spirit might he wantjng, through which gracejustice can
be bothJudiciovsiy seen and steadiiy attended to by the Priests of' Christ. Indeed, thefact is that to each andeveryperson it has been madepermissible, i f
he applies to him in regard to a trial byjdges of'ecc/esiastical cases, to take
an appeal to the councils and synod's ofhis own province, or even further to
an Ecvmenica! Council. Unless, can it be, there is anyone who will believe
that our God cannot inspire any person whatsoever withjustice, or that He
will deny it to the countless priest.^ gathered together in a Council? How can
it be said that this experitneniatjudgment is certain, to which the necessary
persons of witnesses, either on account,ofthe weakness of one's nature, or on
account of'the weakness of old age, or owing to nu/nemus other obstacles,
cannot be submitted For as concerns the statement that one may be sent as
though he irere come out o f the side of Your Holiness,we do not find it to
have been made by any Council ofthe Fathers: since, what was long ago sent
forth through our said Fellow Bishop Faus tinus) as though dispatched on the
part o f the. Council of Nicaea, in the iruer copies o f h e Council in Nicaea
which we receivedfrom most holy Cyril, our Fellow Bishop o f the Church
o f Alexandria, and sent by adorable Atticus, the Bishop (f Constantinople,
# h n the original and authentic sources, which further before this through
Innocent the Presbyter and Mmellns the Subdeacon, through whom they
were sent to us by thosepersons, to Hon@ce the Bishop of adorable memory
who was your predecessor, were dispatched by us: we could not discover
ariy suchfact at any time. As for execritors, therefore, though they have been
demanded by somefor our Clerics, do not send us any, nor gram us any, less
we seem to he introducing a cloud ofsmokefrom fhe world info the Church
of Christ, which offers the Izght ofsimplicity and the day of humility to those
who desire to see God. For now that deplorable Apiarius h a s been removed
from the Church of Christ by our brother Faustinas, in accordance with his
i//j~,jtdepravities, A,frica no longer has io endure him,thanks to the probity
and reguiarity o f Your Holiness in saving brotherly love,
The signature. May our God guard Your Holiness for the longest time
prayiq in our behalf, dear Brother.
Interpretation

The reason for the sending of both these letters was that some presbyter of Sicca by the name of Apiarius made it necessary. We shall interpret
them briefly and comprehensively, and only with respect to their purport,
but not with reference to every word in them: in order to avoid prolixity.
It appears, then, that the case of this Apiatius was a result of some economical measure; for the purpose of branding and execrating by action
of the present Council the proud innovations which the Popes of Rome
were going to invent in the future. Infallibility, I mean, and impeccability, Monarchy, the rumored right of appeal; and in addition to these things
that system of adulteration and garbling and corruption which from that
time the Westerners undertook to introduce into the books of the sacred
Councils and of the individual Fathers; in opposition to the unadulterated
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preservation of the same books among the Greeks and the Easterners, all
of which facts can be proved by these two letters of the present Council.
Accordingly let us start with the first one. This Apiarius, who was a presbyter in the bishopric of Sicca, Africa, and was reproved by a Council
for canonical crimes which he had committed; was separated from the
communion of his fellow presbyters and of the bishops and clerics. After going to Rome twice, both in the time of Zosimus and in the time of
Celestine, he was admitted to communion by them, and not only this but
equipped with letters commendatory given to him by them he returned to
Africa with Bishop Faustinus, the legate of the said Popes, who, in spite
of Ins doing his utmost to have Apiarius acquitted of the criminal charges
alleged against him, having become rather a protector than a judge and ecdicus, or a cognitor, but he labored in vain. For Apiarius was consciencestricken and confessed openly that he was really guilty of the crimes with
which be had been charged, as is shown in this second letter addressed to
Celestine, Accordingly; behold the infallibility and impeccability of the
Pope branded and execrated before your eyes. For two Popes and their
legate, making three in all. were found to be illegally communing with
the one who had been excommunicated, and consequently sinning redhanded. This Council reproves Celestine by saying: No one will believe
that God has given all jurisdiction to a single Bishop, and not to so many
Bishops who have gathered together in the Council. "No one will believe
that our God cannot inspire any person whatsoever with justice. or that
he will deny it to the countless Priests gathered together in a Council."
Accordingly, behold the monarchy of the Pope tumbling down. Pope
Zosimus gave a Cornmonitory letter, or, more plainly speaking, a warrant
and command in written form to Faustinus his legate wherein he quoted
the fifth Canon of the Council held in Sardica and decreeing that if any
bishop is accused and the bishops of the province try him, he has the right
to appeal his case to the Bishop of Rome, who then sends j udges from his
s i d e ~ i . e .on
, his own part-to try the bishop again. He likewise quotes
c. XTV of the same C. of Sardica decreeing that presbyters and deacons
who have been excommunicated by an irascible bishop have the right to
go to the bishops of nearby districts to be judged. He added to both these
Canons a false superscription to the effect that they were Canons of the
First Nicene Council. But this Council with the help of the veritable copies. or tenors, of the Nicene Canons which Caccilianus was the first to
bring it, and with the authentic and truest tenors of the same Canons of the
Nicene Council which were sent to it later both by Atticus, the Bishop of
Constantinople, and by Cyril, the Bishop of Alexandria, through Innocent
the presbyter and Marcellus the subdeacon (through which men like eopies were sent also to Boniface of Rome by the same Council); comparing
those two Canons and finding that the Nicene Canons decree nothing of
the kind, it proved Zosimus to have been lying, and consequently that the
right of appeal which he had demanded for bishops and presbyters and
deacons not subject to his jurisdiction was fictitious and factitious. That
is why, in order to exclude this right of appeal hereafter definitively, it not
only has purposely set forth the two Canons pertaining thereto, namely,
cc. XXXVI and CXXXIV, but even went so far as to write to Celestine
imperatively: "As for executors, therefore, though they have been demanded by some for our Clerics, do not send us any, nor grant us any,
lest we seem to be introducing a cloud of smoke from the world into the
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Church of Christ, which offers the light of simplicity and the day of humility to those who desire to see God." And again: "So let not persons
excluded from communion in their own province appear to be restored
to communion earnestly and unduly by Your Holiness." Moreover, as
concerning Apiarius it wrote that if the Pope wants to acquit him, Africa
will not endure this any longer, but will hold him in contempt no doubt
as a lawbreaker. And not only this, but Westerners were proved by this
Council to be corrupters of books, whereas Easterners were shown to be
true guardians thereof. For in the present letter to Boniface it says the
following; "For who doubts that the truest tenors are to be found among
the Greeks who attended the Council which convened in Nicaea, which
tenors have been collected from such various regions and official Greek
churches and upon comparison are found to agree?"

BEGINNING OF THE INDIVIDUAL
CANONS OF THE HOLY FATHERS
CONCERNTNG
SATNT DIONY SKJS THE ALEXANDRIAN
PROLEGOMENA

Our Father Dionysius among the Saints was one of the pupils of
Origen. ' Having formerly become a presbyter of the Church situated in
Ale~andria?~
about the year 232 afier Christ he undertook to teach the
catechism;' later, in the year 247, he became Bishop of Alexandria, as
the successor of Heracles, who had been the thirteenth Archbishop of
Ale~andria.~
Having been captured by soldiers in the time of the Decian
which was a small town situated
perseciition, he was taken to Taposir~s,~
between Alexandria and Cmlobius, according to the D i c t i o n q of Bowdrant. ln the year 257, in the time of Valerian the persecutor, when the
thrice-blessed man appeared before the governor Aemilian and made the
good confession ofthe faith, he was exiled to Cephro, a desert city in Libya.' At the end of three years.' having been recalled fiom exile to Alexandria: at the beginning of the reign of Emperor Galtenus, who though a son
of Valerius: appeared in the beginning to be of a milder temperament in
regard to Christians. With all his power the thrice-blissful man struggled
to convert the heretics and to weld together the schisms which had been
produced at that time in the Church by the Novatians, and to recot~cile
Pope Stephen of Rome and Pope Cyprian of Catthage: who had been at
variance with each other on the questlon whether heretics and sclismatics ought to be baptized or not upon returning to Orthod~xy.~
(in spite of
the fact that he was in agreement with Cyprian, who wanted sucl~persons
rebaptized: as St. Jerome asserts, in his list of ecclesiastical authors, concerning which see the Prolegomena to the Canon of the C o w ~ i of
l St.
Cyprian (held in Carthage}. He put up a valiant fight against S a b e l l i ~ s , ~

' Euscbim- book VI of his Eccl. H i s t o q p. 29 (of thc Grcck edition).
' St. Jerome, in his list of c c c l c s i a ~ c dauthom.
' Cave: vol, 1: p. 124,
30th Etwbius and Caw, tbjd.
Eusebius: ibid., cli. 10.
Eusebius, book VII. ch,I I .
Cave. 1.c.
Eusebius. book VI, ch. 16; and book VII? ch, 4 and 5 . and chapters 3 and 4.
' Eusebius. zhjd., ch. 24. See also the Footnote to c. I of the 2nd.
"
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and with his wise debates he persuaded those called by Nepos millenarians or chiliasts (concerning whom see the Prolegomena to the Second
Ecutn. C.) to abandon their cacodoxical viewsnl@
In the year 265," when
asked to attend the Council assembled in Antioch against Paul of Samosata, though he was unable to go to it bodily owing to old age and illness^
he made his orthodox view of the faith clear in a letter, and controverted
the man of Samosata by means of ten replies. Tn the same year, which
was the twelfth year of the reign of Emperor Galienus. he departed to the
Lord after having acted as Arcl~bisl~op
of Alexandria for se\/enteen years.
Besides his other writings (for which see page 14 cmceming shorthand
writers in volume I of the series ofthe Octateuch), he w-rotethis Canonical Letter in the year 260, according to Milias (in Vol. 11 of the Conciliar
Records), and sent it to a certain bishop named Basilides attached to the
parishes of the Pentapolis7according to Eusebius (book VII, ch. 2617it being divided into four Canons and indefulitely c o ~ f m e by
d c. 1 of the 4tl1,
and definitely by c. I1 of the Sixth E c m . C.; and by virtue of this eonfirmation it acquired what amounts it1 a way to ecumenical force. It is to be
found in the second w l m e of the Pandects, and in the first volume of the
Concilkr Records (page 106) '

The FOUR CANONS of our Father among the Saints DTONYSTUS,
the Arch bishop of Alexandria and Confessor, interpreted, into which
his Canonical Letter to Bishop Basilides has been divided.

I"
'I
I'

l'

Id

Eusebii~s:i b ~ d ch.
,, 6
Cave, 1.c
Scc h c Footnote to c. XIX of the First Ec. C. Note* ho~vcvcr~
that the last and most
nmcmus Council against Paul of Samosah was asscmblcd in t h c rcign ofAcmilian.
in thc ycar 272, according to Euwbius, book VII; ch, 29, as also in thc samc c. XIX
of h c First Ec. C. is stated.

Scc thcsc in vol, I of thc Concilix Rccords, p. 111. Dosithcus, in his D ~ ~ c ~ b i b h s .
says that it m s from this l&cr of Dionvsius that d l Bishops and Patriarchs who
11ved after time took e'mnple to write such letters to Coiincils aboiit to be assembled.
containing a view of their faith. when on account of old age or illiiess or an! other
una~:oidablccircunistancc tlicy were mablc to amiid h c Council iii pcrsoii.

Eusebius: ihid.?cli. 28.
St. Basil the Great*in his c. I. calls this divine Dioii~-siiis
caioiucal This saint. in fiwL,
was t l ~ cfirst oiic to lay the fouiidatioiis of the fhith cmbodicd iii tlic dogma ofthc substantial union of the two natures of Christ. For he asserts in his rep]! I 0 to the man of
Samosata "It was the one Logos Himself who became to me a God and Lord Jesus,
His one substance, and one persoil," It was upon this foundation that diviiie Cyril and
the Third Ecum, C . erected the great dogma of substantial union laier,
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w ill be ack~uwledgcdby all alike. l t is appurcnt) h o w e w ~that you h w e
e nme U ~ ~ L no/iced,fiwm
I W
.pile sozindiy affi~tnedhywba~yon have w ~ ~ i l lo
the divine Evi~ugelisfs,h ~there
t is no praise inforwdion in them concerning ibe hour a/ IV hich He m w . For lhe Evange1isf.~
have pre.wnfed a djflerent
accomt about tho,se who c u m to fhe tumb L I ~time,sfur uparf and suid that
!hey h u d j m d the I m d io haw tiwn alwcdy. '1n.d late on ihe Sahhth
s fdl dark, s q ~
duy, s u p SL Malthew (28: I). "In /he morning while it 14~u.s
Kt. +John (2O:lj. " E yewiy in the morning," s a p Xt. Luke (24:l). Y n d
wry e u r l ~in /hrnoiwitg when lhe stln W . ~risjng,
T
says S L Mark ( I 6:2).
Acwrdingi~it may be said h t as iu exacil~when Hc W S . ~ ,not one uf'ihm
d e c h w mtythiug cleurlj>.Mat if SWI
lute OH lhc ,Sd3hath, ul the d w n q#'
one q f f h e LSahbaihs,mtjl fhe rise ofthe s m on one q f f h e Sabbdhs, those
idzo visi~edthe m ~ ~ b , f o zHim
i ~ dnot lying in il, this is a,fact which has heen
acknowidged over and o w -u g u i ~and
, thew 1s nu disugrwmmt u h o ~itt cif h e ~nor h : e w e enfertaimd any mspicion fhai fhe Ev.mgelisis cortflici w iih
each other in mgwd to thi,snmttm But) on the c o ~ t r u ythough
,
it mi~yseem
lo he ' ' m ~ L~I h~ aI h m ~m h i t ~ g "lo di.scz~s.s(he qmslion any firibw as lo
whether they w e all i~ ugeemerrt un that night that the Lord whu is the Light
uf the worid had i J l r e u ~dm wed upon if, the dispzftc i.s a h u f the horn Let
t 4 s gr.at&&
weicmne, how e vee w h ~has
~ l heen said, and /e/ us do o w hest lo
co~formfaifhjdly fherew7ih. As fur w h i ~
hus been as,serted by 3.Mat~hew,
[/ rtdn.7 a.7jdh w: ''It HUT late on [ h ,Sddw/h
~
u h m / h e [[me(fdayhreak on
one uf the Subbaths that M a y Mqqiuiene m d unoiher M a y cur17e,lo lake
h k ul /he sepalche~And h,a g w d e u r i h q ~ k eoccurred. For on ungd qf
h e l,od, having de.~cendedout (?f'hemcn,comc und rolled a w q ) ihe sione,
m d sal down upon i f . His cotintenam-e was like u,flash uflighming, and his
ruimenl was as wh& as snow. A~d<fbrjiwr
q{him lhe ~ v ~ ~ c quaked,
h w s and
h.wam like dead men. The onge/, h o w e i ~ ein~ re& fold the women, Fear
not ye; jbr 1 know that ye ure seeking Je.sus) who huth heen cruc~ied.He is
nu( hew: he is riwn, us he .wid7'(hduts. 28: 1-3). As r e . ~ p c ~
ihe
s word " h i e ,
some wi/i imagine i f fo denote the evening qf Saizwdq, in accordame wiih
to be the unes ubk
the uffiniQ of the verb; those, h o w e w ~who ure sz~ppo~s~d
lo.judge [he mu/ler more 1vise1yand more leurnedb, wiI1 no[ msenl to h i s ,
but will insisr [hat it TVUS deep nigh[; bec~use,us 1,s p~~terrf,
h e word ('late"
denom ialene.~.~
u ~ .a
d iong h e , und hecuuse lhe s(atemen/ lhal it was
"abozl~the lime qf.daybreak" implie,s that it w m nighthe. And they came,
not as fhe resf ST) hinging spices) hfin order iu took ut fhe seplcher; a d
!heyjimnd /he e o d ~ q u k eto haw occt~wedand the ongel .Wing upon /he
smw, aud IT ere loid by h e , h e 7 ; "He is nut here; he is risen L i k w ise
John say-s: "On lhc Jjrsi day of the week e m ) in ihc morning, whik it was
sfili dark, M a y Mc4gddenc come fo the fomb; and she saw tbaf fhe sfone
had been rcmowd,fbz? lhe tomb" (John 20: 1). NwertheIc.ss, in spik of h e
,fuel tho1 ii WU.Y S M dark, she w c ~ t , f ~ r w . w
10d lhe lomh Luke mys: ('And
they rested on the sabbath d q in accorhnce 1vifh the comna~dment.Eht
zpon the first duy ofthe ~ v c c kveF
,
curly in the mor~ing,they c u m z ~ t othe
s e p d c h e ~bringing the spices which ihey had prepwed h i [hey f o l d the
stone r d e d muy,from the tomb'' (Lake 23:H und 24:l-2). It m q be thut
!hephra.se "very eady I H [he morning" kdicme.~/he ~ ~ p p m mq bf h l v n (?#'[he
,firsi day qflhe week, on accmnl oflhe,fucl ibu/ /he emire s u h h d ~logether
with h e night szueeding it had completely pixwed may wid mwther d q
1vu.7 beginning when (hey cume bringing [he spices and pe~jwnes.Hence
ii i,s phinly widenf [hat He m ~ hme
t risen a long while bffbre. Evangel& Murk confirms ihis hy saying: "7hey h m g h spices, ihai ihey migh
"

"

"

"

"
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Interpretation

It seems that &vine Basilides had asked this blissfd Dionysius to tell
him in writing the exact hour that Christ rose from the dead and when
the rejoicing over the Lord's resurrection ought to begin, and when the
breaking of the fast ought to occur. For: as it appears from the present letter, the Chstians had some dispute about this amongst themselves; some
of them asserting that the rejoicing of the festil~aland the breaking of the
fast ought to start in the evening?and others maintaining that it ought to
start with the crowing of the cock, as did those in Rome. So on this account he asked bin to state in writing exactly the hour of Christ's resurrection in order to fix the time for the beginning of the festival and the
brealung of the fast by evetybody consistently. In reply?therefore?to t h s
question sacred Dionysius says that the exact and precise hour of Christ's
reswrection which he is asking about is a thing that is difficult and precarious to determine. For (he says) as to the fact that the festivity, or
Other n~ani~scripts
say ''we venture to give our account of."
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rejoking of the festival, and the breaking of the fast ought to start after the resurrection of Christ is one that i s proclaimed and acknow {edged
by evevone. But at what hour He rose? that is a puzzle, since the sacred
Evangelists have disclosed only the fact that various persons came at dfferent times to the tomb, and have said that they found the Lord to have
risen, without, however. noting exactly at what hour He rose. Matthew-,for
instance, says that the women came late on the sabbath day; John says that
it was early ln the morning whle it was still dark; Luke7that lt was very
early in the ~ n o m i n gand Mark likewise that it was very early. But as for
the hour at which h e Lord actually rose, not one of them has revealed it.
All acknowledge, and there is no dispute about the fact that the persons
who came to the tomb after the sabbath toward daybreak of Sunday failed
to find the Lord in the grave; or we must not suspect that there i s any cont r a r i e ~in their accounts. Nevertheless7though the question is a little one7
touching that is to say7the agreement ofthe divine Evangelists in reference
to the fact that it was on the sane night of Sunday that the Lord, the Llght
of the world, dawned fi-om the grave, and that they difler only as respects
the hour; yet we ourselves, says the saint, would l k e to correct this llttle
matter-or, in other words, we will find that the diviue Evangelists are in
agreement as respecting the hour if we take care to reconcile the diiline
assertions with one mother gratefuily. For as to that which sacred Matthew says, that it was late on the Sabbath day, most people, in accordance
with coinmon usage, will take it to mean Saturday evening but those who
take the wiser view will iinderstand it to mean deep night For the word
"late" in its proper sense (in Greek) denotes lateness and great tardiness;
this amounts to saying the interval after Saturday,' and on this account the
Evangelist goes on to say "about the time of daybreak on the fust day of
the week.'' So the word "late" in Matthew, and the expression "wI1ile it was
still dark'' in John, and the phase "very early in the imrning" in Luke and
the similar one in Mark, all signi@ the same thing For they denote that:
afkr Saturday and all the night of Saturday was past, and when the dawn
of S unday had begun, the women came and brought spices; but before they
went it is evident that the Lord had risen. For they had set forth on their
journey very early in the morning as Mark says, but since they had spent
their time on it they stayed at the tomb until the sun came up. That is why
the sane Evangelist adds "after the sun had daw-ned."These facts being as
has been stated, says the saint, to those who inquire about the exact hour
of the night, or at what half hour, or at what quarter of an hour they ought
to commence rejoicing over the Lord's resiirrection? and ought to break
their fast7we vouchsafe the opinion that as for those persons who are in a
great hurry and break their fast w e n before inidnight, we upbraid them for
being hint-hearted and ravenous, because? in spite of the short time they
have to wait yet patiently fasting, they break the course of fasting they
have been following7at a time when, as a wise inan says7the least h g
done in this life is not really little!2(for if it is something good, it will beget
a great remrd, and if it is something evil- it will entail a great penalty in

' Thc fact that thc word '~Iatc~''dcnotcs a lakr timc and is to bc taken in thc scnsc of thc

preposition qfiw(Nole uf Trmsimr,-The word is used iii Greek as a quasi preposition*but not so in Englisli. wliich requires the addition of a prepositioii. siicli as "on"
or 'in''.)is attestsd also by Xenophon in his Cyrupediu where he says: "Late in the
WN." or as one might say in English*"at the end of the war''
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^ This maxim, which says "What is little in life is not the least little," is Cited verbatim
by St. Basil the Great in the; beginning of his second discourse concerning baptism,
where lie says that one of our sages said this. But who was that sage? We know not.

the other life.) As for those who, on the contrary, go slow and show patience in fasting till the fourth watch of the night, at which time the Savior
appeared in life walking upon the sea and coming to His disciples, which
is the same as saying those who patiently wait with fortitude till the dawn
of Sunday, we praise them as brave and assiduous. As regards those who
have broken their fast somewhere between midnight and dawn, according
to their ability to hold out, we are not going to scold them on the pretext
that they failed to wait patiently and with fortitude till dawn, since not a1I
persons fast alike throughout the six days of Passion Week, but, on the
contrary, some fast only two days, others three, others four, and others do
not go without food at all even for one day. Hence those who got weakened and nearly fainted because of their fasting and could not hold out any
longer are entitled to a pardon for having broken off their fast earlier than
others. But as for those who not only did not remain foodless for a single
day during Passion Week, but did not even fast by confining themselves
to zerophagy or monopliagy (i. e., eating but a single kind of food), instead
rather luxuriating during the first four days, and afterwards passing only
two days, Great Friday and Great Saturday, without food, and who think
that they are doing something great and splendid in the way of achievement if they keep on fasting till the dawn of Sunday-as for these persons,
I say, I do not think that they have undergone the same hardship as those
who fasted the entire four days. Read also c. LXXXIX of the 6th.
CANON I1

Concerning tnenslmous women, whether they ought to enter the temple
of(,hd while m such a state, I think i f superfluous even to put the ques/ion.
For, I opine, not even they themselves, beingfaithfu! and pious, would dwe
when in this state either to approach the Holy Table or to touch the body and
blood of Christ. For not even the woman with a twelve years' issue would
come info actual contact with Him, but only with the edge ofHis garment,
to be cured There 1,s no objection to one's praying no matter how he may be
of in one .k remeftfheringthe Lord at my time and in any stale whatever, and
petitioning to receive help; but i f one is not ivhdy clean both in s o d and in
body, he shall he preventedfrom coming up to the Hohes qfHo/ief;.
Interpretation

When asked about this too, as to whether women in their menses'
ought to enter the temple of God, the saint replied that there is no need
of asking the question, since if the women themselves have a proper reverence for things divine, they will be inhibited by it from daring ever to
approach the Holy Table and to partake of the Lord's body and blood
when they are in such a state of their menstrual affairs. For they can recall
that woman who had an issue of blood and who on account of the flux
of her blood did not dare, because of her great reverence, to touch the

* For this

is what is meant by the term "menstn~ous," the literal sense of the corresponding Greek words being equivalent to the English word "sitting"; because
Jewish women used to sit apart, that is to say, in other words, separately from the
seats of the other women and remain quiet whenever the catmenial flux would
come upon them: until seven days were past: or even more, according to the inter-
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pretation given by Zonaras. "For any woman," says he, "that is running with blood
and whose flux shall be in her body shall remain on her separate seat for seven days,
Aii~oiiethat touches her shall be unclean until evening" (Lev. 15:19). And again:
"If a woman shall have an issue of blood for a number of days not in the time of her
separate seat, or if it flow beyond the time of her separate seat. all the days of flux
shall be days of uiiclcanncss, precisely as the days of her scparate scat; and she shall
be unclean" (Lev. 15:25).But why did God call the flux of such blood and the woman
having it unclean'? For it appears that this flux. being a natural process instituted by
God. and having been permitted to occur thus after die transgression, is neither a sin
nor an uncleanness. "For these things are not truly sin nor uncleanness," according to
St. Clqsostoni (p. 1059 of vol. I of the series); and no natural occurrence is truly unclean. according to Theodoret (ibid. 1057); ami according to Theodore, or Diodorus.
there is nothing unclean except a wicked disposition (ibid. 1032). Wherefore the
Apostolic Injunctions assort (in Book VI, ch. 26) that neither lawful intercourse, nor
childbed, nor issue of blood, nor nocturnal emission, can pollute a human being's nature. or separate him from the Hal! Spirit; but onl! impiety and ail unlawful act. Why
then. if such be the case; not only die Old Law; but also die Canons of the Fathers
decide that a woman having the menses is unclean? To this question. drawing again
upon the Fathers themselves. we reply that the flux of these menses is called unclean,
1) in accordance with tlie general repute of human beings. For all of us human beings
commonly feel disgusted at and loathe, and deem unclean and abominable whatever
nature through the pores and passages of the bod? ejects as useless and superfluous.
1 have reference to the exudation of eansax. the gummy secretion in tlie comers of
the eyes. the mucus of the nose, die phlegm from the mouth. urine, and excrement
from tlie abdomen. and likewise indeed to the so-called courses. or menstrual discharges, of women 2). These tliings are called unclean; because by means of natural
processes God chastens the mental ones, or, to use a different word, the moral ones.
and thereby teaches things that are exceeding hard to understand, according to Theodoret (p. 1057 of vol. I of the series). "For if involuntary actions pollute, much, more
defiling are actions that are voluntary'" (ibjd. 1062); or, in other words, if actions that
occur naturally and without the exercise of the human will are unclean, how much
more unclean are sins. which lie does with tlie exercise ofliis will! 3) God calls the
menstrual discharges of women unclean (which as a matter of fact is the only and
proper reason) in order to prevent men from having intercourse with women when
the latter have such menstrual discharges, according to what Theodoret s a y (ihid
p. 1062): for one thing, by way of promoting the modesty of men and the honor of
.
and awe of the law of nature,
women, according to what Isidore sa! s ( i b ~ d 1058);
according to Philo: but properly and preeminently by way of providing for children
being begotten. For any infants that arc conceived and formed from such rotten. uscless, and contaminated blood of the menses become weaker in nature, and besides
being liable to many and various other diseases and ailments, are especially and most
easily capable of producing leprosy. and become leprous, as is said concordantly by
both Theodoret and Isidore and Diodorus (pages 103 1 and 105X and 1062 of vol. I
of the series). So for this reason God called unclean both the won~anthat is having
the menses. and the man that unites with her, according to Thcodorct. Accordingly,
He made it a law that lepers should be chased out of cities and kept away from all association with human beings, as Isidore says. in order that He might prevent parents
from having intercourse at such a time, on account ofthe uncleanness and the leprosy
and the ostracism of their children to be born thereafter. Hence the Apostolic Injunctions (Book Vl, ch. V) decree this same thing, by saying: "To provide for the safety
of their offspring let men not come together with women in the midst of physical
phenomena." Proceeding further forward. God even commands that men who sleep
with their wives when the latter arc having the menses shall be put to death and cxterminated, "And if a man shall lie with a woman having her sickness, and shall uncover
her nakedness, he hath discovered her fountain, and she hath uncovered the fountain
of her blood: and both of them shall be exterminated from amongst their generation"
(Lev. 20: 18). That is wliy God says through Ezekiel that it is a sign of a rigliteous
n m i that he docs not mingle with his wife when she has the menses: "neither ham
come near to a inonstmous woman" (Ezck. 18:6). So for all these reasons. wishing
to instill reverence and fear not only into women, but much more into the impetuous
vehemence of the natural instinct of men, both of old and now again through His
saints. God has prohibited these women from coming into the temple proper and
partaking of the divine Mysteries, just as this Caiioii of the divaie Father decrees.
But also c. VII of Timothy likewise prohibits them from participating in communion
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until they have been duly cleansed and purified. His c. VI prohibits them also from
being baptized until they have been cleansed and purified. In agreement with these
divine Canons Novel 17 of Leo the Wise also makes a decree providing that women
in childbirth as well as those in menstruation, if unbaptized, shall not be baptized; and
if baptized, they shall not participate in con~munionunless they first be cleansed and
purified, except only in case they should incur a dcadly disease. But if sonic persons
would offer the objection that it is said in chapters 27 and 28 and 30 of Book VI ofthe
Apostolic Injunctions that seminal emissions and salacious dreams and natural purification and such tilings are Jewish observances. and other such plienon~enacontrary
to tlie above Canons, we reply: 1) that tlie reason why the divine Apostles said these
dungs has been explained b\ these Apostles themselves. The reason was that women
ill their menses used to think that during the days of their purification they were devoid and destitute of the grace of the All-holy Spirit; hencc they did not evcn want
to pray. nor to read a divine book. or evcn to Listen to one being read. Wherefore, in
order to eliminate this suspicion: the! said all that they said there. "For it' you think.
0 woman," it sa! s, "that by being seven days on the separate seat you become devoid
of Holy Spirit, then upon suddenly dving devoid of Spirit, you would depart without
clinging to the hopeful trust in God."And again: "You, then, 0 woman. as you say. if
you are devoid of the Holy Spirit during the days of the separate seat, you are filled
with tlie unclean one. For by not praying, nor reading, you are inviting him without
so wishing" (ibid. ch. 26). "'Wherefore spare yourself vain words, 0 woman, and be
always mindful of God, who created you, and continue praying to Him,"' etc. Notice
that the divine Apostles permit such women only to pray and to remember God. just
as this Can011 of Dionysius also contains these two permissions verbatim. They do
not, however, permit them also to participate in communion or to go to church. For
what is written on the side in tlie margin (in other manuscripts it says "partake of the
Eucharist") has very little if any force, as not being found in the text proper of the
Injunctions, 2) We reply to them with this true and surer answer that we have but
one obligation. to obev and to follow the Canons with implicit obedience, and not to
sit as judges and examiners of what has been commanded by the Holy Spirit, and to
keep saying why this? and why that? lest we incur the exceedingly horrible penalties
imposed upon those transgressing the Canons. Let St. Basil the Great be die seal of
eveq'thing that has been said. For he too in his ascetic works (see his Epitomized
Definition No, 309) prohibits such women from communing. For he equally denies
both men and women con~munionwhen they have their natural and usual predicaments-namely, of men, their lascivious dreams, and of women, their menses. For he
sa! s further on: "But 1 know that these things have been accomplished with the grace
of Christ, and both in men and in women with genuine faith in the Lord." But this is
not all. For even John the Faster decrees the very same thing in his Canon, adducing
in witness thereofthe present c, of Dionysius and c. VII of Timothy and the Old Law.
I said hereinabove that such women must not go into the temple proper, for into the
vestibules (or in the pronaos and the narthex) of the temple they have permission to
go, according to Balsamon, Besides all the others mentioned, Peter the Deacon and
chartophylax ofthe Great Church. in his reply IS, further confirms the present Canon
of the Saint by saying that if a woman gets rcady to be blessed and she happens to
have her usual trouble, she must neither be blessed nor participate in communion
until she has been purified (page 1002 of vol. I1 of the Conciliar Records). It was on
this account too that deaconesses lost their rank owing to their troublesome menses.
and see the Footnote to c. XIX of the 1st.

body of Christ, but only the hem of H i s garment. None of them is forbidden to pray, whatever be her predicament (whether she be at home or in the
pronaos of the church), by imploring God and asking Him for help and salvation. One is forbidden, however, to go near the Holies of Holies, which is
the same as saying to partake of the sanctified p o r t i o n s (i.e., the E u c h a r i s t i c
species) when he is not clean in soul and body, like women who are taken
with their menses.
CANON HI

Persons who are self&iffic~ent and married ought to be pidges ofthem,se/v~es.
For we are told in writing by St. Paul that it isfitting that they should
h i a i n f r o m each other by usfeemenifor a lime, in order that they may indrdge in prayer, and again come together (I Cur. 7:5).

THE 4 CANONS
Interpretation

And when asked about husbands and wives whether they ought to be
continent respecting each other, the Saint answers that on this point the
parties themselves ought to be sufficient judges, since it is fitting and
proper according to blessed Paul for them to engage in no bodily association and intercourse when they are indulging in prayer;* and this course
ought to be adopted by agreement between both parties-that is to say, by
both the husband and the wife agreeing t h e r e t o ~ l e s tit should come to
pass that one of the parties is tempted by the enemy, and the continence
of the other become an injury to the one so tempted. For if one party is
overcome by desire and is not permitted by the other party to enjoy the
satisfaction of it, he is liable to fall with another woman and sin, according
to Zonaras.
CANON IV
As for those men 1vho invohmtarily become victims ofnocturnd emission, let them too be guided by their own conscience as to whether to indulge
or not, and decide for themselves, whether they have any d h h t about this
waiter or not, as also in the case offix)&, "he that huih any doubt is damned
ifhe cat" (Rom. 14:23). And let everyone be conscientious in these matters,
and outspoken, in accorckince with his own inclination, when he approaches
God, i n honoring us (for you know you are, dear) by asking these questions,
you have taken us to be like-minded, as indeed we we, am/you are making
us partners in your decision. A s f o r me, it is not as a teacher, but as one who
deems it fitiingfor us to talk with each other with ail s;mp/icity, ihal I have
set forth my own conception of the mutterfor our common benefit. Afterfindmg that this conception of the matter meets withyour approbation, my most
sensible son, when you come to see whether it is so, you may write in turn
about these matters wha/eve7-appears to you right and better. Farewell, my
dear son, and T pray thai thisfindv you in peace mjnis~efingto the Lord
Interpretation

In the present Canon the Saint is speaking about involuntary emission,
or what is more commonly called a wet dream, which occurs during our
sleep; and he says that all men who suffer this should make their own
conscience the judge. For if the wet dream resulted without any obscene
imagination and erotic thought, and furthermore without overeating and
overdrinking, and instead nature alone did this of herself, as if it were a
natural superfluity in the way of excrement, they are not prevented from
coming to communion. But if it resulted from the causes above mentioned

' One might wonder as follows. Since the Apostle says, "Pray continuously (oruninter-

mittingly) and always (or forever). while, on the other hand. married persons must
abstain from intercourse in time of prayer, according to the same St. Paul and the
present Canon, so then must they always be continent and never have any intercourse
at all? But this wonderment i s solved more self-sufficiently by the two Canons of
Timothy of Alexandria, his cc, V and XlII, which say that by time of prayer the
(or church-meeting) and liturgy, which in
Apostle means when there is a s\&s
those times used to be celebrated for the most part on Saturday and Sunday- on which
days married couples were required to be continent, in order to participate in communion, or partake of the divine Mysteries. Hcncc. this Canon of Dionysius gives
every sensible person to understand that it is immediately addressed to Basilides.
who has asked whether married people are to abstain from each other whenever they
have to commune. For it answers that on this point the married people themselves
arc sufficient judges-meaning, that is to say, that they ought to remain continent
during the time of Communion. Though (I know not how) Zonaras and Balsamon
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failed to interpret the Canon thus, having taken prayer to mean the more serious kind
of prayer. which is done with travail and tears. Note, however, that the Apostle adds
tlmt aside from prayer married people ought to remain continent during the tune of
fasting. which is prescribed b i the Church, that is to sav (and see concerning this
point the third Footnote to Ap. c. LXIX).

-that is to say, from imagination and erotic thought, or from excessive
eating and excessive drinking, they ought to be forbidden communion,
on the ground that they are not pure, not because of the emission itself
of the semen (since this is not unclean, seeing that it is a natural product,
precisely as neither the flesh is unclean in itself. of which the semen is
an excretion), but because of the wicked contemplation and imagination
which polluted the mind. Such men as these, then, are not conscientious,
and accordingly they are not outspoken, owing to the wicked contemplation and imagination they give rein to. Hence both as doubters and as
being convicted or reproved by their conscience,' how can they approach
God and the Mysteries? For if they approach while thus doubting, they are
rather condemned, and not sanctified, just like one who is condemned for
eating the common and unclean animals forbidden to Jews, if he doubts
and hesitates about these, as the Apostle says.

' Canon XI1 of Timothy is in etTect a more detailed explanation ot'the

present Canon,
For it interprets this reproof of the conscience of one who has had a wet dream, Accordingly, if he is reproved and convicted of having had this happen to him as the
result of a desire for a woman-or, in other words, an erotic thought and imagination-he must not partake; but if it was the result of the influence of demons that this
happened to him, he may commune. Since, however. it is difficult for one to discern
when the cause of his wet dream is traccablc to the cnviousncss and influence of dcmons, without his providing any occasion for it himself, the safest way is not to commune. For a wet dream may result from either overeating or overdrinking or oversleeping, and from negligence and repose, and from languor of the body. and from
pride, and condemnation, and aspersion, and from some illness of the body, and from
a wickcd habituation to fornication, and from toil and the drinking of cold beverages.
Oftentimes it is due to fear of having a wet dream, according to Symeon the modern
Theologian (and see the reply No. 8 o f h a s h i u s the Sinaite, and PhilucaHa on page
906). For this reason too the Faster in his c. VI forbids one who has polluted himself
ill sleep from con~muningfor one da\. John of Citrus and Balsamon in Replv No. 1
likewise excludes priests and laymen for a day if tliey have had a wet dream, with tile
sole exception that in case of danger a hvman may partake of the body and blood of
the Lord, or a priest may celebrate mass, even though he has had a wet dream. So say
also Symeon of Thcssalonica in his replies No. 14 and 15, and the Lausaicum in the
discourse concerning Dioscorus. and Barsanuphius the great one among Fathers, But
above all and 011 all scores the great and accurate nomograph of the Spirit St. Basil
insists that one ought not to commune when he has his usual trouble (see his Epitomized Definition No. 309), and is not free from e v e q pollution of flesh and spirit
(Question 3 concerning Baptism). But a wet dream due to desire and imagination is a
pollution both of the soul and of the body; that on the other hand. which occurs without imagination or insensibly, is a pollution of only the body; and there is scarcely
aii~oneto be found who when he has a wet dream thus or otherwise is not reproved
by his conscience as having polluted himself. owing to the prejudice which men have
firmly rooted about this matter in their imagination. But some critical individuals
have attributed pollution of the flesh even to that little pleasurable moistness of semen felt by one in his generative member and caused either by erotic contemplation
or by seeing and hearing erotically some passionately loved person; from which sort
of pollution as tins too those going to Comrnimion ought to be free. I cannot conceal
here by silence the great cunning and craftiness employed by die Devil in regard to
this affliction of a wet dream; which cunning and craftiness that sage Nilus brings out
ill one ofhis letters. The heinous wretch. sa! s he. goes to such great lengths to pollute
miserable mail with an erotic wet dream that lie is not satisfied to have a mail suffer
this misfortune while asleep, but aftertlie accursed one excites the malignant development in a man with the imagination of certain persons. and especially of those whom
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we have had time to make an effort, and after nature has already prepared herself for
action, he awaken the man at that moment in order that he may feel more vividly,
while awake. that impure pleasure and be enabled to remember it the better. Hence by
taking a cue from this fact let everyone understand how precious a treasure virginity
is, and how much the Devil envies and plots to steal lum ma! from us, and let us be
on our guard.

THE PEDALION

CONCERNING ST. GREGORY OF
NEOCAESAREA
PROLEGOMENA
This divine Gregory was a contemporary of St. Dionysius of Alexandria, though a little later than he. Thus the blessed man served together
with him the same Emperors, Valerian and Gallienus, and during the persecutions of the Christians which they incited. Having first acquired all
the learning of the Greeks while in Alexandria, and having later become
a disciple (or pupil) of Origen,' thus thereafter he was ordained Bishop
of Neocaesarea in the region of the Pontus (or Black Sea) by Phaedimus,
the Bishop of Amasia, who was distant in respect of location but near in
respect of the indescribable charm due to the grace resulting from divine
inspiration. When he commenced trying to find out exactly the dogma of
the Christian religion (called in Greek "the piety"), there appeared to him
in person both the Lady Theotoke (called in English "the Blessed Virgin")
and John the Theologian (generally called "John the Divine" in English),
who at the command of the Mother of God revealed to him the mystery of
Theology, which runs as follows (the English translation here being necessarily imperfect):
"One God Father of a living Logos, of Wisdom substantiate and of
power, and of an eternal stamp, the perfect Generator of a perfect Being,
the Father of an only-begotten Son,"
"One Lord sole out of sole, a God out of a God, the express image and
stamp of the Deity. A perspicuous Logos, a Wisdom comprising the constitution of all things in the universe, and a power creative of all creation, a
true Son of a true Father, an invisible exemplar of the one who is invisible,
and an immortal of the Immortal One, and an eternal of the Eternal One.
One Holy Spirit having Its existence from God, and manifested through
the Son, that is to say, to men. A perfect image of the perfect Son; Life
which is the cause of all living beings; a holy Source of holiness; a bestower of sanctification in whom is revealed God the Father who is over
all things and in all things; and God the Son, who is through all things. A
perfect Trinity whereof the glory, the eternalness and the kingdom are neither divided nor alienated. In the Trinity, therefore, there is nothing creatural or servile, nor adventitious or adscititious, as formerly not having
been existent, but having crept in later; neither, therefore, at any time was
the Father lacking a Son, nor had the Son any lack of the Spirit; neither did
a unit grow into a dyad, nor a dyad into a trinity, but, on the contrary, the
same Trinity has ever and always been immutable and ~nalterable."~

' St. Gregory ot'Nvssa says this in the highly rhetorical encomium which he wrote in
regard to the life of this saint.
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He attended the Council convoked against Paul of Samosata in Antioch with Fimifian the bishop of Caesarea Cappadocian Caesarea, and
many other^.^ He lived even down to the time of Emperor Aurelian, when
in the year 272 the last Council3 was held against the man of Samosata.
The Church of Christ celebrates him on the seventeenth day of the month
of November. It is noteworthy that St. Basil the Great, in his letter to the
clerics in the vicinity of Neocaesarea, asserts that this Gregory did not
cover his head when he was praying, being a genuine disciple of St. Paul
the Apostle; that he avoided taking any oaths, contenting himself with a
yea or a nay. That he called no one a fool. That he hated invective (or uncomplimentary remarks) and many other things does he state concerning
him: "But where shall we place Gregory and his utterances? Can we deny
him a place alongside the Apostles and Prophets, a man who walked in
the same Spirit with them? and one who stalked throughout his life in
the footsteps of the Saints? and who achieved throughout his life an accurate copy of the evangelical model of behavior? a man who in view of
the superabundance of gracious gifts in him energized by the Spirit with
all power, and with signs and wonders. was hailed even by the enemies
of the truth themselves as a second Moses." It was this man, then, who
aside from his other written works4 wrote also this canonical epistle in
the year 262, according to what Milias says in vol. I1 of the Conciliar Records, which was divided into twelve or eleven Canons. and is confirmed
indefinitely by c. I of the 4th, but definitely and by name by c. I1 of the 6th
Eciim. C.; and by virtue of this confirmation it acquires what is in a way
an ecumenical force. The epistle is contained in vol. I1 of the Pandectae,
and in vol. I of the Conciliar Records, p, 107. He sent it either to the same
Dionysius of Alexandria, or to Maxiinus, the successor of Dionysius, according to Eusebius (Book VIT, ch. 28). For it is this man that he calls a
Pope and that asked, it appears, this divine Gregory about those persons
who ate things sacrificed to idols and did other things in the course of the
incursion of the barbarians which occurred as much in the region of the
Pontus as in the region of Alexandria. That the same persecutions ensued
both in regard to the Pontus and in regard to Alexandria at the instigation
of the same Emperors is a fact which anyone can learn both from the life
of this saint and from the history written by Eiisebius (ibid., ch. 1 1 ). who
narrates the evils that befell Egypt in the time of Dionysius.

' These are die very words contained in die written work of Gregory of Npsa. ibid
Eusebius (Book VII. ch, 2%). and Zonaras. and Balsamon
^Seethe Horologion on the 17th day of November, and the Prolegomena to St. Dionysius. and the Footnote to c. XIX ofthe First Ec. C.
' The written ~ o r k of
s this Saint were published in printed form in Pans in the year
1622, and together with them was published also a translation of the Commentary on
Ecclcsiastcs, which is spuriously entitled as a work of St. Gregory the Theologian.
For in reality it is a genuine work of this man of Ncocacsarea, and see page 12 of the
first volun~eof the series of the Octateuch concerning Commentators,

THE 12 CANONS
THE TWELVE CANONS

OF OUR FATHER AMONG SAINTS
GREGORY, ARCHBISHOP OF NEOCAESAREA,
THE MIRACLE-WORKER,
INTERPRETED
(into which his Canonical Epistle is divided)
CANON I
It is not the foods that concern us, most sacred Pope,if the captives ate
them, which the conquerors offered them, especially since if i s said by all of
them ihui the barbarians who overran our parts of the earth had not been
sacrfictng to idols. But the Apostle says: "Foods are for the belly, and the
heUy isfor foods. Rut God will abolish bolh these and / h a p (! Cof 6: 13).
Moreover, the Savior, who makes all foods clean,says: "If is not what gue/h
in thai d ~ f t / e /ah man, hut whai peth out" ( f v f a ~ f. 5: I I , as quoted here).

Interpretation

Since in the time of this Saint barbarians invaded the land of the Romans, called Goths and Boradi, and after enslaving many Christians, they
gave the latter foods to eat that had been sacrificed to idols, or that were
forbidden for some other reason and unclean. On this account when asked
by the then Pope, this divine Gregory replied in the present Canon that no
serious harm and sin result when Christians eat such foods, and especially
in view of the fact that it was rumored by all that those barbarians were not
wont to sacrifice to idols, and consequently neither were the foods which
they gave to the faithful foods sacrificed to idols. He also adduces testimony from the Apostle, who asserts that foods, or, in other words, things
that delight the belly, cater to gourmandism, or, conversely, gourmandism
caters to man's delight, but that God sooner or later will abolish both delight in eating and gourmandism, and cause them to lapse into desuetude,
so that no one suffer any harm from them.] Thereupon the Saint shows
that foods eaten for the sake of delight and gourmandism are deprecated,
and not those taken because of the need and necessity of nature and those
supplied by the barbarians and eaten by their Christian captives. He also
adduces testimony from the Gospel which says: "It is not foods that enter
through the month that make a man unclean, but what goes out from the
heart" (as here paraphrased).

' Why is i t however, that c. XIV of Peter classes with confessors a man who has

taken meat sacrificed to an idol into his mouth, whereas the present Canon says
nothing of the kind about a man who has eaten food that has been sacrificed to an
idol? It is because die former Canon is speaking of those who have been fettered
and forced to eat such food, their persecutors, that is to sa!, having thrust die food
into their mouth forcibly: which, even had they not wanted it, h e y could not have
spit out of their mouth; the present Canon, 011 the other hand, is speaking of those
who. thougli forced to cat foods sacrificed to idols, but not in the same manner-or.
to be more precise. not tittered and forcibly fed the food b\ the barbarians-took
the food with their hands b~ themselves and ate it of their accord. Notwithstanding that they committed 110 grave sin in doing this, yet it cannot be said that the)
did something that was altogether blameless and incapable of being charged against
them. Wherefore. according to Balsamon, they ought to be punished moderately.
Hence Peter the Deacon and Chartophylax of die Great Church in his ninth reply,
in saying that one who has eaten unclean, or defiled, food, is denying Christ, and
is not to be accepted at once, but only after the lapse of time and after he has done
works worthy of repentance (Note of IPan.~,!atar-Perhaps it ought to be pointed
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out here to the reader that the expression "worthy of repentance," which is a literal
translation of the Greek words. is employed by Greek religious writers is a sense
practicall~opposite to that which the words would convey in English-i.e.- it means.
not works that one to repent having done, but, on the contrary. that one may claim
credit for having done), in order that lie may be anointed with inyron (or chrism),
and thereafter partake of Holy Communion (page 1002 of vol . I1 of the Conciliar Rc cords), is penalizing such persons with too severe a penalty, except only when such
persons have actually denied Christ in addition to having eaten unclean food.

Thus do Zonaras and Balsamon, and before them divine C h ~ s o s t o m(in his Interpretation of the First Epistle to the Corinthians), interpret this passage. But perhaps
die Saint has taken the interpretation of it in a simpler sense, just as indeed lie cited
also the Gospel passage right after it, as signifying, that is to say, that foods are thrust
into the belly and the belly stomachs them, but that God, however, will do awa! with
both them and this: on the score that after the natural period of digestion they pass
out through the anus. while the belly is left again empty and unreplenished as before,
without the soul's having received any harm from them.

CANON II

And as for the charge that thefemale captives have been ravished, the
barbarians violating their bodies. But if the life of any particular one o f '
them has been duly investigated andshe has beenfound to have heen,fbl/ot~~ing the lead uf amuroia glances, as is written (Ruth 3:10), it is phin that a
propensity t o fornication may he suspectedalso during the Hme of captivity;
accordingly, suchfemales ought not to be admitted offhand to communion of
p y w s ' . If, however, jt is found thai any particular one offhem has l i v e d a
life ofthe utmost sobriety, and that her previous I@ has been pure and above
suspicion, but that she has now fallen as a result of violence and necessity a
victim to i n f i d ~we
, have She example fo be found in Deuteronomy in fhe case
ofthe damsel whom a manfound in the plain (or field) andforced to sleep
with him: "Unto She damsel, it says, "thou shalt do nothing: there is in the
damsel no sin deserving death;for this matter is like the case in which a man
rise& up against his neighboy and pufteth his soul to death...the damsel
shouted, and there w a s no one refipondin~to her appeal" (i)cui. 22%-27).
So muchfor these matters.
"

Interpretation

Next in regard to enslaved women who were ravished by the barbarians, the present Canon decrees that this forcible ravishment i s not a
grave sin. (Note of Translator.-Though such is the signification of the
words ill the Greek original, it ought to be noted again that usage among
the ecclesiastical writers of the Greek Church allows a different interpretatiou that would be natural in English; to wit, the word "ravishment" is to
be taken in the passive sense, and the whole sentence is to be understood
as meaning that being ravished under such circumstances is not per se
a grave sin.). The matter ought, however, to be duly investigated. For if
the former life of such women during the time when they were free was
one to be described as being whorish, it is plain that a suspicion may
be entertained that they may have taken to whorish habits and customs
even during the time of their captivity. That is to say, more plainly speaking, there is room for a suspicion that they may not have been forcibly
ravished by the barbarians, but that they themselves rather wanted to be
ravished. Hence they ought not be easily permitted to pray together with
the other women. But if the former life of such women was indeed sober
and pure in the extreme, and proof against every suspicion and accusation,
but afterwards they were forcibly insulted by the barbarians, God judges
these women to be above deadly sin, just as He also decided that that
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virgin whom a man found alone in the plain and forcibly raped should be
above (the suspicion of having committed) a sin deserving death, since
she cried out, it says, and no one was found there near the scene to run to
her aid.'
Concord
In agreement herewith St. Basil the Great too, in his c. XLIX, says that

forcible rapes entail no responsibility. Canon I of St. Nicephorus: on the
other hand, says that if a nun is raped by barbarians or other disorderly
men, in case her previous life was untainted and "freefrom accusations she
is to be canonized (i.e., penalized) for a period of forty days only, but if
she was tainted (already), she is to be penanced as an adulteress.;
CANON HI

Greed i s a terrjble thing, and ii is not possible in a single Setter i o quote
the divine Scriptures wherein robbery is denounced not only as something to
be avoided, but also as something that is positively horrible; but in general
~wedinessand laying hold o f what h e w to others with a view tofilthy luere,and every such offender is to be banishedfrom the Church ofGod. But in
time o f an incursion amidso much wailing uud .so much lamentationfiw one
to dare to select the time which brings ruin to everyone as the timefor them
to make a profit, is a mark of impious and God-hated men who have cared
nothing about exorbitance. Hence it has seemed best to banish all such persons, lest the wrath/at/ upon d the iazty,andfirsi upon the chieffunctionaries themselves, who have not invited it. For I fqas the Bible says, "lest the
impious man bring about the destruction ojthe righteous man" (Gen. I8:23;
Col.3:6), "Fornication, " it says, "and greed, on account ofwhich the wrath
uf(./odcomeihupon the children uf disobedience.Be ye not therefore pariakers with them. For once upon a lime ye were darkness, bul now ye are a Ssghl
in the Lord. Walk like children of light. For thefruit oflight is in all goodness
and justice and tmih. 'testingto see that is acceptable unto the l m d , and have
nofellowship with the unjrmffui works of'darkness, but rather reprove them.
For il is a shame even to speak ofthose things which (hey do in secret. But everything that is reproved by the light is made rnanifkst" (Hph. 5:3- 13).Such is
what the Apostle says. Bui ifbecause ofprevious greed man//esied in time of'
peace, when they are paymv the penalty m the very time of wrath, some men
again turn to greed, hy profiting from, the blood and ruination of' men who
have been upset, or captiws n~urdered,what else is to be expected? or, as striving gpeedily to accumulate wrath, bothfor themse/ves and ati the laity?

' Note that according to the interpretation given to this passage by Philo the Jew, if the

virgin fail to c n out, she is to be condemned, even though she was situated in a plain
(or, as we say in English, on the moor), because her silence shows that she consented
to be ravished. Just as in the contrary case, when she has been tied up and her mouth
has been gagged by the ravisher in order to prevent her from dying out, even though
she be situated in a city, she is not to be condemned. Hence the father confessor acting
as judge must examine in any such not so much the place as the will (or freedom of
the will), according to the said Philo.

%ut why is it that Basil, on the one hand, judges such rapes to involve no rcsponsibiliv. while Niccphorus. on the other hand, canonizes them to forty days? unless
it be that he does so in spite of the fact that such rapes, being committed forcibly,
are exempt from responsibility. Likewise 1) since the rapes remained rapes. and
the women raped. no matter in what manner they were raped, have been raped, and
are no longer virgins and unravished, as they were hitherto; and 2) the tact that if
thcy were raped forcibly, though they did not offer their ravishers any excuse on
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their part, yet thcy arc responsible because on account of their other sinful acts, either
past, or present, or future, thev have been compelled by God to suffer such pollution.
For this reason and on this account divine Nicephorus canonizes them moderately.
For it is thus too that the Faster, in his c. XXXV, penances to fo* days aii!one that
vomits in any way after divine communion, because, he says, even though lie liimsclf
presumes that he has not thus far given any occasion for it, yet at any rate this occurrencc was allowed (by God) to take place 011 account of certain other misdeeds of his.
Accordingly. in his c. XXIII he canonizes with moderate penalties a woman who as
a result of a plot of the Devil's put her infant to death in her sleep. Because, he says.
this abandonment was one that occurred on account of other misdeeds. It appears, 011
die other hand, that although this divine Gregory does not call such forcible rapes a
grave sin, yet in spite of this he does call the act an insult. So. for this reason, or. at
any rate on account of the insult involved in the ravishment, when men (i.c., male
human beings) arc forcibly raped in this manner during an incursion of barbarians, in
case the! are in holy orders the! are to be deposed from office; but ifthey are unhol:
(i.e.; not in holy orders) they are not to be admitted to h o l ~orders; as for the wives
of priests, 011 the other hand. who have this happen to them. they are to be separated
from their husbands the priests. if they latter want to continue performiiig the duties
of holy orders. But if they are umvilling to be separated from their wit es, the! are to
be dismissed from holy orders. For all these occurrences are a blemish and a pollution
in connection with the unblemished holy orders. As for the wives ot'laynen. when
they have been forcibly ravished, they are not to be separated from their husbands,
but are to be pardoned on account of the force, according to Theme 6 of Chapter 12
o f Title XXXVIII of Book I .X of the Civil [ ,aw.

Interpretation

At the time of the incursion of the above-mentioned barbarians. some
Christians who had not been made captives, used to go to dwell& of
those who had been enslaved and snatch those thingswhich the barbarians had failed to cany off. So when asked about these persons, the Saint
replied that any greed is a very bad thing and is prohibited by the divine
Scripture in such a way that it is not possible in only one letter to set forth
all the passages in the Bible that not only stigmatize theft as being a fearful
and horrible sin, but stigmatize on the whole and generally every greediness and grabbing of what belongs to others and injustice. For every thief
and greedy person and unjust person is excommunicated and estranged
from the Church of God. And if every greed and grab is such, most certainly those men who during the time of the incursion of barbarians have
dared in the midst of so many lamentations and groanings, some persons
weeping because they have been made captives themselves, and others
because their relatives have been made cantives. and others because the
barbarians have taken away their property&ho& men, I say, who have
thought such a time of calamity to be a good time for them to reap a profit
for themselves, and have dared to steal, and to grab the belongings of their
enslaved brethren, are impious men, men hated by God, and not averse
from any wickedness. For this reason they ought to be driven away from
the Church of God, lest on their account the wrath of God fall upon all the
laity, and especially upon the chief functionaries-the bishops, that i s to
say, who are their rulers-who fail to examine into these matters aright. In
addition the Saint adduces evidence concerning this from the Bible, showing that an impious man chastises and destroys together with himself the
righteous man too, and that on account of greed the wrath of God falls upon
the children of disobedience; and that men who are just and righteous and
virtuous ought not to become accomplices and partners of those engaged
in the fruitless and dark works of vice and of injustice. He also adds this.
that if those who have grabbed the belongings of their enslaved brethren;
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to which they had no right, were not sobered by this chastisement which
God inflicted upon them (I mean, of course, the incursion of the barbarians) on account of the greediness they displayed during the time of peace,
but, on the contrary, even in the time of wrath and of the incursion of these
barbarians they continue to be greedy, profiting and grabbing everything
they can from the blood and destruction of men killed and enslaved: what
else ought one to expect henceforth but that they are striving with their
insatiable greed and thievery to bring the great wrath of God upon themselves and upon all the laity?
Concord

Canon IV of the same Gregory says relevantly that such plunderers,
such graspers; are worse than Achar who stole some of the things which
had been devoted to Jericho (I C h o n 2:7,mistranslated in the Authorized
Version "accursed thing"). In his c. V he says that not even if anyone finds
them can he take them to his own behoof. In his c. VI he says that even if
they have lost their own belongings, and have afterwards found those of
another person's, they cannot keep these instead of their own. Canon XI
of Theophilus in agreement with this divine Father says that the presbyters
in Geminon acted law fully and canonically when they excommunicated
from the Church a certain unrighteous woman because she refused to refrain from unrighteousness. Canon LXI of St. Basil canonizes one year
any thief who of his own accord repents and confesses, but two years one
that is convicted by others. Greed is also forbidden by c. V of Carthage,
which calls it the mother of all evils. St. Gregory of Nyssa in his c. VT
says that greed is an affliction that hurts all three parts of the soul, namely,
the ratiocinative, the affective, and the desiderative.' He divides thieves
into two classes: robbers, or, more specifically, avowed and open thieves,
who, in order to steal employ both arms (i.e., weapons) and men (i.e.,
confederates); and waylay persons in dangerous spots; and secret thieves,
who steal on the sly the belongings of others to which they have no right
whatever. Accordingly, in regard to the first class, he canonizes them as
murderers, just as his brother St. Basil in his c. VIII condemns these offenders to the penalty of willfill murderers; in regard to the second class,
after they have confessed, he decrees that they shall give their property to
the poor, if they have any, or if they have none, that they shall work, and
from their work shall give to the needy.2St. Gregory the Theologian, on
the other hand, goes on to say that property acquired unjustly or unrighteously, whether by theft, that is to say, or as a result of rapacity or greed,
cannot be pardoned by reason of mere repentance, or by assuming the
habit of a monk,' but not even by reason of baptism itself, if the person
who has wrongfully acquired it and has possession of it fails to return it to
those from whom he took it. For he has the following to say in his second

' But uh? is it that this divine Gregory of Nyssa sav s in tlie same c. VI that the Fathers

left iinreniedied. 1.e . iinpeiiahzed. the sm of greediness, at a time when this iiuracleworking Gregory condemns greedy men to the punishment of excommunication?
Either Gregory of NJ ssa says this in criticism of tlic fact that the Father docs not scntoiicc the greedy to so inany proscribed y u m after they desist from greediness. just
as the Canons sentence other sinners to so many prescribed years. but only as long as
the! continue being greedy, and not thereafter (as is shown by c XIV ot'Tlieopliilus)'
o r Oregon of Nv ssa says this because of the fact that the Fathers did not issue a coiiciliar Canon against greedy men.
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^ Accenting to Tide I1 of Book VI of thc Code of Laws. and Book XLVII ofthc Iniunctions (in Photius, Title IX, ch. 27). there are two kinds of theft: the one is called open,
and the other concealed. Open theft is when a thief is caught with the property stolen
before he lias vet taken it to the place to which lie was going to go on that same day
on which he stole it. Concealed theft is when one is caught with the stolen property
later after he went to the place to which 11e was going to go. Accordingly. the open
thief is condemned to pay fourfold the value of what he stole; but the concealed thief
to pay double the value. The same Title of the same Book VI and Arrnenopoulos. in
Book VI, Title VII. say that aiivone who grabs anything from a burning building, or
from a shipwreck, or from a house h t has fallen down or been wrecked, shall be
condemned as a thief. And if the owner of stolen prope$ can identify it, the one who
stole it shall pay fourfold for it within a year. But if the owner identifies the property
a ycar later, the thief shall pay for it simply. tliat is to say, only the value of what he
took; and besides this he is chastised also as a criminal. as is commanded in the law
relating to graspers. The first chapter of Title XXVJ I, Book LX- ofthe Basilica says
that receivers of stolen property are to be punished as robbers; and those who could
have held robbers. but instead released them, because they were bribed with mane!
or a part of the stolen goods, are punished likewise. But one who lias sheltered or
protected and has saved a robber who is his relative, is chastised in an intermediate
manner. according to the second ordinance of Title XVI of Book XLVII (in Photius.
Title IX, ch. 3 3 ) . Moreover. Amienopoulos, in Book VI, Title VII, says that it is alike
offense whether one steals something or one receives what has been stolen knowing
it to belong to another par^: or not to belong to the one who stole it-in agreement.
that is to say: with St. Basil and c. XXV of Ancyra. Furthermore, if anyone finds
something thrown avv a\ tliat belongs to someone else; and takes it for 111s own, even
though he does not know whose it is, lie is condemned as a thief. unless that thing
was not cared for, either in tact or as the finder of it thought it to be. when he found
it (Book LX, Title XII, ch, 43, Theme 5). But Theme 48 of Title XI of Book LX s a y
that one is not a thief who knows the thief but fails to expose liini; but only one tvho
hides a thief; just as David does not blame one n h o sees a thief, but only one mho
aids and abets or cooperates with a thief either in word or in deed. "If thou beheld a
thief." he says. and does not stop here, but adds "thou abetted him." The said laws of
the Emperors command that whoever transfers the boundaries of regions or places
or pieces of land, or grabs any iand that does not belong to him, shall pay double for
whatever he grabs.

' So those men are deluded and vain who say that merely taking the monkish habit and

simply repenting one can have his unjustness pardoned. when it is a matter of property which he has possession of after donning the habit and which he fails to return.
For if the primary baptism which can pardon all sins. original sin, I mean, and willfill sins, docs not pardon unrcturncd injustice (Note of Translator.-By "unrutumed
injustice" the author evidently means "the sin of failing to return un-justlyacquired
property"), how can the antitype of baptism. i.e.. the habit, and simply repenting
pardon it? Wherefore it was v e y wise of St. Augustine to declare solemnly: "If the
property of another can be given back and is not given back, there is no repentance,
but sheer pretense.''

discourse concerning baptism in addressing those who practiced injustice
and were baptized, but failed to restore the misappropriated property after baptism: "Thou hast done two wicked things, 0 grasping and greedy
fellow: for one thing, because thou hast acquired something unjustly that
did not belong to thee; and for another thing, because thou keenest it and
dost not return it to its owner. Accordingly, for having unjustly acquired it
thou hast been pardoned by God by means of holy baptism; but for keeping it and not returning it, thou hast not been pardoned, as thou hast not
abandoned injustice. but, on the contrary, even unto this very day thou
continnest being unjust, insomuch that today thou hast thy hand on alien
property which is not thine and which thou boldest unjustly; actually,
therefore, thy sin hath not been completely wiped out, but hath only been
divided into two phases and distributed over two seasons. For thou didst
perpetrate the seizure and unjust appropriation of another's belongings
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before being baptized, but the retention of his seized belongings is something which thou art engaged in even still after the baptism. Hence thou
remainest unpardoned; since baptism only pardons sins that thou didst
prior thereto, such as is the grabbing of another's belongings, but it does
not pardon also the sins that thou all the time perpetrating even after baptism, such as is that of the retention of the property grabbed." So, whoever
grabs anything, and gets baptized afterwards but fails to restore the property grabbed to its rightful owner, must not suppose that this unjustness of
his has been pardoned, for he is deluding himself if he does, and is making
a gratuitous assumption of purification, or, more plainly speaking, he is
unwarrantably assuming that he is cleared of an injustice without actually
being so. In his c. XXVII the Faster forbids communion for forty days to
a thief who voluntarily repents ofhis own accord, but he condemns one to
xerophagy and, penances and forbids communion to him for six months if
he has been exposed by others. Both Annenopoulos (Epitome, Canon V,
Title 3) and Matthew Blastaris say the same. As for one who steals capital
things, he cannot become a priest it'he is a layman, according to c. XXVTJT
of the Faster; but if he is a priest, he is to be deposed from office. according to Ap. c. XXV, which the reader may consult for himself
CANON IV
Is it not afact that, behold, Achar, the great-grandson ofZerah, did re/ y commit a serious trespass by stealing ofthe denoted thing, and the wrath
was kindled a g d i the whole congregation of Israel? (Josh. 7:1). Though
this man alone committed the sin, can it be said that he died alone in his
sin7 It behooves us to deem mything a devoted thing i f it is not ours, but
is something the profit from which belongs to another. For be it noted both
that Achar took ofthe booty (called in the Authorized and Revised Versions
"spoils " and "spoil, " respectively), and that they now are taking ofthe booty
too. For he was misappropriating the property of the foes, while those now
are making pmfit out q#the property ofthe brethren, a ruinous pmfit.
Interpretation

The Saint is citing in the present Canon as an example Achar, the son
(i.e.; descendant) of Zerah, and who by stealing from the spoils of Jericho
things which had been consecrated to God, namely, a highly-embroidered
fabric, and two hundred shekels of silver, and a bar of gold, and hiding them in his tent, provoked the wrath of God upon the Israelites, and
they were defeated in the war which they were waging upon the city of
At, thirty-six of them being slain and three thousand routed and crushed
(Josh. 7:4-5). So. just as this man Achar was alone the single one who
committed the theft, yet he was not the only one that died, but, on the
contrary, there were a lot of others, in like manner those who have stolen
the belongings of persons that have been enslaved shall not be the only
ones to be destroyed; but; on the contrary; they will entail the destruction
of many others, because they themselves too have stolen of the goods that
were consecrated to God, as lie had then (for property of others left by
the barbarians must be regarded as something consecrated to God) of the
booty; and they have grabbed the spoils, as he had then. What am I saying
"as he had" for? Why, these fellows are worse even than he, because he
stole the property of foes, whereas these fellows have stolen the property
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of their brethren, and of enslaved and pillaged brethren at that. See also
his c. TII.
CANON V

Let no one deceive himself as having found if, either; for not even a
finder is perm~ttedto profit from it. For Deuteronomy says: "On seeing thy
brother's calf or his sheep going astray, thou shall not overlook them on the
way, but thou shalt in any case restore them to thy brother A d ifthy brother
be not nigh unio thee, or if thou know him not, then thou shah bring them
imfo thine own house, and they shall be with thee until thy brother seek after
them, and fhou shah give them hack to him. Thus shall thou w i f h his a . ~ ;
and thus s h d < thou do with his raiment; and thus shall thou do with respect
to every loss of thy brother V, whatever may be lost by him and thou may
find" (Ileut. 22: 1-3). That 6s what Deutenwmy sayx. in Exodus, not only if
thoufindgoods of thy brother 's, but even of thine enemy: "Thou shalt surely
return them," it says, "to their owner's house" (Kxod. 23.4). fiut ifii is not
permissible in time of peace to profit as a result of your brother's or your
enemy's indolence or iuxuriation or negiecf of his own belongings, much
more is i t forbidden when he is 1n woe and fleeingfrom foes and necessariiy~
abandoning his own property.
Interpretation

In continuation of the preceding Canon; the Saint says thus in the present Canon. Let no one fool himself among such persons by pretending
to have found his brother's property thrown away and not looked after
o r , instead of all these words we might say in English "derelict"), and
to have taken it on this account or for this reason; for, though one may
have found it neglected, he is not permitted to appropriate it and to retain
it, since he is obliged to take it and to safeguard it in his custody until its
owner seeks it. And the Saint adduces two testimonies in regard to this:
one from Deuteronomy saying that if anyone should happen to find a lost
calf or lost sheep or lost ass of his brother's, or a lost garment or any other
lost thing, he must give it back to his brother. If, however, he does not
know who owns it, he must keep it until his brother asks for it or seeks it,
and must then give it back to him. And the other testimony which he cites
from Exodus says that if anyone find property not only of his brother's
but even of his enemy's that has been thrown away (Note qfTrans1ator.By "thrown away" the author means "apparently thrown away"), he must
return it to him. But if, as these divine words assert, one i s not permitted
to retain property of his brother's or of his enemy's which in peacetime
the owner has carelessly left neglected, much more is it true that he is not
permitted to retain anything belonging to his unfortunate brother who is
fleeing from enemies and has necessarily abandoned his own property.
See also his c. 111.
CANON VI

Many persons deceive themselves in that they hold on to property of
others which they hme found and claim it instead ofthe property vhsch
they themselves have lost, sznce by the same treatment as they receivedfrom
Roradi and Goths they are making themselves Roradi and G o t h to olhers.
We therefore have sent brother andfellow senior Eriphrosynus to you for this,
that in accordance with the pian here he may jiirnjsh one there sjtn Ilarly,
and tell you whose accusations ot~ghtSO be considered, and who (;ugh;to he
banished from prayers.
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Interpretation

Owing to the fact that some of the above-mentioned graspers used to
offer the pretext that they were keeping the property of strangers which
they had found in lieu of replacing their own which had been taken by the
barbarians, the Saint is replying with reference to this pretext by saying
in the present Canon that those who offer such stupid excuses are fooling
and deceiving themselves; for what the enemies and foes became to them
they in turn are becoming themselves-i.e., enemies and foes-to their
other brethren. Just because the barbarians snatched their things, they in
turn have snatched the things of their brethren. On account of these facts,
he says, we have sent you EupI~osynus,a brother and senior, in order that
just as we are doing here you may do there where you are, and this brother
will let you know what sort of persons you ought to admit to accusation
of others (concerning whom see Ap. c. LXXIV, and c. VI of the 2nd); and
what sort of persons you ought to keep out of church so as to prevent them
from joining in prayer with the other ones; who are faithful Christians. See
also Ins c. 111.
CANON VII

An incredible statemen/ has been made to us to the effect that in your
country' a thing has been done, no doz~btby imptous mfidels unacqr~ainted
with even the name of the h r d , as may he surmisedfrom their having aftained to such great cruelty and inhumanity as to hold in custody by force
captives who succeeded in escaping. Send some men into the country, 1esi
jligiircitiom fail upon those doing such things.
Interpretation

Some persons, as we have learned, says the Saint, have reached such
extreme brutality and inhumanity as to hold under forcible arrest in your
country those Christians who fled and escaped from the barbarians, who
themselves, of course, are impious infidels, and do not even know the
name of God at all. So send men everywhere to investigate this, lest fire
and bolts of lightning fall from the sky and bum up those who are doing
such things.
CANON VTTI

Asfor /ho.ve, therefiwe, who have been induced tojoin the barlmrians and
to depart with them in captivity,forgetting that they ever werefaithtti Christians, and turning barbarians themselves to such an extent as to slay men o f
their own race, either by cudgeling or by hanging them, or, failing this, by
pointing out roads or houses to barbarians ignorant uf'them, they ought to
be e x c l u d e d f h listening, until such time as some common decision can be
arrived at concerning them by the saints (or Holy Fathers) when they meet,
and before they do by the Holy Spirit.
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that as regards all persons who were enslaved by the barbarians, but later forgot that they ever were Christians, and

' The Saint had a right to sa\ such fearful words. because, according to ch. 45 of Book

VlII o f the Apostolic Injunctions, iinpersecuted Christians must take care of persons
persecuted for the faith and fleeing from city to city and letting the infidels plunder
their property in order to avoid denying the name of Christ; and must help them to
needed supplies, and not hold them forcibly and Qrannically in custody.
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grew so barbarized in their manners as to become one with the barbarians
and to slay Christians of their own race, and to show their streets or houses
to the barbarians who did not know where they lived-these
persons, I
say, after they repent and return, ought not to be allowed to stand even
with "listeners," and listen to the divine Scriptures being read in church.
but, on the contrary, ought to be compelled to stand outside, that is to say
at the door of the church with the "weepers," until the time comes when
the Holy Fathers, meeting together in a common council or synod may
determine the proper penalty to be meted out to them, or rather to say, until it is determined by the Holy Spirit speaking through the Holy father^.^
By the word "saints" here the Saint means the Fathers in Ancyra, who,
having assembled 52 years later, decreed the proper penance or penalty to
be imposed upon such persons and announced it in their c. IX,which you
may read for yourself.
CANON IX
Asfor those, on the other hand, who dared to imade the homes of other
personas, i f they have been accused of doing so and have been proved gui/6y,
they do not de,sen~eeven to be listeners, unless they tdi every fhing and gwe
hack everything, in which case they may he placed in the class o f kneelers
who have returned
Interpretation

After saying in the previous Canons about those who grab the property
of enslaved Christians, the Saint now decrees the proper penalties to be
inflicted upon such persons by saying that those who intruded into private
houses belonging to the enslaved and plundered their effects there; if they
be accused of doing so but deny it, and are proved guilty, they do not
deserve to stand even with listeners, but only with weepers outside. But
if of their own accord they confess and give back the strangers' property
which they stole, they are to be allowed to pray along with the kneelers.
See also c. Ill of the same Saint, and the iclmographical representation of
a temple.
CANON X
A s for those, on the other hand, who found something in the plain or in
their own houses that wax left there by the barbarians, if they be accused of
this and he proved pilty, likewise among the k n d e r s (ic. let them pray)', hut
i f they themse11~e.s
tell everything and return everything, let them be declared
worthy ofprayef
Interpretation
When barbarians were sacking a country and keeping hold of the

things belonging to Christians, if they later found other things better than
those, or owing to the weight they were unable to carry off all that they
grabbed, they would leave it either outside in the plain or field or inside,
wherever they happened to find the better things. So the present Canon
decrees that all persons who found such things belonging to their brethren
and left by the barbarians in the plain or inside their own houses, in case
they kept them and afterwards revealed them, they are to be compelled
to join with the kneelers; but if of their own accord reveal the property
^Notice that whatever seems right to the Councils asscrnblcd in Holy Spirit is what
also seems right to the Holy Spirit. And sea the first Footnote to the Prolegomena to
the First Ecurn. C.
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and give it back they are to be allowed to stand in church and pray along
with the faithful who pray to the end-until, that is to say, after exhibiting
due penitence they may be allowed communion. See also c. 111 ofthe same
Saint, and the ichnographical representation of a temple.
CANON XI
A s for those who,/Yifi/i the commandment, they mustfulfil! it without any
~ard,/Or,filthy
lucre, either in demanding s o m e t h g as rewardfor the @ing o f information, or as reward for saving, or as reward forfinding, or as
any kind ofreward they may want to call 11.
Interpretation

Having moderately canonized in the preceding Canon those confessing
that they found something belonging to another person, the Saint now decrees in the present Canon that they ought not to ask for even a reward for
finding it from the owner of the property; nor what is commonly called a
reward claimed for giving information about it, or any other such rewards
that are customary among the multitude; but, on the contrary, they must
return it without taking any such a shameful and dishonorable profit. For
it really is a shameful profit when anyone seeks it from a person who has
lost his property in time of distress and does not return it to him without
a reward. Hence too it may be asserted that the civil laws which provide
that a reward be given by the owners to persons who have found their lost
property are not to be heeded on this point, on the ground that they conflict
with the present Canon. And see the Prolegomena respecting Canons in
the beginning of this book.

CANON XI1
The station of weepers is outside the doonvay uf the oratory,where the
sinner has to stand and beg thefaithful who ace pc~vsifigin to pray for him.
The station of/istenors is within the doorway in the narthex, where the one
1vho has committed a s i has
~ to stand until the catechumens pass out thence.
h'or "while listening, it says, "to the Scriptures and the teaching, let him be
put outside and not be allowed the right to pariicipafe in prayer. The station
qfkneelers is within the doonvay of the temple where the kneeler stands in
order to pass out together with the catechumens. The station o f co-sianciers
is that in which one stands together with the faithful and does not pass out
together with the catechumens. Last is the place where the consecrated elements are received.
"

"

Interpretation

The present Canon contains nothing but the four places where penitents used to stand. Note, however, that although this Canon does not appear to be genuine, both because the matter it contains is taker verbatim
from c. LXXV of the great Father St. Basil, who lived in later years, and
because the most eminent of exegetes Zonaras does not vouchsafe any
interpretation of it or even so touch as mention it, and because in some
manuscripts it is labeled a scholium. By the advice, however, of the examiner: my learned Mr. Dorotheus it was added to the rest as a Canon. just as
it is found in the Pandectae and in other manuscripts. And see concerning
these stations the ichnographical representation of a temple at the end of
this book.
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CONCERNING THE MARTYR PETER
OF ALEXANDRIA
PROLEGOMENA

Our Father among Saints Peter lived in the year 2 96. ' Having succeeded
Theonas, he became Archbishop of Alexandria, being the seventeenth in
the line ofArchbishops ofAlexandria. As Melitius, the Bishop of Lycopolis
in Thebais was convicted of sharing in many heretical transgressions; the
Saint deposed him.' and refused to accept any baptism performed by him
and his party.3He also ordained Atins a deacon when the latter set forth
an important dogma concerning the faith. But after this when he saw that
he was defending disowned Melitius and agreed with his vile opinions, he
deposed him from office and cast him out of the C h u r ~ h After
. ~ tending
his flock aright and in a manner acceptable to God and leading it to lifebringing pastures, he concluded his life by ending as a martyr in the reign of
Di~cletian,~
leaving Achillas as his successor. When his all-holy head was
cut off, a voice was heard from heaven saying the following words: "Peter
the beginning of Apostles and Peter the end of Martyrs!" For after his death
the persecution of Christians by tyrants ceased, and the peer of Apostles
Constantine the Great became Emperor.' In the year 304' he wrote the
present Canons regarding those who variously denied during the persecution, which Canons are necessary to the good order and constitution of the
Church; and they have been indefinitely confirmed by c. I of the 4th and c.
I of the 7th, but definitely by c. I1 of the 6th Ecum. C., and by virtue of this
confirmation they have acquired a quasi-ecumenical power. They are to be
found in the second volume of the Pandectae, and in Vol. I of the Concilia!
Records on p. 129,
Sue the Horologion under November 24th.
"thanasius, in his Second Apology,
^ Sozomcn. Book I ch. 14. Notice that this Saint Peter in agreement with Ap. cc. XLVII
and LXVIII. and with St. Cvprian and the bishops in Asia, refused to recognize any
baptism performed by the heretic Melitius.
Thcodorct, Book I, ch, 2. and Sozomcn. I.e.
Socrates. Book I. cli. 5 .
Metaphrastes, in his Biography of him.
Spyridon Milias. in the Table of Vol. 11 of the Conciliar Records.
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THE 15 CANONS
OF OUR FATHER AMONG SATNTS PETER,
ARCHBISHOP OF ALEXANDRIA AND A MARTYR,
INTERPRETED,
into which his discourse concerning repentance is divided,

CANON I

Now therefore thai a fourth Easier has succeeded the persecution, as
touching those who, tho@ they were founded up and imprisoned, and patiently endured irremediab/e tortures and unbearable scourges and many
other ~~za~?oidab/e
terrors, yet at a later time were betrayed by the w a k ness o f the flesh, not\v/;h.~tandingthai they were not welcomed hack in the
beginning because of the exceedingly greatfail they suffered subsequently,
still, because of the f i x 1 thai they did d;sp/aygreat valor and for a long time
fought back (for it was not willingly that they succumbed, but onty after they
had been outrageously betrayed by the weakness o f the flesh, since even the
speckles (or maculae) ofJesus are exhibited on their bodies, and some of
them have been in deep mourninvfor the thirdyear), i f is decreed that they he
additionally ,seutenced,as a reminder, toforty more days, counting from their
return to the Church; which is the number of days, however, that our T,od
and Savior Jesus Christfasted after being baptized, when He was tempted by
the Devil; and, by thoroughly exercising themselves for that number ofdays,
having become soberer than ever, they shall hem7efOrth engage in spending
their waking time in prayers, at the same time met/Hatingand concentrating
their mind upon whai the Lord said to His tempter who was trying to induce
Him to pay adoration to him: "(setthee behmd me, Satan; for it i,s written,
'I'hou shall adore the l . o d thy God, and him only shalt thou worship" (Malt.
4:10; Luke 4:8; Dent. 6:13).
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that those who three years ago (for this is
what is meant by the expression "a fourth Easter") were betrayed by others, and were imprisoned first and underwent irremediable tortures and
unbearable lashes and other terrible treatment for the sake of the name
of Christ, but later owing to the weakness of the flesh were overcome,
and at last did deny, nevertheless, though they then came back to the
Church, yet they were not accepted, in spite of this, because of the fact
that they did put forth great efforts in behalf of Chnst, and because it was
not willfully that they denied Him, but was due to the weakness of the
flesh, and especially because during the interval of the last three years
past they have mourned and repented of the fa11 of the denial-those
persons, I say. in addition to the three years ought to be canonized still
forty days, as many, that is to say, as the Lord fasted on the mountain
and was, thereafter tempted by the Devil; in order that they too for this
number of days may be the more exercised and trained, and be rendered
more carefully attentive, and vigil in prayers, meditating those words
which the Lord said to the Devil when the latter coaxed Him to pay adoration to him: "Get thee behind me, Satan. For it is written, 'thou shalt
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adore the Lord thy God, and Him only shalt thou worship.'l" And thereafter they are to he admitted to Communion. See also c. 1V of the C. in
Ancyra,
CANON I 1

Aft touching dwse who after being imprisoned only patiently endued
the qfflictions and stenches in prison as though in a siege, but later became
captives without undergoing the tortures of war, with a very poor display of
power, one year will suffice them when added to the other year, since they too
surrendered then~se/ve,svhu/ly to be afflictedfor the sake of Christ, though
they did enjoy much comfort in prison jrom their brethren, which they itdl
have to return manyfold if they wish to he redeemed/rom the exceedingly
bitter captivity o f the Devil, especially when reminded ofthe passage saying:
"The Sp6r1t of the 1,ord is upon me, w h e ~ ~ f bhe
f e hath anointed me, io pfeach
the gospel unto the poor, and hath sent m eforth to preach rekuse to the caplives, and recovery qfsighf to the blind, to sendforth, the brokenhearted in
remission, to prodaim the acceptable year qf the Lad, and Ike day ofretributton" (Isa. 61;1-2; Luke 4: 18-19),
Interpretation

As for those who only were imprisoned for the sake of Christ heretofore, and who patiently suffered the hardships and stink in prison, but
later without being compelled by force of tortures denied Him owing to
their great want of power, or, more explicitly speaking, because of their
pusillanimity (faintheartedness) and blindness, the present Canon decrees
that they shall be canonized yet one year, and not any more, in addition to
the three years which they passed while repenting, since they too in one
way or another gave themselves up to affliction for the sake of the name
of Christ, though as a matter of fact they did receive relief and comfort
from the other brethren. (For it appears that Christians who had not been
arrested by the persecutors were supplying those held in prison with necessities and comforted them.) They shall have to requite this comfort and
aid manyfold to them if after afflicting themselves many times as much
they be redeemed from the bitter bondage of the Devil which they suffered as a consequence of their denial, while bearing in mind that passage
of the prophet Isaiah, wherein, as the personal representative of the Lord,
he says: "The Spirit of the Lord is in me, which has anointed me, and has
sent me to bring good tidings to the poor, to proclaim redemption to the
enslaved; eyesight to the blind, to send free those who have been suffering
woes, and to announce that a year acceptable to the Lord has come and a
day of retribution.' See also c. IV of Ancyra.

CANON III
As touchmgthose, on the other hand, who suffered no suchfate at all, nor
have shown,fruit offaith, but, on the contrary, deserted to wickedness, betrayed
by cowurd~ceandfear, but who have now begun to repent, i t is necessary and

' It is a. most suitable passage that the saint commands such persons to meditate. For
inasmuch as they paid adoration to the Devil when they denied God. now with the aid
of meditation on the adoration of God, on the one hand. and with the renunciation of
the Devil, on the other, the! can remedy the first denial and adoration.

' The reason why the Saint cited this passage is that he canonized one year those who
had denied after this fashion. Hence die want, and bondage, and blindness which the
passage speaks of is fitly suited to them too in a modified sense.
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apropos to quote the parable o f the fruitless fig tree, as the Lord tells it. "A
certain man had afig /fee planted in his vineyard; and he came and looked
for fruit thereon, and found none. Then said he unto the ~~wtedresser,
Behold,
ihese three years I have been coming and /ooking,#hrfruit o n ihisfig tree, and
h m not found any; cut it down. Why should it encumber the ground? And
he in reply said unfo him, Lord,leave it alone this year too, fill I dig round it
and d m g it. Then ifit hear/mit, all will be we!!; hut ifit fail to do so, in the
future thou shall cut it down" (Luke 13:6-9). By keeping this parable before
their eyes, and showingffuii worthy of repentance dtiring the space of one
vhok year as herein specified, they shall be rather benefited,
Interpretation

As for those who, without suffering any terrible hardship like the evils
previously mentioned, but willfully on their own initiative, went and denied for fear only and cowardice, and are now repenting, therefore the
present Canon decrees as follows, to wit, that they ought to keep before
the eyes of their mind that fig tree. after coming to which for three years
straight and not finding any fruit on it, its owner sought to cut it down
at the very root, in order to avoid its rendering the ground vain and idle.
But the vinedresser begged him to let it go for another year, making the
fourth year; and then if it should bear no fruit, he might cut it down. By
meditating this parable, 1 say, and showing fruit worthy of repentance for
four years straight, they shall be thereby benefited. Read also c, XI of the
First Ec. C.
CANON IV

To those, on the other hand, who remain desperate and unrepentant,

possessed o f the Ethiopian 1' : skin and the leopard's spots, let the story of
(he other jig tree be iold: "Lei no / h 1 t grow out of ihee henceforth fore17er.

Andforthviih it withered mvay on this account" (Matt. 21:19; cf.Mark 11:
13-14). Far that too is,fu//illedin regard to them at any rate which was said
hy Ecciesiastcs: "Thai ~ ' h i c is
h crooked cannot he made straight; and thai
which is wuntmgcannot be nr~n~bered''
&ccl. 1:15).For ifwhat i s crooked is
notfirst .sm@iened, it i s not entitled to a n;mbef Hence after all they will
have that too happen to them which the pnphet Isaiah has said: "And they
shall see, says he, "the carcasses ofthe men who have transgressed against
me. For their worm shall not die, neither shall their fffv he quenched; and
they shall be an abomination to the sight of allflesh" (Isa, 66:24); siuce even
as he said before this, ihe unjust shall be so tossed about by the billow's that
they shall be unable lofind any rest in the future: there i s no feeling glad so
far as the impious are concerned, saiih God.
"

Interpretation

The Canons previously set forth concerned Chnst-deniers who repented; the present one decrees about Christ-deniers who have not repented
and who, being desperate and evil-minded, keep the blackness of their
wickedness unchanged, as the Ethiopian his swarthy skin and the leopard
his spots. To these men, therefore, shall the curse be uttered which the
Lord said of the fruitless fig tree, to wit, "Henceforth let no fruit come out
of thee forever; and forthwith the fig tree became withered." And in them
is fulfilled that too which Ecclesiastes has said, namely, that a crooked
thing cannot be embellished with any other adornment unless it first be
straightened; and a defective thing cannot be counted as perfect, without,
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that is to say, first being supplied with what is wanting to make it perfect.
So that when they come to the end of their life, that will happen to them
which Isaiah says, namely that the men shall see the bones of the men who
transgressed my words and denied me; and their worm shall not cease eating them up, and the fire which is burning them shall not be extinguished.
In addition that other assertion will be fulfilled in them wliicli the same
Isaiah made before he said these words. That is, that the unjust will encounter a tempest, and will not find any rest hereafter; because there is no
joy for the impious, saith God.
CANON V
As touching those men, on the other ham!, who, in the same way as David
f e i p d himself cm epileptic to escape being put to death, f h o e he was not a
real epiieptic (ISam. 21:13-151, and who did not state their denial in black and
white, hui contrived to elude the enemies 'plots,in spile ofappearing to he sorely
distressed, by acting like sane and resolute children amid,foolish children; or,
in other words, by pretending to have visited the altars of the heathen gods, or
to have written something with their own hand, or by piling heathen in their
stead (wen though, ast have been told, some confessors actuallypardoned some
o f themfor doing so, as indeed by appearing to be very reverent they escaped
becoming suicides as victims of ' [ h efire and e.vha/ationqf'the undean demons).
Inasmuch, therejire, cis they did escape detection by doing so in a silly manner,
yet they shall he let ojf'wiih a six months 'sentence out o f comiderationfor their
reverting in repentance. For thus shall they too be rather benefited by cfilfgeutly
meditdng that prophetic ut;erance and repeating the \vordv: "Unto us a child
hath been begotten, a son, even,hath been given unto I/.<Â¥
whose government is
borne upon his shoulder; and his name shall be called Mwenger of the great
design, " (Isa. 9:6) and precisely who, asye are aware, in the sixth month (f,uke
1:36) ofthe conception uf the other chiid 1vh.5 preached in advance b e f k the
face qfHis entrance repentancefor the remj,wion ofsins (Luke 3:3), was Himself
conceived too, to preach repentance.And this is not strange,for we are fold that
both of them first of' all commenced preaching not only about repentance, but
also about the kingdom ofhewen, which, as we hwe Seamed, is within us; the
saying that it is "athand, " or nigh m o us, is what is referred to in the passage
saying: "1he word is nigh thee, even in thy month,undm thy heart, " which we
believe in our own mouth, and in our own heart, and when reminded /hemofthey
too shall learn to confess with their mouth that Jesus i s the Lord, while believing in their own heart that God raised Hinz frwn the dead, the more ,so indeed
because oftheir being,told that He in believed with the heart un!o r~gh/eousness,
but irith the mouth i s confessed unto salvation (Ram 10:8-10).
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that those who did like David, when he
was fleeing from Saul and feigned himself before King Achish to be a
lunatic in order to escape being put to death by that king insomuch that
they too pretended to go to the altars of the idols, or to state in writing
that they deified, or had heathen do the sacrificing, though they did not
actually write that they denied the faith, but, when coerced severely they
employed trickery and contrived to fool the persecutors, in much the
same way as smarter children fool the ignorant ones; ' these persons, I say,

' The Saint very aptly describes these persons as being like prudent children. The!
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were prudent because thcy fool the impious into thinking that they had sacrificed.
with really having done so. and they were like children because they exhibited no
manl? and perfect tiew ui regard to the faith. as they should have done, neither did
die) bra1 el> resist the idolaters.

notwithstanding that they have been pardoned by some saintly confessors
for the tricks they resorted to in order to avoid sacrificing to the demons
with their own hands. Nevertheless, since they did this foolishly, and were
thought by the infidels to have sacrificed as they appeared to have done,
even though in reality they did not sacrifice, they ought to be canonized
six months and repent. In view of the fact that he fixed their sentence to
repentance at six months; it was for this reason alone that he most fitly and
aptly cites the following passages from Scripture and says that these who
repent and remain penitent for six months ought to bear in mind that Christ
was conceived, according to the Gospel, in the sixth month of the conception of John (the Baptist), who began preaching repentance; and that He
too likewise preached repentance. For in agreement with each other both
the Forerunner and Christ preached and said: "Repent: for the kingdom
of heaven is at hand" (Matt. 4: 1 7; and alibi}. The Saint interprets this to
mean that for this reason the kingdom of heaven is within us, as the Lord
said, in that the words which we believe, as Moses and St. Paul declare,
are near our mouth and our heart. Hence it follows in accordance with this
passage they too who believed Christ with their heart, but did not confess
Him with their mouth ought to learn that they ought both to believe with
their heart and to confess with their mouth that Jesus is the Lord and God,
when they are told by St. Paul: "He is believed with the heart unto righteousness, but with the mouth is confessed unto salvation''' (I. e.1.
CANON VI

As touching the Christian slaves who sacr;ficedvicariously, the slaves as
being in the control of others, and themselves in a way impri,suned by their
masters, and having beenjfightfully threatened by them, and forfear of them
having consented and slipped, they shall exhibit works of repentance for a
full year, learning henceforth as servants and slaves of Chml, to do the will
of' God, and to fear Him, the more so when they are told that everyone, if'he
do what is good, shall receive a recompense f k m the hard, whether he he.
bond wfke (Kph. 6:^).
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that those slaves who have been threatened
and imprisoned by their masters and have been forced to sacrifice in their
stead, are to be canonized one year, in order to make them understand that,
being believers, they are slaves and servants of Christ and consequently
ought to do His will, and fear Him, not human beings, when they are told
indeed by St. Paul that whosoever does what is good, whether he be a
slave or a freeman, shall receive it back from the Lord in equal measure in
the day of retribution.
CANON VII
As touchingfkemen, they shall he required to spend three years in peni-

fence, both on the p v n d that they were hypocrites andon the p i ; n d / h a / they
forced theirfellow slaves to sacrifice, ln view of thefact that they disobeyed
the Apostle, who insists that masters treat their simes d i k e and refrainfrom,
threatening them: "And ye masters," he says, "treat them m the same waj;
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refkmining,from threats, aria' being well w a r e that your own Lord1 is in heaven, and that shot's is in him no resped of persona" (Eph. 6:9). But if all of' u s
have but one Lord, and He i s no respecter ofpersons, since "Christ is everj7thing and ir> everything,both in Barbarians and in Scythians, in bondmen
and in freemen" (Col. 3:11), they ough/ to consider whu/ they have done, i f
they want to save their soul, who have dragged ihetffellow slaves to idolatry,
when they /night have escaped if what is jusi and equal (Col. 4: 1) bad been
granted them, as the Apostle again says.

Interpretation
The preceding Canon canonized slaves who sacrificed for their rnasten, i.e., instead of their masters, whereas the present Canon canonizes
the masters of such slaves to three years penitence (for it is these masters
whom the Canon calls "freemen"): for one tiling, because they hypocritically pretended and appeared to the infidels to have sacrificed; and for
another thing, because they compelled their fellow slaves who were slaves
and servants of Christ to sacrifice, thereby disobeying the commandment
of Paul the Apostle, who tells masters to abate threatening and anger in
regard of their slaves, as both they and their slaves have but one Lord and
master, who is in heaven and no respecter of persons, and in Christ there
is no difference between Barbarian and Scythian, nor between a slave and
a freeman; and because they made it a point to save their soul, but forced
their fellow slaves and servants in Christ into idolatry, at a time when the
latter might have escaped and been redeemed themselves had their masters allowed them what is right and equal, as the Apostle again says.
CANON V I I I

As touching those who were betrayed and lapsed, und who entered the
contest oftheir own accord, and confess that they are Christians, being cast
into prison with tortures, i f is but reasonub/e and right to encourage them
and commune with them in everything with a feioi7;ngheart, both in prayers
and m receiving of the Body and Blood ofChrist, and to allow them the comfort of the L o p , in order that they may be enabled to put forth still greater
efforts themselves in the contest for the prize qf (he higher catling (Phil. 3:
14). "For a rghfeous man falleth seven times, and riseth up again" (Prov.
24: 16). 7'hough aH the lapsed ones did this, they man(fk.vtedmost perfect and
ivholehearfed penitence.

Interpretation
Those who were betrayed to the tyrants by others and after being
tortured denied because they could not endure the tortures, and likewise
those who of their own accord went to martyrdom, but after, being unable
to bear up, denied too-as for all these persons, I say, if they went again a
second time and confessed the faith, and were cast into prison and tortured,
the present Canon decrees that it is but right that they should be received
and welcomed with a joyful heart, and be allowed to join in prayers with
the other believers, and to partake of the divine Mysteries, and they should
be encouraged by words of reason to suffer martyrdom; in order that they
may become braver and be deemed worthy of the kingdom of heaven and
succeed to it when the time comes. But, lest they be supposed to be unin other manuscripts it says "of ourselves,''
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welcome because of their having previously denied, the Saint adduces
testimony from Scripture saying that even though a righteous man fall
seven times, that is to say, many times or over and over again, he will rise
up again; which rise, if all Christ-deniers would but deliver it-that is to
say, more plainly speaking, if they would but struggle again to thwart the
fall-and confess the Lord again in front of the tyrants, then they would
be showing by this most perfect and wholel~eartedrepentance.'
CANON IX

And as touching those who as though cnvak;ng/rom sleep rush into the
contest, in travail and about to drmv upon themse11)e.~
a temptation, like persons engaged in a sea battle and engr~//edin waves, and adding fire to the
flaming, coals of sinners atn;d~/the brethren, they too ought to he allowed
Communion, the more so us having reached this externaiization o f their madness in the name o f Christ, notwithstanding that theyfail to heed His word's
whewin He says: "Pray that ye enter not jnto temptation" (Mail.26:41). And
again in prayer to say to the Father: "Lead us not into temptation, but rescue us f n ~ mthe Evil One " h i k e 11: 4). Perhaps hey are ignorant ofthe fact
ihai our Lord and Teacher many times tried to avoid those who were p/ofting
again.v/ Him, and that He mvef-openly walked abroad on their accotmi, and
that when the time #or His puss ion was approaching H e did not slit-render
Himself, but, on the contrary, evaded them until they came upon Him with
swords and staves. Then He said to them: "Are, ye come out, as against a
robbey, with words and staves to take me?'' (Mark 14:48). They, in turn, it
says, delivered Him to Pilate. To be like Him, at any rate, those who have
gone so far as 10 suffer for Him on purpose, should he reminded ofHis divine
Words, whefehy He explicitly cautions {hem, in regard to persecutions by
saying: "But beware ofmen:for they will deliveryou up to the council's, and
ihey will s c o n w you in their synqogues " (Mail. if):17). "They will deliver
you up, " H e said, andnot "Ye skull de/iwryourselves up." He added: "And
ye s h d he hrovghi he/ore governors and k i n g o r my name," andnot, Y e
shall bring yourselves"; as He wants you to jump from place to place when
persecuted, for His name. As again we hear Him saying: "And when they
d'rive you out o f this city,flee ye into another" (Matt. 10:23). For He does
not want us to desert to the hentencmts and satellites o f the Devil, but, on the
contrary, wants to keep usfrom causing them to perpetrate more murders, as
though we wereforcing them rather to increase the severity and effectiveness
of death-dealing works. On the contrary', He wants us to beware ofand evade
(hem. "Watchye and pray, that ye enter not into temptation" (Mail, 26:41),
Thus Stephen was thefirst onefollowing His footsteps to undergo martyrdom
in Jerusalem, after being seized by surprise by the lwbreakers, and being
h u g h i into the Council was stoned 10 death and glorified in ihe name qf'the
Lord,Jesus Christ, begging and saying: "Lord, lay not this sin to their charge"
(Acts 7:60). Thus Jacob the second to he arrested by Herod had his head cut
offwi~ha sword (Acts 12:Z). Thus the teadins Apostle Peter, after h e w many
times arrested and imprisoned and infarirized, was letter crucified in Rome.
Andfiwfarned Paul after being many times delivered up and risking death,

' Notice that although the other Canons canonize Christ-deniers with other penalties
and satisfaction. this Saint nevertheless asserts that their most perfect and wholehearted repentance is to go a second time and confess Christ before the tyrants, in
front of ~ h o m
the! had previously denied Him
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and having engaged

in

many exploits and having boasted
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in

the midst

of

many persecutions and @/ciiom, had his head cut qffwith the sword too in
the same city, and wherein he had boasted he met his end: not\vi/hsfanding

in Tlamascus he was let down through the wait in a basket by nigh and
escapedfrom the hands ofthose who were trying to catch him. For their chief
object was to preach (he Gospd and to teach the word of God, wherein they
encouraged the brethren t o p m s 6 in ihefaifh; accordingly, they used ~o say:
"/hi
through many afflictions must we enter the kingdom of heaven" (Acts
14:22; 11 Car. ll:32-33). For ihey were not seeking their own interest, hut
that of'the multitude, in order that, they might be saved; and there were many
thlng.~to be send to them in regard to these matters for the purpose qfgetttng
them to act in accordance with the word (ICur 110:33;Heb.11:32), had s f not
been, as the Aposile says, that the time wou/d have failed him to tell more.
that

Interpretation

Those who have just awoke from sleep, and especially from a nap,
have no ability to reason soundly, but, on the contrary, their mind is muddied and upset. So it is to these persons that the Saint has likened those
who leap into the contest of martyrdom, or, more plainly speaking, those
who do not go in orderly fashion; but on the contrary, rashly and thoughtlessly plunge into it, when it is not manifest, but is contemplated by the
persecutors, nor present and already in operation. but is going slow with
a view to enticing the contesting Christians into it, and they are dragging
themselves into the temptation, on the one hand, and kindling the ire of
the persecutors still more against the other Christians with their disorderly
movement. Nevertheless, notwithstanding that they are blameworthy,
yet, in spite of this fact, since they are jumping thus into martyrdom for
the name of Christ, the Saint commands in the present Canon that they
be allowed to commune with the other believers, though they are not really following the example of Christ, who even in words taught once that
we ought to pray not to enter into temptation, and at another time told
His disciples and Apostles that others would deliver them to synagogues
and councils. but not that they should, surrender themselves deliberately
into the hands of persecutors. And again He told them that when the tyrants were driving them away from one city they should flee and go to
another city, and not go to the tyrants of their own accord, so as to avoid
making them still more cruel and causing them to put more Christians to
death. 111tact, the Lord not only taught these things in words, but even
confirmed them with works and deeds. For even before His passion He
many times shied from the anger of the Jews and hid from them. At the
tinge of His passion, too; He did not surrender Himself to the Jews: but
awaited them with fortitude to come into the garden and arrest Him, and
they turned Him over to Pilate, according to the narrative of the divine
Gospels. Hence the Apostles, who were emulators of Christ, pursuantly
to the foregoing words of the Lord and to His example in works and
deeds, did so likewise. Thus the first martyr Stephen did not go, but was
dragged, to the Council by the Jews and suffered martyrdom by being
stoned to death. Thus Jacob the brother of John was seized by Herod and
beheaded. Thus Peter when caught was crucified. Thus Paul previously
had been passed through the wall of the fortress of Damascus in a wicker
basket, and escaped -from the ethnarch of King Aretas (IT Cor. 11:32)
who was trying to apprehend him, but later in Rome he was arrested and
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beheaded. And I could tell them a great many other facts likewise if only
T had the time.
CANON

Hence it is not reasonable evenfor those who have desertedfrom the
Clergy, have lapsed, and have struggled back, to be yet in the ministry, the
more so indeed because they abandoned the Lord.?flock und defaulted, a
thing which none ofthe A p & s did. As a matter o f fact the blessed Apostle
Paul, who withstood many persecutions and displayed many exploits in contests, having been confident thut it was better to depart and be with Christ,
added the following remark: "Nevertheless to abide in the flesh is more
needfulfor you" (Phil. 1:24). For, considering not his own interest, "but that
ofthe multitude, in order that they may be saved" (ICor 10:33), he deemed
it more needful than his own repose to remain with the brethren and take
diligeut care ofthem, even as he wanteda teacher to be a model for believers
in his teaching (Rom. 12: 7; I Tim.4:Z). Hence those condemning themselves
to prison, lapsing and stnggiing back, are utterly senseless. For how can
they demand what they have abandoned, when they could have been useful
to the brethren at such a time? As long as they were unoffending it must be
conceded that (hey were entitled lo pardon for their unreasonable action, but
when they actually offended, as though vaunting themselves (f Cor. 13:4)
and deliberately defaulting, they may no longer officiate. Wherefore let ihem
rather take care tv conhci themselves humbly, leaving off vainglory. For
communion with attention' and exactitude being" administered in both kinds
,shozdd stiffice them,both in order thut they be not minded to trouble themfiefves violently and hastily in reaching after a way of deparlure hence; and
in order that some who have lapsed may not offer the excuse that they have
slipped on account of the reprimand, 1dw shall more than all others incur
shame and reproach on the basis ofthai one who laid a fotindation hut was
unabk to build upon it: "lest haply after he haih laid the foundation, and is
not able tofinish it, all thai behold it begin to mock him, saying, 7hI.v man
began to build, and was not able t ofinish" (Luke 14:29-30).
Interpretation

Since the Saint said hereinabove what should be the rule in regard to
those who betake themselves to martyrdom of their own accord, now in
the present Canon he is speaking about clerics and clergymen who do
such a thing, and he decrees that if any persons in holy orders or clerics
have gone to martyrdom of their own accord, but afterwards, being unable to stand the tortures, have denied, and again after the denial have
confessed Christ a second time, they must no longer remain in the ministry, but must be deposed from office. And the occasion is, for one thing,
that they left their flock and departed, under circumstances in which they
might have proved useful in such time, by helping to bolster it up in regard to the religion and piety when it was tottering on account of persecution; and for another thing because they deserted and denied the faith,
and thereby incurred a blemish and charge which disqualifies them for
the Clericate, As for scorning to teach their laity and preferring their own
private interest, that is something which none of the Apostles did. For
Apostle Paul, who patiently underwent and bore up against many persecutions and performed many exploits, though knowing well enough that it

' Ill other nianuscripts it says "intension."
111 other nlanuscripts it says; "having been.
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would have been better and more comfortable for him to die, in order to be
with Christ, yet, not wanting his own interest, but the interest of the many
Christians, which he thought to be more needful than his own restfulness
and repose, said that for him to remain in this life yet longer and to endure
hardships; and to be tortured and tormented for the salvation and instruction of the laity, was what the laity most needed. Moreover, he himself
not only endured and performed this course, but also he leaves orders that
teachers and pastors must keep on the job of teaching their flock, and set
the latter a good example. So for all these reasons those who have deserted
and afterwards denied while in holy orders are senseless if they want to
keep that which they willfully abandoned. For if they had not denied they
might have been entitled to pardon for the unreasonable course they took
in not only willfully deserting to martyrdom, but much more in having left
the Lord's flock and having failed to bolster it up with dutiful attention to
teaching. But since they denied, they must be deposed from holy orders,
because it was due to vaunting, or, more plainly speaking, due to their
presumptuousness and self-conceitedness with arrogance that they rushed
into the contest; so that when they afterwards denied they incurred odium.
So let them cease their vainglorious desire to hold office in holy orders,
and let them endeavor only to finish the second confession and the fight in
behalf of the faith. For it ought to be sufficient for them that they should
be allowed to commune with the rest of the believers in prayers, or even
in the divine participation in the Mysteries; and this for two reasons. First,
in order that they may not be grieved by being excluded from communion.
and especially by receiving such a violent end in martyrdom for the faith;
second: in order that some who were tortured and denied Chnst a second
time may not offer the excuse that it was on account of the reprimand of
exclusion from communion that they grew fainthearted and pusillanimo~~s
in the struggle of the contest, and failed to stand firm, and lest as a result
of this they should incur still greater shame and reproach than that which
marked the first denial both here and in the future judgment, after the
manner of that man who, true enough, did lay a foundation, but, being
unable to complete it, was mocked by passers-by, as is told in the sacred
Gospel. See also Ap. c. LXII,
CANON XI
For those who first hastened to jump
in the boiling welter ofperse-

off

cu;ion, having attended court, and beholding the sacred Martyrs has lening
for the prize of the higher calling (Phil.3:14), with fine zealousness eagcdy
emaged in thisfi&, exhibiting extraordinary boldness of .speech and courageousness of' conduct, seeing indeed those dragged under and f a w , on ac-

count of whom being inwardly inflamed, and inspired with a desire to do battle
with the hatighty and brazen objective opponent, hastened to this opportunity.
"Be not wise in thine own eyes" (Prov. 3:7), with regard to which in all cunning he seenwd to be winning the fight, though, in reality he failed to notice
that he was
defeated and overcome by those who with great,fortitude endured the tortures inflicted with currycombs and scourge.^, and the sharpness
ofthe sword, and /heflames ofthefire, and the d r o w n i n g in water. And due
attention ought to be paid to those who are asking that prayers andpetitions
be offered, either in behalf of those who have been betrayed and frightfuily
punished in prison, byfamine and thirst,or in b e h a l f o f h e who outside the
prison have been frighfuity tortured in court by means ufcurrycombs and
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scourges, but idler were overcome by the weakness ofthe flesh, and their
pleas ought to he granted For no one i s the worsefi~rcompassionately sympathizing and beiug acutely pained with those who are moaning and groaning/or the ones who are defeated in the contest by the p a t violence of the
mischievous Devil, whether forparents, brothers, sisters, sons,or daughters.
For we know thaialsofor thefaith o f others some have enjoyedGod.? goodness, both in the w a y of remission ofsins and with respect to restoration of
health and resurrectionfrom the dead. Being ever mindfvi, fhereftm, of these
many toilful struggles which they endured in the name of Christ, and none
the icss uf their woeful svff'krings, without shutting o w eyes to thefact that
(hey changed their mind and bewailed the punishment meted out to them by
betrayal, in,feebieness anddeadness ofthe body, andfurther without denying
ihai they became martyrs in their life impoiiiicdy, ' w ejoin hands in praying
and in imploringfor their atonement together with other dutiful proprieties,
through the Comforter who has come to our aid by offering the Fatherpropitiationfor our sins: "For, if anyone sin," it says, "we have a righteous Comforter in .Je.sas C,'hr/st to intercede with the Fa/hq and he is the propitiation
for our sins" (IJohn 2: 1-2).
Interpretation

The meaning of this Canon is as follows. That we ought to supplicate
for those who have thoughtlessly jumped (into the contest), not however
when the career of martyrdom was not open by action of the persecutors like the above, but when persecution was right in its flush and at its
acme, being emboldened to this by seeing the holy Martyrs struggling to
get the heavenly crowns to be gained through martyrdom, and especially
because they saw many being deceived and denying the faith, on account
of the lapse of whom they waxed warm with a desire to defeat the Devil
who had deceived them, notwithstanding that he was being overcome by
those who endured the tortures of martyrdom to the end in spite of the
fact that they were inflicted by means of currycomb and sword and fire
and water. With these persons, therefore, who in such a way went to martyrdom and were imprisoned at first, and tortured with hunger and thirst,
and various wounds, but later were defeated by the weakness of the flesh,
and denied, though after denying they repented and mourned over their
lapse, and yielded up their life, or, more plainly speaking, actually died
either in the piety of the faith, or secretly fled from the infidels in order
to keep their faith; and especially wherever such persons as suffered martyrdom were inexperienced persons without any practical acquaintance
with the affairs of this life, or were virtuous: with these persons, 1 say. we
ought to sympathize and condole, as well as with those pleading in their
behalf, whether these persons were their parents; or brothers, or sisters;
or sons, or daughters, we ought to join hands in begging God the Father,
through Him who has become our Comforter and who intercedes with the
Father in our behalf, namely, our Lord Jesus Chnst, that He may be propitiated in regard to them. For St. John says that if anyone sins, we have
the Lord Jesus Christ as our Comforter to intercede with the Father, and
that He is a propitiation for our sins. Nevertheless, those too who have
denied ought to do what is proper and what it behooves them to do-

' I11 other manuscripts the word

impolitic all^" is not found. but only this. "and further
without den; ing that they became mart; rs in their life."' which denotes that such persons were also men of a God-beloved and virtuous life
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fastings, that is to say, and tears, and alms, if they can afford any (for this
is what i s meant by the expression "together with other dutiful proprieties"). 1 say, however, that we ought to pray for them because we learn
from the narratives of divine Scripture that many persons gained mercy
from God because of the faith and intercessional supplication of others;
thus others received pardon for their sins (as did the friends o f Job because
of his intercessional pleading in their behalf), while others received health
of body (as did the paralytic, or palsied one, because of the faith of those
who were carrying him on his bed), and others were resurrected from the
dead (as was Lazarus and the daughter of Jaims [Mark 5:22] and the son
of the widow) owing to the pleading of their parents or other relatives.
CANON XI1

As touching those who have paid money to be left mtn);~b/ed
and undistwhed altogether by any vicious treatment, it is not possible to charge [hem
with any wrongdoing. For they suffered damages and the loss of considerable money in order to avoid being mulcted of their s o d or losing their life,
a thing ivhich others, because o f their desire for filthy lucre,faded to do,
although the Lord says: "For what shall it profit a man ifhe shall gain the
whole world and he mulcted of (or lose) his o w n sou!?" (Mark 8:36); and
He also says: "Ye cannot serve God am! Mammon" (Mail. 6:24). For they
appeared to them to he w v i n g God by reason of (heir having hated money
and having trodden it underfbot and scorned it, and at the same time in doing
so theyfi#il/ed that which has been written: "The ransom of a man's I@ is
his riches" (I'rov 13:8), Since even it? the Acts of the Apostles we have read
that when certain persons had been dragged before the rulers of'the city in
Thessulonicu, instead of Isud and Silas, charged with having greatly discommoded' themfor the sake ofthe name, andwith having troubled the mu1tiiz;de
and the rulers of the city, they were bailed out at an excessive cost/ "And
when they had taken security from Jason and the rest, they hi them go, " it
say.s, "And the brethren Immedi~telys e n t Paul and Silas away by nip% io
Beroea" (Acts 17-.9-10).
Interpretation

Those who paid money to the persecutors and thereby succeeded in
ransoming themselves from viciousness, or, in other words; from all i11treatment and punishment, or from denial, which exceeds every viciousness, do not deserve to be blamed on this account, since they sustained a
mulct and loss of money in order to avoid being mulcted of and losing their
own soul (a thing which others, because of their avarice, did not do); and
appeared to their persecutors to be serving God more than serving Mammon, or, more expressly speaking, money, and thus fulfilled the saying of
the paroemiographer (i.e., proverb-writer), who says that the ransom of a
man's soul is his own riches. That is how it happens that we read in the
Acts of the Apostles that Jason and the rest, who. instead of Paul and Silas,
had been before the rulers of the city in Thessalonica by the Jews, paid
them sufficient money to ransom themselves. For after they had received
sufficient security, it says, from Jason and the rest, they released them.

' In other manuscripts it says "accused."
I11

other manuscripts the words "at an excessive cost" are not found.
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CANON Xni
Hence no blame attaches to those persons either who abandoned everything,for the sake of the salvation of their soul, and departed, on the groz~nd
that others were seized in heir stead. For thus too in I7phe.m.~instead of
Paid they grabbed (Juir~sin the theater, and Aristarchus, fellow travelers of
Paul, it says,and, even though he wanted to enter the deme (since ii w a s on
account o f him,who had persuaded a great multitzde to adopt the reiigion
of God that the riot occurred), the disciples wozdd not let him do so. Moreover, "certain chiefofficers ofAsia, loo, being his friends, sent unto him and
besought him not to adventure himself info the theater" (Acts 19:30-31). I f ,
nevertheless, any person insist on caviling, let them not disparage those
vho sincerely heed the words o f the one saying: "Escape,for thine own soul,
and look not behind thee" (Gen. 19:1 7). Let these remind themselves also o f
(he distinguished Apostle Peter's statement that he was seized also and put
in prison, and was "delivered to four quaternions o f soldiers to p r d him"
(Acts 12:3-4), but escaped by night from the hand ofmurderous Herod, and
was rescued,from the expectation of'ali the people of the h v s , in accordance
withacommandof theAngel ofthe Lord. When itbecame day, hesays, "there
was no small stir atnone the soldiers, asking what had become of Peter.And
when Hemd sought for him, andfhnd him noi, he examined the pards,
and commanded that they should be hanged, "j on whose account no blame
attaches to Peter. For it would have been permiss/b/e for those who saw
what occurred to have escaped, as well as dithe children in Bethiehem, and
within a?! its boundaries, had their pwenis known what was going io happen, which children were slain by the heinous murderer Herodfor the sake
ofgetting the one child whom he wanted to slay and was looking for with a
view to destmying Him, who, however, also escaped at the command of the
Angel of the Lord, and who had already commenced rapidly despoiling and
swt./&i)ra~wgjngin accordance with the designation ?#'Hisname,just as had
been written: "Call his name despoil rapidly andforage swiftly. For before
the childshall learn to sayfather or mother, he shall receive the power ofDamascus and the spoils qflumaria in defiance of the king ofAssyria (Isa. 8:
3-4). At any rate the Wizards, because oftheir having already been despoiled
and ravaged, submittingly and honoringlypaid adoration to the Child, opening their treasures andbes towing upon Him mosi seasonable and most hefitting gifts, gold and frankincense and myrrh (Matt. 2:11), as upon a King and
a God and a Man. Hence they no longer deigned ~o turn to the A s s y ~ a nking,
when receiving h e l p f k m Pfwvidence:,fi~r,it says, "having been warned in
a dream not to return, to Herod, they departed to their o w country by another mute" (Mati. 2: 12). Hence when Herod "saw that he had been hoaxed
by the Wizards, he was exceedingly angry, and sent forth, and slew ail the
children thai were in HeiMehem. and in all the boundaries thereof,from (wo
years old and under, with respect to the time which he had ascertainedfkm
the Wizards" (Matt. 2: 16); among these children, however, he failed t ofind
(he other child who had been begotten before that time and whom he had
been seeking to slay, though he did slay his father Zacharias " b m e e n the
temple and the altar" (Matt. 23:35), after the child had escaped together
with its mother Elisabeth: in regard to which children they arc not to blame,
"

I11 other manuscripts it says "be taken awa! ."
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Interpretation

In this Canon the Saint says that those persons are not at fault who have
left everything they owned and have fled in order to save their soul, perhaps
being unable to endure martyrdom patiently until the end. But neither are
those at fault if, after their fleeing, the persecutors caught other Christians
in their stead and ill-treated them; for at Ephesus, too; instead of Paul they
caught Gaius and Aristarchus the companions of Paul, but Paul was not
blamed on this account, notwithstanding the fact that the riot and disturbance
occurred because it was he that had persuaded a great multitude to return
to knowledge of God. Again, when the Angel rescued Peter from prison,
Herod arrested the soldiers who had been guarding him and punished them,
or hanged them. But neither the Angel nor Peter was blamed on this account,
because the soldiers might have fled when they saw that Peter was not in the
prison, yet they did not do so. Moreover, when our Lord Jesus Christ was
born, whose name was, according to the prophecy, "rapidly despoil those
despoiled by the Devil:" which is to say, in other words, that the Wizards
too, as having been despoiled by Him figuratively, paid adoration to Him,
presenting him with gifts, of gold as a King, and of frankincense as a God,
and of myrrh as a dead Man; and without returning to the Assyrian king, or,
more expressly speaking, to Herod.' but by another route they departed to
their country. When, I say, all these things had occurred and the Lord, thanks
to the Angel's admonition, had escaped into Egypt, then bloodthirsty Herod,
being angered because he had been hoaxed by the Wizards, put to death all
the infants in Bethlehem, from two years old and down; yet the Lord is not
blamed on this account. After seeking the forerunner John and not finding
him, the same Herod put his father Zacharias2to death because his mother
Elisabeth had taken him and escaped; yet neither John nor Elisabeth deserve
any blame on this account.
CANON XIV

I f there are some personas who have suffered great violence and cowdon, having had a crucible put in their mouth and hands, and having persisted withfortitude in the disposition o f the faith, and having endured having
their hands burned when offered against their will to the atrocious sacrifice,
precisely as ihe thrice-blessed martyrs have written to me concerning {hose
in Libya, and us other fellow ministers have stated;such persons, especially
when ihere are other breihren who joined in their martyrdom,may serve in
the ministry, being placed in the rank o f the Confessors, as also those who
have been utterly deadened amid nwneroz1,s torture's, and no longer able to
speak or 60 me their voice, or to move (hemselves by way qfrefustjng when
in vain trying toforce themseives to do so. For they have nut even consented
to their ahomimhleness, as !have been told again byfellow mimsiers. Anyone,therefore, that lives pvbliciy and privately in accordance with the rules
of Ii'inothy shall be placed in the rank o f the Con/essors, too, seeing (hat he
ohcy.7 the. one who says: "Pursue ~ighteousne.~~,
piety, faith, love, patience,
meekness. Fight the good fight of thefaith, lay bold on the everlasting life,

whereunto thou hast been called and hast confessed the good confession before many witnesses" (ITim. 611-12).

' In view of the fact that at the time of Christ's

birth there was a different king in
Assyria, whose name was Obodam, according to what is said in the historical account contained in the sixteenth book ofthe work entitled A n h q ~ t i n eofthe
.~
Jews by
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Joscphus, chapter 6. and a different one in Judca and Samaria, named Herod, how is
it that the Saint here says that the Wizards did not return to the Assyrian king Herod?
Or perhaps he calls Herod an Ass\riaii with respect to his viciousness and niurderous
propensity, in the same manner as Isaiah called tlie Devil an Assyrian mind because
of liis wickedness.

St. Basil die Great in liis discourse 011 the birth of Christ says that there was an account handed down by ancient tradition to the effect that Zacharias, being acquainted
with the fact that the Lady Thcotokc was virgin when she gave birth, placed the latter
even after the birth of the Lord in the rank of virgins. But the Jews. having blamed
him on this score as producing that paradox of a virgin's giving birth without suffering the destruction of her maidenhead, killed him. It is possible, however; that both
dimgs might hate happened; and that then when he introduced the Virgin, Zacharias
gave the Jews occasion for murdering him, as St. Basil says, but later, owing to his
child's being sought, he was reall! killed by Herod, just as divine Peter says. For the
sake of curiosity let this be added too: that in the time of Theodosius the younger the
remains ofthis prophet Zacharias were found on the site called Cophar in Eleutheroupolis, Palestine- by a certain 'man named Calemerus, and he had on a white garment,
a gold miter 011 liis head. and gold-trimn~edsandals on liis feetJust as lie stood at the
altar. (He was not the son of Jehoiada tlie priest, as some say, whom Joash the king put
to death in tlie court of the house of the Lord: for that niaii was called Azariah. and not
Zechariah, according to the twenty-fourth chapter of the second book of the Chronicles (Chron, 24-20), in the Suptuagint. (Dositheus. page 267 ofthe l)odecahihlus). At
present his relic is in Italy, according to \*hat Nectarius. the Patriarch of Jerusalem,
sa! s on page 192 of his refutation of Pope? George Cedrinus, on the other hand.
narrates that forty davs after the murder of her husband Zacharias Elizabeth died in
die cave where she was liiddeii with her child John; an Angel of the Lord took care of
the orphanage and bringing up of the child in the desert. (Dositheus, Book I, ch. 2, of
the Dodecabiblus.)

Interpretation

Those who used to chastise martyrs, after numerous tortures would
forcibly insert in their mouth either wine from libations or meat from animals that had been sacrificed to idols, or putting incense and charcoal in
their hands would drag them to the altar of an idol bound hand and foot,
in order that, being unable to endure the pain of burning, they might throw
the incense on the altar and thus appear to have sacrificed. So, regarding
these men, the present Canon decrees that if they stood firm in the faith
and preferred to have their hands burned rather than to throw incense on
the altar of an idol, as did the Martyrs in Libya (and Barlaam the saint
and martyr), they may not only keep their holy orders and clericate, but
are to be enrolled among the Confessors too. And not only these men, but
even those too who have been so deadened because of numerous tortures
that they could not speak or offer any resistance to their persecutors, who
would put wine or meat sacrificed to idols in their mouth; and they are
likewise to be enrolled among the Confessors. The Saint thereafter goes
on to speak of the conscience, saying that whoever lives and behaves in
accordance with the rules written by Paul to Timothy, and cherishes righteousness, piety, faith, love, patience, and meekness, and fights the good
fight of the faith, and holds on to the confession which he made at the time
of holy baptism in front of many witnesses, is also to be numbered among
the Confessors. See also c. I11 of Ancyra.

From the same Saint's Discourse on Easter,
CANON XV

No one shall findfault with us for observing Wednesday and Friday,on
which we have been commanded to f i with good reas077 by tradition. On
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Wednesday owing to the council held by the Jews for the betrayal ofthe Lord;
on Friday, owing io His having sufferedfor our sake. Asfor Sunday,' on the
other hand, we celebrate it as a joyous holiday because of His having risen
from she dead, on which day we have not even received imlfuclton to hend
a knee.
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that no one shall blame us Orthodox Christians for always fasting on Wednesdays and Fridays every week in accordance with Apostolic tradition. For we fast on every Wednesday because
it was on this day that the council was held by the Jews for the purpose of
betraying the Lord. We fast on every Friday because it was on this day that
the Lord suffered for our sake. But we observe Sunday as a holiday and
day ofjoy, because it was on this day that the Lord rose from the dead; and
on this day we have not had any traditional instructions even to bend and
hnw a knee. Read the 64 Ap. C. and the XX of the First.

THE PEDALION

CONCERNING ATHANASIUS THE GREAT
PROLEGOMENA

Our Father among Saints Athanasius flourished in the time of Constantine the Great.' For, as a Deacon, he was present at the First Ecumenical
Council, held in the year 325, together with Alexander the Patriarch (or
Bishop) of Alexandria;^ and in the year 3264he was appointed Bishop of
Alexandria,: But because of his unwillingness to participate in communion with Arius (in spite of the fact that Emperor Constantine commanded
him to do so, thinking that Arins had accepted the definition of the Nicene
Council), those forming the party of Eusebius the Bishop of Nicomedia
moved against him the terrible accusations and calumnies.* Accordingly,
in the year 335 he was deposed from office by the latrocinium." or "robber council," held in Tyre; in the year following8he was exiled to Triberis,
France, because the Arians had misrepresented him to the Emperor by
accusing him of not allowing the fixed allotment of wheat" to be taken
from Alexandria to Constantinople. Eighteen monthdo later, Constantine
the Great having died, he returned to Alexandria at the command of Constantius II, the second son of Constantine the Great in the year 332.11 In
the year 341, however, he was deposed from office by the Council held in
Antioch." Then, going up to Rome, and proving himself innocent of the
charges which had been brought against him both by the Council held in
Rome A.D. 342, and the one held in Sardica A.D. 347. he was recalled
again to his throne by Emperor Constantius, as a result of the intercession
and threat of his brother Constans.l 3 Six years later he was condemned by
the Councils held one in Arelaturn in the year 353 and another in Milan
in the year 357,14 and thereupon he retired to the desert of Thebais. l 5 and
remained there until the end of Constantius. Julian the Apostate having
become Emperor (A.D. 36 I), he was recalled to his throne; and, having
convoked a Council on the question of essence and substance, he succeeded in uniting the Westerners with the Easterners," In the year 362,' 7
however, he was exiled from Alexandria at the command of the Apostate
Emperor, whereupon he told the Christians weeping on his account, "Be
ye of good cheer; it is but a cloudlet, and will soon pass away.'"'In the
year 363, having come to Antioch, he taught Jovian the dogmas of the
Orthodox faith2 Having met with persecution during the reign of Valens:
he secretly hid himself in a Father's tomb.? Shortly thereafter being summoned by Valens himself, and having lived in peace till the year 371 or
373,4he gave up the spirit to God, after serving as a bishop for forty-six
years and remaining adamant in the face of many great dangers,' Besides his other written works, which comprise three volumes published
in Paris in the year 1698, he also left us these three Canonical Epistles,
which are necessary to the good order and constitution of the Church, and
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which have been confirmed indefinitely by c. I of the 4th and c. I of
the 7th, but definitely by c. I1 of the 6th Ecum. C., and by virtue of this
confirmation they acquire what is in a way Ecumenical force. They are to
be found in the second volume of the Pandectae, and on p. 333 of vol. I of
the Conciliar record^.^
N o t e that not only has Rufiniis historically recorded that which Athanasius is said to
have done when a young child-that is to say, that he baptized the unbaptized children of his own age among his acquaintances, but even Socrates mentions it (Book l,
ell. 16).
Sozomcn. Book I. ch. 17.
" Cave, vol. i. p, 190.
" Socrates. Book I. ch. 15; and Sozomcn. Book 11, ch. 12.
'' The same, (hid,;and Sommm. Book 11, ch. 22.
" Socratcs. ibid.. ch. 32.
Cave, 1.c.
Socrates. I.c.. cli.35.
I0 cme,
. Le.
" Nicephoms Callistiis, Book IX; ch. 3.
See rile Footnote to c IV of Antioch.
See die Prolegoinena to the Council held in Sardica. and Socrates. !.c. ch. 22 and ch.
23.
'' See page 589 of voi. 1 of the Conciliar Records. edition of Binius.
I ' Gicgoq of Nazianzus in his cncomium of Athanasius.
Sozorncii. Book V, ch. 12: and Gregory of Naziaiizus; and the Footnote to the present
Second Epistle.
I " Cave, 1.c
' Sozomcn. ch. 15.
The same. in Book VI. ch. 5.
"The same. ibid.. ch. 12,
Cave, l.c
Socratcs, Book IV, ch, 2.
' Justinian (in his Liter to the Fifth Council) calls Athanasius a great Teacher of the
Church. St. Basil (in his letter to Athanasius) calls him a sound head conferring health
upon all the body. And again he says (in his letter to the brethren in the West) "our
most precious Father Athanasius." Cyril of Alexandria (in his letter to John of Antioch) calls him an accurate Defender (or Ecdicus) of the catholic Church and faith.
St. Chrysostom calls him Apostolic. Paul of Emcsa (in the homily which he delivered
in Alexandria in the presence of Cyril) calls him a Pillar of Orthodoxy. And the Scveiith Ecun~.Council (in its fifth Act) calls him a Pentathlus (i.e.. pentathlete) of the
Church.

'

First Epistle of Athanasius the Great,
addressed to the monk Amun

tm

All creatures of God are m o d and clean. For there is no
usele.~.~'
or
unclean that the Logos of' God h a s made. "For we are afragrance of' Christ
among the smed, " says iheApostle (IICor 2: 15). But inasmuch as the Devii k
arrows are various and versatile, andsq'fice to disturb the minds even of the
most honest men, by inseminating them with cogitations of nncleanness and
ofpollution, let us proceed to dispel the Evil One 's delz~~.sion
briefly>with the
grace ofour Savior, and holster up the mindofsimptermen. "Unto the pure all
things arepure" ( Y i f ~ f s1:15): but the conscience andeverything ofthe impure.
1 am moved to admiration by the Devil's ingenuity, because though it breeds
cormpion and pestilence it .sqge.v~s'thoughts thai seem to be pure, yet the
result i s rather an ambush thana test. For, as I said before, in order to occzipy
ascetics with mannerly and salutary meditation, and appear in this respect to
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the winner, he nevertheless breed's such maggots as produce nothing good
in life, hut only empty argumentations and twadd/e which one ought to
forgo. For tell me, dear and most reverent friend, what sin or r~uc/eanne,ss
/.T there in a natural excretion? Ti is as ifone shouldfindfault with mucus
exuding from noses, and with the spittle expelled through the mouth.And
we can say stiIl more than this: the secretions o f fhe stomach, which are
necessary to the animal economy and to its vita! processes. Furthermore, i f
we bftlieve man to be a work of God's hands, in accordance with the divine
Scriptures, how could my work be polluted when made by a pure power?
And if we are a race or kindred o f God (cf. Acts 17: 28-29], as the divine
Acifi of the Apostles assert, we have nothing in us that is impure or unclean.
For ii is only then that we may be polluted when we perpetrate the foulest
sin. But when any natural excretion occurs involuntarily, then, as we have
said before, we mustpatientlyput up with the necessity ofnature. But simply
because those who are inclined to dispute whatever is said aright, or rather
done by God, are wont to cite apanage in the Gospel, on the ground that "it
i.s not what goeth into the mouth that defiles a man, hut that which cometh
out" (Matt. 15:11), we must need's disprove also this illogicality (for we shall
not call it an argumntation). Forfirst of all, being unbolstered, theyforce
the Scriptures io #it their igmrance. For the explanation of this divine assertion is as follows. Some men like these used to be in doubt about food's,
and the J m d Himself,' by way o f exposing their ignorance, or, at any rate,
making the deception patent to ati, says that it is not what goes into a man
that defiles him, or makes him unclean, but whai comes out of him. fien he
goes on to sayfrom where 11 comes out, namely,f k m ihe heart. For there He
knows the evil treasures ofprofane thoughts and o f the other sins to be. The
Apostle who has had 1l (aught lo him says more concisely; "Food commend& us not to God" (I (. 'of: 8:8). But even now one might reasonab/>'enough
say that no natural excretion commends us to God for punishment, Even
the children ufphysicians (fo he ashamed of their externals) might counter
to this thai certain necessary passageways have been given to the animal
for the purpose o f enabling each of us to eliminate superfluous humors that
accumulate in our members. Thus, for instance, the hairs of ihe head are
superfluities, or excess bagguge; and the aqueous ejections from the head,
andthe expu/.vionsfrom the stomach, and above all the emixvions of seminal
passages. After all, what sort o f things, for God, 0 most God'beloved old
feliuw, constitute the sinfulness when the Lord has created the animal such
and has wanted to have it have such passages in its members? Rut inasmuch
as we have to anticipate the objections of'the wicked ones (for one might say
that even their true use is not a sin either i f the organs have been formed
by the Creator), for this purpose let us cease asking them questions. What
use are you referring to? That M the Law which God allowed by sayjng:
' B e /rw@l, and multiply; and replenish the earth"? (Gen, 1:2#), which,
the Apostle accepted when he said: "Marriage is honorable, and the beef
d e f i l e d " (Heh 13:4): or the popular kind, perfOnned ~Iandestinelyand
adultemsly? Since in other transactions in life ioo we shallfind d;#krences
to occur in some way or another:for instance, it i s not permissible to murder
anyone (Exod. 20: I3), yet in want is praiseworthy and k w f d lo slay ihe adverfiaries. Thus at any rate those who have distinguished then7sel1~es:
in war
are entitled to and are accorded great honors, and columns are erected in

' In other manuscripts it sa!

s "proved to him says."
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memory of them reciting their exploits. So that the same matter in some respeci and at some time or other is not permitted, bul in another m p e c i and
at some other time when there is a good occasionfor it, may be allowed and
permitted The same argument holds also with regard to coition. Blessed is
the man who in his youth having afree yoke employs his natural parts for the
prudence q f c w a t i q children. Rut ifhe employs themfor licentious or lasdvtom purposes, he will receive the punishment prescribed by the Apostle for
fornicators and adulterers (Heb. 13:4). For, there being ftw roads in ife as
regard7 these matters, the one a more moderate and helpful road conduci~~e
to life, that of marriage, I mean; the other one being angdic and unsurpassable, thai of vifgin~ty;bui if anyone should choose the mundane life that
is to say, the way o f marriage, though he is not liable to censure or blame,
he will not receive so many gracious gifts. For what he will receive when
he bears fruit will be thirty. But i f he embraces the chaste and supramundam life, though the ~vad
is rough in comparison with thefirst and difficult
to achie~~e,
yet it has more wonderful features in the way of gracious gifts:
f o p it has pn~ducedthe perfectfruit, the hundred So thai their unclean and
evil questions have their own solution's and have been solved by the divine
Scripf~reslong before in times o f old. Iherefore, 0 bather, bolster up the
herds under your care by giving them com#brt,from Aposiolic passages, by
refreshing their souls with passages from the Gospels by offering them pieces
ofgood advice d e ~\fedE
i from the Psalms. By saying,for in.vtance, ''Re 176 ve me,
i~ accordance with Thy 'words'' (Ps. 138:7j; for it is in accordance with His
words to worship Him with apure heart. Being aware o f t h i s the same Pmphel, as is translating his own utterance, says: "Create in me a clean heart, 0
God" (Ps. 51:10),in order to prevent any dirty thoughtsfrom disturbing me.
And again David says: "Uphold me with a princely spirit" (Ps, 51:12), in
order that even ihovgh any thoughts should ever disturb me or disconcert
me, u strong force lent by Thee may support me like a scajfold and prevent
myfa//ing. He himself,' ihefefore, while recommending ihese and such thinp,
tells those who are tardy in obeying the truth: "I will teach transgressors
Thy ways" (PK. 51 :l3); and hming confidence in the Lord that you will be
able to persuade them to abstainfrom such wickedness, chant to them: "And
impious men shall be converted unto Thee" (ibid.). But, God grant that those
who cafe malignantly seeking sa/6.~fixtitws h d ceasefkm such vain labor,
whereas those who care iu doubt about the goodness ofpiety shall be reinforced with a princely spirit. All ofyou who certainly understand the truth,
have if unbroken and unshaken in Christ Jesus our Lord, with whom he glory
a d dominion unto the Father, toge[her with the Holy Spirit, unto the a e s of

w.Amen.

Interpretation

As this great Father of ours was asked, it w ould appear, about the emission which we have from the natural parts during sleep, or what is more
commonly called a wet dream, whether it is sinful, he wrote the present
letter in reply, wherein he says that all things created by God are clean, and
that God created nothing that is unclean or polluted. Yet, since the machinations of the Devil are many and various, with which he is wont to confuse men, and to annoy simple servants of God, meaning the ascetics, and
to deter them from their accustomed virtue by sowing unclean thoughts in
their imagination, we ought to banish that machinery of the Devil with the
help of Christ, and to bolster up the confidence of our innocent brethren,
in order to prevent them from being annoyed any longer. With this in mind
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he commences with the passage of St. Paul which says: "All creatures
of God are pure to the pure and virtuous. But to the impure and sinful all
things appear to be impure and polluted because of their polluted and unclean conscience. But the Saint is amazed at the wickedness of the Devil
upon seeing that although the Devil himself is impure and unclean he
nevertheless succeeds in sowing in us thoughts that are apparently pure
and clean, whereas in reality they are attempts and secret machinations
and devices' of his designed to prevent, as we have said, the brethren from
engaging in salutary meditation, and to appear to have defeated them with
some maggots, or, in other words, with some paltry noises and fears such
as those of insects called bumblebees, in efforts that cause our life nothing but useless quarrels and vain discussions, which divine Paul tells us
to hate. Afterwards he asks the Saint what sin or impurity there is in the
natural emission which occurs during sleep and which is ejected like an
e ~ c r e t i o n unless
,~
one insists upon blaming the whole human body for
ejecting the other emissions and excretions, such as, for instance, as mucus, phlegm, and the like, including even evacuations of the belly, which
are manifestly necessary to the human body. For, if we believe (says he)
that man is a creature of the hands of God (as he is, according to the
Scriptures), how can what God has created be impure or unclean, at a time
when all that God created is "very good" (Gen. 1:3l)? And if we are His
offspring, as the poet Aratus and divine Paid (Acts 17:31) say, it follows
that no part of us is impure or unclean; for it is only when we commit the
filthy and deplorable sin that we become polluted. But when the natural
emission occurs during our sleep and without our volition, then we must
put up with it patiently as a necessary concomitance of our nature, like
the excretions we spoke of above. But inasmuch as those who insist upon
objecting to correct statements, or, we might rattier say, to things created
by God, by way of controverting us are wont to cite the passage in the
Gospel saying that "it is not what goeth into the mouth that defileth a man;
but that which cometh out" (Matt. 15:111, we must refiite this nonsense of
theirs, and not a perplexity. Accordingly, we assert that they themselves,
being ignorant, expound the Holy Scriptures in accordance with their likes
and dislikes and their lack of knowledge. The real meaning of the Gospel
passage is as follows. Inasmuch as some persons used to hesitate (like
these men) about the food, fearing timorously lest they be defiled by it in
case they should eat it, Chnst dispelled the uncertainty and exposed their
misconception, by asserting that it i s not what goes in that defiles, i.e.,
pollutes, a man, but what comes out of him, and He immediately says also
whence it comes out, to wit, from the heart, in which are to be found the
bad treasures of impure thoughts and of other sinful acts. But divine Paul
has taught us this more briefly and more pointedly by saying: "Food commendeth us not to G o d (1 Cor. 8:8). But one might say this same thing
in regard to the present matter. A natural emission does not commend us
for punishment. Physicians of the body, too, he says, might reply to them
concerning this, in order that they should be convinced by authorities
outside of the Church. For they too say that certain necessary passages
have been given to man by the Creator in order to permit excrements
to be ejected from our members when these are nourished, including;

' Or it may be interpreted as follows. These thoughts which the Devil suggests are
more of an ambush and machination than a mere trial
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^There appears to be a contradiction between Athanasius the Great and Basil the
heavcnk. For Athonasius declares hero that the natural emission which occurs during
sleep is not a sin, whereas Basil, in his Epitomized Definition No. 309 insists that it
is a sinful impurity. Yet both men state the truth and are in agreement with each other.
For Atlianasius n~cansthat discharge which takes place without any recognizable
cause. or, in other words, cxcessive eating or excessive drinking or excessive slecping and repose. or any preceding pleasurable and passionate desire of any person,
which would be especially apt to prepare the way for such a discharge. I mean any
sucli discharge of the seminal fluid as does not result from an! sucli cause, but. 011 die
contrary. is a natural excretion. just as are also those other phenomenawhicli the Saint
enumerates and does not regard as an\thing bad. Hence he does not say generally that
an emission is not a sin, but says so with the proviso that it is a natural emission, or,
at any rate, that one that is spontaneous and only occurs as a sort of cxcrenicntitious
discharge is not bad, because it is a natural consequence of a natural body, whicli latter, being a creature of a good Creator, cannot help being good. But St. Basil the Great
does not call even emission in general that occurs during sleep an in~purifi,but that
whicli results from a pleasurable indulgence of the imagination. from a daytime titillation. which is the same as saying that which occurs as a result ofpassionate love; for
sucli ail emission is not a pollution of the body alone. but also of the soul, and niucli
more so of the soul antecedently in that the latter was the first to suffer and bethink
itself of the evil, while thence the ailment descended upon the body as a pollution,
Note, however. that in spite of the fact that Athanasius the Great, does not call the
discharge of semen unclean, he did not add that victims thereof might commune. but
kept silent on this point; and see c. IV of Dioii! sius.

for instance, the hair that falls from the head and various fluids that are
excreted through its passages (mucus; that is to say. from the nose, spittle
from the mouth, tears from the eyes, and the like), while excretions from
the belly are the evacuations. So, then just as these things are necessary,
so too is that emission which marks a wet dream an excretion of the spermatic passages. Hence he turns to the Saint and says: Seeing; then, that
God created man and wanted his body to have such organizations and
passages, what sin has a man on this account? None, I think. But, he says.
we must go further and anticipate the objections of the captious and of the
wicked. For they may say: Well, then, is it not a fact that neither is the true
use of the spermatic organs any sin, since they too have been given by
God for such a purpose and use? To this we reply: What purpose and use
are you referring to? The lawful one which God permitted by His commandment "Be fruitful and multiply" (Gen. 9: I ), which even the Apostle
applauds by saying: "Marriage is honorable, and the bed undefiled" (Heb.
13:4); or the common one which is carried out secretly and unlawfully,
which is as much as to say, fornication and adultery? If you mean the
former one, it is obvious that, it is good; but if you mean the latter one,
it is obvious that it is bad. And let us not be astonished (says the Saint)
if one and the same thing is at times good and at times evil, since we see
many other things too in the present life that are sometimes good and
sometimes bad. For instance, killing a man is not allowed except when it
is done in the course of a war against enemies of the faith; then indeed it is
both allowable and praiseable-and for this reason those who have been
victorious in a war receive great honors, and statues are erected to their
name proclaiming their victories (concerning these persons see c. XI11
of Basil). Well, this same reckoning attaches also to sexual intercourse.
Accordingly, the Saint here praises those who utilize the conj~~gal
relation of marriage for the purpose of producing children, with the passage
of Jeremiah; but, on the other hand, he intimidates the lascivious with
the passage wherein the Apostle says that God will judge fornicators and
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adulterers (Heb. 13:4). He then points out that God has shown us two roads
in the present life: one which is moderate and humble, that of marriage, I
mean, and of matrimony, and the other one is one which is angelical and
incomparable-that of virginity. Accordingly, whoever chooses marriage
has no sin. yet he cannot receive the gracious gifts of virginity.' though
he does receive the fruit of thirty (by producing children) in accordance
with the parable of the sower. But whoever takes a liking to virginity and
monastic life (although this too is difficult of achievement in comparison
with the first, or. to speak more explicitly, the first road of marriage, that
is to say, or in the beginning, owing to one's not being accustomed to it,
and because the body is in a youthful state and prone to coition) acquires
nevertheless gracious gifts and virtuous qualities more admirable than
marriage; for he produces the perfect fruit, that of a hundredfold. Then he
goes on to say that such unclean questions of such persons have their solution ill the answers afforded by the Holy Scriptures, After advising him
to support with recommendations and admonitions the monies whom he is
governing, to be derived from both the holy Gospel, the Apostle, and the
Psalms of David, and turning the discourse into a prayer. he concludes the
Epistle. See also c. IV of Dionysius and the Footnote thereto.

Second Epistle of the same Saint
to Ruffmianus, or Ruffianus

To Rufianus, a very dear fellow miuister and son ofthe Lord,
Athanasius in the Lord greeting:
You write to afuther things befitting a beloved son. As soon as you approached, at any rate, by means ofyour ktter, 1 enclasped you, 0 Ruffhiamis, deafest of d persons to me; and I in turn, aw one able io write to
a son both in prefaces and middles and finals, refrained, in order that the
recommendation and testimony might not he recognized by the 1e;ters. So
believe thus as to znfe~tion:
for you are my Epistle in accordance with what
has been \t)rit/en,a fetter read and understood in the heart (If Cor. 3:2).
So believe thus as to intension. Yea, be//'me.J address you, and ufge you to
write. For not a little, but, on the contrary, a great deal of cheer you give
me by so doing. Kui since efilheticdy and ecdesiafiticdy (for this w i n
befits your re1wwce) you have asked about those who have wiihdrmn as a
waiter ofnecessity, hut who have no/ been destroyed in badfaith, and have
desired me to write what has seemed right concerning them in the Councils
and evwywhere; learn, my most esteemed Sir, that after the violence had
subsided in the beginning, a Council was held with Bishops present from the
outer parts o f the earth, but also withfi//ow ministers inhabiting Greece.
Nevertheless it, also included those in Spain and France, and it phased as
well here as everywhere. It decreed that as touching thefdien ones who
have taken over the leadership of impiety, they are to be pardoned if they
repent, but they are not to be given a fairway to clerical office. As for those
on the other hand, who have not disavowed the religion of piety, but have
been dragged m y as a result of necessity and violence, i f has seemed best
that they be given a pardon and he allowed also to remain in the dew.

' The gracious gifts and privileges of virginity arc heavenly and

supercxccllent and
bear no comparison with marriage. For divine Chrysostom in his discourses on
Virginity says: "Virginity is as far superior to marriage as heaven is away from
the earth, and as Angels arc from human beings." St. Augustinc in his discourse on
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virginity says: "Virginal conduct is angelic conduct; and in a perishable body a mcditation of eternal imperishability,'" St. Jerome (in his Book relating to Jovinian) says:
virgini it^ is a sacrifice of Christ, having an angelical imitation." And in his Letter
22 lie says: "When the Son of God descended upon the earth, lie instituted angelic
conduct, in order that the One adored by the Angels in heaven might have Angels
on earth." God-bearing Ignatius, in his letter to the Tarsians: "Christ called (female)
virgins priestesses.'" St. Ambrosc in his c o m m c n t q on the Psalms calls them (i.e.,
male virgins) martyrs.St. Cyprian in his discourse concerning virginity calls virginity
' a flower and rose of the Churcli." The same St. Athanasius himself in his discourse
on virginity says: "Virginity is an inexhaustible source of riches and wealth. an iinmarescible crown, a temple of God, a bower of the Holy Spirit. a. precious pearl, a
trophy against Hades and against death." St. Gregory the Theologian in his Epics
says that (male) virgins arc imitating the (female) virgin called the Holy Trinity, arc
standing before the Lamb, and will follow Him wl~ittlcrsocvcrHi; may go according
to Chapter of the Book of Revelation, Virgin;@ IS united with wisdom. Wherefore
these two excellencies like two most beautiful women embraced the same Theologian
ill their arms while he was vide awake. In fact. virginity is so good that without it
marriage would be useless. For St. Paul says that those who have wives ought to have
diem with as much sobriety and virgiiuh as though they did not have them at all. St.
Isidore of Pelusiuin, too says: "With respect to chastity a man inay be like the Angels,
but with respect to marriage he differs nowise from the wild beasts. to which animals
coition i s a necessity." (Letter No. 1778.) Nevertheless, so invaluable is virginity that
it ought to be kept with all one's might and care. For if a man once lose it. he cannot
ever regain it. according to St. Basil die Great, who says: "For repentance forgives
sins; but it wails througliout life for the woman who has been deflowered; because it
is unable to make her iiiideflowered." (Discourse on Virginity.)

especially in view of the fact that they have presented a plausible apology.
According$, it has seemed right in this case that some conce.wjon should
be made. For they h m given assurances that they wiil not change over to
the religion o f impiey. fiui in order to prevent any who have become most
impious f k m corrupting the Church, they have preferred to go along with
violence and carry the burden, rather than to let the iaities go to desfnicfion.
In saying his, they have seemed to me too to he speaking plausibly, owing
their offeringthe excuse that Aaron the brother ofMoses went along in the
wilderness with the transgression of (he fatty, though he had as an apology
(or defense) the fear lest the laity, or people, return to Egypt and persist in
idolatry.No wonder, for it looked reasonable that i f they remained in the
wilderness they might desist from impiety ,whereas i f they entered Ewpt
they w u i d he subjected iofriction and ihe impieiy rife among them would
increase. On this account, therefore, their claim to the clericute became
allowable. Those, on the other hand, who have been deceived and have
have been granted a pardon. These things 1 state to your
,sziffered ~~iolence
reverence with confidence thatyour godliness will approve what has seemed
best, and wi!! not condemn the truce o f those who have thus met together.
Deign to read these decisions to the priesthood and laity under you, in order
that they too, becoming acquainted with thejbctfi, will noi blame youfor
being thus disposed to regardsuch persons. For it would be unbecoming in
me to write, when your reverence is well able io awake known our dtsposition regarding them, and to supply everything that is mining or waffling,
thanks to the Lord who hathfilledyou with e v e y power ofspeech and every
item o f knowledge. Let the repentant, therefore, anathematize openly the
misbelief 'of 'Endoxius and of 'Euzois by naming it as such. For they blasphemously represented the Logos o f God to a creutrire, and became protectors
of the A ria& heresy. 1,et them confess t h efaith confessed by the Fathers in

' Perhaps, in the original. it sa: s "as of the Ariaii heresy." or. "tliev have enrolled themselves as protectors of the Arian heres? '
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Nicuva, and let them prefer no other Council over this Council. Convey the
assurance this io the bn~/herhoodw i i h you which with us in the J ~ r tsd

of

addressing you,
Interpretation3

The present Epistle of the Saint in which he is replying to Bishop
Ruffiniamis is not concerned with those persons who have denied Chnst
and have sacrificed to the idols; for as concerns those persons the Council
in Ancyra speaks, and St. Peter of Alexandria more extensively. But it is
speaking about those persons who have joined in communion with the
Arian heretics. For the latter, because of the fact that Emperors happened
to be in favor of their heresy, were strengthened and forced many Orthodox Christians to join their heresy, who later repented, and returned to the
Orthodox Church. And it is concerning these persons that Ruffinianus is
inquiring of Athanasius the Great as to how they ought to be treated. In
reply ill the present Epistle the Saint points out, in the preface, the ardent
affection of fatherly love which he cherishes for him, urging him to write
to him continually; while with reference to the question he says: Since
you are asking me ecclesiastically about those persons who have commimed with the heretics, but who did not persist in their heresy until the
end, but repented, I wish you to know that various Councils were held in
various regions concerning this question, both in Greece and in Spain and
in France (perhaps the expression "was held.. . also with fellow ministers
inhabiting Greece" means that through letters of St. Athanasius the decision of the Council held in Alexandria was made known to the bishops in
Greece, which is more apt to be true. That is why Dositheus, on p. 18 1.
of his Dodecabiblus, says that Athanasius was joined in this opinion by
the bishops of Macedonis and ofAchaia, as Basil the Great writes). and
that which was decided here by us was decided there to by all of those
bishops. We accordingly assert with regard to all those in holy orders who
not only joined in communion with the Arians, and confessed that they
held all the tenets held by the latter, but also became with them protectors
of the heresy in such a way as to incite others to join the heresy of Arianism too, we ought to accept them when they revert to Orthodoxy and the
Orthodox Church, but ought not to leave them in the rank of holy orders,
and to regard them henceforth as laymen.' As for those again who joined
this heresy not as a matter of free and voluntary choice of mind, but as a
result of force and coercion, it has appeared reasonable that a pardon be
granted to them when they return to the Church and that they be permitted to hold clerical offices. That is to say, its other words, just as they had
been priests formerly, so they are again to remain priests. They deserve a
pardon not only because they were forced by the heretics to go astray, but
also because of the economy which they claim to have effected. For they
offer the defense, or apology, that they did not join the heresy in reality,
but only in pretense, and that they did this with a view to economy and concession, in order to avoid having themselves completely driven out of the
Church, that is to say, and others of the most impious type take their place
^Note that this Epistle was read three times during the first Act of the Seventh
Ecuin. C.
This Council was convoked in Alexandria in the year 362. with the foresight and
cooperation of Athanasius the Great It was attended by Eusebius the bishop of
Marcelli, Asterius: Peter the bishop of Arabia, and other bishops from Italy, Arabia,
Egypt. and Lib\a Few but noteworthy and illustrious men. who lent strength to

'
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the dogmas which emerged from the Council in Nicaca. They adopted in particular
the following views: A) That the Holy Spirit is of the same essence with the Father
and the Son; B) That upon becoming incarnate- the God Logos assumed flesh with
a soul and a mind (for the Asians asserted that He assumed flesh without a soul, and
that the D c i p acted in place of a soul. The Apollaiarians, on the other hand, held the
most nonsensical notions imaginable); C) that with reference to God one ought to say
the words essence and substance, (hypostasis) or, more exactly speaking, one essence
and three substances. (hypostasis) for the purpose of eradicating the heresy of Sabelliiis, lesh with die close relationship of the words, we deem the Holy Trillit! to be a
single entity bearing tliree names, instead of which it propounds theologically each
of the names-the Father, that is to say, the Son, and the Holy Spirit-in a substance
(liypostasis) of its own (Socrates. Book 111, ch. 7; Sozonien, Book V, ch. 12), the First
Nicene Council having neglected to delve into this question. because of its desire to
treat matters "economically'"; D) a fourth accomplishment of this Council. indeed,
was that of uniting the Easterners with the Westerners, who were at extreme odds.
and between whom there was a great schism because the Easterners. piously ascribing to God one essence and three substances, (hypostasis) but not a single substance
( l i postasis)
~
or three persons. were charged by the Italians with being Arians (because
Arius. though confessing the three substances (hypostasis) in reference to God. held
diem to be of different natures and of different essences, and were unwilling to admit
three persons of one nature). The fact of the matter is that the Italians, owing to the
stringent poverty of their language, possessed but one \+ord,which they had to use to
denote both the essence and the substance (hgostasis). They did not say three substances (liypostasis) in reference to G o d ~ o ras
. we say in English, the! did predicate
three substances (In postasis) of God-in order to avoid having it appear that they
held or countenance the belief that there are tliree essences in the Trinit~: instead of
the three substances (hypostasis), they were wont to say "three persons," and instead
of the single essence they were wont to say "one substance (hypostasi)." Hence it
came about that they were accused by the Easterners of being Sabellians (for Sabellius used to attribute but one substance to God under three names. For this reason this
Council, having called the Easterners and the Westerners together, and having learned
from them that the three persons and the three substances (hypostasis) differed only
with respect to the word and pronunciation, and that they had one and the same signification and meaning: likewise also that both the words essence and substance (hypostasi). though different in point of sound, were being used by them with reference
to one and the same meaning and thing; allowed the former party and the latter party
to use the different words in question on the assumption that they are united with
respect to signification and quiddity (or thing), after it had first anathematized Anus
and Sabellius; and thus brought them together and united them. For it is not in names,
but in things that the truth consists for us (Concerning this matter St. Oregon' the
Theologian also expresses his opinion in his eulogy of St. Athanasius the Great, by
stating that this union ot'the Easterners and Westerners was the work of Athanasius,
because it was by his foresight and cooperation, as we have said, that this Council was
convoked); E) This Council decided that those reverting from communion with the
Arians to the catholic Church should be accepted, provided that they anathematized
the heresy of Arius and confcsscd the Nicenc Creed (and furthermore anathematized
those saying that the Holy Spirit is divided from the essence of Christ. which is equal
to saying the Son); F) It decreed as concerning those in holy orders who had become
Arions both the provisions specified in the present Epistle (see respecting this Council Rufinus the historian in connection with the first Act ofthe Seventh Ecum. C, and
Dositheus 011 pages 178 and 1SO of hisDo&cabibhi,s), and respecting this Epistle see
the said Dositheus on page 637 of his Dodccabiblus. See also the letter ofthis Council
to the A-ntiochians, to be found in vol. I of Athauasius

' In the first Act of the Seventh Ecum. C. Sabbas. the abbot of the Studium Monas-

t e attempted,
~
on the basis of the period of this Epistle; to prove that ordinations
performed by heretics ought not to be accepted, and he was answered contrarily by
St. Tarasius. who said the following words verbatim: "The Father is not declaring
himself in favor of not accepting anyone that returns, but only with reference to
die original and first leaders of the heresy-or, as we say in English, the origuiators and pioneers of the licresy-and those passionately attached to it. and although
in words prctcnding to the truth vet in mentation harboring maleficent designs ...-'
Hence when after these words Tarasius went on to say: "We have been at pain to
pax attention to the commandments of the Fathers. Wli! then should we accept
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the ordinccs of heretics'?" t h e holy Council declared its attitude by saying, "Yea, lordly Sir, we have paid attention and listened, and we must accept them." Scc also Ap.
c. LXVIII. Note, however- that as respects these icononiachs and all other heretics
whose ordinations the Church has ever accepted, bv way of economy and concession. and not as a matter of exact principle, they, I say. had been correctly baptized in
accordance with the formalities prescribed by the Orthodox Church. That is why the
Church, having thus accepted their baptism, was in consequence obliged, to accept
also their ordinations, but the Latins and their tribe, and all others like them, have
been incorrectl~baptized, and are therefore virtuall! unbaptized. Hence the Church
of Christ cannot accept their baptism, which is the chief and primary Mystery, and
much less can she accept their ordinations. It is for this reason that they have to be
baptized and to be ordained by Orthodox priests and bishops.

and be appointed in their stead and corrupt the Orthodox Christians utterly. Hence they deemed it preferable to bear patiently the burden of forced
denial and thereby prevent the multitude of the Orthodox from being
lost. In maintaining this assertion they cite also the example of Aaron the
brother of Moses wherein he submitted to the unreasonable vehemence of
the Israelitic laity and gave them permission (on account of the tardiness
of Moses) and allowed them the concession of making an image of the
calf He later offered Moses the apology, or defense, that he committed
that breach of law in order to prevent the laity from returning to Egypt and
be led to perpetrate a still greater impiety. For, of course, if they remained
in the wilderness they might be induced to turn away from impiety, but if
they returned to Egypt they could by no means be induced to do so, but, on
the contrary, would actually exceed the bounds of impiety. They likewise
bethought themselves that if they themselves should temporarily join the
heresy in appearance, they would remain Christians in Orthodoxy and not
be cast upon the rocks of cacodoxy, in that they would not be subject to coercion by anyone, which of course would be their fate if other bishops who
were zealous adherents of the heresy should be appointed to the churches.
On account of this defense, therefore, and economy. such bishops were allowed to retain their clerical status. Accordingly, as regards those in holy
orders who actually went into communion with the Arians, thus much
is what the Saint has to say. As touching laymen who were deceived or
forced by the Anans to join their heresy; pardon, he says, is to be granted
to them when they repent and revert to Orthodoxy, being accepted and
"economized," in accordance with the Canons of the Holy Fathers. These
things, he says, I have written to your godliness in the conviction that the
views which have appeared to me to be reasonable will also appear to you
too to be so. Accordingly, it is to be expected that you will not blame this
Council of ours, for holding a truce-delay, that is to say, and laboring in
vain. This amounts to saying that you will not accuse us of having met idly
and vainly, and of failing to come to a canonical and reasonable decision
in regard to those who have joined the heretics. After saying these things
and exhorting Hufinianus to read his Epistle to all the priests, in order to
let them know too, the Saint adds also what any persons reverting from
communion with the heretics are obliged to do, which is, that is to say, that
they ought to anathematize openly the heresy of Euzoius and of Eudoxius,
the protectors of the Arian heresy, and to confess the Creed (or Symbol of
the Faith) adopted by the God-bearing Fathers in Nicaea: and not give the
preference to any other Council but this First Ecum. C. Read also Ap. cc.
XLVII and LX1 and LXVIII, and c. VII of the 2nd.
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From the same Saint's thirty-ninth Festival Epistle,
which as the Third here runs as follows
But inasmuch us we have mentioned heretics as dead persons, and ourselves as having satvation in the divine Scriptures, Ifeur lest, as Paul ivmte
to the Corinthians (II Car. 11:3), some of the honest ones be led a.stray,from
simplicity and chastity by the crajiiness o f men, and /hereafter begin relying upon other things, the so-called apocrypha, deceived by the likeness of
the titles with the names of the true books, I beg you to be tolerant m
a
t
things I am wiling about with a view to their necessity and usefulness to the
Church are things which you already know andunderstand thoroughly. Since
1am about to stale these things, by way ofexcusing my boldness in doing so
I shail make use of thejbrm~laof St. Luke the Evangeht, who himselfsays:
"h'orasnmch as many men have taken in hand to set forth in due order a
declaration on their paft (huke 1: 1 ) of (he so-called apocrypha and to intermix these with God-inspired Scripture, concerning which we hme full confidence, jusi as those who were eye-witnesses and servants of the Logos it?
the beginning have handed down thefacts by tradition to the Fathers, it h a s
seemed good to me too to setforth, at the express request ofgenuine brethreyf
and after learning t h e , f o / / o ~ ~ ~ i ~ gfrom
, f a d sabove, ihe rules which have been
laid down as canons and delivered as teachings and believed fo he divine
book's, in order that anyone, i f deceived, may lay the blame on those who
deceived him, or if he has remained dean and pure, he may rejojce again
in finding himself reminded thereof. Now, therefore, be it said that the total
number ofbooks in the Old Testament I S tweniy-two;,fbr,as I have been fold,
such is precisely the number o f letters in the Hebrew alphabet. In order and
by name each o f them stand's as follows. First conies Genesis, then Exodus,
then Le~dicus,and after this Numbers, and (hereupon Deuteronomy. The rest
of'them are: Joshua of Nun, and h+s,
and after this Ruth. And again the
next are Kingdoms,four books; o f which t h e f h t and the second are counted
together as one, and the third and the fourth likc\vise us one.After these
come ParaIipomena (or C'hronicles,first and second, likewise counted as
one book. The Esdras, first and second, likewise cot~niedas one. After these
comes the Book of Psalms, and thereupon Proverbs. Then Ecclesiasfes and
the Song ofsongs. In addition to these there is the book ofJob, Thi.s,f~llowed
hy the Pfnpheffs,the twelve of which are counted as one hook. Then come
Isaiah and Jereimah, and together with the latter are Baruch, Lamentai'ums,and the Epistle, and with them are also Ezekiel and Daniel. U p to this
point those enumera/ed have been hooks of she Old Testament. Those of she
New Testament, again, must not be left out of the reckoning. They are: Four
Go.~pe/.s,
accordjng to Matthew, according, to Mark, accordiq to Luke,accurding to John;-then and after these come the Acts of the Apostles and the
seven so-called catholic (orgeneral) Kpjstles of'the Apostles, these hemp as
follows: ofJames, one; ofPeter, Mu; then ofJohn, three', and of+Jude,one. In
addition to ail these there are alsofotwfeen Epistles of%. Paul the Apostle,
which are found written in ihefdlowing order: the first one to the Romans;
then to the Corinthians, two; and after these the one to the Caiutians and one
to the Ephesians, then one to the Philippians, and one to the Colossians, and
t\vo to the Thessalonians; after which comes the Epistle to the Hebrews, and

' Man> persons-

in view of the fact that they find that the divine Fathers when
interpreting or commenting upon the holy Gospel according to St. John fail to
interpret or even to mention the account recorded in its eighth chapter of the
woman caught in the very act of committing adultery, are prone to wonder about
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this or even to assert that this passage is spurious, therefore, with due diligence having made a searching study of this question, for the sake of the truth and with the
object of famishing reliable information on this point to those who would like to learn
it, we liave arrived at the following results, whicli we take pains to note here. Accordingly, we state that this account is mentioned by the divine Apostles in Book 11. ch. 24
of their Injunctions, and by Euscbius of Pamphilus in his Ecclesiastical History. Book
Ill, ch. 39, and Book IV. ch. 14, in which books while tolling about Papius of Hicrapolis he says the following: "He has made use of testimony derived from the First
Epistle of John and from that of Peter likewise. He has also set forth another account
concerning a woman guilty of many sins, in the time of the Lord, whicli is contained
in the Gospel according to the Hebrews (this perhaps is the Gospel according to St.
Matthew, which was written in Hebrew, but the present translation of whicli does
not include that particular passage)."' The account in question is also mentioncd by
this Athanasius the Great in his summary of the books of the Bible. For he says with
reference to the Gospel according to St. John: "Coming again Jesus talks to them (.w.
the Jews). and they tried to refute, what He said." This has reference to what was said
in regard to the woman accused of adultery. This account is also contained in mail)
Te/roevungelia (i.e., all four Gospels assembled together in one volume) written by
hand on parchment and preserved in tlie sacred Monasteries of the Holy Mountain (of
Athos). and these were written eight hundred years and more ago. It appears, liowever, that this account was an unwritten tradition which was inserted into the divine
Gospel by wav of addition thereto. But I mean Apostolic tradition. For John himself
savs: "'And there are many other things that Jesus did and that are not recorded in this
book" (Jo1111 2 0 3 4 and 2 1,:Z)

thereupon come five Epistles to 'timothy, one to Titus, and lastly one to PhUemm;2 and, aguin, the Revelation of John. These are alI sources of salvation, s o
thai anyone thkst ins should lake pains tofill himself wish the sayings andfads
recorded (herein. In these alone it is that one mqv find a teaching ground on
which to p v d a i m the good tiding.^ ofthe Gospel, and to acquire the religion
ofpiety. Let no one sqxnmpose anything thereon, nor delete anything /herefkm. Concerning these the J,od rebuked the Sadducees by saying: "Ye do err,
not knowing the Script~/res,norfheir p w e r s (Matt. 22:29; Murk 2:24, John
5:31). Neverthdess, for the salve ofgreater exactness, I add also this, writing
as I do (hefact as a matter ofnecessity, that, there are also other hooks than
these outside uf'ihe list herein giiwn, which, though not canunicai/ysanctioned,
are to he ,fixadforma/ly prescribed by the h'aihers to be read to those who
h w e justjoined and are willing to be catechized with respect to the word of
pie& namely: the Wisdom of Solomon; the Wisdom qfSiraeh; and Esther, and
Judith, and Tobias; and the so-called Didache tie., salutary teaching) ofthe
Apostles,' and the Shepherd.' And yet, dear readers, both with those cmonicdly sanctioned and these recommended to be read, there is no mention of the
Apocrypha; but, on, the contrary, the latter are an invention ofhereti11.v who
were writing them as they pleased, assigning and adding to them dates and
years, in order that, by offering them as ancient documents,they might have a
pretextfor deceiving honest persom c/fs a consequence thereof:
"

Interpretation

The Saint divides the Books into three in this Epistle of his, to wit,
into Apocypha, into Canonical, and into Anaginuskomena (i.e.,books to
But no\\ the last one is the Epistle to the Hebrews.

' He calls die Injunctions of tlie Apostles the Didache of the Apostles.

^Wc liave spoken about the book called the Slicplierd in connection nith Ap. c.
LXXXV, in the Footnotes thereto. We incrdy add here that this book was written. according to sonic persons. by the Apostle Hennas. whom St. Paul greets in his Epistle
to the Romans. Further. that divine Jerome asserts that the book of the Shepherd is
one that is most beneficial and most necessaq (taken from Vol I. p. 172. of the Ecclesiastical History b\ Meletius. the Archbishop of Athens).
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be read). Thus, he calls the Apocrypha deceptive and spurious books
which the heretics wrote and asserted to be ancient and to be parts of the
divine Bible, whereby they succeeded in leading astray the more simpleminded persons and into believing that they are genuine and good. The
canonically sanctioned books, on the other hand, are those of the Old and
of the New Testament, all of which he enumerates by name. As for the
books to be read, or Anaginoxkomena, which, though not included among
the Canonical Books, are not apocryphal, but, on the contrary, have been
appointed by the Fathers to be read to catechumens; and these books too
he enumerates one by one. The Saint says that he was compelled to mention these books separately, in order that if perhaps there be anyone who
has been misled and has accepted these apocryphal and heretical books
he may be corrected and warned to reject them; or, if one has not accepted then, he may rejoice at receiving further information about them.
The Saint aptly employs in regard to this matter the principle of the holy
Gospel according to St. Luke, both in enumerating the said canonical and
to-be-read books and in urging everyone to search them,just as the Lord
told the Jews to do, at which point he concludes his epistle. See also Ap.
c. LXXXV.

CONCERNING ST. BASIL THE GREAT
PROLEGOMENA

Our Father among Saints Basil, who was born in Caesarea, situated in
a part of Cappadocia lying along the Black Sea (or Pontus), and formerly
called in ancient times Mazaka, in the year 329.' In the year 364 he was
promoted by Eusebius the Bishop of Caesarea to the rank of Pre~byter.~
And shortly thereafter, giving way to the envy of Eusebius, he departed
for the Black Sea, taking with him also divine Gregory Nazianzenus, who
was like-minded with him. Having become superintendent of the inonasteries situated in that region, and having set forth Definitions and Canons
to govern the monks there, he adopted the wilderness of the desert, because he was burning with a yearning for more perfect quietude. But in die
year 365 ,( having learned that the heresy which had arisen during the reign
of Valens the Arian was about to find its way into Cappadocia, he forthwith returned and gave himself to his mother Church, and made friends
again with Eusebius, and most valiantly lent his help to Orthodoxy '' After
the death of Eusebins in the year 370.' having become Bishop of Caesarea, he bravely fought to overcome the heresies of that period of time.
Presenting himself to Modestus the eparch (or governor of the province),
who tried in every kind of way to shake him from his stand on piety, he
shouted to him the following memorable words with a manly mind: "I will
come back to you tomorrow the same as ever; do not change your point
of view, however, but make use of threats.'" But finally, after shepherding his own flock for eight years.ll' he departed for the Lord. Besides his
other written works, which were published in the year 1730 in Paris, the
highly renowned Saint has also left us these canonical epistles, which are
necessary for the good order and constitution of the Church and which
are confirmed indefinitely by c. I of the 4th and c, 1 of the 7th: but by c. 1I
of the 6th Ecumenical Council definitely (that Council, in fact, borrowed
many Canons of St. Basil and made them its own); and by virtue of this
confirmation they acquire in a way an ecumenical force. They are to be
found in the second volume of the Pandectae: and in the first volume, p.
335, of the Conciliar Records. '
3111 his biograpli~of St. Basil contained in the third volume of the Saint's written
works (on page 60 ofpart 8) Gamerus sa\s that he was born in die year 316. Oudiniis,
on the other hand. says in the year 328 (on page 543 of the first volume of his treatise
on ecclesiastical matters)
I Garnerus. ibid., page 66
?

Socrates (Book IV. cli. 26) says that lie was appointed Deacon by Meletius the bishop
of Antioch.

"ccording to the Theologian, in his funeral sermon, and Niccphorus Callistus, Book
XI, ch. IS,
' Gmrnurus, hid., and Fabricius.
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Thcodorct, Book IVYch. 19 of his History'

' OThc Theologian in his Epigram says. "Having held the reins for eight y a r s with a
godlike mind over the laib.'' So that die full and total number of years of his life were
49, and not 45, as his biography says. I need not mention that according to Garncnis
he lived to be 62 years old. but according to Oudinus only 50.

' Concerning his eloquence Pliotius (in Code 14 1) sa! s the following: "Basil the Great

excelled in all his discourses. They are marked by clear and well stamped. and literal,
and wholly civil and fair diction of a mighty orator, if anyone else can be so called;
in point ofthoughts and orderliness and purity at once he was first, and second to no
one else. He was passionate]! fond of plausibility, and of suavity. and of splendor
withal. and was fluent o f speech, and precisely like a stream gushing with extemporaneous conceptions. In fact. he employed plausibility with as telling effect that if
a n ~ o n eshould take his discourses as modeis for political speeches and should afterwards study these out, even though lie were inexperienced in the factors contributing
thereto. viz. the laws. he would have no need, 1 opine, of anyone else, neither of Plato
nor of Demosthenes." The Seventh Ecumenical Council called this divine Basil (in
its Act 6) one "great in deed and word." St. Isidore of Pelusium. in his Letter No. 61.
speaks of him as "our God-inspired Father Basil ,"

THE CANONICAL EPISTLES,
OR, MORE EXPRESSLY,THE NINETY-TWO CANONS,
OF OUR FATHER AMONG SAINTS
BASIL THE GREAT

INTERPRETED
His First Canonical Epistle to Amphilochius,
Divided into Sixteen Canons

PREAMBLE

"Even a simp/e/on, when he asketh after wisdom, shall be accounted
wise. But the question ofone who i s tapparently) wise maketh even a simpleion wive '' (Pm17:28), which hv the grace of God is what happens to us
whenever we receive the letters ofyour labor-loving and industrious soul.
For the qrie,stzons they ask make us better acquawted with ourselves and as
11 wet's more conscious ofour,w/vesand we are laugh! many fact.s thai we did
not know about; and thepains we fake in replying to them becomes a teacher
to us. This is s f / / /more remarkable in view of thefact that never after receivingyour questions and taking care of them have we been compded to resort
exactly to con.whing either what we have been told b y the Pre.vhyter,~nor to
recollecting kindred ihings that we have learned when consulted by them."
Interpretation

The preamble to this epistle is brimming with great humility. For St.
Basil the Great commences with the citation of a passage of the Paroeiniast (or Proverb-writer) which says that even a simpleton shall be deemed
a wise man if he asks wise questions; and adds. conversely. that a wise
man's question makes a simpleton wise. In connection with this citation of Scripture the Saint is alluding to St. Amphilochius as a wise man
asking questions while deeming himself a simpleton and one in quest of
wisdom. He then points out the way in which he acquires wisdom. For,
before being asked something, he says, without having taken care to ask
the questions, he became more carefiil after paying attention to them,
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recollecting all that he had been told by more aged men, and himself considering everything to be found in those old works that was consistent and
consequent.
CANON I
Sofar as concerns the question of the Cuthmi, thoÂ¶ it had been said
previously you did well to mention the subject, since it is necessary tofollow
the custom obtaming in each particular country because o f their treatmg
baptism differently.After having at that lime threshed out the matter concerning these men, it seems to me that there is nothing further to say in regard to
the Ikpuzeni. According 1 wus amazed tofind that the matter had uppcaled
in spite o f his
canonical. For the older authorities
to p a /Diony.~iz~s
hadjudged that baptism acceptable which disregarded no point of the faith.
Hence they have called some ofthem heresies, and o / h m schistns, and olhers again parasynavognes (i.e., conventicles). Heresies is the name applied
to those who have broken entirety and have become alienatedfiom thefaith
ifself.' Schisms is the name applied to those who on account of 'ecclesiastical
causes and remediable questions hme de1:eloped a quarrel amongst themselves. Parasynqo8,ue.v is the name applied to gatherings held by h u b o r d i m presbyters or bishops, and those held by uneducated laities. As, for
instance, when one has been arraigned for a misdemeanor held aloof from
liturgy and refused to submit to the Canons, but laid claim to the presidency
and liturgy'for himself and some other persons departed with him,leaving
the catholic Church that is aparasynagogue. Heresies, on the other hand,
are such as those o f the Manichees and Valentinians and Marciomsts, and
that of these Pepuzeui themselvesfor the question is one involving a difference o f faith in God itself. It therefore seetned best to those who dealt with
the subject in the beginning to ride that the attitude ofheretics should be set
aside entirely; but as for those who have merely split apart as u schism, they
were to he considered as siil! helonging io the Chus-vh; asfbr those, on the
other hand, who were inparasynagogues, if they have been improved by considerabh repentance and are wi//ingto return, they are to he admitted again
info the (.,'hztreh,so thai often even those who departed in orders with the
/n.vubordwate^, provided that they manifest regret, may be admitted again
to the same rank. As iouching the Pepuzeni, ihere#Of'e,i f is obvious that they
arc heretics; for they have blasphemed against the Holy Spirit, having iilicitly and impudently blazoned Mon;anus and Priscilla with the appellation
of the Paraclete (or Comforter). They deserve to be condemned, therefore,
whether it be that they are word to dezfy themselves or others as human beings, or that they have roundly insulted the Holy Spirit hy comparing I f io
human beings; according they are thus liable to everlasting condemnation,
because of the fact that blasphemy against the Holy Spirit is unpan7onabIe
(Malt. iZ:3 I). What reason, then, is there,fiw appmviftg their baptism, when
they are baptizing in (the name of) the Father, the Son, and Montana's and
Pnsc~Ila?For persons have not been baptized who have been baptized in
names that have no1 been handed down to by the traditional teaching; so
it is neverthdess
that if this fact has escaped the notrce of great Dionysizf,~,
incumbent upon us to guard against imitating the mistake. For the ahsure//'y
is self-evident and perspicuous to ail who have any share at ail ofability to
reason even in a small way. As for the Calhori, they too are to he classed as
schismatics. Nevertheless, it seemed best, to the ancient authorities-those, I
mean, who form the parly of Cyprian and our own Fwmilian to class them
all under one head, includjng Calhari and Eneratiles and Aquafians and
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Apotuctites; because the beginning, true enough, uf the separation r e s u h d
through a schism, hut those who secededfrom the Church had not the grace
o f the Holy Spirit upon them; fur the impartation thereof ceased with the
intermption o f the service. For although the ones who were theftr.~;io depart had been ordained by the Fathers and with the imposition of their hands
they had obtained the gfadoufi sift ofthe Spirt/,yet after breaking away h e y
became laynw~t,and had no authority either to baptize or to ordain anyone,
nor could they impart the grace o f the Spirit to others, after they themselves
had forfeited it. '!Â¥here/ they ha& that those baptized by them should be
regarded as baptized by laymen, and thai when they came tojoin the Chvreh
they should have to be repurified by the m e baptism as prescribed by the
Church. Inasmuch, however, as i f h a s seemed best to some of'those in the
regions ofAsia, for the salve of extraordinary concession (or "economy'y
to the many, to accept their baptism, let it be accepted. Asfur the case o f
the Encrafim, however, it behooves us to took upon it as a crime, since as
though to make themselves unacceptable to the Church they have attempted
io anticipate the situation by advocating a baptism oftheir own', hence they
themselves have run counter to their own custom. 1 deem, therefore, that
since there is nothiug defiuitelyprescribed as regards them, it was fitting
that we should set their baptism aside, and if' any o f them appears to have
left them, he shall be baptized uponjoining the Church, If, however, this is to
become an obstacle in fhe general economy (ofthe Church), we must again
adopt the custom andfbllow the Fathers who economically regulated the af^airs of our Church. h'or I am inclined to suspect that we may by the sever$;
ofthe propo.si;ionl actually prevent m e n f k m being saved because o f their
being too indolent in regard to baptism. But if they keep our baptism, let this
not deter us. /w we are not obliged io return thanks to them, but io serve the
Canons with exactitude. But let it beformally stated with even' reason that
those who join on top of their baptism must at all events be anointed by the
faithful, thai is to say, and thus he admitted to the Mysteries. I am w a r e thai
we have admitted to the chief'seuf of bishops the hrcthren in the party ofZonius2andSatorinus who vied to belong to that class. So that we are no longer
able to dfstingt~ish
those who were attached to thai order/rom the Church, as
much as to say that as a result o f the acceptance of the bishops we have ips0
facto made it a canonical obIigation to allow them communion.
Interpretation

After setting out a preamble, the Saint commences replying to those
questions which Amphilochius was asking him. Being thus impelled to
speak about the baptism of the Cathari, or Novatians, and that of the heretics known as Pepuzeni (concerning whom see the Footnote to c. VII of
the 2nd), or Montantists. he enlarges upon the subject and treats it more
generally; accordingly, he mentions that division of the ancient authorities,
wherein some persons were called heretics, other schismatics, and others
parasynagogists. Parasynagogists were those insubordinate presbyters and
bishops who because of their having fallen into mistakes were deposed
canonically from the holy orders, but who refused to abide by the Canons
and to accept them as authoritative, but tried their own cases and declared
themselves innocent of any wrong-doing and proceeded to perform the rites
of the episcopate and of holy orders in general on their own authority, i.e.,

' In other manuscripts it says "prescription'" which
'In other manuscripts it says "Zom" or "Zoius."

word is more suitable too
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by themselves; and others went along with them, renegading from the
catholic Church. Schismatics were those who were at variance with the
catholic Church, not on the subject of dogmas of the faith, but on account
of certain ecclesiastical easily adjustable questions. Heretics were those,
on the other hand, whose difference or quarrel was directly and itnmediately one concerning the faith in God, or, more explicitly speaking, those
who had separated and had become utterly removed2 from the Orthodox
Christians with respect to faith and dogmas. So then parasynagogists
might unite again with the Church with the sole proviso of considerable
repentance and conversion; and priests and clerics returning from their
number might be allowed to retain the same order and degree and rank
that they possessed f~rrnerly,~
Heretics, on the other hand, under which
term are embraced Manichees, Valentinians, and Marcionists (concerning
whom see the Footnotes to c. XCV of the 6th), as well as these Pepuzeni
who are under consideration here, and all others who return to Orthodoxy,
they are to be baptized like Grecians, since the Fathers of old judged only
that baptism to be admissible which does not depart at all -froin the faith,
whereas the baptism, performed by heretics they judged to be absolutely
inadmissible, on the ground that it is contrary to the principles of the
right belief and consequently is to be utterly rejected. For this reason
the Pepuzeni too are evidently heretics and hence must be baptized upon
their conversion or return to the true faith, because they baptize, not in
the names traditionally handed down and taught by authority, or, more
expressly speaking, not in the (name of) Father, Son, and Holy Spirit,
but in (the name of) Father, Son, and Montanus and Priscilla, and hence
become guilty of blaspheming against the Holy Spirit (which blasphemy
is unpardonable) by blazoning the name of the Paraclete Himself upon
mortal men and deifying human beings. Hence when they return, they
must be baptized. If it be objected that Dionysius (of Alexandria, that is to
say) asserts that they need not be baptized, the answer is that he nevertheless made a mistake of judgment, and we ought not to follow him in this
regard. As touching schismatics there have been two opinions to stand up
in the past. For St. Cyprian and his party in two Councils held in Afiica
(see his Canon), as well as the Council which was held in Iconiiitn by St.
Finnilian (whom St. Basil calls his own on the ground that he served as
Bishop of Caesarea), with a view to observing the dictates of strictness,
commanded that these Cathari, who are under consideration in this connection, the Etmatites, and the Apotactites (see Footnote to c. XCV of
the 6th), and the Aquarians (see Footnote to c. XXXII of the 6th), and
in general all schismatics, upon joining the catholic Church, have to be
baptized, since although the first ones of the schismatics had indeed the
gracious gift from the Church of ordaining and baptizing, once they split
away from the whole body of the Church' they lost it and can no longer
baptize others or ordain anyone, and in general are unable to impart the
grace of which they were deprived as a result of their schism. Hence
%at is why George Scholarius in his discourse against simony asserts that anyone
is a heretic that either directly or obliquely errs concerning the articles of the faith,
Even the civil laws say that such a person is a heretic and is liable to the laws regarding heretics if he deviates even a little from the correct belief. Further, Tarasius
in the first Act of the 7th ( k u ~ n . C.
) says: 'To sin in respect of dogmas whether
small or great is the same thing; for the la\\, of God i s disregarded in either case.''
Photius, too, in writing to Nicholas the Bishop of Rome says: "The fact is that it is
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incumbent upon cvervone to observe the letter of all that is common to all, and above
all the points touching the faith, where to deviate a little is to commit a sin unto
death." Heretics, however, differ from infidels in that heretics do not believe anglit
die beliefs of Christians,whereas infidels do not admit the incarnate economy of the
God Logos at all. (From Melcfius, Eccl. History, page 71.)
See for them the 13 of first and second.

' Because, when any member is cut away from the bod!,

that member immediately
becomes dead owing to the fact that the vital force is no longer imparted to it. and in
like manner after they have once split oft' from the body of the Church they become
dead iminediatel! and have lost the spiritual grace and activity of the Holy Spirit.
since that grace is not imparted to them through touches and conjunctions, or; more
explicitly speaking. through union with respect to the Spirit. Note. however. that according to Dositheus (p. 968 of his Dodecabiblus) eveii a paras! iiagogue is a kind of
schism without heresy, although, being wrongly divided and standing apart. it too in
time may change into a heresy. That is why c. VI ofthe 2nd classes with heretics any
persons, even though entertaining a sound belief, that are separated and congregate
apart in defiance of the canonical bishops and create factions. Schismatics, on the
other hand, are schismatoheretics, according to what St. Augustine sav s (in his Letter
No. 101). to the effect that there is no schism but what first forms anew some heres:
iii order to seem to have separated from the Church rightly. And in his commentary 011
ch, 1 1 of the Gospel according to St. Matthew the same Saint says: ' A sclism persisting wrongly becomes a heresy, or degenerates into a heresy, in spite of the fact that
what makes schismatics is chiefly and mainly, not a different belief, but a disrupted
partnership of con~munion,"(ibid).

any persons that are baptized by them are considered to have been baptized
by laymen; wherefore they have to be baptized aright. But some bishops in
parts of Asia accepted their baptism, for the sake of economy and concessiou (or condescension), and not as a matter of strictness and rigorousness,
on the theory that schismatics are still members of the Church. Hence in
accordance with their opinion let them be accepted. But as touching the
schismatics called Encratites, they have to be specially baptized upon returning to the Church, in accordance with the strict letter of the Canons.
Both because they themselves invented a baptism of their own, by counand because no separate
terfeiting the tradition in reference to bapti~rn,~
and explicit decision has been made that they ought to be accepted and
admitted (without a baptism). Notwithstanding they themselves do not rebaptize those who join them from our Orthodox members, this fact ought
not to deter us from baptizing them when they join our Church upon returning to the true faith, If, however, it be found that by insisting upon
baptizing them when they return we are creating an obstacle to the common concession and economy which the Fathers provided for all schismatics: let us too follow it lest on account of the stem requirement of thi s
injunction we cause them to neglect to be baptized because perhaps they
may be ashamed on the ground that they are being required to get baptized
in altogether the same way as are infidels, and consequently we may be
preventing their salvation. To be brief, then, it may be said that all persons
that have been baptized with their baptism must, upon retuning to Orthodoxy, be anointed at all events by the faithful with the Holy Myron (usually called "chrism" in English, which; however, rightly denotes the act of
anointing, and not the oil with which the person is anointed), and then be
allowed to participate in communion. And since we have accepted also the

'And ifthese schismatics have been judged to deserve to be baptized in the writings of

this great Father Basil because of their having counterfeited the custom in regard to
baptism- much more do the Latins. who have utterly corrupted the tradition in regard
to baptism, and who are not only schismatics but also open heretics
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ordination performed and the bishops thus ordained by the Encratites, with
this acceptance we have actually thereby made what amounts to a Canon,
and have shown that they are not separated from the catholic Church. See
also the Interpretation of Ap. c. XLVI, of c. VIII of the lst, and of c. VII
of the 2ndq3

'Note that this Canon, beginning with "As for the case of the Encratites, however. it
behooves us to look upon it as a crime" and thereafter to the end, is cited in Act 1 of
the Seventh Ecum.C.
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CANON ll
woman that aborts deliberately is liable to trial as a murderess. This is
not a precise assertion of some figurative and inexpressible conception thai
passes current among us. For here there is involved the question of providingjustice for the infant to be burn, but ahu for the woman who haspiotted
against her own self Fur in most cases the women die in the course of such
operations. Rut besides this there i s to noted the fact that the destruction of
the embryo constitutes another murder, at least in the opinion o f those who
dare to do these thing's. lt behootw us, h o ~ v e \ qnot to extend their c0nfe.vsion to the extreme limit of death but to admi/ them at the end of the moderA

ate period of ten years, without specifying, a definite time, but adjusting the
cure to the manner ofpenitence.
Ap . c. LXVI; c. XXI of Ancyra; c. XCI of the 6th; c. LXXX of Basil;
and c. XI1 of t h e 1st .)

Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that any woman who deliberately puts to
death the child wherewith she is pregnant, by means of herbs or poisonous draughts, or by lifting weights too heavy for her, or in any other ways,
is a murderess. With us there is no difference as there used to be with the
Jews. If, say, the child which the woman expels dead is still unformed,
like a piece of meat, or is formed as a foetus having the features and
members of a human being all entire,l since in this manner of abortion not
only does the embryo in the womb die, but most times also the woman
pregnant with it also dies along with the embryo, so that those who do

' For in ch. 2 1 of Exodus,

1 . 22. it is written that if anyone should happen to strike a
pregnant woman and cause her to miscarry, or to expel the cmbryo, in case the latter
comes out unformed and imperfect, lit; is to pay as much money as the husband of
the woman shall demand, swing that it is not yet a perfect human being, and docs
not possess a rational soul, according to Theodoret and Theodore; but if it be formed
and perfect, the one who killed it is to be put to death as a murderer of a perfect human bcing possessing both a perfect body and a rational soul.But St. Basil the Great
states that this observation is not in effect with us now as making one a murderer who
kills an imperfect and unformed embryo. because this though not yet then a complete
human bcing was nevertheless destined to be perfected in the future, according to
indispensable sequence of the taws of nature
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this are sentenced as murderers for the two murders, whether they be men
or women. They are not sentenced, however, to abstain from the Mysteries
throughout life, but for humaneness to only ten years, in accordance with
the sentence, that is to say, which is imposed upon those who have killed
anybody involuntarily (in accordance with c. LVII of the said Basil);
nevertheless, the penitence of such persons ought not to be restricted to a
number of years, but ought to depend upon the manner of their penitence;
so that if they repent more fervidly, the ten-year sentence may be reduced
by the confessor, while if they are more negligent, it may be increased
proportionately. See also Ap. c. LXVI, c. XLI of the 6th, and c. XI1 of the
1 st.
CANON Ill

A Deacon who commitsfornication after coming into the diaconafe,shall

be oustedfrom the diaconate, to be sure, but yet after being, expelled into the
status of laymen, he shall not be excludedfrom the right ofcommunion. For
it is an ancient Canon thai those who haveforfeited their rank shall be svbject to only this form ofpunishment, on the principle, as 1 think, onfolkwing
the origznd dictate of'ihaf law which says: "Thou shaft not take vengeance
a second time for the same offense" (Nubum 1:Y). (Note of Translator. This
passage is quoted as it appears in the Sepluqint, and is translated in confortnip therewith; in the A. Vand R. V it is worded diffivÂ¥enand conveys no
such meaning.) Also for another reason, that those, who are in the lay order
and expelledfrom the status of thefaithful, may be taken back into the status
fhim which they fell and which they forfeited, whereas a Deacon sustains
once for all a permanent sentence to deposition. On the ground, therefore,
thai the diacona/e cannot be given back to him, they took their stand upon
this p v n i s h m alone. So muchfor the matter uf forms. On the whole, however, a truer remedy is rcpudication ofsin. So that one who has disregarded
gracefor the sake ofpleasure o f the flesh may afford, a perfect proof o f his
being cured by showing contrition o f the heart and by refrainingfhm being
submissive to any enslavement by observance of' continence with respect to
pleasures of theflesh, by which he was destroyed. It behooves us, therefore,
tv know both, numety, what strictness demands and what custom requires,
hut tofollow t h e f i ~ r mtraditionally taught us in regard So those who do not
deserve extreme treatment,
,

Interpretation

If perchance a deacon should commit fornication after his ordination,
he i s to be deposed from the diaconate: according to this Canon, and to be
placed on the same footing as laymen; he is not, however; to be denied the
right to cornrn~nion,~
or, in other words, the right to stand together with
Some persons have conceived the word "communion" here to mean participation
in the divine M~steries(ofthe Eucharist), yet it i s not so. but. just as we have explained it is how it ought to be understood. In fact. c. XXXII of the same Father
explains it by saying the following words: "Clerics who commit the sin unto death
are to be reduced from their rank. but are not to be excluded from the communion
of laymen. For "thou shalt not take vengeance a second time for the same offense,"
So he may stand together with the faithful, and is not to be cast out of the Church or
expelled from church; yet be is not entitled to commune by partaking of the M y teries. as some persons assert. since c. XL1V of the same Saint says the following:
'"Any Deaconess that has committed fornication with a Grecian is admissible to
comn~union(with the faithful, that is to say). but she shall be admitted to the offering (this. behold. is the communion of partaking of the Mysteries) in the seventh
year," The exegetes say that the h e a v ~sentence was imposed on her for having
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sexual intercourse with a Grecian (Note of Translator.-I use the word "Grecian"
to translate the Greek word "Hellene" as the designation of an idolatrous Greek of
ancient tunes. in contradistinction from the sense in which the same word "Hellene"
is used also to denote any Greek in general, whether a Christian or a non-Christian.).
So that the same sentence to iiiconiinunicability of the Mystcrics is inflicted likewise
upon a deacon. though perhaps a lighter one than that which is incurred by foniicators. which he himself has fixed, namely, a term. of four years.

the faithful and to participate in prayer, which is the same as saying that
he is not to be excommunicated from the temple of the Church, like the
catechumens (but not that he may participate in communion in the sense
of partaking of the Eucharist); since c, LXXXV of the Apostles (which
you may read for yourself) metes out to these persons only the punishment
involved in deposition from office, but not that involved in excommunication from the Church. For one thing, because it followed that passage
which says: Thou shalt punish anyone twice for one and the same sin. And
for another thing, because (as St. Basil asserts of his own accord and on
his own part) when laymen sin, though they are indeed excluded from the
status of being entitled to stand together with the faithful in church, yet after finishing the years fixed for their penitence, they may recover their former status; whereas a deacon (and in general anyone in holy orders) after
once being deposed and losing his diaconate cannot get it back again (see
the second Footnote to Ap. c. XXVIII). So he goes on to say that inasmuch
as the diaconate cannot be given back to him a second time, therefore the
old Canons; or those called Apostolic Canons, confined the punishment
to deposition from office alone, by commanding, that is to say, that he be
deposed but not excommunicated. Accordingly, this is the penalty which
the Canons prescribe for deacons that have committed fornication, to wit,
deposition only. A general and complete and exact remedy for them, however, is for them to abstain from sinning and to keep away from pleasures
of the flesh, by which they have been woefully enslaved and have lost the
grace of holy orders, by means of contrition, by means of continence, and
by refraining from every other act leading to enslavement and the suffering of woes. As for the remainder of this Canon, pertaining to custom and
stri~tness,~
see the Footnote to c. XI1 of the 1 st, and especially the Footnote to c. CII of the 2nd. For it is cited verbatim by that Canon and is there
interpreted by us.

' Some persons say that the Saint employs the noun "custom" to designate the Canons

of the other Councils (i.e., besides his own). and the noun "strictness" to designate 111s
own. Nevertheless. die "strictness" mentioned here by the Saint is to be found also in
the other Canons (i.e., besides his), and especially in cc, XI1 and Cl l ofthe 6th. Yet the
truth is this, that this strictness is notable only in the present Canon of the Saint, who
decrees it in regard to those in holy orders who have been deposed on account of carnal sins, whereas the other Canons decree onl) the custom in regard to them, which is
deposition -from their rank. Note. however, that a confessor (called here; as elsewhere
in Greek, a "spiritual lither") ma! make an allowance. or reduction of sentence; to one
deposed who has observed strictness, and may permit him to start participating in the
Mysteries a good deal earlier on account ot'his fervid penitence. But he can never permit him to have any standing in holy orders-Heaven forbid! For, says be. that person
incurs perpetual condemnation to deposition. One ought to know. however, that this
deacon and in general all persons in holy orders who are deposed from office and are
compelled to take the status of laymen, are first ofall dismissed from the habit, or, more
explicitly speaking. arc compelled to dofftheir habit, and arc then relegated to the status of layrncn, just as c. XXI of the 6th explicitly decrees in regard to this. For it would
be unbecoming and bizarre for them to stand together with the hymen in the garb of
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clerics, or of clergymen That persons deposed from office are stripped o f their habit
is a fact which is stated also by Balsamon. in his interpretation of c XLIV of St. Basil
die Great The ven same tiling too is stated in c. I of Neocaesarea

CANON IV

As w a r d s /rigamj7and polysamy we have decreed She same Canon as
in the case of digamy (i. e., second marriage), analogously. For it is ayear in
the case ofdigamy, hut two years for the others. As'for h s e who are pi@
oftrigmy (i.e., a third marriage), they are excommztnicatedfor the space
ofthree years and often fouryeaffi: For such a marriage is no longer to he
called a marriage, but polygamy, or rather mitigatedfornicaiion. Wherefore
the Lord fold the Samaritaness who had hadfive husbands in succession,
'and he whom thou now host is not thy husband" (John 4:18), as being no
longer themselves worthy when they have exceeded the measure ofdigamy to
be culled by the appellation of husband or wife. We have taken to the custom
of' condemning irigamists iofive years 'excommunication not on the ground
of any h n bid only on the groztnd of usagefo//o~t~ed
by those who have
preceded us. But it behooves n.'snot to exclude them entirelyfrom the Church,
hut mistead to entitle them to listening in some two years or t h e , and [hereafter to permit them to be co-sranders, though obliged to abstainfrom communjon with hat which is p o d (i.e., the Eucharist), and then q f l e ~
exhibiting
somefruit ofrepentance, let them be restored to the status ofpersons entitled
lo communion.
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees in reference to trigamy by asserting that
the ancient Fathers did not call it a marriage; but polygamy (and perhaps
he means here the Fathers in Neocaesarea, who in their c. I11 call a third
marriage too many weddings), or rather to say fornication not extended
indiscriminately to every woman, but confined to one woman. Hence
women who have contracted a third marriage do not deserve to be called
wives by their trigamous husbands any more than do trigmist husbands
deserve to be called their husbands by the tngamous wives. For the Lord
told the Samaritaness who had had five husbands that even the husband
she had now was not her legal husband, and consequently did not deserve
to be called her husband. Some authorities, therefore, canonize these trigamists and polygamists analogously with digamists; or, at all events, since
some authorities sentence digamists to one year; and others to two years,
therefore they canonize trigamists analogously, i.e., in proportion to the
years to which digamists are sentenced, to three and four years. Nevertheless, in conformity with the custom of earlier men, and not as a result of
any previous Canon, they are sentenced to five years. Yet they ought not to
be expelled from the Church entirely like the weepers outside the portals,
but. on the contrary, after two or three years (of penitence) they ought to
be permitted to listen to the Scriptures, and thereafter to stand together
with the faithful without partaking of communion, and then, after showing fruit of repentance they ought to be permitted to commune. See also
the Interpretation of c. I1 I and of c. VII of Neocaesarea; and the plan of a
temple at the end of this book.
CANON V
Those qf'the heretics who repent when about to pass out must be admitted. They are to be admitted, thatis to say, not indiscrim;nafe/y, but by testing
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whether they have exhibited any proo/(>f their having actually decided to
repeni and they they have home any fruit in witness of their anxiety to he
saved.
Interpretation
Since some persons are at a loss to decide whether they ought to accept

heretics repenting at the end of their life, the Saint replies in the present
Canon that they ought to be accepted, but not in general and casually, but
only when we test them and find out whether they have come to repentance and have abandoned their heretical tenets and are exhibiting fruits of
repentance. See c. VIT of the 2nd, and c. XI1 of Neocaesarea.
CANON VI
As regardsfornication of (.'anonics, they are not to be accounted marriqes, but ought by every means available SO he compelled to discontinue
their intercourse.For this is also ahantageous to the ~'t1~4rehfur
safety,and
qffotvts hef'eUcs f m occasion to complain aga/nsi us on the ground that we are
attracting to ourselves on account o f our permitting them to sin.
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that if perhaps any Canonics, or, more
plainly speaking. persons in holy orders and clerics and monks and nuns
that are virgins should commit fornication with any man or woman, as
the case may be, they are not to be pardoned by the bishop and allowed to
marry and live together like other married couples, but, on the contrary,
they are to be separated and their unlawful ~iiamageis to be prevented in
every possible way, even though they succeed in attaining to marriage,'
Because this, for them to be separated, is a great advantage to the Church,
in order to prevent anyone else from doing the same thing or anything
similar with the consequence of entailing upon the holy orders and the
monastic profession scorn of their value, and in order to prevent heretics
from finding a pretext for blaming us on the allegation that the reason why
we let those in holy orders and monks remain together while living in sin,
and do not sunder their illegal marriages; is that we are bent upon attracting the heretics to our faith by means of the permission we give them to
sin. See also the Interpretation of Ap. c. XXVl, and of c. XVI of the 4th,
and the Footnote to c. VI of the 6th.
CANON VII
Sodomists and bestialisis and mvrderers and sorcerers and adulterers and
idolaters deserve the same condemnation, so that whatever rule you have as
regarding the others observe it also in regardto these persons. But asfor those
who have beenfor thirtyyearspenitent/or an act ofimpurity which they cornmittedunwit/ingly, there is no groundfor our doubting thai we ought to admit
them. Both the fad o f /heir ignorance renders: them wor;hy o f pardon, and
so do also the voluntary character of their confession, and thefact that they
have been exhihiling good intentionsfor such a Smg time;for they have surrendered themselves to Satanfor nearly a whole human generation, in order

' Note that not onl!

after the occurrence of downright fornication a bishop has 110 right
to give permission to persons in h o l ~orders. monks, and nuns to get married, according to this Canon, but likewise even when fornication has not prcv iously occurred.
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tv be educated not to indulge in shameful acts. So bid them to be admitted
withoutfail, especia/ly if they have shed tears that move you to compassion,
and are exhibiting a life that deserves sympathy.

Interpretation
The present Canon condemns to the same chastisement and sentence
both those who are guilty of the crime of sodomy and those who are guilty
of the crime of bestiality (concerning whom see c. XVI of Ancyra), and
murderers (see Ap. c. LXVT), and sorcerers (see c. LXI of the 6th), and
adulterers (see Ap. c.XLVlI1, and c. LXXXVH of the 6th), and idolaters,
by which tenns are meant, according to Balsamon and Zonaras; magicians, because of their invoking the demons, or, according to others, those
who have on some occasion or under some circumstance denied Christ and
have sacrificed to idols (and see c. XI of the 1st). All these persons are condemned to the same chastisement, not according to the years of sentence,
because some of them are sentenced to more years and others to fewer, as
is to be seen in their particular places and Canons; but in respect that all of
them are subjected to sentences of many years, according to Zonaras, and
in respect that all of them used to be assigned to the four stations of penitence, according to Balsamon. All those, on the other hand, who have been
penitent for thirty years on account of the carnal impurity they committed
unwittingly (possibly by indulging in sexual intercourse with some female
relative without being aware that she was a relative, or something else of
the kind), they ought undoubtedly to be admitted to the communion of the
Mysteries, because of the tears and the life deserving of mercy which they
are exhibiting, and on account of the many years' sentence they have had
to serve out. Because they have given themselves up to Satan for nearly a
whole human generation, after being separated from communion with the
faithful; like that Corinthian who gave himself up to Satan. in order that
they too, like him; might learn not to do such impure acts.
Concord
The same St. Basil in his c. LXII canonizes sodomists to fifteen years,
as well as adulterers. St. Gregory of Ny ssa in his c. IV canonizes them to
eighteen, remarking that this is a sin against aliency and that it is one that
is unnatural. The Faster in his c. XVIII excludes the sodomist from communion for three years, with the additional penalties of fasting, zerophagy,
and penances. In his c. XIX he says that if a child has been violated by
someone he cannot become a priest, unless he received the semen only
between the thighs. But God commands in Leviticus that sodomists be put
to death: "And if any man sleep with a male person in lieu of a woman,
they have both of them committed an abomination; they shall surely be
put to death: they are guilty" (Lev. 20: 13).

'

' Sodomy is such a fearful thing. as one teacher thiniis, that God Himself rcsolvcd to

come down in person in order to see whether such a sin was really being perpetrated
on the earth, as if he could scarcely believe that such a monstrous vice could be
found anywhere on earth. For thus did He speak in reference to sodomists, otherwise known as sodomites: "I will go down now and sec whether thcy arc actually
doing according to die cry of it which is coming to me, or if not. in order that I may
learn the truth" (Gen. 18:21). St. Jerome, on the other hand, says that it was only
on account of this sin that the Son of God delayed for so n i a i i ~thousands of years
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before becoming a human being incarnate. It was for this reason, too, that the pious
Emperors in pursuance of this divine law were wont to put sodomists to death. Both
Justinian, according to Zonaras (Book 111), and Theodosius die Great used to strip
sodomists first of all their possessions, and afterwards would parade them before
the eyes of the public, and then give them a bitter death. Valcntinian used to bum
sodomists alive before the eyes of everybody. In Ecloga Legum the Emperors Lco 111
and Constantine Copronymus both say (in Title XXVIII, p. 128, of the book of Jus
Gracco-Romanurn) that lascivious persons arc to be put to death with swords, both
the actor and the minion. But if the minion be under twelve years of age, lie is to be
pardoned 011 account of his \ outh. With reference to the words which God spoke in
regard to Sodom, saving "the e n of Sodom," etc.. St. Gregory of Nyssa says: "Let
us shudder, then, brethren. and let us tremble in terror: for the danger is not anything
small. since God says that tliis sin is one that is cxcecdingly great." Plato declared
that paederasty is not a human deed, but a beastly act of four-footed creatures, though
even the quadrupeds do not commit such an unnatural deed. Divine Chnsostom says
that those young men who consent to undergo such a thing would be better oft'if they
died instead of submitting to such i n f a m ~ :"It were better to die than to live while
being subjected to insult no matter what sin you mention; \ou will not say one that is
equal to this violation of the law. And if the patlucs were sensible of what was being
done to them. the? would suffer countless deaths rather than submit to this.'" For this
reason, too. the young men among the Grecians, in spite ofthe fact that they lacked
the light of the faith, used to prefer to be killed rather than stand for being insulted (in
such fashion). For Plutarch relates that licentious Aristodemus, when told that there
was a shapelv young man in Peraea, fitted out a gaile) and set forth with the object
of dishonoring him. But when the ~ o i ~ man
n g learned of tliis. he climbed upon the
tiled roof of the house. and committed suicide by throwing himself down from the
roof. "After climbing up." it says, "on the tile roof, he cast himself down and died,"
See page 333 of the Trumpet, Hence it was that Attaliates i n his Synopsis of the laws
(Title LXXI, page 64 of the second volume of .AM ticaeco-Romannm) said that if an! one be forced bv another person to engage in lasciviousness. he ma) slay him without
risk. Lucas the Patriarch of Constantinople, in the course of solving certain questions,
together with the S)iiod surrounding him, says in extant n~anuscriptsthat those who
fall into arsenomania cannot take one another's sister (in marriage).

CANON VTTI

Any man who uses an axe against his own spouse in a fit of anger, he is a
murderer. ft is well that you reminded me, and if is worthy ofyour goodsense,
to speak about these things at greater length. For there are many diffiwuces
among voluntary and involuntary acts. I l is an entirely involuntary act and
one thai is remotefrom the mind uf'the one commencing it, when one hurls a
stone at a dog or tree, hut happen,^ to hit a human being, b'or the impulse was
for the wild h u s i to defend itselfor to shake down the /'/Â¥tiit
though ii autom&ical/y s;;fered the blow when it chanced to be going by; so that such an
occurrence is something involuntary'. It is something involuntay, it must be
conceded, also if'anyone wishing to bring a person to his senses shoufd strike
him with a strap or rod lightly enough, but the person who \tus struck should
die. For the infensionhere is to he seen in the fact thai the one who did the
deed wished to improve ihe sinner, not to take his life. Among involuntary acts
is likewise that one in which while defending oneself in a fight,once delivers
a blow nn'iparins,ly to vital parts with a stick or with his,@, so as to deal him
a telling blow without killing him altogether; but this approaches being in the
nature of a voluntary act. For a man who uses such an in,wument in self-defense, or who inflicts a blowiihov/ spare, is plainly @i$ offading to spare
the person, owing to being under the sway ofpassion. Likewise when one has
used a heavy club or a stone too hsgfi~ra man to handle, it is to he classed
among invoiz;ntary acts, because he wanted to do one thing, but happened
to do another;for he was led by anger to deliver such a blow as to slay the
one hit, not\viihstandiug thai it was his endeavor to crush the person with the
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instrmwnt perhaps, but not to kill, him outright. Anyone, however, that
wieids a sword or any other such instrument, has no excuse whatever, and
especially when he has hurled an axe at anybody. Nor is this astonishing
where one considers that ii is plain that he did not strike a blow with his
hand, so as to have the measure of the blow on his person, but hur/ed it, so
that {he weight o f h e iron and the sharp edge, and the momentum it acquired
by traveling a long distance all caused the blow to he necessat'ily destmclive.
An entirely involuntary' act again, and one that admits of no doubt at all, is
one such as that ofrobhers, and that of military assaults. For these men slay
others for the sake uf'money, though they escape detection. Those engaged
in wars are beni on slay-ins, and murderous deeds; they can neither be sewed
nor be sobered, but, on the contrary, are openly bent on killing the advcrsaries as a matter ofchoice. And ~fperchanceforsome other reason one mixes
in u curious drug, but it kills, we' class this as a w/rm/aryact, such as women
often do when under the influence o f a desire to try to gain the affection o f
,son7eone by means of enchantn~entsand defixions, and by giving them drugs
hefiddle their iniellectfs. Such women, therefore, who kilt someone in any
such manner, though actually having desired to do so;nething else than what
they did, are never/he/ess classed with wi///zi/murderers, on accozwt o f the
curioufi andforbidden nature of their contrivance. The same may he said of
women 1 vhu bring about a miscarriage by giving drugsfor this purpo,se, and
the women who take abo~t@cienipoisons; they too are murderesses.
Interpretation

When asked about voluntary and involuntary murders, the Saint replies in the present Canon by distinguishing which ones are willful and
voluntary murders, and which are involuntary murders committed without the concurrence of the will of the person committing them; and which
ones are akin to voluntary murder. Accordingly he says that involuntary
murders are such as result when anyone throws a stone at a wild beast or
at a tree, and hits a human being who happens to be passing by, and kills
him; and if in the desire to sober someone, a man hits him lightly with a
strap or a rod that is small, and the man hit happens to die. Voluntary and
willful murders, on the other hand, are those in which someone with an
axe, whether holding it in his hand that is to say, or throwing it with his
hand, strikes his wife with it, or some other person; in the heat of anger,
and she dies; if anyone uses a sword or a rifle, or any other such weapon,
with the object of hitting anyone else. Bandits and men who engage in
wars for the purpose of grabbing money are voluntarily committing murder. Both women and men who concoct certain poisonous draughts and
administer them to or furnish them to others with the object of attracting
them and enticing them into their carnal amour, while they who drink
them are befuddled in mind and die. Likewise do those women commit
murder voluntarily w h o give or take poisonous herbs in order to kill the
infants in their womb (concerning which see in particular c. XCI of the
6th.). Murders which though involuntary border on willful murder are
such as result when anyone is engaged in a fight with some other person
and hits him in a vital spot a death-dealing blow pitilessly with a stick or
with his bare hand, and the person dies as a result of the blow; likewise
when anyone uses a heavy club or a big stone that exceeds a man's power
with the object of hitting someone, and it happens that the man hit dies.
See also Ap. c. LXVI.
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CANON IX

The decision of'the Lord with respect to the order o f the sense applies
equally to men and women so far as concerns the prohibition of diwrce
"except on pound of fornication" (Man. 5:32 and !9:7). Custom, howewe
will not have it h i s , but in regard to women it insists upon exactitude and
stringency, seeing that the Apostle says that "he who cleaves to a harlot is
one bodywith her" (ICar. 6:16), and that Jeremiah says that "If w o m a n
goes with another man, she shall not return to her husband, but shall surely
he attainted" (Jer. 3:l); and again: "Whoever keeps an adulteress is f ~ o l i s h
and impious" (Prov.18:22, according to the LSept~~agmt
version, but not in
the A. V. or R. V.). Custom, on the other hand, commands that men who are
guilty ofadultery or of'acts offornication must be kept by their 1v i w s ; so that
as regards a woman who i s cohabiting with a man who has been lef i can be
accounted an adulteress. For thefault here lies in the woman who divorced
her husband, according to whatever reason she had for undoing the murriuge. ^'or whether it be that when beaten she could not bear the blows, but
ought rather to have exercised patience, or to obtain a divorce,from the man
with whom she at the time was cohabiting, or whether it be that she could
not afford to lose the money, neither is this: any excuse worthy considering.
Rut if it were on account of his living in a slate o f f o m i c d o n , we have no
such oh'servance in ecclesiastical usage, but neither is the wife of a faithless
husband commanded to separate from him,but, on the contrary, she has to
stay with him owing to the/act that the issue ofthe matter is unknown. "For
what kno\t)e.vt thou, 0 wife, whether thou shalt . m 7 ethy husband?" (I Cor. 7:
16). So that a woman who deserts her husband becomes an adulteress in case
she comes to anoiher man. The man, on the other hand, whom she has left
i s pardonable, and a woman who cohabits with him is not to he condemned.
I f , however, a man deserts his wife and comes to another woman, he too
becomes an adulterer because he is making her be an adulteress; and the
woman cohabiting with him is an adulteress, because she has taken another
w m u n 's husbandfor herself.
(Ap. c. XLV1ll; c, LXXXVH of the 6th; c, X X ofAncyra: c. CXIII of Carthage;
c, XXI of Basil; c, XIV of Timothy.)
Interpretation

The Lord-s decision would have it that a husband and a wife are
equally under obligation not to separate from each other save on account
of the occurrence of fornication or o f adultery, either on the part of the
one or on the part of the other. Custom, however, dictates that husbands
may divorce their wives if the latter commit fornication or adultery with
another man,' in accordance with the Apostolic passage and that of Jeremiah and that of Paroemiast (or Proverb-writer), whereas wives are not
allowed to divorce their husbands even though the latter are fornicating
and committing adultery with other women; so that according to this
custom, i f a woman gets married to a man whose wife has divorced on
grounds of fornication or o f adultery, I wonder whether she can be an
adulteress; since the sin of separation is not imputed to the husband, but
If,
that is to say. they do not want them: but if thcy do want thcm, thcy cannot divorce them even though they commit fornication or adultery. For it is thus that both
Justinian and Leo the Wise took this Canon and conceived its meaning to be when
the! embodied it in their laws, and said that if husbands pardon their wives" inisstep
of adultery or of fornication. they may take them back again freely and without hindrancc within the space of two ?cars
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to the wife who has left him, because she has no right to leave her husband; but, on the contrary, even though he beat her or whip her, she must
patiently endure it and not separate from him; no matter even though he
should spend her dowry, and no matter whether he be committing fornication with other women, she has to put up with it with fortitude. What am
I talking about? Why, even though her husband be faithle~s,~
she must not
divorce him, according to what St. Paul says, but must continue dwelling
with him,on the theory that perhaps by setting him an example she may
succeed in imbuing him with godly knowledge. So that in fine a woman
who has left her husband is an adulteress if she take another man. But
if the man who has been left takes himself another woman, he is to be
pardoned; and the woman who takes him as his second wife is not to be
condemned as an adulteress. I t however, a man leaves his wife, without
the ground of fornication, and takes another, he is an adulterer, because
he compelled his wife to become an adulteress or to commit adultery by
taking another man while her former husband is still alive. But also his
second wife is an adulteress because she took a strange man who was the
husband of his wife while she was still alive. See also the Footnote to Ap.
c. XLVIII, and c. LXXXVII of the 6th, which incorporated a part of this
Canon verbatim.
CANON X
As regafdfi those who lake an oath and swear not to deign to accept
ordination but repudiate their oath, ict them not be compelled to commit
peyiuy h'or although there seems to a certain Canon which does allow such
things yet we have learned by experience that men who act contrary to their
oaths do notprosper. 'Moreover, it behooves us to take into consideration also
the species of oath, and the \von7,~o f it, and the disposition with which they
have taken it, and the minute additions to the words, as i f there be no comfort
availablejrom anywhere, such persons must be allowed ufree rein. As for the
affair touching Severus, however, or, more precisely speaking, the Presbyter
whom he has ordained, some such comf0rt seems to be provided by the I w s
(if it seems thus to you too). Bid the Mussudi to submit that field which is
subject io hire and to which man w a s pr01-/aimed /he heir. For then neither
will he disregard his oath by failing to depart from the region; and Longinus
iakins, Kyriakus along with him will not desolate the Church, nor will he
even condemn his o w n soul by delaying matters; and we skull be persr~uded
not to do anyhing contrary to the Canons, while trea6ing Kyriakus as one
, ~ has accepted 1ranspi1si610n.
who has sworn SO remain with the M i n d a ~ ihut
For a return s h a l l amount to keeping the oath, but to subject him to economy
shall not be accounted to him as perjury, because of his not abiding by his
oath, nor leaving the Mindanafor even a short time, but staying with them
henceforth. As for Severus, who offers the excuse offbrge@lnes.s, we shall
pardon him and say that the K n o w ofhidden things will not overlook His
o w Church when she is being ravaged by such a person who h a s been acting uncanontcally/K>tvthe beginning, and has been practicing witchcraft (or
performing "defixions '7 contrary to the Gospels, teaching people to commit

'That is to say. if both of them were infidels to begin with- and the wife afterwards
comes to be a believer. while the husband persists in unbelief.
"In other manuscripts it says "'arc not successful." as Zonam has also interpreted it.
In other manuscripts it says "Mindali."
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perpry, whereby he was trarayposed, but now tying whereby he fiigns/Ofg&

ftiiness. Inasmuch, however, as we are notjudges of hearts, hut mefetyjudge

from what we are told, we leave vengeance to the h r d , while we ourselves
shall admit him indiscriminately, giving him a pardon,fbr,fiwg+/uh~.
^ S.T as a
human w k n e s s ,
Interpretation

Because of the fact that some persons wanting to be ordained took an
oath not to be ordained, therefore the present Canon commands that such
personas must not be compelled to become ordained; and in consequence
to violate their oath; for although it would appear that they may be allowed to undo the bond according to a certain Canons when they swore of
their own accord and bound themselves to do this or that, or not to do it,
y e t in spite of all this, we know by experience that persons who violate
their oath do not prosper, nor are they judged to be acceptable and pleasing to God, but are allowed by concession to incur temptation. In such
cases, however, one ought to think also about the kind of the oath, or,
more explicitly speaking, whether he swore to God or something else, and
the words actually uttered by the one taking the oath, and his disposition
and mental attitude when he took the oath, or, more explicitly speaking,
whether he took it on the spur of the moment or as a result of pusillanimity or timidity, and not as one taking an irrevocable and decisive oath in
the way of a definitive resolution, as well as the slightest additions he
may have added to the words of the oath: so that if it turn out that no
circumstance can be found to serve as a consolation or reasonable solace
for setting aside the oath taken, he must let such persons keep their oath,
and not compel them to commit perjury. As for the matter of Severus,
it appears to be like this. A certain man named Longinus owned a latifundium (i.e., a landed estate or what might nowadays be called a large
farm), which was named Mindana and was subject to the jurisdiction of
the episcopate of Mistheia. A man by the name of Severus. who was the
bishop of Massadi, ordained a man named Kynakus (or Cynacus. according to a different transliteration) as a presbyter to serve in the church connected with that latifundium, and compelled him to swear that he would
stay there and remain subject to the jurisdiction of his episcopate. But
when the bishop of Mistheia. who had jurisdiction over the latifundium in
question, learned of this, he forbade Kyriakus to perform divine services
in his own church, on the ground that he had been ordained by another.
On this account Kyriakus went to a different church, while Longinus, the
owner of the latifundium: being grieved about this, threatened either to
wreck the church or to leave it deserted and without an attendance. So
St. Basil the Great was asked about this and replied that the latifimdium
in question ought to be placed under the jurisdiction and authority of the
episcopate of Massadi, even though it were in a different parish, and that

' No

such Canon appears anywhcrc. unless the Saint is calling the advice given by
Athanasius to Dracontius a Canon, when he wrote to him such things as the following in an effortto persuade him to accept the episcopate: "If it be that you have given
yourword. granting that for saints their word is like an oath. yet please read Jeremiah
(20:9), and note that he himself too has said. 'I will not name the Lord's name.' But
later, having become afraid of the fire burning in him, he no longer did as he had said,
nor did he hide himself on the ground that he had previously taken an oath, but out of
reverence; for the one committing the matter into his hands he proceeded to carry out
the prophecy." (Vol. I. p. 956.)
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Presbyter Kynakus should be allowed to return and perform divine services there, because in this way he would be keeping the oath he had
taken, and Longinus would refrain from desolating the church, and consequently would avoid condemnation of his soul on account of the cessation
of divine hymns which he would otherwise cause the church, and "we,"
he says, shall not be doing anything contrary to the Canons by returning
Kyriakus to his church, because in returning there he will not be violating
his oath, since, although he did go away for a short time. yet he had not
added to the oath lie had taken anything to the effect that he would not go
away from the latifundium of Mindana ever for a short while, and accordingly this could not be considered a violation of his oath.?As for Severus,
on the other hand, in view of the fact that he was offering the excuse that
he had forgotten that the latifundium was in the Jurisdiction of another
bishop's see and on this account had ordained a presbyter thereto, we (i.e.,
St. Basil) ought to pardon him, notwithstanding the fact that he committed
three evils in contravention of the Canons: to wit, that of making Kyriakus
take an oath, which is contrary to the sacred Gospel; that of prompting
him to violate his oath with the transposition; and that of lying in making
the assertion that he had forgotten. Nevertheless, since we are not fathoiners ofhearts, says St, Basil, we pardon him and accept him indiscrimately,
owing to man's liability to forgetfulness; we leave it to the Lord to mete
out vengeance to him. See also c. XCIV of the 6th.
CANON XI

As for one ihai has committed an involunfayn~wdev,he h a s fidfiiled the
requirements of Justice by a term of' eleven years. For if is plain that in the
case of the ones assaulted we may observe the rules ofMoses, and not deem
one io have been murdered when he has been knocked down by the h i m he
received but has been able to walk again with a stick (Exod 21: 18-19). But if
he did not recover f k m the blown, and the man who struck had no mieniion
ofkilling him, we deem the assailant a nwrdere~to be sure, but an involuntary murderer.
(Ap c LXVI; c XI1 of thc 6th: cc XXI, XXII- XXIH of Ancvra,
ec 11, XIII, XLIII. LIy LVI. LVII of Basil.
the Epistlc of Athmasius to Amun; c , V of Nvssa.)

Interpretation

A man who had slain anyone without intending to do so had to spend
eleven years excommunicated in penitence. When asked about this the
Note that St. Basil the Great as a result of thinking over and minutel: examining the
oath found a consolation (i.e., a way out) whereby to avoid appearing to be violating
die oath he had taken. In some such manner as this die eleven tribes of Israel, after
exterminating the Banjamites on account of the fornication they had been practicing in regard to the wife of a Levite, except for six. hundred only who had taken
an oath not to furnish them with women voluntarily. Later. in order that their oath
might be kept inviolable, according to the undisclosed expositor (i .e., the Anonymous Expositor?), and in order that at the same time those six hundred might not be
left without women, and the tribe of Benjamin be utterly lost in consequence. they
invented an artifice. in accordance with which they themselves took four hundred
virgins from the city of Jabesh-gilead who had not entered the war, and the? appointed two hundred more virgms who were dancing at Shiloh to be seized by the
remaining two hundred Benjamites. and thus in this way they succeeded in keeping both requirements. And see the twentysecond chapter of the Book of Judges,
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Saint replied in the present Canon to the effect that the offender's canon or
penance) itself was sufficient punishment and that he ought to be released
from it.' He adds, however, that in regard to the persons attacked we ought
to observe the rules of the Mosaic Law. For Moses says that if anyone is
beaten and the beating causes him to be laid up in bed, and if thereafter he
gets up again and walks about with the aid of a walking-stick though still
feeling the effects of the injury, he shall not be considered to have been
murdered if he dies afterwards, and the one who beat him up shall not be
considered a murderer. With regard to these rules of Moses the Saint adds
that if the injured man did not get back upon his feet after being beaten up,
but died, the one who beat him up is a murderer, but yet an involuntary,
and not a willful, murderer, in view of the fact that he had no intention of
killing the man, but only of beating him up. See also Ap. c. LXVI.
CANON XI1

The Canon has unconditionally exc/udedfrom the service all digamists
(i. e., men ihui have married nvice).
(Ap. c. XVII.)

Interpretation
What the Saint here calls "the Canon" refers to Ap. c. XVII, the Interpretation of which may be read in connection herewith,

CANON XTTI
Our Fathers did not consider murders committed in the course of wars
to he classifiable as murders at alt, on the score, it seems to me, ofallowing
a pardon to menjgh/ing in defense of sobriety and piety. Perhaps, though, it
nigh6 be advisable to refiise them communion,for three years, on the g m n d
thai they are not clean-handed.
(Ap c LXVI; c XCII of thc 6th; cc XXI, XXII, XXID ofAncyrx
cc XII, XLIII. LIV, LVI, LVII of Basil:
the Epistle of Athanasius to Amun; c V of Hyssa.)

Interpretation
By "Our Fathers" here Basil the Great means Athanasins the Great and
his followers. For Athanasins says in his Epistle to Amun that for one to
slay enemies in war is lawful and praiseworthy. But St. Basil explains also
the reason why the more ancient Fathers permitted them to be pardoned,
which is that those men who slay men in the course of war are fighting
for the faith and for the maintenance of sobriety. For; if once the barbarians and infidels should succeed in gaining the upper hand, neither piety
will be left, since they disregard it and seek to establish their own wicked
faith and bad belief, nor sobriety and maintenance of honor, seeing that
their victory would be followed by many instances of violation and ravishment of young women and of young men. The Saint goes on to add,
however, on his own part, not a definitive Canon, but an advisory and
^Not that the canon for involuntary murder imposes that length of sentence (for a
sentence of ten years. and not of eleven. to be inflicted upon involuntary murderers
is required in c LVII of the same St Basil), but that the offender in question actually
passed through that number of years in satisfying the penalty
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indecisive suggestion that although these men who slay others in war were
not considered murderers by the more ancient Fathers, yet, since their
hands are not unstained by blood, it might perhaps be well for them to
abstain from communion for three years solely as regards the Mysteries,
but not to be expelled; that is to say, from the Church, like other penitents,
See also Ap. c. LXVI.

'

CANON XIV

If a person charging interest on money lent consents to distribute the
ill-gotten gain to the poor and to rid himself of the disease of avarice (here
called "iove ofmoney "), he is admissible to Holy Orders.
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that if perhaps anyone that is a layman
has been charging interest for the use of his money, he shall be admitted
to holy orders to become a priest if and only if he spends the ill-gotten
gain-or. more expressly speaking; that interest (note that he calls the
interest ill-gotten, or unjust, even when taken from l a y m e n b o n poor
people, and thereafter ceases to charge interest. So that, by contradistinction, it is to be inferred that one who fails to distribute interest collected on
money lent cannot become a priest.
CANON XV

1 marvel at your literal accuracy with regard t o Scripture when you
consider and postulate that the wording of the explanation is forced which
exhibits what is p/ain/y sign/f/ed, and not the literal sense of the preposition
under.' What is s ignlfied has been derived from a Hebrew expression. Since
one must beware of'idlypassingover the problem raised by u man inclined to
inquiry, ~ h e f i w ol f the sky and the fish o f the sea received the same genesis
at the time ofcreation,'for both genera were bruughtforth out of the waters:
as fiw the reason, it is that the characteristic peculiarity ofeach ofthem is
the same. For the one kind uf'animals swim through the wafer, while the
other kindfloat upon the air;accordingly, they were mentioned in common,
lhough thejigwe ofspeech, being used in connection with fish inaptly, but
quite properly in connection with all animals that live in wafer. For thefowl
ofthe sky have been made subject to man,andso have thefish ofthe sea, and
not they alone, hut also at1 animals thai traverse the paths ofthe sea. For not
e v e y aquatic animal is afish, as grampuses and whales and hammerheaded
sharks and d o l p h h a n d seats, and in add61ion sea horses (i.e., ~wlruses)
and sea dogs (i.e., seals ofsome kind) and sawfishes and .s~wrdfishe.s(or
jdlyfishes) and scallops and all shellfzsh) not one of which is a fish; and all
animals that travter.w the paths ofthe seas. Thus there are three sorts ofsuch
animais, namely, fowls of the sky, fishes of the sea, and ail aquatic animals
dislinpishablefromfishes that also traverse the paths of (he seas.

* But why did the old Fathers not

canonize men who kill others ia war. while St.
Basil deprived them of comn~unionfor three years? God Himself solves this bewildering question in the second Book of Numbers (ch. 3 I , v. 19 and 24): wherein
He commands that Jews returning from the war with the Midimites shall stand
outside of the camp for seven d a s.
~ wash their garments. be purified. and then be
permitted to enter the camp. "And abide ye outside of the camp for seven days.
Whosoever hath killed aii~one.and whosoever hath touched anyone slam, purifj
both yourselves and your captives; and wash your garments on the seventh day,
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and yc shall be clean, and afterwards ye may comu into the cainp" (Num. 3 1:19 and
24). And the reason is, according to the interpretation offered by Philo the Jew, that
although the killing of enemies in war was lawful, yet anyone that killed ahunian being whether justly and rightfully, or for revenge, or that slavs ail! person as a matter
of violence and coercion, appears in spite of this to be responsible for the commission
of a sin and crime, because he has killed a human being who is of the same race and
of the same nature as his own. For this reason and on this account those who had slain
Midianites in war. though they did so rightfully and justly, though thcy slew them
as enemies, too, and though it was for the sake of revenge, too, as required by the
passage saying: "for. said God to Moses, "Take revenge for the children of Israel on
the Midianites" (Num. 3 1:2), vet as having slain kindred human beings of the same
nature, and having consequently fallen under the stigma of sin and foul murder. they
had to be purified of it by the scvcn days' purification outside of the camp. This same
reason is advanced also by Procopius and Adclus in tlicir interpretations of these passages, and not am reason that. as some have said, die seven days purification was after they slew the wives of the Midianites and not before. For that seven da) s' purification was carried out later, after they had put the wives of die Midianites to death, and
not before. as is plainly stated in die same chapter. Hence. following this example, St.
Basil the Great advises that it would be well for men who have killed others in war to
abstain from cominunioii for three years, because the? polluted themselves with the
blood of their fellow men, but also perhaps because they became adepts at injuring
and destroying God's creation (see also the Footnote to Ap, c. LXVI). But the Saint
offered the Canon as one embodying advice and indecision, and out of respect and
regard for the more ancient Fathers who left such persons uncanonized (i .e.. unpunislied): and on account perhaps of his philosophical modesty of mind and reverence.
But that this Can011 of the Saint was accepted b\ the Church as a declarative Canon.
and a definition, and a law, and not as a simple piece of indecisive advice, is a fact
which is attested by the events which ensued in the reign o+'Nicephon~sPhocas and
which are recorded by both the expositors Zonaras and Balsamon. and by Dositl~eus
(page 533 of his Dodecahihhis). For that Emperor had sought in his time to have
Christian soldiers numbered with the martyrs. and to be honored and glorified as
m a p r s , when they were killed in war with barbarians. But die Patriarch and Synod
of Bishops in that period were opposed to this idea, and failing to convince the Emperor, they fmaliy proposed this Canon of the Saint as a Canon of the Church. asking,
"Are we going to number with the Marprs men who have killed others in war and
whon~Basil the Great excluded from the Mysteries forthree years as not having clean
hands?" Moreover, even Basil himself. in his c, LV, cited this Canon there as being
advisory, recommendatory. definitive, and decisive, according to balsam on^ after forbidding robbers to partake of communion ifthcy had killed laymen who were actually
atttacking them. If it be objected that Zonaras asserts that this recommendation of the
Saint's, or rather the Canon, appears to be too heavy and onerous, owing to the fact
that Christian soldiers engaged in continual and consecutive wars have never thus far
been able to desist for three years straight and thus get a chance to commune. we too
agree with this, that as long as soldiers are at war they cannot commune, but may do
so only after three years' cessation from war.
' Perhaps this word was "from."
Interpretation

Notwithstanding that it is not clearly indicated what sort of question
had been asked, yet from a consideration of the reply given to it one may
say that it would appear that Amphilochius had asked Basil why in speaking of man in Psalm 8 David says: "Thou hast subordinated all things
under his feet-. .. the fowl of the sky, and the fish of the sea, whatsoever
traverseth the paths of the seas" (Ps. 8:6-8); and a) placed fowls of the
sky and fishes of the sea together in the same category; and b) did not
say "whosoever traverseth the paths of the seas," as would have been in
keeping with the sense, according to the art of grammar, but said "whatsoever traverseth the paths of the seas." (Note of Translator.-Apparently this
meant to suggest that whosoever might have been used to show that the
reference was to living animals only, whereas whatsoever would seem
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to include ships and seaweeds and the like.) So with regard to question
a ) the Saint replies that the reason why David joined fowls and fishes
together is that both these genera of animals were created by the same waters and have one and the same peculiar characteristic; since, just as fishes
swim in the water, using their fins like oars, or small wings; and their tail
like a rudder, in a similar fashion birds swim, or fly, in the air, using their
wings like oars, and their tail like a rudder. To query b) he replies that the
expression "whatsoever traverseth the paths of the seas" does not refer to
fishes, but to all the other animals that are to be found in the ~ a t e r sor,
, ~at
any rate, to the great whales, to the shellfish, such as are the scallops and
other animals, to the crustaceans, such as are shrimps, crabs, and to the
mollusks, such as are cuttlefishes, octopuses, squids, and other animals,
none of which are properly termed fishes. So David says that three kinds
of animals are made subject to man, those begotten of the waters, namely.
birds, fishes, and all the other animals that live in the water, but are different from fishes: excluding, that is to say, quadrupeds, which were formed
out of the land (or mold of the earth).
CANON XVI

Now Naumun w a s u p a t man not with the Lord, but with his lord, or
master, ihai is, was a man of powerful influence with the king of Syria (II
K q s , 5: 1). So pay strict attention to what the Bible says and you willfind
thence the solution ofyour que,sfion.
Interpretation

The Saint had been asked why the Bible calls Naaman a great man; and
he replies that he was not a great man with the Lord, or, more expressly
speaking, in relation to God, but merely with his earthly lord, namely, the
king of Syria. And this is attested by the holy Bible, which says: "Now
Naaman, captain of the host of Syria, was a man great in the eyes of his
lord" (I1 Kings; 5 : 1).
St. Augustine (in his commentary oil Psalm 8) took "baths of the seas'' to mean seaside places- and consequently understood by "whatsoever trav-erseth the paths of the
seas" every kind of animals to be found in such seaside regions, such as, for instance.
crabs. limpets, cockles, and the like.
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SECOND CANONICAL EPISTLE OF ME SAME SAINT
TO THE SAME PERSON
DIVIDED INTO THIRTY-FOUR CANONS
CANON XVII

You asked us about Biunor the Presbyter, whether he is admissible to the
clericate on account of the oath. I am aware that 1 myseIf have setforth dready a certain common definition regarding ail those who together with him
took an oath io the Clerics qf'ihe region roundAniioch, to the effectthat they
are to refrainfrom public speaking, but in private may perform the duties o f
Presbyfem. This very same pronouncement also affords him permissionfiw
his own service. For the priesthood is no/ those in Antioch, but that in Tconiwn,which, as you yourself have sent to us notice, he wanted to exchange
for Antioch in order to dwell there. Thai man, then, is acceptable, when he is
required by your reverence to repent of the ease of the oath which he swore
in w a r d to thefaithful man, because ofhis being unable to hfook the annoyance ofthat slight danger.
Interpretation

This reply is not so perspicuous, because the question is not so perspicIt seems that some faithless man by means of threats and intimidations had caused some priests of Antioch to swear an oath that they
would no longer perform the duties of the priesthood, among whom one,
UOLIS either.

by the name of Bianor, had removed to Iconium, and it was concerning
him that the Bishop of Iconium, Amphilochins, was asking whether this
man might officiate; and the Saint replies that he had made a common
decree in regard to all persons that had taken an oath at Antioch, whereby
they were allowed to perform liturgical services in private, but not publicly in front of everybody, in order to avoid scandalizing them, on seeing
that they were violating the oath they had taken. So in accordance with
that common decree Bianor too had permission to celebrate liturgy, and
especially in view of the fact that he was going to conduct services (for the
word "is" used in the Canon is to be taken as the equivalent of "to conduct
the services of the priesthood") not at Antioch, where he had taken the
oath, but at Iconium, to which he had removed. This man, however, was
obliged to repent of having easily and readily sworn an oath on account of
the threat of a slight danger. See also c. XCIV of the 6th.
CANON XWII
As regarding lapsed virgins who had solemnly vowed themselvex io living
adecent life consecratedto the Lord, but aftent'ards owingto theirhavingfulien under the sway of the pa.v.s'ions oftheflesh are d ~ s r e ~ r d i ntheir
g own conventions, it is true that our Fathers, naively and meekly making allowancesfor
the weaknesses of the lapsahle, laid down a law [hat they are to be admissible
after a year, h i n g treated the mutter in the same vein as that o f digamists.
But to me it seems, since the Church grows stronger by g o i n g j h a r d with
the grace ofChfifst.and the battalion of virgins is nowadys pro/;fkrating, one
ought to pay strict attention to what appears to be the real sense uf'the thought
embodied in the Bible, which if is possible to ascertain/rom the context. For
widowhood is inferior to virginity. Necessarily, therefore, the sin of widows
is o f altogether secondary gravity in comparison with that ofvirgim, Let us
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see, therefore, what i s written to 7imufhy by St. Paul: "Bid turn down
younger widows. For when they hoot ai Christ, they want io gel married, being damnable because they have set aside their first faith" (I Tim. 5:ll). I f ,
therefore, a widow is liable to severe damnation on the ground that she has
set aside herfaith in Christ, what must we conclude as concerning a virgin,
who is a bride of Christ and a sacred vessel dedicated lo ihe Lad? Though
it is a p a i sinfor even a slave woman who has given herself up to a clandestine marriage to imbue the house with corruption and roundly insult the
owner by her wicked mode of life, yet it is far more offensIvej0r a bride to
become an adulteress, and to h e become guilty of' dishonoring her union
with the bridegroom, by giving herselfup to licentiouspleavwes ofthe body.
Necessarily, therefore, the widow is condemned like a corrupt slave, while
the virgin incurs the damnation o f an aduiteress. Precisely, therefore, as we
cull a man an adulterer who has intercourse with somebody e/.se's wife, and
refuse to admit him io communion until he has ceased indulging in fhe sin,so
too, let it be said, we shall be disposed to regard the man who has a virgzu.
Bui what needs lo he premised' to us now is that the one called a w i n i . one
~
who has voluntarily tendered herself to the Lord and has renomced matrimony> and has preferred a life o f sanctitude. As fur the vows, we approve of
ihem only then after she has reached the age ofdiscretion. For is is no/ proper
to regard childish utterances on such subjects as altogether trustworthy and
consmom, but only that which has been averred qfier ihe q e of sixteen or
seventeen is to be considered the trushvorfhyand congruous result ofreasonings and after beingfurther examined.& is to he enrolled among the vi@v
as a member of their class i f ii befound that she ins'ists and be@ with supplications to be admitted as such; accordingly the vow of'such a maiden is
10 be sanctioned, and her disavowal thereof is indispensubly to be punished.
For parents and brothers tender many maidens, and even b.cfore they have
attained the proper age, nut because they have spontaneously striven after
a life of'celibacy, but because their parents or brothers have been governed
hy considerations of comenience to themselves, which maidens must not he
readily accepted, until we investigate their own n~iudopenly.
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that although the more ancient Fathers
dealt more leniently with virgins, in the same fashion as with digamists,
and canonized those one year only who should consecrate themselves
to God and vow to preserve their ~ i r g i n i t y but
, ~ who thereafter commit
fornication or marry. But Basil the Great says that since the Church gets

' Ill other manuscripts it savs "preavouched."
Since these virgins were numbered among those forming the battalion of virgins
proper. after they had been accounted perfectly mature and capable of reasoning,
after they had vowed virginity. after they had been tried and tested for a long time
as to whether they would abide by this vow. and after they wen; admitted at their
urgent request. And in addition to all these requirements, since they were wont to
don and wear the monastic habit after this enrollment among the virgins; according
to Athanasius the Great (Discourse concerning Virginity). and. according to c. XLV
of die 6th. sad c. CXXXV of Carthage, therefore we may conceive them to have
been ve? much like present-day nuns, notwithstanding that Balsamon asserts that
even though a man has not been tonsured a monk (as neither had those virgins been).
but has only donned the rhason (like these virgins), he may no longer cast aside the
rhason and marry, but shall be compelled to return to monastic life, as we have man!
times asserted, he says-concerning which see the Footnote to c. XL1I1 of the 6th.
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stronger with the grace of Christ in virtue than she was to begin with, and
the battalion of these virgins keeps on growing more numerous, therefore
those virgins who commit fornication must be the more severely chastised,
and this is in keeping with the thought of St. Paul the Apostle. For if it be
granted that, as he says, any widow who is enrolled among the battalion of
widows in the Church (concerning which see Footnote to c. XL of the 6th)
and promises (to maintain) a status of sobriety in respect of morals, but
has set aside her promise and has married. she incurs a most severe condemnation and damnation; then much more is a virgin to be condemned
who has done so and who is a bride of Christ and a vessel consecrated to
Him. It is admittedly a fact that widowhood is inferior to virginity, and
consequently the sin of widows is less reprehensible than that of virgins;
and conversely the sin of virgins is far more reprehensible than that of
widows. And if a slave girl who has committed fornication dishonors both
her master and all his house, much more does his own bride and wife dishonor him if she be found to be an adulteress. So that the widow above
mentioned who breaks her promise is to be canonized like a slave girl who
is a whore, or, more expressly speaking, seven years. whereas a virgin that
does so is to be penanced like an adulterous bride, or, to be more exact,
fourteen years. And in consequence just as we do not admit an adulterer
to penitence unless he separates from the strange woman, so and in like
manner we do not admit a man who has sinned in regard to a virgin unless
he separates from her. Having said these things, the Saint goes on to tell
when and how women may be enrolled in the battalion of the virgins, to
wit, when they are more than sixteen or seventeen years of age, and have
become conscious of themselves and have acquired the ability to reason
matters out for themselves, and when they of their own accord and willingly and voluntarily offer themselves to God, and are tested out in this
regard for a long time, and found to remain steadfast in their aim and beg
fervently to be admitted. For thus and in this manner we number these applicants among the virgins, and ought to regard their vow of virginity as
one that is confirmed and reliable, and ought indispensably to punish the
setting aside of it with a canonical penance. But as for those maidens who
do not prefer virginity voluntarily and of their own accord, but who before
arriving at the age above mentioned are offered by their parents and relatives, perhaps because they have no dowry to bestow upon them with the
object of enabling them to get married, or on account of some other such
worldly end-as for these maidens, I say, we ought not to admit them into
the battalion of the virgins too easily; nor to suppose their immature vows
to be reliable and sate, until we investigate their mental attitude clearly.
Read also c. XL of the 6th: and c, XVl of the 4th.
CANON XIX

We are not cognizani of any v o w ofmen, unless it he thai some men have
enrol/ed themselves in the battalion of those who have adopted the monastic
life, if they seem to accept celibacy by silent agreement. Nevertheless, 1 deem
a,f/;t;ng that m their case loo thai should receive primary attention. They
must be asked, and from them must be taken a perspicuous vow, so that i f
my of{hem should by any chance return to aflesh-loving and sensual life
afterwards they shall be incurring the penalty affachedto those who commit
fornication.
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Interpretation

This Canon shows that the monks of that period of time did not make
vows by word of mouth, as they do now, when they became monks, down
to the time of this great St. Basil. For the Saint says that he knows of no
other men vowing to remain virgins except only those who have donned
the monastic habit; who; in spite of the fact that they do by no means vow
in uttered words to remain virgins, nevertheless by their silence and by
donning the habit in question virtually vow to do so. Nevertheless, when
they join the battalion of the monks, they ought to be asked about this, and
their vows by word of mouth ought to be accepted as a pledge. Why? In
order that if they ever should disregard their vow and turn to fornication
or marriage, they may be canonized as fornicators seven years. any such
marriage being indispensably dissolved and the partners thereto being
separated from one another. This same rule must be applied also to the
case of unmarried Subdeacons and Deacons whenever they are ordained.
(See Footnote to c. VI of the 6th.) Read also c. XVI of the 4th.
CANON XX

When women who are in a heresy have vowed virginji~,hut afterwards
have chosen matrimony insteadof this, I do not deem it ueces,saryJto condemn
these women. For "what things soever the ia}v saith, it with to them who are
under the law" (Rom. 3: 19).But those who have not thusfar come under the
yoke a/ Christ, an*
do not recognize the legislation of the Lord, so as
to he admissible to the Church along with all Christian, are also entitled to
forgivenessfor these mistakes as a conwquence oftheir beliefin Christ.And
m general things done during the c.mchumenical life do not entwl responfahi//tie.v: thefi'epersons,that is to sw, are not accep/ed by the Church without
baptism, so that the priorities of generation in regard to them are something
that is quite necessa y.
Interpretation

The present Canon is consistent with the above c. XVIII. For it decrees
that those heretical women who though having vowed to remain virgins
have afterwards got married must not be penanced when they come to
join Orthodoxy. For according to St. Paul whatever the law says it says
it to those persons who are subject to the law, so that in this respect these
women, since they were not under the yoke of Chnst, because of the
heresy. are neither bound to recognize the law of Christ. And so they are
acceptable to the Church, and receive a pardon tor tin's sinful action by
reason of their Orthodox belief in Christ. But why does not this Canon
consistently canonize sins committed in the course of catechnmenical
life, whereas e. XIV of the 1st does canonize them? As to this question
see that c. where a solution is offered to this seeming contrariety. The
Saint goes on to add that the Church does not admit heretics without
first baptizing' them; and that it is a most necessary gift and privilege
of regeneration through baptism to have previous sinful deeds pardoned;
so that even the failure on the part of these heretics to keep their vow of
virginity is pardoned as a result of the baptism they have received when

' Notice that the Church does not accept heretics without baptizing them, according to
this c.; even though c . VII of t h e 2nd did accept heretics without a baptism as a matter
of "economy"; so that Latins must be baptized, since they too are heretics. And sue
the Footnote to Ap, c. XLVI.
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they come to join the ranks of Orthodoxy. See also c. XVI of the 4th: and
c. XIV of the 1st.
CANON XXI
If any man cuhahting with a womanf a i l s afterwards to rest content with
matrimony and falls intofornication, we j d g e such a man to he ufhrn~cutor,
and we consider him fo deserve even m o w in the way ofpenances. We have
not, however, any C a m by which to tusk him with the charge ofadidtsry i f
the sin is committed with a womanfreefrom marriage. For an adu/tere.~.~,
a
says, being defiled shall be defiled (.
3:
h
0,and shall mt reiurn to her husband. And "anyone who keeps an adulteress is foolish and impious ( P r m
!8:22), One, however, who has commit/ec!fi?fn6iwtion cannot he denied She
right to cohabit with his wife. So that a
must accept her husbandwhen
he w i u m from fiwwication, hut a husband must send a defiled wife away
from his home. The reasonfor these inconsistencies is nut easily to befound.
hut at atv rate a custom to (hiseffect has obtained prevalence.
"

Interpretation

If a husband sins in conjunction with an unmarried woman, he is considered to be a fornicator. But we have no Canon by which to condemn
him as an adulterer. He is more severely and heavily punished, however,
than an unmarried man who commits fornication, according to this Canon, since in the case of the latter allowance is made for the necessity of
satisfying a natural desire which he cannot otherwise appease, whereas a
husband lacks this allowance because he has his lawful wife with whom
to appease this desire. Nevertheless, even though such a husband is more
severely punished; or canonized, yet his wife cannot divorce him on account of this fornication, whereas the husband can divorce his wife if she
commits fornication with anyone. Though such a custom has prevailed in
the Church from the Romans, the reason for it is hard to understand. See
the Footnote to Ap. c. XLVIII, but in any case of necessity fail not to take
note of it.
CANON XXII
As for those men who have taken ivives by rapine, if the latter were taken
away,from other men to whom they had been engqed, the men pu I/&ofrapine shall not be accepted before they have released the women in their ~ O S session and have restored them to the authority of the men to whom they had
been engaged, whether the latter men are wdling to Sake them hack or insist
upon refii.sing them. If'on the other hand, any man takes a woman who is at
leisure, she must be taken awayfiom him and he restored to her kin, but may
be allowed to go free with the consent and approval ofher kin, whether the
latter be parents, or brothers, or any other persons entrusted with the superintcndcnce o f the girl's affairs. If they choose to surrender her to the man in
question, the marriage contract shall stand valid;but ifthey refuse to do so,
she shull not be takenfrom them by mainfiwce. As for the situation in which a
man possesses a woman as a result ofdefloration, whe;her this occurred in secret or more openly and by violence, the penaltyprovidsd for fornication must
he imposed ofnece.s'sity. But thefirst thing i s thai those men must be denied
the right to prayers, and must be compelled tojo in the weepers at the church
door; and the next thing is that they shall be admitted to the right of listening;
and the third thing is that they are fo he accorded the re fiefof penitence; and
thefourth thing is that they shall,be aliowedto remain m chz~rehas co-standers
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with the laity thuzgh (with the proviso off ubstainingfirn the offering, and
are afienvards to be permitted to communion ofthe good
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that men who snatch women away, if the
latter are betrothed, are not to be admitted to penitence until they have
first restored the women in question to their fiancees, in order that, if they
want them they may take them as their wives; but if the woman is one
who is free from any fiancee, but under the authority of her parents when
any man has snatched her away, he shall return her to her parents and
relatives or to her guardians; and if those persons are willing to give her
to the man who snatched her away. provided that the woman too is willing, and agrees to this, the marriage shall stand; but it' they are unwilling,
they are not to be coerced. Nevertheless, in case that marriage by right of
rapine has been actually consummated, the man who snatched away and
deflowered the female victim, whether this was done secretly or violently,
must necessarily be sentenced as a fornicator. His sentence shall be four
years. Accordingly, during the first year he shall continue weeping; during
the second year he shall listen to the liturgy; during the third year he shall
spend the time in kneeling; and during the fourth year he shall be allowed
the privilege of standing in church together with the faithful, and thereafter shall be permitted to participate in communion.
Concord

St. Gregory ot'Nyssa canonizes a fornicator nine years in his c. IV, but
this St. Basil seven years in his c. LIX,' whereas the Faster in his c. XI1
canonizes him two years with xerophagy and penances. See also the Interpretation of c. XXVII of the 4th, and the plan of the temple.
CANON XXIII

Concerning men who marry' hvo sisters, or women who marry fivo brothers, a little epistle has already been addressed to you, a copy o f which we
sent to your reverence. Rut as for any man who has taken She wife of his own
brother, he shaii not be admitted before he has relinqnishcd her.
Interpretation

The epistle mentioned in the present c. is the one addressed to Bishop
Diodorus and which constitutes c. LXXXVIT of the same St. Basil. For
in that epistle the Saint in no uncertain terms and with the protests based
upon the law forbids one and the same man under any circumstances to
take the sister of his deceased wife. which is the same as saying, two sisters; and neither will he allow one and the same woman to take the brother
of her deceased husband. Anyone who fails into such a lawless marriage
shall not be admitted to penitence unless he first divorces her. See also Ap.
c. XIX.

' But n l i ~is it that this same St. Basil canonizes a fornicator seven \ears in his c

LIX, but only four years in the present c.? Chicfly because the Fathers prior to
St. Basil had provided this penalty for fornicators. For it is evident that c, XX of
Ancyra canonizes adultery at seven years, which is a sin doubly greater than fomication, according to c. IV of Nyssa; so. by the same token, fornication too is canonized at four years by the same Fathers of the Council held in Ancym. even though
there is no Canon expressly decreeing this. so far as my knowledge goes. For it is
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on this account that hc said that the punishment for fornication is fixed at four ycarsfixed, that is to say, by the Fathers who were his predecessors, according to Zonaras
and Balsamon- following whom he decreed tills (Perhaps, however, also in view of
the fact that the mail who was guilty of this rapine did not nierel! commit a sin with
a prostitute because of his proclivity to lechery, but with a virgin. with the object of
securing her as his lawful wife). In c. LIX, on the other hand, he makes a special order
to impose the penalty attaching to fornicators, and consequently punishes them more
sevcrcly. on account of regard for the growth and fortification of the Church; and sec
Footnote to c. LXXIII of the same St. Basil, and his c. XVIII.

CANON XXIV
In case a widow has been enrolled among the number ofprivileged wid-

ows, that is, a widow bemg helped by the Church, and she gets married, the
Apostle states thai she is to be divregafded. As for a man who has become
a widowe< there is no la\* covering his case, but the penance meted out to
digaft?i.vt.v 6s .vu//jcient ~ohe i m p o s e d upon such a man. As iouching a widow,
however, who has attained to the age of ssxty years, if she chooses again
to cohabit with a man, she shall not be deen~edto deserve the privilege o f
pa flaking of communion twill she de.v/sif,from the passion of imptiiviy. //,
however, we number her before she is past sixty, the crime is ours, not the
poor woman .k.
Interpretation

In time of old all widows who were really widows and solitary, trusting in God, and spending their leisure time in entreaties and prayers night
and day, when they became sixty years of age, they used to be enrolled
in the battalion of widows in the Church, and after taking a vow not to
get married a second time, but to remain sober, they used to be fed on the
rations and accorded the help of the Church, just as St. Paul states these
facts (I Tim. 5:5-9:see also Footnote to c. XL of the 6th). On this account
the present c. says that if any such w idow-any younger one, that is to
say-be enrolled in the battalion of (privileged) widows and shall later
get married, St. Paul judges that she ought to be disregarded, or, more
explicitly speaking, that she ought no longer to be helped by the Church.
But if any man becomes a widower, there is no law to prevent him, or to
chastise him, if he insists upon marrying a second time, but the sentence
provided for digamists is sufficient for him, or, more explicitly speaking,
it is enough that he be canonized one or two years, in accordance with c.
IV of the same St. Basil. But if a widow be enrolled in the battalion of
widows when sixty years old and afterwards gets married; she is to incur
the penalty of being refused communion until she desist from this impure
coition in old age and this lawless state of matrimony. But if it be before
she is sixty years old and after she has been enrolled by us in that battalion
that she gets married. she deserves a pardon owing to her youthfulness,
and the crime is ours, because we violated the injunction of St. Paul and
enrolled her in the widow battalion before she reached the sixtieth year of
her age (ibid.).

' Two things are worthy of note in connection with this part of the Canon:

1) that
this widow who married and is disregarded ought to be defmitely described as a
younger one, and not yet sixQ years old, like the one below; 2) that notwithstanding the assertion of Zonaras that the statement that this widow is to be disregarded
denotes that she is not to be maintained at the expense of the Church, it seems
nevertheless to me that it denotes in addition that she ought to be overlooked and
not be separated from die marriage precisely like the sixh -!ear-old widow below;
but diat she ought nevertheless to be canonized more than amercement assigned to
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a digamist husband, on the ground that she is liable to a severer penalty, in accordance
with c. XVIII of the same St. Basil. and in accordance with St. Paul, because she
violated the promise she had made to Christ not to get married, a promise which the
widowed husband had not given and on this account receives the sentence provided
for digamists, and not anything more. Note, however. that only women used to be
enrolled ill the battalion of widows in the Church and to be supported both 011 account
of the weakness of the fen~alcsex and with a view to enabling them to refrain from
fornicating or getting married by reason of discomfort due to indigence; whereas
men who became widowers were not enrolled in any such battalion. owning to their
being members of the male sex and being thereby in diverse ways able to support
themselves with enough to live on and without suffering any discomfort due to indigence: consequently a second marriage would make their subject to the accusation of
blameworthy conduct and therefore to the penalty of penance, in accordancc with c.
VII of Ncocacsarea forbidding them to contract a second marriage.

CANON XXV
Asfor a man who keeps a woman as his wife aftw she has been rmaged

by him, he s h d Mcur the penalty providedfor rmqgcment, while the woman
shall be pardoned.
(Ap. c, LXVI; a,XXII, XXIII, X X V I o f s t , Basil.)

Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that if perchance a man ravages a woman
not betrothed to any other man; and after the ravagement takes her to
wife, he is to be canonized because he ravaged her before the ~ e d d i n g , ~
though he is to be permitted to keep her always as his wife. See also Ap.
c. LXV11.
CANON XXVI

Fornication is not matrimony, but is not even the beginning qfmatri-

mom'.So &hati f it be possible to separate persons joinedm formcatiotf,{his
would be the best course to take. But ifthey insist upon marriage at all costs,
let them pay the penalty forfornication and let them have their way, lest anything should happen that is still worse.
(Ap. c. LXVII: cc. XXH, XXIII, XXV of St. Basil.)

Interpretation

After allowing those who have been raped before the wedding to
contract a marriage in his cc. XXII and XXV, the Saint finally in the
present Canon decrees this generally and more exactly, to wit: that as
for those men who fornicate beforehand, either with a virgin or with a
whore, and after the fornication seek to marry, the truer and better course
is for them not to marry, but even if they should succeed in marrying, it
is better that they be separated, since it is for this reason that marriage is
called honorable and the marriage bed undefiled, namely, because it is
free and clean from any previous sin and rape, whereas, on the contrary.
fornication and rape are neither marriage nor a beginning of marriage.
But if the fornicators themselves will on no account consent to being
separated, let their be punished as fornicators, with a seven-year sentence,
Balsamon states that the penalty for this ravagement is three years. adducing c. XXXII
of St. Basil in witness thereof: it is truer and safer. however, to say that sentence for
rmagenieiit is fixed at four years. in accordance with c. XXII of St. Basil.
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that is to say, but let them remain unrepeated, in order to avoid having any
more serious thing happen, or, more explicitly speaking, in order that after
being separated they may not keep on secretly indulging in fornication, or,
in order that while both of them are united with other persons they may not
secretly commit adultery with each other, or in order to keep them from
committing suicide because of their being unable to put up with excessive
love and separation. Read also Ap. c. LXVTT and the Footnote thereto.

C A N O N XXVII
As touching a Presbyter who unwittingly has become involved in a lawless marriage, I have prescribed that what oqght to he done is to let him hold
some share of the see but abstain from all other activities. For apardon is all
that such a man ifs entitled to. Rut to hfws some other man with the task of
taking care ofhis duties, V I : U I ~be~ inconsistent. For a blessing is an impartation o f s a n c t i / z d e . But anyone who lacks this, owing to an unwitting offense,
h o w can he impart it to another? T,ei him, therefore, not bless anyone either
in public or in private, neither let him distribute the body of Christ round to
others; neither let him engage in any oher liturgical se~vice:hut, contenting
himselfwith the presidency, ief him weep aloug togefhcrwith others andpray
the I,od 10 forgive him his unwitting sin.
Interpretation

The present Canon has been borrowed verbatim from c. VI and c.
XXVI of the same Council. Accordingly, you will find the Interpretation
of it there.
CANON XXV11I

In my opinion it has appeared uueriy ridiculousfor anyone to vow to abslainfrom the eating ofpork. Soplease conde.vcend io teach them to abstain
from uneducated v o w andpromjses. As for the case in hand, the matter is
one thai is indi/'fereniand ai/owab/e on any score. "Fur no creamre of' God
is 10 he refused when it is taken with thanks" (I
Tim. 4:4). So that the vow if:
ludicrous, and abstinence is unnecessary.
Interpretation

The Saint had been asked whether one might violate a vow he made,
namely, a promise he made to God not to eat any pork; and the Saint replies
that this vow is ridiculous and deserves to be laughed at. For this reason
such persons ought to be taught not to make such unreasonable promises
henceforth; and to hold the use of pork. with reference to which they went
to the trouble of making a vow. to be a matter of indifference,* or. more
explicitly speaking, to regard eating and not eating pork as the same thing,
since, according to St. Paul, no creature of God must be refused, seeing
that it is a creature, when eaten with thanks. See also c, XCIV of the 6th.

' Notice that the fact that St. Basil the Great says b\ way of an obiter merely that it

is a matter of indifference. and not that it is only allowable or permissible for one
to eat pork after making a vow not to do so, gives us to understand that even those
ludicrous vows one makes to God ought not to be violated. But if such vows ought
not to be violated, much less ma! anyone violate vows which he has made with a
reason to God. Hence it is evident that as regards all those persons who in time of
necessity or without an! necessity vow to God either to become monks or nuns,
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as the case may be, or to go on a pilgrimage to the life-creating Scpulchcr, or to other

sacred Monasteries and rclics, or to give alms, or to establish schools or monasteries.
or to do such or such a fast, or any other beneficent deed and virtuous act, they are
under obligation not only to finish those vows without fail, but also at tlie earliest
possible moment without postponing the time, for if they arc tardy in keeping thosc
vows tho? arc committing a great sin. Hence, on tlie one hand God. at times through
the mouth of Moses the Prophet says: "When thou shalt vow a vow unto the Lord thy
God. thou shalt not delay to pay it; for the Lord thy God will surely require it of thee,
and it would be a sin in thee" (Dent. 23:21): while at other times through die mouth of
Sirach the wise He says: "Let nothing hinder thee from paying thy vow in due time,
and defer not until to be justified' (Wisd. Sirach (or Ecclesiasticiis): 18:22).On the
other hand St. Gregory the Dialogian reproves the Rustician patriciate of the Romans
because it promised to go on a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, but after failing to do so, going to Constantinople in order to depart thence, it dawdled away the time, and failed
to finish the execution of its vow with the utmost dispatch and least possible delay.
For this reason those persons who fail to keep or who actually violate their vows and
promises to God, and especially those persons who vow to become monks orniins. as
die case may be, and fail to do so. are to be exterminated, both they themselves and
their houses, and the! shall see 110 prospen0 or success in this life, because, before
making a vow they ought to have bethought themselves as to whether the? would be
able to keep it: but once they make a vow they may no longer violate it or disregard
it, because b~ doing so they are tempting and fooling God. as Sirach says: "Before
making a vow. prepare th:self; and be not like one that tempteth the Lord" (ibid. IS:
23). If. on the other hand, they do not care to make a vow, the! incur no sin on diis
score. nor does God coerce them in an) way. "But if thou shalt forbear to vow." it
sa! s. "this shall be 110 sm in thee" (Deut. 23:22). But let them hear also what David
the prophet says on this point: "I will pay thee my vows, which my lips have uttered,
and n ~ ymouth hath spoken, when I was afflicted" (Ps. 66: 13-14): and what Jonah
sa) s: "I will pay what 1 have vowed for in) salvation unto the L o r d (Jonah 2:9).
And this too w e must note here, to wit: in the Book ot' Numbers (ch. 30, v. 1) God
commands that if perchance a young (still under the control of her father, that i s to
sa!, according to Theodoret and Procopius) daughter of anyone vows any promise to
God. and her father having heard such promise made keeps silent and says nothing,
this promise must by all means be kept secure and be executed at all costs. But it'lier
fattier does not want her to make such a promise, and when he hears about it tells her
that he will not stand for it. this promise becomes void and of no effect. and the Lord,
will pardon the woman v ~ h omade it for violating such a promise. H e commands that
this same thing be done in regard to a married woman if her husband keeps silent or
objects to his wife's promise. Hence it may be conversely inferred also that if parents
who have children under their control vow them to God to become monks or nuns. as
the case may be. or to do some other beneficent deed or good work, because they have
been prompted to do so by danger of illness or any other accident, such children are
under obligation to carry out such a vow made tor them by their parents, even though
they become suijuris and free from control, because, when the vows were made they
were under control, and this is especially true if they themselves kept silent when
thcir parents were making the vow. Parents, however, ought to remind such children
of anv such vow; and especially if it so be that they vowed thcm to become monks or
nuns, as the case may be, they ought to train them and give them instruction for such a
life, thus offering what is due to God. as Hannah did Samuel, As to how long children
have t~ tonimain under control see c. XLI ot'carthage. Note further the fact that c. XIX
of Ancyra canonizes thosc persons who promise to maintain virginip, but afterwards
break their promise. For this reason too all persons who have earliervowed to become
monks or nuns, as the case may b e but later have married, ought to repent of having
broken the vow thcy made, and if thcy arc able to persuade their wives to separate by
agreement and both parties adopt the monastic life. well and good: but in any case if
their wife die. they must pay their vow without fail and become monks

CANON XXIX
Asfor rulers, however, who swear ~o harm the persons they are ruling, it
greatly behooves them to heed their ways. Such heed is iwofold: one point to
he heeded is that they must be ta~ightnot to take oaths /oo tvadily and offhand;
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another point is thut they must not persist in their badjudgments, so that
when one has sworn in advance to harm another person, lei him show repentamefor the impetuousness o f the oath,yet let him not affirm his own a n ning vnder pwten.w of'reverence. For it did not advantage even Herod when
he kept his oath, who allegedly in order to avoid perjuring himselfbecame
the murdewr of {he Prophei. The ~akjngofan oath, indeed, is forbidden once
#or all, hut far more,ofcourse, is one lo be condemned when it is taken for
the doing ofwhat is wrong or evil; so that the person who takes an oath must
change his attitude ofmind, and not endeavor to effect theperformance ofhis
unholy venture. For examine the absurdify more broadly. If anyone should
swear to gouge out (he eyes of his brother, con.sider whether it \t)o;ddbe right
for him to carry such an oath into effect; ifanyone shovld swear to kill somebody; i f anyone should w e a r to transgress some commandment or other. "I
have .worn and have set myself to keep thejrdgments o f thy righteousness"
('not any sin). (Ps. 11 9: 106). Precisely as it is incumbent upon vs to perform
commandment.^ with irrevocable resolves, so doe's it behoove us to annu/and
destroy sin in ail kinds of' ways.
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that if perchance any ruler should swear
to harm anyone, he himself ought first to be taught not to take an oath
too easily, and in addition to repent for the impetuous oath he has taken.
Secondly, not to persist in that evil decision he made to injure someone,
on the pretext that his sense of reverence requires him to keep his oath.
For it did Herod no good at all, to keep his oath, who, ostensibly in order
to avoid breaking his oath, murdered John. For it would rather have done
him good to break the oath and not commit such an unjust murder. And
every oath in general and once for all, or, at all events, thoroughly and
unexceptionally, is prohibited by the sacred Gospel, whether it be taken
for good or for evil; but far more does that man stand condemned who
takes an oath for evil. So that anyone who takes an oath to injure anybody
ought not to perpetrate the wrong for the sake of keeping his oath, but, on
the contrary, ought to repent that lie took any such oath at all. Tt is just as
though someone, for instance, should swear to punch out the eyes of his
brother, or to kill him, or to transgress any commandment of the Lord's; it
would not be right for him to carry out such designs for the sake of keeping his oath, since David says to God: 1 have sworn and have resolved to
keep my oath, not in order to sin, but, on the contrary, in order to keep the
judgments of thy righteousness. And so, just as it is proper for us to perform the commandments of the Lord with firm resolves, so, on the other
hand, is it proper for us to annul every decision we may make to commit
a sin. See also c. XCIV of the 6th.
C A N O N XXX
As touching wife-snaichers, we have no old Canon, h
i have ventured to
express our own opinion, which is thut they and their abettors be condemned
to exclusionfrom prayer's. But so far as concerns an elopement, the man is
not ~Â¥e.sponsihl
when h e w has been no rape nor has any abduction marked
the affair. A ~tliduti',on the other hand, being suilims andut liberty to/oilo~;
we need not concern ourselves about prefences.
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Interpretation

As to men who snatch their wives out of hand. or abet others to such
snatching, this Saint was the first in the present Canon to condemn them to
three years to stand excluded from the prayers said for heelers, which is
the same as to say, to stand in the pronaos, or porch ofthe temple, together
with listeners. For c, XXVII of the 4th decrees in regard to wife-snatchers,
but comes later than the present Canon. If, on the other hand, any woman
who is sui juris, and not under the control ofher father or of a master (i.e.,
slave-owner) voluntarily has followed her husband without being forced
to do so, the man who has taken is not reprehensible; provided, however,
that he did not rape her and did not have any sexual intercourse with her
secretly (for this is what is denoted by the words "rape" and "abduction").
So that also if any widow, being sui juris, and being at liberty to follow
her lover or not, should perchance be ashamed lest it appear that she is
giving herself to her sweetheart of her own accord and be led to pretend,
for appearance's sake, that he snatched her, though in reality she herself
followed him-if, I say, this should turn out to be a fact, the man who has
taken this woman incurs no responsibility for the affair. For it is not the
shame and pretense of wife-snatching that we have in mind.' but, on the
contrary, the question which interests us is whether the woman actually
followed the man. See also c. XXVII of the 4th.
CANON XXXI

I f , after her husband! has departed and disappeared, b e f k having made
due inquiry as to whether he 1,s dead, any woman cohabits with another man,
she is committing adultery.
(c. XClIl of the 6th.)

Interpretation

The present Canon has been borrowed verbatim from c. XCIII of the
6th, and see the Interpretation of it there.
CANON XXXII
Clerics who commit the sin unto death, though they are degradedfrom
their rank, they are not to be excluded from the sociefy of'laymen. For "Thou
shalt not exact vengeance twice,for the same offense. "
(Ap. c. XXV; ec.IV. XXI of the 6th: c. XXXV of Carthage;
cc. 111. XVII, XXXIL LI of St. Basil.)

Interpretation

There is a sin unto death, and there is a sin not unto death, says John
the Evangelist (in his First Epistle; 5: 16- 17). So, according to other Fathers, and especially according to Metrophanes the bishop of Smyrna in
his interpretation of the General Epistles, a different interpretation is to be

' That the word pretenses used i n this Canon denotes a feigned seizure has been most

clearly s h o w by St. Basil himself in his c . Ll ll v~herehe interprets this expression.
So that those persons are wrong who say that the word pretenses means the mourning
habit or garb of widows, or die shape of the garments (flute of Translator-These
additional significations may be attached to the Greek word for "pretenses'" but are
obsolete so t'ar as the English language is concerned.) with which they used to try out
all widows who wished to be enrolled in the Church in the battalion of widows. For
these senses are not suited to the true meaning of the Canon.
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given to the sin unto death from that given to the sin not unto death. But
according to Zonaras a sin unto death is one that has reached the stage of
realization and actualization, being, that is to say, a mortal sin, and even
in point of kind, whereas a sin not unto death is one that has not reached
the point of realization and actualization, but has stopped at the point of
consent,' or manifestation of a desire to commit the sin in question (and
see c. TV of Neocaesarea). So what the present Canon asserts is that all
clerics who commit such a mortal sin are indeed liable to be deposed, but
are not to be excluded from the community-or, more explicitly speaking,
from the right to pray together with laymen, in accordance with that passage of Scripture which says: "Thou shalt not exact vengeance twice for
the same offense.'' Such clerics, however, are not entitled to communion
in the sense of partaking of the divine Mysteries. Read also Ap. c. XXV,
and c. I11 of this same St. Basil.
CANON XXXIII

Asfor any woman who conceives and brings forth on the way ant/fails
to take measures therefor, let her be liable to the penalty providedfor a murderer.
(Ap. c. LXV1.)
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that in case a woman who is on the road
should happen to give birth and should fail to take care of the infant, and
the infant dies, she is to be canonized as a murderess,
Concord

Likewise c. LII of this same St. Basil says more extensively that if a
woman brings forth a child in the street and is able to suscitate the child
but lets it die, either in order to conceal her sin, after conceiving it as a
result of harlotry or of adultery, or brutally and inhumanly treats her child
with contempt, she is to be condemned as a murderess. Or even if the cldd
does not die, but someone else who has found it takes it and suscitates,
again the mother of it shall be condemned as a murderess, according to
Zonaras: because she abandoned it out of careless negligence, and so far
as she was concerned left it to die. If, however, she had no means of suscitating it owing to want and destitution of the necessaries, and the baby
died as a result of this circumstance, its mother is deserving of a pardon,
according to the same c. LIT of St. Basil. See also Ap. c. LXVI.
CANON XXXW

As for women who hm~ecommitted adultery' and have confessed it out of
reverence or because they have been more or less confidence-stricken, our

' I have said that this mortal sin as defined by Zonaras must be one in the nature of an

act and deed, or. more explicit1y speaking. one committed by means of the body; for
a sin that has been committed in discourse and by means of the tongue, i.e.- in the
course of using language. is also a mortal sin in point of appearance. and therefore entails deposition; such a sin being that of blasphemy, for instance, and that of perjury,
according to Ap, c, XXV, But also a sin which is committed in the intellect and in the
soul. and is mortal in appearance. or point of kind, is also one that entails deposition
if it be manifested externally: such a sin being, for instance, that of pride, or that of
heresy. according to c. XI[ of the 1st. But Balsamon has interpreted the expression
"sin unto death" in the present Canon to mean an? sin that entails capital punishment.
Sue also t h e Footnote to c . V of the 7th.
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Fathers havefurbidden us to publish thefact, lest we aff0rd some occasionfor
the death of h e remorseful one; hut they ordered ihai such women are io stand
without communion until they have completed the term of theirpenitence.
Interpretation

If any married woman commits adultery with another man, and either
out of reverence or out of fear of the future judgment she confesses the
fact that she has committed the sin. or the fact is brought to light by another party, perhaps because she has become pregnant, or because she has
given birth to the child, while her husband is far away, the Fathers have
ordered that she is not to be given publicity, that is to say, she is not to
be placed in the stations of the penitents; of the weepers, in other words,
or listeners, or kneelers, lest people see her there when she leaves church
with the catechumens; or is standing in the narthex;and discover of course
the fact that she has sinned and before all other sins they will impute to her
the criminal offense of adultery, and thus that penance will be the cause of
her death. For when her husband leanis about it, perhaps he will kill her, in
accordance with that passage of Solomon's saying: "Full ofjealousy is the
anger of her husband" (Prov. 6:34). So for this reason the Fathers ordered
such women to stand in church together with the other faithfuls, without,
however, partaking of communion, until the time fixed for her term of
penitence has expired.l
CANON XXXV
In the case of'a husband who has been descried by his wife, the reason
s
i be looked info. I f it appear that she has departed
for the abandonment m
without a proportionate cause, the husband is to be deemed to deserve pardon, and she to desewe a pt~njtwesentence. This pardon shall he given to
him for the purpose o f enabling him to commune with the Church.
Interpretation

If any woman leaves her husband, an examination must be made to
ascertain the cause and for what reason she left him. The rest of the Canon
is verbatim drawn from c, LXXXVI I1 of the 6th, and see the Interpretation
of it there.
CANON XXXVI

As touching the wives of soldiers who have disappeared, i f they remarry
ihey are suh/ect io the satne pmvi.s'/on as hears upon the case of the wives of
men who have left the country, when they refuse to await their return. Nevertheless, there is some reason,for ci pardon here, because there is more reason
to suspect death.
Interpretation

This Canon has been borrowed verbatim from c. XCIII of the 6th, and
see the Interpretation of it there
CANON XXXVII
After being deprwed uf another man's wife, if a man marries, he shall
he liable io have charges hrough; q a m s t him in regard to thefirst case of
adultery', but as regards the second case he s h a l l be exempt from charges.

' Likewise the Faster in his c, XXXIlI

s a y that no woman, whether a laywoman or
a nun, is to be cast out of church on account of any misdemeanor. And see the Interprctarioa of the same Canon of the Faster.
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Interpretation

According to this Canon if any man should illegally take the fiancee
or the wife of anv other man. and afterwards this man should take her
away from him, Ad he should thereafter get an unmarried woman as his
wife and marry her. as for his sin with the first strange woman, be shall
be canonized as an adulterer, but as relates to the second woman he is not
responsible.
CANON XXXVI I I
Maidens who without the comen; and advice of their,father run after men
are gvi/ty of fornication. But if' the parents can be reconciled, the matter would
seem to be susceptible qf'remedtatiofi. But they are not tv be restored to cummunion direcdy; they must, on the contrary, he sentenced to three years.

Interpretation

The present Canon prescribes that all maidens and virgins who are under the control and authority of their father and run after men, or; in other
words, willingly and of their own accord have offered themselves to their
lovers, are fornicating and cannot be married. But if thereafter the parents
of such virgins become reconciled and consent to let the lovers and ravishers of their daughters cohabit with them; it seems that what happened in
the beginning of the affair may be remedied, and that their fornication may
be changed into marriage and matrimony.' Nevertheless, when men and
women do such things, they are not to be pardoned at once and forthwith
allowed to partake of communion, but are to be canonized three years.
Concord

Canons XL, XLI. and XLTI of the same St. Basil make it plain that
marriages of the daughters and slave girls that have been made without
the consent and approval of their fathers and masters, respectively, are to
be considered cases of fornication and are to be dissolved. But after their
consent has been obtained; they may be validated, and in that event they
become true marriages. See also the Footnotes to cc. XXVII and XLII of
Carthage,
CANON XXXIX
A woman who lives with an adulterer is art adulteress a/I the time.
Interpretation

If any woman who has a husband has committed adultery with another
man, and afterwards either leaves her husband while he is alive and follows the one who led her into adultery, or after her husband dies she takes
him as her husband and lives with him, she, I say, according to this Canon,
even though she has completed the fourteen years' sentence for adultery,
nevertheless is an adulteress all the years that she lives with the adulterer.
For in view of the fact that she fails to abstain from the sin, but continues
persistently in committing it over and over again, she is not admissible to

' That is v,h\ Emperors Leo and Constantine in their concise selection of laws define

marriage to be contracted in uriting or by unwritten agreement when the husband is
fifteen ycars of age and the wife is thirteen and each one wants the other, provided,
however, that thcy have tiicir parents" consent (Titli; XII, p 10 1 of the second book of
the Jus Gracco-Romanurn), Hence the laws will not allow this matrimonial contract
to become lalid after the parents have been reconciled (Basilica. Book LX, Title
LVIII }
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penitence; nor can she be believed to have repented, and consequently neither can she ever receive a pardon, until she separates from the adulterer.
See also the Footnote to c. I1 of Neocaesarea.
CANON XL

A woman who is in defiance ofher lord andyields herself to another man
is guilty of fornication. But she who thereafter contracts a public marriage
becomes a wedded wife. So that thefirst case is to be consideredfhication,
the second mairimony. For the conventions of persons under the control of
others are unreliable,
(Ap c. LXXXII; c. IV ofthe 4th; c. LXXXV ofthe 6th; c, 1 1 1 of Gangra:
cc. LXXHL XCofCarthage;cc XL. XL1. XL1l of Basil)

Interpretation

If a girl who is a slave under control of her master gives herself to
a man without the consent and approval of her master, she has thereby
become guilty of fornication, since agreements and stipulations given by
girls who are under the control of masters are uncertain and void. ' But if
thereafter either the master of the girl permits and allows her to do this,
or manumits her altogether, and such a slave girl celebrates her marriage
openly and publicly, then she is not to be considered a harlot, but a legally
married wife. See also Ap. c, LXXXII and c, XXXVIII of Basil.
CANON XLI
A woman in her widowhood who has control of'herself'and the nghi to
cohabit is not subject to criminal charges (if there is no man to disrupt the
marriage), since St. Paul has said, "If the husband die,she i sfree to marry

whomsoever she pleases, but only in the Lord

"

(ICar. 7:39;Rom. 7:3)

(References as cited beneath c. XL.)

Interpretation

If any widow who has control over herself marries a second time, she
is not liable to charges of misconduct, seeing that St. Paul says concerning
her that if her husband dies she is free to marry a second time, provided
she does so in the Lord,j that is to say, not with an infidel or a heretic or
a relative within the degrees prohibited by law, but with a believer who is
an Orthodox Christian and not precluded by law. The expression, on the
other hand, saying "if there is no man to disrupt the marriage" denotes
that if she is in the control of other persons, as, for instance, her father,
her grandfather, or her master, they may dissolve the marriage if they do
not care to consent to it. See also the Footnote to Ap. c. LXXXIL and c.
XXXVIII of the same St. Basil.

' The fact that agreements and stipulations made by persons undcrthe control of others

are unreliable and void was gleaned by the Saint from the 30th chapter of the Book of
Numbers, concerning which see the Footnote to c. XXVIII of this same St. Basil.

1 said "or manumits her altogether'' because Nicetas of Tliessalonica says that those
masters who have men slaves and women slaves, and are aware of the fact that they
are fornicating amongst themselves, deserve to be excommunicated, according to
die Canons, if thcy refuse to let them marry legally. Let them not vainly suspect that
it' thee let them ma? by a church i+edding they may lose their slaves, as though a
church wedding might avail to free them from the bonds o f slavery. No. For Emperor
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Alcxius in his Novel decrees that slave men and slavc women may m a r F with the
priests' blessing and still remain slaves (in the book of the Jus G r a m - R m m u m } .
As to the fact that slaves who imry are not thereb! emancipated see divine Chn sostoni. n h o cites a historical account of a case bearing upon this point (Sermon 11011
I Thcss.. p. 2 17 of I 01. IV).

' The expression '^butonly in the Lord" is interpreted by this St. Basil the Great (Ser-

mon concerning Virginity), who asserts that it means that the marriage must have
a preceding purpose, and that the persons must not he gutting married in order to
satisfy their passion for pleasure and their carnal desire, but in order to have each
other's spiritual help in passing through this life. A consistent purpose of marriage
is the production of children. and b\ way of example he cites the words which God
spoke in regard to Adam before He formed Eve, to wit: "Let u s make 11im a helper
meet for lum," which proposition reveals the preceding need of psychical and spiritual help that existed before their marriage. But even Theodoret asserts that it was for
this reason that God gave an injunction to the man who took the woman as his wife:
"He bade her to satisfy the man's desire, not a passion tor pleasure, but by sho~ming
him the rational need of her society" (page 1537 of vol. 1 of the Pentateuch, Dent. 2 1 :
13).

CANON LXI1
Marriages entered into w f h o ~ the
t cement of those in a1fthorzty1are
fornications. Tf the father, therefore, is alive, or the master, the contracting
parties are by no meansfree from responsibility until the lords nod approval o f
their cofwbifaizon.For then the affair receives the character of a marriage.
Interpretation

This Canon is a recapitulation of the three Canons above, i.e., cc.
XXXVIII, XL. and XLI? and it says that if a daughter under the control
of her father, or a slave girl under the control of her master, should marry
without the consent and approval of the father or master, respectively,
who have control over them, their marriages are to be considered fornications; and not only this, but their marriages are also to be dissolved and
they themselves are to be punished penitentially. But if the father and the
master, their lords, agree to their marriages, then the marriages receive indissoluble validity. and they themselves are exempt from all punishment.
Read also the Footnote to Ap. c. LXXXII, and c. XXXVIIT of the same
St. Basil.
CANON XL11I

Whoever has given hi's neighbor a blow is a murderef wheiher he sta'fled
thefigh or was defending himself
(Ap, c. LXVI: c. XCI of the 6th: cc. XXI. XXIT, XXIII of Anqra;
Epistle of Athanasius to Amun. cc. 11, VIII, XI, XIII, XXXIII,
XLIII, Lll, L1V. LVl, LV11 ot'Basil; c. V, of Nyssa.)

Interpretation

Whoever strikes a person a vital and mortal blow, and the person struck
dies from the blow, is a murderer, according to tills Canon, whether he
himself was the one who struck the first blow. or the other person struck
him first, and he returned the blow in order to get revenge.See also Ap.
c. LXVT.

C A N O N XLIV
A Deaconess who has beenfo~nicatingwith ca Grecian is admissible to
communion, but to the offering she will be admissible in the seventh year,
that is, ifshe lives m chastity. But a Grecian who after beliefagam indulges
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in sacrilqy is returning to his vomit. We there/ore no longerpermit the booty
of'fhe Deaconess io be put io carnal use, on the ground that if has been consecrated.
(Ap. c . XXV, cc . IV. XXI of the 6th: c . XXXV of Carthage;
cc. XXXII. L, LI. LXX of Basil.)

Interpretation

If perchance any deaconess (concerning whom see the Footnote to c.
XIX of the 1st) fornicates with a Grecian, she shall, after being duly purified, be admitted to communion, or, more explicitly speaking, she shall
be allowed to stand with the believers and to join in the prayers said in
church; but to the communion of the Holy Mysteries she shall be admitted only after seven years have passed as the sentence for her fornication. '
but even then only on condition that she shall abstain from the evil and
live in sobriety. But if the Grecian who has fornicated with her comes to
believe, and thereafter seeks to take the deaconess in marriage, according
to Balsamon and Blastaris. after she has been purified (for he calls this
sacrilege), the man has returned like the dog to his own vomit. Hence we
will not allow the consecrated body of the deaconess2henceforward to be
used for carnal intercourse and pleasure; that is to say, we will not allow
her to get married. See also Ap, c, XXV,
CANON XLV

Ifanyone who has received h e name of Christian offh
Chris; an insult,
his uppelation shall be ofno benefit to him whatsoever.
Interpretation

Whoever believes in Christ and is named a Christians must live in accordance with the commandments of the Christ in whom he has believed,
in order that God may be glorified through him; in accordance with the
passage saying: "Thus let your light shine before men," etc. (Matt. 5: 16).
But if anyone though named a Christian transgresses the commandments
of Christ, he is insulting Christ Himself by this transgression, and he will
receive no benefit whatever from the mere fact that he is named a Christian, according to James the Brother of God, for he says: "What profit has
one. my brethren. if he has faith but has no works? can it be said that his
faith is able to save him?" (James 2: 1 8). And God-bearing Tgnatius says
the following in his commentary on the Epistle to the Ephesians: "Those
professing Christ are recognized not from only what they say, but also
from what they do. For the fruit is known by the tree. It is better to be silent and be, than it is to speak and not to be. The kingdom of God does not
consist in discourse, but in power." See also the Footnote to Ap. c. LXTV,
and c. CXIX of Carthage.

' Zonaras and Balsanioii agree in that because this deaconess placed the harlot with.
an infidel. and not $1 ith a believer. she was sentenced b\ the Saint not to the lighter
penalty for fornication prescribed b\ the Fathers before him (see the Interpretation of
c . XX of Anq ra and c XXII of Basil) but to a heavier penalty. concerning which see
also the Footnote to c. XLVIII of Laodicca

Hence Balsamon infers that neither deacons nor hieromonachs nlio have changed
their habits can be married alter being purified; nor can purified secular priests who
are widowers l i m p a second time. since. even though purified. the! themselves
have consecrated their bod! to God. and the\ have vowed. the deacons and hiero-
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manochs not to marry at all and the secular priests not to marry a second time. But
neither can the WTVCS of secular priests g e t married a second time whcn the latter have
died. according to Balsamon.
F o r this St. Basil the Great says (see his Epitomized Def. 80) that "it is natural for
a Christian to be purified from even taint of flesh and spirit by the blood of Jesus
Christ, to execute sanctitude with fear of God and with love of Christ, and not to have
a blemish or wrinkle, or anything of that kind, but, on the contrary, to be holy and
faultless, and it is characteristic of him that in him righteousness excccds that of the
Scribes and Pharisees in even respect, and that Christians love one another just as
Christ has loved us; it is further characteristic of a Christian in general to keep the
Lord before his eves at all times and perpetually. e v e p hour of the day as long as he
is awake, and to be ready to please God to perfection. Furthermore. according to St.
Paul is one who has crucified the body together with its sufferings and desires for the
sake of Christ; and in general, according to Theodoret, the appellation of Christian
is one that brims with high esteem and that is full ofblessing-for in praising it men
s w , " T r u l ~a Christian?" and the? are wont to make their requests in some such formula as "Do what befits any Christian,"

CANON XLVI

A 1t~o~1an
who unwittingly marries a man abandoned by his wife for a
time and who has aftewarets been left by him on account of his former wife's
re/wning, has committed fornication, albeit unwii;/ng/y. She shallnot, therefore, be denied marriage, though it were better that she remain single.
Interpretation

This Canon has been borrowed verbatim from c. XCIII of the 6th, and
see the Interpretation of it there.
CANON XLVTT
As for Encraitlefi and Saccophon and Apo;ac;Ites, they come under
the same rule as Novalimn; for concerning /he Sailer a Carton has been

promuigated, every though different, whereas nothing has been said therein
as touching the fiwmer. Be that as it may, we rehaptjze such persons. I f it
be objected that what we are doing isforbidden as regards this practice o f
rebaptism, precisely as in the case ofpresenl-day Romans, J or the sake of'
economy, yet we insist that our rule prevail, since, inasmuch and precisely
as it is an offshoot uf'the Marciunistes, the heresy o f those who abominate
marriage, and who shun wine, and who call Godk creation tainted We
therefore do not admit them into the <,'hwch unless they gel baptized with
our bap/ism. For let them nut say that they are baptized in Father and Son
and Holy Spirit who assume God to be a had creator, in a manner vying with
the Marciunites and other heresies. So that if this pleases them more Bishops
ought to adopt it., and thus establish as a Canon, in order that anyone,folkwins shall be in no danger, and anyone reptying hy chins i / shall he deemed
worthy of 'credence.
Interpretation

This divine Father in his first Canon decreed economically, according
to the Anonymous Expositor of the Canons, that the baptism of Encratites and Novatians (in spite of the fact that even there he prescribed this
following the Fathers of the regions of Asia who accept it) ought to be accepted, whereas in the present Canon, in correcting apparently what was
prescribed there by way of economy, he says that all Encratites and Sacco-

' h i other manuscripts it says: "Let our rule to disregard and set aside their baptism
remain valid."
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phori and Apotactites (concerning whom see the Footnotes to c. XCV of
the 6th), but also even the Novatiam, must be rebaptized, and that notwithstanding that among the Asians and the Romans such rebaptism has
been forbidden, for the sake of economy, yet, he says, that his rule ought
to have validity and remain in effecc2 because their heresy is an offshoot
or branch of the Marciouites, who hold marriage and wine to be disgusting and call God a creator of bad things. So that, if this opinion happens
to please, a Council of Bishops ought to be held in order to make this
opinion, which so tar is but an opinion of some, is catholic and inviolable
in order that those who follow by rebaptizing such persons may
do so without danger, and so that anyone offering it in reply when asked
about the matter may derive credibility from the Canon.
CANON XLVIH
But the woman abandoned by her husband ought, in my opinion, to stay.
For i f the Lord has said, that i f any man leaves his wife except on, gruz~nds
of:fbrnicaHon,he is causing her to corn& adutiery (Mail.5:32), since as a
result of his calling her un adulteress he has debarred her from communion
with any other man. For how c u a~ husband be considered irresponsible as
ihe cause of adultery, while the wife, deemed an aduI;etÂ¥esby ihe 1,ot-d an
account of communion with another man, is so denominated?
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that if any woman has been left by her husband without there being any ground based upon fornication, she must not
get married to any other man, in accordance with the decision made by
the Lord which says that any man who divorces, or, as He says, "releases"
his wife, save on grounds of fornication, is causing her to commit adultery. For, inasmuch as the Lord called her an adulteress, it is obvious that
He forbade her to take another husband; since, if her husband is subject
to reprehension for having caused her to become an adulteress by taking
another husband, it is evident that she too is subject to reprehension for
getting married a second time, because she is committing adultery by doing so while her first husband is still alive, in view of the fact that she was
called an adulteress by the Lord, as we have said.
CANON XLIX

Let deftoraiiunsperformedin,ft~//~liment
?fa need entail no responsibility,
so thaieven aslave girl if viotatedhyher own master isfreefmm responsihdity.
(St. Gregory the Miracle-worker in his c. 11)

^With reference to disregarding and setting aside the baptism. that is to say, of schismatic heretics; and notice that the Saint says for his rule to be invested with greater
force and validity, wherein the baptism of such persons is not to be accepted, notwithstanding the economy 1%hich induced some bishops to accept their baptism. Just as -w e
Easterners too foilov, this rule we even now refuse to accept the baptism nliich used
to be accepted by the Latins as a matter of economy (and read the Footnote to Ap. c.
XLVI)
'Note that the Saint employed the word rebaptifm,not Literally and in its proper sense.
but improperly and in a special sense. not considering it relatively to our baptism. but
relatively to the baptism of such heretics, and calling their ceremon) a baptism lust as
they thought it and called it (see Footnote to Ap. c. XLVli)
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Interpretation

Deflorations that have been performed forcibly and violently upon
women, decrees the present Canon, are not to be accounted a sin, owing
to their having been incurred involuntarily, and consequently they are not
to be punished with a penance; so that even if a slave girl has been forcibly
raped by her master; she is not liable to any penalty; likewise as regards all
other women and girls that have been forcibly raped in any such manner.
Note also c. I1 of St. Gregory the Miracle-worker.
CANON L

There is no lm as to third marriages, so that a third marriage is not subject
to any law. We look uponsuch things us &/i/ements ofthe Church, but we do
not bring them to public trials, on the ground that they are preferable to Sax
fornication.
(c. 11 l of Neocaesarea; cc. IV, L, LXXX of Basil,)

Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that there is no ecclesiastical law or rule to
allow a third marriage: so that no such marriage is lawful, but on the contrary, any such marriage is unlawful, and is like a pollution of the Church.
Yet. a third marriage is better than the free fornication in which many
women indulge, on the ground that even though it is in reality fornication
it is confined to one woman. For this reason we do not expressly condemn
a third marriage, to the extent of insisting upon its being annulled and on
having the parties to it separated from each other, but on the contrary, we
are wont to overlook it or disregard it altogether. Note also c. I11 of Neocaesarea.
THE THIRD CANONICAL EPISTLE

OF THE SAME SAINT TO THE SAME SAINT
DIVIDED INTO THIRTY-FIVE CANONS

as follows:
CANON LI
As regards C/er;'csthe C a m have been promzdgafed indiscriminately,
prescribing a single punishment for those who commit offenses o f any kind,
namely, expulsion,/km the service, whether they be possessed of'any rank or
are simply a w i n g one in the service while unordalned.
(Ap. c, XXV: cc. IV. XXI ofthc 6th; c. XXXV of Carthagc:
cc. III. XXXII: XLIV of Basil.)

Interpretation

This Canon decrees that the Canons punish sinners by deranking them
and expelling them from the service, including clerics who have been ordained, such as subdeacons, that is to say, deacons, and presbyters, as well
as those who only bear the prelatical seal, such as Anagnosts (or Lectors),
Psalts (or Cantors), and those below these; instead of subjecting the higher
ones to a heavier penalty, and the lower ones to a lighter penalty, it places
all of them on an equal footing and subjects them to one and the same
penalty. See also A. c. XXV.
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CANON LII

As touching a woman who fails to fake due cafe of her oflspring when
she gives birth to a child in the ,street or on the road, i f though able to save
I ; she treated it contemptuously or scornfully, either thinking that she could
thus cover up her sin, or entertaining an utterly brutal and znhuman view of
ihe matter, 1ei her he judged as i f heldfor murder. Rui if she was unable to
give the childproper attention and protection, and the offspring died in consequence of lack o f care and of needmeut,~,the mother is pardonable,
Interpretation

We have explained this Canon in connection with c. XXX111 of the
same St. Basil, and see the Interpretation of it there. For in nothing else
does it differ from that one except that that one is succincter while this one
is diffuser.
CANON LIII

A w i d w e d slave woman may not have committed any great off&se by
choosing to marry a second lime under pretense of ravishment, so that she
ought not to be charged with anything on account of this. For it is not prcm e s that are io he inked,but the actual intent. But it is plainly evidenl thai
the penalty for marrying a second time remains to her,
Interpretation

If perchance any woman who is a widow slave, while under control of
her master, should pretend that the man about to marry her snatched away
and ravished her without her consent, she has not offended greatly by doing so, nor is she to be condemned as a fornicatrix or prostitute or harlot,
since her pretended ravishment ought not to be considered, but her actual
intention, seeing that she in reality wanted the marriage and gave herself
willingly to the one said to have ravished her against her will. Hence such
a woman is to be canonized only with the penalty and penance provided
for marrying a second time, that is to say, more plainly speaking, a year
or two, provided, however, that her master has consented to her marriage;
for without his consent what occurred is to be considered fornication. See
also c. XXXVIII of the same St. Basil, and the Footnote to c. XXVII of
the 4th.
CANON LTV

As respecting d@erences w cases of irfvohfntaiy madazlghter 1 krum
ihai years ago I sent your godltness an epistle, e x p l h i n g the matter a sfar
as we found it possible to do, and I can say'nothing more than what was as,wried therein. It is permissible to your goodsense ofjudgment to increase
the pftua//iesor to relax them in accordance with the peculiarity of at/ftndiug
circumstances.
Interpretation

Having spoken about the difference between voluntary and involuntary manslaughter in his c. VITI, and having nothing more to say about it
than what he said therein, divine Basil allows the spiritual father fixing
the penance for those guilty of involuntary manslaughter either to increase
the penalty or to reduce it in accordance with the peculiarity of the circumstances, or, at any rate, in accordance with the manner and cause of
the homicide, and in accordance with the disposition and inclination to
repent manifested by the offender. Read also Ap. c. LXVI.
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CANON LV

As for those who resist robbers, if they themselves are outside of'the
~ h u r c hthey
, are to be excludedfrorn communion with the good boon; but i f
they are Clerics, hey are to he deprived of /heir rank. For every man, i i says,
who takes to the sword shall dw by the sword (Matt. 26:52).
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that men who kill the robbers attacking
them shall be doomed to abstain from the Mysteries for three years if
they happen to be laymen themselves, on the ground that they cannot be
regarded as having clean hands, that i s to say, in accordance with the rule
obtaining in the case of those who kill men in the course of war, according to the assertions ofBalsamon and Zonaras. ' But those who are in holy
orders and clerics are to be deposed; since, according to the Lord's assertion all who take up the sword shall be put to the sword and die by it. But
note that the Saint uses the words sword and death to denote deprivation
from communion and deposition, since these consequences, to the mind of
prudent and knowledgeable men, are considered to be a truly death-dealing punishment. See also Ap. c. LXVI; see also the Footnote to c. XI11 of
the same St. Basil.
CANON LVI
A man who has ~1z;n;arilyslain anyone, and has thereafter r e g ~ ~ e d
the deed and has repented ofii, s h / / he excluded from communion with the

Fomtuin of'Sanctityfor fti'entyyears. The t\tlenty'yearsshall be allotted to him
in the following manner, to w i t Forfimr years he must weep outsde o f the
portal, standing upright beside the oratory, and begging thefaithful that enter
to make a .vpec;aI prayer,/or him, w h i k he c o ~ f ~ s . ~ over
e . s and over again the
same transgression. Afterfour years he is to be stationed among the audients
(or listeners), and for five pars he ,sha//be permitted to go out toge[her 1 t?ith
them. ^or seven years he shall heperft&ted'to go out together with the kneelem
praying with them.Four years more shall he spend together with the faithful,
hut shall nof he perrvilted to participate in the offering.When these years have
been duty fulf iled, he shall partake ofthe Holy Elements.
Interpretation

The present Canon canonizes anyone that voluntarily and willfully
killed a human being twenty years, if he has repented of the deed afterwards. It prescribes that during the first four years he shall continue weeping; during the next five years he shall keep listening, and during five
years he shall leave church in the company of the listeners; for seven years
he shall spend the time lmeeling; for eight years he shall stand together
with the faithful; and after all these years he may commence participating in the communion. See also Ap. c. LXVI, and c. XI of the lst, and the
ichnography of a Christian temple at the end of this volume.

' For C,onstantine Chliarenus. of C,onstantinople the Patriarch, canonized them that

number of years, in conjunction with and under the sanction and approving vote of
the Synod surrounding him. Provided. however, such persons were unable to flee
from the robbers attacking them. Ifthe! could have fled and did not trv to flee, but
slew the robbers in cold blood, they are to be punished with more than three years
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CANON LVH

A man who has killed anyone involuntarily shall remain excludedffvm
the Holy Elenwnts for ten years. The ten year's shall be allotted to him in the
f o h w i n g manner, to wit: For two yeam he shall keep weeping; for three
years he shall spend his time listening;for four years, kneeling; and for one
year only he shall mark lime as a co-slander; and hencef'orth he shall he
admitted to the Holies.
Interpretation
But as regards one who has killed a human being without wishing to do

so, the present Canon forbids him the divine Mysteries for ten years, Accordingly, it decrees that he shall weep for two years; listen for three years;
kneel for four years; and stand with the faithful and let them comfort him
for one year more; and then he may begin partaking of communion. See
Ap. c. LXVI, c. XI of the I st, and the plan of a Christian temple.
CANON LVTTT

The sentencefor a man guilty of hcning committed adultery' is that he
shall be excludedfim (he Holy FAemenis for fifteen yeam. These fifteen
years shall be allotted to him in thefollowing manner, to wit: For four years
he shall keep weeping;forfive years, 1isten;ng;f o r , four years, kneeling; for
ftru years, co-standing wiihuu f Cummunioft.
Interpretation

This Canon canonizes an adulterer to abstain from communion for
fifteen years. He is to spend the first four years in weeping; the next five
years in listening, four years in kneeling, and two years standing together
with the faithful, and then shall be allowed to commune. See also c. XX
of Ancyra.
CANON LTX
A forntcalor shall remain excludedfrom the Holy Elements for seven
years: iwo weeping, and two joining the listeners, and two kneeling, and for

one year only confined to costandmg; and in the eighth year he shall be
admiued to Communion.
{c. XXIX of Basil; c. IV of Nyssa.)

Interpretation

This Canon canonizes a fornicator to abstain from the Mysteries for
seven years. During the first two of these he is to keep weeping; during
the next two he is to listen in company with the listeners (or audients); for
two years he is to keep kneeling; for one year he is to stand together with
the faithful; and in the eighth year he is to be accorded the right to partake
of communion. This Canon is St. Basil's own decree and the penalty it
provides is his, which accounts for the latter being more severe. And see
his c. XXII, and the Footnote thereto.
CANON LX
Asfor any girl or woman who h a s vowed t o remain a virgin, but has
Sapsed from her vow, she shall do the time f i x e d j w the sin adultery with
the economy allotted to her to live by herself. The same penalty shall be
meted out to persons who have t w w d themselves to monastic Ilfe, but have

of

lapsed therefrom.

(c. XVI of the 4th;c. XIX of A n q r a . )
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Interpretation

This Canon canonizes nuns and monks that fornicate or many with a
sentence of fifteen years, or, in other words, it subjects them to the penalty
for adultery. See also c. VI of the 4th, and c. XlX of Ancyra.
CANON LXI

Anyone who has stolen anything, provided he h a s repented of his o\vn accordandhas accused himself of the (heft,sha//he excludedfrom the communion
qfihe Hm) Elemenif,for one year only.Rui ifhe was detected, two y e m . The
time shall be proportioned to him befiveen kneeiing and co-standing, a d
thereupon he shall be deemed to deserve to participate in Coft~ft~tmon.
Interpretation

The present Canon forbids communion to a thief who has confessed
of his own accord and on his own initiative and who has repented, for one
year only, but as touching anyone who has been exposed by others or has
been caught in the act of stealing, it canonizes him to kneel for a year, and
then for another year to stand along with the faithful, and thereafter he is
to commune. See also c. III of St, Gregory of Neocaesarea.
CANON LXII
As for any man who uncovers his nakedness in the midst uf mules, he
shall he allotted the tirne,fixed/br those franspssmf in /he act o f adultery.
(c, VII of Basil; c. IV of Nyssa.)

Interpretation

The present Canon canonizes anyone guilty of sodomy, i .e., sexual
intercourse between males; like an adulterer, or, more expressly speaking,
fifteen years. See also c. VII of the same St. Basil.
CANON LXnI

As for anyone who evinces his impiety by associating with irrational
beas/s, he shall stand delinquentfor the same lengih o f time.
(cc. XVI, XVII of Ancya; c . VII of Basil; c . IV of Nyssa.)

Interpretation

The present Canon canonizes likewise fifteen years anyone guilty of
the crime of bestiality.
CANON LXIV
As f o r aperjurer, he shall he excluded from communion for ten years:
two years weepi& ;hwe lis~en/ng;,fimikneeling; one year only co-slandtng;

and shall then be deemed worthy to partake o f Communion.
Interpretation

The present Canon canonizes a perjurer by prohibiting him to have the
benefit of the Mysteries for ten years; and it decrees that he shall spend
two years in weeping, three in listening, four in kneeling, one in standing
together with the faithful, and then shall be allowed the right to communion. But this perjurer must be understood to have perjured himself needlessly. ' See c, XCTV of the 6th.
Note. however. that d i ~ i n cIsidore of Pclusium. upon learning that a priest named
Zoziimus forgave a perjurer for a fev fishes which the latter had brought him, wrote
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to that such a perjurer could not obtain a pardon with gifts milcss he first indemnified

the adversary of the perjure for his perjury "For the fact that you have been appeased
with gifts does not absolve hi111 of the cnme. but the o n l ~thing that can do so is for
the injured part> to get nliat is due to him or to get back what belongs to him'' (Letter
1060 of Zozimus). Hence after the one wronged b\ perjup has rccovcrcd what 11c
lost, then tile perjurer ought to be canonizcd.

CANON LXV

As for anyone practicing incantation or sorcery, he s h a l l be allotted the
time of a murderer, it beingproportioned to him in such a manner as though
he had convicied himself' of each sinfor a yeaz
Interpretation

The present Canon punishes an incantator and a sorcerer in a manner
similar to one who has committed involuntary manslaughter. See also c.
LXI of the 6th.
CANON LXVI

A grave-robber shall remain excludedfrom Communionfor ten years.
Interpretation

The present Canon excludes from communion for ten years anyone
that opens a grave in order to steal theJewelry from the buried corpse.' But
St. Gregory of Nyssa in his c. VII divides grave-robbing into two classes
or kinds, namely, pardonable and unpardonable. Pardonable grave-robbing he says is when anyone, without disturbing the dead person, taking
the stones that may happen to be found in the grave in order to employ
them in building a work of greater benefit to the community; he calls
it unpardonable grave-robbing, on the other hand; when anyone opens
graves in order to get clothes or any jewelry or other valuables from the
dead persons buried there, which offense is punished like fornication, or,
more definitelv sueakine. with a sentence of nine vears. But the Faster
canonizes grave-robbers%e year with xerophagy &d penitence in his c.
XXIX.
2

1

CANON LXVII

Sexual intercourse befiveen brother and sister shall be expiated by the
sentence ofa murdere~
(c. LXXV of Basil.)

Interpretation

In ibis Canon the Saint canonizes any man that has sexual intercourse
with his sister where both parties are children of the same parents, i.e., if
she is his sister-gennan, or full-blooded sister by both father and mother,
like an involuntary manslaughterer, or, more expressly, with a sentence of
twenty years, according to the Anonymous Expositor of the Canons.
^Title XXIEI of Book VII of the Basilica provides that grave-robbcrs arc to be punished both by a sentence as criminals and by a fine. By a sentence, because thcy
arc condemned as infamous; and by a fine, because they are mulcted, sometimes
ill the sum of one hundred, and sometimes in die sum of two hundred nomismala
(Byzantine soiidi). If they go and open a grave while armed, the! are punished
capitally; but if while unarmed, they are sentenced to work in the mines. Again, if
they are men of low birth, the! are sentenced to extreme punishment; whereas if
they are men of honorable birth, thcy arc exiled, or arc condemned to the mines.
Title VII of Book XI of the Injunctions says that grave-robbers arc subject to the
law providing against sacrilege. Note that all persons who remove corpses without
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the permission of a priest or of a bishop, or of the Emperor, or of the magistrates,
arc considered grave-robbcrs. That is why a certain hcgournenos having charge of
the Monastery of St. Mocius who exhumed corpses without any such permission was
dismissed from the liegounieiiate and deposed from office. according to Balsamon.
(Scc all thcsc facts in Photius. Title IX, cli. 27). It is fitting that we add in the present
Footnote how great condemnation those priests or laymen deserve who open graves
in order to fmd, as t h y say. the Bryw/accs~as t h y call them, and put them to death.
Oh. to what a wretched condition and lack of knowledge present-day Christians have
reached. Christian brethren. what delusions are those you have? What stupid and
infantile imaginings are those in which you believe! What mockeries are those with
which the demons separate you from an implicit belief in God, and make sport of you
like silly children! I tell you and I inform you with e v e n assurance that Bncolaces
never occur, nor arc there any in the world. Bn-colaces,as you call them, arc nothing
clsc than a false and childish prejudice born of your fear and unbelief: and they are
a silly notion which fools \ou and tells yon that the dead rise out of their tombs and
come forth ami trouble \ou. There are no Brycolaces, because it is in~possiblefor the
Devil ever to raise a dead person and to make a corpse that has been dead a month or
two have blood, or fingernails. or any bodil~movement or motion, sucli as J ou imagine. Bqcolaces are a silly notion, because. if one examines carefull! those who claim
to have seen B ~ c o l a c e she
, will find that after saving that someone else told them
about it they finally come to believe that they themselves have seen them. That is my
impression from having man! times and in many places investigated the facts. Hence,
ray brethren, when Â¥ ou learn these, dismiss a q such prejudice and imagination from
your thought. and henceforth believe not that there are any sucli things as Bncolaces
in reality. If. as a result of your paucih of belief in God the Devil ever obsesses yo11
with any such imaginations, tell the priest to chant a liagiasin, or sanctifying hyiim,
in that place, and through divine grace the activity of the demons will be terminated,
As for any persons that dare to open graves in order to strike or mangle a corpse, or
to bum it, for the alleged purpose of putting to death itith that blow or of burning
the B y o l a x , the! ought to be canonized by the prelate not only as grave-robbers,
but also as murderers. What am I saling? Why, such persons ought to be prohibited
under severe penalties b\ the prelate from daring in the beginning even to open at
all the graves of suspected dead persons. See also divine Chqmstom (Sermon 36 on
Lazarus. page 234, in v-01. V), how he reproves those silly persons who believe that
demons actually are in existence, which is the same as saying. the souls of those who
have been murdered, or have been hanged, or have met a violent death. For he tells
them that the souls of such persons do not become demons or Bqcolaces, but of those
Christians who live in sins and who imitate the wickedness of the demons. See also
page 992 of the second volume of the Conciliar Records, where it is stated to have
been a belief of the hcrcsy of the Bogomiles that demons inhabit bodies.
Concord

In his c. LXXV he canonizes eleven years any man who has sexual
intercourse with his step-sister, or half-sister, that is, a sister by the father
alone or by the mother alone, asserting that until he abstains from such
illicit practice he is not to be permitted to enter the Church; but after abstaining from it, he is to spend three years weeping, three years listening,
three years kneeling, and two years standing together with the faithful but
without participating in communion, and then is to be deemed worthy of
the communion. The Faster, in his c. XIV. canonizes three years with xerophagy and penances or penitences, any man who has mingled carnally
with his own sister.
C A N O N LXVIII
'/'heconjueation in matrimony of human heing.s within the prohibited degrees, if it be defected.shall be punished with the sentences of adviferers, on
the ground that i t falls m the same class qfsinful acts affecting,human beings.'
In other codices the present Canon is found differently voided. thus: "If anyone sets
up a marriage involving a relative, let him be punished with die penalty for adulten:
the marriage being sundered.
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Interpretation

Generally speaking this Canon punishes every marriage that is made
with a relative and is prohibited by law, with the sentence inflicted upon
adulterers, such marriage, that is to say, being first dissolved, and then
punished. But it appears that St. Basil here punishes illicit marriages with
the lighter sentence attached to adultery by the Fathers before him, or,
more expressly, only seven years (concerning which see c. XX ofAncyra,
and c. XXII of the same St. Basil), and not with his own heavier sentence.
that of fifteen years, that is to say, since in proceeding to his c. LXXVTII
he canonizes a man seven years ifhe takes two sisters.
CANON LX1X

As for an Anagnost (or Lector), i f he has had anyhing l o do with his
betrothed before the ~veddrng,after being suspended from duty for one year
he shall bepermit;ed to read, though he shallf~rfkithis fight to be advanced
to any higher status; but ifhe has stolen his wife withoutfirst betrothmg h.q
L C , by m a r r y q her clandestinely, he shall he dismissedfrom the ecclesiaslied sewice. The same treatment shall be p e n to my other servant of the
( ,'hvreh.
Interpretation

If any Anagnost (commonly called a lector in English) indulges in
sexual intercourse with his fiancee before the complete ceremony of the
marriage has been carried out in church, even though it was true that she
wanted this done (for the word "this" here denotes the same thing as coition): he is to be canonized one year. according to this Canon, by being
suspended from duty; afterwards he is to be allowed to read in church,
but cannot be promoted to any higher rank, or, in other words, he cannot
become a deacon nor a presbyter, because he showed pusillanimity and
did not have the fortitude to wait until the marriage had been duly celebrated in church. But if he has carnal know ledge o f a woman who was not
betrothed to him, who was not his avowed fiancee, he shall be dismissed
from service, even though he may have given her a promise before the
coition to take her as his lawful wife, and even though after the coition
he took her as his lawful wife (for this is what is meant by the expression
'clandestine marriage"). This same penalty is incurred by any other servant of the Church that does this thing (concerning which see the Footnote
to c. XV of the 6th), whether he be a psalt or a d ~ o r k e e p e rSee
, ~ also Ap.
c. XXVI.
CANON LXX
Ifany Deacon has had his lips fainted, and has confksed to have sinned
to this extent, he shall he suspended from the liturgy. Hut he shall be allowed
io partake of the Holy Elements along with the rest of the Deacons. The same
rule shall be applicable io Presbyters. fiut if' he be cmgh; doing anything iff
excess of this, that if;, any greater sin, no matter what may be his rank, he
shall be deposedfrom office.

' It is for this reason that Nicctas, the Chartophylax of Thcssalonicq pursuandy to

the present Canon decrees that if an\ cleric has carnal intercourse with his fiancee
before the formal blessing to the wedding in church, even though it be not a case
of clandestine marriage, thinking that giving a pledge alone was enough to afford the nght to coition. he nevertheless forfeits his right to ordination; again. if
he has already been ordained and after ordination has had the official blcssmg of
the marriage pronounced by a priest in church. lie is n u crthdcss defaulting. or, m
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other words, is making himself liable to deposition from office. both because he v,as
ignorant of the fact that a pledge alone does not constitute a passport to coition, and
because no one can be given a marriage blessing after ordination (page 346 of the
Jus Graeco-Romanurn).Note. however. that the word sen ant here evidentl> does not
include a subdeacon. since he is not allowed to marry after ordination. according to
c VI of the 6th.

Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that ifperchance any deacon becomes tainted
in respect ofhis lips, or, at any rate; allows himselfto be so far carried away
by passion as even merely to kiss any woman amorously (for this is an attainment and defilement of the soul; because if mere consent to any sinful
act pollutes and taints the soul, much more does a passionate k i s s h i f, I say,
any Deacon should do tin's and confess, that is to say, that he sinned only
to this extent, or rather to say, to this particular stage, he is to be suspended
for a time from the diaconate; but as long as he remains suspended he is to
be allowed to participate in communion together with the rest of the deacons, who have not incurred any reprehension, within the Bema. Tiis same
penalty is also incurred by any priest that sins in a similar manner only to
the point of snatching a passionate kiss. But if he should go so far as to sin
more than by snatching a passionate kiss, whether he be a priest or a deacon,
as, for instance, by engaging in an indecent tussle or manipulation of the
body or even downright coition, and he confesses it, both the one and the
other are to be deposed from office.'
CANON LXXI

As for one who has been m a r e of their having committedany ofthe afore-

saidsins, and hasfailed to confess it, but they have been detected or exposed,
and convicted of'it, he shall do the same time that is done by the perpetrator
o f the evils, and he himself shall be subject to the same penalty.
(c. XXV of Ancyra.)

Interpretation

After speaking of the sins committed by presbyters, deacons, and the
rest of ecclesiastics, now in this Canon he says that whoever knows that
any of these persons have been sinning, and has failed to confess the fact
secretly to the prelate so that the latter may correct thein; or if he himself
was able to prevent them from committing it by a secret reminder or whispered suggestion, but he covers up the fact and keeps silent, if, I say, it
be established thereafter that he knew about it but kept silent and covered
up the facts; he too is to be canonized equally with them and to abstain
from communion as long a time as the one was canonized who actually
committed the sin he knew about. See also c. XXV of Ancyra, and the
Footnote to c. I11 of St. Gregory the Miracle-worker.
^ Others assert that suspension from the liturg! means permanent and complete deposition from office. 011 the ground dial die Saint failed to specify the length or
duration of the suspension. But as for the tainted Deacon being allowed to partake
of communion along with the rest of the Deacons, that was done because of the
levity of the sin. As respecting the deposition which the Saint inflicts upon one sinning more than by merel\ taking a kiss. they sa! that it is complete forfeiture of
rank. and disability henceforth to partake of communion along with the rest of the
Deacons within the Bema, but being allowed to partake of communion only with
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the laifi. That is what these authorities say, but the view and opinion cited further
above is better, as being more in keeping with the principle of kindness: that is why
it is preferred by Zonaras. For it would appear that according to him grace rescued
die offender from complete perpetration of the sin, in accordance with the case of
one who desired and consented to sleep with a won~an.but failed to do so, as c. IV of
Ncocacsarca says. It is not right for one to condemn a person that has been rescued by
grace with such a severe sentence as deposition from office. Others, however, assert
that just as an embrace exceeding a kiss makes priests liable to deposition if it occurs

after their ordination, according to this Canon, so too even when it occurs before ordination it prevents one from being admitted to holy orders; precisely as taking money
either before ordination or after ordination is an acceptance. according to c. XC of the
same St. Basil. Thus too this default. whether it occur before or after ordination, is a
default; for the Church wants faultless and irreproachable persons to bcconic priests,
according to c. IX of the 1st.

* It is further implied here that those deposed from office cannot even partake of cornmunion along with the deacons and presbyters within the Bema, as previously they
were allowed to do Note. on the other hand, that this Canon chastises a presb\ter and
a deacon even nhen they confess of their own accord the sin the! committed, and
were not exposed b\ others. in agreement with c. IX of die 1st. and c IX ofNeocaesarea. which Canons you are advised to read. as well as the Footnote to c. XXVI of
the 6th.

CANON LXXII

Ayvone who places himself' in the hands of fortune-tellers or any other
such persons prqfkssing, to f h e e future events or to discover the whereabouts of'lost property, ufpersons in hiding, etc., he shall be sentenced to the
same penalty as is prescribedfiw murderer and shall do the same length of
time and the same penances.
(c. LXI of tlic 6th.)

Interpretation

The present Canon canonizes like voluntary inanslaughterers, or, more.
expressly, twenty years, according to the Anonymous Expositor, those who
abandon themselves to the advice of fortune-tellers or other such persons
professing to incantators, spellbinders, etc. See also c. LXI of the 6th.
CANON LXXTTT

Whoever has denied Christ and has vio/u/ed the Mystery of salva/ion
o@ to weep throughout the rest of his life, and he owes the oh//'gationas a
debt to acknowledge and confess the fact at the time when he is about topass
oui of this life, when he s h d be deemed to deserve the r~ghito partake of the
Elements, by faith in the kindness bestowed upon human b w g s by God.

~4

Interpretation

The present Canon canonizes indefinitely any and every Christian who
denies (willfully, that is to say) Christ to exclusion from the Church for the
rest of his life, though allowing him to weep outside of the portal of the
church, and only at the end of his life to partake of the divine Mysteries.
See also c. XT of the 1 st.

C A N O N LXXIV
If, howver, any man guilty of any of the sins mentioned in theforegoing
should become honest enough to confe.~.~
them, he that is empowered hy the
kindness ofGod to louse and to bindmay, ifhe see fit to exercise greater kindness, rn/~(gate
any excessive penally imposed upon the one confeswtg his sin
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ifhe sees it tv be excessive, by shortemng the senterices, and in doing so he
does not become worthy o f condemnation, seeing that the history contained in
the Holy Scriptures acquaints us with thefact that those who confess their sins
with the p a l e r painfulness soon have God's kindness bestowed upon them.
Interpretation

After enumerating the various sentences pertaining to various sins, the
Saint lastly in this Canon puts everything up to the prelate and spiritual
father, who has authority to bind and to loose, and says that if they see
the sinners repenting with fervor and willingness, they incur no censure if
they shorten the sentences meted out to them originally, since the divine
Bible teaches that God's mercy quickly reaches those who repent with
greater paiiiiulness of the heart, a fact which was proved in regard to Ezekiel and Manasses. See also c. XI1 of the 1st.
CANON LXXV

T,et not anyone who has: been attainted with his step-sister, whether on
his father's side or on his mother's side, be permitted to be present iu any
house ofprayer, until he desisfs from the 11~1awÂ¥fii
and illicit practice. But
after coming to realize She fharful sinfulness o f i t , lei him weepfor three
years at the door of the oratories while standing by them on the outside, and
enlreutins, the people entering f o r pray< so that any of' them sympathiziq
with him may beseech the Lord in his behdf'with ectenes. Thereafter let him
spend three more years in listening only and hearing (he Sc~iptureand the
teaching ofthe doctrine, hui excludedfim and not allowed the privilege of
prqing. Afterwards, ifindeed it is ime that he insisted upon it with tears and
prostrated himselfto the Lord with contrition ofheart andprofound humility,
let him be accorded the right to spend three more years in kneeling, and then,
ifhe exhibitsfhits worthy ofrepentance, in the tenthyear let him be admitted
to prayer with ihe faithful, hut without the privilege ofthe offering, and after
co-stunding at prayer,for nt1oyears along with thefaithful, then and thenceforth let him be deemed to be deserving of the boori of Communion.
Interpretation

We have interpreted this Canon in connection with c. LXVII of the
same St, Basil, and see the Interpretation of it there.

CANON LXXVI
The same formula applies also in regard to those who take their own nymphs
0.e., sis ter-iti-taws).
Interpretation

In a manner similar to the treatment accorded to a man having sexual
intercourse with his step-sister, the present Canon canonizes anyone
who takes his sister-in-law or daughter-in-law (both of whom are called
nymphs in Greek) to wife, or, more definitely speaking. eleven years, and
with the same apportionment of time, the illicit marriage, that is to say,
having been previously dissolved. But the Faster in his c. XV canonizes
such a person two years with xerophagy and penances.
CANON LXXWI

A man, however, who abandons his legally wedded wife, and marries
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another woman,according to the Lord's decision, is liable to thej;&nrcnt
of'adultery. Rut if h a s been ruled and regdated hy our Fathers that such
persons are to weep for a year, listen on the side for two years, kneel for
ihfee years, in the seventh year co-stand together wish the,f&hfu!, and then
be deenred ~vorfhyto participate i~ the offering, provided they repeat with
remorseful tears.
(Matt, 5:32; 19.7: Mark 10.1 I . and Luke 16 IS)

Interpretation

This Canon has been borrowed verbatim from c. LXXXVI1 of the 6th,
and see the Interpretation of it there.
C A N O N LXXVIII
1,et the sameformula hold also with regard to men taking two sisterfi to
wife, even though it be at djftkrent times.
(c. I1 of Ncocaesarca.)

Interpretation
In like fashion with the case o f one who abandons his wife and marries another woman, the present Canon canonizes anyone who, after his

wife dies, takes her sister, which is the same as saying, one who marries
two sisters, fixing his sentence, that is to say, at seven years. which is the
sentence imposed for adultery and prescribed by the Fathers. '
CANON LXXIX

Those 1vho later attend upon their mother-in-lm are subject to the same
Canon as those who attend upon their own sisterfi.
Interpretation

The present Canon canonizes those who have sexual intercourse with
their mother-in-laws with the same canon (i.e.; the same canonical penalty) as those who have sexual intercourse with their own sisters: that is
to say; if they be of the one and the same father and mother, twenty years,
in accordance with Canon LXVTT, but if it be with sisters by two different
fathers or by two different mothers, eleven years, in accordance with c.
LXXV of the same St. Basil.
The Fathers passed over the question uf'polygamy in silence, as something bestial and utterlyforeign to the human race. fiut to us itpresents itself
as a worse sin thanfornication. Wherefore it is reasonable to make such
persons amenable to the Canons, and this means one year weeping and three
yeafs kneeling, then becoming admissible.
Interpretation

By polygamy it appears that the Canon means here a third marriage;
for that is how the Fathers used to call a third marriage, according to c. IV
of the same St. Basil. So what the Canon says is that the previous Fathers

* That scntencc, however, is imposed upon them after the:

dissolve the unlawful marriage and arc admitted to the ranks of the penitents But as long as they tolerate it.
they are to be kept out of the church, according to c II ot'Neocaesarea, which \ ou are
advised to read for yourself
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had kept silent as regards the question of a third marriage, having failed
to decree any law of rule regarding it, or any sentence or penalty (for
there is no law covering a third marriage, nor can a third marriage be celebrated by virtue of any law, according to c. L of the same St. Basil), since
this marriage is natural to cattle and other beasts, but alien to the human
race. In our opinion, on the other hand, it appears to be a worse sin than
fornication, says St. Basil. Hence it is fitting that those who have entered
into a third marriage should spend one year in weeping and three years in
kneeling, and then be allowed to partake of coininunion. ' See also c. I11 of
Neocaesarea.
CANON LXXXI

Since many person's during the incursion ofthe barbarians transgressed
the faith in God, by taking heatheu oaths, d tasting of c e r t m things offered
to idols purporling to he magical and then offeredto hem, these persons have
already been dealt with economically on the basis oflcn~:sand Canonsformvluted by the h'aiheffi.h'or us regard,^ those who patiently endured the hardships
resultingfrom necessitous tortvres and, being zwab/e to bear the pain, were
impelled to denial, let them stand inadmissiblefiw three years, and continue
listening for two years, and after kneeling, for three years let them become
admissible to communion. But as regards those who withou/ there being any
great necessity b e w e d the faith m Cud, and after tozich~ngthe tables o f the
demons and .wearing Grecian oaths, let them he expelled,for three-years, and
continue listening for fivo years, and after prayingfor three years on their
knees, and co-standing for another three years together with the faiibfitl at
prayer, then Set there he admitted to the boon ?f'Comtmnion.
(c, XIV of the ist: c, XC1V of the 6th; cc. IV, Vl, V of Ancyra; c. HI of Peter:
c. LXXIII ot'Basil: c. I l l ofNyssa.)

Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that all persons who were caught in the
incursion of the barbarians and denied the faith in the true God, took Grecian oaths, swore, that is to say, by the gods of the Grecians, recognized,
with the same disposition as that which the Grecians were wont to display,
and ate foods that had been offered to the idols with magical arts and
rites, they are to be treated economically in accordance with the Canons
of the Fathers (perhaps those of Ancyra). And all those persons who were
severely tortured, and, being unable to bear the pain, denied, let them not
be admitted for three years, and let them kneel for three years, stand for
three years along with the faithful, and then partake of communion.' And
see also c. XIV of the 1st, and cc. IV and V of Ancyra.

' Note

that those are wrong who say that what the Saint means here by the term
polygamy is not a third marriage, but a fourth marriage, and any later marriage
in general that is contracted after a third marriage: 1st; because, as we have said,
the Saint explains himself in his c. IV; by calling a third marriage polygamy; 2nd:
because. if there is 110 law covering a third marriage. how can there be any covering a fourth one? and 3rd, because. if a fourth marriage is thus allowed and lightly
canonized, why is it that the Patriarch and ail his Synod refused to forgive Emperor
Leo for m q i n g a fourth time? (and sec the Footnote to c. I11 of Neocaesarea) for
the Church never has accepted a fourth marriage. For anyone saying so is anatheinatized. just as the Council held after Leo had married for the fourth time proclaimed
(page 977 of die second volume of the Conciliar Records). After stating that a third
marriage is worse than fornication, wily did it canonize such a marriage as forni-
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cation? In solving this perplexing question Zonaras asserts that perhaps the number
of years of sentence is the same in both cases, but that the cconomy for this third marriage is graver than that for fornication. in viev, of the fact tliat in c. XXII fornicators
are transferred from one station of penitents to another in every one of the four years.
while those who have been guilty of marrying a third time were canonized to kneel
for three years. but not to stand together with the faithful like those pcrsons. wlncli is
a heavier sentence

' The present Canon docs not conflict with c. LXXIII: for there the Saint canonizes the

denier to be excluded from communion throughout life, he himself having set this
penalty upon himself. But I say that lie canonizes deniers thus of necessity or without
necessity; taking a cue from the penalties prescribed by the earlier Fathers. For this
Saint at times canonizes sinners in accordance with the penalties provided b\ previous Fathers. and at other times in accordance with his own penalties, as is stated in
his ec.XXII and LIX. in c. LXXIII and in die present c., in cc. VII and LXXXUI. and
in others. This seems to me to be the truest reason for the difference in the sentences
provided for the same sin, and not that which Zonaras offer's, to the effect that there
one who denied unnecessarily was on this account sentenced more severely, while
here one who denied under the stress of necessity was on this account sentenced more
lightly; seeing tliat the case of those denying without necessity is included here

CANON LXXXII
As regards those who have committed perjury, if they broke their oaths
as a result of force and coercion, they are liable to milder sentences, so that
after six years in any case they are to be admissible. But as for those vho
betrayed their own,f&h without any necessity, after weeping two year.^,and
listening two year.^, and m thefifth year praying on their knees, and remaining for t\vo mure years withou/ the offwing, but admitted to communion of
prayer, and then a@ they have exhibited {vpen;ance worthy ofthe name, let
them be restored to the communion of the body of (Christ.
Interpretation

Since in his c. LXIV this Saint canonized the perjurer vaguely ten
years, now in this Canon he makes a distinction between perjurers, and
canonizes six years those who committed perjury as a result of necessity and violence, but canonizes eleven years those who betrayed their
faith without any necessity, or; more explicitly speaking, who committed
perjury (since every oath is taken in the name of God, and consequently

everyone that transgresses is transgressing his faith in God): Two years
are allotted for them to weep, two to listen, five to spend in kneeling, two
in co-standing, and then they are allowed to cornrnur~e.~
See also c. XC IV
of the 6th.
assert that in c. IV the Saint canonizes ten years a perjurer, or, more
explicitly, one who has committed perjury repeatedly; vvhcrcas here he canonizes one
who is committing a perjury, or, more explicitly, one who is guilty of having perjured
himself once (or even twice). But the? are not telling the truth, since here even those
who havc committed pcrjuq but once, if it be that that they did so without any iiccessitx. arc canonized eleven years. more severely, or rather to say, in the same fashion
more or less as the perjurers referred to in c. LXIV. So that the perjurers therein, like
those here who havc committed perjury without necessity; ought to be understood
to be exactly the same, on account of the likeness of their scntcnces, even though
ill their case die qualification "without necessity" was not expressed, yet it ought
to be regarded as implied. For if it liere, as they assert those persons ought to have
been sentenced more heavily. on the ground that they committed pcrjury repeatedly,
and not these persons who conimitted perjury' only once. As conccmiiig the fact that
whatever evil has been done but once is canonized more lightly than one that has been
repeated a number of times. see the Footnote to c . VIII of Ancyra.

'' Some authorities
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CANON LXXXffl
Those resorting to divination and continuing the wages o f the heathen
nations, or admittmg certain persons into their homes with the v i m of discovering sorcerers and purification, lei them fail under ihe Canon of six
years, one year weeping, and one year listening, andfor three years coslandiq among thefaithful, then they shall he accepted.

Interpretation

The present Canon is borrowed verbatim from c. XXIV of Ancyra,
and see the Interpretation of it there. The only respect in which it differs
from that one is that that one apportions the five years economically and
in a different manner, while this Canon consulters of divination to six
years, one year for them to weep, one to listen, three to kneel, one to stand
together with the faithful, and they are to partake of communion. Notice
that the Saint canonized diviners and sorcerers (including seers and fortune-tellers) as murderers in his c. VlI with his own penalty, that is to say;
but here lie canonized them lightly, on the basis of the penalty set by the
Fathers preceding him in time. See also c. LXI of the 6th.
C A N O N LXXXIV
We are wrimg all these &ngs s o that the fizii;.~of repentance may he
tested. For we do not pdge these matters in every' case with reference to
time, but are wont to pay more attention to the manner o f repentance. I f they
show themselves disinclined to give up their own customs, desiring rather to
be slaves to pleasures o f theflesh, than to the Lord,, and they refuse to accept life lived in accordance with the Gospei, we have no common ground of
discourse whh them. For we have been taught to hearken, when in h e midst
ofdisobedient and gainsaying people, to the injzwction that says "If you can
save anph/ng, save your own soul1"(Gen. 19:17).
Interpretation.

After the Saint had decreed various sentences for various penalties, he
adds in the present Canon that the fruits of repentance ought to be tested;
since we do not consider the penalties to consist in so many or so many
years, but pay more attention to the disposition of the penitents. So that,
for instance, if they willingly and gladly repent, the number of years is to be
reduced; but if negligently, it is to be increased. If, on the other hand, they
continue sinning and refuse to abstain from their sins and pleasures, nor are
willing to live in accordance with the Gospel like Christians, but, instead,
are contumacious and gainsay, then we, who are prelates and spiritual fathers acting as managers of their souls, ought not to join in their sins, but
ought to let them alone. For we are told by divine Scripture: "Ifyou can save
anything, save your own soul!" the meaning of which is; "See that you do
not torment your own soul in accosting incorrigible sinners."
CANON LXXV

Let us not, therefore, deign to perish ahng wiih such persons,

h i ,filled
withfear of the heavy'jzdgment, and keeping before our eyes the fearful day
of the I,ofd's fetfthution, let us not willinely choose to perishfor the sins of

' That is why divine C h ~ s o s t o mtoo in agreement herewith savs: "What 1 am asking
for is not length of time but correction of soul." (Hon~.14 on 11 Car.).
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others, and along with them. For if the terrible sufferingso f the Lord had not
chastened us, nor had such p a i and prievovs blows knocked some sense
into us and brought us to realization o f the fact that it was on account,o f our
jn@i& that the J.od abandoned its, and del6vered us into the hands o f the
barbarians, and the people were i
d mvay as captives o f theirfoes, and were
delivered to dispemhn, because those who bore {he name ($firifit mund
the wofid dared to do these outlandish ihings; i f they neither became aware
nor even understood that it was on account of these things that the wrath of
God overlook us, whai common ground 1s left ufi to have \vorih with ihem?
Nevertheless, we ought to protest to them night and day and publicly and
privately; hut we ought to guard against being earned away by their cunning
arguments and crafty wicks, while we pray' indeed to win them, and to have
them rescuedjkm the snare o f the Evil One: but ifwe are unable to accomplish this, let us make serious endeavors at least to save our own souls from
everlasting damnation.
Interpretation

This Canon is intended to admonish prelates and spiritual fathers, by
begging and saying to them: So we managers of souls ought to fear the
Lord's Judgment and retribution. Let us not suffer chastisement ourselves
with the outlandish sins of such unrepentant and incorrigible sinners, by
dealing with them too cotnpromisingly. For if the Christians who dared
to commit such sins were abandoned by God because of those sins, and
were enslaved by the barbarians, and failed to come to their senses, nor
took heed to realize that it was on account of their iniquities that such a
great blow and such wrath of God fell upon them; if, 1 say, so many woes
did not suffice to correct them, what communion can we have with such
a stiff-necked people? None, of course. Hence it is our bounden duty to
teach them and to criticize them every day in the year both publicly and
privately, and to beg God to rescue them from the Devil's snare. But if
we cannot compass their liberation, we ought not to wreck ourselves with
their cunning tricks, but, instead, we ought rather to make serious efforts
to escape everlasting hell,

FROM THE SAME SAINT,
EXCERPTED FROM ANOTHER EPISTLE
TO THE SAME SAINT

CANON LXXXVI
To the elegant Encratites in respect to theirformidable question asking
why we do not eat everything, let the answer to be given be that we abominate
also our excivnwnts. For in fespect ofvaluableness, vegetables are meat to us
(Gen. 9:3), but in respect o f discretion as touching our mercenary interests,
as also in the case o f vegetables, we separate what is injurious or harmful

' Note that Zonaras and Blastaris want the Canons of St. Basil to end here with this

eightyfifth Canon. The rest of them that follow the? call canonical excerpts from his
letters and epistles, as the Canons of St. Basil are numbered in the edition published
in Paris-an equal number, that is to say, with the Apostolic Canons, Since, howeverr
these eighty-five Canons are epistles, as well as the succeeding ones. therefore and
on this account we have entitled also the succeeding epistles Canons. as well as the
preceding ones. with a view to convenience.
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fn>m what i s suitable andfit: seeing that even hemlock is a vegetable, prectsely as a vulture too is meat; yet no one that has any sense would eat hyos~yamifs,~
nor would he touch dog meat unless it were a matter of l f e and
death, so that ~o eat it would be no i n i q ~ i l y . ~
Interpretation

We have interpreted this Canon almost verha/im in our Interpretation
of Ap. c. LI. and see the Interpretation of it there. As to Encratites, or Continents, see the Footnotes to c. XCV of the 6th.
EXCERPTED FROM THE SAME SAINT'S
CANONICAL EPISTLE TO DIODORUS,
THE BISHOP OF TARSUS
Preamble

We have received letters bearing the signature of Diodorus, but the
following are more in the style of someone else than Diodoms. For it
seems to me that someone among the artisans has impersonated y 011, that
he might thus render himself credible to the listeners, in that, after being
asked by some of them whether it were, licitly permissible for him to take
in marriage the sister of his deceased wife, he did not shudder in horror at
the question, but meekly brooked the sound he heard in his ears, and the
lecherous desire, and quite gallantly and valiantly condescended to allow
the practicable ness of the suggestion. For if I bad had the letter handy, I
would have sent it to you, and you would have had enough to defend yourself and the truth. But inasmuch as the man who showed it to me snatched
it back again, and precisely like a trophy against us who had barred the
original document he carried round saying that he had the authority. Now
I have written you a letter, so that you will be reminded of that spurious
letter on both hands, and leave it no strength to injure anyone easily who
may chance to encounter it.
Interpretation

It appears from this preamble and from c. XXIII of the Saint that divine Basil in a letter had prohibited one and the same man from taking
the sister of his deceased wife, which i s the same as saying, from taking
two sisters. But tiis D i o d o r ~ swhen
, ~ asked by someone whether it is permissible to take them. replied in writing that it was permissible. Hence
^ For anyone that eats hemlock is sure to die. while anyone that consumes hyoscynaus
becomes insane, according to herbal physicians
' 111other manuscripts it says, "as at any rate one who has eaten it."

' This Diodorus. who is also called Theodora's

by Photius. having fonncrly been a
monk. and having served as the teacher of divine Chq-sostom in regard to the cxegetics of divine Scriphirc, had bccomc a prcsby-tcr of Antioch, and then bishop of Tarsus.
This man, according to Thcodorct, together with St Flavian was the first to divide the
two choirs. and taught them to chant the Psalms of David alternately Since, however.
he conceived the heres! of Nestomis, and s m e d also as the teacher of Nestomis,
he was anathematized together with Theodore Mopsucstia by the Fifth Ecunicnical
Council, according to Photius (Codex 18. soo the remarks about him on page H conccming Reporters in the first volume of the series
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when the asker of the question received the reply containing this written
permission, he went and showed it to St. Basil the Great. For this reason
the Saint, in the desire to put Diodonis to shame in the eyes of another
person, as Zonaras says, wrote to him that that written permission was not
really from Diodorus: but had been forged by someone else who, in order
to make it appear credible to his audience signed the name of Diodoms to
it (perhaps, too, it may have really been from somebody else, and not that
the Saint so pretended in order to rebuke him in an oblique manner). Hence
in adding up accounts in connection with that first letter he was compelled
to write also this one, in order to overthrow that unlawful marriage with
double power in such a manner as to overwhelm all opposition.

CANON LXXXVII
First, then, let it be said (which is also the most important thing to note)
ihai the custom amongst us which we have to p m p w in regard to such cases,
having as it does theforce ($a law, on account of thefact that the institutions
were handed down 60 us by saint/y men. This may he described as fdlows.
I f anyone suffering from filth and overcome by it should ever fail into the
imlwful state ofhaving married hvo sisters, this is not to be deemed either a
marriage nor may he he admitted to the congregation and membership of the
Church until they h e first separatee/frorn each other. So that, though there
was nothing,further to say, the c;i.s;on~sq//Iced to guard qquinsi the evil. fiui
inasmuch as the writer o f the letter by employing afalse andyet spcciovs argument attempted to entail such a great disorder and woe in life, it is necessary that not even we should refrain,from deriving assistancefkom the words,
nonvithsianding that in regard to fads that are extremely perspicuous the
prejudice obtaining uinong every' community is more powerful than words. It
has been written, it says, in Txviticus: "Neither shalt thou take her sister it)
wife, to make her jealous, to uncover her nakedness in her presence, while
she is still alive" (Lev. 18: 18). It is plainly evident f r o m this, it says, that it
is permissible to take a sister when her si.ster has died. As to thisfirst thing I
shall ask permission to say is that whatever the Lcnv says is said in the Law,
since thus also at least we should he subject to the Law 's requiretnen/s as to
circumcision and the sabbath and abstinence from certainfoods (Rom, 3: 19).
For indeed we shall not lay upon ourselves a yoke of'filaveryto the Law i f w e
find anything to help us to enjoy our,se/vesin sensuality': if anything included
i~ the requirements of the Law appears to be too ,se\~cre,too burdensome,
why then we shall have recourse to the freedom granted by Chwl (Gal. .J: 1).
We have been asked whether it is writfen to take to wife a sister of a sister.
We have answered, what we are sure of and what is true, that it is not written,
But io infer a consequence by taking liberties with what h a s been left unsaid
is the part o f a legislator, not o f one merely reciting the l w . Since it is thus
possible fur anyone that wants to do so to find an excusefur taking to wife a
si.~ierwhile (he wife is siiU alive. For ihis very same fallacy will appiy to that
man too. For it is written, itsays: "Thou shall not take ... to make herjeaious"
(T,ev., I.c.), as much as to say that laking her without amusing jealousy is permissible. But anyone that advocates passion will consider the character o f
the sister to he devoid of'jealousy. With the cause once removed, on account
of~vhich;he cohabitation with both of them wasfOrhidden, whaf is there to

' Perhaps the reading is "foist."
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prevent taking the sisters? But we shall insist that these things are not written, neither has thai point been sei~led',the meaning, on the other hand, of ihe
sequence admits of points alike. By merely referring back a little way from
this passage to subsequent legislation \oou/d have sufficed to disentangle
the matter. For it is but uat;~rulthat the Legi,slator could not include every
kind of'sin, hui was especially concerned to forbid those of She Egyptians,
whence He hmught Israel away, and /hose o f the Cafiaanites, lo whom he.
took them. For the passage I refer to runs thus: "After the doings ofthe /and
qfhgypt, wherein ye dwelt, ye shall not do: and after the doings o f the land
of' Canaan, whither I am taking you, ye shall not do: neither shall ye waik
in their ordinances. ( f x v 1}8:3),So that it is naturally evident that (he kind
of sift prohibited was that of' incurring the danger in those days of adopting
the political systems in vogue amongst the heathen nations, in which event
they would not even have any need ofalegislator, but might,rest content with
the untutored custom ofresorting to calumny inspired by hatred How, then,
after forbidding the greater evil, couldHe have remained silent in regard to
the le.vser.7 Since it seemed right to many of theflesh-hers in those times
to cohabit with sisters while these were each o f them alive in spite of the
example of the Patriarch Bid what ought we to do? To do what is written,
or ~o conform with h t is nothing hui p i w o r k based on silence? It is itnmediately evident thatfather and son ought not to use the same prostitute, yet
no such thing is written in the laws. In the Prophet, however, it is considered
to deserve the utrnu.st censwv. For,he says, "and a man and his father will
go in unto the same maid" (Amos. 2: 7). Hut how many otherf h s of impure
passions the school of demons invented, hut Holy Writ does not even refer
to, being averse to sultying itsfair character by nmning sham+il things, but
merely alluding to them in genera! terms, as St. Paul the Apostle says: "But
fornication, and all other filth, or covetonsness, let it not even be named
among you, us becometh saint.^ (Eph. 5:3), comprehending under the noun
':ft/~h"
the un.~peakabledoings of sodomy and those o f females too; so thai
silence does not by any means afford a license to lovers ofpleasum. Asfor
me, h o w e ~ 1
~ say
e ~ that the Legislator did not even remain silenil concerning these mutters either, hut infaci very veheftwntlyprohibited such things.
For the passage saying: "None ofyou shall approach to anyone that is near
o f kin io him, to uncover their nakedness" (Lev I#:@, comprehends also
this kmd offamiliarity. For what could be more nearly related, or near o f
kin, to man than his own wife, or rather to say his own flesh? "For they
are no longer twain, but oneflesh" (Mail. 19:6), so thai through the wife
her sister attains to a state of close familiarity with the husband. For just
as he must not take the mother ofhis wife, so must he not take her daughter
either, because he is not allowed to take either his own mother or his own
dazghter to wife. Thus he is not allowed even to take u sister of his wife,
because neither is he even allowed to take his own sister to wife, and vice
versa, neither is a woman permitted to cohabit with relatives of her husband; for the rights of both and to both arc held in common, by both side
of the relationship. To anyone wanting (he marriage h i l l protest that "the
fashion of this world is passing envoy" (1Car. 7:29, 3 11, and that "the time
is short, leaving even those who have wives as though they had none" (J
Car. 7:29, 3 1). If,on the other hand,, he misunderstands the p m q e saying
"increase and mzdtiply'' (Gen. 1:28), 1 will laugh at one who is unable to
dis/inpiish timesf r o m /egi.s'/ations. The second marriage it meant to relieve
"

"

' In other n~anuscriptsit says "the Legislator prohibited,"
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peoplefrom the necessity of fbrnicution, not to serve as upassport to lechery.
"!fthey cannot restrain their pa.wion, lei them marry" (I
("or.7:9), he says,
but not, 'Jet them break the law when they are married. ' Those, on the other
hand, who di.v;Â¥egarnature entire/y,and de vow the sod with a passion f i r
dishonoring women, again are compe/led to distinguish the t\vo sexes. To
which o f the two sexes shall they ascribe the offspring? shaf! they say that
they are brothers and /asters of each other, or that they are cousins? Make
not, 0 man, the aunt a mother-hlmv o f the infants,whose duty it is not even
to nurse it in ihe capacity of a m o i h e ~you
; will only he imbuing the latter
implacably jealous. It is only hatred o f mother-in-law that arouses animosiy even after death. Rather might one say, infact, that those who arefoes in
other respectsjoin hands in pouring peaceful libations to the dead, whereas
moihcr-in-laws excite hatred after death. To sum up. //'anyonerushes into
marriage by law, the whole inhabited earth is opened to him; but ifhis zeal
is the result of passion, it wilt only serve the more to exclude him, "thai every'one should know enough to keep his vesse/ in smtitude and honor, not
in the lust of' concupiscence " (!Thess. 4:4-5). ThotghJ would,fair say more,
there is u limit to the length of a letter. Iprayerfully wish, and hope, however,
either that our admonition mayprove stronger than the forces ofpassion, or
ihai ihisfiightfoil desecration may not visit our country, hut remain confined
to the land's in which there was hardihood toperpetrate it.
Interpretation'

After the Saint had prefixed the foregoing preamble, he now sets out
to refute that ghostly forged written permission for one and the same man
to take two sisters to wife. Accordingly, he says that the first proof that
such a marriage is not allowed is the custom2 which has prevailed in the
Church and which has the force of a law, on the ground that it was handed
down by saintly men, and which decrees as follows: That, if anyone takes
to wife two sisters, such a thing is not even to be regarded as a marriage;
nor are they to be allowed to enter the church until they have separated.
So that, if we have no other basis for reckoning up accounts in the way
of forbidding such a marriage, the custom alone of the Church is enough
and sufficient to forbid it. But inasmuch as the man who displayed the
false letter from Diodoms cited testimony from the Book of Leviticus in
confirmation of the validity of this unlawful marriage; which says; when
paraphrased: 'If you don't want to make your wife jealous, don't take to
wife her sister while she is still alive,' and from this passage he infers
that if the Law forbids anyone to take a sister of his wife as long as she
is still living, then it is permissible to take her after his wife is dead. To
that rotten argument, I say, our reply is: First of all, that everything that
the old Law says, it says it to the Jews who are in the Law, and not to
us Christians. If anyone objects that it is said also for us, why then consistency would require us to accept the painful provisions of the Law,
such as keeping the Sabbath and practicing circumcision, and shunning

' Note that Balsamon offers no interpretation of this Epistle, deeming it unncccsswy,

though praising it exceedingly. Zonaras has a bnef interpretation, not found, however,
in its due place in tin; sencs of the Canons. but among certain other annotations. But
we have interpreted it m vxtemo with considerable curiosity on account of the noteworthy and valuable features it contains.

^ Conccniing custom, see the Footnote to c. I of Sardica
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the foods prohibited by the Law, just as we gladly accept and conform to
the ordinances of the Law which tend to foster sensual pleasures, and not,
on the contrary, to accept whatever is pleasurable and light, as though we
were under the Law, but to refuse to accept whatever provisions in it are
painful and burdensome, saying in opposition thereto that we are basking
in the freedom which Christ has allowed us. We have been asked whether
it is written that a man may take to wife a sister of his wife, and we have
said that it is not. which is true and sure. But for one to infer, on the other
hand, from the sequence of the words something that Scripture has apparently passed over in silence, that is not the part of one who wishes to assert
what the Law says, but of one who wants to lay down the law himself. For,
if he infers that the law prohibited anyone from taking to wife a sister of
his wife, not after the latter is dead, but while she is still alive, that since
the Law forbade taking a sister who might arouse jealousy in the other, it
follows that if she is notjealous he may take her sister even when she is
alive, which is the same as saying that a man may take two sisters at the
same time. But if anyone says that this is not written, w e reply that neither
is that written, but just as the one idea is inferred from the sequence of the
words, so and in like manner is the other inferred too. But why did not
Moses punctuate the sentence so as to forbid a man from taking a sister
of his wife after the latter is dead? By way of solving this perplexity, the
Saint says that Moses had no intention to include in the foregoing chapter
of Leviticus every kind of relation in regard to marriage. insomuch as to
justify the expectation that he would include that too, but, on the contrary.
he prohibited only those relations which the Egyptians took, from whom
the Jews had fled. and whatever the Canaanites were wont to take, to
whom they were going. And whence is that plainly evident? From those
things which the same chapter mentions back in the commencement of it,
by saying, in paraphrase: 'Do not do as the Egyptians do, among whom
you were sojourning, nor do as the Canaanites do. to whose land I am going to take you.' Hence it is likely that this form of marriage was not in
vogue among the Egyptians and the Canaanites, and for this reason Moses
did not refer to it, but contented himself with custom which censures such
a thing. But why did he explicitly forbid a man to take in addition to his
wife the latter's sister? He saw many flesh-lovers doing this because they
saw that the Patriarch Jacob had two living sisters at the same t h e , Led1
and Rachel. Nevertheless, we ought to assert what is written in the Law,
and not what we assume to have been omitted in silence. For, as a matter
of fact, the Law omitted to state that father and son ought not to use the
same slave girl as a whore, whereas the prophet Amos vehemently censures this, by saying, in paraphrase, 'a father and his son were going into
the same slave girl and fornicating with her. And the demons taught men
a lot of other kinds of filthiness, but the divine Scripture did not care to
pollute its fair face by naming them individually; instead it passed over
them in silence, lumping them together in general terms, as St. Paul says,
in paraphrase: 'As for fornication and every other kind of filth, let it not
be mentioned among you, as befits saints,' where by the word "filth" is
meant to be included every kind of lewdness rife among men and women.
So that there is no permission given to lovers of human flesh to contract
such ail unlawful marriage tie, simply because the divine Scripture kept
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silent about it. As for us. however, when we come to examine the matter.
we find that the Law did not keep silent about this, but in fact actually
prohibited it. For that which it says, namely, in paraphrase, 'You shall not
go into any relative of yours to uncover his nakedness,' includes every
unlawful marriage tie with relatives and intimates, or members of the
same family. By consequence, on the other hand, it also includes this. For
if a husband and his wife are one flesh, and there is no one else more intimately related to a man than his wife, save his own flesh, that is to say,
then, even the sister of his wife through her becomes also a relative of the
husband and an intimate of his, that is to say, a sister of his. Accordingly,
just as a man cannot take his wife's mother, nor a daughter of his wife by
another man, since he neither can take his own another nor his own daughter owing to the intimacy (for he stands in a relationship of the first degree
both to the one and to the other) so and in like manner neither can he take
his wife's sister, since neither can he take his own sister (for he stands in
a relationship of the second degree both to the one and to the other); and,
conversely, neither can a woman take a brother of her dead husband, nor
any other of the latter's relatives. The Saint goes on to cite also the following assertions of the Apostle, to wit, in paraphrase: 'That the shape
of this world is changing, and that there is not much time left in which to
fool around; and even those who have lawful wives ought to regard them
in the same light as though they had none at all.' But if anyone objects,
or counter-argues, that God made it a law to increase and multiply, and
laid it down in express terms to the protoplasts, and that Adam's children
married one another in spite of the fact that they were brothers and sisters
of the same parents, I deride and laugh to scorn the man who says these
things and is unable to discern that in those days it was necessary to do
this, because there were no other human beings of any other race, whereas
nowadays there are many different races, so that this argument does not
hold water. ' Besides, a second marriage is an obstacle and a bar, as well as
a bridle, which has the effect of restricting fornication, and is not a pleasure-ground for materialists and a happy hunting-ground for lechers. Even
St. Paul, in writing to those who marry a second time, says that if they cannot remain continent, let them marry; he did not, however, add that after
marrying a second time they might indulge in transgressions of the law,
as do those who many two sisters. The Saint thereupon proceeds to prove
the absurdity of such a marriage by pointing out the confusion which
results with respect to the names. For the children born of such parents,
how can those practicing such a matrimonial affair name them? Brothers
and sisters begotten by the same father? or nephews and nieces, that is
to say, c o ~ s i n son
, ~ the ground that they were born of the same mother?
For both designations are equally applicable to them on account of the
confusion of nature, who, according to her physical laws, made brothers
and sisters different from each other. And that is not all: there results also
another confusion. For when a man takes the sister of his former wife,
he makes the aunt of his children by the first marriage a stepmother, and
in consequence he makes the woman jealous and envious of them who
is taking care of them like a mother. For every stepmother' is naturally

' Note that according to lawyers and gcncalogists of marriages, any wife of a grand-
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father or of a great grandfather is called a stepmother, and sec the doctrine concerning
marriages,

jealous of her husband's children born of another marriage. Thus although
hatred for other enemies wanes when their enemies die, the hatred of
stepmothers flares up when their rivals die. And, to tell the whole story in
brief, if any one is inclined to marry a second time and take a lawful wife,
the whole inhabited earth is open to him and of course he will be able to
find a woman to make his wife that is not prohibited by law; but if he loves
passionately a woman unlawful to him and seeks to marry her, let him be
shut off from her all the more on this account and let him not be permitted to take her, in order to teach him to obtain his vessel, or his body, or
his wife, with sanctification, as St. Paul says, and not with an impetuous
surge of passion. 1 should have liked; he says; to write even more things
to you, but the length o f my letter prevents me, since letters ought not to
be unduly prolix. 1 hope that my letter either defeats and frustrates that
unlawful marriage, or, if it fails to defeat it, that it will prevent its becoming a custom in our own province, but, instead, that it remain confined to
those regions where it first made its daring appearance.
A Canonical Epistle of the same Saint to Gregory the Presbyter.
CANON LXXXVIII
/ received your letter with all long.wffering, and !marveled thai, though
able to defend yourself brifffy and readily by means ofthefacts, you insist
upon discussing the accusations and try to remedy the irremediable with
small words, We were not the first nor the only ones to lay down the law, 0

Gregory, prohibiting womenfrom cohabiting with men; but please read the
Canon promulgated by our Holy Fathers in the Council o#'/Vicaea,which vxplicitty prohibits them,from being s~hintrodnctae(or "housekeepers"). The
respectability of celibacy consists in this, that it prevents associution with
women. So thai,tfanyone p y f ~ s s i q qit verbally does the fhings done by those
who cohabit with women, it is plain thai he isforfeiting the respectahdity of'
virginity thut resides in the appellation, and is not actually abstaining/rom
improprieties in the matter of' sensual pleasure. Tint ought indeed to have
been so much the more ready to yield to our suggestion as you assert outright
that you arefree f& every bodily passion. For I am persuaded that neifher
a man uf'seventy years ofage tvo~ddcohabit in a passionate fashion with a
ivoman, nor have we with regarcffo any supervening act ruled what we have
ruled a.v due to my itnpmper act, hut because we have been taught by the
Apostle that "no one shouldpi an obstacle or a stumbling-block in his brother 's way'' (Rom. 14: 13). But we are aware thut what has been done by others
soundly and saneiy, will become to others an occasion,for sinning. On this
account we ordered you, inprirmance of the injunction of the Holy Fathers,
to separatefrom the hag, Why, then, are you accusing the chorepiscopus and
bringing up old enmities? Why are you blaming vsfbr lending ready ears to
admission uf the calumnzes? Cast her out ofyour house, therefore, and settle
her in a monastery. Let her remain with virgins, andfind yourself male servants, to prevent the name of Cod from being blasphemed on your account
(Isa. 52;Rom. 2:24). IJntIfyou have done t h ~ things,
e
the myriads ofpfotests
you are ~vritingin letters wIl/ avail you naught, hut, on the contrary, you will
die suspended from duties andwill have to give the Lord an account,for your
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own state uf suspension and idleness. If, on the other hand, you should dare,
instead qf 'correciingymirsetf,' to oppose the Pries h o d ^ , you wi!l he andhemu to all the laity, and any persons accepfmgyou will become outlawed
with respect to every church.
(cc, VI, V. X of the 3rd; cc, XVI [ I , XXII of the 7th; c, XLV ot'Carthage:
c. LXXXVlll of Basil.)
Interpretation

This man Gregory having been at fault in the matter of morality on
account of his keeping a virgin woman and nun in his home to attend him
as a servant, St. Basil the Great wrote to him to chase her away. Gregory,
however, with many excuses for his misconduct, tried to defend himself.
Hence in the present letter the Saint first reproaches him because though
able to defend himself readily enough by actual deeds, as by chasing the
woman away, he offers countless excuses and pretexts. Secondly the Saint
tells him that it was not St. Basil that made it law for clerics and those in
holy orders not to have women as cohabitants, but the First Ecumenical
Council in its c. 111. Afterwards he adds that virgin men and those in holy
orders have this claim to respectability. namely, their being excluded from
association with womankind. Ifperchance any one ofthem should profess
to be a virgin, but should nevertheless cohabit with women, he is merely
proving that his love of virginity was confined to words, whereas in point
of deeds he was not willing to deny himself the pleasures to be enjoyed
with women. So, Gregory, you ought, he tells him, as readily obey us and
chase the woman away as you are declaring that you are not concerned
about her. For a readiness and quickness to expel the woman would serve
to confirm your unconcern for her; because not even I would ever believe
that you who are a man in his seventies would be passionately andpleasurably cohabiting with the woman. But inasmuch as we have been taught by
the Apostle not to give offense to others, and since that which others may
do without passion and sin-such as that, for example, which you are now
doing yourself-may be something which may cause others to become
passionate and induce them to sin by setting them an example, for all these
reasons we have ordered you to chase the woman away from your home.
in conformity with c. Ill of the Nicene Council; and do not accuse either
the chorepiscopus of being your enemy as you allege and of having called
my attention to the woman, or me on the theory that I am prone to believe
in calumnies; but blame yourself for being unwilling to separate from the
woman. So cast her out and put her in a monastery; and let her be like a
virgin living with virgin women and nuns. while you, as a man, have men
serve you, in order to prevent the name of God from being blasphemed
by unbelievers on your account when they see you. If, on the other hand;
you refuse to chase the woman away, rest assured that in spite of all the
myriads of excuses you may offer. you will have to render an account for
your suspension from duty as the cause of it, not I.' If, again, you dare to
continue performing the priestly offices before having corrected yourself,
you will be anathematized by all the laity, and any persons that accept you
will be chased out of every church. See also c. Ill of the 1st,

' On this account S\meon of Thessalonica (in his Replies 10, 1 1 . 12. and I 3): 111 citing

this remark of St. Basil's in cvidcnce, s a y that whoever has been ordained canonically ought to be willingly inclined and attentive to ththings div thine, and not negligent and
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indolent on account of supposed reverence. For it is not reverence for one to remain
idle and not to perform the office of holy orders which he has taken canonically,
since it is salvatory to perform it in regard to himself as much as in regard to all the
living and the sleeping. But if he stays idle, he shall have to give account to God) for
his idleness. And Scvcrus Gabalon also says: "The priest seems to be offcring God
a gift and present in the liturgy of the holy orders with which 11o has bccn honored
by God. so that one who evades the liturgies on account of reverence, is unaware
that he is falling into a greater sin by not requiting the one who honored him" (page
1284 of volume I of die Pentateuch). The same Symeon (in his Reply 74) adds also
the following assertions: That every priest that has been paid for liturgies and fails to
perform them will be condemned by God both as unjust and as a thief, and as depriving that brother who gave them of the sanctification which he can obtain from the
divine liturgy; since, when the liturgics arc not celebrated; he himself docs not obtain
any sanctification, but perhaps only a reward for his alms, and not as great a reward
as he would have had -if he had given the alms to the poor. In his Reply 46 he sa\s
that when a priest has many offerings and liturgies, he ought to mention collectively
the names of all persons making offerings, and to set aside a portion; but he ought to
make a note of their names. in order to be able to celebrate liturgies for them at other
times too, since the offering given by each of them was given by him with a view to
having a (special) liturgy celebrated for him.

A Canonical Epistle of the same Saint to the Chorepiscopi.
CANON LXXXIX
1 am exceedingly grieved to find that the Canons uf the ^'others have
been left unheeded and all stricw.w in the churches has been cast to (he
win&;and 1fear Jest, when this ind(//hfence has advanced a little m,
the affairs of the Chr~chwill w i d up in u state o f utter confusion. Take
those serving the Chuivh, in the olden days it w a s a custom prevailing in
the churches ofGodfor persons tried and tested with ail rigur to be admitted and their uph~ing~ng
was looked after with
concernment and diligence, unless they turned out to be revi/ers, or drunkards, or ready to pick
afighf, so as to instruct them in youth and enable them to attain to a state
of sanctUude, "~1ithoutwhich no one shall see the l,ordi' (Heb. 12: 14). And
accordingly this question was examined by Presbyters and Deacons iiving
with them. They would report the mutter to the Chorepiscopi, who in turn,
having access to the decisions arrived at by those who had test~fiedtruly to
the facts, and having duly notified the Bishop, tt~ou/dthus be free to enroll
the servant in the baftalion of the priestly orders. But nowadays,first having
h
s
i us aside, and withou<even condescending to repo~tto us, they have
invested themselves with all the authority. A//envards) treating the matter
wish (he utmost incidence, you have permitted Presbyters and Deacons to
introduce uworthy persons into the Church &libitum,from an unexamined
life, in obedience to efforts made in their heha!/, either by their whtives or
as a restdt offriendship ifi some other respect. Thai is why a great number
ofservants arc to be found in every village, but not one desefving to minister
at the altar, as you y u r , ~ e / v wbear witness, being at a loss for men in the
voting contests. Since, therefore, the matter has reached a stage o f inst+

firable obnoxiousness, especially now when the most of them are resorting,
to ecclesiastical service as a means of escapefrom military service, I have
necessarily come to the decision to renew the Canons of the Fathers, and I
request you in, writing this letter to send me a copy of the record ofthose
e d e d in the sen'ice in each and every village, and by whom each o f them
was admitted thereto, and in what state u f l f e he is. Keep a copy of the recordfor your,dvw, so as to he ah1e tojudge your affairs on ihe basis of the
reports available to you; and let no one interpolate any spurious reports
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whenever he desires to do so. Thus, however, after thefirst survey, if any
other persons have been admitted by the Pre.vhy?ters, let them he relegated
to the laity; but Jet a re-examinuwtin of them be made by you, and if they be
found worthy lei them he admitted in pursuance of your decision io h
s cfl
feet. Afteryou have cleansed the Church by driving out the ones umrurthy of
her, henceforth hewn maminine and proving the ~ v o ~ t ones
h y before udmifting {hem; hut do not enrol! any ofthem until you have referred them in us, or
else make up your minds that he will be a layman whom you have admitted
to the service without our consent and upprowl.
(c. XI11 of Ancyra: c. XIV of Neocaesarea; a.
VIII. X of Antioch;
c. LVII of Laodicea; c. VI of Sardica.)

Interpretation

In this letter St. Basil the Great is blaming the chorepiscopi for violating
the old custom which used to be in vogue in the Church, and which was one
requiring all persons who were about to become servants of the Church,
subdeacons, that is to say, anagnosts and exorcists (concerning whom see
the Footnote to c. XV of the 6th), to be examined first by the presbyters
and deacons to make sure that they were not revilers or drunkards, that
they were bridling the carnal impulses of youth; and thereupon they themselves were to decide about them; but they were to report their decision to
the chorepiscopi, and the chorepiscopi in turn to the bishops; and in such a
manner as this they were to be free to enroll them among the clergy. Nowadays; however, what happens; he says, is quite the opposite. For neither do
presbyters and deacons examine them, but in compliance with requests they
make no scruples in deciding in favor of their relatives and friends, nor do
the chorepiscopi report them or mention them to the bishops. Wherefore, as
a result of such violations and transgressions of the Canon, a large number
of subdeacons and anagnosts and exorcists and other clerics are to be found
in every village, but there is not one of them that is worthy to become a
priest. For this reason the Saint is ordering the chorepiscopi to send him a
list of such servants showing by which chorepiscopus each one of them was
accorded admission, and what sort of person he is in respect of his manner
of living; and to keep a copy of the same list for themselves; so as to be able
to prevent anyone from enrolling himself in this manner in the list whenever
he should so choose to do. Accordingly, as for all servants (he tells them)
that have been elected by the presbyters alone at a later date than the first
indiction; they are to be shunted into the ranks of the laymen. But when they
are examined by you chorepiscopi afresh, they may be admitted if you so
decide. Chasing the unworthy out of the Church hereafter and henceforth,
admit only the worthy: but do not enroll them in the clergy without first submitting a report of the matter to us, since, if any of you without our consent
and approval admits anyone into the service, the one you admit will be deposed therefrom and will be shunted into the order of laymen. See also the
Footnote to c, VlII of the 1st and c, XXXIX of Carthage, and the Footnote
to Ap. c. XV11.

A Canonical Epistle of the same Saint to the Bishops under him.'

' Zonaras has a very brief comment on this Epistle too, to be found not in its due place

or order in the series of interpretations of the Canons, but among certain other annotations.
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CANON XC
As touching the impropriety of'the matter I am writing about, why it
was' sz~spsctedat all andspoken about, hasfi//ed my soul with anguish, but
lately it has appeared to me incredihte. Lei the letter, t h e ~ f i w eabout
,
it he
accepted by the one involved as a remedy for himself, as for the one not invoIved, I e l it serve as a safeguard; and as regards anyone who is indfferent,
which I hope that no one among you will prove to be, let it serve as a protest.
But what is it that I am talking about? They say that some of you have been
taking money from the persons ordained, under the cloak ofthe name of
piety. That i s worse. For if anyone does what i,s bad on the pretext that i f i,s
sonwthing good, he deserves double punishment; for that which i s held to he
nothing bad has been causing and has been useful in the commission oj'sin,
as who should say, 1l has been a good cooperator in this respect. Let these
thing.^, ifsuch is the case, be done no longer; hut let the matter he corrected,
since o t h v i s c it will become necessary to t d i the one who accepts money
that which was told by the Apostle to the one wanting to give money,for the
avowed purpose ofbuying Holy Spirit: "Thy money perish wifh thee" (Acts
8:20). For the one who wanted to buy because of his luck is to be judged
more lightly than one who wants to sell the eifi ofGod. For a sale has been
made, and what you received g r a i t , ~ f k mGod ifyou sell it wilt be stripped
o f i t s gracious power as though it had been sold to Satan. For you are introducing a system oftra//kk~ngin spjritual matters into (he Church, where we
have been entrusted with body and blood of Christ. These things must not
he done thus.A s f h the pretext, I can tell what that is: they think that they
are not sinning because they accept the money after the ordination, and not
at the same time that the ordination is earned out.But an acceptance is an
acceptance no mailer when it is actualized. i therefore beg you to put aide
this step, or rather this expedition to Gehenna. Accordingly, do not soil your
hands by taking such thmgp, and thereby render yourselves unworthy lo per
form the Holy Mysteries. Pardon me iffirst as i n c r e d h z ; ~
andqften~wrdsas
convinced 1 employ threats. I f anyone after this letter of mine shall do such a
thing any more, he shall departfkm the altars here and go in search of one
where the sift ofGod can he bought and sold. "For we and the churches of'
God have no such cu,ston~''
(ICar. 11:16; 1 Tim. 6:10). l have one more thing
to add, and I wilt fsiop. These thin@ are being done on account ofavarice.
Avarice is wri tably the root of all evils and is culled idolatry (Coi. 3:5). Prefer not, therefore, the idols to Christ for the sake o f a ///t/emoney; nor, again,
imitate Judas by betraying a second time the one crucifiedhut once/or us,
since the territories a d the hands ofthose who accept thesefruits shall be
caIM Aceldama (h4ait. 2 7:5; Acts I : I9).
Interpretation

When divine Basil learned that bishops subject to his jurisdiction were
taking money from the persons they ordained, he wrote the present letter
to them and told them that the assertion pained him greatly the moment
it was spoken and was merely suspected, though at first he considered it
incredible. Hence, he says, as for what I am writing to you, let anyone who
has committed this transgression take it as a medicine for his wickedness;
as for anyone, on the other hand, who has not committed it, let him accept
it as a prophylactic; and as for anyone that remains indifferent, or, in other
words, that perpetrates this evil and does not think it an evil at all (which

852
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plight of indifference I hope to God will not be found amongst you); let
him take this latter as an order and threat. At any rate, certain persons are
saying that you are taking money from the persons you are ordaining,
and that you cloak this evil with the name of piety, alleging that you do
this as something that is good and pious,2which is worse; for anyone that
does something bad and afterwards pretends that he was doing something
good, actually deserves a double punishment, both because he committed
the evil act. and because he employed the good, or, more expressly speaking, the name of the good, as a tool and mask in doing the evil. Hence, if
these things are as asserted, let them not be done hereafter, but let them be
corrected: since w e are under the necessity of telling anyone that wishes
to take money as payment for ordination the words which St. Peter told
Simon, viz: "Thy money perish with thee." Thus the man who pays the
money sins more lightly, because in his lack of knowledge he seeks to buy
that which he has not; whereas thou, since thou art selling the grace which
thou hast received free of charge, shalt be deprived of it on the ground that
thou art a slave sold to the Devil; or, in other words, tliou shalt be deposed
from office, because thou art introducing into the Church a dirty and dishonourable business (for that is what is meant by the term "trafficking"),
where we have been charged to keep the most precious and priceless
Mysteries of the body and blood of Christ; which is the same as saying,
because you have been traffickingly and dishonorably selling the Mysteries of Christ which are beyond every price. But inasmuch as the Bishops
succeeded by artifice in concealing this sin, and thought that it was not
any sin to take money after the ordination, the Saint tells that the taking of
money at any time by them is taking, whether it be before the ordination,
or during the ordination, or after the ordination; and consequently that it
is a sin. So I beg you, he orders them, throw away such profit which only
leads you to hell, and do not make yourselves unworthy to conduct the
divine Mysteries, by having your hands polluted by such unlawful money.
For any one of you who after these orders are brought to your attention
shall do any such thing, shall be forbidden the right to conduct divine services here in my province, and let him go where he can buy and sell the
grace of God, since we and the churches of God have no such custom, as
St, Paul says. The fact is; of course, that when you sell the grace of God
for money you are doing so out of avarice; but avarice is the root of a11
evils. and is called idolatry by St. Paul. So do not give idols the preference
over Christ; neither imitate Judas by betraying for money, like Judas, a
second time the Christ who was crucified but once in our behalf. For, as
you well know, the field bought with the thirty pieces of silver for which
the Lord was betrayed was named Aceldama, as the Acts of the Apostles
inform us (which name denotes a place and price of blood); and thus even
the hands of bishops that accept such money, and the dioceses and villages
both of those who pay it and of those who take it shall be called a place
and price of blood. Read also Ap. c. XXIX.

' The Saint hopes that the indiffcrcnci; will not be found among his bishops. owing to

the exceedingly great evil caused by it wherever it is to be found. For anyone that
does the evil and admits it to be an evil h a s some hope of desisting at some time
from the evil, and may correct himself: but a person that does the evil and does not
admit that he is doing anything evil will never give up doing it and come to repent
of having done it, a s Zonaras asserts. Hence, having learned from this Saint in a few
words what a great evil indifference is, let us banish it from oursclves, brethren.
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For a thing evil is one that has no place in the commonwealth of Christians, for it has
made evcq'thing topsy-turvy, and has begotten nearly all other evils. ungodliness, irreverence, coldness towards things divine. scorn, for the actual performance of God's
life-creating commandments. obstinately offering to every objection the follovving
God-accursed exclamations: "And what of it?" "So what?" "Why, this is nothing,"
or "that is nothing." And, briefly speaking. it is as a result of their indifference that
many persons have fallen and are falling into hcresy and atheism. That is why Isidorc
of Pclusium most wisely said. "For by their calling it nothing they have made vice
a comedy supplement to life" (from his Letter No. 1233). Note. further, that the interpretation of the present Epistle offered b\ Zonaras is not to be found in the series
to which the Epistle belongs, as m the case of other Canons. but is to be found only
among certain annotations.
'-

Perhaps those persons actuall? did think that the! were domg son~etlimggood by not
accepting the money before the ordination. or at the same time that the ordination
was being performed. but by accepting it only after the ordination had already been
carried out, as the Saint says further below, and as Zonaras interprets it,

: Great corn fort

is afforded to those \+ho ordain and are ordained for money by the ten dency to lenity which the Saint displays in this sentence. But also even bv the statement
which he makes further below, to the effect of sav ing that "If any of \ ou after receiving
these orders should do such a thing," etc. For. in these words the Saint is not commanding that they all be deposed from office and cease from divine services who up to that
time had succeeded in ordaining others and getting themselves ordained for nloney, but
only those who did this from then on. But the Saint employed this lenic and economy,
because. as some say, the evil of simony was rampant at that time among nearly all
those in hol) orders, as it still is rampant even nowadays, and had infected all men.
Hence it was to the interest of the Church to do thus, in order to avoid having to depose
all ecclesiastics from office and leave the affairs of the Church without a shcpherd:just
as the Sixth Ec. C, resorted to such on economy and did not depose from office those
in holy orders who after ordination fell into the sin of marrying a second time. because
of the fact that those guilty of this transgression were a vast multitude; wherefore as a
matter of lenity and concession it issued its c. Ill. But why- did St. Basil the Great in his
Canons depose from office those priests who were guilty of fornication, or of adultery.
or of murder, whereas he left these shoniacs undeposed. in spite of the fact that simonines arc worse than Macedonius as divine Tarasius asserts? Some say that simony is
but a corruption of thought. which is the same as saying of the soul alone. "For," St.
Peter told Simon. 'thou thougl~kstthat the gift of God can be acquired by means of
money" (Acts K:20). Fornication, on the other hand, and murder and adultery' are a corruption of soul and body together. For a fornicator, according to St. Paul, sins against
his own body. Hence the damage to the mind, or, or may we not rather say. to the soul?
of simoniacs, is something that only repentance can undo. That is why St. Peter told
this man Simon only: "Repent therefore of this wickedness of thine, and pray God that
pyrchancc thine heart's thought may be forgiven thee"'(Acts 8:22), But as for the damage to soul and body of fornicators that results from bodily sin, repentance cannot undo
it. Just as St. Basil himself. again, has said in his discourse concerning virginity: "For
repentance." he says. "remits a sin onh; it is unable to restore what has been destroyed
and to make it as though it had not been destroyed. Wherefore the person bewails his
fate throughout lifu." Scu also c. XIX of the Faster. It was for this reason that c. IV of
Neocacsarea docs not depose from office an ecclesiastic who has indeed consented and
desired to fornicate, but has not actually indulged in fornication; on the ground that hc
has sinned only in. connection with his intellect and soul, and not also in connection
with his body.

From the 27th Chapter of the same Saint's Discourse concerning the
Holy Spirit and addressed to Amphilochius.
CANON XCI1
Of the dogmas andpreachings kept safdy in the Church, we have some
f h\t)rIt;etl doctrine, and some,#& tradition handed down to us by (he
The Church of the Orthodox Christians has followed an ancient tradition in doxologizing the God in die Trinity by chanting either: "Gloq be to the Father, and to
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the Son; and to t h e Holy Spirit"; or, "Glory be to the Father, and to the Son together
with the Holy Spirit." For, notwithstanding that the three words "and", "together
with" (one word in Greek), and "in" differ, according to grammarians, as this St. Basil
says (ch. 25. of his work entitled "Concerning tlie Hol! Spirit"), in that the conjunction "and" conjoins siinilm. wlulc the preposition "together with" denotes participation with another, and the preposition "in" signifies a thing's relation in space; yet. in
spite of all thcsc facts, in point of sense they denote one and the samc thing, according
to the same St. Basil ( h d . ch. 25 and 27): for the con,junction "and'" is equivalent to
die preposition "together with": likewise the preposition "in." Wherefore it often happens by metalepsis that the preposition "in" is used instead of "together with," as it is
ill that passage in tlie Psalms saving: "I will come into thy house in burnt offerings,..
instead of 'together with burnt offerings.' The God-bearing Fathers. however, for the
sake of greater exactitude for the most part were wont to doxologizc the Holy Spirit
with the preposition "together with." for one thing, because thcy were opposed to the
heresy of Sabellius. who denied the three thearchical substances: for by saving "Glop
to the Father, ami to the So11 together with die Holy Spirit, they could at the same time
point out tlie property of the substances. and tlie inseparableness of the community
(St. Basil; ibid., cli. 25): and for another thing. also because the preposition "together
with" expresses the coinmuniQ of die Holy Spirit with God, and denotes the Godlike dignity of the Spirit. For b\ means thereof in the ascent from us to God we are
accustomed to represent the fact that the Holy Spirit is connected with the Father and
the Son. and that It is of the same essence (homoonsian) i+iththem and a God, and is
separated from creatures. The preposition "in." on tlie other hand. denotes the grace
given to us out of God in die Holy Spirit. For b\ means thereof in the descent from
God to us we are wont to represent the fact that even grace and bestowal of good
dungs is imparted to us in die Holy Spirit (ibid., ch. 27). These things having been
thus premised, inasmuch as this great St. Basil once happened to doxologize the Father with the Son together with the Spirit, some Pneumatomachs, upon hearing him,
blamed him for doxologizing with the preposition 'together with," which, they held.
is something new and not in Scripture, and not with the preposition "in" (hid.. ch, I ) ,
perhaps because this is written by the Apostle where he says: "And one Holy Spirit,
ill whom all things"' (for they could find no fault with the conjunction "and." with
which we say "Glory to the Father, and to the Son. and to the Holy Spirit." perhaps
because it is also written in the traditional formula of baptism, as the Lord said ' h p tizing them i i the
~
name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit," and in
the Nicene Creed, or Symbol of the faith, which runs: "I believe in one God, Father
Almighty and in one Lord Jesus Christ, and in the Holy Spirit")-for this reason, I
s a , the Saint was compelled to write the contents ot'the present Canon.

Apostles we have received in mystery', both of which have the same validity
and force as regards the piety (i.e., the religion);accordingly, no one gainsays
these, at hast no one that has any experience at all in ecclesiastical mutters.
For i f we should undertake to discard the vnwritien iradjiions o f customs,
on the score thai they have no p e a i f o m , we should unwi///ng/yd a m q e ihe
Gmpd in vital parts, and should rather be left with preaching confiued to the
mere name. Such a custom,f o r instance (to mention thefirst and most common
one first), i s that of sealing or stamping with the sign of the Cross those 1 t ~ h
have set (heir hopes in the name o f our I,ore/Je.vus Christ. Who has taught it
in writing? That ofturning towards the east when p r a y i n w h a t writing has
taught u s to do this? The words uttered in the invocation connected with the
exhibition of the Kucharisl (ineptly called by Roman Catholics "the elevation
of'the Host") and o f the chalice ofthe blessing, what Saint has bequeathed
ihem to W? h'or indeed w e are not even content with ihe.ve, which (heApostle
or the Gospel h a s mentioned, bvt we add other ones before and after them
on the ground that they contribute greatly to enhance the Mystery, which
words we have received,fhm unwritten teaching We bless the water qfbuptism and the oil of'the anointment (or chrism). and in addition thereto even
the person beingbuptized, with refarence to what documents? Is it not with
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r e f & w m to silent and mystic tradition? But what else? What written word
has taught us the use of'the oil in the anointment? And! whence comes the
idea o f baptizing a person three times (in succession)? But, in fact) whatever is connected wish baptism, renouncing Satan and his angels, from what
Scripture is it? Is it not from this unpublished and confidential teaching
which our Fathers have kept as a parded secret jn immeddlmme and incurious silence, (hey h
a
w rightly enough taught to preserve the respectable parts of the Mysteries in siknce? For when if comes to things which
the uniniiiated were not allowed even io lay eyes on, h o w could the leaching
thereof be expecfed to triumph fernbodied in writing? And not to speak of
other things, this was the reasonfor unwritten tradition, as not having been
thorozghfy studied, to render knowledge offhe d o p a s a distasteful subject
to the majority of men because of'cvsiom. For dogma is a thing that is quite
dUfVrent from preaching. Fur dogmas can be slurred over in silence, but
preaching has to he given publicity. Vagueness of' expression too is a sort of'
silence, much used in Scripture and rendering the seme of the ihgmus diff t ~ d to
t grasp for the convenience ofthose who happen to hit upon ii. For
the sake of this i f is thai all of us look eastwards when engaged in prayers;
few o f us realize that in doing so we are seeking after an ancientfatherland,
called Paradise, which God planted in Eden in the East (Gen. 2:8). And we
stand up ivhen praying on h efirst o f the week, though not all of us know the
reason. For it is noi only thai it sewe.v to remind nfs that when we have risen
from the dead together with Christ we ought to seek the things above, in the
day of resti~rectionof the grace given us, by standing at prayer we remind
ourselves, hut ihat it also seems to serve in a way as apicture of the expected
q e . WherefOre being also the starting-pint uf days, though not thefirst
with Moses, yet it has been called thefirst {in Greek, "one"). f i r , it says,
"the evening and the morning were the first (in Greek, "one") day" (Gen.
1:5), on the gnmnd that it returns again and again. The eighth, there/ore,
is also thefirst (or "one"), especially as respects thai realty f i r s t and true
eighth day, which the Psalmist too has mentioned in some o f the superscriptions ofhis Psalms (e.g., Ps. 6, Ps. 11),serving to exhibit the state which is
to succeed! this period qf lime, he unceasing day, the anhesperovs day, the
successorless day, the interminable and insenescent age. Necessarily, therefore, the Chureh educates herfoster children to fuy'll their ohIigations to
pray therein while standing up, in order by constantly reminding them ofthe
deaihiess life to prevent them from neglecting the provision.')for the journey
thither (otherwise known, as the viatica). And every Pentecosl k a reminder
of'the expected resurrection in the age to come. For that onefirst day, being
multiplied seven times over. constitutes the seven weeks of the sacred Penw
cost (meaning,in Greek, "the Fiftieth Day"). For, by starting,from thefirst
(and in accordance with Greek reckoning omitting this), one w'wds up on the
same day, when one comes to the end after coz~n//ng,fitly
days evolved by
running through the series (thus makingforty-riine, or seven weeks in a/I).
Wherefore it is evident that it imitates even an age, precisely as in cireu/ar
nitotion hy s t a ~ f r o m
the same points it arrives at the same points in the
end, ~tlhereinthe Jms of the Church have educated us to prefer the upright
posture at prayer, thufs transporting our mind, so to speak, as a result of a
vivid andperspicuous suggestion,from the present q e to the tb/ng.s to come
in the future. And during each genuflection and straightening up again we
are actually showing by deeds (i.e., by our actions) that it was through sin
that wefell to the earth, and that t h g h the kindness o f the One who credied us we have been called back to heaven. i n fact, a whole day w o u l d
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not suffice me tv narrate the uwritten Mysteries uf the Church. 1 leave the
rest unsaid. Rut out o f what wr!;/en works have we obtained the Cfved itself,'
the confession of thefaith, the recital of a belief in a Father, u Son, andaHoly
Spirit? if'//hefrom the tradition of baptism, as suggested by regardfor the
subtle consecutiun ofpiefy, as role are baptized, so ought we also to believe,
and therefore deposit a confession similar to the baptism. Let it he permitted
to us in agreement wifh that same comecution to render glory likefaith. Rut
if they insi,st upon discarding the mode o f the duxo/ovy on the ground that it
i f , unwritten, let them cede us the co@ssion o f the other points in regard to
the faith uf'which we have enumerated the proofs in writmg. Finally, seeing
that there are so many unwrliten ones having such great force 1n regard to
the mystery ofthe piety (i.e., of'the religion), will they notpermit us one word
come to us from the Fathers? which we have come across still remaining
among the unperiwted churches as a result of an unaffected custom, having
no small reason,for its existence, nor contributing any short a&wmm to the
power of the Mystery'?
Interpretation

Inasmuch as the Pneumatomachs (or Spirit-fighters) were opposed
to the doxology which St. Basil the Great once offered with Orthodox
Christians to the Holy Spirit, in this brief little troparion: "Glory to the
Father and the Son together with the Holy Spirit," by means of which
the Spirit is glorified together with the Father and the Son, and is consequently shown to be of the same essence (or homoousian) with the Father and the Son-since, I say, they were opposed to this little troparion
and asserted that the (Greek) preposition "together with" is not written in
the divine Scripture, as we have said, for this reason St. Basil the Great
proves in this Canon that not only this preposition "together with" (or
the Greek word s y i , found combined in many English words derived
from the Greek, such as synthesis, etc.), but also many other things as
well are to be found in the Church which, though not written in the Holy
Bible anywhere, are nevertheless kept and observed precisely the same
as those which are written. For the things that are kept and observed in
the Church are divided, generally and on the whole, into two categories,
or classes, namely, dogmas and preachings. The preachings are written
in the Old Testament. and especially in the New; wherefore it way be
said that these are given publicity, or are made known to the public. But
the dogmas have been handed down by the unwritten oral mystic and
secret tradition of the Apostles; wherefore it is also true that these dogmas remain unrevealed and undivulged to the majority of men. Yet both
these classes have the same force and effect as regards the faith, since,
if we attempt to omit the unwritten usages of the Church, on the ground
that they have no validity and no force, we shall greatly injure the faith
preached to us through the Gospel, and shall wind up by having nothing
but a mere name.' Following these remarks the Saint enumerates the usages kept and observed as a result of unwritten tradition. For instance, that
of making the sign of the Crosq2that of looking eastwards when praying.

* For leaving aside

die other needs and wants that the faith has of the ecciesiasti-

c a l traditions. I mention only this one, namcl>. that ecclesiastical tradition is the

touchstone and crucial test for the purpose of determining which are the genuine
and canonical books of the Old and of die New Testament. vihich contain die faith.
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and of dctcrmining which arc the pscudopigraphic and uncanonical. Hence Eusebius
(in his Ecclcs. Hist, Book 111, ch, 25). adopting tradition as an infallible canon, is able
to distinguish the books that belong to tlie Testament and those that do not, saying
verbftfim the following: "We have necessarily drawn up a list of these too, distinguishing those which according to ccclcsiastical tradition arc true and unforgcd and
acknowledged Scriptures, and the others which, though not in the Testaments. and
even contradicting these, arc nevertheless recognized by a great many of the ecclcsiastics." So that, just as the ecclesiastical traditions stand in need of the faith, so and
in a similar manner the faith also has need of tlie ecclesiastical traditions. and they
cannot be separated from one another.
?The ancient Christians used to make the sign of the Cross with a different coiifiguration of the hand. that is to say, more explicitly speaking, with only the two
fingers of the hand, namely. the index finger and the middle fmger, as St. Peter D a m scene informs us (page 642 of Philocalid). where he says that the hand as a whole
signifies the single substance of Christ. while the two fingers signify- His two natures.
But the custom no\+ prevailing among Christians is for the t\+o ringers to be conjoined with tine thumb; and with these three together to represent the Holy Trinity tlie
Cross is figured by placing the hand first upon die forehead. secondly on the navel,
by which is represented the lipright part of the Cross; thirdly, placing the hand on the
right shoulder: and fourthly, placing die hand on the left shoulder, whereby is represented the transverse part of the Cross, The Latins find fault with us Greeks because
we do not place the hand first upon the left shoulder and afterwards on the right. just
as they do. But can it be said that they know what the! are talking about, I wonder?
We do this because with this shape of a cross we are trying to impress ourselves with
the Crucified Christ, who. since He was looking westwards when crucified, while
we are looking eastwards when we pay him adoration. it hence results that the left
shoulder of Christ falls upon our right shoulder, while His right shoulder fall upon
our left. Hence. when we place the hand on our right shoulder, we are placing it on
the left shoulder of Christ; and when we place it on our left shoulder, we are placing
it contrariwise on the right shoulder of Christ (but the Orthodox confession, I know
not how, s a y for us to place our hand on our thorax, or chest, or breast. instead of
placing it on the navel; and instead of on the shoulders, it says for us to place it on our
arms,page 73). But Christians ought, as Cyril of Jerusalem tells them (catech. 13),
not to commcncc any work without first making their sign of the Cross. both within
their home and outside on the street, and in e v e p other place. both day and night. The
same assertions are made also by divine Chqsostorn, in his fifth discourse against the
Jews, See also c. LXXIII ofthe 6th, and the Footnotes thereto.

The words in the invocation (called the 'Leoiclesis."in. Greek) which the
priest says during the tran&entiation of the divine ~ ~ s t e r i eare
s ' unwritten words; for the priest does not say only the Lord's words,2nor only
those of the Apostle, but he adds also some others, both before and after
the Lord's, which are written in the divine Bible, but have been derived
from a secret tradition; yet they have a great power for effectuation of
the Mysteries, The blessing of the water used in baptism and of the oil
used in anointment of the person being baptized; that of requiring every
Derson to be bantized with three immersions and emersions: the renunciations of satan- and the es~ousalsof Chnst which the oneabout to be
baptized is wont'to make. The reason why the dogmas were not written
down by the Fathers, or by the Apostles, or by their successors, but were
transmitted silently, or, more explicitly speaking, without recourse to
written speech, but only by unwritten tradition. is to avoid having them

' The secret prayers, blessings.

and invocations, the object of which is to sanctify

and effectuate the Mystcrics, arc said to conic from an unwritten tradition also by
Dionysius the Areopagitc (in ch. 7 of his Ecclesiastical Hierarchv). who s a y the
following: '3 would not be lawfully pcnnissiblc to interpret in the Scriptures the
ritual invocations, nor to bring out their secret or the, powers exercised upon them
by God. out of hiding into the open; but, as sacred tradition has it with us. after one
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has learned thcm by participating in matt ended initiations " Hence it is also patent
that the practice of the Church has ever been to say them secretly, and not aloud, like
die Lord's words. \\hen reading these prayers. it lints at this unrevealed and unv, ritten and secret tradition

Let die Papists be ashamed when they see here St. Basil the Great. the thirteenth
Apostle, say that the Lord's words are not enough, in which He says Take," and
"Eat," etc.. in the rite of the divine Mysteries, as they wrongly and mistakenly assort, but that besides thcm the prayers and invocations said secretly by tiie priest arc
also necessary. That this is all true and plainer than day Eustrabus Argentes, a most
learned gentleman, proves by incontrovertible and most liberal evidence, on pages 92
to 250 of his book concerning the MJ steries. and you ma! read diem there.

meditated too much and to become through familiarity despised by the
majority of men. For they well knew that mysterious things can be kept
respectable and glorious by means of silence, and that, if not even the
symbols of the Mysteries are permitted to be seen by unbaptized persons,
how could it have been permissible for the teaching of them to such persons to have been facilitated with written explanations? But; besides this,
it needs to be remarked that even the vagueness and unclemess employed
in divine Scripture (and especially in the Old Testament), making the ideas
embodied in the dogmas hard to understand for the benefit of readers, is
a sort of silence. Having asserted these things, he goes on to interpret the
calculations and reasons of certain unwritten customs, such as that the reason why we face eastwards when praying is that we are seeking our fatherland-the Paradise. I mean, which was planted in the East; that of standing
up when praying on Sunday, not only because we have been resurrected
together with Christ through the faith, and ought to seek higher and heavenly things, but also because the Lord's day appears in a way to be a picture and type of the future age. in which it is to be understood that we shall
all of us be found to have been resurrected. Wherefore this day being the
starting-point of days. though not the first, though it was called the first (or
"one") by Moses, which is the eighth counting from the days preceding
it, according to the Theologian, and denoting that day which really is the
eighth and without an evening and without any successor, and one which
is destined to occur after the end of the present seventh age, and. which
David mentions in some headings of the Psalms, namely, the Sixth and the
Eleventh, by superscribing them "for the eighth (day),"3 since all Pentecost
is a reminder or remembrance of the resurrection in the future on which
we pin our hopes, since just as the circumference of a circle starts from the
same point and round the same center and ends again at that same point,
and on this account a circle appears to be beginningless and endless, so and
in the same fashion Pentecost starts from the Lord's day (the day of splendor, that is to say, according to an adjective denoting it in Greek, namely,
lamprophoros), and revolves in the midst of six Sundays, or days of the

'Many arc the privileges with which God purposed to honor the holy day of the Lord,
callcd in English (but not in Greek) "Sunday." the first and foremost of which is the
fact that either that primitive light or the luminary called the Sun created the other
da\s. the Sun itself having been created on the fourth da!. but God Himself created
die Lord's day (or Sunday) directly and immediately by bringing it into being out
of nothing. For before the creation of the world, when there was neither an? time
or any day in cxistencc. the fact that Moses says. "I11 the beginning God niadc tiie
heaven and the earth" proves that He created time, and that it was in the beginning
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of the time created that He made the hcaven and the earth, according to St. Basil For
these things arc temporal. and in time. and not beginningless. nor timeless. The beginning of that time, in fact. was also the begimimg of that first and one day, which was
the Lord's day (usually called "Sunday" in English). For precisely as the other creatures of God were created each on a particular day of the week, so and in like manner
wore both the heaven and the earth, and all that lies in the midst bctwecn them, were
produced on the first day called the Lord's day. So that one might elegantly and enigmatically ask 'What did God create on the first day called the Lord's day?" and the
reply to this question would be that He created among other things die first da! called
the Lord's da! (for the primitive light was created after the creation of the beginning
of time, and after the creation of the Lord's da!). Wherefore it is the opinion of some
theologians that the production of this started at the middle of the hemisphere of the
heaven, or. in other words, at noon. Hcncc it was that Moses bcgan measuring the day
at evening, to which that inclined since he said, "And the evening and the morning
were one day" (or. in English, "the first da:"). And this is the reason w11: the Psalmist said concerning the Lord's day: "This is the day which the Lord created," owing
to the fact that, as we have said; it 14 as on& this day that the Lord brought into being
out of nothing: it was the light that created the other days; as a certain exegete m the
course of the Psalter appears to have interpreted the passage thus. It was on the Lord's
day that the Father commenced the creation of the first creation. It was 011 the Lord's
day that the Son commenced on His part the renovation of the second and perishable
creation through and by means of His own Resurrection; and it is on the Lord's day
that the Holy Spirit is going to effectuate tine renovation ot'all creation, according to
the tradition of the Church: for it says, "thou shalt send forth th! Spirit and the! shall
be created, and thou shalt renovate the face of the earth." Mail! teachers. indeed. are
inclined to insist that it was 011 the Lord's day that the Annunciation took place. Christ
was born on the Lord's day. It was on the Lord's day that miracle of the multiplication of the five loaves of bread occurred. It was on the Lord's day that the Israelites
crossed the Red Sea, and it was on the Lord's day that John was privileged to behold
the horrible Revelation, as is stated in the first chapter of it. The Lord's day was called
"one" (in the tire[ chapter of Genesis; according to the Septuagint) because- besides
the facts set forth by St. Basil, all the other cia! s of the week are conEained in that one
day, since all the creatures generated on those days were made out ofthe pre-existent
matter of the elements which was produced, or brought into being. out of nothing on
that one day, and they were not brought into being out of nothing, or out of non-being.
For this proved to be an exceedingly great privilege of the Lord's day, that of having
the creatures generated on that day brought into being out of nowbeing, and that of
having these creatures afford the material cause to the creatures generated later. For
it is as though the creatures generated on the first day were pregnant. according to
Gregory- of Thcssalonica, from which the other creatures were made. Since there arc
some persons who object by gainsaying that the Lord's day is not an image of the
future age properly speaking, because St. Basil here is exaggerating matters in calling
this day an image. or picture, of that age, let them learn that this same St. Basil (in his
second sermon on the Hexaemeron, page 28 of vol. I) declaratively, and without any
qualifying particle. calls it an image of that age, by saying outright: "For this reason
he callcd the head of time "one day+"and not "die first dayj" in order that it might be
related to unity even in point of appellation. For it was M y and aptly denominated
"one" day, by which expression is denoted its character of being singular and devoid
of con~municationwith any other (age)."And again: ''in order, therefore, to remind
us of the age to come, he called the image of the age "one" (day), the firstfruit of day,
of the same age (LC.,oldncss) as light, thc holy day of the Lord. the dav honored by
being selected for the Resurrection." And to state the sum and substance of the matter
briefly, all that age will be one Lord's day. succcssorlcss and endless.

Lord, and ends again on the eighth Lord's day, or eighth Sunday. Wherefore in this respect too it resembles the age whose nature it is, according
to St. Gregory the Theologian (see his sermon on the Nativity of Christ),
to be beginningless and endless.' Hence, because this day too is an image

' Just as St. Basil the Great here sa!

that that one and first day, or, more specifically speaking, the Lord's day, when multiplied sevenfold seven times over. amounts
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to the sum of the seven weeks of Pentecost, so and in like manner the Theologian says

that the number seven when multiplied seven times over generates Pentecost except
for one day, which we take from die future age, the Lord's day, that is to say. "For the
number seven when multiplied by itself into itself begets fifh with. one day lacking.
which day wc have drawn from the future age, w-hicli, being the eighth day, is also tlic
first, or rather, the one and intransient day" (Sermon on Pentecost).

of the future age, therefore the Canons of the Church (meaning c. XX of
the I st Ec. C., which you may read for yourself) bid 11s to pray standing
up, and not kneeling, in order that by means of the upright posture we
may transport our mind from the present age to the future age, since every genuflexion and resurrection, i. e.; every kneeling down and rising up,
that we go through denotes that through sin we have fallen down to the
ground, and through the kindness of God and His love for humanity we
have been lifted up to the sky, or, in other words, from earth to heaven (see
the Footnote to the same c. XX of the 1st). Further on the Saint goes on to
say, "I leave aside all the other unwritten mysteries of the Church, and ask:
From what Scripture have we the confession of the faith, or the Creed saying verbatim 'I believe in the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit'? If the
Pnenmatomachs assert that we have it from the Lord's teaching in regard
to baptism wherein He said, "Baptizing them in the name of the Father,
and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit." let them allow us; just as we have
a confession of faith like that of bapti sm, to offer the doxology to the Trinity in keeping with the belief we have in It, or. at any rate, let them grant
us the right to say, just as we believe in a Father, a Son, and a Holy Spirit,
'Glory to the Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy Spirit (or, to the Son
together with the Holy Spirit)." If, on the other hand, they assert that this
doxology is not written in the Bible, we counter with the assertion that
likewise the confession of the faith and all the other things we have previously mentioned are not written in the Bible. But if the Pneumatomachs
allow these unwritten utterances, which are numerous indeed, and which
have such a great power with regard to the faith, why will they not allow
us the one word which is contained in this doxology, the preposition "together with," that is to say, or even the conjunction "and," which we have
found to have been handed down and traditionally taught by the Fathers
to the Orthodox Churches of the East (and, especially handed down by St.
Gregory the Miracle-Worker in the Church of Neocaesarea). which word,
possesses great power with regard to the belief in the Holy Trinity.'

An excerptfrom Chapter 29 of the same treatise
ofthe same Saint
CANON X C n

Moreover, as relafing to the assertion thai the Doxoiosy' conlaining the
words "togetherwith the Spirit" is z~m.itnessedandI/written,what we have
to say is that ifnothing else thai is unwri;{en is admissible, then lei this not
be admitted either; bui if the most ofthe my,s';er;e.s' are conveyed to us un,scriptzwaily,let us accept this one too together with numerous others. It is u

' As concerning this doxology. or. more expressly speaking. die \\ords "Glon to the
Father." ctc., scc Footnote 1 to the present c.
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usage that is Apostolical, lpresume, to adhere to urnwitten and unscripturul
traditions. For it says: "Now I praise you, brethren, thai ye remember me in

all things, and keep the traditions as 1 have delivvred them to you" (I (.'.or.
!!:2). And: "Hold on to the tradition.^ which ye have been taughl, whether
orally or through an epistle of ours" (II Thess. 2:15), one ofwhich indeed is
the present one,which the#jr.~toriginators composed and handed on to their
successors, in due process o f time and ever mindful ofusage, and have firmly
roofed in the Churches by dint o f long custom.If,' therefore, we are at a loss
to present writien evidence as though in a c o w l of justice, but can produce
a whole mdtitude of witnesses, should we not receive an express permission
fromyou. The way J look at the matter is anf d l w s : "At the month o f two or
three witnesses shall every word be established" (Dent. 19:15). But i f , on the
other hand, we have exhibited thefacts to you perspicuouslyfor a ions time,
should we not except you naturally enough to say that there is no evidence to
warrant our being put on trial. For hem can it he denied ihaf old doctrines
are mvesonx and entitled to veneration because of their hoary' antiquity?
Interpretation

This Canon too likewise concerns unscriptural and unwritten traditions of the Church. It asserts that if Pneumatomachs will not accept the
Doxology of the Father and of the Son "together with" the Spirit; because
it is not found written in Scripture, if it be shown that we do not admit
any other unwritten and unscriptural usage, let this one not be admitted
either. But if there are many unwritten usages to be found in the Church,
let there be admitted together with the others also the Doxology of the
Spirit together with the Father and the Son. For we have been taught by
the Apostle to keep also unwritten traditions, since he says: "Now 1 praise
you, brethren, that ye remember me in all things, and keep the traditions
as I have delivered them to you," And again: "Hold on to the traditions
which ye have been taught, whether orally or through an epistle of ours."
Of which traditions one is the Doxology of the Holy Spirit, which earlier
authorities delivered to later ones, and with the passage of a lot of time
and long use and custom have rooted deeply in the churches. So that if,
let us say, we are judge as regarding the question of doxologizing the
Spirit together with the other two persons of the Trinity, and we have no
written proofs, but wish to produce many witnesses. ought we not to have
the right to do so? since Scripture says: "At the mouth of two or three
witnesses shall every word be established (Deut. 19:15). (Cf. Matt. 18:
16). But i f we should also be able to show the antiquity of time and long
priority in this matter will lend us much assistance. might we not do well
enough without a judicial trial, but, instead, have our case tried at once,
seeing that we have the equipment needed for a victory? For the dogmas
that have come down from old exert an awesome effect upon everyone
and are convincing evidence, being venerable and worthy of reverence on
account of their antiquity.' Further below the Saint adds in the same chapter many old-time witnesses; and especially the Saints. who stated this in
writing and who used to doxologize it1 the following words: "Glory to the
Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy Spirit."
Vn agreement with the present Canon c. Vll of the 7th also ordains that the customs
prevailing in the Church ought to predominate over written as well as unwritten
legislation. And c . H i of Carthage, too. and c. XXI of Gangra insist that written
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and unwritten traditions shall have sway. Chrysostom (in his fourth sermon on I1
Thess.) in interpreting the above utterance of the Apostle says: "Here it is plainly evident that not all things were transmitted by letter (by the Apostles. that is to sa!). but
that mail! things were handed down bv tradition of which there is no written record,
But both the fomicr and the latter arc alike trustworthy. so that we deem also the tradition of the Church to be credible. It is tiadition; ask for nothing more.'' It is also to
be noted that the Seventh Ecurn. C. in its Act 8 anathematizes persons that transgress
or contravene the traditions of the Church. saying thus: "If anyone disregards any
ecclesiastical tradition, written or unwritten, let him be anathema." (Page 883 of vol.
I1 of the Conciliar Records.) The same Council in its letter to the Alexandrians writes
as follows: "Let everything that conflicts with ecclesiastical tradition and teaching*
and that has been innovated and done con-to the examples outlined by the Saints
and venerable Fathers, or that shall hereafter at any time be done in such a fashion, be
anathema." (Page 606 of vol. I1 of the Conciliar Records.) The sarne thing in the sarne
words was also loudly asserted b~ a Council held after the reign of Constantine Porphyrogenitus (see page 977 of the second volun~eof the Conciliar Records). It is to be
inferred, therefore, from what has been said. that tradition is properly and eminently~
according to those who are well versed in theolog!. the unwritten word of God.
whicli has been left unwritten in the text of Hol! Scripture, notwithstanding that it is
written in the books of the God-bearing Fathers, and in the minutes of the Councils.
Improperly and rarely even that which is written in divine Scripture is called tradition
(though it is properl~speaking Scripture and is thus referred: and see the Footnote to
Ap. c. LXXXV). as is to be interred from the words of St. Paul: "Hold on to the tradidons which \ e have been taught; whether orally or through an epistle of ours," where
he calls that w liich has been written and taught in an epistle of his, which is the same
as to say- in divine Scripture, tradition. The Seventh Eciim. C.above divided tradition
into written and unwritten, too, in fact, there are three kinds oftradition: Divine, Apostolic. and Ecclesiastic. Divine tradition is that whereof the author is God. Apostolic
tradition is that which has been taught and transmitted to posterity by the Apostles,
who are considered to be the stewards and shepherds in charge of the faithful, not that
they were preachers who had been told these things by Christ. as. for instance- St.
Paul says: "Unto the married I command, yet not 1. but die Lord" (I Cor. 7:10). This
tradition was not of Apostolic origin. in spite of the fact that it was transmitted by the
Apostle. but was of divine origin, as having decreed by God the Lawgiver. though it
was preached through the Apostle, Afterwards the same St. Paul says: "But as to the
rest speak 1, not the Lord" (ihid.,12). This tradition really was Apostolic in being peculiar to the Apostle, one which the Apostle himself of his oi+n accord and on his own
authority as a steward and shepherd of the laity decreed, or prescribed. Ecclesiastic
tradition is that which was prescribed by the successors of the Apostles. The charactcr and constitutive peculiarity of Divine and of Apostolic tradition is the feature of
both of them being admitted by the Fathers as one, and of being kept ever since the
beginning commonly in all the Churches. The character of Ecclesiastic tradition is
that of being in a similar fashion with Apostolic tradition in all the Churches, if possible, for the good of common agreement. But since the Lutherocalvinists. following
Montanus, who lived in the second century and disregarded ecclesiastic usages and
the traditions handed down by the Apostles (and see Footnote 5 to c. VII of the 2nd),
abolish traditions and insist upon saying that God in the Book of Deuteronomy (ch.
4) and in the Book of Revelation (ch. 22) commands that no one shall odd anything
to what is found in Scripture, we reply that, according to St. Augustine (ch, 79. on
John), God prohibited the addition of harmful and discordant matter, but not of what
is beneficial and agreeable. If, on the other hand, in interpreting the passage saying,
"If anyone preach any other gospel unto you than that which ye have received, let
him be anathema"' (Gal. 1:9). Thcophylactus says that the Apostle did not say that
if others should proclaim the opposite or contrary views, but that even though they
should preach anything differing even slightly from the gospel we have preached, we
reply that in the words where he says "we have preached" and "ye have rcceived" the
Apostle is rather confirming the traditions, since lie too preached the Gospel orally
and the Galatians received it, and these are the traditions which we too profess (for he
did not say, 'contrary to what we have written' or 'other than what we have written,"
but "other than that which we have preached"). But Theoph~lactussaid these things
in order to prevent us from interpolating words of our own into the divine Scriptures.
after the manner of those false prophets who said, 'Thus salth the Lord,' without the
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Lord having told them anything; and not in order to prevent us from accepting the
traditions and teachings of the Apostles and of their successors. As for that which
divine Jerome says (in his coinnieiitan on ch. 23 of St. Matthew) in his refutation of
Elvidiiis, "precisely as we do not reject anything that is written, so do we refuse to
accept an\thiiig that is not written; and what is not witnessed by the Scriptures may
c a d ? be slighted, as indeed it may be refuted"; this passage, I say. was not intended
to be applied to the traditions of the Church. but only to some uncertain and mythical talcs which Elvidius was glibly repeating, such as, for instance, that Christ was
born like other infants filthy, and other such heretical nonsense. The traditions of the
Church are also recommended in what St. Paul savs to Timothy: "And die things that
thou hast heard of me and among many witnesses, the same commit thou to faithful
men who shall be able to teach others also" (U Tim. 2 : 2 ) .See also the Footnote to c.
I of Sardica,
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CONCERNING SAINT GREGORY OF NY SSA
PROLEGOMENA

Our Father among saints Gregory; who was Bishop of Nyssa, Cappadocia, and a fiill-blooded brother of St. Basil the Great, after formerly
serving as an Anagnost afterwards left his own rank and gave himself up
to the study of the art of oratory, but was recalled to his rank by the reprehensive exhortations of St. Gregory the Theologian. ' But before becoming
a bishop, he married a woman by the name of Theosebia, whose death he
endured bravely e n ~ u g hand
: ~ in the year he was made Bishop of Nyssa.'
A little later having been banished from the episcopate or bishopric for his
zeal in regard to the faith by order of Valens, he walked about in various
regions, being greatly harassed by plots of the Ariansn4In, the year 378,
when Valens died, he was recalled to the episcopal throne by Gratian.'
While attending the Council held in the district of Antioch, he was sent
by it into Arabia together with other bishops in order to visit the churches
there.6 After coming to Jerusalem and making a pilgrimage of the holy
places, he became disgusted with the vices he saw practiced there; on
which account he wrote to his friend the letter giving advice to those going
to Jerusalem. When he attended the Second holy and Ecumenical Council
held in the year 381, he completed the contents of the Creed adopted by
the Council in Nicaea, by adding the theology of the Holy Spirit and the
four other articles to the end of it '' He also attended the local Council held
in Constantinople in regard to Agapius and Bagadius, in the year 394.
Besides his other all-wise writings, he wrote also these Canons, which are
necessary to the good order and constitution of the Church, and which are
confirmed indefinitely by c. I of the 4th and c. T of the 7th, and definitely
by c. II of the 6th Ecum. C., and by virtue of this confirmation they acquire
a force which is in a way ecumenical. They are to be found in the second
volume of the Pandects, and on page 349 of the first volume of the Conciliar Records.'

' See the 43rd letter of the Theologian.
See the 95th letter ofthe same.
Fabricius, vol. 8 . pave 14 1 , See also letters 225 and 385 of Basil the Great,

' Cave, in vol. 10. page 244. See also letters 237 and 264 of Basil the Great.
Â¥

Fabricius, 1.c.

'This Council appeals to have been that which was held in Antioch in the year 379 or
380 and which coiifimicd the God-creating Creed of the Niccne Council. It mathcmatizcd Marcellus and Photinus and Apollinaris: and see the second volume of the
Conciliar Records, in the Table.
Niccphorus Cdlistus, book 12, ch. 13

' Fabricius and Cave, 1.c. Concerning this Council see the part following the Council
held in Sardica

' The traces scattered through his works and relating to the restoration are said by
the ungarbled discourse of Germanus of Constantinople to have been gleanings
from heretics; howbeit Barsanupliius, one of the great Fathers, was secretly told b~
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revelation that they were his own notions. though they were not defended vci)- stubbornly, which is an essential peculiarity of heretics-Hcavcn forbid!-but had been
carelessly taken just as they were taught to him b\ his teachers and especially because of the fact that no Conciliar decision had yet been formed in regard to them. St.
Modulus also agrees with the opinion of St. Barsanuphius in interpreting the details
of this restoration with a view to arriving at the correct aim.Gcnnadius Scholarius
too appears to be in agreement with these men in his sermons concerning emanation
of the Holy Spirit and directed against the Latins (Sec. 3 ch. IS). As respecting this
Saint's command of language Photius (Codex 6) sa! s: "in the matter of language lie
was more brilliant than an! other orator and instilled pleasure into the ears.. . his discourse abounds in entlq memes and examples.. ." The Seventh Ecum. C.(in its Act 6)
called this man a Father of Fathers. Agatho, in his report, calls him the great bishop
of Nyssa.

A Canonical Epistle o f our Father among Saints Gregory o f Nyssa addressed to Letoius, bishop of Melitine.
CANON I
One ofthe things ihai contribute to the howeast day is that we should
comprehend the legal and canonical economy in regard to the economy dealing with things defective, with a view to having every menial ailment cured
that has been the re~srdtof some sin or other For inasmuch as this catholic
feast day of creation, arranged to fall each year in the course of the fixed
cireud ofthe annual cire/e, heins, held all over the world in celebration of
the resurrection ofthefallen one, is carried out (sin is thefail, and correction
is the re.vurreclIon qf the fallen body'), if \t)ou/dhe well on h i s day, not only
to invite those who have been radically changed by transelementationfrom
the fenajssance through the grace ofthe hath to worship God, hut also those
who through repentance and return f r o m dead works (Heb. 9: 14) to the li 13ing way are again coming back and regaining their senses, and to lead these
persons by the hand, so to speak, to the saving hope, from which they have
become estranged through sin. But it is no small task to manage words concerning these persons m (he right and well-treated jdgmet1/, in accordance
with the injunction ofthe Prophet which bids us that we "must manage words
in judgment;" in order that, as the saying goes it may remain undisturbed
man shall be for an everlasting remeftzhrance"
fbrever, " and "a righteor~~s
(Ps. 112:6). For pre~~iseiy
as in the case of bodily treatment the purpose of
the art of the physician is to heal the one who is ill, though the kind of care
given differs (for the curative method availablefor each o f h e diseases has
to be suitably chosen with respect to the variety of the ailments); so too, since
there is a great variety ofaffections in the case ofa disease of the soul, the
curative care will necessar//y he ofmany kinds, and adapted to the disease
it is intended to cure.As to how a technical method may be applied to the
problem under co~s'ideration,
that shall he the subject which we are going to
discuss in more or less detail. As respecting the primary division we have to
consider there are three aspects pertaining to the soul, namely, the rational,
the desiderattve, and (he conuli~w.7he.w are thejftctors which deiefmine the
achievements ofthose who live in accordance with virtue, and the failures of
hose who succumb to vice. Wherefore it behooves the person who is about
to undertake the treatment to apply a suitable remedy to the diseased part o f
the s o d First ofall he ought to reflect and try to discover in what the disease
consi.wd, in order he may know what ireaimem is jtied to the case i n hand,

' 111 other manuscripts it sa\s: '"of the body fallen into sin."
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lest owing to inexperience in the therapeutic method he apply the remedy;to n
differem part than thai which is diseased, as, i nfact, we see many physicians
lacking experience of the first part to suffer and only irritating the disease
and making it worse with the remedial agents they are applying,. For i t often
happens that an ailment requires the prevalence ofvarmth or ufirhat is hot,
since whatever has an excess ofheai is apt to be useful in ifealing those who
are s;~#kring,frominjuries due to an excess of cold. Rut because they have
chosen the wrongproportions and hme thoztghtlessiy or inconsiderately applied too much heat, thereby burning the body and making the disease hard
to heal. Precisely therefore as i f h a s been deemed to be stringently necessary'
to have a comprehension ofthe nature ofthe elements, so that each ofthem
may be employed to the utmost advantage in restoring an ailingpart to health
that has been displaced from its natural position, so and in like manner we
too have had recourse to the division ofthe aspects ofthe soul, '1'bus we shall
take the origin and seat of diseases as an indication o f the proper treatment
and make a general survey- The main point, how eve^ zs that, as we have said,
the nai;ire o f the sod's movements i s dj~idedinthree ways, namely,the rational, and the desiderative, and the conative (or instinctive). The accomplishmeut.s of the reasoningfaculty^ of the soul are: a pious attitude as respecting
divinity and what is divine; the science qfdisceming whai is good and what
is bad, andwhich has a clear and unconj~sedconception of the natrirei uf the
underlyingprincip/e.v, what is to he chosenjhm among, available m / / ; i e s ,
and what is abominable and repulsive. Accordingly, again on the contrary
there will be in any given case the vice situated in /hat part to be considered,
when there is any ififpietyas respecting what is divine, and lack o f judgment
as respecting what is really fine and good. There is, however, a &nposed
and mistaken altitude us respecting the nature o f things, so thut light is taken
to be darkness, and darkness to be tight (ha. 5:20), as the Bible says. Asfor
the desiderativefaculty, the virtue movement of it is that ofhaving u yearning
that induces4 one to s/r!i?e,fiwwhat is really desirable and is irulyfine and
good; and i f {here he any emtic power and disposition in us to employ it all
there, by w a y ofpersuading oneself that there is nothing else to be craved
for its own nature, save v i m e and the mitvre which is a source of virtue.
~ a harbor in this part, when one allows one's desire
Misconduct and s i find
to float away info the realm of insubstantial vainglory, or into the colorful
bloom painted upon bodies, whence result avarice and ambition and love o f
pleasure, and ail,such affections as depend upon such a kind of vice. Again, it
is an accomplishment ofhis conaUve disposition to entertain an abhorrence
ofwhat is evil or bad or wickecf, and to wage a war upon the passions, and
to steel the soul/or bravery, in not becomingfrightened by what 1.7 thought
to befearful by the mu/titude, but to resist sin even to the point ofbloodshed;
to scorn the threat of death, and ofpainful engines ofpunishment, and of dssjunctionfrom the things that are sweeiest andmost liked, and of all things that
once through some custom or prejudice are keeping the mv/titvde enslaved
to pleasure to obtain the master),' while chaft1pioningthe cause ofvirtue and
the princ/p/es of the faith. The refuse from such a part arc obvious to all:
emy hutred, wrath; vituperation, brmds, quarrels, defensive arrangements,
'In other manuscripts it s a y : Wc reason,'' meaning the ratiocinative facility.
I l l other manuscripts it says: "attitude towards nature, and the conception of underl! ing principles."
'' Considered

equivalent to "elevates."
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all of which merely prolong the malice, and in many cases wind up in murders and bloodshed. For, the unreasoning and uneducated man, being ~ ~ n a h t e
to discoverfor himselfwhere he can employ a weapon with the most advantage to himself, blunts she edge ofthe s~vofd.Thus the weapon God has given
vs to d e f a ~ dourse/ws with proves useless to one who misuses it.
Interpretation1

At the time of the festival of Easter the Saint appears to have sent this
epistle; on which account and owing to the circumstance of the prevailing
weather he begins the preamble; or introductory part, by saying: one of
the things that lend effect to this festival is that of casting about in our
mind to find a plan or means of curing every mental illness of sinners,
in a lawful and canonical way. For, inasmuch as this universal festival of
Easter is celebrated for the purpose of calling attention to the resurrection
of the body of fallen and corrupt Adam, it is well to observe that sin too
is a fall of the soul, just as a correction of the sin is a resurrection of the
soul; and on account of this similarity it is fitting during this festival not
only to offer God men who have been rendered spiritually imperishable
by being regenerated through holy baptism (for it was during Easter that
catechumens were baptized in those days, and see c. XLV of Laodicea),
but also to guide those persons to salvation who through repentance and
abstention from the dead works of sin are returning to the living way of
virtue, as the Apostle says. Nevertheless, there is no little difficulty in
managing with a correct and infallible judgment the reasons and causes
of the correction of such sinners. For David says that a righteous man
ought to manage his accounts and reckonings with great discernment, in
order to ensure that his memory will not be disturbed ever at any time,
but to ensure that it will remain forever. For, just as the medical art pertaining to human bodies has but one object, that of curing the patient:
yet the treatment and care given him is not one and the same, but of
many varieties and different in different cases, being similar, that is to
say, to the different and various kinds of illness, so and in like manner
the medical art pertaining to souls, employs different treatments of many
kinds and in many ways according to the different and many kinds of illnesses affecting the soul in many ways. In order to present our doctrine
concerning this in a methodical and orderly manner, let us begin in such
a manner as this. The soul has three parts, or faculties, namely, the ratiocinative faculty (or reason proper), the desiderative, and the affective.?

' Note that neither Zonaras, nor Aristenus, n o r h o n y m o u s offers any interpretation of

these Canons. but only Balsamon.
This division appears to have been borrowed by the Saint from Plato. For the latter
in his work concerning the Republic says the following: "Precisely as a political state
is divided Into three species, so also is the soul of each person parted in thrce ways.
as it seems to me. There being three parts, there appear to me to be also threefold
pleasures. one peculiar to each of them: desires too likewise; and principles.. . One
part; in this division, is that I+ith which a man learns. or acquires knowledge; another.
that with which he feels an impulse or finds himself in a certain mood; the third, on
account of its many v arieties, is one which we cannot designate by a single special
name of its own. but we may for convenicncc refer to it by an adjective denoting the
greatest and most powerful variety included in it: hence we have called it the desiderative faculty."T h i s same thing is asserted by Laertius in his biographv of Plato.
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Both virtues and vices are practiced by these three faculties. On this account any spiritual physician that wishes to give treatment in an experienced and skillful manner ought first to examine the patient with a view
to finding out in which of these three parts each particular sin is committed, and then on this basis to treat the ailing and weak part, and not to
be treating a different part than the one which is ill, just as we see many
inexperienced physicians aggravating the ailment rather than remedying
it, because they do not know which part is the one at fault. For example,
the illness is often due to an excess of heat, while they give the inflamed
patient, not cold and cooling remedies (as the reckoning of the medical art
demands), but warm and hot ones which are of benefit only to those suffering from cold.' and thereby render the ailment harder to cure. So, just
as an acquaintance with the peculiar nature of each of the four elements is
considered to be extremely necessary to physicians, the said elements being, to wit, heat, cold, dryness, and moisture, in order to be able by means
of this knowledge to correct their unnatural motion and disorder, so and in
like manner a general and elementary knowledge of the said three taculties, or parts, of the soul is necessary to spiritual physicians, in order that
they may be able to treat the diseases of the soul properly. Let us therefore
proceed at once to state that the virtues of the ratiocinative faculty, to
begin with, are respect for and faith in God, discernment of what is good
and what is bad, a distinct and unconfused knowledge and conception of
the nature of beings, which is well advised as to which beings ought to be
loved, and which ought to be hated and shunned. Its vices, on the opposite
of the picture, are disrespect for and disbelief in God, lack of discernment
and erroneous knowledge of what is truly good and of what is truly bad,
which mentation deems light to be darkness, and darkness to be light, or,
in other words, virtue to be vice, and vice to be virtue, which sort of mentation is deplored by Isaiah. The virtue of the desiderative faculty, again,
is that of elevating the yearning to that which is fine and truly desirable,
and to spend all its power of loving on that object, in the conviction that
there is no other thing that is naturally desirable save virtue and the cause
of all virtue, who is none other than God. Its vices, on the other hand, are
when it transfers desire to ambition, to beauty of body, to avarice, to love
of pleasure, and to other similar things. The virtues; again, of the affective
faculty are hatred of sin, war upon the passions, bravery of soul, which is
not afraid of what causes others to tremble with fear, but, on the contrary,
it resists sin even to the point of incurring bloodshed, that of scorning
all tortures and pains when it is fighting in behalf of faith and virtue. Its
chief vices are envy, hatred of one's neighbor, quarreling, quarrels, insults,
grudges, malice; the revengeful disposition which has pulled many men
down into murder and bloodshed. Thus instinctive affection which was
given to man by God as auxiliary arm becomes a destructive arm in the
hands of a man who misuses it.

CANON ll
These muifer,shavmg, therefore, been discerned inihesaidrnanner, ail sins

' Though Bishop Ncmcsius says: "For it is not as some think, the duty of physicians to
chill the heated body, but to bring it to a temperate state" (in Anastasius the Sinaite.
page 105)
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that are attached to the ratiocinative faculty of the soul have been judged
more har,My by the Fathers, and meriling greater and longer and more
painfu//y laborious effor/s to return: such as, for instance, i f anyone has
denied the belief' in Christ, or has been guily of' embracing Judaism, or
idolatry, or Mmicheeism, or any other such evil, aftenvards, when he has
condemned himself for domg so,the duration of his repentance shall be that
($his whole lifetime. For he shall never be allowed to pay adoration to God
when a secret prayer is being performed together with the hip, but, on the
contrary, he shall he oh/;'@ to pray alone and by himself,' and he shall he
utterly a stranger to the commmion ofthe Sanctified Elements in general.
A the time o f his exit (fh
life), then shall he he considetv.d to deserve a
portion o f the Sanctification. But ifhe should unexpectedly survive, u p i n he
shall be compelled to go through life in the samefidgment and to continue
expiating his sin, without being allowed any portion o f the Sanct;fied Elements ofthe Mystic Supper until he departsfrom life. Those, ofthe opposite
type,who have been seriously injured by torture and hardpunishment, have
been condemned onlyfi~ran express length oftime, so [hat the Holy Fa1her.7,
having t h u s be,stowed their philanthropy upon them, on the gr011~d
that it is
not a case of the sold tfying in the bocfy, but of the body failing to resist the
injury infieled upon it as a result qf'hodily weakness; wherefim they have
beenj ~ d g e dby the same standard as those guilty o f fornication, and accordinsly the forced and painful iranspression has been accorded a moderate
extenuation in the return.
Interpretation

Having said in the preceding Canon what vices pertain to each part of
the soul, the Saint now in the present Canon is dealing with the penalties
fixed for the same vices. Accordingly, he says: That the Fathers deemed
the sins of the ratiocinative faculty worse than those of the other parts of
the soul, and consequently to deserve greater and more painful repentance
and expiation. For example: If anyone has denied Chnst and has become
a Jew, or an idolater, or a Manichee, or anything else of this kind, and if
he has done so of his own accord without being under any necessity or
constrained by force to do so, that person, after returning again to piety
i . e . , to the Orthodox religion), incurs a canon of repentance throughout
the rest of his life, and shall never be able to pray together with the faithful
in church, but only shall be allowed to pray outside the church along with
catechumens, nor shall he be deemed worthy to partake of the divine Mysteries, save only at the end of his life; if, however, after being in peril of
death he commune and thereafter regain his health, he will again come under the same canon (i.e., sentence) of being denied the right to commune
to the end of his life.' As for those, on the other hand, who have denied
Christ as a result of torture and punishment they have been canonized
i.e., sentenced) the same as fornicators by the Fathers, or, more expressly
speaking; to be excluded from communion for nine years. For the Fathers
treated them kindly because they did not deny as a matter of choice and
of their own free will, but only as a result of the weakness of ff esh?which
could not endure the tortures. See c. XI of the 1st.
CANON IN

As for those who have gone to sorcerers, or to soothsayers, or to those

' And see concerning this c. X l l l ofthe 1st.
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persons who promise to effectpurifications and aversions by the agency o f
demons, they we to he questioned with exactness and examined as to which
of the tivo possibilities has led them to do so: whether it was that in spite o f
the fbci thai they per.s/sted in theirfaith in Chrkt they were constrained by
s& necessity to thai sin, by some harsh treatment or unbearable injury that
impelled them to U, or if was due to their having contemptuously scorned the
testimony which has been enifusled fo us, thai they had recourse to the aHiance
with demon's. For fit was (wing to their having set theirfaith aside and having
disbelievedthai Godis the God adored by Ch~is//am,
that they did it, then, thai
is to stiy, they shall be subject to thejudgment inflicted upon trcmspssors. But
i f it was some t m ~ t q p r i a b l enecessity that took control of their pusillanimity
and led them to do this, and they were seduced into committing the offense by
reason of some disappointment, orfistrated hope, then likewise philanthropy
shall stand them in goodstead, in like manner as in the case of those who were
unable to with~tandthe tortures at the time qf'confe.~.~ion.
Interpretation

The Saint canonizes in the Canon sorcery and divination; both of
which offenses are sins of the ratiocinative faculty, by saying: Any persons that go to sorcerers and soothsayers, or to those who promise to purify them with the help and through the operation of demons from diseases
or misfortunes or predicaments such as the evil eye, or any other evils they
happen to be suffering, they ought to be asked, and if they insist that they
believe in Christ, but that on account of some necessity arising from illness or from some great injury or loss they became faint-hearted and did
this, thinking that they would thereby be relieved from these afflictions by
means of divination or other magical means, they shall be canonized like
those who denied Christ as a result of tortures, or, more expressly speaking, nine years. But if. on the other hand. they appear to have disregarded
the belief in Christ and to have scorned God's help as coming from the
God adored by Christians, and to have resorted to the demons' help, they
are to be canonized like those who have willfully and voluntarily denied
Chnst. See also c. LXI of the 6th.
CANON IV
As#& ,vim donefor the sa~factionof desire andfor pleasure, they are

some of the more accurate authorities, indeed, SO deem the offense offornication to he tantamount to adultery;for shm
is but one layfitI state o f matrimony and coniuga? relationship, namely, that
of1v iff to husband and ofhusband to wife. ~verythingthen, that is not imiful
is unlayfid at any rate, including even the case in which a man h a s no wife of
his own,bvf has that of another man. For only one helper was given to man
by God (Gen. 2:20), andonly one headwas set over woman. "That every one
ofyou should know how to possess his vessel in sanctification and honor, as
divine Paul says (IThess. 4:4-5), the h v ofnaiwe permits the right use of it.
But ifanyone turnsfrom his own, he will infringe upon another .k in any case;
but another's is whatever is not one's own, even though its owner is not acknowledged. Hence it i s evident thatfornication is not fur removedfrom the
offense o f adultery, as has been shown hy those who give the question more
accurate consideration, seeing that even the divine Scriptwe says: "Be not
too inlimute with another man 's wife"(Prox 5:20). Nevertheless, inasmuch cis
a certain concession was made by the Fathers in the case to weaker men, the

divided cisfollows: It has pleased

"
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offknse has been distinguished on the basis (rf thefollow ing general division
io the effectthat whenever a manfidfilis his desire wi/hout doing any injufstice
to another man, the @xse is to be calledfornication; but when it is commitled by planing against and in/uring another man, it is to he called adultery.
Copulation with the lower a'nimals, too,andpaederasty are considered to
belong to this class o f ' o f f h e s , because they loo are a sort ($adultery, or In
the nature o f adultery. For the wn~ngfilnessconsists in i@inging upon what
belongs to another or acting contrary to nuivre. This division, then, having
been made also In connection with this kind ofsin, the genera! retnedyfiw
it consists in the man's becoming purified and being made pure as a rcsvit
o f regret for the passionate madness for such pleasures. Hut inasmuch ox no
i~jusiicehas been made admixed with the sin o f those polluting themselves
by fornication, therefore and on this score the length of' timefixedfor ihc
return uf those tainted by aduitery has been double that fixedfor the other
forbidden e v i l s . For, the penalty for copulation with lower animals and for
the madness practiced upon mates has been douhkd, as 1 have said, because
such cases involve one sin consisting in the enjoyment o f a forbidden ptea,szire, and another sin consisting con~ri1ittingan injustice with what belongs to
another man, after the manner of abusing another man's wife.1'he d'fterence
between cases testing upon repentance, and qffenses committed/iw the sake
ofpleasure amounts to the following. For any man who on his o w n initiative
and ofhis own accordproceeds to confhss the sins, the mere fact that he has
condescended on account of secret acts to become an accuser of himself as a
result of an impulse of his ( I win, is to he con.v/defedproofthat the cure ofthe
disease has already besun, and since he has shown a s i p o f impm vement, he
is entitled to kinder treatment. One, on the other hand,who has been caught
in the act ofperpetrating the offense, or who has been exposed involuntarily
as a result ofsome suspicion or of some accusation, incurs an intensification
of the penalty', when he returns; so that only after he has been purified a m rafelymay he then he admitted to communion ofthe Sanc/$ed Elements. The
canon, therefore, is such that a sfor those who have polluted themselves by
fornication, they are topray along with kneelcrsfor three years in a state of
return, and are then to be allowed to partake of the Sanctified Elements. But
iu the case of those who have made better use of their reversion and hfe and
are showing a return to what is good, it is permissddef~rthe one entrusted
with the management of the matter,with a view' to what is of advantage to
the ecc/eJsfasticaleconomy, to reduce the length o f time of listening and to
allow a quicker reversion; and again he may even reduce the length of time
amiallow Communion to be administeredsuoner, as he may by actual test be
persuaded to approve the condition ofthe perfion under treatment (Matt. 7:
6). For precisely as i t has been forbidden to throw a pear! to swine, so too it
is apiece ofabsurdity the man in question of the mustprecious Pearl through
indifference and insistence upon purity. A transgression committed after the
manner ofadvltery, or, in other words, after the example of'the other kinds o f
fiithlness, as has been saidpreviously, shall be treated in ail respects in the
same way of'/dgnwnt as is the abominable sin of fornication, hut the lenefh
of time shal/ be dozlbled. But the disposition of the person being treated shall
be ohserved in regard thereto, in the same manner as in the case ofthose who
have allowed themselves to he polluted byfornication, so that sooner or later
they shall be a h v e d the privilege ofpartaking of the essence uf the good
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Interpretation

The Saint is decreeing in this Canon respecting penalties pertaining
to the desiderative faculty in connection with sinful deeds, and first of
all as respecting fornication, by stating that the more accurate and more
discerning authorities say that fornication is considered to be regarded as
adultery, and offer some such proof as the following. For, if adultery is a
sin committed with a strange woman, by the same token fornication is to
be regarded as a sin committed with a strange woman too and therefore is
to be considered adultery. For there can be but one lawful conjugal relationship and coition of a woman with a man. and of a man with a woman,
which takes place with his own body. Every other kind of sexual intercourse; besides this, is unlawful; and consequently is not had with one's
own body, but with a strange body, since in the beginning God gave man
only one wife; and woman only one husband. And so, if one has a vessel
of his own (as St. Paul says), or, in more express terms, a wife, he is allowed to have sexual intercourse with her; but if he has sexual intercourse
with any other besides his own, then, of course, he is guilty of coition with
a strange body, even though the latter has no definite and manifest owner.
But it is apparent, however, that all these acts follow the course of fornication; so, according to this proof. is not far from being adultery, and indeed
this agrees with what Solomon says: "Be not too intimate with a strange
woman"; or, in other words, do not commit any breach of propriety with a
strange woman, i.e., with a whore. Nevertheless, in spite of all these facts,
the Fathers indulgently call the sin committed with any woman fornication, provided no other man has any right to exact revenge for the deed:
this amounts to saying that when a man commits the sin with any unmarried woman it is fornication. Hence they canonized it more leniently than
adultery, to nine years; that signifies that fornicators are sentenced to
weep outside the narthex for three years, to listen for three years, and to
kneel for three years, and thereafter to partake of communion (see also c.
XXII of St. Basil), It is competent; however, to the spiritual physician to
reduce the number of years of listening for those fornicators who repent
more eagerly, as well as to reduce the number of years of kneeling, and
to allow them to participate in the Mysteries sooner than they would be
allowed to do without a commutation of their sentence, in accordance
with his opinion of the disposition of the penitent. For, just as it is absurd
for one to throw pearls, the holy mysteries, that is to say, to swine, to the
impure, that is to say, who are not genuinely repentant, so and in like
manner it is also absurd for one to deny the most precious Pearl, or, more
expressly speaking, the body of Christ, to a man who has been purified
through the process of repentance and abstention from the evil; and who
has become reconverted from a swine into a human being. So much for
fornication. As for adultery, sodomy, and bestiality, the Fathers canonized these sins doubly more than fornication, or, more expressly, each
of them eighteen years, because the sin involved in them is also double.
For, that is to say, adultery, besides the unlawfiil pleasure it affords, also
inflicts an injustice upon the husband of the woman with whom the guilty
man has committed the adultery. because he appropriated unjustly that
husband's own property, his wife, that is to say. As for sodomy, on the
other hand, and bestiality (or sexual intercourse with beasts); in these too
besides the unlawful pleasure they afford, there is an actual injustice done
to what is strange or unnatural, or, more explicitly speaking, they violate
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the laws of nature, in that they are sins contrary to nature. The number

of years for each of these sinful deeds has likewise been economically
fixed like those for fornication, but doubly as many : that is to say, in other
words, adulterers are to spend six years in weeping outside the church,
and so are those guilty of sodomy and of bestiality; they are to listen for
six years, and to kneel for six years more, and then they are to commune.
Nevertheless, the disposition of such persons has to be observed by the
spiritual father, as is also that of fornicators, so that, if they repent more
willingly and more eagerly, he may allow them the sooner to partake of
communion; but if they revert more negligently, he may not allow to them
the right to commune even later than the eighteen years. The general medical treatment both of fornicators and of adulterers and of sodomists and
of bestialists is to have them abstain entirely from such pleasures as these
and to repent. But there is also a difference in the manner of the confession
made by such sinners as these. For the one who of his own accord goes
and confesses is canonized more philanthropically and more lightly; owing to the fact he himself has seen "fi to accuse himself, and to show a sign
of change for the better; whereas the one who formerly denied his guilt,
but was later convicted of sinning, whether as a result of a suspicion, or as
a result of accusations lodged against him by others, he is canonized more
heavily and sentenced to a much longer time, to a greater number of years.
See also cc. XVI and XX of Ancyra, and c. VII of St. Basil, and c. XI1 of
the 1st. which provides that leniency shall be adjusted to correspond with
the repentance shown by the sinner.
CANON V
It remains in addiiion to these consideratjon.v to subft1it the affective,facziity of the sod to an examination when, after disregarding the obligation to

make good use of the instinct, itfalb into sin. '!'hereheins m q influencesinwived in the sin with respect to the instinct; and o f all evils if somehow pleased
our Fathers among other 1hings not to insist upon accuracy ofspeech, nor to
deem it to be worth much endeavor to treat all the offenses stemmingfrom the
instinct ofanger, though as a matter of/act the Bib!c not only prohibits merely
striking a man, but also every vituperation or blasphemy, and whatever else
ofthe kind is due to the jnsfinct of anger (Col. 3:8; Eph. 4:3 1). Bui it is only
as regarding the felony o f murder that it provided a deterrent in the way of
penalties. It divided this kind of evil by differentiating voluntary and involuntary manslaughter', in this respect it is a ease ~fvo/untarymurderfirst when
i/ is one which has occurred by premeditation on the part of the person who
designed it in such a manner as ~o commit a felony: afterwards that murder
also was c o n s i d e d voir~ntarywhich is done by a man hitting and being hit
during a fight, when he i@cifi a mortal blow upon another man. h o p once
a man has come under the control ofhjs instinct (of anger), ami gives way
to the irnp~dseoi\vraih, he takes no heed ofany of'the considerations which
might check the evil tendency in time ofpassion, so that (he resuh o f thefight
of' murder is to be ascribed to a work of choice, and not to any failure o f e j
forts. Cases of involuntary manslaughter, on the other hand, are marked by
manifest characteristics, as when one has his mind on something else and
does afatal act throughfailure to pay attention to the situation. In regard,
therefore, to these cases, the sentence for voluntary murder is pr0Ionge.d to
/;rb/e the lench of time as touching persons who in connection with their
reversion are being treatedfor the voluntuiy~felony.For it amounts to thrice
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nine years, a space of nine years being allotted with respect to each degree,
so that in a case of' complete excommunication the person affected has to
remain shut out o f church e n t i r e w r nine years, and to stay in the position
of listenerfor nine more years, heMg allowed io listen only io the teachers
and to the reading of the Scriptures; during the third series of nine years he
i s to keep praying along with kneclef's in reversion; and thw in the end to hecome entitled lo partake ofthe Sanct///edElements o f (he Tramessentialion.
I f goes without saying that in connection with such a murder too the same obnervation ofthe guilty one shall he made by the minister in charge ofthe economical management of the church, and the prolongation o f his sentence s h d
be commuted in proportion to the measure o f his reversion, so that instead o f
nine years with respect to each degree, he may be allowed to do only eight,
or seven, or six, o r five, provided that the magnitude of his reversion eclipses
the time, so that he surpasses inpoint of'endeavoring to mend his ways those
who we cleansing themselves mow indolently from their disgraceful stains
over u long span ofyears. As for the in~w/untar\'felony,it has been deenwd
pardonable, though by no means praisewor<hy.I said this in order to make
it plain that even though one may in~~u/untarily
incur the faint of murder, on
the score that he has already been made profane by the felony, the Canon
has declared him ~o have fbffeiied priestly p c e . The same I w h of time
requiredfor purification from mere fornication is also required in the case o f
those who have been guiIy o f mu/Â¥de~in
anyone Invduniady as has been
found right by actual trial and test, that i,s to say', more plainly speaking,by
trying and testing the mental attitude ofthe penitent in connection with these
maiiers: so that I#' the reversion obtains the appearance of plausible credibiiity, the number ofyears should nut be maintained unabated, but for the
sake o f commutation the penitent should be restored to the C h m h and to the
righ to partake of the essence of'the great boon involved in the Mystery' of
the Sanctiffcution o f the Holy Elements, But ifanyone departsfrom hfe without havingfuifilied ft//edthe time ftxed by the Canonsfor the expiation of his
sin, the p h i t a n h p y ofthe Fathers bids that after partaking qf'the Sanctified
Elements, he shall not be sent offto that last a n d f m v a y abode without beins, provided with the requisite viaticum. Rut i f after pariaking qf'the SumfifiedElements, he returns to life again, he shall wait thefixedlength of time,
after succeeding, to that degree in which he was before Communion was adminimstaredto him necessarily.
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees with regard to the penalties for sinful
deeds of the third, or affective, faculty of the soul, by saying that as for
other sins stemming from the affective faculty, the Fathers did not deem
it reasonable to go into details, and consequently they took no pains to
affix penalties to so many different sins of this faculty (even in spite of
the fact that the Bible prohibits not only a mere blow, but also every vituperation and blasphemy, and whatever else of this kind is begotten of
the instinct of anger), but it penalized only murder. Murder is divided
into two kinds: one is that which is willful and voluntary; the other is that
which is involuntary and against the will. Voluntary murder is that which
is committed when anyone kills a human being after premeditation and
preparation; it is also a case of voluntary murder when anyone fighting
with another person, and hitting and being hit, deals a mortal blow in a
vulnerable and dangerous spot. For that man who has once been overcome
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by anger, no longer can reflect and consider what part is dangerous and
what part is safe. Hence a murder resulting from such a fight as this is voluntary and willful, and not involuntary. The signs of involuntary murder
are, for instance, when one intent upon doing something else, happens,
without so wishing, to commit a murder; as, for instance, while one is
throwing a stone at a tree in order to knock off fruit, a man happens to be
passing by, and it kills him. So one who has committed voluntary murder
is canonized to thrice nine, or twenty-seven, years; of these the first nine
years are to be spent among the weepers while standing outside the door
of the narthex; the next nine among the penitents listening to the divine
Scriptures; and the last nine among the kneelers; and then he may commune. Nevertheless, the spiritual physician according to the eager repentatice of the murderer ought to take care to reduce the number of years of
the sentence he has incurred, so that the nine years allotted to each rank,
that of weeping, that is to say, and that of listening, and that of kneeling,
are commuted to eight; or seven, or six, or five only, if the murderer, that
is to say, with the magnitude of his repentance defeats the long length of
time involved in the sentences, and being canonized to a smaller number of years, produces fruits of repentance more than those produced by
persons canonized to longer terms. Such a person; however, forfeits his
connection with the priesthood (or, in other words, anyone who murders a
man. even though involuntarily and against his own will; and who is a layman withal, cannot become a priest; or if he is a priest, he is deposed from
office) and is canonized nine years after the manner of a fornicator. But if
the repentance of this man is genuine and eager, the spiritual father will
canonize him to a smaller number of years; and will sooner allow him to
commune. Note, however, that if anyone among the penitents is in danger
of dying, before he has completed the years of his canon, he is allowed by
the philanthropy of the Fathers to commune, in order to avoid leaving him
destitute of the viaticum of the Mysteries, which greatly conduces to that
long journey through death. But if he recovers: he is to be kept excluded
from communion and doing the years ofhis sentence from the point where
he left off before communing. See Ap. c. LXVI, cc. XI1 and XI11 of the
1 st, and the plan of the Temple.
CANON VI
As for the other kind of idolatry (for that is what the divine Apostle calif
pediness), 1 know not how it was overlooked by the h'athers and left wi/hout
a remedy, though it seems that such an evil is an ailment uf the third state of
(he soul (Cd.
3:5). 7hjs is all (he more inexcusable in view o f (hefact (hat
when reason begins to fail injudging about what is beautiful, and imagines
beauty to reside in matter, failing to look up at the immaterial beauty, and
his desire/lows downwards,flowing may,from that which is tm/ydesirable,
and, the quarrelsome and mettlesome disposition takes many occasionsfrom
such a cause, and speaking on the thole, such a disease us this agrces with
/he Apostle's definition of greediness. For the divine A p o d e not only calls
if "idolatry," but also "the nwt of all evils" (1 Tim. 6:10). And yet this pariicular species of disease w a s overlooked and left out of consideration andneglected That is why this disease is rampant in the churches, and no one scrutinizes the men being admitted to the C l e w , to see whether perchance they
have been defiled by such a species o f idolatry. Rut as respects these matters,

on account of thefact that they escaped the notice of our Fathers, we deem it
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suflicie~tfor purposes ofpublic discourse in the way ofteaching, so fur as it
may he po.~.~!bleto remedy the siiuahn, to regard it precisely as when we are
cleansing anyone from plethoric gee.+ ailments. 7 heft, and p - r o b b i n g
and sacrikge are the only offinses thai we deem a disease because ofthe
fact that they have been thus labeled by the Fathers in the tradition handed
d o w n to us concerning them, although in the Rihk greed and the charging o f
interest on loans are among, the. things that are prohibited, and the practice of
adding things to one 's own estate thai belong to some other persou by taking
advantage of one 's p ( ~
wer and ability to oppfess others, even though this be
done under the pretext of business. Since, theyfore, our view has no claim to
the authority ofCanons, and does not deserve t o he believed as such, we shall
proceed at once to add the canonical jtdpnenf in regard to things that have
admittedly been prohibited Theft is divided into robbery' andgrme-robbing. In
both cases the object is the same, that of faking what belongs to others. In their
opinion, however, there is a great difference hehveen the hvo. For a robber
will take evenfoul murder into alliancefor the purpose in hand, and preparing
for this very thing, with weapons, and with many hands, and with opportune
places, so that such an offender is liable to the same jz~dgmentas the murderer
of a man, ifas a result of regret he brings himselfback to the Church of God
As for one who eludes ob.ver~)ationwhen appfvpriating things helonging to
others b y filching them,but qften vards in the course of confession reveals his
own misdeed SO the priest, he shall treat the ailment by concentrafins his at~entiun upon what is opposed to the disease. I mean that by giving what he has to
the indigent, in order that by disposing o f what he visibly owns he may cleanse
himself qf'the disease offteeditiess. Hui i f he possesses nothing, and has only
his b04; the Apostle bids him to cure such a disease by bodily toil. The words
of thepassage in question run asfollows: "Let him thai stole steal no more: but
rather let him toil by doing what is good, in order that he may have something
to give to him that is in want" (Eph. a).
Interpretation

After stating the penalties attached to the sinful deeds of each particular faculty of the soul separately, the Saint now speaks also about
greediness. which is called "idolatry" by St. Paul and which can be found
in all three of the soul's faculties. It is found in the ratiocinative faculty,
because reason, failing to discern what thing is truly beautiful or fine;
and not looking at immaterial beauty, thinks that the matter composing
gold and silver is what is really beautiful and fine. It is found in the desiderative faculty, because desire is fixed upon earthly profits, and leaves
aside that which is really desirable, God, that is to say. It is also found in
the effective faculty, because many fits of anger and fights are caused by
greediness. In a word, the Apostle by defining greediness as the root of
all evils provided a definition of it that is consonant with and suited to
the thing itself. 1 do not know, however, why such a great vice remained
unnoticed and unpenalized by the Fathers.' On that account it is rampant

' Why does this Saint assert that the Fathers left greediness impenahzed, at a tune when

c. Ill of St. Gregory the Miracle-worker penalizes it? Sec the solution there. Note,
however, that in the beginning of this Canon Ac Saint called greediness a different
kind of idolatry, not because he mentioned above any other kind of it, but by way of
explaining that there are two kinds of idolatry: one kind is that immediate and open
adoration of idols, and the other is greed, which immediately and indirectly and uiiobservedl! and furtively in endeavoring after gold and silver worships creation rather
than die Creator.
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among ecclesiastics, and none of the men about to be ordained is examined as to whether he has been polluted with tins kind of idolatry. But
inasmuch as greed, as we have said, has been left unpenalized by the
Fathers, therefore we too content ourselves with purification from this
ailment with the sermons preached in Church, like so many plethoric
diseases (the word plethora is a medical term to denote the condition of
the body when there i s an excessive abundance of the four humors of the
body, namely, yellow gall, phlegm, blood, and black gall; consequently
the ailments resulting from such an overabundance are called plethoric
diseases); and we penalize only theft, the opening of graves, and sacrilege,
because the Fathers too penalized only these offenses; in spite of the fact
that greed, or, more explicitly speaking; the practice of taking more of any
species, except money and interest on money, than what one gives, and
the practice of grabbing despotically the property of others, even though
one employs this form of plunder under the pretext of business,-these
things; I say, are all prohibited by the Holy Biblc2 We would: indeed, have
penalized them with a Canon if only we had the authority to promulgate
a Canon (for this is the office of the Council, and see the Prolegomena in
general concerning Canons); hence we only state the canonical penalty
provided by the Fathers for the said three sins. So, then, let it be said that
theft is divided into robbery, or open theft, and that which is done on the
sly. Both of these forms of theft have one and the same aim. to take the
property of a stranger. They differ, however, in the respect that robbers are
generally ready to commit murders, and they make off with many persons
with the aid of arms and of other men, and waylay persons in narrow and
dangerous places. Wherefore they are also canonized as murderers when
they repent. But the secret thief, if he confesses the theft by himself will
be canonized to give his property to the poor, it' he has any, and then be
treated medically.' But if he possesses no property, he must labor with his
toil and give to those who are in want, as St. Paul says. Let the thief steal
no more, but rather let him labor, in order to have something to give to one
who is in want.' See also c. 111 of Neocaesarea.

CANON VII
As for grave-robbing, this too is divided iuto pardonable and unpurdonable. For, i f anyone, sparing devoutness, leaves the buried body untouched,
KO us toprevent the nakedness of its nature/rom being s h m up to the sun,
and employs the stones placed in [hegrave,for ihe purpose of a work ofsome
kind, though neither is this anything meriting praise, yet custom has made
if padonable, when the transference o f the material results in something
prefirabie and more ben~fjc~al
to ihe community. Rui io search through the

dzxsffrom theflesh which has been turned info humus, and to disarrange the
hones, in the hope of recover& some jewelfy that may have been buried
together with the deadperson and ofph$/ing by it, is an off'knse which h a s
been condemned to the same jwdgment as plainfornication, as has been explicated in the preceding discourse, the econome, that if; to say, having the
obligation to ascertain the proper treatment of the offender by investigating
his fife, so as to commute the duration of the penallyfixed by (he Canons.
For the Lord prohibits greed in the Gospel by saving: "Take heed. and beware o f
geed for a n~aii'slife coiisistetli not in his possessing a surplus"' (Luke 12'15). lnterest on mone!, that is. on loans. is prohibited in deuteron om^. where God sa\s
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"Thou shaft not lend money at interest to thy brother." Injustice and plunder of others'
property under the pretext of business. appears to me to be referred to in that passage
in the Psalms which says: 'The sons of men are false in the balances to be unjust
to others: they are of vanie altogether. Trust not in unrighteousness. and ! e m not
after robbery" (Ps. 62:9-10). God speaks of all thrcc of these sins more concisely in
Ezekiel, by saying of the righteous mail: "He will not lend his money out at interest,
neither will he take any excessive surplus, and fro111 injustice he will withdraw his
hand" (Ezck. 18:8); as also concerning the plague. and the unrighteous man He says
further below that he does not keep these con~mandments.
It is a most just and fitting medical treatment for contraries to be treated v ith contraries. according to the laws, and according to the declarations of natural philosophers
and of ph? sicians. So one who has grabbed things that belong to others ought to give
his onn. and one who has greedily coveted the pope* of others ought to be deprived of his ov\ n.

' it; however, he bears weapons, too, and is ready to use them against anyone that re-

sists him, he ought to be canonized like the open thief and robber, since he has a like

intention with that of robbers. according to what Balsamon says.

Interpretation

Grave-robbing, or the opening of graves, is divided into two kinds too,
like theft, according to the present Canon, to wit, into pardonable and into
unpardonable grave-robbing. For if the fellow opening the grave does not
denude the dead person's body, thus refraining from dishonoring (for that
is what is meant by the expression "sparing devoutness") the dead, but
only takes the stones found in the grave, in order to use them in the building of any other work that is preferable and more beneficial to the com~nuni tyi though this too is by no means anything to be praised; yet custom
has made it pardonable. But if the fellow stirs up and disarranges the soil
and the bones of the corpse in order to get possession of any ornament or
raiment, or of anything made of gold or silver, that was buried together
with the corpse, he is to be canonized as a fornicator, or, more expressly,
nine years. But the spiritual physician has permission, in accordance with
the life and repentance of the one who committed this sin, to reduce the
number of years specified in the sentence indicated. See also c. LXVI of
St. Basil.
CANON Wll
it was regarded as deserving noib-

Asfor sacrilege, m the Old T&atmnt

ingshort of'the condemnation inflictedfor murder. For both the one who was
arrestedfor murder (Joshua, ch. 7) and the one who took things dedicated to
God sutfKred alike the punishment of being stoned to death. In the matter uf
ec~~iesmiical
custom, however, I know not how there has been adopted a more
lenient attitude and a certain indulgence, so thutpurtjcationfrom such u disease has come to he deemed more tolerable. For the tradition of the Fathers
hasprescribed a sentence for such ofenders that amounts to less time than is
allotted as the sentence for addtery. Bid it is everyuhere the practice to look
upon this ojfinse in the aspect ofa misdemeanor, above alf with consideration
for the sort o f disposition shown by the delinquent when he i s undergoing
treatment, and not la presume the time stifficientfiw a cure, (for what cure 6s
The civil law, on the other hand. in Book VH, Title XX111. provides that persons
taking stones, or marble slabs, or granite monuments. or any other material from
graves, shall be compelled to pa! hvent) mtmsrnata of gold to the public treasuc,
and are liable to tnal on charges of committing the crime of sacrilege But Leo and
Constantme. the Emperors, in their Ecloge (or Selection) of Laws Title XXVIII
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page 129 of thc second volumc of Jus Graeco-Romanurn prescribe that the hands of
those guile of denuding corpses in graves shall be cut off. It is also worthy of note
here the facts concerning the corpses that come out of their graves after death all
trussed up and wrapped in shrouds just as they were buried, by stating that there are
two general causes for the cnshroudment tie of such corpses. Onc of them is a natural
cause, and the other is a supcrnatural cause. The natural cause of their cnshroudmcnt
tic may be a result of the constitution of the bodies: for St. Basil the Great says that
there is as great difference between constitutions as there is between iron and faggots.
Iii consequence it follows tliat all bodies that are of a strong and solid constitution
are the ones which must perforce remain many years in the grave, some of them five
years. and others even seven years. in order to dissolve, and therefore the removal of
diem from the grave in which they were buried originally to a different grave ought
not to bc proceeded with too soon. But it may also result from the weather. for the
corpses of persons that die in the midst of winter or of snow and ice have greater
difficulty in dissolving than the corpses of those who die during summer and in hot
weather. The eiishroiidment tie may also be due even to the locality and the soil of the
land. For just as one area of land ma> produce pulse that is easil~cooked and tender.
whereas another area may produce pulse that is hard to cook and tough, so in much
die same way one area of land may dissolve corpses more easily, and another more
difficulty. The supernatural cause, 011 the other hand. of the ensliroudmeiit tie of such
corpses may be due either to a lawful and just and canonical excommunication issued
by some Prelate, \\ho may be for instance, a bishop, or a metropolitan, or a patriarch.
or a plain priest; or it may be due to some injustice wrought by the dead person, or to
some particular liuman being or to a whole village, or to a district. or to a c i e . Hence;
if it should happen to be the case that anyone comes out of grave bound up in his
shrouds. his relatives and heirs ought to transfer him to another locality and area of
land; and then, after finding that the enshmidment tie is not due to any natural cause,
they ought to beg the bishop, or the metropolitan, or the patriarch who may have
excommunicated him Or, if they too are dead. to beg their successors in office to
pardon him. In case he committed any injustice or any wrong, they ought, ifthey have
an: way ofdoing so. to give back the property, or ifthey have not, to beg the wronged
persons to pardon die one who wronged them; and then the eiishroiidment tie will be
untied and dissolved. See also page 206 of the Ob-jection of Patriarch Nectarius of Jerusalem to the principle of Popep. in order to convince yourself by reference thereto
that the characteristics that distinguish the corpses of excon~municatedpersons are
the following: 1) they are indissoluble; i.e.. they tail to decompose when buried; 2)
they are ugly and hideous: 3 ) they are malodorous and emit a stench; 4) they are sviollen up like drums. But I can add to these 5) that they are causes of fear and horror to
beholders. Just as holy relics have characteristics that arc contrary to these; for thcy
arc imperishable and indestructible. bcautifill. fragrant, dried up hard, tame, and readily accessible. much as though they were actually sleeping. And in addition to these
characteristics, they gush like fountains and perform various other miracles.

ever ihe result of lime?), hut to depend upon she individual will in the feverier to cure himself Having extemporized these observationsfrom thefacts
at hand, 0 man ofGod, at the cost of much endeavor and earnest application
#or thy benefit, because (?#'theobligation to heed the requests o f brethren,
we have made haste to send them on to thee in this epistle; as for thee, make
lhee (he usual prayem to God i n our behalf without jail. For thou owesi a
debt, as a gratefid son, to the one who begot thee after the manner ofGod, to
take care ofhim m his old age by means ofprayers, in accordance with commandment bidding to "honorparents in order that thou may be fortunate and
may live on earth for many long years" (Exod. 20: 12). I f is plain, though,
that thou wilt accept the fetter written to thee us a priestly symbol, and not
dishonor this token offriendship, even if'it should he smneihing smaller than
thy great genizi.'s.
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that sacrilege, or, more explicitly speaking, the act of stealing things dedicated to God, was punished in the Old
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Testament on a parity with murder, because both the murderer and the sacrilegist (as may be seen from the history of the mail named Achar (according
to the Septuagint spelling; but in English spelled "Achan"), who stole pan
of the booty taken from Jericho and dedicated to God (Joshua 7: 11, and who
for this reason was stoned to death along with all his family (Joshua, ch.
7; see also die Interpretation of the 4th c. of Gregory the Miracle-worker):
both of them were stoned to death alike. But the custom of the Church to be
lenient has canonized such sin more lightly than adultery, just as the tradition of the Fathers has prescribed. Having made these assertions, the Saint
goes on to add that in regard to every kind of sinful deed the spiritual physician ought to bethink himself and reflect as to what sort of disposition the
penitent has; and not to think that the length of time alone is sufficient for a
cure and that the long sentence (since what sort of cure can be expected to
result merely from the length of sentences, if the sentenced sinner continues
to live negligently and carelessly during that space of time, and refuses to
be corrected?): but, on the contrary, let him consider that what really causes
a cure is the free will and eagerness of the sinner who is treating himself remedially by the process of repentance. Having finished this epistle, the Saint
tells Latoius to pray for him to the Lord, as his spiritual son, and to accept
the epistle as a friendly; not as a worldly, gift, i.e.; not such a one as people
were wont to send on the occasion of Easter, but a divine one and one befitting priests. See also Ap. c. LXXII,
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CONCERNING SAINT GREGORY

THE THEOLOGIAN
PROLEGOMENA

Gregory the Theologian was a contemporary of Basil the Great, and
was ordained by him Bishop of Sasima. Upon leaving Sasima he undertook the care of the Church in Nazianzus, in his own fatherland, in obedience to the father Gregory, In the year 378 he was sent to Constantinople
by the Council convened in Antioch, in order to take assiduous care of the
Orthodox. After resigning the presidency of the Imperial City which had
been entrusted to him by Theodosius the Great, he came before the Second Ecumenical Council, to Arianzon, a town near Nazianzus (also there),
having versified many poetical compositions, in the year 39 1 after Christ,
his age being, according to Fabricius, 91 when he terminated the perishable life. The edition of his works that was published in Paris appears to
he the heat. Notwithstanding the fact that the second c. of the Sixth Ecumenical Council confirmed all his works, these are the only ones found
in the Pandects, which in herois verses state what books of the Old and
of the New Testament are accepted Scripture, whereof we have inserted
some here.
Herois Verses of Gregory the Theologian
Concerning what Books are Accepted Scripture
'Be nor disposed to treat hooks with the mind of thief
For there are many pieces o f v i c i o ~ t ~ s ~interpolated
~ess
therein.
Accept this number, m y friend,from me as the appre~vedlist:
Of historical books there are but twelve all told;
'They are the products o f the most ancient, Hebrew wisdom.
Theftr.v/ one 1s Genesis, then comes Exodus, then Imilicus,
'followed by Numbers, next by Deuteronomy, or fhe Second Law,
After which come Joshua,and h d g e s , and Ruth,which is the eighth;
" T h e ninth and tenth hooks are the Acts of the Kings;
Then come the two Chronicles, and lastly thou hast Ezra.
"The poetical books a r efive, of which the,first is Job,
The next is David, followed by the three books of Solomon,
" F c c / e s i a m ,the Song of Songs, and Pr01,erb~v.
And five likewise are of a prophetic spirit.
'
t

' See die first volume of the Octateuch, page xii. concerning the Reporters, or Note-

takers.
As concerns his power of speech in discourses, this is uhat Philostorgius the Anan
has to say (in Suidas, 111 the paragraph on Apollmans): "To Apollmans the reporting
st\le of speech for long was conceded to be excellent. but Basil nas the most splendid
in panegyrical cssavs As for Gregory when coniparcd with both of thcni. his discourse had a greater basis in writing. and it ma! be said to have been more vigorous
than that of Apollinaris. and steadier than that of Basil."
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"One book in Scripture isformed of twelve asfoIIows:
Hosea, and Amos, andhdicuh, which i s the third o n e
'Afterwards come Joel, then Jonah, and then Obadiah;
The next ones are N a h , and Habcikkuk, and Zephaniah;
"The last three of them are Haggai, and Zechariah, and Malachi.
Theseforming one book, the second book is Isaiah.
"Afterwards comes the one called Jeremiah in hs infancy,
Next thereafter Ezekie), and the grace of Daniel.
Ylf the ancient Scripture I have listed /Mfenptwo books;
These writings o f the Hebrews are opposed by t\venty-two others,
"Now let us count those of the New Mystery:
-Matthew ~ w t the
e miracles of Christ to the Hebrews.
"Mark wrote them to Italy, J~iketo Achaiaf;,
And to all men John the great preacher who visited h e a ~ ~ e ~ .
''Afterwards come the Acts ofthe wise Apostles,
Ten books are Paul's, and so arefour Epistles.
"There are seven Epistles Catholic, qfwhtch that of James is one,
Two are those W t e r ,and three are those ofJohn again.
'The seventh is that uf'Judu, and thou hast them alf.
if any b efound outside of these, they are not genume. j'
Interpretation

These verses r e q u i r e neither interpretation nor explanation. Since; as
we have said, they contain nothing else than which books we ought to accept as genuine in the Old Testament, and which ones in the New, in order
to avoid being deceived and accepting spurious books as genuine, and as a
r e s u l t thereof having our soul injured. Note, however, that in many places
these verses are not correct in point of meter; but we have printed them
in the same form as we found them. And see Ap. c. LXXXV, where we
discuss these books in greater detail.
"Note that in other writings of his Grcgoy the Theologian accepts as genuine and
God-inspired the Book of Revelation or John, otherwise known in English as the
Apocalypsis (the Greek word for "revelation"). If it be ob,iectcd that there is no
mention of it in Apostolic Canons published through Clement this is not anything
amazing, for at the time when John the Theologian states that he wrote the Book of
Revelation in Patnius. being in exile by decree of the tyrant Dometian. Clement was
also in exile by decree of the same Dometian in the Tauric peninsula, where he also
died. Hence the Book of Revelation had not even been written yet at the time when
Clement wrote the Canons

CONCERNING ST. AMPHILOCHIUS
PROLEGOMENA

St. Amphilochius lived during the reigns of the Emperors Valentinian
and Valens. in A.D. 374, and he shone in asceticism and divine knowledge.
He became Bishop of Tconium. And he also served as a defender of the
divinity of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. For he was present at the holy
Second Ecumenical Council; being one of the hundred and fifty Fathers
attending it; and fighting against Macedonius the Pneumatomach (i.e.; opponent of the Spirit) and the remnants ofArius. In the comic drama which
he employed with effect upon the Emperor Theodosius the Great, whom
he approved, and upon his son Arcadius, who had been newly ordained

Emperor, and whom he disapproved, according to Theodore!.* or according to Sozomen,' by saying to his son, "Rejoice, 0 Son," and at the same
time shaking his finger at him, he persuaded the said Emperor to adopt a
law that thenceforth heretics, including Arians and Macedonians, should
not be allowed to hold any councils, nor to engage in any debates concerning the essence and nature of God, and that whoever should violate
that law should be punishedn3When this Saint asked a question, Basil the
Great replied to him by sending him the twenty-seven chapters concerning
the Holy Spirit. Notwithstanding the fact that c. IT of the 6th Ecumenical
C. confirmed all the written works of this Saint, yet since only these lines,
prescribing what books are genuine, are to be found in the Pandects, they
are all we include. They are as follows:
Verses of St. Amphilochus addressed to Seleucus,
Concerning which books are Accepted Scripture.

"Nevertheless, there is another thing thou oughfest to learn
'More than anyth;ng else. Thai not every book is safe
"Thoughpossessing the venerable name ofScripture.
Y'or there are, there are indeed at times books
"With ajulse title, some o f them being middle ground and,
"So to speak, neighbors bordering upon the word of truth.
"Others again are spurious and exceedwg misleading,
"Like decorations huqq on the breast and counterf>it coins
'Whichbear the inscription of the Emperor, true enough,
"Bui w h d are
~ proved to he coun/erfeit by their materials.
''Since thou hust the grace to ask which books are God-inspired,
'Thusshaft thou learn cleariy each book m order
"Iwill re11 thee those o f the Odd lksfament.
"The Pentateuch, comprising Genesis, or Creation,then Exodus,
"And containing the Book ofLeviticus in the middle;

' Book V. ell. 16.
Book VII. ch. 6.
Sozomen. ibid
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"After which come Numbers, and then The Second Book of Laws.
"Add to these Joshua and the Judges.
"Afterwards Ruth and thefour hooks ofthe King.7.
"Following these come at least the hvo books of Chronicles.
"Next thereafter thefirst and the second of Ezra.
' N e x / I will iel! theefive poetical books.
"That ofJob, who was crowned with achievements, suffering much,
"The Book qfPsalms, fili of songs to benefit sotds:
"Three books ofSolomon the Wise)comprising Proverbs,
"Ecclesiastes, and another the Song of Song.s.
"Right now to these Prophets add the htdve 1 name:
"Hoseafirst, then Amos second,
"Micah, Joel, Obadiah, and the type
' O f the three days 'passion called Jonah;
"Nahum, and after him Habakkuk; then the ninth
"Zephaniah; and nexity Haggai and! Zechmiah;
"Andfinally ihe angel oft\vo names Malachi.
"A,fter whom thou shalt learn thefour p a t Prophets,
"Nmeiv, Isaiah the greai speaker who speaks out boldly,
'Yeremiah, who is sympathetic and mystical,
"Ezekiel; and last of all offhem Daniel,
'The same who is wisest in deeds and words.
"In addition to these some approve ofEsther.
'Of the New 'iestament now let me tell thee the books.
"A wept only f i m r E vange/i.~
I S , and none other ones;
"Namely:Matthew, then Mark, and third after these Luke,
"Count dose, take time, and add to these three
"As ihe/our;h one John, butfirst in suhlitnity of dogmas;
'For I naturally andfifty ca!! him a son of' thunder,
'Who i~ speech has sounded loudest and p a t e s t to God.
'But accept also the second book o f ' h k e , namely,
"That of the catholic Acts of the Apostles.
'"thereupon add the 'chosen vessel, '
"The preacher andApostle to the heathen nations,
' P a d , who wrote wisely to the Churches
"7Wice seven Epistles, and to the Ruftzans one.
"To the latter one must conjoin two to the Corinthians,
"That to the Galaii~ns,and that to the Ephwians;
'A,fter which that to (he PhiIippIans, that w r i t m
"To the Colossians, t\vo to the Thessalonians,
"And one each to Timothy, 7 i/11.s,and Philemon;
'Besides which the one wrongly called spurious
''To the Hebrews,for the p x m ofii is genuine.
"Well. What about the Epistles Catholic?
"Somesay there are seven of them, and some only three.
"We mvst accept that of James as one;
"That of Peter as one, of those ofJohn one,
'Though some say the three of them, and in addition thereto
"They accept the two ofPeter; and that c~f.Jvdeas the seventh.
' A sfor ihe Rook of Revelation of John again,
"Some approve it, but at least a majority call it spurious.
"This should be a most tn;t@l canon of'the God-inspired Scriptures. "

ST. AMPHTLOCHTUS
Interpretation

Neither do these verses need any interpretation, since they are nothing
but an enumeration of the genuine and true books of the Old and of the
New Testament. In the beginning, though, he adduces an example to show
that just as there are many pieces of money bearing the imperial seal that
are not pure, but counterfeit and alloyed with a large portion of copper,
so and in like manner there are many books called Scripture, true enough,
but in reality spurious and heretical. Note that these verses too in many
places are not correct in point of meter; but we have inserted them just
as we found them. See also Ap. c. LXXXv As regards the fact that there
are two books called the Revelation of John, one of them genuine and the
other spurious; see Ap. c. LX.
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CONCERNING TIMOTHY OF
ALEXANDRIA
PROLEGOMENA
Timothy ofAlexandria flourished in the reign of Emperor Valens, about

A.D. 372. Having become the successor of his brother Peter, who had been
exiled by W e n s on account of the Nicene creed, he was made Archbishop
of Alexandria,' becoming the twenty-fourth in the line of bishops of Alexandria. He became an extreme defender of the dogma of co-essentially. At
the Second Ecumenical Council, which was convoked in the year 381, the
blissful man was present and proclaimed the divinity of the Holy Spirit.
Seven years after the holding of the Second Ecumenical Council he went
to sleep in the Lord, leaving Theophilus as successor of Alexandria. He
wrote the life history of many wonderful ascetics, especially the life of
Abbot A p ~ l l obut
, ~ most importantly also the present Canons in the form
of questions and answers, which are confirmed indefinitely by c. I of the
7th, but definitely by c. I t of the 6th Ecumenical Council; and by virtue of
this confirmation they acquire what in a way amounts to ecumenical force.
They are to be found in the second volume of the Pandects, and in volume
I of the Conciliar Records, p. 352.

THE QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS,
OTHERWISE KNOWN AS
THE 18 CANONS OF TIMOTHY,
THE MOST HOLY ARCHBISHOP OF ALEXANDRIA,
INTERPRETED
QUESTION I

Ifa child of say seven years of age, or any adult person, find an opporttinity at any place', when the qfferng is h e k g made, and u n w i ~ i n s l ycommunes ~ ~ h he
d eis a catechumen, what out& to be done ahout him7
Answer

He ought to be enlightened. For he has been c d e d by God.
Interpretation

Having been asked, in case a child or even an adult, while still a catechumen, should happen at an opportune time, when a liturgy is being
held in any church, to commune, not out of contempt; but not knowing
that catechumens ought not to commune before they are baptized, when
asked, 1 say. about this, the divine Father answers that such a person

' Socrates, Book IV, ch, 36,
Sozomen. Book VI, ch. 28.
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ought to be baptized (the word "enlightened" being generally used in this
sense in Greek), since he has been called to this by God. For it appears to
be a call from God that neither the Christians present there nor the priest
himself who administered coimnunion to him should deny communion
to such person: it might be too that they failed to note at the time that he
was a catechumen, notwithstanding that they knew him before. See also
Footnote 1 to c. TT of the 1 st.
QUESTION I1

If a person possessed o f demons is a catechumen, and he himself
wishes, or his own people want. him, to receive holy baptism, ought he to
receive it, or not, anal especially if he he at the point of death?
Answer
Unless a person possessed of demons be cleansedfrom the unclean
spini, he cannot receive holy baptism. He may be baptized at the time of
his exit (from life).
Interpretation

Though every unbaptized catechumen is unclean, because he has in him
the uncleanness of the original sin, and has an evil spirit which burrows
in his heart, and, acting hiddenly in the depth of his soul, prompts him to
sin.' yet in a pre-eminent way that unbaptized catechumen is considered
unclean who is also manifestly energized by a demon. For it would appear
that on account of willful sins he gave leave or occasion to the demon
to energize him thus openly and manifestly and to harass him. For this
reason when this Saint was asked whether a person, manifestly possessed
of demons in such a manner might be baptized, he answered that he may
not until he has been duly cleansed, or, more explicitly speaking, until he
has been freed from the manifest influence of the demon: for one thing,
because he himself through his willful sins caused the demon to energize
him in that fashion; and for another thing, in order to preclude his coming
under the power of the demon while he is being baptized, in which, being
deprived of his wits, he would not know how to answer the questions put
to him at baptism, and in consequence he would fail to grasp and compre. ~ however, such a person is in
hend the grace and power of the M y ~ t e r yIf,
danger of dying, says the Saint, he may be baptized, lest life depart from
him without his having the seal of divine baptism and he be deprived on
this account of the kingdom of heaven. Read also Ap. c. LXXIX.
I

That the evil spirit burrows in every unbaptized person. whether lie be an adult man
or an infant. is made plain 1) by the prayers which the Church reads before baptism
to e l e n unbaptized catechumen, and especially by these words: "And the Priest
breathes upon his mouth, forehead. and breast, saying. 'Drive out ('0 Lord,' being
implied here) of him (meaning the catcchumen) eve? mil and unclean spirit hidden and burrowing in his heart."" 2) by chapter 76 of Saint Diadochus (page 229
of Philocalla) in which he says: '"From the divine Scriptures and from a feeling of
die sense itself I comprehended that though before baptism the grace from without
urges the soul to good tliings. yet Satan is burrowing in its depths. and is engaged
ill an attempt to block all auspicious outlets of the mind. But from the very hour
that we are being rebegotten the demon becomes situated without, and the grace
within." and 3) from the statement which the Lord made in asserting that when tlic
unclean spirit goes out of a human being, it proceeds to waterless regions, seeking
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rest, and finds none (Matt 12 43) For St Oregon' the Theologian in his discourse
~
being
concerning baptism took this statement to mean in reference to e v c person
baptized that the unclean spirit goes out of hmi. Note. however. that a number of persons ma) be baptized in the same sanctified water, according to Job (page 130 of the
Syntcpnation of Clqsaiithus)

%ut Balsamon mentions a third reason; that a person manifestly energized b\ a demon
cannot be baptized until he has been clcanscd, because he has to receive through baptism the grace of the All-holy Spirit to be indwelling. Hence tile conspirit must
first be chased out ot'him, and then the Holy Spirit will come in, since one and the same
person can entertain two contrary spirits. For if. as we have said. there is an evil spirit
burrowing in the heart of an unbaptized person; and hiddenly energizing him. it must
first go out of him (and it is for this reason that the exorcisms are read to him before
baptism), much more ought any demon that is manifestly energizing him to go out first.
That in the same soul it is not possible for both the grace and the evil one to co-exist
the aforesaid Saint Diadochus proves in his discourse in chapters 76 to 88 (/.c. in Philocdia). If. on the other hand- it be objected that St. Macaritis asserts that there are two
persons in the soul, one of vice and one of virtue; and in this respect two Fathers ma!
appear to conflict with each other. though the! may perhaps be reconciled, seeing that
in one and the same human being after baptism the two are present. as divine Macarius
said. though each in a different region; which is to say, more explicitly speaking, that
while the grace is situated in the depth of the soul after baptism, the evil one skulks
about the heart and infests the body in general, smoking the soul with the moisture of
the body. and this only bv divine concession, for the purpose of testing and exercising
the self-control, as the same Diadochns says ( h i d ) .Note. however, that this same Saint
in his c, 111 allows a person who i s being possessed of a demon on and off the right
to partake of communion, provided that he is a believer and does not blaspheme the
Mysten. when he is not in acti~d
possession of the demon. But he does not say that any
such thing is allowable in the case ot'an unbaptized catechun~enpossessed of a demon,
though it is implied that this person too may be only off and on in actual possession of
the demon: and he does not say whether such a person may be baptized, or not, when he
is not under the influence ofthe demon.

QUESTION I I I

Tf anyone who is a believer is possessed of a demon, ought he to partake of the holy Mysteries, or not?
Answer

If he does not repudiate the Mystery, nor otherwise in any way blaspheme, let him have communion, not, however, every day in the week; for
it is sufficientfor him on the Lord's day only,
Interpretation

Having been asked whether a person possessed of a demon ought to
partake of the divine Mysteries, the Saint answers in the present Canon
that he may partake of communion, to be sure, though not every day in
the week,' but only on the Lord's day, according to Aristenus and h e n o ponlos (Section 5, heading 2, ofthe Epitome ofthe Canons), or (according
to others) at those times when he is not being controlled by the demon.2

' Sue Ap. c. IX

' Sue also page 1046 of Evcrgctinus, where abbot Cassianus says that Holy Communion used to be administered to persons under the control of demons, and that it was
never prohibited to them by the Seniors of old, and that it is not administered to feed
the Holy Elements to the demon, but rather to cleanse the soul and the body, and to
bum up the el-il spirit which is seated in the members of a human being's body, and
that, if we forbid coininunion to persons posscsscd of a demon, we arc giving the
demon permission to energize then1 quitc frequently. owing to the fact that thcy are
being deprived of God's help, which would otherwise accrue to them as a result of
divine corninunion,
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and provided that when he is in his senses and sober he does not blaspheme
the divine Mysteries, nor repudiate them, or, more explicitly speaking,
does not, for instance, assert that they are nothing but common bread and
wine, because he does not believe that they are really and truly Body and
Blood of Christ; so that the Saint is speaking here of a person who though
possessed of a demon is not energized by the latter continuously, but only
now and then, or on and off, at intervals of time, according to Balsatnon
and Zonaras, in their interpretation of Ap. c. LXXJX, which you may read
for yourself
QUESTION IV
Jfany catechunwn, while dl, becomes out of his mind, and is unable io
conj~,ssthe faith, and his o w n people beg to hme him receive holy baptism
while he is still alive, ought he to receive H, or not?
Answer
He ought to receive it if he is not influenced by an unclean spirit.
Interpretation

The Saint has been asked whether a catechumen ought to be baptized
who has become so ill that as a result of his illness he has gone out of
his mind (as happens in most cases to those who are suffering from the
plague), and he himself cannot answer by himself the usual questions
asked at baptism, while his relatives, seeing him in that condition, beg to
have him baptized, because, though even then, on account of his illness,
he cannot confess the faith and ask for baptism, yet by reason of his having been in time to become a catechumen he has thereby shown that he
wishes and would like to accept the Christian faith and baptism of his own
free will and by his own choice, and especially when before the illness he
had been asking for baptism. yet for certain reasons had postponed it, as
Zonaras says in his interpretation of c. LTI of Carthage. Nevertheless, if
perchance it was while he was being energized by a demon that he went
out of his mind, he must not be baptized until he has been cleansed, as we
said previously. Read also Ap. c. LXXIX and c. XlI of Neocaesarea.
QUESTION V
Ifa woman has coition with her husband &ring the night, or, as likely as
not, a man with his wife, and a church meeting ensues, q h t they to partake

ofcommunion, or not?
Answer

They o~ightnot to do so, because the Apostle says emphatically: "Deprive
yourselves not o f each other, unless it be for a time by agreement, that ye may
give your.whes leisure topray; and then come ye again together, to avoid having Satan tempi you on account qfyourf~ilureto mingle" (ICar. 7:5).
Interpretation

To one who had asked whether a married couple ought to partake
of the divine Mysteries, when a liturgy is held in the morning, and they
have had sexual intercourse with each other during the night immediately
preceding, the Saint replied in the present Canon that they ought not to
commune;' and in witness thereof lie cites the words of the Apostle, who

' Lawfully married couples ought therefore, to abstain from sexual intercourse at least

for three days. and then come to church for communion. and see the first Footnote to
e. XIII of the 6th.
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orders married couples not to deprive one party the other of sexual intercourse, save by agreement of both the parties; and only then not to have
sexual intercourse when a sacred liturgy is being celebrated, on Saturday
and Sunday, and in general on all feast days, so that they may partake of
communion (for it is thus that the passage saying "that ye may give yourselves leisure to pray" is interpreted in c. XI11 of this same Saint as well as
in the third Canon of St. Dionysius, both of which Canons you may read
for yourself), and again to mingle carnally, and to do this on account of
their irrestrainable desire; to prevent Satan from tempting them by inciting
them to commit fornication or to commit adultery with wives of other men
or husbands of other women, as the case may be.
QUESTION VI

If a woman who is a catechumen has p e n her name in order to be enlightened!, and on the day appointed for the h a p ~ s mshe incurs the pIight
which regularly afflicts women, ought she to be enlightened on that day,or
defer, and how Iong oqh6 she to defer?
Answer

She o q h ; to d e f e ~until she has beenpurtfied.
Interpretation

Catechumens, whether men or women, who were about to be baptized,
used to be entered by name some days in advance in a list for convenience
by the supervisors of the churches, and were then called by way of distinction pholizomenot or phoiizomenai, according as they were men or women. respectively, which terms mean in Greek "persons who are in process
of being enlightened, i.e., of being baptized," and also edecloi or eclectai,
respectively, meaning "elect," i.e., chosen for members of the Christian
society and of the (future) kingdom of Christ (and see c. XTV of the 1 st).
And so from then on they used to get ready for holy baptism with greater
yearning and effort than they had been wont to put forth previously when
they were catechumens. These facts having been thus stated or premised,
the Saint replies in the present Canon that i t'any woman enter her name in
this manner and gets ready for baptism, but on that day on which she expected to be baptized she has the usual trouble of women that is peculiar to
her sex, then that woman ought not to be baptized on that day, but instead
ought to defer, or postpone the date, until she has been purified from her
trouble. See also c. I1 of Dionysi us.
QUESTION VII
! f a womanfjnd,~herself in the pli@ peculiar to her sex, oaght she to
come to the Mysteries on that day, or not?

Answer

She ought not to do so, until she has been purified.
Interpretation

Likewise as in the above Canon, the present Canon decrees that a
woman must not partake of the divine Mysteries on the days on which she
is troubled by the plight pertaining to her sex, but only to partake thereof
when she has been purified from it. See also c. II of Dionysius.
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QUESTION Vnl

I f a woman give birfh on Easter, does she have tofast, and not to drink
ariy wine, or is she releasedfrom the fasting andfrom the obligation not to
drink any wine, on account ofher having given birth io a child?
Answer

Fasting was devised in order lo humble the body. I f , therefi~re,the body
is already in a state of h~mh/enessand illness or weakness,the person ought
to partake o f as much as he or she may wish and he able to gel along with
food and drink.
Interpretation

Upon being asked whether a woman ought to be allowed to break her
fast' and to drink wine when she bears a child during the Great Lent preceding Easter, according to Balsamon and Blastaris,' this Father replies
that she must be allowed to do so, since fasting is done for the purpose
of humbling and bridling the body, but if perchance the body is already
humbled and weak. the person may eat as much food and consume as
much drink as will support him in his illness and enable him to recover.
See also Ap. c. LXIX.
QUESTION I X

Whether a Cfergyifian otigh; to pray when Arians or other heretics are
present, or it does not matter, at a time when he himftif is making the prayer,
thai is to say, the offering?
Answer

In the divine anaphora, or offering, the Deacon addresses before the
embrace the congregation, saying: "Those ofye who arc not in communion,
Take a walk. " There o w not, therefore, to be any persons present such as
those mentioned, unless they promise to repent and to leave the heresy.
Interpretation
This Father had been asked whether a priest ought to perform the offering of the bloodless sacrifice when Arians and heretics in general are

present, and he replied that at the time of the divine rite the deacon cal Is
out that all persons who are catechumens should step outside of the temple, by saying to them: "All ye who are catechumens step out" (for that
is what is meant by the words "Those of y e who are not in communion.
Take a walk."). So if 110 catechumen are allowed to stand in the church
at the time when the divine liturgy i s being celebrated, much less are
heretics, unless they promise to repent and to leave the heresy. Nevertheless, even then again they ought not to be allowed to stay within the

* By "break her fast" is meant here that a wo111an is to eat sufficient food to sustain her

until she recovers from the illness and hardship of her body due to childbirth. as the
Saint interprets the expression subsequently. T h i s calls for food with olive oil alone.
For this same Father asserts in his c. X that anyone whose has been completely withered by illness has a right to eat olive oil.

''

But Aristeniis and some others assert that b\ "Easter" is meant here the Great Week,
called i n English Passion Week There is not an: significant difference, however, if
the word Easter be understood thus or otherwise. since both Lent and Great Week
ought to be fasted by zcrophagv, aocordingl>. in tins respect there is no difference
between these authorities. Consequently a woman who gives birth to a child either in
this or in that period ought not to have a different way of breaking her fast
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temple proper, but ought to be compelled to stand outside with the catechumens. But if they will not make any such promise, they ought not to
be allowed to stand even with the catechumens, but, on the contrary, they
ought to be chased away, according to Balsamon.
QUESTION X
Ifanyone is ill and emaciated very much as a resdt of' long illness, and
he comes io holy Ka.s'/er,ought he tofast \vi;hati~
fail, or may the Clergyman
release him and let him take any food he can, or even olive oil and vine, on
account of his severe illness?
Answer

The sick person ought to be released and,to be allowed 10 partake of food
and drink sofar as he is able to do so. ^'or it i s only just and right to let a
person that has once become emaciated to partake o f olive oil.
Interpretation

When this divine Father was asked whether any one very ill and excessively withered as a result of long illness ought in the midst of the Lent
of Easter1to be compelled necessarily to fast, by abstaining from wine and
olive oil, like the healthy, or whether he might be allowed to eat olive oil
and to drink wine on account of his severe illness,: he replied that such a
person ought to be allowed sufficient food and drink to enable him to bear
up under his illness, just as any God-fearing physician would prescribe,
because it is only right that a person utterly withered by illness ought to be
allowed to eat olive oil. See also Ap. c. LXIX.
QUESTION XI

i f anyone calls a Clergyman to celebrate a wedding, but is told that the
marriage is an unlawful one, or an avuncular marriage, or, thai is to say, thai
it is one in which the sister ofa deadwife is about to be married, whether the
Clergyman ought to consent, or to make an offering?
Answer

Once, you said. ff a Clergyman hears that a wedding is 11~/mvft11,
well,
then, if (he marriage is one that is unlawful, of course the Clergyman ought
not to participate in sins of other person,
Interpretation

When the Saint was asked whether a certain priest who has been
summoned to bless a wedding and afterwards learns that this marriage
is unlawful (perhaps because the man is about to take to wife his aunt
(i.e., his sister-in-law, or the sister of his dead wife, which is the same as
saying that he wishes to take two sisters to wife, or some other relative),
whether that priest ought to bless them, or to conduct a liturgy1-having

' And here likewise some authorities have taken the word Easter to mean the Grcat

Week (ix ., the one called Passion Week in English).
^ Notc also from the present Canon that the fasting of Great Lent consists in xcrophagy.
and abstention from olive oil and wine also.
T h e liturg which the Canon says here is to be celebrated after the blessing of the
marriage. used to be celebrated. of course, 111 order to permit the couple blessed to
partake of the divine Mysteries, a thing which even nowadays ought to be done bl
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true Christians who really wish to be saved, after first confessing their sins and prcparing themselves by remaining continent and doing good works of other kinds: as
concerning which case see the first Footnote to c. XI11 of the 6th.

been asked these questions, I say, the Saint replies in the present Canon
that if a priest learns that a marriage is unlawful, he ought neither to bless
the couple nor to conduct divine services, and consequently he himself
ought not have anything to do with sins of others, that is, with their unlawful wedding, and with the penalties incurred by a priest who has celebrated such a marriage,'
QUESTION XI1

If a layman who has had u wet dream ask a Clergyman to let him partake
ofcommunion, ought /he Clergyman lo administer communion l o him, or not?
Answer

!fit is a case ofde'iirine, a woman, he ought not. Bui if it was Satan leftfpiing him in order to provide an excuse for excluding himfrom communion of'
the divine Mysteries, the Clergyman ought to administer communion to him,
since the tempter will not cease attacking during the time when he ought to
partake ofcommmion.
Interpretation

Having been asked whether a layman who has had a wet dream ought
to partake of communion on the day after he had the wet dream, this Father replies in the present Canon that if the man suffered this predicament
as a result of a desire or conation to enjoy a woman, the man ought not to
partake of communion, because this impassioned conation, or instinctive
impulse, to which the emission was due, has polluted his intellect. But if
no such desire and conation took place, but, instead, Satan merely tempted
him out of envy in order to prevent him from receiving the sanctification
conferred by the divine Mysteries, he ought to partake of communion,
because if he fail to partake of them, Satan will not cease to tempt him and
to keep on thus preventing him from doing so whenever he is preparing to
Read also c. IV of Dionysius.
come to comrnuni~n.~

' It was for this reason too that Niccphorus the Patriarch of Constantinople, though

under the stress of great coercion exercised by Emperor Constantine, the son of Irene;
allowed (together with Tarasius) a pardon at first to Joseph the steward (or economc)
of the Great Church (in Constantinople) who blessed tlie very Emperor himself along
with lus concubine and relative Theodotis. hi spite of this, though, later, when Michael the pious Empcror became Empcror. the same St. Niccphorus deposed him
from office: and see Dosithcus, pages 661 and 745 of his Dudecahib/vs. It is for this
reason too that the laws command (Annc~opoulos,Book and Title IV) that no one
shall be wedded secretly or clandestinely, but shall be obliged to have the ceremony
performed in the presence and before the exes of many other persons, in order, that is
to say, that the priests who are about to perform the ceremony of the nuptial blessing
may examine accurately the persons present there and ascertain whether tlie marriage
is lawful or not. If aii~onedare to get married clandestinely, both he and the priest
who pcrformcd the marriage ccrcmonv are to be punished. according to the Ecclcsiastical Canons. But even if a priest conducts a marriage ceremony without the written
permission ofthe bishop, he too ought likewise to be punished.
In citing this Canon in connection with his reply number I to Marcus: Balsamon
o had a net dream- according to the comprehension of
asserts that laymen ~ h have
this Canon, ought to partake of communion, but that those in hol! orders ought not
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to celebrate liturgy on the day that this predicament has happened to them; for the
sake of preserving thc venerability of the priesthood, unless it be a great feast day and
the postponement of divine services would be dangerous, while the holding of them
is necessary, just as John of Kitros sai s the same thing, and see the Footnote to c. IV
of Dionysius. But inasmuch as it is hard to discern when one has had a wet dream
as a result merely of the Devil's tempting and envying him, and when one has had a
similar experience as the result of desiring to enjoy a woman or owing to some other
cause of his own making, the safest and most prudent thing to do is to refrain from
partaking of communion whenever any layman or priest or monk has such a thing
happen to him, as we have said in the Footnote to Canon IV of Dionysius.

QUESTION XIII

What days of the week ought to be assig~edto those who are coujuiued
in marriagefor them to abstain from communion with each other? And on
what d a y s ought they lo have it?
Answer
Though I have already answered (his quefiiion, J will answer now once
more. The Aposttc says. "Deprive ye not yourselves o f each other, unless it
befor a time by agreement, m order thatye may have le;stire to pray" (ICor,

7:5). And again: "Come ye together a p m , that Satan tempt you not on account ofyourfailure to mingle" (ibid.). Biff one must necessarily abstain on
Saturday and Sunday, on account of the fact that on these days the spiritual
sa~7r;ftceis hchg offered to the Lord,.
Interpretation

The Saint has been asked on what days of the week married couples
ought not to have sexual intercourse by mingling together carnally, and he
has replied in the present Canon, by citing in evidence the words of St. Paul
addressed to married couples, to the effect that neither of the parties ought
to deprive the other of carnal intercourse, unless both of them abstain from
coition by agreement for a time, in order to engage in prayer, and that they
ought again to mingle with each other soon enough to prevent Satan from
tempting them on account of their failing to mix themselves together as
wine is mixed with water. In explaining at what time and what prayer Paul
means for married couples to refrain from coition, the Saint states that it
is Saturday and Sunday (and in general every feast day), on which days
they are obliged to refrain from sexual intercourse because of the fact that
for the most part it was on those particular days that the spiritual sacrifice
used to be performed, or, in other words, the sacred liturgy used to be celebrated, and they had to prepare themselves and get ready to partake of the
divine Mysteries.' See also c. 111 of Dionysius.

' But in his eleventh reply to a question asked by Marcus of Alexandria Balsamon asserts that married couples must necessarily refrain from having sex-ual intercourse
not only on the day that they are to commune, but also on the day before communion
day as well as on the day after communion day, and all those who fail to observe this
requirement must be canonized with severe penalties; and see Footnote 1 to c. XI1 I of
the 6th. But even if they do not partake of communion on those days, again they ought
to refrain from all sexual intercourse. Wherefore Balsamon too in his fortyninth rcply to a question asked by the same Marcus asserts that any married couples that fail
to practice continence by abstaining from carnal intercourse on Saturday and Sunday
ought to be corrected with moderate penalties. Likewise such couples are also obliged
to abstain from coition during Great Lent and on Wednesdays and Fridays; and see
the Footnote to Ap. c. IX.
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QUESTION XIV

Ifanyone h a w n o contdof'himse/fiqs violenthands on himseif'orhurls
himself to destrzictlon, whether an offering ought to be madefor him, or not?
Answer

The Clergyman ought to discern in his beha//it'hether he was actually
and truly out of his mind when he did it. For ofleniimes those who are iniefested in the victim and want to have him accorded an offering and a prayer
in his behalf will deliberately lie and assert that he had no control ofhimself.'
Sometimes, howewr, he did it as a result o f influeftce exercised by other
men, or somehow o t h e n ~ w eas a result qfpqying too little attention to circvmstances, and no qffiving ought fo he made in htfi behali, / I is incumbent,
therefore, upon the Clergyman in any case to investigate the matter acetiratvly, in order tv avoid incurringjudgment,
Interpretation

This divine Father has been asked whether liturgical and memorial
services ought to be held for a man who has killed himself, by hurling
himself down from a height, or by drowning himself, or by hanging himself; or by putting himself to death in any other manner, when he is not
of sound mind, whether it be as a result of a demon or of an ailment of
some sort; and the Father replies in the present Canon by stating that if any
priest or any other clergyman be invited to celebrate memorial services for
him, he ought to investigate well and with due accuracy whether such a
man was in truth and reality out of his wits when he put himself to death.
For it often happens that relatives and intimates of such a man, wishing
to have him be given a memorial service and to be chanted over by the
priests, and to have a liturgy held for the remission of his sins, tell lies and
assert falsely that he was out of his wits, and that it was on this account
that he put himself to death. Sometimes, though, one puts oneself to death
either as a result of some injury or annoyance which he has received from
other men, or as a result of faint-heartedness and excessive grief, or some
other cause. voluntarily and while in his right mind; and for such a man
no liturgical or memorial services ought to be held, since he murdered
himself deliberately.

'

QUESTION XV

If a wife is so betaken of spirits that she will wear irons, while her husband says, "I can't contain myself, and I want to take another wife," ought
he to take another, or not?

' Note though that the civil laws. in order to dissuade such persons from suicide b:

violent means. command that if anyone puts himself to death of his own accord, he
is to suffer confiscation, or. more explicitl! speaking. 111s property is to be plundered
by the people. But even anyone who attempts to kill himself and does not succeed,
he too ought to be punished as a murderer. See Blastark (in his discourse concerning
suicides committed by violent means). Because of the fact that some fools thought
that the souls of persons dying by violence or sustaining a violent death become
demons- divine C h ~ s o s t o mrefutes this wrong belief o f theirs (Discourse 36 on
Lazarus, page 234 of volume V). Note, however, that the decree of the present Canon
was anticipated and ratified in advance b\ the Presbyter of a certain monastery of St.
Pachomius; for he ordered that two nuns who had committed suicide should not be
accorded memorial services (and see the life of St. Pachomins in the Lausaicum)
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Answer

Adultery is involved in this matter, and I have no reply to make c o n c m ing it, nor can /$ud any by cogitating it.
Interpretation

When asked whether if some man's wife is possessed of demons to
such an extent that they have to fetter and shackle her with irons and
chains (perhaps in order to prevent her from running away or from killing
herself or someone else), while her husband, being unable to stay (morally) sober and to practice continence by abstaining from sexual intercourse
right along, since he cannot practice with his wife when she is in such a
condition), is seeking to take another woman to wife, he ought to take another or not-when asked this question, 1 say, the Saint replies in the present Canon that concerning this question he has no answer to offer nor can
find any by cudgeling his brains, since, if that man take another woman
to wife, adultery will ensure upon his taking her; for he has put away his
first wife without any ground of fornication, contrary to the words of the
Lord, who said: "Whosoever shall put away his wife, save on grounds of
fornication, maketh her commit adultery" (Matt. 5 : 3 2 ) See also Ap. cc.
XLVIII and LXXIX. But even the Ecloge of Laws of Leo and Constantine
the Emperors (Title XIII, page 107 of the second volume of Ju.s GruecuRomamim) commands that they be not separated. Saying thus: "But if it
happen that one of them is taken possession of and mastered by a demon
during matrimony, they shall not be separated as a result of such a cause.''
Hence Leo here is repealing or countermanding His Novel below. See also
the Footnote to the Chapter concerning Pledges of Marriage,
QUESTION XVI
Tf anyonefasting with a view to communion, whde washing his mouth, or

in the bath, has swaliuwed water involuntarily, ought he to corn~zrme.~
Answer

Yes. Since Satan hasjbund an occasion whereby to prevent himfkm partaking uf'cummunion, he will keep on doing this morefkqzientiy'Hence, in view of the fact that both according to this Canon and according to the
Lord's words- adultcry ensues upon those man who put away their demon-posscsscd
wife, whether she is always or temporarily possessed by a demon, the Novel of Emperor Leo ought to be annulled which allows a man to leave his wife if she is alwa! s
possessed b\ a demon; and Balsamon ought not to be hearkened to. who allows such
amaii to take another wife and who subscribes to the legislation of Leo. For the husband, as well as the wife who is energized by demons. ought to have patience with
each other, taking into consideration the fact that this condition resulted fro111 some
sin of theirs. and not accidentally or fortuitously. Let men who have wives possessed
by demons follow the example of that most reverent and God-fearing husband of the
woman Theotecna, who was living in the city of Rosopolis, Cilicia. as is related in the
life of St. Simeon the Thaumastorite (Act 4 of the Council). For she dwelt with her
husband for twenty years and in spite of the fact that she kept falling doun under the
influence of the demon (which afflicted her when she was a girl, that is to say when
she was fourteen years old, which is the same as to say when, being ripe for marriage,
she was taken by her husband), and would chew her tongue: nevertheless, the blessed
husband patiently and gallant& put up with the affliction and the ignition of the flesh.
without taking another wife. until at length his w ife was released from the demon
through a prayer of St. Simeon.
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Interpretation

When asked whether anyone ought to partake of communion that
has been fasting and preparing to commune, but has accidentally swallowed some water against his will, either at the time he was washing out
his mouth, or at a time when he was taking a bath,*the Saint replies in
the present Canon that he ought to partake of communion, since; if he is
prevented from doing so, the Devil will cause him to swallow water frequently under his influence in order to prevent him from participating in
the divine Mysteries.
QUESTION XVH
Seeing that we frequently listen to God's word butfail to do it, are we

therefore by logical hfkrence under condemnation?
Answer

Even though w
a
i
l to do it, yet we ought not to fail to blame ourselves
for ourfailure to obey when we are fold what to do. Blaming ourselves is a
part of our salvation.
Interpretation

When asked whether perchance we are condemned because we often
merely listen to God's word, but do not actually do the things that we
are told by Him to do, the Saint replies that we ought to listen to it even
though we do not actually do it. For, even though we fail to do the things
required by God, yet we cannot possibly fail to blame ourselves for our
failure to do so and acknowledging that we are disobeying Him and not
doing as He tells us to do. But to blame ourselves is nevertheless a part of
our salvation too, seeing that it engenders humility in our soul, whereby
God is made propitious in regard to our sins, and He will justify us, just
as He did the humble though sinful Publican, in preference to the virtuous
but proud Pharisee.
Q UESTION XVIII
From what q e and on are sinsjudged by God?

Answer
Depending on the knowledge and prudence of each particular human
being: somefrom the age often and up, and others only when older.

' Yet. lest the Devil find a pretext and occasion to cause any such thing, all those tvho

are getting ready to commune ought to refrain from washing their mouth and from
bathing on that day on which they arc going to partake of the Eucharist: instead let
them wash their mouth on the evening beforc and take their bath one day before Communion. That is why in his second Reply to Marcus of Ephesus Balsamon s a y that
neither a priest nor a layman is allowed to bathe or even to be phlebotomized (i.e.,
bled) on the same day that he con~muned,or on the day before Communion. or on
the day after Communion. For such persons both before con~muningand after communing ought to prostrate themsclvcs to God in all humiliation and reverence. and to
thank Him for the opportunity to partake of the All-holy Body and Blood of which
they have becn deemed worthy and have accordingly becn enabled to partTke; and not
to relax themselves and to seek such nonsensical things and washing with hot water;
and only then may they be phlebotomized when about to commune if there be any
necessity of this due to a deadly illness. Arrnenopoulos too says this same thing in
his Epitome of the Canons. To convince yourself that neither l a p e i i and much less
clergymen ought to bathe without having & illness ofthc body,rcad the Footnote to
c . LXXVII of thc 6th
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Borrowing this same Canon, Anastasius the Sinaitc made thereof his 103rd Qucstion-and-Answcr. Such in reality arc all the Questions-and-Answcrs of the Sinaitc
that were printed and published in the year 1777. Note, however, that the Father does
not intend this Canon for those negligents who, though told the word of God. as a
result of their negligence scorn and fail to do as they are told, thinking perhaps that
by accusing and blaming thcmsclvcs for not doing it they arc going to be saved. Let
negligcnts not entertain any such thought, nor let them take the Canon to be a pretext
for their own neglectfulness. For the Father did not mean it for them, but for those
who listen to the word and strive with all their might to carry it out. yet. owing to the
weakness of the flesh, are unable to do it to perfection. In agreement with this Canon
divine Chrysostoni, too. says that whoever listens to the word of God and fails to keep
i t but blames himself for not having kept it, not only will be considered as though
having kept the half of what lie was told, but in addition as a result of tliis self-blame
and self-criticism he will be lcd to make more serious efforts to keep it. SCCthis saying in the beginning of the book. Likewise see in the same beginning also Â£hsaying
of divine Maximus. that "Many of us are saying things, but few of us are doing them";
and bear tliis in mind alwa\s. because it is of use in connection with nearly e v e n
turn of those who are not only living in negligence and in utter indifference; but even
blaming the Scriptures and the divine words for their negligence.

Interpretation
When asked about this too, at what age of life does a human being

begin being judged by God for his sins, this Father replies that it depends
upon the knowledge and prudence commanded by each human being; in
accordance with which his sins are to be judged. For, those children which
are of an acute nature and naturally smart, are the ones that soonest and
most easily discern what is good and what is bad; and for this reason they
are judged by God for their sins from the age of ten and on. Those, on
the other hand, which on the contrary are of a sluggish nature and have a
sleepy head and are possessed of a dull mind come more slowly and with
greater difficulty to discernment of what is good and what is bad; hence
they are judged by God for their sins only when they are older. See also
the Footnote to c. XL o f the 6th.
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CONCERNING THEOPHILUS OF

ALEXANDRIA

Theophilus, who served as Archbishop of Alexandria in A.D. 380, being wise and brave in sentiment, had previously freed Alexandria from
the delusion of idolatry. For he not only showed the deluded Grecians the
secret contrivances which their priests had and by means of which they
would go into the empty and inanimate idols and say whatever they wanted
by speaking from that coign of vantage, but he even smashed to pieces the
sculptured image of Sarapis (which was rumored to be of such an enormous size and weight that if it were to be shaken, the whole earth would
be shaken) and showed it to the Grecians looking on to be a habitation of
rats:*and he also made floats of the murderous mysteries of Mythreion,
and melted down the statues of the faale gods and cast them in the shape
of kettles and other vessels of use to the C h ~ r c hLater,
. ~ however, having
incited a battle against divine Chrysostom on account of the monks about
Amrnonion who were called "long" monks; as he ought not to have done,
he became for this reason hated by all. He increased the hatred against
him also because of the fact that he occupied himself with the study of the
books of Origen, which he had previously denounced.' He attended the
Council held in Constantinople during the patriarchate of Nectarins after
the Second Ecumenical Council in the year 394 regarding Agapius and
Bagadius who were laying claim to the bishopric of Bostra (concerning
which see the part relating to Sardica). Expiring in peniten~e,~
he left these
canonical letters which are necessary tor the organization of the Church,
and which are confirmed indefinitely by c. I of the 4th and c. I of the 7th,
but definitely by c. I1 of the 6th Ec. C.; and by virtue of this confirmation
they acquire a force which in a way is ecumenical. They are to be found in
the second volume of the Pandects, and in the first volume of the Conciliar
Records, page 353.

' Theodore!,

Book V, ch, 22. Noteworthy is that which Sozomen says (Book Vl I,
ch. 15), to the effect that at a time when the tenlple of this Sarapis was being wrecked,
hieroglyphic characters resembling an imprint of the Cross were found engraved
upon the stones, and were explained by a Greek man of science as saying "LIFE TO
COME,"' or, in other words, the future life; and other characters were found which
said that that temple would come to an end when these hieroglyphics appeared in the
shape of a Cross. Hence. prompted by this cause, man! Greeks were led to be baptizcd and to become Christians According to Theodorct that temple of Sarapis (also
spelled Scrapis in English) was the largest and most beautiful of all the temples that
-ere then in existence in the world.

^ Socratcs, Book V. ch. 16, says that he also opposed the Anthropoinorphites, who asserted that God possessed eyes and ears and the rest of the members of the human
body

Socrates, Book VI. ch. 17, says that even when asked about this he would sa). "The
books of Origen are like the flowers in the garden; accordingly. 1 take whatever 1find
therein that is good, and leave whatever is thorny."
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' For ill the Gerontlcon.. a book also called "Paradise of the Fathersh"in connection
with the subject of poignant penitence, there appears a doctrine of this Thcophilus
concerning the future condition of the souls of the dead that is ve? poignantly
penitential. At thereof the end is to be found also an apophthegm, wort11 remembering wherein it is stated that when Archbishop Theophilus was about to die he said:
Blesscd art thou. Abba Arscnius, because thou wast ever mindful of this hour."

THE FOURTEEN CANONS
OF
ARCHBISHOP THEOPHlLUS OF ALEXANDRIA
INTERPRETED
CANON I

Both custom and propriety require us to honor every Sunday, and fo
celebrate it as a holiday, since it was infuct on that day that our Lord Jesus
Christ pioneeredfor us the Resurrection/rom the dead. That is why in the
Sacred Scriptures it has been called also "thefirst day, "' an the ground that
it means to us a commencement of' life, and also "the eighth day, with espedal reference tv the fact that it has superseded the sabbatism o f the Jews.
Inasmuch, then, as i l has happened to,fal! on thef a s t day ofHoly Theophany,
lei us spend it "economically, and acquit ourselves prudently with regard
to each of the two, in order that by partaking of a few dates we may h a r t
ihe heresies thai do no/ honor the resurrection day o f the I , o d Jesus Chrisi,
and at the same time pay due respect to thefast day by mvaiting the evening
synaxis, which, God M i n x is to he hdd here. Let us ihef'e/ore assemble here
at the ninth hour.
"

"

Interpretation

Since the fasting day, or, more expressly speaking, the eve of Theophany,' happened to fall on a feasting day, Sunday, on this account the
present Canon decrees that we ought to make an "economical" arrangement with prudence and discretion in regard to these two contraries, by
eating a few dates (or even figs and currants or raisins), and at the end of
this fasting to honor the resurrection and feasting day of the Lord, commonly called Sunday in English, and avoid the heresies that do not honor
the Lord's day by going without any food at all as they do on that day (and
see c. XVIII of Gangra). For both propriety and the ancient custom and
tradition of the Church make it obligatory upon us Orthodox Christians to
honor every Sunday and to celebrate on that day, rejoicing on account of
the resurrection from the dead which the Lord has graciously bestowed
upon us on that day, seeing that that day is called in the divine Scriptures
also "the first day," because it i s the commencement o f our life, and "the
eighth day," because it has surpassed (Note of Translator,- This word
is used here by the authors as a definition of the word "superseded," for
which it is a very poor substitute.) the seventh day, the Sabbath, that is to
say, of the Jews, as being numbered after the seventh (and see c. XCI of
Basil). But we are to honor, on the other hand, also the fasting day of the
eve with the very process of breaking the fast, by omitting to break it, or
by eating no richer or greasier foods while awaiting the hour of Vespers,
which, with God's help, are to held after nine o'clock. See also Ap. c.
LXTV.

' Thus did John of Kitros too understand this Canon. For in his c. XVI he explained

t h e fasting day of Holy Theoplmy" as the day preceding H o l ~Theophaq Thus
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similarly did those understand it who inserted this Canon in the Typicon with refccnce to Holy Thcophany. Thus did St. Marcus of Ephcsus understand it in referring
to it in tlie Typicon dealing with tlie feast of Theophany, before all these others and
even before Theophilus himself. Thus too does Timothy of Alexandria characterize
the eve of the Lights (ibidem in the T\~]iconof Thcopliaiiy) as a t h e of fasting. Note,
however, that the said bishop of Kitros in the same Canon says that Thcopliilus here
means for us not to break the fast with respect to oil and wine after the Vespers of
the cve of Theophany (as Timothy of Alexandria, too. allows the fast of the Lights to
be broken onl: with respect to water, no matter whether it be 011 a Saturday or on a
Sunday). Marcus of Ephesus too, appears to regard this as a fasting time. But a certain
nmi named Nilus (I know not whether lie was a monk or priest-monk) in commenting
on this Canon objects to this interpretation offered by the bishop of Kitros, and says
that Thcopliilus here is not referring to food taken after the Vespers. but to the food
taken after the Liturgy of St. Cluysostom. which is celebrated in the morning whcn
the eve ot'Theophany happens to tall on a Simda:; since atler the Vespers ofthe eve
of Theophany as well as of Christmas; no matter on what day it happens to fall; in the
monasteries the? break the fast of oil and wine in accordance with the injunction of
the Typica. I do not know whether this Nilns is the same man as the one who states in
the Tvpicon of die eve of T h e o p h q that this fast is broken in regard to oil and wine
if it happen to fall on a Saturday or Sunday

From the Cummonitory which Amman received in regardto Lycopolis.

CANON ll
As regards those who have entered into communion wiih the Arians and

are ho/d;ngpossessiondown to this day of the Churches, let them be treated
in accordance with consvefzde.Provided, however tthat others be appointed
id20 are probably

m Orthodoxy, and those be left i n the fold and t r e a i e d p r e cmly as the Orthodox Bishops in Thehais have done in other cities. As /or
those who were appointed by Apollo the Bishop, and who hare entered info
communion with the Ariarn holding the Churches, let them be d;scip/ined
i f , at any rate, they have done so of their o w n accord; hut i f in obedience to
their o w n Bishop, let them remain in thefold, on the ground that theyfailed
to realize the unreasonableness of the matter. A n d f a l l the people repudiate
these men together with the others, lei dtjferenl ones he ore/ajned; but i f they)
want them together with those with whom they have entered into communion,
let these persons too be dealt with in accordance with (he custom adopted by
all the Orthodox Bishops in Thebais.
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that those bishops who have Joined the
Arians and have held possession of the Orthodox churches down to the
present time be ousted therefrom, but be allowed to join the Orthodox
after being treated with that economy which the Orthodox bishops in
Thebais decreed to be accorded also to the other cities where such Arians are to be found returning to Orthodoxy.' They, I say. are to be ousted

' By "economy" it seems to me that the Canon means here that which the Synod in Al-

exandria decreed in the time of Athanasius the Great requiring those who hdd joined
the Arians to anathematize the heresy ofArius when they returned to Orthodoxy and
to confess the Niccnc Creed, and then they might be accepted concerning which Syn-

od see the letter of Athaimius to Rufianus. The Canon speaks of what tlie bishops in
Thebais decreed, for the reason that bishops from Egypt were present at that Synod,
wlulc Thcbais was apart of Egypt. For, according to die geographer Melctius. Egypt
was divided into Upper Thebais and Lower Thcbais, to the bishop of which latter
Amnion the present cominonito~discourse was addressed. Thcophilus mentions the
bishops in Thcbais in order to convince Ammon more easily to keep that particular
custon~to which his predecessors had adhered; and 011 account of which he himself is
writing to him.
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from the churches in question, and other Orthodox bishops are to be appointed thereto. As for those Orthodox bishops whoin the bishop Apollo
had appointed, if it be shown that they joined the Arians of their own accord,
they are to be disciplined; but if it was with the advice and approval of the
said bishop that they did so; they are to enjoy communion with the other
bishops because, wishing to remain obedient to their bishop, they could not
determine what was reasonable for them to do, or, in other words, the fact
that they had better not enter into communion with those men. And if the
whole multitude of the people turn away from such men, on the ground that
these men became partisans of the Arians, let other Orthodox Christians be
ordained in their stead; but if they are content with them as well as with the
Arians with whom they have entered into communion, let them be admitted
in accordance with the custom which the said bishops in Thebais adopted
in regard to those reverting from the communion of the Anans. Note that
neither in c. I nor in the present Canon has any interpretation of Balsamon's
been found preserved. See also Ap. c. LXVIlI.
CANON HI

As fesaivh Bistufi, who was appointed a Preshyfer in Erehe, he must he
looked into. And ifhe raped a itlwilanwho had repudiated her husband while
he w a s alive, lei him not be allowed to he a Presbyter anywhere; not even
as a layman ought he to be gathered in, i f being the custom ofthe Church
to separate such persons. But this does not entail any prejudice to Bishop
ApoUo, i f he appointed him as a result of ignorance: the Holy Council h a p ing bidden that the z~mvorthy,after ordination,shall be expeiied whenfound
gaily of any crime.
Interpretation

This Bistus was rumored to have raped and taken a married woman
who had separated from her husband while he was still alive. Afterwards
he was ordained a presbyter by Apollo in the city of Erebe, Egypt, who did
not know that he had taken such a wife. So the present Canon says that the
case ought to be investigated, and if it be as represented, the one ordained
a presbyter ought to be deposed from office and no longer be a priest, at a
time when not even as a layman ought such a person to stand together with
the faithful in church; since the Church separates such offenders from the
synaxis of the faithful. But this does not entail upon the ordinator Apollo
any detriment and deposition from his prelacy, since he ordained him as a
result of ignorance. For the Holy Council, or, more expressly speaking, the
First in its c. IX, has commanded that these persons who have been ordained
undeservingly and unworthily, and have been exposed after ordination, shall
be expelled from the priesthood. See this same c. IX of the 1st.
CANON IV
As concerning Suf; since Bishop Apolfo has acted to have it verified and

dismissed him, and has estranged him from the Church, /lei it be as the Btshop
has decided If he wishes to have recourse to the privilege o f justifying himset fund f t n d ~ f h h
with the decision o f the Bi-vhop, he may do so.
Interpretation

'

This man Sur was a cleric of Bishop Apollo who had been dismissed!

* But perhaps the word "dismissed" denotes that Apollo sent Sur himself to Theo-
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philus; and affinncd in a letter that he had expelled from the clergy mu man whom
he sent.

or in other words had been expelled from the clergy (as Balsamon interprets the Canon) and had been chased away from the Church, as Apollo
himself affirmed. So this Canon says that since this has occurred, let it
be as the Bishop has decreed. Nevertheless, if Sur finds fault with the
Bishop's decision against him, let him present his pleas, if he wishes, to
the Synod of which Apollo too was a member.
CANON V
As ivgards Panuph, who was appoinled a Deacon m J~ycopolts,an inves-

tigation must be made. And if rt be found that this man while a catechumen
accepted his o w n niece in a matrimonial relationship, bvl after baptistn was
admitted to the C i e ~ ylei
, him remain in the Clersy, at feast ifhe has slept
wifh her and after the bap/ism, he had no intercourse with her. But ifhe accepted his same niece in a matrimonial relationship while he was a believer,
let him be estrangedfrom the C i w . For Bishop Apollo incurs no detrmentul p w j d c e ifhe appointed him as a result of ignorance.
Interpretation

This man Panuph, before he was baptized, was rumored to have taken
his niece to wife, and thereafter he was appointed a deacon. Hence the
present Canon decrees that the case should be examined into; and if this
man, after being baptized, did not use her as his wife; since she had died;'
let him remain a deacon; for the use of the woman before baptism had
been purged by Holy Baptism; but it' he used her afterwards, let him be
deposed from office. Such an ordination, however, does not entail any
detriment upon Apollo, who appointed and ordained him, since he did so
in ignorance and without knowing that he had his niece as a wife when he
ordained him. See also Ap. c. XIX and c. IX of the 1st.
CANON VI

As regards Jacob, he must be investigated. For 1f he was a Lector, and
was proved p i t y of the crime of fornication, and was expelled hy the Presbyters, but has been thereafter d a r n e d , let him be expelled, when a strict
examination has been made, and not on the basis of' tnefe suspicion due to
whispering or backbiiing in regard to him. But if he cannot befound, let him
remain in the Clergy accountablefor whatever he may have done. For no atteniion oughi to he paid to vain calumnies.
Interpretation

This Jacob was rumored to have been a lector, or anagnost; and since
he was charged with having committed fornication, he had been chased
away from the clergy by the priests; afterwards, however, he had been
ordained to a higher rank. On this account the present Canon says for a
strict examination to be made first in regard to this matter, and it' he be
found responsible on the charge of fornication, let him be expelled from
the clergy; but if he be found innocent of the charge, let him remain in
the clergy, I said that a strict examination should be made regarding this

' Not onlv if the woman had died, but even if he had left her after the baptism without
having had sexual intercourse with her he would deserve to be kept in the clergy.
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matter because no one ought to be deposed from office on the basis of mere
charges and accusations resulting from suspicion, nor ought anyone to pay
attention to idle and unproved calumniations. See also c. IX of the 1 st.
CANON VII

A s c o n c m those who are- about 10 be ordained, let the f d h w f i v t n
be observed: at/ the Priesthood is to agree and choose (the ordinee), and then
the Bishop ss to lend his approval. And with the Priesthood consenting to it,
let him he ordained m the midst of fhe church with the laity present and the
H;.shop deli~wznghis inaugiirutory address, fhor~ghthe laity may also stand
witness thereto. But let no ordination be perf0rmed clandestinely. For when
the Chtitvh is at peace, ordinations must he performed in the presence o f the
holy men and in church. I f , however, in the parish those who have communed
are some of those who share the views of those who have commune^, lei them
not be ordained othenvise but with the approval of the truly Orthodox Uergynwn, with the Bishop again present and detivering an address, and in the
presence of the /a(&only unless there has been some tniss6ep.
Interpretation

The present Canon is a Canon and form for those who are about to be
ordained, as touching what sort of persons may be ordained and how they
ought to be ordained. For it decrees that the whole priesthood ought first
to agree, and to elect the one who is to be ordained; and thereupon the
bishop ought to give his approval, and with the priesthood agreeing and
in the presence of the laity, he ought to ask the laity if they too deem the
man worthy, and then he ought to ordain him outspokenly and forthright
in the midst of the Church, No ordination ought to be performed in secret.
For, after the Church has been freed from heretics and is in peace, or is
no longer disturbed by heathen, for fear of whom she was compelled to
perform ordinations secretly, all ordinations ought to be celebrated openly
in church, when holy men, or, more expressly speaking, Christians1 are
present. But if in the parish2 of any church there are some believers who
unwillingly joined by way of compromise in the opinions of those who
had entered into communion with heretics, such persons, I say, are not to
be ordained in any other manner in that parish, unless they have first been
approved by Orthodox clergymen as holding Orthodox views, with the
bishop present and asking again the laity whether they are worthy; and
this is to be done in order to avoid the ensual of any rapine or deception
and the ordination of anyone holding heretical views. See also Ap. c. TI.
111 other manuscripts it says: "lest any misstep inter\ ene in the midst."

' The Canon calls Christians "holy men" after the likeness of Paul, who in writing his

Epistle to the Ephesians sa! s: 'To the holy men who are in Epliesus" (Epli. 1: 1. Note
of Translator.-Both the Authorized and the Revised Versions of the English Bible
have the Greek word here translated wrongly as "saints," which, of course, is nothing
short of ridiculous.) But St. Basil, in his second discourse against Eunoinius, says that
ill other old copies of the Epistle the words "in Ephesus" are not included, but onl!
die words "To die holy men who are" (really hol!. that is to say); or. in other words;
those who are tml! and re* such as worship the reall! existent God who reall! is
a God. For infidels are not in reality, since they do not worship real gods, as those
before him. lie says, assert in their teaching. and lie himself has found this actually
written.

Balsamon s a y that the Canon appears to decree the above to be done in cities,
whereas the below is to be done in the parish, or. more expressly speaking, in country
districts and towns
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CANON VID

As to the things offered,for the purpose o f a sacrifice, whatever remains
after the consrmption o f what is needed for the Mj~.s-tertes,let the Clerics
distrihtile it; and let no catech~nwneither eat or drink thefeof,' hut rather the
Clerks and thefalthfiil brethren with them,
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that of what is offered by the laity for the
liturgy whatever offerings are left over and above those needed for the
Holy Mysteries are to be distributed to the clerics, and are to be eaten
and drunk by them and the faithful laymen. No catechumen or other unbaptized person is to eat or drink of them; for, since they have been offered
to the holy sacrificial altar, and portions of them have been employed
in the divine Gifts, called Dora in Greek, therefore and on this account
whatever has been left over from them has been sanctified and hallowed:
hence none of it ought to be eaten or d n m l c by the unbaptized and the uninitiated.' See also Ap. c. 111.

CANON IX
Since Hierax says that this man, as fhuzfgh calumniously accused ufforn i c m , ought noi to he in the Clergy, while Bixhop Apollo maintains thai no
accuser has brozght any such charges against him in the open, let this then
too be examined, and if any accuser turns up that is worthy of belief and the
crime is proved, by adducing in{sl\vorthy witnesses, let him he expelledfrom
the Church. But i f he is worthy o f the Clergy, and is attestedfor sobriety and
sensibleness, let him remain therein.
Interpretation

This man Hierax was accusing some cleric of having committed
fornication, and saying that on this account he ought not to be permitted
to remain in the clergy, but ought to be deposed from office. But Bishop
Apollo, who had ordained the cleric in question, affirmed that at that time
(perhaps of his ordination) no accuser had appeared to bring any such accusation against him. Hence the present Canon decrees that the case of the
maligned cleric ought to be investigated, and if a trustworthy accuser be
found to accuse him' (and see Ap. c. LXXTV and c. VT of the 2nd), and his
guilt in connection with the charges be proved by means of trustworthy
witnesses (see also Ap. c. LXXV), let him be expelled from the Chi~rch;~
but if he be proved through witnesses to be sober and sensible and worthy
of the clergy, let him remain in it.
I11 agreement with the present Canon the Apostolic Injunctions also enjoin (Book
VIII. cli. 31) tlie same procedure by saying that, with the consent and approval of
the bishop and of the priests; the blessings that are left as a surplus from the M\ steries ought to be distributed by the deacons to tlie clencs, and that they are to give the
bishop four portions, the priest three, the deacon two, and the others-subdeacons,
aiiagnosts (or lectors), psalts (or cantors), and deaconesses~oneportion. Not that
in order for the discussion of offerings to be clear and distinct, we must divide into
three classes all the oft'erings that are offered by Christians in the Church: a ) that offering -from which the Lamb. or Agnus Dei. is made. and which is what is properly
speaking termed the offering, or the offering proper, according to tlie Eucliologion,
and the elevated offering. according to c. V of Nicholas (perhaps because the Holy
Bread made of it is lifted up during the time of the communion hymn. or even because this offering alone in contrast with the others is elevated, or exalted, or, more
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expressly speaking is honored, on account of the Lamb produced from it), as Balsamon also s a y in his interpretation of the same Canon, and the surplus fragments of
which are called uniidoron. and which has the form of the virgin's body, according
to St. Germanus. b ) the four other offerings, fro111 whicli is made the portion of the
Thcotokc. the portions of the battalions of the Saints, and the portions of the sleeping.
which four offerings mentioned here arc called seafs in the Euchologion- and ofwliich
the surpluses arc not called antidoron. but more colloquially (or "commonly"') his&rs by the Fathers in the Holy Mountain, and they are placed in a separate tray from
die t r a ~of the antidoron and are eaten after the antidoron. And c) The other remaining
offerings, which are offered onl! in church to God as gifts. or are even introduced into
die Holy Bema, but no portion is yielded b\ them. neither of the Saints nor of the living nor of the sleeping. These facts having been thus stated, c. V ofNicliolas says that
the pieces left over from thc elevated offering, or, more expressly. the antidora, ought
to be caten only within the church until all of them have been consumed; while the
pieces that are left over from the four other offerings: or, more expressly: die so-called
biscuit, are to be eaten alone. and in a special \%a\and separate manner; and not to be
eaten together w ith milk. or cheese. or fish, like common bread; just as tile> are eaten
separately in the Hal! Mountain too after the antidoron, as we have said. As for tlie
other offerings that are left over, from whicli no portion is yielded to the Mysteries,
they are to be eaten in the priests"lioines. So all Christians. both male and female.
ought to offer on all Sundays an orrering consisting of bread and wine, in order to be
released from the bond of their sins bv virtue ot'such sacrifices and offerings (and see
concerning this Argeiites, page 45. concerning Mysteries). and to take diligent care,
not only to make these offerings, but also to manufacture them with all possible diligence and care from die choicest materials die) can: or, more particularly speaking;
they ought to nianufacture tlie offering of tlie Bread only from wheat, and not from
any other kind of grain or corn, or rye, or millet, or maize. or anything else of the kind;
because the Lord likened His all-holy Body to wheat, and because it is wheat bread
that is transessentiated into His all-holy Body He said: "Unless a grain of wheat fall
into the ground and die. it remaineth alone; but ifit die. it will bear n~uchfruit" (John
12:N): and at the return of the Prodigal Son the wheat-fed calf was sacrificed (Luke
15:23.27.30. Note ofTransiu6or.-The Greek word for wheat-fed is mistranslated in
these verses as "fatted" in both the Authorized and the Revised Version of the English
Bible.), which calf is none otherthan the Body of the Lord sacrificed in the Eucharist,
according to Theophylactus of Bulgaria, who interprets the passage in the following
manner: "The Bread which we break, in appearance seeming to consist of wheat,
would be said to wheat-tid, but in sense and by implication being in reality flesh: it
would called a calf," Hence according to Argentes (page 84) none of the pious priests
dared to hold a Liturgy with anything cisc than the bread that is made; of wheat flour.
Anyone who should dare to do this would be committing a deadly sin; and let no one
say that this can be done it'by necessity no wheat is obtainable. Such a necessity is a
pretext. For almost wherever there are human beings it would be difficult for wheat
not to co-exist with them. But not only ought Christians to manufacture the offerings
of the Bread from wheat, but also from the choicest wheat. which they ought to clean
in a different way from that uscd for common bread, and to grind and knead and bake
in a different way; as touching the offcring of wine. otherwise called nama when uscd
for this purpose. they ought to select it also. and see that it is not vinegar, nor fermenting grape juice. or what is otherwise called must, nor grapctrcacle (called petmezi in
colloquial Greek). or any other product derived from the grapevine. but to consist of
only wine. and good red wine at that, because a red color bears a greater analogy and
resemblance to blood, into which it is to be converted or changed in the Mysteries,
according to Argcntcs (page 87). For those who offer such choice offerings to God rescmble Abe1, whose sacrifice the Lord accepted. All those persons, on the other hand.
who offer God not the best, but inferior things, resemble Cain. whose gifts God would
not accept, but refused, because they wcrc not offered from the best and choice goods,
concerning which St. Basil the Great (Question 8 in the second sermon or discourse
concerning Baptism) states that their offering not only is unacceptable, but is even accounted a sin. just as God told Cain "If thou offer aright, but choose not aright, thou
has sinned" (Gen. 4:7).For, it says, the deed of the cominandmeiit is not v e e acceptable to God when it is net done also in accordance with the commandment of God
(page 109 ofthe first volume ofthc scries ofthe Fathers; i.c ,Patrohg~aGrawa\.So,
as we have said, laymen on the one hand ought to offer such offerings to God, while
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priests on the other hand ought to choose the best five of them and use these in the
Mysteries. In case there arc not five to be had, they ought to have two offerings at the
ve? least. and to make of one of them oalv the Lamb and nothing else, while from the
other having four seals they ought to produce the other portions. just as in the monastcrics of tile Holy Mountain they celebrate the Liturgy thus with two offerings (c.
V of Nicholas. too, divided above the offerings into two). But let 110 priest celebrate
a Liturgy with a single offering, nor let him produce the Lamb and the portions from
one and the same offering, because the offering signifies the belly of the Theotoke,
according to St. Germanus, but the Tlieotoke brought forth; or bore. a single onlybegotten Son. and, not q other son. Wherefore thus also from a single offering a
single only-begotten Lamb ought to be produced, and not portions also of others.
Note that c. X of Nicholas says: (in paraphrase) 'That which Basil the Great states
in his Ascetics, that monks who make small mistakes and incur small disciplines arc
to become shorn of a blessing, is to be interpreted as meaning that such monks are
not to receive a blessing, or, more expressing speaking, an antidoron, as Balsainon
too; ill interpreting this Canon, says the same tiling. But c. XVIII of St. Nicholas says
that those monks who incur disciplines ought to eat together and pray together with
the rest of the monks. and along with their confession to eat also a blessing. or. more
expressly, a broken piece of bread and an antidoron-not that St. Nicholas is countering Basil the Great. but that lie inerelv adds the words "along with their confession,"
thus showing that St. Basil s a y for those monks not to receive an antidoron who are
exposed and reproved before their confession, which is the severer penalty, while he
is saJing it in regard to those monks who succeed betimes in confessing before they
are exposed and reproved as having sinned. Others assert that the expression "let him
be shorn of a blessing,.' which St. Basil writes, really means that the! are to abstain
from the divine Mysteries, since the divine Eucharist is also called a blessing, in accordance with that passage of St. Paul's which says: 'The Bread which we break and
the cup of the Blessing, which we bless" (1 Cor, 10:16). And according to Theodore!
interpreting that passage in the Psalms ~thichsavs: "The salvation of the Lord and
thy blessing upon th) people." or. more expressinglv speaking, the divine Eucharist,
which is given to the people, or laity. for the purpose of communion. But the previous explanation of the blessing is the more appropriate. Note in addition that c. XI of
Nicholas says that from the books of St. Theodore the Sykeote that all persons who
are excluded from the divine Mysteries on account of their sins are excluded at the
same time and on the same ground from the privilege of taking even an antidoron.
Balsamon, on the other hand, i n his interpretation ofthe said c. X of Nicholas s a y
that those women who are not participating in the divine Mysteries ought to receive
an antidoron: lest their husbands are led to entertain a bad suspicion regarding them.
Note in addition to these remarks that one is not sinning if one offers a single offering
for three persons. or lights but one candle, according to c, XI of St. Niccphorus, Sec
also the Footnote to c, (1 of Antioch, and that to Ap. c. IV. The chartophylax of the
Great Church Peter says that neither the offerings of women who are whores northeir
incense are acceptable. because they are also sub-jectto a discipline (page 396 of the
book of . h . s Graeco-Konianzm, and in the second volun~eof the Conciliar Records).
And Symeon of Thessalonica (Reply 47) says that the offerings of those persons who
sin openly and do not desist from the sin ought not to be accepted. Sec also the Footnote to c. XXV of Ancyra. That is why God too manifestly forbids w h o m to offer
Him anything. by saying: "Thou shalt not offer the hire of a whore, nor the exchange
of a dog to the house of the Lord thy God for any prayer. since both are an abornination, to the Lord thy God," Which passage having borrowed Gregory the Theologian
says: 'Thc hire o f a whorc cannot be divided pure" (in the quatrain iambics). In solving certain questions together with the Synod surrounding him Patriarch Lucas says
that a priest ought not to accept the offering of those who are contumacious and refuse
to accept the canon of their sin. And the Apostles in their hiunctions (Book IV ch. 6)
say: "Those who have fallen into sins and have not changed their mind, not onlv will
not be hearkened to when they pray, but they will even exasperate God, by reminding Him of their inalignanc>.Fight shy (or, more expressly, do not undertake), then,
such ministrations as the exchange of a dog or the hire of a whorc. For both of thcsc
obnoxities are prohibited by the laws. For neither did Elissacus accepted the things
carried to him by Azacl, nor did Achias those brought by Jeroboam."

' Note that a single trustworthy accuser is sufficient for an accusation to lie, whereas a
single witness is not sufficient, but many witnesses are needed, or, more particularly,
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five, according to Blastaris. or at least thrcc. according to Zonaras On this account
Nicctas of Heraclia (Rcpiy 4) s a y that if any woman whom becomes pregnant. and
confesses under oath that am p e s t defloli ered her, she is not to be believed unless
die fact be proved by means of trustwortli~witnesses. Hence a pnest must be left to
the judgment of God. and He will take vengeance I cry quiclcl> (this proposition is
presen ed in n~anuscripts.and in page 301 of J u s Gram-Romimum).
What is meant here by "the Church" is the Ecclesiastics and Clergymen by whom
this accused clergyman ought to be expelled. For deposed clergymen ought not to be
expelled both b\ the c l e w and b\ the Church together, since "Thou shalt not exact
vengeance twice for the same offense,'' according to Ap. c. XV and a.111and XXXli
of St. Basil. except only if the man himself who has been deposed should fall a second
time into a sin that entails deposition from tlie priesthood, concerning which see tlie
same Ap. c.

CANON

It is @/her decreed that it is the consensus of all the Priesthood thai
another Kconomus muni be appointed, to which Bishop A p o h also assents,
for the purpose ofensuring that the income uf'the (.'hurehshall be expcndcd
p ft~perly.
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that with the consent and approval of the
entire priesthood another3Economus should be appointed to the bishopric,
in order that he may manage the financial affairs rightly and well and expend the income of the Church for the right purposes, or, more explicitly
speaking, for the needs and wants of widows and of poor people. Bishop
Apollo gave his consent and approval to this decree for the appointment
of an Economus, and it appears that this Economus was to be appointed to
his bishopric. See also Ap. cc. XXXVIII and XLI: and c. XXVI of the 4th
and the Footnote thereto.
CANON Xi
].el w k h v s and indigenis and sojourning sf rangers enjoy every comfort,
and let no one aseif /he property of the Chwch.
Interpretation

The present Canon is an explanation of the one above. For inasmuch
as that Canon decreed that the property of the Church should be expended
through the Economus for the right purposes, this Canon states which
these right purposes are: to wit, that widows and poor persons and foreign
brethren who happen to come to the bishopric ought to enjoy every comfort that the income of the Church can afford; and that no bishop or economus ought to appropriate it to himself and to spend it on himself alone.
See also Ap. XXXVIII and especially Ap. c. XLI.
Of the same Saint, to Bishop Apliyiigius (or Aphpngius in
other manuscripts). conconiing the so-called Cathari.
CANON XI1

Thy Reverence h a s staled to me that some of those who call themselves
Cathari are willing to join the ~,'hureh.Since, therefore, the Council held
in Nicaea by our b/issfzi/ Fathers has prescribed that those joi~ingmay be
j

It would appear that there was another Economus before this who was not governing the financial affairs of the Church in the proper fashion. and that on this account
another Ecoiiomus had to be appointed.
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ordained, be thou willing in accordance with this arrangement to o r d m
those who are d i n g t o j o i n the Church, at least ftheir life i s correct aiid
there i s nothing to oppose them.
Interpretation
This canonical letter decrees in reference to the Novatimists who
are willing to return to the Or~hodoxChurch thai, since the h'irst Nicene
Council has prescribed that those heretics who revertfkom cacoduxy to orthodoxy, i f a j h their return they befound to be worthy of the priethood,'
may be otviuincd,for this reason, 0 Aphrynghs, he thou wi//ing too, to ofduin those Novatianists who are willing to return to the Church, provided
their life after their return appears to be irreproachable, and there is no

obstacle to prevent their receiving holy orders. See also c. VIII of'the 1st.
Of die same Saint, to Bishop Agatho

CANON XIII

Being ignorant o f the imvs of the Church, Maximus insisted upon conunlawful marriage; and since hi.^ being without a congregation
annoys him, he has promised (since he committed the unim+d act w i t tingly) to abstain from the unlawful cohabitation by mutual consent and
agreement, and she likes this. I f , therefore, you ascertain by actual test that
they are doing so by agreement and are not deceiving vs (since the time is
ten years), and ifyou see fit to admit them to the status o f catechumens so
far, govern accordingly. But ifyou see that they are trying to deceive us, and
that their plight requiresfifrtherdiscouragement, do whatever God suggests
to you, being everywhere guided towards restraint. For inasmuch as you are
in the locality, you are better able to discern their state of mind.
t r a c h g an

Interpretation

This man Maximus, not knowing the laws of the Church, stubbornly
took a woman to wife in an unlawful marriage, on account of which he
was excommunicated too from the Church and the congregation of the
faithful. But inasmuch as he was very sorry because he was without any
congregation, or synaxis, or more particularly speaking, was separated
from the faithful by virtue of the excommunication, he asserted that he
would withdraw from that unlawful marriage, which he had contracted
as a result of his ignorance, the woman also being willing and agreeable on this point. Hence Theophilus is writing to this man Agatho and
telling him that if he tests them and sees that they are in truth separated
from that marriage by mutual agreement, and that they are not going to
deceive the Church, because of their reflecting that on account of their
transgression of the law they are excommunicated for ten years2-if, I
say, he should reflect and see fit to let them join the catechumens in the
church for the present, and to leave again with them, he may do so. But
if he should reflect and think that they are deceiving or are going to deceive him, and need further chastisement, he should do whatever God may
enlighten him to do in regard to them. being guided in every case and in

' The First Council decrees this, not, as Balsamon says. in its c

VIII, where it speaks
of the Nov~itimists.but in its c, XIX. where it speaks ofthc heretics who had Paulianizcd. saying that if thcy ncre found worthy after their return they might be ordained,
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^ But Balsamon says that they have been living together for ten years. it would be difficult for them to separate, and perhaps on account of the fact that thcy have been
cohabiting for so man? years the! ma> deceive the Church But this. if so conceived.
ought to be conjoined. not with the preceding sentence. which the Can011 does not
contain, but with the following scntencc. i.c.. with that saying. "But if he should rcfleet and think that they arc deceiving." ctc.

regard to every matter towards what tends to self-restraint, or suspension
of judgment, or, more explicitly speaking in accordance with the reflection he may arrive at concerning it with restraint and caution. For being
situated in the region where the affairs are going on, he is in a better position than Theophilus to know the state of mind of people there, and consequently what is the most expeditious way to correct them.
Of thc same Saint, to Bishop Mcnas
CANON XIV

The Presbyters in the village W e m i n u m h e done a Iwfvi thing if'
Eustuthia, the bearer of (he letter, is telling the truth. For she alleges thai
(:y~rradimhas been separated f k m the congregation (or, in Greek, synaxis)
on the ground that she has been treating others unjustty and refuses to desist
from the injustice. Since, therefore, 1 have discovered that she is willing to
mend her ways by remedying the evil of her own making, he thou w i h g to
prepare her tofirst forgo injustice entirely and to be persuaded to repent and
change her mind, in order h
i in this manner, ifyou see ihat she is adhering
to the i
m of God, whh a craving for the synaxis, to permit her to congregate
together with the laities.
Interpretation

The present canonical letter says that the presbyters in the village of
Geminurn have excommunicated from the Church and the synaxis of the
faithful a woman named Cyrradius, because she has been treating others
unjustly and grabbing things that belong to others, and that she refuses
to refrain from injustice, according to the letter stating this and carried
thence by a woman named Eustathia; and it says that this excommunication imposed upon her is lawful and canonical. So in regard to this same
letter Theopldus tells Bishop Menas that inasmuch as this un-just woman
has consented and promised to remedy the evil she has done and to redress the injustice she has committed, and thus secure her release from the
excommunication, and admission to the Church, take diligent care to persuade her to do away with the injustice first, or, more explicitly speaking,
to return the things which she has grabbed to their rightful owners, and to
repent to God in order to have this sin of hers pardoned. And after she has
done these things, if you feel that she is resorting to the Church with due
regard for the divine law, or, in other words, with a good conscience and
for God's sake, and not merely to escape the opprobrium of men, and that
she craves to congregate with the rest of the Christians in church, allow
her to come to church. See also c. 111 of St. Gregory the Miracle-worker.

CONCERNING DIVINE CYRIL

OF ALEXANDRIA
PROLEGOMENA

Our Father among saints Cyril, a nephew of Theophilus, in the year
412 ' was appointed Archbishop of Alexandria and successor to his uncle.
But inasmuch as he was inimically disposed towards St. Chrysostom even
after the latter died, owing to the prejudice and strife he had in regard to
the enemy of St. CIqsostom Theophilus his uncle, the Theotoke appeared
to him and told him to put St. Chrysostom in the sacred diptychs, which
he did, after repenting of his previous ill-willh2After driving away all the
Hebrews that were in Alexandrian3he engaged in a spiritual war against
the heretics of that time, and especially against Nestmius. Being unable
to convert the latter from his error, either with the begging letters which
he used to send him, nor with the regional Council which he assembled
against him it Alexandria in the year 426.4 at which he also issued the
twelve anathematisms, or anathematizations, against the heresy of that
man, he finally persuaded Emperor Theodosius to let him hold a third
Ecumenical Council (concerning which see the Prolegomena thereto), he
himself being the principal figure in it, by means of which Council he succeeded in deposing ungodly N estorius from office. In the year 444 he departed for the Lord. The written works of thi s Saint, which were published
in Paris in the year 1638, amount to seven volumes, together with which
this canonical epistle is also extant, being necessary for the organization of
the Church and divided into Canons, four, according to Balsainon, but five
according to Aristenus, whom we too have followed. This man Domnus,
to which the epistle, or letter, was being sent, was a Patriarch of A n t i ~ c h . ~
This epistle is confirmed indefinitely by c. I of the 4th and c. I of the 7th,
and definitely by c. I1 of the 6th Ec. C., and by virtue of this confirmation
it acquires a force which in a way is ecumenical.' Tt is to be found in the
second volume of the Pandects, and in the beginning of the second volume
of the Conciliar Records.

' Fabricius. in Section 8- page 553
Nicepliorus~ill, Book XIV, cli. 28.
Niceplionis~ibid., ch. 14; and Cave, vol. I. page 39 1 .
Cave, hid
' Both Fabricius and Cave, /. c

' Note that divine Cyril also sent another epistle to the same Domnus and that Proclus
of Constantinople sent another one having nearly the same contents as the present
epistle; both of which epistles are to be found in Act 14 of the 4th Council, on pp
192-3 ot'the second volume of the Conciliar Records
Concerning the diction of St. Cyril, Photius writes the following (in Code 49): '"His
discourse was created for him. and far-fetched in idiom, and fairly charactcrizablc
as loose, and his poctq overlooked the meter." Aiiastasius the Sinaitc in his Guide
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(ch. 7) calls this divine Cyril the seal of the Fathers And again (in ch 8) he says,
"Let us picture that Luminary himself and talisman of the choir of the Fathers." And
again he says: "None of the Fathers has described the solidity, and irreducibility. and
eternalness. and indelibleness of the natures of Christ as has God-bearing Cyril. FOI
the blissful Fathers told only the nunibcr. whereas thrice-blissful Cyril. together with
the number told also the indcliblencss and the continuity ofthe natures which persists
forever after the union. May the words, 0 Luminary and firebrand and pillar of the
truth, do thcc good." When Paul of Emessa was teaching in Alexandria and praising
Cyril while the latter was present, the l a i ~shouted with reference to C~ril."The Father of die Bishops. save him. 0 Lord" (page 955 of the Dodecabiblus of Dositheus).
Iii mentioning Cyril in the anaphora. Pope Agatlio called him "apreachercoiitributing
to the establishment of the tnitli."

THE FIVE CANONS
OF
OUR FATHER AMONG SAINTS CYRIL,
ARCHBISHOP OF ALEXANDRIA,
INTERPRETED

Into which are divided his Canonical Epistles to Doinnus of
Antioch and to the Bishops in Libya
His Cafwnica!Epistle to Dumnus
CANON I

E v e y one o f our ecclesiastical affairs when straightened out in conformity with Canonical discipline, instead of causing us any embarrassment, acttiaily? relieves u.v ffom the disparaging remarks of' some persons
and rather gains us the commendation of righi-thinking persons. For who
would not accept an impartial decision to which mfact any persons have
come? or who will deny ihai to Judge righdy and in keeping with She law is
not reprehensible, but rather merits praise? Accordingly, I am writing these
things now because in the very letters sent to me as well as h e sent lo
ovr most devout and God-beloved brother and/d/ow Bishop Proclus, your
reverence does indeed call most reverent and God-beloved Peter a Bishop,
hi as for him, he 1.7 weeping and asserting that he has been illegally d'isposscssed of'the church which had been allotted to him. I f were meet, either to
Set him have the divine reality along with the nwnimlity of holy orders, or,
at any rate, i f i nfad he were not worthy to officiate at the divine altar, not
even to k t him be honored with the title of Bishop. But perhaps my uwrefc
may seem to your reverence to be cruel and unbrotherly; but it is not so in
point of'aci. For thowh we may possibly think that we treated the old man
mercifudly by leaving him the title alone, yet it ~vorddbe far better to look
at ihe m m r f r o m a different point of view. For he alleges thai he would he
able to sustain his own reputation, but has not received a chance to plead
his cause, neither has been panted so much c/s a Canonical hearing. Rut
if'any such ibhg had occurred, the very tenor ofthe reporter's notes ~ u / d
h e proved him either guilty of the chargesfound in the verdjct, and so he
would have no ground far saying that he had been wronged, or, at feast,
after pronouncing him innocent, it vvoz~idhave restored to him the righ to
officiate in his church, or it would even have been placed in his o w n hands.
But nothing o f the kind hming been done, he loudly reprobates thefact (and
claims to have suffered an unendurable injustice and to have been ousted
unwarrantedly): hefurther adds that all the. money he had was grabbed. I,&
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your reverence, therefore, understandtng as you do both what seems best
suited to the djvine laws, and what b@v the Church and those appointed to
the divine li/tfrv\', but furthermore also being inclined topay deference to the
lettersfiom me, slop the old man's tear: and if he should choose to he tried
facing those who are bringfng the charges against him, let him be tried in accordance with the usual procedure before your reverence and in the presence
of the very reverent Bishops under his hand, unless he should object to some
of'them on suspicion;for we do not believe any ofthe v e y reverent Bishops
to bear animosity against a brother. Hul lest this become apretext st;/?& the
trial to be held in regard to him, to avoid any appearance of nut giving him
afair trial, n will hurt no thins to have some. of the person'; who are under
suspicion stay wayfrom the covncil.
Interpretation

In beginning the present Epistle the Saint avers that every ecclesiastical
affair, when done in accordance with the discipline of the sacred Canons,
not only causes us men in holy orders no disturbance and disparagement,
but indeed even elicits praises from the prudent and discriminative. For
who will not praise a impartial and just decision? or how can it be said that
a correct and legitimate judgment is not exempt from every reprehension
and accusation and replete with every commendation and praise? Having
premised thus much, he takes up his subject and says to Domnus: 1 am
writing these things to you because in the letters you sent to me as well
as in those you sent to our colleague Proclus of Constantinople; though
you call most reverent Peter a bishop, he, on the other hand, coming to
us, weeps and wails, asserting that he has unjustly and unreasonably been
ousted from the episcopate given him. It would be better either for him
to have both the title and the office of bishop, or, more expressly speaking, the episcopate, or, if he is not worthy to have the episcopate and the
prelacy, then he ought neither to be honored with the title of bishop, as;
that is to say. you call him. For a bishop is and is said to be the bishop of an
episcopate, and not simply and merely a bishop, since these two designations of bishop and of episcopate are interconnected and correlative. But if
perhaps what I am saying should seem to you cruel and unbrotherly-not
letting him be called a bishop, that is to say, unless he has an e p i s c o p a t e
yet in point of fact it is not cruel. For we consider (note that the Saint is
speaking now in the plural. including his own person in order to render
the discourse less irksome and more acceptable) that we have had mercy
on this old man Peter by allowing him to retain the bare title of bishop; yet
we should be treating him more mercifully if we looked at the matter in
a different light. In what light? Why, in the light of the fact that we ought
to afford him an opportunity to explain his side of the matter, and that we
ought to listen to his pleas Just as the divine Canons enjoin, since he himself says that if these rights were given him and he were judged before a
council, he could prove himself innocent and blameless in regard to those
things of which he is accused. And of course if this were done and a written verdict were issued in regard to hi s case, assuming that he were at fault?
it would reprove him in such a fashion that he would no longer have any
right to assert that he was wronged or treated unjustly; or, again; assuming
that he is innocent, it would give him back his episcopate. But inasmuch
as no such conciliar trial and verdict in regard to him has occurred, he
yells and asserts that he has received unbearably unjust treatment and
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has been illegally ousted from his episcopate; and in addition he claims
that they grabbed all the money he had. Having said these things, the Saint
now turns to Domnus and says to him: So, for one thing because your devoutness (i.e.,your reverence) knows well enough what the divine Canons
decree (to wit, that no one is to be condemned before he has had a conciliar trial and decision; and see Ap. c. LXXIV, and the Concord following
it), and what befits the Church and the ministers of the Church (which is
justice in conformity with the Canons); and for another thing, since you
have been solemnly impressed with my letters, let your reverence stay the
old man's tears. And if he himself wishes to be tried face to face with his
accusers, let him be tried before your reverence, in the presence also of
the bishops subject to him;l unless he should suspect some of them to be
enemies of his, and for this reason should not want to have them present.
For, though we ourselves do not believe that any bishop is an enemy of
another brother bishop of his, yet, in order to avoid having the presence of
those suspected by him become an occasion for the frustration of his trial,
and in view of the fact that he thinks that he has been unjustly treated by
them, let the suspects stay away from this district council when it tries his
case.
CANON I1
Asfor the money u ~ ~ j r ~taken
s f t y mvay from him,justice may be done in
two wayfi. First, it is to he obsewed that no such thing ought to have been
done at ati, and that deeply grievcs and ~;tter/ydisgusts the very reverent
Hishops throughout the world to have an account ofjjna fices he demanded
of'the expenses incurred by them, whether it be such as are derivedfrom
the income of the churches or such as resvltfrom any other source ofprofit.
For e v e y one of us w i l l have to give an account to the Judge ofall things as
respects his own times and opp0rtunities.j For, as touchingjewehy and real
estate, these must be preserved and exemptfrom sale fur the Churches; but
those having charge o f the divine Prksthoodffnm lime SO time ought io he
trusted with thefinances requiredfor incidental expenses.
Interpretation

The present Canon is in sequence with the one above. For it asserts that
it is but just for the money to be given back to the said Bishop Peter which
he had been unjustly deprived of (see c. I11 of St. Gregory the Miracleworker), for two reasons: 1 ) because it was a piece of injustice for them
to grab it away from him to begin with; and 2) because it sorely gneves
and greatly disconcerts the bishops of every province to be obliged to
give an account of all the expenses they incur in their provinces, which
they have to secure either from the prebend that any persons may provide
for them, or from the profits afforded by the lands and other real estate

' Balsamon, i know not for what reason, say that the council is to be attended. not by

the bishops under Peter, but by those under Domnus. For he says, "let him be tried
before \ou and the bishops under \ ou," at a time \\hen the Canon is speaking about
his, that is. Peter's, bishops

' Thus also did

divine Chrysostom write to the Council assembled against him at
Drys, saying that he objected and did not want Theophiltis of Alexandria, Acacius.
Scverianus, and Antiochus to be judges at the Council, because they would be acting
both as accusers and as Judges, and were avowed enemies of his: and that if those
four stayed away from the Council. he would go to it and stand trial: but if, on the
other hand, they were going to be judges themselves, he would never go before the
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Council in question-as, indeed, neither did they remove the ones he objected to, nor
did he go to that Council (p. 332 of the first vol. of the Conciliar Records).
111 other manuscripts it sa! s "evils" (instead of "opportiinities").

belonging to the bishopric; since every one of the bishops will be obliged
to give an account to God for all the expenses he has incurred throughout
the duration of his episcopate. For sacred jewelry and immovable property
of cathedrals and churches must be preserved for them intact and inalienable; while the finances required for the expenses incident thereto must
be entrusted to the Metropolitans and Prelates from time to time holding
office. In order to avoid any suspicion, however, they ought also to have
Oeconomi, who with the advice and approval of the Bishops, are to manage all the revenues and expenses of the church. And see Ap, cc. XXXV111
and XLT.
CANON HI

As for resignation libeui not made of one .V own free will, but due to coercion and fear, and the threats of certain individuals, which, ,he says, caused
him to hand over his r e s i p f i o n . Andfrom a diffcfeni point of view, it is a
fact that it is not agreeable to the customs and institutions o f the Churchfur
resignation 1ihelIi to he offered by any of the sacredfunctionaries. For if'
they are ti'orthy to officiate at the li/urv\', let them stay there; bid i f they are
unworthy, let them not get out by resigning when they rather deserve to be
condemnedfor chines that, ifanyone were to noise them abroad, would show
that they were standing' off their line o f duty entirely. Tell the brotherhood
with you: you are greeted by the one with us in the 1,ord
Interpretation

The aforesaid Bishop Peter appears to have handed in a written resignation in evidence that he was relinquishing his province. It is concerning
this, then, that the present Canon says that he did not hand in such a resignation voluntarily and of his own free will, as he acknowledges, but
under the compulsion due to fear and threats of certain individuals who
were threatening to injure him. Besides, even if perchance he did so voluntarily, the fact remains that it is not in keeping with the Canons of the
Church-which is the same as saying, it is contrary to the Canons and an
incongruity-for any bishops to be handing in written resignations to the
effect that they are giving up their episcopates and provinces: for if those
bishops merit the prelacy, let them stay in it and not resign their office:
if; on the contrary, they are unworthy, let them not leave their provinces
on the pretense that they are resigning, but rather like persons standing
condemned for improprieties they have committed, which would be severely censured by anyone else as departing entirely from the sequence
of the sacred Canons, or, more explicitly speaking, as being altogether
illegal and uncanonical (but if anyone should censure these things, it
is obvious that he would do so on the ground that they have been done
openly; and it would be on the ground that they are known to him, and
attested by others, that be would be censuring them; for no one censures
things that are unknown and secret). But if such is the case, it follows by
contrast that a bishop may resign from office without being condemned
openly: when, that is to say; either before the prelacy or after the prelacy

' In other manuscripts it s a y "running,"
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has been attained by him he should secretly commit any sin that would
suffice to exclude and depose him from the prelacy; after confessing the
sin to the spiritual father and being reproved by his conscience, he might
resign the episcopate and together therewith the sacred office of the prelacy. And see c. IX of the 1 st, and the Epistle of the 3rd, and c. XVI of the
1st-&-2nd.

Of the same Saint, to the Bishops all over Libya mid Pen/apuli,s,
CANON IV
Care must be taken to do everything useful and necessary'for the edification of laities and contributive to the repute of the Holy Churches, For it is
written, that "ye shall make the sons ofIsrael reverent" (Lev. 15:31). Thus
Fathers of monasteries all over the province o f Thebes, who are pious men
and have a way of life that is not umvonderful, having come to Alexandria
and being asked by me regding the condition o f the monasteries i h m , JVporfed that many persons were being scandalized on account thereof. Some
newlyweds as though jusi stepping down from their bridal chambers grab
some of the very reverent Bishops tvitho~tthere being anyone round to tell
what was going on they get thetnsehes ordained defies, or, at any rate,
Presbyters. Some others, moreover, being oustedfmm the monasteries as
disorderly, again succeed in tindergoing ordination, and, becoming Clerics,
re-enter even ihe monasteries whence they had been expelled. And they in.~ist
upon offering tvhatever services it is customary for Clerics to perfi~rm,and
10 do these, to such an extent as to disgust those knowing them and to cause
them to abandon even the synaxes and not to bear to commune when those
persons arc officiating at the liturgy. Since, therefore, for the edification of

laities, as I have said, everything must be done by us, let your reverence bear
thesefacts in mind; and ifanyone should be about io be ordained a Cleric, let
your reverence smtinize his life,and see whether he ever had a wife or not,
and how and when he got her, and! when he might have abstainedfrom her,
and whether he may not be one of the men ousted either by some other very
reverent Bishop or by some Mona,ster\'; and let him be ordained only after he
isfimnd to be freefrom any and every accusation. For lei ufi thus keep our
OWH conscience char, andthe sacred andvenerable li/z{rgi'free,fromany and
every accusation.
Interpretation

The first part of this Epistle says that prelates ought to take care to do
everything that is useful and necessary both for the edification and benefit of the laity, and for the good repute and glory of the holy churches,
which is the same as saying, of ecclesiastics and clerics. For it is written: "Ye shall make the sons of Tsrael reverent" (Lev. 1 5:3 1). (Note of
Translator,-This passage is worded differently in the A.V. and R.V. The
translation presented here is true to the Septuagint Version.) Accordingly,
the Epistle apprises bishops that some Theban fathers, admirable and virtuous men, on coming to Alexandria and being asked by the Saint about
the condition of the monasteries there, related to him that some newlymarried men outwit the prelates and taking them at unawares succeed in
having themselves ordained clerics and priests, without any having first
informed them about their previous behavior and life. And that others
again, when chased away from their monasteries on account of their disorderliness, manage in some deceptive manner to get ordained; and they
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return to the same monasteries from which they had been driven away, and
want to celebrate the liturgy there and to perform other sacred functions
that belong to priests, so that, as a result some brethren, knowing about
their wicked life, depart from their liturgies and refuse to receive coimunion from them. Hence, since, as I said before, it is our duty to do whatever contributes to the edification of laities, let your reverence, 0 Bishops,
attend thereto, and whenever anyone wants to be ordained, scrutinize his
life, to find out whether it is good or bad, and whether he has a wife or not,
and how and when he got her, and whether he has abstained from sexual
intercourse with her-for that is what is denoted by the word "abstained,"l
and whether he is not one who has been ousted by a monastery or by some
other bishop. Only after examining into all these matters and finding him
irreprehensible, then may you ordain him. For with such ordinations after
examinations we shall be able to keep our own conscience clear and the
divine priesthood free from blame. See also Ap. c. LXXX.
CANON V

I f some persons patiently emhringsepuration after being disciplined and
penancedfor offkn.ws are about to die, at a lime when they are catechumens,
lei them be baptmd, and let them not be r e m o d f r o m humankind while they
are destitute *ace,
or, at any rate, commmionle.w. For it seems hut right
to attend to this cungmentiy to the customs and institutions and rules and
regulations u f h e Church.
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that if any catechumens, on account of sins
they committed, have received a penance to be separated from catechumens praying in church and to be relegated to the narthex outside, let those
catechumens, if in peril of dying, be baptized, lest they die destitute of the
divine grace of baptism and communionless, or, more explicitly speaking,
without receiving both the communion with the faithful in prayers, and
the communion of the Mysteries. For it is manifest that as soon as these
persons are, they ought also to partake of the divine Mysteries; because
this idea of baptizing catechumens in danger of dying2 and that of having
them commune after being baptized, are in keeping with and consonant
with the Canons of the Church, which is the same as saying they are legitimate and canonical. And see cc. XI11 and XIV of the lst, and c. XI1 of
Neocaesarea.
The Saint appears to have said this in reference to a custom which obtained among
those in holy orders who were living in Libya and the Barbary States, that of promising, that is to say, to abstain from carnal intercourse with their wives when they were
about to be ordained; as is mentioned in ec.Ill, IV, XXXI I1 ot'Carthage, and cc. XI I
and XXX of the 6th: since it is to bishops in Libya that he is sending the present
Epistle, Note, however that the word 'hbabsned" is not found either in the Pandects
or in the second volume of the Conciliar Records, nor in Balsamon's interpretation
of the Canons, but in old manuscript codices of works written by an orthographic
and calligraphic hand. We also note here that although divine Cyril here does say
these things about unworthy priests. just as St. Isidorus of Pelusium often reproves
unworthy Zosirnus, by tclliing him: "Keep out of the divine altar lest at any time a
stroke of lightning hit your head" (his Letter No. 570). Yet Christians ought to reccivc the divine Mysteries indiscriminately even from unworthy priests, since the
unworthiness of the priests docs not affect them-.just as the same Isidorus in some
of his letters tells whose who were scandalized and refused to receive communion
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from lascivious Zosimus. As examples he cites Balaam and Caiaphas, who though
unworthy prophesied, and Elijah, who received food by means of an unclean raven (I
Kings 7.7:4-6) (his letter No. 569). See also the Footnote to c. I of the Faster referring
to the Interpretation.

That which Balsamon says, to the effect that by "legitimate and canonical" the Canon
means here that catechumens, or those penanced, are not to stand together with the
faithful in church and to pray with them throughout the liturgy-, is correct in itself, but
is not in keeping with the meaning and context of the Canon.

CONCERNING ST. GENNADTUS
OF CONSTANTINOPLE
PROLEGOMENA

Our Father among Saints Gennadi us lived in the reign of Emperor Leo
the Great (who was surnamed Makelles-i.e., "the butcher,"-by the Arians). Having formerly been a presbyter of the Church in Constantinople,'
he was promoted to the patriarchal throne of Constantinople in the year
458.' after the death of Anatolius, who attended the 4th Ec. C. After making Marcianus, who had reverted to Orthodoxy from the religion of the
Cathari, an Oeconomus of ecclesiastical affairs, he ordered the clerics of
each church to distribute through him the things offered to each church,
and not for the Great Church to take everything, as had been the custom
thitherto. The blessed man would not ordain anyone unless he knew the
Psalter by hearth He was also a miracle-worker. For with his prayer he
healed the withered hand of that artist who painted the picture of our Lord
Jesus Christ in the image of Zeus4 (that is to say, with abundant long hair
and whiskers and beard). Accordingly, he wrote to St. Eleutherius the
following sentence, when arraigning one of 3ns clerics: "Holy witness
of God, Eleutherius, thy soldier is living in disorderly fashion; and thou
must either correct him or cut off his life." And, miraculous to relate, the
cleric died forthwith. But also when entering the sacrificial altar one night
to pray, he beheld a demoniacal ghost; which, because he reprimanded it,
cried out that as long as he was alive he would have quiet, but that after
he died he would trouble the church. Frightened on this account, the Saint
begged God for comfort, and shortly afterwards went to sleep in the Lord,
in the year 471.5Besides the other written works which he composed, he
also wrote this Canonical Epistle against simoniacs in the year 459 together with all the Synod of 73 bishops0 surrounding him, which Epistle
is confirmed indefinitely by the c. I of the 7th, but definitely by c. I1 of the
6th Ecum. C,, and by virtue of this confirmation it acquires a force which
in a way is ecumenical. It is to be found in the second volume of the Pandects, in the Interpretation of Balsamon, on p. 1085, and in the book called
Corpus Juris Graeco-Romani, on page 187.

' Theodore the Anagnost, in Book I, page 553.

' Cave, in vol. I. page 447.
Theodore. I, c.

^ Theodore the Anagnost and Nicephorus Callishis (Book XV, ch, 23) add the following facts: that we ought to know that our Lord had curly hair and likew-ise curly
whiskers and a curly beard, or. in other words, hair that curled up naturally, and not
open and long or broad, but sparse hair. just as, says he. we have learned !b tradition
from men who had seen Him on the earth in person; and this is the truer description.

Cave. I.c.
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The modern writer Howdin says that the number of these bishops %as not 73. but
S 1: he discovered this in on old codex in the Library of Vienna, But also in the book
called Juns Graeco-Romaiii there are eighty-one bishops' signatures: and see these on
page 189 of die said book.

The Canonical and Encyclical Epistte to alt the most devout Metropolitans,
and to the Pope o f Rome' or, in other iwrds, the Canon o f St. (./ennadins,the
Pai fiarch of Constantinople, and of the Synod .wing with him,hte~preled

Our 1,od and God and Saviour Jesus Christ, after handing over the
preaching of the dospe! to His holy disciples and sending them forth over
the whole inhabited earth as teachers, gme an express command that what
(hey had receivedfrom Him grads they were to impart the same to men gratis, without charging therefor any copper or silver, or gold, or any other
thing of material or earthly value whatever. For, can it be said that earthly
and transient things are any compensationfor heavenly and spiritual g;/is?
He gave this commandment not only to those men, but also to us through
them, whom He accounted worthy to install i~ their rank and stead Accordingly,it now behooves us, pfecifseh as it did them at thai time, /(> keep jt and
to o b s m ~ eit exactly and strictly and nut to try to garble things that cannot be garbled, nor io cmt a die fiaughi with peri/s. "Gratis ye received, "
He says, "gratis give ye" (Mait. 10:8),Note of Translator.-This verse illustrates the perversity of the transition set forth in the Authorized and
Revised Ve~.sionso f the English Bible, which have ,'/'{Â¥eely
instead o f gratis,
thus utterly perverting the sense of the original and hiding its meaning from
the laity.) "'lake no copper, nor silver, nor gold for yourpurses" (Matt. SO:
9). The words of'this commandment arc simple and clear, imolving nothing
bizarre, nor difficult of attainment, nor in need of am garbling explanation.
From me, He says, ye received the office of the priesthood: ifyou paid anything for it to me, much or little, that too h a s been sold to yo14 by me, and
you in turn must sell it tv others; but ifyou received it gratis, give it gratis
yourselves loo. Whui i s clearer than this commandment? Moreover, what is
more a(hwrtageo11.sto those obeying it? Woe, indeed, to those who obtain
the gift of God or give itfor money receiwd! For such persons are "in the
p l l of bitterness and in the clutch ofinjustice" (Acts 8:23), according to the
assewration of St. Peter, captured b y their own avarice. Hence the Canon
concerning this o f the devou/ and blissful Fathers of the great and holy E m rn-a1
Council held in Chdcedon accords 1vith this i
m of the Lord's, since
I; has been clearly enunciated to us in the following words: "If any Hishop
shovid ordain anyone far money, and make merchandise of the vmendible
grace, and pwform for money the ordination of a fiishop, ofa Chorepiscopus, of a Presbyter, o f a Deacon, or of anyone else nun~bererfamong the
Clcfvy; or should nominate any Oeconomns, Ecdicvs, or Paramunarius, or
anyone else that belongs to the canon, for money, with the object ofmakins a shameful profitfor himself: iet him who isfound guilty o f having undertaken this incur the peril of losing his own rank; and I f f him who has
''

Note that the modern writer Howdin (in the tenth volume of his work concerning
ecclesiastical literature. page 1878) states nevertheless that in a certain manuscript
codex of the Vienna Library die words are not found which appear in the heading
of die present Epistle saying "to the Pope of Rome." Yet it must be said that one
swallow docs not 111ake spring, according to the prowrb. or that a single witness is
not to be trusted, nor can a single manuscript avail to prove such a truth. For all the
old manuscript codices that I succeeded in looking at mysclf, but especially also
those published in printed books. that contain this Epistle; always have those words
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in the heading of it. Wherefore the decision supported by the majority ought to prcvail, and a multitude of witnesses are more tnistworthy than one. Especially, too,
because this Epistle. tliough an encyclical, or- m other words. catholic and common,
Epistle, is yet nevertheless in the middle and in die end addressed to a single bishop,
saying: "Bc apprised. therefore, of everything, your rcvcrcnce." And again: "Let your
devoutness take care to make these thing plain with all caution by means of copies,
both to the most God-bc-lovcd Bishops under you and to their itinerants, and to all
others." But who is this other man if not the Pope of Rome, to whom also Tarasius
thereafter in imitation of Gennadius wrote a letter against simoniacs to Pope Adrian
of Rome? hi the time of Gennadius. though, the Pope appears to have been the one
preceding Felix and named Simplicins. Note in this Epistle and heading how the
Church ill Constantinople corrects and helps the Church in Rome which is engaged in
the practice of simony: thc one sistcr licr fellow sister. So where, then. is the imagined
monarchy of Rome that now holds sway over the Councils?

been thus ordained have no benefit,from such traffic in ordinations or nominatiom, but, on the contrary, let him he without any claim upon the dignity or
job which infact he has thus obtained by means o f money. If,furthermore,
anyone should even uppear as a middleman or factor or intermediary fur
such shameful and illicit deals, let him too, if he be a Cleric, forfeit his own
rank; hui ifhe he a layman or a monk, let him he anathematized The commandments of the Canon's o f the Holy Fathers are very fine and eminently
pious, repe//jngand checking every Satanic assault and every diabolic q y inent brought to bear against the spiritual gift. It will nowise allow a nomimiionfar ofdination ~o he effected through the use of money, or to he received,
either by the one performing it, or by the one receiving, the nominationfh
ordination; but neither before the time o f the ordination, nor after this time
ofordination will it allow money to be given /or the animation: for il has
generallyforbidden bribery with this design, Nevertheless, since nowadays,
notwi;hs;anding that these ihingfi are manifestly prohibited, some pefson.v
in the land of the Galatians hme been caught in the act of' disregarding
and transgressing these salutary and philanthropic commandments on account o f (heir shameful greediness for p~ofitsand their uvaridoza.vness, U,
has seemed well to us too again to renew these very same commandments
together with the Holy Synod h i n g its home in this ;mperial city of New
Rome, so as, withouf any artjftce, or any pretext, or any sophistry, to cut
out entirety the impious and abominable custom which,1 know not how, has
crept into the most holy churches, in order that, once the pronouncement
upon the ofdinees hy the prelates has been made uncommercial and pure,
the grace o f the Holy Spirit may descend upon him from U ~ O I JAs~ .matters
stand nowadays, at any rate, I know not whether the grace of the Holy ,5'pirjt
actually descends upon the candidate in accordance with the utterance of the
prodamatimt, and that it does not rather recoilfrom those making the nominafion in exchange for money, and not with their hands acting cleanly. Re
apprised, therefore, of everyhing, your reverence. Let everyone, therefore,
that is cazghi doing such a thing, whether he he a fiishop, or a Chorcpsscopus, or an Itinerant, or a Presbytey, or a Deacon, or anyone else whosoever
of the canon, or a layman, be condemned by commonflat of the prelates and
by common consent. Just as concerning this the Canon of the Holy Fathers
has already declared. For grace mvsf be grace, and money must nowhere
have any influence with it. Let him therefore be and he is proscribed, and
shorn of' even? priestly dignity and function, and is subject to the curse of'
the anathema whosoever presumes to obtain this by means of money, and
whosoever pmrnises to bestow thisfor money, whether he be aCleric or a layman, and whether he be exposed or not be exposed doing so. For there i s no
"

'
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possibility' of reconciling things that are irreconcilable;neither can Mammon
agree wiih God, nor can those sen'iw it sen'e God. This is also an mdispuiable pronouncement of the Lord's. "Ye cannot serve God and Mammon''
(Mali. 6:24). Taking couragefrom these,f a d s and yielding to [hem according
to our ability we too, together with the One 1vho asserted them,have made
the pronouncement against those who transgress the law in such a fashion.
Rut let your devoum.w dfio lake care, by resorting to every precaution, lo
make these facts plain by means o f copies both to the most God-heloved
K ishops and limeranis tmieryou, and to all the others, in order that all of
Christians, with one spirit and one soul, mayjoin hands in this matter and
prevail against (he common enemy with God's help, and cut out this root of'
avarice which thefiend h a s implanted in us, at the same time and together
therewiih cutting out also ail the actual offshoots of the evils. We greet all the
brotherhood with you in Christ. Please pray robustty for us in the Lord, most
God-beloved brother This epistolary discourse was signed by Gennadius
himself in particular and by seventy-three Bishops (or eighty-one).
Interpretation

The present Epistle takes its start from the very bowels of the word.
For it introduces a passage of the Gospel immediately related to the subject of it and to the end for which it was composed and dispatched. For it
says our Lord and God Jesus Christ gave a commandment to His sacred
Apostles and disciples when He sent them forth to preach the Gospel,
namely, for them to give others gratis and graciously free that gift and
grace which they had received from Him, and not to take for it any copper, or silver, or gold, or any other thing material and earthly (for material
and perishable things can never be a reward and payment for heavenly
and imperishable things that are gracious gifts of the Spirit), and that He
gave that same commandment through the Apostles also to us successors of the Apostles who are Patriarchs and Prelates, and that just as the
Apostles kept it with exactitude, so too ought we to keep it. and that we
ought not to try to garble with misexplanations the plain and tamperproof
words of the Lord. "Gratis," said the Lord, 'ye received; gratis give ye.
Put no gold, nor silver, nor copper in your purses or belts." The words
of this commandment are simple and plain without having any difficult
meaning that would require a sophistical and far-fetched explanation.
From me, He says, you received the office of the priesthood; and if you
paid for it much or little, I too sold it to you; so sell it yourselves too to
other men; but if you received it as a gracious gift, give it yourselves too
as a gracious gift. What commandment is plainer than that? Or what thing
is more beneficial than that to those who obey it? Woe indeed to those
who think to take and give in exchange for money the gift and grace of
God, since they themselves will turn out to be involved in the gall of bitterness and the clutch or grasp of injustice; like Simon the magician (or
sorcerer), just as Peter the Apostle had told him. The second Canon of
the 4th Ec. C., which he quotes here verbatim (for whose Interpretation
see that Canon) is in agreement with the foregoing commandment of the
Lord's. Having finished the Canon the Saint says that the injunctions
of this Canon are excellent and that they frustrate every diabolic argument that anyone might offer; because they commonly and generally
prohibit an ordinator as well as an ordinee from taking or giving any
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money either for ordinations or for nominations, and either before the
ordination or during the ordination or after the ordination. Since, however,
some persons in the country of the Galatians2 were found to be transgressing these soterial injunctions on account of their avariciousness and
greediness for profits; and to be charging money for ordinations, therefore
it has appeared to be reasonable for us to renew these injunctions with
the Holy Synod residing in the imperial city (of Constantinople), in order
to eradicate altogether this impious custom of simony without resorting
to any invention, excuse, or sophism. It is a custom which; I know not
how, has become rife in the churches, but when it is wiped out the result
will be that the grace of the Holy Spirit will really descend from above
upon the ordinee when the ordination is performed by a prelate with clean
hands and without money. Since now when ordinations are performed for
money, and it is not a clean hand of the prelate that is laid upon the ordinee
and operates, I am not sure7that the grace of the Holy Spirit does descend
upon the person being ordained; just as the prelate prayerfully wishes it
upon him,] and that it is not rather barred from him. So know, 0 most reverent Pope, that the common decision of the prelates and the above Canon
of the 4th Ec. C. condemns every bishop and chorepiscopes, and itinerant!2and presbyter, and deacon, and every other cleric and layman that has
been ordained for money. For grace must be grace in fact (i.e., in reality,
as we say in English). and money must not be paid for it. So let anyone
be, and so he is.' expelled and estranged from every priestly dignity and
operation, and accountable to the curse of the anathema, if he thinks to
obtain the grace of holy orders by means of money, or promises to impart
it on the same terms, whether he be a clergyman or a layman; and whether
he be exposed and proved to have received money or be not e x p ~ s e d ; ~
since it is not possible for incompatible things ever to harmonize or agree
with each other, as, for instance, Mammon, or, more expressly speaking,
ill-gotten riches, with God. Accordingly, those who serve Mammon and
those who serve God are subject to the Lord's decision saying: "Ye cannot serve God and Mammon"-in obedience and courage due to which
words we have come to tins Conciliar decision against simoniacs doing
these things, thus co-operating with the design and will of the Lord, who
spoke the foregoing words. Hence, 0 sacred Pope; while keeping these
injunctions with exactitude, let your reverence take care to make them
known with exact copies and tenors of them to the bishops and chorepiscopi subject to your reverence, and to all other clergymen and laymen, in
order that all of us Christians together, armed with one spirit and with one
soul, may vanquish the common enemy called the Devil, and eradicate the
root of avarice which has been planted by him and eliminate all its vicious
offshoots, one of which is simony. Having said these things, and having
greeted the brotherhood together with the Pope, he concludes his Epistle,
which all the bishops with him also signed.

' As to how ordination differs from nomination, see the Interpretation of c. I1 of the

4th.
B\ "Galatians" he appears to be referring. not to those in Asia. but to those in the
West, otherwise known as Gauls and Frenchmen. For these people too were called
Galatians b> the Greeks, according to Meletius (page 67 of his Geograph!).
Notice that he does not assert definitively and declaratively that the Holy Spirit
does not descend upon those who are being ordained in exchange for money. but
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wondcnngly and altogether hesitatingly. in order to indicate by this. not that those
ordained for moncy do not receive Holy Spirit-God forbid!-since, according to
Clir?sostom, the Holy Spmt does not ordam all men. but will act through all menel en though t l i e ~be unworthy that is to s a s but in order to s h o ~the excessil mess
of the siinoniacal sin

' For the prelate says aloud, when ordaining a candidate: "Let us therefore prayerfull?
wish for him to have the grace ofthe AU-holy Spirit come upon him."

As concerning the itinerant, see the Footnote to c. LVII of Laodicea
Some sacred critics who say that nowadays there are no holy orders or priesthood,
owing to the tact that most of those in holy orders are ordained for money, base their
opinion on these words of the Saint and declare that not only does the Saint as well
as the Svnod supporting him say let a q such person be expelled, by the Slnod, that
is to saJ. speaking in the imperative mood of the verb. which without the intervention
of die second person is ungrammatical, according to grammarians. but that he also
adds the words "and so he is" expelled, even without being deposed by others, that
is to say. But let them take notice ofthe fact that the expression "let anyone be" is to
be understood in the sense that any such person is actually and as a matter of penalp
expelled by the Council vindicating the divine Canons, whereas the expression "and
so he is" is to be understood in the sense that he is virtuall> and as a matter of guilt
expelled: since, if both expressions had the same signification, what w o d d be the use
of adding "and so hc is"? or if he is, what is the use of saying "let him be"? Moreover.
the first expression being in the future tense in effect, while the second is in the prcsent tense, it is not evident that the two expressions conflict with each oilier, or are
contrary to each other? Nevertheless, while saying these things- we must not shut our
eyes to the fact that it is indeed a tearful thing in regard to persons ordaining and being ordained for money that the Saint says here declarativeiy and definitively that any
such persons arc immediately expelled from holy orders and from the priesthood
'

Notice that, imbued with a great deal of zeal to eradicate and eliminate the evil entirely, the Saint said "whether he be exposed ... or be not exposed " For c. I1 of the
4th which he cited further above, reads "Let him who is found guilty of having undertaken this incur the peril of losing his own rank," wherein the word 'this" means
simony. Likewise Tarasius also says: "But if anyone be proved g i l of
~ having
bought this with gold." Perhaps, however, the expression %vcn though he should not
be proved guilty" may mean 'ev-enif tlic one doing this be not exposed, nor deposed
nor anathematized openly, yet lie is guilty and virtually deserves to be deposed and
anathematized'-so that anyone who has died without having repented of this fearfill and ungodly sin will surcly incur the pcnalty and verdicts attaching thereto in the
future unending condemnation when he commits this transgression here and remains
undeposed and unpunished. which is die same as saying uncorrected. For the divine
words are immutable and relentless in regard to those who persist in their evil nays
throughout life and fail to reform through repentance. But perhaps, on the other hand,
some indigent persons ordaining or being ordained have some deceptive or illusive
excuses. Yet those who have revenues or benefices from farms and other lands arc
impudently ungodly and are sinning beyond a doubt; accordingly a greater condemnation and one that is incalculable awaits them.

CONCERNING ST. JOHN THE FASTER
PROLEGOMENA

Our Father among Saints John, who is styled "the Faster," flourished in
the year 5 80: ' having seen the reigns of three Emperors, namely, Justin 11
(called the Younger), Tiberius TI Constantinus, and Mauricius (also known

'

in English as Maurice) At the suggestion of Eutychius, Patriarch of Constantinople, of the scholastics, he enrolled in the clergy and was ordained
a deacon. But after Eutychius died, when held responsible in regard to his
having been ordained, he would not obey. But inasmuch as he beheld a
fearful ecstasy and heard angels telling him to be silent and not to offer
any resistance to this, he yielded against his will to being preferred to the
patriarchal throne of Constantinople, becoming the fourth in the line of
Patriarchs of Constantinople named John." He was the first to begin styling himself Ecumenical Patriar~h,~
on account of which tide, or rather
because of the homonymy of this, the historic scandals ensued between
him and the Popes of Rome Pelagius IT and Gregory Dialogus' (known in
English as Pope Gregory 11). But the man of celebrated memory was so
partial to asceticism and fasting that for a space of six months he drank
no water and during a period of thirteen and a half years he ate nothing
else but the stalks of lettuce, or a little watermelon, or grapes, or figs, and
took exceedingly little and carefully measured sleep, on account of which
practices the thrice-blissful man acquired from God the gracious gift of
working miracles both in this life and after death.' After devoutly shepherding his flock of sheep as Patriarch, he departed for the Lord in the year
619,8leaving us the present Canons, which are more commonly called the
C~anoniconof the Faster."
Marquardus in the chronology contained in the book entitled Juris draeco-Romam,
and Meletius in his Ecclesiastical Histon. vol 11. cli, 5 ,
'' The S>naxarist~
on the second day in September; and Marquardus. 1. c.
Marquardus. I.e.
'' This title used to be spoken and written even before the Faster in reference to Patriarchs of Constantinople, but b: other persons than die Patriarchs then~selves It \\as
he that was thc first to apply it to himself. And sec the Footnote to c XXVIII of the
4th
See the same Footnote
Through a prayer of his he also healed a blind man, and enabled barren wives to have
children, and freed a person of the demon which possessed him. and cured many
other ailing and sick persons. And see further details in the Swaxarist
For he wrought a fii~fatrulmiracle after his death. because. though dead. he rose up
and kissed the Eparch Nilus in return when the latter went to kiss him, in accordance
with the custom in vogue ,among the Greeksj when he was dead. and he even spoke
some words into his car, all witnesses of the event looking on in amazement
111 the Horologion, under date of September 2. on which date his feast is celebrated.
'Â The Canons of this Faster, though they were not confirmed by the Sixth Ecuin. C.
held later. which did confirm all the rest of the Canons. and 1 am at a loss to account for its failure to do so, are nevertheless continued definitely by Balsamon. by
Blastaris, by Armenopoulos, by Nicephonis Chartophylax, and by Nicholas the Patriarch, but indefinitely by the ancient tradition of The Church, and especially by the
fact that the Canons of the Faster were actually put into practice For many persons
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confessed and were corrected in accordance therewith, not only in the time of Balsamon (as Balsamon himself says in his interpretation of the last Canon of Nicholas),
but also in the time of Nicholas tlie Patriarch- as is stated m said last Can011 of liis.
But if this said Nicholas in liis aforesaid Canon says that the C'unonicon of tlie Faster
mined many persons ia conscqucncc of its excessive tendency to accomodatioii (or
compromise), this ought not to be taken in a general sense, but only with qualification,
on the score, that is to say. that allows accomodation in regard to the length (of time)
of sentences provided as penances, but not also in regard to the satisfaction which he
prescribes. For if we care to examine die truth of the matter with right reckoning, the
Canonicon of the Faster, for the satisfaction whicli it provides, not onl! is not accommodative. but (I daresa~)it is even a little austere in regard to persons prone to carnal
sensuality For a carnal sensualist would prefer to abstain from the divine Mysteries
for scvcn or ten or fifteen J-cars.as tlic Canons of the rest of the Fathers prescribe,
rather than abstain from (sexual) intercourse, or conjugal communion. for only three
years; to confine his eating to xerophagy after the ninth hour, and to do two hundred
or three hundred penitences (otherwise called meiunicfi in English) daily, and to undergo other hardships. as required by this Canonicon of the Faster. It would become
really accoiiunodative and could ruin many persons then if spiritualists (i.e., father
confessors) and prelates who employ it were to accomniodate the years of disciplines
(i.e., of penances) imposed upon sinners in accordance with the Faster, but railed to
provide also the satisfaction and the penances which he prescribes-I mean, xerophagy up to the ninth hour, and so many penitential perfbmnances briefly referred to here
as "metanies." and the rest of the penalties. but in exchange for rnone) orb: wa) of
favors or for other reasons. they consented to accommodate these too together with
die number of J ears-a thing whicli the\ are doing most unlawfully and contrary to
die Canons; accordingly, they will have to answer to God for the ruin they are causing of the souls confessing to them, with the wide way they open to them, Hence, tbr
the love of God, let them take pains to correct this soul-harming evil which they are
perpetrating. For this Saint and Faster in nearly e v e p one of his Canons asserts that
whoever fails to observe the satisfaction and the Canon which he himself is decreeing will not observe even the t'ew \ears of abstinence from Communion which he
himself has prescribed. but the mail) :ears which the Fathers have prescribed. But
why should I be apologizing forthe accornn~odativenessof these Canons? The Faster
himself offers a reasonable apology in regard to such accommodativeness in his c.
I but still more so before him does the Concord to the other Canons of the Fathers
provide an apology i n his behalf in the references appended to their Canons herein;
and take due notice of them. We also offer readers the information that. inasmuch as
many handwritten books are to be found (and we have found man!) that contain some
Canons which arc ascribed to the Faster but which contain much that is extremely
unreasonable and altogether in every way unlawful and uncanonical, both in regard
to the ending of fasts and in regard to other matters. so that those decrees appear to
be the work ot'some heretic and seed sown and offspring produced by some wrongminded person, and not authored by this Saint, who owing to his excessive fastings
was surnamed the Faster, Since, I say. there are also such pseuepigraphous Canons
ascribed to the Faster in manuscripts. though far from being actually authored by the
Faster, therefore and on this account we have followed two trustworthy witnesses.
namely. Matthew Blastaris and Constantine Annenopoulos, who give a summary of
the true and genuine Canons of the Faster, especially and exceptionally so in the case
of Blastaris, whose summary which he has in regard to the Canons we have employed
verbatim as the very text of the Faster with but a few slight variations in point of diction only, leaving out the Canons of Patriarch Methodius dealing with Christ-denicrs
and contained in that s u m m q , since they are nominally ascribed to Methodius by
Blastaris himself and arc contained also in the Euchologion: we also left out the concordant Canons ofthe other Fathers, and included only the Faster's own Canons And
so it is upon the tnistworthincss of these two learned men that we have based and
verified the genuineness of the Canons of the Faster. On the other hand, we rejected
all the other Canons falsel! ascribed to him: and we advise the rest of the brethren not
to accept thcm. but to rej cct tlicni as spurious and calculated to ruin the soul. The rcason why we inserted only these Canons separately. and not those of any other Father
(outside, that is to say, of those not confirmed by the 6th Ec. C.) is that in accordance
with them both in olden d a y and nowadays most (not to say all) spirituals (i.c., fathcr
confessors) hear the confession of repentant Christians and correct them,

THE 35 CANONS
THE THIRTY-FIVE CAN
OF
JOHN THE FASTER
INTERPRETED
CANON I (or Apology)

The fact that we reduce the number ofyears of /wnttence will not seem to
he out of keeping wiik reason to those, I presume, wi'w can reason mehi. For
"

since neither in the p o i Father Basil, norfurthermore in the moreancient
o f our marvelous Father.1';has any fasting or vigiiution or genuflection numerically beenfixedjbr sinners, hut merely abstinencefrom the sacred Cornmniun, we h m concluded
~
that it behooves KS, in regard to those persons
who are gentiine/y repentant and will to subject their,flesh to the infliction o f
hards'hips,a d io lead a //fk grafefi//ythat will cmnterha/ance their previous
wickedness, according to the measure of their continence to com/emeasure
to them also a curtailment ofthe term ofpenitence. For instance, if anyone
consented not to drink vine on determinate days, we decided to subtract one
y e a r / k m the sentencefixed by h e h'athersfor the expiation oftheir offime.
Likwise 11'he promises temperance in respect of meat for a time,we have
seenfit to deduct another year; f i n respect of cheese and eggs, or offish, or
of olive oil, andso on in eachparticular case o f temperance in reaped ofany
one of these articles, to knock off a year. Nor is this all, but even he chooses
to appease the Deity by frequently repeated gemjlections, to do likewise,
and especially i f he exhibits a willingness to provide generous alms without
straining his power, or overtaxing his ability. I f , on the other hand, even after
the lapse anyone has come under the God-pleasing andsolitary~life, we have,
seen fit to shorten stillfiirther his sentence, seeing that thmughoui (the rest
of) his hfe he is destined to suffer harsh treatmeut such cis becomeJssuch a
course ofhving.
(c, XI1 ofthe 1st: c. CII ofthe 6th: cc, 11, V, VII ofAncyra; cc, 11, 111.
LXXJV, LXXX1V; ec,JV. V, VJJ: VIJJ of G r e g q of Nyssa.)

Interpretation

In this first Canon the Saint defends himself against the criticism

of those who might perhaps be disposed to blame him for reducing the
term of penitence. Accordingly, he says this reduction, or commutation,
which he has provided, is not lacking in calculation and discretion in the
eyes of the prudent and thoughtful. ' This calculation is founded upon the
following viewpoint: Since neither the great Father Basil nor the other

' This same plea which the Faster makes in behalf of himself is made also by Nicepho-

rus Chartophylax (in the book called J u y l s Gyaew-Romani, p. 343) for the Faster, in
the following words: "We have been recipients of a custom of adjusting penances in
proportion to the power of each individual." Nevertheless, we are constrained to say
also this, that as for those things which the Faster appears to have failed to say with
reference to the strictness of the Canons, any prudent person who stops to consider,
will find everything to be i n accordance with the intellect and purpose of the Fathers.
For. since St. Basil the Great in his c. LXXIV orders that permission be given to every steward of souls to increase or to decrease the penances in accordance with the
dispositions and persons concerned, and the affairs of the ones confessing their sins,
and to adjust the benefit of souls with discretion, it is not to be thought strange if the
Faster, in obedience to this Canon, innovated in some respect, in accordance with
the spiritual gift with which he was endowed, by ad-justingmatters for the sinner, of
course, with a view to his benefit.
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Fathers of the oldest times prescribed for penitents any satisfaction and
canon with fasting, or vigilation, or genuflection, but canonized them
solely with abstinence from divine Communion,' for this reason, says the
Saint, we have deemed it reasonable to commute the years of penitence
for those who are genuinely repentant and willing to inflict hardships upon
their body by means of severities and to live hereafter and henceforth a
virtuous life contrary to the former wicked life which they had been leading. To reduce, however, these years in accordance with the measure of
the temperance they may exhibit. For instance, if the penitent perchance
accepts as a canon the obligation not to drink any wine for so many fixed
days, we have deemed it reasonable to spare him one year from the years of
his sentence as prescribed to him in the Canons of the Fathers. Likewise. if
lie promises not to eat any meat, we agree to deduct for him another year.
Likewise, if he refrains from eating cheese, or eggs, or fish, or olive oil,
with respect to each one of these foods we have decided to allow him to
have a year deducted from his sentence. If perchance he cares to propitiate
God also with long-repeated genuflections and metanies, likewise in consideration for these exercises too we agree to deduct a year, and especially
if perchance he cares to be lavish in handing out alms in proportion to
the power of wealth he possesses; by showing a proportionate amount of
readiness to give to others. If perchance the penitent after any offense he
may have committed has also become a monk, we deemed it reasonable
to bestow a pardon upon him for his offense, since in the course of his
monastic life he is going to have to pass his whole lifetime in hardship and
under harsh conditions. See also c. XI1 of the 1st and the whole of Canons
pertaining thereto, which vindicate this commutation of years which the
Faster has decided upon. For they too assert that in accordance with the
disposition and repentance of penitents who have confessed their sin, the
length of sentences upon them ought to be reduced.
CANON I1

An assault of sensual pleasure agasnsf the heart ih7vzfghmentation i s to
be regarded as a sin noi yet committed and not subject to (he least penance.
Interpretation

An assault, according to St. John of the Climax (Section 151, is a mere
word, or at most an imaginary picture of the fact which has happened
and which recently and for the first time appears to the mind and to the
heart. S o in this Canon the Faster and Saint of the same name as he is
says that this assault of the reason which induces in the heart a certain
carnal pleasure is completely uncanonized, as though no sin had yet been
committed. But we ought to know that all wicked thoughts in general
assault the soul either internally or externally. They assault it internally
either through an idea and image that is impressed upon the imagination
contemplatively, or through intestine discourse of the heart, being imIt' perchance anyone should wonder vihv the old Fathers failed to give any fixed
satisfaction to penitents for so main fastings, or so man! metanies (for they left
die satisfaction to each sinner to do unprescribed. by tears and fastings, and other
beneficial works), but the only penalty they did fix was abstinence from Cornmunion -if, I say, a q o n e wonders about this. we repl! tliat the Christians of that time
entertained such a fervent love for continual participation in the divine Mysteries that
it' anyone prohibited them the con-iinunion of the Mysteries, this appeared to them
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in reality to be an unbearable enonnie and a canon and very sevcre expiation. Hence
those divine Fathers, being well aware of this, could find no other severer expiation in
order to deter them fro111 the wickedness than that of excluding diem from the coniniuiiion of the Mysteries. As to the fact that what was called penances and what was
considered penances in regard to sinners was fastings and prayers and contrition of thc
body, and all the works of pcnitcnce. and the fruits which the Faster sets forth dctcrminately in these Canons. sex c. XH of the 1st. and c. IE ofAncyr% and cc . I and 111 of
Peter, and c. I n of Basil the Great See exceptionally the Ascetics of the same Basil in
the discussion ofpenances. where not only excon~muiiicatioii,but also the obligation of
Monks who liad sinned to remain without food. and to stand at prayer. As to the fact that
this divine Faster observes in these Canons both those same duties of the spiritual steward which Basil the Great mentions in his c. IIL and the 6th in its c. CII-strictness, that
is to say. and cxtremcness and form and custom. in regard to those who will not condcsccnd to strictness, see the Footnote to c. XII of the 1st. to save us the trouble of rcpeating the same remarks here. And [ omit saying that in many places in the Canons stations
or positions of penitence and of penitents are designated as the stations of weepers; of
hearers. of heelers: and of co-standers, which were assigned as penances in that period
I say 311 tliat period" because today no penitent has any such station assigned to him
nor are any penitents put in such positions. For Zonaras says in regard to c. XIX of Laodicea: "But novvada\ s the incidents involved ill penitence do not occur, though I know
not how it is that they have fallen into desuetude." Syneon otThessalonica. adding the
reason. says: "But nowaday 011 z01111t of the persecutions and continual adversities.
seeing that the Fathers reasoned thus that it was well for catechumens indeed as well as
deniers and murderers to be excluded. but for the rest who liad only obtained baptism
to be allowed, especially when their penitence was being superintended by the spiritual
fathers." Nevertheless, would that even now these four classes of penitents were superintended in church: for then sin would be more easily exscinded as a result of persons
being ashamed of themselves

pressed upon the same imagination acoustically. Externally they assault
it by means of the sensible objects that affect our five senses, or, at any
rate, through visible objects, and through audible, odorous, tastable, and
palpable objects. The causes which ca11 forth thoughts that are induced internally as well as of those that are induced externally are three in number.
The main and chief one is demons; the second one is what are improperly
called the passions, or, at any rate, the wounds or powerful blows which
we sustain internally in connection with the heart with our own consent as
a matter of habit, either when we hate some object or when we love some
object passionately; the third and remote cause i s the corrupt state of the
human soul resulting from di~obedience.~
CANON HI
Presumption: it is washed away with t \ t ~ / v emetanies.
Note that according to the ascetic Marcus an assault is an imageless movement of
the heart which is possessed and held by experiences as though within the confines
of a mountain pass. But according to Joseph Bryennius (Discourse 15 concerning
the Trinity, an assault is the simple effect of being reminded by the enemy or being
incited by him. as, for instance, when one is told "Do this" or "Do that." This effect
is one of the involuntary ones and not under our control, as though our will were
not the cause of our thoughts assaulting us, but the Devil, the wicked sower of such
seeds. Hence the assault of Hioughts is said to be not subject to any penance, not
only because 110 sin has yet been committed, but especially because it is involuntary
and not due to our volition. But since. according to Basil the Great (Injunction 17 or
18) improper thoughts assault us in tw-o ways. cithcr because the soul is negligent
and is barren of spiritual conceptions, and drifts into improper conceptions on its
own impulse, and flits from one fancy to another. or under the suggestive influence
of the Devil who is plotting against it and wants to evoke absurd thoughts in our
intellect, and thereby to prevent us from conteniplating and considering beautiful
and beneficial things. Since. I sa?, wicked thoughts assault us in two ways, it is
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manifest that one assault, occurring as an effect of the Devil's plotting and suggcstion, leaves us altogether exempt from responsibility and is not subject to any penance; whereas the assault wluch occurs as a result of die soul's negligence and idleness or bairenness is not one that is not subject to any penance, not 011 account of the
assault taken by itself. but because the soul was negligent. and, finding thus in a state
of negligence and idleness. the cnciny assaulted it with the wicked thought. The word
assauh is used primarily and mainly in reference to bad thoughts, and one that had
not previously been entertained or one of a thing which had not previously been conceived: improperly, however, it is also used in reference to one which has occurred in
anticipation of one which had been conceived at some other time.

Interpretation

Presumption, according to the said St. John (LC.\is when a soul consents or condescends to converse with passion, or without passion, with
the thought which appeared and which this namesake of his the Faster
asserts to be under penance and to be purged with twelve genuflections,
since it depends upon a man's free will either to accept what has appeared
as a result of the assault and to converse with it, or to refuse and repel it
and not to accept it at all. John of the Climax (I. c.) also lays presumption
under penance.
CANON IV

The wrestling, deserves a crown or a punishment.
Interpretation

Wrestling, according to the same John of the Climax (LC.)is a power
of the soul which is equal in measure to the fighting thought, and with
respect to which, if the soul wishes, it can defeat the thought, but if it does
not wish to do so, it is defeated by the thought. Hence John of the Climax
as well as his divine namesake this John the Faster assert that this wrestling becomes the cause either of the soul's receiving a crown-if, that is
to say. it vanquishes the evil thought; or of its receiving chastisement and
punishment-if, that is to say, it is vanquished by the thought.'
CANON V
Consent is the cause and origin ofpenances

Consent, according to the same John of the Climax ( L C . ) is a pleasurable acquiescence of the soul which the latter makes to the passionate
thought which is waging war upon it; on account of which consent, says
this divine Faster, becomes the origin and cause of penances.'
Bneiuuus defines the presumption of thoughts as follows (1.e.): "Presumption is the
acceptance of a thought suggested b~ the eiienp. and meditation and conversation
with. him that is appro\-ed by our free will.

* Wrestling is defined by Balsamon in the following words: "Wrestling is a process of

resistance offered either for the purpose of killing the thought which excites to the
passion. or consents thereto, as the Apostle says: 'the flesh lusts against the spirit, and
the spirit against the flesh."'
Consent is defined by Bryennius hid) as follows "Consent is the giving in and
assent of reason to passion " Coressius asserts that consent ma\ be complete or
incomplete: and that complete consent implies a complete understanding on the
part of the mind and a complete assent on the part of the will; hence it renders sin
persistent. Note, however. that assault, presumption. wrestling. and consent, these
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four, arc like so many supersensible steps and rungs, by which the soul descends a
little at a time to lower and material things and finally plunges also into the act and
practice of sin; for from consent a man soon goes onward until he actually commits
the sin with his body. Accordingly. if time and place and other circumstances are favorable, as so011 as the soul has yielded consent, it rushes ahead and commits tlic sin
too. as we have said. And it is for this reason that this divine John the Faster mentions
only these four in his Canons, seeing that these alone are sufficient and able, for the
most part, to drag the soul down into bodily practice of sin. If, however, the practice
of sin happens to be prevented, there are still entailed upon the soul also two other
supersensible evils, of which one is called capUvaiion and the otherpass;on. According to St. John of the Climax (Section 15) captivatioii is violent and Satanic carn ins away of the heart into a wicked thought, ami a stubborn conversation therewith,
which conversation and cnslavcment of thc mind destroys the good state of the soul.
Accordingly. it is judged differently when it supervenes in tune of prayer (perhaps.
in other words, die soul's captivation is lighter then on account of the soul's being
engaged in spiritual work and not being idle); difl'erently. again; when it supervenes at
some other time (when it is heavier, that is to say): and die captivation of the mind is
judged differently when it happens in regard to intermediate things which are neither
good nor bad. and differently in regard to evil and wicked things. Passion, on the other
hand, according to the same John of the Climax (LC.) is that evil thought which infests
the soul in the course of a long time and which as a result of protracted custon~causes
the soul to become habituated to it. so that as anlatter ofhabit the soul thereafter runs
to it of its own accord and of its own free choice; and not because of an! compulsion.
This passion, he says, is either cured by penitence of equal measure, or, otherwise
speaking, of long duration: or, if it cannot be cured by penitence, it will be subjected
to the future chastisement in hell (notice, 0 reader. these fearful words. and alwa\s
keep them in mind), St. Marcus the Ascetic, too. says that this passion is a propensity
and inclination of the intellect to harmful things, firmly seated in the soul and difficult to wipe out. These two taken together~captivationand passion-would appear
to constitute the intellectual sin mentioned by divine Maximus and occurring after
consent. So whoever sustains the reception ofthe first root and start of the thoughts,
or; more expressl! speaking, the assault, without passion, the same. according to John
of the Climax has cut off and deadened all the other offshoots. Besides these things
John of the Climax adds one more. which is cailed mcitahon of the mind, during
which without any protraction of time, without any assault. but as the result of only
the mere contemplation of a subject, as the result of listening to a single song. as the
result of a single touch of the hand. on the spur of the moment it instantly indulges in
fornication passionately; moreover, this passion results in the practice of sin. That is
why Bryennius too says (in his Discourse 15 concerning the Trinity) that the action of
a passion is the absurdly improper practice itself. Note, though, that these four-assault, presumption, wrestling, and consent-are not considered or canonized with respect only to carnal sins, but are considered and canonized likewise also with respect
to murder. and with respect to theft, and with respect to avarice, and with respect to
pride. and with respect to all other sins. But the divine Faster exemplified them only
with reference to carnal sins, in order to enable us to understand those subtler sins
better from the grosser sins. We also add here the remark that. since c . X of Nicholas
forbids persons excluded from the divine Mysteries to receive antidora. persons who
have had a wet dream ought not to receive antidora on that day, just as they ought not
to partake of communion; they are not forbidden, however, by any Canon to kiss the
hand of the priest and to osculate the divine icons, or to light the sacred candles, as
some authorities observe.

CANON VI
Anyone who has been polh/ed in sleep by reason ofan emission ofsemen,
shall be denied communionfor one day; but after chanting thefiftieth Psalm

and maiangforty-nine metanies, it is believed that he will thus be pur/fied
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that whoever becomes polluted during the
night by having a seminal emission in his sleep, must not commune on the
succeeding day. But after reciting the 50th Psalm of David and making
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forty-nine metanies, he is purified from this pollution. But in view of the
fact that women suffer a wet dream in their sleep too, they ought likewise
to be penanced along with men. St. Barsanuphius the Great also canonizes
with this same penance persons who had had a wet dream. According to
Balsamon, however, women ought to receive antidoron when they do not
commune, in order to avoid incurring any suspicion from their husbands.
See also c. TV of Dionysius.

CANON VII
But one who has been poIhted 1n body whzle awake is excludedfhm
Communion for seven days, having also to chant the fiftieth Psalm and to
makeforty-nine metunzes.
Interpretation

But anyone who suffers a seminal emission while he is awake is forbidden the divine communion for seven days, according to this Canon,
and on every one of these days he has to say the 50th Psalm, and do daily
forty-nine rnetanieshl
CANON VIII

A nyone h
a
m committed masturbation is penanced forty days, during
which he rnw keep himself' alive by xerophagy and must do one hundred
metanics every day.
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that anyone who is guilty of masturbating
at any time is obliged to refrain from coinmiming for forty days straight,
passing these with xerophagy, or, more explicitly speaking, with only
bread and water, and doing every day metanies to the number of one hundred each time. As concerning masturbators and fornicators, St. Meletius
the Confessor asserts that they are making a sacrifice of their semen to the
Devil, which semen is the most precious part of their body.2
CANON IX
As for sexual intercourse o f men with one anothe~such as practicing

double masturbation, it received the stated penance of up to eighty days.

' The emission of semen while one is awake is due either to a vivid imagination and
image of the subject with whom he is in love, when that subject is not present, or
to a pleasurable contemplation of the person. or to hearing the latter's voice, or to
touching or being touched by the subject loved erotically, when the latter is present.
This predicament besets for the most part persons who are of a warm constitution
and warm-blooded, and also those who have become accustomed to fornication
for a long time; for the seminal passages of these latter persons, being wide open.
easily c,jaculate on the slightest provocation, according to physicians. Note however. that there is extant a treatise purporting to have been written by Anastasius
of Antioch which sa\s of the seminal emission suffered by a man while awake the
following: As for emission while awake, the person either does it to himself or to
another. That which he causes himself to suffer is due either to handling with the
hand, and that is canonized to forty days (because it is outright masturbation), or
it is caused without handling with the hand. This other variety results from an assault alone; and is canonized one day. Another variety results from presumption.
That which is due to presumption either occurs without consent and without titillation. and it is canonized seven days. That, again, which is produced on another
person, or caused to another person, is effected either by colluctation or without
colluctation. That which is effected without colluctation on the one hand. either is
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due to manipulations and kisses, but without deliberate titillation, and is canonized
t w c n e days. or, on the other hand. with deliberate titillation, and is canonized with
thirty da+ As for that which is due to colluctation, either it is a result of an engagenient with one of the same species, in which case it is canonized seventy (or eighe)
days; or else it is a result of an cngagement with one of a different species, with lower
animals. that is to say, in which case it is canonized seven years.
'-We have arrived at last at accursed masturbation, which today is truly the common
and soul-ruining plague that is corrupting and destroying and leading to perdition
most people ofthe world, and especially the wretched young men, and against which
no matter how much one may argue. with a view to eradicating such a fearful and
God-hated evil from such a world. it would never be deemed vain and useless. So, let
it be said. masturbation is a sin so liatable in the eyes of God that 011 account thereof
He put to death Judah's son Onan, who was the first man 011 earth to perpetrate this
wicked act. and it is from him that masturbation has also been given the name onanism. For the Holy Spirit says in the book of Genesis (ch. 38 v. 1 0): "And it appeared
wicked in the eyes ot'God that Onan did this, and he (God- that is to say) put him to
death." And it is an opinion held b\ some teachers that God so strongly hated those
proud philosophers of the Greeks that he allowed them to be mastered by this sin by
way of punishment for their idolatry, since; notwithstanding that they had become
acquainted with God, they failed to glorify Him as a God. This is inferred from that
which St. Paul says about them: "Wherefore God also gave them up in the lustful
desires of their hearts to filthiness that they might dishonor their own bodies amongst
themselves" (Ron~.I :24), where by the expression "their o\imnbodies amongst themselves" he was referring to the ailment or passion generally called masturbation, during which the body both acts upon itself and passively suffers an action of its own.
Masturbation. according to what Jo1111 of the Climax says (Section 15); is fornication
performed without the help of another body, a. habit into which that great anchoret
fell who, though formerly having been wont to command the help of wild asses, yet
at a later time was mocked by demons in the form of wild asses. concerning which
fact divine Anthony then said that "a great pillar has fallen." The same John (in the
same Section) calls masturbation death and perdition of the body, which death is ever
at all times present and dancing roundabout us and together with us. and especially
in our youth. Hence. since this sin too is dancing roundabout together with us, it is
very difficult to abstain from it and for one to repent who has ever once been caught
in its snare. That is why a teacher likens n~asturbationto a great net of the Devil and
of hell by means whereof he has drawn the world, to perdition: and many persons
get caught in it, but only a few of them ever escape from it. Accordingly, his heart
rejoices on account of his hunting so much with this net, and he censes (i.e., extols)
it because it has caught many meals and many souls for him. as Habakkuk says (ch.
1, v. 15): 'They find their consummation in a fish-hook with which he has drawn
it (sc. the world) up and has dragged it into his dragnet, and has collected it in his
swccpncts. On this account his heart shall be gladdened and shall rejoice, and shall
sacrifice to his sweepnet. and shall cense its brother dragnet, because with them he
has enriched his portion, and his meals have become choice." But why wax prolix?
Masturbation not only causes the soul damage everlasting, but also causes damage
to the health of the body. The soul is caused damage everlasting because it deprives
it of the kingdom of heaven, and condemns it to perpetual punishment in hell. as St.
Paul says: "Be not deceived: neither fornicators nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor
masturbators. nor those guilty of sodomy,,,, shall inherit the kingdom of God" (I
Cor, 6:9- 10). Though St. Chryostoni interpreted the Greek: word here for "masttirbators" (which also signifies "soft") to mean '"'men who have become prostitutes,''
while Thcophylactus explains it as meaning ''those who suffer obscene treatment"
(i.c., catamites). yet many teachers have taken the word to be used in the sense
herein attached to it. LC., that of masturbator. (Nute of Translator.-The word has
been in common use among Greeks in this scnse for ages. originally no doubt as a
euphemism; hence it is amazing that men like Chrysostom ainl Thcophylactus should
have been ignorant of its meaning. The fact is that sodomy has always been so much
more common a practice among Greeks that they may have forgotten about niasturbation and have thought that the word ("soft") nas intended to mean '"'effeminate,"
as it is mistakenly translated in the Authorized and Revised Versions of the English
Bible. But it is evident that the word "soften"' is still more appropriate as a synonym
of "masturbate." Moreover, the fact that the word is immediately followed by the
Greek (one-word) term here translated 'those guilty of sodomy" shows that the
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word could not have been intended to signify "effeminate," which could only mean
catamitcs in this connection, since the Greek term just mentioned includes both catamites and sodomites proper; and it is again used in this sense by St. Paul in I Tim. 1:
10. Hence there is no excuse for saying that masturbation is not forbidden in the New
Testament.) Masturbation causes damage also to the body and to the health of the
body; for, as aU authorities in common assert, including both old and modem physicians, masturbators arc wretched and miserable because: 1) they have a yellowish
complexion: 2) their stomach is weak. and they cannot digest their food properly; 3)
their eyesight is poor; 4) they lose their voice; 5) they lose the quickviittedness and
acuit\ of their mind; 6) they lose their memory; 7) they lose sleep. owing to disturbing dreams; 8) their body experiences tremors; J) they lose all the manliness of their
body and soul. and become cowardly like women: 10) the> are liable to apoplexy.
or what is commonly know11 as "a stroke"; 11) they arc liable to frequent emissions
in their sleep, and many times even when they are awake, owing to their seminal
passages being wide open; and finally 12) the: age quickl~and die badly. Whoever
wishes to do so, let him read the newly-printed booklet concerning masturbation. and
therein he will see the innun~erableailn~entsand s~i ~ ~ p t o m
caused
s
b\ this sin to persons addicted to niasturbation. according to the opinions of natural philosophers (i.e.,
scientists, as n e now say) and physicians. Therein he will find out that those persons
are most foolish who waste their semen through masturbation and fornication, which
semen is the balm and energy and the most valuable fluid of their body, so necessary
to the life and organism of the body that, according to all physicians, one dram of semen is equivalent to forty drams of blood. and its energy is equal in measure to the
energy of 40 drams of blood. So, my young brethren, be on your guard. for God's
sake. against falling into such a God-accursed, diabolical. and God-hated sin. Dread
it like the plague and the destruction of die human race; and hate it. if not because it
deprives you of the kingdom of heaven, not because it condemns you to everlasting
damnation, but because it deprives you of the health of your body, and of so many
physical boons. and causes you to live a life that is not worth living. a life that is
wretched and Miserable. And if the lust of the flesh troubles you and will not leave
you in peace. divine Chrysostom (on page 58 of vol. V, line 15) advises you to m a r p
while you are voung, before you fail into an) such unnatural excitement and destruction of your virginity, if. that is to say, you are seculars and laymen. But we must note
that masturbation is performed in three ways. or is of three different kinds. to wit:
either by means of the person's own hand or with the hand of another person; or by
slapping, beating, or stroking the thighs. The t k t ought not to escape the notice of
spiritual fathers that the accursed habit of masturbation also affects girls and women.
For this reason they ought to be canonized like men- not to say still more severely.

Interpretation

By "sexual intercourse" the Canon means here, not the perfect sin of
arsenokoe//a (Mentioned in 1Cor. 6:9 and I Tim. 1:lo), commonly termed
sodomy in English, but the act of two men who masturbate each other.'
This sin i s canonized by the Saint with a double canon, and those cornmitting it are penanced for eighty days of xerophagy, on each one of which
they have to do metanies one hundred. Because each of these offenders is
not only hurting himself, but is also hurting his brother, and this makes the
sin a double sin.
CANON X
Jfanyone among, the Clew;, before being adwilted to Holy Orders, f e l l
into fhe commission o f masturbation withoz;i thinking perhaps that on this
account alone he would he dismissedfkm the priesthood, lei himfirst he

' Some

\\ riters have understood the expression "sehual intercourse'' here to mean colluctation and the fncation of the members. and not die perfect sin As for colluctation: this may be performed either by and between t ~ males,
o
orb! and between two
females, orb! and between a male and a female. I11 point of gravity of sinfulness colluctation lies niidwav between masturbation and fornication. being a graver offense
than masturbation. but a lesser one than fornication
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sy//icten/lypenanced, and then let him bu inducted into Holy Orders. But i f
he was caught doing this after admission to the priesthood, after heing suspendedfor a whole year fur this, and being sophromzed (LC., soberizzed)with
the usual penances, let him he readmitted to the priesthood. Rut i f after realizing the sinjdness ofit, he committed this offknse twice or thrice, then, after
being dismissedfrom the pmsthood, let him come into the class ofanqnost
(i. e., fector)
Interpretation

The present Canon says that if perchance anyone before entering the
priesthood fell into the offense of masturbation without knowing that on
this account alone he would be excluded from the priestho~d,~
let this person, after first receiving a canon adequate to his sin,? become a priest. But
if perchance after being admitted to holy orders, he fell into it again, let
him be suspended from the priesthood for a period of one year, and after
being soberized with the penances usually imposed upon masturbators, let
him again perform the function of the priesthood. But if even after realizing the gravity of the evil, he has masturbated two or three times, let him
be dismissed from the priesthood. and let him slide down into the class of
Anagnost,
CANON XI
Rut asfor women, too, if any of them has allowed herself60 be kissed
andfelt by man,without, however, being ravished by him, let her receive the
penance provided,fhmasturbation.
Interpretation

This Canon canonizes with the penance provided for masturbation
that woman who accepts kisses and palpations from a man-or, more
expressly, it condemns her to xerophagy and to do one hundred metanies
daily while abstaining from Communion for forty days straight1
CANON XI1

Upon every Monk or layman tlia! has committedfornication we impose
exchsionfrom Communionfor two years, provided he consents to submit to
xerophasy after the ninth hour and to do two hundred and fifty metanie.7: hut
ff'he neglects to do so, let him,fu/#i//the whole termfixed by ihe Falhers
Interpretation

The present Canon canonizes every monk or layman that fornicates
even once to abstain from Communion for two years and every day to do
two hundred and fifty metanies, and after the ninth hour of every day to
confine himself to xerophagy, or, more explicitly speaking, to the eating
of bread alone and the drinking of water alone; but if he should neglect or
refuse to do this, let him abstain from Communion for as many years as
the divine Fathers have fixede2See c. XLIV of the 6th, c. XXII of Basil,
and c. XVI of the 4th.
^ Provided, that is to say, he is in other respects earnest and virtuous. Notice that masturbation alone if committed wittingly is exclusive of the priesthood,
' For fo* days, that is to sa). he is to abstain from Communion. and throughout this
period of time lie is to be confined to xeropliagy and obliged to do ahundred metanies
even da!.
' Annenopoulos mentions this Canon too as being one of the Faster's (Section 5, head
2) of h is f'.pitome of the C'anons).
'This Canon too is attested by Anncnopoulos ibidem (head 3)
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CANON Xni
We demand that an adulterer shall partake o f Communion (only) after
three years, without scrupling about xeruphagy after the ninth hour, but also
execuliq 250 melames per diem. I f he is disposed, however, to indolence in
this matter, let him wait fur the end uf the termfixed by the Fathers.
Interpretation

This present Canon decrees that an adulterer must be penanced to
refrain from communing for three years, to observe xerophagy after the
ninth hour. and to do 250 inetanies daily. But if he neglects to do so or
refuses, let him abstain from Communion tor as many years as the Fathers
have determined.3
CANON XIV

As for a man who has insanely attacked his own sister, ive bid him to be
deemed to he worthy ofCommunion afm three years, provided he chooses
tofast until evening and accepts xeruphagy, and does,five hmdred metanks

daih>.

Interpretation

This Canon canonizes any man who lies with his sister, to abstain from
communing for three years straight, to content himself with xerophagy
after the ninth hour, and to do 500 metanies every day.4See also c. LXXV
of Basil.
CANON XV
As for a man who has mingled carnally with his sister-w-/mv or his
daughter- in-lmv, we e x c h k him fh Cyoinmzinion, for two years pn)vdcd
he agrees io xmphagy after the ninth hour andto do t h hundred metanks
daily. But i f he is a slave to negligence, lei himjdfil/ the years speczjkd by
the Fathers.
Interpretation

Any man who lies with his sister-in-law or daughter-in-law is canonized two years by the present Canon to abstain from Communion, to xerophagy after the ninth hour, and to do three hundred metanies daily. But
if he neglects or refuses to do this, let him abstain from Communion for
as many years as the Fathers have prescribed for him.] See c. LXXVI of
Basil.
CANON XVI

Any man who insanely attacks his own mother-in-law, without getting
separated from his wife, is liable to the same penances, in accordance with
the law saying: "What is established on a sure basis to begin with. is not
invalidated by later happenings."
Interpretation

The present Canon penances any man who lies with his mother-in-law
with the same sentence as one who lies with his sister-in-law or daughterin-law: or, more precisely speaking, to abstain from Communion for two
years, during which he must confine himself to xerophagy after the ninth
hour, and do three hundred metanies every day; provided, though, that lie
This Canon too is mentioned by Arn~enopoulos(Section 5, heading 8 , of his Kpitomc
?f the Canons).
Likewise this Canon too is mentioned by Armenopoulos (ihd.).

' This Canon too is mentioned by Annenoponlos (ihid.).
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cannot get separated from his lawful wife because of the fact that he has
lain with his mother-in-law-since there is a law which says that whatever
has a sure and lawful beginning or original standing, cannot be invalidated
by anything unlawful that happens later. If, however, such a man has not
had a perfect, or complete, nuptial consecration of his marriage with his
wife in church, but has only had her betrothed to him, after lying with his
mother-in-law, or with any other female relative of his wife's, let him be
separated from his betrothed too, and not have the marriage finished, according to what Blastaris and others say.2
CANON XVII
Asfor women occupying a separate seat, let them not touch holy things
for as many as seven days, the second Canon o f St. Dwnysius, but in prticzilar the seventh Canon of Timothy bids. This is also whaf the old Lm4~ordered,
hui neither did iipermU them fo have any sexual intercourse with men;for n
happens on this account that the seeds sown become weak and evanescent.
Hence 1t was that dmne Moses ordered thelather of a defective to be stoned
to death, on the ground that on account ofhis intemperance he failed io mvaii
thep;ir;fication of his wife. But asfor a woman who has been so scornful o f
the same uncleanness during this period and has touched the divine Mysteries, they hid! her io remain comtnuniodessfbr forty days.

Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that those women shall not participate in
the divine Mysteries who are having their usual trouble of courses and
menstruation. or what are commonly called "monthlies." for at least seven
days,' just as c. I1 of Dionysius also decrees, and c. VII of Timothy commands. This same prohibition is found in the old Law, which does not
permit such women to have sexual intercourse with their husbands so
long as they are having their monthlies; because even the children that
are sown and conceived in women who are in such a condition become in
consequence weak and defective for the most part. Tt was for this reason,
too, that the Law commanded that the father of a defective child be stoned
to death, since on account of his wanton lust he did not have the fortitude
to wait for his wife to be purified from monthlies, but slept with her while
she was having them, and thus the child sown in her became defective.
But if a woman having her monthlies scornfully disregard this fact and
partake of the divine Mysteries, they command that she shall not comin une again for forty days.2Read also c. I I of Dionysius.
This Canon too is mentioned by Arrncnopoulos (?bid),who adds together with
Blastaris that the Church and the Synod today canonize such men to be excluded
from Communion for six years like murderers and sorcerers. Yet Blastaris is the
only one to tell also how such men are to be treated during the six years in question:
or, specifically speaking, he says that they must not cat any meat for six months,
and when thcy go to church thcy arc to stand outside weeping to passcrs-by and
imploring the Lord to forgive their sin, and that they arc neither to receive antidoron nor to drink holy water, except only on the eve of the Lights (when the greater
Hagiasmus, or greater office of sanctification of the water, is being chanted). that
they are to elevate only a host (Greek: hyp.wrna, i.e., a piece of consecrated bread)
to the name of the All-holy Virgin. and to eat thereof in acknowledgment of God's
philanthropy to them (but they arc not permitted even to kiss the holy icons. but
only the unhistoriated suppedanca of the holy icons with great fear), and throughout
the six y c m arc to do one hundred mutanks every day except Saturdays and Sun-
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days; that they are to confine themselves to xerophqy even' Wednesday and Friday
(whenever it so happens that they fall on fast-breaking feast day, and the other Christians break their fast). not eating either fisli, or olive oil, or drmking a
n! wine. and
for two years they are to stand in church behind the psalts and to listen to the spiritual
songs; for the remaining three and a half \-cars they arc to stand together with the
faithful to pray; and thou. after the six y c m have been fulfilled. tlicy arc to commune
in the divine Mysteries. Such men, however, must also give alms according to thcir
ability, and especially on Thursday and Saturdays; for all the money that they would
have spent. if exempt from canon, on these da\s (when they are fast-breaking days:
that is to say, on account of feast days of tlie Lord. or of die Mother of God, or of the
great Saints, falling on those days). they ought to give to the poor, in order to beg God
for themselves. Even week. furthermore, they are to send an offering to tlie Church
by way of atoncnicnt for their sins (see the Footnote to c. VIII of Thcophilusj, if they
arc in a position to do so. They arc not to toll lies or to takc oaths, which arc followed
by perjury But if such men are in danger of dying before having fulfilled their canon,
let them have Communion; and if the! revive, let diem begin their canon again. starting where they left off. and with grief and tears let them purge the pollution of their
soul as far as possible. To tliis information Blastaris adds further that this can011 is
suitable to be given to enchanters and adulterers and murderers and to all men who
fall into grave sins, yet according to the disposition of the penitents sometimes it is to
be diminished, if, that is to say. the repentance of the confessed penitents is spontaneous and fervent, but sometimes it is to be augmented, though, if their repentance is
coldish. Note. furthermore, that since I found out in old manuscript Camnica (i.e..
books of Canons) that the economy of these six years which Blastaris describes and
this canon used to be given to any men who should apostatize from the Emperors, and
to their abettors. after they should have ceased the apostasy, which Canon was to be
found in the Prokcdiceion of the Great Church and was entitled "A Conciliar Edict
concerning Apostatizers," therefore and on this account we did not see fit to insert it
as text of the Faster, but we placed it in the present Footnote as being reall! useful
and containing a wise economy: and let anyone use it who cares to. This entire Canon.
however, is not to be found in those manuscripts, but only as tar as the sentence '"Such
men. however. must also give alms." But neither is the sentence in die middle of it (1
mean in particular that to the effect that they are not to kiss the holy icons, but only
the suppedanea) to be found in those manuscript codices. And Annenopoulos does
not mention at all that this Canon is the Faster's. It would appear. however, that this
Canon was made during the reign of Constantine Porphyogenitus (A.D. 91Z-gW),
also known as Constantine VII,

' The seven d a y which the Canon specifies here, though not contained in the cc. of

Dionysius and of Timothy. the old Law nevertheless mentions expressly. since most
women become purified within seven days (though there are other women who become purified in more days, according to the constitution of the bodies, as physicians
insist), and see the Footnote to c I1 of Dionysms
The requirement that a woman having her monthlies and partaking of Communion is
to be canonized for so many d a y is not mentioned in the cc. of Dionysius and Timodl!. but it is a decree of the Faster's own. as n e found it in tlie manuscript Canonico~
of the Faster. Blastaris simply summarized the Canon thus

CANON XVIII

It has seemed advisable to exclude anv man who has been so mad as to
copulate with another m a n f k m Communion for three years, weeping and
f i w i t g , and towards evening confined to xemphagy, and doing two hundred
metanies. But asfor one who prejers to take i f easy, let him fulfill thefifteen
years.
./

Interpretation
present Canon canonizes any man guilty

The
of arsenocoetia (i.e.,
sexual intercourse between males) not to partake of Communion tor three
years, but during this time to weep over his sin and to fast until evening,
to content himself with xerophagy; and to do two hundred tnetanies daily.
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But if he does not care to observe these regulations, let him abstain from
communion for fifteen years, just as c. LXIT of Basil canonizes those guilty
of arsenocoetia, which you may read for yourself, as well as his c. VIT.'
CANON XIX

A boy who has been ruined infront ofam man cannot come into holy orders. For although on account ofhis immature age he did not sin himself,yet
his vessel was rent and became useless in connection with sacred services. I f ,
however, he received the ejaculation h m e e n his thighs, offer being sui/ah/v
penanced he shall not be barred from preferment to holy orders.
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that if perchance anyone when he was a
boy seven years old was ruined by any man, although at that time he was
not guilty of sin because of the immaturity of his age and knowledge. yet
he cannot become a priest, since the vessel of his body was sundered and
became useless for services in connection with the priesthood. But if he
received the ejaculated semen only in the fork of his thighs, without, that
is to say, having the virpa stuck into his anus, which is the same as saying
if he merely suffered colluctation, he is to be penanced first with the proper canon, and then, ifhe wishes to be made a priest, he is not barred.2As to
the fact that one can no longer regain his virginity after he has once lost it,
that is avouched by Basil the Great in his discourse concerning virginity;
and see the last Footnote to the Epistle of St. Athanasius to Amrnum.
CANON XX
Asfor voluntary manslaughter, we exclude (the guilty one) from Cornmsniun for a space of five years, but asfor involuntuiy manslaughter,3for

a space of three years, prmided after the ordeal offa.vt;ng until evening, the
murderer confines himself to extreme xerophagy, and conse~tsto do three
hundred metafiles d a i b But if he is s/uggi.~h/ydisposed, lei the prescript of'
the Fathers be fuifi//ed,
Interpretation

The present Canon canonizes a voluntary manslaughterer to refrain
from communing for five years, but an involuntary manslaughterer to
three years. Both offenders have to fast until evening and content themselves with extreme xerophagy, while doing three hundred metanies every
day. But if they do not care to do these things, the voluntary manslaughterm gets twenty years, the involuntary manslaughterer gets ten, according to cc. LVI and LVII of Basil. Read also Ap. c. LXVI.

' Note that this division of arsenocoetia was found among the Canons of the Faster,

reading thus: "Arsenocoetia is of two kinds: one is that in regard to women in which
men lie with them unnaturally the other is that in regard to men in which males
perfonn their obscenity with males as St. Paul says. It is also to be noted that of men
of this kind one ma! be distinguished as taking only the active pan in arsenocoetia,
while another takes only the passive role. whereas another one on the contrary will
play either part, that is, will engage in the practice both by performing the act and
by undergoing it. Though it is a worse sin for one to perform the act than to undergo
it when performed by another. yet is the sin a still worse one when a man both performs and undergoes the act. And for one to do the act to women who are generally
strangers i s a more serious sin than for one to do it to males. But for one to do it to
his own wife, this is more serious than for him to do it to a strange woman. Hence
from these words we conclude that a married couple who fall into the unnatural
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style of intercourse is to be canonized much more severely than a man who has practiced arsenococtia with males or with strange females. As for how much a man is
canonized who has fallen into the unnatural style with his wife, see at the end of the
penances of the same Faster.
:Note that. since c. LXX of Basil deposes q deacon or priest that does anything
more than snatch a kiss, or. more explicitl! speaking, that engages in colluctation,
and consequently anyonc who has engaged in coLluctation is barred by liini from holy
orders. That is why, when we found an old manuscript to be in agreement with St.
Basil which contained the Canons of the Faster, we accepted the qualification which
it gives to the present Canon. For it says that the person who received die ejaculation
between his thighs may be made a priest provided. liow ever. if perchance 1) lie underwent diis operation but once. or at the most twice; 2) if he is earnest and virtuous; 3)
if he is going to weep over that affair all his life long; and 4) if he was a minor when
he had it done to him. All those persons. liowever. who have undergone such a colluctation, or who have engaged in the performance of it themselves, when they were
of age. are barred from the priesthood- according to Basil the Great.
Armenopoulos (Section 5. heading 3. of his b'p[l(?rneqf t f w Canons) thus cites the Canon of the Faster. as containing the penance of the one guilty of voluntary manslaughter
separately, and that of one guilty of involuntary manslaughter, or of murder which he
committed without wanting to do so. separately again: that is why we have preferred to
follow that version. But Blastaris (I know not how) has the penance of the one and of
the otherundistinguished, which is incongruous or ill-fitted. We observe in the Footnote
here as a catholic canon and expiation for murderers and thieves and grave-robbers and
sacrilegists. and those who have committed any other secret sin. that, if any ofthese persons be found cheerfully willing to repent, he may present himself in person to the local
judge and receive his sentence to chastisement in accordance with the civil laws and espccially if any other innocent persons have been arrested and imprisoned and chastised
(as often happens) for the manslaughter, or theft, or sacrilege. or grave-robbing. which
he perpetrated. This catholic expiation is confirmed and verified by the following 'facts,
For Basil the Great in his interpretation of Psalm 32 says: "Since we sinned with our
body.. . we shall also confess with our body employing the same organ forthe analysis
of the sin. Have you vituperated anyone? If, so. bless him. Have you been greedy? If so,
pay back. Havc you got drunk? If so, fast. Havc you been conceitedly arrogant? If so,
become humble. Have you been envious ofanyone? If so, be comforted. Havc you slam
anyone? If so, bear witness to it, or do what is equivalent to bearing witness, through
process of confession treat your own body ill," And learned Syncsius ( A D 430), Mctropolitan of Philadelphia, commanded John, a man who had committed a murder, to go
and bear witness to the murder he had committed (his Letter 44). On this account it is
that in reference to the fourteenth day of April we read in the Symxarist that the fatherin-law who slew his daughter-in-law St. Thomais, bore witness to the murder he had
committed, and having surrendered to the magistrate was slain by him in r~Â¥turScc
also in. the third hypothesis of Ev~igctinus~
page 20- how a monk presented himself to
the magistrate, and after bearing witness to his sins, requested to be chastised in acwrdance with the laws. But because the magistrate failed to chastise him, he himself put an
iron chain round his neck and legs, and one da! before his death an angel appeared. and
loosed his bonds and together therewith his sins, 011 account of his patience, whereupon
he fell asleep

C A N O N XXI

A s for women who destroy embryos as professionally, and those who give

or take poisons with the object of aborting babies and dropping them prematurely, we prescribe the rule that they be t r e a t e d economically up tofive or
even three years at most.
Interpretation

This Canon canonizes those women who deliberately put to death the
embryos in their womb five years, or for the most part three. Likewise also
those women who give herbs or other manufactured articles to pregnant
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women in order to enable them to expel babies that are immature and
dead.' See Ap. c. LXVI and c. XCT of the 6th.
CANON XXII

A woman who involuntarily has expeilecf a baby through miscarriage,
receives her penance for a year.
Interpretation

But any woman who, being pregnant, has expelled her baby unintentionally (as the result of some accidental circumstance), is canonized by
the present Canon not to commune for a year2
CANON XXIII
A woman, on the other hand, who overiies her baby and smothers it is

deemed to deserve Commzinion after three years if she abstam from meats
on the express days andffom cheese and sedulously performs the rest o f
the requirements. 7ho;igh i f this happened as a result of the zudo/cnce or
intemperance ofthe parents, it is very much tike voluntary murder; hut if ft
resulted from a plot of the adversary, the matter deserves a pardon. Nevertheless, even this latter case need's moderate penances. For the abandonment
was due to other misdemeanors.
Interpretation

The present Canon canonizes three years any woman who while sleeping rolled over on her baby and smothered it to death. Such a woman must
not eat any meat or cheese for the length of time specified; but also has
to do other beneficent works with heartfelt sorrow. Though it is to be observed that if this ensued as a result of negligence or intemperance (overeating, that is to say, and overdrinking, or any other licentious appetite of
the parents); it i s very much like voluntary murder. But if it resulted; not
from any such cause on the part of the parents, but from a plot and action
on the part of the Devil, the thing deserves to be pardoned, although even
in this case it deserves moderate penances and a canon. since this abandonment on the part of God which befell them occurred on account of
other former or present or future sins of theirsV3
CANON XXIV

of its own
parents, the parents are to be excludedfrom Communionfor three years, and
obliged in get along wtih xerophagy dwing this m e and to pmpiliaie the
Deity on bent knees with protracted weeping and alms proportionate to their
ability, while doing every'day #Org m e i a n i e ~ . ~
When an unbaptized child dies owing to negligence on the part

' Note that in a manuscript codex containing the Canons of the Faster we discovered

also this in accordance with the present Canon, that women employ such herbs in
various ways: some drink or cat them in order never to become pregnant others kill
the babies when they conceive them or are about to give birth (which is a worse sin
than the first); others- again, commit a murder even month with such herbs, which
is the worst sin of all. Wherefore women who do this are excluded from Communion
for three years and have to perform, a hundred mctanics and xcropliagy daily.

' For this reason pregnant women ought to exercise great care not to lift any (heavy)
weight (and cspcciall> when they arc sclcn or eight months old). to eat whcnevcr
the\ smell the odor of food or anything else, and to be on their guard against everything that \\ odd cause them a burden and annoyance. It is equal11 important that
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man, when their wives conccive, ought not to slccp in the same bed with them nor
have sexual intercourse with them any longer, nor strike them. or cause them any other pain and annoyance, because all these things may cause their wives to miscarry. in
which case the poor husbands become murderers. Wherefore all priests that are marricd, or expect to get married. if they do ail! of these things and their wife miscarries,
those who are priests already are to be deposed. but those who were going to become
priests arc barred from the priesthood on account of the murder they committed.

This Canon too is mentioned by Amiciiopoulos as being one of the Faster's (Section
6 of his hpiiome of ihe Canons},
Note, however, that in many handwritten books n e found also the following addition
inserted in the present Canon of the Faster. nameh? that if a babl is onl! seven days
old and dies unbaptized. its parents are to be denied Comn~unionfor f o m days and
during these da) s are to confine their fare to hemphag?. and are to do fort\ inetanies
even da? I think that this compromise Mas allowed them because it was the custonl.
it would appear, for a child not to be baptized before it was eight day old, pursuant
to the reason for circumcision being performed on the eighth day. instead of which
baptism IS performed nowadays, Hence, in order to prevent the occurrence of such
things, the bab) must indispensably be baptized without fail on whatever da> it ma!
happen to become ill, according to Reply XXXV of Peter the Clmoph>lax(page 395
of Juris Gram- roman^1.

Interpretation
The present Canon canonizes those parents to whose negligence is to
be attributed the death of their unbaptized child, decreeing that they are to

be required not to partake of Communion tor three years, but during this
time to make the best of it with xerophagy, weeping and repenting and
giving alms and every day doing forty metanies.'
CANON XXV

If a Nun becomes w a r e that other Nuns are guilty o f adultery or of.
child-destruction, and,fails to reveal thefact 10 her Supecioress,she is to gel
the same penance as the one who actually committed the uj'fense, according
to c. LXXI ofBasil the Great
Interpretation

This Canon decrees that if any nun who is living with other nuns in a
monastery, or nunnery, or convent, finds out that any one of them is being
taken into adultery by any man, or has been ravished before coming of
age,' and fails to make the fact known to the abbess or prioress, in order
that the latter may apply the proper discipline. but has kept silent about it.
she is to be canonized just as though she did the thing herself, because she
could have prevented the evil and failed to do so, according to c. LXX1 of
Basil. Read also c. XXV of Ancyra.
;

This Canon too is attested b\ Annenopoiilos as being one of the Faster's (in his
Epitome of the Canons}.Note. though- that if the infant is healthy, it must be baptized
fort! d a p after it is born, according to Armenopoulos (Section 5, heading 1. of his
Epitome of the Canons, on page 47 of the so-called Book XIII of'Jwfs Graeco-mmani) and the first Rep]! of Peter the Chartophvlax (on page 395 of the said book).
But if it becomes ill and is in danger of dying: and perchance the priest baptizes it
with trine immersion and three invocations of the Holy spirit, there is 110 longer any
need, if it live thereafter; to read to it die prayers to be said before its being baptized
or the exorcisms- according to Armenopoulos ( L C . ) and Elias the Metropolitan of
Crete (on page 340 of the same book). But if no priest can be found in that locality,
and the child is in danger. anyone who happens to be present there, or any monk
or deacon must baptize it, according to St. Nicephorus (see his c. VI taken from
the minutes), or any laymen, who, however, must be a Christian, or even the tather
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himself of the child, aceouting to the said St. Niccphorus (his c. VII; and in Anncnopoulos. Section 5 , heading 1 of his Epitome o f t h c Canons), Furthermore, it is to be
noticed that a father who has baptized lus child under such circumstances cannot be
separated from his wife, because. just as a priest is not forbidden to baptize his ow11
child, according to Peter the Chartophylax of the Great Church (p. 1002 of the second volume of the Conciliar Records), so and by the sainc token a layman cannot be
separated from his wife because he baptized his child instead ofa priest. Only in case
he sponsored it directly at baptism and after, can he really be separated. because then
the! have become spiritual brothers and sisters with his wife. according to Blastaris
(alph. letter 6). See also die Footnote to c . VI of Neocaesarea. These are assertions
of the above authorities, but Balsamon and Blastaris say for the above infants to be
thereafter baptized by a priest if they survive. and see the Footnote to Ap. c. XLVII.

' Notice that the Canon calls fornication on the part of nuns adultery, in agreement with
cc. XVIII and LX of Basil.

^ For some authorities thus interpret the term. '"child-destruction" to signify the defloration of a girl under age, incaning less than 14 years old.

CANON XXVI

Womenwho expose their babies at the entrance to ch~wches,are chastised as
murderesses, even though some persons pickins them up take care of them.
Interpretation

The present Canon canonizes as murderesses any women who leave
their babies at the door of churches, even though other persons may take
them and bring them up.' See also Ap. c. LXVI, and c. LXXXIV of the
6th, and c. LXXX of Carthage.
CANON xxvn
As f o r a thief who voIuntarily repents, we exclude him from Communionfor
49 days; but as for one who has been deieciedand exposed, he is to be ex-

eludedfor as ions, as six months, confined to xeruphavy after the ninth hour
and doing one hundred metanies daily.
Interpretation

The present Canon canonizes for forty days any thief who of his own
accord bears witness that he stole something. But if a thief is borne witness to by others, it canonizes him to abstain from Communion for six
months, and he is obliged to take xerophagy as fare after the ninth hour,
and to do a hundred metanies every day.4See also c. Ill of Neocaesarea.
CANON XXVIII

A manfound guilty ofhighway rohhsry in connection with so-called capital
thievery cannot come into Holy Orders; hut even ifafter coming into these he
shouldfall tnio the qffenw, he is to be deprived ofHoly Orders altogether, in
accordance with c. X w f the Holy Apostles,
Interpretation
The present Canon forbids anyone to be made a priest who is caught

and proved to have stolen capital things, or. more expressly speaking,
things that entail capital punishment upon the thief. But even if one while
a priest steals such capital goods, he is to be deposed in accordance with
This Canon too is attested by Armenopoulos as being one of the Faster's (Section 6 of
hisKpitome o f h e Cmws),who adds that this was decreed also by aConciliardecision.
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Likewise this Canon too is attested by Armenopoulos (Section 5, heading 3. of his
Epitome ofrhe Canons), but somewhat changed. For be asserts that the Faster canonizes a confessed housebreaker. or. otherwise speaking. a thief, to three \ears. And I
am amazed that he saj s this. at a time \\hen Basil, a more severe penancer than the
others, I mean, canonizes a thief less. Gregory of Nyssa, 011 the other hand. did not
c\en exclude a housebreaker froin Communion at all. while in regard to a thief cxposed by others Arrneiiopoulos ( h d )s a y nothing.

Ap. c. XXV, which you are advised to read in order to learn therefrom also
what capital punishment is like.

CANON XXTX
We prescribe that a grave-robber remain excludedfrom Communionfor
one year and do two hundred meianies every day.
Interpretation

The present Canon canonizes a robber who opens graves to abstain
from Communion for a year, with confinement to xerophagy after the
ninth hour and doing two hundred metanies every day.' Read also c. LX
of Basil.
CANON XXX

Sacrilege is chastised by a lesser term than adulterer, according to St.
Gregory ofNyssa', and it is economized up to three years.

Interpretation
The present Canon canonizes a sacrilegist not to commune for three
years. See also Ap. c. LXXII.
CANON XXXI

Persons who under stress of necessity (or in the abJseuceof any necesfitly) have committed perjwy, we have pre.~umedto he wquired to postpone

Communionfor one year, confining themselves to xerophagy' after the ninth
hour, anddoing two hundred and,ftfty melanjes daily.
Interpretation

The present Canon canonizes those who take a false oath, or even
violate their oath because of some necessity (or without there being any
nece~sity)~,
to forgo Communion for one year, faring on xerophagy about
or during the ninth hour, and doing daily metanies two hundred. See also
Ap. c. XXV and c. XCIV of the 6th.

' Arrnenopoulos bears witness to this Canon too (Section 5, heading 3 of his Epitome)
Ncvertlieless. according to the economy customarily employed by the Faster. or. more
specifically. xeropliagy after the math hour and doing three hundred gcnuflcxions. It
is note\sortlq, however, for us to say here that it' indeed a sacniegist is canonized less
than an adulterer, in accordance with the c. of Gregor) ofN! ssa, while an adulterer is
canonized b y c XI11 of the Faster three years. then a sacrilegist ought to be canonized
less than three ?ears.
j

Notwithstanding the penance ought to be different in the case of one committing
perjun in consequence of necessity from that without necessity. Seeing, however,
that Blastaris cites the Faster's c. indeterminately, after having specified persons
committing pe~jutynecessarily and unnecessarily, we recorded the Canon thus: but
let bishops and confessors, or spiritual fathers, administer the appointed penance to
them and ^it11 discretion.
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CANON XXXn

To those professing enchaniry or sorcery, we curtail the economy to three
years ofpenitence,provided they cheerfully consent to attach supreme importance tofa.s'~ingevery day, and to .svbs/st on hard and dryfood after the ninth
hour and to live as inartificially as possible; and, furthermore, to execute
two hundred and fifty adoralory salutations, reverently resting, theirfbtvhead
upon the ground1 On apar with these persons we aiso set those women who
make amulets and carry on the occzipa/ion offortune- felling. '
Interpretation.

Enchanters and sorcerers, as well as those women who make amulets
and tell fortunes; are canonized to forgo Communion for three years by
the present Canon, and they have to eat dry food until after the ninth hour,
and to eat only enough to subsist on, and to perform 250 rnetanies every
day. See also c. LXI of the 6th.

CANON XXXIII
Neither a lay\voman nor a nun can be separatedfor any offerne whatsoever against the Church, except only fh
Communwn. For the Canon
asserts h i we are doing ihis merely in order to prevent many o f themfrom
laying violent hands on themselves out of shame, precisely us uetfher a Presbyter nor a Deacon, owing to the precept, "Thou shalt not exact vengeance
twice for the same offense" (Nahum !:9).
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that no woman, whether a lay person or a
nun, may be separated from the Church and the synaxis of the faithful for
every sin she may do, but only from divine Communion. For the Canon (c.
XXXIV of Basil, that is) says for us not to do this to them. lest they become
so ashamed as to kill the~nselvesJlist as neither a priest nor a deacon may
be expelled from Church, but from only communion of the Mysteries, in
order to avoid having there undergo at the same time two chastisements,
according to Ap. c. XXV. But Balsamon says in reference to c. XXXIV of
Basil that if the sin of a woman committing adultery be published, separation from the Church too ought to be inflicted upon her. Balsamon also
adds the following observation in his interpretation of c. X of Nicholas,
to wit, that women failing to commune must receive antidoron: lest their
husbands be imbued with a bad suspicion in regard to them.
CANON XXXIV

In case anything uncleanfall's into a well, or into olive oil, or into wine,
lei whoever bas taken a taste thereof not touch meat and cheese for t h
days; and let him not commune for seven days.
Interpretation

The present Canon decrees that if perchance any of those things that
are called unclean vermin (like a rat or anything else of this category) falls
into olive oil or wine, anyone eating thereof wittingly1 shall be canonized
to refrain from eating meat and cheese for three days, and to abstain from
Communion for seven days.
This Canon too is attested by Armenopoulos (1-c.).

And this part of the Canon is attested by Armenopoulos (LC.)
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Perhaps the reason why one who cats this is canonized is that before sanctifying the
liquid in question by sprinkling it with holy water. he ate it in spite of his being condemned bv his conscience. or even because he ate after the vermin had rotted in it
and it was manifest that lie was eating a strangled animal or carrion, or in general an
aninial's blood. which is forbidden. and scc the Footnote to Ap. c. LXIII. Note further
that this Canon too is attested by Ameiiopoulos as being one of the Faster's (Section
5 . heading 3. of his Epitome ufthe Canons)

CANON XXXV
Anyone who vomjted after partaking oflhc divine Communion shall abstainfhm d m n e Communionfor 40 days, singing the 50th f'sulm every' day
and doing 50 metmiles, no matter how this may have happened. For even
though he may think that he has given no occasion so far himself,yet at {east
it i s certain at dl events that this contrefenzpswas cast in his way onpurpose
b y the alm6gh'y in consequence ofsome other misdemeanors ~f'hisown.
Interpretation

Anyone that vomits in whatever way it may be after having partaken
of Communion is condemned to be canonized forty days to abstain from
Communion by the present Canon, and to recite the 50th Psalm every day,
or, in other words, to say aloud. "Have mercy on me, 0 God," and to do
metanies fifty every day. For although the person who had this happen to
him may not have given any occasion or cause on his part, yet on account
of other sins of his, former, present, or future, he was conceded the necessity of having this happen to him by God Himself.' See also the Footnote
to c. IT of Neocaesarea.
Note that the Canonicon of the Faster has been found in a manuscript codex containing also the penances hereinbelow set forth. except. that is to say; those mentioned
by Wastaris.
A

If any man shall lie with his step-mother, he is to be penanced three
years, fasting, that is to say, until evening, and making xerophagy his fare
and doing five hundred genuflections every day.
If he lie with mother and daughter in the same place and at the same
time, he shall be penanced four years, faring with xerophagy after the
ninth hour, and doing three hundred genuflections every day.
If any man engage in arsenocoetia with two brothers, he is to be penawed likewise.
If any man commit arsenocoetia with his brother-in-law, he is to be
penanced four years, faring with xerophagy after the ninth hour and doing
two hundred genuflections every day.

' And this is attested. by Amcnopoulos (I.c.).But Balsamon in his Reply

12 says: If
anyone vomited as a result of having eaten too much, or of having drunk too much.
he is to receive a heavier penance; but if he did such a thing as a result of some
disturbance of his stomach or illness, he is to be canonized more lightly, since this
too resulted from divine abandonment. Hence those persons who are troubled by
seasickness ought not to board small ships sailing on that day on which they arc
to partiike of Communion, because many persons in consequence of this misstep
have vomited and incurred a canon. Note that in some manuscripts we found these
Canons too ascribed to the Faster and rightly worded: 1) That if any priest who
fails to fast on Wednesdays and Friday from fish and olive oil. let no one accept
Communion from him, even though he is Orthodox, 2) That any man or woman
who backbites anyone slid1 do forty nictanics, and in coiiiiection with each metany
shall say aloud, "Lord, have mercy on me." 3) That if two persons arc at enmity
and one of them dies. the surviving person must go to the grave of the dead one
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and weep and ask for a pardon. just as though the dead person wcre alive. He must
also confine himself to xcrophagy on Thursday and Saturday (even when fast-brcaking days happen to fall on those days), and eveq morning and e v e n evening he must
do metanies twenty. He must beg God in behalf of his enemy, and must give liturgies
and offerings in order to have them mention him. 4) That anyone who blasphcmcs (or,
as we say in English, curses) as a result of being takcn aback by something paradoxical (or, in other words, on account of being overcome by surprise due to some strange
occasion) shall do a hundred metanics and fast for a week from meat and wine.

'

Let no one blame for Â¥wrting here of unnatural and preternatural sins. For [ did so. m y
brethren; out of necessity in order to give notice to spiritual fathers to canonize them,
because penances for such sins are not to be found in other Canons. For though they
are of rare occurrence, yet no lack of instances of them do occur from time to time.
Hence spiritual fathers having 110 notice of the111 wonder and do not know how to correct them rightly and canonically.
But Basil the Great in his c . LXXIX canonizes such a man twenF years. like a man
who h a s lain with his own sister.

If any man commit arsenocoetia with his brother, he shall be penanced
for eight years, faring with xerophagy after the ninth hour and doing four
hundred genuflections every day.
If a y oung brother undergo arsenocoetia performed by an older brother,
without performing it himself, he shall be penanced for three years, faring
with xerophagy after the ninth hour and doing a hundred genuflections.
If any man lie with his daughter once, he shall be penanced five years;
but if more than once, six years and seven, faring with xerophagy after the
ninth hour, and doing daily five hundred genuflections
If any man lie with his mother once, he shall be penanced seven years;
but if he do so many tunes, twelve years, faring with xerophagy after the
ninth hour and doing five hundred genuflections.
If any man lie only once with his daughter born of Holy Baptism, he
shall be penanced eight years; but if more than once, ten years, with xerophagy after the ninth hour and doing five hundred genuflections.
If any man lie with his susceprice, he shall be penanced eight years,
with xerophagy after the ninth hour and doing three hundred genuflections
daily (see also the eighth chapter of the work on relationship resulting
from baptism, as to what punishment these persons incur from the Imperial laws, or, more explicitly, that of having the noses of both of them cut
off). If any man lie with a beast many times, when he has a wife, he shall
be penanced eight years; but if he had no wife, and did so only once or
twice or three times at the most, he shall be penanced three years, with
xerophagy after the ninth hour and doing three hundred metanies.
The same penances are to be received by a woman who lies with a
beast.
If any man lie with his female cousin gennan, he shall be penanced
two years. with xerophagy after the ninth hour and doing five hundred
genuflections daily.
If any man lie with a heathen woman or heathen girl, or, more particularly speaking, with a woman or girl who is a Jewess, a Turkess: or a
heretic, when he has no lawful wife, he shall be penanced three years, with
xerophagy after the ninth hour and doing two hundred genuflections daily.
Likewise shall a woman having no lawful husband be penanced if she he
with a Jew, or with a Turk, or with a heretic, or, more particularly, with a
Latin or an Armenian, But if a man having a lawful wife, and a woman
having a lawful husband, lie thereafter with such heathen or heretical
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persons, they shall be penanced four or five years, with xerophagy until
the ninth hour and doing two hundred and fifty genuflections daily.'
If the wife of a presbyter or of a deacon commit adultery, she shall be
penanced three years, faring the while with xerophagy after the ninth hour
and doing three hundred genuflections daily-more severely; that i s to say;
than other adulteresses, in view of the fact that they slay their husbands by
causing them to be deposed from holy orders on account of such adultery.
As for their husbands, if they want to keep them, they shall be deposed
from holy orders; but it' they want to keep the holy orders, they shall be
separated from their wives before they have any coition with them after
the commission of the adultery, according to c. VIII of Neocaesarea.
If any woman lie with two brothers, she shall be penanced for three
years, faring the while with xerophagy after the ninth hour and doing t w o
hundred metanies daily.-'
If any woman shall lie with a eunuch, she shall be penanced for three
years, faring the while with xerophagy after the ninth hour and doing three
hundred genuflections daily.
If any man perform arsenocoetia upon his wife, be shall be penanced
for eight years, faring the while with xerophagy after the ninth hour and
doing two hundred metanies daily.'
Note that such people arc not anointed with the holy Myron. like those who have dcnied Christ, but are merely penanced more severely, accordingly to Reply 31 of John
of Kitros, and Reply 47 of Balsamon.
^ See concerning this case c. XXI I t of Basil the Great.
' The Faster further says there in the same place the following things of particular interest to prelates and spiritual fathers; to \%it:that all those who are under a canon and
amcrceincnt. and for this reason are not partaking of the divine Mysterics. arc to take
a greater Hagiasm on Great Thursday, on Easter, on Christmas, and 011 the Festival
of the Twelve Apostles; that as for those who commit deadly sins and afterwards
contemptuously make bold to parttikc of the divine Mysteries undcs~rvingly~
they
are sinning worse than all the rest. and hence ought to be canonized to abstain from
divine Communion for a longer time than those who sin and refrain from partaking:
that those who sin when under the age of thirty are to be canonized more leniently
than those nlio are over thirty years old: that those who have a canon and arc not
partaking of the divine Mysteries shall step out of the church during the time of the
divine Liturgy, when the priest says, "All yc who arc catechumuns come forth.'" and
shall stand in the narthex. whereas during the time of Vespers and of Matins they ma:
stand inside the church, as is decreed in the Footnote to c. XVI of the same Faster.
which you ma! read for J ourself. But if ail! one willfully murders his father. he is to
be canonized tlirrty-five !ears, according to c. V of St. Nicephonis, which was extracted from the second volume of The Acts qfihe Synods, and see his Canons.

CONCERNING ST. TARASIUS
OF CONSTANTINOPLE
PROLEGOMENA

Our divine Father Tarasius lived in the reign of Constantine and Irene
his mother, in the time of Nicephonis the Administrator General, In the
year 795, through the influence exerted by Empress Irene, who was a
woman belonging originally to the populace; he was elevated to Patriarchal throne of Constantinople, succeeding Paul as Patriarch of Constantinople on the 2 1 st day of the month of Decernber,l and held the office of
Patriarch for 21 years and 2 rnonth~.~
He really did a great deed in that
through his importunity he persuaded the Emperor and Empress to assemble the holy Seventh E c u m e n i c a l Council, and by means of his begging letters to Pope Adrian ot' Rome and to the Patriarchs of the East, he
persuaded these dignitaries to send legates, or deputies, to the Council.
He was an uncle of the most holy Patriarch Photius. Besides his other letters, he wrote this letter of his against simoniacs and despatched it to Pope
Adrian of Rome because such an evil practice was going on also in Rome.
This letter was accepted by the Church as a Canonical Epistle, and is to
be found on p. 896 of the second volume of the Conciliar Records, and in
volume I1 of the P a n d e ~ t s . ~

The Epistle of Tarasius of Constantinople to the Arian
Pope together with the Interpretation of it
"hmany places u d many ways, Evangelically, Apostolic-oily, and Patrically, \\'e we ia&i io hare an unavaricims policy in the exercise ofhoi-v
orders, and not to take gold or silverfor h e ordination of any hieratic man
orpricst/~~,functionary,
us we shall prove in the subjoined essays, based upon
Dositheus, p. 631 of the Dodecabiblus. Nevertheless, in spite of the fact that lie was
coerced, yet at first he was disinclined to yield to the coercion, offering first the great
postulate of the prelacy, secondl~the fact that he was a secular and timid, and thirdly
that the Church of Constantinople was bcanatheinatized by heretical iconomachs
(ihfd:}.

See p. 300 of Juns (irueco-Rornani
But note that it is not only in this letter that divine Tarasius censures simony. but also
the letter which he sent to Presbyter John the abbot and anchoret, which is printed
in the second volume of the Concihar Records on page 899: in which he sa\s that
holy orders are forfeited b! any bishop, or presb) ter. or deacon who is proved to have
given or to have taken holy orders in exchange for money, and that such practice
is a profession followed by such men as Caiaphas and Simon, or. in other words. a
Caiaphaical and Siinoniacal business. He points out in that letter also the fact that if
a man who has ordained or been ordained for money repents. he is accepted by God
on account of his repentance. yet he cannot perform the duties of holy orders, but is a
stranger to the priesthood and separated. because lie is not irreproachable, according
to the Apostle.
95 3
in
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Scriptural utterances of God and upon the teaching's o f the Fathers of the
( , h r e h . For those men who impose hands are servants o f the Holy Spirit, not
vendors thereof. For they have declared (Mutt. 10:8) that men who have rvceived the grace ofthe Holy Spjrit gratis must give it gratis to those receiving
it from them in turn, having acquired this libertyfrom the Lord's utterance.
But ifanyone he proved to have bought this wiih goid, they pronounce such a
man to he otitlawedfrotn the priestly class. For (hough he may have acquired
holy orders nominally in a clerical manner, yet the assertion is disproved by
thefbci of the matter, h'or no one can serve both God and Mammon, as we
learn evangelicaily (Mail. 6:24). And since we have been toldprophetically
though the shouting of God: ''Prwsts, speak ye to the heart of Jerusalem"
(Isa. 40:2), and again threatening: "Bilt i f the watchman see the w o r d coming, and blow not the trumpet, and the people be not warned; if' the sword
come, and take any personfhm among them, he is taken envoy in his iniquity; hut his blood wi/t I require at the watchmank hand" (F.zek. 33:6);for
fear of condemnation resulting/rom silence, we announce to all presiding
dignitaries qf o u r Chtirehes, to speak openly and jÂ¥ee/yin accordance with
the words of the Apostle: "We are pure from the blood" (Acts 20:26) o f those
transgressing the Canonical injunctions, and most especially of those who
have ordained or been ordainedfir money. Peter the divifte Aposile whose
seat your brotherly holiness has come into clericai~ydeposed these offenders like Simon the soreefer. On this account we do not hesitate to announce
the truth, keeping and holding on to the doctrines pubiished Ly the Holy
Apostle and our &them of celebrated memory, and i f anything therein has
been violated or tran.sgrefised by some men, we loathe and abominate them.
Your brotherly and priestly preiaiical holiness, therefore, legitimaiely and
In accordance with (he will of God pioneering in the exercise ofprelatical
authority enjoys a glory that is well known e~wywhcre.For the p
a
i and
first High Priest Christ our God has said through the Prophet: " A s 1 live, 1
wit/ s / o n f y them that glorify me" (Rom. la]).
F o r l am aware,Sir, imbued
with the desires ofthe spirit, that the ungodly heresy ~fhdacedonhisand his
spiritfighting adherents more tolerable. For while the former prate about
he Holy Spirit hems a creature and servant of God and o f the Father, the
h e r , it seems, ~ v o d dmake It their servant. For any lord, ifhe wish, can
sell whatever he owns, whether it be a household servant or any other possession he has acquired. Likewise in, the case ofone buying, he acquires an
object by pcfying the price in money because he wishes to become the lord
ofthe object he is buying. Thus those men who are engaged in ihis lawless
practice, Sower the Holy Spirit, ky sinning equally with blasphemers who
said thai Christ casts out demons by Heehehl (Mali. 9:34); or, to empress
thefact more truly, they are very much like Judas the trcufor, who sold and
betrayed Christ to the G o d - s l w g Jews M exchange for pieces of silver,
As, therefore, the Holy Spirit is of the same essence as Christ our God, it is
plain that they will be ofthe same portion to everybody, as has been proved.
If therefore it can be sold (for it evidently cannot), it is indisputable thut the
grace o f the Holy Spirit is not in them, or, more explicitly spcaking, fhey
neither Iwve received nor do they possess thepower to exerciseprze.stlyfunci'ums,or the offices ofholy orders. 1,et them wmemher the words of St. Peter,
who fold the one profe.ssjng this: "Thou hast neither part nor lot in this mtter " (Acts 8:21). For i f the dignity o f the Priesthood can be sold, then decen/
conduct during their life is superfluous to priests, and so is conformity with
the requirements of chastity and virtue. According to them Paul the divine
Apostle 6s also superfluous when he if; teachifig that: "A bishop, then, must
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be irreproachable, sober, modest, didactic, continent, an abstainer from
inioxicaling dunks, well equipped to teach the faithful word, in order to he
strong enough to be a/influence in the mutter of'sounddoctrine, and to refute
those gainsaying him" (!Tim. 3:2-7). All these qualifica/tonsare absent tn a
buyer andselier of Holy Orders. For the holy essays below presented declare
him io be uiierly a stranger to (he Priesthood who ever gives or takes ai any
time money whether before the ordination or a j i e ~the ordination. For taking
is t h g irrespftcfive of when the taking occurred; moreover, they pretend to
remove all eccleKiasiica1 inconveniences ifpaid the money.

Canon XXIX of the Holy Apostles

"If any Bishop become the recipient of this dignity through money, or
any Presbyter, or any Deacon, let him be deposed as veil as the one who
ordained him, and let him be cut q f f f h Communion, as was Simon the
sorcerer by me Peter.''
From the Acts of the Apostles
'And when Simon saw that through the Joying on of the apostles' hands
the Holy Spirit was given, he offered them money, saying, Give me also this
power, that on whomsoever I lay hands, he shaii receive Holy Spirit. But Peter said unto him, Thy money perish with thee, because thou hast thought that
the gift o f God may be pzwchased with money. Thou hast neitherpart nor lot
in this matter;for thy heart is not right in the sight o f God Repent therefore
of this thy wickedness, and pray God, that perhaps thy heart's thought may
beforgiven thee. For I perceive that thou art in the sail of bit/crne,ss,and in
the clutch qfin/u,<itice (Acts 8: 1K-23).
"

From the First Book of Kings, ch. 13, w. 33-34
'After this thing Jeroboam returned not from his evil way, but made
againfrom among ail the people priestsofthe high places: whosoever 1vo~1d
fill his hand, he consecraied him, that there q h l be priestsf of the high
places. And this thing became a sin unto the house qfhroboam, even to cut
i t off', and to desimy it from @the face of (he earth. "
From the Second Book of Kings, ch. 5 , vv. 15-27
"And Naaman returned to FAisha, he and all his company, andcame, and
stood before him: and he said, Behold, now I know that there is no God in
all ihe earth hut in Israel; now therefore, Ipray thee, fake apresent from ihy
servant. Rut FJssha said, As the T,ordliveth, before whom I am sfandinf, Twill
accept none. And he urged him to take it', but he refused.
"'And'Nuaman said, I f not, yet I pray thee let there he given to thy servant
t\vo mules'load uf earth; for thy servant will henceforth offer neither burnt
offerings nor sacrifice unto other gods, but unio the 1,ord. In this matter {he
Lord pardon thy servant; when my master goeth info the house ofRimmon
to worship there, and he leaneth on my hand, and I bow myself in the house
qfKimmon, when 1 bow myselfin the house ofRimmon, the Lord pardon t h ~
servani in (his matter And said he unto him, Go in peace. So he departed.
from him a little way.
"Bui Gehazi, the servant o/E/i.~hathe man of God, said. Behold, my m m ter hath spared this Naaman the Syrian, in not receivingjrom his hands that
which he brought: as the Lord iiveth, 1 will run after him, and take something
f k m him. So Gehazifollowedafter Ahaman. Andwhen Naamanfsuw someone
running after him, he a/igh/edfrorn the chariot to meet him, and said, Is all
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well? My muster hath sent me, saying. Behold, just now there have come to
me from the hill country ofEphraim i w o young men of the sons ofthe prophe t , ~give
; them,Ipray thee,a talent ofsilvq aand two changes of raiment. And
Naaman said. Be confetti, lake two idents. And he u ~ e him,
d and hound two
talents of silver in t\vu bags, with t\vo changes of raiment, and laid them upon
two o f his servants; and they bore them befOre them. And when he came to
the hi!!, he took them/rom their hand, and bestowed them in the house: and
he k t the men go, and they departed. But he i vent in, and stood before his
master. AndElisha saidunto him. Whence earnest thou, Gehazi,?And' he said
Thy servant went no whither. And he said unto him, Went not my heart with
lhee, when the man turnedagainfkm his chariot to meet thee? is it a time to
receive money, and to receive garments, and oiiveyards and vineyards, and
sheep and oxen, and menservants and rnaidsen?anis?The leprosy therefore
qfNaaman shall cleave unto thee, and unto thy seed forever,
"And he went o u t f h m his presence a leper as white as snow.
"

Of Basil the Great, from his Commentary on Isaiah, ch. 8, v. 20
"He gave a law to help them say not like this word" of the ventriloquist.
For if was not inveniedfor deception, like those worih, hut is a teacher of
truth, whereas they practice devination for money. For this i,s the ludicrous
thing, thal ones deceived pay them money for the ft3lsehood Hut this word
of'the im is not such as to have prescnts begivenf o r it. For no one can pay
for grace, or give it for any payment. "Gratis, He says, "ye received, gralis give ye" (Matt. !0:8). You see how Peter became wdignant with Simon
when the latter offered him money for ihc sift o f the Holy Spirit? "Thy money
perish with thee, because thou hast thought that the gift ofGod may be purchased with money" ( A m 8:2!). So the words o f the Gospel are not like the
words sold by ventriloqz~ists.For what c o d ( / anyone give for it as equivdent
wondering and saying: "What shall 1 give unto
exchange? Listen to Lla~~id
ihe Lordfor all thai he hath gi ven unto me? (Ps. 115). So, h n , there are no
gifts orpresents that canbe given in exchangefor this that are worth the grace
received from Him. One gifi is worth giving alone: thai of keeping what has
been given. He who gm7eyou the treasure does nut expect any payment o f a
pricefiw whai was given, hut the keeping ofst in a manner worthy of'ihevifi.
"

"

"

Of the same Saint, from his Epistle to the Bishops under himself,
which is his Canon XC
"They think that they are not sinning because they accept, the money ufter the ordination, and not at the same lime that the ordination is carried out.
But an acceptance is an acceptance no matter when the acceptance occurs. J
therefore begyou to put aside this .'step, or rather this expedition to Gehenna.
Accordingly, do not soilyour hands hy taking such shines, and therehy render
yourselves umrorthy to perform the holy Mysteries."
From his Life of St. John Chrysostom
'Eusebius, who had involved all us Bishops in a long discussion and
who was the accuser ofsix other Bishops, camefonvardwith a demand to be
admitted to communion. Some ofthe Bishops objected that he ought not to be
adtnitied, on the sfnund that he wa.v a standerer. In theface ofthe objections
he supplicated, saymg: "Since the trial has been prolonged during t\vo years
and' the postponement of ff has been requested,for the purpose ofbringingwitnesses, lpray your God-beloved reverence io lei me have the witnesses today
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immediately. For though Antoninus, the Bishop who took the money
and ordained others is dead, yet ai any rate here remain the persons who
paid the money and were ordained. The Present (.?ouncilallowed the mutter to be heard. According/>Âthe case was commenced with a reading of the
minutes of the previous transactions. The ~vimessesentered; and the six who
had given (money) and been ordained a h entered. A f first they denied if.
But when the witnesses insisted, laymen as well as Pmbylers, who seemed
confident/ d f h u i ~ gatfirst
h
the said Bishops denied their guilt, the it7;'f~esses
c l i a ~ e dthem with it o~tright,reminding them of times and places, and i d ing the kinds uf the pledges made, and the amount, feeling uncomfortably
affected by their consciences, without much pressure the fiishop.7 confessed
of their own accord they had paid and become (such),2deeming this sort
of procedure necessary to free themselves from the public ministry,^ 'and
we pray, ' they said, (you to decide) ';/' it is permissible /or us to be in the
ministry of the ("hu~vh,
since we paid money in order to receive it; f o r we
gave some utensils belonging to our wives. In regard to these things John
promised the Council that he would clear them o f /he senate by appealing
to the Emperor, but toid them to give orders to have returned to them what
they hdd given by the heirs ofAutonini(s. The Council gave orders that they
should receive the m o n e y f i m the heirs ofAntoninus; and that they he permitted to commune within the altar bid be disfranchised as priests, lest, as
a result of these men having been pardoned, (he Jewish or Egyptian cti.vtom
of' buying and selling Holy Orders come to be adopted For it is alleged
that the r u v a g e r f d ~ e l ycalled the Patrjatvh o f the Jews changes the chief
rahhis every year, or every other year, with a view to collecting money; and
likewise as to their zealous imitator the Patriarch ofihe E~yptians,in urder to fulfill the prophetic passage saying: 'The priests thereof responded
for gifts, and the prophets thereof divined for money'" (Micah 3 : i i j .
(Here he adduces in evidence also c. TI of the 4th, which you may find
there and read tor yourself; and the passage found in the Epistle of Genna&us on a previous page of this work.)

From the encyclical Epistle of Patriarch Gennadius
"Let him therefbre be and he i s proscribed, and shorn of eve y priestly
dignity andfunction, and is subject to the curse of'ihe anathema whosoever
presumes to obtain this by means o f money, and who.soever promises to bestow thisfor money, whethefher he he u Cleric or a layman, and whether he be
exposed or not be exposed doing so. For there is no possibility qfreconciim g dungs irreconcilable; neither can Mammon w e with God, nor can
those serving it serve God. This ts also an ~ndisputablepronouncement of the
Lord ,k. 'Ye cannot serve God and Mammon ' (Muff,6:21).
"

Canon XXII of the Canons of the holy Sixth Ecumenical Council.
'"We commandthat those men hedeposed'mqffice, whether they he Bishups or C'lersymen whatsoever, who have been ordained or are being ordained
for money, andnot m accordance with a test and choice oflife, as well us those
who ordained them. '[,elall ofus lend an ear to these words, andti.s/enio hem,
not only who are prelates, but also those of 14swho are numbered a~nungthe

' In other manuscripts are found added the words. "and some of them women.''
^ In some manuscripts is found the addition. "and confessed ."
hi the 2nd vol. of the Conciliar Records it is found worded thus: "to appear to be freed
from the public senate."
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C l e w , and ail men who are inhabiting the earth. For \ve ought to give the
at any time we
,sho111dlet them slip'(Heb. 2:1); since we have not been bought ~vithperishah1e silver or p1d money,from out of vain way of life handed downfrom our
./athers, 'but with precious blood, as that o f the bicmishless and immaculate lamb Christ' (IPet. 1: 19). Thus leach us, most sawed Sir,to follow the
Scriptural and Evangelical and Apostolical precepts, as well as those o f the
Canons and o f t h e Fathers. For we are wsiling to obey the words ofyour
mouih. 'Get thee up into the highmountains,.. lift up thy voice withstrengih'
(Isa. 40:9). Proceed on broad ground. Preach outspokenly, so that imposilion ($hands for money may take to flight and vanish compleiely, together
with whatever else follows it out of' avarice for shameful pro fit in the way o f
injustice and commercial traffic. For once this together with its concomitants
i s eliminatedfrom the peculiar people called by the name o f Christ andgratis
accorded redemption,all the contaminations due to wickedness wilt he ex~cindedtherewith by the roots; and the Priests will flourish like palm-trees
exhaling a fragrance to the persons being saved, and singing io the Cyhttreh
iu exultation over the victory: 'The Lord hath taken may from thee thine
zfnjz~stdeeds ' (Zeph. 3:16). Fr~rfhermore)
also stveetening the fruits reaped,
as well a.7 mu/t/p/yIngthem in fine old age, with their exaltation, I mean, as
heirs o f that bii~~/;//,'
and indefectible life.
more earnest heed to the things which we have h e a d lest

"

Interpretation

This Epistle, too, like that of Gennadius, in dealing with the subject
of simony, premises in the beginning of it that we are taught on all hands
not to accept any money, gold or silver, for ordaining anyone in holy orders, by the Gospel, I mean, by the Apostles, and by the divine Fathers.
For the prelates who ordain others; being servants of the Holy Spirit, and
not sellers of It, since they received the grace of the Holy Spirit gratis and
without paying any money, so and in like manner they decreed that those
persons should give it to others after they themselves had received it, pursuantly to the Lord's words saying. "Gratis received ye, gratis give ye."
Tf anyone be shown to have received it in exchange for money, let them
make him an outcast from the priesthood; accordingly, though such persons may retain the name of priests, they shall not exercise the functions
of a priest; for no one can serve at the same time both God and Mammon,
or the god of riches. But since Isaiah says for priests to speak to the heart
of Jerusalem, and through Ezekiel God threaten any watchman who upon
seeing the approach of a war fails to make it known to the people, that He
will require from his hands the blood of those persons, therefore we too,
fearing lest we be condemned on account of silence, are pointing out to
a11 prelates this sin in order to enable them to be on their guard against it;
and in order to say with die Apostle that we are innocent of the blood of
persons who transgress the divine Canons and ordain others for money, or
are ordained therefor, at a time when Peter the Apostle sent Simon the sorcerer to perdition, who was the first man to become responsible for such
a sin. At this point the Saint turns to the Pope and tells him that the ungodly heresy of the simoniacs2 is worse than the heresy of the Pneumato-

* I11 other manuscripts, "long-lived."
Notice that the Father calls simony a heresy on account of its exceeding wickedness.
as do also Pope Oregon and Gennadius; and see Ap. c. XXIX.
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mach Macedonius and his party. For those persons used to say that the
Holy Spirit was a creature and servant of the Father, whereas sjmoniacs
make the Holy Spirit out a servant of their own. For just as every owner
sells anything he possesses just as he may wish, whether that thing be a
servant or any other piece of property; and just as anyone buying anything
buys it with money and becomes its owner and possessor of the tiling he
has bought, so and in like manner simoniacs dishonor the Holy Spirit, and
buy and sell It. and blaspheme in a similar manner with those who used to
blaspheme Christ and say that He was casting out the demons from men
by the aid of Beelzebul the ruler of the demons; or rather to say they resemble the traitor Judas, who sold Christ to the Jews for money, because
they too sell the Holy Spirit, which is of the same essence and has the
same nature as Christ, because It is a God too. But if the grace of the Holy
Spirit cannot be sold (for it is evident that it never can be sold), it certainly
does remain with those who buy it as the grace of the holy orders or of
the priesthood, but neither have they received any holy orders at all; nor
do they possess any. And let them remember the words which Peter the
Apostle told Simon: "Thou hast neither part nor lot in this matter" (Acts 8:
2 1). For if holy orders could be bought, it would be superfluous and vain
for those buying them to show any modesty or good behavior in life, such
as is demanded of those who are going to enter holy orders. Paul the Apostie too would be superfluous and vain, who insists that a prelate must be
irreproachable, sober, modest, temperate, continent, and capable of teaching and inducing others to acquire knowledge of God, and of refuting
those who may gainsay him, for all such persons are accounted nothing
by a seller and buyer of holy orders, in their exchange of money, In what
follows he cites the testimony of others in which a man is defined to be a
stranger to the priesthood if he takes or gives money therefor, either before
ordination or after ordination. Thus, the testimony derived from c. XC of
St. Basil the Great, and that from c. I1 of the 4th, and that from the Epistle
of Gennadius, and c. XXII of the 6th require no interpretation, because we
have already interpreted them; and see each of them in its proper place. As
for the other evidence he cites from Scripture and from St. Basil and the
Life of Chrysostorn, we will explain them succinctly.
The evidence drawn from the Acts of the Apostles says that Simon the
sorcerer offered the Apostles money to give him too the authority whereby
anyone he laid his hand upon should receive Holy Spirit. But Peter told
him tor his money to perish with him because he had had the presumption
to think that he could obtain with this the gift of God, and Peter told him
to repent of that wickedness of his, etc.
As for the testimony drawn from the First Book of Kings; this says that
Jeroboam the servant of Solomon (who had taken the ten tribes of Israel and
was reigning in Samaria) made priests in high places, and that whoever so
wished might fill his hand (that means, perhaps, might bribe Jeroboam with
money) and become a priest in high places, and so o n 3
^ This saving is mentioned bv St. Cllc sostom (Homily 1 I on the Epistle to the Ephesians, p. 823 of vol. 111). who says: "If it is permissible for everyone to fill his hands,
after the manner of the men of old, and to become a priest, let all of them be go to
waste; this altar has been built in vain in that cast;," In interpreting this passage,
Theodoret says: "How are the words to be understood which say that whoever wishes
might till his hand? The succeeding words denote that he became a priest ot'the high
places. which is to say, he became a prelate and offered incense with his own hands"
(p . 73 5 . vol. ii of the Octatcuch).
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As for the testimony from the Second Book of Kings, it says that after Naaman had been purified in the river Jordan, in accordance with the
words of Elijah, he turned to him with all his array and sought to give him
gifts and tried hard to induce him to accept them, but Elijah did not accept them. Seeing that Elijah did not take them. Gehazi, Elijah's servant.
secretly ran after Naaman and asked him for them. Naaman gave him two
talents of silver in two bags, and two suits of clothes. But when Gehazi
returned, Elijah upbraided him because he took the money in order to
buy gardens and oliveyards and vineyards and sheep and oxen, and manservants and maidservants, and told him that he and all his seed would be
affected with the leprosy of Naaman, and thereupon he became as white
as snow from leprosy. '
As for the evidence which he cites from the interpretation in the commentary on the eighth chapter of Isaiah made by St. Basil the Great, the
latter says: The law which God gave to help human beings is not like
the words of magicians and sorcerers and their likes; to be bought with
money (just as the things supposed to be bought by the deluded victims
of sorcerers, which victims deserve to be fooled because they are not
content with being deceived by falsehood, but even offer to buy it and
pay money for it), since the grace of God cannot be sold. For the Lord
has said, "Gratis received ye, gratis give ye." You see how angry Peter
became with Simon and that he told the latter, "Thy money perish with
thee, because thou hast thought to obtain the gift of God with money," do
you not? So the words of the Gospel are not like those of sorcerers and
of other magicians; for what payment can a man make in exchange for
them? Listen how David is at a loss and wondering how he can requite
God for His gifts; showing that no gift is worth divine grace. One gift
alone is worth it, if a man keeps the gift of grace given him; for He who
gave the man the gift is not demanding any payment for it, but only that
the gift be kept. As for the evidence drawn from the Life of St. Chrysostorn. it relates that a certain man by the name of Eusebius was accusing a
certain bishop in Asia named Antoninus of receiving money for ordaining
six bishops. The trial of this case had lasted two years, owing to the fact
that Eusebius had had it postponed on the ground that he was going to
bring witnesses to it. So. having fetched these witnesses after a delay of
two years and after the said Antoninus had died, Eusebius told the Council
that although Antoninus. the bishop who had ordained them, was dead,
yet those persons who had paid the money and had been ordained were
still alive. The Council heard the case, and the records of the previous trial
were read. The six bishops in question stoutly denied that they had paid
money in order to be ordained. But inasmuch as the witnesses too stoutly
insisted and testified to the times and places at which the money was paid,
and even to the kind of money paid, and to the amounts paid, at last the

' In interpreting this passage Cyril of Jerusalem s a y : "Thou hast bought a cure tor leprosy. and thou shalt inherit leprosy." "I have fulfilled the commandment," he says, "of
the one who told me, 'Gratis received ye, gratis give ye." but thou hast sold the grace.
Return the purchase price/'Thcodorct on his part, says: "'But having become fond of
money, that man 'Gchazi', was declared a leper: while the choir of the prophets embraced uttermost indigence." Astcrius the Bishop of Masia: "Remember also that the
Syrian Naaman was cleansed of leprosy by bathing in the Jordan; but that he transmitted the disease to Gehazi the lad- the youth who was greedy and unphilosophical, and
who sold the Spiritual gift of grace, and the hireless cure ofthe teacher's" (p. 850 of
vol. ii of the Octatcuch).
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bishops confessed that they had paid money in order to have themselves
ordained, and in order to avoid having themselves annoyed in the imperial
services. If they were not going to be allowed to be bishops, they requested
to be given back the money they had paid, which consisted ofjewels owned
by their wivesq2Hence divine Chrysostom and the Council ordered that the
heirs of Antoninus return the money, and that the bishops so ordained be
expelled from the priesthood, but be allowed to commune within the holy
bema, lest, if permitted to perform the functions of holy orders, the Jewish
or Egyptian custom of buying and selling holy orders obtain a foothold in
the Church of God. For the one falsely called the Patriarch and chacham of
the Jews changes the chief rabbis of the synagogues every year or two with
a view to making more money; and the Patriarch of the Egyptians. in imitation of the Jews, does the same, in order that the prophecy may be fulfilled
saying: "Her priests (i.e., Jerusalem's) give answers for hire, and her prophets divine (i.e., foretell the future) for money.''
After saying these things, divine Tarasius adds the following by way
of epilogue. All of us, including both prelates and clerics, ought to listen
to these words, and so ought all the inhabitants of the earth, by keeping
them and paying heed wherever possible to what we are told therein, as St.
Paul says, in order to avoid being destroyed. He also urges Pope Adrian
to mount the high places and lift up his voice, as the words of Isaiah suggest, in order to bring about the utter abrogation of the custom ordaining
for money, and whatever results therefrom on account of avarice and
greediness for shameful profits, and to effect the complete eradication
from Christianity and from the Christian people altogether, who have
been liberated gratis from slavery to sin with the blood of Chnst, of this
pernicious vice and of the evil outgrowths resulting therefrom, in order
that Christian priests may flourish like palm-trees (i.e., date-trees), exhaling the fragrance of Christ upon the Christians who are being saved from
perdition, and at the same time telling the Church with Zephaniah: "The
Lord hath taken away from thee thine unjust deeds," thus sweetening the
spiritual fruits gathered by the people attending her vineyard, and making
them heirs to the immortal and blissful life.

These bishops either had been married, but after becoming widowers had been made
bishops, or they had separated from their wives by agreement with the latter, in accordance with c, XLVIII of the 6th and had been serving thereafter as bishops. But
perhaps they were referring to other female relatives of theirs in speaking of their
'women," as they called them. (Note of Translator-There is no specific word, in
Greek for "wife,"the usual word for this being the ordinary Greek word for '"woman," namely gyne).
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CONCERNING ST. NICEPHORUS
THE CONFESSOR
PROLEGOMENA

Our Father among Saints Nicephorus the Confessor, having formerly
been an asecretis (or private secretary), and later having become a monk;
at length was made Patriarch of Constantinople during the reigns of Emperors Nicephoms, Stauracius, and Michael Rangave, thereby, in the year
8 15, according to Meletius of Athens (Eccl. Hist. vol. I1 p. 2591, becoming the immediate successor to the patriarchal throne after divine Tarasius,
who had distinguished himself in the Seventh Ecumenical Council. But he
was deprived of the throne by Leo the Armenian, an opponent of images,
or icons; accordingly, he is celebrated as a saint of the 13th day of the
month of March and on the 2nd day of the month of June, and see these
days in the Synaxari st.

Canons of Nicephorus a/ Constantinople the Confessor among
Saints, takenfrom his ecciesiasticcd Syntaxes and those of the
Holy Fathers with him, thirty-seven in number, as translated
into vernacular Greek
CANON 1

Ifperchance a holy Arttimemion be washed unwiftingly, it does not lose
sanctity, nor does it become unclean because of its having been washed.;
(Ap. c. LXXIII; c. VII of the 7th:

CANON I1
A digcimisi is no! blessed with crowns, hut, on the contrary,

amerced to abstain from Communion for
t h e years.

t\vo years;

I S even
and a frigamist, for

(c. Vll of Neocaesarea.)

' Such is the title or heading of these Canons as found in certain n~anuscriptbooks

of the venerable n~onasteriesof the Holy Mountain. In other manuscripts, however,
there are but thirty-six of them in number, the last one, that is to say, or thirty-seventh,
being missing,

' Symeon of Thessalonica (Reply 8 I)also says that it is a God-beloved thing for one

to wash a holy cup- sponge, etc.. since this bears reference to the honor and embellishment due to divine vessels. Hence I reason that even if one wittingly washes
off a holy antimcnsion, when it happens to get sufficiently dirty. he cannot be condemned for doing so. See also Ap, c, LXX111,

' Because crowns belong to those who art; victorious conquerors. and not to those who
have been defeated by the pleasure ot'the flesh, those who contract a second marriage
are to be considered to have been defeated; an d see also c. VlI of Neocaesarea.
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CANON HI

I f anyone remain in the narfhex o f the church under stress of' necessity
andfor a short time only, is not to be condemned. But if he tarries therefor
any undue lengih qf'time, he i s to be e x p e l l e d f h there and punished with
amercements, while the church itself is to get back its own rights, that is to
say, that i i is not to he treated on thaiaccount as a common and unpWI/eged
house,
(c. XCVII of thc 6th .)

CANON IV
Aimsfor the souls of those who have died must be accepted, without the
necessity oftheir h i y g made a will and last testament disposing o f their

property. In such a case, i f they themselves while alive had intended and
wanted such alms to be made for themselves, and, in general, i f they had
been willing to give alms,4that is to be the decisive factor.
CANON V

IfAnnunciation falls on Great Thursday or Great Friday, we are not sinning if on that day we partake of wine andfish.
(Ap. c. LXIX.)

CANON VI

Any Presbyter who has the prayer tfanAbbol (ortfegoumenos) is compe-

lent to ordain an Anagnosi (or Lector) and a Subdeaconfor his Monastery.
(c. XtV of thc 7th.)

CANON V7I
Ifperchance a man has lived in pr@gacylfor t\vent\'years or more,
hut afterwards does works of virtue, he q h i not to he ordained a Priest,
because the temple is clean and unpoihted
(c.XIX of the 1st; c. XXI of Ncocacsarca.)

CANON VIII

Any children born o f a concubine, or of persons who have married a
second or a third time, though with the proviso that they be worthy of holy
orders, and have lived u life worthy thereof, may be made Priests,'
This same fact is also asserted by Athanasius the Great in his Reply 90 to those of
Antiocli. saying that since the man was inclined to alms-giving when he was alive,
it is evident that lie should be much more so inclined at the time of his death; hence
alms made for him arc to be accepted, of course. If, however, aman was c h e of alms
when alive. and died without making a confession. alms given for him by his relatives
are called "sacrifices for the dead" by Athanasius the Great in his same Reply.

' The word "'profligaq" here is probabl!

to be understood to mean. not licentiousness in regard to carnal sins and pleasures of the subventral regions, but in regard
to food and drink, and in regard to so-called pleasures of the senses Since, if it be
taken to have reference to canlal sins, not hjenh \ears. but a single da! or a single
hour of such a life is enough to render a man unworthy of holy orders, even though
involving only one carnal sin. such as, say, fornication. or adultery, or arsenocoetia,
Here in this place the Canon s a y that the temple is unpolluted, denoting that those
persons who expect to be admitted to holy orders nlust be not only irreproachable,
but also blemishless. that is to say. tree from even light and not grave sins, such
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as arc the delights and pleasures of the senses. And sec c. XIX of the lst, and the
Footnote thereto
Because according to Deuteronomy: "The fathers shall not be put to death for the
children. neither shall tlie children be put to death for tlie fathers; but every person
shall be put to death for his own sin" (Deut. 24: 16).

CANON IX

A Priest must administer Communion to a person in danger
even though jt he after the person in question has eaten.

ofctying

CANON X
One must bend his kneefor the sake of bestowing a kiss3 on Svndsy and

throughout Pentecost, but oughi not to make the usual genuflections.
(c. XX of the 1st; c. XC of the 6th; c. XV of Peter; c. XCI of Basil.)

CANON Xl
Om is not sinning i f perchance he offers a single offering on b+f
t h e persotvi, or lights hut one candle,for the three.

of

CANON XII
A Priest must not make a seal in the holy Chalice during ihc prayer of'
the sacri.sO~.'
CANON XI1 I

A Priest must not celebrate the /,itursy' wtthou; zeon, or hot water, unless it be under the stress of p v a t necessity, and when there is no hot water
available there,
CANON XIV

A Monk who has discarded his habit, hut has returned and repented,
must put on again the monachal habit which he took off, without, however,
incurring the necessity of having the prayers repeated to him that were said
over the habit:'

C A N O N XV
Nuns must enter the holy bema in order to light a taper or candle, and in
order to w e e p i f
(c. LXIX of tlie 6th.)

CANON XVI

Monks must not dofarm work in Great Lent, and on this pretext or excuse indulge in wine and olive oil, since those are results qfgluttony.'
(Ap. c . LXIX.)

' The usual genuflections arc those which arc madc in church during Lent and which
arc forbidden on Sunday (and on Saturday too- according to the rite of the Church),
as we Icarn. and on all Saturdays during Lent. Sec also the Footnote to c. XVI of the

Faster, in which arc forbidden also mctonies on Saturday and Sunday, as denoting a
fall into sin and into death. But those which arc made for the sake of a kiss and which
are like those nietanies which are done b! Lectors to the choirs. or b! Priests to an
Abbot and to a Prelate, in, kissing their hands, these gcnuflcctions, as not being dcnotative of any such mystery,arc done also on Sunday and in Pentecost.

' It is for tlus reason that i11 the Liturgy of St. Basil it is written in the plural number.

"Remember. 0 Lord. these gifts of those who have brought them here. and in behalf
of all of whom (behold hon one offering ma; be made in behalf of man; persons)
and through all of vhom (servants. that is to sa); and ministers who are Priests),
and 011 account of which (meaning, on account of Â¥whicneeds and cases) the! have
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brought them here." Read also in every case of necessity also the Footnote to c
LXXXVIII of Basil.

' We spoke about diis in the Footnote to c. XXI of Laodicea, and see there.
Probably there is no kettle or vessel in which to heat the water. or it cannot he heated
owing to some other unavoidable circumstance.
Since the grace of the habit was not removed from them, it being a second baptism;
precisely as neither tlie grace of die first baptism is removed. on which account it is
never bestowed a second time.

-

"

Perhaps the present Canon allows Nuns to enter the holy Bema, not in general of
all churches- where there are men-for that would be an impropriety-but of the
churches in their convents See also c. LX1X of the 6th.
See also Ap, c, LX1X.

CANON XVII
A Monk is permit led to leave his Monas;ery f o r h e reasons': 1) ifperchance the Abbot (or Hegoumenos) is a heretic; 2) ifwomen come info the
Monastery; and 3) if children are learning secular letters in the Monastery
(i-e., taking secular school lessons); because it is t~niowardin the mikt of
such chiidren for the things being done in the Monastery' to be reveaicd to
s e c h r s . See also c. X X ! of the 7th.
CANON XWII
A It Caloyers who are under a canon (i.e., disciplinary sentence) must eat
together with the rest of the Monks andpray together with them, and must also

eat eitlogia, or, more expressly,antidoron, along with their confes~ion.'~
CANON XIX
Dwing thefast of the Holy Apostles and of St. Philip (or, mow exp~Â¥essly
of the forty-days 'Lent)/ Monks sitting in a Monastery ought to eat once a
day, on Wednesday and Friday. BÃˆ Monks eng@ in work or labor may eat
Pirice, after the sixth hour and in the evening.
CANON XX

Ifperchance a f i n be raped by barbarians, or disorderly men, and her
previous fife had been pvre, she is to be canonized only for fen days to abs t a i n f k m purljcipotice. f i u i if her previous life had been polluted, she is- to
be canonized as an adulteress, or, more explicitly, to abstainfrom Commvnionfor three years, fi accordance with c. XI11 ofthe Faster. See also c. II of
Neocaesarea.
(c. IT of Gregory of Neocaesarea: c. XLIX of Basil.)

CANON XXT
Ifanyoneforfear o f h e k g compelled tojoin the army, or with respect to
some other piece ofroguery, has donned the habit ufmunks, thereby mockiug
it, then, after being stripped ofthe habit, in consideration ufhisfear and this

' But c. X of Nicholas. though it says for persons abstaining from Communion not to
cat even antidoron yet nevertheless these persons perhaps are allowed to take antidoron by this Canon for their confession, as we have said in connection with c. VIII
of Theophilus in spite of their not being permitted to participate, owing to their being
under a canon.

' Notice herein too how tlie fast of the Holy Apostles and that of Great Lent are mentioned. just as in the Tome of the Union too the same fast of Great Lent is mentioned
as well as that in August; and see c. Ill ofNeocaesarea; also just as die fast of tlie Holy
Apostles is mentioned in the Apostolic Injunctions too, and see the Footnotes to Ap.
c . LXIX,
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piece ofhypocrisy and o f roguery o f h i s , he s h d be canonizedfor this to go
without Communionfor one hundred and twenty days (or for three times as
many days us there are in Great Lent).
CANON XXII
If perchance a young Monk-Priest is serving Nuns, bv administering
Communion to them, and cel&hfaiirsg the Litiwwfor them, we otght not to
receive Commvnionfrom him of the divine Mysteries.;
CANON XXIII

An Abboi (or Hqoumenos) must not remove the cowl of a Cduger who
is an obedientiary' of his, and thus drive him mvayfrom the Mona~tery.~
CANON XXIV
No one ought to admit any Monk into his home who has discarded his

holy habit and is incorrigible, nor ought anyone to p e t him.See also c. XVI
of the 4th.
(cc, VI I. XVI of the 4th; c. XI1 of Neocaesarea.)

CANON XXV
I f anyone is ill and usks to he baptized, or to become a Monk, we must
without delay bestow upon him the grace of'Baptism or ufthe habit, and not
deny it to him. Sec also c. XII qfNeocaesarea.
CANON XXVI

CANON XXV11

A Father Confessor ought ~o,/orh/d
divine Communion to those persons
who confess secret sins to him, but he ought to let them enter the church; and
he ought not to reveal their s;ftfi, hut ought to advise them gently to remain
repentant and to keep praying; and he ought to adjust the amercemenfs to
befit each one of them according to his bestjudgment.

CANON XXVIII
Asfor adu/terers,and those guilty o f the crime o f bestiality, and murderer.s, and other such persons, if o f their own accord they confas.~the sin they
cotntniited, which was a secret io men at / w e , they are 10 he denied divine
Communion and are to receive the canon of their sins. When they enter the
~ h m h they
, are to stand unlit the prayer of catechunwns, and are then to
depart. I f , however, their sins are known to the others, then they are to he
canonized in accordance with the laws of the Church, or, more explzcztly
speaking, they are to heprohibitedfkm entering the church, but are to stand
in the group of those who are weeping outside of the portals ofthe temple, or
of those who are listening jn the narthex.

'This arncrccmcnt nas imposed upon him tlircateniiigly, in order to lmvc him abandon
such blamable and scandalous service. For we are obliged to receive Communion
even from a Priest whom we can see with our eves to be sinning camall>

It \+as for this reason too that the Presbyter of' Pelusium was reprehended for removing the cowls o f certain scetiotes who had been disorderly (and see Evergetinus,
p. 593). Even though Pachoinius the Great was on the point of removing the cowl
of his disciple Silvanus. as is to be learned from his Life; yet it is probable that he
did this only in appearance and by way of a threat and not in redip. For men who
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scandalize the brotherhood ought to be chased away (and sec page 198 of Evcrgetinus). but not be forced to change their habit.
For if c IV of Timotli~permits insane persons to be baptized, much more so does the
sane, though the! ma! be ailmg otherwise See Evergetinus. p. 184. where an old.
but great and penetrating. mail beheld the same power of the Spirit when a Monk assumed the habit as he beheld when ail! one v\ as being baptized
Just as the custom is in the sacred Monasteries of Mt. Atlios. and in the kirks of the
scetes for the sacred services in which there is no need of a paen~ilato be performed
by the Monk-Priests there with a mandyas in the Vespers and Matins and other sacred
rites. For an: sacred rite is called a liturgy. according to c. I11 of Aniioch.

CANON XXIX

If a secular confess his sins of his uwjfree will, the Father Confessor
may make an adj;/stment,for him.
CANON XXX

With the permission of the Prelate even a Priest may make a stauropeSee also An. c. X X X I

fin.

CANON XXXI
A Priest ought noi to communicate those who charge interest, nor eat

with them, i f they persist in this transgression.
CANON XXXII

Monks mustfast on Wednesday andFriday of Cheese Week',andafter the
prcsanctified h r s y is dismissed (for on those days a presanctjfied liturgy
used to be celebrated, just as Symeon of Thessulon~castates, and see c. X L H
of'lidodicea), they must eat cheese wherever i f is available or on the market,
or, in other words, where~~er
it can be had, m r&afwn of the heresy of the
Jacobites and of that of the TeiradHes.'
CANON XXXITT

l f anyone has a concubine and r + w s either to leave her or to have her
blessed as his wife, we ought not to accept my offerings he makes to the
('hwch, whose imvs he is actually insuiting and scornmg. Read also c. XXV
o f h c y r a , and c. VIII of 'i'heophilus, andAp. c. XVII.
(Ap. c. XVII; c. XXV of Ancyra; c. VIII of Theopliilus.)

' This Canon is mentioned also in the Typicon in t h e rubric for the Triodion ch. 27;

and if we want to be exact. and do not pamper our stomach. as John of Kitros sa! s.
diis Canon ought to be understood in the same sense as are the fast-breakings of
Artzibourios, or. at any rate, it ought to be kept whereverthere are Jacobites, or, morc
explicitly Armenians and Tctradites, and not where there arc none. That explains why
a certain synodical decision is extant in manuscript 011 various lieads, which also
contains the following observation: "Monks must fast during Checsc Week in the
Monastery where they are, 011 Wednesday and Friday. If, however, one of them goes
elsewhere, and sits down at a table provided with cheese. let him eat it." And this is
what I think is meant by the Cation's saving "wherever it is available." or, in other
words, wherever it happens to be found outside of the Monastery, and not within die
Monastery. See also Ap. c. LXIX. But what is the origin of their name Jacobitcs?
For this sec the Prolegomena to the 4th Ec. C. As for the term Tctradites, according
to Blastark. these are those who did not break their fast when the! were celebrating
Easter, but kept 011 fasting, just as we fast 011 Wednesdays in pretended imitation of
die Jews. who eat unleavened wafers and bitter herbs during their Easter; or Passover.
See also the Footnote to c. VII of the 2nd.
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CANON XXXIV

I f perchance any Monk discard, the holy habit, and eat meat, and take a
wife, such a Monk ought to be anathematized I f he refuses to return, he ought
to heforced to don the habit, and to he shut up in a Monaslery- ' Read also c.
XVI of the 4th
(cc. VII. XV of the 4th.)

CANON XXXV

Any man who even once only h a s committed,ft)rn;cationowht noi to be
made a priest, even tho~ghhe has given up the sw. h'or Bast1 the Great asserfs that such a man cannot be made a Priest even though he bring dead
men back to life
CANON XXXVI
When the Apostle says: "If any man that is c d d a brother be afornicator,... with such a one we must not even eat" (J ('or. 5: I I ) , it appears that
he is referring, not to a man whom one or nvo other men know to be,fornicai-

ing, but to a man whom everybody knot's to befomicating, and who 1s called
afomicalor by everybody, since all stnful deeds thaiare commiUed brazenly
and provoke a public scandal, are subject to greater puntshment than those
which are done secretly.
CANON XXXVII
I/a woman gives birth, and the baby is in danger of dying, when it is hut

three or five days aid, let the baby be baptized, but another woman who is
hapitzed and dean must suckle the baby; and its mother must not even enter
the room where the chiid is, nor hamile it ai all,, until after the lapse offtwfy
days she h a s become purified, and h a s received a prayerful wish from the
Priest.

There are also seven more Canons, hereinbelow? not found in the manuscript books of the Holy Mountain, but included in vol. I1 of the Minutes,
p. 918, and in the book called Juris tiraeco-Rmmti, p. 196 of the printed
edition.
CANON I (2nd series)
One ought not to walk abroad on Sunday unless it is necessary and he is
forced io do so.
CANON II (2nd series)
We ought not to give any credence to the Revelation o f Paul, or to the
so-called Brontologia' and S elenodromia3and Calandotogia," as all of'them
are taboo.
St. Theodore the Studite also anathematizes such monks. And see his Catecliesis 17.
wliereiii lie tells us not to conceal our sinful deeds.
' This Canon. as \se said before; is found in some manuscripts, and in other manuscripts it is not to be found So if the mother of the infant has a q wa! of doing so. she
ought to observe this injunction; but if not, the mother herself, notwithstanding that
she i s unclean. may be allowed to suckle it, just as Peter the Chartophylax says, in his
Reply 2 1, on page 1003 in the second volume of the Minutes
' Hmntologion was the title of a book pertaining to thunder and divination from claps
of thunder. and likewise to earthquakes. (Nofe of Tran.t/ator,)
Selenodrornion here signifies, not a book of information about the physical motion,
risc, and waxing and waning of the moon. but one saying, for example, that if the
moon is upright it means a victory- and that if it is oblique it means war, and forctelling the deliberate movements and deeds of men from the various phases of the
moon.
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And by Culandologion is to be understood a collection of presages or auguries made
on the calends. or. in other words, on the first day of the month. and called by some
persons "omens" (in the vernacular Greek: poduftka). and also given other names:
concerning calends see the Interpretation of c. LXII of the 6th and the Footnote
thereto; and coiiceniing podarika sec Footnote 1 to the Interpretation of c. LXn of
the 6th.

CANON HI (2nd series)
We ought not to give any credence to the Revelation of Esdras and Zosi-

mas, or to the t\vo martyrdoms of St. George, or to the two marfyrdoms of
Ceiycus andJvlitia, or the book ofMarcus4and ofDiadochs, as these are
disapproved and unrecognized.
CANON IV (2nd series)
One ought not to work during Novational Week,6nor chant the Hymn to
the Faultless One on the Saturday of the concluding week (or, as it i s called

in Greek, (he apolysimos), ' nor o q h i one to keep (he Th~rsday'!;.~
CANON V (2nd series)

A nyone who w////u//y murders his father shaH he canonized for thirtyjive years.
CANON VI (2nd series)

In case of necessity even a monk who is neither a cleric nor apriest may
baptize a child', and likewise may a d e a c o ~ . ~
CANON VII (2nd series)
When no Pfiest is avai/ab/e,unbap/md infants must be baptized by anyone present, even though he be their ownfather, or anyone else, providedhe
is a Christian and he is not sinning
Questions of certain Monks exercising outside of the city l i r n i t ~and
,~
Replies thereto of the Holy Synod in Constantinople, when Nicholas was
Patriarch,' and Alexius Comnenus was Emperor, translated into vernacular Greek.

Ought a Monk to go into the holy sacrificial altar? For this isj0rb;dden
by c. LXIXand c. XXXIII o f the 6th Ec. C., which does not allow anyone to
chant or to readfrom the pulpit who has no seat or who is a Monk. Likwlise
do c. X V o f hodicea and c. XI Ly of the 7 h .
Answer

It is forbidden for a Monk to perform the services of a Lector in the
pulpit, without an imposition of the hand; but for that Monk to go into the
holy bema in order to light the candles and tapers when he is not guilty of
any crime, is something I do not think ought to be forbidden, on account
of the respectability of the monkish habit/
' The book of Marcus mentioned here is the one by that heretic named Marcus who
followed the heresy of the Gnostics and whose adherents came to be known as Marcosians. By counting the letters in names they endeavored to discover therein subtle
meanings and conceptions. It is these that St. Epiplmiiis refers to in his animadversions against heresies; and not the book of St. Mark the Hermit. Heaven forbid!
For this n~aiiwas a saint. celebrated on March 5th; and his book and written works
are praised both by most holy Photius, in lecture 200, p. 268 of his Mwobiblus,
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and by Niccphorus CallishIs. vol. IL Book XTV; ch 53, of his E e d Hist.. and sec p.
89 of Philocaha
? The book ot'Diadoc11us is not the one containing the hundred "Chapters on Spiritual
Perfection." to be found in P h h a l i a . Heaven forbid! For these are orthodox and
approved, and see page 203 of the same P h ~ h c i ~ hIta is a conspectus preserved in
manuscript and ascribed to Diadochus in the heading, wherein arc set forth certain
subtle thoughts that arc paradoxical to the minds of most persons and hard to accept.
owing to the paradoxy and strangeness of the conceptions. See also the fourth Footnote to c , 11 of the I st-&-2nd for another Canon ascribed to St. Nicephorus.
For this reason in Moscow no one works on any day of Novational Week. but on eve p day thereof they carry out litanies; and see c. LXVI of the 6th.
' Or, in other words, the Hvnin to the Faultless One (called in Greek the A m o s )
ought not to be chanted on Saturday morning of Novational Wcek as it is on other
Saturdays For during Novational Wcek the Psalter is not recited. But the Saint called
Novational Week here the concluding week cithcr because it involves fastbreakmg in
respect of everything, or because the Saturday ofthis wcck is terminative. or, at any
rate, it is the last day ofthc v^cek,v^ hich terrninatcs on it.
A custom used to prevail. and it has prevailed to this da) both among the Armenians
and among the Christians in the Orient to refrain from vsorking on all Thursdays
from Easter to the Thursday of the Assumption (of Christ), perhaps out of respect
for the Thursday of Passion Week, Hence the Canon is meant to forbid evepone
from keeping these Thursdays hereafter, h n g to the negligence and carelessness
of the priesthood in Rumania (called Moldo-Wallachia here) this custon~of keeping
all the Thursdays prevails to this day. more than that of Sundays. In the Orient some
educated Orientals said that they had seen neither an! Orthodox Christians nor an!
Armenians keep them
This Canon is mentioned also in tlie Epitome of the Canons b\ Armenopoulos. Section 4. licadings 2 and 14. in nliich evcn a layncn is pcmiittcd to baptize (1-01.I of the
Acts of the Synods)
' The number of these Questions-and-Answers in the second vol of the Acts of the
synod.^ (p. 9x4) is eight, as also in the Greek-Latin vol. containing only the interpretations of Balsamon; but in the manuscript books of the Holy Mountain there are
cloven. and Balsamon has a cominentw 011 these too. These arc mentioned also by
Arrnenopoulos in the preface to his Epitome of the Canons. Thq arc canonical. as
thcy are interprctted by Balsamon
? This Nicholas, being a secretary and a monk in Lophadion, afterwards became Patriarch of Constantinople, which office he held for twenp-seven years and three
months; and see page 302 of Juris ( k a e c o - R m m He was living in the year 1087.
If, however, one is not a monk. but still a novice, whether he be undergoing trial
in monastic garb. as Zonaras maintains in his explanation of c. XXX of Basil, or
in sccular clothes. as Balsamon maintains, or in monastery garments and neither in
wholly secular nor in monastic attire, as Cassian asserts (011 pages 156 and 157 of
Evcrgctinus, just as even nowadays in the Holy Mountain the novitiate, or period of
probation, is passes through in black rhasa (the plural form of rhason), of the same
colour as those of monks (concerning which see c. XLV of die 6th-the novice monk
I s a ~cannot
,
go into the bema, according to tlie interpretation given by Balsamon.

QUESTION I1

Ought one to refrain from bending a knee on Saturday,just as one does
not bend it on Sundcfy and on Iien/ecost?
(Ap. c. LXVI: cc. LV. XC ofthe 6th.)

Answer

It has not been forbidden by this Canon;' the majority, however, because of the fact that Saturday is not accompanied by fasting, refrain by
consequence from even bending a knee.
Yet not everything that is not forbidden is necessarily permitted, according to a legal
precept, s a y Balsamon.
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QUESTION ID

M m i we keep thefasf ofAugust7
Answer

The fast of August used to be earlier, but afterwards it was shifted in
order to avoid its coinciding with fasts of heathen which the latter observe
during this season. Yet even nowadays many persons keep this fast.
QUESTION IV

Ought one who is possessed to commune? For on this point Timothy and
the divine Apostles differ, and later authorities differ likewise.
(Ap, c. LXXIX: cc. 111, IV of Tim.)

Answer

If perchance anyone is so troubled by black bile as to appear on this
account to be possessed, he is not forbidden to commune. But if perchance
anyone is really possessed by a demon, he cannot commune, since light
hath no communion with darl~ness.~
QUESTION V

Whether a Priest may ind$krently eat things offered to the ChurchÃ
offered as oblations, that is to say, or as sacrificial wine; and whether he may
eat these Me common bread', and what ought he to do when such ohtuiions
and quantities of wine ac~wndatem excess o f what I S needed?
(c. V[l[ of Theophilus.)

Answer

The pieces that are left from the elevated offering ought not to be eaten
in any other place than in the church alone, until they are entirely consumed no matter how much of them there may be. But as for pieces left
from other offerings that have not been elevated, they must all be eaten
outside of the church, not, however, with milk and cheese and fish, say,
like common bread, but alone without other food.

'

Ifperchance anyone is ;on.vured as a Monk ai whatever place he may be,
and aftmardsfinds that he is being harmed there as respects his sou! and
he wishes to depart thence on account o f the harm, but receives aprohibitive
tether,from his Superior not to leme, what oztghf he himself 'to d o ~ j p o r ihe
e
harm his soui is weering, or ignore the Superior's tether?
(c. X X l ofthe 7th.)
As to when this fast was shifted, and by what Council, Balsamon says that that matter
is uncertain. This fast was discussed before Emperor Manual Comnenus and Patriarch Lucas, and it was Conciliarly decreed that this fast should be held, both because
the S; nod of Patriarch Nicholas had declared that it was bcmg held. and because the
Tome of Union mentions it, concerning which Tome see c In of Ncocacsarca

^ All the possesscd. however, upon coming to the end of their life. arc to commune.
according to Balsmon Nevertheless, just as a melancholic (one suffering, that is,
from black bile) must not commune if he blasphemes, so, by contrast and on the
opposite hand. if a person possessed by a demon does not blaspheme. he may com-
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munchaccording to c. Ill of Timothy. which you may read for yourself together with
Ap. c , LXXIX,

' 111 the Footnote to c. VIII of Theophilus vie explained nli)

the offering is said to be
elevated from uhicli the Holy Bread is derived. and you ma! read the details there

Answer

He ought first to tell his Superior the cause ofthe harm he is s~ffering,~
and if that harm and the peril incurred by his soul are manifest, he ought
to depart thence, and not bother about the Superior's tether.
QUESTION VII

If it be supposed that an Abbot (Hegomnenos) upon dying has left another Abbot in his place and has given him aprohihttve tether not to depart
from that Monastery' uand that later, being reproved by his own conscience as
too weak andfeeble to govern ihe Monmiery, such successor qf'that Monk
has departed, what ought he in consequeuce do about that tether7
Answer
That tether is an unreasonable one, and on this account is also an iin-

possible one. Hence the person who has been tied by it will be loosed ifhe
goes to the Bishop and explains his predicament.
QUESTION Vffl

When a Priest has been deposedfor canonical crimes o f his, when votuntcirily resigning from the priesthood because his own conscience accmes
hitn,;owhl he to recite the words "B/essedhe God" or the words "Christ is
the true God"? or ought he to ccnse with the incense^ or to commune within
the hema7
Answer

No. These things must not be done by either the one or the other; instead the deposed Priest ought to be relegated to the position of laymen.'
QUESTION IX
Whenis meant by what St. Basil the Great says in femora to minor amercements: "Accordingto the proportionality and d f j r e ~ c of
e the mistake, or, at
any fate, l e i it he/rom a e;i/ogia'"?
(c VIII of Thcophilus; c. XVIII of Niccphorus.)

^ It is implied here that if the Superior fails to correct the scandal and the cause of the
harm- the Monk ought to leave. Such being the case. however, the Monk ought to
take care to get the tether of his Superior untied or loosed if the latter will consent to
until; it for him: but if he refuses to do so, he ought to go to the local Bishop and have
it untied by the latter, and not b\ atpone else, just as Ap. c. XXXII prescribes; for no
one can untie himself by himself. Scc also Ap. c. XXXII. in order to learn therefrom
that anyone who has imposed an unreasonable excommunication or segregation is in
turn excommunicated or segregated, by the civil laws.

' Notice here what this canonical question is saving, that one may resign from the

priesthood voluntarily, nor, however, in general and on the spur of the moment, not
as a result of negligence and indolence. not on account of an) supposed reverence
(for anyone that resigns in such a fashion will have to account to God for his idleness,
according to c. LXXXVIII of Basil the Great. and according to Questions 10, 11, 12,
and 13 of Symeoii of Tliessalonica; for whoever has been canonicall! ordained. according to the foregoing Syn~coii,ought to be eager and diligent in regard to things
divine, and not negligent and indolent on account of any supposed reverence: and
see the Footnote to c. LXXXVIII of Basil). But why does his conscience blame
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him? It is, of course, because of the fact that he was unworthy and fell into a canonical
crime entailing deposition from holy orders. For such a person is doing right by resigning from holy orders. in order to improve his clmices of being mercifully treated
by God, and of avoiding the possibility of kindling God's wrath against him, as
Clirysostom says in his third Discourse on Holy Ordcrs (see this passage in the form
for canonical resignation at the end of the present volume). and in order to repent and
be saved by abstaining altogether from the most holy works of Holy Orders. according to Reply 13 of S p c o n of Thessalonica.

' From this canonical answer it becomes manifest even to a blind man that all men

ill Holy Orders who have been deposed 011 account of manifest crimes of theirs; or
have resigned of their own accord (after making a confession to their spiritual father)
from Hal! Orders on account of secret sins that entail deposition. are disqualified for
die performance of any sacred rites. by which we mean marriages, sanctifications,
baptisms, spiritual guidance. For how can they execute such duties at a time when
these demand the saying beforehand of "Blessed be God," while they themselves are
not allowed to sav such a thing bv the present Canon, nor to tense with incense at
all. or to commune within the bema? Hence in agreement herewith Balsamon too in
his interpretation of this Canon. citing c. IX of Neocaesarea and c . LXX1X of Leo
die Wise, insists that such persons are to be interdicted from e v e v sacred rite tliat is
performed, within the benia, but tliat they may perform duties belonging to clerics
and ecclesiastical servants outside of the bema. But who are the clerics and ecclesiastical servants outside of the ben~a?Anagnosts (or Lectors), Psalts (or Cantors),
Door-keepers, and Teachers. Hence even the foregoing deposed and resigned persons
may perform these duties-that is to say, chanting, reading. teaching in church, and
other such services. But Balsamon adds in his interpretation of c. IX of Neocaesarea
and of cc. XXI and XXVI of the 6th.that a man who of his own accord has confessed
the sin he committed before his ordination, shall not perform priestly functions, yet
may have the right and honor to sit down and to stand up together with Priests and
to commune within the bema For a man who has been convicted and on this xcount has been deposed from ofice has not even the right and honor to sit down and
to stand up together with Priests, but, on the contrary, is relegated to the position of
laymen, in accordance with c. HI of Basil and c. XXI of the 6th. So, let these rights
be cnjoycd by the foregoing persons who have resigned from and havc voluntarily
left the Priesthood on account of some crime. What am I saying? Balsamon even assects the following view elsewhere, namely, that those men who voluntarily resign
from the Priesthood and the activities connected with Holy Orders not on account
of any crime of theirs entailing deposition from Holy O r d e r s ~ e v e nthey. he says,
after three years have gone by are no longer able to reassume the activities connected
with Holy Ordcrs which thcy abandoned of their own accord. Do you see what he
says? Hence how much more arc not those who havc resigned on account of a crime
entailing deposition disqualified to engage in these activities? All persons. however,
who have resigned from Holy Ordcrs not on account of any crime of theirs entailing
deposition, but on account of some illness, or old age, or some other natural disability',
are exempt from such amercements and penalties as the present Canon provides, and
after recovering their health they may again perform the duties of Holy Orders. even
though three years have gone by. because they did not resign voluntarily owing to any
crime (which would be blameworthy and prohibited, as wc said above); but owing to
a necessity imposed by nature. See also the Footnote to c XXVI of the 6th.

Answer

For one to be deprived of the eulogia given in ~ h u r c h . ~
QUESTION X
Gzq$/ ;hose who are prohibitedfrom commming to eatelevatedoferings?
(c. VIII of Thcophilus; c. XVIII of Niccphorus.)

We havc said in connection with c. VIII of Thcophilus and c. XVIII of Nicephorus
that this culogia is the so-called antidoron. But Balsamon says that ecclesiastical
culogiac ire all the things given by bishops and presbvtcrs or done with a view to
bolstering up the faith and supporting t h e prayer of the laity.

THE 1 1 QUESTIONS
Answer

In the Life of St. Theodore the Syceote we find it written that such
persons are prohibited from eating such offerings.' Read also c. XVIII of
Nicephorus.
QUESTION XI
thghi one to canonize penitents in accordance with the Canonicon, or,
in other word,^, the Canons of the h'aster?2
Answer

That Canonicon, because of the fact that it encourages too great leniency, has led many persons to perdition. For this reason those who have
knowledge of what is good and fail to keep this (i.e.,fail to do this which
is good), ought to be corrected.
APPENDIX

It would naturally remain to add to this volume special instructions to
the Spiritual Father concerning the mystery of Confession; and likewise
special advice to the penitent as to the way in which he ought to confess
his sins and repent of them. But inasmuch as we had already elaborated
a guide containing such instructions and such advice, and, by the grace
of Christ, have seen it printed, together with Canons of the divine Faster,
therefore we deemed it superfluous to reprint the instructions and advice
here. Hence let the purchasers of the present volume buy also that L'xomu/uge/ariun,because it is really needed by them and will prove of great
benefit to their soul.

' This St. Theodore is celebrated on the 22nd day of April. But no such thing is con-

tained in his life as related in the Synaxarist, unless there be some other life of his
that is more detailed. In other manuscripts, though. it is stated to be in the book of St.
Theodore, but I know of no book ofthis St. Theodore. or whether there is any at all.
Balsamon. on the other hand, sa-\s that we see that what actually occurs is the fact that
those who arc prohibited from communing do not cat antidoron. He further s a y that
women ought not to be prohibited from taking antidoron like men, perhaps in order
to avoid having them arouse any suspicion in their husbands. Canon XVKI, however,
of Nicephorus s a y otherwise,

Balsamon has something to say as concerns the Canonicon of the Faster. We see that
most spiritual fathers canonize confessed sinners with that Canonicon, The statement
that "those who have knowledge ofwliat is good and fail to keep this. ought to be corrected" denotes, according to Balsamon, as much as to say, "Be carcfal, you spiritual
father, to act in accordance with the present salutary advice, and do not use too groat
leniency in rcgard to those who confess their sins to you; beware of the example we
read about in histories. Forwc find therein that a ruler when near death called his sccreto writc up his last will andtestament and aftertelling him a few things, he said
to him: ^'I want rn? bod? given to tlie earth. fro111 which it was formed. and to have
my soul consigned to the Devil, because it is his." Hearing these things, the secretary
was left speechless. and did not want to wntc anything more. Then, being angered,
the sick man said to him again:"The demons ought to get my soul, and the soul of my
wife. and the souls of my children, and the soul of my spiritual father. My soul. I say,
becausc it un,justly seized what belonged to others and kept it. My wife's, becausc it
was she that incited me to do this. M\ children's, because in wishing to make them
rich, I committed injustices. And my spiritual father's, because he pardoned unlawfully, and never admonislicd me to do better, nor even rebuked me." And upon saying
these things. he expired. (This narrative is to be found in the book entitled Politikon
Thvatrun, p. 353 .) See also p. 82 of the newly printed Exomohgetanon (i.e., book
to guide confessants) for another frightful and horrible example of immoderate leniency on die part of a spiritual father. See also the prolegomena to the Canons of the
Faster.
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' N O person shall intrude upon anyone akin to his
flesh, to uncover his private parts I Lord" (Lev. 18:6)
(This passage does not refer only to consanguineous relatives, but also,
to relatives resulting from marriage. For the wife is flesh of her husband,
and, conversely, the husband is flesh of his wife, in accordance with the
proposition "So that they are no longer two, but one flesh," and consequently relatives and intimates of the wife are relatives and intimates of
her husband, and ones whom he cannot enter into marital relations with.
Likewise also the husband's relatives are relatives also of his wife, and
ones with whom she cannot enter into conjugal relations, as Basil the
Great interprets this in connection with his c. LXXXVTI.)

"The conjugation in matrimony of human beings
within the prohibited degrees, if it be detected, shall
be punished with the amercements of adulterers, on the
ground that it falls in the same class of sinful acts of human beings" (Basil's Canon LXVIII.)
The Canons, XI of the local Synod in Neocesarea, and XV of the Sixth
Ecumenical Council decree that a deacon can be ordained such only when
he has completed his twenty-fifth year, and a priest only when he has completed his thirtieth year, even though the man may be altogether worthy.
If an ordination is performed before the twenty-fifth year in the case of a
deacon, or before the thirtieth year in the case of a priest, the foregoing
sacred Canons, being insusceptible of any modification or alleviation,
require the infliction of but one penalty in general, that of degradation.
Yet the transgressor of the Law, in disregard of the express injunction of
the sacred Canons, which, as we have just seen, degrade one so ordained,
even though altogether worthy and possessing knowledge and virtue, has
found that those anticanonical ordinations in three continuities have been
properly performed. And on what is he relying? Gregory the Theologian,
he says. in eulogizing Basil the Great, said that he was a priest in point of
moral character and life even before entering holy orders; that is to say,
that even as a layman he was such a good Christian that he had the virtue
of a good priest. Yet he was not ordained a priest at the age of 27, but at
the age of 32. It is well known, too. that John Chrysostom was ordained a
priest at the age of 42 years.

CONCISE AND ACCURATE INSTRUCTIONS
CONCERNING MARRIAGES
(GATHERED FROM VARIOUS AUTHORITIES) '

Since the sacred Canons, Apostolic, Conciliar, and Patristic, in speak-

ing in various parts about lawful and unlawful marriages (e.g., Ap. c.
XIX; cc. Ill and LIV of the 6th; c. 11 of Neocaesarea; cc. XXIII, XXVII,
XXVITT, LXVTTI, LXXVI, LXXVTI, LXXVIII of Basil; c. XI of Tim.;
and cc. V, XI11 or Theophilus), requires a knowledge of marriages to be
combined with them, therefore and on this account we have judged it reasonable; after interpreting the sacred Canons, to insert in a special place
within the volume, for a clearer comprehension on the part of the more
unlearned, a concise and at the same time accurate set of instructions
regarding marriages allowed by the laws as well as those prohibited, in
view of the fact that such instructions are needed by all; persons in general, but especially by the holy Prelates and Spiritual Fathers and Priests,
who have an obligation to examine into all these matters: Prelates. when
they issue a license; Spiritual Fathers, when they are hearing confessions;
and Wests, when they are solemnizing a marriage, according to c. XI
of Timothy, in order to avoid falling into a very grave sin by confusing
cognate blood, through ignorance of kinship. Kinship, be it noted, is
divisible on the whole into five varieties. to wit: into blood kinship, or,
more explicitly speaking, that of one lineage; into affinity, or that of two
lineages; into that which is the result of three lineages, or trilineal; into
that resulting from Holy Baptism; and into that created through adoption.
We shall treat of each variety by itself. Before beginning, however, it is
well to lay down nine principles here, as axioms, which apply to every
kind of kinship in common. to wit: 1) that the rights of kinship apply to
both men and women; 2) that in regard to marriage it is requisite not only
that it be one allowed by law; but also that it have the character of modesty
and pr~priety;~
3) that wherever it will happen that the surnames of the lineages will become confused or confounded, there a marriage is illicit and
u n l a w f ~ l 4)
; ~ that the husband as to his wife, and, conversely, the wife as

* These instructions were gathered especially out of the book entitled Juris Grueco-Romanurn, or, as it might be called in English "a compendium of Greek-Roman law..'

See also Basilius Achridenus in his assertion to this effect (p. 309 of the book Juris
tÂ¥rraeco-Kmmi)and Blastaris (alphab. sec. Hehi).

The said Basilius (I.c.), and Blastaris (alphab. sec, /Set#), and most holy Patriarch
Sisinnius (p. 199 of.funs Graeco-Romani) all say that these words Viere taken verbaUrn from Basil the Great, For \our own satisfaction look up c, LXXXVO of Basil, at
the end of which the Saint insists that there be no confusion of names in marriages,
since this is unnatural, because nature, he says. keeps the names of each kindred, or
lineage, distinct. For, %-omwhich of the two consanguinities," he asks, "shall they
draw the name of the offspring? shall they say that they are brothers and sisters of
one another, or that they are nephews and nieces? for both characterizations will bet3
them. because of the confusion."
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to her husband, are not of any degree at all, or, that is to say, they are of zero
degree;4 5) that a single never sustains any distinction of degree, but that
a degree applies only to two persons; 6) that the laws relating to marriages
and degrees of kinship ought to be observed also in regard to children born
by fornication-for the law chastises relatives joined together by virtue of
fornication just as it chastises relatives joined together by virtue of legal
marriage, according to Blastaris (alphabetical section Pi-i.e., the Greek
letter corresponding to English PÃ‘ch 18); 7) degrees of kinship ought
to be observed also in the case of a perfect and lawful betrothal. Hence
if a girl is betrothed to a man who dies, the man's debarred relatives cannot take her to wife Just as they cannot do so in the case of marriage; and
see ch. 11; concerning Betrothal; 8) the consanguinity holds also in the
case of a man who was indeed married but who died before he had carnal
knowledge of his wife; for it is not coition, but the rite connected with the
prayer that makes a marriage, according to Balsamon and Blastaris and
the jurists; 9) that consanguinity holds even in connection with arsenoquitae (i .e.,male homosexuals); for according to the most holy Patriarch
Lucas. men who practice arsenoquity with each other are estopped from
taking one another's sister to wife.
CHAPTER 1

Concerning Consanguinity, or Blood Relationship, thai i s to say, of one
Lineage or Kindred.
Blood relationship is divided into three varieties, namely: ascending relatives, descending relatives, and collateral relatives. Thus, in the
ascending line are parents, grandparents., and great-grandparents; in
,
so
the descending line are sons, grandsons, and g r e u ; - p n d ~ o n s and
on; collateral relatives are brothers and sisters, direct uncles and a v n t ~
nephews and nieces,' first cous/m (i .en,cousins geman), petit uncles.,
aunts, nephews, and nieces, second coitsins, and so on. Here it may be
said that those in the ascending and descending line, which is the same
as saying lineal blood relatives, never intermarry, because their life does
not last until the eighth degree.2 For no man lives long enough to marry
Ins seventh granddaughter, or, as we say in English, In's great-great-greatgreat-great-great-granddaughter. As for collateral relatives, which is the
same as saying prohibited marriages with side lines, they are as follows:
Artncnopoiilos. Book TV. Title VT.
' Uncles and aunts arc of three kinds in relation to nephews, namciy immediate- grand,
and petit. Thus. immediate uncles and aunts arc the brothers and sisters, respectively,
of my father or mother. Grand uncles and aunts arc brothers and sisters. rcspcctivcly,
of my grandfather or grandmother. Petit uncles and aunts are the first cousins of in!
parents. Likewise nephews and nieces are called immediate if children of my brother
or sister; grand nephews and nieces if my brother's or sister's grandsons or granddaughters. respectively (who arc also called remote nephews and remote nieces, as
having been begotten of a pctit nephew or niece): petit nephews and petit nieces if
children of my first cousin. Even second cousins. however, are also called uncles and
aunts in relation to the children of their second cousins. and those children in relation
to them are also called nephews and nieces. In Greek both the brothers and sisters
and the cousins of parents are callcd theioi (i.c.. uncles or aunts, as the case may be),
from the parents, who, according to the ancient Greeks, used to be called gods, for
the word theim also means divine. That is why Philo die Jew called parents domestic
gods, from the fact that the Greek word for gods is t h i . and derived therefrom is the
adjective t h e i o ~meaning divine and used also as a noun to denote uncles or aunts.

"
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^ The degrees of relationship in regard to marriage were called degrees in reference to
the degrees, or steps, of stairs and ladders, according to Dcmctrius Chomatinus the
Bishop of Bulgaria (p. 312 of Juris Gruwo-Romuni) and Balsamon; because, just as
by means of the steps of stairs, starting from the bottom, we can ascend to the top
of the stairs, and again from thcre we can descend by means of the same steps. In a
somewhat similar manner by means of the degrees, or steps, invohcd in marriage
we can ascend until we find the root and starting-point- or origin, of the lineage, or
kindred, and again, we can descend frown there. When we speak of degrees here
what we mean is births, since each particular birth is a degree. according to the said
Demetrius (;bid,).For example: a father in relation to his son is one degree. because
there is but one birth by which they are correlated. A brother (or sister) with another
brother (or sister) of his makes two degrees, even though they be twins; because they
have come into the world through two births. First cousins arc four degrees, because
thcv have been born by four births; and so 011. So that whoever wants to determine
the degrees as easil! as possible ought to bethink himself of two things. Firs4 to find
the root and origin. or starting-point of the lineage; and second. to count the births:
and the number of these is the number of the degrees. For instance, if he wants to
find out of how mail! degrees an immediate uncle (or aunt) is with an immediate
nephew (or niece), or, in other words, a son (or daughter) of his brother (or sister),
he will first find the father of the hvo brothers, and inasmuch as it was by two births
that the two brothers were begotten by him, here, behold, he has found two births and
two degrees. Since, again, the son ofhis brother was begotten by him with one birth,
here. behold, this one birth constitutes one degree. Accordingly, the three births taken
together form three degrees. Thus second cousins are of the sixth degree; or. in other
words, from die father of two brothers to second cousins six births have intervened.
Thus also are third cousins of the eighth degree, because from the first root of the two
brothers to third cousins eight births have intervened. For it is on this account too
that this kinship is called blood relationship. or consanguinitv, to wit. because relatives ascribable thereto are traceable to one blood and one root of lineage, and to one
father, from whom its degrees derive their origin, and again they come to it as their
stopping-point. hi this manner by finding and counting births. you can easily find also
the degrees. See also page 416 of the same book, where Rustathius Patricius the Roman says the same things as the above-mentioned Chon~atinusconcerning the subject
of degrees. See also Balsamon.

Prohibited Marriages
brother cannot marry his sister; whether she be o f the same father
and mother, or of the same parent on one side only, or even if she be
born of fornication; or vice versa: because such a relative is of the
second degree.
.-An immediate uncle cannot many his immediate niece (or, in other
words, the daughter of his brother); or vice versa: because such a relative is of the third degree.
-A granduncle cannot marry his niece (or: in other words, the daughter
of his immediate niece); or vice versa: because such a relative is of
the fourth degree.
-A male first cousin cannot marry his female cousin; because she is of
the fourth degree.
-A granduncle cannot marry the daughter of his grandniece, because
such a relative is of the fifth degree.
-A petit uncle cannot marry his petit niece (or, in other words, the
daughter of his first cousin), because she is of the fifth degree.
- A petit uncle cannot many the daughter of his petit niece (or, in other
words, the granddaughter of his first cousin), because she is of the
sixth degree.
.-A granduncle cannot marry the granddaughter of his grandniece (or, in
other words, of his remote niece), because she is of the sixth degree.

-A
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9.-An immediate uncle cannot many the great-great-great-granddaughter
of his immediate niece, because she is of the seventh degree.
10.-A male second cousin cannot marry his female second cousin, because she is of the sixth degree.
11,-A petit uncle cannot marry the granddaughter of his petit niece, because she is of the seventh degree.
12.-A male second cousin cannot marry the daughter of his female second cousin, because she is of the seventh degree.
All blood marriages, on the other hand, that go beyond the seventh
degree are exempt from debarment. For instance, a third male cousin can
many his third female cousin, because she is of the eighth degree. A male
second cousin can marry the granddaughter of his second cousin, because
she is of the eighth degree; and so can all others who are of the eighth
degree.:
CHAPTER 2

Concerning Affinity, or Relationship by Marriage, that is to say, oft\vo
L images or Kindreds.

Affinity, or relationship of two different lineages, or kindreds, through
alliance by marriage, results when two persons who are children of different parents become united by means of marriage ties with each other
due to matrimony. For, according to law, affinity is an intimacy of persons conjoined in matrimony without consanguinity, or blood relationship. Thus the law in ch. 3 of Title V of Book XXVTII,' having respect to
this relationship of affinity, prohibited anyone from marrying his wife's
mother, or grandmother, or great-grandmother, or the wife of his son, or
of his grandson, or of his great-grandson, and, in general, prohibited marriage only as far as the third degree. The earliest legislators failed to define
clearly any degrees with respect to this relationship of affinity, but merely
decreed that there should not result therefrom any con fusion of kindreds
and of names, or anything immodest and improper. But the most holy
among Patriarchs, Sisinnius, being wise in divine matters and deserving
to be macarized on this account, having been brought up from childhood
in courts ofjustice and being exceedingly learned in law, provided, in the
new Tome which he wrote, not only degrees2 in connection with collateral
relatives-brothers, I mean, and cousins and uncles and nephews (including, of course; the corresponding females-sisters, aunts, and nieces)-but
also an extension of degrees, whereby he prohibited marriages even to the
sixth degree of affinity, if, that is to say, they would confuse the kindreds
(in fact, not only the sixth but even the seventh degree is prohibited in the
case of affinity if it would confuse the kindreds; on the other hand, even
the sixth degree is allowed if it does not confuse kindreds and names, as
we are going to state. So great is the effect which confusion of names has
in regard to marriages involving &11Uty), and regulated matters in a most

' Note that since the law. in Title V of Book XXVI!f of the Basilica in regard to con-

sangumity expressly prohibited marriages of the sixth degree. but did not permit
marriages of the eighth degree and kept silent as regarding marriages of the seventh
degree and neither prohibited them nor allowed them: therefore and on this account some persons taking a cue from this silence of the law have prescribed that
consanguineous marriages of the seventh degree if asked about before contracted
arc to be forbidden and not to be contracted. though otherwise. if they come to be
contracted without being asked about they cannot be dissolved Those who have
asserted this v i c ~arc Alcxius and Ncopli\tc tlic Patriarchs of Constantinoplc and
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Thcophancs of Jcrusalcn~.Sir Alcxius, however, imposed amercements upon a marricd couple of the scventh degree if the marriage was performed before an inquiry,
the peiialt! being that they should abstain from eating meat for two whole years- not
to drink am wine on Wednesdays and Fridays (whenever it so happens. tliat is to
say. that these days arc feast days on which there is no fasting), and to partake of the
divine Mysteries only on Doininical festivals (but n o t that is to say, on the other days
on which Christians not subject to amercements may commune). But that the abovementioned Patriarchs failed to understand the law aright, and that thcy did not act
lawfully in permitting marriages of die seventh degree not to be dissolved. is shown
1)b\ the fact that in having permitted consanguineous marriages of the eighth degree,
but not having permitted such of the sixth degree, the law showed from these two
enactments that one of the seventh degree too is not to be permitted, any more than
one of the sixth degree: for it set the eighth degree as the limit of pcm~issionwhich
must not be transgressed; 2) by the fact that in this scventh dcgrec there is a confusion
of the names of consanguineous relatives, and wherever any such confusion results
there also a marriage is unlawful, as we said in die beginning; 3) b\ the fact that the
seventh degree is not of as great distance as the permitted eighth; 4) bv the fact tliat
if a blood marriage of the seventh degree be permitted just as a seventh-degree &iiit? is permitted, blood relationship will be put 011 a par with affinity. But since these
kinships differ greatly from each other. and they are not characterized by one and the
same familiarity, because that due to blood has one root and one lineage, whereas
a f f i n i ~is a combination of two distinct and strange kindreds, therefore and on this
account neither ought the seventh degree to be permitted in connection with consanguinity.just as it is permitted in connection with affinity; 5) by the fact that felons and
cunning rogues, knowing that a marriage of this seventh degree cannot be dissolved
once it has been actually contracted, have secretly and before asking entered into
such marriages unlawfully, and thus the economy. or indulgence, set up by the abovementioned Patriarchs has afforded a ground for transgression of the law; 6) and last.
by the fact that such a consanguineous marriage of the seventh degree was prohibited
synodically by most holy Patriarch Lucas and the Synod supporting him, and that he
ordered that not e v e p marriage by blood of the seventh degree should be prohibited
when asked about. but even if contracted before an inquiry it should be dissolved
without fail and be abrogated altogether; and thus by this measure all those persons
were prevented from entering into this unlawful marriage who had previously and
secretly contracted such a marriage of the seventh degree before inquiry in the hope
that after being blessed they would no longer be subject to separation. This synodic
decision \+as confirmed thereafter by the edict of Emperor Manuel Comnenus and
by the most holv Patriarch of Constantinople Michael Cerularius and the svnod supporting him. So and on this account ever since then all married couples that arc found
to have entered into such an unlawful marriage before making inquiry, not only arc
separated con~pletelyby the bishop. but are even excomn~unicatedtoo; any priest
who being aware ot' such consanguinity secretly blesses them is deposed from office.
Hence the holy Prelates ought not to obey Alexius the Beardless. who, in Armenopoulos, in the Manual concerning Marriages, says that consanguineous marriages of
the seventh degree arc not to be dissolved if they have been entered into before being
asked about, and that the bishop has authority' to dissolve them or not; for he said this
without giving the matter any thought and not rightly. On the contrary let them rather
follow this strict and accurate teaching. For from that time on it has not been in the
authority of Prelates to decide this matter for themselves: and let them look at page
3 12 ot'the book .hms Graeco-Ronwm and see what Dernetrius C'homatinus the Archbishop of Bulgaria says. and at page 288 of the same book. and especially the really
most legally binding Synodic decision ofthe said Ccrnlarius, to be found on p. 206 of
the same book, who calls such a blood marriage ofthe seventh degree a licentious intorcourse and pollution and corruption of lineage and of kindred, and a contamination
of consanguinity, and one opposed to the legal in-junction,and he says that the judges
of olden times regarded it as unlawful. Let them also look at Balsamon (p. 467 of the
same book) in the study he made wherein lie says that the seventh degree by blood has
been equated to the sixth by ail imperial rescript and by a Conciliar Tome.
^ Marriages of the eighth degree among blood relate cs arc not forbidden. For. altliougli
there docs result a confusion of names in connection thercnith. the children born of
such marriages becoming brothers and sisters together and cousins fourth removed,
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yet in spite of this fact, such confusion is to be disregarded, chiefly because of the
great distance of the; eighth degree, and by reason of its being in consequence with the
permission of the law which calls the sexes to unite, according to Michael Cerulanus
and die Synod supporting him (p. 207 of the same book) and Eustathius Patiicius (p.
117 of the same).

' See page 3 13 of the same Book.
Those who would like to determine easily the number of degrees involved in relationship by marriage of ail? hvo persons belonging to two different kindreds, should first
find the roots, or progenitors. of the two kindreds, and starting from there count the
number of births: then there will be as n ~ degrees
q
as there are births. pertaining to
the blood relationship. as we have already explained. But in addition they ought also
to know two other tliings which are peculiar to this relationship of affinity; namely. 1)
The) ought to know that when the bro h e r of one man marries a won~an,then lie too
is considered to be a brother in relation to her (his sister-in-law; that is to sa\),and is
two degrees removed from her, just as he is from his own brother; because his brother
has become one flesh with her, according to the word of the Lord, who has said: "So
that they are no longer two. but one flesh" (Eph. 5:3I), Likewise also the father-in-law
is considered to be a father of the brother's sister-in-law. and according11 is of the first
degree with respect to her, just as he is also with respect to his own son; because the
latter has become one flesh with her; and; briefly speaking, the united couple are both
considered to be children with respect to the parents of the husband as well as with
respect to the parents of the wife, and both of them are also brother and sister, as the
case may be, with respect to the brothers and sisters of the husband, as well as with
respect to the brothers and sisters of the wife, 2) They ought to know that if. say, the
sister of m\ brother's wife. or. more specifically speaking, my sister-in-law's sister. is
being considered with respect to me, the brother-in-law of her sister (i.e., the brother of
her sister's husband). she is not of the second degree as respecting me, nor is she to be
considered a sister of mine, since my brother did not bewmc one flesh with her; but, on
the contrarv. she is of the fourth degree, on the ground that in such a case the couple is
regarded as separated, and the one who is the husband and my brother is counted with
me his brother as two brothers and two degrees, while his wife, who is my sister-in-law;
is counted with her sister as two other sisters and two other degrees. For the most holy
Patriarch Michael Cerularius (p . 218 of Jw Graeco-Rumanurn) s a y : Since I too with
my sister-in-law, that is, the wife of my brother, am considered a brother on account
of my brother's union with her in one flesh, her brothers and sisters ought not to be
regarded as my brothers and sisters, her cousins as niy cousins. her uncles and aunts as
my uncles and aunts, and in general her whole kindred as my kindred, and, conversely,
my kindred as her kindred, as though they were blood relatives of mine. No indeed! For
the two degrees of relationship which I have with respect to my sister-in-law arc called
degrees factitiously and in a subtle sense, and not real degrees just like those attaching
to relationship by blood: so that a whole edifice of relationship ought not to be erected
upon the basis of such a factitious conception.

sacred-like manner. and purified the existence of human nature. with
unexceptionable and lawful ~narriages.~
These things having been elucidated; we must now apply ourselves to marriages involving affinity that
are prohibited and those that are allowed. But since two couples may
be formed of the two kindreds by affinity, and either the one kindred
may furnish one party to the two couples,or may furnish two parties to
both, therefore and on this account we too, with a view to facilitating the
discussion of them, will divide such marriages into four heads. Accordingly, under the first head we will include those marriages wherein the
one kindred furnishes but one party to the two couples lineally: under the
second, those marriages in which the one k i n d r e d furnishes both parties
to both couples lineally; under the third head we include those marriages
^ See p 219 of the said book where Michael Cenilarius, together with the Synod attending him, lavishes admiring praises upon most h o l ~Sisinnius for that Tome, but
sec also that very same Synodical Tonic of Sisianius on p 197 of the same book
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in which the one kindred furnishes but one party to the two couples laterally; and under the fourth, those marriages in which the one kindred furnishes both parties to the two couples laterally.
CHAPTER 3

Concwning marriages between two kindreds by @in@ in which (he one
kindred,furnishes but one party lineally.
Prohibited Marriages

1.Ã‘On and the same man who first marries the mother cannot after she
dies marry also her daughter whom she had by another man (or vice
versa), since she is considered to be his step-daughter, and he himself
is regarded as her father and accordingly is factitiously of the first
degree with respect to her, because she became with her mother one

flesh.
2.Ã‘On and the same man who marries a grandmother cannot after her
death marry also her granddaughter by another man (or vice versa),
since she is considered to be his step-granddaughter and accordingly
is factitiously of the second degree with respect to her, because he
became one flesh with her grandmother
3.Ã‘On and the same man who marries a great-grandmother cannot after her death marry also her great-granddaughter by another man (or
vice versa), since she is considered to be his step-great-granddaughter
and accordingly is factitiously of the third degree with respect to her,
owing to his having had the relationship of one flesh with her greatgrandmother.
4.-One and the same man who marries a great-great-grandmothercannot
after her death marry also her great-great-granddaughter by another
man (or vice versa), since she is considered to be his step-great-greatgranddaughter and accordingly is factitiously of the fourth degree
with respect to her, owing to his having been united with her greatgreat-grandmother in one flesh.

'

CHAPTER 4
Concerning marriages hetween i\vo kindreds by affinity in which the one
k i n d ~ d f t m i s h e lsw o parties lineally.
Prohibited Marriages

1.-A father and a son cannot marry a mother and her daughter: as, for
instance. a man named Paul having a son named Nicholas by his deceased
wife married another woman later by the name of Mary, who by another
man had a daughter named Martha. In that case Nicholas cannot marry
Martha, since she is a daughter of his stepmother, and is regarded as his
sister, and he is of the second degree as respects her.

' The law. as we have said, prohibited marriages bv affinity of two kindreds lineall!

as far as this third degree, but others thereafter prohibited them as far as the seventh
degree. Nevcrtheless, the life of men is not long enough to allow of such a marriage
as that of the seventh degree: for no man lives long enough to marry a great-grandmother and thereafter the great-great-granddaughter of her great-granddaughter by
another man, which marriage would be one ot'the seventh degree. Therefore we have
not included all marriages down to the seventh degree, at a time when anyone marrying in the third degree is almost at the limit of old age. So it may be concluded that
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just as blood marriages lineally arc prohibited without exception, owing to the brevityof man's life, so and in like manner are those of two kindreds lineally by affinity.

2.-Nor can they marry in such a fashion a grandmother and granddaughter, since they are factitiously of the third degree, the father and
the son being one; and the grandmother and her granddaughter being
two.=

3.-Nor a great-grandmother and a great-granddaughter, since they are
factitiously of the fourth degree. '
4.-Nor a great-great-grandmother and her great-great-granddaughter,
since they are of the fifth degree.'
5.-Nor can they marry two sisters, since they are of the third degree; and
since father and son become between them brothers-in-law,^ which is
absurd and improper.
6.-Nor a first-aunt and niece, smce they are of the fourth degree.4
7.-Nor a grandaunt and niece, since they are of the fifth degree.'
8.-Nor two first cousins, since they are of the fifth degree, and since father and son become brothers-in-law, which is improper.'
9.-Nor two second-cousins. For although they are of the seventh degree.
six being the second-cousins and on the father and the son, yet on
account of the confusion of kindreds the second marriage is not all owed.'
Marriages not Prohibited

father and his son may many a second-aunt and niece, the aunt being taken by the father, and the niece by the son, since they are of the
sixth degree and since no confusion of names results.*
?.-Likewise the father may marry a grandaunt and his son the daughter
of her grandniece, since they are of the sixth degree and the kindreds
are not thereby confused.'
3.-Likewise the father may marry a great-great-great-grandmother, and
the son tier great-great-great-granddaughter, since they are of the
sixth degree and the kindreds are not confused. 'I'

1.-A

Prohibited Marriages

1.-A

grandfather and a grandson may not marry a grandmother and her
granddaughter by another man, since they are of the fourth degree,
two on each side, and the grandson and the step-granddaughter of
his grandfather become between them first cousins, which would be
absurd and improper.

' And it is considered that she is a granddaughter of the step-mother of the son, and

sustains the relationship of first-aunt to him, and he that of first-nephew to her. And
it is considered that she is a great-granddaughter of the son's stepmother and accordingly is his grandniece .

^ And it is considered that she is a great-great-granddaughter of the son's stcp-mothcr
and accordingly is regarded as a daughter of his gmndniccc
Note, though. that the word brother-in-law in English is not co-extensive with the
sense of the corresponding Greek word, which signifies not o n l ~the husband of i i
daughter, but also the husband of my sister, sad of my first-cousin, and of my secondcousin. Likewise the word sister-in-law in English has only two of the significations
attached to the corresponding Grcck word, which also means my son's wife. and
that of niy grandson and of niy great-grandson. as well as the wife of nly first-cousin
and of n-q second-cousin. Hence not only those who have married two sisters, but

~

CONCERNTNG MARRIAGES
also thosc who h a w mmicd two first-cousins and two sccond-cousins m callcd
brothus-in-law in Grcck. Hcncc it will bc swn that in English om ofthc mcanings of
the Greek word for brother-m-law is supplied by the word son-in-law. and likewise
for sister-in-law -!b the word daughter-ui-law.
And it is considcrcd that she is a niece ofthc son's stcp-mohcr and aworduigly is to
bc rcgardcd a a first-cousin in rclatioii to him.
' Aiid it is c o i ~ s i d c ~
that
d shc is a grandniccc of t l ~ cson-s stq-mothcr and accordingly
is to bc rcgardcd as a second-niccc in rclation to him,
And it is coilsidered tliat the first-coi~sinof the soiiAsstep-n~otlieris LO be regarded as
a second-auiit in relation LO him,
' Siiice fatlier and soii becoine brothers-in-law, which is absurd m d i m p r o ~ r~vhile
.
the
childreii born to them would be third cousins as respects the motliers~but as respects
the fathers they would assunic t11c rclatiomhip of uiiclc and ncplicw. which is not
seemly! and SIX Blzstaris uiidcr thc kfkr & ~ L I conccnling dcgrccs.
But lf the father marries the niece beforehand, his son can no longer ma* h e aunt
later: and wen if he sliould do so, the! would have to be separated. because tl~ekiiid r e d ~are confused: and the father becoines a nephew. aid the soii m imcle, on the
side of the ~vi\es,wliereas on the side of the liusbmds the niece becoines a mother.
and the aunt a daughter, ~vhicliis absurd and improper,
But if the father sliould marry the daughter of the grandniece first. the son c m i o t later
marry the grandaunt, because the kindreds i+-ouldbe thereby confused
lU
But if the tather marries the great-g~a-great-gmnddai~ghterbeforehand,
the son cam
not thereafier m a v the great-great-great-grandmother, because the kindreds would
bc dlcrcb>-conhscd,

'

may they marry a great-grandmotherand her great-granddaughter
by another inan, since they are of h e fifth degree, and the grandson
with the step-great-granddaughter ofthe grandfather becomes a second-uncle with a s e c o n d - n i e c e .
>.-Nor
two sisters, since they are of the fourth degree, and the grandfather and the grandson become brothers-in-law. l1
4.-Nor
an aunt aud her n i e c e , since they me of the fifth degree, and the
grandson with the niece assumes the relationship of a second-aunt

L.-Nor

and nephew,
j.-bbr
two first-cousins, s i n c e they are of the sixth d e g r e e , a n d the
n m e s would become c o n f u s e d .

''

Marriages not Prohibited.

1.-A

grandfather and a grandson may m q a great-great-grandmother
and a peat-great-gr~~ddaughter,
since they are of the sixth degree
and no confusion of lcindreds result from the marriage.
2.-Likewise
t h e grandfather may marry a g r a n d a u n t , and t h e g r a n d s o n
a grandniece, since they are of the sixth degree and the names do not
become c o r i f u ~ e d . ~
3.-Lilcewi se the grandfather may marry a s e c o n d - a u n t , and the grandson
a second-niece, since they are of the seventh degree and the kindreds
do not became c ~ n f u s e d . ~
Prohibited Marriages

great-grandfather and a great-grandson may not marry t w o sisters,
since they are of the fifi degree,
2,-Nor two first-cousins; for although they are of the seventh degree, yet
1 ,-A

the names becoine c o n f ~ s e d . ~
'I

l'

Aiid it is coiisidcrcd that thc onc sistcr is a sistcr of thc grandson's stcp-gmdmothcr
and is to bc rcgardcd as a grandaunt in relation to him,
For thc grandfaihcr and thc grandson would bccoinc joint brdcrs-in-law and
equals in respect of honor owing to the equality ot' their wives; their children, on
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thc 0 t h h<md+with rcspcct to thc m o t h s would bc sccond-cousins, w l d c with rcspcct TO thc hthcrs t h q would xsumc thc rclmonship of wclc and ncphcw
But if the grandfather shoiild inarn the great-great-granddaugliter beforehand, [lie
grandson nia! no longer inthe great-great-grandmother later. because the grandfather would thus become a grandson. and the grandson u o d d become a grandfather
UII the side of the m ives, while the grmdmotl~erwould become a granddaughter. and
the granddaughter a grandmother. on the side of the husbands
' But ifthc grandfather should marry thc grandnicc~in dvancc. thc grandson may not
many thc grandaunt latcr, bccausc thc namcs I\-odd bccomc confuxd
j But if die grandfather inarn the niece beforehandy the grandsoii ma!
not marry the
aunt later: oning to the confusioii of names
For ~ h great-gm~dfatl~cr
c
and thc grcat-gmndson ivould tl~crcbybccomc ioint bro~hers-in-law-, and equal in point of honor: and the first-cousins m-odd becon~ea greatgrandmother and a great-granddaugl~ter,respectively.
'

Marriages not Prohibited
1 .-A great-grandfather and a great-grandson rnay take a first-aunt and
a first-niece, respectively, since they are of the sixth degree7and the

names do not become c0nfused.j
Prohibited Marriages

1.-A

1.-A

great-grandfather and a great-great-grandson rnay not many two
sisters, since not only are they of the sixth degree, but the names are
also confused.
Marriages not Prohibited
great-grandfather and a great-great-grandson may marry a ftrst-

aunt and a first-niece, respectively, since they are of the seventh degree and the names do not become confused.'

Prohibited Mmriages
and the same man may not marry two sisters from another kin-

1.-One
dred: or, in other words, he may not many his wife's sister afier the
death of his first wife, because he is accounted a brother of the second
degree fitctitiously with respect to her, owing to his having united
with her sister-in-one-flesh.
2.-Nor a first-aunt and niece, because they are of the third degree.
3.-Nor a grandaunt and niece, because they are of the fourth degree.
4.-Nor two first-cousins7because they are of the fourth degree.
5.-Nor a second-aunt and niece, became they are of the fifth degree.
6.-Nor a grandaunt and her niece's daughter, since they are of the fifth
degree.
7.-Nor two second-couslns7since they are of the slxth degree, and he
h h s e l f would also be regarded as a second-cousin of his second wife,
owing to his having united in one flesh with his first wife, who w-as
her second-cousin; but the kindreds would become confused too.

'

' But if the great-gmdfather tapes the niece betbrelmd, the great-grandson may not
take thc aunt l h r . bccausc thc kindrcds would thcrcby bccomc confused. and thc
grandfather would bccomc a ncphcy whik thc grandson would bwomc an unclc.
on thc sidc of thc wivcs. %-humsthc aunt would bcwmc a granddaughter. and thc
grandmother a nlccc, on thc part of thc husban&s sidc.
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' For thc grcat-gmdkthcr and thc great-great-grandson

odd b~cornc~ioint
brothersin-law, and thc siskrs would bccomc a gandrnothcr and a gmddaughtcr.
- But if the grandfather nlarry the ii~ecefirst. the great-great-gmidsoii ma! not maq
the aunt later, because the lundreds vi oiild tliereb! h m i n e confused.

' For the inan wlio u a s forn~erlyher brotlier-in-law: owing to his wife's liming been

her second-cousii~would become her hiisband later; a i d she?who was formerl! his
sister-in-law? would become his wife later. And the childreii born of their ii~miage
would be called brothers and sisters on accouiit of the father?but third-cousuis oil
account of the mofiers, and accordingly, since, as third-cousins, they would be of
the eighth degree, the brothers and sisters woi~ldha\,e to be n~arried,wl~ichis a i~lost
unlawful thing. Hmce any such marriage, both because it would be of the sixth degree. a i d i ~ ~ u cmore
h because of the confusion of kiiidreds it woiild came. would
be inl lawful^ aid ought not to be p e h n n e d at all. As for tlie fact that this marriage
w a s coiisidered to be of the sixth degree eveii iii the reign of Manuel Coinnenus and
thereafler, see this OII page 41 I of h ,~~
~ r c m o - K o m ~ n uAs
m .tbr those who mise it
to the seventh deg~e-six on account of the second-cousi~~s,
and one on XCUUII~ of
their husbands being from a d i t k e n t kindwd-and tbr this reason alloi+ it to be COIF
trackd, the! are acting unlawfull~and have no exact knonledge of degrees. For their
husband: taken by himself: is of no degree. siiice. as we said previousl~,in the beginning. a degree is nwer coiisidered to depend oil one persoii alone; if it be objected
that a so11 is of one degree. it is t~ be remembered nevertheless that he is not ivhen
considered by himself. but as respects his father. Hence a n m of a different lineage is
regarded as s e p a m d from 111sfather, and having no degree as respecting his former
second cousin, took her to wit; (for if he had but one degree respecting her, as they
assert, he would never have taken her 3his i+ife): and in so taking her, and becoming
one flesh with her, he has become on this account asecond coi~sinalso s respects the
sccond cousin of his wifc, and conscqucntly is of thc sixth d c g ~ rcspccting
c
hcr, and
not of thc scvcnth dcgrcc. But c w n if wc grant for thc sakc of argument that such a
marriage is of the sev-enth degree, ye1 because of the most absurd wnfusion ot'ki11dreds which 11causes, it ought to be prohibited entirely. For, we have said. n m y
other marriages involving afiniq of the seventh degree are prohibited. Note, too, the
fact that this n~arriagewas prohibited by Patriarch Nicholas and his Synod; by the
dccrw of thc aforesaid Empcror Manud Cornnmus*according to Blastaris: and l k c wise by the Patriarch of Constantinoplc John Cmatcrus and his Synod (p. 285 of JHS
Grww-Romanwn). Balsamon too prohibits ~tand says that it is of thc sixth dcgrcc
(p. 469 of thc s m c book). If it bc ob,icctcd that civil authorities haw pcmittcd it, it
may be replied that they ou$t not t~ show their k e s at all in front of ~ c l e s i ~ ~ i c d
judges like Patriarchs and Bishops. As for the Synodical decision made in the time
of Tl~codosiusof Constantinoplc and citcd in cvidcncc b>-Dcinctrius Chonl&inus (a
13th c ~ n tarchbishop
.
of Bulgaria) in thc samc book and by Spanus Alcxius, it was
madc ivlth rcfcrcncc to m o t h mttcr. rcgardingj that is: thc bctrothd of a pcrson
undcr qy7m d not spccidl>-in rcgard to this. But noticc that B d s m o n j who was
Chartophylax at thxt timc w d c r thc s m c Thcodosius. and who drcw up this Synodic
decision, sk-tcsthat hc w s dissatisfied with it and on this accuu~itrcjcctcd it. saying
that lie was coinpelled to \$rite it (p. 469 of the same book). See also page 2 16$where
Nicholas, thc Patriarch of Constantiiioplc~says that such a marriagc is of the sixth
dcgrcc. and conscquciitly he prollibitcd it.

8.-Nor a petty aunt and daughter of her petty niece (1-e.,the granddaughter of the w-ife'sfirst coush), because they are of the sixth degree and the kindred would be c o n f u ~ e d . ~
Unprohibited or Doubtful Marriages

and the same man may marry a second cousin from another kindred, and d e r her death may marry the daughter of the second cousin
of his wife, since she is of the swenth degree. This, however, i s a
question worth discussi~g3

1.-One

' For the aunt and niccc bccomc sistc~-in-lawto cwh othcr, which is not pmpw For a

second w i ~ s i nis called ai aunt with respect to the da~ighterof her secoiid cousinyas
we have said.
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' Bccausc thc kindwd bccomc confuscd and an aunt and a niccc bccon~csisixrs-inlaw to c x h othcr

Prohibited Mmriages

1.-Two brothers may not marry two sisters, since they are of the f o ~ h
degree and the kindreds become confused.
2.-Nor may the two brothers marry a proximate aunt and nkce (or vice
versa), since they are of the fXh degree and the kindreds become
confused.'
3.-Nor may two brothers marry two first cousins, or \/ice versa, that is to
say, two sisters may not marry two first cousins; because they are of
the sixth degree and the kindreds would become confused. '
4.-Nor a grandaunt and niece. because they are of the sixth degree and
the kindreds become cot~fused.~
5.-Nor a petty aunt and niece; for although they are of the seventh degree, yet their marriage is prohibited on account of the resulting confiision of k i n d r e d s A 3
[Jnprohibited Marriages

1,-Two

brothers may marry two second cousins of a different khdred.
Prohibited Marriages
uncle and l i s nephew may not marry a mother and her daughter,

1.-An
since they are of the fourth degree.
2.-Nor may two proximate uncles marry their own proximate nieces,
since they too are of the sixth degree and the kindreds become confused. '
3.-Nor may two proxiinate nephews many their proximate aunts: owing
to the resulting confusion of kindreds.
Unprohibited Marriages

I .-A

proximate uncle and nephew may marry the aunt and the niece,
respecti\/ely. For, though they are of the sixth degree, the kindreds
remain unconfused.'

' For the aunt a i d the niece become sisters-in-law to each other. uhile one of the
brothers bccomcs ui ui~clcof ihc othcr. and thc other one a iicphe\\-a thing which
is not proper. Whcrcforc most holy Sisimius thc Patnarch, togcthcr nith 111s $nod
of t h i m bishops, prohibited this strenuously, and mlcd that if thc second of two such

\vcddings should come to bc pcrformcd. thc parties thcrctn must I
x scpamtcd. cvcn
though h e y liave cliildrm, and the priest ~ 1 1 0blessed the nedding inusf be deposed
&om office (see p. 199 of the said bwk)
For the first cousins becon~esisters-in-law to each other. wliic11 is absurd: wliile
their children beconie b~ the f&1ier3sside first cousins. and by the mother's side
second cousiiis. wluch IS not proper. Note that the said most holy Sisinnius. being
wise in iimtters diviiie. together with his assenibl! of flilrty bisliops~prohibited the
contmction of the second of these marriages. notwithstanding that it had formerly
been impudentl~d l o w d to be performed. and sixted even if it should come to be
titimlized, those WIIO p e h n n e d were not to be admitted to the Church imless the!
were first separated, e w i though the! had children. and tliat the priest who blessed
then1 was to be deposed, 111s decisioii of most h o l ~Sisinnius was thereafter confinned by the Patriarcli of Constantiiiople Micliael Ceruhrius (wlioin Dositheus?
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Patriarch of Jcrusalcm, grcatl!- a h i r c s in his D u & m h h l ~ ~as
s a most holy and most
virtuous gcntlcmm). who grcatly praises divinc Sisinnius for having collc&d tht canonical pmnoiincements of the God-bearing Fatliers and liaving set forth a t ery exact
and accurate procedure for marriages; and calls his decisioii a pillar iiiscriptioii~really trutliful and fmltlcss (p. 209 of thc said book). Evcn if it hc objcctcd that b i u c l
Coimcnus dccrccd that iii cast such a marriage should coim to bc pcrfomicd bcforc
inkrrogatioi~~
it is not to bc scparatcd! but is to bc cmcrccd~and w e n if Ncophytus
the Patriarch of Constantinoplc and Thcaphancs the Patriarch of Jcrusdcm did dccrcc
that sucli a marriage iniglit be performed, ~vliatof it? Are these meii to be gi\,en the
preference ~ v h oare not saints of our Church. nor God-bearing Fathers. o1,erthe Saints
and the God-bearing Fathers'! Heaven forbid! The great Saint of the Church?heavenly
Basil I inem, who explored the depths of the Spirit? xcordiiig to the Theologian*
wliosc toiiguc is a law unto the Churcli! according to St. Sisinnius, and thc mund of
n-how words is tantamount to G o d - w i t h tablets ciigravcd by God-s finger! asscrts,
as we have said previoidy, that wherever the kindred becomes confused, there a wedding is illicit. Likewise Sisiimius: who liimself is praised as a most lioly Saint wise in
matters dkine by Cerdarius: as we have s a d hIichae1 Cenilarius. bo. who was also a
saintly gentleniui, as Dositheus bears witness-these three most holy a i d Gd-bearing men prohibit an! sucli. marriage! oil the ground tlmt it confuses the kiiidreds and
soils the blood of liiiisliip. And wlio else can be hearkened to in preference to thein?
or be found a superior lawgiver? For in connection w i nlarriages
~
by afthity the only
thing demanded by the older authorities w s that they sl~ouldresult in no confusion of
kindreds. Christiai~brethren: 1 beg of ~ o ufor
. the love of God. not to in~portmethe
holy prelates: often by use of external means: to allo~vyou to contract siich iii~lawhl
marriages when the! do not like to do so For the aforesaid St. Sisiiiiiiiis asserts that
it is oil x c o i ~ nof
t thest violations of the law that eartliquakes~pestilences2 fanlines:
wars, droughts. and other ~nanifesta~io~x
of divine wrath befall us; and hat all those
who wmt to have such ~narriagesare prompted not impassively, but either by a desire
of glor! or ot'wealth or of n o b i l i ~or of beaut! or ot'some other passion. That 1s why
such persons never make any headnay in life, but. on the m n t r a ~the
, wrath ofGod
pervades their houses and annihilates them. since froin the beginning they do not
acq~iirethe blessing of their spiritual mother tl~eholy Church. but acquire instead her
curse. ivlich roots out the foundxions of their houses. as Sirach says: '%ut he curse
of the mother rooteth out foundations" (3:9 Blessed are in truth those prelates WIIO
can be persuaded neither by gifts nor by threats and human fear t~ pennit such unlaw
fid n~arriages.All those persons, in fact, who suffer damage. or infamy and wounds,
for keeping the divine labbs and Canons are indeed Confessors and bbill be deemed to
be really northy of the crowns of martyrs
For the aunt and the niece become sisters-in-law to each other? while tlie brothers
bccome bctwccn them uiiclcs and iicphews, a thing whicli is absurd.
' For thc aunt and thc nlccc bccomc sistcrs-in-law to c x h othcr. whilc thc brothers
bccomc uncles and ncpl~cwsto c x h other. a thmg wh~chIS absurd. Ncvcrtl~clcss,
some authorities do not separate such a marriage if it comes to be pert'onwd before
intermgat~on,sayng that confus~onof kmdreds In the case of the sixth degree mud
always bc ax o~dcd.but in tlic cast of tlu scvcnth it may son~ctiincsbc ovcrlookcd, or
disrcgmdcd. owing to its rcmotcncss
This ~veddiiigwas incorrectly allo~vedto be perfornied, one reason being that it IS of
the s i d ~
degree, and mother is that the kindreds become confused. For the u11c1es
become nephews, by the wives, and f i e nephews b e m n ~ euncles, by the husbands.
Likewise the wives become aunts and nieces to each other. and this IS 1101 proper, As
regards ivedding by afinie the sixth degree is allowable. but not generally; it is allo\vable 111 cases u h e it~ causes no confusio~~.
The present one: however: does muse
mi~fusion.So it ought neither to be allowed. because of the impropriety of it. For in
what rcspccx may it bc said to differ from that unlawful w-cdding in which an unclc
marries his niece, and a nephew his aunt? In no respect, of course: and consequently
it too ought to be prohibited just as is this
All tlmt we said in regard to the case abo\,e: applies also to this i~~arriage;
wherefore
it ouglit to be proliibited too! iii spite of tlie fict some authorities have permined it
uncmoiiimll~.
' But if the mclc marries the niccc bcforchand. thc ncphcu cannot afkrwards m q
thc aunt+ owing to thc resulting confusion of kindrcds Thmc wcddingsj hoivwcr,
arc dlowcd to takc p l x c by most mthoritics, bccausc thc kindrcds w m i n unwnfuscd. notm-~thdmdingthat M ~ c h x Chumnus.
l
a Mctropol~tanof Thcssalonica did

'
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prohibit such a marriage, but the opinion of the majority prevails. There was also an
order permitting it issued by Emperor Alexius Comnenus in response to a question of
Bardas Xems, according to Balsamon (p. 466 of Jus Graeco-Romanurn).

Prohibited Marriages

I .-Two

first cousins may not many a great grandmother and a great
granddaughter; for, although they are of the seventh degree, they are
prohibited on account of the resulting confusion of kind red^.^
Unprohibited Marriages

1.-Two first cousins may many an aunt and a niece, since they are of the
seventh degree and the apparent confusion of kindreds is overlooked
owing to the remoteness of the degrees.
2.-Likewise they may many two first cousins, since they are of the
eighth degree. In connection with these marriages we must also note
that a man cannot many the wife of the daughter of those persons
whom he cannot take in marriage.
Hence:-

man may not marry the wife of his father, even though he have
many wives; or of his grandfather, i-e., his stepmother,! either. For
neither may he many his mother, nor his grandmother; because he
is of the first and second degrees with respect to them, and they are
regarded as being a mother and a grandmother of his, respectively.
2 .-Nor his mother-in-law; for neither may he marry his mother.
3.-Nor the wife of his brother, i.e., his sister-in-law; for neither may he
marry his sister,
4.-Nor the wife of his uncle; for neither may he marry his aunt.
5.-Nor the daughter of his mother-in-law by another man; for neither
may he marry his sister.
6.-Nor the sister-in-law of his son, or of his grandson, or of his greatgrandson; for neither may he many his own daughter, and they sustain the relationship of daughters to him,
7.-Nor his own stepdaughter; i.e. a daughter, or a granddaughter, of a
great-granddaughter of the wife whom he has divorced and who had
them by another man either before he took her to wife, or after he
married her; for they sustain the relationship of daughters to him,
&-As for the children, on the other hand, that are born of stepbrothers and stepsisters, commonly called meladelphia in the vernacular
Greek, some say that they may be married without restriction, since
the relationship of such stepbrothers and stepsisters is kept only in
connection with them unipersonally, and they cannot be married, but
not as regards their children-a view which is disputable and worth
discussing; for it results in incest, owing to the fact that this relation].-A

For the great granddaughter would become a sister-in-law to the grandmother. and a
great granddaughter at the same time. ~ \ h c hwould be absurd Even their children.
because of the fathers, would become second cousins, whereas because of the mothcrs thcy would become on uncle and a nephew to one another-a thing which is not
proper
' It is not only thc wife of one's father that is called a stepmother, but also that of his
grandfather and of his great grandfather. But some authorities call the grandfather's
wife his step-grandmother. and others call the great grandfather's wife his great stepgrandmother. or. 111 Greek. mefryiochsmamme
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ship is one of blood, whether it be of two fathers and one mother, or,
conversely, of two mothers and one father, that such brothers and sisters are horn.
9.-This too is something that we ought to know, namely, that the parents
of a brother-in-law and of a sister-in-law are considered first stepparents, whereas the parents of their first cousin, i.e., of the cousin
of the brother-in-law and sister-in-law, are accordingly called second
stepparents. The parents of their second cousin, on the other hand, are
third stepparents. Consequently first stepparents may not marry first
stepmothers, nor second, nor third; but neither may they marry sisters
or first cousins. Second stepparents, on the contrary, way marry second and third stepmothers.
CHAPTER 7

Concerning relationship involving three lineages or kindred. as regarding marriage.
This relationship subsists when three strange kindreds become related
to each other through marriage; as, for instance, take Anna and Thomas, a
brother and a sister. Here, behold, we have one kindred. Anna took Peter
to husband; here, behold, we have two kindreds, Thomas took Martha to
wife; here, behold, we have three kindreds. ' Now. the older authorities set
no degree in regard to this relationship, but took notice of only those marriages which are prohibited by law. The law prohibited but one marriage
in connection with this relationship, to wit, it prohibited a man's marrying
the wife of his own stepson; or a woman's getting married to the husband
of her own stepdaughter-a marriage which would be of the first degree
factitiously. Later authorities, however, did set degrees to this relationship,
and prohibited marriages therein up to the third degree. All marriages that
exceed the third degree, and are of the fourth, or of the fifth, or of the sixth
degree, and so on, in respect thereof are allowable.
Prohibited Marriages

stepfather may not marry the wife of his own stepson, because she
is of the first degree.
2 .-Nor. conversely. may a stepmother marry the husband of her own
stepdaughter, because he is of the first degree. For these are precisely
the things which the law forbade.
3,Ã‘On and the same man may not marry the sister and the stepdaughter
of his wife's brother. As. for instance, Thomas. whose wife is Martha, after the death of the latter may not marry Mary the stepdaughter
of his wife's brother, because she is of the third degree. He with the
sister and the wife's brother are two degrees; while his wife's brother
with the stepdaughter is one degree.:
1.-A

Those who wish to find out the degrees pertaining to relationship involving three
kindreds need to remember the common characteristics of blood relationship, or,
in other words. they need to find out the beginning or skirting-point of the lineage.
and to count the births. Likewise tlicy need to remember also the common characteristics of relationship by affiiity involving two kindreds: namely, that the wife of my
brother is a sister of mine, owing to the fact that any brother has had carnal intcrcourse with her. And that, when, the sister of any brother's wife is to be considered
in relation to me. she is of the fourth degree, because then m y brother comes to me
and we become two perfect degrees, whereas my sister-in-law goes with her sister
and they too become two perfect degrees, as the have already stated previously.
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But in addition to these facts they must also remumbur yet this special characteristic
of relationship involving three kindreds: to wit: that of the three kindreds which bccome united or joined together in connection with this relationship, die brother and
die sister aforementioned. Annaand Thomas, are said to be the medial line or kindred.
while Petcr and Martha arc said to be outer lines or kindreds. So whenevcr it happens
that these kindreds marry one another, then anyone who wants to know whether they
may m a r q lawfully or not, must pay attention to the medial kindred; and the further
they are removed therefrom, the more eligible t h q are to marriage; whereas the more
they approach it. die more their marriage is prohibited. For example, in the case
above. if, after the death ofThomas and ofAnn& Peter wishes to marry the wife of his
wife's brother. Martha. lie is forbidden to do so: but he is allowed to m a q the sister
of the wife of his wife's brother Man; because she is further removed or more distant
from the medial line than Martha is. For the latter is of the second degree. while she
is of the fourth degree as respects Peter. For inasmuch as Peter and Martha have had
sexual intercourse with the brother and sister concerned. the! have no separate or special degree betvvixt themselves. because a married couple has 110 degree with respect
to itself, as we said in die beginning. This, indeed; is an axiom which one ought to remember 011 account of its being necessary and of great utility in connection with this
relationship m o l t mg three kindreds. On the contrary- they are regarded as brother
and sister. and accordingly have the second degree of brothers and sisters. But when
Peter marries the sister of the wife of the brother of his wife, then the couples are dissolved: and the brother and sister of the one kindred become separate from the brother
and sister of the other kindred, and the degrees appear to be perfect. i.e., fourth
Spanus Alexins is not right in saying in his treatise on marriages that custom has
allowed this marriage to be performed. For according to the Second Book of the Basilica. Title I. a n y custom that conflicts with a written law is necessarily invalid. And
inasmuch as this custom conflicts with the pronouncements of later lawgivers who
laid down the law that marriages involv-ing three kindreds must be prohibited as tar
as the third degree, therefore it is necessarily invalid and of no effect, on the ground
that it is illogical and illegal: and see the Footnote to c. 1 of Sardica.

4.-Nor a proximate niece and the wife of her proximate uncle, because
they are of the third degree.!
5.-Nor her husband's sister and sister-in-law, because they are of the
second degree.4
6.-One and the same stepfather may not marry the stepdaughter of his
own stepdaughter, because she is of the second degree; and he sustains the relationship of a grandfather to her.
7.-A wife's brother may not marry the woman who was a second wife of
the husband of his sister, that is to say, of his brother-in-law, after the
death of his sister, since she too is of the second degree,
8.-A father and his son may not many a husband's sister and a sister-inlaw, because they are of the third degree: one degree is that of father
and son, and two degrees those of a husband's sister and of a sisterin-law.
9.-Two brothers may not marry a stepmother and a stepdaughter, because they are of the third degree,
10.-Nor a mother-in-law and a sister-in-law, since they are likewise of
the third degree.

'

All that we said in regard to the former marriage applies also to the present. For the
custom is illegal which allowed it, and on this account it must be prohibited,
The said Alexius is wrong in saving that this marriage is of the third degree: for it
is only of the second degree. For inasmuch as a husband's sister with a sister-inlaw is of the second degree, he too after having previously had intercourse with the
husband's sister has the same degree as respecting the sister-in-law, on account of his
uniting with her into one flesh.
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Unprohibited Marriages

1.-One and the same man may marry a sister and a husband's sister of his
wife's sister. As, for instance, John marries Martha the sister of Mary,
and Peter marries Mary, who has a sister named Salome; the same
John may marry also Salome, the husband's sister of his wife's sister
Mary; because she is of the fourth degree.
2.-Two brothers may marry a sister-in-law and a husband's sister, because they are of the fourth degree.
3 .-They may likewise marry a step-grandmother and the stepgranddaughter of her daughter; since they are of the fourth degree.
4.-They may likewise marry a mother and the stepdaughter of her
daughter, because they are of the fourth degree.
5.-They may likewise marry a stepdaughter and a niece of one and the
same mother and aunt, respectively, since they are of the sixth degree:
the two brothers are two degrees; the aunt with her niece is three
degrees; and the same aunt again, in view of the fact that she is considered a mother of her stepdaughter, is another degree; this, behold,
makes a total of six degrees.
6.-A father may take the wife's sister of the brother of his son's wife.
As, for instance, if Thomas takes Mary, the sister of Peter, the father
of Thomas may take Martha a sister of Anna, Peter's wife, since they
are of the fifth degree: one degree is that of father and son, and four
degrees are those of a wife's brother and a wife's sister
7.-A brother-in-law and a wife's brother may marry an aunt and a niece,
since they are of the fifth degree
8.Ã‘O two brothers a wife's brother and a wife's sister may marry each
other. As, for instance. Thomas and Paul are brothers. The sister of
Thomas's wife may marry Peter the brother of Paul's wife, because
they are of the sixth degree: two degrees are those of the two brothers, and four degrees are those between a wife's brother and a wife's
sister

stepfather and his stepson may marry a proximate aunt and her
niece, because they are of the fourth degree.
The man who changes the rings and the crowns, or, more expressly
speaking, the so-called best man (in Greek vernacular called koumpmos ,
a word which also means a man related to one by reason of his acting as
godfather of one's child), bears no relationship whatever to the married
couple. Hence when the wife thereof becomes a widow, he may take her
in marriage. But best men (i.e., koumparoi) must be Orthodox Christians,
and not infidels or heretics, according to Symeon of Thessalonica (Ch. 5,
p. 138j; nor may they be monks, and see the Footnote to c. Ill of the 4th.
9.-A

Concerning relationship due to Holy Haplism.

This relationship results when one sponsors a child at the ceremony of
Holy Baptism. For the man who undertakes this sponsorship is making the
child in question his spiritual son or daughter; as the case may be; accordingly, he in fact becomes a closer and more intimate relative and father
of the child than is its carnal father, because just as much as the spirit is
higher than the body the relationship of the spirit is higher than that of
the flesh. Hence in accordance with this ratio of intimacy c. LIIT of the
6th Ecumenical Council asserts that relationship in respect of spirituality
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is greater than any relationship in respect of carnality. Some persons,'
however, in reading the present Canon tailed to understand it in this vein,
as respecting the quality of intimacy, but took it to refer to quantity of
degrees. Wherefore they even extended the relationship due to baptism
to the seventh degree. Others; again, even prohibited the eighth degree;
which is more than holds with respect to blood relationship.' Though this
may not please most men, as Blastaris says (alphabetical section Beta), yet
it pleases them to have only those persons prohibited who are prohibited
by the law. But the law prohibited, not collateral relatives-brothers and
sisters, that is to say, of a godfather and of a godson, but only those in the
direct line; and even these not to the eighth degree, but only to the third.
In other words; the law simply prohibited a godfather from marrying his
goddaughter, or her mother or her daughter, but neither may the son of the
godfather take to wife any one of these three. So:
Prohibited Marriages

I .--A godfather (or his carnal son) may not marry his goddaughter, i.e.,
any girl that he has baptized; because she is a spiritual daughter of Ins
and of the first degree in relation to him, while in relation to his son
she is a spiritual sister, and consequently of the second degree.
2.-Nor her mother, nor her daughter; because they are of the second degree.'
3.-None of the godfather's children may marry the mother of their
father's godchild, since they are considered nephews and nieces in
relation to her, and are of the third degreeh4
4.-Nor may any child marry a daughter of his father's goddaughter (or
conversely), because he is considered a spiritual uncle in relation to
her, and consequently is of the third degree.
Unprohibited Marriages

I -A son of the godfather may marry the sister of her godfather's son, according to Blastaris, or vice versa, the brother of a godfather's godson
may marry the godsister of his brother.
2.-The carnal son of a godfather may marry the carnal sister of the godson; for according to most authorities she is of no degree, owing to
her relationship being collateral.
?.-Likewise the brother of a godfather may many the sister of his godson; and conversely the brother of the godson may marry the sister of
the godfather.
4.-Two spiritual brothers or spiritual sisters, or a spiritual brother and
a spiritual sister, having the same godfather, may marry two carnal
sisters.

' We refer to Patriarch Nicholas; Balsamon in his replies to Marcus of Alexandria:
John of Kitros in his replies to Constantine Cabbasilas; Demetrius Chomatianus
ill his treatise concerning degrees; Neophytus the Patriarch of Constantinople; and
Theophanes die Patriarch of Jerusalem-all of whom are to be found in the book of
Jus Graeco-Romanurn;and a certain Manuel. a deacon and great Chartopbyl ~ ofx the
Great Church. who sen-cd during the patriarchate of Jcrernias the Patriarch and who
agrees with this opinion, in his b n c f doctrine concerning marriages.

T h e degrees of this relationship may be counted as follows. The godfather in relation to his godson or goddaughter is of the first degree; but in relation to the child's
parents he is of the second degree; ill relation to the child's brothers and sisters. he
is of the third degree; his sons and daughters 011 die other hand, in relation to his
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godchild are of the second degree; and in relation to his brothers and sisters, of the
fourth degrce. So says Armenopoulos. Book IV, ch, 6,
Note that Leo and Constantine the Emperors in their E d q a L c p (Title XXVIII,
p. 130 of J u s Graeco-Romanurn) assert that if any man take to wife a daughter of his
godmother, or have carnal intercourse with her, he is first to be separated from her,
and afterwards both his nose and hers are to be cut off. As for how they are to be canonizcd. see the amercements sanctioned by John the Faster.
The law prohibited lineal relatives from violating this spiritual relationship up to
this third degree; and most authorities agree with it, as fie have said. But Patriarch
Neophytus and the patriarchal note issued in the patriarchate of Patriarch Nicholas
prohibited this relationship as far as tile eighth degree. as we havc said: for instance,
a grandson of the godfather (or of the godchild) might not marry the daughter (of the
goddaughter (or of the godfather), because they are of the fourth degree. The grandson ot'the godfather might not many the granddaughter of the goddaughter of his
grandfather. because she is of the fifth degree. The great grandson of the godfather
might not marry the granddaughter of the goddaughter of his grandfather, because
she is of the sixth degree; and so on. But John of Kitro; wants to havc even collateral
degrees prohibited in connection with baptismal relationship (p. 325 of JKSGraecoRomanurn). Yet it is the decision of the majority that holds sway.

Prohibited Marriages

1 ,-If

perchance two children, one male and the other female, happen to
be baptized by one and the same godfather, they may not many each
other, because they are spiritually brother and sister, according to
most holy St. Sisinnius, and are of the second degree.'
2,-A man may not marry the widow of his spiritual brother, because he
too is considered to be a brother ofhers, owing to his brother's having
contracted a relationship with her making the two of them one flesh,
and therefore she is of the second degree in relation to him.
3.-Likewise if the husband baptizes one child, and his wife another,
these children may not intermarry; because it is plain that they were
baptized by the same sponsor, owing to the fact that a married couple
is accounted one flesh. notwithstanding that the godfather and the
godmother are not one and the same person.
4.-Likewise a son-in-law may not marry the goddaughter of his fatherin-law, since she is considered a sister of his dead wife. One and the
same man can never marry two carnal or spiritual sisters.

' I am amazed that both Jercmias and Nrophyb~sthe Patriarchs allowed this marriage to

be approved and carried out, on the pretext that it could not be guarded against when
one and the same godfather often baptizes a male child perhaps in Constantinople and
another female child perhaps in Venice, both of which children may later happen to
meet each other in Constantinople or in Venice, and get married. But this could result
even in the case of carnal brothers and sisters. For a carnal brother might leave home
when young and spend a long time in a foreign land far away-, but later there might
come to that land also his carnal sister, either after being enslaved or in consequence of
some other circumstance, and thus, without knowing that t h w were brother and sister,
they might get married to each other. Hence, if perchance this should occur in the case
of carnal brother and sister, the marriage would surely be dissolved. How much more
should not spiritual brother and sister be separated if they should happen to get marricd, without giving any consideration whatever to the fact that thcy became united
unwittingly? As much as spiritual relationship is greater than carnal relationship and
superior thereto. For it was on this account that c. LIX of the 6th prohibits the pcrformance of baptism in prayerhouscs but allows it in catholic churches, in order that the
names of godfathers and godchildren mav be recorded there by the priests. as well as
the date, and in order to take a considerable number of witnesses to the baptism of the
children baptized; and accordingly to prevent at an! time die occurrence of this absurd
and incongruous predicament as a result of all these baptisms wherein spiritual brothcrs and sisters might get married to one another or to the godfather, just as it is the
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custom to do nowadays in Moscow by making this record. God grant that our own
holy prelates may be lcd to put such a holy custom as this into practice in our own
provinces for safetys sake. But that spiritual brothers and sisters belonging to one
and the same godfather may not m x p one another, nor be engaged to one another b\way of betrothal. is confirmed by Leo and Constmtinc the Emperors (Edoga Legurn.
Title XII, p. 102 of Book I1 of Jus Grawo-Rommwn). To prevent the occurrence of
these tragedies, it is a good thing and an advantageous practice to keep everywhere
in the world that correct and prudent custom which obtains in the Orient; it consists
ill die fact that strangers from a different country. or from a different kindred and kinship, even though Orthodox Christians, are not permitted to baptize children; instead,
they are baptized by tlieir own relatites, carnal uncles. for instance, of the children
being baptized, or first cousins. or second cousins. and other relatives excluded from
marriage, since, sustaining a carnal relationship and 011 this account being forbidden to many, arc in consequence also forbidden to many because of their spiritual
relationship: and thus the! avoid falling into
violation of the law as respecting
baptism.

Unprohibited or Doubtful Marriages

1.-But if the father-in-law baptize one child, and the son-in-law another.
these children may intermarry, because a father-in-law i s related to
his son-in-law collaterally ( a latere\ as some say. Yet a father-in-law
in relation to his son-in-law is considered to be related to him lineally
and not collaterally; owing to the fact that his son-in-law is united
with his daughter into one flesh. Hence such a marriage i s doubtful
and worth discussing.
Note, moreover. that if any man stands sponsor for his o\+n child, he is to be separated
from his wife. because they have become spiritual brothers of hers, according to what
Blastaris says (alphabetical section Keta). Likewise note that sponsors must be Orthodox
Christians. and not infidels or heretics, according to Symeon of Tliessalonica (cli. 280).
That is why Balsamon (Reply 32) vehemently forbids Latins, or Armenians, or Nestorians,
and other such persons to become sponsors for Orthodox children, and insists that those
who allow such a thing ought to be excluded from comn~union,on the ground that they
are guilty of having entered into communion with heretics.' In writing about sponsors to
a certain monk named Dionysius. Elias the Metropolitan of Crete says that "if sponsors
knew exactly what Dionysius the Areopagite specifies as qualifications for sponsors, and
what care and caution they ought to excrcise in regard to their godchild (for Dionysius the
Arcopagitc. in ch, 7 of his treatise concerning the Ecclesiastical Hierarchy) asserts that
when the godfather at a baptism says, "1 renounce Satan, andjoin the ranks of Christ." he is
declaring this: "I acknowledge and vow that 1 will persuade this child, by the teaching and
good education I am to give it. to renounce the Devi 1 and his works of its own accord and
by itself when it comes into possession of mature reason, and to join the ranks of Christ,
and to vow these divine vows; if, I say. thcy actually knew this, thcy would have grave
scruples about standing sponsor at baptisms, even though they werc fervidly invited to do
so. Since, however, thcy do not know this. I say, and since a custom has prevailed of letting women too stand sponsor at baptisms, there is nothing to prevent a man from standing
sponsor for a child at baptism when that child is the first one of a certain person to be baptized, and afterwards, in the absence of the man, there is nothing to prevent his wife from
standing sponsor likewise for a second child of the same person" (p. 340 ofJus Gmec'oRomanum). Nevertheless, these children cannot i n t e r r n q . as we have said before. But it
is only the one who stands sponsor for a person's child that is called a syntecnus, and not
also his brothers according to Petcrthc Chartophylax (p 369, ibid.). Scc also the Footnote
to c. VI of Cacsarca.

CHAPTER 9

Concerning Relationship by Adoption:

Relationship arising from adoption results when certain persons, especially if childless make a person their son, say, as a consolation for their
cliildlessness and in order to have someone to inherit their property, when,
however, they make him their son, not by mere words, but in due con-
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formity with the proper law and with a ceremony including sacred vows
and prayers, in accordance with Novel 24 of Leo the Wise. Through this
relationship, in fact, those adopting a child acquire the status of parents,
while the adopted children acquire the status of sons and daughters, and
therefore cannot enter into a matrimonial alliance with one another. To
make a child one's adopted son or daughter, one must be of age and in a
state of perfect puberty, i.e., maturity, according to Annenopoulos (Book
II Title 1x1; that means that he must be at least 15 or 16 years old, and
older in any case than the child he is adopting. The law (Book 1 7), in fact?
as expounded by Blastark, prohibits an adopted son (even though he has
become sut,/uns,or free from parental authority, to marry the wife of Ins
adopted father; and the adoptive father from ~ ~ a r r y i nhis
g adopted son's
wife, since the father's wife has the status of a mother as respecting the
adopted son, while the adopted son's wife has the status of a daughter-inlaw as respecting the adoptive father; and since they are of the first degree.
But neither may an adopted son many a daughter or a step-daughter of his
adoptive father, because he sustains the relationship of a brother to them,
and is of the second degree. Neither may he marry the mother or her sister
i . e . , the mother's) of his adoptive father, because the one sustains the
relationship of a grandmother; and the other that of an aunt with respect
to him, and the one is of the second degree, and the other of the fourth
degree with respect to him. But neither may he marry a granddaughter of
his adoptive father by a son; nor may one many the adopted daughter of
his grandfather, because she is considered a sister ofhis father, and an aunt
of his, and consequently sustains the relationship of a mother with respect
to him.'
CHAPTER 10

Brothership by Adoptwn.
So-called brothersbip by adoption not only is prohibited by ch. 35 of
Title XI11 of Book V of the law (p. 2 17 of Jus Graeco-Romanum) altogether, and rejected by the Church. of Christ, but it is also contrary to
nature, according to Demetrius Chomatianus (ibid.). For adoption imitates
nature, but nature never generates a brother, but only a son. So adoption,
as imitating nature, cannot make a brother. Hence such a thing as making a brother by adoption not only is not practicable or to be considered
to constitute an obstacle to marriage among themselves of such allegedly
adopted brothers, but neither ought it to be projected at all. For it ought
to be rejected from the Church of Christ, on the ground that it is the cause
of many evils and of the perdition of souls to most of them, and merely
affords matter for some persons to fulfill their carnal desires and to enjoy
sensual pleasures, as countless examples of actual experience have shown
at various times and in various places.

' But neither do die monks undertake the sponsoring of children from the baptism, see
the footnote on the third canon of the 4th Rcum. Council.

q s not this vvortlq of inquic and surprise as to wlp. on the one hand. the recent
Legislation of Leon the wise commands that they should also hold, in the relation
by adoption, the same things that follow even in that of the holy baptism relation,
and, according to the note, the fact is during Nicolaus of Constantinople but the
law indeed did not prevent the sidewise relatives by being taken to marriage by
that of the baptism relation; but, here. did it prevent in that of the adoption relation
and the sidmise relatives? But this on the one hand. had probably prevented them,
and because according to the laws, the relation by adoption scums to be a closer
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one than that of baptism (even though this has ceased in our own times. and it is
scarrcly found), for this, indeed. in that of the baptism relation, only prevented the
deeply related up to the third degree- and the sidewise (relatives) it perfectly did not
prevent, but that of the adoption, it also prevented diem of the sidewise (relation):
consequently then. that they, which had inherited their property by them of the adoption relatives, be made evident. as also in that of the blood (relation), but in them of
the baptism relation, of the sidcwisc, it did not prevent, that not even the relatives
according to this should even inherit their spiritual fathers and relatives.

?And plainl) speaking, according to Blastaris, that of the adoption relation must be
kept. just as that of the blood (relation), so much in the degrees of wedlock as much
also as in the inheritance of the parents. as the loving parent laws teach

CHAPTER 11

Concerning Betrothal, or what is called Engagement.
Betrothal, or what is called engagement, is, according to the laws, is
a pledge and a promise to marry in the futures with an agreement both of
the parties betrothed and of their parents. Those persons appear to agree
to the betrothal or engagement who offer no objection to what has been
said.' But inasmuch as we have said in the Footnote to the Ap. c. that a
legal and true betrothal must be accompanied with the ceremony of solemnization in church, when the husband is fourteen years old and the
wife thirteen. with an exchange of arrhae and with the customary kiss of
engaged persons, therefore there is no need of our saying the same things
again here, but instead we refer the reader there, where he will gain more
detailed information and see who decreed them. All we have to say here
is that an engagement made in such fashion; though inferior to a wedding,
as it is accounted nearly equal to a complete wedding; and those who have
become engaged in such a fashion, if their fiancee should die, and they
are about to become priests, they may not marry any other woman, on
the ground that they would thereby be making themselves digamists; or
if they insist upon marrying they cannot become priests; but even if they
do, they are to be deposed, according to the decision of Xiphilinus (p. 2 14
of Jus Graecu-Rumamtm). Laymen, on the other hand, are forbidden to
marry a cousin or any other person related to their fiancee; and, briefly
speaking; the Synodic Tome of Patriarch Sisinnius and Xiphilinus decreed
that all prohibitions pertaining to persons completely married shall apply
also to those who have been betrothed in accordance with the procedure
hereinabove referred to.' Any betrothals that are not ritualized in accordance with the procedure hereinabove referred to, neither are nor may be
called true betrothals, but are to be regarded as simple whims of men. For
this reason even though the girl is under age, and became betrothed when
younger than seven years of age (or according to Blastaris when younger
than six years of age) her betrothed may marry the sister of his dead fiancee, according to the Synodic Tome of Sisinnuis and Xiphilinus. Such
a person; moreover, may also become a priest if the agreement to such
a false betrothal be annulled, according to Blastaris. But if the girl was
seven years old or older, though less than thirteen, and the betrothal took
place without a solemnization by a priest, and by a mere agreement, the

' Book I (011 p. 5 13 of Jus Graeco-Romanurn}.
-t

Books II and VII (ibid.).

' Persons thus betrothed cannot be separated, even though it should turn out that one of

die parties to the betrothal has become possessed by a demon, according to the laws
(Blastaris, ch. 1 5, alphabetical section Gamma)
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same Tome itself decrees, as does also the Novel of Emperor Alexius, that
her fiance may not marry her sister, nor may any other man take to wife
a woman who has thus become betrothed to his brother, when the latter
dies, that is to say/ As for a man who becomes betrothed to a woman and
fails to specify the time when the betrothal i s to be blessed, he must have
it blessed within two years, if he is living in the same region as his fiancee;
or if he is absent, he must have it blessed within three years, according
to Blastaris. If, however, there is any reasonable excuse and necessity,
the time may be protracted to even more than four years, according to
Armenopoulos. See all these facts in Blastaris, in his work on Betrothal,
and in Arrnenopoulos, Book IV,Titles I and VI. Any man who grabs the
fiancee of another man, must return her to her fiance, even though he has
deflowered her, according to c. XI of Ancyra and c. XXIT of Basil. See
also c. XXV of Ancyra.

''

'

For Balsamon asserts (in his Reply 48) that a certain clergyman who became betrothcd by written bonds to a woman seven years of age. and after her death married
another woman, was not allowed by the Synod to become ordained a priest on the
ground that he was guilty of digarny (i c , of getting married twice), since the Synod
declared that a woman, seven years old is capable of sexual love and can sustain dcfloration and is apt to be tempted by thoughts of fornication. Note, however, that, according to the Novel of Emperor Alexius Comiienus the accursed custom ought to be
prevented which prei ails in many regions of allowing fiances to enter the homes of
their fiancees before they have been blessed. because as a result of frequently seeing
and talking with thcm they inflame thcm with sexual love and often have scxual intercourse with them before the wedding. Hence. in order to eradicate this gross violation
of the law, the local bishops and especially the parents of the children. ought not to
allow them to converse with their fiancees This too we ought to note. that a wedding may be performed even without a betrothal and engagement. according to the
S?nodic decision of Nicholas the Patriarch of Constantinople, who held office during
the reign ofAIexius Comiienus, which says: Arrhae may be given not o n l ~in connection with a wedding. but also in connection with any other exchange and negotiation,
not as a matter of necessity, but as a matter of willingness. So just as in the case of
other negotiations vie do not say that a transaction is null and void or invalid simply
because no arrhae were given, so too in the case of a wedding a marriage cannot be
dissolved even though an engagement was never actually contracted (p. 2 16 of.Jus

Grueco-Romanurn)
But Title V of Book XXVIII of the Basilica sals that I ma\ not take to wife the fiancee of my father; or of my brother (or, according to others, of ni! son). since the
former sustains the relationship of a stepmother with respect to me, and the latter
that of a sister-in-law. And again: I may not marry the mother of a girl who used to
be my fiancee, since she has become my mother-in-law. And again the civil law say
elsewhere than an adoptive father may not m a w the fiancee of his adopted son, even
though the adoption be dissolved; for she is to be regarded as his daughter-in-law.
and as the wife of his own son See also the two Synodic decisions of John Xiphilinus
regarding betrothal (p, 2 1 1 of Jus Graeco-Romanurn).
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FORMS OF SOME LETTERS
Form of a Commendatory and Dimissory Letter

Apostolic and Conciliar Canons bid men in holy orders who are desirous
of leaving their country or home to provide themselves with cornmendatory and ditnissory letters to be obtained from those who ordained them.
The commendatory letters are for the purpose of commending, or verifying,
their dogma, their life, and their ordination; in exceptional cases, they may
also have the purpose of upholding their traduced or calumniated reputation. The purpose of the letters dimissory is to certify to the permission
which they have received from them to perform the duties of holy orders
wherever they may be going. Following, therefore, the divine and sacred
Canons; and addressing the men in holy orders and laymen everywhere, by
the present Commendatory and at the same time Dimissory Letter, we too
first of all commend the bearer thereof as a most reverent and in all respects
most devout one among Hieromonachs (or as a very reverend one among
Priests) the Rev. (So-and-So) and vouch tor the fact that he is tenacious of
the Orthodox dogma, and is of a pious and unassailable reputation; and that
he has been legally and canonically ordained by us by virtue of the grace
of the All-holy and officiating Spirit, according to the joint testimony of his
Spiritual Father and of other credible witnesses, by steps as an Anagnost, a
Subdeacon, a Deacon, and a Presbyter, in the all-venerable temple of (such
or such a Saint). Consequently we dismiss him and give him authority,
wherever he may go, to exercise the functions of the priestly order and office without hindrance, together with the canonical permission and consent
of the local Bishop. Hence in witness hereof and for the sake of safety these
presents were placed in his hands by us (see also Ap. c. XII) (March.. .
A . D . . . .).
Form of a Facultative Letter

Our mediocrity (or humbleness), through the grace of the All-hol y and
officiating Spirit, entrust thee, one in all respects devout among Hieromonachs (or among Priests) Rev.. . (So-and-So) as an honest gentleman;
and worthy of reverence, with the ministry of Spiritual paternity. As such
indeed thou art obliged to undertake the examination of the thoughts of
all men who come to thee with a view to confessing their own sins, and
to probe the depths of their hearts; to search their mind and to ascertain
their acts: for the purpose, be it understood, of checking and restraining
as far as possible the origins and causes, and to direct canonically the end
and operations of these also with regard to the habits and moods of those
approaching thee, and to administer to them the proper remedies; and to
become all things to all men, in order to win all men, at times by reproving
them, at times by reprimanding them or begging them, and in every inanTier negotiating their salvation. Hence thou shalt bind whatsoever requires
to be bound, and shalt loose whatever requires and deserves to be loosed.
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Thou art further obliged so to investigate and scrutinize those coming to
the office of the Priesthood, as the divine and sacred Canons demand; lest
at any time thou become implicated in the sins of others and consign or
abandon thine own soul together with theirs to the everlasting fire. Furthermore to tonsure Monks, after testing them and in the presence of their
sponsors, in accordance with the Canons, as usual. And in all matters thou
art obliged to associate with men in all reverence and decency that befits
spiritual gentlemen, as having to render an account to God. Hence, in witness hereof there was given thee our present Facultative Letter.
(Note that the sble "mediocrit! " is affected by Patriarchs, and even by the Archbishops
of Thessalonica and of Monembasia. in accordance with some rovd love of honor, but only
in their ow11 territories; the style "lumiblcncss." on the other hand, is affected generally by
all Metropolitans, Archbishops, and Bishops.)

Form of a Canonical Testimonial
The Apostles preaching God and arranging divine things right, and
the association of the God-bearing Fathers who came after them have
canonically prescribed that no one shall be deemed to deserve the divine
degree of holy orders without much investigation and strict examination,
lest the most divine functions be performed by men who are unworthy.
Now, therefore, my spiritual son (So-and-So), a son of (So-and-so) of the
district (So-and-so), having come to me, asked to receive the great office
of the Priesthood. and after 1had him stand before the sacred icon of our
Lord and God and Savior Jesus Christ, and having probed the depths of
his heart, and not content with this having also obtained information from
other credible witnesses who have firsthand knowledge of his conduct
both in public and in private, and having found nothing in him that would
present an obstacle with respect to laws, I certify him to be worthy of the
Priesthood and to be of mature age, just as the sacred Canons bid. Hence
there was given to him the present document in evidence thereof, confirmed by mine own hand and signature, and by the testimonies aforesaid
of credible witnesses. And thus it is signed by both the Spiritual functionary and the witnesses ,... A.D... .
Form of a Letter for Indigents
Most honorable Clerics, most reverent Priests, and all other blessed
Christians of our province, grace be unto you and peace from God. The
bearer of our present letter most honest brother in Christ (So-and-so),
being of (Such-or-Such) city, as a result of unseasonable circumstances
and troubles incurred a very heavy debt of (so many).., dollars:* as we
have teamed well enough and have been informed by persons familiar
with his affairs. Hence, not having any other recourse for help and mercy,
the unfortunate man is appealing to the Christ-loving compassion of you
charitable Christians. All of you, therefore, without exception having
welcomed him with a benign countenance, showing that you have been
taught by God to love one another (I Thess. 419) as the Apostle says, be
pleased to grant him alms each of you in proportion to your means (Matt.
5:7), for the sake of the Lord who macarizes the merciful and charitable.
For you are well aware that "alms rescueth from death," as Tobit says
(Tobit 10:8), and that, as the author of Proverbs says, "he that bestoweth
*In the original it says "piasters" (of Turkish money).
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alms upon the poor man is lending to Gods (Prov. 19:17): whose grace and
mercy, and our own prayerful wish and blessing, be with all of you. Amen.
Form of a Last Will a n d T e s t a m e n t 1
Because of the fact that the first-formed man Adam, becoming a prey
to the Devil's envy, transgressed God's vivifying commandment, all of us
who are descended from Adam by successive generations of lineage, not
only have been rendered mortal instead of being as thitherto immortal,
but, alas! we are even delivered to death on a day when we do not expect it
and in an hour whereof we know not. Wherefore, too, through the prophet
Isaiah the Lord once told King Hezekiah: "Set thy house in order: for
thou are going to die, and not going to live" (Tsa. 38: 1). Once, indeed, He
Himself through Himself said in the Gospels: "Watch ye, therefore, since
ye know neither the day nor the hour wherein the Son of man cometh"
(Matt, 25: 13). Conscious of this; I too, (So-and-so). . . fearing lest at any
time, because of the uncertain contingency of death, my affairs be left
intestate, and being of sound mind and having sturdy wits; I am making
my present last will and testament. Accordingly, first of all I leave unto
all my Christian brethren, including even those who hate and those who
have wronged me, my hearty pardon. Next, as regarding my movable and
immovable property, 1make the following arrangements and give the following orders. 1leave to So-and-so.. . and to So-and-so.. . (Here is to be
inserted both the legal legacy to his relatives and a list of the gifts and alms
that he wishes to bestow. And at the end is to be added the following) I
desire that this last will and testament of mine shall be valid and of full
force and effect in any and every court and before any and every authority.
As for anyone that should attempt to have it set aside, he shall have to give
an account in the day of judgment to the Judge who respected not persons
and he shall have the curses of the holy three hundred and eighteen Godbearing Fathers. Wherefore it has been avouched with my own hand and
the signatures of other credible witnesses for safety's sake, this.. . day of
(July), A.D. (1 793).
So-and-so having read this last will and testament and having been
pleased with all that is therein written, I have signed it with my own hand,
and I bid and wish it to be valid and effective.
Here follow the signatures of witnesses thus:
So-and-So being present at the making of this last will and testament
of So-and-so, at his request have signed it with my own hand.
(As touching the matter ofhow heirs inherit property, see the Footnote
to c. XXX of Carthage.)

' Mark. therefore, that by three nays does one leave his possessions unto some (peo-

ple) either by testament, or by codicil. or also unw-nttenly. A testament, therefore,
is a righteous will, which one makes unto some (people), when having his mind
in a sound condition, to those things, that he wills to occur after his death, according to Annenopoulos (book 5. Title 1); through the testament one leaves unto some
(people) firstly: the phalcidion. namely, the share and inheritance unto his lawful
heirs and relatives. that is. if he has four or less children. he leaves unto them the
third portion of his property, and if more than four, (he leaves) the half part of his
property. and the rest of the two portions, or the half, he leaves, by a second reason,
(some title IX). as a legaton. namely, he leaves these unto them as a donation and
favor, that they may remember him, unto whomsoever of his beloved. or relative,
or even a stranger, that he wishes or wills. Or he leaves them unto the poor; unto
Monastencs, unto hospitals. unto schools and unto other such God-bclovcd chanties.
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Legaton, therefore, is a donation that is left behind in a testament XLIV Book of
Kings. Title I) and according to Armenopoiilos (same. Title X): this also becomes a
secret testament, which must possess the autograph and seal of tlie testator. But if he
(the testator) is illiterate, the clerk and die witnesses should write: that they trul? write
these things in the fear of God. just as they lmvc heard them from the mouth of the
maker of the testament. And the open testament must be assured with the signature
and seal of the Governor (that is, of the chief), and wid1 the unanimous testimony
and seal of seven or five witnesses. and. in time of necessity. even of three or two
witnesses, and the testator autographicall! writing tlie name of the heir (Arnienop.~
same. Title I). Of testaments. some, on the one hand, are being wholly torn or in
parts, when the testator does not write down his adopted son as an heir in the testament. and. when lie has a subordinate daughter or grandson and does not write them
down as heirs, the testament is being torn in part, and for many other causes. Other
testaments, on the other hand. become annulled, when the lawful second testament
annuls the first, and for many other causes. And other testaments are imperfect, when
there are not present seven or five witnesses; nor if the! do not confbrrnably sign and
seal the same; neither if the testator does autographically write the name of tlie heir
(Armenop. same. Title V). But one should not. in his testament, leave donations and
legaton(s) unto some people), outside of die common and lawful, namely, firstly lie
must not leave die lawfiil part to his children and aftenvard. from the remaining part
of his propeq. to take out also the down' and the antenuptial donation, and then if
there is any left, to leave them as a donation and charity, wherever he wishes (Armenop. same. Title I. and Title IX). There can also be made a first, and a second- or a
later testament; and if the later is perfect lie destroys die first (Armenop. same, Title
I). and if it is imperfect. lie can not tear it (same. Title V: therefore. the first becomes
assured when it is being mentioned b~ the second. And these are indeed the things
concerning the testament, A Codocil, however, is a replacing of the lacking testament,
which is made when one makes his testament unto some (people). and afterwards remembers of some other matters, then he writes. in another paper, those things which
he had forgotten to write in the testament. which, Codocil, is assured onl: by five
witnesses. together also with all those that are found to be present. But there is also a
Codocil frequently made without a testament to be made, when, by a necessary circumstance, he (the testator) does not reach some (people) in order to make a perfect
testament (Armenop, same, Title V[ 1): and one leaves his goods unwrittenly to some
(people), when he commands and puts them to order in the presence of five witnesses,
according to the recent legislation of Leon the Wise (by Arrnenop. same, Title 1). or
by three witnesses also, according to the laws of Leon and Constantine (Title XVI, p,
109 of the 2nd Book of Giour. Greco-Roman). Except: when the testament is certain
and ratified, all things. whatsoever it orders. become valid, and all those otherthings.
that were corrected without a testament. bccome void, according to the 2nd Book of
Kings, Title 111, and that the will and option of the dead one must remain assured: the
XLII Apostolic Canon also, and the XXIVth of that of Antioch, and the 99th ot'Carthage, and the XXXVlith Book of Kings. Title IVth Chap. XlVth witness together,
and the Apostle s a y : "a confirmed covenant, no man disannulleth, or addeth thereto"
(Gal. 3:15). See also the XLIIApostolic Canon and the footnote of the XXXth Canon
of Carthage.
^ Some modern authorities assert that the testator must first make arrangements for the
paymcnt of his debts to his creditors by name- and of whatever damages and losses
and torts he may have caused: sccmdly. that his servants should be paid their wages:
thirdly, that alms be bestowed on account of his soul and his death; and fourthly that
whatever is left is to be distributed among liis legal heirs. the nearest of kin first, and
the more remote after. But divine Chr\-sostomussays in connection with wills that the
name of Christ. that is. of the poor. ought to be written always underneath the person
whose alms Christ is receivink who said: "Inasmuch as ye have done it for one of
the least of these brethren of mine, ye have done it for me" (Matt 25:39). As for the
words of tht; golden-mouthed Saint, thcy arc as follows: 'In testament leave Christ
die heir" (Sernioii 18 011 the Epistle to die Ephesians). And again: "When one is about
to die. let an intimate of the one d ~ i n gprepare liis burial equipment, and let him see
that the departing one leaves something to the iicedy" (Honi. 85, on the Gospel according to John).
Form of a Dowry Contract

When our Lord Jesus Chnst was attending a wedding in Cam, and
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changed the water there into wine, and revealed through this beginning
of signs His glory, as the most superb of the Evangelists John historically
records: the wedding was accounted worthy of divine blessing and honor,
and was elevated to the high status of a Mystery, significant of a greater
Mystery; and St. Paul shows this by shouting, at times; "Let marriage be
held in honor among all, and let the bed be undefiled (Heb. 13:4); and, at
other times, "This is a great Mystery; but 1 am speaking with reference to
Chnst and the Church (Eph. 5:32). Hence those persons who are joined
in marriage in accordance with the divine Canons and laws, are said to be
blessed and fitted by the Lord, if, at any rate, it is true, as the author of
Proverbs says, that "by the Lord a woman is fitted to a man" (Prov. 19:
14). Since, therefore; we. Peter and Mary, are about to join our son John to
honest Helen, a daughter of Paul and Elizabeth, by such a legal and lawful and canonical wedding, we pay him beforehand our hearty and soulful
paternal prayers and blessings, that he may have these throughout his life
as a support and a saving equipment. For, according to Sirach, "a father's
blessing supports the houses of children" (Sirach 3:9). Next, we give him
by way of dowry, this and that (here are to be inserted the articles of dowry
desired as much by the parents of the husband as by the parents of the
wife. Afterwards at the end is to be added). We are giving all these things
voluntarily as parents and fathers of the above husband John and of the
above wife Helen, that both of them may have them throughout their lives;
to hold and to possess as their own property; accordingly, from this day
henceforth we are totally abalienated from such well bestowed articles of
dowry, both movable and immovable, as concerns us and as concerns our
children (i.e., any remaining children that the couples in question may
have in the way of brothers and sisters of persons being wedded). For,
according to Solomon, "houses and riches fathers apportion to their children" (Prov. 19:14). May God, who said to Adam and Eve, "Increase and
multiply" (Gen, 1 :28). increase and multiply them, with an abundance of
good children, which to all parents is the most desirable of all boons, and
may He graciously favor in like manner also their descendants even to the
third and the fourth generation, and bless them, as He blessed Abraham
and Sarah, Isaac and Rebecca, Jacob and the Twelve Patriarchs; and may
He give them concord; sympathy; and a peaceful and virtuous life, fulfilling in connection with them that blessing of the Royal Prophet David,
which is to say, that the husband be fully supplied in his house like a cedar
of Lebanon, and that his wife be fully supplied "like a fruitful grapevine
within the borders" of her house; and their sons, "like olive saplings round
about their table" (Ps. 128:3), and, generally speaking, that "by bringing
forth good children they themselves may be saved, continuing in faith and
love and sanctitude with sobriety" (1 Tim. 2: 1 5), as St. Paul says, Hence,
for evidence and safety, the present dowry contract was drawn up, being signed by credible witnesses, in the year of the Lord.. . (18641, in the
month of August,
Form for a Canonical Divorce
With our humbleness in the chair and surrounded by a simultaneous
session of the most honorable Clerics, most reverent Priests, and most
honest Magistrates (and Provosts), there appeared before all of us most
honest Sir George, of the village or parish (Such-or-Such), accusing his
wife Mary of the crime of adultery, and asserting that he found her really
defiling her part in the bed of her husband and being caught in the very
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act of being polluted with adultery by another man. When interrogated
about this, he also produced credible witnesses to the fact, named (Soand-So and So-and-So and So-and-So), who with fear of God and a heavy
conscience, before all of us testified as concerning this man's wife that she
has not truly kept due faith with her own husband; but, having abandoned
her own sobriety, has acted as an adulteress. And therefore our humbleness, after being told and informed of these facts, allowed this case to
be postponed. And indeed after later employing various arguments and
inducements and ways and means, with a view to persuading the said
George to take back and accept his wife (for this is permissible according
to the divine laws), overlooking this misdeed of hers, seeing that she bitterly repents it, and promises never again to do such a thing, and after having negotiated all these aspects for a sufficient length of time, yet unable
to induce him to be persuaded in her favor. Hence, following the decision
rendered by our Lord in the Gospels, wherein He says that "whosoever
shall dismiss his wife, save on the ground of fornication, is causing her
to commit adultery" (Matt. 5:32; cf. 1 9:7,9). And reflecting that this is
the only legal and reasonable excuse for separating a husband from his
wife-the ground, that is to say, of adultery,just as the Lord declared; yet
at the same time exercising due foresight lest anything more terrible may
result hereafter from their cohabitation, seeing that adultery engenders
jealousy in most cases. and that jealousy leads to murder: on this account
and for this reason our humbleness pronounces the said George to be divorced and set free from his wife Mary, in accordance with the decision
of our Lord and die divine Canons, Apostolic as well as Conciliar; and
furthermore gives him permission to take another woman to wife, whereas
with regard to his aforesaid wife Mary our humbleness will never give her
permission to take another man to husband, on the ground that she has
become the cause of this separation and divorce. For she ought, instead of
having another wedding and enjoying nuptial pleasures, to continue thus
weeping and mourning throughout her life over her sin. since what God
had joined she put asunder (Matt, 19:6),and since otherwise too, she committed adultery while her husband was living, whom she herself divorced
by reason other licentiousness~a fear subsists lest she become an adulteress again in case she is allowed to become a wife to another man (Rom.
7:3), according to St. Paul, who elsewhere says that "if a woman be divorced from her husband, let her remain unmarried" (1 Cor. 7: ll). Hence
in evidence thereof the present Divorce was drawn up, and was given to
the repeatedly aforementioned George1 in the year of the Lord.. . ( 1 796)
and in the month of August.
Form for a Canonical Resignation

I am well aware, Your Superlative All-Holiness and most divine
Lordship, and divine and sacred Synod of the holy Prelates, that it is not
permissible for Bishops who worthily and fitly fill the office of Chief
Priesthood, and who shepherd and tend the rational flocks of Christ, while
inwardly bearing their own conscience in the consciousness that it does

' If

any Bishop i s about to give anyone a divorce. we request that he first read Ap. c.
XLVHI and the Footnote thereto. Moreover, let him read them whenever there is a r ~
occasion for doing so. as the\ are necess* and indispensable in connection with this
matter,
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not stand in peril of being deemed to deserve deposition for any improprieties, to tender their resignation and to submit iihelli, precisely as the
sacred Canons dictate, particularly the third one of Cyril, and the Epistle
of the Third Holy Ecumenical Council addressed to the Council held in
Pamphylia. For although the office of the Chief Priesthood is really great
and fearful even to the heavenly powers themselves, yet as respects one
who has a clear conscience to manage it and has been once entrusted with
it not unworthily, he must cling to it with spiritual robustness, and, so to
speak, gird himself with the pains and willingly and patiently put up with
the sweat attending his stipend, and not flag or fail under the stress of his
cares for want of activity or lack of interest or because of indolence, even
in the face of unseemly circumstances of the rank, as the Third Holy Ecumenical Council points out in its aforementioned Epistle.
But since I, alas! the humble Bishop (or Metropolitan, as the case
may be), of (Such-or-Such) episcopate, have been conducting myself in
a manner unworthy of such a lofty profession, and am conscious of having fallen into certain crimes without being detected, of winch some have
been exposed and blazoned abroad, so that I should have suffered a just
and legal deposition from office, even though this escapes the notice of
the majority of men, so that I should have a reasonable cause for a canonical resignation from office. On this account I take time by the forelock and
submit herewith my decision to withdraw myself from the prelatical office
and dignity, so that 1 may thereby court divine mercy. For 1 am told by
divine Chry sostom: "For one ought to have enough reverence in the matter as to shun the burden in the beginning. But after becoming involved
in it. not to await the criticism of others, as to whether any sin has been
committed sufficient to justify deposition from office; on the contrary, he
ought to take time by the forelock and withdraw himself from the office.
For by so doing he will naturally thereby be courting God's mercy. But
to cling to the office unwarrantably is to deprive oneself of any pardon,
and to kindle God's wrath further yet; by adding a second and still worse
misdemeanor" (Sermon on Holy Orders). On this account, being reproved
and condemned by my own conscience for my unworthiness, I am not
awaiting adverse criticisms from others. Instead, by virtue of my present
resignation I resign from office and at the same time from the province
which was allotted to me, and together therewith from the prelatical dignity, and from the very name of Bishop. For, as Canon three of St. Cyril
declares, "For he who is unworthy to be in charge of the divine altar is
neither worthy to be honored with the vocation of the episcopate." Hence,
in evidence hereof I have tendered also the present Resignation Libellus,
signed with any own hand in the year,..

A DESCRIPTION OF THE OLD LAW

"The Church is another Ark
' a diversified order"

"a city of initiates and faithful
"consisting of those being
initiated in the faith of Orthodoxy'"

1 Throne,
2. 3, Synthronon (seats for clergy).
4. Altar.
5. Sanctuary (Bema).
6, Prothesi s (side Altar for preparation).
7. Sacristy.
8. Doors in Iconostasis.
9. Royal Door.
0 . North door of Iconostasis.
11. South door of Iconostasis.
12. Gates.
1 3, Sacristy in Ancient Church,
14. The Church proper.
15 . Individual.
16. Pulpit.
17. The North Transept.
18. The South Transept.
19. Doors.
20. Individual pews for the candidates for baptism.
2 1. The Baptismal Font.
22. Narthex:
23. Individual pews for the Catechumens.
24. Main doors.
25. individual stalls for the penitents.
26. Propylaion or Ancient Church vestibule.

NOTE: This d i a p n is taken from the Exornologetarion of Chrysanthos
of Jerusal em.
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ion

Form of an An timension
A divine and sacred sacrificial altar. to be used in performing by means
thereof the bloodless sacraments.
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they used to be called 377.
Amercements of the Faster not included in the Canons, whether his or others', what
they are 931,950-952.
Anagnost, married a second time, is deposed 28. May marry even after ordained, and
how, and when 38. One ordained for money, how amerced 43. Though in charge
of the affairs of a monastery, he ought not to take a seat ahead of priests 299-301.
And not even of subdeacons 299-301. At what age ordained 309. Without ordination he cannot read 319-322. After reading he is not to bow to congregation
319-322. What the divine words he reads are 319-322. May administer Mysteries 355. Continence of anagnosts, from womankind, was a Roman custom 355.
If an anagnost lies with his fiancee before marriage, how he is to be amerced
832-833. See also the word Clerics.
Anathema, what sort of persons may pronounce it, and against whom 518-519. The
meaning of it 518-519.
Angels, as pictured 415. What sort of bodies they possess 415. They are not entirely
bodiless 415, They ought not to be invoked as Gods 567, They have the oversight of churches 153.
Animals, lower, which ones are submissive to man 802-804.
Antimensia, why thus called, and their use 438. How consecrated 438. What is to be
sewed up with them 438. Those who have held liturgy without them in prayerhouses, are to be deposed 315-316.
Appeal from trial, what it is 157. See aim Patriarch, Synod.
Apostles, seventy, did not impart to others Holy Spirit 518. The twelve who did 51 8.
Who were in type of them 518.
Arbitrators, decisions of, cannot be reviewed 613-614. Wh they are chosen 613-614.
If there are two and they fail to agree, what is to be one 613-614.
Archdioceses, autocephalous, which ones are 230-235.
Arsenoquity, what an evil it is, and how amerced 793-795. How those doing it used
to be chastised 793-795, Those taking the passive part, had better die than live
793-795. Also practiced upon a woman, and how then amerced; Faster's Canon
941-952. Those who have engaged in arsenoquity cannot marry one another's
sister 805.
Astrologers' foolishness, who expose it 567-568. Why astrologers used to be called
mathematicians 360.
August first, why there was lustration and litany 365-366.
Azymes, who used to offer them 108-110. Who invented them in the West 108-110.
They are rejectable 108-110.
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Backbiting, one guilty of, how corrected (Faster's Canon) 950-952.
Baptism, performed by heretics, schismatics, and Latins, unacceptable 402, 68-76.
That performed by Orthodox, why not a second time 68-76. Who can be baptized a second time 68-72. Carried out in name of Trinity 74-75. Divided into
three 74-75. The three immersions and emersions are its distinctive constituents
74-75. It comprises two dogmas, the paramount 74-75. Of which heretics it is
accepted, and of which not, and why 217-220. Not to be performed in a prayerhouse, unless necessary 325-402. And why 325. When a mother is baptized, the
embryo in her womb is not baptized along with her 511-512. Why infants are
ba tized though not sensible of the grace of baptism when baptized 51 1-51 2,
baptisms are performed on the night of Great Saturday 570, Tt is allowed to
be given even to sick persons, and how 516-517, After one is baptized he must
be anointed with rnyron 554-555,570-571. Not given a second time to deposed
clerics 626-1527,Even babies are baptized for remission of original sin 688. After
baptism a liturgy must be celebrated immediately, and the baptized infants given
communion 326, On what days it cannot be performed 570-57 1 . Many persons
may be baptized in the same water 891-892. Sec a h Demonized, Relationship,
Injustice.
Baptismal fonts, the Orthodox churches ought to have large and deep ones 75-76.
Barnabas, the Apostle, his reliquiae, where found 230-235.
Baths, ecclesiastics and monks ought to shun 20.
Beard, which pope ordered it to be shaved off 403-405. It ought not to be shaved off

Why

403-405.

Bema to the Deity, who may enter 372-373.
Bestialists, how amerced 497-498, Other names for them 497-498
Betrothal, what sort is lawful, and that it is considered equal to marriage 31. Inferior to
marriage 504-505. More details about it 997-999. Marriages without a wedding
ring 997-999
Birthday, why martyr's death is thus designated 571-572
Bishop, the noun, when and of whom used 1 . How defined 1-3, At what age ordained
1-3. Etymology of the word, and what it signifies 100- 101. Takes the name of his
inferiors 2, Has no right to transmigrate from one province to another, nor can he
go elsewhere at all 25,579. Tf he accepts strange clerics, what he has to suffer 27.
One who has ordained any one for money, what he has to suffer 43. How the chief
of bishops is called 51. Ought to do nothing without consent of Metropolitan 51.
How one is amerced if he ordains anyone in a strange province 52. Two bishops
cannot co-exist in one region 5ft-52,In two ways one may ordain someone beyond
his territory 54, 156. May leave his property wherever he wishes 59-62. Manages
all property of church, and how 59-62, How many kinds of property he may own
59-62. This must not be grabbed or plundered 59-62. Ought not to be neglectful,
or fail to teach, or absent luinself from his laity for too long a time 100-101. If he
does not give his clerics things needed, he is to be deposed 102. If he ordains two
presbyters or deacons, or one and the same person both deacon and presbyter, at
the same liturgy, how he is to be amerced 119-122. How and where, and by how
many and what sort of persons he is to be tried (if accused) 131-134, 253-256.
Ought not to leave his episcopate to others as inheritance 136-137. When he is
insulted, he ought to exercise patience 100. His status when installed implies
election and laying on of hand 168-169. Ought not to resign from his episcopate,
except on account of his open or secret sins entailing deposition 236-239. Must
provide for widows and orphans, sad for those who are being wronged and imprisoned 589-590. Cannot divide a province into two 257-258. That he may retain
his rural parishes and his other regions, not, however, b domineering 261, 263264,742-743.Is not to be degraded to rank and station ofpresbyter 276-277. If he
has given a subdeacon or deacon permission to niany, how he is to be chastised
298-299. For what reasons he cannot niany 303-305. Before even c. XII of the
6th Ecumenical Synod bishops had no wives 303-305. Must not teach publicly in.
a strange (i.e, another's) province 294. Those who have provinces in conquered
territory and are absent therefrom may ordain clerics thereto 332-333. Married
ecclesiastics by agreement with their wives may separate from them and become
bishops 358-359. A man who is about to be ordained a bishop ought to know
the Canons and the Scri tures thoroughly 350. A bishop who dedicates a church
building without holy relics is to be deposed from office 357 When his bisho ric
is going to ruin, he ought not to ignore it and build monasteries 464-465. W en
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he is present in person within the latifundia of his bishopric, women must depart
from it 446. He must have an oeconoinus 57. If he separates from his Metropolitan or Patriarch, how be is to be amerced 470-471. What persons cannot become
bishops canonical 139-141. If a bishop becomes a monk, he cannot perform
a single prelatial o ice 398. Whoever honors a bishop, will be honored by God
399, Not even the highest magistrate can hold him to trial, but only a Council
or Synod 399. Tf anyone thrashes him, how chastened for it 399, Tf he admits
women who cut their hair short, he is to be deposed from office 529. Which
bishops can be said to have been deposed justly and to have no longer any room
for justifying themselves 536-537. If upon being invited to officiate in a strange
province, he does so but without seating himself in the synthronon 542-543.
When he is said to be without a cure 542-543, Not to be ordained in a province
devoid of clergy and believers 329-332, In what manner bishops ought to go to
the emperor, and for what reasons 570, A bishop persecuted for faith or truth
ought to be taken care of 596-597, If a bishop refused to obey chosen arbiters,
what he has to suffer 613-614, Bishops must not make heretics or their relatives
heirs 621-623, 637-638. May be elected by only three other bishops 168-169.
He ought not to transfer his throne from one city of his to another 651, A temporary intercessor sent to a vacant bishopric, what he is to do 652-653, Tf a bishop
admits a monk from a strange monastery, how he is to be chastened 655-656.
Cannot be ousted from his bishopric or episcopate until his trial has ended 660662, Alone he cannot try or depose anyone in sacred orders 671-672. He ought
to convert heretics in his regions 700-702. Why he is said to have no right to tonsure a monk 609. If he falsely asserts that the heretics have been converted, how
he is to be amerced 702-703. Whatever sins are not provided for in the Canons,
he is to fix the amercement for them xvii. Anyone to be ordained a bishop must
first become a monk 352. See also Ecclesiastics and Clergymen.
Bishoprics, not originally possessing a bishop of their own, not to take one without
consent of bishop having j urisdiction thereof S9O-S91,638-640.
Blaspheming, how one guilty of it is to be amerced 960.
Blessing, what is called 908-909.
Blood, eating of, how amerced 108-110. Why not eaten 108-110.
Boiling water, why poured into the Mysteries 326-329, Without it divine service cannot
be held 965-966.
Books, pseudepigraphal and a ocryphal, which and how rejected 103-105. Those of
Voltaire are atheistic an rejectable 103-105. Heretical, and ludicrous, and story
books are rejectable 103-105. Which are the holy and venerable books of the
Old and New Testaments 145-154. Which ones are the canonical, and which the
anaginoscomena 145-154. Books on magic, brontologia, and the like 397-398.
Corrupters of the sacred books, how chastised 371. Even when become old, not
to be used for shameful and dishonorable purposes 371. Those of St. Augustine
were not burned, but garbled 652-653. How they ought to be corrected 652-
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Bread, given by the Lord to Apostles, where found 127. It was leavened 127. See also
Holy Gifts and Communion.
Brother, how amerced if he lies with his sister 833-835. Or with his own brother 832833.
Brothers-in-law and sons-in-law, who are thus designated 983.

c

Calends, what are 363-365.
Candidates, those slandering, how amerced 961. Ordinations of accused candidates
must be postponed 961.
Canon (punishment), see Penance,
Canonical, who are called 189,
Canons, why thus called liv. How many axioms are to be considered to apply to them
canonically liv. The particular ones of the Apostles, of the Councils, and of the
Fathers, by whom are confirmed 246-250. Every bishop swears or vows or
promises to keep them when ordained 294-296,428.
Capital punishment, what is called 35.
Captivation of mind, what it is 934-935.
Casuality, what it is and how it is remedied 935-936.

C-(continued)
Catechesis, duration of is not defined the same by all 164-165. It ought to be of sutficient length 164-165.
Catechumens, four classes of 187-188. They too may be amerced for sinning, and why
187-188. If in danger of dying, may be baptized and may then commune, even
though they have sinned 921-922. They are destitute of every hope of salvation
187-188, On what day of the week they used to recite what they had learned 543544. Those who have sacrificed to idols may be admitted to sacred orders after
baptized 496. &e Women.
wnen, see 410-4 12,655-656.
Cat e s, countryside, in desert-like districts, what is to be done with them 657-658.
Ch
~hildren,some earlier and some later learn to distinguish good and bad 336-338. At
what age they are to begin going to confession 336-338. Even newly-born children are to be ba tized for remission of sins 688-690. Ought not to leave their
parents uncared or in old age 52% Those that insult their parents, how amerced
98. Tf stuprated or if conspureated by confrication, how amerced 943-946, If they
die unbaptized, how their parents are to be amerced 943-946. If baptized before
forty days old, what woman is to suckle them 943-946. If they be in danger of
dying, anyone that happens to be near may baptize them, no matter if he be a
layman or a monk, and only with the three immersions and emersions 943-946.
Moreover, he may anoint them with myron and communicate them 78, Tf thus
baptized, they are even commemorated after dead 78. Tf they live, they are to be
baptized by a priest 78, Tf any doubt exists as to whether they have been baptized
or not, they are to be baptized 388-390. See Minors, Parents.
Chorepiscopus, the meaning of the word and where and how he was made, and what
function he had 4, 176-178-573-575
Chrism, see Myron.
Christ, did He strike the merchants in the temple, or not? 40. Where His Crown of
Thorns and His Sandals were found 127-128, Tn the picture of Mid-Pentecost He
ought not to be pictured as a beardless youth 420. He had curly and sparse hair
and beard 921-926. Union in respect of hypostasis with reference to Him, what
is denoted by the words 241-245 He is perfect God and perfect man 158-162.
He had all the substantive (hypostatic) marks of man, except only the material
mark 158-162, He has two natures 241-245. Amost theological interpretation of
His two natures 241-245, 263-265. Who was the first to assert union in respect
of His substance (hypostasis) 714-716. Natural union with reference Him, how
the assertion is to be made 241-245. His divinity is impassive 241-245. He has
divine and human will and activity 283-285. These with reference to Him are
called natural, and not substantial (or hypostatic), and why 283-285. He implanted in human nature an ability to know God 692-694. He ought not to be
historiated as a lamb, but as a human being 386-387 Worshipful adoration is to
be aid to Him, whereas His icon is to be adored relatively 414, 420. His icon is
to be adored after the Gospel and the Cross 414, 420. At what age He was baptized 516. And why 516. The Era dating from His birth, by whom it was found,
or invented, and how many years it is behind 56. His unique death is the reason
for not repeating some of the Mysteries a second time 121. Why we say that He
ate butter and honey as a child 629-630. Who was the first to assert that He was
one substance (hypostasin) and one person 714. His name when written in letters ought to be honored 376-377. He assumed animate and mind-endowed flesh
765-767. He had no original sin 674-676. Nor any pardonable (i.e., venial) sin
695. What was His tunic woven from on high 321-322.
Christian, what constitutes one, and what characterizes one 570-571.
Christianity, must be sought freely, and not imposed by force 673-674. What it consists
in 673-674.
Christians, who forcibly detained others who escaped from barbarians, how they are
to be amerced 674-676. Who grab the pro erty of those who have been taken
captives, how amerced 674-676. Breaking t e commandments of Christ have no
benefit from the name of Christ 822-823. Why thus called 822-823,
Church, property of, might to be distributed also to the poor 62-63. How churches in
barbarian lands are to be managed 208-210, The Eastern (Orthodox) Church is
not Nestorian 221. See also Churches.
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Churches buildings), how they ought to be built 248-250. Peo le must not spread
blan ets, etc., or cat therein 379-381. Why they are calk kyriaka, or cyriaca
379-381. Malefactors who fled into them found asylum 403-405. How those
who did so were treated 403-405. No one is allowed to live in the catechumens
quarters thereof 403-405. Dedication of them without holy relics is not permitted 436-437. And where these must be placed 436-437. The dead must not be
buried in churches 388. &e also Chapels.
City built by Emperor continues to obey his edicts 264.
Cledon, what is a 363-365.
Clerics and clergymen, who are thus called, and why 4. They are sealed, and their seal
is called 246-250, They are ordained in two ways 4. They must not leave their
church and go over to another 35-37. Nor are they to be employed by others
22. The must not become sureties 31. Those who castrate themselves are to be
deposed34, For what sins they are deposed but not excommunicated 35, Those
ordained in exchange for money, how the are to be amerced 43. Tfthey separate
from their bishop or patriarch, wrongful y, how amerced for doing so 48. 507.
If excommunicated by their bishop, what they ought to do 48, If ordained wansimultaneously and deposed, how they may recover their clergyship 52. Tf they
insult a bishop, or apresbyter, or a deacon, how they are to be amerced 98-99. Tf
they laugh at cripples, they are to be excommunicated 99, What sort of persons
oufht not to become clerics or clergymen 106, 138-139. Those who have denied
el t er Christ or the name of cleric or of clergymen are to be deposed 107. Those
who have fornicated to any extent whatever are to be deposed 35. If they resort
to secular courts of j ustice or apply to the Emperor to be tried, how they are
to be chastised 212-216. Those who accept any secular dignity or office, how
chastised 251-253. One cleric or clergyman cannot be attached to two churches
257-258, They are not permitted to form cliques 263-264, They must not go to
Constantinople 267, Tf they have fornicated, they must be deposed 298-299.
They must not act as employees or proprietors of perfume shops, taverns, bathhouses 302-303. They must not wear incongruous or splendid clothes 319-322.
They may become priests even though not of a priestly line 329-332. They are
not to be enrolled in the clergy or in the rectory of any church in exchange for
money 433-435. They are not to bathe together with Jews, nor to call them for
medical attention 302-303, They must not make heretics heirs to their property
621-623. All those who discard the arb of the cler are to be compelled to
wear if against their will 299-301. A 1 those who re use to ascend any higher
in sacred orders are to be deposed from office 627-628. They ought to leave to
the church any property they acquired after admission to sacred orders 628-629.
Those who try any case j udicially are forbidden to give testimony about it before
any other court 645-648. Time must be allowed to those who have been indicted
to compass their acquittal 648-649.
Codical, what it is, and when and how it is made 1001.
Co-essentiality, the word was in use even prior to the First Ecumenical Council 158162. In what respect it differs from synousion 158-162.
Commemorations, living persons who have their own celebrated are mockers of God
697. When only to be celebrated in the midst of Great Lent 351-352.What is
denoted by Third and Ninth and Fortieth 351-352.
Communion, of the divine Mysteries, must be celebrated both worthily and continually 21. May be administered even to believers doing a penance
are in danger of death 185. May be administered even to those o have eaten
they
food, provided they are in danger of dying 964-965. How it is to be administered
to the insensible or unconscious 187. It must not be combined with grapes or
currants or raisins when administered 322-323. Portions of fragments are not to
be given instead of it 322-323. It m be administered even by an anagnost and
by a layman 356-357. It must be t en by the hand, and not by means of any
utensils 407-409. Trigmists have been told to commune three times a year 509.
How those persons are to be amerced who vomit after communing 950. How
many days of fasting and abstinence from sexual intercourse before communion
are sufficient 305-307, Being deprived of communion is called death and sword
827-828. See aLw Holy Gifts.
Concubine, what sort of female she is, and how the man who keeps one is to be amerced
968-969. She differs from a whore 968-969,
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C-(continued)
Confessor, is one who keeps the virtues and the confession made at his baptism 753757

Confrication with conspurcation before admission to sacred orders is an impediment
thereto, and after admission is a sufficient ground for deposition 832-834,935939,
Consent, what constitutes, and how amerced 932-934. See a h Women.
Constructs: images or icons of God the Constructor are not entitled to adoration or
veneration 41 3-422,
Conventions of Apostles lviii.
Corbms. must not be 406-407.
Councils, Ecumenical, how many characteristics distinguish them from Regional
Councils 155-159. And the nature and purpose of them 155- 159, Supreme judge
as touching the Church 155-159. Opposition thereto denotes impiety 155-159.
Co-witnessing, how done 1002-1003,
Criminal trials, differ from monetary and private 21 2-216.
Crimination, how it differs from blaming 192-196.
Cross, not to be drawn on the ground, but to be honored 376-377. Where we ought to
put it, and how we make it everywhere 376-377, All Christians ought to wear
one round the neck 376-377. Even Turks wore one on the forehead 376-377.
1s adored second after the Gospel 413-422, Even an unhistoriated one ought
to have the name of Christ written on it 413-422 Where the Cross was written
in hieroglyphics, and what the inscription denoted 903-904, Christians used to
make the impression and shape of the Cross on their bodies 413-422. And what
that impression denotes 413-423, 866-870. An unpainted cross is inferior to an
icon of Christ 413-422.
Ctismata. See Constructs.
Custom, when it holds in place of law 190-191. What it is with reference to amercements 188,410-412. Good customs ought to be kept, and bad ones ought to be
eradicated 585-586.
Cylistra, what was a 374-376.
Cyprus, prerogatives of 230-235.335.
Cyriaca, why churches were called Ix,379-381.

D
David, for what sin of his God waxed most wroth 819.
Day, when it be ins 391-392.
Deacon, eiecte 459. His marriage is prudent; prohibiting it is a sentiment held by
heretics 7, Can do nothing without bishop's consent 59. Can penance and excommunicate 59. Cannot baptize 74-75. How, and by how many, he is to be
tried (when accused) 131-134. Ought not to administer communion to presbyters; nor sit down in front of them 192. When ordained, must vow not to marry
298-299. If he marries, how amerced, both he and his children; and his marriage
entails de osition 298-299. Must not sit down ahead of priests 298-299. Though
a chartophylax, he must not sit down ahead of priests and bishops 192 Must not
practice medicine 302-303. How old ordained 307-309. What the seven deacons
were 309-312. How they ought to be depicted 309-31 2. Deacon may administer
communion to laymen 316-31 7, Those who have denied and have again wnfessed may not say irenica or rogations 491. See also Ecclesiastics and Clerics
and Clergymen,
Deaconesses, reasons why employed 192-196. Menses an obstacle to their rank 192196, When and how ordained 192-196, Example of deaconesses adduced by c.
XL of the 6th Ec, C. not inept 335.
Dead persons, ought not to be communicated, nor to be baptized, nor to be bewailed or
wept over 387-388. Nor be buried in church 387-388, Why the dead come forth
bound in shrouds, and what marks they wear 878-879. Myron is not to be poured
upon them in the grave, but only oil, and what is meant by all that we do at their
death 619. They are not to be transferred to a different place without the consent
of the head officials (proestotes) 829-830.
Dean, i.e., spiritual father, how many virtues he ought to have 457. See dso Hegumen
Death of martyrs, called their birthday 351-352, And why 351-352,571-572.
Dedication of temple, how and by whom performed 436-437.
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Defectives and lepers, why born 718.
Degrees in consanguinous marriages, how counted 975-991.In baptism, how 983,993994. And in adoption, how 996.
Demon, dwells in the heart of persons unbaptized, but after baptism it stays out 901903.
Tt is the cause of almost all wicked thoughts 932-933.Demons tempt man in two
ways 138-139. What sort of knavery it resorts to in wet dreams 721,
Demonized, cannot become clerics 138-139. Which can commune, and when and
which cannot 138-1 39. Those who for profit feign to be demonized, how chastised 356-357. Cannot be baptized until purified 883-888. Those who have been
put to death by a demon, are commemorated 897-898. If one of the parties of a
married couple is demonized, he cannot get divorced on this account 68-76. Nor
can ersons lawfully betrothed be divorced on the same account 997-999
Denial, di erent ways o f 110-112.
Deniers of the faith, who denied it without necessity or tortures, how amerced 1SO, Who
entered the contest of their own accord, and afterwards denied, how acwrnmodated 180-182. Accordin to present-day customs of Church, how corrected 69.
Who were betrayed by otkers and tortured, and had food forced into their mouth,
how accommodated thereafter 753-754. Who denied under torture, how amerced
490-491, Christians who compelled other Christians to deny Christ, or who betray ed them, how amerced 491-492. Whol e-hearted repentance of deniers requires
their confessing Christ where they denied Him 747-748, Those who denied under
other circumstances, how accommodated 748-750, Who made their slaves deny,
or who paid money to avoid denying, or who went away, now accommodated
743-744, 750-752. Who fooled the infidels by pretense, and appeared to have
denied, how accommodated 745, One may deny even with a single nod 107.
Deposed bishop 318-319
Deposed and excommunicated, how interpreted 107.
Deposition, is called death and sword 789-790.
Diacmicon, why the sacristy is called 560-561.
Digamists, cannot be admitted to sacred orders 28-29, Nor can they become servants of
Church 28-29. They are mocked, and priests must not eat at their wedding; nor
can they be crowned when married 512-514
Diocese, what the word signifies (in Greek) 214. Who are its exarchs 212-216, 252
Dionysius the Areopagite, written works of confirmed by many Councils and Synods.
430,
Divination, what it is 365-366.
Divorce form, wording of 860-863,
Dodecaemeron, what the word signifies 516-517.
Dominica, see Cyriaca.
Dominicals, not invented by Chrysostom, and why 407-409.
Doorkeeper, why called ostiary, and how many there were 562-563.
Dowry Agreement, form for 1005.
Drunken ecclesiastics, how they are to be chastised 63. Those who vomit as a result of
drunkenness, how they are to be corrected 63.

#
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Easter, when it ought to be celebrated, and how, and why, and who the persons were
that instituted it 9-1 1. Our Easter is more pleasing to God than that of the Latins,
on account of the miracles performed during our Easter 9-1 1 . The Easter Chronicle, in the time of the Councils held in Carthage, was not so easily understood
and so commonly received 638-639.
Ecclesiastics (i.e., men in sacred orders), what things they ought to take care of, and
what not 9. Deposed if digamists 28. Cannot become marriage-brokers, nor become sureties 31, Deposed in case they pray together with deposed persons 23.
Deposed if they strike believers or unbelievers, whether directly or indirectly
38. Those who after being justly deposed have performed any priestly function,
what they have to suffer 39. Sacred offices performed by those justly deposed
are null and void, and as though never performed at all 39. They are holy and
perfect 39. They are doubtful 39. Those ordained for money are to be deposed
and excommunicated 43. By way of leniency, however, they may be allowed
to partake of communion within the bema 47. Another still greater exercise of
leniency 861. Those deposed unjustly ought to rejoice 46. If they refuse to undertake the duty of taking care of the laity placed in their hands, how they are
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to be amerced57. Those who are wont to play cards or to get drunk, how amerced
63. Must charge no interest 65. Those who are not monks, voluntarily and for
the sake of temperance, not because of any loathin , are not to eat any meat 111115. Those who are monks are defying propriety i they eat meat 111-115. Those
who have denied Christ, either before or after ordination, whether involuntarily
or voluntarily, how treated 107, 177-1 78,Who eat blood, are deposed 108-110,
Each grade of ecclesiastics is ordained separately and by itself in a single liturgy,
and not two, and why 119-1 22. Proud, are deposed 164-165. Ought not to l we
together with women who are strangers or nuns, or with beardless youths 165168. Nor associate with them at all in private, even though the be relatives and
free from suspicion 165-168. If they sunned and confessed, eit er before or after
admission to sacred orders, they are to be deposed or to resign from office 177178. 516, Those who are unworthy are truly priests until deposed from office,
and the Mysteries celebrated by them are effect, and why 177-178, If those
unworthy who fail to resign the functions o sacred orders cannot be saved 177178, They ought to be free, not only from crimination, but also free from any
blaming 192-196. They are to be ordained in a special church 251, Those who
have committed fornication with any woman, whether she is consecrated or lay,
are to be deposed from office 298-299. Why they may not marry after ordination, notwithstanding that they may before ordination 299-301, Cannot ractice
medicine 302-303. By agreement ma separate from their wives, but n,ot y force
303-305, When on duty in their paris ,they must abstain from their wives before
officiating 305-307. How many days they must abstain from their wives before
officiating 305-307. When deposed for canonical crimes, they forfeit the right to
wear the clerical habit, 314, Cannot be ordained beyond the age limit 307-309,
388-390. If they administer communion to anyone in exchange for money, what
they have to suffer 315-316, Ought not to behold or look at circuses, theatrical
shows, motion pictures, and plays 31 7-3 18, Deposed or resigned, not only cannot celebrate liturgy, but neither any other sacred office 318-319. Those who
communicate Christians with currants or raisins during the time of plague, are to
be deposed 321-322. Must not communicate Christians by giving them a portion
of fragments 321-322. They ought to officiate without having eaten anything
323-325. Can. neither hold divine services nor baptize in a prayer-house, except
when necessary 325. If they have held divine service without an antimension in
a prayer-house, they are to be deposed 322-326. If the spill the Holy Gifts, or
let them be eaten, or let them get mouldy, or fail to e ect union, how amerced
326-329. If they do not add boiling water to the Mysteries, they are violating
a great dogma 326-329. How many things they have to know in divine liturgy
559-560. Married ecclesiastics, separating from their wives by agreement, may
become bishops 378-379 Those practicing divination are to be deposed 357.
They must not bathe to ether with women even at all 350. They must not shave
off their beard or their air, nor employ cosnletics in connection therewith 403.
Must not live in catechumens' uarters of church 405-406. Must not communicate dead persons, nor baptize k m , nor bury them in church 387-390 Cannot
become hunters 350. What sort of persons are unqualified to become ecclesiastics 139-141. If they give false testimony, how chastised 134-136. If their wives
commit adultery, what they ought to do 514. The resemble whom 518. If they
bless marriages during Great Lent, how chastise 573. If they fail to read their
prescribed ritual, how they are chastised by God 593-594. Those persecuted on
account of faith and traditions, ought to be taken care of 597. If their children
sin, they are to be punished more than those of laymen 614-616. Myron must not
be poured upon persons who have already died 617-618. Those who have been
deposed from office cannot be baptized a second time 625. When they ought to
set their children free from parental control 629-630. The are not to be ordained
l e s s they make all members of their household ~rthodoxChristians 629-630,
Those who have been condemned and have one away to some other re ion,
ou ht even there to be tracked down if they wi 1 not quiet down 647-648. T ose
or ained at an earlier time are preferred to those ordained at a later time 660-661.
Those who have had a wet dream, can they commune or not? 721-723, Tf their
wives are raped by any man, what is to be done with them 727. Those who have
sworn not to become ecclesiastics or to take sacred orders, what are they to do?
797-798. As for those who have sworn not to perform divine services, what? 804-
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806. Wi owed priests cannot marry a second time 822-823. Unmarried hieromonachs even after deposed cannot marry 822-823. If they only kiss a woman
passionately, how they are to be amerced 842-843. Those idling, or after receiving liturgies failing to hold a liturgy, shall have to give an account to God for
this 848-849, If they have solemnized an unlawful marriage, how they are to be
chastised 894-896, Th ought not to have their blood let on the day on which
t h e are to celebrate a?turgy 949. Nor ought they to go into the sea 949. The
unworthiness of ecclesiastics does not harm Christians; hence persons ought to
receive communion from the unworthy 921-922. If any woman calumniates or
slanders an ecclesiastic, by alleging that he sinned with her, she is not to be believed in the absence of witnesses 909-912, Tf before or after admission to sacred
orders they have masturbated, how they are to be treated 936-939. Tf they do not
distribute to the oor whatever money they have collected as interest before admission to sacre orders, they are not to be invested with sacred orders 802,How
many witnesses it takes to prove or establish the truth of the charges against a
priest accused of fornication, ,See Clergymen and Bishops.
Ecdici, sw Pleaders.
Economy, what is meant by the word 68-76, Has bounds and limits, and is not perpetual 68-76. Kee also Rigor.
Ecumenical, the adjective, when it first began being used 271-276, Has two significations 271-276.
Effectuators, what they were 701-702.
Elections of ecclesiastics, before whom and by whom 45, 106-108. The majority vote
elects 183-185.
Elevation of the Panagia confers a blessing and results in the granting of boons 535.
Elijah the Prophet, there used to be an apocryphal book of his which was not spurious
103
Emperor, when he could enter the bema, and how he could commune 372-373, With
the Synod, he could transfer the throne of one province from one of its cities to
another 651. He ought to assist his mother the Church whenever able 667. Whoever insults an emperor is to be duly punished for the offense 144-145. How an
emperor's wrath may be assuaged 144-14s. What the word emperor means 144145. An emperor cannot do everything 142-145. He may be asked to do 212216. Clergymen ought not to ask him to try their cases 212-216. A clergyman
may not go to the emperor without the consent of the Metropolitan 540-541. His
edicts are followed by the city he built 264. He may prevent bishops from going
to their province even for longer than six months 473-474. When and how he
communes 372-373.
Enlightened, what persons were called 187.
Enlightenment, what the word means 145-154.
Epitimion, see Amercement.
Era, Christian, who found it 56. How many years it is behind 56.
Eucharistic portions, priests must beware of administering them to Christians 321-
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322.
Evangelists, ought not to be historiated as animals 387.
Eunuchs, are of three kinds 33. Which ones ought to become clerics or clergymen,
and which ones not 33. If one eunuchizes himself, how he is to be amerced 33.
Clergymen and clerics who are eunuchs are not to dwell together with women
298-30 1.
Exclusion from communion, how man significations attach thereto 21.
Excompunication, how many kinds there are 5. That which obtains today, what it is
like 5. Even presbyters and deacons may impose excommunication 59. If unreasonable, how dissolved 5 .
Executors, what they were 665-666.
Exorcists and ephorcists, nature of (who they are) 539-540.
Extraterritoriality, there are two kinds 52-55.

F
Facultative letter, how written 1002-1003.
Faith, dogmas of the, which Canons assert them 202-204. These are mentioned also in
the Prolegomena to each one of the Ecumenical Councils,
Fast, of Lent, and of Wednesday and Friday, are equal, and nature thereof 122-127, That
of Advent, that of Holy Apostles, and that of August first, how kept 122-127, Tn
the interval thereof, a married couple ought not to have any sexual intercourse

F-(( 'ont i m d )
122-127. That of Monday is reasonable and proper 122-127. That of Passion
Week. how observed 325.
Faster, John the 747.
Fasting, what it is, and what termination of it and what relaxation of it is 110-112. Is of
no benefit alone 122-127.
Festivals, Grecian, nature of 360-363.
Fiancee, if snatched away, must be returned to her fiance 495-496. Any man who lies
with sister or mother of his fiancee, how amerced 503-504.
Foods, those eating those of infidels, how treated 727.
Fornication, adultery is also called 78
Fornicators, how amerced 809-810, Those who have fornicated with, i.e. have deflowered before marriage-their own wives, how they are to be amerced; and that the
stu ration of women is termed fornication in any case 116-1 19; 809-810.
Flux of b ood suffered by a woman prevents her from going to church 192-196, 718720.
Freat Week, see Passion Week.
Friday fasting, what it consists in 122-127.
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Genuflections and metanies, when they are to be executed 196-199. That genuflection
in which we pray on our knees is an Evangelical, Apostolical, and Ecclesiastical
custom 196-199. When it was abolished by the Eastern Church 395.
God, why He ought to be said to have one essence and three substances (hypostases)
763-767. He is not a single substance (hypostasis) under three names, nor three
substances (hypostases) of a different essence 763-767. Every discourse and every action ought to commence by starting with God 290-294.
Gospel of Matthew in Greek, where it was found 230-235. That of Luke, where it was
written 145-154. Wherever it is, the Devil flees from it 360. Whoever swears by
it, to whom he is swearing 397-398. Women and children used to hang it round
their neck 360. Adoration is paid to it ahead of the Cross and the icon of Christ
413-422. In olden times it was not read on Saturday 558-559.Both monks and
laymen ought to read it 558-559. Praises of the Gospel 558-559.
Gnostics, what were 365-366.
Grabbers of something out of a fire, or wreck, how chastised 609. Grabbers of land,
how 609,
Grace, not only remits sin, but even helps the sinner to avoid sin 196-199. Also imparts
knowledge and love 196-199. Without it we can accomplish nothing 196-199.
Tt precedes die independent state too 196-199. How many graces there are 196199, The grace of the Gospel was the original of the Law 414-41 5,420.
Graves, opening and looking into, amercement and chastisement for 829-830, 878879

Great Lent, how observed 122-127.570-571, No marriage to be celebrated during, nor
complete liturgy, nor martyr's birthday 127. Passion Week is commemorated
with it 127, How it is a tenth of year 107, Only once in it do we relax fish 127.
Presanctified is made in Great Lent 122- 127, 35 1-352. Tts Saturdays and Sunda s are not to be fasted with xerophagy 351-352. Nor are eggs and cheese to be
refaxed 351-352. Whether fish eggs ought to be eaten on those days 351-352.
Greedy persons, who want more than their due, how they are to be amerced 731.

H
Habit of monks, what grace it confers upon the wearer 966-967. Divided into three
344-346. Why it is called the angelic habit 201-202. See also Monks.
Hatred, and enmity, those who entertain, how amerced afterwards 950. Hegumen of
monastery who is a priest, and by imposition of hand of a bishop has become
Hegumen, has permission to ordain ana osts for lus own monastery only, and a
subdeacon 443-445. How one ought to e made 443-445. How he is to be chastised if he admits persons to monastic life in exchange for money 446-448. Even
a monk who is not a priest may become ahe 'urnen 446-448. The owner of a monastery cannot become the hegumen thereof y self-appointment 456. A hegumen
is to be excomn~unicatedif he fails to search for his escaped monks 456-459.
If he alienates property of the monastery, what he has to suffer 443. When he is
personally present within the latifunha of lus monastery, women must depart
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thence 446. A person tonsured elsewhere may become the hegumen of another
by permission of the bishop 655-656.
Heirs, mOnaste
who can ecome, and how they inherit 621-623. See also the end of the volume
in connection with testayent.
Heresy, how it differs from schism and parasynagogue 772-777.
Heretics, which ones loathed sinners 91,95. Which ones loathed meat 91,95. Ordinations of theirs rej ectable 11 9-1 22, Which ones offered azymes 127, What Tessareskaidecatites and Tetradites were 21 7-220. Canon XLII of Nicephorus 949.
Which ones on returning to Orthodoxy were accepted, either after chrism, or
after baptism 176-177,217-220. Into how many sects heretics called Monophy sites were divided 236-239. What Collyridians were 383-384, Which heretics
beat members of their bodies 34. Which ones prohibit the marriage of priests, or
traduce marriage S,With them no clerics if Orthodox ought to pray, nor on
they to admit them into church 67. Baptism of theirs unacceptable 67. Ortho ox
Christians not to marry them 259-260. What ones ought to say the Trisa
with addition 385. What Angelici were 568. Heretics cannot inherit their farh'eÂ¡r'
if Orthodox, nor receive anything left to them 621-623, What ones in communing held a human bone, namely Donatists 636. What one ought to talk with them
about in regard to union 659-664. Tf they ordain any persons, how chastised 662663, When heretics return, how places are furnished to them 668-669, 695-697.
What Pelagians were 68s. Semipelagins 692-694. Views held by Messalians
695, Arians called the flesh assumed by the Lord inanimate 765-767, Appolinarians, their utter nonsense 212. What sort of person is called a heretic 587. How
heretics differ from infidels and unbelievers 587. They own of their own accord
to ask to be baptized, and not to be urged by others 404-405. Those who have
associated with them. how accommodated on returning 763-764
Hermits, not to travel about in the world 340-343 See also Monks.
Hieromonachs, ought not to be ordained in the world, nor to perform sacred offices
176-177. If one of them who is young is acting as a servant to nuns, let no one
receive communion from him 450-451.
Holy, differs from sacred 128
Holy Gifts, if spilt, or eaten, or mouldy, what is to be done 329, In what respect they
mould 329. Why boiling hot water is poured into them 329, Without it they cannot be ritualized 813, After transessentiation, held in worshipful reverence 414.
After sanctification why called antitypes of the Lord's body and blood 414. For
how many reasons they used to be kept 351.559. Why prepared 351,559. Why
called sacraments of the Trinity 668-669. Why not prepared by laymen or magnosts on Great Thursday 372. See also the word Communion.
Homicide, how many kinds there are 113-115. Amercements for voluntary and involuntary 113-115. Of war, why some amerce the committers of, while others do
not 800-801, If anyone kills, or attempts to kill himself, how he is to be amerced
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897-898.
Human nature, received three states 674-676. It received the ability to know God
through Christ 682-684.
Husband, may be styled adulterer 76-80. Neither by reason of fornication nor adultery
is he compelled to divorce his wife 76-80. Ought to put up with wife's defects
and weaknesses 76-80. One who welcomes his wife back after her fornication is
to be praised 76-80. Ought not to wear women's clothes 362-363,

I
Icon of Christ, must not portray Him as a lamb 386-387, How an icon differs from
an idol and a statue 413-422. Even if a wax casting, it is admissible, and so are
icons not comprising the whole body of the person depicted, and wrought in
relief 413-422, Why sacred pictures are called icons 407-409, They resemble
the originals in name and in members characterized 407-409. Icons designated
by three nouns 407-409. They are entitled to relative adoration, not to unconditional and worshipful adoration 413-422. Adoration consists in kissing them
and bowing to them 413-422, When icons are worn out, what is to be done with
them 413-422. They need no application of myron 413-422. Tcons may depict
the Father, and the Spirit, and the visions of Prophets 413-422. We must kiss
them with fear 413-422. Tcons are made for some six purposes 413-422 See also
Painters and Pictures.
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Iconomachs, who acted as 413-422
Idols, their temples, and altars, and xoana must be torn down 643-644.
Idols, what they are 413-422.
Indifference, how evil it is 848-849.
Infatuation, what it is 934-935,
Infidels, how they differ from heretics 774-777.
Injustice, not even baptism can pardon, nor can the habit of monks, when goods could
be, but are not returned 731.
Inspiration, divine, what it is 147-148. The books of the Old and New Testaments were
written tinder it 147-148.
Installation of bishops, involves both election and laying on of hands 168-1 69.
Insult, what it is 98.
Insulter, of bishop, how chastised 98, Of Emperor, how chastised 144-1 45. If anyone
insults clerics or clergymen in church or during litany, how he is to be chastised
98.

nterest (on loans), clergymen, clerics, laymen, and monks are prohibited from charging 65. Why it is called interest, and usury is distinguished from it 65. Characterized as unjust profits 65. Unless one distributes it to the poor, he cannot
become a priest 65
Interloping, see Intrusion.
Intrusion, differs from transmigration 25, And excardination differs from transmigration 25,
Itinerants, what were 573-575, 927-928.
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Jeremiah, the Prophet, there used to be an apocryphal book of his which was not spurious 103.
Jerusalem, how else it used to be called, and why 174. What sort of honor and authority
it used to have 174.
Jews, feasts, and azynies, and medical treatments, and synagogues of, we ought to shun
9. Why their children do not bathe together with their fathers 381-382. We ought
to baptize them only after a long test and la se of time 446.
John the Forerunner, was fed by angels in the wil erness 753-754.
Judge, if one has tried anybody, he must not become a witness for that person or against
him in any other court 645-646. See dan Arbitrators.
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Kingship and priestship are contraries, and do not mingle 142-145
Kissing, what it denotes 727.
Ktetor, see Owner.
Ktitor, see Founder.

1,
Labis 322,407-409.
Labor, abstinence from on feast days, on which obligatory, and on which not 634-635.
Latins, unlawfully separate wives from ecclesiastics; and the answer to their
arguments on this point 305-307. Are schismatics because transposed their
Easter Schedule and their Calendar, and this transposition involves them in two
absurdities 9,20. In how many ways their baptism in unacceptable 68-69. Their
baptism being destitute of immersions and emersions is also destitute of grace
81-82. What mistake they make in eating blood 108-110, They fast, on Saturday
unlawfully 110-112, Their azymes are to be rejected and are a Jewish custom
127, Their addition to the Creed is under an anathema 229-230. They wrongly
find fault with c. XTTT of the 6th Ec. Council 305-307, When they chant the Trisagion in Greek 386-387, Priests of Latins do wrong in shaving o f f their beards
403-405. Should be ashamed in saying that the Lard's words are efficacious
856-866. They are heretics 68-69, They ought to ask to be baptized of their own
accord, and not have to be urged by others to do so 403.
Law, the old, was an image of the grace of the Gospel 4 13-422
Laws, civil, if in conflict with Canons, are to be annulled or repealed xxxv-liv-lvii.
They are of assistance to Canons xxxv-liv-lvii. Whence they originated 1 . What
a law is 1. Laws are often disadvantageous 43. How else they are called xxxv.
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Laymen are anathematized if they act as go-between in
performed in exchange for money 43-45. Who have se
wrongfully, how amerced 46-47. If excon~municated
rightly or wrongly, what they ought to do 48-49. Ou
or picnics by contributions 64, Nor dance on feast days, nor eat where musical
instruments are being played 64. To be excommunicated if they play games and
ret drunk 64. Must not charge interest 64. Must not leave their wives 68-76. To
e e i c a t e d If they laugh at a deaf or lame erson 9 8 How they are to
be amerced in case they ear blood 108-110. Those who deny the faith in various
ways, how they are to be treated or amerced 99,305-307.See a1.so Deniers. How
many days they must abstain from their wives when they are about to commune
305-307, How they are to be amerced in case th lie with their wives unnaturally
. . 963, Tf they sleep with their wives when the atter are menstruous, they are
sinning mortally 71 8-720. Tf they lie with their mothers-in-law before marriage
with their wives has been duly solemnized, how they are to be treated 940. Those
who abduct women, how they are to be amerced 818. They ought not to go near
theaters or motion-picture shows, or witness dances and comedies, nor dance
nor play instruments at weddings 317-31 8. Nor ought they to wear women's
clothing or masks 319-322. They ought not to wear very expensive clothes or
silks 319-322. Tf married men are desirous of becoming monks, they cannot do
so without coming to an agreement with their wives 348349, They ought not to
become mimes 350, Cannot commune by themselves unless necessary 355. Can
communicate others 355 How they are to be chastised if they engage in divination, or go to weddings, or spellbind married couples, or do anything else of the
kind 357-360.They ought not to teach in public or publicly 362-363. Ought not
to tell calends 360-362. Ought not to work cledons, or indulge in maypoling, or
kindle bonfires and jump over them 363-365. They ought not to believe at all in
luck and portents and recounters 363-365. What they ought to do during Novation Week 363-365. They are not to go into the berna 372-373. Nor to prepare
the Holy Gifts on Great Thursday 372-373. They ought not to eat in church 379.
Nor lodge therein 405-406. Nor sell food therein 381-382. Nor bring their beast
into it 391-392. They ought not to take a bath on the same day as they commune
on, nor undergo bloodletting on that day 899-900. Anyone that fails to come to
church on three consecutive Sundays is to be excommunicated 383-384, They
ought to attend vespers, matins and liturgy every da 593. Those buried in
churches get hell from God, and not benefit 387-390. T ose who hire women to
act as mourners and who weep for their dead are damned as idolaters 387-398.
Perjurers and swearers, how amerced 397-378. Laymen ought not to dress their
hair or beards 403. Must not live in the catechumen's quarters 405-406 Ought
not to bathe with Jews, nor call them for medical attention 303-305. Those who
thrash a bishop are to be excommunicated 480. Whoever defends or shields a
cleric or clergyman guilty of making a mistake, is to be fined and infamized
644-647. If they have had a wet dream, may the commune, or not? 721-725.
Those who have wives ought to have them effortfessly as though they had then1
not 844-847. Should those who have swallowed water involuntarily, commune
or not? 899-900. Those who listen to the word of God and blame themselves
for not doing it, are benefited 899-900. Those who deflower their wives before
marriage are either to be separated from them or to be amerced as fornicators
116-119,821-822. Even if they are reverent and wise, they ought not to meddle
in ecclesiastical matters 252-253. They ought to laud God seven times a day
593-594. Ought not to importune bishops to allow them to marry unlawfully
988-989. None who marry unlawfully will enjoy any success 988-989.
Legate, what a legate is 1001.
Letter commendatory, form for 1002-1003.
Letters, how many it used to be the custom for clerics to receive 22. Commendatory,
how made 1001. For the poor, how made 1002-1003.
Like from like, ought to be the basis ofjudgment and inference 307-309.
Liturgy, complete, when it used to be held in olden times 10, 11,20,451. Not held durin Great Lent 570-571.1s not celebrated in a rayer-house unless necessary 305.
it is celebra~edonce a day and on one ta le 121. No matter in which region
it is held, that re *ion i s consecrated to the church thereof 119-121, Complete
liturgy is deeme an occasion for merrymaking and joy 351-352. That of the
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Brother of God is acceptable 326-332. It is not acceptable 326-332. Even prayer
is called a liturgy, and so is every divine service or office 645-647. How many
thin s priests ought to know in connection with the litur 560-561. It must be
cek rated by ministers who have not eaten anything at R o n the same day 323325. Liturgies offered by any ersons must be performed 848-849. The commixture of wine and water is ma e but once, and not twice 7.
Lord's Supper, what it was liv, 379-381
Lord's handkerchiefs, or napkins, see Dominica1 409.
Lustrum, Grand and Ordinary, how they differ 365-366. Why the Grand Lustrum is
performed twice 365-366.When those not communing are to take Grand Lustrum 259-260,
Lying-in, not properly said of the painless childbirth of the Theotoke 363.
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Magistrates, if they swear to harm anyone, how remedied 815. If they intervene for
ordinations, how amerced 43. Ought to assist the Church as their mother 648649. Why they had to copy Deuteronomy 431-432. Election of clergymen by
magistrates null and void 431-432.
Marriage, unlawful and irregular, those contracting such cannot become clerics 30.
Which ones are called illicit and damnable 30. There is but one good reason for
divorce, according to Gospel 68-76. But according to the Canons, various reasons 68-76. The one who afforded cause for divorce ought not to marry a second
time 68-76. Marriage not to be held during Lent 573. Nor during Novation Week
122-127. What marriage is, and who may contract it 259-260. And how it ought
to be solemnized 303-305. Marriages between near relatives, whether by consanguinity or by affinity, are prohibited 351-352. What first marriage and second
marriage are 512-514. What third marriage is, and how it is to be amerced 509,
836-837. Marriage in general, inclusive of that of man in sacred orders, is not
to be disparaged 8, 524-525. Marriage, however, is far inferior to virginity 758763. What is meant by sayin that a niarria e takes place in the Lord 821-822.
Which Canons mention la ul and unlawfu marriages 977-978. Consanguineous marriages prohibited and unprohibi ted 977-978. Two-line affinity 983-985.
Three-line affinity 991, May be contracted even without a wedding ring 997999. Even when married one may accomplish the aim of monastic purity 38.
Masons 285,2S9,550.600,
Married couples, ought not to mix during Lent and Wednesday and Friday, and in general when fastin and praying 12s- 126, Nor when going to commune 303-305,
Tf one of couple e taken captive (enslaved), what is to be done 395.
Masturbation, how amerced 936, What a hateful sin it is 936. How many injuries it
causes 936, How many kinds of it there are 946, The variety practiced between
two persons of the same sex, how it is to be amerced 936-939. Prevents qualification for sacred orders 936-939.
Martyrs, their birthdays, what are thus called 57 1-572. Banquets held in memory of
them are called birthday celebrations 313-314. Their lives ought to be read on
their feast days 634-635. Banquets and dances are not to be held on their feast
days 645-646, Only with their reliquies can temples be dedicated and consecrated 299, The martyrs of heretics are pseudomartyrs 566-567, How those are
to be amerced who go to them 566-567.
Meat, who must not eat- and why 91-95, One must not loathe it or be disgusted by it
91-95. Not to be cooked or offered within the church 406-407.
Merchants, why thieves are called by Christ 381-382, 94 1-942.
Metropolitan, if he celebrates a liturgy in his episcopate, whom he is to mention 50-51.
Without the consent of his bishops he must not transact any common affair 5051. What the noun means 3. If he separates from his Patriarch, how he is to be
chastised 470. He cannot elect a bishop by own vote alone 586-588. Those who
are remote from each other ought to have a Metropolitan of their own 617-618.
See also Ecclesiastics, Clerics and clergymen, and Bishop Millenarians, what
they are, and who they are 202, How the thousand years mentioned in the Book
of Revelation are to be explained 202.
Mimes, ought not to be 350
Monasteries, how they ought to be built 250. Are not to be turned into secular resorts
or into haunts of vice; and the things belonging to them are to be preserved and
guarded 268. They cannot be sold or given away, and neither can things belonging
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to them 303-305. Nor can their furniture 129-130. Nor are they to be turned
over to seculars for repair or improvement 349-350. After children have become
monks their arents cannot take them away from the monasteries 450. Why they
cannot sell eir products to rulers 440-441. Women have no business to be in
them 447. Double monasteries, nature of those which were 448, They ought to
have a reward and a bell for their votive offerings 457, iSee ai.w Hegumen and
Monks and Nuns.
Monks, who act as go-betweens in connection with ordinations performed in exchange
for money, are to be anathematized 43, 246-250. Cannot become confessors
410. For what reasons they ought to refrain from eating meat 91-92. They are
also called clerics 4. They cannot act as godfathers to children, nor hold wedding crowns; nor can they form wedbrotherships, nor undertake wordly cares
248-250, They cannot build a monastery without the consent of the bishop 253254, Receive confessions, of necessity 41 0-412, How chastised if they accept
secular dignity or office 253-254. Are subject to the bishop 253-254. Tf they
marry, how they are to be amerced 260-261, Not permitted to form cliques 263264. Must not go to Constantinople 264-265. At what age persons can become
monks 336. Parents ought not to forbid their children to become monks or nuns
528. Cenobites must cut their hair 340-343. Monks' habit is divided into three
kinds worn by Rhasophores, Staurophores, and Megaloschemes 340-343. Rhasophores cannot discard their habit 340-343, Staurophores ought to adopt the
great habit and become Megaloschernes 340-343, Why the habit of these monks
is called the angelic, habit 340-343. Those who wish to become recluses, how
as novices they ought to make a test 340. Hermits must not return to the world
340. Why the clothes of monks are black, and each piece of rainment they wear
means 344-346. What clothes they wore when novices 344-346. Are not to sleep
in a nunnery or monastery for women, nor to enter thereinto 348-349. Men who
are already married may not become monks without their wives' agreement
348-349. Monks living in a wilderness or desert, how they are to commune by
themselves, and when 356-357. Ought not to bathe 381. Ought not to go into
the world and beg for alms 248-250 Nor ought they to be buried in a church
387-390. Without being ordained anagnosts they cannot serve as such 301. May
o into the bema, and which ones may 372-373. How they are to dedicate their
elongings, movable and immovable property, to the monastery, and when they
can take them back 305-307. Those who are acting as servants to nuns must be
old men 448-449. For how many reasons one may leave his monastery 450.
Ought not to be made monks without a sponsor 315-316. How long they ought
to remain novices 460. Before becoming monks, they are to declare what they
want done with their property; but not after they become monks 449. All those
who vowed to become monks and afterwards broke their promise, how they are
to be penanced 499,822-824. Even when ill they may take the habit 516. Those
who are about to become Staurophores or Megaloschernes, for the sake of scmpulosity they ought to be made such by a priest who is likewise a Stauro hore
or Megaloscheme, respectively 456-457. Which Canon concerns Rhasop ores,
Staurophores, and Megaloschemes 456-457. See also Injustice and Virginity.
Mortal sin, what is 433-434.
Moses, after receiving the prophetic gift, did not have sexual intercourse with any
wonian 7. See note 2.
Most holy, when the title first be an being used 271-275.
Music, which is rejectabie and w ich acce table 379-381.
Musical instruments, why banished from c urch 379-381.
Myron, is called holy oil 487-488, Which Canon provides first for use of Myron in
anointment 487-488. Why we use it in anointing 570-571. Those who take this
instead of communion are doing wrong, and so are those who get themselves
anointed with it because of their having lain with women who are unbelievers
570-571. The preparation of it, and the rite connected therewith, when and by
whom carried out 606-609. When there is but a scant supply, oil ma be added
to it if necessary, but not much, however 606-609. Not to be poure by priests
into the grave ??%I 9, Tt may be applied a second time, notwithstanding that it
impresses its stamp upon the soul 181,
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Napkins, see Dominicals.
Nestorius, blasphemed only in regard to the economy, but held right views in regard to
t 7-220.
the theoloev of the S ~ i r i21
~ew1~-enlightened
persons, ought not to be admitted to sacred orders forthwith 139141.
Nicene Creed, what it is like 155-159. Was developed and completed by the 2nd Ec.
C. 202-20s. The common Creed must remain unchanged even to a tittle 229230, The addition thereto of Filique is under an anathema 229-230. A private
Creed is also possible, and how it differs from the Common Creed 229-230. The
Apostolic Creed is genuine 290-294. Is called the Symbol of the Faith in Greek
290-294. The First-and Second Council uttered and confumed if without innovation 290-294. And so did the Council held in Holy Wisdom, with the legates of
Rome, John, Peter, Paul, and Eugene all present 395-397. When it is to be read
158-159. Why it was thus named 158-159.
Novation Week, what Christians ought to do during 365-366.
Nuns, when they have to be tonsured, ought not to wear splendid clothes 343. They
ought not to go outside of their convent or monastery 346-349. They are not to
sleep in a monastery for men, or even enter one 347, 448. If they et married,
how they are to be amerced 212-216. They may enter the bema, an where 825.
How they ought to converse with monks 260-261. If they don the habit even
before they are twenty-five years old, what is to be done 702-743. As referred to
in early writers they are called virgins 260-261, 499.
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Oaths, Grecian, Christians ought not to take 397-39s. Nor ought they to swear at all by
God, nor by any creatures of His 397-398, Those who swear vain and ordinary
oaths are to be sequestered from communion and from church 397-398. Why
they were permitted to the men of old, but not to Christians 397-398. One must
not swear an oath for all the world 397-398, How many kinds of oaths there are
397-398. How persons are to be amerced if they violate their oaths 829, From
the words used in oaths must be found the consolation thereof 799-800.
Oeconomus, if appointed for money, how amerced 43. How he ought to manage the
affairs of the church and of monasteries 57-58, 270. When he is to give an accounting, and what other activities he used to have 57-58,270.
Offerings brought to altar, what are and what are not 5-7. Which are not offered up in
the bema, how clerics ought to distribute 7, Whose are acceptable and whose are
not 65, 260, 908-912. Into how many divided 65, 503, 908-912. Whence they
are to come 65, 503, 908-912. The choicest must be offered to God 65, 503,
908-9 12.

Orarion, etymology of the word, and what it denotes 562.
Ordination, how many meanings the word has 4, Differs from seal and nomination and
imposition of hand 4. Does not differ 4. Extra-territorial ordinations, how they
acquire validity 52. Why ordinations amon the Orthodox cannot be performed
a second time 119-122. What sins they abso ve, and what ones not 119-122,516.
Those of heretics ale unacceptable 119-122. They have been accepted, however,
as a matter of economy 122. On what days they cannot be performed 571-572.
What is meant a void ordination 40-42, 927-928.
Origen's Tetrapla, Hexapla, and Octapla 151. It is certain that he castrated himself 35.
Was anathematized 287-289. His books how they assemble 903-904.

f
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Painters of pictures, ought not to historiate Christ as a lamb 386-387. They historiate
many absurd things, and they ought to correct them too 413-422, 350. Neither
ought they to make the Evangelists appear as animals alone 386-387. Not the
Theotoke as a bush alone, or a sacrificial altar, or other symbols of the Law 386387, Neither ought they to paint pictures that are indecent and erotic 407-409.
They ought not to paint the Theotoke at the Nativity of Christ as lying on a bed,
and as exhausted by painful exertions; nor women washing Christ 382-384. See
also Icon and Pictures.
Palm Sunday, we do not relax from fish 113.
Papalethra, what it is and what it denotes 315-316.
Paper, when invented 558-559.

P-(continued)
Parasynago u e , what the word means 772-777, It tends to become heresy 772-777.
Parents, chi dren ought not to leave 527-528. A son insulting them, how amerced 143
They ought not to forbid their children to adopt the monastic life 527-528. Nor
to remove them from monasteries 450-451. Ought not to leave more inheritance
to some and less to other children 621-62.3, Their testimony alone is sufficient
as against their sons. See Children and Minors,
Passions, are secondary causes of wicked thou hts 935-936.
Passion Week, how it ought to be observed wit fasting 315. See ah'o Novation Week,
Patriarch, when the title first came into use 171-172. The word has two different significations 171-172. How many Patriarchs there are 171-172. Called Carj, and
why 171-172. What kind of raiments they wear 171-172, What a Patriarch is
171-172. Their priority, by what Canon it is established 171-172, How their decisions are said to be inappellable 156-157. What prerogatives the Patriarch of
Constantinoplehas 21 1,271-275. He has no authority over the Churches of other
Patriarchs; nor has any other Patriarch 253-254, The Patriarch of Constantinople
is a peer of that of Rome, differing only in point of order 271 -275. He ordains
the bishops of barbarians 271-27s. Why he is given the title of Most Holy and
of Ecumenical Patriarch 271-275, He can prevent bishops from going to their
provinces for even more than six months 287-289, He can freely promote clerics
and clergymen under his jurisdiction (or clime) 50. 64 1-642.
Paul, ought not to be ainted in the picture of the Pentecost 422.
Penitents, even thoug they still have a penance to do, may commune if they are on the
verge of death 185. Why they are not banished from church nowadays 932.
Pentecost, genuflections of, not performed on other days, and why 196-199. The day
of Pentecost proper ought not to be fasted 196-199, Of what this day is an image
860-863. How its Wednesdays and Fridays are fasted, see end of volume under
S c h o l i ~ How
i ~ the icon, or picture, of it ought to be painted 413-422.
Perjurers, how amerced 395-398.
Physician, an experienced, ought to prescribe what sick persons ought to relax on during fasts 122-127.
Pictures, even angels are depicted in 413-422 Indecent and erotic, must not be historiated 407-409. See also Icons and Painters.
Pleaders, if appointed for money, how amerced 43. What they were, and how many
245-247. What they used to do 653-654.
Pollution of the flesh, what it consists in 725.
Polystauria of Patriarchs, what they are 171-172. What other persons are entitled to
wear them 253-254.
Pope, though a chief priest and emperor, can be deposed 142-144. Vainly imagines that
he entitled by c. Vl of the First Ec. C. to have unlimited authority 172. He is
subject to Ecumenical Councils 157. None was present at the Second Ecum. C ,
either by legate or by letter 201-202. 1s not the supreme judge of all patriarchs
253-254. The alleged legal enactment concerning him of Constantine is spurious
271-275. Is a peer of the patriarch of Constantinople, being first only in point
of order of place 271-275. Is not a monarch or autocrat, nor has he the right to
preside over Ecumenical Councils, on account of the praise accorded him in
Leo's letter 241. Monothelete Honorios, having been anathematized as a heretic
when pope, shows that a pope can make mistakes even in regard to questions of
faith 279-282. He was condemned not on1 by the Second Ecum C,, but also by
other Councils 279-282. Many Popes ha sons (illegitimate, of course) 9. And
they had beards 403-405. A general a peal to him on the part of the ecumenical
church is not in order 580-584. Only ose subject to his jurisdiction may appeal
their trials to him 585-586. His impeccability, infallibility, autocracy, and alleged appealability are all branded false 626-627,705-709, He is not to be called
supreme prelate 631-632. Even a local Council can correct him on any point of
doctrine 669-670. And the Church in Constantinople can correct the Church in
Rome 733-926.
Portions, see Eucharistic portions.
Possessed, the, who they are 498. Laying on of hands, is more general than ordinationit is as baptism is to the penitent 156.
Pound (monetary), how much it amounts to 119.
Prayer, when to be made 379-381, Differs from salmody 379-381.
Prayers sanctioned by a Council ought to be saidby all 559-560,565-566 Even rnodern prayers are not forbidden to be read in private 671.
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PÃ‘(continued
Presanctified, when and how it is made, and why it was contrived and in what century it
began 351-352. Ordinations cannot be erformed therein 571- 572. It used to be
e
and on Great Friday 571l a d e also on Wednesda and Friday o f ~ h e e s Week
2 . h a t it has to be cerebrated with a whole loaf of bread and not with apiece
thereof 571-572. Presanctified bread must be eyed with silence 571-572. It used
to be the custom to keep also presanctified wine 571-572.
Presbyter, is elected 4, His marria yeis a piece of prudence, and for it to be prohibited is
a sentiment of heretics 7. T he should excommunicate anyone unjustly, what is
to be done 48. He should do nothing without knowledge and consent of bishop
60. Is a teacher of the lai and a head man (Proestos) 100-101 and a She herd
268, If does not supply t e needs of inferior clerics, he is to be depose 102.
How and by how many he is to be tried (if accused of anything) 131-134, At
what age he may be ordained 307-309. Why he can conduct divine service even
after becoming a monk 478. What sort of person is unqualified to become a
presbyter l39-l4l7SI6.A presbyter of a village cannot celebrate liturgy in a city
518, The chief presb ters of villages cannot furnish acific letters 537-539. If he
undertakes an irregular marriage, he is to be deposed 318-319. See also Ecclesiastics and Clerics and clergymen,
Pride, entails deposition and is a mortal sin 164- 165.
Promises, when made to God, should not be ignored 499,823.
Prosmonarius, if appointed for money, how amerced 246-250.
Psalts, may marry even after ordained 38. Tf ordained for money, how amerced 43.
Without imposition of hand cannot chant in church 329-332. Must not use noisy
yelling, and mundane gestures, and noteless utterances in church 379-381
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Quasi -gift, what it is, and a form of what 535, 908-91 2, iScc d.w Offerings and Blessing.

R
Rare instances are not to be taken to be laws 99,
Relationship, how many kinds there are 977-978. Axioms thereof 977-978. Resulting
from baptism, how far it is an impediment 991-994. Resulting from adoption,
how far it is an impediment 994-996.
Reliquiae, holy, by what identified 878-881.
Repentance, works and fruits of, are called amercements and are accounted such 931932,

^

Resignation, how and when relates may offer it 236-239. What a canonical form for
it is like 1005. What t e canonical words are that are to be added thereto 91 S920,

Resurrection of Christ, at what o'clock it ought to be celebrated, and at what o'clock
celebration ought to be finished 393. Why we assert that it occurred on Sunday
393, How it ou ht to be de icted 413-422. How die troparion chanted ought
to be understoo 344-346. The kiss used to be given twice, and was ignorantly
called the second resurrection (of the day) 344-346. Why we dye the eggs red
344-346.
Revelation, what is 152-154. John's genuine 152-1 54. Another is not 885-886.
Rewards for finding things, Christians must not take 748-750
Rich men, may be saved even without going away to lead an ascetic life 530-532.
Rigor, what it is 67-68, As prescribed in reference to amercements, what it consists in
4 10-412. After the accomodation is past, it ought to be observed again 69.
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Sacred, what the word denotes 268. Differs from the word holy 107-108, 130. Places,
sale of, and purchase, and commonization, what involved 267. Things, if
dedicated to monasteries, when can be taken back, and when not 449. See also
Monks.
Sacred vessels and vestments ou t not to be used for common services 129-130. If
melted down, or washed, ey are not commonized 129-130. If they get worn
out, what is to be done with them 129-130.
Sacred vessels, restoration of, is allowed 86-87. Not to be sold 110-112. When they
may be sold, and how 86-87.
Sacrilege, differs from sanctilege 468. Those guilty of, how they are to be amerced 128.
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S-(continued)
Sacristy, the holy prothesis is called 562.
Saints, real, why thus called 907-908. So are all Christians in name 907-908. Truly
have sins 695-696. Really say "forgive us our debts" 697. Commit pardonable,
however, and not mortal, sins 695-696. Their names wherever written or printed
ought to be honored 376.
Saturday, fastin is not done on, nor is abstinence from labor 110-112. Some genuffect
on Saturjay, and some do not 196-199. It is a day of dead and of rest 196-199.
See oho end oflndex. How Great Saturday is to be fasted 323-32s. No one is
sup osed to make it a holiday 564-565. LSeculso Great Lent.
Schism o f ~ h u r c hnot
, an thing better than heresy 46. Martyrdom to save the Church
from schism i s nob er than martyrdom to save her from idolatry 46.
Schismatics cannot pray together with Orthodox Christians 68, Their ba tism unacceptable 68. On returning, are admitted by baptism or laying on o hands 176177, Schismatics are also those conferring secretly 772-777. And a Schism
becomes a heresy 772-777.
Scholastic, who is called a 591.
Scriptures, not explained otherwise than as explained by the divine teachers 313-314.
The present order of the books in the Old Testament is not right 145-154. What
the Bible is 145-154. Into how many books its contents are divided, and in what
language they were written 145-154. Into how many groups its books are divided 145-154,How many versions of it there are 145-154,The translation made
by the Seventy scholars, known as the Septuagint, is more trustworthy than all
the other ones, and more reliable than even the copies of the Hebrew original
now extant 145-154. What the Tetra la, Hexapla, and Octapla of the Bible contain 145-154. The Bible is a remedy for every ailment 145-154, The Hebrew
original of it has been corrupted 145-154, Grammatical accuracy in it is not to be
expected 802-804. Why its book on Deuteronomy had to be copied by each new
ruler with his own hands 431 -432, What its vagueness denotes 851-853.
Seal of clerics, how it is called 276-250.???
Self-competence, definitions by our modem so-called theologians are incorrect 692694. It is not freedom for good and evil, but only for good 692-694. Self-competence does not accrue before grace 229. Nor to those unable to fulfill God's
commandments 229.603-605.
Servants, who are called 30. Those lower than anagnosts and psalts may marry even
after being ordained 38. Their function was a different one from that of the subdeacon 309-312. Nevertheless they were also called subdeacons 309-312.
Showmen, not compelled to stage a show 646-647.
Simicinctia, what they are 562.
Sin, mortal, nature of 433-4, C 5 of 7th. In how many ways one may become involved
in the sin of the next man 503-504. Original sin, what was 673-674. Animal sin,
nature of 165.
Sister-in-law, whoever has sexual intercourse with his, how amerced 835-836. Slaves,
cannot become clerics without consent of masters 141-142. How emancipated,
and for what reasons 141-142.
Solemnization, said both of betrothal and of blessing a marriage 507.
Soothsayers, wizards, bear-leaders, cloud-dispel!ers, enchanters, makers of phylacteries, fascinators, dm sters, incantators, and mathematicians, what they are and
how they are to be c astised 357-360. See also Astrologers.
Son, co-essential with Father, who proclaimed 159. Why not called synousios 159.
Soul, what the three arts of it are 866-869. Spiritual medication given to sinners
should be base(Tupon these 866-869. Which sins and virtues are engendered by
each of them 866-869. There is no rational soul in unformed embryos 774-777.
Blood is the type of the immaterial soul, and why 108-110, How it is that there
are two persons in it, namely, that of vice and that of virtue 890-891. Souls are
built creatively by God 688-690. They are built providentially 688-690.
Speculator, deserves amercement for the murders he is guilty of 117-119.
Sperniatorrhoeain sleep with imagination revents its victims from receiving communion 721-723. How many causes in uce it 721-723. That which results when the
body is awake, how amerced 965-966,
Spirit, the Hol is co-essential with the Son 201-202. Who they were that altered
its doxof&y 201-202 Who they are that blaspheme against it 201-202, 229.
How it is said to be the same as the Son 221. Tt is not to be called down or
driven away on, account of any worth of will 229, It is a God, 202-207. It is
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depicted in the form of a dove 413-422. Communers receive Holy Spirit, and
why 643-644. The common activity of the Trinity is entrusted to it 643-644. Its
doxology, how it originated 85 1-853,
Spiritual Father, when appointed must be empowered by laying on of the hand, and why
59. Cannot hear confession without emission of bishop 59, No deposed ecclesiastic and no one who has resigne from sacred orders can become a spiritual
father 59, A monk or nun cannot hear confession 59, If he turns sinners away, he
is to be deposed from his office 95. He ought to pity them 95, He must lay his
hand on the heads of penitents when he is reading to them the prayer for their
pardon 131-134.He must fix amercement in accordance with the repentance and
willingness of the penitents 183-184. He ought not to show excessive leniency
183- 184. He is to be deposed if he asks to be aid for allowing anyone to comm i e 316-31 7 , ~e is not to be believed alone iflie divulges anyone's sin 705 One
s iritual father, cannot remit the amercement irn sed by another 48. Tf he emp oys great leniency, he is casti vited975, He oug t to mourn and shed tears over
the sins of those who confess t em to him 183-184. When he imposes amercements, he ought to be familiar with usage and rigorousness 183-184, 410-412.
Sponsor of monks, i.e., a dean, what sort of virtues he must possess 455-456. Those
who sponsor children, how they ought to take care of them, and what sort of
persons they may be 511-512.
Spoon (Eucharistic), see Tongs.
Stage-players, what were 573.
Stamp, impressed upon the soul by baptism and sacred orders, nature of 119. Not a sufficient reason to prohibit a second celebration of Mysteries 119
Statue of Christ, what the nature of it was 413-422. Statues, what are, and why not
adored 4 14.
Stauropegia, which and how, and why made 46
Stepmothers, how much hatred they entertain 853-856.
Strangled animals, those eating the meat of, how they are to be chastised for doing so
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Subdeacon, well to vow when ordained not to marry 298-299. If he marries after ordination, how chastised 298-299. At what age he may be ordained 309. What his
duties are 309 He differs from a servant 309.
Subordinates, or minors, how many kinds there are 309
Substance (hypostasis) what a substance (hypostasis) is 241-245. And what its material
characteristic is 221-226.
Sunday, no fasting is to be done on, and why 110-112. Nor any genuflections, and why
198-199. Christians ought to observe it as a holiday 564-565. Theaters are not
to open on 645-647. It is an image, or representation, of the next age, and why
860-863. Its prerogatives, and the nature of them 860-863. On Sunday married
couples must not conjugate 892-893.
Surety, has two significations 20.
Synod, what one is in general 56. Whatever a Synod pronounces as its opinion must be
subscribed to by the bishops attending it 659. Synods held in the West, how they
are acceptable 296-297. What those held in the time of Nectarius and Theophdus
were like 296-297.
Synods concerning Easter 9. How many, and how, and why, and when they ought to be
held every year 55-57. See also Councils.
Synthronon, sacred, which bishops are not to sit in it 543-544.
Syric garments, why they are so called 444-445.

T
Teachers, how honored and governed 100-102. Those teaching civil law must not employ Grecian Customs 38 I.Must not neglect their work 100. Presbyters too are
teachers 100.
Temples, see Churches.
Testament (or will), how to draw up, and how many kinds there are 1002-1004. Form
thereof, how worded 1002-1004.
Tetragamy, never allowed by Church 835-837.
Theaters, ought not to be established 3 17-31S. How many evils they cause 3 17-318.
Neither clergymen nor laymen ought to go to them 31 7-318.
Theodore!, his quarrel with Cyril, occurred by divine economy 22 1-226. His written
works were not anathematized in general, but only in part 279-282. He was not
Nestorian 226-227.

TÃ‘(continued
Theolo "y, the mystery of, to whom it was revealed 725.
~heotoke,the name existed even before the Third Ec. C., and who the were who
used it 221, 226-227. What it denotes 221, 226-227. Her childbirti; took place
without lying in, and why 382-384. Her name ought to be honored 376-377.
Marshmallows, or other things, ought not to be toasted in her honor 382-384.
Who proclaimed her an Ever-virgin 223-224. She ought not to be depicted in
connection with the Nativity of Christ lying on a bed ap arently exhausted by
angs of childbirth 383-384, Only symbols serving as rno els of her ought not to
e historiated instead of her 387-388 She had no pardonable sin 6%. She had no
original sin 688. Even after iven birth she was placed among the virgins 753754, She is called the Theoto e in two ways 223-224.
Theophany, when the eve of it falls on a Sunday, how it is treated 903-904.
Thieves, how amerced 729-730. Even finders of things thrown away who fail to
give them u are thieves 736-737. Those who shelter such persons are to be a
amerced as t ieves 736-737. Those in various wa s steal things, how they are to
be chastised 828-829, Even one who steals anything holy on account of reverence, is to be chastised as a thief 129 See also Theft.
Thoughts, by how many agents attacked 932-935.
Throne, what is called a 333-334.
Thurible carried by deacons, why it was contrived 562
Tradition, what it is 145-154, It is the touchstone to distinguish genuine and spurious
books of the Bible 853-860. Tn regard to the faith it has the same force as what
was preached 842-846. How many kinds of tradition there are, and arguments
against controverters thereof 860-863.
Transmigration and excardination, differ from each other and from intrusion 25-26.
Trigmy, what is, and when allowed, and how penanced 509. Forcible trigamy, and
how priests solemnizing it are to be amerced 509.
Trills are obscure voices, and when they began 379-381.
Trisagion, those saying it and adding, "Who was crucified for us," are anathematized
385-387. What it signifies, and whence the Church received it, and in what language it has to be chanted 385-387.
Typica, there are two 571
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Unclean things, wh thus called 91. If fallen into a vessel, what is to be done 110-111,
Uncles, how many inds there are, and why they are thus called 977-979.
Unction, is allowed to be prepared by a single priest 612-613.
Union, see Commixture.
Unworthy and not worthy differ 431 -432.
Usage, see Custom.

I
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Vampires, that there are none, and how those burning them ought to be penanced 820,
829.

Ventriloquists, what they were 365-366.
Vestments, sacred, whether to be washed 119-130. When worn out, what, is to be done
with them 119-130.
Virginity, the prerogatives of, and how greatly it excels matrimony 758-763. If once
lost can never be regained 758-763.
Vows made to God, not to be broken 499,812- 814.
Vulgate, which publication is thus called 152. Author disputable 152.

w

Wedbrothership forbidden 997.
Wednesday fasting, what it is 122-127,
West, iee Latins.
Wet dream, how amerced 721-725. Nature of Devil's machination in connection therewith 721-725.
Whoremasters, that is, men who furnish whores for the perdition of many souls, how
they are to be chastised 390-392.
Widow, at what age she may be wnnumerated in the battalion of widows even though
she has been married 336-338, 810-811, And why she was numbered therein
336-338,810-811. If she should wish to get married a second time, she must wait
out the mourning time for her former husband 820-821.

WÃ‘(contifitwd
Witnesses, what sort of, are admissible, and what sort inadmissible 131-134. One alone
is not to be believed 131-134. Nor two, and when 131-134. Credible witnesses
are not to take an oath 131-134,397-398. If priests and deacons bear false witness, how they are to be chastised 131-134.
Wives, ought to put up with their husbands' faults 68-76. Adulteress if divorced on that
account cannot many a second time 48-76, 847-849. Wives become adulteresses if they leave their husbands 390-392. Or if they remarry before learning
that their husband has died 395, Who paint their faces, how amerced 395. What
a lifelong adulteress is 819. Any man who consents to sleep with a woman,
but does not commit the expected sin, has been redeemed by grace 509-511. A
pregnant woman who is a catechumen may be baptized whenever she wishes
509-51 1 , A wife who leaves her husband, or her children, on the ground that she
abominates matrimony, is to be anathematized 526-527. A wife may not cut her
hair short 529-530. Tf the wives of laymen or of ecclesiastics are raped, what is
to be done 727-729. Why a wife is not expelled from the church if she commits
adultery and confesses it 81 8.
Woman, painting her face, how amerced 403-404. May not go into the altar 718-720.
One having her monthlies cannot commune or come into the church 718-720.
Why the menses are called unclean 718-720. Neither can she be blessed if she
sees these 718-720. Nor ba tized 718-720. Tf women heretics vow to remain virgins, and break their vow, t ey are not to be amerced 807-808, If women who are
under the authority of their father or master get married, how they are amerced
819. Women who have been left widows by priests are not permitted to marry a
second time 348-349. If a woman, gives birth to a child during Lent or Passion
Week, how she is to be accommodated 893-894. Women too practice masturbation (Taster's c.) 936. If women are merely kissed and felt by a man, how they
are to be penanced 936-939. A woman who has involuntarily miscarried, how
amerced 943-945, If a woman causes the death of her infant while she is asleep,
how she is to be amerced 943-945. Even women have wet dreams 935-936.
Women acting as housekeepers, i.e., unrelated women, ought not to live in the same
house with ecclesiastics and clerics 165-167. Women ought not to dance 362363. Nor to wear men's clothes 526-527. And ought not to wear very expensive
clothes 319-322. What murderesses are 115. When women are abducted, what is
to be done to accommodate them 271. Women ought not to teach, but to remain
silent when in church 372-373. Men who have wives that are accused cannot
become priests 28-29. Fortune-tellers, how chastised 357-358. Women making
love potions, how chastised 360-362. Ought not to employ cledonism 363-365.
Those mourning for hire are excommunicated 388-390.
Women dependent upon a father or master, if married, how they are reprimanded, they
are not freed, even though married 819.
Word, the. See Logos.
Word of God, those listening to it and blaming themselves for not doing it are benefited
899-900.
Worship, is due to God alone 413-422. What it consists in 413-422. If it be offered to
any other object, it is said to be offered by accident, and not properly speaking
413-422.
Wrestling, what it is 934-935.

E

x

Xerophagy 323-325,571-572,936,939-940.
Xoana 643-644.

Y
Year. see Calendar.
Yeast, nec Bread and Azymes.
Youths, beardless, not to live in same house with ecclesiastics or monks 165.
Yule, see Christmas.

z

Zacharias, why he was beheaded 753. Where his reliquiae were found 753, Where they
are now 753.
Zero fare, see Xerophagy.
Zion, see Sion and Jerusalem.
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AARON:
Permitted the Hebrews to make a molten calf and the reason
ABBOT: (Hcgumcn)
Hoii he is to be chosen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.
. P443 C14, INT. FN
Of monastery, need not be a priest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P448 C20
It' he is ma& IIcgumcn by the laying on of hands by the bishop.
has permission to ordain anagnosts and sub-deacons but oiil> in his o w n monastery . .
. . P443 C 14 FN
He must be chosen by (lie most pious monks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P443 FN
ABORTION:
When deliberately accomplished is always murder . . . . .
Women who become prostitutes and kill their babies . . .
...
This is always murder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . P789 C2
.
P501 C21
. . . . . . . . . . P115 Con
. . . . . . . . . . P394C91

ABORTIONISTS:
Including doctors or others who do this arc murderers .
Both they and their helpers h a i r very severe canons . .

ACTING:
This profession is totally forbidden to Christians
ACTORS:
Who repent and change their lives tire accepted
ACTRESS:
Her husband cannot become a priext
ADAM:

His condition and his fail . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .P675-6
. . . . . F. N
He was not crcatcd sinful and mortal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P673
. . . .C120
...
Whoever claims that he was created mortal and bound to die, let him be anathema . . . . . .P673 C120

ADOPTION:
Relationships that affect marriage choices

ADORNING:
The body and hair (see also "women") is a great sin . . . . . . .
(Rouge. lipstick, earrings, eye-shadow. jewclq arc part of this) .
ADIJLTERY

Severe terms of h e canon can be shortened . . . . .
Priest cannot keep a wire who cotn-mitted adulten . . . .
Cat~oni/Â¥e
for inan! years and the inatmer . . . . . . . . . . . .
Very severely canoi~i~ed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Whether IMnselC or wife. bars a ma11 from Holy Orders . .
Wife's prevents husband from being ordained . . . . . . . . . .
If (lie gnilij spouse repenls and confesses . . . . . . . . . . .
....
...
Bars an\ one from clerical orders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Better lo reunite if the guilty one sincerely repents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
And lornication: the on]) reasons for divorce says Christ and the Divine Canons . .
Fomicalion is also considered adultery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Equally sinful wheiber husband or wife; there is no double slandard . . . . . . . . . .
How much it is amerced . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Such is the man who marries (lie fiancee o r another man . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
If divorced lor this, only innocent par[! can reniaq . . . .
...........
Five witnesses to substantiate charge . . . . . . . . . . . . .
AGE:

From when sins are judged by God
AGAPE:
Hou these love feasts became improper
ALTAR: (Sanctuary)
Utensils not to be used for any other purpose . . . .
, , . . , P466 C10
Laymen not permitted to enter tlus area . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P372
. . . C66
Nuns may enter the area to do cleaning work . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .P965
. . Cl
No other offering, only bread, and wine, oil. incense, new wheat and grapes (in season) . . . . . .P5 C3
Whichofferingsarepermittedthereon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P630C4
Women or laymen are to enter the sanctuary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P569 C44

AMULETS:
Christians must avoid every form of these curses .
Those who wear them are very severely canonized
ANATHEMA:
Onions contain but scvcn (except for regional synods)
St. Paul uttered the word only four times , , . , , . , , , ,
Profound explanation by St. Nicodcmos . . . . . . . . . . .
Who is able to pronounce them . . . . . . . .
ANGELS:
They too can be depicted in holy icons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Not cntirely bodiless but hwc a "body" and occupy space . .
ANTMAIS:
Not to bc brought into Tcmplc without good reason

ANNUNCIATION:
If it falls on Holy and Great Thursday or Friday. how liasi is broken
ANTIBORON:
Means "'in placc o f tllc gifts", thit i s in placc o f Holy Cominu~iion , . .
Represents the womb of the All-holy Theoiokos . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Not lo be given to the non-Ot~hodox. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ANTIMINS:
Does not lose i t s sanctity if washed . . . . . . .
The meaning of its name and its proper use .
Should not be used if no relics in them

APPOUNARHJS:
His heresies condemned by the Second Ecumenical Synod . . . . . . . . .
Taught (ha1Clrrist ascended bodily, witlioui mind, soul. olher nonsense

APOSTASY
Relics of Saints to be sown into hein
How one is amerced upon rehm . . .
APOSTLES:
These M y men instituted the rules or Fasting

APOSTOLIC:
Canons: the 85 original Apostolic Canons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pi-162
Canons: these 85 Aposhlic Canons were accepted by the Sixh Ecumenical Synod . . . . . . . . P146 FN
AR1AN S:
How t h y blasphemed the Holy Trinity in their p r a y . , , . . , , .
They said: "Glory to the Father, in the Son. through Holy Spirit"
Their style of prayer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

mus:
Concening the wicked lieresy wliich lie huglil

ARMENIANS:
Concerning their blasphemy against God
ARSENECOETTA: (Scc also HOMOSEXUAL and SEXUAL)
Pcrformcd on boy bars Iiim from the Priesthood . . . . . . . . . . .
ART:

All forms, semi-nude. nude, erotic, expressions of camaliiy are condetnned
ASSAULTS:
Against our thoughts by the crcmy arc not sin . . . . .

ASTROLOGY:
Chrislians tniisi avoid such curses

ATHANASIOS THE GREAT:
Lists ihe true books of die holy Bible . .
When young himself, he baptized children

AUGUST:
This Fast from 1-14 must be kepi (Kiniisis. Falling-asleep of Ttieotokos)
AUGUSTINE ST:
Latin heretics garbled ibis holy man's works

AUSPTCATTON: (Divination)
All Forms should not be believed or hisLed
AUXILIARY:
Such bishops can onlj ordain wiili permission
AZYMES: (See also Wafers and Unleaveited wafers)
Unleavened wafers used by Latins are totally rejected . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P129 FN
Pope Leo IV was tlie innovaior 1~110introduced unleavened wafers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .P129 FN
LaLins Foimd original loaT.from Christ in Constantinople and altempted to hide it . . . . . . . . . . P129 FN
The Lord did not eat the legal P w h a b u t a New Pasclia: He used leavened bread . . . . . . . P129 FN

BABY:
If it dies unbaptized due to its parents negligence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.
. P945 C24
In danger of death must be baptized, but what must necessarily follow . . . . .
.
P969 C37
Women who abandon them canonized as murderesses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P947 C26
Calvin wrongly asserted thai believers' infants are Tree of sin
Babies are baptized For the remission of sins; opposite view is condemned . . . . . . . . . PGS8 C121
Infants are really and tmlj baptized lor remission of sins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .P 6!i8 C12 1. FN P689

BACKBITING:
Canonized with 40 metanies with "Lord have mercy'' .

,

BALLS:
Christians should neither arrange nor attend

P64 Con

BANQUETS:
Christians should neither anangc nor attend

P64 Con

BAPTISM:
Three things are indispensable: holy water. triune immersion, invocation of each
of the Divine Hypostascs. No other baptism is w l i d
Concerning relationships duc to baptisms , , . , , . . , , . , , , , , , , , . . , . . , , , , , , , ,
When there is no priest. unbaptized infants even its own father
can baptize providing he is not sinning
In emcrgcncy a monk or deacon can baptize a child . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The Apostolic Canon against accepting any baptism other than Orthodox . . . . . .
St. Leo. "No licrctic can confer sanctification through the mysteries" . , ,
"Let not tlic systems of heretics fool you, t h q liavc a baptism

. . P950

but no illumintitiorf St. John Cluysostom . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Apostolic Canon 50: herein is the irrevocable Law of Holy Baptism . . . . . . . . . . . .
Counterfeits, they are totally unacceptable and unsalutop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Denial of original or propatorical sin is condemned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Emergency, can be done by a l+inim . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Need baptism; for outside the Catholic (Orthodox) Church there is none , , , , ,
Giacc that is given herein can be lost if one is careless , , , , , , , . . , . . , , , , , , , , . .
Emergency or "clinical" should be done properly by priest if person survives . . . . . . .
Re-baptism, refers to those who have received the one true Orthodox baptism . . . . . . .
Menstruating women cannot be bap(i/fid unlil purified . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(Note: nor can they receive coininunion as modem innovators claim. sec Conimunion)
Disabled poison. how it is administered
During Great Lent to be only on Saturday, Sunday. and Annunciiition Day . , , ,
Church is only correct place where it is to be performed , , , , , , , , . , , , . . , , . .
Liturgy, immediately before is proper for it to be performed mid the reason , , ,
Necessary for even OW no( baptised in (he Orthodox Clmrch . . . . . . . . . . . .
Latin "ba~listn"is heretical and is not a bautisiti at all bm a mere sprinkle . .
water is &cd in place of (lie ~ o r d burial
s
..................
Immersion and crncrsion arc the only forms: thcre is no other . .
Immersion means we arc "planted Latins are not planted . , , .
Immersion of entire body is absolutely n c c c s s a ~. . , . . , , , . ,
Immersion is inio Lhe death d o u r Lord . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lttitners-ionis only (mine and (lie reason why . .
It~itnersion,if single, is (oiallj invalid . . . . . .
..
Immersion is ilie very meaning of the word . .
..
Valid only by Orthodox triune immersion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Non-Ortliodo'i arc all in need of this Mystery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Latins need immersion; 1ntis.L not be accepted by Chrism alone .
Triune of some heretics was once accepted by economy
but as an exception a1 illat lime onlj
SanctiPicalionnot possible by ihe impious (non-Orlliodox) . . .
Bishop or pries1 who accepts any non-Orthodox lo be deposed .
Latins, Protestants, are unbantiwd and need it for salvation . . . .
True (Ortlrodox triune immersion) baptism alone is never repeatable . . . .
Read here au extensive expression of the tnilli of baptism . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fonts shoiiid be large and deep
hifanis who die afterbaptism bj lajmen are to be commemorated . . . . . . . . . . . .
Layman can, in emergencj. baptiLe. adminisier Cliiism and coinnume an infant . .

BARNABAS:
He wrote the Gospel of St. Matthew in Greek language
BATHS:
Christian man should not bathe publicly with v~ omen

BAZAARS:
In churches are strictly forbidden

BEARDS:
Orthodox men should wear beards . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pope of Rome who ordered them shaved off . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Dying beard in order to look young prohibited . . . . . . . .

Men who s l w c beards do not have a manly but a woniady face . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P404
. . FN
Pope Gregory VII resorted to force to make bishops and clerics shave off beards . . . . . . . . . . P404 FN
Bearded popes did not become extinct after Gregov VII . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .P405
. FN
BESTIALITY:
Is ranonizcd with 15 years , , . , , , . . , . . , , , , , , ,
Tiiis sin is fearful and should CXISC us to tremble
How one spiritual father corrected this , , , . . , , .
This irrational sin is severely canonized . . . . . . .
This sin is severely canoni~ed. . . . . . . . .
BETROTHAL
What it is and rcsponsibiiitics it imposes , .
Ma11 must be fiftccn woman thirteen , , , , ,
Definition of whit it cntails . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Betrothed woman, no other man can take her
BIBLE:
And all holy books must not be profaned . . . . . . .
AD non-Orthodox heretics distort its true mcaninp . , . .
It is not thc final judge in the Church . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lisling or (he canonical books . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Herein we learn of ibe origin of this Book of eternal life . .
Spiritual sense is allegorical, tropological, anagogical . . .
To be understood at limes liierally, ai times spiriluall! . .
All of it was dictated and inspired by ihe Holy Spirit . . , . .
Authentic books. old and new tcstanicnt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Which books are called canonical . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
A history and listing of its many books . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
In Hie wesL (his Book OF Sirach is called Ecclesiasiicus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Book or Revelation, (houglit by some as spurious accepted by S j nod of Carthage .
ATHANAStOS ilie Greai, Si. Diotiysios. Si. Jerome, Si Gregory the Theologian
were among those who accepted Revelation as autlientic . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Second Ecumenical Synod accepted Revelation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
All books here composed in Greek exception of MaLtlieiv.
and Paul's Epislle to the Hebrew s
Hebrew of Matthew is not extant, nor is it known who translated it into Greek . . . .
li may liave been James the brollier of the Lord wlio iranslated Matthew . . . . . . . .
Books of Old Tesiametii divided inio legal. historical, inoral. and prophetical . . .
Septuagint Version is only authentic Old Testament in the Church . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hebrew that exist are corrupted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
"They have bored holes in q hands and feet" not in Hebrew text . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Evangelist, quoting Jesus using exact words of the Old Testament . . . . . . . . . . . . .
"Reading Scriptures is l . 1 kej
~ vt hicli opens h e way Lo heaven.. ." C l q sosLom . . .

BINGO:
And even' other fomi of gambling in churches are forbidden by this

BIRTH:
Of Christ, icons never to show Virgin reclining.
as ifexliausted; nor the Christ Child being washed

PI52 INT
.

P153 FN

BIRTH-CONTROL:
By abortion is deliberate murder
BIRTHDAYS:
Not to be celcbratcd during Lenten periods . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Why death ora ma* r is called his binlidaj . . . . . . . . . . . .
Only lhal of Cbrisl, His Mother. John (he Baplisl celebrated
BISHOP:

Must be al least 50 years old when ordained . . . . . .
He should f i s t become a nionk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
One bishop can ordain a bishop during persecution . . . .
One can ordain a priest or deacon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

.

P3FN

. , , ,P3FN
P 4 C o n
,

....
. . . . . . . . .

..

PlClFN

Not lo resign or be transferred . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
..........
.
P26 FN
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . P67 CA5
Merely joining with lierelics in praj er, lie is 10 be deposed . . . . .
Nol to hold two bishoprics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . P26 FN
. . . . . . . . . P58 FN
Steward should be appointed lo manage ihe diocese goods . . . . . . . .
Wife is now prohibited him and the reasons why . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P305 FN
Ordination: only one is allowed at eachLitiW . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P120
.
FN
James was ordained to Jerusalem bishopric . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . PI FN
Exceptions lo being ordained by three oilier bishops . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P4 Con
Needs ofolherbishops and priesis to be supplied or he ought to be ewotntnutiicated . . . . . P102 C59
Laity should I K > ~suffer his undue absence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . PI00 C5K
Meaning of the word is overseer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
, , . ,
.
. PIClFN
Metropolitan should be consulted before lie acts . . . . . .
....
. . . . . . . . P5 1 INT
Personal goods, require him to keep records . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P60 C40
Co-existence of two bishops in one region is improper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .P52 1NT
.
P51 FN
Chief of bishops; how lie is called . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . P43 C29
Ordained for or ordaining for money, lie is lo be deposed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Twotircsuperiortoone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , , . PI Cl FN
Flock, must be lus constant concernwith great vigihutce . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P749
. . INT
Heretics, ant be neglected by him; lie is responsible to convert all in his area . . . . . . . . . . .P700 C13 1
Civil authorities not to resort to their use: how amerced . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .P699 C130
Single bishop, none can judge another (PAPAL MYTH EXPLODES) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P673 C118
Single bishop can depose no one . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P673 C 117; 1NT
Ordination improper before all in his home become Orthodox . . . . . . .
, , , , , , , . . , P630 C43
Heretical kin must not inherit their possessions . . . . . . . . . . .
. , . P621 C30
Metropolitan should not oversee huge areas . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
, , , P617 C23
Charges against him be m e n of ill-repute not permitted . , . . ,
. , . . P610 CS
Ordination by only two bishops is improper . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . P602 Cl
Mutual behavior proper for bishop and layman alike . . . . . . .
. . P595 C14
, . , P583CI
Traveling to establish himself in ;I Icirgcr ci@ forbidden , , , . , , . .
, , , , P566 I"!
Praying with heretics (non0thodox) is strictly forbidden , , , , , ,
President is the lime given to him in the Holy Canons , , , , ,
P477CI
Lqman must go through the ranks before his clcviition , , , . ,
. . , P473C17
Not to undertake any worldly care . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . P9C6
Not to celebrate Pascha with the Jewish Pascha but after it . , , . .
P 9 C 7
Must not officiate in an undcdicatcd temple . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
P438 F N
BLAMTNG:
Oursclvcs is an important part of our salvation

BLASPHEMIES:
In movies, T.V, music: we partake if we only see and hear
BLASPHEMERS:
We Christians must rebukc ilicin
BLESSINGS:
Or heretics are misfortunes and not blessings
BLIND:
A blind man cannot become

a bishop

BLOOD:
Blood sausage pudding, tnusl not eat
Clwisiians tinisi never eat or drink it

.

.

.

.

P371 C67
PIOS C63

BODY:
Some defects do not bar one from becoming a bishop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P137 C77
Notllingisuncleanunlessitisunlawful . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .P758
.
. P758
A mamelous dissertalion by St. Ahanasios on good and bad . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BODIES:
Are noi to be buried in churches

BON FIRES:
Jumping through or over is superstitious evil
BOOKS:
Wliicli are noL to be read or referred Lo in Church . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gospel of Thomas written by heretical Manichccs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Revelations of Abraham. Isaac Jacob. and the Theotoke not to be read , , , . .
Theological Verses of the babbler Clq~sonmllesnot to be read . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Injunctions to the Apostles by Clemens was adulterated by heretics . . . . . . . . . . .
Apocryphal books of Elias, Jeremias and Enoch were rejected . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Vfalhire and oilier atheistic norks ought to be burned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Atheistic, sensual, heretical, worldly books and novels should be burned . . . . . . .

BOY:
If when young suffeis arsenocoetia is not to become a priest

BREAD:
Left from oblation is not to go to the unbaptirod . , , . , , , , .
Given by the Lord to His disciples where found and when . .

BULLFIGHTS:
Christians should not attend them
CALENDAR:
The encyclical condemned its change to the new papal calendar
Wlicii ;md how it was unci~iionic;illychanged . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pope Oregon' changed it , , , . , , . . , , . , , , , , , , , . , , . , , , , , , ,

Sigillion against Popes change . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Return to the correct Orthodox calendar will be a great blessing
CANDLES:
There is no sin in lighting one for three people

CANONS:
They should be decreased according to the degree of repentance . . , . .
For abortion is tenycais . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Abortion, ten year canon imposed by St. Basil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cannot of thcniselvcs depose or defrock anyone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
To be kept rigidly by all Christians . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Terrible penaltics for those who fail to keep them or mock tlicin (foreword) , , .
Usurping Church property. the penalty , , , , , , , , , . . , , . . , , . , , , , , , , , , , . , , .
Have ii11t110riF ovcr custom^ . , , . . , , . , , , , . , , . . , , . , , , , . , , . . , , . , , , , . , , .
Keeping ihetn promotes good lives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
"Those who shun or mock them are e-icommunicaled" says SLBasil ihe Gra

CANONS OF THE SAINTS:
St Miitlyr Peter o f Alexandria . . . .
St. Ailiimiisios the Great . , , , . , , . .
St. John llie Faster . . . . . . . . . . . . .
St .Gennadios or Consiantit~ople . . . . .
St .Theopliilosof Alexandria . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
St .Cyril (lie Divine of Alexandria . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
St. Nicephoros Ihc Co~ifcssor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
St. Timothy of Alexandria, (Questions & An%-crs) . . . .
st Amplulochios . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
%Gregory the Theologian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
St ,Gregory or Nyssa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
St. Basil the Greai . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
....
St. Gregory of Neocaesarea . . . . . .
St. Dionysios (he Alexandrian . . . .
S t Tarasios of Constantinople . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CANONICS:
Clerics, monks, nuns, XUQ m a q musibe separated
CARDS:

Dice, gambling. no Christian is permitted to engage in these things
CARTOONS:
Movies, T.V., depicling violence, bloodshed; mimics, etc
CASTRATION:
This Ciinon similar to Apostolic

CATECHISTS:
Must be appointed by the bishop
Were called exorcists, and why .

P839 CS4
P 192 FN
P790 TNT
PS FN
. PS FN
, , , PLTV
P442 CR4
, PI92 FN
. . P2 1 FN
P790 INT
, , ,

t
CATECHIZING:
The length of time needed varied

CATECHUMENS:
How they arc to be instructed , .
There are dinerent classes. . . . . .
CEMETERIES:
We must not go to them to weep and i n o m
CHALCEDON:
City OFLhe Fourlli Ecumenical Synod with 630 God-bearing Falters

CHARGES:
Agaimi clergy. (lie proper manner in vliicli this should be done
CHARTSMATTCS:
A misnomer for this Protestant-minded delusion . . . . . .
This unclean practice O ~ O I Klime is reided . . . . . . . . . .
CHARMS:
So-called "luckj '' are evil, forbidden
They are demonic-devices and curses

CHEESE:
Always forbidden during Lent

CHEESE WEEK;
Wednesday a i d Friday o l Ulis week are Casting days, present custom errs

CHILDREN OF PRIESTS:
Are punished more than other children . ,
Not to witness theaters, movies, indecency
CHILDREN :
Not to be given in marriage to non-Orthodox hcrctics , , , ,
(This canon is violutcd wcrywhcrc in our time) . . . . . .
From what age sins arc judged by God . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sodomized, cannot be ordained . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Priests' children are punished more than others. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Priests' and all children not to witness theaters, movies, indecency . . . . .
Sonic le;im right iind wrong earlier, otlicrs Icim liitcr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Must show honor to parents or tinathcnia , , . , , . . , , . , , , , , , , , . . , . . , , , , ,
If d ~ i i p t i infant
~ d dies, piircnts cxcludcd from Comnninion for throe years,
40 mctiunics ouch day. protracted weeping on bent knees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

CHRISM:
Not a single drop of this holy substance is with heretics, i.c. papists.
Protestants. Arnicnians, Coptics, etc

................
P555 CIO C10, FN
.
.
. P900 Q7
.
. .P943, C119
.
P616 C20
.
. .P613FN
. ,PM6FN
.
PS28 Clfi
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, , , ,

Rcpcatable, but not for Cluist-deniers . . . . . . . . . . .
Orthodox Christians, when anointed become cluists
CHRIST:
Depicted being waslicd in Nativie in icons is cibsurd . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Not to be depicted as an iiniiml lamb in icons , . . , , . , , , , , , , . . , , . ,
Arins. the heretic, denied His bcing of the simic essence us the Father , , ,
ConcerningHis two natures . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Two natures, two wills, two energies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Had naturally curly hair, curly whiskers and beard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
He alone i s the only true ecumenical patriarch and Head of the Church , .
Bearded as all Christian men should be as He was . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
One person. two niitures. a clarification . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Popc Honorins of Rome anathematized for hcmy iisscrting a single will in Him
Heneverstruckanyone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CHRIST-DENIERS:
Among catccl~uincnswho lapse . . . . . . . . . .
How treated when they die repentant . . . . .
CHRTSTTAN:
No one should become one by force but freely

CHRISTMAS:
Icons not lo show ilie Virgin Mother reclining . . .
Icons no1 to depict the infant Jesus bcing washed .

CHRISTOTOKOS:
A great insull to ilie Theoiokos and Christ by Nestoritis
CHRvSOSTOM:
Why ll>eSaint did not appear for trial

P I X FN

CHURCH:
Those who leave it are dead as a limb cut from our body is dead
...
Those who sliun lier and pray elsewhere are aimthenu . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . P525 C3
.
. PI45 Cii5 P623, C32
She is llie Mother of the Bible. far she gave birth 10 it . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . PlOOts-1009
Layou1 ora cliurcli (building is properly called iemple) . . . . .
.
P405 1NT FN, Con
Place of rel'iige for man) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Grounds are not for f<amilyliving . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . .P405C97
Canonized; if one misses three consecutive Lord's Days , . . ,
. . . . . . . . . . .P384 CS
Behavior. no cqing out but silent humility is pmper.
Refutes folly of "charisinaiics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P379 C75
Building, should not be used as a lavem; or For buying selling, parties, dances; etc . . . . . P3ii 1 C76
W r ' s relics are necessary or Uiey are not churches . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P438 Con
Fathers. not the sole criterion of truth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .P8
. . FN
..
Sinless and infallible are its qualities . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.P157FN

CLERGY;
Nothing they lend should return them interest . . .
Clergy: must not cat in taverns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Clew: ifordained for money arc to be deposed . .
Not to become ncgoticrtors of niiirriagcs , , , . , , . .
Had special distinguishing hair shies . . . . . . . . . .
Only readers and palters can itla?, no one higher
CLERICS:
Mysteries invalid irjuslly deposed .
If deposed thcy arc not to scree at all

CLIM ICAL BAPTISM:
Tenn used [or iliose bapti/ed by lay men in emergenp,
and if lhev live ihej unisi be haptiled properlj bj a priest
Basil the Grea~sa\ s. "We baplife lliose bapliLedby laymen"

CLOTHING:
What type Christians ought to near
CO-ESSENTIAL:
Note: this word or "of one essence" ought lo be used, not consubslanl~al.
This word was used even before flie Firsi Ecumenical Synod . . . . . . . .
CO-HABTTOR:
Gifts not to be taken from unmarried living together
COMEDY;
All types are evil - this Canon condemns it in all lomis

COMMUNION:
Attending Liturgy and not parkaking is grounds for exconm~unication. , , .
Cup should serve no other purpose . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Solomon's prophecy: "Come, eat my bread and drink m y wine" . . . . . . . .
Christians of old communed daily . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Denied for tlme years to those who kill (not just murder) , . , . .
Mcnstniiiting women: arc not to be givcnHoly Communion , . .
Priests: must not cclebratc without hot watci . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Preparing: if when preparing one swallows water before , . . , , .
Money: taking any money for them is cause for deposition . . . .
Spilling: the very strict duty of the priests if spilled . . . . . . . . . .
Priests: they must use wine only and very hot or boiling wiltcr . . . .
St. John Cluysostorn did not introduce the tongs (or spoon) . , , . , , ,
If gifts become moldy, priest must not burn them . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Shared between dioccscs at one time . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Trigmists (thrice-married) allowed to commune only tlmc times a year .
Laymen communed like the priests at one time . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Vcty hot water iniist bc used in the cup . , , . . ,
Priests and laity to partake fastingly , . . , , . . ,
Priestly iid~iccconcerning tlic fragments , . . ,
Monq exclmigc for Communio~i- ncvcr , , . ,

P 2 1 C 9
. , . P466 C10
. . .PGFN
.

.

P21 FN

. , P801 C33
. . , . PS93 Q7
. . , P965 C13
, . . PSW Q16
.
P45
. . P330 FN
,
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. . P551 C14
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. , PN8 C101
, , . P326 C12

P325 Can
,.,P323FN
, , , , P316 C23

, , . ,

Wafers or a q unleavened not to be used . . . . .
....
....
Frequent partaking wherever possible . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Antidoron not to be taken by men barred from it . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Priests must not celebrate without water . . . . . .
....
....
Smiting after is canonized 40 days . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Swallows water before, can one then commune? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Water not be added at Chcnibic Hymi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Should prostrate oursclves before God in humility and gratitude for this gift , .
Armeniiins had bad custom of using wine without water, condemned . . . . . . . .
Priests greatly err in wing lukewarm and not boiling water . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
We should accept it as coming from the Saviors side, hence it is wanncd . . , , .
Soldiers who have killed denied Communion for three yeais . . . . . . . . . . .
Denied to bishops who fail to convert all non-Orthodox in their diocese , . . , , .
Manner of giving it to one who is disabled . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Laymen arc allowed to give it to the dying . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pasclia or Bright Week, Faithful should partake all week long . . .
Water union must take place only once in a Liturgy . . . . . . . . . . .
Not to be given to bodies of the dead . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Faithful should partake of evcty tirnc it is celebrated . . . . . . .
Everyone present should partake . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
If spilled what must be done . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I f p r e ~ n c t ~ eisdeaten by cats or rats, priest is to be canonized . . . . .
Not io be received in vessels of gold but in person . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONCITBINE:
Not the same as a prostitute . . ,
Christians arc not to keep them
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.
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CONFESSION:
No money or gift is to be passed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sinning wiili our bod). we niusl conress wiili our body
In pardoning spiritual fathers sliould lay on hands . . . .
Start at 6 4 years due the great iniquity of today . . . . . .

CONFESSORS:
Must exercise great prudence in lheir dudes . . . . . . . . .
Should study Canon 3 5 as these sins are common todaj
CONSENT;
To sin, is the cause and origin of canons

CONSPIRACY:
Canon regarding clerical conspiracy

CON STAN TUNE THE GREAT:
He called First Ecumenical Synod against Anus, and asked them to set Pascha date . . . . . . . . PH FN
CONSTANTINOPLE:
Named "New Rome" by the Fourth Ecumenical Synod
Given equal seniority and honor with old Rome . . . . .

CONVERTS: (Sec also Baptism)
All n m i learn all )he dogmas before they are b a p h d . . . . . . . . . . .
Need baptism; for outside the Catholic (Orthodox) Church there is none
OPTICS:
They and all Monophysites and Monotlieliles blaspheme God
CORPSES:

Never 1ft he buried inside churches

COUNCILS: (Synods:)
For disputes; discussions and decisions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P LIX
Apostolic issued Urnugh Sl. CleitieiU . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P LIX
They should be held twice a j ear . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pl69 C5, P55 0 7 , P302 C9, P265 Ci9. P30 1 CK
Three were held during Hie time of Sl, Phoiios . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P454 FN
First was heldin 33 or 34 A.D. to replace Judas Iscariot (foreword) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P LVII
Ecumenical Synods posilively prove Apostolic Canons are compleiely genuine . . . . . . . P LX
REGIONAL:
Laodicea

Carthage

.......

.......

. . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

ConslanLinople

..................................

Sardim 347A.D.

. . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . .

Antioch . . . . . . . .
........
Gangra . . . . . . . .
........
Nmcaesarea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ancjra, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cartilage al the lime of St. Cjprian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Holj Wisdom in temple, ConslaiUimple, 879 A.D. . . . . .
Constantinoplc, 861 A.D.,the so-~illcdfirst and second .

ECUMENICAL:
First Ecumenical Synod was held in Nicaea. 325 A D

Second Ecumenical Synod was hcld in Constantinoplc, 381 A D .

Third: anathematized anyone who would d m to change the Creed
Third: refused even to add "Theotokos" as change to Creed , . . , ,
Third: accepted Orthodoxview concerning the Holy Spirit . , . . , ,
Third Ecumenical Synod was held in Ephesus. 43 1 A.D. . . . . . . .
Fourth Ecumcnical Synod was held in Bithy nia, 325 A.D.
Fifth Ecumcnical Synod was held in Constiiiitinoplc. 553 A.D.
Quinisext (5th & 6th) finished the work of the Sixth . . . .
Quinisext (5th & 6th) included the whole Catholic Church
Quinisext (5th & 6th) is truly ccunicnical . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Quinisext (5th & 6th) was not callcd against any licrcsy . .
Sixth Ecumenical Synod was hcld in Constantinoplc. 680 A.D

. . . . . . . . . . . . P579
P603-712
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P60 1-2
. . . . . . . . . . P579-600
. . . . . . . . . . . . P533-550
. . . . . . . . . . . . P521-532
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 507-520
. . , 3 1 5 (or 3 14) P4W-306
. . . . . . . . . . P483488
.
. P475-482
.
.
.P453
. . . . . . . . . . . . .

Seventh Ecumenical Synod. Nicaea. 783 A.D.

No Pope of Rome ever called or attended any of the Seven Ecumenical
Synods (only in their niythologv) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fighters against the Holy Spirit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Final judge over popes and patriarchs . , , , , , , , , . . , . . ,
Judges cvcmonc without exception , , . , , , , . , , . . , , . , , , , . ,
Superior by far to u Pope because it is able to depose him , . ,
Ecumenical, its true and dual meaning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Slrife thal arose due to dual meaning . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ecumenical, Pope Damascus did not attend . . . . . . . . . .

COURTS:
Clergy must not use them for church matters
CREED: (Symbol of Faith)
The Original Creed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .PWI
St. Gregoty or Nyssa completed, Second Ecumenical Synod adopted it , .
. , . . , . , PM?
Unchanged since 38 1 A.D. but only in Orthodoxy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
, . , , , . , P202
Finally and completely scaled at the Second Ecumenical Synod . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .P20
.. 1
Church Fathers, not one of them would change anything . . . . . . . , , . . , , . . , , . . . . . . . P23
. . . 1-2 FN
Great Latin heresy. adding 'Tilioque" they der! (he Holy Spiril and words of Cii~isi . . . . . . . P23 1 FN
This is the "ark oCpietjx . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . PI 59 INT
Heretics composed thirty creeds against "or one essence with die Fatlief . . . . P229 C7 P230 FN FN
Should not be worded diKerenily nor paraplimed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P23 l F N
Not even a single syllable ought to be changed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . P231FN
Anathema against anyone who adds or subtracts anything from it . . . .
. . . . . .,P231 FN
Latin cliange Falls under an anathema . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P233 FN
To pardon h e Lathis for their addition is unpardonable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P233 FN
Lalin Popes themselves condemned addition to Hie creed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P233 FN
.
. P23.3 FN
Latin Popes Ibught \aliantlj against addition to the creed . . . . . . . . . .
CRIPPLED:
Such a man can became a bishop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
We should always show tlieinmercy and kindness . . . . .
Mocking thein i n a q way is a gia\e sin . . . . . . . . .
CROSS:

Should not show (he entire body of the Lord thereon . . .
Must at least have Christ's name thereon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Unpainted with icon. it is inferior to icon of Christ . . . . . . . .
Sign was once made with but one finger . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Signing ourselves: mentioned by St. John Clqsostom . . . .
Not lo be marked on h e ground . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Musl be greatl! honored lor by it we are saved . . . . .
Should always be worn by all Orthodox . . . . . . . . . .
St. John Chiy sostom: "Let it hang over our beds" . .
Reason we do our cross from right to left , . . , .
Adored second after the Gospel . . . . . . . . . . . . .

CROWNS: (Stephanos),
Should not be used for second-meuried . . . . . .
Used in weddings, their meaning . . . . . . . . . . .
Communion, should serve no other purpose . . .
All bad ones should be eliminated from our lives

................
. . . . . . . . . . . P513 FN CUP:
. . , . ,P466C10 CUSTOMS:
. . . . . . . . . .P583FN

CYRILLIC:
Alphabet designed by SS Mcthodios and Cyril

CYPRUS:
Regarding its cad? problems and solutions

DANCES:
Christians not to m n g c or attend indecent theatrical dances . . .
Clmrch grounds arc not to be used to hold them . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Christians should neither protnote nor aliend . . . . . . . . . . . .
Christians should refrain from Ilietn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DEACON:
Not to be ordained until his entire household is Orthodox . . . . .
Must be 25 years of age prior to ordination . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
May only marry prior to their ordination . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Not to give blessings or olTer sacrifice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Must noi give Coitimunion to bishops or priests . . . . . . . . .
Who fornicate, how they are catmiwd. defrocked, eic . . .
Nothing without the consent of their bishop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Marriage o f them was called prudent by St. Paphnutios . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Must not gel drunk or gamble . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Seven deacons with censer. orarion, bareheaded can be portrayed in icons

P351 INT

.

DEACONESSES:
Menstrualion problem canceled iheir office . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
They never served inside the sanctuary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Assisted with.women to preserve modesty when.disrobed in baptism . . . . .
They also rendered service to widows . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Thq can neiUier bless nor do any thing that presbyters and deacons do . . . .
They were not Female deacons and were not ordained as deacons . . . . . .
DEAD:

Never should be buried inside temples . . . . . . . . .
We should not go to the cemetery to weep for them
DEAF MAN:
Bishopric not open lo liiin

DEAD:
Communion cannot be given to a dead person
Communion can.be given at the point of death
They cannot be buried inside of churches . . . .

We do not confer a benefit on the dead whom we buiy inside the Church . . . . . . . . . . . . P388
. FN
We should not go to the tombs weeping overthem . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .P389
. . FN
St. Ephrem did not judge himself worthy to be buried in a church . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .P3
. 89 FN
DEATH;
For Orthodox Christians, it is rcally our birthday . , , .
Involuntarily causing this, ciinonizcd for 10 ycars , , .
Death of Orthodox Christians is not a death but a slccp
DEDICATION:
Donating things to God causes loss of control . . . . . . . .
The "small dedication" is a later invention . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Of a temple, to be done by the Prcliitc (Bishop) . . . . . . . . . .
Dcfcnsois: What their most important duty was in the tcmplc
DEMONS:
One who is released Crom ibem in he ordained . . . .
One possessed cannot be ordained . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
One posscsscd may receive Conimunion if calm . . . . . .
Not to be baptized when posscsscd . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
One permanently energized not to pray with the faithful , , .
Those who were possessed were also called "wealher billen"
Origen the 'heretic. taught Falsely or their restoration . . . . .

P13R INT
P I 3 8 C79
. P89 1 Q3

P890 Q2
Pl38FN
. P499 FN
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DENlERS:
Or Christ, willful or forced. how canoniml
Of Christ: how t h y arc amerced . . . . . . . .
DEPOSED:
Clerics who are mijustlv deposed . .
Mysteries invalid i l justly deposed .
Must not pray with thein . . . . . . .

P43 Con
P41 FN
. P23 CX1

.

. .

DEPOSITION:
From Holy Orders. the r e d of rornicauoii
Excoimuunicalion can accompany it . . . . .
DEUTERONOMY:
Bishops, priests should read, learn and leach (lie fear of God

P4.N Con

DEVIL:
Cannot raise up the dead at aU

. P83 1 FN

DICE:

Christians should never play dice
DIDACHE:
Facts about this teaching of the Apostles

.

P3 50 CS
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DIOCESE:
Important meaning o f tins word
DIONYSIOS:
This synod g i ~ g sthose who say his writings arc false (pscudo-Dionysios)

DIVINATION:
All fonns should no1 be believed or imsied
DIVORCE:
Form for a canonical divorcc which is allowed only for fornication or adultery
Much better if ii never occurs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Allowed to llie Jews lo prevent murder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Prohibited by the Lord . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Clergi, are no( to pui away (divorce) viii es . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pries1 t n i ~ divorce
~i
his adiilieroi~~
wife . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Compulsory divorces forced on the papal priesis defied (he Holy Spirit . . .
Forbidden to Bishops, priests, deacons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

DOCTORS:
Who comniiL aborlion are canonii/ed as murderers . . . . .
Of [lie soul musi know how to cure il . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Of ik body tnmt know h o to
~ cure it . . . . . . . . . . . .
Christians should not go to Jewish doctors . . . . . . . . . . .

DONATION OF CONSTANTlNE:
False documents and what the Latins supposed they were
Papists historically account that U q were lies . . . . . . .
DONATISTS:
Original source of Luthero-Calvinists (Protestant) views are these heretics
DRUNKENNESS:
Only real cure for this is fasting
Cause For deposition of clerics

DYING MAN:
Can be given Communion even though he lias eaten
EASTER:
The non-Orthodox name for Pascha
ECONOMY:
If genuine it never transgresses the law , , , , . , , . . , , . ,
Not at all opposed rigorism (strictness) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
True and correct meaning of this much abused term . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Never meant to be a law but an exception . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Not simply something good, but something nccdcd for the moment . . , ,
ECUMENICAL:
Synod. definition of what constitutes such , . , , . . , , . . , , , , , , , , , .
Synod.judgcscvcryonc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Synod, is finaljudge over popes and patriarchs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Synod, those who oppose thein and heir fighi againsi the Holy Spirit .

.
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True and dual meaning of the word . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Strife that arose due to its dual meaning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Patriarch: St. John the Faster, took this title to himself.
P o p e o f R ~ ~ n ~ r e b u k c d h.i m
...................................
Synod. Pope Damascus did not attend . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Popes of Rome, none ever called or attended iuv of the seven Ecumenical
Synods (only in their mythology) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Opposers fight against the Holy Spirit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Judges everyone without exception . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Superior by far lo a pope or patriarch because it deposes hini . . .
Ecumenical, its true ynd dual incaning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ecumenical. Pope Damascus did not attend . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

EGGS:
Totally forbidden during Lent
ELDER:
In Holy Scripture this means bishop
ELIZABETH:
Died 40 days after husband Ziicharius' murder in the temple

EMPEROR:
His decrees cannot overllirovt canons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . PI 92 FN
Cotnitiuning in satic~uaqno! allowed except and only a i lime or his arioinling . . . . . . . . P372 COT FN
ENCHANTERS:
Chrishm slmuld avoid s~iclicurses . . . . .
Those involved are very seriously canonized
ENGAGED:

Woman. no olher man can lake her

ENEMY:
If Christian lias a Clirislian emny and lie dies
EPISTLE:
St, Tarasios o r Conslaniinople lo Pope of Rome (deals v ill1 simony)

EPISTLES:
St. Athanasios the Great (deals with what is unclean)
EUCHARIST: (See also Communion)
Not be given lo he dead . . . . . . . . . . . .
Celebrating priesis must partake . . . . . . . .
Faithful, all those who attend must partake .
Continuity of this is e s s e h l l . . . . . . . . . . . .
Solonlon prophesied about this Mysteq . , .
Boiling water alone should be used and whv
Requires at least two loaves of wheat bread
Celebration not lo be without lint uater . . .

Dead bodies not to be given this . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
False huniility and reverence are invalid reasons for avoiding
EUNUCH:
ConcerningFirst Ecumcniciil Synod's ruling
Several different epcs , , , , , , , , , . . , . . , , ,
He can become a bishop , , , . , , . . , , . , , , ,

EUTYCHES:
Concerning his blaspliemy
EvrL SPlRTT
Burrowed dccp in the heart of c v c unbapti7cd
~
lion-Orthodox

EX ARCH:
True meaning of this iiile
EXCOMMIJNICANTS:
Reason we do not pray with them . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
If thcy bccomc such for the faith and truth thcy ought to rejoice

EXCOMMUNICATION:
The correct 'meaning or tliis lent1
Can also accompany depositions
EXECUTIONER:
This is not a task for a Christian
FASTING:
On Saturdays and Sundaj s (except Greai Sai.) "Such is a Christ-killer." St. Ignatios . . . . . . . P 112 FN
Prohibited on Saturdays and Sundays, Si, Epiphanies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P I 12 FN
We cease Casting on Saturdays and Sundays to rest, St, John Chnsosiotn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P I 12 FN
Forty d a ~ of
s Leni, Wednesdays and Fridays . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P I22 CM
This is primarily for our sins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . PI22 INT
Reason why we do this on Wednesday andFriday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . PI22 INT
Great Lent constitutes one tenth of (lie year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . PI 23 FN
Great Lent, fish eaten only on die Annimciaiion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . PI23 FN
Threes stages, Fasting, Leaving off Casling. Abolishing fasting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P I 10 CLXVII. [NT
Fish is not eaten on Sunday or ilie Palms . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P I 23 FN
Great Lent. when properly broken is with.wine oil or shellfish,
but never with meat, cheese or eggs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .P i l l Con
Peischa, New Week. no fasting permitted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P123 FN
Pentecost Week, no Fasting permiUed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P123 FN
Christmas toEpiphany Eve, no faslingpemiilted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P123FN
Those who Fast onlj seven (lays during Fast periods are condemned as transgressors . . . . . . PI23 FN
When we relax on Wednesday and Friday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P1
. . 23
. FN
M q details are explained here . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .P123
. . . C64 FN
Whatthismill~is . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P110C64INT
...
Pope Innocent illegally abolished Wednesday, establishing Saturday in its place . . . . . . . . . . PI 12 FN
Never allowed Saturday or Sunday. except on the Great and Holy Saturday . . . . . . . . . . . . . PI10 C64
We last Wednesday the day oiir Lord was betrayed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P755 INT

We fast Friday the day' on which our Lord was crucified. suffered and died . . . . . . . . . P755
.
[NT
Sunday is the day of Resurrectioq thus we do not fast or kneel on this day . . . . . . . . . . . . .P755 INT
During Great Lent. a sick person can use wine and oil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .PS95
. Q10
During Great Lcnt, a pregnant woman allowed wine and oil . . . . . . . . . . .
.
. PR95 QIO
, . , P i l l Con
Shellfish pciinittcd Saturdays and Sundays . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

FATHERS :
They arc not tlic sole criterion of truth
FORNICATION:
Even once, bans a man from the pricsthood . . . . . . . .
Public fornicator, must be slninnd by Christians . . . . .
This sin deposes ill1 clerics or sub-clerics from office . .
Ciiuscs bishops and priests, deacons to be deposed , , . ,
Burs one from all Holy Orders for ever , , , , , , , , , . . , .
We should not even eat with one who practices this . . .

GAMBLING:
Evcq form is forbidden. the penalty being excommunication
GAY:

Ati unfonutiate use o f an otherwise good word. See Homosexual, Sexual
GODPARENTS:
Ifa father-in-law baptim one child, and i k son-in-law attoilier, these tnay marq . . . . . .P996 Cli 8: 1
Ira fathcrbaptim his own child, tic is to be separated from Ins wire . . . , , . , , . . . . . . .,P99fi Ch 8: 1
If u boy and a girl are baptized by the sitnic fahcr tlicy cannot many . . . , , . , , . . . . . . ..P995Ch 8: 1

GOOD LUCK;
Charms, beads. numbers, etc. See Amulets

GOSPEL: (Scc also Bible)
Which books are canonical and how tins occurred

GRAVE:
To dislurb them to find jewels etc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .
punished like fornication . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P878 Cii
Two types o f grave robbing, pardonable and unpardonable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . PS7S C8 P879 FN

GREAT:
Friday: if it is falls on Annunciation, oil and fish are to be used . . . . . .
Saturday: should be passed without any nourishment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Friday should be passed without any nourishment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Week: to be speni Casting, pray wid1 genuine conliilion . . . . . . . . . . .
Lent: on Saiurdaj and Simday wine. oil and shellfish are allowed . . . .
Thursday: on this day we do not relax the fast . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Saturday: we ought to feist completely . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Friday: we ought to fast completely . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HERESY:
Bishop who publicly embraces should be abandoned by l'aitlfid . . . .
Blessing of the heretics ;11c nisfortunes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Popc Honorius of Rome condemned by the Sixth Ecumenical Synod

. . . . . . . . . P964 C4
. . . . . . . . . . . P393 1NT
. . . . . . . . . . P393 INT
.
. 5'393 CW
. . P355 INT

. . P323FN
. , . . PXM FN
. , . . P324 FN
, ,

Monophysites condemned by the Fourth Ecumenical Synod . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
, , , . .P241
Papal 'tilioque" corruption, of Creed. a heresy that insults the Holy Trinity:
Also Jesus Christ who teaches that the Holy Spirit proceeds from the Father . . . . . . . .P233 FN
The very existence o f the Roman or Latin cluirch in itsclf is a hcrcsy . . . . . . . . . .
. , .P72FN
HERETTCS:
Donatists also held the view of the heretic Amis . , , . , , , , . , , .
Novations denied rcpcntancc after baptism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Carpocrations, Pelagians. Amicluans, Albigcnshs, Anabaptists.
Sacratnentariarisall denied original sin . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Encratitcs loathed and would not cat meat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Maiiicliccs would not allow married men to become priests . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Donatists said sinners were infectious, must be cut off from Church . , , , , . ,
From Donatist cimc Massiilians. Euchites. Claimed that since the thcorctical
church held become extinct, now found only in the q m x i s
Note: Lutliero-Call inisin borrowed their idea . . . . . . . . . . . . .

P637 FN
P96 Con

HOLY GIFTS: (See also Communion, Eucharist)

HOLY TABLE:
Must have relics placed in them and must face East
Only bishop can dedicate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
There is no sixb iliing as a small dedicaiion . . . . . .
HOMOSEXUAL:
Brothcrslrip by adoption is forbidden to prevent ilris c~ 11 , . . , , .
. . . . . . . . . . P997
,
Ch 10
How such aboniinablc acts arc canonized . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . .~ 9 4 CIS
2
. . . . . . . . . . P159FN
Are sodomites. enemies of God and of all mankind . . . . . . . . . . .
Sin is fearful. it is despised by God. lei us kmble . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P794-5INT. FN P793 C7
Sodomiles. beaslialisls, murderer. sorcerers, adulterers and idolaters
deserve ilie same condemnslim . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P793 C107 1NT. FN
. .
P943 C 19 INT, FN
Boy ~ t l mhas been sodomi/ed cannot be ordained . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
St. Jolin Cl~tysostomsays of ihis: " A yoiing mail would be better offdead" . . . . . . . . . . . . . P795FN
St. Oregon' of Nyssa says of this sin: "Let us shudder. tremble in tenor" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P7Q5FN
Canon against this b> St. Basil die Great . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . Pii29C62

1CONOCLASTS:
Proiesianls l m e been seiled bi ilus profane spin1
Anatlieinaii/ed by the Sevenill Ecumenical S j nod

ICONS:
An idol is one thing a statue is another. an icon is a different tiling . . . . . .
Musl no1 show die Tl~eotokosreclining at die Nativity . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Of 1 1 seven
~
deacons, can show censers and My sleries . . . . . . . . .
Must 1101 show Christ being washed at Nauvity . . . . . . . .
Must not depict Christ as an aninial lamb . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The great decree of the Holy Seventh Ecumenical Synod . . . . .
Honor paid to them redounds to original . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
We ought to bow, kiss, embrace and adore them . . . . . . . . .
Insulting the icon insults the one depicted therein . . . . . . . .
Meaning of h i s word in Greek . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

How wc rcvcrcncc them; the verb "proskino" . . . . . . . . . . . . .
We adore them relatively to their original . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Blessing, sprinkling anointing them -this is a papal iniquity . . . . . . .
They depict the hypostasis not the csscncc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Not for visual plciisurc. but for fond ctnbnieing ;ind kissing . . . . . . . .
They arc of tlicnisclvcs holy. require no priestly blessing , , , , , , , . . ,
Christ taking Adiini & Eve from Hiidcs is not the Resurrection icon .
Christ's Body did not descend to or ascend from Hades . . . . . . . . . . .
Pentecost. should not show a man labeled "0Kosmos" . . . . . . . . . . .

Penlecosi, could show Joel the prophet . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Anointing them with holv water or oil is a Papal custom , , . ,
ICONOGRAPHERS:
Must not paint Christ as a lanib , , . , , . . , , , , , , , , . . , . . , , , , , , , , , ,
Not to show the Evangelists as animals alone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Theotoke not lo be depicted by things ilia1 depict tier, bui as a maiden
Nude, setin-nude. erotic and sensual picture must noi be painkd . . . .
Those who paint such pictures are to be cxcommunicated . . . . . . . . .
INTEREST:
Communion is denied to those who charge it to brothers

Christians are not io charge each other . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cleric must not charge anyone inleresi . . . . . . . . . . .
Jews didnoi charge interest to fellow Jews . . . .
Cbristians not charge Illis each other .
INTERCOURSE:
Should be avoided when wife is pregnant

..,

, , , ,
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Times i t lien married couples should abstain . . . . . . . . .
Married couples should noi coin-uuine the next dav . . . .
B e h e e n broiher and sisier canoni/ed ss murder . . . . . . . . . . .
Not sinful within lawful marriage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Married couples by inutual agreemen1 should abstain during fasts
Married clergy must not be prevented . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
JACOBITES:

Concerning their heresy
JEZEBEL:
Wickedly used makeup to trap silly men Here the Saint shows that lipstick, rouge;
eye-shadow. hair dying are grave sins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .P404
.
FN
JEWS:

Miracle of (lie on-baptied hypocriHeal Jew . . . . . . . .
Concerning those who hjpocriiically become Chrislians
Christians must never marry tlicni . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cl~istitinsmust not have them as their friends . . . . . . .
Cl~istiinsmust not use them as their doctors . . . . . .
Chistitins must not accept medicine from them . . . .
Christians must not eat their matzos . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Their ceremonies and Feasts are not to be honored . . . .

Orthodox must not pray with them

JOHN THE BAPTIZER;
Orphaned and raised in desert by an angel
JIJRTLTATTON:
Is the real iind proper spirit of the Pascha week

JUDGMENT
From what age are sins judged b~ God
KILLING:
A human is usuiilly murder . . , . .
\fclulrtirily. canonized for 1 O years
KING:
Christians must honor their king or ruler
Dcfm-hion of a good king . . . . . . . . . . . .

KISSING:
How it was done in the early church , . , , , , . ,
Cleric who kisses a. woman oilier tlian his wife
KNEELING:
To bestow liottor or kissing the Cross or icon is proper on Suttday . . .
Proliibrtcd on Sunday beginning Saturday evening . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Forbidden on Satuiday and Sunday and during Pentecost, from Pascha
On Sundaj is a h ay s Forbidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
We do not held he knee on Sundaj . . . .

LANGUAGES:
OC ihe Old Covenmi

LATINS:
Roman Catholics; (he\ are unbaptized hence unsaved . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Their separation from the Church is an unpardonable crime . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Failing to baptize ihem is unlawful and imcanonical Economy is no excuse . . . . . .
Blood is forbidden; lliey sin greailj by eating blood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wafers: (their coinitwion) are banalities and unholy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wafers: They corrtiniially break this canon with.their wafers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Filioque: They are refuted by the Third Ecumenical Svnod on Holy Spirit error . . .
Blasphemies: They audaciously and blasphemously
claim that the Gdi Ecumenical Synod sinned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Blasphemies: They sin against the Holy Spirit in saying thai the
Ecumenical Synod sinned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
They sin against God. not allowing married priests . . . . . . . . . .
Orthodox Christians are forbidden to many them . . . . .
The;' and even' other heretic are in need of baptism . . . . . .
Their priests sin in shaving off beards . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
They are indeed heretics and not just schismatics . . . . .

P560 F N
P37 Con

We do not rebaptize them, we simply baptize them . . . .
They make sign of the Cross backwards, against tradition
Their heresy is here overthrown, (Pages 706-713) . . . . .
LAW:

Old law is for Jews

not for Christians

LAYING ON HANDS:
Spiritual fathers should do this to penitents
LAYMEN:
Not permitted to give thcmsclvcs Communion . . . . .
They arc not allowed in the Holy S i i r d u i i p iirca . . ,
Not to teach publicly or in the Church . , , , , , , , , . . ,
At OIK time thcy communed like the priests . . . . . . . . . .

Laymeti ore allowed to give Communion 10 (lie dying

..

LENIENCY:
Adv-iscd for those who freely confess their sins

LENT:
Pregnant women need not fast from wine and oil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
During Lent Martyrs should be remembered only on Saturday and Sundae

LESBIAN: (See also Homosexual and Sexual)
Their sin is Ccarful. bated by God, we ought to iremblc

P793 C7. P794 Con FN. TNT

LETTERS:
Required by priests or readers who travel and celebrate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Used b~ bishops to help iravelers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
LITURGY:
Only lo be celebrated by a fasting mm . . . . . .
May not be offered in a private house . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
It onglit not to be changed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Can onlj be offered where bishop approves . . . . . .
Priests not Lo celebrate ii vtilhouL hot waier . . . .
LORD'S DAY:

Many wonders took place on this day.
Creation began, Israelites crossed the Red Sea, the Annunciation, the Resurrection,
St.John'sRevelation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pi!
Has many in) s t i d meanings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . PS59 F N
Is the correct name for Sunday . . . . . . . . . .
....
. . . . . . . . . . . P859 F N
LUCKY PIECES:
Cl~istiinsshould not depend on such superstitious
LUCK: (See also amulets)
Chrishins should not depend on such superstitions

MACEDONIDS:
His heresy condemned by Second Ecumenical Synod
MARCELLUS:
His h c r c condcmncd
~
by Second Ecumcnicid Synod

. . .

, , ,

.

MAGICIANS:
Clwisiians tniisi avoid their curses

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

MARK:
His Gospel was not originally in Latin as some claim . , , .

MAMUED:
Couples, when tliej should tnuhallj agree lo abstain from intercourse
MARRIAGE:
.
. ~ 3 r0
l9
Wbicli ones are prohibited . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Allowed to priests and deacons; only prior to ordination . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P38 C26
. FN
It is meant to be permanent, one iim and one woman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .P79
It is a sin lo abhor and lule marriage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .P91 C51 P96 C53
.
.
.
. PI25 FN
Not to be performed Wednesdays or Fridays or during Lent . . . . . . . .
.
.
.
. P308 FN
Papacy sins in barring married men l'rom the priesthood . . . . . . . . . . . .
.
P353 C54
Which are ihose iliai are unlawful . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.
C72 FN
Prohibited in the Church except Orthodox to Orthodox . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P376
Woman cannot nwty dead husband's brother . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .P508 C2
Crowns are notto be used ina second n ~ ~ . .g . . e. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P513 FN
One must not disparage honorable marriage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .P523 Cl
.
P552 Cl
Those legally twice-11lamed liou they are treated . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
P 7 2 U C 3
Intercourse. when couples by itiumal agreement should abstain . . . .
, , . . P810 C23
Two brothers nity not marg two sisters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.
P825 C50
Third marriage, not under a law, not condemned. and why . , .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .P895Q11
Unlawful unions, priests may not perform such mairit1ges . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P963C2
Second marriages should be canonized . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Allowable and prohibited unions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P977-996
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P995 #l
Two children wiUi same sponsor iua) noL m a q . . . . . . . . . . .
. . FN
..
Forbidden by heretics (Latins) to men who become their priests . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P8
. . . .C17
.
Twice married nitty not become a cleric . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P28
Spouses must tolerate each other, even if demonic. diseased, even insults and abuse . . . . . . . .P78 FN
When preparing they should confess, fast and prepare themselves for Liturgy . . . . . . . . . . . P307
.
FN

WTYRDOM:
Docs not mean dying but witnessing , . , , , , .
A most profound explanation of this term , , .
One should not picmaturcly jump to it , , , , .

MARTYRS:
Sufferings (in Synaxarion) to be read in the Church , . . ,

, ,

MARY:
Thcotokos, from iinciciit times ciillcd "Ever-Virgin Thcotokos" .

MASKS:
Christians should no1 wear masks (i.e. balls & Halloween, secret societies)
MASONRY:
The aphorism against this great evil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
A blasphemy against (he Lord Jesus Christ . . . . . . . . . . .
Aphorism against Ibis mi-Cbrislian sociely . . . . . . . . .
Orthodox attitude toward this great enemy oC the Cliurcli
MASTURBATION:
How it is amerced . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Regarding ttie clergy.before or aTler ordinalion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hou many injuries this causes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11 i s a haleful sin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Damages both the body and (he soul . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
There are man\ direrent types . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
A God-accursed diabolic;)'! sin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Spiritualfathers should understand and watch for this . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
St. Jolm of the Ladder calls it Comicalion without another body . . . . . . . . .
St Jolm also calls llus deal11 and perdition of die body . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

P936 C R. TNT.FN
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. . . . . . . . . P936 FN
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PY30 FN
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. P938 FN

.

P938 FN

.........

.........
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.

P938 FN
P938 FN

.

P938 FN

MAXIMUS:
The Cynic: his heresy condemned by ilie Second Ecumenical S j nod

MEAT^
What we are forbidden to eat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
C h r i s W n g avoid but not ablwr m a t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Priests, deacons, may abstain- but must taste . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
No1 10 be roasted and offered ina Jewish manner to priest at altar . . . .
Who may not cat it and the reason . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MEMORIALS:
Sixth and 9th month their meaning
MEN :

Never to wearwomen's clothing for ;my reason . . . . . . .
Should wear natural and not fanciful trimmed beards . . ,
Should wear beards. and not shave . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Not to grow long and womanish hair . . . . . . . . . . . .

MENSES
Worncn not to commune during menstruation

MENSTRUATING:
Women must never even go near the Hoh Mysteries . . ,
She cannot be baptized until purified . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Such women not to receive Holy Commiinioii . . . . .
The cannot commune during these days . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Must not suckle her newly baptixd baby . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Scxiial intercourse forbidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Who conccivc give birth to defectives: Fathers of such defective.
ordered stoned to death by Moses; husbands not to touch their wives

P362 TNT
P405 Con
, P403 FN
. P403 FN

METROPOLITAN:
About thk noble iiile . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Not to postpone the ordination of bishops , . . ,
Should not have jurisdiction over large areas .
He is not to plunder dcccascd bishops property

1258 C12 INT
. , . P26R C25
, , ,
, ,

P6l7 C23

. P'm 0 5

MI D-PENTECOST;
Icons not lo show ibe Lord as a beardless y outli

MlMTrS:
Who repent and change life, arc to be accepted
MONASTIC:
Regarding husband and wife joining the order . . .
Clolling. wlial its significance is . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Should not bless weddings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Should not leave inonasieties and go into world lo beg alms
MONASTERIES:
MusL remain such forever . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . P267 C25
How they musi be built . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P249-50 FN
Not to be built on propem-without owner's consent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P250 FN

MONASTERY:
Regulations regarding monks and nuns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Monks and nuns should not eat with each other . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Monk who wants to speak Lo a mill intist do so only in presence of (lie abbess . . .

.
.
.

. p448 C20
. P449 INT
. P441 INT

MONEY:
Mysteries: no transaction is allowed for any Mystcv . . , , ,
Clergy who ordained for money are detested by God . . . . . . . . . . . .
Loans: by Christians to each other must not incur interest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pying for ordination, is like the sin of Caiaphas, the Christ-killer . . . . . . . . .
Paying for ordination is the cause of all disasters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Money : paid for ordination is similar to crime of the great heretics . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Paying for ordination is a crime similar to that of Judas Iscariot . , ,

MONKS:
Conditioiieiliy pernutted within the Sanctuam . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nuns and monks cannot live in the same monastery, lest adultery creep in
Dedicated to Christ alone and thus can never marry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Desert: monks permitted to carry Holy Mysteries to piittiik~ . . . . . . . . . .
Rules: regarding husband and wife becoming monks , , , , , , , , , , . . , . . ,
Clothing: what their clothing means , . , , , , . , , . . , , . , , , , , , , ,
Hair: their hair should not be long . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Habit: meaning of Angelic habit to glorify God. not the flesh . . . . .
Habits: some facts regarding their habits and rank . . . . . . . . . . .
Evcty Christian is permitted to become a monk . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Aniiy. he must not join army or any sccuhr position . . . . . . . . .
Ordained: lie is not to be ~Klaincdin cities and towns . . . . . . . . . . .
Name: the name "monk" means solitary, apart from the world . . , ,

. . , P372 Con
. . P 4 8 C20
.
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Parish: work of a parish is forbidden to him . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
, , , , . . , . P250 FN
Life: what n~tmnerof life he should live . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .P249
. INT
Meddling: in ecclesiastical and civil affairs forbidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P249
.
INT
Meat: is never eaten by a true Orthodox monk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.
.
. P93 FN
Children: he should not sponsor them in baptism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
, , . , P977 F N
Soul: if his soul is binned. limy leave with Abbot's permission , . . , . .
. . , , P972 Q6
S a n c t u a ~he
: may cntcr arc to perform ccrtiiin tasks . , , , , . , , . .
, . , .P9 70 0
1
Habit: doffmg, citing meat. taking a wife. all arc anathema . , , . .
, , . P969 C34
Leaving: is prmittcd, if children come there for lessons , , , , , , ,
, , , P966 C17
. . P%(>C17
Leaving: is permitted irwomen come and enter the monastery . .
Leaving, is permitted if his abbot is a heretic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
, , . P966 C17
Great Lent: he must not do farm work and why . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . P965C17
Habit: if he discards. no one shouldallow him in their house , , . .
, , , P%7
C24
Posscssions: of his own goods iirc disallowcd , , , . . , . . , , , , , , , ,
. , P461 Cti
Trial: the three-year trial period, important facts . . , , . , , , , . ,
, . , , P460C5
.
. P452 FN
Women: entering monasteg. jiisiiCj his leaving it . . . . . . . . . .
P452 F N
.
Abbot: if he is heretical Justifies his leaving monastery . . . . .
Personal: property, timst not take from one to another momsten- . . . .
. . . . . . , . . , , P449 F N
. . , P443CI4TNT.FN
Abbot: (head of monks). how he ought to be sclccted . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Of nio-nastcry, need not be a priest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P448
. . . . C20
Their Hcgumcn by the laying on of hands by the bishop.
has permission lo ordain anagnosts and sub-deacons, bill only in his own ttionasteg
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P443C14FN
. . P443 FN
Pious monks must select their Hegutne~i. .
MONOPHYSITES:
Forerunners of the monothclitcs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Miracle of SL Leo (Pope 01 Rome) llis letter against llus heresy
St. Leo's letter aroused j o j in the Holj God-bearing Fathers . .
Anatlieinati~edby these Ecuttienical Synods
Fourth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fir111 . . . . .
Sixth

.....

Seventh . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MON OTHELlTlSM:
Heresy for which the Pope of Rome, Honorius, was condemned
MONTANUS:
The terrible heresy lie practiced

MURDER
This crime separates one from the Hal) MJ steries for life . .
Smothering: a child if a woman does ihis by accident . . . .
Undersknding the two t? pes or murdei . . . . . . . . . . . .
Abandoning a child causing death is inuider . . . . . . . . . .
Killing in war is not murder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Vbluntag and iiivoluntaiy. the differences . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Abortion: all abortion is murder. no matter what the reason . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Poison is much worse than a club or knife and why . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
H is I\hen one knowingly causes disease (i.e. AIDS thmngli sexual contact) .
Maybe cithcr deliberate or undclibcratc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Willful. do kncclings all through life, rcccivc Communion only at end , , ,

P115-116 Con
.
. P115 Con
. Pii75 C5 1NT
. , , , PSI7 C33
. . , PI15 Con
. , . . P795 C8
. . P115 Con
. P114FN
. . P115FN
, . , PI13 C66
. . F44

Whoever strikes ii mortal blow even in self defense is a murderer
Willful murder of father is canonized for thirty -five years . . , , .
MUSIC:
Church music, what is proper and what is improper , . . , , , , , , , , . . , ,
Cli~irclimusic sliould not be tlic;rtrical , , , , , , , , , , . . , . . , , , . , , , , , , ,
Only the humin voice is acceptable in the Church . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The dragging out of psalms, hymns ctc. is nauseating and unacceptable
No musical iiistmmcnts cspccially organs arc allowed in the Clnirch .
Music should move fast, readings sliould be slower . . . . . . . . . .
Divine Fathers eliminated instruments ifsbeing too artificial . . . . . . . .
Crying or singing out loud against nature is forbidden . . . . . . . .
Singing ought to be done with reverence ;md great Ciirc , , ,
MUTILATTON:
The heretic Origen castrated himself . . . . . . . . .
Is evil for il is self-inirrder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The source or such self-mutilation . . . . . . . . . . . . .
One who docs tins to himself not to be ordained . . .

MYRRH: (See also Chrism)
Concerning its prepamionby [liebishop . . . . . .
Not io be used for repenlant sinners by confessors
NTJNS:

Monks and nuns musi no1 dwell within ihc same inonasie~,Icsi adultery creep in . . . . , , P448 CXX
If raped by barbarians or disorderly men . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P968
. . . C29
Altar area: they ma\ enter in order to clean if required . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P965 C15
Must not be separated from the Church due to past sins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . PW) C32
The) must report addle9 or abortions lo superiors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P945 C25
OATHS:

Must noi use, bui ifthey mere used, wliat St. John Clitysostom says about lliein . . . . . . . . . . P399 FN
Nowhere in the divine canons are they required . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P278 FN
Chrisliatis slioitld never make them . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P398 Con
Evil ones should no( be kept . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P397 INT
Must be kept unless unjust . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.
. P798 C10
OIL:
Oil can be blessed and sanctified nowhere except in the Orthodox Church
OLD COVENANT:
Is divided, legal; liistorical. moral, prophetical

OLD LAW:
Is for the Jews and not for the Christians
ORATORY:
Prayer house; to be built only with bishop's consent

ORDER:
Good order is always necessary for Christians

ORDERS:
Holy Orders, what tlicy arc called

ORDINATION:
All should agree wiih ordination. bishops, priests, laity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Miisl never be done in secrel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Clergy can be ordained during Great Lent except on Sat.. Sun., and An~iiinciatioti. . . . . .
Must be ordained together with parish assignment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
For money, is like h e sin o r Caiaphus. Ilie Christ-killer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
For money, is he cause of all disasters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
For money, is greater crime llian any heresy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.....
For money, similar lo the crime of Judas Iscariol . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Not proliibi ted due to marriage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
....
One who lias isken a viidow or divorcee cantiol be ordained . . . . . . . .
.....
mice-married after baptism cannot be ordained . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Is possible regardless of p-bapiisrnal sin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OMCEN:
He casiraled hirnselr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
His errors are the cause of all oilier heresies (listed here in Rudder) .
He taught many false notions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

ORIGINAL:
Sin: an important study re Adam and sill
PACHOMlUS
Ail angel taught him about moiiasticisn~

PAINTERS:
Christmas icons of Virgin reclining, Christ being washed, prohibited

PAPACY:
Ciitholic Church it is certainly not, but a globiil and epochal hoax that
his deceived many . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Followers are not in. the Catholic Church; they arc unbaptized and unsaved , ,
Failing to baptize them is unlawful. It is not economy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
They sin greatly be eating forbidden blood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wafers: (communion) are b<milltiesand unholy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
wifcis: T h q contimicilly break this canon with their wafers . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Filioquc: They iirc refuted by the Third Ecurncnical Synod on Holy Spirit error
Blasphemies: They ti~idaciouslyand blasphemously claim that the Sixth
Ecumenical Synod sinned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Blasphemies: They sin against the Holy Spirit in saying that the
Ecumenical Synod sinned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Great Sin: Tlicy sin against Christ Himself, not allowing mamcd priests .
Orthodox Christians arc forbidden to many with them . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
They ;ind cvcry other heretic i i i c in need of saving Orthodox baptism . , , ,
Their priests sin in shaving off beards . , , , , , , , , . . , . . , , , , , , , , . . , . . , ,

They are indeed heretics and not just schisniatics . . , . . , , .
We do not rebaptize them, we baptize them . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
They make sign of the Cross backwards, against tradition . . , . ,
Their hcree is here overthrown. (Pages 706-71 3) . . . . . . . . . . .
PARENTS:
Child, if by neglect it dies iinbaptizcd, arc severely canonized . . . . .
Must not leave their property to heretical children . , . . , , , , , ,
Must not prevent their children from b c c o m i ~monastics
~
, . , ,
Not to be given in marriage to non-Orhodox heretics . .

PASCHA WEEK:
We ought not to work but cclcbrirk the Mysteries

, ,

.

PASSION:
How it gels rooled and becomes a liabil
PATRICIDE:

Canonized for 35 ycafi
PAUL:
The Saint should no( be depicted in Hie Donnition icon

...

PER.TI1RE RS:

How iliey are amerced . .
Are c W c d for 10 years
PETER:
Marlyr of Alexandria, catmis concerning him

...

PICNIC:

Clmrcli building and grounds ought no1 to be used

...

POPES:
Pope Honorius espoused the iiionolhelite heresy . . . .
......
Pope Marcellintis was an idolater . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pope Liberius espoused the Arian heres? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pope Anastasius 11 collaborated wilh Hie Arian lieretics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pope Agatlio wrote lo Pogonaius h i Pope Howl-ins was indeed a lierelic . . . . . . . . . . .
Pope Leo II accepted the condemnation of Pope Honorius . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

PRAYER:
Christians forbidden to pray with heretics or scliismalics . . . .
Disallowed will1 excommmiicanls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
WiLh exicoiiiiliunicaiit^ causes our own excoimnunicalion . . . . . . . . . . . .
If a bishop or priest merely join in prayer with heretics. he is to be deposed

PREGNANT:
The woman alone is baptized, but not the child in her womb .

P566 C33
P23 Cl I
P23 C l l

. P67 C45

PRESANCTIFTED:

This liturgy lo be used on all days of Great Lent except Saturdays,
Smidays and the Anininciation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
It is not of Pope Gregory Dialogos. but precedes his time . . , , . .
Ordinations not to be done at this Liturgy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lmb: used in tiis Liturgy ought lo be wetted in !lie Holy Cup . . . . . .
Liturgy: ihis nmsi tiel erbe celebrated in (he tnorning . . . . . . .
PRESIDENT:
Name used for a bisliop in ihe divine canons

PRESUMPTION:
When the soul converses wilh passion and wliat to do
PRIEST:
. P614C17
Their children forbidden (rotn spectacles, (healers. bullfighls. horse races, eic . . .
Adulterous wife, lie is required io divorce l>er . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . PS 14 C8
Age must be at least 30 years before ordination . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P307 C14. P516 C l l
Army and secular positions are forbidden him . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . P251 C7
Arsenocoeda, to a young boy bars lurn rrom priesthood . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ 1 4 CN
3
Assignment to two churches is not allowed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P256 C10
Baptism performed by heretics, he innst reject . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P68 C46
..
. . P405 Con
Beards, slionld be natural and not CaticiCiiIly trimmed . . . . .
Beards are required. he should not be clean shaven . . . .
........
. . P403 FN
Bishop's consent; nothing done without it . . . . . . . . . . . .
........
. . P59C39
Caring for bishops and fellow priests is imperative . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . , P102 C59
C a n d intercourse before marriage causes his deposition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.
. P514CX
Charging money l'or any My skq; lie is 10 be deposed . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.
P45Con
. . 5'319 C27
Clerical garments should be worn bj him at all limes . . . . .
Communion only to those fasting (on an empty stonuch) . . ,
. . , P325 Con
Concubine's child is not barred from the priesthood . . . .
, , . , P964 CS
C o n d e n d by bishop, he must not serve . . . . . . . . .
.
P610 C10
Christ; every priest must imitate Him . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . P38 C27 FN
Death, anointment and burial. liow this is done . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . , P61iiFN
Deposed priests c m t elen offer a blessing . . . . . . . . .
. P4U C28. P321 FN
Deposed if he insults his bishop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
, , , , . . , . P98 C55
Dining at tables of second married is forbidden him. . . . .
, , , , P512C7
Disputes with his bishop must go to synod . . . . . . . . . . .
. , . . P253 C9
Drunkenness and gambling are causes for his deposition , , . ,
. . P63 C42
Fornication and adultery bar a man from priesthood . . . .
. . , PI06 C61
Free-lancing is never allowed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . P m cis
Grace of God functions even if thcy sire umvorthy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . , . P179FN
, , , , P4-n C3
He must not be appointed by secular rulers , , , , , . , , . , , , , , , , , , . , , . , , , , , , ,
If he docs not fust on Wednesday and Friday don't take Communion from him .
, , , . P9.W FN
Incense and blessings. cannot be done by him if deposed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . P973 Q8
Inheritance must not go to his .hereticalkin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. P621 C30
Interest charged to others is totally forbidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
, , . PIS0 C17
. , . P305 Cl?,
Not to be disallowed from having intercourse with his wife . . . . .
, . , P827 C55
Killing a robber is cause for his deposition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
, . , P74R TNT
Leaving his church to go elsewhere is forbiddcn . . ,
Leaving his flock to die for Christ is forbidden . . . . .
, , , P748 WT

Lending money to anyone,he can never collcct any interest . . . . . .
Liturgies he performs must only be where bishop ilpproves . . . . . . . . . . .
Liturgies; he should celebrate them evety day during Pascha Week . . . . .
Mamagcs; if unlawful he nuist not cclcbrdtc them . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Marrid priests iirc forbidden by the heretics (i.c. Latins) . . . . . . . . .
Marriage; why it is forbidden after ordination , . . , , . . , , , , , , , , , ,
Marriage is iillo~ablc,but only before ordination . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Marriages allowablc arc only Orthodox man to Orthodox woman , ,
Married priests should not be shunned by the faithful . . . . . . . . . . .
Marriage after his ordination causes Ins deposilion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mastirrb~tion:how it is mcrccd . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Metropolitan is not to be mentioned by the celebrating priest, only his bishop
Mystcrics; the priest's duties if they spill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mysteries; if pricst is unworthy faithful ought to receive , , , , , , . . , . . , , , , ,
Not to take another priest to court . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nol la eat in lai ems . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nol allowed to celebrate any unlawful wedding . . . . . . . .
Ordained men should be lolally irreproachable . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ordained unworthily. they 'remain true pncsts until deposed . . .
Thi* ycars of arc is minimum before ordination . . . . . . .

PROTESTANTS:
Ttieir forerunner was Montanus who rejected holy tradition of ilie Clmrcli
Unbapti/fid, thej are all in need of iriune iintnersion in the Clmrcli . . . .
PROTESTANTS AND PAPISTS:
In rejecting holy tradition thcy arc under anathema . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Rejecting Holy Tradition, lliey reject everything else including the Bible

PSALMS:
Priva~eones no1 10 be used in h e cluirch

PSALTER:
Intercourse with fiancee before inarriage. lie cannot advance

RAMSOM:
Those who paid to avoid persecution are blameless

RAPE:
Forced rape incurs no penalty at all to the victim . . . . . . . .
Man who rapes and then marries woman is canonized,
(not the woman) and may remain married . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
READER:

Concerning pre-marital intercourse wilh his li&e prevents him
from advancing to the ranks of c l e w . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
After reading he must not bow to the people . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RE-BAPTISM:
Forbidden to baptized Orthodox Christians

RELICS:

How they are to be deposited in the temple
REPENTANCE:
Foisting, prostrations tecirs arc also nccdcd . . . . . . . . . . .
True repentance ttnist be accompanied with weeping . . .
Vialutnar', weeping in repentance lessens canoni/.ing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
True repentance is in the disposition or the soul . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Contrite repentance is always acceptable, as the robber, Manasses the publican . . .
Priesis must treat conlnte penitents decently . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
God acccpts sadness of countenance for our sins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RESURRECTION:

Week. (Bright Week) to be spent feasting on Mjsieries, no fasting . . . . . .
Cessation of fasting should take place after the Resurrection Liturgy . . . . . .
Eating eggs and meat arter -Clirist is risen" before Liiurgy is condemable
Red d\ ed eggs from Jewish sa\ ing, "His blood be on us and on our children" . . . .
Icon is not Christ taking Adam and Eve out of Hades . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Only the soul of Christ,descended into Hades . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
REVELATION:

Prophecy which was fuirilled b j Origen .
Truly is a book of the New Covenant . . .
RIGORISM:
Or strictness, what this really is . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
See also its reverse which is economy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Strictness is no( opposed 1.0 economy . . . . . . . . .
RITES:
Ordinations of priests, deacons. readers, etc

P246 INT

ROBBER:
If Christian kills a robber lie is canonized for tltree years
ROME:
This refutes its false supposition that all appeals go to the "Supreme Pontiff' in Rome . . . . .P274 FN

RUDDER:
This book: Slips are steered correctly with a rudder. But with this handbook
the whole Church is rightly guided aright. (Saint Nicodemos)
RIJTXRS:
Christians must not insult them

SABELLIUS:
His heresy condemned by Second Ecumenical Synod
SACRED CANONS:
Must all be honored mid ncvcr mocked

SACRED OBJECTS:
Musl not be bought, sold or sec~ila'ri~ed
SACRILEGE:
It is much more thin just stcaling
lusl d > a i this is . . . . . . . . . . . . .

SARDICA:
Synod held llrere (347 AD) was regional, not ecumenical
SATURDAY:
Fasting not permitted except on Great Saturdaj . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P 110 C64
Clffislians intis1 not rest and Judai~ehis day . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P564 C29
On Saturdays and.Sundaj s (except Greai Sal.) "Such is a Christ-killer." St. Ignatios . . . . . . . P 112 FN
Prolribiled on Salurday s and Sundays, Sl. Epiphanies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P I 12 FN
We cease Casting on Saturdays and Sundays to rest, St, John Chnsoslotn . . .
. . P I 12 FN

SCHISM:
Not even h e blood of niarlj rdom cleanses one from it
St Basil: Ulis applies to intesIlllal disputes . . . . . . . . . .
SCRIPTURE:
To be tauglri daily and on (he Lord's Day

P313 C l t , INT

SECULAR:
Affairs, for profit is forbidden to clerics
SELF-ACCUSATION:
Is a most important part of our sah alien

SELLING:
Of anything is not allowed on Church grounds
SEMINAL EMISSION: (See also wet dreams)
May be considered as clean or unclean .
Occurring while irwakc is canonized , . ,
SENSUALITY:
Is pagan, hedonistic and despised by God. today we are like Sodom and Gomorrah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .P407C100
..
SEPTUAGINT:
The only preserved tianslation from incorrupt Hebrew text . , , .
The Holy Spirit guided its trinslutors . , , , , . , , , . . , . . , , ,
The grout wonder of its traiislition , , . , ,
Languages which were used in it . . , , . . ,
Listing of its genuine books . . . . . . .
SERMONS:
We should continuously admonish and cohort each other every day

, , , . ,
. .
, , . . ,
.

,

PI51 F N

P150FN

.P150FN
P149FN
.
P576

SEVEN:
Is the number of limes we should pray daily
SEXUAL:

There is one Liwful sexual iictivifv - conjugai relationship of bushind iind wife . . . . . . . . . . PS7
. 1 C4

Sins are enumerated in illis Canon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P950-2 C35
Intercourse: when married ought to abstain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . PK97Ql3

Misconduct. canoniwd according to ibe sin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Inierconrse between broiber and sister, canoni/ed as murder . . . .

.
.

PR71 CA
P3RO CCi7

.
.

Homosexual:
How such abominable acts arc canonized . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . P942
.
C18
Are sodomites. enemies OFGod and of all mankind . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P159 FN
Sin is fearful. it is despised bj God. lei us tremble . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .P794-51NT; FN P793 C7

Sodomites. beastialists, murderer. sorcerers, adulterers and idolaters
deserve Ilie same wndemn;!iion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P793 C107 INT. FN
Boy wlx) lias been sodomi~edcannoi be ordained . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P W C 19 INT, FN
St. Jolin Clqsosloin says or iliis sin: "A young inan would be bener on'dead . . . . . . . . . . P795 F N
St. Gregory of Nyssa says of this sin: "Let us shudder. tremble in tenor" . . . . .
. P795 FN
SHAVING:
Off [lie beard ovenlirows God's law
SICK:

Person seeking baptism should receive it . . . . . . . . . .
Those who are n q use wine and oil during Great Lent
S1GN OF THE CROSS:
Why we go From riglu Lo left . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Latins make it backwards. unlradiuonall\ . . .

SIMONY:
St. Tarasios' epistle to Pope Adrian on this subject, calls it heresy . . . . . . . .
St. Gennadios' epistle on simony to the Pope of Rome . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Holy Orders; being bought and sold, a morbid crime like that of Judas . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Guilty: bisliops; priesis, deacons, must be deposed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Canon: concerning this at the Fourth Ecumenical Synod . . . . . . . . . . .
Judas: sold Christ. this is buying and selling Holy Spirit , , . , , , .
Heresy: St. Tarasios calls this crime heresy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Deposes all: this morbid crime deposes all who were involved . . . . . .
SIN:

Details concerning original sin . . . . .
Has many offshoots and errors , , . , ,
Heretics (non-Orthodox) riinnot remit
SINS:
That ciiuse clerics to be deposed
SINNERS:

Who aiduousJy repent to be canonized leniently
Repentant sinners arc iilwuys wclcomcd , , , , , ,

SISTER:

How a nun who lies \viih her is canoniml
A man cannot marry his dead wife's sister

STSTER-IN-LAW
Hm4 a man who lies with her is canoni/.ed

SLAVES:
Canons regarding lliem
SLAVONIC:
Alphabet. inkodnced by SS. Cyril and Melhodios
SMOTHER:
How 3 woman who overlies and kills tier baby is canoni/ed

SODOMY: (see also lioniosexual and sexual)
Is canonized for 15 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Is canonized double - much more ban Coniicalion . . . . .

.

.

P829 C62

POT2 C4 INT

SORCERY:
Must avoid such demon worship . . . . . . . . .
Severe canons for lliose who Ir~islin Ihis evil
There are many different types . . . . . . . . . .

SOUL:
It is made and built by God . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Is mi a prisoner in llie body as Origen bnglil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gregory of Nyssa divides soul three ways, reasoning. dfeclive and conalhe . . . .
Reason can mistake froth for falsehood and vice versa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SOULS:
Origen erred in saying they preexisted elsewhere
SPIRIT:
Caused the Holy Scripture to be without error

SPIRITUAL FATHERS:
Should study Canon. 35 as these sins are now common
Should read what the dying ruler said . . . . . . . . . . . . .
They nmst admonish day by day . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

St. RASH.:
Requires that ill1 heretics be baptized
St. CYRIL:
Refutes Latin heresy. the "filioque"addition
St. GENNADTOS:

His epistle on simony to the Pope of Rome

.
. P950 C35
.
P975 FN
. . , . . P840 INT

St. JOHN THE FASTER:

His tlriq-five Canons
St. LIJCTAN:

Liturgy was conducted in prison 011his biciist
St. PHOTIOS:

Proclaimed x ik law fill Patriarch
STARE SHOWS:
No Christian is permitted to attend
STATUES:

An idol is one thing, a statue another, an icon is something d i k e n i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P4 14 FN
During iconoclas~n.no religious statues were destroyed, they did no1 exist . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P414 FN
Womm w i ~ hissue of blood made a hmn/.e shiue or CbrisI which w ; ~venerated
i
bill no one copied her example . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P4 14 F N
Statues and sculpted works of the Latins violate C82 of the Sixth Ecumenical S y o d . . . . . . P4 15 FN
Not used due Lo their likeness to idols according Lo some . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P415
.
FN
STAVROPIGIAS:

Explanation as lo what these are
STEALING:
From the Church, how it is canonized
STEPHAW 0s: (papalelha)
Should be won1 b j all deny

STEWARD:
There should be one in every church
STRANGER:
Should not be admitted without a proper letter
STRIKING:
Some Suints did so but riircly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Jesus never struck anyone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Clerics should not strike anyone. but imitate the meek Christ
SUBDEACON:
Must be twenty yciirs old prior to ordiniition

SUBSTANCE:
This word means "hypostasis'" and .not cssencc

SUICIDE:
Attempted i s canonized just like murder . . . . . . . . . . . . .
There arc many different possibilities when it occurs . . ,

P U S C72

SUNDAY (The Lord's Day)
P969 C 1
We should travel only as much as is necessary . . . . . . . . .
P965 C10
Knccling is permitted only to bestow honor or a kiss . . , , .
Fastingnevcrpcnnittcd . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .PI10 C64
Is correctly called the Lord's Day . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , .PR59
. FN
. PI12 FN
On Saturdays and Sundajs (except Greai Sal.) "Such is a Christ-killer." St. Ignatios . .
P I 12 FN
Prohibited on Saturdays and Sundays, Sl. Epiphanies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. PI 12 FN
We cease Casting on Saturdays and Sundays to rest, St, John Chnsoslotn . . . . . . . . . . .
P529 CIS
Fasting for ihe sake of supposedly ascetic exercise. lei lii~tibe anathema . . . . . . . . .
SURETY:
Offering ourselT niay be good or bad

SYNODS; (Councils)
Should be held lwice a year
TAVERN:
No cleric may operate one . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bishops, priests. deacons not to eat in taverns . . . . . . . . .

TEMPLE:
Musl not be consecrated wittiout relics of Holy Marljrs . .
. . P436 1NTP383 0 7 9
Layout ofa church (building is properly called temple) . . .
.........
PlOOti-1009
Placeofrefugeformany . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .P405INTFN,Cou
...
Grounds are not for family living . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Pa0
. 5 C97
Building. should not be used as a tavern, or for buying selling, parties, dances, etc . . . . . . .P38 1 C76
Martyr's relics are necessary or h e > are no1 temples . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P43 8 Con
THEATERS:
Christians arc not permitted to attend . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The;' promote lewdness, fornication and every evil . . . . . . . . . . .
Are demonic spectacles (T. V. and videos are theater in the home)

THEOTOKOS:
Human, thcrcforc was not born sinless, this idea being u 19th century Latin heresy . . . . . . . .P689 FN
Name was adopted by Third Ecumenical Synod . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .P22
. . 1-2-3
Name first applied to M a p by Origen . . . . . . . . . .
.
P225 FN
Divine birth-giving unlike all other births . . . . . . .
.
P384 INT
Suffered no child-birth ills . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
, , , . . P3R4

THTEF:
Canonized for only one year if he confcsses

TfflRB MARRIAGE:
Not under a law, yet not condcnined and why

THURSDAY:
Of Holy and Great Week must be kept. it is a strict fast day

TONSURE:
OCclerics, lww it ought lo be done
TRADTTTON:
Even the Holy Bible i s ;in Orthodox tradition , , . . . .
Three iypes: Divine, Aposlolic, Ecclesiaslic . . . . . . .

TRANSFIGURATION:
W i n wheat and grapes are orered during (his Ceasi
TRANSMIGRATION:
Of souls7idea condemned by Fifth Ecumenical Synod
TRISAGION:
Hymn portrays the Holy Triniiy in unity . . . . . . . . .
H ~ I Iwas
~ Ireceived directly Crotn God in heaven . . .

TWICE-MARRIED:
This man may not become a priest
UNBELIEVER:
Orlhodox Clirislians forbidden to i n a q
UNCLEAN:
Food. if a rat or vermin falls into it nmst not be eaten
UNCTION:
My skry to be perl'onued with seven priests, but one suffices

UNLEAVENED:
Wafers: of the Jews are not to be eaten . . , , . , , . . . . . . . . . , . . , , . . ,
Wafers: of the Latins violates Canon 70 . , . . , . . . . . . . . , . . , . . . . . .
Jesus did not use such at the Mystical Supper, used leavened bread .
Wafers: were not used by the Latins until 10% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNWORTHY:
If found, such persons must be expelled from Priesthood
VESSELS:
Sacred, not to be used for any other purpose
VICAR OF CHRTST:
Hoax that Rome invented out of her unqucnchablc desire for power and authority . . . . . . . . . P274 FN

VIRGIN:
Thcotokos: her child- bearing was painless, virginity intact . , , . .
Those who remainvirgin and abominate marriage, anathema . . .
Zacharias placed the pregnant Vngin with the virgins . . , . . ,
Under father's control and nins after a man . , , . . . . . . . . . , .
Nun who is dedicated to Christ and lapses is an cidultcrcss , . ,

State is far superior to that of mmiagc . . . . . . . . . . .
When she was first called Maw the Virgin Theotokos
Dedicated to Jesus Christ may never many . . . . . . .
WRTUE:
Vice. how t h y exist in the human soul

VOMIT:
If it occurs after Holy Communion canonized 40 days
vows:
A bud oath must iievcr be kept
WAFERS:
Unleavened, not used by tlic Latins until 1053 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .P.129
. . FN
..
Latins found the original leavened IoaCin Conslaniinople and hidit from shame . . . . . . . . . . PI29 FN

WAR:
Murders in war arc not really murders
WATER:
If swallowed involim~arilj.ought one lo commune'?

P899 QXV

"WEATHER-BITTEN":
A ienn once used

for detnonkd people

WEDNESDAY:
FasL day. remembering ilie betraja1 ol' Jesus Clirist

P755 INT

WEDDING:

Clerics tnusl depart if saianic urnsic eic. are introduced
Pries1 must not celebrate an unlawful wedding . . . . . .
Chrisiians ~ I ~ I no1
L ~ Iwait/ or dance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Not to be celebrated during Great Lent . . . . . . . . . . . .

P317 INT
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. P573 C52

PW5 Q4
P573 C53

WET DREAMS:

Coimtitmion denied one dab. Cliant 50lh Psalm and do 49 Melanies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P935 C6
If from desire, layman should not cointnutiicat e on (lie next day . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pi!% Q 12
. . . . . . P72 1 C4. P72 FN
Whether one ought 10 communica1e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
It may be faultless or sinful . . . . . . . . . . .
.
.
. P762 FN
WHEAT: (and grapes)
Why onered on the Tdguration

Feast

WHOREMONCERS: (procurers, pimps)
Excomrnunicatcd . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

WIDOW:
1s free to lawfully marry, but only to an Orthodox

WILL:

Chrisi had two wills. one divine and one human
WINE:
We must not abhor wine
WITCHCRAFT:
Christians tnusi avoid ihis deadly Corm or demon worship
WITNESS:
One must be examined very caicfully
WIVES:
Ttieir honor is betrayed by the husband's adultery

WOMAN:
No double standard or inascnline superiorii~;boih are one and the same clay . . . .
Pregnant when farther along must not lift l m v weights . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pregnant and a catechumen, iuay be baptised whenever she wishes . . . . . . . . . . .
Not to be separated from cliircli for most sins and the reason . . . . . . .
Miscarriage: should do every thing possible to avoid a miscarriage . . . . . .
Kissed and hugged, ttterely, by man to be cat~oni~ed
lor masturbatioti . . .
Pregtmi. may use wine and oil during ( 3 x 3 1 Lent . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Menstruating. nmst not be baptized or commune . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Menstnious, must not communicate the Holy Mysteries . . . . . . . . . . .
Menstruating, must not even approach the Holy Mysteries . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hair nat to be cut off or wear man's style or clothing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Husband iniist not be abandoned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Betrothed, no man can lake her . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Whore and hag Jezebcl, not to be like her in painting face etc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Theotokos is the model for even7Christian, and she should strive to emulate her .
Here is a very edift-ingsection concerning women . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Makeup, cosmetics. perfumes, dishonor God who created he1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Rouge; Lipstick. mascara, perfume. eye-shadow, all are forbidden . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BeauliTid Christian woman what she really is . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Function is noblc-to bear holy children raised in bclicf and love of God , , , , , ,
Talking and singing forbidden in church . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Men's clotling not to be worn in any form at any time or place . . . . . . . . .
Forbidden to seize a woman by force . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Miscarriages, involuntary are canonized one year . .

WRESTLING:
With sin: deserves a crown mid not punishmcnt

XEROPHAGY:
The List week of Great Lent should be confined to this
Details about fasting and xerophagv . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ZACHARIAS

Murdcrcd by the Jews because he piciccd the prcgremt Virgin May with virgins
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